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Royal Signals
Festival of Music
Supporting the Royal Signal Mu eum Education Project
and Joseph Weld Hospice

Saturday May 6th

Corps Officers' Dinner Club Events
ote for your diaries:
• Corp London Dinner - Tue day 9 May 2000
• Corps Blandford Lunch - Sunday 25 June 2000
• Corps Catterick Lunch - Sunday 17 eptember 2000
Application. to RHQ for the attention of the A ·sistant Regimental
Secretary

Poole Aris Centre (01202 685222)
(Line open.from mid-February 2000)
Massed Band~, Pipes & Drums and Ethnic dancing.
A unique programme of Music and Dance,
including Gurkha Dancing and Riverdance.

BAE SYSTEMS

• The backbone of battlefield digitization
Archer Communi cations Systems Li mi ted
PO Box 11 8, Hedge End, Southampton,
Hampshire, S03 0 2XW, United Kingdom,
Telephone: +44 (0)1489 773000, Fax: +44 (0) 1489 7731 00

Finding a way through the fog of war
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© Crown Copyright
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5 AIRBORNE BRIGADE
RE-ROLING TO 12 MECHANIZED
BRIGADE

.

On l September 1999, 5 Airborne Brigade re-rolcd to 12
Mechanised Brigade. Those previous members of HQ 5 AB Bdc
WO and Sgts Mess who have presented any memorabilia to the
Mes~ hetween 1969 and 1999 are to contact W02 Wales on
ldershol Military 4411, Civil 01252 3494 11 or Karen Bra mley
(4422 or 349422) if they wish to have their presentation piece
returned. If no replies are fonhcom ing by 7 February 2000, then the
present Me s Members will decide if the item will be kept on the
book. of 12 Mech Bde Mess, donated to the new 16 Air Assault
Mes· in olchester or donated to the Airborne Mu cum.
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A Wing provides for the whole life career management of Roya l
Signal Soldier in the Yeoman of ignals, Tele Op (Data), Tel Op (Sy ),
Tel Op (RR) and ADP pee rosters.
A Win g Personalities:
OIC A W ing : Maj (R etd) Bill ochrane, The Boss of the Wing he
keeps an eye on everyone and everyone on their toes. A retired Traffic
Officer Bill has a wealth of experi ence of the Roya l Signal. and the
soldiers who serve in the orps.
AOI: David Greer - looking after YofS, ADP pee and Tele Op (Data).
adly David has been away fro m work for ome lime and his dulles ha ~ e
been spread between the other , with the mai n effon being taken up by
Maj Cochrane.
A0 2 : David Stevenson - looking after Te l Op (RR). David suppon s
Aberdeen, which i not a very happy pa time this year! He i due to lea\e
the MCM Div early in January and is being repl ace d by Katri n a
Bu tche r.
03: Ai leen Gordon - looking afler Tel Op ( y ). AiJeen used to be the
Promotions Desk Officer for the INT Corp . but then he got better (afler
the arrival of her first child) and joined the Royal Signal s team .
A0 4: Stu art Brydson - A Promotion Desk Officer, he prepare all the
promotion boards and works with the other desk officers to co-ordinate
the timings of promotions. Stuart has a number of interesting pa time
including abseiling down the outside of the Hilton Hotel.
AA: Tracy Gaga han - prov ides clerica l suppon throughout the Wing
helpi ng as required. Tracy is the experienced member of the Wing having
served \~i th the TA in 32 Sig Regt (V)!!

Entry Details DCI Army 160/99
Or contact W02 Smith - 94355 8306

THE MAN
F ROM MANNING AND RECORDS

(Maj S. J. Turnbull R SIGNALS)
(with apologies to all my hard working comrade in the R S IGNALS and
INT Corps MCM Div)
Greetings, a Happy ew Year and indeed a Happy ew Millenniu m
from the staff of the Royal Signals and Intelligence Cor ps MCM
Division.
For the ew Year it is out with the old (sorry Brigadier) and in with
the new, as the top structure of the M M Di vision gets a good spring
clean to welcome in the 21st Century. Out goes Colonel, now Brigadier,
David McDowall to Command of I Signal Brigade, enjoy all that LOA
Sir! The new man at the helm of the MCM Division i Colonel M ike
Dyer. He ha stepped up from the SO I Offi cers job that is, in tum, filled
by Major, to be Lt Col, Steve Wa lli . Con gratulations, Sirs, on your
promot ions.
All this excitement leaves the post of S0 2 Officers vacant and so yours
tru ly i to step smartly to the right and fill the vacancy.
Thi adly l e ~ ves the S0 2 Man Pol job vacant aga in. but as w ith the
rest of the Corps, we at the MCM Di v have to take our hare of the Corps
manpower shonage .

For an information brochure call
Freepost, The TA, CV37 9BR.

0845 603 32 32 quoting

M C M DI rs 10 STRUCTURE
A promi ed in the first article from the Di ision, month by month we
w ill take you on a trip to focu in on the parts of the Di vi ion to meet the
personali ties and fin d out what it is they do. However, before we tart lhi
I need to lay down the basic tructurc within which the pans are held.

ref WI009, or send the coupon to:

SUR NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _
BLOCK CAPITALS

Royal Signals and Int Corps MCM Div

~ MR / MS

PLEASE CIRCLE

FIRST NAME _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

Courses Wing

A WING

BE THE BEST

POSTCODE _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

B WING

Officer Wing

CWING

~

TEL (STD )_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE OF BIRTH _ _- ' - - - '/_ __
The TA is committed to Equal Opportunities.

Soldier Wing

http://www.army.mod.uk

As you can see from the diagram , The Division ha two mai n Wings
oldier and Officer Wing . oldier Wing i then further subd i ided ' ith
three Manning Wings catering for the Royal ignals, One w ing looking
afler the Inte ll igence Corp and a Courses Wing, providing the focu fo r
all career and qua lification courses in the Royal ignal .
Our tour of the M M Div will begin with a fo u on A Wing.
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On a cold winters morning a group of the staff of the Royal ignal
MCM Division. with the head of the Royal Signals Record of en ice
Wing, et off fro m Glasgow for a week long vi it to 16 ignal Regiment
in Germany. After a bit of a fa]
tart, ''hen one member of the team
forgot his pa sport! ' Do you need a pas pon to go to German ?' The
remainder found their way to Rhiendahlen and for many their first
exposure to the Royal Signals ince they began working at the Divi ion
in Gia gow.
An action packed ' eek had been organised by the Adj utant 16 ignal
Regiment, C apt Andy Percival including: dri\'ing off road under the
careful tuition of C pl Thompson. camoutlaging the regiment vehicle ,
meeting and discu ing the complexitie of the Royal Signal trade \\ith
the tradesmen themselve and of cour e the occasiona l social event and
one of two beers.
The party returned to the wind and no\\ of GlasgO\\ exhau tcd but
exhilarated, having had a great time. They brought back a \a t collection
of unprintable photographs and the one u cable one ''hi ch i · included
with thi article.
PRO 10TIO BOARDS
One of the great m. steries of life in the Royal Corp of 1gnal . i. the
methodology used to select soldiers of all ranks for promotion. othen11se
known a the Promotion Board. ow the e board are explained b) the
MC I Div road how that finds its way around to much of the orps each
year, but ' ho i listen ing. ' hen what you really want to kno\1 i , '\'<"here
am I be ing posted next! '
The Promotion Board i a complex busine s. but if you bear with me
over the next four edition of Th e Wire, I wi ll eek to explain ho'' "c do.
what we do. I ' ill break the procc s do1' n into four pans:
I. Preparation.

2. Grad ing.

3. dection.

4. Aflermath.

Part I Preparation: The preparntion for a board begms ''ell before
the ad erti ed date for the board in the coming year. There arc t\1 o
princip le agencies in\'OIYed: The MCM Division. ''here the Promouon
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D' ·k Ollie •r has a great dea l of adm ini trntiYc work to comp let . and the
unit TI1c unit's main re pon_ibility is to en ure that Annual Confidential
R ·ports arc completed and · ent, to arr iv.: at the 1vfC 1 Div. by th e
appointed tnue. Otherwise. preparation for the board may be delayed. or
in th \\Of"St ca e an indiYidual ma) not be pre ented to the board at all.
The admini trati\e work that has to be ompleted in the 1 M Di\
begin in the tanning Control branch. H~ re the trength of the orp i
monitored on a month by month ba is. Th is in · tude. planned output of
trained oldier · from the R • di.charges and plannctl otice to
Terminate ( TT). This work identifie the Corps requirements for
promotion in each rank and CEQ for th.: year ahead.
In the '-tanning Wing the Promotion De k Ofticcr ha to crecn all the
per onncl in each EQ to determine if they meet the criteria to be
pre ·ented for consideration at the board. To go forward to the board a
soldier mu ·t sati fy the criteria laid down in OinC( )' · Policy Directive
umber 6 (PD o.6). 1 O\\ the ·e criteria differ to a greater or les er
extent dependent upon \\ hich rank and CEQ i under con ideration.
Detail are available in the PD. but in generic tenn the following are the
key criteria:
I. Ha the oldier the required minimum length of pen ionable
Cf\ ice to be con idered"
2. Ha the old ier comp leted at least one full year in his current
ub tanti\·e rank?

3. Doe the oldier meet the minimum medical fitness category
required for promotion in hi rank and CEQ?

3. Doe the oldier haYe a current recommendation for promotion in
hi late I Confidential Report?

4. Ha the oldier comp leted or pa ed the nece sary qualification
course for promotion to the next rank? (ie. EFP I and 2, RSJCC,
R C, R WOC etc.)
I fall thee requirements are · ati fied, then the oldiers are added to the
role, to be considered for promotion by the promotion Board. Just when
you think all i going well. The promotion desk Officer has completed the
role of250 for the board, called all the files forward from the torage centre and numbered all the file in accordance with the rol . Then the Adjt or
the Blankshire ignal Regiment faxe through the R recommendation for
ig mith who ha to be inserted al nwnber 75 requiring the whole role

and the files to be renumbered! happy Promotions De k Ofli ccr! - by the
\\a , \\here did you wan t that posting?

EXT lS UE - FOC ' 0
PROMOTIO BOARD

B WI G A D GRAD! G ON THE

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
VOLUNTEERS
On Friday. 19 oYcmber, twenty-thr.:e o f the \ olunteers who man the
mu eum at weekend during the summer opening season were joined by
eight members of the museum sta!T in the Oak Room of the rown Hotel ,
for their annual meeting and end-of-sea on dinner. Pat Soward, the
olunteer co-ordinator, in his opening ' ords was particularly pleased to
wel ome Roger and Danny Pickard. Roger, who has been very ill for
the pa t year, was back to hi u ual ebullient fonn and was celebrating hi
la. t day as urator.
Gen Jimmy Hellier, reportin g on the deliberations of the Trustees,
noted that Col Cliff Walters had recently a sumed the duties or Museum
Director and that a ne w Curator should be engaged at the beginning of
the next Financial Year. In the meantime Mike Butler would continue as
temporary curator. He mentioned plan to construct a presentation room
above the shop as part of the educational package to attract school visits
and, on behalf of the Tru tees, he thanked the volunteers for their efforts
in 1999.
Adam Forty, the Busine · Manager. also thanked the volunteers for
their e!Torts. He Ii ·ted the various event to be organi ed by the museum
staff in 2000, the Motor Cycle Expo, Air Show at Compton Abbas, Band
Concert, Golf Tournament etc. The special di plays, Enigma in 1998 and
SOE in 1999 will be followed by an AS display in 2000. It i planned to
have that in place in mid-February and publicity will target parent and
children in the area over the half-tem1 holiday. onsequently volunteer
have been a ked to man the museum on weekend from Saturday, 19
February, 10 Sunday, 29 October, next year.
In addition to manning the shop and talking about displays to visitors,
volunteers also engage in re earch work in the archi\e ·. cope for this
' ork will increa e a the museum nO\\ has, thank to the generosity of
the family of ig Harold Greenwood, a computer on which details of the
mu eum' artifacts and documents can be entered. Volunteers are also
needed to tape aural hi !Ory re ord and a drive to recruit new volunteers
i underway in the Blandford area. Anyone li\ing in the area who would
like more detail hould phone Pat Soward on 01258 860647.

LCPL BARTRIP AWARDED
WCIT APPRENTICE MEDAL
The Worship fu l Com pany of lnfonnation Tl:chnologists ' (WCIT)
Apprc!1ticc Medal was ;1wardcd, 111 October 1999, to LCpl Marcus
Bartnp. The medal was presen ted at an lnstallatlon Dinner he ld at the
lallO\\ Cha ndlers Hall in Londo_n. LCpl Bartrip .1oincd the Corps on 9
February 1998 and a ller com~l.e ttn g recruit tra ining at /\TR Bassingboum
commen ced trade tra1n111i; at I he Roya l School of Signals in May 1998.
During the 1111tta! theoretical pa~ o f the coursc ig Bartrip achieved out~ ta ndm g resul ti; 111 all subjects. 1 mpr~s~111g his instructors by hi maturity.
1nte ll 1 ge~ ce, cn_1h_us1asm. de~emun atlon and hard work . In the practica l
phase o l his tr~ 1111_n g h ~ c_o nt111u e~ to grnsp concepts and practices quicker
tl~ an :n ost, ac h1cv 1~ g d1 st111 ~t1 ons 111 most. t~sts, and was consistentl y top of
hi s course by a w ide marg111 . In recogn1t1on o f hi s achieve ments he was
awarded the ·Lightning Trophy'. In May 1999 he was promoted to Lance
Corpora l and posted to 8 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn . As part of the Awa rd he
undertake a 4-ycar apprenticeship with the WCI T, at the end of which he
becomes a Journeyman of the Compan y.

We Want You!
As a specialise computer recruitment
consulcancy, we have a wealch of opportunicies
for computing, nerworking and communicacions
personnel. We have posicions ba ed throughout
che U.K. for a wide and diverse range of clients.
Should you be leaving che services soon we are
able co assisc you in finding your new posicion
in civvy screer.
Call our ex Royal Signals consulcanc,
Scephen Upsall coday or alcernacively
forward a comprehensive CV
Telephone: 01892 549898 fax: 01892 549808
Email: cvmail@ispcompucing.co.uk

ISP Ltd, ISP House

IBP

98 London Road, Southborough,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent,
TN40PW

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
PERSONNEL

I~P
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
PERSONNEL

Careers in

Communications

JOIN A LEGION OF
RUNNERS IN THE

LONDON
MARATHON
The Royal British Legion i offering 5 would-be Li.: !fcColgans
and Ron Hills a chance to go the di tance at the lillennium Flora
London Marathon unday, 16 April 2000. There wi ll be thousands of
athletes pounding the streets of London. but if you've mi ed out on
a place through the ballot, you don't have to be left cheering other
on from the ·sidelines.
All you have to do is raise a minimum of£ 1,000 for the Legion.
Your sponsor· hip money will help the Legion to support ex- ervice
people and their familie. , and you\ ill be helped to target your sponsor . Once you've crossed the Finishing Line. in you complimentary
Legion running vest and short , you and your family and friends can
relax at a celebratory Pasta Party at the Legion Headquarters in Pall
Mall
lare Lennon on 020 7973 7309 or at E-mail:
Contact
elennon@britishlegion.org.uk for information on how you can
secure a guaranteed Marathon place through the Legion.
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My clients are world leaders in the design,
manufacture & operation of advanced
radio. data & telecoms eQ!Jipment and
networks. Opportunities exist in:-

• System Design
• Network Planning
• Project Management
• Test Engineering
• Installation I Commissioning
• Technical Support
•Training
Contact John Darby, ~oting ref: 4091H on
01727 818704 or email to johnd@jprecruit.com
For more opportU<Wlks

~'islt OU1

h't'b::site Jt

www.jprecruit.com
The Courtyard. Alban Park.
Hatneld Road, St Albans.
Herts, AL4 OLA
F<U: 01727 838272

~ John Prodger

•

Recruitment

ConnectJn& propk 111lh opporttnllo
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OFFI ER
DE EMBER 1999
l\ame and Rank
Lt Col R. D. ymond
Lt Col R. J. R. \ est.. ....
1aj . . Ewell.. .. .
Maj D. \ . Powell .. .
Maj F. T. J. . Riley
Maj K. P. Thomber. ..
apt B. H. Bryan .. .
apt D. . Deegan .. .
apt If. F. Graham .. .
Capt J. G. Hill ..... .
apt . P. Moffat . . .
Capt . M . Peet
Capt D. C. Worden ...
Lt I. F. K. Bates... . ..
Lt L. J. Thirsk ..... .
Lt . . Wil on ... .. .
2Lt . W. Whittley .. .

Unit to which po ted
.. .OCE HQ L D
. .. HAPE taff(BAE)
... DC
EM
. . .Director Land Digitization
.. .L POman
. . . DPA
. . .Royal chool of ignals
. .. 33 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
. . .71 ignal Regiment (Volunteer )
. .. Royal chool of ignal
. .. HQLA DG6
.. .39 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
. .. I (UK) Annd Div & ig Regt
. . . 16 ignal Regiment
... HQC G (UK)
. . .The Royal School of ignals
. .. 2 ignal Regiment

J
ARY 2000
Name and Rank
Col D. icDowall MBE
Lt Col R. Davenpon TD
Maj H.J. Bardell
Maj . J. Bateson .. .
Maj J. offey ..... .
Maj P. E. J. Drew
1aj R. H. Glad' in .. .
Maj 1. P. Metcalfe .. .
Maj C. W. . Miller
Maj R. A. harp MBE ...
Maj G. M. mith .. .
faj P. Whitehou e .. .
Capt T. P. Crane
Capt R. C. Gamble ...
Capt A.H. T. Garrett
Capt J. S. Gunning ...
Capt J. G. Hill ... ...
Capt . W. Massey... . ..
Capt J. Mayson ........ .
Capt . M. Rees-Deacon
Capt C. I. Russell .. .
Capt S. J. Short ...... .. .
Capt J. J. Torrell ........ .
Capt T. 0 . Wood
Capt A. G. A. Woolaston
Capt D. A. Wright ...

Unit to which posted
... HQARRC
... HQ 11 ignal Brigade
... HQ British Garrison epal
. . .3 (UK) Di HQ & Sig Regt
. . .35 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
... RMC Shrivenham
. .. 30 ignal Regiment
... JFHQ PJHQ (UK)
. .. DCI (A)
... G6HQLA D
... JHC HQLA D
... J SU A ios ikolaos
... 11 ignal Regiment
... HQ 11 ignal Brigade
... HQ 11 ignal Brigade
... G6HQ LA D
... 3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
... DCSA 1001 U RAF Oak.hanger
... HQ AIRCE T (BAE)
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
.. .7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
... I Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (2 15)
.. . S Regiment Army Air Corps
... Royal chool of Signal
...... CPD ACIS Eng Gp
... . .. 30 Signal Regiment

WOs and S 1COs
DECEMBER 1999
Rankand ame
WOI FofS A. J. Rickman
W02 FofS K. T. Wil on
W02 YofS K. Robinson
S gt A. A. Chapman
SSgt . A. Evans
gt R. J. Leach
Sgt B. M. Raine .. .
gt M. J. Allwork .. .
gt M. K. Bowkeu .. .
gt S. T. Brown ..... .
Sgt P. C. Cleet . . . . ..
gt M.A. Coles
Sgt D. 0. Johnston .. .
gt B. G. Kirk up .. .
gt A. M. Moodie .. .
gt M. S. Morgan .. .
Sgt E. W. Reynolds .. .
gt M. D. Wilford .. .
N gt S. Day ........ .
N gt C. K. I. Kielty
A/Sgt R. S. Love ...
gt S. J. Williamson ...

Unit to which posted
... LSP Oman
... 3 (UK) Di Signal Regiment
... 30 Signal Regiment
... 7 Signal Regiment
... 600 Signal Troop
.. .32 ignal Regiment (Volunteer )
. .. 35 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
... 243 Signal Sqn
... 8 InfBde HQ & Sig qn
... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
. .. 39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (213)
... The Royal School Of ignals
... SSSU Digby
... 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
. .. Di c Suppon Unit
... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
...... 15 Signal Regiment
... 34 (N) Signal Regiment (V)
... 16 Signal Regiment
... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
... 16 Signal Regiment
... AFCENT Sp Gp/Cen Reg Sig Gp

JAN
RY2000
Rank and Name
\ 02 FofS R. Conway .. .
W02 FofS A. Forbes .. .
W02 FofS I. Rutherford
W02 YofS C. M. Jones ..... .
A ·wo2 FofS A. M. Duncan
gt R. P. . Alien ...
Sgt M. P. E. Angove

Unit to which posted
... The Royal School Of Signals
...... AG OM
... The Royal School Of Signals
... 16 Air Assault Bde HQ
... 21 ignal Regiment
. .. 33 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
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gt . D. Bartleet .. .
S gt J.M. Hamill .. .
S gt R. W. Hannah .. .
Sgt D. J. Hizzeu .. .
gt R. D. Hutton .. .
gt P. ewman
gt A. C. Slack ..... .
Sgt K. H. Snell. .... .
Al gt R. D. Hutton
gt . Bentley . . . . ..
gt A. . Caprio
Sgt A. Caulfield .... . .
gt . M. Cheesman
gt P. . Cleet .. . .. .
gt C. Coate
Sgt P. P. Corcoran .. .
gt D. R. Covey .... . .
gt H. Dunlop ..... .
gt . C. Goodwin .. .
gt . L. Griffiths
gt 0 . M. Gudge
gt P. D. Lagden
gt A. J. Lloyd . . .
gtJ. Mc eill .. .
Sgt P. A. Meredith ...
gt M. J. R. Mitchell
gt R. Parr PHQ ..... .
gt D. W. Peter . .... .
gt P. M. K. Richards
Sgt . T. Shrimpton
gt G. A. Shuck .... . .
gt J. D. Simons
gt J. E. Turnbull .. .
Sgt J. L. White ..... .
Sgt C. D. Brotherston
NSgt A. Cecil . . . . ..
NSgt J. D. Parkinson .. .
N gt D. P. Rogers .. . . . .
A/Sgt C. S. Wilson ..... .
NSgt M. C. D. Yendell

... 15 ignal Regiment
. .. Concepts Division
... 16 ignal Regiment
... Gia gow & Lrathclyde UOTC
... 34 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
... 38 ignal Regiment (Volunteer )
... 249 ignal Squadron (AMF(L))
... 21 ignal Regiment (Air upport)
.. .34 (N) ignal Regiment (V)
... 30 ignal Regiment
.. .JSSU(A )
... 8 JnfBde HQ & Sig qn (218)
.. .30 Signal Regiment
. . .SHAPE Regional Signal Gp
. .. I Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (2 15)
.. .20 Armd Bde & ig Sqn (200)
.. .HQ AFSOUTH (BA )
. . . ACO 16 PJHQ (UK)
... 15 ignal Regiment
... 7 ignal Regiment
... 16 Signal Regiment
. . .2 ignal Regiment
... UK ational Mil Rep SHAPE
.. . 16 ignal Regiment
... The Royal chool Of ignal
... 22 Regiment RA
.. . Comm Coy HQ Landcent
... 2 Signal Regiment
. .. 33 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
... The Royal School Of ignals
. .. 30 ignal Regiment
. .. IS Signal Regiment
.. .604 Signal Troop
. .. 30 ignal Regiment
.. .2 ignal Regiment
. .. 259 Signal quadron
... 36 ignal Regiment (V)
... The Royal School Of ignals
. . .259 Signal quadron
... 7 Signal Regiment

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS
HEADQUARTERS
EXER ISE ROAD RU
ER I
by Cpl (110>1 Mr) Mark Hawke1; Assista/lf Unit Bard
In the sleepy hollow of Gloucestershire lie the little known unit of
JSS Oakley. In order to raise the profile of this unit, along with morale
and money for charity, it was decided to orgamsc some ki nd of event. The
best man was tasked with the job, but in his ab ence LC pl ( ow Cpl) Dai
Coomber took up the challenge. Dai decided that in order to prove that we
arc not just chair-borne, we hould do a run along the Welsh Border. A

sui table route and distance for the run wa decided on, and a training plan
was al o put into place. This training plan \\as talked about at length
before being largely ignored .
Day One taned with the five runners: W02 Steve Prowse. Sgt Steve
Trump, Cpl ( ow Mr) 1ark Hawker, Cpl teve Bottomley and LCpl
Dai Coomber preparing for the arduous 180 mile relay from Chepstow to
Chester, along the Welsh border. Vehicle support and driving was provided
by Sgt Dave · J'd love to help you but I've got a sports injury' Longmuir.
Background entenainment wa provided by a Rubick's Cube and Steve
Prowse's anecdote of life al a mobile unit. The runners coped well with
the distance although mo.st agreed, with hindsight, that some hill training
would have helped condition the muscles which were now suffori ng as a
re ult of the Wei h terrain. Steve Bottomley put in the fa test leg over the

three. days, although he was cha ·cd for some di tance by what he
dcscnbed as a huge snake. On clo er in pcction the huge snake turned out
to be an averagely proponioned slow-worm. which had been dead for
se:-i~ral days. J?ai <;oomber surprised us all by leaping into the back of the
minibus, _lookmg hke a man who had been attacked by a Rotweiller. We
soon realised that Dai had been spooked by a cute paniel with a loud bark
and he was promptly thrown out of the minibus to continue his leg of the
ru n. Thanks must go out lo Steve Trump who drew the shon tra\\ and
ended up running most of tho.: uphill legs. The only stop he made was to
rub ome circulation back into hi toe on a panicularly steep secuon .
Mark Hawker attempted to shO\\ a local blonde what he was made ofb)
taking his shirt off. He jogged along \\ith stomach in and chest out but his
bravado turned to horror a the young blonde turned out to be a man' Hi
shirt remained firmly in place for the remainder of the run .

After three long days the run came lo an end and the lad celebrated
with a curry. Aching legs and feet stopped the night short. de pite teve
Trump 's allempts to get everyone into a disco. We're all looking fomard
to the next event which will be the same route but done as a van pu h, \\ ith
only Dai taking part. A a re ult of the run we raised £200 for lmpenal
Cancer Re earch and The ational Meningiti Tru t.

JOINT ARMS CONTROL
IMPLEMENTATION GROUP
EXERCISE IRO LIZARD II
Participant ':
S gt Paul Harding AGC (SPS) - Ex Leader
Lt Col Brian Gilfether TA
Maj ick Keen
Mnj imon Leigh
Maj Bronwen ·Jonesie\Jones AGC (ETS)
Maj Alisdair Rodgers
W02 cit Taylor
S gt Terri Lake
gt icky Thomas AGC ( P )
LCpl arah Jordan RAMC - Team Medic
Mr Matt Parker
Mr Brian Errington - Weddle

I

See \ns\de Back cover
tor more detaHs
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Drivers:
Bdr ' tig' Blackaller RA
Cpl C hris Hunt
Following on from the succes of Ex Ir n Lizard in eplember of 199
and the £ 1500.00 wc raised for the Joseph Weld Ho pice. I got pcrm1 sion
from the powers that be in HQ R SIG AL to run another spon ored
walk. Ex Iron Lizard II. Planned date for this equcl would be May 1999.
and would again raise money for the Hospice. which is located near
Dorchc tcr. It relics totally on donation from the public and organi ation
su,· h as ours to rai e uf!icient funds 10 maintain and keep open the beds in
the Ho picc. Planning was made i.:asier thi year as I intended to u e one of
the camp ite that I had pre' iousl u cd in 1998. Yet again Te co' in
Blandford and I lall and Woodhou e Brewery pro idcd chocolate, crisps
and ofl drink for the walkers. Al oat the last minute, Gin ·ters provided
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pa ties and buftet bars for packed meals at lunch. This gift ''ould be much
appreciated by the ' alkers. Certainly Matt Parker did who made it his
mi sion in life to eat as many bufTet bars a he could. We al o managed to
once again u e Safeway upermarket in Penzance for breakfast at a
reduced rate, which made sure everybody got a good tart to the day. E'en
the egetarian among u-.
Th ur da_ 13 May 1999: The ad,ance party consisting of m)'elf,
W02 eil Taylor gt icky Thomas. Bdr Blackaller and ,\latt Parker
deployed to ~ornwall early on the Thur da) morning. Aller a prell)
uneventful dnve with a s1op at Exeter, we arri,·ed at the camp ite Higher
Chellew, ancledra, before lunch. The O\\ ners Pam and Eric Bleasedalc
had yet again given their facilitic for fret:. The re t of the afternoon \\3.
pent pulling up tent in a trong wind. l"n not ur.: the mam pan) \Hluld
have been keen on pulling up their own tent in the dark, so not being
·jack· ' e put their up a well. Earl) evenmg was spent on checking the
tan and finish point on the route and grabbing a Big Mac in Pen1ance
while waiting for the main party to arri,e, \\hich they e"entuall) did later
on. On meeting up a short exercise brief was conduc1ed u ' ing a local pub
a a reference point and ·omewhere 10 lay the map out. After the -.trict
rationing of one beer per person it was back 10 the site for an 1mp<man1
1-1& brief and then light out. If you had one to put out that i !
Friday 14 l a) 1999: Frida) did not get off to a good start "hen "e
arrived at afoway· in Pcnl'anc.: 10 find that the had nc' er heard of r
Iron Li.tard II, and therefore were not expecting us. This \\a. dc p11<:
checking with them the day before. quiet word in the manager". car out
of vie\\ eemcd lo do the trick and the brcukfa l commenced a-. prom1. ed.
The vegetarians tucked into bread and water and the rest of u' made do
"ith ba on and egg . f1er a read of the paper . rnke on c'tra \\ atcr and
sweet it was off 10 t Ive for the . tan of Leg I. This leg \\ ould compmc
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quite a r ·k) part. "hich ''a described in the manual as hard going lo
trcnuou . 15 mile wa the target but I changed the plan slightly and we
did a c mfonable 1- just to get the legs going. There would be plenty or
time to make the mileage up and kill morale later! ~bou! halfway arou~d
the path laj ·Jone ie' Jone picked up an admirer m the fom1 ol a
bearded chap'' ho re embled a Druid. He would continue to follow her for
the remainder of th . walk. pan from him the walk did take in some
impre· iYe cenery and even the rain held off to allo' us to get to
Botallack for the fini h of Leg I . Farl evening saw a make hift urgery at
the camp ite conducted by our able medic Sarah Jordan. The patient
b.:ing \laj lisdair Rodgers, wh would be a regular attendee at the e
·e· ions. After oning out kit, i uing 20 pence pieces for the howers. we
departed the site for Penzance to be wined and di ned at Bramv~ll'
1eadery. Vast quantitie of food were consumed at reasonable pnce
read for the following day. Our friendly Druid even managed to gatccra h
dinner! An early night followed the meal. as at urda would be a long day
o lots of Jeep would be required.
aturday 15 May 1999: After breakfa t at afeway and finally
tracking do~vn the pa ties and buffet bars, which had disappeared on the
Friday, we depaned for Cape Cornwall and tl1e start of Leg 2. Thi pan of
ilie walk would take u around Lands End and take us just hort of
Mou ehole. We had a top al Lands End fo r a picn1re call. water stop and
then it was back to the path. I hould poi nt out that the Druid was till with
u and in i ted he took pan in tl1e photo opportunity a well. You can't
mis him; he' the one tood next to laj Rodoers and Maj Jones at the
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back. Further on from Lands End, morale took a nosedive as rain clouds
\\'ere starting to loom and the outlook did not look good. A ever in
omwall you can never rely on the weather and in good Comish style the
sk")''s opened and the rain fell. Aner about ten minutes of continuous rain
and\\ ith my boot sodden, I potted on the horizon the minibuses pulling
up to a car park ju t ahead of us. What joy. Bdr 'Stig' Blackaller, bless his
couon sock , had seen the darkening clouds and using his initiative and his
trusty A A GP had trucked us down. Morale lined and the smiles came
out and he ' as due a well earned pint from us for saving the day. We
decided on an early lunch and sort ome dry kit ready for the aflcrnoon
stint whilst we hellered from the rain. The weather did improve in th e
afternoon and witl1out further rain stops we pu hed on to Mouseholc. Aller
another surgery early evening we had to adly let Alisdair Rodgers drop
out He wa suffering from a rather nasty blood blister under his toenail,
which would e entually require ~EDAVAC and treatment back at
Blandford. arah Jordan did olunteer to do the job there wiili active
gt Terri
encouragement from us but being a poilsport he aid ' o'!
Lake was al o given a ·sick chit' for Sunday after tripping up over a mall
stone and falling into the heather. Cries from her that she wa pushed over
by Matt Parker fell on deaf ear . That night also saw Lt ol Roge r
Batho joining us. He would be taking part in Leg 3 and was, (his words),
looking forward Lo a long walk. He didn't leave disappointed. Dinner that
evening ' as once again in the Meadcry with the management supplying
copiou amount of Mead to help us with our aching joint . l'm not
convinced it worked but it was wo1th tryingjust to make ure.

Sunday 15 May 1999: Ancr a late breakfast we departed for St
Michael's Mount which would be the start of Leg 3. This route would take
us from t Michael' Mount to Mullion Cove. I wa'. for most of the walk
engaged in conversation with Lt Col Batho, W02 eil Taylor and the
Druid, when Lt Col Brian Gilfether, our TA representative, decided to
overtake and up the pace. OL wanting to he beaten to the finish by the TA,
gt icky Thomas and myself then took off in hot pursuit to catch him up
and race him to Mullion Cove. Final result of the race was AGC I - R
S!GN/\LS TA 0. When Lt Col Batho did eventually tum up assisting
W02 cil Taylor, he was heard to have remarked, '! was under the
impression that it was a gentle stroll and not a CFT. ' Afler collecting
01.1rsclvcs together we said goodbye to Maj Rodgers and Lt Col Batho
who, using his car as an ambulance, forricd Maj Rodgers and his toe back
to Blandford for major surgery on Monday morning. We did say goodbye
to the Druid who took a shine to Bronwen Jones, but I was sure we would
sec him again on Monday. That evening an 'O' group was held in a pub
near the campsite before finally making it mlo Penzance for our last
evening meal in Cornwall.
Monday 16 Ma 1999: Using my abacus on the mmibus ! had lo give
the bad news to the team that we were still a fow miles short of the 75
miles required for the walk.. This would mean that instead of stopping at
Lizard Point, we would continue around and finish four miles further on.
o after brcakfa t we made the long trek from Penzance to Mullion ove
to start the lust and final leg of the walk. No one minded continuing as
Monday turned out to be the best day yet. It was blue sky, gentle winds and
a calm sea. Once again the scenery was superb and the going was good.
Yes, the Druid had turned up again and Terri Lake had rejoined us after
her R&R on Sunday. We all stopped at Lizard Poim to partake in a cream
tea and lunch for those who wanted it. Four miles funher on, at the Fini h,
the backup crew \\3 alread} there ready to ferry u back to Blandford and
bring ,in end to Ex Iron Lizard II. Maj Jones also came clean and did
mention that the Druid we had in tO\\ all weekend was in fact her hu band!
Thursday 7 October 1999: Ancr many months of trying to gel money
in. and people on leave etc. I finally managed to gel a majority of the team
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11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
FORWARD
Tbe Regiment welcomes the incoming Commanding Officer, Lt Col
R. G . icholson and his wife Ann and two boy . He arrived on
promotion from HQ 8 Bde in orthem Ireland. The CO may be forgiven
for thinking that l I Sig Regt is ju t a hive of inter Squadron activity and
Regimental sport. In his first two months he ha een the three tra inee
squadron compete for the military skills challenge, The Gordons Cup,
won by I Sqn; the Har:rogate Cup Competition, won by 3 Sqn after a long
year of hard fought competition ; the Drill Competition won by 3 qn,
and the Inter - qn boxing night won by 2 Sqn. On the sporting ide. the
Regiment's Junior Mens cro country team won the Army relay
championships and the Senior Mens Modem Biathlon team came third in
the British Champion hips. If that wa not enough, the Regiment's enior
Mens, cnior Womens and Junior Mens cro s-country teams torm d the
5Lh Division Championship by winning every category entered. On the
Netball front, after coming third in the Inter-Unit competition all of the
players were selected to represent the orps team, wh ich came 4th in the
Inter Corps competition, only lo ing to the two fi nali t teams. Maybe
things will slow down in the ew Year.
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Lt Col Nicholson presents Sig Siddall
with the Drill Competition Trophy
on behalf of the winning 3 Harrogate Sig Sqn
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 2000

Outside HQ R SIGNALS
LCpl Jordan, SSgt Lake, W02 Taylor, SSgt Harding,
Mrs Caroline Nickinson, Matt Parker, Maj Keen , SSgt Thomas

l u1[ ~l. lUlLllL l'U_iill~ll~

JOSEPH WELD HOSPICE WALK
BLANDFORD CAMP

Lands End
Back row: Maj Rodgers , Druid, Maj Jones, SSgt Lake, Maj Leigh
Centre row: Mr M Parker, Maj Keen , LCpl Jordan , SSgt Harding
Front row: W02 Taylor, Sgt Thomas, Lt Col Gilfether

together for a photograph of us handing a cheque over for £2000.00 to
Mrs Caroline , ickinson, th<.: fund raising manager for the Jo eph Weld
Hospice in Dorchester. The Druid was no where Lo be seen. \\'1th the
money raised on Ex Iron Lw1rd 111 September 1998, the total amount
rai cd by HOR SIG AL was £3500.00. A big thank you to all those who
sponsored the team and thanks· also to the follO\\ ing organisations and
people for helping: Tesco 's-Blandford and Dorchester, Hall and
Woodhouse Brewery-Blandford, Higher Chellew Camping and Carva,an
site-Nanclcdra, Safeway upermarkel-Penzance, Branwells McaderyPenzancc and Ginsters.
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ATrO AL BIATHLO CHAMPIO SHIP
The Regimental Biath lon Team were in action at the ational
Champio nships beld at Bath University on 27-28 'ovember 1999.
Understandably the competition al this level is extremely high but the
Regiment acquitted themselves with honour coming third in ilie Senior
Mens (20 - 34 years) and ixth in the Ma ter Men (over 34 years)
categories. The teams were as follows: The you ngster ;
gt Mick
Openshaw, ig Paul Angelidi and Sig Pete Simon ; The Oldie ; Maj
Phil Brown, Capt Pete Griffith and Sgt Jon Heaton.
gt (FofS)
Rob Young also competed as an individual. Also in the Ma ter Men
cla s Mr Mick Flaherty, the team coach, achieYed tenili place overall,
including ilie second quickest swi m for 100 metres on the day. The pon
requires the competitors to complete two taged event , a run of up to
3000 metres and a swim up to 200 metre depending on the age group.
Times are converted imo points as in Modem Pentaililon

Q ADRO
qn Comd
Iaj Jeff Drummond, Royal Canadian ignal
SM
W02 (SSM) Andy Harriot
Well. life is finally gening on top of the SHQ element of I qn. The
OC has had to go and recuperate in the majestic mountains of epal for a
few week and the ergeant Major ha booked in to Headley Court
Health pa and Country Club until the tres of the Millenium i mer.
The 21C will hortly be off to over-\ inter in yet another top-cla ski
re ort omewhere in Europe . all in the name of Army sport you
understand. o that leaves the quadron in the capable hand of our ne\\
arriva l . Big 'Welcome· to Capt John Williams, ''ho come on
promotion from 21 (A ) ignal Regt, changing his pace tick for a leki
pole and taking over the adventurou traming side of thing . Al o to gt
Dave Bou field, the luckie t man in the world as Troop taffy to C\ era I
hundred soldiers. and to LCpl Rigg, in Whitespear Tp. With ·Hellos'
al o come ·Goodbye ' and the e go to ' gt idie Chapman, and gt
Lindsey Manktelow who have both gone to eek life el ewhcrc. We
wi h them luck in their new po ting .
I

RHTNOTROOP
Tp Comd
WOl ndy Terry
SSgt Dave mith
Tp SSgt
Welcome in to Sgt Dave mith and hi good Indy Jane "ho jom us
on promotion from I lech Bdc. With a nc" Troop Comd. nc\' thing~
were to be tried. A we hnve ·oldiers awaiting further stages of their trad
training, it was decided to put them to the lest "ith an initiat1\ c and
leadership Exerci ·e and o Ex Rhino Initiative wa created. Fi\I! tcani-,
each con i ting of four people were gi' en 12 tasks. All tasks \\ere to b.:
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carncJ out totall) us mg their O\\ n ini tiati\ e. Point were awarded for
1m:igina11on for such ta. ks a. acting as a hop mannequin. eating lunch
for fn.--c 20 mile from camp. and wimming in the ea tnot an enviable
task m October). pecial mention goe to ig Gavin Phoenix who not
only . warn in the ea but produ1:ed the photograph of him elf doing the
front era\\ I unlike one of the other team ~nort o f trying to pa s a holiday
nap in Ibiza o!T a Bournemouth bca h. good try!! Also congratu lati n
to ig Ian !\toffat who when tasked to pull a pint tackled it by pulling a
pint of milk along the Ooor'? All the team. showed excellent team pirit
and initlathe.
for the free lunche I <1<ln't think a certain burger bar or
pizza re. taurant will be o obliging ne:1.t time!! S ore · were totted up and
after a clo e fought contest the winning team was The Randy Rhino'
\\ ith the Dunwell a clo e econd.

The winning Team
Sigs Gavin Pheonix, Elliott Keightley, Tanya Holdsworth
and Lisa Wiles on board their £1 .5m Yacht
(Take off your shoes please)
HARROGATE CUP HOCKEY -A PLAYERS PERSPECTIVE
Sig Ward - Lightning Tp
After being a ked (!) to organise the team for our Troop, I asked for
volunteers, tres ing that previou experience was not necessary but that
enthu iasm and a sense of humour were. Our fir t game, against
Beaufighter Tp. wa hard, but thank to our supporters singing and
cheering we went one goal up, cored by Sig Firth . A second goal by ig
Fulton en ured our first win. On the ame night we played Kohima Tp.
The opposition tactics involved pa king their defence o we were unable
to score but we still qualified for the emi-final as group winners. Rhino
Tp were our opposition and this proved to be our closest game yeL Rhino
Tp looked certain to get a hot 011 goal but gallant defending prevented
that. \ e managed to qualify by the number of penalty comer we had
been awarded. The final loomed and the team prepared to meet our si ter
troop, Ulster, in what promised to be an entertaining match. We picked up
their star player and marked him out of the game, only allowing him
room to swing his stick (just). The game was played in the be t of spirit,
with Ulster Tp scoring in the first half. We kept our heads up and, with
Corps player ig John Edge dictating play, piled up the pressure, landing
hot after shot. All our efforts were stopped by a combination of good
defending, and some lucky. or brilliant, aves by Ulster Tp ' keeper Cpl
Karl Hannah. Ulster Tp ran out winners of what had been an enjoyable
and well fought competition.
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UAL DRILL CO I PETITION -by Sig Siddal 3 Sqn
It all tarted one cold autumn evening with all the potential drill pigs
stood with riOes on the windy Blandford square. With the help of SSM
Tasker,
gt Crowder and LCpl Reynolds we began to practice the predetem1ined format with a few extra turns added in for good measure. You
would think to add panache but in rea lity it was to remind u of the
basics!! We had tick-tocking and chocolate nip-Oops all a round. A we
persevered the team began to emerge, and ig Fox was honoured with the
unenviable task of right marker. ig Thomas held the middle together
whilst ig iddall (I want to be your drill instructor) commanded the
quad. A the last days approached by natural depletion our star 24 were
ready. The
M, the sw itched on man that he is had secured u all
Combat 95 kit traight from the hel ves, not a Phase I cuff or tear in
sight. It had to be said that I 4n were a real threat with the amount of
time and preparation they had been putting in. On the day we were first
on to the quare with the re t of the Regiment watching on in upport. We
really had pulled out all the tops. All the turns were executed beautifully
and the parade was almost fa ultless. As we watched the other two
Squadrons ailer us we tayed in hope that our performance had been
enough to retain the drill trophy. We all waited with baited breath as the
CO announced that 3 qn \ ere the winners, a we had u pected 2 qn
had come a close second. The sen e of pride and achie ement had been
worth tho e cold and unplea ant evenings in the long run .
EXERCISE LIGHT I G FOLLY 2-08/ 10 OCTOBER 1999
On Friday 8 October 1999 the second of the 3 (Harrogate) qn
exercises took place on Sali bury plain training area. The weekend was
conducted as per previous exercises gi ing the 80 (vo lunteer!) Pha e 2
trainees a taste of 'outdoor soldiering' of which they had been deprived
since basic training. Everyone deployed traight after work on Friday, this
meant the bashers were put up after dusk, which proved rather amusing
when inspected on Saturday morning. It came and everyone was soaked,
cold and de pondent after a whole night of persistent heavy rain. It had
been so bad that even the exercise OC , WOl Sarto riu s was
contemplating cancelling until someone reminded him that al l the
participant were potential technicians!!
After breakfast had been consumed and the strong winds had dried
everyone off, the eight section of ten personnel set ofT to their first land.
The eight stands comprised mainly of interest subjects of a military
bearing uch as: trap with pl 'SA boy I' Rogan - 9mm pi tol training
with
gt 'Chippy ' Chapman (o r Forest Gump to his friends) ;
Battlefield unarmed combat with Cpl ' nowboarder ' Cattle and LCpl
'Lenny· Reynolds and not forgetting a little input from
M ' inja '
Ta ker; fire building by Cpl Meeha n and rabbit skinning by C pl ' A
boy 2' Whittaker. On Saturday evening the night navigation took place.
urprisingly, everyone returned by the midnight cut-off, ob iously SSgt
C rowders le son from earlier on in the day had been taken in, nothing to
do with them pacing fields and hills!

RMY CROSS CO
TRY REL Y 3 OVEMBER 1999
The Regiment bagged another Army level trophy when the Mens
Junior Team stormed the Cross Country Relays at T\\eseldown
Racecourse in ovember. Although the field wa depleted by a fe1\ teams
not turning up, 43 Major Units, 17 Female and 4 Junior male team took
part in the two races. 11 Sig Regt entered two teams in the main race plus
a female and Junior team in the other race. The Junior race staned well
for our teams with Sig Pete Tucker handing over to Sig · hep'
Sh eppard with a 30 seconds lead. A lead which they would build on
when Pte Tom Grady took over on the last leg it was up to five minute
lead. Pte Tom Grady then ran the fastest leg of the day (15.08) to beat 7
RHA by 6mins 35sec . This lime puts them firmly into sixth position in
the senior men's race. The ladie race which was ran at the ame ume a·
the juniors was a much clo er affair. LCpl Sophie 1orris led ofT etting
the fastest female time of the day (no surpri es there!!) ig Becky
Greenhalgh ran a fabulou race holding on to the lead for at lea t a mile
until the eventual winner (HQ 4 Div) took the lead. Sig Helen 'Any
sport I' ll excel' Cap lin and ig Lisa Wiles (I'm ju t not 1alented
enough!!) both ran strong race but could not hold onto econd place,
which wa snatched from them in the closing stage . It wa a fine and
valiant race resulting with a third. All the runners be·ide LCpl l\torri
are juniors. In the enior race the two under strength team ran well IO
come 8th and 18th respectively, a special mention must go to gt tu
Maughan who got the 20th faste t time of the day.
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Maj Duncan presenting the Cpl David Howes Memorial Trophy
to Sig Mark Rodgers - Captain of Ulster Tp's Team
ORIE. "TEERL G COMPETITIO.
On Wedne day 24 ovember the penultimate competition of the
Harrogate up competition took place. With 3 qn leading the
compe1iuon and hoping to win the boxing (being the last event of the
Harrogate Cup) there was not too much pressure on the individuals
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REPORT
by Sig Burke-Smith and Sig Corbell, 2 Squadron.
It \\as 0645hrs on 30 October 1999 and while the rest of the camp
slept off the night before the two team from 2 Sqn lined up to collect
their weapons to begin the Military Sk ills Competition, The Gordons
C up. The competition consi ted of various stands to test the military
skill of the Squadrons entered. It started with a kit inspec1ion before
each individual team moved on to the round robin of stands. We were
on ly given the kit list about a week prior to the in pection, however
nobody looked at thi s until the night before and by then LCpl Rayden of
Rhino Tp had managed to buy all the whi tie available on camp. This
wa s where Sig Hussan u ed his initiative an d saved us from
embarrassment on the parade squa re , by turning up \vith a musical
whistle sweetie! This would have worked moothly had Sig Granger not
felt a little peckish prior to the in pection. Although 2 Sqn had the
highest morale in the competition 1t was not enough with Sig Fitton and
ig Granger scoring one and five respectively on their APWT at the
Small Arm Trainer, but at least they were still smiling when they left the
stand. The competi tion rounded off wi th a log nm which proved to be the
best event 111 everyone's opi nion. It was one lap around Craddock ports

Lt Col Nicholson presents Sig Hodgson of Rhino Tp
with his award for being part of the winning team
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GOR DO S CU P MILITARY SKILL COMPETITION 1999
Report hy SSgt B111/e1: Whitespear Troop
The Gordons Cup Military Skills Competition took place in Blandford
on 30 Octoher 1999. Old sweats will remember that the competition used
to consist of a weighted assault course and log nm of a very strenuous
nature. This format has now changed to a military skills competition
which still keeps the traditions of the Gordons Cup alive. Each Squadron
entered two 8-man teams to produce a winning section and an overall
winning . quadron. The fo ll owing events were selected for the
competition.
Shooting skills
Weapon Handling
Leadership Skills
Small Arms Trainer
Military Knowledge Equipment Husbandry
Log Run
Map Reading
The compet ition pro\ed to be physically and mentally tough, but very
enjoyable. I would like to lake this opportunity to thank all the Military
1 raining Instructors in Whitespear Troop for as isling and umpiring the
comp~tit1on. The re ults of the Gordons up Military kills competition
are as folio\\ s:
Winners I Squadron
Runners-up
3 Squad ron
Third
2 quadron

field climbing over two Oat bed trucks and under l\\O camouflage net
and finishing with a road race ending outside RHQ, 11 ig Rcgt. All
things combined, the aggression, shouung and the compellll•enc:.s of the
three Squadrons made this the best en:nt of the day. Congratula1ions to I
qn "ho were the overall competition \\inners.
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On Sunday morning the coaches miraculou ly arrived early and
everyone was shipped to the ranges where the Phase 2 trame.:s had their
first opportunity to fire the 9mm pi ·to l since joining the Army. As
always, this was well received by the trainees even though some failed to
understand the concept of aiming the weapon at the target and 1101 the
runners warming up for the Blandford Tower Run! Never mind eh! With
that anot her successful exercise came to a c lose. The permanent staff
eagerly await the next one in March!
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representing the Squadron team, or owe thought!! T hat was until the
I tcr Tp, WO! kimming got involved. It th en became a
new 0
matter of nation al importance with practice upon practice and trainin g
upon tra ining. Once the competition \ as underway, the outcome eemed
a foregone conclu si n. as both of the quadron lcams knew the whole
Dor et area inch by inch! (th anks ir! ). The teams of four comprised of
three males and one female with the Uls ter T p team winning the
competition and the Li ghtnin g Tp team coming Third which obviously
meant that 3 Sqn ' on the competition overall. Congratulations go to both
team who were:
Ulster Troop
Lightning Troop
Cpl immons
ig Hubble
Cpl Campbell
Sig Austin
ig Korzenewski
ig Lucas
ig Bas ett
ig Abbott
Thanks mu t also go to pl immons and pl Francis who, with a
little. but necessary, um anted help from various peop le. organised the
event.

·Members of Rhino and Kohima Troop win
the Gordons Cup on behalf of 1 Squadron

After further analysis,
the Signaller found W02 Tasker's joke most amusing
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 2000
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT BASSINGBOURN

1 Q U ORO ,
qn Comd
t
W02 (
1) lane.
:\laj J ohn orri i collecting a variety or hat , among t them CO,
Regt 21C and lately \ 'i it Liai on Officer for the visit of the Colonel in
Chief in October. He i not bu y at all, much. Th 21C, C apt lick Bo. le
is still finding time to compete in fime freak competition. such as an
Iron ·Ian in Geunany which he completed in ten hour . The quadron
welcome the arrival of the ne" QM , 'Andy' C .-awford a he wade
into the depth of ma s i sue every two weeks. A fond farewell to
gt
· ndy· Harriott who leave on promotion to take on the
1 job at I
qundron, 11 ig Regt, Good Luck.
LPHA TROOP
Tp omd
C apt A. K. C rapper
Tp gt
gt B. Clark
The Troop i ju t about to wa, ·e goodbye to the third course of the year
and inherit the fourth ju t two day later! The nex t intake will be an
in tere ting one as we ee ''hat fun we can all have with a two-week
millennium break in the middle. ince the la l is ue of The WIRE the
Troop ha raised well o er £2200 for two worthy cau e . Firstly in June,
the Troop raised over £1600 for The Prince · Trust, by climbing the
equivalent height of nowdon on the Regimenfs climbing ' all. More
recent ly, the recruit rai ed £600 (a nd counting) on ' The Tregantle
Challenge·, a strenuous Tab aero
Dartmoor. All this a well as
producing the Corps' finest! On a erious note, the Troop say a fond
farewell to Lt Jamie Balfo ur ( 15 ig Regt) and gt ·Geordie' Mc Bean
(249 ig qn). At the same time, welcome to the new Troop Commander,
Ca pt Alun Crapper who joins u fre ~i from Kosovo.
BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt C. T hompson-Sm ith
Tp gt
gt P. Matheson
The Troop welcome Capt Craig Thompson- mith and ·sincerely
hope that his admin i slightly better than the recently departed C apt
C harlie Roberts who move on to an easy life' ith the RAF. Other new
faces in the Troop include Cpl La ngridge and Cpl ' Happy' Ramson.
CHARLIE T R OOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt Allan
Tp Sgt
gt D. Honeyman
.
Charlie Troop has been ery busy organising and raising money fo r the
Leukaemia Re earch fund. After the initia l idea from Sgt ' Dave'
Ho ney man to do the Three Peaks during the Adventure Training week,
we finally managed to complete Ben ev.is and Mt. Snowdon as well as
a little canoeing, rock climbing and drinking.
Prior to Adventure Traini ng ponsor money had to be ra i ed for the
event by all 47 recru its. Due to the large aniount of money being raised
no mountain was too high. Leav ing Bassingboum in the early hours of
Sunday 18 Ju ly. making that long journey to Jock.land. We awoke early
\'londay morn ing w ith faces like welders benches due to the ' teeth with
wing '.i.e. midge . It was li ke a frantic ' bug-out' to the coach as it was a
midge free zone ( o much fo r a lie in), as we departed fo r Ben evis with
the recruits point ing out of the windows at any hill asking, ' Cpl i that
Ben. evis?"
On arrival we couldn't ~ee the top <.lue to the sheer height of it being
above cloud level. We deparied, slowest groups fi rst head ing up the path,
which was more like the M6, which we thought we had left in Carlisle.
The going got tough and the tough got going, some three hour later and
·bedding a twin in sweat we at last reached the top. ome lucky recruit
had to carry the Leukaemia sponsor banner for the top, which was big
enough to be een from bollom, if it had been towed by a plane. When
the photograph was taken it wasn't only the fl ash from the camera that
dau led the Troop Commander, Ca pt L iz A lla n, but the flash we made
fo r the cafe in our relevant groups taking a mere I hr 45mins to replenish
our liquid intake with lager. We then departed this conquered mountain
heading for the midgy ca pital of Scotland (tent site) to see if o ur rear
party had been eaten.
·ow we had conquered the pin nacle known as the ev is we were off
to conquer his little brother Snowdon, in Wales. However, due to some
careless dri vi ng by a 19 year old Glaswegian student we were delayed by
five hours and due to th e Training Team's positive attitude and medical
experience were able to aid the medical services. Stabilise the casua lty
ready for ai r lifting, about one and a bit hours later he was cut from the
"rcckage he was airl ifled to the nearest hospital and finall y we were back
on the road for the other half of our adventure training.
We arri ved at Capel Curig late th at ni ght and on Wednesday morn ing
we arri>ed at the bottom of nowdo n in th e Honey man tour coach.
Thi nking the train would be cheap we were shocked to discover it would
co t £11.20 each one way. so we then decided to walk as the army budget
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was tight. Meanwhile the other half of the Troop were rock climbing and
canoeing ' ith Cp l Taylor, DG IR Horton and Cp l Brace-Girdle the
re · ident GTl'S. Thursday \\e then swapped around and on Friday Sgt
Honeyman · mystery tou set off on the last lap of the journey. Home to
ATR Ba singbourn to prep for deployment on our Final Exercise. The
Troop rai cd over £2,000 for Leukaemia Research . Well done harlie
Troop. Finally. a ad farewell to Capt Liz Alla n who leaves us for Foxtrot
Troop. good luck. Al o congratulation s first to C pl 'Tez' Blakely who has
picked up his promotion to ergeant and econdly to C pl Dave Knowler
on hi recent marriage to Emma, we wi h you all the best for the future.
DELTA T RO O P
Tp Comd
apt I. Bates
Tp gt
gt . Parke
Another day, another recruit. The joy of ATR Bas ingboum contin ue
with each day throwing up it own unique problem. On average there are
around 40 of them every 12 weeks, both male and female. The last intake
whi h pas ed out on the 17 September (now Blandford problem) wa C pl
Ber rey' eighth and la t full intake. He is due to e cape, fully unscathed
and still with two tripe to 21 ig Regt . Hot on hi heels is C pl 'Daz'
L t h e recently arrived from 14 ig Regt (EW) who wa promptly
dispatched to Litchfield on his ATRA in tructors cour e. Congratulations
to Cap t Iva n Bates on hi recent promotion. ow 16 Sig Regt eagerly
await the arri al of 'Lord Lucan' or not as the case may be. Both Ca pt
Bate and pl ingleto n managed to get away from the rigours of
CMS(R) for a week of sailing on the a .lent. However, on their return the
pair of them convinced the re t of the training team that it i possible to
still be seasick after being back on land for 12 hours. C pl Bob Perr y ha
hi thoughts fully focused on his forthcoming trip to the education centre
for his EFP I. C pl ·oaz' Wes t continue in hi efforts to provide 'many
an interesting' night in the Cpl's Mess as PEC. That's of cour e if there
isn't a problem or forty. gt a m Parke hasn't mentioned Pirbright yet,
but we're sure six weeks drill would be eagerly anticipated by anyone.
ECHO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. Flay (PWRR)
Tp Sgt
Sgt R. Tu rner
The Troop continues to improve its approach and methods of training,
and have been involved in a number of activities including the forward
projection of a local community project by ix month as a result of one
day' hard work by the Troop members. Having just completed another
CMS(R) and ent 39 recruits to 11 Sig Regt, we are now starti ng all over
again. This next twelve week push will take them through to 23
December 1999 without pause for breath. All sta!T continue to strongly
repre ent the Regiment and Corps in a diversity of sports such a football ,
rugby, and orienteering, with some success. Finally, we wou ld like to
wish C pl Fadzilah all the best with his EOD detachment.
FOXT ROT TROOP
Tp Comd
C apt Alla n
Tp Sgt
gt Puf"du e
Foxtrot Troop are in the midd le of a big tum around wi th the departure
of L t C oshott to RMC Sl1rivenham, and the arrival of Capt All an from
C T p. The Troop also welcomes Sgt C raig P urd ue who at the moment is
recovering from a heart attack after receiving the bi ll for his Mess Kit. A
sad farewell to C p l toker who is posted to Ireland, good luck.

Battlefield Tours
for

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour T ours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive Itineraries
Galina International Battlefield Tours
40 Brid ge treet Ro w Cheste r C H I I NN
Te l: 0 1244 340777

A

Offic1al Tour Operators to the Normandy Ve terans Association
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Maj Steven France
W02 (SSM) Mick enior
The Autumn term commenced on 6 September after a three week
Summer recess. Unl ike the start of previous terms however, thi time the
·runnrng around like headless chickens ' syndrome was less apparent.
This was largely due to the fact that the new intake, Intake 99C, had been
programmed to arrive awcek later, giving the stafT time to prepare for
their induction into the College.
Before the beginning of thi s term, most of us attended the weddi ng of
Cpl 'Muz' Murray and Sharon Proctor on 14 August which was held in
Arborfield with much merriment. We wish them both the happiest of
m~rried lives to¥1ether. And then this term we say farewell to Sgt Mark
W1gmore ~nd hrs family who are o!Tto Blandford - we wish them all the
best as well and thanks to gt Wigmore for his hard work and
contribution to the Squadron. In his place we are pleased to be able to
retain Sgt Mick Yendell for another term and our heartiest congratulati ons
to him and hi family on his recent promotion.

The first ni g ht went smooth ly with a professional but relaxed
atmosphere and included 'stagging on and off' sentry duty. First light \\as
at 0630hrs at which time \~e stood to for 15 minutes. The rest of the day
was then spent digging shell crape , being on sentry duty or out m the
heather revising our RTR kills (Return fire Take cover Return
appropriate fire). We then had to take our RTR test during which\ve were
able to fire blank ammunition for the first time in our training. aturday
night was o~c to be ~rcadcd. Most of th.c night wa spent on patrolling
and conductmg s.tandmg patrol , ob ervmg suspected enemy posi tions.
Just before ~rst light, the BC threat level was upgraded and at 0600hrs
we were subJCCted to an BC attack. To top it all, it rained and this added
to the confusion and chaos. Atier carrying out deconta mination drills and
filling in our shell scrapes, with our BC dress ca tegory still at 3
Romeo, we completed a 2km 'tab' to our next harbour location. There we
removed our BC gear and proceeded to get a brew on.

EWS FROM C OTT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Tom Jeffrie
Tp Sgt
gt ' Waggy ' Wagstaff
After a very busy e nd of term fraught with seemingly concurrent
activities. like A.dventure Training, March .& Shoot competition, Basic
Leadership package and support to the Passmg Out Parade, the new term
kicked off at a thankfully more agreeable pace. The Troop taff have
cha~1ged over to instruct the new junior intake and congratulations once
agam to Cpl (now Sergeant) Pa ul Millington posted to I (UK) AD Ron
promotion. L gt Matt James, having joined us from I WG, is still
mastering the intricacie~ of the Recruit Junior In tructor's Development
Cour eat the ITG In tructor School, which all Phase I Instructor have to
attend (ideally before joining the training unit). In the meantime Sgt
Wagstaff has held the fort whilst Capt Jeffries has been claiming sick
leave through a shoulder operation and impersonating apoleon!
BASIC LEADERSHIP - by AT Martin
At 0330hrs the Troop wa woken up and told that we had five minutes
to get into our coveralls with our BC smocks back to front. That ' as the
last time we saw daylight, or anything, to come to that, until later on in the
morning, because we were blindfolded. In this condition, we were led
around in all different directions to ensure our complete disorientation. At
about 0730hrs, when our BC smock hoods and blindfolds were removed,
we found ourselves in alien surrounding (Bramley Tra ining Area). We
were then sp lit into group and briefed by our instructors. Having been
given a map and compass, we were told to be at a given location by a
certain time. Once at the destination, we were taught ba ic urvival
techniques like fire making, shelter building, water purification and many
more.
Later that day, we ' tabbed' lo the High Wire Confidence facility where
we had a go on all the contraptions in order to develop our personal
selfconfidence. After the high wire activity, we were given a
demonstration on how to humanely slaughter a chicken and prepare it for
eating. We then had the opportunity t1> laughter some chickens ourselves.
As a first time experience, it wa like omething out of a horror fi lm seeing
all the blood and guts of the chickens we were preparing for our next meal!
That night we went on night navigation and were told that our
performance would determine how much breakfa t we wou ld be allowed
in the morning. so we all put in 150% effort !
The next day saw us doing comma nd tas ks in the morni ng and a
memory retention competition (ME A challenge) in the afternoon. The
latter was to see how well we worked when we were tired and hungry.
The competition consis ted of mov ing betwee n checkpo ints and
remembering information acquired at each checkpoin t to formulate a
comp lete me sage without being allowed to write anyth ing down. This
had to be done as fa t as pos iblc as it wa a timed competi tion. Then the
finale of the exercise was an inter- cction log race which involved
carrying a railway lcepcr around a t\ o and a ha lf mi le ci rcuit. We
returned to camp abso lute! exhau ted but with a g lowing feel ing of
. atisfaction.
EXE RC I E ARAH SA OS 30 EPTEMBER - 2 OCTOBER 1999
by AT le May
We departed from cam p at 193 0 hrs, dres ed fo r wa r with a ll our
exerci e kit. Mo t peopl e got their heads down, so we weren' t that tired
when we arrived at Longmoor Training Area. The coach pulled into the
drop-ofT poi nt at 2030h rs, after whi ch we unloaded our ' ebbing and
bergans fro m the coach onto our backs. The three ections proceeded to
the harbot•r area, well, at least two cction -d id - AT Brownsword '. poor
eyes ight leading to map reading problem meant that the Troop were
fi nal ly all in the harbour area by midnight.
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Members of Scott Troop in the Ba ttle Prep Area
(L-R): ATs Barney, Martin, Le May, Dean and Lee

O.ur next activ ity \vas perform ing section attacks against live enemy. I
ectron were the first to encounter the enemy and showed by their return fi re
that they didn 't ' ant to wa te any rounds. 2 ection then proceeded to be
point section and demon trated that they were second to none by overcoming
and di arming the enemy, bowing no fear and claiming victory. 3 ection
then had their tum at trying to be a profi ional as 2 ection but fai ling to do
so in the end. When the excitement had ubsided and all the ection
Commanders had indi idually debriefed their ections. '' e were collectively
debriefed by our Troop ergeant. gt Wagsta ff. who congratulated u ·on our
effort on the exerc ise. v e then headed for the extraction area. The exerci e
came to an end with a sennon in the field by our Padre. after '' hich it w a;
back to camp for some well-earned food and re t.
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the Kosovo deployment we have once again deployed in support of HQ
LA DCEN r who have again replaced HQ ARRC in command of the
KFOR mission. The Squadron mis ·ion is similar LO that which we
performed in Bosnia with IFOR/S FOR in that we are overseeing the
commercialisation of the strategic and operational communications
infrastructure Of the region whilst being dcployed into SC\'t:n different
loc ations. The locations arc as din:rse as Pristina, Pee, M itrovica,
Urose\aC and Prizren in Ko ovo (at HQ KFOR and at each of the multinational Brigade 1IQs), Skopje in Macedonia and Thcssaloniki in Greece.
Our Squadron mission is truly multi -national, working as part ofa ATO
Signals Group with the latest, state of the art communications equipment.

MULTI-NATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON
OPERATION AGRICOLA 2
QC

R

1

Maj P. D. Peel
WOl (R 1) . P. 1. Mitchell

Q
DRO HEADQ ARTER
I think it wa T. . Elliot who said, 'The first condition of under tanding
n ountry i to mell it.'\ ith sewer flooding us out and thick dank smog
engulfing us, you can imagine what Ort of 'understanding' we have
reached over Kosovo. WhiLt nose may be clamped shut . head are up a
·209· head into the econd half of our tour in Multi- 1ational Brigade
( entre). Firstly a fond fare\\ell to apt Co lin Vaudin who left us in
October and headed off\\ ith a new pencil ca e and a 'Lion King· lunch
box to tart staff training at AJD. Remember Colin, 'I fit i n' t hurting .... :

Capt Colin Vaudin pretends to be hard at work in G6
He claims that he's not a computer geek!
econdly a warm welcome to his replacement Capt Peter Young who
joined us from Cyprus. He is recovering well after tbe initial shock, and
the doctors say he should be back on solids within a couple of week .
Also a quick hello to Capt Wendy Kirb who join us on anachmenl.
HEADQ ARTERSTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. G. Griffiths
Tp
gt
SSgt J. Smithurst
The ummer w1 is fading as the year grows old, and darker day are
drawing near. Meanwhile, the member of HQ Tp continue to provide
the ab olute finest in Command Support the British Army can offer, to
the taff of HQ M• B(C).
urprisingly, nothing rad ically exciting has
occurred ince the Troop' last ode to The Wire. The first real rain of the
tour saw many of the Troop awoken at 0430hrs as the drains and sewers
overflowed into the basement sleeping accommodation. Whilst the Tech
gts rolled over and went back to sleep, everyone else set about trying to
tem the tide of stinking water creeping into the basement. However,
·alvation oon arrived in the form of the Defence Fire Service. Or so we
thought. After taking a quick look at the rapidly rising levels, they
profo scd to be able to do nothing, and promptly left. (They did actually
return that afternoon to on things out). Meanwhile, various methods
\\ere adopted to try and halt the tides and prevent them from taking
control of the basement. eedles to say, none of this worked and most
people ended up bailing out for new accommodation.
The Troop, under the guidance of Sgt eil 'Media Mogul' Hunt, has
been 'ery busy working in the local community, distributing aid and

a sisting in local schools and day care entres. At a nearby chool, a great
deal o(effort has been expended running basketball le sons, aerobics
clas es, di tributing penny whistles, givi ng away pencil ca es and a host
of other activities. n incredibly hectic 36 hours 1 ere spent when Jorry
loads of equipment arrived with members of the harity ' Aid Reaching
hildren'. Sgt Hunt and hi gang of willing volunteer's mi sion was to
give away the £40,000 of hospital equipment and clothing to deserving
location-, in time to let the charity volunteers still catch their retum ferry
out of Greece. igs 'Blackbeard' Garbutt, 'C halky ' W hite, Mainka and
Jackson. and LCpl 'Blind Date' Need ham were among the team who
delivered va t quantities of kit to ho pitals, medical centres, refugee
camp and the homcle . ot 1 ishing to feel left out, LCpl 'Mad Druid '
Langley al o got in on the action delivering buggies to local parents
along with the Adjt and the rest of the crew. Well done guys!
and Troop commander, an excellent
Ably supported by the 0
performance was produced by the members of the Troop who
resoundingly beat a orwegian Army S-3 in a closely conte ted e ·hibition
game of football. LC pl trasse 'Rear Party' treet gave a particularly
good show of running around like a dervi h, proving that just because your
Regimental number stan with a I. it doesn't mean that you can't mix it
with the be t of them . Finally, a welcome must go out to SSgt Jase
mithur t, as no one can remember if it was included last time, and he ' ll
sulk in the corner ifhe gets missed out.
ROYER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J.E. Toze
Tp Sgt
S gt M O ' Brien
The tour continues merrily along as we head into the season of cheer
(allegedly) and look forn ard ever longingly to the hand-over to 7 Brigade
in February. Meanwhile the stress of Balkan life continues to take its toll
on the minions of Rover troop. Leading the way into ward 6 at DKMH
comes SSgt M ick 'Eddie tobbart' O ' Brien for whom the bell of
dementia has begun to toll . Having left hi trailer in a different camp, his
daysac at the POL point and the mail and satphone at the wrong
locations, he has now taken to wandering the corridors in his tartan
slippers heading for a smoke without his tobacco. Well it comes to us all.
The Troop has also taken receipt of Sgt Jan 'Geordie' Pearson, who
promise to maintain the tradition of madness among t the Troop
hierachy whilst he play&junior yeoman at main. Up on the hills the
rebros are battening down anything which stands still for long enough,
after witnessing the 14 ig aerial tentage display team in action. In
addition the uvi Bunar crew have wired them elves into a 150 Kilowatt
generator, and are eagerly looking forward to more exploding tv action.
ig 'Rudolf uryev' Jones continues to struggle starting the panzer,
although it helps to engage the drive and take it out of gear. AL Swebat
Cpl 'Hairy palms' Vickers and the dirty mac detachment continue to
prosper, although the self-sacrifice they have made in vetting all
restricted material has yet to be fully recognised. Commiserations must
go to Sig C heryl Boon and Sig Debbie Myers on their failed attempt to
run over the troop commander in their panzer, better luck next time.
Congratulations to all those who came off the Lance Corporal board, the
shock is till visible on Sig ick Gra ham 's face. Welcome to gt Sally
'Cockney' Howson who joins the Troop from the terriers.
Finally the Troop take s its hat off to a few carefully selected
individuals whose action continue to broaden the smile, firs tl y the
BALO stunt driving team of ig Linsey 'No keys' Rakocev ic and ig
'Rollbar te ter' E dward s. Secondly the namele s 14 Sigs so ldier who
was blown over inside a ponaloo on Goles, and thirdly RQM
Co nway for calling the brigadier a 'Greedy t**t' at the quadron dinner
night (I nearly fell off my chair).
(P.S. Lt Griffilhs did no/ gel his jumper ji-om Mille/ , ii 's from army and
navy slores sla./J).

280 (UNITED KINGDOM)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj . G. Hutchinson
RSM
WOI (R, M) 1cKenna
KFOR OPERATIO
The quadron is no" firmly established in its role of supporting HQ
LA D LNT as I IQ KFOR . Time seem to have flown by since the
deployment began in eptember and the eyes of those deployed are now
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very firmly set on the end of tour date of April. The deployment itself can
be considered to be a case of ' history repeating'. In late 1996 the
Squadron deployed to Bosnia in support of HQ LA DCE T which had
taken command of the IFOR/SF OR mis ion from HQ ARRC. T he
Squadron commitment to Bosnia forma ll y ended in ovember 1998,
although we still have a small detachment remaining in Banja Luka. For
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A TALE OF FIVE ATIO
The Squadron deployed to Kosovo as augmentees to LANDCE T,
which wa~ the HQ chosen to replace the ARRC. We were to man
commercial equipment for the new HQ and take over the communications
links from our Krefeld neighbours, 7 Sig Regt, after their long tour. Much
of the Squadron manpower went into forming the ad hoc Troop that
deployed detachments to the M ' Bs to operate and maintain the ATO
equipment in each location. This article concentrates on the life of tho eat
the Brigade llQs, the larger crews at MAIN and REAR will be visited in
lu turc articles. Each detachment consists of three soldiers, some of\\hom
are accompanied by ch. ilian technicians from pacelink, the satellite
contractors, others have German AUTOKO radio relays providing the
hearer system. With only three men at each location it was important that
the detachment · set about integrating themselves with their host nations
and their respective G6 staffs. Between them they are now experiencing a
variety of lh inl! conditions and levels of support. and have the opportunity
to get a flayour for how the difforence nation work and, in many ea~es,
play.
1\lNB(C) PRISTI
CITY
After deploying LO Kosovo on 26 eptember 1999 it became apparent
that the O&M team · were not gomg to be responsible for all the comms
assets that at tirst were through and so the M B(C) team was reduced to
a team of 3, including gt 'Val • o hair left to pull out' Valentine, Cpl
tu 'Oop , the sitrep' Wilkinson and LCpl ' obby 'golden blanket'
Styles. The move into 19 Mech Bde was relatively uneventful with a
sm oth transition between the ARRC CRONOS and ATO CRO OS.
LCpl Styles' leaving for R&R meant that we were blessed with the
company of ig ·what planet am I on' miejkowski. This has brought
the impo ible to the Pristina det, an up turn in morale! The number of
instances of Sig Smiejkowski ha\ ing the det in agony with laughter are
too many times to mention but, needle to say. whoever has the pleasure
of the • mic' after hi. next move \\ill love him, until they kill him.
M B(E) ROSEYAC
The S Detachment personalitie arc gt Mick 'F di k it' Kenning,
Cpl Andy 'Bouffant' Wilkinson and LCpl 'Jackhammer' Cook. On
arrival at Camp Bondsteel our initial reaction were that of amazement a
to the size of the camp. After about 45 minutes we had di covered the PX
and the Burger King, although the queue for the Burger King was almo t
as big as the camp, which currently ha a perimeter of approximately 6
miles. LCpl 'Jackhammer' Cook wa bitterly di appointed that Burger
King didn't have a 'soft play area' and con equently hour of grumbling
were endured while he put his boot back on! Our home for the first l\ o
weeks wa a tent and, in typical American style, it wa the biggest tent
we had ever seen. Due to the sheer ize of the tent, and the fact that it was
only to be our temporary accommodation, w tolerated a number of
visitors in the form of small rodents. However, the sound of trumpets
blaring, followed by Kenny Rogers singing about how proud he i to be
American. before 0600hr e ery morning was an entirely difterent matter
and something our predecessors forgot to mention.
Sho1tly after \\e had succe sfully set up comms we moved to our '4
tar air-conditioned· living accommodation. Unfortunately our vi itors
followed us. One night both Sgt Kenning and LC pl ·Jackhammer' Cook
were awakened from their slumber by what ounded like a hysterical
screaming banshee. This was in fact Cpl Andy ·Bouffant' Wilkinson
reaction to finding a very tiny mou e on hi pillow. After a grue ome
battle, and with the help of the base of the fire extinguis her, Cpl
'Bouffant' Wilkinson reduced the mou e to a bloody pulp. However, the
mouse saga continued the next day when we all at hungrily and eagerly
awaiting the ceremonial unwrapping of the eemingly untouched birthday
cake only to find upon opening that the mice had got there first! o stone
wa left unturned in our quest to rind the culprit and our living
accommodation now resemble Fort K.no ·. The M B(E) boy had the
opportunity to meet President linton when he \ isitcd the Camp on 23
ovember.

M B(W) PEC
When the M B(W) dct departed Pri tina for Pee we had no idea what
was in store for u . The det, con isting of Sgt ·Ros ' lenzics, LCpl
'Gaz' Thomp on and LCp l 'Kez' Brown arrived in Pee to find that the
camp, which wa to be our home for the next six months, wa in fact in
the middle of the ci ty. We were eager to have a look arou nd and .ec what
facilities and accommoda ti on we wou ld have. The accommodatio n
appeared to be very spacious, but unfortunately. due to local power being
rather unreliable and a lack of back up generators, power wa to be a
luxury that we would hope for and rarely get. There wa no gym, no
running 0·1t of camp (the camp is only about 300rn x 200m, so boredom
sets in by about the tenth lap), and \\ atcr of the hot variety is like gold
dust. Ho\ ever, the food in the cook house i of cry go d quality and if
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you like pasta, fruit and fre:;h bread. then you're very \\Cll catered for.
The installation of the CRO. OS LA m order to replace the lr\RRCIS
was a tough job, but ali.er >ome extensive hard '~ork we were ucce fol
although, due to Ptarmigan being the bearer system, 1t was a liule slo\\.
l!owever, once the commercial YSAT was installed this problem wa
solved. Due to there being a lack of gym facilities, 110 >teps arc
frequently incorporated into our PT sessions along '~ ith circuits m our
improvised circuit training room on the top noor of the building. PT take
place for thc MNB(W) boys five out of seven day of the week and any
more than two days off a week and you're on remedial! Overall we are
doing really \\ell here and morale is normally at the highest le\cl
possible. There is one thing, however, which is puzzling the det and that
is 'aren't the Italian shower cubicles in Corimecs designed for one person
and not two?'
M

B( ) MITROYICA
After a two '~eek wait in the glorious halls of hea,en, othern ise
known as Film City, Pristina. the O&M team for \1 B( ) departed the
city for the sleepy hollow town of Mitrovica. the HQ for M 'B( ). Upon
driving into the camp we looked forward to the pro peel of living m
barracks as opposed to the tented accommodation we had become
accustomed LO in Pristina. At first it was some\\hat strange walking
around the camp and being greeted with numerous 'bonjours', although
we soon learnt to reply 'en Francais'. Then we were introduced to our
Ptarmigan predecessors from 7 Sig Regt who were initiall y rather taken
aback by the fact that our 3-man team was to replace their 20 to 30
per onnel. lt was soon apparent that the capability of the commercial kit,
together with our technical expertise, wa suOicient to do the job! The it
was our turn to ame the 'fantastic French cuisine (not)!· Well our first
meal was the famous exqui ite dish consisti ng of kidney beans and
mushy brussel sprouts. It was soon realised that bread and cheese wa the
safer option and two month later thi had become the table diet for the
O&M Team at MNB ). It was comforting to find, only hours after our
arrival, that there was gunfire and ome explosion down in the city. and
upon looking outside from the vantage point. we were plea antly greeted
with the French riot police·s CS gas. We soon learnt, however. that this
was to be a regular occurrence and it put a different light on the to\\ n of
Mitrovica. After overcoming a few initial teething problems we have had
our comms equipment running now for about two month . ow we have
the task of installing the K.FOR SECRET Wan followed by ome R&R.
GREEK SP BDE KOSOVO POLJE
We had heard a fe'' na ty rumours about Kosovo Polje, the Greek Sp
Bde HQ, so when we arrived there we were pleasantly surprised by the
'garage'. the place that was to be our home for the next 6 months.
However, at 1400 hrs it was time to sit down to a Greek Army style meal
which consisted of cold cabbage and runner beans in an oil sauce. The
next morning Cpl ·ha anyone een my stomach lining' Roberts wa on
his way to the Med Centre at KFOR M I HQ with dy entery. Pot
noodles were soon to become our stable diet until. thankfully, we were
presented with a tove from the Greek p Bde and fre h ration from
K.FOR MAI HQ. On the communications side work wa going well.
our det being the fir t to remove IARRC IS and install the civilian
computers. We di covered that the Greek oldier were genera lly fairly
easy going wi th trange working hours that included an afternoon sic ta
between 1400 and I SOOhrs every day. In fac t they appeared so laid back
that gt ·Dougie· lcke was beginning to worry about the security of the
camp, the main problems being that the sentry located on the roof
brought himself off duty whenever there wa any bad weat her. Thi ,
together ' ith the fact that only 40% of the camp wa fenced and that
during a 7 igs versu Gr p Bde football match a couple of local erb
managed to stroll in through the gate , wa a matter of ome concern for
us. In addilion to trying to increase camp security, we were faced with the
task of winterising our living accommodation. Fir t we set to work on
building a moat around the garage to prevent u from being flooded out
which had nearly occurred on everal rainy morning . We then reali ed
that we ' ould have a di ti net lack of furniture as oon a 7 ig would
leave so Cpl 'B lue Peter' Roberts set to work on the con truction of
item ranging from helve and pen holders to a kitch n sink! ; 'ot to be
outdone by, but not po ses ing any carpentry skills. Sgt ·Dougie· kke,
along with Ginge paid a visit to the det in M B(W) only to return \\ ith a
vehicle full of goodies. The e were incorporated into our dining-room.
1 hich \\3
oon to look more like an Ofliccrs' me . It wa no wonder
" c became known a the ·womb Jes' and that it became a puni hablc
oftence fo r a det member to leave camp and return empty handed. m'
with a TV. video and gym from the welfare service, we are \Cl) happy
with our home and all agree that we have made a great tart to the tour.
FOR OPERATIO S
BA J L KA DETACH IE T, BO
280 ignal quadron in Bo nia, surely not, i th1 ju l a rumour? \\:ith
Kosovo in the headline and Bosnia nO\\ out of the publi eye, fi , e men
till work behind the cene · to make comms in Bo ·nia work for all. The}
are 'The Lo t Boy · of Banja Luka! They han: been here for so long 110\\
that they arc not ure where they originall) came from. If it \\ere not for
the occasional e-mail from the ' quadron Ops Room jolting them bad.
into lifo, and making them recall the day \\hen we\\ ere actunll) at home
\\ ith our parent unit ' e would urcly be lost fore\ er! The Lost BCI s arc
Sgt Tom 'The Buddha' Atkinson , pl latt · at Badger· Baber, LCpl
·, tre · ed' Harrison. Sig ick 'Kennard ' bbott and Sig h!\e ·stunt)'
Lloyd. After watching c untie hours of the DiscO\CI) Channel. Cpl
Baber i goi ng to lea\e the main stream mil ital) to become a \\ ildhfe
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re arch rm the outh merican jungle. his , peciality being Badger and
hi mp·!') ii! bbott is trying to stay in the country long enough to
qualify for a medal. \\e don ' t think he'll make it! gt & inson and LCpl
H arriso n are on the econd part of a back lO back tour which we think
1113) ha\e mentally affected them both. gt Atki nson ha become a very
mellow. nothing i too complicated l<' olvc. no problem too mall kind of
guy, ''eju t need to find him. howeH·r. he cems to appear a if by magic
when needed. very trange! Congrmuiations lO the ne\\ I promoted L pl
Ha r r i on when we get back the been; are on him! All'. i:iuict in the Banja
Luka Det; the most entertaining thing thal' been happe.1ing here wa. the
opening of the new bar; The Foundry. All attended the eventful evening,
'' hich wa. opened by the GOC M C( W), Maj Gen Viggers with a free
drink for everyone. The opening ha improved the ocial life on camp by
far. The entertainment. which i run b the L group, ha omcthing on
\en night including bingo. di co . film night and, just recentl y. a
FETI H party . .. hum . enough aid on that. We are not sure all the people
11 ho turned up had to make their CO' lumes if you know what we mean!
The imagination of the participants was greatly eApressed, with a few
weird and wonderful co tumes, which rai ed quite a few eyebrow but
the night wa enjo ed by all. The det attended but, because of working
hard as they always do. did not dress up for the occa ion!

should take it upon myself to devise a charity event that could 111volve
individuals of all physical abilities to aid in raising funds for the people
\I ho aid cancer sutlerers in their own personal struggle. The team of 36
was split into three groups with each individual exercising for two hour..
The cha llenges were to row the distance across the English channel (21
miles), step up Mount Everest (29029fl) and cycle round the M25 (120
miles) as many time~ as po ·sible in 24hours. With the amount of people
based in BLMF the names soon came flooding in, only two hours had
passed from the notices going up to having all 36 names! The next task
was to brief the individuals and set a roster for who was doing what and
when. There were urprisingly fc11 moans when the names for 0200-0800
were read out. Sponsorship money 11 as collected from far and wide.
When Sig 'Jaffa' Jefferson went on his adventure-training week no
one wa safe from his ruthle s sponsor requests. When the event came
around all gathered to see the first team start their 6hr stint. A great sense
of team pirit wa. formed 1n a short period of time. All participants put in
a superb effort but a special mention shoulJ go to Sig Bernie Ellis who
completed the furthest distance 111 his 2-hr period. He managed to cover
80.4km' while the furthest in a 30m in stint was Flt Lt Mardon ( ZAF)
covering a massive 2 I .3kms. Some outstanding efforts were made on the
rower too; Capt I Fawcett covered just under 30km. in his two hour
period. On the stepper however the distance war was fought hard between
the graveyard shift boys. Cpl Llody Jones, LCpl Dougie Douglas and
LC1il Matt Coverley promised they would not race each other. However,
w'th two of them being PT l's and the other Para trained all thought of
non-coripetitiveness went out the window. However it was LCpl
Dougla~ who came through, also being the only individual to complete
the height of Everest. An equally fierce battle was fought between the
officer . Lts Rhidian Jones and Paul Randell took great pleasure in
pushing C apt Stokoe all the way 11 ith their efforts on the stepper. \\ ith
Lt Jone coming out on top. The total distances covered in 24hrs were:
The rowing team cro3 ed the channel I 0.4 times
The stepping team climbed l:.vt:rest 10.2 times
The cycling team went round the M25 4.3 times
The money is now flowing in thick and fast and we hope to have
raised DM6500. This money will then be taken to London and presented
to the Imperial Cancer Re earch Fund by those member of 249 ig qn
who took part in the event, on behalf of all those who helped raise every
penny.

D VID BEAT GOLIATH (AGAJ )
bi· Sgt (ST) Bob Dunford APTC
· On unday 2
ovember 1999, 7 ig Regt and 2, 0 (UK) ig qn
competed in the K.refeld talion Clay Target Shooting Competi tion held
at Briiggen Clay Range. The two team captains, W02 Ka r l Weaver (7
ig Regt) and gt Bob Dunford (280 (UK) Sig qn) rounded up a team
of five repre enting each unit. 7 ig Regt went for a very high ranking
team, including three Skill at Arms Instructors. 280 (UK) Sig qn opted
for the younger team with a very wide range of trade . The 280 (UK) ig
qn team was gt (SI) Bob Dunford APTC (Capt), LCpl teve Bennie
REME, LCpl Bones Reeves REME, LCpl Robbo Robinshaw RLC and
LCpl Pete E vatt RLC - - pot the igrt aller! T he day consisted of a
porting layout of 40 birds in the first round and 20 birds in the econd.
The teams were mixed o no one kne\ who was wi nning until the end of
the day. The quadron team had ome bi g troubles on the practice round.
however, they settled in with the fi rst round. LC pl 'Bones' R eeves was
having a bad day, j ust like Karl I uppose. whilst LCpl Steve Bennie has
fo und so mething he i good at apart from drinking. LCpl Pete Evatt
ended up breaking more clay by shou ting at them and LC pl 'Robbo'
Robinshaw pulled one out of the bag after a bad start in the practice
round. The team capta in , Sgt (SJ) Bob Dunford, started well and got
be tter as the day went on, probably because losi ng is not in h is
vocabulary! The fi nal score; victory to 280 (UK) Signal quadron by a
total of 147 points to 117. Re member somewhere someone i practicing
and when you meet him in face to face competition he wi ll win. (again,
unlucky 7 S ig Regt).
COMPOSITE TROOP
Tp Comd Capt Stewart
Tp SSgt
SSgt R. olan
Wi th the deployment of the unit to Kosovo, the Troops lefi behind on
rear details were formed together in to one Compos ite Troop commanded
by Capt Stewart. The work for rear details is a lways a hard one, made no
le so for the Sq uadron fi nding itself in the middle of a re-organisation
programme, the ai m of which is LO have all the eq uipment ready for the
return of troops from Operations in preparation for !DCM next year. On
the arrivals front, we welcome to the quadron C pl Andy Pursglove,
LCpls MaJlett and Pearce together with Sigs Henley and Kimberley and
also welcome back from Bosnia LCpl Cunningham, Jackson and
Hillson. Farewells go to the following: Cpl Kev Butler, Sigs (soon to be
LCpls) Jo Elli on and Foulkes and, not least Sig Leeworthy. Good luck
and best wishe to you all. Congratu lat ions go to LCpls Dave Pendleton
and Junior ears on their selection for promotion to Corpora l and for Sig
Bernard Brennan for his promotion to Lance Corporal. We wou ld also
like to take the opportun ity to congraculate Cp l Bernie Barnett for his
election onto the British Bob Ski First Team. Good luck to him and the
team in the forthcoming championships.

A RE ERVI T' PERSPECTIVE - LCpl Griffin 38 Sig Regt (V)
I arrived in Bosnia in early July and was posted up to Banja Luka
Metal Factory to work in Mobile Troop with I Mech for about six weeks
until they ended their tour and 20 Armd Bde HQ & ig Sqn (200) and
249 ig Sqn AMF (L} arrived. Working alongside regular member of
Mobile Troop I have learnt lots from the lads, who have all worked hard
to show and teach me things I wouldn't have normally learnt in my TA
role. While I' ve been here I've been quite busy and l have been out and
about in the local area on many detail . Amongst these the most
interesting was being tasked to work with 14 Sigs for a few weeks in
which we eemed to cover most of Bosnia. I also spent time as the CO's
driver for several weeks and on a hill top rebro site at Radalici as a Det
Commander. Again the lads had to show me round some of tbe kit I
hadn 't touched in the TA. but it was not long before I was settled in at the
ite. Overall I've had a very goorj tour while erving with the Regiment
and I would recommend it to any TA soldier.

MND ( W) JG
L Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj lain Sta nden
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ken Mar~h
Goodbyes and hello to W02 (Yo ) Kerr \\ho lca1e \ \02 ( Yo~)
Hughes holding together Bosnian comms for the remainder of the tour
MOBILE TROOP- b} Cpl "iammy' Samuel
Tp Comd
Lt Paul Rande ll
Tp SSgt
S gt teve G riffiths
The tour has only been fou r months( with crie of ' thank god' from
many) and it's been a varied four months. On arrival in theatre most
people reached for the sun cream and shade , but by the time that the
redeployment flights were due the winter clothing and thermals \\ere
getting well used. Within Mobile Troop we have managed to fulfil our
role and any tasking sent our way, wtth the most notable event work wi,e
being the uccessfu l 'Light Forward HQ' set up \1hich has g11en the
green light for all armoured signals vehicles to be pulled out of theatre.
No more 43 's in Bos from now on!! There has been a lot of in theatre
training with Staff teve 'Don't mention hi height' G riffith s pu hing
the troop to come up with many varied ideas to keep everyone on their
toe's. Cpl Matt Wit ham deserves a line or two for his • upcr Tom'
event. Thi was a close run event and was finally won by S ig Matt
Coverley, although he was nearly beaten by Sig 'Yoda' colt who came
a close second. Sig ' Jaffa' Jefferson won the bet instructor award. Other
memories of the tour we shall all take with us include LCpl ' Oz'
Ozmond 's sponsored Three Circles team run, ig 'Crusty 12 era. hes'
Wellers award of ' Driver of the Month' presented to him by the GO
and Cpl 'Robbo' R obertson and LCpl Kev Rutherford decidtng 11hich
of the 300 plu letters to reply to after putting an advert in the Mirror for
pen pal .
TROOP RA1 GE DAY - by Sig 'Crusty ' Weller
The day began with an early tart and after a long drive we arrived at the
range, a typical Bosnian affair littered wi th lots of debri consi ting of
about ix cars and numerous empty paint and fuel can . The activities
started with an introduct ion to Dutch firearm includi ng the Glock pistol
forcing many of the troop to adopt thei r hard as nails po e e pec ially Cpl
Sammy ' I never take my ops vest off' Samuel and Sig Elvis 'I sa11 th is tn
Bad Boys' Jone . T he safest place during firing was probabl y behind the
target! As well as the Glock we also fired the Dutch ver ion of the Co lt
Commando 5.56 which compared to the SA 80 was a much easier weapon
to control. We then went on to do a local weapons introduction, prom pting
more ' do I look hard with this?' photo . After a bit of trip flare/mine
training and some lunch provided by the ever resourcefu l BL\4 F
cookhouse and a GMPG refresher \ e were ready to fire and get ome
seriou round down with C pl Matt ' I love thi gun' \ itham and Cpl
R obbo 'Get some' Robertson leading the way. The day finished with a
fire team falling plate competition at IOOm. Th is was followed with many
argument of' I knocked down more plates than you· and ' I got at least 20'
by many of the Troop who were involved. Finally it was time to tidy up
and start on the long drive back to Banja Luka.
The Troop says a fond farewell to Sgt Ja e Raybould and ig Ru s
Welburn who war dodge to go on kiing holidays in orway, LC pl ' Ben·
Whitley and Sig Jim 'The ames Bond' Gallagher who sadl) lea, es us
for a pre-xmas break at Colchester. ever mind Jim, you almost had the
Brig foo led! Also congratulation from the troop to Cpl John Reardon
and hi wife Sarah on the birth of their baby girl ''hi! l we were out on
tour and to igs Tina inge, ·s couse· Bennett, Mat Coverley, Bernie
Ellis, 'Harry· Ramsden and Kev Rutherford on their ·election for
promotion to Lance Corpora l. Are there any iggy lefi out there tn the
Corp ??.

A proud LCpl Mac Do na ld of 280 (UK) S igna l Squadron
acco mpan ied 7 S ig na l Regiment to Rhineberg Military Cemetery
o n 11 November 1999 a nd , a t the desig nate d hour,
while the Regiment stood in reme mbra nce
he played a lament o n Ba g P ipes

MULTI NATIONAL DIVISION
(SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
BANJALUKA

CO
Lt Col David Hargreaves
R M
WOI (R M) ' Brummie' Lawes
The past two months have seen a complete change over at the top of the
Regiment with Lt ol Jan Griffith handi ng over to Lt Col David
Hargreaves and WOl (R f) Terry Crane leaving 20 Armd Bde HQ &
S ig Sqn (200) making way forWOl (RSM) ' Brummie' Lawes. Aside from
leaving din ners the Regiment has been gripped by chari ty fever with PT l
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L pl 'Dougie' Dougla devising his own 24h r sponsored hellathon
and Capt Chris 'Spritely' rowther spuming the RA.F's Trooping
nights and leading a sponsored run fro m BLMF to Paderbom .
BLMF 24 HOUR PO OREO EVE T - LCpl 'Dougie' Doug /a
As a yo un g so ld ier who had recentl y lost h is moth er to lun g
cancer, and who fo und himself .working in the B LMF gy m, I fe lt I
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Lt Rhidian Jones on the foothills of Everest
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The crew of VSC501 Brown deployed on Op Joint Resolve
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and gelling u ed to the place, and therefore passed quickly. Likewi c the
second month wa equally hectic with people going on R&R, and durin g
the third month, with th e onset o f co ld weather we wintcri ed our
equipment H wever as the sun turn ed to ra in, and then snow, time
started to drag and we all bega n to look forward to going h?me. For the
vast majority of the t ime o ur se nse o f humour prevaile? and we
remained in good spirit . With comi c interlude , such as the ~1me l was
in tructed by the itc commander and Cpl Walsh to bake flapjack. Aflcr
five minutes J was e' icted from the kitchen a the two Oct ommanders
enthu iasticall ct about the ta k. Or the time in which ig Mark Harris
patientl y waited on the roof with a huge pile of nowballs for twenty
minute until l went out ide for a ciga rette. needle s to ay his dedication
paid off and l barely escaped with m ' li fe. The great trick when spendin g
a long period o f time on a i olated hilltop site .seem to be i~ keepin g
oneself occupied, and thank to the gym , tele ~ 1s1on and welfare books
this is not uch a hard ta k. Once the novelty ot being m a new place ha
worn off and R&R has come and gone the final slog is always the hard
pan, however with good humour and a forward looki ng mind it' really
not all that bad.

\1'1 . lC TIO.' TRO P - by ig Olly Mason
Tp (\)md
Lt Rhidian Jones
Tp gt
gt Jim rabb
Ori' ing up the hill toward Radaljica presented pl John Walsh and
my ·elf with our first 'ie\\ of the hilltop itc that for the next four months
we " uld all home. The parse Hesco wall that urrounded the site,
along with the wood ·n lookout tower were remini cent of a fort. Once
111 ide ho'' e\ er it was a completel)' di f'e rent matter, the ite wa s
on tructed of corrimcc joined together t- a long. covered corridor,
ontaining all mod cons. howers. ·ky _tele' sion, and a well eq~ipped
Gym to name but a few. Our job on the lie wa to prO\ 1de a RR 13 link on
two HF et a well a a Euromux phone R lay facility. A b, th of us
\\ere Radio operators we were not familiar \\ith the relay kit and
con equentl) expected that the third member of our crew would be.
\\'hen ig Mark Harris turned up a few days later, and "as asked by
pl John Wal h to ho\\ u ho' to work the relay equipment he told u
that he had no idea either as he wa a radio op a well!! Thi a 1dc we
quickly became familiar with our detachment, and soon worked out how
to use the Relay kit The first month \\'a pent orting out the detachment

1tc up and runntng, under the direction of S gt Archie Gemmell and
Sgt Andy Mapston e, w it h L t Ben Howarth looking on. igs Rory
Grant and Matt Childs both gave themselves hernias movi ng Cossors
and Trends fro m the wagon 1mo the build ing while LC pl John McG<'e
su pc.: rvised, an d Sigs Louise Allen and.E mily C onstablc .... wcl l, th ey
watched.
We gained a few new operator during the fo llowing fe\\ weeks, by
way o f ig And y Reddy, Sig Matt Ruddy and ig 'Smudge' mith.
Members of the crew were also involved in the Squadron project,
n:pairing and c.:k aning up a local junior school, und<:r the direction of the
SSM, W02 hris 'W here'. my MBE?' Ward. Towards the end of the
project, ig 'Pic.:asso' C hild wa once aga in cal led into act ion, and
came up wi th a Mickey Mouse design fo r the entrance to the schoo l. We
all like to think that we have made a difference in some way, and that the
kids \\ho use the.: . chool can now get back to normal, doing the sort of
stu ff all our sons and daughters take for granted.

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
RSM

Lt Col D. . H. J on es
WO! (R 1) . Smoothy

BIG BRE\ DA
' D T H E PADR E' P EDALLI G PILG Rl lAGE
AFA' Big Brew Day wa celebrated at all locations in Kosovo as
well a back in Krefeld. Staff Otllcer were coerced into buying tea
thanks to mo t of the soldier in the Regiment who assi Led at the variou
stall . The chef: had done u proud by making hundred of doughnut to
ell which then ubsequently travelled great distances aero s Kosovo.
ome ur ived the journey better than others. The Italian A were
elling them as rock cake . Their greatest achie,•ement wa to ell a cup
of tea for 20DM . The German A meam hile had to give a list to the
German General of all those Officers who did not buy a cup of tea. That's
the spirit. At K.FOR Main there wa hardly time for the kettle to boil.
Ha,;ng recovered from thi day it wa the Padre Lee Ga ndiya 's tum to
prepare for his return home. He has pent most of the 101.1:r ?n the road
visiting soldiers or telling everyone how much fitne s tra111111g he doe
when nobody is around. To prove the latter he finally came up with a plan.
The idea was to cycle around Ko o o visiting all locations of 7 Sig Regt
personnel and conduct a field ervice before saying good~ye. Most people
thought he wa joking until the bike appeared, were serviced and marked
K.FOR by Sio Ransom and the go ahead was obtained by Maj tu a rt
Hodges from "K.FOR G3 Ops who must have rai ed some eyebrow .

En route
The Padre-Revd Lee Gandiya, the RSM-W0 1 Steve Smoothy,
th e CO-Lt Col David Jones and Lt 'Pierre' Farrimond
The Padre and Lt ·Pierre' Farrimond, his accomplice, began their
journey at 5.SOam at the Goles on a Tuesday morn ing at the beginning of a
hot summer's day. When they arrived at Pee at 6.30 that even ing the CO's
search party was just about to leave. lt had been 14 7km in econd for
L pl Todd and ig Brampton in the suppon vehic le but it had provided
much entertainment because the Padre was collapsing at every
opportunity. Day Two was all about coping with being saddle sore. They
made 1t to the German A. in Prizren in good time to spend an hour in the
sho" crs before spending a quiet evening dreading the thought of the big
hill on the way to Uro evac tomorrow. Day Th ree was the home stretch
but there wa one hurdle that was still in the way. After over an hour
cyclmg uphill. the downhill at last arrived and the race to the U SA
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began for a Burger King lunch. With much licking of lip the duo headed
back to Prislina for an interview with BFB . ext was a heroes welcome
courtesy of23 I qn at KFOR Main, where they had lined the route before
rolling slov ly back lo Ech to be welcomed by HQ Squadron, havmg
cycled 351 km. There had been no intention to ra!se any money but ~he
intere t generated brought offers of sponsor hip as well as a few
weepstake . Lt Ja mes kindly had gone collecting and put up a map of
Ko ovo in K.FOR Main which plotted the location of the cyclists. These
two events together raised over 2000DM for SSAFA and left the Padre
unable to sit down .
CP7
The Regimental Op team says goodbye to Op Officer, Maj Tim
'Scarface' Allen and welcome lo Maj Stuart Hodges.
231 SQUADRO FI L 1 ITY, PRISTI 'A
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Bos her
SSM
W0 2 ( SM) C hris Wa r d
For a couple of month it looked like we would never deploy. All we
heard were the war stories from the heroes of 232 Sig qn while they
were sitting in Macedonia waiting for ihe big pu h across the border.
Then as we got into June we got the nod and our advance party of Maj
P aul 'Tact and diplomacy ' Bo her, W02 (S M) C hr is ' Gadget man'
Wa rd W 0 2 FofS ' El•is ' R u xton and gt '232 Reject ' D rew itt
deploy~d at hort notice as part of the high powered recce team looking
for sites for HQ K.FOR Main. Meanwhile, the Regt Reece officer, Cap t
Jim 'Every Opportunity' Boyle stayed back with the rest of the quadron
until a site had been found!! That' ho\\ it work i n' t it? Welcome to
SSgt (YofS) J ase Budd ing who arrived at 0800hrs in Lt Wt and was on
a coach to RAF Bruggen by lOOOhrs dressed in Combat 95 - straight out
of the packet. Farewells go lo his brother SSgt Carl Budding who left_ on
promotion to 21 Sig Regt, WO I FofS Alex Scott who left on promotion
to 1 (UK) Div and finally lo W02 Hodge 'Death from Above ' Arthurs
\ ho went to Aldershot on promotion. Just as we get rid of a coup le of
social hand grenades, we get a new Foreman and Yeoman!
KF OR MAI MA S ITE
OC
Lt 'Mrs Merton ' James
S ig ' Blondie' Wa lke r , S ig 'Buzz Lightyear' Mc K ay, ig ' Spin '
Baines and ig Reddy ' Aim, Fire', managed lo get the chance to go on a
one week patrol around the Serbian village of livovo with 4 Armd Bde.
This was a great experience and a chance to break the routine of sh ift
working with some real oldicring. Our main tasks being YCP's, house
searches, and general 'hearts and minds' patrolling. The village and
surrounding countryside were very picture. que with dogs, pigs and cows
roaming free. Although the villager were very friendly towards us, they
were less friendly to the animals. The dogs were beaten, the pig
slaughtered and the less said about the cows the better! Unfortunate ly,
after five days, the attachment ended and reluctan tly we had to return to
K.FO R MA I to carry on with the more routine task of slagging on a
radio set, but we will leave with some excell ent memorie and a great
experience from our first tour since leaving Blandford.
Meanwh il e in the Message Centre under the watchful eye of gt Tony
Do w nin g, the faxes keep on coming. After mo nth of wait ing in
Macedonia, the original crew of L C pl s J ohn Mc G ee, Ritchi e
Applegarth, Sigs Matt hilds, Rory Grant, Ronnie Barker, Louise
Allen and E mily C on ta ble, eventua lly goi the green light to cross into
Kosovo. We opened for business in Film City, Pri ti na on 19 .June 1999
and spent the first few days adjusting to our new surrounding , curs ing
the Lineys and Techs and generally getti ng things ship shape, in read ines
for the arrival of the staff. We also had lo ass ist with getting the MA
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Members of the Squadron at Klina School
R & R has now come and gone and the end of tour is fast approaching.
Apart from a little DlY surgery by ig Matt 'The Blade' Ruddy, thing
have been relati\'ely quiet. I' m sure that Matt's scar will turn into some
kind of war wound once he stans talking to the ladies back home! It's
been a good tour and the crew has gelled nicely together. ome people
have learned a lot about them se lves and have come out the other end
better fo r it. We are now looking fornard to getting back to the real
world, and some we ll earned leave. Who kn ows what next year will
bri ng? (Fal klands - Hot off the press)
SRGA DRADIO
OC
Lt Steve Jone
Wel com e to gt Dean Wilson and con gratulations on his recent
promotion. It didn 't take long be fore the staff reali ed that there was a
neet of Taxis with ccure mobile comms available for day trip ! Once
they did, the demandi ng ro le of the RG Troop meant that everyone got
the chance to vi it most pl aces in Kosovo and beyond. The KLA Ii ened
things up for us, witp their impromptu parties which meant that gunfire
wa a common sound as the alcohol took effect and they carried out
'Beirut unloads '. It al o meant that the COMKFOR wanted a proper TAC
HQ stood by ready to go at hort notice. With SSgt (YofS) Jase Budding
on R & R, Sgt Tony 'Many Hat ' Downing had to get a comms plan
together \\ hile gt Dean Wilson and LCpl tick Devlin waved a magic
wand and pulled the manpower. vehicles and equipment out of a hat.
After ome hard graft and more long hours, the TAC HQ wa ready for
unveiling to the end le s stream of Staff Officers and Brigadiers. They all
left very impre ed, knowing ihat at la Lthey had een a proper TAC HQ.
SAN 678 AT THE GREEK UPPORT BRJGADE
Lt Ben Howarth
C
The arrival in theatre of the Greek Support Brigade in mid Augu t saw
the creation of the Greek A and U1e personnel lo man it wa pooled
from all four of the deployed Regiments. However, on the initial reccc of
the ite in Kosovo Polje, a British Environmental Health Team deemed th
silt! to be uninhabitable due to the fact the site wa u ed a a laughter
house prior to the Greek occupation. A bit of a clue might ha\'e been U1e
trong mell of dead animals and the numerous bone left lying around the
place! After ten day or o the EHT atisfied th~mselve that the Greek
had done enough to clean the pla ·e up and il wa finally given a clean bill
of health. It wa then a mad nish lo get the SA in and working. One of
the main problems encountered, wa with the erratic power upply in the
building. After some minor equipment death , LCpl 'Laughing boy' Ros
had the situation under control. The A IMC crew of LCpl tevc
R itchie, ig 'Maintenance' Wood and Sig J immy Murray had to endure
the loudest generator in the world. However, gt Pete splcn came up
\ iU1 a cunning plan and by using an o ld car exhau t ol ed the problem
and we all got good night sleep. The SA 1 P is now ~stablish~d and
manned by ig T homas and ig Tu r pie who have quickly gamed a
knowledge of TAC AT, a bit of LA sotlware and how many ugars S gt
Andy aun d rs takes. The RR crew of pl Dave Pope, LC pl Andy
Acker and Sig Matt Parvi n have found that they not only ha e to
provide the links, but al o the mains power for the re. t of the i.te. A recent
edition to our rank has been ig Wa lte1· Keown our DE, who 1s now back
from R & R,-.. ho made an immediate impact on his first day back when he
sent our Lnnd Ro er works ticket on a tour of Ko ovo. Fonunately, the
Canadian who found it IOk ms away. gave it back to us.
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SA 870 AT THE J' R E C H BRIGADE
OC
2Lt Vlayne
As the end if the tou r here draws nt:ar, A 870 continues tts endle s
quest to provide comms for tho: French Brigade based 111 \.11tro\ica. The
end of July saw a change of OC for the SA . as Lt ·oake departed for a
we ll earned rest, and the start of an arduous adventurous train mg
ex pe d iti o n. Desp ite bein g re lievc.:d to go she left many good
acquaintances, and many of the French have missed the bunches in her
hair which were a fa mous site around camp. 2Lt Mayne fresh from hi~
Troop Commanders course came to take over, and rapidly had to start
rev i ing all his language skills that hadn't been in pracuce for O\er eight
years. There have been many people commg and going from the A but
the main players have remained throughout, including S gt George
Farrar, LCpl Al Ryall, and LCpl 'Monica' ooper, who now has an all
female AS/MC crew consi ting of ig Constable and ig larke. Our
LA manager Sig Brown continues to be busy as the French taff eem
to change on a weekly basis, so he continues to be called out at all times
of the day to answer highl y technical questions such as, 'Ho\> do l put
paper in the printer!' Fortunately he has managed to keep himself ane by
acquainting himself with as many of the female G6 counterpart;, who we
work w ith as poss ible. However. he has now been replaced by L pl
Dainty as the powers that be have decided to send him back to Germany
before the French drive him totally around the bend.
Relations with the French continue to go well spearheaded by LC pl
Beacher and ig Collins at the Relay site. and by LC pl Ga uchi and ig
Maskell in the Bar. As well as smaller events such as the odd game of
soccer, Mitrovica was host to a Royal Signal 'v ' the French rugby
match. This was attended by the SOinC Brig Burto n, and un urprisingly
the Signals were victoriou with a I 0-0 victory. which l am reliably
informed wa all thanks to SA 870' star player ig How ard . The
welfare situation ha improved dramatically with a steady flow of video
now coming up to Mitrovica, and we now have a fully functional gym.
But most important of all is the weekly BBQ we have, \vith food
provided from the cookhouse in Pristina, which gi es everyone an
extremely welcome break from the cuisine that is erved up by the
French. The highlight of September' entertainment was the first (and
probably the la t) SA 870 annual conker competition with a SOM entry
fee and the top prize of a lab of Fosters. In total, l 70DM was rai ed by
the evenings event which was donated to ADRA. which is one of the
charitie working locally io re-house people within Mitrovica. The
money was put to good use with the purchase of a Bread Oven for one
family, and a Gas Heater for another. As the promised return from theatre
date looms clo er all of the A1 's personnel are looking fornard to
returning home, but above that everyone want to be able to get away
from the French cookhouse and back to good old Briti h food.
SA 872 AT T H E GER M
OC
2Lt Lyons
Included in with 16 ig Regt.

BRJG DE

SA 874 AT THE V BRlGADE - By LCpl Brewington
OC
2Lt oble
As a Class 3 Tech fresh from Blandford, being told I wa posted to a
SA in Kosovo came as quite a surprise. However I did not get much of
a chance to think about it. We had previou ly driven the vehicle to
Southampton and after a couple of days leave, we assembled in York
ready to fly from Leed -Bradford to Thessaloniki. The first thing that hit
me when the doors were opened and I lepped off the plane wa the heat,
it was the middle of the night and Ute temperature wa that of a good
summers day in the UK. The next big thing to happen wa the i ue of
ammunition. body armour and morphine. It was at thi point, ju t before
the Ko ovo border. that reality kicked in and feelings of apprehen ion
replaced those of excitement Looking at the face around me, I wasn't
the only one to feel thi way. We finally ended up at 7 ig Regt Ech 111
Pristina. gt Sam • nakehip · Fa ulds miled a he told us our first ta ·k
was with 5 irbomc Brigade in Lipljan. When we got back to Ech we
heard a rumor that the U Bdc wou ld require a SA in a couple of weeks
when, they finally decided to join the operation and lea\ e their ship.
When Uti wa confirmed it wa. decided that a three:: hour recce would be
a good idea. Sgt Fauld , LC pl Rickard and Cpl Billy .'Happy-go-lucky'
Morris returned THREE DAY later. They brought with them tales that
would make even the bravest of men fall asleep, and of course . ome
camp cot and ome MRE' . When we eventually got to the
Brigade
U1ere was a lot of hard work to be done to make it habitable but 11 wa
well worth it. Conveniently most of this hard work wa done when L pl
Tim Railey was on R&R. Thankfull) he wa at home\\ hen hi daughter
Haley was born and was given a much de erved extra \\eek ofT.. eedles
to ay we all had our 'two' cans when he returned with the good ne\\s.
The only rea l problems now are the fact that the generators don't hke
genera ting but L C pl C hri s 'it's the fuel pump· \ es ton :omeho\\
manages to keep power to the TV, ideo and fridge etc... oh yeah and the
vehicle . Recent ly our old A OC, Lt Jackson, wa replaced b; 2Lt
oble whom we welcomed \\ ith a fC\\ donut . I don ·1 think U1is ge:ture
wa fully appreciated, until a
days later\\ hen he felt better.
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876 at the IT LI ' BRIG DE
2Lt Lawson
gt ·Big [) ' Robertson . LC pl
Welcome to 2Lt · Ii.on' La" son,
Dave H allwa., 'Manic' 1undy, Ricki urrren. Sigs J .P. Phillip~. Kare
Leaning, fat1 Burkin, Ia n \ alker , and Da H llarmi on Go11db)es
though to Lt 'Pierre' Farrimond , gt tef "le" ton. L pl 'Where's the
beach?' Rhode , Sig 'Jo' G uest. Sig 'Dick' Turpi e. and nc\\ ly promoted
A

OC

19

pl Ro e. A you an "e
' 76 has had quiet a turn-around in
manning, th1 .eemed t brighten things up a little.
With-the Italian on the move again thi time with their Brigade Ops
room going 10 the other ide of the river. needle's to ay, there wa only
on thmg on Cpl' hark' \: ilson's mind - watch m fibre! \: e oon fi und
out that the present Garibaldi Bde which \H had . upported since the srnrt
\la going home to make way for the ne\• Ariete Bde. The General'
lea\i~g part) ''as -.ery memorable \1ith tht A crew (entertaining as
e1 er) lea1 ing the party "ith almighty applause from th. General
do11 nward . We left on our knees. 'ingmg the Hillo song !Tom ' now
\\'h1te and the e\'en Dwarf. The
ha al o been involved in some
5 work. A number of Aid agencies had requested our help. o we et
about -.anou ta k .. The e included cleaning up a park and a war tom
chool (11 here igs ndy Porter and dam Galla r d using their ery
011n pecial method 10 remove windows). We also errected five ma sive
tent in local \'illages o that they could be u.ed a schools.
It'· not all work and no play here. generally we have a BBQ every
weekend "i1h food supplied by 7 ig Regt Ech thanks to gt Tam
Bu kie - a big thank you from everyone here for that. Theme have been
introduced to thee nights ranging from a 'Rolf Harri 'night to a panish
night. While in Pee the Italian Bde have tarted up their ery own rad io
talion. M B We t FM, and a ked u Brits 10 have an hour how daily.
This lot wa hosted by C pl ' Biff' mi t h. LCp l C hris Rhodes and AC
Bever s. ig '.\1att Burton has taken o\'er the role now LCpl Rhode has
gone home. In the la l few 1 eek . a unday how .has been rele:! ed,
tarring,
gt 'Big D ' R obertson and the Ginger ~nnces - LCiJ I Da .e
Ha llway and ig tu Cragg. The moothe t DJ' m Ko ovo with their
silky tunes and razor sharp humour.
884 PRJ TL
APOD
OC
Lt E mma Fawcett
There have been many change ince our arrival, a we ha e moved
four time while the Engineers, who have worked extremely hard. have
e tablished a more permane nt camp. The Ru ian contingent are also
ba ed here which ha been very interesting, with their political acts of
defiance every o often, by 11 ay of blocking access to ihe site - jus~
becau e they can! A recent departure from the SA 1 was LCpl · ou e
Fea ros who j u t managed to di appear before the OC came back from
R&R - suspicious! He was replaced by Cpl · ilverback' Hawkins who
brought with him hi wry humour much to Sig 'Text Me sage' Rob bs
delight. Feeling outnumbered by the boy in blue. we made our
allegiances with the only other Anny unit on the camp, S3 Fd qn RE. It
i there custom that at the end of an evenings entertainment in the bar they
ing. It was on uch an occa ion that we found a hidden talent when Sig
'HEEED. Harley surpri ed e eryone by inging the loudest and longest
rendition of Miss American Pie that we had heard for a long time. LCpl
'GI Jane· Mo es is a late arrival to the A replacing L C pl 'Bandi Asir
mitb who leave u to complete his Class I course. We said goodbye to
him in true S
884 tyle, with help from personnel from the other dets
in Pristina. Don·t worry LCpI S mith, the photos are safe with me! The
A has thrown iLSelf into helping GS projects, one is called 0 car (I x
puppy) saved after its mother wa killed. Particularly keen fathers are Sig
'Lo erman' Va cy and LCpI ·Rat Boy' L imbert. The second project is an
Albanian chool local to the APOD. Most of the SAN were involved and
ig Va ey in particu lar acquired a young friend who talked him into
parting with his beret and cam cream. What do they say about workmg
with animals and children? The SA. did all they cou ld to avoid it, but
finally the dreaded ·which end will it come out of next' lurgy arrived. Sig
'M C Hammer' tephen was the worst hiL resu lting in being a stone
lighter as he emerged from the medical centre isolation ward! On the
whole, the SA has enjoyed its time at the APOD. Working with the RAF
bas definitely been an experience. The OC has even managed to catch Sgt
Howes out by acting more insane than he does.

3 DS RRADCO
IC

gt Jim W a tt
ince we last put pen to paper, RADCO 1 has been downsized witb
vehicles and per onnel repatriated back to the UK. Amongst those that
we have sent on their way are L C pls · I do all the work' Lyon and
'Wrath of the Lord' Dantcr. For those of us who remain, work and life
goes on. LC pl K enny Irw in and hi RRB, were saved from the indignity
of er\'ing their entire tou r in Macedonia when they were extracted from
their hill to Pristina, under a cunning plan devised by C pl G uido
Gidd ens. We now have only one RRB to resup, which has cul down on
our workload and ha allowed us to send ig tu Ion s patroll ing with the
K.Rli, who urvived this clash of cultures. We continue to hold our own
against our 7 Sigs ho ts in the quiz and sporting stakes, which is the

highlight of our social week. The end is now in sight and by the time this
is published we hall be back in Bulford, no doubt saying 'I wish I was
back in Kosovo!'.
214 SIG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
1nj D. W. omerville
SM
W02 (S M) Forshaw
TORNADO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Graham Wills
Tp gt
gt eil Cooper
ince the Troop la t added their edition 10 The Wire, there have been
some changes 10 the Troop. Howe\'er, we st!ll re.main in Ko ovo actin& as
the key Ptarmigan Comms troop opera 1111 g JU t We t of the capital
Pristina. We have received some nc1 faces and characters recently, most
importantly being that of gt Car!cr and Hulse who have th~. a.rduou
ta k of filling gts ttlcy and Cass1dy's shoes. gt Carter has JOmed us
fresh from TR Bassingboum and ha picked up the trait of shouting at
everything that move out of tep or doesn't have razor sharp creases.
Finally -gt Hulse has joined us from 16 ig Rcgt and h~s already
enforced his O\ n high cleanliness tandards on to the Troop with many a
raised eyebro11. LC pl S hilton ha joined us straight from training to
become the Troop Tech and has already broken everything he has
touched ... no change there.
We are till playing an important part in the Kosovo mission and
remain in Pri tina. Over the la l month we were given the order to move
from our home in the clouds at hi II 'I 097' and mo e do1 n to an
abandoned erbian Barrack on the out kirts of the City. A lot of
planning and late night were had before the move but thanks to everyone
including C pls Keiron lack and Bob Green the move went relatively
well except for one major reason, our witch rolled on to its side.
Whether it wa
ig C hr i Brown trying to achieve what Evil Kanevil
failed to do, or maybe ju ta ramp haped piece of rock, I don ' t think we
will ever find out. Nevertheles the Si itch was beached on to its side,
with two rather haken signallers in the front who were luckily unhurt.
The re t of the move went very well and we are now situated on a
large area of hard standing surrounded by anadian infantry, Royal
Engineers and most importantly BFB . The weeks are pas ing quickly
and towards the beginning of ovember we aim to be back in sunny York
for ome well earned re t and relaxation with our loved one . The tour
ha been a great learning proce s for all. By the time you read this we
will be in cool garages rather than hot trucks. Finally congratulation
must be given to LCp l Ri chard Scott who has recently come off the
board to get promoted to Corporal, and will fit in ea ily with the re t of
the elite troop orporals.
RO MA T ROO P - M1TRO ICA
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Hon or
Tp SSgt
SSgt C h r is Sym onds
.
Roman Tp arrived at the barren bomb damaged wasteland that 1s
known as the Goles feature in early August. Immediately work
commenced creating a flurry of activity in order to get the location as
homely as possible, ooner rather than later. The first of our shower
'productions' wa soon proven to have greater airborne aerodynamics
than showering practicalities a during one of our first 'light breezes' the
construction took to the air like a well designed kite! The Goles
accommodation came in various shapes and styles. Starting with the
popular more traditional 9x9 through .to the Wigwam de ign preferr.ed by
C pl F indl ay and ending finally with the dark and damp cond1t1ons
provided by the everal underground bunker . All accommodation
however, whether large or small, came with a varied election of mice
and ralS. The latter provided amusemen t for the troops when C pl Mandy
Foster ran semi-naked around the ode Home due to a rather large
specimen which was running riot amongst the contents of her l~nt.
Our exceptiona lly 'picturesque' location has become something ~f.a
tourist attraction. During our stay we have een a constant now of v1 1tors
from various countries, numerous Corps and every rank under the sun
who have come to wish us well and view the spectacular bomb damage
of our luxurious site.
Whilst on operations the Troop said a fond farewell to LCpl Eyr e who
will be moving onto educate the up and coming so ldiers of 11 Sig Regt m
Sys Ex. We would like to wi h him all the best for the future. The Troop
would also like to welcome gt Jim David on who joins the Troop from
2S9 Sig Sqn in Cyprus. The Troop are now planning and looking forward
to it's return to the UK with staggered dates of mid October and earl.y
ovember. Finally we would like to congratulate L C pl ea ley on h is
recent miraculous promotion.

11 SIGNAL BRIGADE PROJECT TEAM COMMERCIALISING KOSOVO
A report from Theatre by Capt (TOT) Jim Hiorns

In. '!ptember, Commander 11 Sig Bde was tasked with deliveri ng PJHQs
I strategy for the Balkan . Uhtmately these changes will resul t in reduced
troop deployment and fewer tours in the Balkans. The need to meet this task
has led to the formation of a small project team consisting of the 02 Ops '\1aj Jim Foulkes, the 03 Ops - Flt Lt Farid Khan , and the 03 CEC 20

Capt John Hiorns. Following a hectic hand-over of current work to an
a lready overworked and underpaid C apt Jim ykcs, (his words - he love 1t
really) and a trip to U TAT, the team deployed to Kosovo on 22 September
1999. Not long after this we were joined by a POLO from Germany, W02
(FofS) C olin Mackay, and converted him to POLO Ba lkans.
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Since then life has been a series of short periods out here with HQ
MNB(C), currently 19 Mech Bde Sig qn, and vital trips back to UK (or
in one case Paris!) for meeting with comractors or DPA. Whilst there has
been every concern for our wcl fare and wellbeing, we do have the
impression that actually there should be more thought given over to the
spouses lell behind; in the first two weeks or our deployment they have
managed between them to writc-ofT two cars and damage a third!
In ovember Flt Lt Farid Khan left for the UK thinking he had
managed 30 concurrent days in theatre to qualify for his first medal
(without actually serving with the RAF yet). It was with relish that
someone informed him that the days of arrival and departure don't count!
Fortunately the Pristina Bar football championships fini hed with a win
for our man from the RAF and a first medal for the good Flight
Lieutenant (a skill he honed in his student days - he tells us). Amazingly,
a second medal has been awarded to our man in blue in recognition of his
dogged persistence and commitment to hi camp cot to win the 'staying
in bed the longest and claiming he had been to do some PT before work'
championships. On the subject of medals, he has a long way to go to
catch up with Maj Simon ' Seven Medals' Meadowcroft from 2 Sig Regt
who took over as the S02 J6 with the SE. There is no truth in the
rumour that he immediately ran up a telephone bill of OM l .S million
phoning back to York to convince the remainder of the Regt Ops team
that he really had deployed him elfthi time.
Finally we had better give mention to W02 (FofS) Ian Outterson
who will '.e takl'lg over as the l.IDA once he has been briefed fully by
the POLO and accreditation guru W02 (FofS) Colin Mackay. He also
ha the thankle. s task of sorting out mobile and PTT telephone bills o
for those that k ow him, he is even more 'follically' challenged no1\. At
present his mai;. concern 1s trying to persuade the 02 J6 to reduce the
number of trip he is having to make to the 0 CE building with Maj
Simon Meadowcroft following his discovery of lots of young secretarie
in that building. eemingly he now insist in personally clearing all
frequencies with the OSCE mce they assumed the role from KFOR!
More news will follow in the next edition with an update of the ongoing
Projects both here and in Bosnia.
COURT A D SOCIAL
The Headquarters Christmas Party
It is well known fact that 11 ig I3de always lead the way - well that's
the reason we give for having our Christmas party on the 3 December.
This year it wa orgar.i ed by our Chief Clerk W02 Shaun 'What me
write an article for another Corps' Magazine?' Flannery AOC. The
venue chosen was the local Golf and Country Club. The day started well
enough with the farewell visit of the GOC S Div, Maj Gen R. V. Searby.
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who during hi flying visit found time, among. t other thmg . to JOm u
for a sherry and mince pies. folio'' mg the visit and a bottle of berry
later we made our way to the Shropshire where on arrival we ''ere met by
W02 Flannery who offered everyone a free drink. One does not like to
shatter illusions but the free dnnk was inclusive and not from his pocket.
As the 24 Regular TA and ci~ilian members of the Headquarter. sat
down the first thing to do was open a present which had been left on their
respective chair. The presents were to the value of £5 and had been bought
by someone else in the I Ieadquarters, as a variation on the bran tub. Once
opened the delight in some was e\ ident! The gifts ranged from edible under
garments for the Bde YofS, WOl (YofS) Gra ha m Pa rdew to a box of
apples and potatoes for Maj Peter W illiams. It is left to one knowledge of
the individual to guess who's first words were 'Oh my God.' or 'The
numpty who bought this shou ld have realised it was £5 in value not Sib in
weight,' (before seeing the rather nice bottle of wine hidden behind a large
potato). ft would be attention grabbing to say the extra drinks were ~er-.ed
by a Bunny Girl and that one ofour clerical support team, \ Icky 'When do
I get mentioned in The Wire' utherland did a table dance wearing her
present of pink bunny girl cars and tail. But we cannot, as it would be lying!
It was an excellent party, as was the food, with many choices of dish 1\ ith
each course. However, one raw red meat eating young man, who shall
remain nameless, ordered the tew in error, not realising it was the
vegetarian dish! Being a man of strong character and principle he refused to
change no matter how many times we offered. All in all and excellent but
noisy occasion - letters of apology have been sent.

H IL AND FAREWELL
The Bde Comd, Br ig J onatha n Cook found time, between trip to
Kosovo, Bosnia, Egypt, Germany and land winn ing his cla sin the S Di1
orienteering Championship, to attend the Christmas Party. While there, he
took the opportunity to say farewell to tho e who were lea\ ing. Maj J ean
Payne leaves us after six years to join the TA All Arms Watch-Keeping
pool. The Commander took time to highlight her achie\'ements, her
Adventure Training exploits, her three operational tours and her banditry
on the golf course. We wish her and Andy all the best for the future. Capt
Jim Sykes was also bid farewell and the Commander remarked on the
number of career moves he ha made over the last years; uch as wandering
around hotel in his underclothes and having a son who practices karate, on
the Commander 1 We will all miss his cheerfulness, helpfulne
youthfulness and generosity. We hope he is not to disappointed by not
being po ted as Trg Maj to one of our TA units and wish him and Vicky all
the best in their next po ting. We look forward to meeting his replacement
Cap t Richa rd Gamble who Jim tell us ha a penchant for fa t horse ,
slow women and wearing the tightest jeans he can get into.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Lt Co l J. G. T. Rafferty
WOl (RSM) A. Balsdon

EXERCISE LEWA1GUE F l
DATED 05-1 9 E PTE 1BE R 1999
by Sgt Chris Hood
Two week adventure training was organi ed for HQ qn, I 5 Sig Regt
on the Isle of Man in eptember 1999. Crie a plenty from those
attending of rain and snow torrns oon fell on deaf ears as the organisers
were doing a un dance. A total of twenty-two personnel attended thi
gruelling two-week training camp which on their arrival brief they wou ld
enjoy. The two weeks consisted of ten volunteers of all ranks, from the
RSM Al 'Tight horts ' Balsdon to Sig ·Foxy' S hields. They would soon
familiarise themselves with sea-kayaking, canoeing. mountain biking,
climbing and ab eiling around the I le of Man. The first great challenge
came 1 hen the R M had 10 con incc SSgt ·Tractor' M cC ulloch that
cycling thirty miles aero hill and va le' a not very far need less to ay
' Tractor' did not agree with him the next day as he wa doing his John
Wayne impression. ext lo overcome hi fear of ad enlure trai ning was
LCpl ' ea lcgs' La ffe rty who after kicking and creami ng was plact'.d in
a kayak by the in tructors and to ld to paddle, and keep the kayak straight.
gt Hood du ly arrived at Port Erin to collect the kayakers on ly to ponder
the question to the instructors ' Who can't you get out of the water?'
LCpl La ffer ty had grown fin and scale , one-nil to adventure trai ning
in truclors. The cl imbers meanwhi le had moved do1 n to Dhoon Bay
under the able in truction of C apt ' piderman' Howell- almsle , after
walking two mile 10 the climb ite Ca pt H -W wa greeted by oooh h
and ahl.s when he explained the climb which would be fo llowed by a
quick rhra h in the Irish ea! C pl 'Don't look down' Redford sta lled on
his ascent but, after lots of not looking down uccc fully, reached the
summ it on ly to be told he had to look down to absei l to the bottom.
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Cpl Angie Richardson - Great PR picture
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pl R drord duly reachcd the bottom only to be faced with ic • cold
111 h ca. t\\O-nil to the adventure-training instructors. The final task'' as
for the team to compete in the team building competition at the
Ad' enture Centre.
tkr the team. had been set challenges of both a phy ical and mental
nature the) " re soon off in pursuit of the co\'eted dventure Centre
Troph) which tum ·d into the Battle of the Millennium. Ptc ' ook for
fi,e thou and' Cranny tarted with an exhibiti ~of sharp shooting never
before een on the i · land to elevate hi tea"' towards the title. The
oppo. ing team du!) replied \\ ith a cintillu•i 1g performan e on the
ob. tacle course to nat h victory from the jaw of defeat. The CO, Lt Col
Raffert~. vi ited the adventure-training si te and was surprised and
impre ·ed \\ ith the profe.:ionali m of the adventure training. To
summan.e. the two-week camp achie,·cd the aim ofr lie' ing the tre of
Pro\ ince commitment and al o purred on ome future adventuretraming instructor..
225 IG AL Q
ORO O FFI ER & SE ' lOR
v J , ' IOR R GBY MAT H - 26 0 E IBER
The Officers & cnior challenged the Juniors of the Squadron to a
·rriendly' game of rugby, which had all the pre-match banter of an
England v cotland foot. game. cores of 40 plus being forecast by both
team and bets of fantastic figure being placed. The game kicked o!T at an
incredible rate of knots. The eniors, ably captained b W02 ·Freddie
Mercury' Downie. dominated the tight play and u ing a well worked
forward move drove Capt Hargr·eaves over for the first try. The Juniors
replied with a try by Cp l Jay \ aites and ome very nifty footwork b
LCpl 'Foxy· Fox. At the inter\'al the score wa, 5-5 and both teams had
larshall had a hand that wa
suffered casualties. LCpl Byron
DEFINITELY the wrong size and shape having broken hi wrist and apt
'Chippy' Carpenter \isited the medics for titche to the head. The
econd half erupted with the seniors using their forward bulk, in the shape
of Capt Chris Lamb and S gt Paul Dunn, to drive the juniors to within a
metre of their own line and Sgt Loz Hill goi ng over after a quick penalty
move. From here on in the Juniors pas ed the ball wide a LCp l Babs
\ oodhou ecombined with 'Foxy' and Cpl · Fred Wet ' Deas LO end pl
Jay \ aites under the posts for another bl istering try. In the dying
moment of the game the junior forwards combined well with the backs to
end Cpl Ash 'I've never played before· Ash ley over for the final score.
The Juniors de ervedly won 19-10 in a game that produced more blood
than a Mike Ty on title fight.
225 JG AL SQ ADRO
EXERCISE SKYE Fl '. 1999 (9-17 OCTOBER 1999)
Ex kye Finn 1999 wa a 225 Sig qn hill walking expedition which
took place on the Isle of kye. cotland over the period 9-17 October
1999. The aim of the exerci e was to cover the island, loosely ba ed on a
north to south route. However, this was all weather dependent, as it
involved a lot of ascent and traversing along the Trottemish ridge.
Day One: The first day saw the team arrive at the quadron around
7.30am with eager anticipation of the nine-hour minibu drive that lay
ahead, the team consisting of the coach, LCpl Andy Liddle, Capt Robin
Carpente!'. 2Lt Elizabeth McClella n, Sgt Sue Jackson Cpl Dave Hill
and LCpl Helen Waites. We departed at 7.45am with Dave at the wheel,
who prided himself on the fact that he never broke the speed limit.
eedless to say, we only just made the ferry. On arrival in Skye we
headed for the camp ite in Portree, which was shrouded in dark, ominous
clouds, that filled the group with loads of confidence. We set about the
tasks of 'making camp' with haste only to find that one of the two man
tents came equipped with a one man flysheet. However, Capt Carpenter
is not one to be outdone by the elements, so he made do with his semitent for night one. Needless to ay, the rest of the group weren't \Hinging
out their sleeping bags the next morning!

Capt Carpenter {Intelligence Corps!)
Prior planning and what was it. .. ?
Day Two: Sunday was a day for early risers, nobody had slept much
the night before and we were all up early to !ind a ·fresh' gale force
Easterly blow mg with some rain to match. We had a hearty breakfast and
decided today was no day for the mountains. We made a trip across the
bridge to pick up our interpreter and last member of the team Sgt Jimmy

Fox. On return to . kyc we found that the weather conditions hadn ·t
impro' cd and the pro pcct of another night near the arctic wasn't
appealing. It wa at this point that we decided to review our options and
came up with a couple of mobile homes for the same price as the
campsite . The campsite was stripped nnd we were on the road within
Ii c minutes. The lovely 1r Campbe ll welcomed us with open arms
and a gas fire. so we made our nc'' camp at Uig.
Day Three: The third day saw a break in the weather, although still
very'' indy, the rain hnd cleared. We all dusted off our walking boots and
ct about getting ready. We were dropped off at a car park near Maoladh
1ore at the tart of the Trouernish Ridge and ct o!T to the summit of
Mcall na uiramach (543m). With the summit photo taken we quickly
de ecnded into the bowl of oire Mhic Eachainh and contoured around
the shoulder of rou ourlinn to an urea called the Quiraing, an
intere ting area of rock formations. After some dinner and a skimming
competition on Loch I Jar co we headed for the pick up at a village called
Brogaig, the minibu was a welcome sight.

Exercise Skye Finn
(L-R): LCpl Waites, Sgt Jackson, 2Lt McClelland , LCpl Liddle ,
and Sgt Fox (kneeling)
Day Four: The group wa mailer for today's walk with some people
uftering from blisters; we set o!T from Glen Conan Farm and headed up
a soggy path for about two and a ha! f miles to the edge of the Trotternish
Ridge on the shoulder of Beinn Edra. The path was only oggy for the
people who didn't have any gaiters; (the 'coach' did, but forgot to get any
for the group from the stores, and it was never forgotten) . After another
2km of fa lse summit we reached the top (61 l m). As the weather closed
in we had one la t glimpse of the fantastic scenery before we were 'hood
up and head down' into the rain. The highlight of the day was till to
come with Sgt Jimmy Fox making a linger of a chilli; he exceeded the
recommended do e of two chillie and put in a gut wrenching TEN! A
contender for 'Can't Cook Won't Cook' if ever I saw one.
Day Five: Low cloud hampered any ascent today o we headed for
Broadford and a low-level wa lk around Loch Eishort. The walk started on
the Broadford to Torrin road and \ as immediately contoured around Ben
Suardal and followed a boggy path down to the coast where we found the
ruins of a village at Boreraig. The rest of the walk was spent along the
coastline with some spectacular icws of the mountain . As we neared
the pick up we were met by the sight of the Mountain Rescue helicopter
reminding us that today was not a day for the hills.
Day Six: With the sun out, today was a day for tackling the 'Storr'. We
were dropped off at Keistle and followed a long winding river for about
4kms until we came to a waterfall which signalled a distinct change in the
tee pne s of the climb. We stopped for a view before starting the final
300m ascent to the summit (7 I 9m). Once on the top the views were
amazing; no cloud and barely enough wind to rulTie your hair. We did
lunctl\on the top and made our way down through some crag to the ' Old
Man of Storr'. The walk o!T was steady, weaving through a forest to the
pick up. We decided to dine out in style at the Flodigarry Hotel before
wearily heading back.
Day Seven: Today's route had all the potential to be a lung burster and
did not disappoint. We were dropped o!T at the ligachan Hotel and headed
across moors to the base of Sgurr Mhair, an amazing mountain that rises
775m out of the ground in ju t over 2km . Aft.er tea and doughnuts
provided by the 'coach', we set o!T in single file to the summit. It was
definitely every man for himself and was so steep there was hardl y
anywhere to take a break. The steepness of the hill accompanied with the
scree made it one of the most dimcult ascents we had ever done. At U1e
summit we were rewarded wi th fantastic views of the infamou 'B lack
Cuil lons' and the rest of the Red Hills. After goi ng along the ridge to An
Coilcach, we descended off the hill to the north down a dried up
watercourse. gt Jimmy Fox even claiming to save the coach' life at one
point, he had no witness though! After reaching the conser Lodge Hote l
we found we were 6kms from U1e pick up, bul in true marine style Capt
Carpenter set out to bring the minibus to us by running all the way to it
then directing it back to the weary walkers.
Day Eight:The linal day was the 'grand finale'. We were dropped o!T
near Torrin and the whole group set o!T up a windy path and a lot of steep
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scree slopes to the summit of Bia Bheinn, a monster of a mountain
at 928m. The climb was longer than the previous day but
slightly easter and once again we were rewarded with fine views of the
summit. After a great week walking we celebrated with an outstanding
Indian Meal in Portrcc washed down with some Champagne and a few
beers.

st~nding

233 fCNAL SQUADRON
40TH A
IVERSARY CELEBRATIO
ln .mi?-July 1999 it was decided that 233 Sig Sqn should hold a
funcuon m order to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the formation of the
Unit In order to organise the event, a ·small' committee of volunteers
was formed, and the m1tial preparation started. From the initial concept
hy 0 , 233 Sig qn, 1t had been decided that this function would need to
be a liHle ?it special, given that. as well as being an anniversary
celebration, It was also to be a combmed ummer and Christmas function
- in short, a snectacular! The first problem faced was the choice of venue·
given the large numbers in the quadron the anticipated attendance wa~
somewh_ere in the region of 200, so the choice of location was a major
factor. 1 here proved to be nowhere large enough to stage the event within
Thiepval Barrack so it \\a decided to go ·outside the wire'. Moving to a
outside venue 111 orthern Ireland had obvious security and looistical
implications, but the ideal pot was soon discovered in Belfast ;nd the
organisation for the event shilled up a gear!
The date was set as I October 1999 and as the event drew nearer.
numbers of those attending fluctuated almost daily. By late September, all
the organi. ation and final details were set in place, and all that remained
to he done was to e joy the evening cclehrations - that is until on the
mom mg of the even., "hen one of the four 52 seater coache that had
been booked wa · d clarcd not to be road\\orthy. ot a major problem
you might think, but gi,en the distance from Lisburn to Belfast and the
tight evening scheduf~. a shuttle service was not practical. For the next
couple of hours, convc1sation within India Tp was hea\ily loaded with
el\plctivcs (apologises to the 21C if she heard them!) but by l300h.rs and
after calling in numerous favours, a replacement coach was found and the
evclll was back on the road, - literally! By 2000hrs all those attending,
including the CO, had arrived, and after the initial welcome peeche , the
celebrations started. As well as being well fed and watered. the guests
were entertained by a li\'e 4-piece band (anonymous but brilliant!) a
stand-up comedian (anonymous, fat and brilliant!) and the
M's
dancing during the di co ( OT anonymous - W02 Rob Dun eith - not
QUl1 E as fat - and definitely OT as brilliant!). By the way Sir. it i OK
for men to dance with each other .. .. Isn't it? adly, due to licensing
restrictions at the venue, the evening drew to a premature clo e and the
guests departed for Li bum.
The feedback from the Omcers, Soldiers and civilians within 233 Sig
Sqn with regard to the evening was that everyone had thoroughly enjoyed
themselves, and the 40th Anniversary of233 Sig qn had been celebrated
in fine style. Thanks should be extended to the committee members; SSgt
Flo Jarvi , Sgt Mick Stoneman and Sgt Billy Fagan for ensuring that
both the organisation and the evening itself ran smoothly.
233 SIGNAL QUADRO HEADQUARTERS
As 21C for the large t non-independent Squadron in the Corps, I feel in
quite a good po ition to assure the reader that the la t six weeks have
been busy to say the least. The silly ea on norn1ally begins in December.
not for our quadron. The first ·hot potato' to juggle wa the fom1ation of
the etwork Control Centre ( CC). The original date for thi was I June
2000, which ounded a long way o!T o not a to get flustered about it but no - the message came down that the CC wa to be up and running
by 01 Dec 99 - was that a problem? Capt Guy Benson new OC 1 CC Tp
quickly sprang into action and with literal round the clock work from all
the Troops and in particular some very diligent Tele Mechs and Techs and
long weekends, the CC is nO\\ on green. The sea of screens and
digitisation is an impre sive ight and I am sure with one Captain, three
WO I and one W02 leading the way, that it will run \ ith extreme
emciency. During the same period the quadron was preparing for their
llP Accreditation, with 220 oldier and ci ilians thi was not an ea y
task. Although much wa already in place more emphasis was placed on
c\ aluation and fomial interviews. All of this produced endle paperwork
and Yery el\tcndcd working hours \\ ith the introduction of individual llP
file· and a Per onal Development Record - but all wa not in vain as the
Regiment gained their well-de erved llP Accreditation on l I ovember
1999.
But there was more - the Forward Repair Team under the command of
TM Tp were to be moved under ihe permanent control of the Brigade again another major increa e in the workload LO en ure that this move
went smoothly and no soldier lo tout. As if thi. \ as not enough, it was
decided that the Squadron was now getting too large to manage with U1e
increased ma npower and respon ibilities, hence the CO IMCE and the
Operator Assistance Cells would be moved acros to HQ qn. gain
every effort was made to complete this move with the minimum amount
of fi.1ss and the maximum amount of a si lance to HQ Sqn. Just to add a
little more to the boiling pot, the QM \\3 ' running around cajoling and
coercing in preparation for the PRE, a major data system \ ent live and to
M was preparing for hi civilian H&S exam . ot bad for
top it all the
a mere six weeks - as I am about to start on a two and a half year
Sabbatical in Brunei . I can only say Good Luck to Capt Bels Taylor who
takes over in February 2000- easy life with only 160 in the quadron and
no Tp omd job to juggle a well - and thank you to Capt Gareth
Oliver who oh so willingly agreed to stand the gap - here's t a quiet
December!
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Tl11s year' Mercury up March and Shoot Competition reinforced
what a high standar~ of fitness and determination there is at prc~cnt
throughout all the Brigade areas m the Pro\ mce. Organised by 8 Bde th1~
annual event took place up at \1agilligan, home of5 Royal Irish. The day
took the shape of a 5-mile March followed by a urned IOOm sprint and
falli~g plate s~oot. HQ Sqn set the early pace coming m at a respectable
57mms and with the shoot only takmg 33.3sccs from start to finish they
were the team to beat. Up stepped 233 ig Sqn who came in at a
blistering 55mins, a time which remained unbeaten, but with a ume of
33.7sccs for the Shoot, HQ qn were in I st place and 233 Sqn in 3rd. But
55 mins in the march for 233 prO\Cd untouchable and they took I st
leaving HQ in 3rd. o with HQ qn 3rd in the March and leading the
shoot and 233 1st in the March and 3rd in the hoot both teams came
head to head for a shoot off to decide who \\Ould take this year's Cup.
HQ were the first to the firing point but a collection of calm nerves and
sharp shooting_ ensured 233 Sig Sqn took the \ ictory hitting the last plate
a heart stopprng half a second before HQ Sqn. The \\inning team
consisted of Capt Colin Kell, Capt Jules McColl, S gt Rob Alle n,
gt Icky Grattrick, Sgt 'Hutch' Hutchinson, Sgt 'Taff' Da,ies, pl
Richardso_n, LCpl Burrows and of the eight winning team members, six
were recruited from Romeo Tp.
TECH ' IC L MAI"ITE A CE TROOP
Once again I must start with the usual hello and good-byes to certain
members of our Troop. First of all welcome to our newest sprog in town
who are hanging up their line belts after a long arduous course to become
real men at work, LCpl Mick Partridge and Cp l lick 'Ricki' Lake.
Our recent_ escape~s include Sgt Dave IGlgalJon who i di appearing into
the dark side of hfe (225). We are sure that those long legs of hi will
help him to survive dark realm. FRTS, well what more can I ay except
good-luck in the Brigade life. Off to civvy street goes ex-LCpl ' es y'
ess ling and we wish him and his family all the best for the future.
Congratulations also goes out to gt 'Pain Gain' Watts for surviv ing
through the most horrific course known to man. The Troop as a whole
has been heavily involved in a major undertaking to move The etwork
Control Centre from India troop and Comms Op from HQ Squadron to
combine the two to fom1 233's newe t Troop. The Training wing was
selected as the Bone shell ready for the installation of Red and Black
comms. The CC was to be operational by the I December 1999 and it
wa now the 8 1 ovember 1999. three week from the deadline, thus,
some bard work ahead of us. The location till a bone hell within two
weeks of the finishing date meant a lot of overtime and weekends and a
pile of Province jobs outstanding, but TM Troop being TM Troop, thi
was not a problem. Cp l Al 'GOD MECH' Walsh was the guiding light
for all the junior members of the Troop even though he wa not the
guiding light in hi wife's eye due to the work commitments. To end on
a good note, about the major move, it was completed and up and runn ing
on the 28 ovember 1999.
ROMEO TROOP
Romeo Tp has at least tarted to ee some postings in and out,
although it seem like the ins are a bit lower than the outs. Over the pa t
week and months we have said farewell to Sgt ' Polly' Perkins to 14
ig (one wet windy location to another). Another farewell wa said to
Cpl 'Dobbo' Dobson who received a short notice po ting to Blandford,
unfortunately ·oobbo' pent that long on ick leave that nobody noticed
that he had gone apart from the RS\<1, who alway notices people \\ith
sidebum of ·Dobbo' 'proportion . s we write thi we al o say fare\\ ell
to Sgt Barney 'I finished my can· Barnfield and family. He will be
greatly mis ed both in and out of work and \\e wish them all the very bet
in York. On the arrivals side we welcome Cpl 'Faz' Farrington and
another Cpl 'Log.,ay' Wright to the Troop. both eeming to be ettling in
extremely \ ell. The Troop remains bu y both at work and at play. none
more so than Cp l Wright (Old Breed) who so far thi month ha become
a married man, an expectant father and ha written off his prized car, not
necessarily in that order. We all hope that December will be a little le
busy for you Wrighty.
On the social front it fell to Romeo Tp to organise the late t qn
function in the form ofa quiz night, the coffers could not tretch to 'Who
want to be a Millionaire?" however, 'Who want to win a crate of beer?'
seemed to be the next be t option. The quiz night hosted by ·Dobbo'
complete with blonde wig but minu idcburns proved to be a great
success. thanks largely to the efforts of gt 'Hutch' Hutchin on, gt
Trefor Davies and all tho e who helped. On the work front we continue
to prepare plan for all eventuulitie of the peace proces intersper ed
with preparation for the big Millennium event, all tech ha\e been
cordially in ited to the big bash at work (don't bother to bring a bottle!).
CO fMCE TROOP - by Sig Tracey Walker
Firstly, welcome to the new members of the Troop,
gt ·1 ky'
Grntrick, Sot ' I'm the bo ' C\\ n11111 and LC pl · 'icky' Bird \\ho all
recently joined u from the wonderful 30 ig . Al o Hi! to L pl athan
'I'll teach the young lads hO\\, or hould I ay what, to drink' Hadle)
\ ho joined u- from the ·Elite' Alder hot. adly. \\C shall ha\e to say
Goodbye to a few older members of the Troop who are all bad. off to
school to re-trade. Goodbye, to gt ' I hould be a model' Anderson,
LCpl 'Matt · Matthew , L pl 'Ta nya ' \i ebb and Cpl couse ·1 am a
God' Lloyd. Goodbyes also go out to ig Jenn) ·Gym Queen· Read. ig
lattbew 'Do my bi cps look big in thi \Ct ' impson and ig · 1att'
Green who will be leaving the Troop for their llC\\ unit sometime 0011.
Also goodbye to Claire Lydon who has re ·entl} left for i' DI\ to ha\e
a baby. Whil ton the topic ofbabic-, congratulation· to ig ·\tan' Green
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and ht "ii" Trac y on the rec nt birth or their beautiful little girl
Imogen.
Congratulations on all th promotion in th Troop: Cpl ' r Peters,
pl 'Richie' Ernn and pl 'Glo' Faaan "ho were all recemly
promoted. ongratulati n to ig's · 1att' Green, ·Matty' latthews.

Tanya \J ebb and Tracey Walker on rccci\ ing their first stripe. adly the
time has come for COMMCE Troop lo depart for 233 ig Sqn, making
way for apt Guy Benson 's ·new'
C Troop, but not all i lost, a, we
nO\\ ha\'c a new start in HQ Sqn where I'm sure COMM E Tp will
work and 'play' ju l a hard .

40TH (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

0
Lt Col A. P. R. Roberts MBE
R. \.1
\ Ol (R 1) . G. McGinley
Belated congratulation to WOt kinner who wa commi ioned in
eptember of lhi )Car and a wam1 welcome at long la t to 2Lt John
Black ''ho successfully pa. ed his TA Commissioning Board in
December. We all look forward (e pecially the R M) to them erving their
time a Probationary econd Lieutenants !

krainian coach journey from the airport to our camp near the Polish
border we pent the fir t couple or days undertaking some familiari ation
training. Thi was followed by the mixed ignal Platoon providing
communications for a variety of ranges and a three day FTX. The exercise
wa a complete ucces and this was aptly di played in the final three day
exercise where e eryone pulled together to create an effective and
coherent battlegroup.

66 (CIT OF BELF T) JG
L SQ ADRO '
Maj R. Butler
qn Comd
M
W02 ( S 1) Irvine
EXERCI E GERBHOY Flt
rv
Ex Gerbhoy Finn IV wa the quadron'
ummer adventurou
training which took place in the north of the pro' ince in a nd around
Colraine. The activities on offer included canoeing, orienteering, horse
riding and the odd Ill) tery event which en ured that a good time wa had
by all. Thank mu t go to Sgt 'Chicken Legs' McClean who not only
organi ed the weekend but pro,,ided ome excellent canoe instruction as
well.
EXERCI E DRIVE AU E
A e\.er 66 Sig Sqn (V) took pan in Ex Ori e Alive which i the
annual orthem Lreland Road Safety and killed Driving Competition
which this year was held at RAF Aldergrove. Competition was once
again fierce and out of the original 34 teams only 11 of which we were
one went forward to the final round of events. The final six stand
included a theory te t, a road safety urvey and a RO PA asse sment
aimed at improving drivers attitude and proficiency. The team came away
with a ilver award and Cpl 'Flash' Gordon, LCpl' miler' Colwell and
ig 'Rib ' , kKeown are all congratulated on their superb effort.

Ex Cossack Express '99
Back Row: Sig Curry, Cpl Ritchie, W02 Lyle, SSgt Wolfe (66 Sqn)
Front Row: Sig Dickson, Sig McQuillan, LCpl Ritchie
85 (ULSTER A D A. TRIM ARTILLERY) S IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Fra er-Brenchley
SSM
W02 (SSM) Hedley
Its all change at the top a they say. A very big Bangor welcome to Maj
1ike Fraser-Brenchley who has recently taken over as QC and is
splitting his time bel\veen u and QUOTC. A ' arm welcome is also
extended to W02 Hedley who takes over as SSM. The Squadron bid a
utherland and W02 (SSM)
fond and tearful farewell to Maj Cath
Brotherston. Maj Sutherland leaves u to take up an FTRS post al
Worthy Down which apparently she took lo like a duck to water!
Meanwhile the old SM leaves us on promotion to WO I and takes over as
S VWO. Thank you both for all your efforts.

VI IT OF SOinC (A)
As part of his visit to the Province in October 1999 the OinC kindly
agreed to re-open Bangor TA Centre which the qn had recently moved
into as a result of SOR. The evening was a complete ucce s with the
Squadron hosting the SOinC in true
Ireland style much to the
disapproval of the Adjt who eventually managed to per uade the SOinC
to leave some 90 minutes late!

The successful 1999 Drive Alive team
Finally, congratulations to the OC and his wife u an on the arrival of
their latest family member. ir, we hope to see you in a few months!

69 (NORTH IRI H HOR E) SIG, AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
1\-laj W. B. Houston
S 1
W02 ( M) McKnight
EXERCISE CO SACK EXPRE
1999
Ex Cossack Express took place in the Ukraine during October 1999 and
\vas The Royal Irish Rangers annua l camp. The exercise was one of many
that take place as pan of the Government's Defence Diplomacy
Programme. The Rangers a kcd 40 ig Regt (V) to provide six HF
operators lo enhance their Signal Platoon. The Regiment provided a total
of seven volunteers with six coming from 69 Sig qn (V) and one from 66
Sig Sqn (V). Those taking part in the exercise completed some predcploymcnt training in late August with the Battalion and departed Belfa t
for L\ 1v1 in • orthwe t Ukraine on 18 September 1999. Aficr a typical
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The SOinC unveiling a plaque
to commemorate the re-opening of Bangor TA Centre
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8TH INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)

S4n Comd
RSM

Maj Jake Thackray
WOl (R M) Paul Fleming

QUADRON HEADQUARTERS - l>y Pte Carrie Cumming
For once it has been a relatively quiet period for HQ. The Chief Clerk
SSgt 'Karaoke King' Hughes, has been away for over a month on leave
and his EFP 2, whi<:h has len gt ndy 'I'm God' nowdin to play Chief
Clerk. Another of our admin heroe , LCpl Roy 'Been there, done that'
Banyard has also been away on leave and courses. He is now attempting
his JQC which we an:, he is. po itive he will pas~. Before leaving for
Worthy DO\\n we found out that LCpl Banyard has been secretly writing
to a nur. e via 'loldier \.1aga1inc. LC pl Banyard and his new found love
have never met, bui whilst he 1s at Worthy Down, he will be
rcnde1vousing with her in Portsmouth. All we can say is good luck!!
A very sad fa:.:well to the Squadron 21C, Capt Dave Seymour, and his
wife Ely'' ho arc abandoning us for a new life in civilian street. Thank you
from the whole Squadron for all your hard work I'm ure the Ops Plans
team will miss you. i\ big welcome to the new 21C, Capt Gareth Lamb,
who has arrived from 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt. Al o new in SHQ is
Cpl Tom ' Penfold ' tewart who is a welcome arrival in the Training
Wing. Congratulations to the OC, Maj Jake Thackray for being selected
for promotion, mmour has it that he actually bought a round in the bar!
Finally all military staff of SHQ would like to thank the Movement Clerk,
Susan Cuthbert (thanks for changing my flight tickets again and again
and again) and typist Lesley 'Cor he's a babe' Lyttle for their dedication
and hard work throughout the year.
REGIME1 TAL QUARTERMASTER' DEPARTMENT
by LCpl Michael May
RQM
W02 (RQM ) Kev Tun tall
The department would lik.: to say a sad farewell to CSgt ed Kelly
whose dedication and hard work for the pa t five years will be adly missed.
His talents will be e pecially missed by LCpl ·Shilly Tm not stressed'
ShiUito. We would like to say farewell and good luck to LCpl Dave
'Smiley' Wardle who i posted to the sunshine holiday camp of Cyprus.
W02 (RQMS) Kev Tunstall ha put the A-team to shame, with his quick
thinking and his deft u e of a team of merry workers to organise the
Combined Service Entertainment how at hort notice (eat your heart out
A-team). Not forgetting Sig Fowler who has now got the best bulled boots
in the Brigade. I wonder why? Sgt 'Billy Joel' Porter has been busy singing
to himself all around the golf course (watch out Tiger Woods!) On a further
note, congratulations to Sgt ' oah · Duncan and his idekick Pte 'Snake
Charmer' Morris for fmally collecting more exotic animal than the Ark,
lets hope it does not rain. A big thank you to Cpl 'Lily Savage' North for his
hard work and leadership skills on the Mercury Cup competition. Welcome
back to LC pl May aner hi short tint at Headley 'its a doddle · Court. He is
a lot fitter and wiser thanks to all the staff that work therc:. Also
congratulations to him a he ha just come off the board. LCpl · X' Rattray
has finally e caped from Alcatraz, sorry the PRJ Shop, and has been
replaced by Pte 'Lord Lucan' Wilson. Good luck, you will need it!
COMMU ICATIO 'STROOP
by Sig Chris Yarnall and Sig 'Sid' Sidorowicz
Tp Comd
Lt Jo tewart
Tp
gt
SSgt Tony Taylor
The la t few month have been bu y for both Operator and Engineering
sections; there have been a few new arri\ al , a couple of departures and a
lot of planning. Welcome to LCpl · insert funny nam ' Hodgson who
arrived from 3 Div, Sig Peter Crcith traight from training and LCpl
Craig ' I have a Jimmy tattoo on my Jell arm' Law from I Div. Welcome
al o to Sig Chris Howell and LCpl teve Binks. A special welcome to
the four members of 15 ig Regt FRT, gt Martin Bowkett Cpl teph
ab uda . Cpl 'Omagh' Walshe and LCpl Mike Garry who are joining
the quadron and tran forming into SRTs. Unfortunately the Sy con have
ju t lost one of its longer serving members, LCpl Ronnie ' But' Cuthbert,
who is deserting us to join 604 Sig Tp. Apparently they will be in tailing a
few OUGAR talk-through in his ne'' depot ju t to make him feel at
home. Earlier we mentioned the immen e amount of planning being
undertaken by the quadron; planning which is not for the forthcoming
Lundy Parade, but is for the numerous Squadron and Troop Chri tmas
functions. However, life in the y con i till full of my tcry a ever
thanks to the excellent planning by pl olin McG1·egor when he doe
the yscon shift rotas . Congratulation to ig Danni Critchlow, ig Dave
'Trigger' Bateman. Sig 'Geordie' Fearon, ig Kelly McCulloch, ig
Carl tepben on , ig Phil Parish on getting their promotion to Lance
orporal and a double well done lo ig ndy Gibson ''ho not only came
off the board but has just had a wee nipper.
MYATTACkME T-bv2Lt 'Blaykie'Morris
I was told during my last few week~ of andhur t that I would be going
to orthem Ireland for my pre Troop Com manders attachment. It was a
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week later that I found out that I was lucky enough, or so I was reliably
informed by my CSgt, to be spending my time in Londonderry. After a
massive 24hrs leave I arrived in orthern Ireland still recovering from the
Commissioning Ball. I arrived in the barracks at about nine o'clock at
night and was surprised how quiet it was. However, it did not take me long
to find Lt Jo Stewart, who had organ ised my attachment.
The fir l week was filled with trying to find my way around barracks
and find exactly where I had to be, when and with whom. Luckily my first
weekend in Province coincided with the Apprentice Boys' parades in
Londonderry. It was fascinating to ee operations in . onhem Ireland first
hand and e pccially the quadron at work. I then went to do my . onhem
Ireland Reinforcement Course
IRTT). This wa plit into two different
pans. Firstly phase one, which is basically three and a half days in a
classroom watching power point presentations on security matters and the
history of the trouble . Phase two is primarily for the infantry, to prepare
them for patrolling. As I would be joining the R IRISH for a fe\\ days I
also attended phase two. This was more practical and gave us the
opportunity to get out of the classroom and on to the training area. After
!RTT it was time to get down to the real bone of my attachment. It soon
became apparent that Lt Jo Stewart had planned things so that I would be
kept busy the entire time. So much for relaxing after andhurst. After
covering all the set training objective l pent two days with the resident
ATO. Here I was under the careful supervision of Capt Chris DriverWilliams and his able team. I was given the chance to try on and use some
of the equipment which is a lot heavier than it looks and to go on the
ground for a short period. We then practi ed some boat drill on the River
Foylc which wa a very brui ing experience and then a quick fly over the
AOR in a Puma helicopter courtesy of the RAF. I wa lucky enough to ee
many other parts of the Province, whether it wa to Omagh on a JOTES
education course, out and about with team or while I was on attachment
to 3 Brigade Signal Squadron. It was during my \ isit to Portadown that I
went on my first patrol. My 'guard ians' for this experience were 3 R
IRISH. My time with them was split between foot and mobile patrols in
the Lurgan area. We were also meant to do some VCP by helicopter,
however, the RAF proved less reliable than they had been up to thi point
and after a three hour wait word finally came through that it was cancelled.
It was not all ' ork. work, work. I was fonunate enough to pend a week
adventure training in Scotland. This was a fantastic fe\\ days hiking,
climbing. cycling and white-water rafting. I eemed to spend the majority
of my time during the rafting under water and ended up running a fe\\
kilometres of the cycling. It was organi ed very professionally by the
RQM and his in tructors. They were also able to successfully organise
getting me very merry! Although I enjoyed all that I did on my attachment
the part that I enjoyed most wa deploying with the variou repair ream .
Some of the teams may think I was an unlucky charm as on almo tall of
the tasks I weal on, the ea y mall jobs we tarted on ended up being
mammoth tasks that took hours. My record was 15 hours!! Despite the
long hours I thoroughly enjoyed myself during the e adventure and ha\'e
the utmo t respe t for the technician and riggers that deploy at all time of
the day and night. I attempted to give my advice such as 'look those lights
are flashing again' or ·should that really be doing that?' much to the
amusement of the technicians. I al o attempted to help the riggers.
However, ha ing a bad head for height , the amount of help you can
actually give at six feet off the ground when they are at 50ft i \'Cr)
limited. I have gained a great deal of experience during my time in
Province and I am grateful to all those who have kept a watchful eye over
me. A big thank you to tho e who let me tag along and to tho c who took
time to organise thing for me. The only thing that remain for me to ask 1
when do I get to come back? And can I have ome leave now plea e?
EXER I E HJGHLA D DRI E 4-20 NOYE 1BER 1999
by LCpl 1 athan Reed and LCpl Andy Green
Exerci e Highland Drive i an exerci e that i organi eel twice a year in
order to get members of the Brigade a' ay to sit and pa s different driving
categorie . It i an e cellent opportunity for personnel to obtain m!\\
driving skilL in a relaxed atmo phere outside of 'orthem Ireland. The
exercise i · spilt into two pha es with different tudent' attending each
week. The advance party left on 4 0\ ember and headed to HM Gannet
in cotland. The next day they drove to cw astle lo collect the coach but
a Iler the four hour journey they were told the coach \\3 • unavailable! The
instructors for the exer i c were Cpl Lee Ta) !or in truc11ng at A. L pl
Andy Green instructing Cat B, pl Dave Rabbage in tructing at C and
L pl 1111111da Rowland in tructing Cat D.
The following tudent attended 'II eek I: Pte Mark Fryer, Pte 1o
Morris and Sig Kelly McCulloch for Cat B, gt Andy Winnett and ig
Carl tephen on for at , Sgt colt Pringle. gt • tan' tan le), Pte
'Larry· Loughton and ig Lee Fearon for Cat D and LCpl athan Reed .
L pl 'Woody' Woods, LCpl · ticky' Bunn and pr · lac' \IcKrindle
for Cat . Group I tudents departed for H 1 Ga11nl!t a day allcr the
ad\'3nce party and arrived just a th.: 'bu !es·' in tmctors returned from
ewca tie. We settled into the local communit) well b) finding all the
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"illering holes mixing "ith the local . On unday the instructors carried
out fam11iarisation '' ~h the ' chicle except fo r L C pl A manda Rowland
tiecau ·e he ull had no bu .
Th week' training \\ ent \\ell. but n1) after a second trip to
ewca tie. thi time getting a bus. The fin.I two day ' ere confidence
riding or dm ing and I am ing the manoem r for examples U-turns and
emergency top~. Towards the end of the week the training. bec~·nc n~ore
mtensivc and we covered ''hat would be expected of us m the ' anou
test.. The in tructors . eemed more than happy wi th most of our
perforn1ance . On Thursday 11 lovember the examiners arrived and
luckily nearly all the student were uccc sfu l. Due to the succes rat.c on
t t day C\eryone went out on the town and had ome celebratory drmks .
On Friday 12 , ovember Week I tudents departed and Week 2 tudenl ·
arriw d W02 'Geord ie' Pon . L pl 1ark Toogood and Pte ' Larry·
Louohton for Cat A, L pl Holly Glen and LCpl Scon Taylor for at B,
at Oa\'e Forrest, Sgt 'Aide' Duplock. Pte ·Gaz' Thomas and ig Da ve
B~teman for Cat C and LCpl ' • tac' McCall, Pte Jason Pbilcock and Sig
• mudue · mith for Cat D.
There were a few minor di a ter in the econd week. First ly Pie
· Lall) · Loughton came off the only bike ' e had damaging it but luckily
not him elf. econdly L pl ' Mac· 1cCall tried to wipe out every mirror
he could in Prestwick and Ayr. However, afl er these initial problems it wa
a , ery ucces ful second week with all students passin g. Friday 19
ovember wa the la t day and the bus wa returned to ewca tie and we
all headed back to orthem Ireland. The Exerci se was both enjoyable and
ucce ful and the pa rate only gets belier thanks to the profe sional
in tructors. A pecial thank to the Exerci e IC, Cp l Da e Rabbage for all

hi hard work and effort and also to the three DD - 's W02 ( l aster
Driver) ·Si ' Bean. W02 (l\tTWO) Tom H a ir and Sgt tanley who came
O\er to carry out the testing of the tudcnt on both weeks.

death sli<le or two. The eye opener of the whole process involved a simple
leap of approximately I Omctres into the water. implc other than for the
fac t that the leap was the equivalent of j umping out of your top lloor
window into a Hoover twin tub on ~ pin , it's October in Bavaria and the
water was ri ing because of the melting snow on the mountains.

LCpl Green reprimands Pte Fryer for a poor manoeuvre

Your job can 't be all that bad!
The results were the topic of conversauon for some time, in particular
th e near perfect demonstration by SSgt • pike' Haynes of how to do it.
Hi s chest leading entry caused all watching to first exhale and then cheer
in unison as he noated to the urface His thumbs up sign to the next man
convinced no o ne , particu larly as next man happe ned to be me.
Throughout the other activities a number of tars (q uite litera lly) also
emerged. C pl 'Pils' Lamont defying logic by comp leting the ca p ize
drill without getting his hair wet and refusing to believe that he cou ld not
regain the stand ing position having fallen on water kis. LCpl Emms of
the LAD decided to leave hi mountain bike on one ide of the ba rbed
wire fence \\ hilst he went though it; His helmet saving the day. gt I
Holcroft' theatrical performance of ·Billy don ' t be a hero' in the flying
cotsman would be imposs ible to forget even '' ith counselling. The
period concluded for the lucky few with a trip to Austria for a spot of
downhill skiing. Fully equipped by the REME lodge we headed south.
The sight of a group all dre sed in matching REME co loured ki kit
raised a few eyebrows but we qu ickly blagged our way into the Albanian
ski team trainin g session. An act which was more convincing whilst
eated at the bar du ring the apres ki than whi lst on the piste. Overa ll the
two week went extremely well with loo many accounts to reca ll. We are
all looking forward to next year.

Highland Drive Group Photograph Week 1
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CO
Lt Col E. M . Flin t
R M
W O l (RSM) C hris Hym as
A sad farewell to the Adjutant, Cap t Sh a ro n es mith nee Moffat
''ho will be leav ing the Corp 's be t behaved Subbies to the Adjutant,
apt Da vid \: o rden .
H E DQ ARTE RS Q A DRO I
qn Comd
M aj G . Douglas M BE
M
W02 ( SM) M ick Flemming
Q
RTER MA TERS DEPARTME T
QM
Maj Da ve Rennie AAC
RQM
W 02 1ar tin Wa lsh
The Department has recently witnessed a ignificant change around
the. e la t t.vo months, with the arrival of the new QM, a new RQMS and
a ne" QM though thankfully not all on the ame day. Life therefore
ha~ been somewhat hectic, though the dept has managed to continue
carrymg out all its usual Q type tasks and many more besides under the
\\atchful eye of W 0 2 (RQM ) C r a ig Kea rn ey. Incidentally, with the
early arrinl of the new RQ, W 0 2 Kea rn ey is keen to point out that the
RQ 's slot is in fact nO\\ a fully established Para trained post. As a re ult
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o f the recent in flux of new personne l, the Departm ent wo uld like to
welcome the fo ll owin g peo ple. Firstl y the Quarterm aster, Maj Dave
Rennie AAC and wife ara h, W02 (RQMS) 'Scouse' Wa lsh and wi fe
Lin da just in from the Mediterranean and last but not least SSgt Andy
Jo nes and wife Heike, all the way from across the road from the Regt
Trg Wing. Farewell s then to the o ld QM, 1aj Bill Hewett and fa ~il y,
Sot J immy Burns who lea es to become an estate warden and a fond
far~well (th o ugh no t for a whil e ... ss h! ) to W02 (RQM ) C r a ig
Kea rney and wife Maria who is leav in g us on promotion to WO I and a
post slightly nearer 10 that feny terminal.
Q AD RON A DVE TU RE TRA IN I G
By W02 (SSM) Mick Flemming
The Squadron recently conducted a period of adventure training based
at the REME lodge in Gunzesried Sage, Sontho fe n in Bavaria. The
programme included a three-day introductory period of Trekking,
canoe ing and climbing culminating in a two-day period of ex treme
pursuits, which comprised of canyoning and tubin g. The wea.thcr
thro ughout the period changed from sun and factor I 0 to now and 1mnu
I 0. For the un initiated canyoning is basically navigating a river gorge and
its obstacles by abseiling down waterfa ll s, slidin g down rapids and the odd
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Scnn clagcr. The on ly hi ghli ght of th is exercise wa the sight of gt
Ger ry McGach} sobbing into his thermos mug, a Scotland's fi ne t'
were given the hammcnng they truly deserve. The exercise season draws
to a close '1- ith Ex Musket Diamond, s1tuatcd yet agam at the well k n O\~n
training area Sennelager. It covers a period of two weeks, which enable
the squadron to practise their shooting skills.
Congratulation go out to Sig Burnip, Doran , Hulbert, Legg and
mith 240 for coming olTthe Sig- LCpl promotion board . We shouldn ' t
be short of a beer or two! We welcome into the troop S gt Davie and hi s
wi fe Beverly and their daughters Jodie and Catherine who join us from
7 ig Regt. The Troop bids farewell to Sig Matt Hulbert who will gain
his Lance Corporal on arrival at 16 Sig Regt.
On a final note, Sig M arc Ridgwell has j ust discovered it is not a good
idea to hit a wall, mount the kerb and dig up the grass outside the RSM 's
o ffi ce. Did they teach you that at Blandford?
KE T RE L TROOP I POLA D
Tp Comd
2Lt Allen Foote
Tp S gt
SSgt ' China' Cooper
This year 's Ex Ulan Eagle aw Kestrel Tp providing most of the
Squadron's manpower which meant that we were kept very busy trying to
get all the dets ready and sort out all the crewing and manning. Afier a
hectic time it was done. Once we completed the long tiring drive to Poland
we set about setting up the comms and getting Sgt ' China· Cooper 's
defence perimeter of barbed wire set up which saw a few cuts and raised
voices in the process. LCpl 'Under the thumb' Plum b deployed out with 7
Armd Bde and while we were tatic fo r the whole exercise. he managed to
move location more times than a Kosovan refugee. Our resident lineman
C pl 'Just popping out for I or 2' W hitehead used all of his remaining brain
cells to good use in entertaining u by attempting to dry his softy jacket on a
kero heater, with it promptly going up in a nice smoking me s, lea\ing him
that little bit co lder on those warm nights! With C pl Steve 'What's green
kit' Pengelly posted to 11 Sigs, and C pl ' Blacky' Blacklock to the
armoured pu ffs. it was decided to have the Troop Christmas party a bit
earlier, and what a party it was. DM 50 for all you could eat and drink and
we did our very best to drink the place dry, from all the beer down to the
spirits. This proved a problem for a few though, in the form of Sig 'Slug'
Gallagher who had rather a few too many and retired to the toilet early on
and appeared everal hours later to be taken home by his ne\\ wife. As well
as our new relay Sig ' Geordie (GBH)' Bowes who fell asleep at the table
and was promptly turned into a human art piece with people drawing all
over him leaving him covered. The highlight of the night was when the Tp
PTl Sig '2 can Van-Damme' Harrison tried to teach everyone karate and
promptl y got put down him elf. Also a big well done to the following who
have come off the promotion board, Sig Sean ' po er' Exile, Sig Rob
· traight bloke' Vickers Sig ' Taff' Lewis and LCpls ' mudge' mith and
Andy Plumb for the Corporal 's Board. Farewell to Cp l ·Resettlement'
Mallows of to civ div and welcome back to LCpl 'Dirty Dave' Harkn ess
so get the beers in!
HAWK TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Angie Aylward
Tp gt
SSgt eil Poll itt
Th i month the Troop undertook Ex Rhino Charge, in support of7 Bde
at Sennelager. !though the exerci e was static and straightforward, the
Troop still managed it fair share of mishap . Lt Angie Aylward wa of
course the first, following in the long tradi tion of officer getting lo t: she
actually managed it in ennelager! The oon departing L C pl 'Paddy'
Lynn came up with the mother of all excuse for a mast falling over. ·
could you believe it staff, a hor e chewed through my guy rope'. o
·Paddy' we don 't believe you! Thi month the Troop ays goodbye to
LCpl Lynn who got his wish and posting to 3 Di'. and the alway · hard
\\ Orking ig Daz Hodgson who is moving to 16 S1gs. Hawk Troop al o
welcome Sgt tcve Davies, who arri ed with a somewhat con picuou.
sporting injury, at least that' what he told the R 1.
212 JG AL SQ UADRO T
qn Comd
Ca pt Ma rk Purvis
M
SSgt (S M) Gr eenwood

(L-R): SSgt 'Ginge' Morgan , W02 (SSM) Mick Fleming,
Sig Frank Nash , LCpl 'Woody' Wood, LCpl Thompson
and SSgt Neil McKenzie
201 SIG AL QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Colin Lawrence
SSM
W02 (S M) Kev im mons
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt M ichelle H:in lon
Tp Sgt
S gt Gaz Davies
Aller a .elaxed summer, came the gradual onset of dark night and
cold mornings. This as all soldiers know b~in g s leaves, thousands of
them ! o it wa out with the brushes and 1gnaller lo clear them up.
Falling equally fa st upon u were the ex~rcise.- . The fi.rst of these wa Ex
Ula n Eagle a three week static excrc1. e nuated 111 the picture que
holiday resort of Draw ko Pomor kie. Afien ard . there wa ti.me for a
qui ck cup o f tea be fore we deployed on x Rh mo Charge 111 sunny
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DSG T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt tuart G unson
Tp gt
Sgt Aide Sims
The Troop has had a couple of bu y weeks on the exerci e front. ''1th
the squadron build up exercise and Ex Rhino Charge. The quadron
exerci e wa" a slow build up to Rhino Charge as it wa · the first time that
mo, ! of the Troop had been out on exercise in thi type of scenario. The
first couple of days ' ere pent ironing out mo t o'.' the problems \\ ith the
complex and letting tho e who hadn ' t ccn the BFOT experience the joy
of putting it up! The la t part of the exercise ,,·a pent. a.s a bomburst .36
hours with the panzers bombing around ennelagcr trammg area moving
into hide and e entually being atiacked. It wa a good chance for all to
ee where there trength and wcakne se lay!
Rhino Charge started with all the pa111crs tracking do\\ n to cnnelager
again and etting up in cnnclager. '"ith only one "agon break mg dO\\ n
(tl1e demolition derby team Cpl 'Ma · Mc allum and Sig lichelc Bond).
After one new heat exchanger and a nc\\ pack they arri\ed in the compk\
(\\ o day late! The exerci e for u wa quiet after arri\ ing. as we ''~re static. The ·war ' was due to finish on the Wedn day but e\entually luushed
on the Tuesday morning (rumours of the taff\\anting to get back for a dmncr party are totally untrue!). \Ve set off fr, m ennela!!er on \\'edne. da>
morning for Herford. gain all arriYed home safoly apan ln11n th· dcmoli ·
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lion derb) 1crnn \\ho decided the) <lidn 't like Ford cars and decided to drive
,·tr.i1ght owr the top oflhree of them ! On a final note eongratulaiions go to
13 of the Troop \\ho amc off the ig- LCp1 Board. Sigs ' Baz ' Harvey,
DaH \'akalala . at Robert . haron Johns. Graham urtis, ·Fudge·
Rudge, Graham Opie. Lee Armitage, Andy Cunnington. 'Ringo'
Wringe, i Knight. ·Buffy· Bufton and ast but definitely note least
·Paddy' Hayes. Well done to all of you and th best for the future.
211 lG i
qn Comd
1
W02(
Welcome to \ 02 ( i\J) Stan Kelly who arrives from hi part time
job in _heffield and a congratu lations to W02 ( SM) Angus Palmer
"ho leaves the quadron on Promotion to RSM of 14 ig Regt.
0 l t Nl ATIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt David pencer
Tp g1
gt tick Poyning
Comm Tp ha been very bu y la1ely. ' hat with exerci es and people
arriving and lea\'ing. Firstly, three week in Poland on Ex U lan Eagle.
The Exer ise wa a great uccess for the Troop and ga e the newer
members a good learning experience, a it wa the first exerci e the
Troop had deployed on for a while. We had a fe, day back in camp
b fore deploying to ennelager for 1wo ' eeks on Ex Rhino Charge.
!though it wa a bit quieter than Ulan Eagle it gave more val uable t:me
for the younger member of the Troop to learn more about their job .
\.\e'd like to ay hello to three members of 1he troop currently er ing in
Bosnia, igs baron Osgood, John 'The head· Garrod and ' cotty '
Wilson. Welcome to the Troop 10 Cpl Rob Jones, ig Eric loran and
2Lt Da"id pencer. A ad farewell al o to Lt 'Mikey' 1orton, SSgt
John Leach and Sgt 'Wilki' Wilkinson .
RADIO REBROADCAST TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam D. hakespeare
Tp
g1
S gt Deano Cox
Rebro Tp's deployment on Ex U lan Eagle started pretty much the
same a everybody else's. On arrival tl1e Troop was required to blanke1
the area with C R for the 3-week period that 7 Bde' ould be exercising.
A the three weeks passed so did every other unit on the area. tatic
communication . ea y life! One thing that did no1 pa s wa SSgt Deaoo

' re you going to eat that?' Cox's tomach. o stat ionary object was safe
from his appetite. During 1he exercise the shower run were prompt alon g
witl1 the abundance of fres h ration . Our ympathi e obv ious ly went to all
the lads at the hotel who were required to provide ix people for guard ai
any one time. A burden that cou ld have on ly have been made easier to
swallow by the bar! There was a near dcuth experience for Sig ' Johnny
the mule' Carroll who nearly took a bite out of the commander ' hatch
of one of the armoured RRB ; The hatch wouldn't have stood much of a
chance again t those gna hers!

Cpl Trev Allan working on his suntan
for his GOC's commendation presentation
Congratulation to Cpl Trev 'My mobile doesn't work· Allan on his
well earned GOC's commendation for service in Bo nia and for somehow
perfecting tl1e Jedi mind trick. A fo nd farewell to Mr Dave Kirby, good
luck in civvy street. Al o 1he best of luck to pl ' Dangerou Dave'
\ allace who i posted to Blandford. ta ndby Blandford! The Troop would
like to welcome and congratulate Sig Kat ' That's cute· Price on her arrival
and promotion 10 Rebro Tp and to welcome Sig 'how many nicknames'
Hardy and ig Em Opie. Congra tul a ti ons mu t go to ig Ford, ig
Kingshott. ig Opie on coming off the board and finally if anyone has
fow1d ig Al Booker could U1ey plea e return him to BFPO 15?

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

226 JG AL Q ADRO (ELECTRO ' lC WARFARE)
qn Comd
Maj Rob Meioertzhagen
S M
W02 (SS 1) Dave Watson
The quadron ha recently been readjusting itself with the return of the
Kosovo warriors led by 1aj MZ. The Squadron gave a final farewell to
\ 01 (S M) Al Jenkin who leaves to take up his new po t as RSM 21
Sig Regt. The Squadron wish you and your family all the very best and
continued success in your new post. We are certain that the QM' Dept at
21 igs will process your demands for CCSOD without delay ! The
quadron would like to welcome the new SSM, W02 Dave Watson and
Lind ey to the DIS! fold, fresh from a punishing 13 months w ith the TA
in orthern Ireland. The Squadron wish you both a happy and successful
tour at Brawdy, (make sure you never leave t he house without the
Goretex!) The Squadron i now re- haping itself in readiness for the
arrival of LEWT in December and additional taskings and EW support to
16 Air A sault Bde in the . ew Year.

/

Q ADRO HE ~DQ ARTERS TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Hew Phillips
Tp
gt
gt (New!) Daz Welch
Yet another entertaining month in ·the busy' Troop. Firstly we would
like to say good luck to Cpl Roach and LCpl 'Brum' Brummfield who
are off to Kosovo for some R+ R from Brawdy! Also welcome back to
LCpl Hardman who returns from Kosovo. The Squadron went adventure
training in Betws-y-Coed, 'so we still didn't manage to escape from Wales
(Cheers!)' The SQMS, Sgt ·Titus· Reene organised the week and we
would all like to thank him for a truly marvellous experience. The usual
acti~itie where on offer such as canoeing and mountain biking. During a
break in the canoeing the guy' decided to do a bit of cliff-jumping, they
ound the biggest cliff possible but when the chips were down they bottled
out, apan from ig 'Lemmmg' Lloyd who happily volunteered to throw
im elf off the cliff. I guess that just proves ED's are brave, or was it
tupid? I never could work it out. Two of our Troop members represented
he Squadron in 1he Regimental Boxing competi1ion. LCpl 'Nick' Pi ff put
up a gallant fight but unluckily lost on points, on the other hand LCpl
'Greg' Hardman put in an amazing performance when he KO'd hi s
opponent m the 1mprt..-ssive time ofjust 52 seconds (1 guess thatjusl proves
ED\ are born to fight) .
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640 re. AL TROOP - by LCpl 'Tinny' Foyle
Tp Comd
Lt Ben White
Tp SSgt
S gt Frank Flaherty
Only one new arrival into the Troop, A warm welcome to Sig Steve
Langhorne who arrived straight from training in Blandford, and who I
am assured is looking forward to hi s tour with 14 Sig Regt(EW).
Goodbyes go to Cpl ' Mac' MacDonald who ha been posted back to his
homeland of bonny Scotland to Edinburgh Det of 11 EOD , and also so
long and good luck to LCpl Daz Wright who is also off back to his
homeland , but this lime it's Canada, and the posting is Civ Div and the
hope of lots of cash as a Microso ft Profes ional , (Not bad for an ex ED)
both w ill be mis ed within the Troop. We arc also due to say so long to
SSgt Ted Whichelo who is being moved to the Training Wing to help
with the DI I trade training. The Troop is till awaiting the re-titting of
its non-comm EW assets from the clapped out Series 3 (yes I did say
Series 3 ) Land Rovers into s panking new Wolves and Pinzgauers,
although the Series 3's are s till waiting to go to Vos per Mantech to
actually start the transfer (the dates remain open ........ very open!) Thi s
leaves the Troop somewhat in limbo as far as the EW asset are
concerned, and means that we could soon be sayi ng goodbye to our DI I
trained personnel who are se t to move to Romeo troop , with the
exception of Cpl 'Lance' Beaton who is looking forward to going to
Kosovo in January, and Cpl Simon ' Airborne Warrior' Green who will
be staying with the Troop with eyes on a transfer to LEWT when they
finally move upstairs next year.
The lack of equipment within the Troop at present also leave the diary
open for other wonhwhile activities such as Exerci e Eagles Dawn, a
Troop comms exercise ably organi ed and run by Cpl Andy ichols who
managed to overcome the many ob tacles placed in his way, including
having locations taken away from him at the las t minute, having half his
vehicles VOR'd on the morning of day one due to tyres being
unroadwonhy, losing manpower halfway through the exerci e to inter
squadron football, and various other equipment problems, but still
managing to get both the Comms and DI l trained personnel out to
pra~tice s~ills such as Ratt and Kipling that we have not done for a long
penod ofttme. Also on the agenda has been a Troop Range Day, organised
by Cpl Russ Ryan, who couldn't be there on the day, but nonetheles
Lt Ben White and S gt Frank F laherty did sterling work getting the
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majority of the Troop (and a few invaders from Comms Tp) through their
APWT without too much hassle, and without rain (which makes a change
for Wale ). The Troop also managed to support the Squadron in the Ru s
Cup inter Squadron boxing competition, with four memhcrs of the Troop
putting m many weeks o f training (and in the case of LCpl G lenn
Roberts, dieting) to fight in their respective weights . Unfortunately LCpl
Roberts could not make his weight and didn't fight , but igs Mark
\yats?n, 'MicMac' McDonald and athan ' Whirling Dervish' Higgins
did with a well fought victory for Sig Higgins and valiant defeats for Sigs
Watso n and McDonald.
CO 1ML ICATIO
TROOP
Tp SSgt
gt Steve Brown
_ Comms Tp have a few welcomes to the world of 14 Sigs to make,
firstly to Sigs Gra ham Venn and Chris Treweeks straight from th1:
. ausagc factory, and also to L pl Karl Francis wife Alex and Tomes his
little puppy who arrived a while ago and who will now hopefully not
grumble about getting a welcome now that he has finally had one. The
Troop would also like to congratulate Sig Ian Clark on selection for
promotion to Lance Corporal and we would also like to congratulate his
wife Jacki~ on the birth of their little baby girl Heather , and the fi~al
congratulatton goes to LCpl Ste\'e 'Oh no not The WIRE notes agam'
S tevenson on his marriage to Sig Mel 'Loses' almon. The Troop which
has been li~ht on manpower lately has also had its ranks welled by the
return of Lhc ' omm Tp Kosovo warriors'. LCpl Davey 'Wan' K er r,
LCpl Lynne Gray (congrats on your promotion out there Lynne), and
also igs Craig ·Thumper Hooton ' Johnson and Mike 'Monotone'
McGhee welcom , back boys and girls. just in time to sort out what's left
of those REBRO<", you had out there and last but not least the Troop
wou ld like to wish LCpl aomie Wilson all the best and hope she is
ucccssful in her course to become an elite member of the Snot Hat Corp.
Also Comms Troop would like to ay goodbye to Comms Troop a we're
disbanding.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 ige 'Dwarf Watton
Tp SSgt
S gt eil Sorley
A fairly quiet period in which the Troop re emblcd the Marie Celeste
with the majority on detachment or on po t Det leave. We did manage a
Troop day out at a local attraction to say goodbye to gt Chris Dunn and
Cpl John Pankhurst. Heatherton proveci to be a big hit, unlike John
Pankhurst who mis ed with every single ball on the ba ketball machine,
not too good as he i the main trike force for the Squadron basketball
team. Some interesting impressions were made on lhe day with W02
'Driving Miss Dai y' Watton coming in last and Cpl 'Michael
Barrymore' Pankhurst being disqualified for mounting Sgt Chris Dunn.
(Oh he was in a car though). As for work in the bays, a new look wa
needed for the Troop tores. o armed with brushes a nd paint we got to
work with a spot of painting and decorating just the job a it now looks
like a gallery - Admission £2 (towards coffee fund). Welcome back to the
Troop from orthern Ireland goes to Sgt Chris Gibbins, Cpl H. Clarke
and LCpl 'Icky' Hickcnbotham. Also from Kosovo SSgt Mark Wilson ,
Cpl Paul Brown, Sig Tony and Sig Dai Jones. Goodbye and goodluck
goes to Lt Hervey Scott "ho's oon off to Kosovo for a ix month tour.
Sgt Chris Dunn who ·s off to train to be a fly boy with the AAC. La tly
but· not least Cpl John Pankhurst who's just gone to sunny Scotland
attached to the EOD, hope you all have a blast lads!!

are C pl Dave Janvier and Cpl '\!lark Wright. Finally our Op Palatme
contingent have returned to Brawdy although are olT on long leave until
the New Year, gt Rob Jone , Sgt 'Taff' Willum~en, pl Tommv
Tucker, LCpl Jinna Garner, LCpl Paddy ' eill, L pl DaH Orme,
L pl Dave Sa lter and ig P ete • ex.
TA GOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Waddc!J
Tp Sgt
Sgt Woods
Ta ngo Tp is presently under-going some hierarchical changes. Lt
Waddell was fo rced to deploy with the Regt ordic skiing team to
Scandinavia so we won't see him until the cw Year.
gt Glen
Kitchen , just back from Ko ovo moves from Tp S g t aero s to the
SQMS post. In the reshuffic see S gt Oli ' Ha anyone seen my washkit'
Campbell move from LEWT who are also coincidentally in the process
of retreating upstairs to 226 (Rear) ig qn . gt Chri Mulligan and
fa mily have arrived from 209 1g qn but gt Paul ' Mainstay' V ood
remains to guide the Troop through these upheavals. upplementing the
shop floor are newly arrived operators from the sausage factory, ig
' Biggsy' Hancock, Sig 'lngy' Ingham. and ig id Jame . Welcome to
1he Squadron and the garages. Farewell and congratulations to Cpl ven
Gronn who moves on to orthcrn Ireland with promotion. Also recently
selected off the Sigs to LCpl's board are igs Dave Terron, Jamie
Cox-Davies Chris Daniel, and Phil Lee. Welcome also back from
Bosnia our Op Palatine lot. See you in 1he ew Year.
LEWT
Tp S gt
S gt Campbell
The past couple of month have been a busy time for the LEWT. The
impending move to 226 Sig Sqn (EW) has cau ed everal administrative
headache , but finally there i ligh1 at the end of the tunnel. October saw
the deployment of twelve members of the LEWT to Egypt, 10 panicipate
in Ex Bright Star '99. Several people guested of this exercise including
gt ndy 'Bl ue Job' Goodwin, LCpl tu 'Fat Tech' Gray and Cpl Sven
Grono. Ex Bright tar '99 was 1he major coali1ion exercise for the year
involving sixteen nations. The first two weeks involved intensive de ert
training such as night navigation, OP drills and equipment familiarisa1ion.
Terrain was a constam hazard which highligh1ed 1he need for good route
selection, a technique not demonstraied by Sgt Matt· Always have a pare
352 in your Bergen' England. During thi phase the LE\VT was the only
unit to successfully carry out an underslung helicopter move and was al o
tasked wi1h CRTs for the Light Dragoons. There followed a hort break in
the military city (avoiding Friday Charger at all costs). The main exercise
was an unmitigated success which enabled the LE\VT to showcase their
ability to provide battle winning in1elligence for the battle group, to task
the Phoenix and provide MRC s fire mis ions onto the advancing enemy
rec. elements. SSgt Ollie 'Off to T-ango Tp' Campbell controlled 1he two
patrol teams from the Troop CP along with \ 02 Jim piers. Comms
were difficult throughout the exercise, much to the annoyance of Sgt
'Egyptian God of Comm ' Mount. All in all, a ucces ful exerci e and a
bu y period for 1he LEWT. The months ahead hold innumerable
possibilities for the troop, including even more attempts at P Coy for the
LEWT Harrys.

237 SIG AL SQ ADRO (ELE TRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dakin
SSM
W02 ( M) Richardson
The Squadron continues to support several Out of Theatre Operations.
prepare to accept the Odette equipment and plans for the deploymem to
Kenya on Ex Devil 's Horizon. Welcome to the new quadron 21C, Capt
Al 'Star Wars' Hawes , there i plenty for you to do al o 10 the new
SQM , S gt Glen Kitchen. there · even more fo r you to do.
Congratulations to SSgt ' huggie ' Hughes who as mentioned in previou
WIRES is to wed and thi he now has.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 Matthews Royal Au tralian Signal
Tp SSgt
S gt (Supvr R) Watters
The Troop ha had a hec tic couple of months culmi nating in the return
of Barracuda detachments from around the Balkans. Thi was
compounded "ith the arrival of omc Odelle detachments straight from
Racal with all their teething problem . Cpl Hallam and ig ex have
been told to go on a die1 so at least they will be able to fit in the back of
the detachment. The Troop is gradually returning to full strength although
gt Tony Watters
as one returns another deploy . Congratu lation to
and Theresa on the birth of their second daughter, time to get rid of the
udi Coupe now .. ..... . .
Farewells are in order for, and many long night have been pent in
' harlie ' bar in recognition of, particularly sad to ee W02 Bob
Matthews , Royal Australian Signals and his wife andra back off to
Au tralia and Eas t Timer after t' o year wi1h 1he Troop. Sig Jim
Bartlett is off to 7 Sig Regt on promotion and LCpl Al 'Weiner' Sharp
ha departed to orthern Ireland. cw arri,als have seen
g: Steve
' Beaky' e ton-Roberts and Sue in from Chick and and gt teve
· hopper ' Christopher in from Cyprus. ig Tel Flook eventually turned
up from Germany and ig ·Rich ' tee le arrived out from !raining. gt
tanlcy Buxton returned to the Troop afler a tint counting blanke1s a
the SQM . Also returned to the fray after helping out the LEWT in Egypt
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Patrol A minutes before insertion beyond t'le recce screen
245 IG AL Q ADR01 (ELECTR01 IC\ J\RFARE)
qn Comd
1aj Hodges
S M
W02 (SS 'I) Fisher
The bu y ea on ha ju t fini hed in time for Lhe silly eason. We ' \e
gone from Ex Ulan Eagle; Rhino Charge and \ilouflon', ho! to quadron
Christma partie , Me e en ts. Troop e sion and, of course. 1he \\. i\ es·
lub .. .. (Poor anta i
till traumati ed). Congratulation to Cpl
Winwood and wife Angie on the binh of baby Other. Also
congratulations 10
M Kennedy Im orp on Commi sionmg and. for
info, bye bye to Capt Rich Bailey Int Corp on lea,ing the Army. {I say
for info but his leaving present from the quadron may well be a yea~
ub cription to The WIRE!)
EXERCI EMO FLO • SHOT - by LCpl Lisa Paul
astle Martin Ranges ...... Hmmmm ... the la ·t ca tic wa fi,c mile
back, Martin i one of the instru tors and range arc as usual a barren
windswept tretch of coa tline in darkc t Pembroke. hire. In addition to

Cpl \lartin Hunt the main pla ers were S gt· i' Donn ly,
ot Frank
l'lah rt), • gt ·Tall~ William , Crl • amm) · amuclson and Cpl fark
:\lc\lullcn. ·\fter a steady day with the PWT and a gentle introduction
to the range package we all embarked on our mandatory eight hour.
sl ep. Well. \\e would have only for the 'G uars ' in the room and their
~noring ompetition . lfL pl '30111111· Gunn and ig ·Foghorn' Fox had
been able to replicate such a racket on the firing point of the ETR they
probabl) would haYe knocked more target do'' n
Iler the set ·hoot - and this new tire team a ssment (a couple of mile
TAB to the range in webbmg, helmet and body an .our) we did some ariety
·hoot·. Pairs fire and manoeuvre di mounted wa one thing but liH· pintlc
mounted GPMG from pairs of F .+36. \\a something cl e! The be;.,t wa
till yet to come .... bayon t charging. If we ever go to war against a hardened bat1alion of old 'BC uits stuffed with hay ... then they don ·1 stand a
chance agam. l me. Once I got started I ju t couldn ·1 top my elf! The next
·hoot ''a · the much needed rehearsal for the new Jame Bond film. The
9mm pistol C'\pert in the quadron were living out their fantasies a tars of
·Pembrokeshire i not enough.' Our final day con-i ted of 94mm L W
hoot and a he night am bu h ''here a pretty tricky barn wall managed to
leopard era'' I through un cathed. PXR points: JT Danni Russell: you don't
have to remove your muzzl du t cap before you fire unles you want to ever
ee it again. LCpl 'Karaoke· Burns: don 'l gi e up your day job!

SSgl 'Si' Donnely and SSgt 'Frank' Flaherty give the confirmatory
brief before the pairs Fire and Manoeuvre

requirements uf current and future operations. 220 ig qn has serv..:d in
Germany for 40 years. as part of the original Regimental support
provided to the RAFs five Main Operating Base. there. Latterly, just two
MOB~ sunivcd, al Laarbruch and Bruggen. Laarbruch will linally clo e
in ovember thi year, and the focus will shitl solely to Bruggen before
il. too, closes early in the next decade. Commenting on the reputation
earned hy Squadron pcrsonnd during recent deployments, and the future
for the Deployable Telemech Troops, Brig Shaw said, ·Your skills have
been recognised al the highest h:vels ... you will continue to be in great
demand 111 the e1'pcd1tionary nature of operations that wc arc seeing now.'
1 he Squadron title is to be rctaincd \\ ithin 21 Sig Regt (AS), as the second of three Air upport squadrons in the post- DR Regimental ORBAT,
providing communications to the RAF Support Helicopter Force.
Follow mg the parade and march past, therefore, the squadron pennant was
formally handed over by the outgoing OC, Capt Noddy Baugh. lo thc:
CO. Lt Co l John Terrington, and then e to Maj Jim Forrest. the new
OC for the reformed Squadron in Colemc. LS&GC medals were also presented, by Brig S haw, to W02 (FofS) Guy Lewendon and Cpl John
Phillips, and a GOCs Commendation lo C pl Bob Walker.

LCpl 'Wally' Waldron
There's fig 11 s and there's smart fig 11 s .... Get some!

Lt Col John Terrington hands the 220 Sig Sqn pennant
to Maj Jim Forrest, whilst Capt Noddy Baugh quickly starts to
slip away to begin planning for the next ACPO project

After some name calling, spitting and hair pulling
Sig 'Guar' Shipley finally gets the better of the bayonet target

OPCOMJHC
With remarkably little ceremony, the
Regiment fell under the Operational
Com mand of the newly formed Join t
Helicopter Command at the beginning of
October. Whilst till directly supporting
the RAF Support Helicopter Force. this
move places the Regiment at the core of an
extremely potent organisation which
embraces the helicopter capability of all
three ser,ices. The role of the JHC is to :

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT (AIR SUPPORT)
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS

Delfrer and sustain effective
Battlefield Helicopter and Air Assault
assel . operational~\' capable under all
environmental conditions, to support UK'
defence mi sions and tasks. '

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col John Terrington
RSM
WOl Al Jenkins
PO T-SDR REORGA ISATIO - PDATE
Three ignificant chapters in the history of the Regiment have recently
been enacted. The oldest urviving Air Formation signals unit, 81 ig
C) Sig
qn (V), formally transferred to the operational command of 2
Bde on I September 1999; the clo ing parade of220 Sig qn in Germany,
the last dedicated Airfield Support Signal Squadron, took place on 14
eptember 1999; finally, (at least for the time being!), the Regiment
formally transferred to the operational command of the new Joinl
Helicopter Command at Wilton, on I October 1999.
lG1 AL QUADRO (V) -A FO D FAREWELL
The hi tory of 81 Sig Sqn (V) can be traced back to Leeds with the
formation of the 1 t Kite Balloon Signal Section , as part of the
upplementary Reserve, in 1924. By 1935, the cction had expanded and
wa converted into Royal Air Force ignals, consisting ofa Headquarters
and four companies. The Unit was renamed in 1936 as Air Contingent
ignal and, in 1938, as Air Formation Signals. At the end of August
1939. 1st and 2nd Air Fonnation Signals were mobilised and deployed to
France in September 1939. By 1942, these two units were serving in
onh Africa on Operation TORCH and subsequently served throughout
the Italian campaign until the end of the wa1. ln 1950, 50th Air Formation
Signal Regiment was formed from a core of the now di banded I st and
2nd Air Formation ignal . This Regiment was re-designated 81 st Signal
Regiment in 1960, with call-up roles in Germany and the Far East. Small
detachments even deployed to Aden, on two occasions, to assist the
Regular Army in providing permanent communications. 81 Sig Sqn (V)
has antecedents which have served with distinction for ome 75 years,
"1th direct Air Formation predecessors starting ome 60 years ago. All
Rank.s of 21 1g Regt (AS) extend the Squadron, and all personnel, their
\cry be t \\ ishes for a long and equally proud future in 2 (NC) Sig Bde.

EXERCISE WARRIOR BEAU FIGHTER
The Regiment took part in Ex Warrior Beaufighter during the period 6
- 19 eptember 1999, ba ed at the Hythe and Lydd ranges in outhem
England. It \\3S the first time the Regiment had used these range and
provided an ideal opportunity for the troop lo engage in some very
exciting and challenging range pra ticcs.

These included the Individual and Team Battle Shooung Rangc:~. Rural
and Urban Close Quarter Battle, pcciah t Sangar, high-nsc flats and
defence ranges and also section attack, Quick Reaction Force and night
shoots. The use of the Urban CQB ranges was e pecially challenging, \vith
full mock-ups of street scenes including pop-up targets and life si.-c,
moving and tal king dummies. ixpencelhalf a crown was translated for
some of the younger members of the Camp and the text-book definition of
adrenaline was fully tested during some of the sequences .. otwithstanding
this, and especially for the TA clement of the Regiment (TA units arc not
permitted access for live tiring on certain Lydd and Hythe CQB range ),
this was a tremendous opportunity and there was some excellent shooting,
throughout the Camp. Tied into the ranges was a comprehensive dry
training exercise, providing a build up of skill from individual Battle
Preparation, Fire Team and ection drills. We also trained on the urban
BC testing
skills house, watermanship area, obstacle course and
chamber, with some devilish twi ts thrown in (literally) by gt 'Jame '
Joyce. The Batlle Camp finished with a final exercise comprising a patrol
competition. W02 (S M) Paul William was taken prisoner on the fo;t
night by one of the platoons (not funny), but had his revenge during the
final march and shoot competition. Game et and Match was finally
established during the Regimental maker on the la t night, however,
although the 0 car goes to W02 Dick Malt for his re-enactment of the
antics of Sig 'Meerkat' Osborne during the Urban CQB ... 'tup, three!
For other units considering the Lydd and Hythe package, a word of
caution. The dry training areas are very limited and visiting units, a e\'er it
seems, arc vulnerable to gazumping by local units. The final exercise,
especially, was markedly affected, by the continual reallocation of areas
by the Range HQ to other, higher priority', units, sometime with only 24
hours notice. This made a non ense of the planning undertaken prior to the
exercise. which had already been substantially hampered by the Agricola
deployment, and did affect the troops undergoing training. That Batlle
Camp had gone ahead at all, however, with the deployment of so many on
Op Agricola, was significant. The sense of achievement and the kills
learned on the ranges, and even during dry training, wa notable. Around
2000 rounds per soldier were fired. and a significant number hit the
target , with some commendable shooting. Ca pts Andy Art hurto n and
Dave Whita ker (Welfare not Warfare), W02s Dick Ma lt (Training
Sergeant Major) and ige Robert (R QMS). and Sgts 'Mac' Macdonald
and Charlie Farley are to be commended for their sterling work in setting
up and running an excellent camp. against substantial odd . Well done,
too, to all the Regimental soldier who undertook the training; there was a
lot of effort and some very fine kills displayed throughout the Camp.
Prizes were awarded at the end of Battle Camp, a follow :
Best Soldier
- Cpl 'Ollie' Olive r
Best Shot
- Cpl Lee Gough
- 3 Section. Bravo Pl (led by C pl Rob Lewis)
Be t Section
March and Shoot Winners - 2 Section, Bravo Pl (Cpl Setchfie ld)
Assault Course Winners - 2 ection, Bravo Pl (Cpl Setchfield)
BATTLECAMP - A SOLDlER'S VIEW
The Battle Camp commenced with zeroing our weapon on the tarmac
of the range, very hard on vul nerable elbows, followed by shooting an
APWT. Having pa sed, we were to spend every other day firing in
different conditions with differing cenarios on various range . Being
down by the Channel we had to endure a surface of shale/pebbles and
gathered an as onmem of brui es. especially on the knees. The thigh
muscles al o uffered and the variou PT essions early in the mornings
were designed to help tretch them a little. The days of 'dry' training were
very good for revi ion of infantry kills and ambush tactic . The ri\ er
crossing \\3 an experience for me.
ing our kit as a buoyancy aid '' e
warn aero using a rope and balancing our weapon on top of our kit.
Everything led towards the linal exerci e. We marched into our harbour
area only to leave shortly afler on patrol to collect our ration . Howe\er.
the harbour\\ a not\ here it hould have been and it took a little while to
work out exactly where we were. Being further from our objecthe. we
also had further to return. We arrived back in harbour just in time for a
change of sock , five minute for breakfa t and then traight on with. lhe
day 's hike. We were to carry our bergens with us and proceed lo various
stands during the day. Howe er, someone forgot that we had not received
any water since the evening before .. ... Planners!!
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Publish it in
Capt Noddy Baugh leads the march past,
with Brig James Shaw taking the salute
The farewell parade for 220 Sig Sqn in Germany was he ld in
Laarbruch, on 14 September 1999, in front of a distinguished audience,
including the wives and fami lies of the Squadron. Brig .James Shaw,
A OS G6 HQ LA D, kindly agreed to review the parade and took the
· salute. The parade signified the closure of the quadron in Germany, the
return of the Squadron title to the UK and the transfer of the manpower to
other uruts, principally to the new Deployable Telemech Troops in 16 ig
Regt and 30 Sig Regt. The closure is part of the post- DR Royal ignals
restructuring, which will see a revision of the core Telemech structure
into one which more clo ely meets the deployability and sustainability
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The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles
LCpl Gooderham at the Skills House
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HEADQlARTER QL ORO'
qn Comd
'\taj Chas Dale
'\ . 1
\\02 (
1) Organ
HQ quadron i , once again, r'tumed to normality, as the: 244 abre
Troop· rejoined the return mg Ko. 0\ o wamors. after an all too brief ojoum
into a real" orkmi;, quadron. The return from operations for the bulk of the
\gricola deployment ha allowed the quadron to mo\'e at full speed imo
the po t- DR re-organi ation phase. Despite the heavy workload, the
'quadron ha enjoyed a fruitful , um mer period and ha\'e combined
ad\ cnture training and Battle Camp with the routine iaily duties.
REGIME , T L :\10TOR TRA ' PORT
l\1TO
apt Pete Griffith
Tp
CO
gt· 1ac' 1acdonald
HELLO
D GOODB E
pl Holmes- mith arrived m the Regiment in Augu t. on FTR ,ju tin
time for the Bau le Camp. where hi skill a a medic "ere well tested.
albeit just for practice! Farewell to S gt Mark ala. Cpl O'Neill and
pl Lee who have been po tcd lO the newly fonned 220 ig qn. Battle
Camp took place at apier Barracks in Folke tone, Kent. The advance
party left Coleme on J pt ember at 0300hrs, con isting of gt ' ala, gt
MacDonald, Cpl Holme -Smith and LCpl Lee. WiU1 the arrival of the
rest of the troop on 6 eplcmber, MT witched to overdrive. gt
MacDonald went into a frenz. trying lo locate his vehicles as the troop
had '' altzed off taking them on different acti itie .
gt ala . a,·ed
him elf a fe'' pound on a haircut wiU1 his experience as a Platoon
ergeant (what again!), and LCpl Lee alcned everyone to the ambulance
location a he di covered all the mod-con and gadget . He put his full
creati' ity into the fir l aid ca ualty imulation and cenario that the
troop had to deal with. Getting himselfright into his role, his (tor)mentor,
Cpl Holmes-Smith. thought there was not enough work for LCpl Lee and
decided to play the infantry role, managing to catch a (blank) case in the
head. Congratulation go lo
gt ala on a succes ful handover takeover
oflhe Regimental Football team, and lo gain a win in the proce s again t 4
Field Armoured Brigade from Aldershot, and also to Cpl Eskdale on
completion of his EFP-1 course at Warminster. A good pa s, too, goe to
Cpl 'Popeye' Do_ le on comp leting his MT Accounts course.

to perform the task in hand .The second week consisted of a avex and
furU1er lesson and briefing~ moving towards deployment on Ex First
Flight. This provided a very sleep learning curve for all involved but in
among,t the frustration of 'stolen' key setting , mi ing 12m mast base
plate and mon ter cam ne!ling everyone enjoyed themselves. ome
individual got too carried away a it was di covered that ending a
tran mission \\ ith 'Rog the Dodge' did not amuse the YofS who reaped
hi, revenge as all the detachments were sucked in al the last moment by
ome sneaky deception. All those on the course look forward to joining
again on the coming c>.crci cs to carry out what they have learnt.
Congratulation · to the be t detachment - Sig Miller, Cpl Sutton and Sig
Harper and congratulations to pl utton who wa awarded most
improved student on the course.
MILITARY KILLS WEEKE D
On the weekend of 7/ Augu l, 43 Wessex ig qn and HQ (V) qn,
the TA element of 21st ig Rcgt (AS). deployed to ennybridge Training
Area ( E TA) for a pre-battle camp military kill weekend to practice
all a pect of weapon handling and patrolling skills so a to ready
ourselve for this year's camp which is being run with the whole
Regiment. The main paity of troops arrived at SE TA late on the Friday
night to be welcomed by a ery heavy rain storm that la tcd through until
da1 n but sense of humours held as we were occupying one of the better
farm with a good izcd and dry barn. The fir t in !ruction on the
Saturday 1 as a refresher of TOETS to gel peoples brains engaged and
thinking. Dry and then blank ammunition was u ed so there was no
hiding an mi take ! The troops were then split down into three sections
and spent the re t of the morning practicing ection movement during
night and day and Ute theory/planning of section attacks. In the afiernoon
the hol Augu t un hine broke through the clouds lifiing the mist from
the hills giYing perfect condition for a Fire Control Orders and distance
estimation le on which was useful for Uie potential and current JNCO's.

Q
RTERMASTER'S (TECH OLOGY) DEPARTME T
1aj Ken Clark
QM
RQM
\ 02 (RQ lS) Merrie
DEPART RES AND\: ELCOME
Farewell to Maj (QM) Mike Bailes, otfto command HQ Sqn in York.
You ha\·e achieved a great deal during your tour, at great advantage to
individuals and to the Regiment as a whole. Your effor1S wi ll be mis ed,
but we are sure tbat your succes or, Maj (QM) Ken Clark, will soon get
a handle on thing . We have said goodbye already this year to W02
(RQ 1S) lain Wylie who. after erving 22 years in the Corps, went ofT to
Canada on long service. His replacement, \ 02 Keith Merrie i finding
out that Colerne is not the sleepy linle hollow he thought it wou ld be.
Good luck to both old and the new. We also say welcome to Sig's Gibbs,
Fa ers and LCpl Blythe.
TRAN PORT MAINTE A CE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FofS) Ady Knight
A quiet period ..... until all returned from leave. Batlle camp on the
range at Hythe and Lydd, along with the ongoing Board of Officers,
gt
have made for an imere ting break from routine. The Tp welcomes
Dave 'Conkers' Wilson, complete with tan from Cyprus, LCpls Si Lee,
Matt Jennings and Arron Evans from Blandford, Cpl Dave Heath
posted' from 220 (Germany) to 220 (Colerne) and Sig icky Ryan from
her stag on duty. Congratulations to Ed Chweiseni, Dave ' Boots'
Bentham and Johnny icol on their recent promotions to Corporal. Well
done to LCpl 'GB' Lee for being selected recently into the Army U21
Rugby squad. Congratulations to Sgt Mick 'Stores' Heasman for
uccessfully passing his Unit Ammo Accountancy course (NVQ??) and
for not losing any bullets on the recent Regimental Range/Battle Camp.
On the sponing front, the Tp personnel have been improving their
kills in a wide variety of sports; Darts, Badminton, 5-asidc Football to
name but a few and will soon be ready to play competitively. Good luck
to Cpl Dave 'Don't forget your trainer ' Bentham and LCpl Matt 'Inky'
Jennings with the Manchester Marathon. A thank you lo Cpl Bobby 'I
didn't get lost' ands from the Burger man at Lydd. He made a fonune
due to evening meal not being delivered to the Regiment on lime!
43 (WE EX) SIG 'AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Da id Sleigh
gt (YofS) White
PSI

(YOLU TEERS)

B3 RADIO OPERATOR TRAI f G 4- 19 SEPTEMBER 1999
The FQ's and re-traders of 43 Sqn, HQ (V), FAC Troop and 6LI
JOmed together for their Radio Operator B3 trade training at Colerne. The
course consi ted of two main pha es: the first week was a programme of
theory and practical les ons on each of the parts making up the 83 Radio
operator qualification. ome pans were harder than others, a favou rite
being Antennae Theory and Propagation, particu larly for those of us who
nc\er mastered long division at chool. The first week culminated with a
tc t day consisting of a wriuen exam and a series of practical tests under
the pressure of time. The tesl area for I 2m mast erection was detectable
by th grunts and screams, which seemed nece sary for some indi vid uals
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Fire Control and Range Estimation
The use of radio controlled pop up figure 11 target spread along the
valley really brought home the dinicultie of a ection commander when
trying lo control their ection, as ess the situation and maintain
ammunition levels. To complete the afternoon a good 'Close Quarter
Battle ' route has been set up in a very narrow valley in which either on
their own or in pa irs troops tried to patrol quickly through. Maintaining as
much cover as possible and then spotting and returning lire to an almost
invisible enemy, again proved to be good training to the less experienced
members of the sections and cena inly raised adrenaline levels! Much of
the evening was lefl to section admin and briefings for the night exercise
which was to take the form of each section being tasked to carry out Ops
on various other farms lo gather intelligence of enemy strengths and
occupation to allow the support helicopter force to plan and select future
flying sites. Early on a damp misty Sunday morning the three sections
moved out to march on lo the target farm and to carry out an assau lt of the
buildings, No 2 Section providing covering fire whi le ections I and 3
attacked and moved through the buildings, securing them and taking up
'a ll round defence' positions. A good well-contro lled attack was carried
out with plenty of ammunition and pyrotechnics to give an authentic battle
and also giving the section commanders practice in what they had learnt
the previous day.
244 SIG 'AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Ian Walton
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul William
Without doubt one of the busiest periods in our history, 244 S ig Sqn is
beginning to emerge, conlidenlly, from very turbulent times. With many
personnel spread to the four wi nds on operations and Regi mental
restructuring post SDR_ we now en ter a period of consolidation (or picking
up the pieces, and sifting through the debris!!). With the reconstitution of
220 Sig Sqn in UK (born of244 per onnel and equipment and a number of
office and hangar changes), we now look forward lo our new role in
suppon of the Joint Helicopter ommand.
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ALPHA TROOP (AMF(L)) - 0 CHA GE!
·n1e Troop would like to extend a wann welcome lo LCpl Fraser Ferguson
who joins us from 7 Sig Rc&rt and also congr.itulate LCpl 'Scouse' Alston and
LCpl Daz Daniels on their recclll selection for promotion. September saw igs
tcve Beal, Kev Batey and Emma Gommersall deploy on Op Palatine. The
Troop is now well split between Op Palatine and Op Agricola while the rear

details are kept busy back at Colcme. This month the Troop deployed on battl
camp with the resl of the Regiment or attended various courses.
Congratulations to ig's Liesa How on and Rachel Riley for achic\ ing
outstanding results on the Royal Signals Leadership Course at Blandford
and also well done lo ig Lee outhernwood for passing the Amateur
Boxing Association assistant coaches course.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

.
CO
RSM

Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
WO! (RSM) Al Higgins

30 IG AL REGIMENT 0 OPERATIO
OPERATIO BOLTON
Op Bolton is the RAF contribution to the US-led, Op Southern Watch,
which polices the Iraq i Southern no-Oy Lone. The RAF have deployed 12
x GR Is to Ali Al Salem (Kuwait), 6 x F3s to Al Kharj ( audi Arabia), a
YC-10 tanker to Bahrain and HQ British Forces Bolton (HQBFB) to
Riyadh (Saudi Arahia). HQ trike Command and PJHQ has devolved
responsibility for all communications for the c locations to Tactical
Communications Wing Bri.re onon. Although 30 Sig Regt once had
several as ets in theatre, the remaining assets and manpower consist of
Euromux which extend. data and voice circuits to HQBFB Riyadh with
l\\O Gurkhas (currently C. pl njan and LCpl Man). More recently, in an
attempt to exchange ide-as and methods, RAF oflicers from TCW have
deployed on Op Agricola. Meanwhile, Capt Rich Carter deployed on
Op Bolton as the Force CIS Officer Al Kharj, commanding TCW Al
Kharj and HQBFB Riyadh whilst Capt Teri Downes has recently
deployed as Force I Officer Ali Al alem with responsibility also for
Bahrain. All locations have some of the usual SATCOM and terminal
equipment that is the 'bread and butter' of 30 Sigs Regt per onnel. The
main differences are two fold:
a. RAF Tran ponable Telecommunication System (RTTS)
which provides a secure inter-nodal network around an air
base giving access up lo 2Mbps.
b. The a\ cragc RAF officer/airman.
The latter i the most 'intere ting' to army communicators. In a quick
calculation on the back of a fag packet (an RAF officer would write an email lo his boss to ask permission before submitting his findings in a well
written brief1 ' After all, the task was not part of his job spec and it wa
after 5 o'clock!'), Capt Rich Carter found that the average age of hi det
in Al Kharj was 34. His Flight Sergeant (W02 equivalent) was a mighty
5 l years old and a Flight Lieutenant colleague (Captain equivalent) who
wa to be po ted to RAF Cranwell to instruct Officer Training wa . one
could quite remember ever firing their personal weapon (which wa not
issued), PT stood for Part Time, and promotion went out with Options for
Change.
With the exception of TCW, RAF personnel are not generally u ed to
operational tours . Tour lengths are always four months with one week's R
and R in an all expcn cs paid in-theatre 5- tar hotel {unle s they take a C130 to Cyprus where they have to ' lum it' in RAF accommodation). Due
lo their overloaded commitment, TCW personnel (includi ng attached 30
Sig Regt Officers) do 2-month tour without any Rand R (typical!).
However, the TCW airman expects soon after depaning theatre to return
to any number of operational location . Thi may not be o bad if the
'rates' are good (one in particular had done eight tours in Riyadh where
the rates were panicularly good!).
Although not a daily news item, Op Southern Watch air-power is dai ly
de troying targets in Iraq alongside Op orthem Watch (Bril i h Op Jura!)
ba ed in lncirlik, Turkey. Here, Sig urya, like C pl Anjan and LCpl
Man in Riyadh, maintains Euromux ensuring the continued presence of
'The wan' oa operation in the Middle East.
REGIME TAL OPERATION TE 1
Ops fTr
Maj Garry Hearn
Regl YofS
WOl (FofS) Andy Campbell
Regt FofS
WOI (YofS) Bill Mccreath
A very rare opportunity to produce a set of Wire note from this
Depanment - the phones must have topped ringing for two minute ! ! The
Ops ell has seen a major uphea al in the la t ix month ; not just with the
quantity of operations the Regiment i supporting but this period has also
een the departure of Maj David Sullivan on promotion to Lieutenant
orman Bain on
olonel at QMG Ando er. WOl (YofS)
Commi sioning to HQ R ignals Blandford. WOl (FofS) Mark
E dwards posted to J U I and subsequently elected for commi sion and
Ca pt James Langley on promotion to Major at Bland ford. Encumbent in
order of arrival are WOl (YofS) Andy Campbell from RMA andhurst.
Maj Gany Hearn from TRIKE Command. WOl (FofS) Bill
1cCreath from TM Tp. Capt Jason Hazelwood from 20 Armd Bde ig
qn and most recently W02 (ISM) Mark Potter from Trg Wing. Holding
the who le team together over this turbulent period is Mr ontinuity, Maj
Pete Barron who j u, tifiably achie ed hi majority in cplcmber. In
cptember, after aw cks !clay, the Ops Cell moved from the dingy depth
of down lairs RI IQ, to the spacious, bright 'r om with a view' upstair .
T herefore we can now see any visitor coming through U1e front gate and
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be somewhere else by the time they climb the stairs. The Regiment has
continued to support eleven Operations over this period mosl recently
being Kosovo, Albania. East Timor and lndonc ta, not forgelting the military suppon lO Y2K which involved many Regimental personnel. The
main efTon over the next period will be lo identify the whereabouts of the
Corps dock leaf to protect us whilst grasping the IT neule.
EXERCISE CYG ET GLOBE 1999
by WOJ (YojS) Andy Campbell
Ex Cygnet Globe is a world-wide multinational HF Voice, W/RATT
comms exercise, co-ordinated and directed by 30 Sig Regl. This in\'olve
the establishment of a number of detachments in Bramcote working to
participating nations world-wide. The Exercise has been in place for over
16 years and took place in eptember this year. Countric that
traditionally take part each yea r include USA, Canada, Australia, 'e"
Zealand, Cypru , Gibraltar and Germany together with UK based ignal
Regiments. In addition this year saw 7 and 16 Sig Regt operating from
Kosovo. The participants arc divided into geographical groups each \\ ith
a nominated control talion. The Exercise is planned and co-ordinated by
lhe Regimental Yeoman of Signals WOl Andy Campbell and then
usually handed over to a quadron Yeoman to carry out.
Enter stage left - straight from hi Yeomans course in Blandford, S gt
(YofS) Rob Barnes to take on the appointment of training wing Yeoman.
Having served together in 3 Armd Div ig Regt in oesl ten years previously it was nice to ee him arrive and equally as nice to present him with
this Exerci e - daunting is an expres ion much u ed that week for the former systems operator! One of the pleasing aspects of the Exerci e is arranging exchange visits for thi Regiment and hosting personnel ITom other
countries. This year saw two 1 CO from I Canadian Div ig Regt in
Bramcote whilst Cpl Dean Buckley and LCpl Dave Kyle deployed lo
Ottowa and Kingston in exchange. Other deployments were Cpl John
Thompson and LC pl Adrian Giddins to 110 Sig qn, near Penh in
Australia. LCpl Carl Ashton and Sig 'Rosie' Rose to 12 U in Episkopi in
Cyprus and LCpl Dom Burns with Sig 'Scotty' Chamberlin to COMMCE Gibraltar. The timing of the Exercise coincided wiUi the on et of operation in East Timor which saw 22 members of the Regt deploy and equally
saw a great deal of Austra lian units having LO curtail their involYement.
Thi was also an extremely busy period for the Regiment wllh 258 ig
qn deploying on Ex Bright tar in Egypt. Therefore the ava ilability of
personnel for this Exercise became slimmer by the minute but il did
provide the opportun ity for the les experienced operators to get hand
on. with LCpl Bob cott one of the enior detachment commanders and
HF guru. The be t comm all round, however, wa achiC\ed by the 250
Sqn det with Cpl Vinod in charge. Sgt Billy Kidd, gt Dave Bennett,
Sgt 1ark Ebdon and gt Ramkaji ran Exerci e control lo en ure that
the daily chedule for the world-wide links were maintained.
E:X.'ERCfSE ORTHERN APPROACHES - JOCOM tEX
by LCpf Gav Vanden and Sig lee Yoxall
LCpl 'Gav' Vanden and Sig ·Lee' Yoxall deployed on Ex onhem
Approache as a Joint Comms Ex (Jocommex) exchange 'isil and penl
three week cruising around the sunny Med on HM Fearless. We staned
our journey from Bramcote on 7 September 1999, flying at early o'clock
from Heathrow to Zurich prior to the connecting flight for I mir. With a
couple of hours to kill LCpl Gav Vanden decided he needed a tax-free
watch . A lmosl £I 000 o ut of pocket he admi red hi· ne" acqui it ion
throughout the next !light! On arrival in I mir we were collected and
taken onboard HM Fearless, our home for the next three \\eeks. The
accommodation wa not quite as luxurious a we expected a \\e \\ere to
live in a room no bigger than our Troop oftice and we would be haring
with 20 eamen! ! T he first Jocommex we took pan in wa actually to our
own beloved quadron (256) in Bramcote. Thi did not .,, particularly
well. howe er, it wa ea y to blame the 'other end' with ig Richie
Hewitt and ig St u We lton on set. The econd Jocomme:1. \\a · to a
Royal Marine detachment and ' cnt very much the amc as the lirsl,
although we pro ed our equipment and linked to Bampton Castle which
up. et the boot-neck a Iiulc. The rest of the trip was spent conducting
mini lour of the hip with copiou amount of sunbathing on the flight
deck. The exercise invoh ed a great deal of action lat ion on the ship
whilst simu lating enemy attacks, tire practice and B alert . The
com ms equipment and pro cdurc used by the n3\ y are 'cry . 1mi lar to
o urs although they do ·ometimes resort to nag · and fla,l11ng light.
bet\\ een , hip .. \ c ended the trip "ilh three night. R&R m farsciHcs,
much of\\ hich wa · pent aYouring the local footbaH bar and fostering
Army - avy relati on hip in the time honoured tradillon - abusi\ e
banter.
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256 IG. AL Q
ORO
qn C' md
'.\lnj J.E. "'ind II~
. '\I
\\ 02 ( !\1) TiH)
The quadron · K O\ o tour that took up the fir·t half of the year ha
no'' \\ell and truly faded into memory and the emphasi ha. shified
toward. mnndatol) training, millennium contingency planning and
prcp:mnion for taking on the demanding la>~ of the Joint Task Force HQ
ignal quadron. , eedle s to 3). this h;;·: been a bu y year for all
m mbers of the quadron and the , c\\ Year promi s to offer rnany more
challenge. "ith major exercises planned across th world. starting' ith E
Cobb Ring in Florida in March.
E. 'E R I E RO\'L 'G RA'.\l

B.1 LCpl Gm• J'anden
In preparation for Operation urety over the millennium period the
quadron recently conduct d Ex Roving Ram. Thi wa a quadron level
Hf- R Tf exerci e which took place - 12 'o' ember 1999. The aim of
the exerc1 .: wa threefold. First to re,ise and dcYelop operating skill on
HF RATT detachment in readine s to deploy over the millennium period.
econd to a e clas three trade men due their cla two upgrade and
finally to cro train Data and y terns operators in the 'black art' of HF
comm . The Exercise compri ed of three outstations and one detachment
located at Bramcot Camp which acted as Excon. The outstation
deployed to Ca tlemanin. Catterick and tanford training areas. Atler
being delayed for 24 hour , the exercise finally kicked off bright and early
on the morning 9 O\·ember 1999. All dets arrived at their respective
location afe and ound but only just for the Ca tlemartin del. ''ho
unfortunately for them had ig' can Fat Boy' 'lartin at the control for
the latter half of the journey. He not only drove erratically, to say the least,
but al o managed to run out of die el in the middle of the journey. Once in
location the det very quickly e tabli hed comms much to the urprise of
gt Dave Bennett and proceeded to transmit the test traffic upplied to
them by Excon. Thi wa to be the trend (no pun intended) for the re t of
the Exerci e which allowed all imolved to bru h up on their RATT kills
and gain confidence in the kit that they will be u ing on Operation urety.
All in all, the Exerci e was a great ucce s for evel)'One including LCpl
Dom Burns who after being e corted back and forth to the trailer in the
dark all week was finally convinced that the Bogeyman does not exist.

The intention of the exercise wa to ensure all participating personnel
were sorted ' ·i th ECURE HF RATT. antenna selection and erection, etc.
We establi hcd comms with control from the word go and kept the lin k
until E DEX. The other det did get the hump with u due to the fact that
we had hard accomrnodation that was dry and heated . The boys at
Brawdy loved that one. E' crything ran nice and mooth, and the RATT
was boorning thwugh. On the second day myself and i Mooney were
chatting and he says 'It rnakcs a nice change to be doing proper cornms
in tead of g1rly OMM E stuff'. and I agreed, saying how nigh on all
we do i ·girly' OMMCE stufT. tu Welton sat in the corner and
disagreed '' ith u· . · hut up fellas, we're not bird !' Looking over we
ob erved Sig Welton filing his nails with a Leatherman tool. Oh dear!!
On the Thursday we had the two minute silence. which was right and
proper. and afier a day of operator chat, closed down just after dark.
Arri ing back at camp. Cpl Foster wa · informed that all det were to be
turned around and ready for in pection by 0 Exercise at 1030hrs next
morning. We believe the reason for the ru h was that the 0 , apt Owen
'Finger 'Finnie, had to do 'green' PT. there was no way we were going
to wervc it!
258 SIG. AL Q AORO
qn Comd
Maj J . W. Cooper
S M
\ 02 (
l) f. A. Webb

VSC501 MAROON and crew in Dili, East Timar
EXERCI E BRJGHT TAR 1999- by L('pf Tony Gallagher
Fx Bright Star is a coalition, tri-service c"crcise held in the Egyptian
desert once every two years. Our role was to provide the comms close
support to the at1onal Command Centre ( CC). The Advance Party
deployed on I 0 September 1999, deploy mg without minimal equip.
lncv1tably, all they could do was settle themselves into the Aida Beach
Hotel and cnjov the sun! When the Main Body arrived, the Advance
Party tried to complain about the hard hips that they had had to endure.
Aft r all, MacDonald~ had only been open for a fe\\ days and they had
had lo move from the coastal hotel to 'luxury· accommodation at the top
of a live-story block, with port-a-loos a live-minute sprint away. We
thought the ta1r would get easier as the weeks went on and the weather
cooled, but no! In fact, to aid acclirnatisation quadron PT started soon
after arrival at 0545hrs; yes there is a morning variety as I was soon to
discover! Every dawn we all walked down the five flights in a trance to
be greeted by the smiling face of our two resident PTI , Cpl 'Paddy'
Bevan and LCpl 'Caz' Burrows. Anyone thinking the Exercise was
going lo be all unbathing and sangria wa very much mistaken - unle s
of course you were a Telernech. As the Exercise progressed and a solid
routine was e tabli hed, everybody brushed up on their skills. For
example, I managed to work on rny People skills' in the ICC - not that
they needed improving (hone l).

EXERCI E ROVING RAM
By Sig Tom Beerling
After a heart rending plug up on the night of 8 'ovember, we
deployed to Gandale Bivouac area, about 5min from Canerick Garri on
on the morning of9 ovember. The det comprised Cpl Stu Fo ter, LCpl
Karl shron, and igs Si tooney, Tom Beerling tu Welton and Kate
Mar h.

LCpl Rawlings (left) and Sig Walker-Scott
patrolling in Dili, East Timar

Sig Tom Beerling- Trying to look hard
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On Thursday 10 September, Delta Tp got the call to deploy on the
following Saturday to Australia in order to move forward to East Timor.
With 48 hours notice, we plugged up 50 I (E) Maroon and set about
testing a many circuits as possible. With just over one hour left before
the flight, we knocked off to rush around like lunatics packing our kit
before we left camp. After the traditional six hour delay at Lyneham (all
that rushing around for nothing then!), everybody boarded the faithful
Hercules that was to take us on our four day trip to Oz. The fir t stop was
Cyprus where we celebrated gt 'Davrog' Rogers' birthday with seven
of us sleeping in each 2-man room! The second stop-over was a great
imprO\'ement - Oman. We all stayed in a five star hotel and dined a la
carte in our combats! We then flew on to Sri Lanka for refuelling and
then the Coca I lands. adly the only hotel on the island was full, so the
locals reopened the quarantine centre for us to stay in - how kind! The
last stop was Darwin and it was straight off the plane and back to work
setting up the detachment.
Five days later and after rnany steeple s nights, we had a period of 'on
the Herc, off the Herc' a we tried to get to East Timor. Eventually, half
of the per onnel and all the equipment got loaded and we set off for Dili.
Arrival in Dili was very much like a scene from M*A*S*H! Upon arrival
in our location, 6kms frorn the airport, we were greeted by the TNI
(allegedly) letting off rounds and etting fire to the building across the
road from us. Cpl Gina 'Gi nelli ' Atkinson had the added bonus of it
being her birthday! o far that day, she had seen gunfire, burning
building and omehow he had set her combats alight! Once we began
our et-up, no end of problems occurred, not least of which was Capt
Alex 'Wear a helmet from now on' Fennell smacking his head on a roof
while everyone watched and then having a satellite dish dropped on his
head shortly after! The aforementioned Cpl Atkinson 's recognition ski lls
have kept the morale up however with such lines as, 'Ooh, look at that
funny dog!'' o, that's a pig Gina .' -she is obviously not a loca l!
Meanwhile, back in Darwin, those who flew back to collect the last of
the equipment got to have their photos taken under a 'nice' sign (due to
censor restrictions we can't show this). When all the 'important' people
were where they belonged (in Dili) and the insignificant underlings were
left to rot by the pool ide with fre h food in Darwin, the hurry up and
wait syndrome began - 'Quick, get this link in fir t. o, now thi one,
etc.'. It was all great fun! At the end of the day, is it too much to ask for
running water and a cold can of Coke? This and many other questions
will be answered in the next instalment from Delta Troop in the Far East!
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DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Teri Downes
Tp SSgt
Sgt Gaz Middleton
Delta Tp, would like to say a warm welcome to Cpl Dambar
' Dimebar' Gurung coming across from 250 GSS and to ~ig~ John
'Winston' Ellson, Steph 'Trunks' Hawkin and Paul 'Catalogue Po,,c'
llowells - all coming straight from the factory. A fond farewell goe,, to ~gt
Dave Rogers and family and Sig .Jacqui 'Brunei' Bridger v.ho are both
posted to the Royal School of Signals down in Blandford. Also fond
farewells to LCpl Lee 'You ain't seen me, Right!' Kemp to I (RBY) Sig
Sqn, LCpl Paul 'Unlike the Murphy's' Hines to 7 Bde and Sig 1ark 'Mr
Logic' Palmer to orthern Ireland. We mw.l also say goodbye and good
luck to Cpl Andy 'Jurassic' mart, ig Oscar 'Weight gain 4000'
Phillips and Sig Baz 'Beefcake' till who have all seen the light and are
leaving the Army for civvy street. Congratulations go to gt Caz 'Barry
Shecnc' liddlcton and wife Angela on the birth of baby Edward, as well
as to Sgt Dave Rogers and wife Christine on the arrival of baby Lauren
Jade. For several month now members of the Troop haYe been deployed
on Operation Langar and we would just like to ay hello to all deployed
Lance
(we hope to sec you all before Christmas). The ignalman
Corporal board did the Troop proud and although there are too many
names to mention, congratulation lo all! A big welcome back should
certainly go to Cpl Dean Rawlings and Sig Ruth 'Rounders Queen'
Phillips - who by all accounts were lefi and forgotten in Egypt on Ex
Bright Star. Finally, we are all very pleased to ee the return of Lt ">Jot
very brown · Downes from Kuwait - some people get all the jollies!!
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Emma Rae
Tp Sgt
SSgt 'Doc' Halliday
Some hellos and goodbyes from the alrnighty Troop that i Echo:
Hello to Capt Emma 'I do know my Corp History' Rae, Cpl Pete 'taxi'
Watson and Cpl Brendon 'bit of a ladie man' Plant. Al o welcome to
ig's Bruin, Hannam and Howland from that lovely Blandford factory.
Farewell and good luck to Sig Jim Brown, Sam and hannon po ted to
Ireland. And of course we will miss ig Dave ims who is off to I Di' to
continue work on his belly (Lucky you!). Also congratulations go to the
multitudes that have recently received news of promotion. Cpl Plant,
LCpl Bevan, LCpl Carter, LCpl Howson, Sig Brown, Sig Donnelly,
ig Engelby, Sig McKay, Sig Stedman and Sig Walker. Your name in
The Wire mean you owe u yet more beers - Thanks!
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Morag Southern
Tp SSgt
S gt Paul Boughey
A warm welcome is extended to numerou ne'' faces: Cpls Lucy
Mason and Garath McKee, posted in from ATR Arborfield and JC
I
respectively, and Siggies Gareth 'Doris' Day and Andrew JordanWhite fresh from the Royal chool of Signals. Blandford. We al o
welcome Sig Thwaites and ig Armitage back into the fold afier some
beasting with the PT Corps in order to pa their as istant PTI instructor
course: well done! The pa t month have naturally focused on the
quadron JTFHQ deployment on Ex Bright Star, Egypt, an Exercise that
ha certainly topped up any fading summer tans. In preparation for the
Exerci e programme next year, the Troop OC and taff ergeant al o
managed to tear them elves away from the rigorou romine of the
Regiment and recce Diego Garcia for an OTX.
250 SIG 'AL Q ADROt
qn Comd
laj R. P. Wilson
S M
W02 (SSM) Chandrabahadur Guruno

A good earthing was required for desert communications!!
But luckily it wasn't all work and no play. Thrc!e of the Troop
managed to get away for a cheeky game of rugby against the Expats.
lso R&R began shortly afier the match ~vith almost all of the quadron
getting a few days off in Hurghada, dO\\ non the Red ca. l would love to
tell of the tale. and adventure that occurred during R&R, but ·what goe
on tour must tay on tour'. o, unfortunately, I am not permitted to
disclose Cpl 'Jase' Curley's di agreement with one of the lovely local
boys! Anyway back al the C , the c ·ercisc proved to be a good test for
everybody in the Squadron and all demon tratcd they could handle the
responsibilities of JFl-IQ - both the equipment and the stam However, by
the end. \\ e were ready to wap shade and un crcen in Egypt for
jumper and scarves back in Blighty!
SQUADRON HEADQ ARTER
EW
The quadron headquarter ha at last settled, with just one departure,
that of Capt Rich Carter: all the best for taff College! Geographically
speaking however, we'\e been pread between continent. With the
Kosorn recce still to be done before Christmas, there will still be plenty
of movement right through to the end of the sill eason.
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THE WORK OF THE G RK.HA WELF RE SCHE IE
the Second-in Command of 250 Gurkha Signal quadron, I was
recently fortunate enough to attend the epali long language course in
epal, followed by a three week duty trek on behalf of the Gurkha Welfare
cheme (GW ). De pite being heavily involved in the organisation of the
Regiment' Trailwalker event earlier this year. which raises funds for the
GW . I had ery little idea of how thi help actually reache tho e in need.
Contrary to what much of the Briti h Pres would haYe you belic,·e.
Gurkha Ex- ervicemen arc not forgotten by the British public and Briti h
Government once they retire and return to one of the poorest countrie in
the ' orld. The GW i the field arm of the Gurkha Welfare Trust, a
Registered Charity ba ed in London. The aim of the GW i :
'The alleviation of hard hip and distr?Ss amongst
Gurkha Ex-Servicemen of the Briti h Crown end their dependants
by rendering aid to individuals and their comm1111i1ies in, epaf, '

Individual Aid is the core activit) of the GW , and \\Orking through
25 Welfare Centre . ba ic ,,·elfare pen ion and medical care are prO\ ided
for O\'er 11 ,500 Gurkha veteran and \\idows. lndiYidual id al.o comes
in the form of hard hip and educational grant , and accounted for
approximately half of the £3.5 million spent by the GV. last )car.
ommunity id concentrates on building chool . bridges and water
project . with funds mainly provided by the Dcpanment for ln1ernational
DeYelopment (DFID). Kadoorie Agricultural id Association (KAAA)
and Exercise Trailwalkcr. The help of the British GO\ emmcnl is e. scntial
in covering all GW upport co t in cpal, '' ith the n:~sult that the wtal
amount of any donation actually reache those in need.
During my trek I wn ta. kcd to 'i it even chooL '' h1ch had re.:ei' cd
major grant for rebuilding, a well a inten icwing two ex-sen icemen
and one '' ido''. Even afier a short time in the hill., I . oon unde1. tood JU't
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ho'' ' ital the support of the GW is. Al the first WC I visited, a
pen.10ner arrh ed "ith a gangrenou~ foot. He had been carried for two
da\. b\ h1 • ons in order to reach the \ C'. and was in a great deal of
pain. The A\\ · l\1edical s istant called ·he doctor immediately, and
the pen ioncr was sent to ho ·pita! " ithin an ::our. A a Welfare Pensioner
he will !>.: refund d I 00% of hi. expense l•Jr medical treatment
epal
ha. no free a11onal Health Sen ice. I al o visited an elderl y ._,.uple "ho
n:lied hcavih on the help of their nearest W . fhe Ex- ' en iceman wa
4) 'ar · old and had been held a· a Japanese POW for th re
ears during_
\\ orld War :?.. and hi wife wa~ suffering from the ad' anced tagc ot
cancer. The wile had alreadv been treated in hospita l in Kathmandu, and
the couple' "elfare pen ion wa their only ource of income. Examples
of such e., treme hard. hip are commonplace in epal.

Three of the WW2 Veterans whom the GWS support
O'er 3,500 of the 11,500 welfare pension paid by the GW each
month are now ponsored by indi\ iduals who covenant £ I 0 a month ,
allo\\ ing the GW to use the money sa ed to extend its· medical care and
other benefit . However, it till mean that £ 0,000 has to be found each

monrh e1·err month to meet the promi e of paying a welfare pension lo
tho e \\ho· arc not yet sponsored. ould you help? To !ind out more
details about spon oring a destitute E:1.- crviceman or widow please
contact the GWT (address below). Another way to help these proud
people to whom "e owe a great debt of honour is to participate in the
annual Trailwalker fund rai~ing event. ext year's event takes place on
24/25 June 2000, and after raising £60,000 with 800 competitors thi &
year, Trailwalker 2000 aims to ra ise £I 00.000 a nd to attract I 000
participant ' . To rece ive an information pack, contact the Trailwalkcr
office
on
01455
222576
or
vi it
o ur
we b s ite:
hup://www. trailwalker.uk.clara .net The Gurkh a Welfare Trust ca n be
contacted at: 3rd Floor, 88 Baker t, London, WI M 2AX. Tel : 0 17 1 707
1925 Fax: 0171707 1929
EXERCISE FLYJ G KH K RI 3 1999
bi• LCpl S11ndar Rai
· Exercise Flying Khukuri took place in Bcckingham training area during
the period of 15-19 ovember 1999 and wa orga ni ed by our Squadron
econd in Comma nd. Capt A. R. itkcn. The main aim of the exerci e
wa to make sure that all the Operation carab/Appolyon a ct and
personnel in it could work elliciently in case of a ca llout. The secondary
aim of the exer i e wa to brush up our mi litary ski ll s in the field
en ironment. The exercise wa conducted in two distinct tages. The first
stage con isted o f practi cing Op Scarab/A ppolyon for two days .
Operation crab/Appolyon are Military Aid to Civili an Power · (MACP)
Operations initiated at a high go ernmenta l level. If they ca ll us out, we
are there in the field\\ ithin six hours providing secure voice line , faxe or
anyth ing they want regarding communication. The second ~ tage was
purely a military training exercise, which consi ted of map read mg, NBC,
patrolling, ection attack and attack in pairs. The la t but very interesting
!es on "as 'Conduct after Capture'. We had been fortunate enough to be
imparted such a \ aluable le on, where \\e learned what to do, and more
importantly, how t uni e and live graciously afterwards should we
become a Pri oner of War. Fina lly, we came back to Bramcote amp on
the morning of 19 o ember 1999 after a very useful yet an enjoyable
exerci e.
Jai Queen 's Gurkha Signal .

This year the ommandmg Officers competition was held at Strensall.
Trainin& Centre nea; York and ~onsisted of a physically and mentally
dcmand111g ~cnes ol military skills stands which were designed to test
ITD skills amongst other things O\er a two d;iy period. The 42 Sqn teams
were led by Capt Dave Tithcridge and Lt Paul Edward~ respectively.
The hot money was on Dave Tithcridge leading hi team to yet another
v.ictory, having won the competition in 1997 and 1998. I lowever, our pint
sm:d 0 Trunk ode Troop, Paul Edwards, had other ideas and pipped
them to the posl by leading his team to a well deserved victory. A not too
surprising occurrence when one considers that Pau l was the RSM of 37
Sig Regt (V) before being appointed to a TA commi sion with the
Squadron. Having completed a comprehensive clean sweep of first and
second piaces in the Regimental Competition the Sqn Comd could
perhaps be forgiven for having looked like the proverbial smiling
Cheshire cat ever since.
REMEMBRA CESU DAY
The quadron took part in th.: Remembrance Sunday Parade through
the centre of Manchester on the 14 ·ovcmber 1999. This was a big day
for our SQMS(V), SSgt Maurice Aarons, a. he was acting Sergeant
Major, having just completed the two week drill course with the Brigade
of Guards rn the hotplate at Pirbright (the SM wa on his honeymoon in
Thai land. Read 01 for an explanation). S "gt Aarons has now had a new
dance named aftl!r him called the Salford Shuffle for reasons which
escape me for th• moment. Suffice to say that when his course report
arrives from Pirbright I shall study it with great intere t! Once the parade
was over all and sundry repaired to the TA Centre at Norman Road for
the usual curry lunch. Our guest of honour this year was Maj Sam
Arditti MBE DL MA, who is a Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Greater
Manchester.

33rd (LANCASIDRE & CHESHIRE) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
Ex-Signalman Norman Harris flanked by Col Gibbs,
Chief Executive of Broughton House and Cpl Carl Jefferson
42 (CITY OF IA 'CHESTER) SJG, AL SQUADRO
(VOLUNTEERS)
qn (:omd
!Jaj I. G. Kelly TD KINGS
SM
W02 (SS 1) G. Ward
Once again the plaintive cry comes up the line from RHQ al Liverpool,
'Where are your WTRE notes? ' It seems that the last lot bave only just
been di patched, but after checking the file, I realise that the Adjutant is
not joking and indeed two mon ths have nashed past so quickly that
Christina is almost upon u . Knowing that it's hopeles to contact my
fellow officer in the faint hope that they might ju L have jotted down the
odd thought or happening (fat chance!), the usual (no prizes for guessing
who) Squadron scribbler once more takes up his well chewed pen.

lt was a- pleasu re, a ever to receive a vis it from Professor Toyne

which occurred during a Tuesday evening drill night when he was met at
tl1e gate to orman Road TA Centre by the Sqn Comd and the S M . A
variety of training wa being carried out and the Honorary olonel was
able to talk to a large cross section of the Squadron and infect them with
his unique brand of enthu iasm and energy. A hi gh light of the e ening,
was a presentation to Mr orman Hathaway, our civilian vehicle
mechanic, on the occa ion of his retirement after 14 years service with
the Squadron. orman will be adly missed and it is an ind ication of the
great affection and respect in which he was held that we were able to ask
Professor Toyne to present him with a beautiful engraved ro e bowl
from all ranks of the Squadron.

VI IT OF THE HO 'ORA RY COLO EL
PROFE OR P. TOYNE DL
Kicking off with (which eems an appropriate metaphor to use when
the TA Centre is a stones throw from Main Road) the vi it to the
quadron of our Honorary Colonel, Profe sor Toyne the Vice Chancellor
of Liverpool John Moors University, on the 19 October 1999.

The Honorary Colonel, Professor P Toyne,
pictured with Mr Norman Hathaway and his wife Betty
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The Winners and Runners Up in the CO's Competition
at Strensall Training Camp
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Stew Green, Capt Dave Titherldge,
Lt Paul ' Beanpole' Edwards, LCpl Michelle Holbrook and
LCpl Paul Bennison
Middle Row: LCpl Sue Heaps, Sgt Tim Mounfield,
Cpl Karl Bartlett, Sgt Dave Kerr, Sig Alex Thoms,
OCdt Danny Fenwick
Back Row: Sig BJ Smith, LCpl Andy Connell,
OCdt Charles Vincent, LCpl , Harold Griffiths and
Cpl Mick Hanna
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42 Sig Sqn (V) marching in the Remembrance Sunday Parade led
by the Sqn Comd , Maj Ian Kelly TD KINGS
BRO GHT01 HOUSE
IIOl\1E FOR DISABLED EX-SERVICEME
As a resul t of a conver ation bet\\cen the PSAO, Capt Gerry
Whelan , and the Deputy Lord Lieutenant, Maj am Arditti, during the
Remembrance Day lunch, tbe Squadron now has an affiliation , with
Broughton Hou.e di sa bled erviccmen' Home. Broughton House,
whose patron is HRH The Duke of York, wa founded in 1916 to care
for disabled ailors and Soldier returning !Tom the Great War. Through
its door over 4,500 ex- crvicemen have entered, many from the 1939-45
War. It i a registen:d charity and i ituated in a quiet re idential area of
Ker al, alforcl and has facilitie to care for 57 disabled en•icemen at a
time. It was decided that the proceeds of a quadron ocial event, "hich
had been organi eel to raise money for charity, should be donated to the
House. Cpl Carl Jefferson was the mover and shaker behind thi event
which took the form ofa 'llor e Racing ight' held in the JRC. The um
of £200 .00 wa raised and our picture hows Cpl Carl Jefferson
pre enting a cheque to Col D. E. Gibbs CBE TD JP DL, the hief
Executive. It is hoped to run further event to improve on thi mode t but
most welcome sum.
A a footnote, WIRE reader ' will be interested to know that three
former members of the Corps arc at present patient in the home. Pictured
with Col Gibbs and Cpl .Jefferson is orman Harris, formerly 2325998
Sig Harris. orman erved in Aden and then throughout the War with
the Eighth Anny in orth Africa, Italy. France, Belgium and Germany.
The other two ex-Corp ml!n were both ational ervicemen, posn ar.
Hugh McKay from Glasgow, formerly 22181314 ig 1cKay, "ho
erved in Catterick from 1949-51 and Bill Grundy. forn1erly 21057293
Sig .rundy, ' ho also served at atteriek from 1947-5 I. orman
Harris and Bill Grundy are both local men from the alford area.
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IARRIAGE
W02 (S 1) GRAHAM WARD AND GT LESLEY DE Kl1'
A special mention must be made of our popular Sergeant Major,
Graham Ward. Graham finally plucked up the courage and popped tl1e
question to our even more popular ( he feeds us) AGC Chef. Lesley
Ward , nee Deakin. They were married at the end of October and went off
on a dream honeymoon to Thailand. Preparation and planning being every
good ergcanl Major' watch word, he had already arranged drill course
for his nvo senior Sgts, Maul"ice Aarons and 'Roo ter· Coburn ix
months before, realising that he would be away over the Remembrance
unday Parade (coincidence or what!). On hi return he held a highly
succe sful wedding reception in the Drill Hall at 1 orman Road to \\ hich
he invited all member of the quadron. To mark this happy occa ion the
SM and his cham1ing bride were presented with an engra\ ed ships
decanter on behalf of all members of 42 ig qn (V). Of course it goe ·
without saying, that we wish them both a long and happy mamcd life
together.

W02 (SSM) and Mrs G. Ward
pictured after receiving a ships decanter
from all the members of 42 Sig Sqn (V)
at their wedding reception in the TA Centre at Norman Road
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FLRTHER 0 GRAT L TIO,.
finnll> congratulations arc extend d t the folio" ing: 0 dt Charles
\inc nt n his promotion from Lance C ·lrporol, Sgt Kevin \ e tall and
h1 \\ ife on th' birth of their daughter. ( nl Dave Ken on hi. promotion
to ergennt, LCpl Karl Bartlett n l : promotion to Corporal, ig
eorgina E\ans for gaining 'Be·t Endeavour· on her recrui! course.
SSTH (;\IER EY IDE) HEAOQ ART RS IG ' AL SQ
ORO
'qn omd
1aj \tlc11h C ummings
• I
\\02 (
1) Paul Williams
\ warm \\clcomc from SS ig qn to the new P AO. apt Tom
Ponton \\ho ha retired a. Quarterma ·tl'r of the Regiment. Capt Derck
Deega n nO\\ as · ume the appoinu11cnt ofQuartem18ster. big thank you
to Capt Phil Atkinson \\.ho ha been standing in for three months. ou
can nO\\ get back to your job a QC LAD.
In 10\ ember of thi year 33 ig Regt \\ere im ited to take part in an
end of year shooting competition in tadtallendorf in German . The
Regiment ent red two team of four. a team of old and bold, Maj Stan
Quayle the R 0. W02 (RQi\l ) Mcfar lane, \i 02 ( SM) Paul
William and
gt (Fo ) Paul orrie and a team of young ters. pl
t\latl) Riley, Cp l Sca n Tran, Sig Mart. Elliot and Sig John Clothier.
We al o took two re ervc /Admin ' ho were gt Tim lounfi,.ld and
L pl nton Kenny. The hooting competition is run and organi ed by
the Reservi tenkamerad chaft Gie·el and ponsored b the 39th Finance
Battalion U Army who are stationed in Gei sen. The competition i an
international e\·ent with team from all over Europe, however this year
we were the only Briti h team to enter. Re ervist rrom the Anny, a y
and ir Force a well a the GemlBn Police and Gem1an Border Police
took part in the competition. The competition involved shooting t11e Colt
MI 6A2 rifle, the M249 R machine gun or Minimi and the ne\\ Heckler
& Koch L . linimal instruction on the weapons wa given \\ ith no
time for any zeroing. The tandard et wa very high and a large number
of the competitors failed to qualify. Thi was mainly due to the lack of
experience\\ ith the weapon . W02 (
1) Paul Williams got the highest
core of the two team earning him a sharpshooter's qualification and
gt (FofS) Paul Corrie came a close second earning him a Marksman
qualification. The overall result for the teams was Fifth place for the old
and bold who are all 42 ( W) Bde B Clas Champions and 33rd place for
the youngsters. This \\as out of a total of 129 team . Our prize wa a
IOSmm hell ca e engraved with the 39th Finance Banalion's cresL We
are looking forward to next year's competition where we aim to come
back a ''inners. Any other uni t \\ho \\ i h to enter hooting
competitions abroad contact your unit rep for the Re erve Forces
A sociation, or the Resen·e Force Association Duke of York 's
Headquarters. Chel ea, London, W3 4 G or call on 0171 730 6122 and
a k for a erial list of the events for the year 2000.
59 IG i AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Chris Heaton
1
W02 ( M) Bob Paterson
The Squadron has had a busy time th is last 1J1ree months, having
recently completed the vehicle PRE. We are now bu y working towards
R IT early nex"t year.
BARBECUE
The annual barbecue went very well, the weather was good and pmts
were high. The theme this year was a potted sports event between the
Ofiicers and Seniors versus the Other Ranks:

The annual ad\ en tu re training wcckcnd at Halton amp went
extreme!> well with over sixty member of the quadron taking part in
\ arious outdoor pursuits including canoeing, mountain biking, rock
climbing and abseiling:
CO' COM PETITIO '
The annual
Competition ha s ju · 1 taken place where team s of
eight carry out various military acti vities that they would not normally
take part in.

co·s

3B

Rei::ular Army. We "'.1sh _them all the be t of luck.
'.\'1 Bob Ta}lor has
retired from the Terntonal Army after 28 years service and
1\1 rank
Hale has taken tho:: helm as SSM of80 quadron.
The Squadron wishes Bob and his family all the best for the future and
than.ks him for all his hard work and dedication throughout hi long and
d1sungu1shed serv ice. Cpl Paul Bermingham has just completed a
twelve month tour of the Falkland Islands and is now serving 111
Blandford on FTRS. LCpl Rory Haddock i currently completing a
twel ve month tour of duty in Bosnia. We hope to ee both of them back in
the quadron soon to gel on with some real soldiering!

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO
RSM

Sgt Brian Gillbanks, Cpl Bobby Hunter, Sig Chris Donaghy
and LCpl Mick Philburn showing how much they enjoyed the
pistol shoot Sgt Gillbanks was heard to say, 'That's unusual,
we've all run out at the same time'

The Squadron 'Q' Staff,
SSgt Denise Halewood and Cpl Karen Woodford show how to
smile (They've just been told by the QM we're on fresh rations!!)

Overall the weekend proved to be a succes although the scoring was
weighted again t us again.
80 (Cl-TE HIRE YEOMA RY) IGNAL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj tan Fitzgerald
S M
W02 (S M) Frank Hale

SSgt George Sheppard showing how it should be done!!

Since the last edition. 80 (Che?hire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron has
bcc.n extreme ly _busy with exercises, train_ing and recruiting. The last
reguncntal exerc ise of 1999 was conducted 111 an urban environment with
80 quadron bei.ng located in a school in Liverpool. One of the pupils
had recently ubJCCtcd the school to a CS gas attack so there was a real
13~ threat! The Reg iment prove_d. that it could operate in a city
environment a well as the more familiar countryside ro le. The quadron
has_lost igs D~rrai:i Carr and Michael Wagstaff to the Regular Army
whilst Capt Bill Dixon, 2Lt Ross McLeod, Sgt Chris Murphy and
CS05, John Fidler (MGS) have deployed to Bosnia in support of the

SSM Bob Taylor (Left) handing over to SSM Frank Hale,
November 1999
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Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves
WOl (RSM) . C. Yarwood

MUDDLEMA 10
A groan of disappointment was heard in Glasgow at the same time a a
shout of pain was heard in Middlesbrough when the Adjt, Dave Wilson,
had to tell records he was not resigning. The CO was happier! A warm
welcome to the man ion for W02 (RQ 1 ) Richie Bell, W02 (YofS)
John Walesby and W02 (FofS) Steve Young. May we welcome you to
the delightful urroundings of Brambles Farm! The major note of the
period is the announcement that the CO i off to Bo nia for six months.
What will we do without him !!! After a hectic few months it was great to
get the in ite to accompany the boss to pa tures new but alas it wa not to
be for anyone else in the mansion. With a light accent on word 'Why
would the man ion want to go to the muddle!'
34( ) SIG AL REGIME T (V) E TER TEAM
FOR THE lJMEGE MARCHES
LCPL WlLKI 'SO 'S DIARY OF E E T (SHORT VERS ION)
16 July: Departed for our journey into the unknown.
17 July: Boarded the ferry at Dover for Calais. The team has a few
drinks on board. early lo l two members, better luck next time. Arrive
at Heumensboord Camp approx 1330hrs. Shown to our accommodation
(unfortunately all rooms with balcony and ca view had previously been
booked). Had a briefing, lirst meal on camp and then for a night out in
ijmegen.
18 July: Spent an excellent day/night in Am terdam.
19 July: Alcohol free day (S ig Barret and ig Parkes obviou ly
misunderstood the briefing and thought the alcohol was free, at least they
drank like it was). Opening ceremony in ijmegen, British contingency
about to march on with flag flying high and the heaven opened up and
put an end to that; umbrellas up and everyone home. LCpl Wilki nson '
15 minutes of fame is put on hold.
20 July: Tuesday morning (only just) 024Shrs, shower, dre sed and
b/fast at 031 Shrs. Food ball i buzzing. Made andwiches for lunch and
we're on parade for 0400hr . 0430hr eyes right and we're om The
trcct are lined with civilians cheering u on. The first day eem to run
smoothly and we made quite good time; back in the beer tent for 1345hr.
The atmo phere i electrifying. Fini hed the first day with all eleven,
though Sig Crayton had a tough time with headaches.
21 July: Day T\\ o up with the parrows again. b/fa t, parade; eye
right so here we go we're at it again go left, go right, go left. The ongs
ju t keep on flowing the same one over and over and over again. Mo l of
the team are starting to get the odd bli ter but we keep miling through,
just like we always do 'co· we know we'll blister again as tomorrows
another sunny day. Third checkpoint: Sig Crayton' in the medic tent
with constant migraine and vomiting. Team Leader (Lt WiJUams) comes
back 'they've pulled him out'. So then there was ten and the little one
said sho' me the way to go home I'm blistered and I ' ant to go to bed
(via the beer tent plea e). ot such a quick day today, but ' e're on our
journey home now and the teams beginning to gel.
22 July: Thur day (renamed Hell Day). I think everyone dreaded thi
day. ore blistered, feet wolleo, ankles and knees and seven hills to
climb. We climbed the first t\ o without kno' ing: the next few weren't o
small but they take your mind off your feet (concrete labs). 'It' a long,
long road, ' ith many a winding turn', then we pot the hell garage, ju t
another few miles now, head down we're going for it! Time for another
song, ·A II the leave are brown and the sky i gray; I went for a walk a
walk! a walk! oh ye , ju ta stroll in the park . We 're getting closer to the
beer tent, head up shoulders back, feel proud; 'Oh when the Brit . oh
when the Brits, oh when the Brits come marching in, 'They'll want zehn
biers bine! ' and then some more. Well one more day to do and we've
done 11 ! labs of concrete and legs in serious pain nov . (Lt Howard
laugh in the face of pain). A few of the team vi it the medic tent then
preparation of kit for the march past, tea. ho\ er and lights out.
23 July: Day Four up at 0230hr , dressed, b/fast, prepare lunch, fill
water bottl s, parnde, photo taking session, 34( ) ig Regt eyes right and
away we go for the last time. Who said the la t day wa the ea iest!
Funny how we all hobble down the road in step. eing fami li ar faces in

the crowds old and young from all around the world. (Sig Bibby chats to
a few hundred as we pass by). God where's the fini h line? Ten
determined (knackered) soldiers marching in two liles. Someone spots
MacDonalds (finish point) and emotions they run high.
ow that's the end, it's over, but was it all wonhwhile? perhaps you
gt More (21C), Lt Howard,
should a k: Lt Williams (Team Leader),
LCpl Callaghan , LCpl Wilkinson, LCpl William on, ig Barret, Sig
Bibby, ig Crayton, ig Parke , Sig Rayner. See you all next year!!

The End

49(WR) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj ix mith DE
SM
\ 02 (S 1) James

ARRI AL
A warm welcome to the new P I, gt Bob ·Tue cat' Breheney and
the new Radio Relay Corporal Cpl Daz · TO Boy' Collins.
DEPARTURES
We finally managed to get rid of W02 (RQ'.\.I ) lick Ginty. on
promotion to 39 ig Rcgt (V) at Bri tol. eriously though, Good Luck
Mick.
PROMOTION
ongratulation to Sgt Ian 'Clint' Eastwood and LCpl Kelly ·\ itch'
1arsdcn on their well earned promotions.
EXERCI E GREE OSPREY - 5/6 J
E
Ex Green 0 prey i a management training \\eekend at The Royal
ehool of ignal ·, Blandford. The intention of the Exercise 1 to tmin
Ops/Plans personnel and ode Commander· in the command and control
of the Ptarmigan ystem. The Exerei c take· the form of computer ba ed
training followed by an Excrci e scenario. The ccnario tart off quite
slO\\ ly and then in true army fa·hion finishe at a deliriou pace. \fan!
beer were ow d on the strength of Op /Plan personnel an \\ ermg the
sub et a 0 Cs. It became ob\ ious that the pace of the exercise \\as too
fast when SSgt Dawn 'I'm · urc that I told you that befcm:, didn't I?'
Malloy phoned the other Ops/ Plans for an update. Imngine her surpns
when the ubsel was ans' ered b the QC. "ho happened to be stood nc. t
to her.
A

UAL AMP19J
E/3J LY
This year· Annual Camp \\a ' di\ 1ded into three pha cs. The fir t
week c n isted of a Ptarmigan omms E xerci e. the ccond \\a, .1
military training week and the end of the camp wa. 111 the fonn elf the
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R ·giment c erc1:ing it right to a Freedom tarch through the street of
liddlc ·hro ugh. t q uadron leYe l the comm Exercise went well.
although it " a· w ith much regret that " e had to hand over our blank
ammo to 90 qn .o that the) could he attack
special mention mu ·t
go w gt tu Key. RL • " ho at one stage sc ·1ed to he providing food
for the fhe thou and. Th.: mili tar) traini ng '"eek cu lminated in the
B1 rtwistle Trophy. T hi. year eac h squadron had to provide five 5-man
team •. the om bin d ores or the top t\\ o team. from each qua,lron to
count. The competition con·istcd of mi litar · tands uch a. command
tasks. vehic le recognit ion, a sault course· and range• . The top two teams
ti nt . hed first and fifth respecti\'e ly, the quadron clai ming the trophy for
the third con ecuti\ e year. They also won the sports competition. the two
' o lleyball team conte ted the fi nal ( gt Keith · Dig it' Holdstock to
the fore), the football team ' as runner up (thank. to 'I can't miss, ure
shot· W ill iams ), the tu gger were third in the tug o f war and the
quadron ca ti) won the chain of comm and race. Each year the quadron
a\\ ard ·a trophy to the be t 01 mo.t imprO\ed ignaller, male and fe male.
on the camp and thi year the two de crving wi nn r were ig Kev
D o,~ n and ig ara h tedman . \ e ll done. The culm ination of the
camp was the Freedom o r Mi ddle brough Parade. The TA are not i sued
o - Dre and it was onl) through some hard work by the QM. dept and
some la t ditch titching by th ta ilore·s that . aved the da . It was a fi ne
. ummer· day and e\ eryone in the quadron seemed to enjoy the parade
and then it '' a back to Leed for a well earned cup of tea. ·

GE 'E RAL
Congratulation go to the following on succcssru l completion of their
Phase ll Recruit Training at The Royal School of ignals: igs larkson,
L od ge, clson. Ra m za n , Reveley, tead , tc dman and Torl ey. A
warm welcome back from the Falkland Islands to LCpl Terri C ollict
who is already searching for her next adventure. Bosnia perh aps'?
'

wr D

R FING
A very well done to S gt Baz 'I've still got it' Raine th e SP I at the
Hull Detachment, who won the Roya l igna ls r-tea ywcight Wi ndsu rfing
Champion hip and came se ond overa ll.
A PERFECTLY G OOD A EROPL A E
gt Tony Maples was med ically discharged from the TA last year and
members of the quadron decided that they would like to ra ise money to
help with a trip to the U A for Tony and hi fami ly. After much thought
and heated discus ion it wa decided that the team wou ld take part in a
parachute jump. T he team consisted of seven intrepid idiots, that wa gt
Dave 'Oh l've broken a fi nger nai l' C arr pulled out at th e la t minute,
and T he Merl in entrea t Topcliffc was to be the loca ti on fo r th eir
hairbrained cheme. The tea m wa made up of the fo ll ow ing: SSgt Dawn
' Wmgs Malloy, Sgt Frank 'l have to be in black' Mason, LCpl Aron
' What happens if I pull this' Wimpenny, Sig Becky 'llO\ does the count
go aga in ' Lodge, ig Ben 'W here do we land' Marti n dale and Sig
Sahera ' Do my gogg les s u it me' Ram z an. T he tra inin g a ll wen t
accord ing to plan and then they were ai rborne, it wa al th is stage that
hearts began to pound, weal began to drip and doubts began to appear.
ig Lodge needed some coa ing out or the aircraft and he must have
been counting mentally a all that could be heard were her screams. ig
Martindale's exi t went well, but then he decided that he needed ome
phy ical training and landed about two mi le from the DZ. Apparentl y it
wa a pleasant walk back. A ll enjoyed the adventu re and about £800 was
ra i ed for the good cause.

The faces of fear!

Members of 49 Sqn prior to the Freedom of Middlesbrough Parade

EXERCISE POLAR PEAk EBOR - 11112SEPTEMBER1999
This was an Ad enture Training Weekend in the Peak Di tri ct
organised by Lt Jo Howard and Cpl Andy Meadley. The Exercise was to
take the form of mounta in biking, hi ll walking and rockclimbing. The
walkers tarted off at the Torside Re ervoir and fini shed at Eda le via
Kinder Scout, a tota l distance of about 23km. SSgt Daw n 'Never Happy'
Ma lloy was not too impres ed w ith the lack of water on the Kinder
Waterfall and there wa ome discussion as to how far two kilometres on
the map is as compared to on the ground. Sgt · obby' C larke was that
enlhusia tic to join the re t of the quadron that he managed to collect
three bon u po ints from the constabulary in Sheffi eld. The mountain
biking was a little too steep for some tastes with some of the bikers
spending a lot of the time with their bikes slung over their shoulders.
50 ( O RTHUMBRIA ) SIG AL QUADRO
Maj G ..Jennings
Sqn Comd
SSM
W 0 2 ( SM) S. Ti nkler
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ARRIVALS/FAREWELL
A fond farewell to the Squadron Commander, Maj J ohn La mbto n,
who has depl oyed to the Balkans for a six month Detachment. The new
OC, Maj Graham J enn ings is at this moment wading through the last
three previous 0 's paperwork, (the majority having been already fi led in
the infamous File 13). A warm welcome to Sig Sa m Mc Dermott who
joined the Squadron just in time to attend Summer Camp and be
volunteered Lo take over the running of the Squadron Football Team.

The winning Birtwistle Team
(L-R): Sgt Keith Geddes, 2Lt Keith Williams, Sig Mel Firth,
Cpl 'Ollie' Oliver, Sig Kev Downes

EVERYO E LOVE
SA ILOR
gt J off Bailey was recently dined out by the Squadron, but not before
\\e can claim some reflected glory for his recent success in the . ervices
R Championships. gt Ba iley along with his crew Adria n Lynh a m ,
won the RS400s competition, winning four out of the six races. Well
done J off and good luck with the infamous Bowman Trials.
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C O GRATULATJO S
Congratulations go out to 2Lt Paul Dennin g, who has ju t uccessru lly
completed and TA Commissioning Course at RMA Sandhursl. For hi
sins, Paul ~kes over the responsibilities of 21C Trunk Node Troop.
Congratulaltons to C pl Pa ul Standin g and LC pl Vicky Sta nding the
proud parents of the Squadron 's newest and youngest recruit, Thomas
.
eil Sta nding.
PROMOTIO
Congratulations to Sgt Ross Blair and gt M ickey .Jemmett who have
made the short trip up the stairs to the ergeants Mess. Wel l done. Al o
gt Carole Ann Phillip , who now outranks husband Sgt Mark Phillips
- who wears the trousers in their house?
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 2000

EW HOT OFF T H E PRES
. AJ>parent!Y to break the monotony of the leaving speeches at the
1ram111g MaJors leavmg do, the CO took it upon himself to promote Sgt
Co lin Ridley - Well done SQMS.
P l~E

CAM P 01
ER
Once aga in the Squadron held a very successful Pre Camp Dinner. The
standard of ~e rv1ee from the .Oflicers and S COs was a great
improvement from last year, especially the wine waiters. The hicf Guest
'~as the Commandi ng Oflicer, ~ t C ol Dav id Hargreave , whose party
piece was to pr?mot.c the hcad.w m ~ w'.1iter, to Squadron Commander, Maj
G r a ha m Jcnnm gs 1 still paymg for ringing the bell.
A N ALCAM P
This year's Annual Camp was a two part affair. Week one Ex Able
ondor, a Communication .Exercise, saw the quadron initially' deploy to
Granthan, th~n various location m the onh or England, the last one bei ng
seven. miles from our own ~AC! T~e Squadron lived up to their reputation
as being the best communicators m the Regiment (or should that be the
Brigade) and again did. themse lves proud. Various V IPs were enterta ined,
notably the Master of Signa ls, Maj Gen Sprackling, who visited the Trunk
Node. at Jlidcbrand .Barracks, ll an-ogate. The Squadron PS I, S gt 'Mac'
Mak1~non , managmg to drag hi mse lf out of his sleeping bag, to share a
cup o l tea and a packet or chocolate biscuits and remin iscing over old times
with said Master of Signals!. The econd week of camp saw the Regiment
deploy Lo Swynnerton Training Camp, on Ex Bold Tiger. The week comprised or Mi litary Training and Drill, Dri ll and more Drill ! The climax of
the \\~ek was .the Birtwistle Trop.hy and Regimental Smoker. ig Tony
tandmg provmg there 1s no truth m the rumours that he is about to be promoted, by playmg the Acung SSM to perfection. amp finished with the
quadron taking part in the Regimental Freedom Parade of Middlesbrough.
All the R M' shouting and hard work paying off.
BC AID TO POLA D
W02 (SSM) teve Tinkler has been flying the flag for the Squadron
by assi ting the Teesdale Lions and A B Aid to Poland in organising a
weekend for Polish refugees in the Lake Distri ct. The ch ildren were visiting England from three di fferent orphanages in Poland- Mragowo. Jawar
and Warsaw. A great weekend was had by all and the chi ldren will take
fond memorie back to Poland of their time in the afe hands of the SS I.

i

A

HA CE E
Whit t. on a

·co , TE R

rec~nl

visit LO llolland Maj C hris Jones, O p~ omccr
Reg1m.cnt (V) and Maj Graham Jenni n g~ , Officer
Comm.andmg SO(N) Sig ~qn (V) had a chance meeti ng wtth ex-Sgt Terry
Beechmg MM now a sprightly 82 year old. During a lull on a tour of the
Airborne museum Hartenstein at Oostcrbcek, they got together for a chat
abou~ Terry's expcri~nces duri ng t~e airborne landings and the Rh ine
cross mg. Terry was with 30 orps 1gs and was the line control Officer of
139. '!'E Se.ction Line Mcchs at Comms Sigs office. Ter ry's unit wa · in
pos1uon with 30 Corps on the Dutch/Belgium border and as Op 'v1arket
Garden began they advanced wi th the aim of relievi ng Arnhem. As the
advance came to ~ halt Terry had t~ mark time in the Nijmegan area, 30
Corps were then mvolved 111 the Rhme crossing. It was during this phase
that Terry happened to mention to his 0 th at 'he was bored and cou ld he
find hii:n . ~omethi n~ lo do'. Well . he did and Terry was given the
respons1b1ltty of laymg the ubmannc cable across the Rhine ...... at
night and also under enemy fire . Terry successfully completed thi task
and as a result was awarded The Military Medal.
3~(N) S1~11al

(L-R): Maj Graham Jennings, Sgt Terry Beeching
and Maj Chris Jones. Clearly seen are the medals awarded to
Terry and also his 30 Corps Divisional Flash alongside Jimmy
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IT'S A B G LIFE
Laz ing in front of my computer l wa desperately searching for some
inspiration to write some note for the next edition of The WIRE when l
ca me ac ros the Regimental year 2000 Defensive Plan to deal with the
Millennium Bug. I \\as convinced it was ju t another health and afety
scare and couldn ' t po sibly relate to my magnificent home PC that needed
a mall room to accommodate it - but big is powerful l ay and any\ ay it
complements my stacked hi-ft system with it 200 Watt speakers. That is
until I started reading the bit about computers cea ing to work on I
January due to some compliance problem with its internal clock. Happily
the document reas ured me that my toilet flush and drainage would
continue to work except for some local failure - but hey what's new over
Christmas and at least I can still u e the telephone. which would al o
remain una fTectcd, to call out a plumber. But that won't resolve my
immedi ate com puter problem which' ill cea e to runction at the end of the
year. Will thi be the end of my useful life a a main comributor to Th
WIRE magaz ine and would I have to resort to u mg the typewriter?
In desperation I ought the help and guidance of our IT e ·pert in the hape
of FofS Andy G ilpin. He was quick to grasp my problem and wisely
advi ed me that big i n' t necessarily bctler and that I needed to in est in a
more modem PC, with at least WindO\ s 95, M Office an appropriate
Anti Virus programme and load of RAM. ow for someone who wa
brought up on an Olivetti typewriter, and currentl y u ing a ten year old
Am trad, this pu h towards modernisation a well as p nding mone
worried me. Up until that point I thought Random Acces. Memory wa
something my toreman, C harlie, experienced when he sufTered a
convenient memory lo s, that Windows 95 was a national Double Glazing
Company and that a Hard Drive was the daily experience I endured
travelling into work! As for anti virus l a urned that was a course of
antibioti cs I was currently receiving for 'irul nu - which has now
deteriorated ! Happily my tran formation in embracing modem technology
is a lmo~t complete and having recei ved some u fol technical advice and
training I am now emi computer literate. In the meantime until I can
upgrade my P the Fol gave me a Ooppy di that would rectify my date
problem so I can continue producing Wire otes at home on my colossal
but antiquated machine, but a I type my printer has ju t packed in - now
\ here i ~ my hristmas pre ent list!
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CHRISTMAS CRACKER
Continuing on a light note the follow ing humorous incidents took place
during the past couple of month . While the afflicted would naturally
prefer to remain anonymou . it i fe lt that in the current climate of
opcnnes and unfair play. it i in their best interest· for their name to be
revealed! C pl Car l Ro sat an experienced Tech erving with Mike Tp ha
reportedly gone into hiding when it wa disco ered he tried to jump tart a
7Kva generator from the ehicle batterie but alas he ended up connectmg
the vehicle batterie to the in tallation batteric - a imp le ca e of a power
gt ndy
ranger getting his wires cro sed but at lea the wasn 't charged!
Ega n meanwhile now wi hes he was a little more witched on \\hen he
asked Sgt C harlie Wa lker what day it wa ju t before he paraded in
Bim1ingham on Thursday 11 ovember at the Fe tival of Remembrance!
o prizes for guessing the response Ca pt Dave Brough received\\ hen he
a ked the Sqn Fire CO what some new fire extingui hers were for!
EXERC ISE S PIDERS WE BB
Ex piders Webb was a hared HQ. 4 and 9 ig qn Adventure &
Leadership Training weekend held at Kimnel Park near Rh) I O\ er the
weekend 16117 October . The weekend , "hi ch ''a de igned to incorporate both fun and serious training acti\ itie wa the brainchild of
gt
ndy Egan. He en ured a broad range of subjec were covered from Map
Read ing to specialised Command Ta k . which are nece ary to a se · the
leader hip potential of tho e who attended. The weekend "a · a con. idcrable ucces . enjoyed by all who attended. foll of unforgettable 1nc1Jent.
and it fonnat will be repeated in future training event . 'vlemorablc
moments included Sgt Jim tephen 's unique demon tration on ho" to
scale an eight foot wall unaided. Hi le son rell into di arra) hO\H!\ er.
when he attempted to how off hi gladiatorial talents and ph) sical
prowe. s and imprc hi enthu ia, llc and engro sed audience. In. Lead.
much to hi · di.may, he acted out a cenc from the film• ho. I' \\hen ha\ ing mi Judged hi take-ofThe nm . traight into the" all and." hilc e:capmg
un cathcd. ufTered a major loss of dignity . Ila' ing regained Ins compourc he e ccutcd a magnificent run and jump and laun hcd him elf O\Cr
the wall to the ound of great applause! ot to be outdc'l!lc dunng the
Orienteering exerei e later in the day C pl Tracey Haggan and L pl
Adrian Proffitt two or our mo, l experienced Orienteers · n11 .. cd their
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marker :md for the ne ~t hour at lea. t au mpted to al:! out r
ig Regrs
dramatic intcrprctauon of the Blair Witch Proje ' l.
wide eyed Tr.:1ccy
later cont<:.-.· ·d that the c pericnc..: did pnwe to be a bit of a map reading
nightmare. To cap the first da) gt Dave Taylor recei\ ed hi. i ntroduct ~on
to the popular drinl- ·Met7' ()OU knm\ tr~ ad\ert) that on the morning
atler ten him 111 a delicate and contorted t;,te. He naturally blamed everyone but him elf. On the final day during the lap Rcadin..,· le·son gt
teH Crook (aka Julia Andrew. ) stayed \\'llh the film them" and \ 111\\ ittinely acted out as ene from the ' ound of 1u ic · when he led an intrepid
gn)up O\er a hill O\crlookmg Rhyl onl) to ha\e them impersonate the Von
Trapp fam1l}. \1uch to hi urprise they burst into a rendition of the ' lli! ls
are aliv ·\\1th the ound of 1usic'. gt Crooks remained unu uall y quiet
during this impromptu rendition.

or another. The acknowledged premier e\·cnt however has to be the
Officers 1ess Guest , ight he ld at the Ci ty of Bi rmingham's magn ificent
and umptuous Council House and i· fon dl y and trndi tionall y kno1111 a'i
the ouncil House Dinner. Guests of Honour included The Lord Mayor
and Lady Muyores of Birmingham. Cllr and Mrs Ian McArdlc, Comd
143 Bdc. Brig John King and Comd 11 Sig Bde Brig Jonathan Cook.
All of our guests were welcomed by the 0, Lt Col tevcn Potter and
the Honoral')' oloncl, Col Brian Foxon.

retitled 1120 Army Signal Regiment and later joined 59 ig Regt based in
Liverpool in 1960. Three years later he joined 58 ig Rcgt as Sqn Comd
and later was appoi nted 21 and final ly assumed command in 1967 just
pnor to the merger or 58 & 48 Sig Rcgt which then formed 35 ignal
Reg ime nt Ever si nce th en the good Co lonel has given 35 Signa l
Regime nt his comp lete an d to tal suppo rt and can be seen at eve ry
Council House Di nner. In this our Mi llenni um year all members of the
Regiment are both proud and delighted to know him and fervent ly hope
that this unique fr iendshi p and relationshi p carries on for many more
years to come.
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RO COU 'TRY HAMPIO HIP
It seems for far too long our Regimental Orienteering Team ha\·e
dominated th headline and captured all the glory with their ucees !ii i

e. ploits in many orienteering competition . 1 ow it \\ a. the tum of the
Regimental Cro s ountl') team who have always a p1red to reach the
sa~e le' el of succc and acclaim. On a biuerly cold and windy day at
Larkhill in earh Dec mber the team achieved their aim of not onl
competing but al o thra hing the oppo it ion and winning. The team led by
gt (FofS) eil TrengoYe by hecr gut and detern1ination managed to
ccurc si' team places in the top ten which wa enough to en ure that the
Regiment gained an excellent piece of silver to add to and adorn th_e trophy
cabinet. Coneratulations are extended to all of the runners who 111cluded
ia imon Bro\\ n. Cpl . obby tyle • gt urge, Cpl Shyam and Cpl
udeep and the R M, \ OJ Geordie Marshall, \\ho despite a e\·ere
cold, perseYered to the end and put up a great perfonnance.
E ER l E 'OD L FORT
Ex odal Fort was a 4 ie qn exercise that took place at 'esclifTe
training area and wa designed to carry out some ITD tests and tra in
members of the quadron iii' the Defence of a Communication site. The
excrci e \\3 planned and controlled by Lt Andy Snll't and started \\ ith a
tactical deployment into field location . The initial phase of the exerci e
wa purely in rructional with all involved undertaking ITD le ts in first aid
and BC while receiving instruction and practice in patrolling and
defence. Although heaven knows \\hat Sgt And y Lloyd (the new qn
P I) thought when he discovered to hi horror (almost half a mile later)
that the patrol he thought he wa leading had deserted him. It tran pired
that they had lost ight of their leader and thought the en ible option was
to return to the Main Gate of the training area - well it was dark and he
hould have allowed them a torch or two! The exercise also repre ented a
first encounter "ith mine awarenes training with a typical cenario of
recovering a casualty from a minefield. This not only pro\ ided useful
training but it also made everyone aware of the fact that de pile a world
wide ban on mines. million of them till exist all over the world
presenting :i daily hazard to many communitie and our own troops. Up
until Saturda) afternoon the weather remained relati ely mild but typical
of 'escliffe within two hours it turned from mi ld to poor to appalling and
the Bivi area turned into a quagmire with sleeping systems floating
everywhere. Despite the increasingly P.<JOr weather the simulated Trunk
ode responded well to the repetitive and determined enemy assaults and
gained some aluable experience.
By Sunday morning though the weather took its toll and rumours
abounded that the coastguard was being called in to recover tho e who had
been swept away during the night! Amazingly the wind and rain dissipated
just in time for the arrival of the helicopter (no not the coast-guard) that
\\as to be used for iraining in aerial reconnais ance for future com ms sites,
unfortunately no one managed to hitch a ride. The exercise concluded
with a further auack on the Trunk ode which resulted in the capture of
several enemy wounded. This provided an exciting climax to the exercise
that allowed all invol\ed to return Lo our home TA Centre just in time for
tea. pecial thanks are extended to SSgl Andy Lloyd, gt Mick
'.\1cDonald and gt Keith 'evitt for providing excellent D support and a
very special thanks 10 Cpl Wendy Geddis who took a break from her
normal trade 10 pro\ idc essential catering upport - thanks for the grub
Wendy! There 11as also a large number of recruits on this exercise having
their first taste of field conditions subsequently their personal skill,; and
drills improved significantly. That i with the exception of one unnamed
recruit\\ ho learned a very valuable lesson in personal admin the hard way,
\\hen dra\\ ing his kit a month later, he realised that it had been packed wet
and consequently \\as not only a little fragrant but mo t of it required
replacing!

A '\lGHTTOREME.MBER
One of the joys of Christma~ within the Regiment is the annual
celebrations and fi.inctions that take place in all locations when the TA
family in all its guises get together and enjoy themselves and hopefully
look back with fond memoric . It goes without saying that we have just
gone through an eventful year tinged with sadness and tragedy but happily
\IC are nO\\ going through a period of consolidation, stabi lity and calm and
are nO\\ beginning to look ahead \\ ilh renewed confidence, optimism and
11gour. Geuing together especially during the Christma Season
streng:hcn the bonds that tic u all and allow us to enjoy ourselves and
relax among. t the good company of family friends, com!Janions and
colleagues. The first two events involved the Officers and ergeants
\fo,sc, 11 hi ch both took place on . aturday 4 December.
The Sergeants !'vie s Christmas Draw took place at 58 Sqn' TA Centre
b~ cd in ·ewca tie under Lyme and proved to be a most enjoyable and fun
packed occasion "ith almost everyone wmning a pri7e.of one de cription
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RI G THEM BELL
It is appropriate to close our current contribution to Tire Wire 111th a me age of congratulations to the Bell brothers scrvmg \\ ith 89 ' ig Sqn. r 1N to
Cpl tevc Bell, an ex Regular Rad io Relay Operator no1\ serv mg \\ ith the
AGC , for achieving an A grade on his SPS Finance upgrading course> and
to his brother Mick (ex Regular RMP) who has just returned from his Dct
Comds course hav ing received the Top Student award. Very \\ell done to
you both! A fu rther congratulation is extended to all those aspiring S CO's
who were selected for promotion to crgeant during the recent Regimental
promotion board. Finall y a Happy II.Jew Year to all of our readers.

co

RSM

Lt Col P. J . Grogan
WO! (RSM) ox

REGIM E TAL HEADQ ARTERS
The pa t two months has been a re latively quiet time for the unit. The
princi pal thrust of train ing was ai med at Op Surety (The Mi llennium
Exercise) which unfortunately has now been cancelled. Thi was a major
di ·appointment for the unit and all that had volunteered to take part in the
exercise. During the weekend, 2-3 October, Regimental Officers auended
a Battlefield Tour of the om me - it would appear that \\i nc ta ting and
the replenishment of 11inc cellars fealu n:d high on the priority list. More
details of the tou r are co ntained in 93 qn's notes . The Regime nta l
Officers held a din ner nigh t to bid fa rewell to the outgoing CO, Lt Col
Whittle an d hi s wife Pamela . Unfo rt unately, howeve r, the la tin g
memory of the night to all will be taj John Duggan, the Regiment '
21C, giYing hi speech whilst his fl y was clearl y ajar!

A delighted Dominic Hope
pictured with her Sqn Comd , Maj Chris Edwards

FollO\\ ing the trad iti onal speeches the CO presented the award of best
junior officer to a delighted Capt Dominic Hope of 5 Sig qn and also
promulgated Lt Andy Sturts promotion. Both Dominic and Andy
celebrated their ach ievement in traditional style. Present at this very
special dinner were many old friends of the Regiment included Maj Gen
Paul Alexander a fo rmer Honorary olonel . Al o present was perhaps
the Regiments oldest and most distingui hed friend in Lt Col Geoffrey
Davi who it would be fair to describe a the Regiments founder member.

SSgt 'Andy Cap' Skelton
.
pleased after retrieving his much loved cap, during Ex Golden Lton

,.

On the unday morning the weather was appalling, the \\ind had
reduced but a continuou downpour now replaced it. Orienteering had
been arrancred in a local fore t but as everyone wa so keen and had been
looking fo~vard to this event (I lie a lot) it was decided to proceed. W02
Eddie O'Connor was paired with Cpl !Jickey tucklc but 11 took them
ome hours to return. It eem they lo t their way in the undergrO\\ th and
when they finally emerged without their map they \\andered around
taking in the view until being given direction out of the ~ore t ~y another
group. Sgt Phil Hall and LCpl Eddie Dale won the onenteenng eve.nt.
They were each presented with a much sought afler Squadron T- h1rt.
Both were extra large!!! !though the \\eat her over the weekend wa ·
appallin<> the aim of the excrci e was achieved and valuable le son · \\Cre
learnt. ~e" members of the quadroa were introduced to top roping and
ab eil ing and other members gained experience on route election and
map ·cale appreciation.
CO 37 Sig Regt (V), Lt Col Alan Whittle
describes the action at Memetz Wood

HEADQ ARTER SQ
DRON
qn omd
Maj J . Riley
SM
W02 J. Krikorian

The founder member Lt Col Geoffrey Davis

He joined 48 Sig Rcgt as a signaller in 1939 and served his war years
in a host of other Royal ignal units including 61 ig Regt, 45 Sig Regt
finishing with 7 Armd Bde Sig qn and was commissioned in June
1943 . After the war he rejoined 48 Sig Rcgt which for a while was
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hold a map. One particular gu t caught S gt 'Andy Cap' kelton
unawares, which resulted in him fleeing down the mountain to retrie\e
his hat whilst lhe rest of the group almost went para gliding without the
need of any wings.

EXER !SE GOLDE LIO
.
Ex Golden Lion is an annual ad\ enture training event and this :rear _it
took place over the weekend of 17 to ~ ~ . eptember. The location in
orth Wales was excellent and the fac1hues at the 1 a\al Ad enture
Training lodge, although cramped, were ideal for a mall group. A_ total
of 24 quadron personnel attended. The aturday morn mg started with an
unplanned fire practice, at 06 I5hrs the alarms we1~1 off a~d e1 eryone ran
towards the exits, but were stopped by the red faces of the Chef, CJ)l
Powel and SSgt ( Q 1 ) Wood who had burnt the aus_sgcs. '!'fe _kne\\ .1t
was not a practice a the P A was ulso seen runnmg with JUSt h1
underpants on. The girls had to cover their eye. !! !
fl Iler break fa t, which didn ' t take long to cat, the quaclron was plac_
ed
into three group.. This wa not an ea y task as no one wanted to go wllh
the PSAO, but the youngest and li11est couldn ' t hide and they were
dragged out from nook and rannies. The groups then dep_art.:d to tart
their activity \\hich comprised or TR&~ and map na\ 1J~at1on. The
weather was dry but the wind was gale to.rec and appearing \\ 1thout
warning in gu ts, which proved d1llicult at lllne to even walk let alone

67 (QOW\ Y) SIG AL Q ADRON
qn Comd
'laj R. E. \J . Hall
M
V 02 ( M) M. Walker
.
The quadron, having completed _nnual C_amp at Fremmgton ha
embarked on a \·cry bu ·y period. Ex Wrngt:d Lion ·a" all our a ·sets
deployed to Copthornc Barnick , hrews~ul'). This \\a q~1ckly follO\\Cd
by Ex Autumn Belle both of which were m preparation of Op urel_Y. gt
Mick Clarke al ·o deployed "ith his team as part of the work up tor Op
Jekyl. On 19 eptember 1999 \I e also took part 111 i\ ic ' unday at
tratford on
on which saw members of the ·quadron on c.:remomal
duties includino word Bearer.
gt Eric Head our P l has at long 1. l
returned fro m Blandford where he has been learning the intricacie of IT
for five weeks - we nO\\ look fornard to much improved communications.
On the ocial front our Annual Post Camp Squadron Dinner took place at
Burford - gt ·Ro ' Thwaites organised t~i event and both current and e~
members from far and \\ ide am:nded - 11 was a great success. We ,ay
farewell to gts Pete Deakin and Rob Cameron both of\\hom arc unabk
to continue with their TA duties due to other commitment and \\elcome
Paul Jones joining the 01111111 sioned Rank. and hope. hi' ta) \\ 111 be
long. pica. ant and n~emorable. Fin_ally, our congratulauon. go to .capt
And) Fletcher on his recent mnmage - although nN currently ,~n mg
with the quadron i till a Yal ued member of the h1el'?rchy and held m
high e teem - especially a. he current!) controls the Bngado: IT Budget be t \\ i he to him and P11ula for the future.
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\L Q ADRO (Y)
qn omd
i\laj \ . m ·in
''1.1
W02 l
I) Reid
O\t:r the "eekend of I-' October 1999. Officers of 93 ig qn l V)
took part in a Regimental tudy tak. g in the battlefield of the omme
and' 1sitmg the World \\'ar I cemcter. s in the area. The study was led b_
the CO. Lt ol Alan Whittle ''ho a Lo acted a · guide and commentator.
Th Regimental group et off from RHQ at Rcdduch at 2000hrs and
arri\ ed at . fa1dstone at 2340hrs.
Early next morning S3\\ the group boarding the ferry at Dover and
de:pite Jela~s due to 50mph ''ind:, in the Channel. arrived in France at
I hOOhr ·.The first' tsited was erre '' hich was of particular interc· t to the
. qundron otliccrs a. on I July 1916, the ccrington Pals went over the
top. The qundron has in its title 'Ea t Lanca hire ' and as the PaL were
the 11th _en ice Battery, East Lancashire Regiment, to be able to see the
.ite ''here o man) fellow Lanc;1 trians had died wa Yer, poignant. The
gra,es are kept in pristine condition. a credit to the \Jar Graves
Commi . ion and urely of great comfort to tho e relatiYe - of the fallen
''ho make the pilgrimage. The party then mo,·ed on to 1ematz \ ood
where the 3 th Wei h Divi ion fouaht. The memorial to tl1c fallen i
p ctacular and is in the form of a -bright red dragon with trands of
barbed \\ire in its claw . En route the huge mine crater of Lochnagar wa
vie'' ed. 'ext \\ e 'i ited a Gennan cemetery to see the site wh'!re I 7.500
German oldiers lie, many in mas gra\e . Of particular interest wer
head stones of German Jew , e pecially con idering the persecution of
k\\. b} the • azi during the econd World \ ar. The clay ended with
\ i it to Deh ille Wood ''here thou and of outh African perished and
the The ipl'al Memorial. a huge monument, which carries thousands of
names. none of whom have a final re ting-p lace.
We tayed O\ernight in the town of rra and in the morning ct off
for \'imy Ridge. Thi trategic ridge wa - fought for by the Canadian
Di\ i ion again t an enemy well establi heel and with the advantage of the
high ground. The area has not been land caped and till bears the craters
cau ed by the intense bombardmenL Much of the land is till fenced off
due to unexploded munitions. The huge memorial wa created from tone
quarried in the former Yugo la\ ia and like Theipval, bears the name of
soldiers with no known gra\e. Thi was the final ite vi ited before
making our way home. The weather throughout the weekend had not
been good with ' iolent howers of he3\ y rain. However th i only added
to the atmosphere of the e ilent places "here, co llectively, millions who
had foueht and died and were no" remembered. Wherea we could climb
back into the coach to dry off, those ''ho were there and · un il'ed had to
endure four long years of appalling conditions . The saying 'Lest ' e
Forget' now means much more to tho e of us who attended that weekend.
93 'JG

E ERCJ E H.Il\lALAYA DRAGO.
During eptember and October 1999 three me mbers of 93 Sig Sqn
(V). gt Jim Holme . gt George 1acGregor and LCpl J onathan
Grea\•es participated in Ex Himalaya Dragon. This ambitiou Joint
en·ices adventurou training exercise involved over 180 member of the
regular and re en·e forces,-in an expedition to climb 18 peaks in the
'epalese Hima layas. ince completing the selection weekend in March
1998. an exten ive training programme took place over the following I
month , allowing all participants tci develop their kills, qualifications,
and gain further experience before the expedi tion. This included winter
mountaineeriog in cotland (in what was possibly the worst weather of
the year), rock, now and ice climbing, and an alpine mountai neering
course to gain experience on glacial terrain.
On arrival in Kathmandu. the capital city of , epa l, the 18 teams then
went their eparate ways to their climbing areas. which were themselve a
challenge even to get to a the road ystem in epal doe not venture
very far into the mountainous regions. LCpl Jonathan Greaves was a
member of the team to climb Mardi Himal (5,58 metres). Thi involved
an interesting bus journey to Pokhara, followed by an approach from the
outh following a river up the Seti valley.
After the climb, the route out "as by fol lowi ng the Mardi Khola
outh. Sgt George MacGregor's team was given the ta k of climbing
Pisang peak (6,091 metres). The approach was via the popular trekking
route 'the Annapurna Circuit' as fa r as Pi ang vi ll age, where the team le fl

Sgt Jim Holmes near Ramdung Peak Base Camp
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the crowds of trekkers to cstabli ·h a ba e camp al 4. 200 metres, and a
high camp at 5,400 metres from which to approach the peak. The route
out again fo ll owed the course of the Annapurna Circuit over the Thorong
La pa (5,4 16 metres), before !lying out from a remote mountnin airstrip
at Jomso m. Sgt Jim Holmes wa a member of the Rolwaling team.
''hose approac h route 10 climb the peaks Ramdung (5,930 metres) and
Parcham o (6, 2 73 metres) followed an un-mapped route through
uninhabited country for everal day· before etting up base camp at just
over 5,000 metre . The picturesque Rolwaling alley is to the West of the
Everest area. uncl i relati ely unspoilt by tourism a the cpa lc e
!!O\ ernment restrict access to thi area.
~ All the team e;>.pericnced the effects of this year's late monsoon
ea on, which unfortunately reduced the opportunities for photography
for the fir t few days of the trip, and tcsto.:d the waterproof properties of
the tent to the limit. Gladly the weather changed for the better at the end
of eptember. and the mi t cleared to reveal the Himalayan scenery in
all it's majesty. With the climbing pha c of the expedition complete, a
tew day sight ceing in the amazing city of Kathmandu wa squeezed in
before the long trip home. All agreed that the expedition wa challenging,
but one definitely not to be mis ed, and ''as ' ell worth all the hard work
and training ol'er the time leading up to it. A lot of experience was
obtained from both the training and the expedition, and a l o
qualifications were gained by all which hould prove to be of benefit to
the Regiment.
96 IGNAL QUADRO '
qn Comd
taj R. Bowden
\ 02 (S M) . Taylor
1
Following a succe sful contribution to 2 ( ationa l Communication)
ignal Brigade' E;>.ercise Autumn Belle. the quadron was busy in
preparation for what proved a busy ovcmber and December. With trade
training weekend , Remembrance Sunday and a maintenance weekend
the quadron ha certainly not been bored. The quaclron wa extremely
well repre ented at thi year' Remembrance Parade in Coventry. An
excellent and fitting effort by the members of 96 qn produced a very
mart turnout '' ith the quadron re plendent in its o.2 Dress and
presenting the City of Coventry "ith a very smart Royal Signal
Squadron. The dropping of hundred ofpoppie from the air by aeroplane
provided a touching end to the en1 ice and it wa extremely rewarding to
hear the appreciation of the local public for their local Royal ignals unit.
This was added to by a letter of thanks and appreciation from the Lord
Mayor of Coventry, Cllr Mrs J oan Wright.

38 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLU TEERS)

ottingham 's military Signallers are straining their cars for a sound of
their wc~therman o.n the o.the~ side of the world: Territorials at 87 Sig qn
wo.:re thnllcd for Dion Bn ttam when he set oil on the adventure of a life
time. The 24-year-old Corporal is currently on a six-month tour of duty a
tht: anny 's weatherman for. the So~1th Atlantic. From his island outpo ·ton
the edge of Anlarcuca he 1s keeping ~bs on the turbulence tumbling off
the ice cap and acros the endless mile of ocean. Meanwhile back in
Britain his friends are knitting ~' oollies for their man on South Georgia.
Capt Ken cott aid,
' l'l'i? 're 1•e1:v proud ofDion. Our soldie1;v have gone on some strange dllfies
around the world but this one takes the biscuit. Before he went out he was
gil•en special meteorological training by the Royal Air Force. He is now
second-in-command of Britain 12-strong garrison on the island. ·

s

Cpl Brittain's headquarter are in hackleton. The bleak and tiny
settlement i not far from the whaling centre the Argentinean 's took over
in the run up to the Falkland War. Facilitie and entertainment are few and
far between. Communications with the outside world are difficult too with
the soldiers' supply ship only calling once every three weeks. But the
bigge t problem Dion, from Beeston, has to cope with are the gale force
winds whipping up off the Atlantic which eem set to rip his roof off. He is
expected to fini sh his tour of duty in three month time, when he will
return Lo command a fivc->Lrong detachment al his ba e, in Triumph Road.
His foray to the southern seas is hi third ·tint abroad. Earlier trip have
taken him to Canada and A ·cension Island.

Weather Watch - Cpl Dion Brittain

39TH (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REGI 1ENTAL HEADQ ARTE RS
CO
Lt Col J. Crackett T D
R M
WOl (RSM) P. A. Anderson

96 Squadron on parade

A month earlier the quadron had organised the 37 ig Rcgt (V) study
weekend, which this year saw a visit to the Somme battlefield of north
ea tern France. This proved to be an extremely educational and moving
weekend and we would like to express our appreciation to tho e members
of the Regimental officers and warrant officers who attended this
weekend and made it such a success. Our thanks go also to Lt Col Alan
Whittle - CO 37 Sig Regt (V) - who provided the historical commentary
although Maj Dickie Hall (OC 67 Sig qn) provided some commentary
as he was there the first time in 19 16! !! ertainly none who attended
could fail to be moved by the immense sacrifice and suffering wh ilst I am
certain everyone went home wi er than when they lefi.
With two new officers in C apt Jon athan F~um e r (ex RE) and Lt
M iles Schofi eld (ex 6 Bn RRF) and various other new membe rs the
Squadron is certainly looking healthy. This i probab ly j ust as well. With
the annua l Ex Cold Comfort fa t approac hi ng (and wi th it the usua l
Christmas celebratory alcoholic ind ul gence) the quadron will need as
much health as it can muster. Having prov ided the loca l as ualt y
departmen t wi th plenty of busi ness last yea r, thi year's festivi ties will
hopefully be a little less inc lined to provide such a dra in on the resources
of the HS ... We can but hope for an enj oyab le, memorab le and
plea ant ly safe Saturday night free from brussel sprou ts and Christmas
pudding eating compet itions whi ch usually contribute to the evening
pleasantries.
And finally ... our congratulation. go to gt Julie Brookes and LC pl
tcve Tuck on their engagement to be married next yea r. We are not yet
sure what you get if you cross a potent ial Yeoman and a tec hn ician bu t
we wish them every happiness and ucccss for the future.
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EXERCISE HIG HLA D LYNX
How IL Was, According To The Yeoman!
Towards the end of 199 the CO, Lt Col John Crackett T D decreed
that the ne;>.t Regimental Annual Camp. hi last wi th the Regiment, would
be omething special. Little did we realise al that time exactly what he had
in mind and inclcecl hO\\ special the camp he envi aged would be. It was to
be 'A /ll'O \\'eek camp split betll'een Squadron collective training and a
Regimelllal field exercise, in Scotland. based upon a Peace Support
Opera/ion; following the principles of Mis ion Command'. o Ex
Highland Lynx ''a born. nder the direction of Capts John Cullen,
Dave G ibson, Bob Sheldo n (and in an advisory role Tom Pengelley) we
set about constructing an exerci e that wa to be challenging. rewardi ng
and memorable lo tho e who wou ld participate. Ba ed upon a cenario not
too di similar to that of the Balkans, the three hastily fanned composite
Squadrons of the Regiment wt:re each tasked wi th completi ng a erie of
activities, primarily based on: Internal ecuri ty. the e tablishing of a
tactical harbour and domination of ground through patrolling and an
arduou march '' ith full EMO, which culminated in an a aul t cros ing
of Lock Lubnaig. With only t' elve hours of preliminary tra ining and a
skeleton set of orders, the qn Comets set about issuing their orders and
preparing their 'quaclrons for the unknown. Iler three clamp and foll
day , the troop returned to ultybraggan Camp to participate in the
exercise linale. a Regimental assau lt course and falling plate competition .
At1er more than 72 hours of damp and oflen extremely unpleasant
conditions, ha •ing faced mountains. lochs, abseiling (the Ta m Ewart
way), serious cros -country driving and plenty of wa lking, it was uplifting
to ee o many happy and smil ing faces. The troops had prevailed (in some
cases survived) what was to be noted as one of the best, if not, the best
rnrnal Camp that these TA officers and oldio.:rs had ever deployed on.
EXE RC ISE HI GHLA D LYNX - ACTIVITY 2
Tt. E EARC H FOR ROD EY REDFERN RILE
The cenario for Activity 2 ofE · Highland Lym, was to pro' ide aid and
support lo the civil governmen t ofE osia where troop of39th ( ki nners)
Signa l Regiment (Volunteers) were tasked with the carch and re cue of
the United Anglian tatcs onsul Mr Rodn ey Redfern Rile. nnd vanou
other MACC taskings. 'Drip Camp· by name and by nature was the setti ng
fo r Ex High land Lynx, Acti vi ty 2.
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Reg iment on patrol during Ex Highland Lynx
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Thc D,' Plan \\3, for ea h ·quadron Lo .et up a Forward Ba·e amp
under ama on a ti Id inside Drip Camp and th.:n carr. out detailed
ta'L as gi,en by the D . 47th (. liddh: c'\ Yeomanry) ignal quadron
\\3. first to take n the carch and re·ci.1..
n incredible and consi tent
do\\ npour of rain hmdcred the tart of Ill< pha e ctting up cu mp. It '' as
cither the tenacity of 47 qn or the ci' ilian raff members 0f Drip amp
l'ccling sorry for them ha' ing to li\e undt:r ..:nil\ a , that they ended up
obtaining shelter in idc one of the issan buildings. Th search areas
were gi~cn and thev imohcd ·off Road Driving kills\ 'Recovery
Training'. 'Abseiling· and 'Map Kcading'. In addition th troop had 10
cop, with lo al unre t whil L carrying out these La k . The new of the
acquired building travelled fast. Each quadron arri\ ed at Drip and they
all acquired hutted accommodation.
Th.: mam phase "a~ to find the A Con ul, Rodney Redfern Riley
"ho "a. trapped in a disused quarry. and prO\ ide him with food. "ater
and hi~ satellite commumcation equipment and ·ecure documents
briefcase that had been dropped by parachute. Well done to 47 qn for
Consul. feeding him. in·i ting he tra\elled ' ith them
finding the Li
o'er thc 'Off Road Dri,ing' to locate the communications equipment etc.
Very well done to 57 qn for finding the UA Con ul. undre ing him
and dre ·sing him in waterproof: , ke ping him in weetie and taking him
on a trek and a half through the hill and \\OOd urrounding the quarry
and completing all this "ith an in\'ite to a birthday party back al HQ.
faceptionally well done to 5 qn for not putting him through any ofthi ,
the) didn't find him. It was their P AO playing the part!!
During the ilent, or not o silent hour , a number of the D brought
out their The pian kill and became lad Marine Sergeant potty Boyle,
alia
gt ' cotty' Doyle R REME. Gyp y Dennise Menni e alia
\: 02 Dennis Griffiths l'v!TV.'0, and Art Thriller, alia S gt Phil
\\Cetland Art Yeh RE 1E. gts Rick 1 ornmn and Chris tuart played
the Pre sand di gruntled local . The ·o car' goe to· potter Boyle' who
craw led and S\\am to 2et into the ex area and then climbed onto the top of
an I 0 container just out ide the HQ and proceeded to create one hell of
a din "ith a length of chain. Tho e who attempted to put a stop to hi
antics "ill surely remember the incident.

Lt Sara Hunter attempting to deal with two irate civilians
(Capt Tom Pengelley and Maj Daniel Haines,
neither had to act very much)

47 Sqn in action during Activity 3 - Let's get wet and wetter!
HEADQ ARTERS Q
DR01
qn Comd
Maj R. H. Belbin
Ni
L C~'\1P 1999
Annual Camp for HQ qn wa ·plit into two di tinct phases. Week One
wa
quadron Training in Halton, and Week Two was the Regimental
Concentration at ultybraggen Camp in cotland.
Week 1: This commenced on the aturday moming with the deployment
from Horfield to Halton Training Camp in Lanca ter. It was a long drive up
the M5/M6 which took the bulk of the day. Indeed the last packet (LAD
Recovery) arri,·edju tin time for the e\ening meal. That evening con isted
of e era! briefings, the mo t notable being the Padres Courage Di cipline
and Loyalty brief. Delivered a alway with his serious demeanour. This
was follo\\ed by the combination ofW02s Martin and Lee and Exercise
Question Mark 4, a always keenly conte ted. After plitting the Squadron
into three teams W02 Martin's sense of humour was eriously te ted.
unday morning tarted as alway with the Church ervice, noted for the
extremely bad but spirited singing. The re t of the morning was a round
robin of Rang . BC and First Aid, the afternoon was the As ault ourse
competition, hotly completed by the various yndicate . The ictorious
team led by Cpl 'TC' Cole. This was the first introduction of our comrade
from the U (Delaware) ational Guard to our competitive pirit. gts
Barry St John and Will Winchester, at first they found our ense of
humour a bit hard to understand. In fact al the end of week two they were
still a bit unsure. The re 1 of the week was spent working at a great pace,
combining a wide variety of activities. The high point being Ex Wild Rover
2, the Batco avigation exerci e in the Lake District. The cenery was
magnificent, although travel sickne
poiled it for a few team members.
That evening the be t kept secret of the week was revealed - Morecombe
Ways. We all had gues es al what it wa , a few gue ed right that it wa Ten
Pin Bowling. Al the end of the week we travelled over night up to cold and
rainy Scotland.
Week 2: Cultybmggan Camp - this was a shock to a lot of us. A former
POW camp for German Officers, it didn't appear to have been improved
that much since then. The aturday was R&R day, and a lot of us travelled
to Edinburgh for the day. On the cultural front we vi ited the Castle
enjoyed by all e pecially the good natured banter with the guide. Then it
was back to the main business of the R&R - Pub-crawling. Later it was
time to try out our favourite food, and a trip to a Curry House was duly
arranged. This was where gt' tuntman' Clarke amu ed everybody with
his trick diving headfirst down the cellar steps. That is everybody except
Barry our friend from tale ide, luckily there was no damage except lo the
cellar door. So we ate our overpriced and nol so good curry and cracked
on. For the bulk of the second week the Squadron was sp lit to the Four
orners. otablc performances were W02 Dickie Lee as a casually at the
bomb explosion, Sig am Worthington as a dead body at the Riot. From
the other side was Cp l Paul Isaac and his impersonation of Frostie the
Snowman al the Riot a well - top shot with a flour bomb from Regimental
Quartermaster, gt Ginty. The Thursday rounded ofTLhe week with al the
Annual Sports ompetition, it was pity we were unable to defend it for lhe
third year on the trot. That night was the all ranks ba ·h, the newly badged
recruits were welcomed in the customary style - can of beer and a chair
(Stacks of Squadron Bonding). The folio' ing morning was the beginning
of the long trek back home to Bri tol. This was punctuated by staging the
Regiment back through Halton Camp, during this overnight stop most of
the quadron managed to completely mi s out on sleep. aturday we
recovered back to Horfield , and after a period of stowing all the stores
away it was the end or Annua l amp 1999.
5 (QUEE 'SOW OXFORDSHIRE HUSSARS) SIG QN
Sqn omd
Maj R. D. Stone
SM
W02 (SSM) R. E. Phillips
EXERCISE HIGHLA D LY X-1

PHASE

by SSgt 'Scouse · Simcock PSI Ops
Is he down there?
Sgts Ewart and Doyle try out the abseiling for Activity 2
(The Search for Rodney Redfern Riley)
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'Who have we got first then?' boomed the voice of Capt ' When I'
Gibson, leader of men (and al o known as the PSAO 47 qn). R M Paul
' I'm the Chief In spector not an R M!' Anderson 100 happily came back
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with the reply 'God help us. It's 5 . qn!_' 'I want LO go home!' J thought
quietly to myself and started lookmg for places to hide in for the next
24 hours.
To explain sligl~tly, what we were all on was Day One of the Internal
Security phase of Ex ~lighland Lynx - 39th ( 'kinners) Sig Regt (V)
Annual amp. The po111t of the IS Phase was to learn and practice IS
within a Balkans type Scenario. Each Squadron would have 24 hours 10
undergo various scenarios that would become more and more physically
and mentally tiring as the day went n.
In cha,rge of the 20 p~acekeepers from 5 ·qn was OC 5 qn, Maj
'Roberto tone - 111clud1ng two attached personnel from the Amencan
ational Guard Force (who as the day went on never really kne\\ what
hit them and I am sure went back with a fe" stories of their own). As the
day progressed e:--e.nts happened quick and fa~t - having to react to IED's,
drunken armed c1v11ians, mortar bombs and of course the Escosian Police
Force who not only consisted of the RSM and myself but also a strange
~t 'Tock' Tocker. The culminating event was
little ~harncte_r known as
the c1v11ian not at night. With only a mall force of personnel guarding
the _IS Base Ca~p, th~y suddenly faced a 70 strong mob chanting and
yelling armed with vanous bnc-a-brac ready to use at a moment's notice.
The mob was gamely led by Capt Tom Pengelley who, as accounts go,
role played excellently as the obnoxious local MP. On appearing at the
gales of the IS Base the mob seemed to have the advantage on the small
hand of peacekeepers- ie: there was 70 of them and only 20 to guard the
camp! The obvious dech,ion of Maj tone was to head ofT with a small
hand of peacekeepers to try and calm the situation. The obvious decision
from the brave peacekeepers of 5 qn was to stay in the camp and hide as
much as possible. Eventually OC 5 qn managed to bribe them out of the
security of the camp gates.
gt Paul 'Runaway· Milner was heard to ay 'Sod that, I'm not going
out there! and there was general mentioning of handing kit in and saying
enough is enough. However, \\ ith bravado from all concerned, the
Squadron managed to calm everyone down (after initially running away!)
and it wa left with the OC Sqn and a few brave men to de cend into the
Sgts' Mess (which wa covertly hiding an armed member of the mob).
After Maj 'Errol Flynn' tone thrusted himself onto all concerned they
managed to apprehend those concerned and everyone went back to the
base for tea and scone . All members of the quadron thoroughly enjoyed
the 24 hour IS Phase and although Lhe weather was atrocious (typical
cotti. h weather of rain, rain and then after a while more rain) it didn't
dampen anyone's spirit. As for myself, I was just glad that tl1ey didn't tie,
gag and torture me!

HQ. At last. they ha,·e found the cuh·cn bomb and Y.C can -,iart senal 2
(the bomb had only been planted in the IO\\ n fur two hours and "as not
exactly unmissabh:, three beer ham:ls with a makeshift 11mer attached
virtually out in the open). Inspector Mc Anderson, alias the RS\f:
dispatches his two fauhful police Sgts PSI Ops 5 and 47 to take charge of
the situation and ohviously [)S the patrol on their performance. P I Ops 5
and 47 on arri\'al arc somewhat perplexed as to "hy the patrol is
cordoning ofT an area 250 metres away from the location of the culven
bomb. gt Gary 'I know what I am doing that's why I'm wearing this
patrol vest' Cheshire arrives and proceeds to bnef on what he thinks is a
suspect device, 'On our first sweep through' (brags Gary) 'there wa-,
nothing and now there's this bin liner'. The PSls exchange glances and
follow the portly patrol commander to the scene and lo" and behold
therc·s this black bag. Gary with a serious exprc ion on his face states
he requires police support and wants bomb disposal calling out. PSI Op
5 a ks him if he is sure and just as Gary is about speak, Black Bag the
faithful border bin liner begins to stir. P I Op 47 drops to the ground in
the nick of time as the irate bin liner makes a lunge for hi throat, P I
Ops 5 Sqn then lunges at Black Bag in an attempt Lo arrest the unruly B111
Liner, but to no avail, Black Bag is off over the sports fields and 3\\ ay.
Gary, the moral is 'He who fight and runs away lives to fight another
day!'
WEEK 0 E A1 •
L CAMP - Anon
Annual Camp for 47 Sqn tarted well with an excellent field firing
package and exercise at Barry Budden camp near Dundee. The down ide
of the package wa the 12 hour drive which, de pite the loss ofa \chicle, duly recovered by the plendid AA on LC pl Devin e's card - went'' ithout
too many problems. Everyone wa looking forward to the training which
had been arranged by Capt Gibson and S gt Tocker, our PSAO and P I.
Rumours abounded regarding the quantities of ammunition a\ ailable. In
the end the rumours had understated the amounts considerably! With
glorious weather condition the range package started. There were lots of
constructive and realistic shoots and also excellent background acti\illes
including the 51 mm Mortar and hand grenades. The pistol CQB was much
enjoyed despite the cumbersome body armour re tricting free mO\ement
to a degree. The first two days concentrated on maintaining intere t and
this was certainly achieved by an excellent long range hoot using a
combination ofL Q, GPMG and the L96 Sniper Rifle.
Each Troop had to carry out a defensive shoot u ing as much
ammunition a they could carry. Full war loads of ammunition on all
shooting exerci es gave e\eryonc an idea of the amounts invoh·ed. With
fixed bayonets each troop went over the top on to the range. There they
found a GPMG with piles of ammunition with which to supplement the
defensive firepower. ever have people fired for such a consistently long
time. In one in tance nearly 40 minutes. At the end of the hoot the
smoking \ eapons and pile of cartridge cases reminded everyone of a
cene from Saving Private Ryan. An IBSR shoot ''as run on imilar lines.
Everyone wa made fully aware of the need for slick weapon handling
drills as an almost reflex action. The exerci e pha e fuund the Squadron
plit into two troop . Anticipation was heavy as most quadron member
know how de\iou the thinking of the P AO and P I can be when it
come to uch events. Having received orders. we deployed into a limited
war scenario to a troop night harbour. From there, "e were ta ked
immediately to carry out a live night ambu h. The re t of the exerci e
a mix of live firing and platoon and company blank attack . ever
kno" ing \\hat wa coming next tends to concentrate the mind and you
were alway aware a a commander of the need to tay switched on at all
Lime . The value of being able to navigate in all weathers wa al o made
painfully obvious.
The Platoon went into the final a ault on a high. They had been given a
large area 10 clear as part of the initial company attack. We cro ·ed the hne
of departure and clo ed \\ith the extensive enemy position in depth. Very
soon we were brought under a ma of fire from numerous enemy
po ition and tl1e fight was on. ection commanders found 1hcm che.
acting independently at time as the fighting became confu ed. Final!),
a11er over an hour of almo·t continuou fighting. the quadron reorganised
prior to the final as ault on the enem) who had withdra,,n into ome
building . A final attack involving FIBUA kills and drill . sa" the encm)
defeated. Before we had time to dra" breath we were told to mo\·c at bc:t
peed witl1 all weapon and equipment. to a heli LZ for extraction by
helicopter. The phy iological impart of this news wa staggering. \Va.
there no end to the torture? The an wer of course was ye as after reaching
the camp gates, Endex was called and "e had quadron and Troop
photograph taken in full battle kit and dirty, tired but milmg face . The
week had been brilliant with each per on !iring more am111un11ion than
they would ha c belie\ ed possible. The training wa testing. realistic. hard
work but abO\ e all thorough!) enjoyable. Tha•'s the wa) it should he.

''as

Sig Prosser dealing with a casualty during IS Phase
47 (MIDDLESEX YEO!\IA RY) Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
taj M. H. Lansdo\\ n
SSM
W02 (SS 1) B. Cop ey
SF BA EA TIC

EX HIGHLA D LYNX

hy SSgt 'Tock' Tocker PSI Ops
·comms. What ore they then?'
Security force in the town of Braggen were called to an incident in ~he
hills surrounding the F Base ·a po sible suspect ma grave'. Hav111g
cajoled and persuaded gt Mick Jervis (HQ qn) acting as the di traughL
farmer, to accompany the patrol to the scene, Cpl Justine' Xeena Warrior
Prince s' Jones gallantly led her brick to the grave area and having left
di trnught farmer Mick unaccompanied "ith the vehicle. proceeded to
carry out an outstanding route clearance up to the grave site. A
mathematical gen1u , ·he calculated there were at lea Lthree bodie in the
grave as she could sec five hands ticking up through the disturbed earth
(what happened to all the one armed hephcrds). Having secured the area
and received bemused glance from the D , sat down lit a fag and
decided to write up her patrol report ready to end back to the , F base.
Low and behold no radio. o worries thinks Ju tine, I left it back at the
truck (wrong). The farmer' gl ne and so has our radio and if il had not
been tor the ditch o would the truck. The moral of the story Justine is
do not shake (count) hands with c cry farmer you meet, they could be a
crook ( hcpherd ) and if the flack jacket i too tight u e the i sued radio
harness!! Black Bag the faithful border bin liner.
gt Gary 'Lightning only trikes twice' Cheshire diligently patrolling
the town of Braggen on a mild but windy day reports to the F base a
uspect device. Thi i then passed up the chain and finally filters to D
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57 (CITY
qn omd
M

D CO
TY OF BRISTOL) Q
Maj Rosemary Tu hey
W02 ( l\1) Phil Packer

DRO

A

U LC 1P \ EEK I RVI\' L
Atler three days of ,·ery little food, bad \\Cather, uncomfortahk beds
and inadequate heating.' e were beginning to \\Ondcr if \\C \\Creon
another RTW at Longmoor. It wa only the arousing aroma of sheep.
"hich told u olherwi · . This wa. the quadron training phase of Annual
amp organi cd by tl1e very receding gt Thomas E\\arl. We dcplo~cd
to a run down ramshackle camp, "hich "e foll quite at home 111, a. 11 bore
11 remarkable resemb lance to our own TA in Bristol. gt· iingc· Farah
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and ·gt F.uan Laird were on hand to gi' e u. some excellent in truction
on shell r hu1lding. fire lighting and trapping (something Thomas i 'cry
g 'od at) . Alkr heing g1,en om ba ic materiaL and ha' ing our sleeping
hag' ta en a\\ 3). we were then given ten minute to go and sea' cngc
around the camp for an) thing eL e that could be useful.
\\'e were dragged kicking and screaming into th wood ''here we
\\ ould ·ct up home for the night. pirit~' ere high until the point where we
rcccl\ed our eH~ning's supply of food. k if a cabbage. a few onions and
half a dozen potatoes. 1t "as not the food '' hich cau ed my spirit. to drop,
but the fact thm m) small dented metal 111ug was our only cooking vc cl.
\ flcr an un omfortablc, steeples , hungry n ·ght. we crnwkd out of our
·hclters to find that Cpl Tim "\Vingnut' Ewi ng had managed to lirinkwrap his boots with a bin liner. Our faithful Ire h looking D were there to
gl\ e us further in ·tru tion; ·Ginge · on mutilation of Flos y and Larry the
lamb:. Eunn ·s downed pilot prc, cntation and Thomas on extracting aflerha\e from tn.-e sap (well he did mell 'ery nic for omeone "ho had
spent a night in the open). fter a hort Yehi le journey to another location
we et camp again and awaited our lea t of Flos . and Larry. and wait we
did. "Ginge" · -mall puppy ·Eric· was beginning to look like a double
chee eburger. After -colling down our sandbag and orange flavoured
flee ) friend . we retired to hed to dream of really lecping. nother cold
night then we broke camp and made our wa down to the edge of the loch
to awn it e:1.traction. In the di tance we heard a hum of motors and then out
of the mist roared l\\O Rigid raider from Commachio Group. After a
bracing ten minute ride we were back in the comfort ofa nice warm LOY,
heading back to camp, to warm hO\\ers and overcrowding. Many thank
again to the in tructors for an excellent package

engagement and mdced that she had read them . Perhaps most importantly
we learnt that snatchin g am1ed terrori st from the local pub i not actually
a fo rm of FIB
und th e cxcrci in g of restraint is sometimes more
productive than bodily throwing all the drinkers one by one into a comer
(apologies to the gts' le s members but wasn't it fun pl harp?)
But de s pite th e abo\ c. a riot was quelled very ably under th e
le adership o f W02 (S M) "Butch' Packer and SS gt ' unclance '
Williams, the ma s grave wa s accuratel y located and Aide Katie (of
C
) wa brought on side by the open but yet direct manner ofO (hop
along) REM E. What to do ''hen the RMO , complete with half empty
whisky bottle and bomb in back of car, turned up at the gate and refu ed
to leave we arc still working on. We did take it all seriously (honest). o
at the end of 24 hours of pretty non- top activity, the civilians of
Braggan. not to mention Chier Inspector ' You may like to con sider
doing it this wa Ma'am· nderson bid us a reluctant farewell and hello
to the relief in the guise of 47 qn .

qn Comd
Maj Andy Bristow
RSM
WOI (RSM) Colin Milne
This issue includes a number ofreporl5 from the troop covering the
Brigade's deployment on Ex Ulan Eagle 1999 and also the run up to our
forthcoming deployment slightly further afield.
ALPllA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Hill
Tp SSgt
Sgt James Runchman

Disembarking following extraction
by Commachio Tp Royal Marines during the Survival Exercise

Members of 57 Sig Sqn still smiling during the Survival Exercise
EXERCI E HIGAL ND LY X - IS PHA E
by LI S. L. Hunter. OC Tango Troop
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EXERC I EULA EAGLE 1999
Afler the long r~ad/train journey to get to Poland we were given just a
few hours to get thmgs sorted before mo\ing into the first location. After
several tracks were thrown and several teddie likewise, things started to
calm down a bit. The first night move was interesting especially for the
' B' fleet led by LCpl Si "The Pathfinder' Periera; it took them 13hrs to
reach the location - ev_el)'one but the Admin Oaf having been bogged in twice! Another funny incident wa on another move to a new location with
Cpl Andy Allen driving a panzer with Sgt James Runchman
commanding. 'It's only a small puddle,' said James, not realising it was
more like a lake which inevitably soaked Andy and the Tp SSgt (not much
laughter - honest!) All in all, howe er, a good exercise. With a week in
camp to turnaround the wagons we're off lo ennelager for Ex Rhino
Charge. A static comms e ercise - enough said! Last but not least
congratulations to Sigs Dave · panky' Harris, Andrew 'Sav ' Savage
and Rob ' Rossi' Ross for selection for promotion to Lance Corporal.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Sloane
After a safe return from Poland and a well-deserved long weekend, it
was traight back into the life with the premiere brigade. Half of the Troop
deployed to Sennelager for Ex Rhino Charge and the remainder to deploy
the armoured HQ on various demonstrations under the watchful eye of Sgt
"Sparticus' Dixon. On one particular road move we discovered that Sig
Chris 'Killer' Brogan might need his eyes re-le ting. Having failed to see
LCpl ' ticky' Allardyce franticly waving his hand to stop him, Sig
Brogan was under the impression he was driving a 16 ton guided missile!
Disaster wa narrowly averted a he brought the 436 to a halt a good six
inches from the parked rover!
With Kosovo looming in the not too di tant future, we embarked on a
training day at Sennelager. The day"s tands included 9mm ranges,
Ca Sim training and skid car training (better known as MT Sgt scaring).
On the ame day the ig to LCpl' board results were published with some
notable troop successes. Congratulation to LCpl 'Swampy" Dick, LCpl
'Eclipse' Thompson and Sig ·When am I getting mine' Davies and al o to
Cpl am Moger on picking up her second and who now leaves the land of
rover queens to join the complex. Further congratulations co LCpl's Greg
Dick, ikki Thompson and Sig's Matt Epton, Mark Jessop and teve
'Beaten by a girl' Homer for collectively winning six gold medals at the
BAG canoeing Championship .

Members of 57 S ig Sqn still smiling during the Survival Exercise

o at OS30hrs on day two of Highland Lynx, 57 Sqn arrived in
Braggan F Ba~e for luckily (for the locals) the shortest roulement Lour
on record. Handover of the Base from 5 Sqn took place without any of u
being much the wi er as 10 what was about to follow. Patrolling started
and the incidents began .....
It \\a an experience we won't forget quickly. We all learnt that
guarding prisoners is more effective if they are watched all of the time
and then you don't ha,·e the problem of turning back round to see their
feet disappearing out of the window. This is especially important when
the local police constable
gt 'Well then, what have you lot got 'ere nothing actually' Tocker is already on his way to collect said prisoner.
Ha\ ing stopped and searched a suspicious vehicle, only to discover a
number of weapon , we learnt that if they are not either watched or
rcmo\ed they have a nasty habit of disappearing when left on their own.
In thi:se circumstances it is best never to trust the dulcet tones of LCpl
"l'\e nc,er seen them before in my life honest' Stevens. It is also
helpful not to shoot unarmed civilians. However, if this does happen a
urpri~ed soldier is likely to find herself on a murder charge in a court of
la\\,. 'o; that she has anything to fear when being defended by the famous
\1aj (Q ) Tu hey. HowcYcr, 1t may have helped the defence if said
oldier had confident!}' Mated that she did have a copy of the rules of

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

HELLO' A D GOODBYES
Fir tly goodbye to Cpl Adam Harvey olT to 61 S Tac P and LCpl Pete
Ashcroft off lo Civ Div. All the be t for the future to both of you.

Secondly a warm welcome to LCpl Paul Hines from 30 Sig . ig Daz
Jardine who has re-joined the army from Civ Div, Sig Andy Loose on
loan from I Div and straight from the factory ig's Pam Dunkerley and
Adam ' Lurch' Wilson.
OP /ESTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jason Gray
YofS
W02 (YofS) Keith Parsons
FofS
SSgt (FofS) 'Mac· McCallum
CHEERIBYES AND AY P
The Troop has to say ta ta to Cpl ick lley who emerged from the
Crypto cell on posting to the School's Training Wing and promotion to
Sergeant. Also going to the School on his Class I cour e i Cpl Richie
Brown, who's finally had enough of the Red Rat. Leaving the tech
workshop as well is Sgt Owen 'Fat Lad' Gudge with his own five-a-side
team, off to 16 Sigs. The LAD is sad to see the back of Cpl Paul 'Under
the thumb' Cation, and Cpl 'Mel' Melrose both of whom are going to the
appers. Good luck in the future to you all and your families. A big
hearty welcome goes out to Cpl Baz Park, who at first glance eems
ready to take over from Sgt Gudge in the workshop, and just in time for
going to Kosovo with the LAD, LCpl Mark Perris and Cpl 'Arthur·
Dent.
LL THE 'EWS THAT'S EWA D APPROVED
The Brigade deployed to Poland on Ex Ulan Eagle 1999 as the final pan
of their training year and therefore required propping up by the Troop! Cpl
Richie ·Where the hell doe this go' Brown deserves a special mention for
coping with the Commander's Warrior. Cheers Sgt Jules ' It'll be no problem· Thorne! Many vehicle needed recovery in muddy conditions, but as
least the trees provided support for the Foden and Cpl 'Yoda Three wheel
are better than six· Holloway. Unfortunately the exercise proved too much
for some of the Troop. Cpl Baz 'What gun pit?" Park, who decided that
six days were enough for his first exerci e in four years before getting
Casevaced. On seeing this Cpl Paul ·Anything you can do, I can do better ' Cation, decided a pell in a Polish hospital was in order before going
back to Hobne. The ERV under the control of Cpl Brown bad no problems
throughout the exercise. Within thirty minute of Endex being called the
ERV wa bogged in by Sgt Dave 'Ti me for a sharp exit' Baddele} , on
his first time behind the wheel, before beating a hasty retreat to go on a
RMQ course.
On the Troop' return to camp many more faces disappeared on
course ready for Kosovo, leaving the re t to cope with the mountain of
post exerci c work. Chief amongst the e were FofS "Mac' 1cCallum,
Tiffy Tim 'See you when everything's ready for Kos· Parker, and last and
by no means lea t Cpl Adi "Cyber pest' Worsdall, who ha pent more
time in the UK than Germany. T' o face that will look out of place in
Ko ovo, are Cfns Pete 'Goat Boy' Butler and Gav 'Guido" Lchrle who
are spending Chri tmas in Belize on exerci e with the TA. ice work 1fyou
can get it!
Congratulations go out to LCpl teve Livesey on pa ing hi Cla ·s I
entrance, and LCpl Rog 'lnnit' Mortimer on obtaining his Cla II.
' ithout any help from Sgt Jules 'Ju t do this' Thorne. Thanks go to the
Ops Officer Capt Jase 'Can I use my Jew jar to pay" Gray for getting the
beers in.

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)

Sqn Comd
RSM

Sgt Zamparelli and LCpl Stephens handling a situation during the
IS Phase of the exercise
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Maj I. II ooper
WOJ (R M) C. Drew

ATRO P
Tp omd
Capt J. Lambeth
Like the rest of the quadron. A Tp has been busy as usual including
their participation in the Brigade's inaugural deployment of the Air

ssault asset during E. Gryphon Eye. The Excrci e began with n road
Centre (AMC) in outh Cerney,
followed by a ver hort flight onto the alisbury Plain Tr.tining Arca
Alpha Tp's main effort throughout was changing control from a hca\ 11)
beefed up Tac HQ to the all ne\\ inging, dancing and he:I\ y Brigade HQ.
Of particular amusement wa ig tu (pid) "The Fall Gu)' Do'\\ nard "ho
decide tote t the rollcnge on his Wolf Defender b rolling it · t\\ ice

d~ployment to the Air Movement
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·o . et of Wire note$ would be complete '"ithout the obligatory lle llo and Goodb'e'. \\e a\ fond fare,, •II to LCpls 'Choppy' hopman,
\lark \\ mfom and tu(pid) Downard "ho are ofT out to Ci Div. and to
2Lt Beeky • aught) KW' Knightly Bro"n and Cp l Ru ss · nakc)'
He' nes who are off to further their careers at Blandford. \ e ay hello to
r~-.:· ntly promoted pl ·Treacle' Bettle from 8 Tp and welcome back pl
cott D rnie. LCpl cott ·Robb ' Robinson and igs ·flash' Gordon,
· mudge' mith and ·Ruby' urrie from thal goddam· war in ~·oso o.
We also end our be t "i he to gt· Jeffrey· 1clunna ''ho i current I
reco\"nng from a kn e operation and to our old Troopie Lt Dan As hton
and hope he ha. a peed) reco' Ci).

Members of Alpha Troop
on a visit to the Cabinet War Rooms in London
(For the record, third in from the right, thinking he is out of view is
Cpl Heynes, who will be delighted to buy everyone a round
at the Mil Trg Wg in Blandford)
EXERCI E ALPHA Al\IBLE - by Cpl Shaun Smith
On 22 1 O\ember 1999 the Troop departed to 14 ig Regt for a week'
ad,·enture training in Pembrokeshire. 12 hours later the Troop finally
reached their de tination and under the expert guidan e of Cpl 'Little
mudge' mith wasted no time in finding what evening delights
Ha,·erfordwe t had to ofter. T he fir t day was pent on a coastal path walk,
an ea y troll in the ummer but quite a challenge in a driving ovember
wind. Luckily the Troop was well prepared for all e entualitie with it
\ery own emergency beacon, Sig 'Gargoyle' Ker haw\\ ho was porting
a particularly fluore cent yello\ jacket which he flatly refu ed 10 remove
during daylight hours. By \Vedne day the weather had closed in with a lot
of the activitie becoming uicide mission . It wa an ideal opportunity to
lope off to the local driving range where the Troop' budding Tiger
Wood -alikes could flaunt their stuff. After a rather une entful day, the
Troop headed off to town where a good time wa had by all .... and in
particular by Cpl ·Lit1le mudge· Smith and ig 'Gwar' Bowes who got
o carried away with keeping the army in the public eye that they only just
made it back to camp for breakfast. The final day's training saw the Troop
coastal teering at St. David which proved to be an excellent day out. We
did become a little concerned when our illustriou leader, Capt "Look at
me, 1· m a wave' Lambeth looked like he was about to be swept out to sea,
but managed to scramble around and carry out an impres ion of a
knackered beached whale. In all the Troop hail an outstanding week thanks
to the time and effort put in by Sgt McGuiness and also the training wi ng
at 14 ig Regt. Roll on Christmas and the ew Year!
BTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. Hamilton R JG ALS
Tp Sgt
S gt A. Ma
Bravo Tp have continued to lead where others fear to tread. All our
111trep1d heroes are back from Kosovo and our boss keeps babbling on
about the Empire being safe from evil tyranny now that the realm has been
defended. Welcome back to Lt 'He's going 10 gel Begbie'd Hamilton,
gt Dave • Where are those 19 Mech moon monkeys?' Owen and Sigs
'Gonk" Fletcher, 'Fuzzy Bear' Foster and 'Jack' Frost. Welcome to our
ne\\ arrivals, namely ig 'You name it, I type it' Holland from 280 Sig
qn and LCpl impson from Ireland. Our best wishes go to C Tp for
inheriting ig hields and who will now have to sufTer his bombardments
of u ele knowledee. Be t of luck as we ll to LCpl ' Tastic' Richardson
and LCpl 'Do you know I'm a skydiverr Guntrip who have gone to 3
Div, Sgt mith "ho is now with the Gunners in Germany and LCpl 'Egg'
Evan \vho has gone to 21 ig Regt.
EXERCI E BRA 0 BRAVE - by LCp/ Marshall
Pnor to the Troop' adventure training package, it was decided to have a
\\eekend of heavy manoeuvres in Blackpool to say farewell to LCpl
Richardson. The escapade tarted well when what should have been a
four hour journey turned into a nine hour one thanks to the Troop's very
own "v1agellan sy tern demonstrating his navigational prowess - Sig
hields was later tried for cruelty to a compass and was found gui lty. On
arrival the Troop \\asted no time in deploying to various haunts and
convinc111g the local populus that although they looked like so ldier , they
\\ere actually part of a parachute stunt canoe team who had been forced to
cancel a demo due to inclement weather. After a number of pubs and clubs
of vary111g reputes, the Troop spent a small fortune on the amusements
before head111g ofT to 14 ig Regt: for the adventure training phase. There
was no time given for recovery as Cpl Marty ' ow, has everybody got a
nature book of some ort with them'?' Barringer had time-tabled a lot of
actl\-1ty in to the week. Alier a leisurely day on the coastal path , the Troop
borrO\\ed a number of bike includmg Sgt May 's which was stolen from
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the Hovis bread ad,·crt and \\ent on a 30 mile pcdalathon. Other events
included the coastal steering and a day trip to Tcnby where Cpl '7ruffic
huffic' Kirk maintained everybody's morale with hi joviality and hi gh
pirits. The entire package wa thoroughly enjoyed by all and the Troop
returned to Colchester c. hau ted and pcnnile , the telltale igns ofa good
expedition.
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THE Gl~EAT ORTH RU 1999 - by Mrs Che1yl Brown
unday I 0 October dawned bright and clear. a nice day for a gentle
jog, though not for myself Cheryl Brown, Sgt Caz Corrigan and W02
(YofS) Wilf Wedge and another 41,000 people. We had decided to take
part in the Great North Run, which is 13 miles 192 yds. After stretching
our muscles and plastering Vaseline in parts other lotions cannot reach a
2-minute silence was held for those in the Paddington Train Di aster. The
gun was fired and we were ofT, running, then some walking (for me
anyway) listenin g to the Bands playing on the round-abouts one song
being 'Keep on Running' crowds cheering and houting you on all the
time, a fantastic atmosphere. I hr 56mins later Wilf crossed the line
coming I 0,051. 2hrs 50mins later Caz came in 24,592 and finally I
cros cd the line in 2hr 56min coming 26, 170. For this great effort we
managed to raise in total £388.00. £143.00 going to SPARKS and
£245.00 going to the Helen Rolla on Cancer Care cntre Appeal.

B Troop on the coastal steering , Ex Bravo Brave
CTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt T. Courage
Tp gt
Sgt S. Hatton
Charlie Tp ha now been establi hed as part of the new 216 ig Sqn and
include 25 people from Aldershot "ho are Para trained. It wasn't long
before the Troop took part in the first ir Assault Exerci e. Five days were
pent at outh Cerney. carrying out rehearsal and allowing the heavy drop
team time to rig their Medium tres Platform. The Airborne Battle Group
jump went wett with C pl Page and Capt 'Jump dodger' Merry giving a
fine example of how to conduct an air steal. the result being Cpl Page
being knocked unconsciou . The comm role did not pro e too
demanding, gi ing the Troop a chance to brush up its infantry skills.
In ovember the Troop u ed the opportunity to go to ennybridge for a
field firing package run by
0 'Kebab' Read. It consi ted of individual
to ectioo fire and manoeuvre and culminated in a live platoon attack. The
weather was kind but the temperature never ro e above ice-cream
pre ervation condition . It dido 't help either when the Training Staff
convinced the E&E phase wa going to be initiated on the Thursday night.
Cpl ·Spud' Fawcett and Sig Blackie were ready to jump from the upstairs
window, whilst LCpl Barnes in tructed hi ection to paracord the door
shut. Fortunately nothing happened much to the di gu t of Sgt 'Large
wede' Combe.
Finally congratulation must go to a number of the Troop. Cpl Page
was promoted to gt and has picked up a po ting to RMA Sandhurst.
LCpls Shaw and Barnes picked up their econd, and Sigs HiJlyard,
• 'couse' Richardson, Pete Thorpe, 'Bo s' Hogg, Steve Jones and Steve
Crutchley all picked up their first tape.
MOTOR TRA 'SPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt M. chofield
Tp SSgt
SSgt D. Elesmore
MT Tp ha now been formed with the combination of the MT and the
LAD, which consequently has left Support Tp with no real workers. The
formation of the new Brigade has brought in a few new arriva ls. Hello
goes to Cpl Eckett who ha filled the po ition of details clerk but has
unfortunately had a phone stuck in his car si nce arriving in olchcster. Sig
' PMT' Metcalfe is settling in well and Sig Burgoyne is teaching us
everything we need to know about FEPD . gt Mark 'Chuffin' Hell'
Makings has moved in from the Goojerat guardroom and is joined by
Sgt Goldsworthy who has ju t arrived from 16 Sigs. The Troop would
like to congratulate LCpl 'Bob' Hoskins and his wife Leigh on the arriva l
of their new child Ellie. Worthy of note is the reappeara nce of Capt 'Lord
Lucan' Schofield who has ju t returned from his MTO co urse, thereby
endi ng a great saga as to whether he ex i ted or not. Sgt ' Der' Elesmorc
i currently on the bifT for the fir t time in twelve years, yet was luckily in
good enough hapc to complete 35 free-fall jumps in California in
ovember. Mmmmm.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt . A. C larke
Tp Sgt
Sgt P. Latimer
Life has been hectic with the rerole of 24 Airmobile and 5 Airborne
Brigades, a Board of Officer , and various other tasks. In addition there
are a number of other units whose equipment now comes on the ledger
including the Pathfinders who have brought with them an armoury that
looks like a scene from 'The Matrix'. The turmoil ha seen the arriva l and
departure of a number of personnel. A sad farewell go to Sgt 'Na h you
tinker' Palmer who is now on his Foreman's our e.' thafTThargeant '
Hamlet who has escaped to sunnier climes at 259 ig qn, and ig ' I don 't
mean to cry' Tarry to 11 ig Regt. We wish them all well. Welcome to the
party for gt Rayson , Cpl 'Get the brews on' Knibbs and Sig 'George'
Cloney from the Aldershot direct ion and LCpl ' Dingle Vernon and
LCpl 'Boy Racer ' Browning from Blandford.
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Robinson for being selected for promotion to Corporal. After her ( 18-30
holiday) nine-month tour in the Balkan · she ha obviously done
something right. (Although she allegedly found the ·2 can rule' hard
going - ITD90).
TECH ICAL TROOP
Tp Comd
Mr Kennedy
gt Corrigan
Tp S CO
Like the rest of 2 ( C) Sig Bde the Tech Workshops have been very
busy with variou HQ demands (i.e. build .Y2KJISIS system). Whil t the
rest of the Troop were busy grafting, Sgt Caz Corr igan learnt year ago
that when the going gets tough - the Tech goes on a course(' afety boat
handler is very relevant to the cut1ing edge of In formation Technology).
Caz has mentioned to Sgt Dave Halkett that he starts his re enlement
soon and will be on a few courses then. (in a year, he has on ly been on
eight cour es!) Welcome to Cp l Michelle hcppard who has arrived
from Cyprus and just recently been promoted. (Michelle wa recently
locked out of her house by her cat, whi lst climbing through the wi ndow
to get back in, got stuck and able to reach the phone, te lephoned friend ,
who in tum telephoned the Fire Brigade - who had to take the windo\\
out). Ju t thought we'd mention it!! Congratulations to Mr John axon
who transferred to the Squadron, who couldn ' t wait to get stuck into
work, changed hi mind and proceeded to go straight to Turkey on
holiday.
Fl

LLY RELE ED ....... .
John and andy Blyth would like to thank everyone who gave their
upport whi lst their son Thomas wa in hospital. Thomas was born
prematurely at 21bs l 2ozs. After 22 month , four ho pitals (of which 456
days were in an Intensive Care Unit) including numerous operations ha·
was finally al lowed home in August. He is a brigh t. happy little boy who
in time '"ill grow out of hi chronic lung disease.
Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
qn Comd
Maj Heaney
Ops OITr
W02 (YofS) Wedge
October saw a change in quadron Commanders. Maj Dave Wright,
has now left the service to take up lucrative employment \ ith EDS. It
really was a 'Here today. Gone tomorrow.· scenario, with some nail. biting
telephone calls to MCM Div to ensure that Dave could be released 111 lime
to take up his new contract. We thank Dave and Susie for all their hard
work and upport to the quadron and wish them all the very best in the
future. The new Sqn Comd. Maj Mal Heaney joined u via a roundabout
route from I. and officially took command on 11 October. To illu trate
the steepnes of hi learning curve, he went into his office aw two PCs on
his desk and aid 'Why have I got two television in here?' Things are
improving though , he now know that a erver is not an Officers' Me s
waiter! We welcome Mal, and hope that he ha a happy productive tour
with us. The OC's first official duty as qn Comd was to ho t CO ACISG,
Lt Col Geoff Cary, when he visited the Unit to present the Imperial
Service Medal to Mrs Pauline Taylor. Pauline ha been in the ci ii
service some 25 years, the last nine of which she spent with the quadron.
The presentation and bufTet lunch wa well attended by qu~dron milita~
and civilian stafT both past and pre em and reflected the high esteem 111
which she wa held.
COMM
!CATTO STROOP
Tp Comd
Mr Vic King
Tp S CO
gt Blyth
The Troop ran a team building exerci c, hill \ alking in hurch
Stretton. Allhouoh e eryone bonded during the day, at the last RV the
leadership appca~ed to go to piece with que tions like, "Whose ~ound is
it?' going unan wered. A lot of ne' names were learnt that day hke Kev
'The Ferret' Anderson . Welcome to the new member of the Troop,
LCpl Mick Leet who came from I (trying to get a straight answer from
him is hard). 1rs Val Hargraves (COMM~E Donnmgton - <;04), fr
Ken Resoun (C04) who is not content with be111g stre ed with a new
job, but i also getting married on the 28 November 1999. Best of luck to
you both from all th e Squadron. Congratu lauons go to LCpl Mandy
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Sgt John Blyth beasting his son Thomas
on the kids Assault Course
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RAF score down to a minimum. Although Sgt Thompson bowled very
loose!~, .he more than made up with his balling as he scored an unbeaten
84, gu1dmg the Army home and gaining the Man of the Match award.

242 SIGNAL SQUADRON
L \ ' LP AYl 'G FlELD'?
When \\Orking ma small static quadf<\n uch a. 242 you get to know
your ollcagues \'el) well. and with the \,•orkJoad and commitment
undertaken by the quadron in the pa t yearn· important to gel together as
a team. It'. always di ruptmg to that team when members chang~ and move
n, but \\hen that team i comparable to a football quad in size and five of
its members all lea\ eat once that would pell relegation to any premiership
side. gt Clive Quantick, the crowd' fa ourite and who made the o I
jersey his O\\ n in Tech Troop for hi incredible 5-year spell with the club.
He·. lea\ ing the game afkr a commendable 22 years to follow a career as
radi telecomm technician over the\\ at er (Ro yth). Clive's hard and sturdy
work in all a pects of the game will be sorel mis ed. e peciall hi kill at
di\ ing in the sea not the box). Likewise afler 22 years in the game L pl
Jimmy Patton i tepping dO\\ n from the first team. but remain with the
club to take up a backroom role w1t11 AD . Thi marks t11e tart of hi third
pell \\ ith the club. Sgt (FofS) Jim O'Donnell leave. in a losed ea on
deal with 15 ig Regt, for an undi.clo.ed sum. hadow of doubt were cast
O\'er the mo\'e due to a foot injUI')', but he pas ed the medical and the deal
went through. The club will mi s hi technical abilit.• but his ball control
and shooting left omething to be desired, so congratulations on the birth of
your on Ros . The club and supporters wi h you continued succe s Cpl
lac lcWha wasn't wit11 the club really long enough to make his mark,
but the game he played showed potential. A Iler a nine-year career he too is
lea\ ing the game for pasture green. The fifth and final member to lea\'e
not only brought her indi\'idual kill to the club but proved to be a great
team player. winning the player· player of t11e year award for the
commitment and enthusia m he howed during her econd 2-year spell at
the club. e\\ ly promoted
gt Hev' Mc 'air moves ouili of the border
to 30 ig Regt to take up a new role as Troop SSgt. Her after match
celebration a peciality, never failing to get the crowd inging, you ·n be
truly mi ed. But all i not doom and despondency al the club, the manager
Maj eil tcvens has worked hard to find replacements. Bringing in the
ig Sqn and Cp l Jim
experience of gt Dai Renni on from 251
\ ainwright from 259 ig qn, coupled with the youth and enthusiasm of
LCpl Daz Ormiston and Sig 'Hoss' Cartwright. Though an initial
setback a ri ing tar SSgt (FofS) Jamie Chambers jumps hip \ it11 a
tunt comparable to Paola Di Canio, moving to 240 Sig Sqn York and
se\'ering all communications with the club. The club Captain, (TOT) Lee
Brown has the last say on the matter (as usual), 'Early signs at tlle club look

very promising\ ith the team having four exceptional performances against
formidable opposition. The Edinburgh Military Tatloo, The Opening of the
coui h Parliament, The Tall hips Race and Berwick Tattoo. As well as
working hard 10 keep clean hccts in all their dome tic fixtures. all at the
club feel confident premiership statu will be maintained for the
foreseeable future'.
A LOOKAHEAD
A. cotland is to take o er the 2 Div area of respon ibilily we look
forn ard to the challenges that thi will bring. There will be much to-ing
and fro-ing until t11e new 2 Div setlles down here in Craigiehall and our
new re pon ibilities evolve. This coupled with the re- haping of the
l G, responsibilities between the fixed ignal quadrons will keep us
occupied for the fore eeable future.

VI IT OF CO 10 2 ( C) IG

L BRIGADE
On 2 December we ho led Brig . G. Hughes CBE. He presented the LS
& GC medal to gt Mark Robinspn (now stationed at Balado Bridge) and
then toured the unit lines. In the evening a dinner wa held in a local hotel.

AIRF IELD TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Gareth Kemp
Tp SSgt
S gt Sten house
Firstly the tr~diti.°~al r~ur~d or hellos and goodbyes to those who have
or will ervc with Frghllng Airfield Troop. We bid a fond farewell to
LCp l 'Mac' McCread~ie heading off to be a rozzer in Germany. Hello
to Sgt Henry and l11s wife Karen recently arrived from the biller cold of
Gibraltar and to LCpl Bilby the new tech tea-boy.
T~e last two months have been quite quiet with only one major
sportm~ event takmg pla_ce, the football round of the Hodgeson Shield. A
c_ompellt10!1 we fell confident about winnmg but due to the un-sportsman
!rke b~hav1our of all the other Tr~ps (i.e. having twice as many players
111clud1ng some .n ever seen before 111 the Squadron) we once again came
Fourth or to put rt anot~er way la t: . ev~ral events are looming which the
froop look forward to 111 great ant1c1pat1on, firstly the wedding or should
we say the Stag 1ght of Sig 'Hoof' Milevsky (enjoy your last few days
of free?om) , and secondly Squadron Battlecamp. It is not hard to work
out which everybody rs loo~rng fonvard to most. Finally to round off we
would .all like _to say a big hello t~ Sig 'Gaz' Fu ins who always
complams that his name never appears m The Wire.

0 CADRE COUR E 11 - hi I.Cpl Bilby
The 259 Si.g qn J. CO cadre Course, set up by the 21C apt Ca ie
w~s used to give J ·co's and potential J, CO's some preparation for the
kills that they would need for the Corporal's Course. The course "a
h~ld at Episkopi Garrison and pro\ ed to be an excellent challenge to the
six 111trep1d candidates LCpls Bilby, Barnett, Bagshaw, Tomblin,
Taylor and Sig Reade.
The first two days were taken up with revision lessons on orders, map
reading, weapon handling and BC. Followed by ten minute lecturctle~
ranging from Sig Reade's 'The Joys of Course Fishing' to LCpl Bilby's
'Cricket is ju t an excuse to drink beer' and not forgetting LCpl
Barnett·s 'l Want my Wings, The Dagger and X-Rifles to add to my Xwords'. The cadre culminated man Exercise, which im·olved a combat
estimate and delivery of orders. The task wa to navigate round 12
checkpoints in the fastest possible time and complete any given tasks on
route. It all seemed so simple - what could go wrong? \Veil the inevitable
miscalculations were made regarding time appreciation, and map reading,
which resulted in the Team's idea, of being back in 16 hours for
breakfast, having to be thrown out of the window. Despite these mishap
the Team 's determination to finish the task in hand came to the fore, and
with great team spirit we all mucked in and finished the course only 11
hours late. The most improved J CO was awarded to LCpl Taylor and
the best J CO overall wa awarded to LCpl Tomlin.

J

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
(FALKLAND ISLANDS)

EWS FROM THE SO TH ATLA TIC
IT HEADQ ARTERS
QC
Maj C. J. Mcintosh
USM
W02 D. Rook

On the vi its front.. .. Oh My God!! It seems this theatre i a regularly
sought, but little publicised number one destination on the good holiday
guide 1999. SWTimer is here (apparently, but no-one thought to tell God ... )
and every man and his dog want to pop do\vn to say hi. We have had our fair
share of VIP visits with the likes of CJO, CBF, CBF (Des), Master of
Signals. and Air Marshall Jenner! It keeps UHQ on its toes though ... As for
the rest of the visits - ·There's no room left al the Inn I'm afraid' . The Tristars
aio 't big enough to allow all the people down who want to vi it JCUFI!

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON
'Goodbye Maj Adams - Hello Maj Mcintosh'

Sqn Comd
Maj . Grifiths
SSM
W02 ( M) D. Ewing
The past fe\> months have flown past, summer in Cyprus is over and
the cooler weather is setting in ju t in time for Battle Camp in ovember.
The main e\'em, which has taken place this month , was the Cyprus Walk
About. A gruelling two-day run covering 95km from Episkopi to Mount
Troodo and back. Two teams from the Squadron took part in the
competition. a Ladies' Team consisting of Capt Katy Caie, 2Lt arah
o'e -Crump and Sig Emma Flynn and a Lads' Team of Sgt Dave
treet, ig Gav Darke and ig Dan Reade. In total there were 33 teams
competing to get the fastest time possible over the two days . The Ladies'
Team ct off first on Day One as they were the only all girls team taking
part. The Lads, who started 20mins later, were determined to over take
them. However, the last time they saw the girls team was at the tart, the
Ladies' Team stayed one hour ahead of the lads throughout the whole of
first day. With the first day over for the Ladies. th ey set off to the bar in
Troodos to quench their thirst and soothe their feet while waiting for the
Lad ' Team to fini h. As a result of being navigationally embarrassed the
lads were picked up by the I KOSB between the last check-point and the
Finish ~ome four hours late. ever mind lads - better luck next year! Day
T"o sa'\ the Ladies' Team set off in a less painful state than was
expected, the lads unfortunately called it a day due to somP- very bad
blister.. The Ladies' Team contin ued on in a slow but steady pace and got
to bel\\ecn Checkpoints 3 and 4 on Day Two before they too made the
dcci~ion to call it a day. By the time the girls got back to the finish (i n
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transport) the winning teams had been finished for hours . Well done to all
of 259 Sig Sqn for being brave enough to take part and to the 14 ig Regt
Team who got the fastest lime over all.
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt arah ovey-Crump
Tp Sgt
SSgt Duncan
Welcome to SSgt Duncan and his wife Linda from 15 ig Rcgt. We
all look forward to the JD PT. Hello to Sgt 'Ant Villa' Tranter posted to
become the new line god. Radio section welcome Cpl Quilter and hi s
fami ly and to Sig Olive Taylor from 19 Mech Bde. Tech ection also
welcomes LCpl Lynd ay tewart and also C pl Gordon and icole
from 11 Sig Regt Blandford. We hope you all have an enjoyab le tour
whilst in Cyprus. Fond farewells and Good luck lo SSgt Kev ' Jinjaninja'
Tierney in his new post as BTLO at 15 Sig Regt. Farewell to ergeant
'Fudge' MacPhee posted to Cab le System Group Blandford and also
Cpl Lance 'Starbuck' Swa1·brick posted to the big house in JH Q.
CRJCKET-ARMYCYPR SvRAF YPRUS
Yet again, another fine performance aw the Army beat the RAF in
Cyprus, a lthough it went ri ght down to the wire. The only ignall c rs to be
chosen for the Army, were Sgt 'A·Z' zeremeta and Sig ' Robbie '
Williams 259 Sig qn and S gt 'Roger' Thompson JSS (A ). All
made major contributions to the match. gt Szeremeta with his fine pace
bowling and ig Williams with his superb medium pace bowling kept the
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The picture shO\ s the outgoing OC, 1aj M. W. G. Adams (now late of
2 12 Sig qn l(UK) Armd Div ig Regt) handing over command of
JCUFI, ha ing baby sat until the new 0 , 1aj C. J . Mcintosh could be
released from his last lour.
The new Army Element, comprised predominantly of 212 ignal
Squadron of the mighty I (UK)-Charging Rhino -Armd Div I-IQ and ig
Regt has now settled into the 'routine' of Ii le down in the Falklands. After
an initial slo' start period (of about three days .. . ) the pace increased to
high tempo ..... maintained until the end of the first week of ovember
when, collectively, as a unit, we had a chance to ettle do~vn (albeit
temporarily!). o, a busy time is being had by all . We have rece1 ed a new
0
quadron in the gui e of Maj C. J. Mcintosh. Within a month of
arriving, we were launched onto Falklands major offensive exer~ise, ~x
Purple Strike, which occurs every four months. An excellent cxerc1 e with
regard to provi ion of service of comms to the tafl~ with a tirling
movement programme out to the c ·erci e area: Unfortunat~ly the same
cannot be said for the recovery programme wluch re ulled m manpower
and assets being trandcd on West Falklands for a long time after everyone
else had departed to the comfort , hot water and anitation offered by
Mount Plea ant (such as they arc!).
On the exercise front since then, the Unit has tested and proven Y2K for
theatre - yes, appar~ntly there is a contingency plan, re olving
around..... Ian man. We have re-enacted the feeding of the five thousand
with I ave of bread and fi h during Ex Cape Petrel, our theatre dcfensi e
exercise (ye . we really on ly do have fo ur FFRs ..... someume .... ).
omebody had the mart idea of doing regular ·fun walks' out mto ·cai~1p',
tarting with an ea y one up to Mt U borne, j ust to get a feel for the te1Ta1_n. I
don't think we'll be getting many volunteers for Ex Wandcrmg tom agam!!
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'A poignant moment'
Ma ter of Signal , Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling OBE, V 02 US I Rook
and W02 (FofS) Hubb le on Pleasant Peak, vi iting the 19 2 Gazelle
era h site which cau ed the death of two members of the Royal Corp of
ignal . These were Maj Mike Forge and
gt (YofS) Joe Baker of 205
ig qn .
JC Fl' JOBILE PHO E CHALLENGE'
CHTLDRE I ' EED PPE L 1999
On Friday 5 ovember 1999, 22 volunteers from the unit carried a
replica telephone box in a relay style tretcher race over the 32 miles from
Goo e Green to Mount Plea ant omple. . Many hours of painting,
drilling, sticking and other ab tract work wa completed by gt ( QM )
'C halky· White and gt ·B lue Q' crn Turner to produce the finished
art icle. cloudy day with little wind proved perfect conditions for a team
photograph followed by the offi ial start by the Ma ter of 1gnal . Team
' ere made up from all Department \ ithin JCUFI and 'jointery· wa · trul)
achieved. Four team carried the replica telephone boxes a di tancc of
I km each in rotation. The un fortuna te R D 0 and C Troop team had
mo t of the uphill ' tretche of the route. OMM E, and 'HQ team
luckily took over for most of th.: dO\\ nhill ·trctche !
With 4km to go. our po · it ion "a cnt back to BFB \\ho broadca't our
ETA. All available personnel were waiting to cheer the arri\ al of the
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team:. Her - hours and 42 minutes the boxe- were finally permitted to
tou h the tloor. A charit) barbecue 11a ' held in• harkies' 11 ith all profit
d natcd from the bar to the Appeal plu. an impromptu beard have by
\loon~ rat ed another I 07. Our thank go t all those personnel within
J CF! who were coerced into a i ting in the e1ent either a team
members or a· . upport staff. For the un · that i here in ovembcr 2000.
the challenge i · .et to beat the £2420.t 1• rai ed. The amount i the mo t
c1er roi.cd~b) any unit for the hildren !fl eed ppeal here in the outh
Atlantic. The hallenge is there to be beaten - if you think y u can!

- would thi affect the econd round cores? It was inevitable that the
course eventually tool it. toll on some of the players 1 ith the usually calm
gt Ken 1ason lo ing his head completely and throwing clubs where he
should ha e be n throwing teddies! With the number of golfing expletives
increasing with the strength of the wind. one figure was an air of calm and
coolness that \\3S our very own 'Gary Player' - Capt Dave Ball. Where
the famous outh frican is normally dre sed in black. Capt Bnll adorned
from head to toe in blinding white kept his cool to win the nearest the pin
competition . U ing the increasi ng wind he maje tically stroked a ball 30

be the base of the mountain. The terrain near the top of the mountain was
very _trc~chcrou s, lots of mud underfoot and a very dense jungle foliage.
The mclme was that b~d that there was actually a rope along idc to help
you climb. The followmg two days were pent relaxing and consolidating
our tans on the beach.
The start of the run was Lo be early (0730) in order to catch the coolest
part of <la)'.. !he weather wa overcast and cooler than the previous three
days. Trad1_t1on s_ays that you ~re supposed to start with your hand in the
sea and finish with }'.Our hand m the Dcwpond. The sea was too rough to
sta11 with your hand m the ~vatcr _so we touche_d the water and opted for the
start l111c. There was a fairly big crowd, (b ig for Asi!), and around 40
mutants (entries), though not all those started eventually finished. The
start was fa l but I managed to stick with the leader who happened to be
the local that always wins. I was still with him at Two Boats as we started
the ascent. The Gurkha was only 300m behind all the way. We were 800m
up the mountain when the local tarted walking I thought my luck was in
and pushed on up the hill. After another IOOm I was forced to walking.
The local slowly caught me back up and casually introduced him self as
'Al' - very friendly! As we marched up the hill together the Gurkha ran
past and looked very comfortable. The local followed after him but I
settled for (as my lungs allowed) third.
LCpl Gurung of the RI in MPA fini ·hed in first position with a time
of I hour 4 mins, upsetting 'Al'! I finished third 1\lth a time of I hour 7
mins. ig Ragni finished sixth with a time of I hour 2 I mins. A good party
was had by all aflerwards and over one thousand pounds wa raised for
The Anthony olan Bone Marrow trust.
A TROOP -THE TRATEGlC COMM NICATORS
by Cpl 'Au.11i11 /n/erna1ional Tech of Mys1ery' Dawson

The JCUFI members and personnel prior to the start of the event at Goose Green
(L-R}: 3rd Row:SAC Gray, Cpl Stowell, Sig Lake, LCpl Lenaghan, Flt Lt Russell, Capt Nichols, SSgt Dewar, Tpr Porter, CY Moore, WO RS Jackson
2nd Row: Sgt Turner, Cpl Hatch, W02 (USM) Rook, Master of Signals, Maj Mcintosh, SSgt (UQMS) White, SACW Hurren , Sig Philips
1st Row: Sig Stables, Sig Brydon, WOMC Holden, Sig Moore
yard off course destined for the rough only to ee it gracefully veer back
LO land pin high, the fir t time an anti-cyclone has been u ed in a major
competition.
As the final scores were being checked it soon became apparent the
leaders had done enough to maintain their lead and finally won the
competition by 14 strokes. Although there wa a little consternation in the
clubhouse about the fact that the OC and one of the organi ers made up the
winning pair. nobody could take away the fact that they played two superb
rounds of golf and were worthy victors. Thanks must go out to the main
organisers SSgt 'Chalkie' White and Sgt Vero Turner, the MPA PGA for
hosting the event and of course all competitors . It wa a display of
'jointery' at its best and golf that Peter Allis would have been proud of with the game of golf being the true winner.
CBFFI CROSS-CO
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TRY R

by Sig 'Raggers ' Ragni

The JCUFI Mobile Phone Challenge Team
at the finishing line, in Mount Pleasant
(L-R): W02 (USM) Rook, LCpl Lenaghan, SSgt Dewar,
Tpr Porter, Sgt Turner and SSgt (UQMS) White

J
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H

OPEN CHAMPIO

HIP 1999

by S gl (UQMS) Chalkie While & Sg1 (Blue Q) Vern Turner

Forget the ten ion of Valderama and the severity of Augusta, the events
that took place at Murphy's Belfiy on Friday 19 ovember 1999 will go
do" n in the annal of golfing history. Again t the searing heat and rough
terram of the Falkland Islands, sixteen brave service members of the Joint
Communications Unit took on and beat the old course at Mount Pleasant in a
gruehng Open Championship in fine style. This unique event was a pair's
competition over 18 holes with the draw for teams taking place only minutes
before the first tee-off. This provided added excitement for the crowds
filling the galleries and threw up ome interesting partnerships. There was a
lot of mitial betting interest on the CDA team of Capt Keith Emmerson
and F Bob Walb)Off and some serious money on the right and left hand
combmation of gt 'Kitch' KHchencr and ig 'Spike' MilJigan.
The fir t nine holes provided a steady display from all the pairs and at
the half-way point all teams were still in contention but the high
tcmoeratures and poor fairways were beginning to take their toll. A solid
round from the pairing of \faj :\<fclntosh (OC JCUFI) and Sgt ' Blue Q'
Turner ga\C them a slender lead from the pursuing pack. Another
conscqu.:ncc of the high temperatures was that the player had Lo increase
their intake offluid m the clubhouse during the break, posing the question
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In the closing stage of the CBFF I competition J UFJ clo ed the gap on
the overall leaders FILU by gaining Second place points from this run.
The cour ·e was 3.8 mile , the fir t part of which was uphill with the wind
in your face. Despite this handicap ig Martin 'Speed Demon ' Potter
finished with a convincing win over the rest of the runners (including the
Ghurkas!), unfortunately the others in our team didn 't perform as well as
him. Sgt Mal Pavier came 5th followed by Flt Sgt lan Wiseman in 12th
place and myself in 16th. LCpl Lenaghan and LCpl Wayne Topping ran
but only the first four runner counted for the competition results. oming
second in this race mean that JCUFI can till win the CBFFI up, if we
perform well in the remaining sport . land by for further updates!!!
THE ' DEWPO D RU ' FOR THE A THO Y
MARROW TRUST

OLA

BO E

by Sig Martin 'Mean Machine ' Poller

Every year, on Ascension Island, a run takes place, but not an ordinary
run. This is 7 miles long and all uphill - in fact up a mountain. Green
Mountain i 3000ft high with a jungle environment. On top of the
mountain is a man made ' Dewpond', which was to be the finishing point
of our run. Eight of us flew out to Asi, even runners and a PT! for admin.
From JCUFl, the runners were Sig Martin Potter, Sig 'Raggers' Ragui
and WEW Fagan. It was a sponsored run and the monies raised arc to be
donated to the Anthony olan Bone Marrow Trust.
We flew out on the Wednesday and ran on tbe Sunday, three days of
acclimatisation and ensuring our bodies were getting enough fluids
daily . ... drinking (1 mean preparing). The Thursday was spent on recce time well spent. The start of the run was from ' George Town' on the
beach. The course then moved up a long incline to another town called
'Two boats', named after the two boat that form it landmark. This wa to
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Tp Comd
Flt Lt A. Cooksley RAF
21
Sgt S. Dewar R. IC AL
On my arrival at RADCO , I realised what a rag tag outfit we had.
Royal ignals operators and All Arms Signallers manned RADC01 , and
the outlying dets for the first time. The experiment (so far), seem to have
to 'LCpl 'Mini Me'
been a ucce s! Welcome from RADCO
Hutchinson and ig ' I'm not from t Helena' Brydon, you have already
brightened up our live . To help with a bit of department spirit, a few
members of RADCO spent a quiet evening in the thriving metropolis of
tan Icy. The trip was a huge uccess with one down side. Everyone on the
trip developed flu like symptoms the next morning .......... Apart from
eeing the local sites, RADCO have been dominating the JCUFl squa h
ladder. With gt 'My bums cuter than yours' Dewar leading by example,
we have four players in the top five. Tpr ' elly' Porter QRH keeps
eating 'Slimfa t' claiming it is ' Musclemax' weight gain powder, and Sig
' Buzz' Burrell is adding a sizeable increase to• arah Lee Cakes· profit
margin! Sig Roche is no-where to be seen apart from at mealtimes where
he regularly helps him elf to econd , and sometimes third ! Meanwhile,
it ha n't been all fun and games; LCpl Chri ' Luckiest man alive' Cowley
and Gnr cott Boyle spent three week living in a cent on Poke Point Hill
on We t Falklands as part of the four day long Ex Purple Strike! Well. with
R&R, adventure training and the millennium to come, we look forward to
February and the end of our tour!
BRAVO TROOP- LIFE AS A HIFTY
by Cpl Ca th 'Spider Legs ' McDonald

25 strong Bravo Troop, of all three ervice , has only five Royal Signals
personnel. One Corporal and four ignallers who, for their ins, work
along ·ide the avy and RAF - astly outnumbering u , however we try and
cope with the mad people that surround us, and bring a little sanity to the
asylum.
Life do,•n in the sunny Falkland i not proving to be as bad as we had
imagined. There are plenty of sheep (250,000 of them!) for ig 'Taff' Evans
to cha e after, o he i happy, and lots of bars for ig Alison Moore to be
brawling in, which she is ecstatic about; now the rest of MPC are cared to
go out! We have been quite busy with all the charity runs. Well done ig
Martin 'Run like the wind but not with a bergen' Potter for his charity
climb of over 3000ft in a hot humid atmosphere, and difficult terrain of
Ascension I land - like our hearts really go out to him for having to pend a
week in Ascension running 7.5 mile - but credit does go to him anyway.
Also well done to Sig loore and Sig Red tables for their contribution to
the hildren in Need charity run organised by the quadron where they ran
from Goose Green to Mount Pleasant, in the process raising 01er £2000.
The COMMCE got tired of Red tables antics and loaded heron board
ship to go to Montevideo, Uruguay, for ten days on HMS D11mbar1011
Casile. This left poor Taff to fend on hi own for a bit on a shill full of scary
avy girls. Unfortunately, the hip didn't complete its part of the deal, and
they brought her back too!
Sig Red tables no' pick up the line on her ·e entful' trip .... .... .
MO TEVIDEO WlTfl THE ROYAL AVY
by Sig 'Red' Swbles
The trip came about whilst working one day in the COMMCE . I wa
asked by my DSO if l wanted a jolly lo Uruguay on the I IMS D11111bar1on
Casile, so naturally I said ye , (who 1 ouldn 't). o a week later on und~y
3rd October I set sai l, along with another 13 other guest . My four day 111
transit were spent working in the M 0 on board (R term for Commcen).
Everything was manual (painful), but it was good to see ho\1 one of the
other service worked whih! away from shore. My overriding impression
was of lots of equipment humming electrically, and lot of nice ound~ng
radios bleeping all day. Oh, how I mis and dream about the psyop -ltke
s und of bleep-blccp-bleeep-blcceep! ! !
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Sig Stables posing with the 'dishy' Navy bloke
The food was good although not many of the gue l's managed to keep
theirs down, because it was quite funny- intensely funny to watch others,
until the wild rocking of the boat gets to you too!! On the way there the
weather was brilliant, the ea was quite calm the sun was shining and the
sea was a peaceful blue colour. The way back was a different tory; I can
still see the three Gurkha faces - a they looked a funny hade of green. On
the Wednesday night before we docked we decided it would be nice if we
cooked a barbecue for the ship's company, which was also fun .
The day we docked in Montevideo. all the gue ts couldn't 1\ait to get
off and go alongside - especially the three Gurkhas! At I o'clock we were
allowed a run ashore - finally. The five days we were to stay in dock were
spent sampling the variety of local ales (good a they sell bottle of beer by
the litre - for me. paradise!). Of course, no ocial scene is complete
without some form of eats, so we went in a few of the bar's, where the
management were extremely hospitable, all night long they would bring us
food out and then join u later for a drink. The food was excellent and the
steaks were huge (and cheap-actually, everything was cheap!). I got to do
the girlie thing and went shopping for a day - the good part though wa
walking round and seeing the cultural ide of the city. Monuments eem to
be a big feature, and in the more affiuent area , the buildings were out of
this world - though there were constant reminders that not everyone was
o well off. The weather was lovely, the people pleasant and easy going
and the beaches beautiful. If anyone el e ever gets the chance, then grab it
with both hands! The experience in working a one with a1>
contemporaries, combined with the culture and the stay in Montevideo
"ill be memorie I will alway remember.
CRARLlE TROOP- RMY! RMY! Alli'\1Y!
Tp Comd
Lt L. Hender on
Tp SSgt
S gt M. Paviere
F.l.T.S. Roll of Honour.
Sgt ·Clive' Kitchener
Cpl 'Leave it until tomorrow' Cleary
LCpl ·r Love lasagne from Shonies' avage
LCpl 'Why am I here?' Loates
We had been told that the weather was changeable down here, but we
didn't expect to have tl1ree of the four cason before we reached the -1PA
terminal. The mi sing one was of course ummer! After a slow tart the
team knuckled down to some hard loafing and within a matter of day we
had all perfected it, e pecially gt Kitchener who developed a tendency
to only go out on job if somebody important wa 1i iting! Such is the
privilege of power! obody wa quite sure what Lo do with the three
additional fixture , did we have to ign for them or hould we ju t ignore
them and pretend we had no knowledge of them being anything to do 11 ith
us? Of course I refer to l\ o cat (Fits and Li ter) and the re ident D1g1fit
God, John ichol! In the end it was decided to ignore the cat and to ign
for John. After a short interval in the never ending fun that i IV1PA (work)
Cpl Louis ' It not my problem' Clea ry received 1 ord of his impending
TI entrance course, and this brought forward another excu e for him to do
nothing every afternoon. We oon di covered hi idea ofrevi ion•~ on the
Internet in the WRY . Good luck to him "hen the time comes though.
When we do have to go and do some work, it really only inrnhes driving
to one of two ites and pres ing one button. so as you can imagine. it'· a
really demanding job! eriou-ly ome of the mountain iLes can be quite
exhilarating. e pecially when the Brintel drop you off with 60kgs of
kit.. .. at the bottom! This 11ouldn't be too bad if it meant you would be
picked up from the ame place, but usuall), where1·er you end up
DRAGG! G your kit for the pick up. you are guaranteed the chopper \\tll
land at the other ite! Plans have begun in eame t for the Millennium, and
any otl1er weekend that happen to get in the way! Generally this all
re ol es around eating. drinking and being mell) .....or more likely.
troughing, gett ing la hed and findmg piua in your ·hoe the nc. t
morni ng ...
LI E SECTIO (AKA THE T MECH )-by LCpl Farroll'
All ofu •. from the elite cction '' ithin the Falkland Islands sa}. ·Hello"
but would like to inform e1 eryone that 11 e are. m fact. Tck-Mcchs not
Liney' !!! With the exception of recent! promoted Cpl ·Pathetic sharl,."
King, who is actual!) no longer a Mech. but a I!om Tech. e1 er mmd Ja.. c
it legal now.
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We haYc re ·cntly had an influx of ne' mech from Gcm1any, the new
arri\al' · to thi wonderful
warm i land were igs ·oreamboy' Lake,
·Tim nice but dim' Duggan, ' Where ' the mail' Peart, 'Gobby ' Love,
'John lerrick' Wride and · cou e ·1veju t found it. hone t!!!' Ennion.
A: you can imagin<! the i ·land has been running moothly, since their
arrival. With three ne\\ Faull!S lnstallat •11 team about, work ha been
down to a rmmmum. ot! 1 o indulgmg into the wonders of the i ·land
are gt 'Dr E\ll' 1acDonald. Cpl '\Vhy's the wagon inking' towell,
L pl 'Here· ome !lowers love. Im off to the bar ' \\.el h and Sig
' Hone t, I didnt do it Guv· Taylor. To keep the Liney' presence at line
:t..-.:tion we have adopted L pl ·Raaaaaaa' fontgomery. from the
rc·id nt I( K) AD R. Monty ha certainly needed his Annoured title.
During his tour, . ig Peart has organi ed. a five 'A' ide football
tournament for all J
FI personnel. \ ith us at Line ection, being the
elite, it is onl •correct that we are top b 4 points.\ ith u . it' the winning.
not the taking part that' important, o obviou · ly the celebration in the bar
after ea h "inning game can get a bit rowdy (apparently ... ).Recently the
.ection ha aid goodbye to Cpl "'?day to the womb' Lees, ' ho on hi
way back to RAF Bruggen had a flying visit to good old Blar~dford .. Al o
yet another farewell from the Falkland goe out to Cpl 'l'\'e JUSt fim hed
painting the ceiling' Wilson.' e'll see you again next year!!!
\\'e would finally like to put out a mes age to all Mechs everywhere.
That on their ne ·t tour, they will be able to view the ne\ re t room. Due to
a flying ,.i it from the changing rooms team. made up from LCµl 'I got
married in the Fallie , but am now divorced' Farrow and ig Lake. We
would also like to" ish everyone a Merry Xma and a happy Millennium.
PO\ ER ECTI01 - We Live On ........
ince arriving in the Falkland I land , Power section ha been involved
in the refurbi hment programme of the FIT generators. o far we have
managed to replace two of the five gene cabins and are presently in the
proce of refurbishing rhe third. We are al o in charge of the quadron
bar. which goe by the name of· harkies '. o far we have had 2 Band
' ight and a Karaoke ight which went really well. but tl1e rest of the
time, it ort of dies a death. But trying his hardest to get the place going
again i Cpl Dave 'Where' my b****y key ' Turton who also gi es the
quadron their duty haircuts (nice haircut Maj Adams). ig Sully 'Gym
Prince · ullivan i still trying to get e eryone to tum up to his PT
lesson with little uccess. We also have our dury oil rag ig Chris 'The
Galloot' Beazley who when unable to find any rag decided to use hi
field jacket to mop up an oil pillage in ide one of the cabins, while he was
till wearing it. Our resident whippet Sig 'Where's My CR' Ragni who is
the elf professed Fastest man in the Squadron OT. Another one of our
characters is Sig Oz ' I' m not going out over night' Phillips who decided
that a night in front of the TV is much better than a night on top of a hill
doing his job. Our illu triou leader is Sgt 'Well 'Ard' Leader who is the
duty JCUFI Heli-cabs di patcher aad MT monster. ol forgetting our
Hello's and Farewells. Hello goes to Sig ·smurf Murphy who ha
recently arrived at I (UK) AD R and came out here to escape the rat race
in Herford.\ e say Bye to LCpl ' lim' Humphries who escaped back to
the UK on his Clas I.
YSCON ROLL OF HO OUR
Blue Team:
Green Team:
gt Dave Place
Sgt Paul Haigh
Cpl Dan Archer
Cpl Jim Healy
Jrr Allie Hunter
Cpl 'Egg' Hatch
Jff Chris Gill
LCpl 'Chartlie' 'G
Jrr Helen Hammond
LCpl Wayne Topping
Cpl ndy Blay
LCpl Dan Mountford
J{f Daz Penny
LCpl ate Dorrian
Our indoctrination into the Falklands scene occurred when, following
all the briefing on the day we arrived, to be told io be back by I 7:30hrs at
the bar where we would meet our RAF co-workers. There is a tradition
where the F G wears an FNG suit, (a stupid looking outfit made from
bubble wrnp, electronic flashing lights and an annoying musical melody.)
Thi privilege was bestowed upon gt Paul Haigh and soon slipped into
the ·Blue Syscon Way' of swilling liberal amounts of beer and uttering
words like 'come on' as each tin was drained.
Day One and the RAF, bless em, were suffering but managed to
maintain an atr of professionalism at the workplace (they must have done
this before) We were introduced Lo our responsibilities for the next six
month , which seemed more in depth than we were use to back home. The
shills were sorted and we were informed that there would be a RAF person
on each shift, they were to be treated like a supervisor, as they 'allegedly'
kne\\ the score. Thi soon transpired into knowing who to blame for each
fault reported when it went wrong, not to mention their large capacity for
hot beverages only matching their intake of alcohol. The work itself
proved very good due to a wide diversity of circuits we were to look after.
Much liaising with outside agencies (trying to get them to do as we wanted
them to do and not them doing their own thing and making things worse)
all this improved our telephone techniques no-end.
The U M organised PT four times a week to which the RAF & Navy
elements were invited to attend but not many of them took up the
challenge. The gym facilities are superb with more machines than you can
shake a tick at, organised circuit training, Boxercise and a large indoor
S\\11rming pool. One of the successful Tri-Service ventures have been a 5a-side league started by the Line Section. Syscon were showing that the
RAF influence was rubbing off on them until the arrival of the new
Foreman W02 (Fof'S) Paul Hubble. Seeing as he fancies himself as a bit
ofa Da\id Beckham, he moulded the team into something better (more of
a netball team than football).
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Worthwhile things to mention arc the long overd ue promotion 10 Full
Cp l latthcw 'Egg' Hatch. the sitting and pas ing of the EF P I exam by
Cpl Jim Healy. LCpl Wayne Topping followed thi s by passing his 3-2
exam. Just to prove he can do it in tylc, Cp l Healy and Cp l Lewis Cleary
(friend to the yscon crowd) then ·at their 2- 1 exam and arc anxiously
awaiting the results. Docs thi mean more promotions in th e pipeline? The
RAF element hope so, makes them more bitter with their promotional
track record but it i an excuse for another party.
This covers the lour for u serving in yscon who are patiently awa iting
the 'Ti mmy' to come and take us away, resting assured that rab Air will
fail to rum up on time. Well maybe we will be lucky and the plane will
land on time for the first lime in written hi tory (well thi one anyway).
EXERCISE WA DERI G ATOM
by LCp/ ate Dorrian

The Wandering Atom roll of honour
SSgt 'Chalky' White , Capt 'Jase' Nichols, Sig 'Murf' Murphy,
Sgt 'Sean' Arundel , Sig Matt Rees , Sgt 'Kitch' Kitchener,
LCpl Nate Dorrian , Sig ' Potts' Potter, SSgt 'Mal' Pavier
Day I: lt was a chilly bright Saturday morning when gt Chris Leader
dropped us off at the Quarry on Pleasant Peak (PPQ) with bergans that
weighed far too much for a two-day walk. We would like to thank Chris
for hitting a many pot-holes as he could, really starting the day off nicely.
Sig Matt Ree was given the first leg to lead from PPQ to Mt Mustard,
which to start off with looked all right, but it got wor e. We dropped down
from the Peak and headed straight acros the valley for Mustard. By now
Mt Mu tard wa huge and every one was thinking what the hell are we
doing here. We trekked long and hard across the valley floor to what
seemed to be the top. Ah-ha! It wa a false summ it and there was till a
long-long way to go. We pushed on up to the top to shelter behind a large
outcrop of rocks for a well earned rest, and a great sense of relief a the
high ground had been conquered! After a half-hour LCpl ate Dorrian
led the next section, which was aero s the ridge, which wasn ' t too bad at
all. We contoured around most of the peaks until we got to ·unknown
Peak'. Blue Mountain could be seen in the distance and it was huge! By
now the bergans were like lead and tired legs had set in, but we cracked on
to Blue Mt and another well deserved re t and dinner. From here our goal,
Mt Usboume could be seen and it looked so far, far away.
Aller food Sig' Potts' Potter took the next leg, as we were contouring a
large rocky area that wasn't on the map I decided 10 take a dive in true
premier dive style. One minute I was walking along minding my own
business the next I was forward rolling down the mountain, bizarre! It was
here that we started to have to negotiate the ' rock river ' that feature so
widely on the Islands. ot easy with a lead lined bergen I can tell you.
There were a few thrills and spills but no injuries. However, time and
fatigue was pres ing. It was decided that Mt Usboume was an unfeasible
option so camp was struck in some hollows next to Table Rock some six
Kms from the objective.
gt Mal Pavier and gt ' Kitch' Kitchener
really wanted to bag the peak so a fast and loose attempt was to be made.
Capt Jase ichols, S gt ' halky ' White and Sgt Sean Arundel stayed at
ba e camp while the rest of us truck out for the peak. I remember the
words 'Don't worry we' ll ju t go at the pace we were going at with the
bergans' yeah right! SSgt Mal Pavier and Sgt ' Kitch ' Kitchener set off al
about 5kms a minute. We were running to keep up with the wild gazelles.
The pace slowed a little bit but not much, we reached the base of the
mountain and had a re-org. Time had run out and we were in no condition
to strike for the summit, so within 2kms a di gruntled motley crew trudged
back to base camp and FOOD!
The throwbacks had set up camp nicely and had seen u coming up the
valley and put on the boily's for us. Then we stood around thi: 'virtual fire'
and Sgt 'Kitch' Kitchener regaled us with his marvelous tall storie . We
all were in bed early for a well-earned rest!
Day 2: We awoke at 07:00hrs to the sound of Sgt ean Arundel
stomping around very noisily outside. Everyone then got up to a frosty
clear morning, cooking and sorting out their admin . After camp wa struck
at around 08:30hrs and it was my turn to lead a leg. So after establishing
our position I picked our route back, once more over those rock rivers we
had negotiated yesterday. We had thought it would be an ea y stro ll , as
there had been a Heli pick-up organised. However it did not appear, o the
reality of a long, long walk lay before us, gutted! The route back was lo
drop down on the south side of the ridge then trike out toward. PPQ,
contouring around the ridge and dropping onto the ' flat ' ground.
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I lowcver, the ground started getting very boggy and more ·babies heads'
started to appear. Also a ll our feet, knees, shoulders & hips, at thi point
were very tender. When we got lo ee PPQ it was miles away! - MPA
seemed to be the other end of the I. land. ubsequently the stops got more
often and the legs shorter, and somebody kept pushing MPA funhcr and
further away the more we wa lked! After a rest close to PPQ it was decided
to push on to MPA, as there was still the option that Brintel would pick u
up, nice thought that. A thought it remained as our hope were dashed
when we saw the ikorsky take off, totally ignore our call · on the radio
and disappear over Mt Wickham towards Onion range. The ground now
was very undulating and marshy, and MPA always dropping in and out of
sight as we cros cd this barren windswept landscape. The weather, which
had been so good to us started to cloud over and threatened rain if we
didn't get a move on. But eventua ll y we made the ring road by the runway
lights, shower and food were only 2km away. We could now see the end
of what had been a very tough two days hike in the hills. It fe lt good to be
back and proud that we had walked about 60km~ in the two days over
some very rough terrain . One final photo stop and then the short walk back
to the accommodation and our sorely missed pits.
MPA LE DER HJP - THE GR ELLI GTE TS
(AKA THE I QUI ITJO ) - by LCp/ Topping
1-2 ovcmber, the Education entre here at M PA held a course on
behalf of JCUFI in which eight personnel were to be te ted in the an of
leadership. The course wa run in much the same vein as RCB is for
potentia l officers. The first day mainly consisted of theory work, where the
general theme eemed to revolve around who could have the bigge t
headache!
This started with a p ychometric test, in which you had to say which
shape followed the pre,,,iou four. Thi went ok for the first ten minutes,
after which you started to sec double and just had to guess which
meaningless bunch of lines came next. This bundle offun was followed by
a number of general knowledge and current affairs te ts. The high
percentage achieved on the current affairs test wa due to the regular daily
papers we get to read ( OT ... )! The afternoon that followed was even
more fun. We were to have an at the board interrogation. which involved
receiving a cenario and from there creating a plan which suited best. You
were to present this idea and then get a good grilling from the Captain in
command. Basically, whatever you said was \Hong and wasn 'l feasible.
What came next seemed ea y in princ iple but wasn't. You were given a
topic to peak on, for five minutes. but with only fifteen minute to
prepare! What became par for the course, was that everyone poke really
well for the fir t two minutes and then tarted to fade fast for the remaining
three. With that, thank.fully it was time to go and reflect on how hard our
brains were hurting.
The second day wa to be a lot more fun, and a day everyone enjoyed.
For mo l of the day we were to practice our leadership capabilitie at the
dreaded command ta k . These involve the usual 'Get over thi tretch of
land using only thi s barrel and thi useless bit of string'. Everyone learned
a lot about ho-n to com mand a set of people in the right way and keep
everyone's morale soaring- even when you a.re still at tl1e start point after
using twelve minutes out of the allotted fifteen! What wa to follow.
nobody expected, we were to do an individual ob tacle cour e for four
helli h minute each. To ay everyone was tired would be an
understatement! This was finally the la t part of the training.
On reflection, the cour e was superbly run, in panicular. by Capt
Rowlands. Everyone involved gained a great deal of experience. If some
oftl1e course do try 10 go and attempt RCB lhi course would stand them
in excellent tead.

Sig 'Red ' Stables storms across the cargo net
on the Individual Obstacle Course
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Nerves are frayed as the team consider their impending 'river'
crossing using their own raft. Shown are LCpl NG (left).
Pte McDonald and LCpl Topping (holding the float)

LCpl Topping (left) and LCpl NG (right), resident technical gurus
of the course contemplate a more practical solution
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stores for radio kit and land-rovers is a continual headache for RQMS
W02 'The answer's no ' Pennel.
'

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)

laj DaYid Raleigh
I
\ 02 ( M) Dave colt
The la t two months ha' e een a phenomenal amount of acti\ ity for this
small unit. There have been \\' o highi) uccessful oversea e:-.er ise
dcplo~ men -, in addition 10 the usual round of weekend e:-.erci es. The
quadron recruit mg team ha been bu .• 'i iting most UK-based unit in
the la 1 few week .
warm welcome goe 10 W02 ( ofS) Dave Hughe . fresh from 261
ig qn and Kosorn, \\ho rapid I) found him elf in the hot eat.
1hi 1s
publi hed we will have said furewell to Cpl Jase Timmer - with many
thank for all hi hard work over the years. ongratulations go to ig
Karen Clarke, Clare laslin, Trevor pinks and Karen Bramley on
pa ing their TA Recruit Course and LCpls Wayne liller, Don hore,
tu Penmen. ' cou e· Hard. and imon Hodgson on being elected for
promotion. I o well done' to gt Steve Miln e and Cpls innie Hill and
· Doob ' Rodgers on being selected for Yeoman of Signals training.

OC

Capt Richard Newhouse. Patrols were in erted into their areas lat e on
Friday evening by a combination of parachuting, tactical landin g of a 130 and by helicopter, to carry out recces of their respective target .
Report were filed , and sub equentl y further observation carried out by air
recce and helicopter-inserted Ops. aturday night aw the targets attacked,
and 111 mo 1 ca es destroyed. W02 Dave Scott's patrol caught the Danes
by urpri e at a key airfield, by jumping out of a helicopter ri ght in the
middle of their defen ·ive cordon - the footage captured by a tame TV
crew made it all look a little like omalia, only better organi cd! Lt Angus
Evers found the outer reaches of hi · radio ma t target undefended, but
then got carried away and hi s patrol was cattered by the 3rd Danish Shock
Army, which had been hiding in the bu hes in 4WDs with searchlights.
Many thanks once again 10 the Danish Military for their assistance and
overwhelming ho pita lity. o thanks however. to the amp ommandant
and hi mate Sig Dave Carrington, for the la hings of Gamel Dansk and
whi ky on unday night, which made everyone so ill on Monday morning
( e pecially the Ops Offr).

EXERCISE GLOBAL LY X 2 1999-CYPR
ot content '' ith two weeks in June, clement of the quadron
deployed 10 Dhekelia for two week in eplember for another round of
comm training and testing. Thi took a very imilar fom1at to the pre,•iou
exerci e, only at a lower pace a there was no C Course to put through
their pace . Con equently there was time for classroom teaching, with
LCpl am IacGilliHy doing her best to make modems ound
traightforward and LCpl 'Ro y' Roseveare doing something imilar
with 16/24 kVA generator . A little learning i a dru1gerous thing, o gt
Ian Lumsden-Gordon ('L-G') made ure that it was all washed down
with copious quanti1ie of Brandy ours. After a lifetime in C he knew
mo t of the bars in the area, although mo t al o seemed to be run by the
Ru ian Mafia. urely ome concidence? Back at the ranch in Bletchley
Lt ngus Evers ran a very successful training weekend to tie in with the
Cypru comm deploym nt. II tied in e en better when Cp l 1ark Gott
remembered ho" Zulu time worked.

REBADGI G CEREMO. 'Y, AYLE B RY
4 SEPT EM BER 1999
C?n 4 September member of 5 RGJ (V) who chose to re-role recci,ed
~heir beret and cap .badge at.an otncial ceremony in Ayle~bury. c\eral
important guests JOmed family and friends of the parade, including the
Mayor of Aylesbury and the In peeling Officer Col McLa), Deputy
Com.mander of 11 Sig Bde. The ceremony marked the beginning of a long
~clat1onsh1p between the Royal Signals and Aylesbury, and also the
mtcgrauon of fonner RG! members into the Corp , including the change
from. ~1ght . D1v1s1on dnll! The remainder of eptember focused on
recru11mg with good results from open days and advertising m the local
pr~ss and the town centre. As a result eleven people have embarked on
lrammg, ab~y led by the newly formed Military Training Team. The
Squadron wishes them all the be t for RSS Blandford early next year.

EXERC I E Al TREE DOW S
WEYMOUTH 20-22 A G T 1999
1.t 's not .all been donkey work, the Squadron has conducted training
~h1ch has integrated t~c new squadron . Ln Augu ·t the Squadron operated
its. first . commun1cattons exercise on Portland Bill, Dor et. This
oncnteenng "':VEX .took troops around most of the Isle on a fine day,
although ome 111ciud111g the
M saw more of certain areas than others!
Th~nks. go to Capt Mather and hi team for allowing everyone to drink
their wmnmgs. The weekend was completed with an interesting visit to the
Tank Museum, Bovinglon.

Dangerous and Deadly - Sig Stu Adams
poses for the 'WANTED' poster for Runnel Stone

Portland - August 1999 - Ex Aintree Downs

EXERCI E TOPHAM HATT-SWA AGE 1-3 OCTOBER 1999
Organised by Alpha Troop 21C, 2Lt Cropper, an element of the
quadron took part in Ex Topham Hatt on the Swanage Railway, Dorset.
Over the weekend troops were involved in track-side clearance and
telecom work in s.upport of Project Herston. an ongoing Corp project.
Although faced w1~ a demanding ta k everyone was urprised with the
excellent work achieved over two days, especially Cpl 'Lucky' Guest.
The weekend was thoroughly enjoyed and allowed member to begm
working as a team, including the new Troop Comm3Jlder. Lt '\ here's me
kis?' V illiams. Th3Jlks go to SS 1 'right-o' Roberts and troops from
222 1g Sqn, Bulford for their support over the weekend. All are looking
forward to Toph3lll Halts in the future.
Looking forward, the \ inter months will ee continued hard \\ ork in
es.tablishing t~<: Squadron with planned refurbi hment of the TAC, along
with .trade trammg at Blandford and continual recruiting. The formation of
60 Sig Sqn marks a new beginning for the Corp in the outh and for the
TA in Aylesbury. If you know anyone who is about 10 leave, or has
reeen~ly left the Corps and is looking for a TA unit to pas on their
experience and knowledge, 60 Sig qn would like to hear from them.

3 COMMANDO BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON ROYAL MARINES

LCpl Al Shewsbury, venting his frustrations in Cyprus
EXERCISE R
EL STO E I 999 - DE1 MARK
Mid-October saw the Squadron deploying to central Jutland for the
annual patrolling and comms exercise, operating against the Danish Home
Gu.ard. The Home Guard always take their defence of designated Key
Pomts \ery eriou iy, making ure all the local civilians are warned off,
and this year \\as no exception. Patrol from 2, 63 and 264 Sig Sqns and
30 Sig Regt joined two patrols from l (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC) for the
weekend's operations, coordinated by the rather stressed Ops Officer,

Cpl Stu Searle practising to attack an airfield in Denmark

60 SIGNAL SQUADRON
by 2Lt Cropper
Sqn Comd
Maj Miles
SSM
W02 (. S 1) Ward
new Royal Signals quadron has recently been established in
Aylesbury, Ouckinghamshire. As a result of DR the Infantry has been
c.:alcd dO\\n in the Thame Valley and the Signals presence increased.
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Consequently in July 1999, with equipment and instructors from 55 Sig
Sqn (V) (Liverpool) and former soldiers from 5 RGJ (V), 60 ignal
Squadron ~ame into being. Recent months have been a bu y time for
everyone m the quadron including it PS!s, FofS 'Where' me
screwdriver?' Fletcher and gt ' Preston forever' Brown, and finding
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3 Cdo Bde I IQ & ig qn RM deployed to Egypt from 3 October as
part of the ARG on Ex Argonaunt. For the lucky few, which included
WOJ FofS Steve Bason and all the Brigade Staff. it was a case of ailing
from Plymouth on 16 August aboard HM Fearless for a few weeks
cruising around the Mediterranean. With a busy programme invoh ing
lots of Navy type things, the week of bobbing around the ea were
broken up with plenty of mn ashore. The rock race in Gibraltar wa not
for the faint hearted and the !Okm race up Mt Vesuvious in aple i
nothing short ofa nightmare. The cxerci e continued with beach landing
in Turkey finishing back in Marseille for R & R.
By thi time the Foreman wa ' inging his way back to the UK having
escaped in aples only to re-deploy on Ex Bright tar 10 Egypt. A far as
the Royal ignals ranks were concerned gts ·Taff' 1organ and Mick
Lee with the 50 I dets and crew left on 3 Octohcr with teve Bason
deciding lo join a day later and rightly so). Due to the sudden climate
change Sgt Mick'! can dri11k ten pint 'Lee, thought it would be in hi
best interest. to drink the entire tock of the trans it accomm dations
water supply, however, to hi detriment he found this wa not going to be
the case, as hi tomach decided t revolt and eject his new found
reservoir. This led t Mick pending the night in the local air-conditioned
nursing home with a needle in his bum. Both dets were initially
co-located with ommando Log Rcg1, with 50 I Wine taking all their
traffic and 50 I Violet preparing to take the Brigade' traffic.
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The first two weeks were a teep learning curve for both 50 I crew as
all did not go a planned. ome of the problems we had to overcome
included not being allowed to wash and have (not that the techs nt:eded
to) due 10 water hortage, and then -omc recce type person, probably an
Officer decided Lo set-up the Commando Logistic Camp I00 yard from
a econd World War minefield. o having pent 24 hours ·euing up
camp, everyone had to pack up again and mo"e 500 yard down the road.
After a few hiccups and minor adju'tmenl the kit wa · up and running
and we then had to contend with a few "i itors uch as the odd scorpion.
pider and hungry gerbil. On a few oc asion we were able to' isi1 1M
(Mubaraq Military City) and admire the hotel and hard Ii\ ing of our 30
Sig Regt (MacDonalds R us) counterparts.
501 iolet then plit and went 10 the HQ & igs location 10 take on the
Brigade tratlic and thi is where gt Rob McAdam and pl Jim Baxter
(anyti me you like lads) joined the exercise. The day to day running of the
det went quite smoothly and the odd hotel \ i it started 10 happen . R & R
wa in the form of a trip 10 airo and the Pyramids although the 50 I crews
' ere unable to go with the main part . which wa n "t a bad thing in the end,
as there wa a bad ca'e of almonella amongst ·ome of the Royal larine..
gt Rob ·Pathfinder' McAdam took ad,antage of the line \\Cather 10 do
ome·training. A bit of local ight ccing/running from Cdo Log.' location
10 the Brigade HQ (a mere lOkm awa over flat land and' 1sible after 15
minute ) geographically challenged Rob, in 1ha1 he \\a within I km of the
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Brigad • HQ and ,·till could not sc it. The end re ull being hi m having to
return 10 Cdo log. in map reading foilur completing a round trip of some
20km in bli tering heaL ( en ible gu •) The Brigade ypher cell was
o-located "ith 501 Violet where a d o. e working/recreational relationship
"ith the techs and operators deYclopecl. The operators doing all the work
a ah\ a) . and the te'h going off e' <'r! day to the beach and lo..:al hotel.
The main hobb. · of the deplo ment hecame golf, but unfortunately Sgt
Gibbin only came out '' ith a 7 iron. and a and wedge '' is in great need.
I lO\\ C\ er, C\ eryonc adapted 10 bunker hot and pl ean i\lcllroy
became the Egypt Open Champion. The Brigade FofS even took up Lhe
challenge but lost in the second round to Tom Gibbin . The remainder of
the e erc1se \\ ent quite smoothly with little bits of phy and lots of
. unbathing b) the tech. while the Foreman con1inucd to beaver away. The
Brigade completely reco\'ered back to the K on 4 OYember and it'
back to normal work.
.\s for normal life back m the UK, while we were hard at it, gt Lou
Walker was off .,, ann ing around Plymouth
of E playing tudcnt on
re ettlement. We ,,eJcomc pl ·1 actuall play ba ketball for a Ji,ing'
Jonah Jone . We bid farewell to ·Tall' l\loruan a he leaYe us for 14
ig Regt and good luck to pl 'Jacko· Jackson a he lea\'es the rni) to
do some real work. Tom Gibbins will be leaving us early next year (at
last) for Gern1any and 20 rmd Bde, which wi ll be nice for him and we
wish him well and l hope you like Armour Tom. Finally we would like 10
ay a belated farewell to 1aj Pete· o photo no WIRE note · Drew who
allegedly did some work at HQRM in Port mouth and i now omcwhcrc

doing lot. o f exam . We miss you lots and lots Peter so stay in touch .
an you end your belt lo 'you know who ' pica e.

LUGE
ROYAL IG AL GIRL TRIE HER HA DAT L GE
gt Dap.hne lash from Aldershot has ju t spent a week hurtling down
the Olympic Bobsleigh track at L1llehammer in orway. When she lirst
arrived at the Army's 'Ice Training Camp', Daphne and the other
members of her group had never even seen a Skeleton Bob before but
after on ly one day of ofT-track tuition, they were allowed to set ofT fro~
the Junior Start.

'/ 'dread an article in the ' oldier' magazine and I knew someone who
was already doing well in Skeleton Bob ei·enls, ' said Daphne. '/ fe lt 111/er
horror 1he first time I se1off- I realised how/as/ and how close to the track
ii ll'Ould be!'
t the Ice Camp the students, who are all volunteers, can choose to try
their hand at Bobsleigh, Luge (sliding down the track feet-first on a sled)
or kelcton Bob, (where Lhcy travel head-first on something that
re emble a tea-tray!)
'My jirrt run was awe-inspiring and nerve-wracking -full ofadrenaline
and f ear, · added Daphne, whose husband Russell is an Army PT
In tructor in Aldershot. Although the course is run by the Army, there are
students from the Royal avy and RAF, as well as some civilians. The
Camp also ofTers excellent training facilities for Great Britain's
international teams so novices like Daphne benelit from training
alongside international athlete such as ean Olson, who won a Bronze
medal in the la t Olympics, and their coaches. Daphne's thoughts on
keleton Bob afier everal day of training? 'This sport is absolutely
tub-thumping! It 's ab olute(~famastic! ' When she returns to her job with
the Royal Signal in ldershot, Daphne will be able 10 look back on a
week in Lillehammer full of thrills and jut a few spills.

BRUNEI SIGNAL TROOP
D\'E 'T RE TRAINT1 G T KOTA Kl ' ABAL Ir
15 A G ST 1999 - by Cpl Winder
After nine and a half years of managing to dodge it I've finally been
co llared to write an article for the Wire (what on earth did l do before
spell check was invented?). First of all. let me fill you in about Brunei
ignal Troop. There are currently two Royal ignal personnel attached to
the Queens Gurkha ignal and we are employed in the Crypto office but
al o over ee the running of the COMMCE1 , which i manned by the QG
ignal guys. There is al o a R. ignal Captain who is double hatted a
the Cryp10 Custodian and the AO/QM for Training Team Brunei (how
much stre s sir?). Life with QG ignals is like being part or one big
family, which i appreciated in a small clo e knit community, as it is in
Brunei. It al o means that as well as having our respecti,·e mes do's and
Garrison do' , we also have function in the Gu rkha Community Centre.
Another year here and we might master the art of 1 epalese dancing,
howeYer, try a we may ma tering the epalese language is a lot tougher.
Life is not one big party though and the smooth running or the Troop
goe down to Capt anta Pun and SSgt Raju, involving not only the
official bu ines of running a Troop but also the persona l welfare of
everyone. To this effect Capt Santa Pun decided that the Troop needed
ome light tress relief( ee we do work hard!!) and this was in the form of
Adventure Training. ames were put in a hat and eventuall y lhree fam ily
group and five singlies set off in two Land Cruisers on a hot sunny day
full of excitement, mainly because we were escaping Brunei to a country
that actually had pub down town!! Ten hours later (and how many tamps
in our passports) we arrived tired, hot, dusty and extremely stiff in the
town of Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia. A quick shower and it was ofT to the
local Chinese\\ here gt Raju a serted his leadership sk ills and we were
soon fed. After our batteries were recharged it was time for us singlies to
hit the l ,cal nightlife (''here the cost of beer seemed to double on our
arrival!).

Brunei Signal Troop
• ext morning and with a few sore heads it was back in the Land
off to the base of Mt. Kinabalu to climb the mountain (which by
the way is the highest mountain in outh Ea t Asia), easy I had thought to
myself, especially alicr dorng Adventure Training in Scotland. I soon
found o ut the difference, four hours later and in the dark we finally

Crui~cr
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Instructor with Whuespear Troop, I Sqn, both serving members \\ ithin
Blandford Garrison were selected for the BAC T as members of the
International Team compctmg in the United States of America. All team
member were deployed to the USA (Little Rock) 'ia Atlanta, dcpartmg
from Gat\\-1ck Airport on 6 October 1999. The U A '\ational Guard
Bureau and Lhc 'ational Guard Marksmanship Training cntrc (, G ff )
hosted AF AM at Camp Joseph T. Robin on, Little Rock, Arkansas.
All matches for both the Rifle and Pistol Firers \\Cre fired on Gallery
ranges from I Om to SOm for pistol and SOm to 300m for the rifle.
Throughout the competition match forn1ats d1fTercd immensely from UK
style matches especially firing from prone left and right handed SOm (John
Wayne style), there were also a 'Little notice conditions' 4-man team
match. with every member firing pistol, :'vl203 Grenade Launcher, Combat
Shotgun, 1 16 Rifle and M240B LMG, against a series of pop-up and
paper targets.

reached the halfway poin1 which was a very welcoming chalet where we
could get food and a bed lo leep before we set off on the next leg of our
journey. After a hot cup of tea and ome not so hot food it wa off to our
dorm to try to snatch a few hours sleep. Before we knew it, the guide was
knocki ng u up at the un ociable hour of 0230 (the idea apparently is to
reach the Summit to ee the Sunri se UMMM!!). The families waved us
off and wished us good luck from under the warmth of their blanket and
the re tofus till wiping the sleep oul of our eyes went on our merry (or
not) way. The econd half wa much more difficult a it involved pulling
ourselve up the rock with the aid of rope , it was slow progres as we
only had two torches between the group. LCpl 'Mountain Goat' Sure h
wa IC of one of the torche and therefore ran up every I OOm or so
before turning round to shine the torch down for the rest of us. Where he
got hi s energy from none of us knew but we cou ld have done with a ' Pin t
of what he'd been drinking'. Unfortunately due to injury and/or altitude
s ickness a couple of us didn't quite reach the Su mmit ' hich was
disappointing until the others who had made it returned ( haltered) with
the news they never actually saw the sunrise due to bad weather (ha), bit
of an anticlimax!

Sgt D. Copley firing M240B LMG
Match 203 'Little notice conditions'

Brunei Signal Troop and Families

SHOOTING

The walk back down the mountain was a lot quicker than the one
going up and to ee the loca ls making their way UJ" with heavy loads of
supp lie for the chalet soo n wiped any thought of aching bones clean
away! Finally at the boltom, very tired but very pleased, we collected our
certificates of achievement saying how far up the mountain each of u
reached and for tho e who reached th e ummit (409S.2M), it was a
' FIR T CLASS' certificate. That night it was back to Kota Kinabalu ,
where some of us pent the whole night in the hotel, (not through choice I
might add!), all to be said on that is, it mu t have been the Malay food!!
The last two days we were able to spend at leisure on the I land of
Labuan, just off the coast of Malaysia. Everyone had reco ered Uust) to
spend most of it shopping, which i a novelty when you have been in
Brunei for a while. We all returned to Brunei with ex trem e ly sore
muscles and tired but very happy, (especial ly when we were told PT had
been cancelled for the next day!). JAi QUEENS GURK!IA SIGNALS

THE BRIT! H ARMY COMB T HOOT! G TEAM (B.A.C. .T) EXERCI EU CLE SA 1 - U.S.A 1999
Some no/es f rom a wandering correspondenl,
Licensed to .1hoot and happy to travel.
The BAC Twas selected from the be t 20 firers in both discipline of the
British rmy from achievement of the Army I 00 (QM ) held at Bi Icy
range in Jul y 1999 and the Army ervices Pi tol Champion hip · held
also al Bisley in June 1999. Regimental nit and Battalion that can
shoot at the high standard required and achieving consi ·tent level of
marksmanship attend both competition .
Both discipline were split into a rifle team of ten fire1 and a pistol
team of nine firers with a team coach appointed to the Ritle Tea m to
ensure continuity of shooting tandard within the team and to en ure no
officia ls/ opposit ion show any bia . Lt Col R. T. Hoolc, the 0 within
the Royal School of ignal and (SI) gt D. Copley, a Military Training
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Lt Col R. T. Hoole and Sgt D. Copley - M203
(Mixed weapons shoot)

All international teams were accommodated in the Profo sional
Education Centre enior Rank
ccommodation. in a 31 bed h tel ''uh
individual rooms with en- uite facilitie , T , air conditioning, steam iron
and ironing board, wa hing machines. tumble dryers, ice making machmc
and a microwave. De pile all dinicullics encountered b) team members
the exercise was finalised \I ith four days ullural and fa hangc 1 isils .
1\ here
gt 0. Copley wa: indulging \\ ith great ant1c1pa1ion m a J-da)
package on a golfers paradLc tour. Thi COH~red ten l\lastcrs ccurscs
throughout the
A and finally n trip to Graceland, Mcmphi , lenncs. cc
to Yisit the homeland of El\'i aron Presl.:y (' I'm all . hook up').
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MARATHON
H P \\ 11 THE R\IY M RATHON CH 1Pl0 HIP
On unday 10 October four members of upreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Furope ( HAPE) Belgium. travelled to Mancl1 tcr to compete
nnd complete the 1an hcster farothon. which incorporate the Army
1arothon Champion hip . The Team of three Anny runner and one navy
runner. were u ce sful in not only" inning the Minor Unit competition,
but m fa t beat all 15 unit to be the outright champioP .. The time for the
first three runners \13 ' not a good as the team had t: iJCcted, with WOJ
(
I) Mark Elliott and Cp l Paul ' esbitt havmg run the Berlin
!\1arathon the week before to rai e money for Briti h h, rities and this
was the first marathon for LWTR tatt Hayes. The finishing times were:
Cpl Pa ul '.\'esbit
(Royal Signal )
2hrs 47min
WOl (S I) l\1ark Elliott (AGC( P ))
2hr 55min
gt tu Ta}IOr
(Royal ignal
3hrs OOmin
LWTR 1att Hayes
(Royal 1 avy)
3hrs 29min
TI1e team very much hope to repeat its ucce s next year with a great
deal fa ter times .

The Commanding Officer UK Sp Unit
presenting the Army Championship Medals to the team
(L-R): Lt Col R. D. F. Millington RTR MBE, LWTR Matt Hayes,
Cpl Paul Nesbitt, SSgt Stu Taylor, W01 (SSM) Mark Elliott

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The faste r of Signals
C h airman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C . T. Garton Area l; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig . G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Olds Area 4: Brig P. J. Eva ns CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland
Genera l Secretar y a nd Treasurer : Col A. R. Car ter lfBE
Welfare Secretar y: Mr J. Cornick

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Ad ministrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records)

Association Office, RHQ Roya l Signals, Blandford Camp, Bland ford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secreta ry Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contribution for The Wire should be a ddres ed to the Edi tor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.arrny.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm
The Associa1io11 comm1111icates with ils branches and i11divid11al members 1hro11gh 1he page of The Wire. which coma ins acco11nrs of Branch affairs as well
as a forecas1 of Association e1·enrs.
Branch Secreraries are asked 10 check ihat their Branch members receive s11fficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
deli1'ered in bulk 10 Branch Secretaries for fimher dis1rib11tion if this is convenient: it helps 11s save 011 pos1age.
Dates of Branch evems can always be published in The Wire and sho11/d be s11bmitted to the Editor. We also welcome fetters, req11es1s to contact old
comrades and an1101111ceme111s of binhs, marriages and deaths. We hope tha1 each Branch will comribute a short account of ils activities, preferably with
photographs, a1 least once a year.

NOTES FROM THE AO' S DESK
Branch 1 ews: With the demi e of2 I 6 Para Sig Sqn. the Hon ecretary
of the Airborne Signals Assn, is now C apt Steve C la rke, QM, 16 Air
A sault Bde ig qn (216), Goojerat Bks, Colchester C02 7 Z. Tel:
01206 782784. Tho e maintaining the list of Association Branches hould
delete the affiliated branch 'AFCE r . May l correct U1e telephone
number of Wilf Scurr (West London Branch) as published in U1e
December 'WIRE'; it is 01932 711455. The I 12th meeting of the Central
Committee granted approva l for the new branch in Rotherham and U1e
contact for details is the Hon Secretary, M r Mick Hickey, 53 St Mary's
View, Mtmsborough, Rotherham S61 4 H. Tel: 0 1709 32497 1. I was
extremely sorry to be informed of the death of Tony Whiles, Hon
ecretary of the South Staffordsh ire Branch. Until a successor is elected,
contact is through the Cha innan, J o hn Mo bbs at: 6 Hillcrest Close,
Tamworth, Staffs B79 SPA. Tel: 0 1827 57315 . My thanks go to B r ia n
Overland for holding the Peterborough Branch reins whilst Bob
Ron land was off the road . Good to have you back on board Bob.
T he Royal Sta r & Garter Home: The Corps has several former members
residing at the home in Richmond. Each year the Regimental Secretary and
others visit them to say hello. 1aj (Retd) Donald C la rk (served 1944-67)
"'as admitted to the Home in October and we wish him well.
RS Millennium Badge: This extremely mart metal lapel badge is
still available from your local branch or Association HQ. 3/4 inch
diameter, in Corps colours, with' 1920-2000' annotated, they cost £1.00
each, which includes P & P. Cheque (payable to 'Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund') or coin please.
F reedom of Richmond : A further reminder to al l, that the Freedom of
Richmond is bei ng celebrated over the weekend 16/17 September and not
9 I 0 eptember as previously published. Further detai ls arc awaited, but it
1 understood that there will be a parade and social function on the
aturday. \\ ith a church service on the Sunday.
R A AGM: A final reminder that all members are eligible and very
\\elcome to attend the R A AGM, which will be held in Chelsea Barracks
London starting at I 030 hours on aturday 8 April 2000. To assist with th~
ad~m1strati~n, please let Assn HQ _know if you plan to attend, plus any
\eh1clt: details. Cht>lsea Barracks 1s a five minute wa lk from loane
quare underground station, on the Di trict/Circle Line. Th is is the chance
to ha\ e your ay in Association matters, but any points for the agenda
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must be with Assn HQ by I March. Calling all Branch Secretaries: If you
have not yet forwarded your return fi r the AGM/Branch Reps Meeting,
please do so as soon as possible.
R eun ion 24/25 Ju ne: lfyou are expecting to receive full details of the
forthcoming Annual Reunion at Blandford and do OT receive them by
the end of March , it is most likely that your name is not on the mailing list.
Call Assn HQ lo put your name on the list. Assn HQ has the list of local
accommodation, but don't leave it to the last minute.
Corps L uncheon at Bla nd ford: The Corps Lunch has been moved
from the Saturday of the RSA Weekend to the Sunday. An 'A II Ranks
Luncheon' in the Regimental Restaurant is planned for the Saturday. This
should allow everyone plenty of time to get to the Arena Disp lay, which
should start at 1500 hours on the Saturday.
Member deta il change: Andy 'Wiz' W isema n, who served 1986-96,
would like hi former pals to know that he ha changed his name to
' H a rb an-Ridler '. Andy can be contacted through A sn HQ.
T he Corps Collect: I have been asked by Kenneth Taylor, a member
of our Tayside & Fife Branch, for the history or origin of the Corps
Collect. I have to pass on this, as do the Museum Archives. Can anyone
help??
ew Life 1ember : A warm welcome is extended to the under
mentioned recently enrolled Life Members. We wish the best of luck in
their second career to all those who have just left the Corps and hope that
they might make contact with their local branch. We also hope that they
will stay in touch with Association HQ by informing us of any change to
their address.
Service
Branch
&Name
Rank
1976-00
Dorset
SSgt Carlos incla ir
1953-57
Bristol
Dvr A. C. Hiscox
1972-99
W02 Phil White
RHQ
1990-99
RHQ
Cpl Paul Postance
1976-99
RHQ
Sgt Graham Owen
1989-99
RHQ
Cpl Amanda Robertson
199 1-98
RHQ
Sig Michael Gibson
1948-71
Leeds
SSgt William Kilburn
1964-89
RHQ
SSgt Willie ra ig
1987-99
RllQ
Sgt George Cowan
1985-99
RHQ
Cpl Jason Page
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LCpl Bill Sabor
LCpl Darran Kenyon
Capt Bunny Lord
Dvr Spenser Belton
Cpl Glynn Warburton
Sgt Phil I larvey
Sgt cil Wheatley
Lt ol Steve Jones
Maj Craig Treeby
Maj George Odling
Maj Nigel Fairley
Maj Paul Pople
Maj Lt:w Lawton
Maj Tony haw
Capt Martin Fielding
Capt Darren Watts
apt Phil Newton
Capt Harvey Woods
W02 Paul Willimon!
Sig T.P. Clayton
Pte Tina obbs
Cpl Peter Law
S gt Adrian Broadbank
ig D.H. Woodward
LCpl J.A . Palmer
ig Charles Gwilliam
LCpl James Patton
W02 Jay Allen
SSgt David Hopkins
Sgt live Garratt
ig Denni
ewland
Cpl Kenneth Sowter
ig Kenneth Smith
LCpl Danny Hold
W02 Kevin Munnelly
Sig Victoria Battison
Cpl James Barber
LCpl Richard Ramharak
Cpl Matthew Clegg
Maj Ruth Maltman
Pte Jame Roy
Cpl A. E. C. Ferguson
W02 Dougie ·oy· Smith
Cpl Graeme Sawyer
Sig Ivor Crew
Sig Ken Rawlings
Maj Jim Lawrence
Sig Eric Baxter
Sig John Larke
LCpl John Batty
Maj Jim Mill
LCpl Peter Worley
Cpl elwyn Williams
W02 Cheryl Jackson
Maj John Stevens
SSgt Fred Skene
Sgt Merrick Evan
SSgt Eric Stre!Tord
SSgt Ian Philo

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
Bradford
1 orfolk
RHQ
RHQ
Bristol
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Glasgo''
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Aldershot
East Kent
31 Sig Regt
West London
Cardiff
Reading
Reading
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

1972-84
1990-99
1939-70
1941-?
1989-99
1976-99
1974-99
1975-99
1965-99
1982-99
1967-99
I 982-99
1969-99
1969-99
1975-99
1989-99
1995-99
1994-99
1976-99
1959-65
1978-80
1958-73
1975-99
1942-46
1952-55
1966-70
1977-99
1977-99
1949-68
1984-99
1943-47
1942-46
1942-46
1992-99
1976-99
1991-98
1947-53
1985-97
1986-99
1975- 9
1934-45
1959-72
1978-date
1987-99
194 -49
1948-49
1955-85
1952-54
1950-52
1959-72
1970-90
1957-59
1959-68
1976-94
1969-91
1977-99
1939-45
1976-99
1976-99

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Branch has had two functions since we last reported. In August we
had our Annual Barbecue in the lovely grounds of Pockeridge Hou e. 2
( C) Signal Bde, Corsham, Wills.

The President of the Branch Maj J. F. Everett MBE TD
and member, Greta Kee ling with guests

In October we celebrated in grand tylc our 50th Anniversary al our
Annual Luncheon held in the WO & gts Mes·, 21 ig Regt at oleme.
Our 50 Year Pennant for the tandard was presented by Brig P. J . Eva ns
CBE (Vice-Chairman R ) and we had the pleasure of U1e company of
Brig G. . Hu ghes C BE ( omd 2 ( C) ig Bde). Maj B. P. A i on (2 1C
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21 Sig Regt) an? both RSMs (one going-one commg) ot 21 Sig Rcgt,
WOl D. J. Wllhams and WOI A..Jenkins. Both \laj John F. EHrcrt
MBE TD (the President of the Branch) and Capt (Retd) Deni Gilmer
who were present, were Founding Fathers of the: Branch. ig Antrob u ~
(once of the Royal Signals Pipe Band) piped the tandard round the tables
before and after the presentation of the Pennant.

Lt Col Geoff Oakley-Chairman of the Branch, Mr Roy Platten
Committee member and Standard Bearer, Brig P. J. Evans
CBE-Vice Chairman RSA, Sig Antrobus (ex-Royal Signals Pipe
Band) Brig G. S. Hughes CBE-Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde

After our struggles to gel a young, healthy Standard Bearer, Ca pt W.
Myles (PSAO of 21 Sig Regt) has come to our aid and produced LC pl
Mark Mitchell of 21 Sig Rcgt (AS) HQ Troop (V) who paraded our
Standard with dignity not only at the Combe Down Parade on the eleventh
of the eleventh, but also at the tatic Parade at the Bath War Memorial for
the laying of the wreaths on 14 ovember, and al o paraded it through the
City to Bath Abbey on 14 1 ovember. Committee member Roy Platten,
although feeling he can no longer do the full honours of Parading the
Standard, did so at the Dedication of the Field of Remembrance outside
Bath Abbey on ovember 7, and also at our 50th Anniversary Luncheon.
We have received into the Branch the following ne\\ members this year.
Sgt eil Stewa rt, 1aj (R etd) P. J. Benyon, Maj (Retd) G . K. Parsons
MC, Lt Col R. G . Va le. Maj (Retd) D. A. Dunb ar.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
During August, Brighton Branch take a siesta as the different members
go on oversea trips. Tho e poor folk like your humble scribe have to
make do with a cup of coffee under the Royal Pavilion palm tree .
However, come eptember all is activity. First of all we had an Italian
Evening, ourtesy of Brian and Carol 'ardy. Even tho e recently
returned from the eapolitan beaches had Lo admit that it was good. Many
thanks go to Carol and Brian . In October we wem to Bletchlcy Park to ee
the Colo u . amongst other item . It was organi ed by our new committee
member Steve White and wa a great ucces . ome 30 members went on
rmy Pigeon
the outing. Your humble cribe transferred from the R
Service to Code and Cipher in the la t two years of the war, o I was
delighted to discover that one of the guideJlecrurers had al o been in Codes
and Ciphers.
The breaking of the Enigma was a mas ive triumph. The girl" ho broke
Matalan wa only 19. When the Admiral came personally to thank her he
was more interested to ee him get covered in whitewa h! The fate of
tho eat Bletchley varied a lot. from one man becoming a Peer of the realm
and Chancellor of a University to one poor de ii who wa dri' en to
suicide. Life deals some fu nny cards.
We had our ovembcr meeting on Guy Fawkes ight but fortunately
nobody tried to blow u up! What did we do? - We had a Ii h and chip
upper. which wa uper but dare we say that some people cannot add up
to thirty. Hone tly they can't.
What of our Annual Dinner - it just seems to go from trength lo
trength . 118 people sat down to dinner. \i e d ·cided to enforce tricter
control on dre ·s and that wa appreciated by eYeryone. ur Guest of
Honour was Lt Col C. Turner. He ga\e a · plendid addre · dealing\\ 1th
his pre ent command and the need for graduates in the future. The next
item was to pre ent a giant-sized cheque lo Maj 'levillc llogan to help the
Retired Gurkhas. £ 120 " ill keep a Gurkha family for a year. More anon on
thi ubject. There i one more item to mention, we were delighted to
' elcomc our Branch Pre idcnt, Brig olin Brown and his'' ifc Heather .
They were really mis ed la t y~ar.
December has been really hectic - for our evening mecung we decided
to ha ea fancy dres - C\ening as well as the cluldren· party. We also
decided lo ·ing carol . The fancy drc s co tume varied from a Victorian
aristocrat to an impoveri hed Victorian Cabinet laker. It \\a; .111 good
fun. We still had the cofiee morning and "ere a ·ked if,\e could h:l\e a
lunch. We met at the Preston Manor A hley hotel and b> good luck the}
had a Chri tma · Lunch e\ cry day ·o \\C booked in and 2, members came
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along. We" red lighted that olin and Heather could manage all three
..:'en! . In all a good-year.
Your humble .cribe ........... ..

Joy and John Lovelock
who are Treasurer and Welfare Officer respectively

DONCASTER BRANCH
The Donca ter Branch are pleased to announce the recent holding of
their inaugural G 1. 1an) ideas and uggestions where forthcom~ng
from tho.e present on encouraging other members to attend the ev:nmg
meeting and future social eYenL . All the signs are that the Branch w1Ugo
from trength to strength. Our first social evening will be a buftet evening
for members and partners at our December meeting. Anyone wi hing to
find out more about Donca ter Branch hould contact John Pell at 36
Home lead Garth, Hatfield, Doncaster. D 7 6R or telephoni;; e ening on
01302 843020.

EAST KENT BRANCH
The October unday lunch at the hant Hotel in East ulton attracted
about forty members including Jean aunders who has not been with us
for some time. There would ha\e been over fifty but a number had to call
off which was a hame becau e it wa a most enjoyable occa ion by all
accounts. Peter Warr who make a hobby of glass engra ing and
collecting brought a collection of hi wor~ ~nd other's and gave a _mo t
interesting talk. Thi was followed by a delicious lunch and the mev1table
raffle oraanised by larion de Rose which netted a profit of o er £50-our
membe~ become more generou by the day. Life on the Comm ittee seems
to go along on well defined lines and tho e si tting round the table seem to
have been there for a long time so it is sad when there 1 a change and
October has brought about two in quick succession. David and heila
Geary have for some time. had ambitions of moving away to the orth of
London from Ramsgate but the months have passed on and David, as
members are well aware, has been a leading light as ocial ec.retary in
finding new and interesting event for the Branch to hold (the tnp U() the
Thame . the Cricket Match and last month the Photograph Competition
are examples) so it was a shock when he told us that the meeting in
October would be his last, the very next morning they were off to a new
home in Suffolk. We shall miss them both and hope they will visit us
whenever they can. And if that was not enough, the Chairman, Donald
Crisp announced that they were moving house forthw ith but at least not
out of Kent, they move to Biddenden. We wi h both panic a very happy
life in their ne\\ homes.
It is amazing hO\\ quickly anniversaries seem to come round. Many of
those who had volunteered to march on the Remembrance Day Parade will
recall only too well Donald Crisp's cartoon of la t years event which was
conducted in driving rain and will have watched for this years Sunday
forecast with trepidation. Fortunately the rain held off and Brian
Calladine on hi fir t major parade flanked by Charles kingle and
Roger tone as esc<'rts and about eighteen other members strode out after
the PWRR Band toward the Cathedral. The QC of our detachment,
Donald Crisp, carried the Branch wreath and broke off at the
Buuermarket War Memorial to hand it to Bert Sawyer, our first Chairman
who, in his tum amongst the dignitaries gathered around, laid it on the
Memorial. It so happened that there were no Gunner or Sappers on
Parade so the Corps detachment led the parade into the Cathedral Gate to
be confronted by the dignitaries including the Lord Lieutenant of Kent
"ho were heading in the opposite direction for the War Memorial. After
the usual moving ervice which included an excellent address by Adnmal
of the Fleet, ir Julian Oswald, the marching party reformed in the
Burgate and set off to march past the Reviewing Officer, The Lord
Lieutenant of Kent. Meanwhile the wives applauded from the pavement
which was taken up by the public around them. The parade having been
dismissed by the RS\11, 26 members enjoyed an excellent lunch at the
County Hotel.
Four years ago, Charles kingle composed a March which he
dedicated to 1he Branch. Being an organist, the core had to be transcribed
for a military band and this was done by the Corps Director of Music. It
wa played by the Corps Band at last year's R A reunion at Blandford.
harles then approached the Bandmaster of the local PWRR TA Band
and, a~ tt is basi;;d on the Corp March, Begone Dull Care, we hope that
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member prcs'nt recognised it a it was played in the Buttcrmarkl!L
Unbeknown to u , we had been watched and supported by a party of
veteran and their' ive from 329 ig Sqn (TA) from thl! Bromley area
who for ·ome years had held their own Remembrance Day reunion based
at the home of Frank and Olive astle. Frank had been their M. Olive
has sadly not been well recently and it is probable that they will all join the
Braneh . lf owe shall welcome them at next years Parade if not before.
ews of Members: Chas and Rita Hughes would have been at the
hant lunch had it not clashed with the birthday of their twin daughters.
We hope they all had a lo~'cly day. D~nald ~nd K_it_Robathan were also
comine; but it wa a que t10n of the mmd bemg w1llmg but 111 the end the
ne h b°eing weaker than expected for he is very lame. However, they are Lo
be congratulated for a hicving their Diamond Weddin& on 2 _eptember
la t. Which meant that they were married at that fateful tune of 2
eptembcr 1939. Rejoining the Branch after three years in !he wilderness
are Jame and hrilly Hehir, still at the ame addrcs in Folkestone.
Jame said they missed the comrade hip of their fellow ignaller . We
look forward to seeing them again soon.
, .
lt i v ith the greate t adncs that we have to report the death of Ed it h
Thomas on 2 October after three heart operations which he faced with
con picuous courage in almost as many days. There is hardly a per on in
the Branch who did not know her for he attended e ery event that she
could and the success of the Branch Rallle civer the years was entirely due
to her leadership and enthusiasm. Her children, Pat, Li nda and Brya n
together with many of their children gathered, a they had done at
Tommv's funeral in June, to say farewell at the same church on 8
ove1nber. Everyone will be delighted to know that Pat wishes to be an
A ociate member of the Branch-she came to the Remembrance Day
Parade and we hope that we hall ee a lot more of her. Meantime our
ympathy goe out to her, Linda, Bryan and all their chi 1dren.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The Local Authority held a short service at the War Memorial in
Bishopbriggs on 11 ovember with a _2-Minute Silence. After the,P_rovos~
had laid hi wreath this cribe also laid a poppy wreath with the Jimmy
a a centrepiece. Thi year a number of local school children were invited
to attend the ceremony, to inform them why the annual cerem_on)_' has been
revived. Thirry members were on parade at the War Memorial 111 George
quare Glasgow on Remembrance unday. Jim Prentice laid the wreath
on behalf of the Branch members, Bill Mac amara paraded the Branch
tandard. After taking the coach back to 32 (Scotti h) ig Regt (V) HQ the
members marched into barracks to the kiri of the Pipes of the Regiment.
A choice of ariou curried meals or cold buffet was provided by Chef,
W02 John Wren and his chef , which was up to hi ery high standard,
and very welcome by the members after standing in the cold during the
ceremony.
The annual t. Andrew's Dinner Dance was held on aturday 27
ovember in the main hall at Jard ine Street, courte y of 32 Sig Regt CO,
Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE. It was attended by 88 members, family and
frien ds, presided over by the Branch Hon President, Maj Gen A. A. C.
nderson CB, who was joined at the top table by Mr Bill Taylor the
Branch Chairman and hi wife Betty, Mr Eric Mcwaters Branch
Treasurer and his wife Annice. The guest were Lt Col J. K. McKee, his
wife Rachael and WOI ( R M) A. B. Hilborn. The Band wa pro ided
by the Tommy Sweeney Trio, catering for all ages. The Branc_h members
their familie and friend were greeted with a sherry, before being u hered
into dinner, where they awaited the arrival of the top table members, who
were piped in to dinner by Pipe Major D. Moire, of the Royal Corps_ of
Signals Pipe and Drums, who _played everal tu~es, befor_e bemg
rewarded by the Hon Pre ident with a dram or two in the qua1ch. The
grace was said by the Hon President, who then we lcomed the company,
thanked the Regiment for the assistance they give to the Branch, say mg
the members are very fortunate to have the use of the premises, and the
help in many ways, other branches do not have extended to t~em. The
President also compl imented the members for the support they give to the
branch committee, and the committee members, for their efforts in
arranging a variety of activities throughout the year in conjunction with
the Regiment.

Once again the members were impressed by the excellent choic~ of
menu provided by W02 John Wren and his staff. The attendant waiters
and waitresses, volunteers from th e Regiment kept the food and wme
Oowihg. The Loyal Toa t was proposed by ,Jim McLachlan Mary
McGregor proposed the toast to the Colonel in hicf and WOl (R M)
Angie Hilborn proposed the toa t to the RSA Glasgow.
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The Hon President asked the CO to ay a few words, and Lt Col
McKee informed the company of various changes in the life of a oldier
and the commitment required in the various trouble pots in the world, as
pcacC'makers between the various factions, where communications are a
vital element in solving the problem . At the end of the dinner, and before
the company retired to the lounge downstairs for coffee and mints, the
Hon President had C hef John Wren, his staff and the waiters, assembled
in the hall to thank them for their efforts and excellent service, with a
thoroughly deserved round of applause from the company. The proceeds
of the rame on the night for items donated to the Branch, were to be given
to the newly formed Royal orp of Signals Pipes and Drums, to help
towards the cost of set of bagpipes. The request to give generously was
printed on the reverse of the menu, and a magnificent sum of £200 raised
on the night, has been handed over to W02 Band ergeant 1ajor
Dougla Smith, of 32 ( colli h) ig Regt (V), as a contribution from the
Glasgow Branch.
The next event will be the social night on 14 December 1999, where
there will be a Chri tmas draw. This will take place in Jardine Street and,
as many members a possible were asked to attend this final function of
thi century. The Chairman and members of the Glasgow Branch send the
Compliments of the Season to fellow members of the RSA for the year
2000.

MANCHESTER BRANCH
This i the first article to The WIRE for some time, from this Branch. but
we hope to be more active in the future. The Branch continues to nourish
under the leadership of it's Chairman, Ron Taylor. We had a good turnout
on Remembrance Sunday and marched lo the Manche ter War Memorial,
led by our President, Chris Reynolds-Jones. 1 can also report that our
recent Christmas Dinner, held at the Trafford Park Hotel wa a great
succe s, thanks in the main to the hard work put in by Ian AshworthDavis. We were very fortunate this year to have as our Guest of Honour
Maj Gen Alan Yeoman CB, in his capacity of Chairman of the Royal
Signals Association, together "'ith his charming wife, Barba~a. The
General made a very good and humourou speech which was the h1ghl1ght
of the dinner. He then surpri ed us by promoting LCpl Vincent, his Driver
for the evening, who was on loan from 42 Sig Sqn (V) by kind permis i_on
of the qn Comd, Maj Ian Kelly, to Officer Cadet. Thi added a nice
touch to the proceedings and was enjoyed by all present and not the least
by LCpl Vincent him elf.
It should be added that this Branch has been bles ed on the three
occasion of the la t three Christmas Dinner by having a hat-trick of
di tinguished Royal ignals luminaries as our Gue ts. of l-!onour. amely,
Gen Archie Birtwistle in 1997, Gen lan Sprackling m 199 and, of
course, in 1999 Gen Alan Yeoman. Thi ha given our Secretary, Harry
Ferguson, a major headache for the Millennium Year. How does be follow
that?

Gen Yeoman with the 0 33 ig Regt (V) on hi left and the 0 42
ig qn (V) on hi right. Al o in the picture is a very smart pi_keman. fro1~1
42 ig qn (V), ig Alex Thomas, and ju t out of the picture 1s h1
colleague Sig Barry mith .
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MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH
Time marches on and I am pleased to add that as it does, so does our
membership increase and with it our activities. We now have 74 Full
members and 31 Associate Members.
We had a change of venue for our Annual Dinner and on thi occa ion,
it was held at The Bluebell Hotel on 27 March and was attended by some
40 Members. The Raffle provided an opportunity to rai e a small
contribution towards the 'Bagpipe Fund'.
Our AGM, held on 29 April, re ulted in the re-election of our Chairman
- Colin, ecretary - Margaret, Vice-Chairman - Dick Grainger and
As istant Secretary - Audrey. These hu band and wife partnerships
certainly provide an ideal admini tration base. Thi has been affected on
occasions, now that Dick is employed outside the area. and on such
occasions Howard is available to stand-in.
Sunday 13 June. we had a day on the Rochdale Canal, travelling by
horse-drawn barge through some of the more scenic stretches and ·)egged·
through the tunnels. Due to a previously arranged appointment, we missed
the annual Remembrance Service and Parade at Eden Camp last year, but
made up for it this year with a bus-load of 54 members and friend . Thi
event goes from strength to strength. Some 3,000 ex-servicemen attended
and more than 1,000 marched in the parade behind 128 Standards and the
Band of the Yorkshire Volunteer . The salute was taken by Gen ir
Murray aylor, who wa accompanied by a poli h General, who has
attended this ervice of Thanksgiving ince it began seven years ago. For
the first time, member of the former Land Army joined the parade and
were given a hearty welcome.
John. ha reluctantly stood down as tandard Bearer after giving the
Branch some four year excellent service. evenheles he agreed t_o
officiate at Eden Camp and also attended the Remembrance Parade this
year on 14 ovember.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
As part of our continuing programme of talks at our monthly ~e~tings,
we were given a talk by Ir Gordon Lucy of the UI ter A ociauon on
'The Americans in Ireland'. This was a mo t interesting historical talk on
the American Force arriYal in onhem Ireland in the early stage of the
econd World War and their po ting to variou unusual parts of the
Province backed up by an intere ting photographic di play. We hope to
continue with various speakers in the future.
In the sporting world our congratulations mu t go to our
' Repre entative to the Central Committee' Lt Col (Retd) Terr) Lightfoot
on hi winning the Widdicom eniors Trophy at the ' Royal ign~I
Autumn Golf Meeting". It is good to ha e this cup come aero . the In h
sea for the first time. Our Hon Sec, Ian \ olfe ha just returned from
TAVR duties in foreign parts. He eem to be none the worse for it, I am
urc Debbie ' ill be glad to have him back to help with the three young
Wolfes (no. not Wolve ) again.
.
ovember of course i a time for remembering and 1s u ually a bu
period for the Branch, a I am sure it i for mo _1. others._ ome of the
acti itie involved were a follow,. At the Royal Bnush Legion Pageant m
the ne'" Waterfront Hall, Belfa I. Billy DL.,;on paraded the Branch
tandard. Others in attendance were Heathe1· Londay, Harry tanley,
Ernie and Mrs Mansell. Jim Reilly once again repres nted the Branch at
the ceremony of Remembrance and wreath laying at th City Hall, Belfast.
On unday 14 ovembcr, at the imitation of the CO and R M, 40 1g~
Regt ( ), the Branch led b Chairman, John Loveda) I?araded t? a
erviee of Remembrance. The Branch tandard wa · earned b) Bill)
Dixon . Branch President, 1aj (Rctd) Bill Douglas TD. attended the
crvice where Jim Reilly laid a" reath on behalf of the Branch. On return
refreshment were pro i'dcd. Our thank to Jim ance for his effort \\ i.'h
the charity-box. After the unday parade !embers gathered 111 the T \ R
Centre, for a hort ccremon of dedication of a rowan tree and memorial
stone to our late Chairman and friend Tom laguirc. The eulog) \\a'
given b) Chairman, John Loveday and the dedication was carried out b)
Re\' Ian R. Camble, RAChD, With this prominent memorial Tom\ good
work and service to the Branch will ne,·er be forgotten. Tom\ "1do\\
Joyce and on icholas w~rc_ pre ent. Our thanks go to Lt Col .\. P. R.
Roberts for granting perm1s mn toe tabh h the memorial and to \\01
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(Rc''l) hrb lcGinle) for hi assistance, The Members were pleased
that Bill Ogden came acros: the channel to pa) hi- respecU; to Tom.
Lt ol (Retd) Terr) Lightfoot represented the Branch at Palace
Barrnd.... Holywood \\hen a \\ reath in memory of Royal ignal
pcl'!>onnel \\ho laid dO\\O their liYc . We were delighted to learn that
Branch \kmber. Lt ol :'\igel Beacom, wa one of the first in the K to
ti.: a\\ arded the nc-.. QuL'ens Volunteer Re er\'cs Medal and we offer our
congratulatl n to him.

READING BRANCH
Talk about ·tn H1 !asters tcps He Trod ... ' We had our hri. tmas
arol and ocial eyening early thi~ year. It had to be the coldest day of the
) ear.didn't 1t? A the gue t • entered the hall they \\ere rubbing their hands
together - and complain mg of the cold. It didn't take long to warm the
cockle of their hearts. \Ve had probably the be t e\·ening o far. lore than
e' p'ctcd turn d up owe had to do a bit of table huITTing to get them nil
sat dO\\ nm time for the hor·e-racing. A usual we had a tight programme,
but our l\fa ter of Ceremonie did a grand job of keeping it all together and mostly on time. II really made your mouth water just to see the spread.
the buffet upper all laid out ready for the ·GO'. orry, for the econd
'GO'. the first being for our Horse Racing Game. Ian 's Quiz wa \\On by
Alan· · O\\ n daughter and partner. Could it be nepoti m? After the quiz and
during the races there was lots of hou1ing for horse number 2 to \\in.
Oddly it did. Could it be that the thrower (o f the dice) heard t11e gc:Jera l
and managed to queeze the dice to make it fall with a ~ facing up\\ ards?
During lhe Grand Draw many head were turned to our grand old man
Graham Robinson\\ ho u uall) walks away with se\'eral prize e\ en after
cries of ·Put it back in' from him. ometlling went wrong this year - he
only got a nappy and a tie - and a laugh. The evening was rounded off with
a rou ing choru of time honoured carol .

SOUTHAMPTON BRANCH
Two of our younge t Branch Members. Wayne and Laura Broadhur t
were married on 4 eptember 1999 at St Johns Church. Rownhams.
\ ayne was serving with the Royal Signal when he met Laura in 1992.
He served eight years as a regular soldier and was anached to 3 UK ADSR
and I AD R as a y terns Operator. He al o enred in the Gulf from
December 1990 to March 1991. Leaving the army in 1996 he is slill in the
field ofeommunications. incejoining the Branch, Wayne ha helped out
in various Branch social activities.

The end of 1999 a\\ three of our stalwart members celebrating their
0th birthdays. lajor John Daw B.E. t. - 2 ovember. John joined t11c
orp in 1938 and retired in I974. He served in Poland in 1939 prior to war
breaking out. He then SB \\ action in France 1940, the de crt in 1941 and in
Italy in 1943. He was de-mobbed in 1946 but re-enlisted as a ignalman in
1951. I le ro e rapidl y throu gh the ranks pas ing the Foreman of Signals
Courses Pt I and II and acquired expert knowledge in Rudio Relay. He
. en ed in Trials units and omecn in ingapore. The la t ten years of his
en ice was with the chool of ignal . first in Cattcrick and then at
Blandford. The first eight y.::ars as an instructor and the last two as a
quadron Commander. John is also the President of the West London
Branch of the R A.
Mr E. Budd - 6 ovcmbcr. Ernie joined lhc Corps in 1936 starting his
service in 43rd Wes ex Infantry Divi ional ignals. In January 1939 he
wa transferred to 5 A Div ignals er ing in the Control Room at RAF
Tangmere until the July\\ hen he wa demobbed. Recalled to the olours
t11e next month, ugu t, he was posted back to SAA Di where, in his
trade as a LCpl Teleprinter Operat r, he alternated between Tangmcre , the
Gun Operations Room at Fareham and at Halton Heath. He was badly
injured in a tranic accident \\hich re ultcd in his being invalided out oft11c
Corp in February 1940. He continued to serve his country through the
war as an active member of the Home Guard and working on the railways
and at Southampton docks.
Mr G. W. Packer - 31 December. Geo rge enl isted in the Territorial
Anny in August 1939 and wa embodied into the Corps on I September
1939. He t11en crvcd throughout the war a · a De patch Rider with the
43rd We ex Infantry Di\ isional ignal and saw action th rough France,
Belgium, Holland and Germany ending in the Cuxhaven Peninsular. He
was lentioned in Despatches. He ended his service in elle, Gennany
and wa discharged in May 1946. In civilian life he erved 28 years in the
F and Local Authority Fire ervice in Birmingham, Hampshire,
Bournemouth and Dorset, retiring as a Station Commander. George ha
erved on t11e Committee of the R A outhampton and District Branch
ince 1976 and ha been Chairman for the last l\ o years.
Ten members of the Branch attended the Remembrance Day Parade and
ervice at Ramsey on unday 14 ovember. The tandard was carried by
one of our newest members, Brian Littlecott who olunteered, as our
regular Standard Bearer, Tony Dear, was unable due to medica l reasons.
Brian also carried the tandard at the Fe tival of Remembrance at the
Guildhall, Southampton on the I 5 November. Brian joined the Royal
ignals in 1954 a a ational Serviceman. He joined the Association in
1956 and the outhampton Branch in Ju ly 1999.

MALTA/LIBYA COMMAND
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION
By Roy Andrews
There were no cro sed wires when members of the Malta/Libya
Command OCA met at the Friendly Hotel, Loughborough fo r their an nual
re-union. This year we were plea ed to welcome three new members who
were stationed wi th 245 Squadron in Benghazi in the I960's. Paul Lewer,
Brian Watford, John Hyde and his wife Sheila. It was also a pleasure to
meet 84 years young Maj Bill Laver and his wife Jennie. Bill fir tj oi ned
up in the Royal Tank Regiment in 1937 and was transferred to Royal
Signals in 1942. He retired from the army in 1970 so you can imagine he
had lots of tales to tell. He wishes to be remembered to anyone who knew
him during that time especially 234 quadron Malta. Dennis Croot, ex
235 Malta, and his wife Rita ' ere the on ly representative thi year. Come
on ex-235 members give them your support in September 2000.

1999 Reunion
(L-R): Julie & Ernie Johnson , Brian Watford , Paul Lewer,
Dennis Groot, Peter & Betty Charles, Arthur & Angie Harris
Pat & Roy Andrews, Rita Groot, Beryl Harvey,
Bill & Jennie Lavers, Maggie & Bill Lawrence, Sheila Hyde
Kneeling : John Hyde & Dave Harvey
21 members sat down to dinner on the Saturday and except for a slight
hiccup on the timing and a little noise from a reception nearby, it went off
very well. The hiccup was caused through a slight communication
problem for which Chairman, Roy Andrews, takes the blame. ext year
we wi ll hopefully have a private room for the Saturday nigh t. We received
over 20 apologies this year. IL would have been quite a party if they had all
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t urn ~d

up. So please make a big effort next year. Don't forget partner~ are
particularly welcome.
Denn is Croot has managed to get us on the Internet. Thanks Denni~
Details can be obtained from either .Dennis or the Chairman, Roy
Andrew.~. Members are ask7d to pubhc1 ·e the Maha/Libya Command
OCA. II you are 1n touch wnh anyone please encourage them to come
along. We do all enjoy our weekend.
Note for yo ur diary: The next re-union will be the last weekend in
September 2000, at Loughborough. Details will be forwarded at a later
date. Anyone interested in joining us! Please contact Secretary, Pat
Andrews on 01227 26455 I.
It is with regret that l have to tell you that one of our founder member;
Go~don. ~hilips pass~ awa.y earlier ~his year. Our sincere sympathy goe~
to his wife Ann and his family. We will all miss him.

STH (LONDON) CORPS SIGNALS
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION
The 5th (London) Corps ignals Old omradcs A sociation held its
54th Reunion meeting on 23 October 1999 in the Duke of Yorks
I lea~q_uarters lub . in Chelsea. Despite the Association 's inevitably
dechnmg membership over 70 members and guests were present to enjoy
each others company, rem in iscences and lunch, the latter presented by the
ne\\ lub atering Manager and his staff. The level of conversation on
these occasion is the indication of uccess and the Association
Committee was well plea ed with the 'buzz' rising from the tables. Sadly
the Association's a ide t member could not be present o a card signed by
all present was ent to him for his coming 96th birthday. The oldest
member present at thi Reunion was heading for 90 in the early months of
the Millennium year. After lunch the 1999 Annual General Meeting was
rather longer and more serious than u ual. It was decided that the 55th
Reunion in year 2000 should be a special occa ion and that the
Association would try to continue to hold Reunions annually beyond year
2000 so long as sufficient members with their guests were able to attend.
The theme for the 54th Reunion was 'Return to Civvy Street' and
ecretary, Sid Prior had mounted a di play of •Before and After'
photographs and information about members and their familie .
Supporting the display Ernest Lampard had again produced a poem on
theme and thi was printed on the menu. Poem and di play revived many
memories of 'demob' and after.
All a long time ago! It i the efforts and enthusia m of Sid Prior the
past and present members of the Committee, coupled \\ ith the support of
all member , which have kept our Association active since 1945. At the
AGM Bob Roberts, our long serving Chairman. was glad to acknowledge
and prai e the contributions they had made which would en ure the
Association's continuance into the next Millennium. Once again the Old
Comrades arc grateful to John Akhed and his colleagues of238 (London)
ignal quadron for their contribution to a happy occa ion by providing
amplification for background and for the Annual General Meeting.

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
At last we have seuled ilie venue fo r our Annual Dinner. lt \ ill be on 15
Apri l 2000 at the Central Mes . Duke of York's HQ. Further details can be
obtained from out ecretary, Henry Holman on, (wait for it) ........... ..
Phone: (020) 85 I 1733, or mobile: 0468 075657, or E-mail:
henry@.prestolite.freeserve.co.uk (Henry i a WJRE note all on his own).
Our trip to Europe this year i till on: Plan A - on 26/28 May 2000
staying in Brussel and visiting La Capoule and the Gern1an V2 Rocket
ite , not forgetting the beer and \\ ine warehou es tour, to some the mo t
important part of the weekend. Once again it ha all been organi ed by our
Social ecretary, ·Du ty' Miller.

Sever~! . other outmgs and e\cnts arc being organi~cd including the
Royal M1htary Tattoo 2000 on I 5 July at Horscguards. Details" ill be ·nt
to all members. ' Dusty' can be reached on 01784 250756. The Committee
wish all ex-31 where ever they have dispersed to, all the very best for the
year 2000 and the new 21st Century.

RETURN TO 'CIVVY STREET'
Conquering heroes everyone,
We'd had our share of strife.
ow we could put our feet up
And enjoy the ea y life;
The Channel crossing on the day
Was smooth, the weather bright,
And the White Cliffs in their glory.
Filled our hearts with pure delight;
When we disembarked at Dover,
One wise guy raised a cheer,
As he aid . 'We must be home lads,
They're all speaki ng English here!'
What. ............eivvies ....... speaking English?
Ye Gods .............that sounded strange,
But 'twas music to my cars
And a very welcome change,
From · Buon giomo Johnny' .... 'Outen Tag,'
Or....... 'Comment alle:t vous?'
Which never sounded quite the same
As .... 'Good day, sir... ... how'd you do?'
But home again in 'Civvy Street',
A new life had beeun,
With tearful hugs from Mother
And Dad's. 'Welcome home my son,'
Big kisses from my sisters,
Grown up and looking sweet,
Yes ...... that's how I'll remember. ......... ..
My return to 'Civvy Street.'

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
The Annual Dinner went with a wing thanks to our hard working
Dinner Committee of Len Smith and 'Du ty' Miller. Eighty Five
members. wive and partners sat down to a very good meal. The Guest of
Honour wa Lt Col John Crackett TD, Commanding Officer of 39
( kinner ) ignal Regiment. The quadron Commander, Iaj Mike
Lan downe, updated everyone on the progre of the Squadron, who are
in fine feitle. This was reflected by their very fine rurnout on Lafone Day
and Remembrance unday, the example being et by S M Brent Copsey.
The Lafone Day parade wa led by the Association's Military Band. The
memoria l tribute at St Paul's cathedral wa given by our Chairman,
George Key. Afterward fifteen members of the As oeiation led by Col
Ted Scarlett marched with the parade to St Martin's for tlle ervice.
By the time you read thi the Band will have moved to Uxbridge, after
many years at various locations around We t London. The Band \\as
originally formed in Uxbridge in 1834 by twelve members of the
Ux bridge Bra s Band, so it i a long overdue homecoming. The
As ociations next big outing \\ ill be in Hyde Park on 14 fay 2000 for the
Cavalry Memorial parade. It is hoped that the Queen 1other will take the
salute for the march past. Please make every effort 10 be there, wearing
your Middle ex Yeomanry tie. Tickets for the enclo ure fo r wive and
partners to be eated. may be obtained from our ecretary, Andrew
Bridges nearer the time.
It is with regret that\ e learn of the death, after a long fight \\ ith cancer.
of Evelyn Lewis on 13 ovember. he \\as a fonner member of the
quadron and a long time partner of LCpl Ian Holland. Our thought
are with Alan and Evelyn 's fami ly.
Finally a date for your diary 20 October 2000, our nnual Dinner, not
to be missed. ee you all in the year 2000, the tart of a ne' centuary! !

Yeah man , retire ASAP
Our picture show two forme r Commanding Oflicers, Col Donald
rawford and Col John Eversfield. taken . ome' here in th world, they
know not where, because they had been nilling something, they knO\\ n t
what and by that stage they did not care! o if you hould ee them selling
'The Big Issue', don't give them any money.
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56DIVISION
(CITY OF LONDONSIGNALS)
OCA RANCH
On 3 cptember the Branch P ·, · idcnt, Roy Hughe ._wa joined hy_si x
me mber· tincluding two Vice-P re ident , one C hairman , o ne 1ceChainnan' and the ecretary) and Em;1bourne mcmv..:r H arry _C oope~ at
II aint- in Ea tbourne to present Ken Bicrgleston w!th ht. 50 _'I e~r
Badge. Ken ha. been a staunch upporter of ~1e Branch · mce he limshcd
actiY"c en ic<! in 1961 due to multiple clero 1 .

Sam Elliott and Harry Cooper look on as Roy Hughes and Ken
read Ken's congratulatory letter
The Branch held it's Annual Dinner at the Union ~ack Clu.b, Waterloo,
on 15 October a1 which the Guest of Honour was Bng Cedric Burton,
OinC (A}. A well as entertaining members with amu mg stones and an
update of the Corps, the Brigad!er took the opportunity 10 present Branch
Pre ident, Roy Hughes. with his 50 Year Badge.

REUNIONS
DID YOU ONCE SERVE
WITH 228 SIGNAL SQUADRON
AT SHAPE?
Maurice Parsons is trying to set up a Branch in the UK for all
those who served in 228 Sig Sqn at SHAPE. If you are
interested, please contact Maurice at: 45 Steven Crescent,
Chapletown , SHEFFIELD, S35 IXL

254 OBA CLUB REUNION
Our Tenth Reunion took place from Friday to Sunday 29 to 31 October
1999 at the Tillington Hall Hotel , Stafford. T_his year the event ~0111c1ded
"ith the time change and we were able to enJOY t~at extra hour m bed on
the Sunday morning after the exertions of the previous evemng. A total of
88 ex 254s, 58 wives and three widows attended_the full weekend with a
further pair of254s attending only the Saturd_ay dmne r.
Friday, the arri>al day, aw everyone liltenng m from all over t11e ~lob~.
Terry Beare all the way from Australia again (he must have a goldmme m
the back yard). Tony and Eva Taylor fro_m Germany, Jo~n and. Anna
Dove from Spain. ot forge11ing the Scottish contmgent Bill Ce~il from
Buckie Aberdeenshire and Colin 'Jim' and Nan Stear from the_Kmgdom
of Fife. Don 'Taffy' Finighan who came all ilie w~y from his adopted
country cw Zealand and navigated all ilie way by usmg a 1932 AA Road
Book. The weather was kinder this year, NO FLOODS as m 1998 and
there were a lot fewer motonvay hold-ups.
Don Herring has produced with a lot of help from Brenda an excellent
booklet called 'JIMMY's APPR E TICES' which hopefully will.soon be
on sale in the Mu eum Shop. He did a roaring trade both on Fnday and
aturday evening . He ts to be congratulated on all the work that has been
undertaken to achieve such an excellent document.
.
Saturday dawned bright and clear and we were free . until th~
entertainment began after lunch. Most people took the opportumty to v1s11
Stafford or one or two places further afield. The entertamment turned out
to be an excellent Barber • hop Quartet who performed two half hour
programmes with a half hour interval, most enjoyable. ext on the
programme "°as the semi-formal dinner so everyone made the_most of the
ume to get well spruced up for the occasion. George evers m the chalf,
began by welcoming our three widows Val Forster, Jean Johnson and

'orma Timpson and all the li~t time attendees to our ft~nction. H~ then
called upon the Reverend Jun Irela nd to say ~race and get the
proceedings underway. A Iler the mea l George made his customary speech
covenng a few po int bringing members up to date. He than ~cd A~an
Alfred,- 'oel Clar k , Ernie lz~d and Bob J~rrett for o~gams 111g Dick
Burt' cremation and fune ral. Dick had no fam ily to do th e JOb so the loca l
254 's rallied round. The ladies from the local Camp Cent.re afe _where
Dick had tots of hi mea ls laid on and donated t11e recepti on fo r h 1ncral

1

attendee. .
.
··
· · d
·
Derek Cropper our adre mcn~ber and his wife Joan JO me us aga111.
They are getting 10 be re_gular v1s1tors. Pat an_d Maureen oward. were
thanked for their efforts 111 produc111g and sellin g the 254 Swcatshut s ~o
members. A big t11ank you to Pat and Ann Fox-Roberts for once aga m
oraanising the whole weekend includ ing the raffi e - truly a labour of love,
ve~y , ell done. umber arc i_ncrea ing w ith 270_ now _on t11e ~oil a1~d
G eorge promi ed a new nomma l roll for the M1llenmum whi ch wi ll
include an up to date Roll of Honour of departed comrades. George ilien
ca lled on P eter Mc a ughton to propose the toast t? our depart~d
comrades. A t tal of ni ne names were re membered Dick ~urt, Enc
Goodings, Mal Johnson, Paddy String_er. ~ordo!' Howie, George
Mercer, Henry ' Dusty' Miller (111 Au traha), Jim Jv1son, John Emery .
Th is brings the total on the Ro ll of Honour to . mety Thre~. It was then
time for the Band 10 strike up and get the evemng e ntertammcnt under
way. George remarked that the ladies looked exceptionall y well gr_o ome?
and lovely and couldn ' t imagine what they thought to the ch~nges m the~ r
husband from the da hing young boys 111 the photo m JIM MY s
APPRE T l E to the elderly, bald ing and somewha~ portl y ~haps that
they now were. This did not top iliem jiving and tw1sllng the mght away
and for most bed time came too soon.
unday arrived all too soon and after a hearty breakfas~. everyone went
their eparatc ways until , God w illing ilie la t we~kcnd m October 2000
when it hoped they \ ill return aga in for re-u!11on number eleven. In
addition to those me ntioned in the text the fo llow mg also attended:
David Abercrombie
Jack Alli on
Wally Brown
Dai Rees
Reg Brewin
O~ve Buss~ll
Gerry Brewer
Eddie Brewer
~ 1ke B_ayhs
Jim Blake
Denni Burge
B_1ll Batl~y
Doug Bower
Ken Brown
J im Braid
Geoff 'Deadly' Baker
John Cotton
Pip C:l~rke.
'Titch' Curti
Ian Crabtree
·Du~1e Cairns
Jim Crow
Stuart Dunlop
Colin Day
Brian Huxley-Duggan Jim E son
Ra?' Ev~ns
Ken Francis
Frank Farrow
B~1an _Fisher
Ron Fairbairn
Bill Grieve
Bill Gibson
Benny Goodman
Chris Gentry
Jin~ liewson
Dennis Harrison
Harry Hawke
~e1th Hopwood
John Heard
John Jeffreys
J im Jenkms
Roy Kelly
Ken Lloyd
B!ll Leech.
Sid Middleton
Bernard Moxo n
Tim Marhn
Brian McDonell
John Mann
Lou M und ay
Nat Preece
Geoff Pickering
Frank Pedley
John Radford
Bill Ramsey
Terry Reeves
Roy Smithard
Derry Smith
To~y Seymour
Peter Sh arp
Geoff Oakley
Chv~ Thomson
John Wa lke
Peter West
Erme. We~b.
Ken Wood
Sta n Whitehead
Denms W1L11ams
Cliff Wood
Je s Weir
The following were too ill to atte nd Do~een Ireland, oel Clark,
Dave Greenbreook, Ernie lzod, Danny Dab1els.

EX-PERSONNEL
OF 1 WIRELESS REGIMENT
13 &14 SIGNAL REGIMENTS
AND 225 SIGNAL SQUADRON
A ll those who erved at Langeleben near Kon igs lutter, Germany,
between 195 1/92. Plea e note that there is a Reunion A ociation
and th at all are welcome. For details please contact:
John Grnnt
37 Headland Avenue, eaford
E: U SEX B 25 4PZ
Tel/Fax : 01323 893937

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON (SAM)

RE-UNION
DORTMUND, GERMANY
12-14 MAY 2000
Partners welcome. For Hotel details, phone:
Secretary - 01227 26455 I

'F' BOYS COMPANY ROYAL SIGNALS
1920-1942
STHREUNION
The 8th Reunion took place on 29 September 1999 at the Uni on Jack
Club, Waterloo, London and 30 members out of 97 attended. _N ot a bad
turnout as we are all well over 70 and a sign ificant proportion of our
members live overseas. From Canada we warmly welco med Tom

FORMER
APPRENTICES and STAFF
ARMY APPRENTICE COLLEGE
HARROGATE
!ATTENTION!
All former Apprentices and ta ff from the Army Apprentice College
I !arrogate, circa 1969-1973, who were members of ilie newly
formed College Free-Fall Parachute Club, and who attended the
port Parachute Centre, Grindale near Bridlington as part of thei r
hobby, may be interested lo know that the Grindale Centre is to hold
a Grand 30111 nniversary Reunion in early 2000, and that the
presence of anybody who attended from the college is eagerly
sought. The Centre, which many of us helped to build and decorate,
ha undergone many changes, and any memorabilia from tho e days
will be ' elcomcd by the new Centre. For further details contact:
Ron Smith (70C)
I Bayswater Avenue, MA
HE TER, M40 2RB,
Tel: 016 1 684 7479, or E-mail: rona ld alansmith26.free erve.co.uk

LOST COMM
E_ileen Ho_bsin , an ex W02 (W RAC) and until receivi ng a medical
discharge 111 1983 was a Data Te legraphist and Cipher Operator. The
pcr~on she is trying to trace is Steve Wetherall (spelling of surname could
he 111correct). Steve was a Lance Corporal when l knew him and we were
both serving wi th 4 Sqn, 16 ig Rcgt ( Bielefeld) in the period I 972- 1975.

DONATIONS
..£ 150.00
RSA East Kent ... . ..
..£ 30.00
R
alisbury ..... .
..£ 375.00
RSA Cornwall ... . ..
..£ 50.00
R A outh London .. .
..£ 50.00
R A Huddersfield ...
..£ 75.00
RSA Liverpool ... . ..
.. £ 100.00
RSA Loughborough
..£ 120.00
42 ig Regt Officers' Cl ub ...
..£ 64.50
orth Africa & Italy L of C Officers' Reunion ...
.. £ 10.00
MrsM. H. Lea
..£ 4.00
Mr G. S. cott ... ... . ..
..£ 10.00
E. L. ation ... ... ... .. .
..£ 5.00
Mr . R. Ayres .. . ... .. .
..£ 5.00
Maj (Retd) Bob Aitken ..
..£ 100.00
Mr G. T. Jennings ... ...
..£ 50.00
Rev & Mrs John L . Mc Kellar ...
..£ 5.00
Lt Col (Retd) Geoffrey Davis .. .
..£ 155.00
Maj (Retd) R. H. Blizard ...
.. £ 5.00
Maj (Retd) Dai Rees
..£ 5.00
Mr Keith Fenwick Beadle ...
..£ I0.00
Mr L. H. Devine-Jones ...
..£ 3.00
Mr M. F. Bailey ... ... ...
..£ 25.00
Mrs Joan Greenstreet ...
..£ 5.00
Mr Patrick Drummond
..£ 13.00
Mr Ken Grange ... . ..
..£ 11.00
Mr R. E. Burbidge ...... . .
..£ 40.00
Mr 0. G. E. Hopkins .. .
..£ 10.00
Mr J. F. Start
..£ 100.00
Indian ignals Assoc iation of Great Britain ...
..£310.00
Certa Cito Lodge ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . ..
..£ 10.00
John Oglesby in memory of Lt Col M. A. Peilieram ...
.. £ 10.00
Mr A.H. Thomas in memory of Tony Whiles
Lt Col (Retd) R. C. Brodie in memory of Brig F. Clarkson ... .. £ 25.00
Capt (Retd) V. Dugdale in memory of Col (Reid) J. Francis ..£ 10.00
Maj (Retd) K. Hadfield in memory of
WO I {RSM) DeClancy and Capt (Retd) Ken Bun too ... . .. .. £ 30.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion C lub in memory of Capt Ken Bunston ... ..£ 10.00
..£ 20.00
Brian Overland in memory of Capt Ken Bun ton
orth Africa & Italy L of C Officers' Reunion Club
.. £ 46.00
io memory of Col G. Metson MC .. . ... ... .. .

LAST POST
Backhouse - gt H. A. F. Backhouse
Biggleston - Ca pt K. . Biggleston
Bunston - Capt K. Bunston
Butler - C pl I. J. Butler
Caird - G. L. Caird
Co ne - W02 E. . Cone
Del Pinto - SSgt F. Del Pinto
Forbes - Cpl J. Forbe
GledhiU - Sig E. Gledhill
Goldney - Col P. Goldney
Green - RQMS B. A. Green
Halliday - W02 J. Halliday
Hinge - C pl R. Hinge
Hobda. - Sgt B. Hobday
lzod - W02 E. 0 . Izodb
Keating - W02 T. P. Keating
Knight - LCpl S. J. Knight
Krikorian - W. A. B. F. Krikorian
Lloyd - gt M. J. L loyd
Pctheram - Lt Col M.A. Petheram
Ruffels - R.H. Ruffel
Robinson - Sgt J. F. Robin on
Whiles - LCp l A. Whiles
White - Inj R. White
Wood - ig E. H. F. Wood MBE
Woodburn - sig J. Woodburn

Served 1938i74 Died 01 /01 /00
Served 1944/61 Died 27/ 10'99
en•ed 1950175 Died 22111199
en ed 1953/71 Died 27 11 /99
Served
Died Dec 99
erved 1951 /68 Died 01/11'99
Served 1947/82 Died Dec 99
erved 1975/ 4 Died 1011299
Served 1939/46 Died 16/ 10/99
Served 1953/90 Died l 71 1'.Y99
Served 1935/47 Died 29/07/99
ened 194 70 Died 04109199
erved 1928144 Died 23; 11 199
erved 1956:78 Died 24 I L 99
ervcd 1945170 Died 23/ 11199
erved 1952/76 Died 0 I I '.?.199
med 1942:46 Died 24 11 199
cned 1940/46 Died 06 11 199
en·ed 1965/81 Died 06 I 1199
en ~d 19451< 3 Died I 0111 99
erved 194 f62 Died 2 · 12 99
crvcd 1946/48 Died July 99
erved 1951 /53 Died 21 12 99
·erved 193 /6 1 Died 16;12 99
ervcd 1943/47 Died 31 110 '99
en·ed 1948/50 Died 031I:!. 99

Thomp on - Col Peter Thompson OBE TO DL. Peter \\as born in
E her in 1936. He was educated at Epsom College where he wa a
member of the Combined Cadet Force. It \\a> here ilint h1: association
wiili the Arrny began in 1956. He wa commis iom::d in the East Surrc)
Regiment. On lea\ ing the Regular Anny he was commi sioned into th.:
Territorial rrn) and rose to the rank of Colonel and to command of the
31st Regiment. Royal Signal ·. In 1983 he \\B ' awarded the OB!· and at
the end of hi command, he was a\\ ardcd a Tcmtorial Dccoration \\1th
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Edgerton (39/42) who was found through excellent detective work
initiated by tan . mith (37/40) of Vancouver, and also to Ken elmes
(. 9/42). Our president Bruce Beattie, addrcs ed the assembly and espec1al ly ment1_oned the two new members and Maj Gen Peter Baldwin
C BE, who is still workmg hard but fo und time to leave his oflice to be
with us. Bruce also menti oned our pleasure in welcoming Victor Martin
M , who travelled from New Zea land for the reunion. He mentioned
apologies for a~sence, obi.tuaries, and the mailer of an F Coy tic which was
abandoned owmg to the high cost. He then thanked the committee for their
con tribution to the success of the reunion. Bruce then in troduced our guest
speaker, a personal friend of his, iytaj Gen Rae C ornock C B OBE, a pre
war member of the London Scottish TA who served in the Indian Army
the Indian avy, the Gordon Highlanders and the RAOC. Gen Cornock
g~vc. u a n_
1ost intere~ting talk on his progrc _ion from TA soldier through
his 11me with the Indi an Army, and hi s exploits in Burma with the Indian
Navy, ~ndin& up with his service with the RAOC which latter Corps must
have given hi m a much quieter hfe than his time in Burma. I think most of
us who had bee_n_'up the_sharp end', during ilie war in Europe, appreciate
t~e awful cond1uons wh 1 ~ h he and his colleagues fou nd in Bunna. They
to u ~ t ~o t only the fa nauca l J ~pancsc _but th_e terrible climate and jungle
t~rrai_n m the_ Burma ~h eatre of_war. His audience very much appreciated
his kmdness 1~ attendmg and g1vmg us such an interesting talk.
The fo llowmg members attended :- P. Baldwin (Hon member), . .Band
(PRO), B. Beattie (Presdt), R. Brown, Bill Callegari, P. Clowson, H .
Coope_r, J . Dadswell (Chmn), V. Dugdale (Sec), . C. Ea rl, T. Edgerton,
O. F a1nveather, E. J. Ford, H. Galloway, M . Ham, L. Knight, R.
Knight, . Martin MC, T. O 'Connor, W. Offord, F. Pavey MBE, .
Pavey, A. Ridgeon, K. Sclmes, D. mith, P. Smith, R. Todd, W.
Weatherly MM, R. Webb, L. Weeks. Guest, P. C raig (ex stall).
Apologies for ab ence were received from F. Worth, Bob. Warren,
Robin Laing, who has severe bronchitis, ' Bunny' Lord (who stayed with
Vic Dugdale on the 10 September and whom we hope wil l attend next
ye_a~), Don Chetwynd our Trea urer, who was on a crui c having
misjudged the dates, and la I but not least, Edgar Harrison OBE MC
BEM (29/33), whose wife rang to inforn1 us that he wa loo ill to attend.
We all send ou r best wishe to him and lo Robin Laing and hope they will
get well soon.
Fina lly, the fo llowing members have sadly pas ed away ili is year. Brig
George Cox (late 20 1s), who died on 10 January 1999, Edward ' Ike'
Attrill (28/31 ), David Maxwell fo rmerly Dennis Wilkes (39/42), G .
Sheldrake (39/42), and Bert ' Dodger ' Green (35/39) aged 78. who died
on 4 August wliilst wimming off Guernsey where he lived.

t\\ o bars for long en ·re. Peter" orkcd for Bure lays Bank for 3 ear
nnd ''as a Regional Director in Windsor and in ewca tie He rose to be
ha1m1an ofthe ub. idial) ompany and O\er-sa" the re-building of
Ban:la\. Head Office. Peter was a man of wide interests, he wa
ation.al Trea urer of Relate ( farriage Guidanc ) Organisation, Vice
Chairman of 1arshall harity ' •rn:h exist for the benefit of Churches
and \'icarage in the old Archde, unry of urrey, including th pre. em
.\rchdcaconl) of urrey and part of Southampton and Winchester
Diocese. Peter wa
ice-Chairman of the Londci~ Territorial m1y
Voluntary Re:erve
ociation ('T RA). Peter wa. also a nonE:1.ecull\ e Director of the Roya l urre. County ho pita I from 1996199<. The famil) connection with the medical profession made it
particular!) :ippropriate that he should en·c in thi capacity. He wa.
also a member of the Glazier·- Li,ery Company from the late 80' and
\\a
1a ter' tcward this year. In common with many other military
people. Peter wa a Deputy Lieutenant of London. he was al o a
member of the Parochial Chun:h Council. At home Peter enjoyed his
gard n, taying at hi cottage in orfolk and the company of Jock, hi
\\'est Highland Terrier. In 1966 Peter married Joan, and it i to her, to
their children, Da mion and Cath erine, 10 Peter 's mother and to his
brother Richa rd that we extend our dee~ t sympathy. Peter wa a man
of faith and in the Royal urrey County Hosp ital he recei ed his
communion and wa anointed. He was buried at Shalfi rd ( urrey)
cemetery on 29 October. Many members and e ·-members of 31 ignal
R giment were in attendance.
Biggleston - Capt Kenn eth 'Ken· Biggleston died in Ea tbourne on 27
October. K en joined the Royal ignals OCT in January 1945 and in
December wa· commi sioned econd Lieutenant. From January 1946
to December 1947 he ened in Egypt with the ignal · e tion of 33
Field Regiment RA. He wa de-mobbed in January 1948 and in
Februal) 1948 Joined 56 (London) Armd Div ignal Regiment TA. In
1961 he left the TA due Lo multiple sclero is and joined the OCA. He
lea,·e a wife. J ean , hi two son , ' icholas and 'lar tin , his daughter
Katherine and three grandchi ldren, to whom the Branch sends it
sincerest condolences.
Krikorian- Wanen Alfred Bulkely Fieldin g K l'ikol'ian pa sed away on
6 O\ember 1999, after a hort illnes . Warren erved in the Royal
ignals during World War 2 as a ignalman from 1940 to 1946. He
beeame a prisoner of war in orth Africa in 1941 whilst serving with
the 1-t Armoured Division. We extend our condolences to his on.
tokes - W02 Raymond John Colin Stokes 1\·a born in Marylebone,
London on 19 June 1938 and enli ted into the Corps at Acton on 22
Februal)' 1957. On completion of hi training in Calterick he wa
posted to the Far East in March 195 . In Febuary 1961 he returned
home until April 1961 when he was sent to 'BAOR' RAF Laarbruch
rrom April 1961 to September 1964. He returned home until February
1965 and was then sent on a tour of Aden unli l 1967. He had now
reached the rank of Corporal and been awarded the GSM with clasp
(Malaya) and GSM 1962 with clasp (South Arabia). Between 1967 and
1973 he had tours in 'BAOR" and · Home' and gained the rank of
Sergeant and passed his city and guilds in Elementary
Telecommunications and Line Plant Practice. Posted to Cyprus in
January 1973 and returned liome in 1975. His last posting wa
Blandford Camp and he had now reached. the rank of W02 and
recehed hi Long Service and Good Conduct medal. W 02 R. J . C.
tokes . was discharged on 16 l\llarch 1979 after completing 22 year 23
day service. Raymond tokes died after a short illness on 19
September 1999 (aged 61). He leaves a widow, two children and six
grandchildren, to whom we extend our sympathy.
Green - RQM B. A. Green . The death of 'Dodger' G reen saw the
passing of another talwart of 'F' Coy. He was born at Lahore in 1921
and at the age of five joi ned hi four brothers at the Lawrence Mi litary
College m Sahawar, which with sister collleges at Ghora Gali, Mount
Abu and Lovedale, regu larly provided first class soldiers for the army
in geneal and the Corps in particular. He enl isted as an Apprentice
Trade man and sailed to join ·F' Coy in 1935 together with F red
Pa\ ey. They both stood 4ft 11ins in their stocking feet and weighed,
soaki .g wet, under I OOlbs. A first class sportsman and athlete,
particularly at hockey and boxing, he trained as an OWL During the
war he spent two periods in the desert and one in India. This latter
posting saw him involved in the construction and equipping of a brand
new ignal Centre at Lahore.
Unsure of a positi ·e career in the post- war army he took his
di charge at the end of his e ngagement and eventually settled in
Guernsey as an Inspector of Fisheries, and a very active member of the
British Legion. It was his custom to start the day with a swim in the
ocean and it 11as at the start of this that he col lapsecl and died. llis
widow, Doreen , expresses her happ in ess that it was whi lst doing
somethi ng he loved that he shou ld have died. To her and her daughter
Ann and h is gra ndson a nd two great grandchildren we offe r our
sincere condolences.
Petheram - Lt Col ~ichael Archer Petheram - an appreciation by his
broth~r
qn Ldr (Retd) hristopher Petheram. Lt C ol Michael
re her Petheram died peacefull y on I 0 ovember 1999 after a valiant
battle against cancer. Michael was born on 13 April 1926 in
\1ickleover, Derbyshire and was educated at Wellington College, and
later at the \ions Officer Traini ng School at Aldershot. I le was
70

commissioned mto the orps and spent many of hi s early years with the
British m1y of the Rh ine in Germany. l!aving reached the rank of
Capta in. he wa ~ pccta ll ) selected to become Aide de Camp to the
Govcmor o f Bermuda. a job he did very well and which he thoroughly
enjoyed. Tour of duty in Germany were interspersed by duty as
Adj utant to the Territo rial Regi ment in Middlesborough in the 1950.
and as Adjutant to the Schoo l o f , ignals at Blandford in the late 1960s.
In the mid 1970s he served at !JAPE in Belgium, a tour which gave
him every opportunity to 111dulge an interest in First World War history.
Mons. Ypre and the omme battlefield being almost on his doorstep.
He returned to UK in 1976 and was involved in Defence Sale and
then atler he retired in 1983. I le had a RO's job for ten years, in
communications, based at hawbury in Shropshire, where he bought
the family home at Bridge Fann near Wenn . Music was always
important to him He took part in competitions for olo voice while at
Wellington and later in Gemiany played leading role in amateur
perfom1ance. of Gilbert and ullivan operas. It was here 1hat he met hi
wife Ann, who was then teaching with BFE . While at HAPE he ran
the hurch choir. I le had a remarkable degree of determination in every
thing he did , whether it wa at work or leisure. He had a great sense of
fun and had a lot of time for youngsters, with whom he would conver e
and play, as if he wen: still in his own childhood.
l ike wa a man of complete loyalty and integrity. and was one or
those people whom you would hope to have standing at your back in a
difficult ituation. M ike will be sadly mi sed by his wife Arm , his twin
sons, Mark and tephen with their wives and his three grandchildren,
hi son icholas. his family and all his many friends.
Hobday :-- gt Bernard Hobday retired on 15 ovember 1978 after 22
years m the Royal ignals. He leave hi wife Marjo r y and three
children, Carol, John and Ki m. He died on 24 ovember 1999.
\ illiams - Lt Col . J. W ill iams 1BE, TD who died in 1999 was an
extreme!. long erving Territorial Army officer and one of the few to be
awarded five cla p to his Territorial Decoration. Hi crvice began in
1929 a an Officer Cadet in the University of London OT in which he
ser<ed until he was commissioned into the Royal Corps of ignals in
May 1933. He was posted to 44th Divisional Signals TA and he recalled
with great pride how hi horse drawn cable section had beaten its
Regular Anny equivalent in a competition held at Aldershot. Embodied
in 1939, he served with hi unit until 1940 when he became a company
commander in 1st Artillery ignal T TB. His next few years were
spent in We t Africa and in India and at the time of partition he wa the
Officer Commanding the Depot Company of the STCB at Mhow. He
remained in India during those troubled times and was awarded the
M BE for hi ervice . In 1948 he returned to England as OC 4 quadron
of3 Training Regiment at Canerick.
In 1949 he joined the reconstituted 44th (Home Counties) Divisional
Signal Regiment but later transferred to 16th Airborne Divisional
Signal Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) at the Duke of York's HQ at
Chelsea. Although considerably older than most member of his new
unit he fast became a most enthusiastic parachutist, eeking every
opportunity to engage in this new found pursuit. For several years he
organi ed, trained and led the unit team which took part in the imegan
marches in Holland. In 1956 the Squadron which he commanded
moved to Uxbridge where the Middlesex Yeomanry had been rai cd in
1797. Shortly afterward however, ational Servicemen on the strength
of the Squadron were relieved of their obligation to serve with the TA
and the Squadron strength decreased accordingly. Bill W illi a ms
quickly reali ed the importance of making good any deficiency in
numbers and by his efforts and those of the Squadron, he increa ed his
strength to a hundred by 1960. The quadron tended to reflect the
enthusiasm of its Officer Commanding and developed a cohesion of its
own which served it well. Al the time of the move of the Squadron to
Uxbridge it was decided to re-raise the regimental band and to base it
there, where in a few years it too increased its strength and under the
eye of Maj W illia ms it began to advance its reputation.
In 1961 Bill W illiams became Second in Command of the regiment
which three years later he commanded until his ret irement in 1966.
However, still willing to serve, he was appointed to the command of the
County of Middlesex ACF Training Centre. Meanwhi le, on the
formation of the TAVR in I 967 the band passed to 31 igna l Regiment
but in the following year TA Bands were limited in number and the
ervices of the Midd le ex Yeomanry band were no longer requi red.
Dismayed at the fate of a band origina lly raised in 1843, C ol Williams
obtained permission from the Ministry of Defence for the ba nd to
continue to wear its uniform and to become the band of the Midd le ex
Yeomanry Association. or did its strength decrease and at one time it
paraded eighty uniformed members and comp leted up to fifty
engagements a year including the annua l Cavalry Memorial parade in
Hyde Park and the Belgian Ex-serv icemen's As ociation on the ll orse
Guard's Parade. C ol Williams wou ld be glad to know that the band is to
contin ue its ex istence under Maj R. L. Miller , its present Band
President.
Bill Williams had an immense devotion to the vo lun tee r army and
for everything for which it stood . His long experi ence had taught him to
pursue the 'a im' at all times and if in doing so he ach ieved any
unpopularity in hi circumvention of the red tape side of mi litary life, it
was w hi m so much the better for everyone concerned provided that the
troops got on the road and did something useful. Those who knew him
will miss him greatly.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 2000

Lloyd - Sgt Mick Lloyd, who died on 6 November 1999, aged 54, served
with the Royal orps of Signals from 22 March 1965 - 21 March 1980.
During his 15 years of Regular Army ~ervice Mick ·erved in Great
Britain, Germany (BAOR), onvay, USA and on active service in
orthern Ireland (NI). After training as a Radio Operator at Catterick he
was posted to 225 Signal Squadron (Radio) Shaloldendorf, in the Ham
mountains and participated in the re-location of the unit to Langeleben
on the East/West German border. Back home to 30 Sig Regt Blandford
in September 1970, followed by a further BAOR tour of duty in January
I 973 to 587 Rear Link Del (Queen's Own I lighlanders (QOH)). During
this period Mick deployed with the Battalion to onvay to conduct
winter warfare training and went on active service to NI as an Infantry
Sergeant on foot patrol on the streets of Belfast. After returning with the
Battalion to BAOR, Mick was posted in October 1974 to 12 Mech Bde
HQ & Sig qn (later retitled 5 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn). In January
1977 aller processing through 2 ig qn 11 Sig Regt, he was posted to
233 ig qn NI. Mick was posted back to Blandford in December I 978
to the School of ignals. It was during this period (Spring 1979) that
Mick was deployed to Fort Hood, Texa , USA and played a significant
part in the initial Clansman/US Army radio inter-operability trials. This
ultimately contributed to the communications successes on subsequent
ATO deployments around the world and was a forerunner to the
current operation JWID. Those who remember Mick will not be
surprised to read that hi strong sense of humour and personality added
to the succe s of the US deployment and bonded a relationship between
the two Armies that remains as strong today. He married in September
1966, usan Leggett, whom he met in Dover. They have two children
Michelle and Rachel. We extend our deepest sympathy to his family
and friends.
Clarkson - Brig Frank Leonard Clarkson who died on I ovember
1999, aged 78 year , served the Corp and the Army for over 36
years.He was a courageou , dedicated and professional officer, who was
highly re pected by all who kne\~ him.

Frank was horn tn Dublin nn 20 Apnl, 1921. lie wa~ educated at
Hailcybury before entering the Royal Academy, Wool\' ich in early
1939. lie was commissioned into Royal Signal in May 1940. fie "a'
first posted to 55 Motor Divisional Signals and then to the Guard'
Armoured Divisional Signals. Both unus were engaged in the defence of
thi ·country from the then very real invasion scares. Jn February 1942 he
joined 20 I Guards l\llotor Brigade which wa~ part of the 8th Anny in
Egypt. For over two years he took part in some of the fiercest hattlcs of
the desert war from Egypt to Tunisia leading on to the campaign in Italy
In 1944 he attended the Staff college in Haifa, Palestine. On graduation
he joined I 0th Indian Divisional Signals where he remained until late
1946 ending up as Regimental Second-in-Command.
He returned to the Li K at the end of 1946 to take up a tafT
appointment in the War Onlce. Aller a tour as the Adjutant of the
Officer Training Wing of the chool of Signals in Catterick, he returned
to the Far East a DAAG in the Singapore Base accompanied by his
wife, hclagh, whom he had recently married. He wa awarded the
MBE for his work during this tour. A spell as DAAG (A) at G 11
followed before taking command of a quadron of 6th Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment in BAOR. In 1958 he joined the Joint
Intelligence Staff in the Cabinet Office. He took over command of 7
Signal Regiment in 1961. He returned to the UK to join the staff of the
Directorate of Military Operations. In 1968 he was promoted to
Brigadier to command the Training Brigade, Royal Signals in Cauenck.
From 1970 to 1973 he was a Defence Attache at the British Embassy in
Bonn. He retired in 1976 from his last appointment, Chief Signal
Officer United Kingdom Land Forces and, ex-officio. Chairman of the
Inter-Service Joint Signal Committee (Oversea ). Sadly just before he
retired he lost his wife, Shelagh, after a long ii Ines .
In his retirement his loyalty to the Corps was mai ntained by his
eleven year period as President of the Plymouth Branch of the Royal
ignals Association. During this period he married Dorothy, the\\ ido''
of a long-time friend, Maj Ga rdiner, whom he had fir t met in
ingapore in the late fifties.

PICTURES TAKEN BY DIGITAL CAMERA
Mo$f digital camera$ fake picture$ af a re$olufion of 72 dpi {dof$ per inch).
~ $Can ordinary photograph$ info our computer at a re$olufion of 800 dpi.
That i$ a 81 C difference.
If you took a picture with your digital camera af 800 dpi,

you would he unable fo $end if fo U$ a$
an ordinary floppy di$k would not have enough memory fo $fore if.
Therefore, a$ a general rule of thumb:
IF YOU CAN STORE YOUR PICTURE ON A DISK,
THEN THE QUALITY OF THE PICTURf
NO MATTER HOW IT MAY LOOK TO YOU,
IS NOT COOD ENOUCH FOR US TO USE.
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PUBLISH - OR BE DAMNED ..... .
olone/ De1111is Mills
1 found it both intere.ting and refre hing to read 'Fings Ain't Wot
They · d To Be· b)' Maj Jake Thackray m the October 1999 edition of
'The Hire ' We all have our equivalent 'photo opier' tories to tell. 1 look
back "ith fond memorie · at seeing the GO thoroughly enjoying
commanding hi Divi ion on exerci e from an enhanced 'TA HQ '
which "e had to u e in place of' lternate' due to undermanning
problem . The Brigade starn al o felt that they were better served from
thi Headquarters in comparis0n to "hen ·Main · was up and running.
Thi beg the question of the extra \'alue the remaining 150 staff at
'Main' brought to the part , with the commen urate implication for
Royal ignal in providing information ervices and the nexibility of
movement of the Headquarters? II ofthi had an impact on tempo - and
thi will not change in the future.
I would, however, add one qualifier to Jake's comment about not
developing an ·anorak' type image for the Corp . 1 fully support the
a piralion to avoid being blinded by technology, but would make a plea
for thi not to be connected to our drive to eek greater clarity about the
Corp ' roles and respon ibilitie in the wider Army. Like it or not, we
need a doct rinally coherent po ition to inform our requirement and
confirm our contribution in a Defence context. There are many out ide
the Corps who see them elve as increa ingly well qualified to comment
on i sues which have a direct impact on our abil ity to meet commanders'
need in the future. Life i complicated enough without allo\ ing the
current fragmented approach to force modernisation pa s by without
comment. Th is is not something which shou ld preoccupy most people in
the Corps, but it is the reality of taffing for the Force Deve lopment staff.
We have a long way to go to estab li h a common agreed line on many
key issues, unlike some other Arms who pring to mind!
In thi current edition of The Wire, Maj ick Keen, my S02 Force
Development, has brieny outlined the major tasks being undertaken by
my team in Blandford and J hope tJiese are a bit more focu ed on issues
which impact on the Field Army. You will ee that one of our major
projects is the planning for a major review of the Corps to match
emerging requirements out beyond 2005. 1 am in no doubt that in order to
do o uccessfully we need to draw on the good and bad lessons from
how we do bu iness today. We al o need some radical thinking on t11e
future beyond 2005 to stimulate debate throughout the Corp , if not the
\ hole of Defence, and you are the only people who can identify the
breadth and depth of the issues we should look at if we are to do this task
well. In addition to Jake's welcome contribution, it was also good to see
other articles which also rai ed ome very good points which have been
noted for the study. Please keep the e aluable contri butions nowing in!

NOTES FROM THE FUTURE
(Force Det•elopment - a/iiie and well and living in Bla11dfo rd)
by Maj . Keen
As a nedgling S03, very many more years ago than I now like to
admit, l was told that l would have succeeded as a Staff Officer only
w~en my name appeared in that august publication the MOD Telephone
Directory. Some years on, after a year as S02 Force Deve lopment in
Headq uarters Royal Signal , I thought my moment had come. I was
therefore as perplexed as the more observant among you must have been
t~ find that Roya l Signals Force Development, hiding behind the ti tle of
Signa ls 2, had been 'promoted' into the entry for the Duke of York's
Royal Military School! I thought it might be useful if l produced a short
article outlmmg who we are, what we do and what o ur cu rrent major
ta ks are, so that you would appreciate that we hadn't · fallen off the radar
screen',
To begin _with, where di d we co me from? Signals 2 for med in
Blandford a litt le over four years ago, when SOinC(A)'s Directorate was
e~e~ted from Main Building. A litt le under one yea r ago, a furt her
d1 1 1~1 on s~w the newly named Army CIS Services Group (formerly CIS
Engmeermg Grou p) move u nder the wi ng of D C IS(A). This left
OinC(A) with jus! 7 ~taff Ollicers in Signals 2, headed by a Co lonel,
currently Co l Denm Mills, plus the Royal Signals System Support Team
(R S T), of whom more later. Half of us sit sandwiched between PM H
and the Museum, and can be thought of as ' the General ta ff team' and
the remainder are at the 'top end of ca mp' (near Engineers' Com er).

'
'
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The Joint Warfare Pub lication defines Force Development as:
'The monitoring an d a11aly is of a broad range of
trends in order to determine and articul<ite f u tu re
army concepts, capabilitie and structures to support
11atio11al political objectives, and provide g uidance on
their i111p le111e11tatio11 '.
which translate into making it o ur business to ensure that the Corps
takes due account of the innuence of developing doctrine and initiatives
but, more importantly, that Royal Signal s use its wealth of experti e in
the delivery of command and control support to commanders to influence
that doctrine in it early stages . The current 'growth indu try' is
Digitization and this initiati e provide a u eful illu !ration of how the
orps can a sist Army-1 ide. Digiti ation is not just an umbre ll a title for a
huge force moderni ation process, which will affect every Arm and
ervice - it is about eizing the opportunity presented by the information
revolution to do thing differently and thereby more effectively.
What is becom ing clear i that the degree of understanding of the
pract ical implication of Digiti ation ari~s wildly. Equally varied is
people's ability, and perhap their willingness, to come to terms with the
inevitable and indeed es ential cultural change. However, in its early day
the impact of Digitization Stage I, will be comparatively limited as
tart the process of information automation.
ATacC and AC A
Digitisation tage 2 and beyond will be a completely different story as
BOWMA , Battle Man a gement ystems and other equipment
programme come to fruition. Perhaps the piece which is least
appreciated is how force will be commanded and controlled during the
transition period when current, automated and fully digitized elements
will coexist. Increasingly, other Arms and Services are looking for
a i tance from those who understand the impact of system - Royal
Signals.
Within Force Development we al so deal with near- term future
equipment issues, such as calings, concepts of use and support, aimed at
ensuring that we understand how we are going to use the equipment
which will be entering service in t11e immediate future. As a di crete area,
we also deal with EW, and aspects of Information Operations.
Based at Engineers ' Comer are the Concept Staff, headed by Lt Col
David Palmer. Their role is to work in close co-operation with Army CIS
Services Group and other, including Industry, with a view to hame sing
the military worth of technological developments. Under the recent MOD
reorganisation which has resulted in the creation of the Central Customer
Organisation, this will become an area of increasing importance and
influence as we begin to play a full part in the Capability Working
Groups which advise the Integrated Project Teams (lPTs). The Concepts
taff are closely involved in the production of user requirements and in
developing Concepts of Use. Alongside them sits the Royal Signals
ystem Support Team. This i the real engine-room of system support, in
more ways than one. As well as providing invaluable support for inservice systems, Digitization Stage I and the all-important link to future
development, they carry out trial of the wide variety of equipment
destmed to come into ervice in the future.
As you will have reali ed, the close relationship between the parts of
S~gnals 2 and the resulting linkage between fut ure equipment, doctrine,
m~ls and system support provides enormous synergy, aimed at enab ling
this sm~ll team to_exert mnuence, Army-wide where appropriate, in
developmg the po 1t1on of the Corps. Let me just give you a navour of
the major pieces of work being undertaken at the moment to illustrate
how we hope to achieve this.
IL is now over 17 years since we sent the fi rst signallers to the Falkland
Is lands and more than 6 since we first tarted operations in Bosni a. In the
current climate of u~1dermanning, the Corps cannot cont inue to support
these commitments m the same way. ln order to relieve overstretch and
reduce tour interva_I the oncepts taff arc working up a paper defining
how commerc 1al1 ation might re lieve the burden once the ini tia l
dep loyment on an expedi ti onary operation has taken pla-ce and th e
environment can be considered benign. As fa r as force pre paration is
conc~med, we need to evaluate the best way of support ing the Formation
Readmcss Cycle and understand the impact of in itiati ves such a Wh ole
Fleet Management. We a lso need to take stock of our current systems and
see how they can be made to provide support to operati ons for which they
were never actually designed. T he St rategic Defence Review rede fined
the capabili ty requirements for the Army but wi thout producing a si ngle
pi ece of new equi pment fo r Roya l Signa ls below the th ea tre level. We are
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therefore build!ng a matrix that will .allow us to show how the Corps'
current capabil11y maps onto the requirements of SDR. This will enable
us _to .do two things: firstly, to identify the capability gaps and the most
eflcct1ve way of plugging them and, secondly to prove conclusively the
po int beyond which the Corps can do no more.'
However, Lhe mo.st far reaching piece of work in which your Force
Development learn., 1!1decd all th~ Staff in I IQ R SIG ALS, is engaged i
a study recently m111ated by OmC(A) entitled the ' Corps After Next'
known as 'CA '. The aim of this study is to undertake a fundamental
review of the strucnires which provide information services to
commanders, et against a doctrinally coherent view of the capability
rc9uirement.s demanded by the natur.e of future connict. The purpose of
Lh1 s. work will ~c to ensure the orps 1 well placed to meet the anticipated
rapid changes m technology, the operational environment, and therefore
commanders' mformation requirements. This is going to be a ' root and
bra~ch ' review wit~ no limitations on radical thinking. Although it is
unlikely that we w!ll be allowed to exceed current manpower ceilings,
CAN presents an ideal opportumty to fill known capability gaps by
' respcndmg' manpower where it is needed. The initial work of scoping the
paper is now underway and OinC(A) has recently approved the
approach . The next step will be to engage the wider Corps in the work.
Thi s is for two reasons: firstly becau e the small number of staff in HQ R
SIG AL simply cannot give the study the detailed attention it deserves
without support. econdly. the experience of planning for SDR proved the
importance of ' owning' the plan right across the Corp .
Consequently, any time now you can expect to begin to see a variety of
the papers that will combine to make up the final CAN report. In addition,
it is our aim lo brief each command cour e pa sing through the Royal
School of Signals on this work as a means of spreading the me age. In the
same vein, if you are holding a tudy day that you think will be of use to us
for CA - or would like us to give a presentation al one, please let us
know. The alternate methods of keeping the Corps in touch with and
contributing to CA will include: Corps publications; Bi-annual FD
Conference and SOinC(A)'s Conference; Young Officer essays and
Regimental sponsorship of 'speciali t capability areas' . We are al o
exploring the pos ibility of a web page on Army Intranet and a briefing
video. The aim is to produce an over-arching paper by Feb 00, with the
main study being carried out by the various consultation groups, to which
you will be invited to contribute, next summer in order to be able to report
by Apr 01.

We recogni ·e that there arc a huge number of very search mg questions
which need examinmg - some of which may startle the ocC3! ional horse
or two· no matter, unless we do so, we will not be in a position in the era
of the Unified Communications System and the information systems
ap~lications which it will support, to provide the information services
which our commanders require and which our oldiers aspire to deliver.
Your input to this, individual or collective will be gratefully received in
whatever form and our contact numbers are below. If all else fails, offer
to come to Blandford and tell us where we've been going wrong all the c
years and should one of the horses I've managed to startle happen to be
your own hobby-horse, please find the time to contribute your thoughts.
As the saying goe , 'better a volunteer than a pres ed man • and if you
don ' t bring your piece to the party willingly. we will just have 10 make
our questions the subjects for the compulsory new' All Ranks Prize E say
Competition' for the next decade.
FORCE DEVELOP 'IE T - POI TS OF CO TACT
Col Dennis Mills
Lt Col David Palmer

Blandford Military 2165

SOI FD
S02FD

Maj Nick Keen

Blandford Military 2167

S02 Concepis

Maj Manin Bever

Blandford Mili1ary 5390

S02 Concept Development

Maj Jam~ Langley

Blandford Mili1ary 5269

Col FD

Blandford Militarv 5229

Blandford Military 2166
S02 Equipment Development Maj Phil Chmen1
Maj (Retd) Dick Hood Blandford Mili1ary 2168
S02EW/IO
S02RSSST

Maj Jim Body

Blandford Mi litary 5324

In summary, we have undergone considerable organi ational change
over the last year, no doubt as many of you have done. With a new
SOinC(A) who is keen to make an Army-w ide contribution, li fe has very
few chill moments! As FD Staff, we are consciou that we need to rnise
our profile within the Corps in addi tion to our external work. and be een
as the change agents' on behalf of those who will inherit the fu ture. We
seek to make this a collaborative approach and ask you to do your bit to
contribute. Please invest in your future by getting involved in CA .

1 TRAINING SQUADRON ROYAL SIGNALS
ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT BASSINGBOURN
WEL O MES AN D FAREWELLS
The never-ending turnaround of taff continues with nu merou
welcomes and farewells. Welcome to pl Way ne Bramwell and uzie,
gt Craig 'Afier hock' Purd on, as well a Capt Karl J eeves and Lt
Alex C lixby, from I Div and 2 Sigs respectively. Farewells go to C apt
Ivan ' Nimda ' Bates, Lt ndy 'The Flayster· Flay (who having failed
Signals selection i. returning to hi native l11fantry! - Thank an)'\ ay
Andy!) and C pl Ad rian ·Fadz' Fa dzilla h. Au Revoi r to the numerou
Staff who arc posted internally to the Engi neers and Infantry, ee you in
six months! In addition, congratulation mu t go to C pls colt McKenzie,
Gaz 'HAPPY ' toker and Gaz ·P IES' West on their election for
promotion to Sergeant and imminent/recent postings. With U1e e happy
additions and another in the pipeline the quadron has achie ed a
phenomenal nine promotion from Corporal to ergeant in U1e year
1999/2000, out of29 Corporals.
T H E VI IT O F HER ROYAL HIGH E ,
T HE PRJ CE
ROYAL - 29 O CTOBER 1999
On 29 October 1999, Bassingbourn wa. extremely proud to welcome
H er Roya l Highn es , T he Prince s Roya l. Although it wa a is it to the
enti re Regiment, it wa in Her Royal Highne ' capacity as Colonel-inChicf of the Corps, which made the event particularly poignant fo r the
Permanent ta ff of I Squadron. A busy programme was constructed with a
view to giv ing Her Royal Highne s a full overview of life at the ATR.
emphasising the succe s of this all-arms environ ment.

HRH The Princess Royal is greeted by the Parade Commander
Maj Rick Licence and Parade Sgt Maj Taff Jolly a t the Passing Off
Parade, ATR Bassingbourn 29 October 1999
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Iler month · of planning. the only thing that could go" 1ong did ! The
'bit had to be delayed for an hour due to the Royal Helicopter Flight being
grounded by bad \\eather. Iler numerou adjustment to the plan Her
Royal Highness arri\ ed by helicopter to be greeted by the las~er or
ie:nals - J\laj Gen I. 0. J. prackling QBE. the om rnandmg Ol11cer Lt Col I. . J. Condie and Aide De Camp - apt lun Crapper at the
Olli <!rs· !\le . De pite the late arri\'al. Her Royal Highness carried on
'' ithou mi si ng a beat and the 'i it wa ev ntuall complete!~· back on
track. Thi did cau e the proverbial fag packet to be tom up a few tnn ,
but due to th efforts of all invoh·ed thing. progressed smoothly. tier a
shon Regimental brief from Maj Duncan Gregor. R. . _GLIA , I~er
Royal Hiohness proceeded to the most public part of her vi n, the Pa mg
Off Parad';;. Tht: parade con i ied of the three Troops and Pl atoon who
had completed their recruit training with the Minden. B~nd gi_ving formal
accompaniment. The parade was commanded by l\laJ R ick L icence. "ho
has done this on of thing before apparently, and W02 S M 'Taff' Jolly,
both Corp members. Pride of pl~ce went to BraYo Troop: . as th~ o~ l y
ignallers on parade! The \\hole thing wa watched by 700 tnend family
and permanent taff, giving that particular parade a ' pecial atmo phere.
Under the watchful gaze of C apt Craig ' Bottle of Pon· Thomson-Smith
and gt Paula 'Al lea t I got it right ' l atheson, the Parade went perfectly
for Bravo Troop, a did the In pection.
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ig l!:llis for 'Best at PT'. ig taxwcll for ' Best Shot' and la st but by
no means least ig Pavitt for 'Best Endeavour· . All four looked suitably
terrified as the R M's eyes bore into them warning them not t get their
personal drill\\ rong in front of lier Royal Highness. Congratu lations also
to pl ,Jim ' keletor' Berry on the pre entation of his hard earned Long
er ice and Good Conduct Medal.

'
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I QUADRO ACHIEVEME TS
Hockey - Despite the rigours of Phase I training, members of the
l~crmancnt ~taff ha_ve had the opportunity to pread their wings even
tunhcr, particularly m lhc field of sport. Capt Craig Thomson mith and
~~2- (S M) Tony Slan e~ wer_e amongst the Regimental team for the
D1v1s1onal Hockey Champ1on sh1ps. Only 30 minutes after thrashing IOI
Regt RA by twelve ~oal to . t:v? in the Semi-Final, they beat AAC
Harrogate ~- 1 to rctam the D1v1 mnal up. Well Done as well to Cpl
Anne.-Mane Am bury for her contmued selection for the Corps Team.
_Trrnthlon - Members of the quadron took part in the Saffron Walden
Triath lon, one of the last of the season. Amongst the notable achie ements
were Lt Kate 'Oh Well, othing Else To Do' immonds - First in her age
group, as wer~ gt, Paula Matheson and Mrs Dawn Kidd . Capt Craig
Thon~son Sn11th was _Third Male overall m the Spnnl event, despite being
a novice and Capt Mick Boyle was Third in the OAP age group!

HRH The Princess Royal presents the LS&GC medal to Cpl Jim
Berry, 1 Traini ng Squadron Royal Signals on her visit to ATR
Bassingbourn 29 October 1999

Plenty of wagger and no fainting later, the prize winners were
pre ented and the parade marched off to the proud applau e of many an
adoring parent. Congratulations to ig Fox, for earning the coveted ·Best
Recruit ' award.

HRH the Princess Royal presents the prize for Best Recruit to
Signaller Fox, Bravo Troop, 1 Tra ining Sq uadron Royal Signals on
her visit to ATR Bassing bourn 29 October 1999

Followi ng the parade Her Royal Highness moved to the Sergeant's
Mess and was invited to a buffet lunch where a number of the Permanent
Staff and their fami lies were presented. A good cross section of the
Regiment was there and despite the hectic timetable it was clear that all
had thoroughly enjoyed meeting Her Royal Highnes . The lunch had
been preceded by a photograph with the members of the Mess and after
lunch the visit changed pace and Her Royal Highness wa conducted on a
tour of training.
Fir l on the agenda was a visit to the Small Arn1s Trainer. The initial
brief was given by Capt 'Jock and Tanned' Boyle and thi was followed
by a demonstration o[the u efu lness of the AT for recruit Skill At Arms
training. The Troop on display wa led by Capt Liz 'Jock and ot
Tanned' Allan , ably a sistcd by Sgt Dave 'Er .... Jock and ot Tanned '
Honeyman and the sharpshooters of Charl ie Tp. The presentation covered
\ arious aspects of ihe AT, including the numerous featu res that make the
SAT especially good for Phase I training. Despite all of Capt Mick
Boyle's efforts Her Royal Highne s seemed interested throughout and
clearly enjoyed meeting the recruits. The visit continued with Her Royal
Highness vi iting the Gymnasi um to see displays by 28 quadron Royal
Engineer and C (Queens' Division) Company. 28 Squadron ran a PT
display and highlighted the work of the Remedial staff in keeping wastage
rates to a minimum . C (QD) Coy regularly nm an open day for parents lo
come and see what recruits get up to atATR Bass ingbo urn. Part ofthi is a
light-hearted 'Clothes how' style catwa lk, where recruits display the
uniform and equipment they get i ued . The 'C lothes Show' was u ed a
the basis for the C Company sta nd and Her Royal Highness actually WAS
amu ed. Again , the Colonel in Chief met a mixture of permanent staff.
Before leaving Her Royal H ighne s visited the Regimental Church and
spoke to representat ives from the WRVS , Hive and of course the Padres!
0 HQ Coy, Maj Graham trettle MBE headed up the stand, pulling
together the di verse range of welfare and support element available to
as ist training. Her Royal H ighness was extremely enthu ia tic about
recruit training and all it's key elemen ts. All that met T he P rince s Royal
were impressed by her broad knowledge and searching qu estions. Thi.
was the first Royal visit to Bas ingboum in 20 years and ran smoothly, in
the main{!), thanks lo the huge efforts of the organisers, Maj John orris
and W0 2 (S M) To ny 'Camera Shy' laney. A long, yet very successful
day was excellently rounded ofT by a huge All Ranks party, organised by
Maj Rick ' h's my party etc' Licence and W02
M 'Taff' J olJy, who
apparently did not have enough to do with heading up the parade! The
entertainment wa varied, with a Disco, live band and food for a thousand ,
but the star turn seemed to end up being provided by apt I va n ' Ivana '
Bates and Maj J ohn ' Joan ' orri .
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Orienteerin_g - I~ the early autumn, the quadron entered the
Re.gnn~ntal qn~nteenng Competition as reigning champions. With Capt
Mic~ lronF1st Boyle, S M Ton} 'Just Follow Mick ' laney, Capt
Crn 1g Thomspoo_n ythe and Capt Alun 'Just Great ' Crapper coming
First, Second, Third and Fourth respectively, success in the team event
was omething of an inevitability. Capt lun Crap per, Capt \tick Bo} le
and Lt ~.ndy Flay came a credible fourth in tht: Arm> ight Orienteering
compelluon, held at Bramley, near Reading. A team 'Harris Relay' event
turned a simple event mto a complex organisational exercise. All this on
l?P of the whitewash in the Regimental Competition suggests great thmgs
tor the future .
Charity Fundraising - Bravo Troop recently completed a gruelling
W~e~lchair Bask_etball competition raising over £1100 for The Great
Bnta1~ Wheelchair B~sketball Association. The money will be used to buy
a specialist wheelchair for one of various teams supported by the charity.

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO
R M

HRH The P rincess Royal, escorted by Capt Craig Thomson-Smith
inspects S ig Bottoms , Bravo Troop, 1 Training Squadron Royal
Signals on her visit to ATR Bassingbourn 29 Oct 1999
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LI Col C. H. Turner
WOI (RSM) M. Godwin

REGIME TAL NEWS
December see the long awaited arrivJI of the new Adjutant Capt Matt
Graham "'ho take o,·er the appointment on 17 December 1999.
Welcome, we hope you enjo_y your lay with the Regiment. The Regiment
owes a big thank you to Major Kathy Howard who ha put in many long
hour keeping the in trays empty.

ESSl!:X YEOMA RY ' SOLDIER OF THE YEAR '
The Squadron congratulates ig Sean Va nson on being awarded the
E ex Yeomanry oldier of the Year trophy. It was presented by the
Honorary Colone l, Col David Casstles T D DL. The award i presented
annually to the ind ividual who 'in the opinion of the quadron
Com mander ', has improved in both Military and Trade Skills throughout
the training year.

HEADQ ARTER (KLCY) SQ ADRO - BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj P. B. Corfield
SSM
W02 (SSM) M. J. B. Mustoe
68 (IC&CY) IC SQ - LI COL ' lN ' A D WHIPPS CROSS
SqnComd
Maj E. J. H. far hall TD
SM
W02 (SSM) L. D. Evans
70 (EV) SIG AL SQ ADRO - CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW
Sqn Comd
Maj S. P. Palmer TD
S M
W02 (SSM) P. Humphreys

OPERATION ACRJCOLA
. The quadron wish a safe and interesting tour on Op Agricola "ith 209
1g Sqn to LCpl Kelly Cloughton and Sig Ross ugent. We look forward
to hearing from them during their tour and the ·war Storie 'on return.
REMEMBRA CE PARADE
The quadron participated and a isted in organi ing the Chelm ford
Remembrance Parade. The Parade was commanded by the quadron
Commander.

Sgt John Taylor, SSgt Jim Swain, Sgt Tony Perry
lead the Squadron on the Remembrance Parade March Pass
at Chelmsford, The Sqn Comd is leading the TA Contingent

The Honary Colone l presents S ig S ean Vanson with his award
(L-R): S ig S ean Vanson, Col David Casstles TD DL, Maj David
Swann looking on
EXERC I E ROA D IA TER 1999
Ex Roadma !er 1999 is the Army's annual driving championship run by
BAMA (British Anny Mmoring Association). This year it was held at
Dalton Barrack in Abingdon Oxford hire on S-7 of ovember and
attracted 89 ere\\ . 70 (EY) ig qn (V) entered two crew , gt Ter ry
Hackett (navigator) \\ ith LCpl Tim Marsh (driver) and gt Daz La ne
(na' igator) with LCpl Jo mith (driver). Both crew did \'Cry well O\er
the five phases of the competition with little or no preparation and after a
full day at work. The crew just managed to arriYe and enter a the final
briefing were taking place - this pm them at a di adHlntage as none had
done anything like this before. The first night · na,1gation wa literal!) m
the dark witl1 one aim - and that wa to fini h the "holt: e\enl. The mam
setback suffered by both ere\\ was na' igati(Jnal, but !hat come "ith
practice. 1ain incident that arc worthy of note are the slight disagreement
that Tim had between his landrovcr and a tree-thi meant a fo\\ minor
modifications to the headlight and the wing before the) could continue on
the econd night navigation! - and Daz' knack for not quite knowing
where they were when ii mauered most! Meanwhile, Ter 11 ensured hi'
team was tlm out. shining his torch on Tim 's foot was it 1ruly 'pedal 10
the metal'? J o had a refu al al tlie last" hen he got stuck ide"ay. on a
slope that took a bit of coaxing to get out o[ The \\hole weekend \\as \l!I')
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well organi ed and loads of fun. Hopefu we 'II be at it again in the near
future and'' e will h~Ye a difference large ~o aim for. beating our result · of
30th by TelT) and Tim and S th by Dnz and Jo.

NEWS.
:.;,:~Jfi\TE
NEWS '
.
·:
..
.~·:<.:~·t·.·~.~~:

~.'

·Js our mum mad? Asked po tcrs around the village. Here I am
Jennifer Lane married to a soldier Sgt Dnz Lane P Irr (yes! I must b~
mad!!). mother to Alexander, 8 and Kathryn 6. about lo walk over 201l of
red hot embers for charity. The idea was to raise money for a local Hospice
for the hortcst ponsorcd walk in memory. Who cou Id reli.ise to sponsor
me? Certainly not the members of70 (EY) Sig qn the member ofRHQ
and any other Army personnel my husband came into contact with. With
my efforts for backing around the village where we live and the generous
TA. I rai.ed £600 for the mot breathtaking few moment of my life. Yes, I
walked-quite lo'' ly really-over 20 foot of red hot charcoal embers one
dark evening in October '' ithout any hesitation or prodding with a big
tick. I just would like to say thank you for all their support. Maybe l can
com ince omeonc from the TA to join me when I walk over 2000 broken
bottles next year!!
EXERCISE PHOE IX OCKNEY II
23 AUGUST TO 3 EPTEMBER 1999
OTHERWISE K 'OW AS THE COAST TO COA T WITH
ALTITUDE

..

.
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it. omc do it over two years, a week at a Lime, but most try to do it in two
weeks.
Day Ten we join up with the Cleveland way and it feels like we arc on
rhe 4 Peak . challenge, where did all th.ose big hills come from ? The day
ends nicely 1n the grounds of the Red Lion Inn, our camping site.
D~y Eleven we take another of our deviations to walk into Goathland
the vil!age where Heartbeat is set, addi~g a bit of distance. We then took
the tram to Grosmont for the next mommg start, bringing us back onto the
route.
Day Twelve the final .day, Robin Hoods ~ay here we come. We sighted
the sea at 14.11 hrs, but 11 was another 90 mmutes before we could dip our
feet in. A real sense of achievement was felt by all as the end.
The walkers, Lt Col Turner, Maj spinall, W02 (RQMS) John
Paters?n, SSgt John Sadler, gt Jase Barsley, S gt Tommy Burns.
gt Phil Green, Sgt M.ike Weeks and Cpl Al Hyland are all grateful for
the support that wa given from the members of 212 Field Ambulance
Sgt eil Fawcett, Kaz Houghton, Roz Tinker and our own Chef'
Barnsey, without whose help the walk would have been much mor~
difficult.

The Walkers High Spirits

by Sgt Mike Weeks

Participants
LCpl Richard Marsh • Sgt Terry Hackett, LCpl Jo Smith ,
Sgt Darren Raymond Lane

My first taste of what was to come wa when the QM, Maj Aspinall
olunteered me to Lake photographs cm the walk, and to do thi I would
have to 1 aJk the whole route, not my favoured way of getting the job
done.
Day One was fairly flat. the weather wa good and we made swill
progress with no real idea of\\hat was to come.
Day Two sa'' us walking up Red Pike. we could see the sea behind u ,
although we had already covered about 25 mile .

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)
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The Walkers Sunning Themselves

Mrs Jennifer Lane Walking on Fire for Charity

Day Th~e~ . a\ a clramati.c ~hange in the weather, it became cold, very
wet and v1S1b1hty was very limited. According to rumour we made the top
of Hellvellyn and then de cended down Striding Edge. Luckily the fog
wa down and we could not ec where we were going. The usefulness of
GPS was becommg apparent. At the end of the day we realised that the
QM had slightly modified the route to take in any extra features and high
points that he could find.
D~y Four was like Day Three, wet cold and high places to walk to, and
at th1 pomt the expression 'Ground Hog Day' was starting to be heard.
We walked up 10 and then along 'High Street', GPS and maps were not the
most accurate and the path down was difficult to find . When we came
down we had a long walk along side Hawe water reservoir. Thank you for
the interesting route John , still the beer tasted good at the end.
Day F've was a lot gentler on the feet and we managed Lo follow a
disused railway track for most of the day.
Day Six was different again, the ground was soil and when we
descended from the Nine tandards it became like a marsh and this was
the diversionary route bec~use of erosion!. The second half,ofthe day we
pass~d many old m111111g sites, endmg the day in Reeth, our longest day of
walkmg.
Day Seven a Rest day, Hurrah!!
Day Eight the route passed through Richmond and finished at Catterick
Bridge, well known grou nd for most of us.
Da.y Nine we meet two eptuagenarians who are not doing this for the
fir t lime. One of th e things about this walk is the amount of people doing
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Maj S. R. Workman
WOI S. G. Jackson

QUADRO!'i HEADQUARTER
Time ha flown past since the presentation of our new Colours by the
OinC. Much staff work has been done by HQ. along with the odd
presentation or two by the Ops team, Capt Roddy 'To be ure, to be sure'
Wilson, W02 FofS ·crow' Marshall and W02 (YofS) ' What have I
done for all thi abuse?' Arthurs. Congratulations to the FofS, Yot'S and
to Cpl ' Richie ' yme (AGC) who have displayed marvellou E&E skills
over IS or more years, having never been caught. For this display Brig
Shaw awarded them their LS & GCs aller the Squadron ' Ko ovo medal
parade. Meanwhile the 2IC, Capt 'Dr Evil' Hendricks has been locked in
discu sion (battle) with the understanding and helpful G6 Land, who are
ably assi ting the formation of the new unit by providing an inexhaustible
upply of manpower and kit. The AO, Capt 'Where' my crippled fat
dog?' Richards, as OC rear party i · also the manager of the Wives Home
Info Pack (WHIP), 228 day care centre, Xmas party arranger and in
between breaths is al o in meeting \.\- ith contractor who are 10 build new
garage , etc (maybe by the next millennium perhap ? Wait oul...).
ALPH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'I like leather catsuit ' Day
Tp SSgt
gt 'Dicky Dirk Diggler ' Dyer
The la t tew month have been a bu y and turbulent time for the Troop,
with the lads \ orking hard converting from Airborne Role to the
somewhat difforcnt role of Mechani ed warfare, plus the added bonu of
an operational tour of Bosnia in December! The aforementioned hierarchy
with the as i tance of Sgts id 'I built sangers and dug' James and
'Cuddly Craig' Dudley, have adapted well to the change and are leading
the Troop into the next millennium.
ew arrival to the Troop include, fresh from the factory Sigs Ricky
'Living La Vida Loca· Martin, Phil ' PT' Williams and Chris
'McGobb' McGeorge. Also welcome 10 Cpl 'Ga eou Clay' Austin from
Rade" Tp in Blandford, and a couple of infiltrators moving across from
Bongo Tp, namely LCpl Rick Turner and ig Chris Kelly Rutherford, both of whom have much 10 teach u . adly the Troop ha e
lost a few good men in the fom1 ofLC pls Simon ·Tapeworm' Archibald,
Dan 'OZ' Pearson and the urrealist ig Ken 'You'll never take me alive'
Dodd, all of whom are now pursuing new lives in i vy treet.

Even with the workload within the Troop, we have still managed to put
out an outstanding perfom1ance into the uper Tom competition, ecuring
five out of the top six positions within the Squadron. The top po ition
going to ig Brett 'Heed' Appleyard. urpri e promotion followed the
prizegi,ing by the new Brigade Commander. Brigadier Cooper. Tho e
lucky winner who received their first tape were Sigs Andy 'Gurung'
Allen, Brett 'Heed' Appleyard. 'Dangerous' rmstrong and la t but not
least Keith 'Apple and Pears· Williams. The Troop now look forward to
the impending tour of Bo nia and the opportunity to excel on operations
again. Albeit under the guise of228 Sig Sqn.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 'I'm offjumping· \ ong
Tp g1
Sgt ·oo you like my bike' Wilcox
Still recovering after the turbulence induced by several factors, namely
the re-roling. the fire, the decorating. and the up and coming tour (not
forgetting pre-tour leave) Bra o Tp is preparing to be pl it to the four winds.
for everal month anyway! Into the fray we welcome Cpl ·Jo' Biddle from
16 ig, Cpl 'Griff' Griffiths from 35 igs and Sig 'Geordie' \ harton
from 7 ig. We say farewell to Sig (now LCpl) ·Jay Dine Bar· Dine \\ho
has gone back to 'skool' to re-trade to technician. He eem to think that
techs earn more by looking at boxe (mo t do just that - so the FofS says).
It ha been a whirlwind of TAT trg combined with num rou courses for
members of the Troop that are required for the upcoming deployment. ome
people have not been seen for month , mi ing persons have been infom1ed.
The hotly contested uper Tom competition omehow went 10 an A Tp
bod, wi th the second place going to ig Mick 'I shall mite ye down!'
Allan . Third place went to a fon11cr B Tp member Sig 'Wee Jock' KellyRutherford (who had been coaching the winner ig Appleyard). A big· t
Last' to Sig Matt 'Righto' Girx who finally picked up hi first tape after the
uper Tom, and congrat to LCpl 'Tall~ Davies for promotion to Corporal
and a double whammy to LC pl John ttweU for promotion to Corporal and
on the birth of his son Jo h. The Troop wi hes icola and Josh well.
II i evident that the Chri tmru; and the millennium celebration are a
big draw to stay at home, on the eve of deployment, Cpl 'It's Mine·
Langan snapped I\ o finger playing football 111 the gym and has opted for
an operation in ho pita! to pin them instead of Op Palaune. ig Yate~
awaits the \ erdict on hi twisted ankle and OpsO recently proposed, "e
can't understand why she said Yes, with the hope that the ympathy vote
would allo1 him to stay behind.
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238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

HE DQU RT R
laj teve Hunt
\ 02 (S 1) Ewan Hall
Yo
W02 (YofS) i ei l tewart
.
It ofien .eem like there is no peace for the\\ 1cked! Iler a succe sful
ummer Camp in early eptember at Penhalc, Cornwall the quadron
deployed down to 1 Martin Pl~in Camp near Lydd and. Hyth.e .ranges to
conduct the 2 , ) ig Bde Regional 1gnal quadron Field Fmr:ig Bau.le
Camp. De pite the torrential rain for the fir~t l\\:o day , 1h1~gs d1_d
brighten up "ith all per onnel compleung hYe finng at stages I - ~·
October and 10\ember are traditionally bu y month for the whole unn
and thi year was no exception. On the 19 October mo I of the qua?ron
deployed for the tate i it of the Pre ident of ~e People.' Republic of
China. The vi it wa followed by the tale Open111g of Parliament and the
Remembrance Day Cenotaph Parade in central London. Of course. the
quadron isn ·1 all work and no play.
The WO ' and Sgts' Me in Che! ea clo ed down ~over three yea;
ago and currently the 1 COs in the Squadron are afl 1lla1ed to 36 S ig
Regt (V) at llford, Ea t London. Commitments aside. mo t
COs
hadn't been to II ford for some time, however. that was . about to end. A
1
Regimental Dinner was held at !!lord on 6 ovember With wot (RSM)
Bob tanton being an excellent host (as usual). A good and memorab!e
night was had by all from Chelsea and we look forward t~ return111g 111
Fe-bruary for the dining out of the R .M. Sgt ·.chalky' \ h1t.e shout? be
mentioned and remembered for round111g ?ff h1 first ~ess d111n~r with ~
ouvenir - namely the RSM's purs. De p1te the good 111tent by Chalky
Xmas du tie have been lightly ea ier 10 fill - thanks 'Chalky'.
.
A pecial mention goes out to LCpl Gre~ Burgess (formally S ig
Burge s) on hi- recent and well earne~ promotion. A sa.d, but temporary
farewell, is extended to 'Ir Andy Smith the Squadron Sto~es Officer,
who has had hi call up to the Reserves in.Bosnia. And)'., who 1s not often
seen to move at light speed, deployed 111 October wtth the UET - so
rumour has it.
Finally, the Squadron's sponing year was rounded off at the end of
o\·ember with the annual Sports Lunch. Held 111 our own Squadron
function room. the Bruno Bar. the event proved very successful. The
winners of the various awards were:
Sports Personality of the Year - LCpl Brian Stewart
Best Team Performance - Sqn football team
Best Sponing lndi\ idual - ig Fo rd
Most Improved Person - M~ Terry ' I am thin' Marsh
Annual Challenge Shield Wmner - Radio Tp
.
A special thank to the organi ers, Cp.1 Pau l Bone and LCpl Bnao
tewart for pulling together a great function.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Andy Carroll
Tp gt
Sgt imon Schofield
.
.
With the imminent depanure of the Tp Comd, Sgt 1 . chofield will be
taking up the reins and that could see a few fie!~ promouon , well at least
unul t' .e new Tp Comd arrives in February. Wnh all the members. of the
Troop movino up one place Sig ' I know everything' McGregor thmks he
is a Lance C~rporal. orry 'Mac' think aga.in. The Troop would hke to
congratulate LCpl ·Billy W11iz' ~ond and his wife Sara h ~n the birth of
their son Jason. Apparently Sig Jason 1s already dug 111 at a dep~h
position and will only drink comp.o milk. We also need to say hello to 1g
Toby ·wait for it' Green who ar;1ved straight from tl~e fa~tory.poor chap
and goodbye and farewell to Sig now Mrs Hel ~n Sid Keaton , who
after coming ofT the promotion board, would not sign back on agam. ot
to forget Capt 'Can't make my own leaving do Buckaroo' Carroll who
are both leaving us for Civ Div. Good luck both of you. So let 's see what
\Ve have been up to:
BATTLEC MP
.
Yes, 1t was that time of year again! From 27 September until the 8
October 238 (London) ig Sqn organised the 2 (NC) Bde Battle Camp Ex

Bruno Warrior 99 at Lydd and Hythe Range complex Folkestone. ~I
Ores unifom1 and bulled ammo boots were wapped for Combat 95 or 111
some case combat 1895 and boots combat high. The Batt.le amp was
di\'ided in two identical one week packages to allow the shill worker to
get some fre hair and for once be oldicrs. Under tl1c watchful eye of Sgt
i 'There can be onl one' chofield and S gt Si 'My Train et and I' m
the driver ' Hadley much shouting and .tabbing du111m1e . occurred .
Although the blood bags were a nic~ touch ll wa a pa111 sp~nd111g the rest
of the week in red combats. special thanks to LCpl Bn L~we me l?vc
my PTI ve t' tewart who wa in charge of remedial aggre s1on tra111111g,
he managed to get the ections down to a more manageable 1ze.

SSgt Si Hadley impersonation of an officer,
or is it Capt 'Cowboy' Andy Carroll impersonating an officer
The week then progressed onto all stages ~f Training the Battle Shot,
we learnt that the riOe wa a useful tool not JUSI a club. After everyone
passed their APWT we moved on to mor~ interesting CO i Range wher~
special mention mu t go to LCpt Nick 'A lmost cared that ta~ge t
McGregor and ig Toby ' What' a target then?' Green , who on the p1 tol
Ambush Range (after all the people who had been through and lcfl the car
untouched) managed to hit the rear windscreen and the. unroof. Watch out
Bodie and Doyle! Capt Andy ' McStab' Carroll who managed to fire
more 9mm rounds than any one else, even though he was Range ta ff and
after having an interesting career doing everything the Army doe , reckon s
that they don't make smulies like they used to. Also for SOJ!1e rca. on on th.
night shoot not one of the trip narcs he had set went ofT. F111all~, LCpl Bn
'Around my bronzed body once' tewart who even wore his blu e PTI
tracksuit top instead ofa combat jacket whilst acting as Range afety stafT
just in ca e anyone forgot which cour c he had jusl been on. At the end of
the week we were treated to a barbecue in the rain and a Platoon Smoker
where we were able to get our own back on the Instructors.
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Woman .and children have abandoned the sinking command tasks ,
whilst the men demonstrate individual rowing techniques
CEREMO IALS
The Winter Ceremonial ea on was with u once again with a Late
Visit of the President of the Peoples Republic of China, Remembrance
unday and the State Opening of Parliament. We also carried out Car
Calling for the tale Visit and Diplomatic Reception. pecial mention
this season goes to the following: LCpl Greg ' Quick Brew. Orders'
Burgess who thought the coach with the Cro\\n Jewels in wa tl1e Queen
and then reported that fact on the 'net' . This caused a mall flap with the
senior Officer as it meant H I wa ten minutes early. He then failed to
report when the Queen did finally pass through, not ju t the State
Opening but the State Visit as well. A vi it to the optician i
recommended. Also ig Toby 'Don ' t like' Green who does not think he
need to alute anyone \Vhile standing on the Mall as he is too important,
a mistake which cost him dearly in the bar. Final mention Lo Cpl Barry
' Calling all cars' Gibson who managed to tear him elf away from his
Pan European motorcycle long enough to work the Diplomatic
Reception. We were amazed he still had Blues!
MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Bob icol
Tp S, gt
S gt Andy Cannadine
There have been no new arrivals 10 Mike Tp but we do ay farewell to
Cpl 'Geordie' Mc eillie who is posted lo Cyprus - an hone l day's work
await ! The Troop wi he a speedy recovery to Sgt Chris Jacobs after
his recent operation . Radio Sect has been kept rea onably gainfully
employed covering event uch a the Late Visit of the President of
China etc. P
ect has been similarly employed covering the annual
H MR ummer Camp at Bodney, the Royal Artillery Remembrance
Parade and al o the Sandhurst Pas ing Out Parade. AC ! G cct - The
folio" ing personnel are due congratulations for their successful
completion of the PC Maintenance course at the Royal British Legion
College in Tidworth - Sgt Tw izell. Sig For d and Sigs Daw and
McGuire. The cour e ha been undertaken a pan of the ongoing proces
of cross-training Mike Tp per onnel. ACI G remain extremely bu y
with the current Y2K Project. Congratulations to Sig Ford for coming off
the promotion board and al o to LCpl • mudge' Smith on ucces fully
passing his T2.
On a sporting front, congratu lation are due to S ig Ford on his
selection for the Combined ervices Cricket Team. currently on their
Winter Tour of Australia and the Tp football Team who had a convincing
' Derby' victory over Radio Tp during the recent Inter Troop 5-a- ide
ompetition . Battle amp - Throughout the two ' eek period of Ex
Bruno Warrior al mo ·tall of the Troop attended in some capacity or other.
An enjoyable week of interc ting and aried range work wa capped off
by some excellent APWT core .
EXERCISE IDLAW CO KNEY 25-29 OCTOBER 1999
by Sig Pearce
Ex idlaw ockney was a lrek.king/mountaineering expedition held in
the ar..:a of Glen Coe, and lhe West Highland of Loch Arkaig in unny
Scotland. The aim of the cxerci e wa to place young soldiers in a
challenging environment and to help develop elf reliance and team spirit
in th group. The expedition wa organised and led by W02 (S M)
Ewan Hall and the 21C of the pany C pl 'Geordie· Mc eiUie. total of
eight members from the quadron took part and included L pl B1·ian
Stewart, LCpl mudge Smith, ig tu Parker, Sig Tm the Daddy·
McFaul and ig 'Mac' McGregor.

. We staned ofT early on Monday morning with the gruelling 12 hour
drive to cotland where we were to set up camp in a small village called
lnvcrcoc, a few miles from Glen Coe. We finally made it. afier having the
number plate fall off the Fiesta, and then Cp l 'Speedy Gonzalc;r'
Mc eillie getting a puncture en route. We set up the four tents where we
would stay for the first couple of days before heading to Loch Arka1g. We
all woke the next morning eager to start the ridge walk along Aonach
Eagach Ridge, but that morning, some of the breakfast we were gomg to
cook had somehow mysteriously vanished, or had been eaten by the
haggis monster! The monster didn't bother us and we were eager to get
up onto the ridge which was approximately 3000 ft high. When we got to
the top or what we thought was the top, the ridge started becom111g
progressively harder to climb and very slippery too. At one point of the
climb Sig 'Mac' McGregor, a pan time climber him elf, tarted hooking
up ropes to support u on really difficult parts or the ridge. The rope
didn ' t give LCp l ' mudge' mith much confidence as his crie of 'This
is ....... well dangerous.' could be heard throughout the sc'ottish
Highlands. However, we all managed to make it aero s lo the other side
of the mountain and down to a safe level where we found the mini bus 10
take us back to the campsite.
Up early again the next morning, we drove to our next location for the
exercise which was by Loch Arkaig some I 7km W of Fon William. We
et about preparing our kit for a 48hr trek and night navigation exercise.
Unfortunately the group would be hit by a number of mall injuries
which resulted in the trek being curtai led. Sadly. we lost one of the group,
ig ' tu' Parker who picked up a back injury. It wa decided by W02
'Ewan' Hall that ig Parker hould go back to the location of the mini
bu and camp it out until we arrived back two days later. ot wanting to
stay alone. ig 'l 'm the Daddy' Mc Faul offered his sen ice and
volunteered to stay behind with ig Parker, so the rest of us could carry
on with the trek. The delay in returning Sig Parker lo the mini bu put
the group behind schedule and with darknes and mi t falling acros the
Glen, the way ahead looked very ominous. How fa r wa the bothy and
could the group cross the now swollen stream ? Then the rain came
belting down and it became even harder to ee where we were.
Eventually we hit the bothy bang on target, however, LCpl ' Bri· Stewart
had injured his ankle going down a rabbit hole. Things eemed to be
going from bad to worse but it was a great relief to be under shelter.
Well, the next day we had planned to trek along the orth ide of Loch
Arkaig with each of the group taking turn in group control and
navigation. oon after we left the bothy we were faced with an arduous
climb which placed 'Bri" tewart in even more pain. At this point the
deci ion had to be made whether to carry on or bring an end to the
exerci e. After W02 'Ewan' Hair obering comment about ri k and
afety the decision was made to get back to lower ground and to re-join
igs · Ben' Mcfau l and · tu' Parker. That night we went back to the
campsite in Glen Coe before the 12hr drive back d0\111 to London. Even
though the expedition ended before it should have. everyone achieved
something and found out a lot about them elves. The ridge wa hard and
quite challenging whilst the trek, in appalling weather, proved how
imponant it wa to \ ork n a team.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (TFC) Dave Gilchrist
Tp gt
S gt Karen Ripley
This has been a fairly quiet period for the workaholics of O car Tp. It
· ha to be said the lad and ladies of the Troop have just got O\er Troop
and quadron Summer camp re pectively as well a the mandatOT} two
week jolly that i ·called BATTLE CAMP! It ha to be agreed that O·car
Tp as well a not only having the best operators" ithin the quadron, al ·o
have the best soldiers. Congratulation go out to gt ·Chalky' White,
from the Troop, for ha ing the be l ection for the second ucce i\.e year
on Battle amp. The old cliche leading from t11e front spring 10 mind,
however 'Chalky' being ·chalky', ju I threatened hi· section with lots of
fictitiou , unnece ary and mindle s violence if they did not compl)' with
his wi hes.
Only a couple of ne\\ arrivals to mention.' elcome aboard gt 'Lind>'
Lawrence from H PE, welcome 10 the real "orld, al o lo LCpl 'Kara'
Hay hurst from 15 Sig Regt. Then:: ha been .1 fc,\ internal mo\'e on the
C04 front with Inoa Thompson moving to the diay height of DPR .
replacing Liz Clarke, who ha. mO\ ed to the very ecrelive world of the
ADA.
The Troop came a very credi table second in the Inter Troop ·port·
competition. It ·hould be noted that the rather hastily arranged football
tournament went a long way 10 deciding the outcome of the troph).
bearing in mind Oscar Tp could not field a team on the day of the
competition.
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38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Co l 1 igel Harri on IBE
R M
WOl (RSl\1) Ste\'e Carr
HEADQ
qn Comd
M

RTERS Q ADRO
taj Bill Evans TD
\ 02 ( M) Clive Howland

CITY OF HEFFTELD R E 1E~IBRA . CE PARADE
-..; ith a di tinct lack of young officers in HQ qn the re ponsibility or
leading the parade was handed over to Capt Simon 'Girly Trou ers '
Kirkham of 64 qn. With a day· training by the RSM an~ COf! 1derable
guidance by WOl Kev Gater, he remembered enough ofh1s dnll to tart
place and soon found himself being followed through
and top in the rioht
0
the streets of he ffield (with confidence or curiosity?) by a combination or
HQ qn, 64 qn and numerous Veteran Association and local Military
Unit . Whil t the Parade pa ed without incident, Sgt Sally T e alway
got my eye on lhe old men· Burton received special commendation from
the CO for the prompt and thoroughly profe ional life- aving first-aid she
administered to a Burma Star A ociation member. who utfered a bean
attack during the lunch at Manor Top. Thanks to her action the guest i
now recovering - well done. Amid all this excitement the RAF
A sociation's 'subtle· fly-past (i n two Sierras and a Morris Minor) almost
went unnoticed. HO\ ever. their argument lhat thi s warranted a free lunch
did not. Needless to say plans are already afoot to in tall Barrage Balloons
and Akk Akk gun in time for their appearance next year.
46 (CITY OF DERBY) SIG 'AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
1aj Bob Ward
M
W02 ( S 1) Jim Batchelor

Congratulations to Lt Andy 'Thumper' Middl~ton-~owe.11 on. hi
promotion - the be t thing come to those who wait! It 1s with mixed
feeling that ' e say farewell to 2Lt Richard 'Glutton for punishment'
Grie e who lea e us at hristmas to head ofT to RMA Sandhurst to
pursue~ regular career. We\ i h him all the best and anticipate his return
a our Adjt before we know it. We also ay a temporary farewell to 2Lt
Tom ·waxy smooth legs ' Howes who i · leaving u for nine months lo
teach in rural ganda. With £3000 to raise to get there we'll be glad to
een the back or hi ponsorship form , but thank him in advance for hi
amusing sponsored leg-wax. Unfortunately this cunning plan to
(temporarily) avoid his me s bill. has been spotted.
87 (CIT OF ' OTTINGHAM) JG AL SQUADRON (V)
qn omd
Maj Da id Tomlinson
SM
W02 (S M) 1 igel a ldicott
ince the return from Annual Camp in Cornwall the Squadron has been
kept busy. On Friday 15 October we deployed on Ex Autumn Belle I,
sending detachments to York and Bicester. The exercise went .e~treme l y
well, fully achieving its aims. ince then the quadron ha part1c1pated m
the Regimental field firing exercise al Warcop. ( EE BELOW!!!) and has
continued to train towards Bouncy. Two members of the quadron were
succes ful on the recent TCB held at Chilwell. Congratulations to OCdt
Adrian Matthews, who ha recently returned from Namibia, and OCdt
Simon Young. Unfortunately Si mon You ng immediately fell foul of SSgt
tan ' Go Away I' m the QM ' Ross, but we are sure that they will both
soon get over it. Finally, very many congratulations to SSgt Roy Broughton
on hi recent marriage to Carmel. We wi h them all the very best.
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everyone passed, including our resident ew Zca lander L pl G
' t h
h S
,
,
eorgc
o t c same a t e teyr
tephcnson It also confirmed that th
Squ.adron_· ~o ·t tn . need or practice' shot was Cpl Heather • ix Goes~
B~111r. This 1mmed1ately allowed the retirement of the older and non the
wiser, who . relir~d to soak their arthritic limbs. and make sure that there
w~re suffic ient z!mmer frame for the journey back from the bar. The nO\\
rejuvenated se~t10n. battled on through the . mall Arms; Trainer, ight
shoot and ect1on m Defence hoot , under the watchful eye of newly
appo~nted . team ~ana_ger, Capt Ken 'geographically embarrassed'
Rushdgc. fhc nomination for the 'most gopping rine· contest was close
but t~1e ' Jammiest Beg9e,r' went to the OC, who gallantly oflered to lend
h1~ nne to gt Helen I ve got ~o clean this!' Mountney for the falling
pl.ite. 1:hanks to the hard .work of all the range stalT, it was an exciting and
reward111g weekend . Whilst top honours went elsewhere (congratulations
46, watch o~ l next yea r), we proved by taking one event that we are
capab le ofwm nmg, and have a good base to build on for the future .

Lt Col N. P: Harrison MBE (CO) presents SSAFA representatives
Col R. J. Ell1ot TD DL and Col I. G. Norton TD JP DL with a cheque
for £1250, rais.ed during Ex Big Brew. There are flanked by two of
the teams who took part

(V)

SIG ALLER GOES ALL 0 T FOR CHARITY IN NEW ORK
ig tuart George went all out to be up there with the fastest when he
competed in the ew York Marathon recently. He gave a very er ditable
performance and raised £3000 for charity. He ha a number of charitable
events planned for the year 2000 including getting the officers to run a half
marathon for charity!! Keep up the good work Georgie Boy! The quadron
organised a surprise birthday party for W02 ( M) Jim Batchelor on 4
December. o expen e was pared in producing a wonderful celebratory
bash which left the OLD boy speechless. He was pre ented with a number
of gifts including Grecian 2000 and Philo an tablets (which fortify the over
fortie ). We' e also said a sad farewell to lhe outgoing OC, Maj Kevin
Flanagan who left the quadron in January to join Sheffield UOTC, 'I've
really enjoyed my time at 46, although ome of the jokes that have been
played have al mo t sent me grey. ' Keep in touch , Sir.
REGIMENTAL SAAM 99 - WARCOP
It' been 16 years since 46 ig qn last won the Regimental SAAM
trophy, so to honour the end of the millennium the Squadron team went nat
out - and ucceeded, a great tribute goes to the time and effort given by all
those involved. Overall the team had a mixed bag of results, but some fine
performances were put in by Sig James Wheatley who won the Young
Soldier trophy and Lt Chris Kinvig (congratulations on the promotion!) who
won lhe best individual shot on the CQBR range. It is also worth mentioning
gt Karen Kavanagh who unofficially won the best female shot.
64 ( ITY OF HEFFIELD) SIG AL SQ
ORO (V)
1aj Andrew mith
qn Comd
. SM
W02 ( SM) Mick Rooney
ince Camp 99, the quadron have been ettling into ome form of
normality after the large mnux of new faces over the summer months. Or
as apt Les · peak for yourself' Jordan put it,' ... a small element of the
quadron has truggled to grasp the concept of training'. As well as taking
lhe ' Best Section in Delence' Prize in the Regimental Field Firing
''eekend at Warcop (does a 21 year old subaltern count as a ' young
soldier '?). we've been away on Squadron training and putting up the
Chnstmas decoration at the Sheffield station with frantic enthusiasm.

REGIME TAL FIELD FIRING WEEKE ' D - WARCOP
With so many of our glad iators involved in running ranges, the
quadron tarted the Regimental Field Firing Weekend in need of
inspiration, or indeed hidden talent. The OC, Maj David Tomlinson, was
therefore pre s ganged into firing, which will teach. him to_do th_e ri~e
APWT 'for a bit of fun ' (We all know he can't hit anything with his
pi to!!). It was also a chance for the new Squadron members, who rece_ntly
transferred from 3 WFR to strut their (infantry) tuff. The bar the prev1ou
evening rang with cries of, ' But I wa the Int Sgt!', ' More in the Sigs
platoon, really,' and 'Did I tell you I was in the Battalion clothing stores?'
True to type, LCpl 'Twinkle-Toes' Hammett managed to complete the
entire CQB range twice, avoiding both the tream, the mud and all the
puddles. When challenged for his low score, he patiently explained that
whilst he shoots rines for a living (he tests weapons al Royal Ordnance,
ottingham as his day job), they are usually clamped in a vice! As befits
the OC, he made a more stately procession up the range, as he discovered
that if you hit the target on its first exposure, there was no need for
' dicking around in the undergrowth '. Mild mannered tech LCpl Pete
Magas surprised everyone with his Warface, and aggressive bayonet play!
Unfortunately, most of the lithe, fit, enthusiastic young so ldiers still bad a
bit of work to do on lheir mark manship principles. Only one of the
newest members of the quadron got through. Sig ·F G ' Tester, fresh
from his recruits cour e, wilh a creditable score too, well done! One or two
were not quite so young or neet of foot. Fir t among t equals was S_Sgt
(SQM ) Stan ' I' m too old for all this' Ross. This meant we needed a little
ass istance in the admin department , and W02 (RQM ) Gary Cundy
kindly delivered our lunch . TI1anks RQ! o, the most overpaid infantry
section of all time donned Combat Body Armour (When did we start using
this then?) and Kevlar helmets (not steel anymore?). Sgt H 'It's MY fire
team' Hallam was nominated as 21C, and we commenced the 300m crawl
through the obligatory water filled ditch, just as it came on to rain. The liv.e
attack was exhilarating, and quite a relief when it started. Aflerwards, 1t
was decided that in a close match. the fig 11 lost 2-1 on aggregate.
The now incredibly wet, and decidedly brown coloured section then
arrived at the !BSP, very tight for time. In gatherin g rain and fa iling light
LCpl Pete Magas put up an excellent score, which not on ly won him the
prize for best IB R shot, but helped the quadron to wi n the event. Later
that evening, we caugh t up with the rema inder of the quadron, which
thanks to the patience or the conducting officer, Maj Rod Lingard,
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87 Squadron Shooting Team , Warcop 1999
RALEIGH l TER ATION L EXPEDITIO TO 'AMIB IA
28 J
E 1999 - 9 SEPTEMBER 1999
OCdl Adrian ~al/hews 38 (Ci!)• ofSheffield) Signal Regimem (V)
In th.e spring o~ _1998 I wa selected to take part in a Raleigh
Jnternat1onal Exped1t1on (formerly Operation Raleigh) 10 amibia. My
next step wa to con front the challenge of fu nd mi ing the £3000 needed to
secure my place and start to plan my vaccinations and purcha c my kit
(thanks to the help or 87 Sig qn this wa made much ea ier). Little did I
know what was in store for me a I prepared to embark on my first journey
to the African continent. It wa to be the gr atest experience or my life. I
was going to amibia; a coumry · ix ti mes the size of England and
populated by the same number of people a we ha e students ( 1.6 million).
Its climate is very hot throughout the day. but can fall dramatically to
minus temperatures in the evening. I wa brimming\ ith excitement. for l
was not only goi ng to i it a new country. but work within it · culture;

alon&Si.dc fcllO\.v ventu rers from all backgrounds in Britain, and
am1b1ans that lt ve on the bread line day in day out.
At IOam on 20 June. our South African Airways Boeing 747 touched
clown m ape Tow_n. The opening of th~ plane door signified two things;
my fir~t. footstep m the outhern Hemisphere, and a sudden realisation
that Africa 1s not always blisteringly hot. Within seconds I was drenched
lo the ~one, as we were pounded by a torrential rain torm. I then ascended
the stair to the bus wh~re I was confronted by a crisp air-conditioned
\~md. The rcsu.lt. was~ . h1vcrmg first memory of Africa not much dilTerent
to that of~ Bnt1s~ winter. The bus journey took us up the West Coast of
outh Afnca, lo ll_s border with Namibia where the bus stopped and we
clt?1bcd off. ~l lhts point I wasn't entirely sure \\hat I should ha\e been
do1_ng, as I dtd not kn_ow any of_ t~e st.a ff\\ ho were there to guide us. I
~mvecl at the entry pomt to a1111b1a with the other eighty or so venturers
m the same unce~ain position. I followed the queue and had my passport
stamped as prevtou . At the end of the counter there was a man \\ho
looked British, but I hadn 't seen before. I stopped and he asked me to hand
over my passport. I promptly kicked up a fuss and demanded to ee some
ID. At ~hat point. after attracting the attention of passpon control and the
others 111 the queue, I re.ahse~ I had been arguing with the expcdiuon
leader, the man .who was 111 ultimate control of my life for the next ele\en
weeks .. 1apologised and handed over my pa spon.
I am,~d at field base just after witnessing an African sunrise O\'er the
sur~oundmg mountains. it. was a simple place with a large storeroom. large
mam hall , an office, baste shower and toilet facilities. The toilets were
considerably different to the Royal Doulton we all know and love from
back home. They consi ted of .a 3m deep pit with a concrete lab placed
over the to~; this slab had a lml_e circular hole to allow the passage of
waste matenal. I~ became an acqulfed art to use the 'long drop' toilets, and
on a regular basis we would see people exiting with very red and sweaty
face , havmg adopted a far too strenuous position. Throughout lhe first
day, th: method for u !ng th~ toilet was ubject lo a lot of thought and
d1 cu~s1on, the conclu ion bemg the squat: which gave a good en e of
securi ty and balance.
~fter a_djusting_our dome. tic skills. we were given a full briefing on the
~rOJect tte _available during the expedition. Progres ively, everyone
!ound out their allocation. I was delighted \\hen my name wa called out
~d J had been given the 'M pungo chool project'. There were a total of
et~ht venturers, a project manager. a medic, two amibian builder and a
driver. Who would travel half the length of amibia to make a tart on a
brick built school in a ecluded village just outh of the Angolan border.
We were all eager. but be!o~e we could ge~ on our way. we were to pend
four day at field base lrammg for the African bu h. The eight ofu were
then shown to the tent. that would be our home for the four training day
and th~ 21-day pha e. The training consi led of ba ic first aid, basic
1gnalltng, camp craft. navigation, cultural awarenes and drill to amid
being binen by nake or corpions. The latter of which came in very
handy .on my second phase. The four clays culminated in a practi e trek
over n!ght, through the local hills. This gave me the opportunity to trul)
appreciate the beauty or the Southern Cro and surrounding tar . The
moon was full at~d ~he tars bright, making vi ibility comparable to a cri p
\ymter day m Britam. The other comparison being the temperature. which
tell dramatt.cally to cau e a ~listening fro t on the urrounding hill ide.
fter warn1mg up and savouring the burnt porridge breakfa t, we returned
to field base, to make our final preparation before leaving.
t 5 o'clock the next morning we were up. loading the truck that would
· carry our supplie and us for the next day and a half I at on the truck for
h~urs .taring into the wilderne and contemplating what lay ahead, for at
th1 pomt I had only experienced we terni ed amibia: amibia outh or
the vet line. At dusk that evening, after seeing endle
traight roads that
appeared to carry on forever, the vehicle stopped. We had arri\ed at the vet
line. fo_nce that tretche for hundred of mile from ea t to\\ e t, put in
place durmg the outh African occupation, and de igned to keep di eased
cattle of the orth. away from healthy cattle in the South. The line al o
igni fie a chang from brick white washed home '' ith electricit and
anitation, to traditional African home . that con i tor tra\\ huts with no
po' er upply and near non-existent sanitation. We pa ed through the
military checkpoint '' ith no problems and immediately I a'' 'the real
_frica'. The contra l wa amazing. we had ·en hou ing with satellite
d1 hes and telephone on one ide, and within I OOyd there \\Cre famihe
cooking on open fire · and walking around bare foot. The sun \\Cnt down
and we arrived at a campsite that would be our home for the night. The
ne ·t day I wa to arrive at the school site where I would make m) first
contact with people of the Ruquangali tribe.
A week before arrival the foundation · had been marked out. which gin e
u confidence to start traight away. We had been digging for around fifteen
minute when a large crowd or local came O\er to the site, initiall) lhcrt'
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wn n \el) trange feeling a~ they stood around u . bul ·oon we reali ed
'' hy they were there. fier taking po session of our tool , U1cy proceeded
to dig franucally m rotation" ith u . for the next four and a half hours. after
'' hich "c completed the foundation. of the chool. This ''a~ the lurthc ·t
ahead an) school project had been after the first day, and it was mainly
thanks to U1e communit spirit of the local . The group ofu continued the
building until the fifth course of bricks had been laid: it was then left for the
other phase to fini h off over the eleven-week period. Over all the school
had progre ed in leaps and bound with u ucceeding our three-week
goals by far. By ompleting the phase ahead of hedule, we were able to
mix "iU1 the community more, thi came in the fonn of going to a local
church, teaching the children who would benefit from the school and
having a di cu ion with th village head people. The chool was finally
completed and opened by the Briti h High ommis inner. afier thre
pha e and everal ca
of malaria, none of which occurred on my pha e.
I returned to the change o er point. ou e again on the back of the truck.
Unfortunately the journey'' a marred by a break down Uiat !.:.fl the truck
tranded for 24 hours. it also meant Umt we were late, and would have to
lea\ e after being back for only four hours. Before I !mew it I wa with a
ne" group of people, on a new pha e. I wa travelling Uii time in Land
Rovers up to the far orth We tern border of amibia, to trek through the
Bayne fountain Uiat run parallel wi th the Kunene river and the Angolan
border. For seventeen day we would be self- ufficient in the ecluded
Himba region of amibia. The initial Land Rover journey took u to a
town called Epuwo, which \\as to be the la t major top off point before
arri\al in the Baynes. Our first job was to allocate food and team kit: thi
came as a ttrprise to many of the group as they had never carried
ubstantial weight before. The complaints prompted an asse ment of all
per onal kit, with the aim of ensuring no extra weight was to be carried. At
Uiis point my one luxury for the phase was discovered, a bottle of Aqua Di
Gio. the re t of the group were hocked, but saw Uie error of their ways on
realising the benefit of melling fine. It became a popular ritual for Uie
bottle to be passed around afier washing. Once all the kit was allocated
and packed ready. we et off for the final 6-hou r leg, Uiis involved three
hours of tarmac road and then three hours of harsh terrain Uiat even the
Land RoYer struggled wiili. We arrived at the drop off point. unloaded our
kit and watched the Land Rm er return to Epuwo. At this point I felt the
udden reali ation that we were in the middle of nowhere and on our 01\n,
or so I thought. I looked around and saw two Himba women standing
behind me, thi wa my first encounter and came as quite a shock. The
Women in the Himba tribe wear very little and paint their bodie wiili a
blend of red ochre and animal fat. which give them quite a striking
appearance. The two ladies sat about 50 metres away watching u with
deep inquisition as we ate our lunch. We were later informed Uiat they
were confused by Uie amount of kit we had, be.cause when they walk
across the hills Uiey carry a mall bundle of pos es ions and nothing el e.
We had three main goals over the trekking period. The first 1 as to visit the
hidden gorge, the second to spend an evening on top of a mountain and
finally to reach Epupa falls in our allotted time.
After trekking for five day we reached the gorge. From the outside it
appeared to be a relatively insignificant tall crack in the rock, but on
further investigation we found a deep gorge approximately 4m wide and
increasmg to about 80m high. We spent a whole day exploring the rock
pools wiiliin, initially being very weary of creepy crawlies but finally
losing our fears and swim ming straight through . We were running out of
time and my friend Rhys and l, ran on ahead to see how far we could get,
we came to a clearing where the sun broke down on hundreds of loose
boulders under foot. I ran forwards and mu t have rocked a boulder with a
nake underneath, because soon after l heard Rh ys' cry tell me to stop. I
was at the end of the clearing with no where to go and a snake weaving its
way towards me, the only thing to do was walk calm ly past Uie snake on
the opposite side of the clearing. After having the fright of my life I
sprinted back LO where Uie others were, where with the help of a snake
recognition book. pinpointed the 'Zebra snake' to be my enemy. We lcfi
the gorge and started our journey back along the banks of the Kunene,
heading for Epupa. The trek took several days and tested the teams
stamina and navigational kills, as we fell victim to maps, which seemed
to portray a different set of hills to those we were walking on. De pile this
"e managed to fit in a night on a mountain and reach Epupa falls with time
to pare. Epupa falls are amibia' equivalent to Victoria Falls in
Zimbabwe, and are created at point along the Kunene where hundreds of
~inor tributaries superimpose and create spectacular lush scenery, with
picture que waterfalls. We spent two days at the falls recovering from our
exploits and stocking up on a much needed tan.
Inevitably the time came when we had to leave our veritable paradise
and make for the next change-over. It was to be a much more relaxed a !Tai r
this time with only a 12-hour delay due to the truck breaking down. Despite

this I amved at change 01·er, ama1.ed nt how the time had nown by and how
U1ere was only th ree and a ha lf weeks !ell to the end of expedition. There
was no delay in lind111g out our new project groups; I was to be working
"ith the Cheetah Consen·ation Fund (C F). C F i a programme set up as
a non-profit, non-governmental organisation, which aims to ensure the
long-term urvival of U1e Cheetah and it ecosystem . CF had kindly lent
Raleigh the buildings u ed at changeover; thus the journey to our new site
took only fifteen minutes. For the first week we would be involved in the
comp let ion and huilding of game hide started in the previous phase . The
first week pro' ed very succe sful , and lbr our hard work C F inviting us to
watch Chcwbaaka, the amba · ador Cheetah run , take part in a night game
driYe, feed the captive cheetahs and leopard and take part in their annual 24
hour game count. Pa11 of the CCF programme is related to the biology of
the Cheetah population and invoh e the capture of animal , which are
tagged and a sample of their gene taken for further re earch. Our role in
thi involved the elting of traps and po itioning of bait, unfortunately
during our time there they were unsuccessful and I didn't get to experience
any truly wild heetah . The final week meant a move to the "Wilderness
Camp', CC I Ts education centre where chool children are sent to learn
about the Cheetah . To try and aboli h a culture of indiscriminate killing of
animals on farmland , which has been a major innuencing factor in the
decline of their pecies. The Camp wa ituated at the base of the Waterberg
plateaux, a natural game re erve containing a huge diversity of animals,
from Guinea Fo" I to Rhino . Our task wa to de ign and build a long term
toilet, and to make it blend with the surrounding environment. The
construction of the toilet itself wa fairly easy, but the difficultie began
when we started to camouflage. We were cementing large boulders to the
outside of the walls; this gave a natural feel to the project, but also
increased the manual labour. As a result we were unable to complete the
project on time, luckily CCF is working with Raleigh on the next
expedition and intend to complete it U1en. On the morning we were due to
leave the group and I trekked to the top of the Waterberg plateau, where for
the next four hours\\ e 1 ent Rhino trekking and played ba eball with Rhino
poo. Unfortunately we did not ee any Rhino, but did culminate the
expedition with a fantastic' iew acros U1e plateaux and CCF game reserve.
MY experiences \I iU1 Raleigh have been second to none, if you are
between 17 and 25 you too could take part a a venturer (over 25' can
take pail as staff members) imply ring Raleigh International on 0171 371
8585 or e-mail: info a aleigh.org.uk. for more information.

Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj A. H. Campbell-Black
WOl (R M) D. W. Craig

fc travock. cw to the MT are LCpl 'I'm a
Molden, ig 'But<:h'
lingsby, ig 'Maddog'
1urdoch, 1g Billy Conley and LCpl Col Tuells. Leaving the Troop are
Sigs _Frai_ik and Stein, the workshops very own combat goldfi h who
remained m Kosovo courtesy of I R I RISH. We also say farewell to gt Dave
'Courses' Covey who will be missed not so much for his technical skill but
for hi broad knowledge of rugby song afier a fe" quiet beverages. I le.' off
lo aples where he still won't have to work, but at least he won't have to fake
it! Also leaving are ig 'Dickie' Dyer, no-one will miss hi PT se sions but
we till" ish him all the best with his Spanish le sons in Civ Div. All in all it'
been a thankfully quiet few months in Osnabruck by Corps standards. only in
the last few weeks have we got back to our usual state of overwork. o much
for ~aving it easy when you return from an operational tour - maybe there 'II
be lime for a rest when we go to Bosnia in June!!
Club 3 ls and Sig
'Womanisin~

PAPA TROOP - by Sigs Fraiser Anderson and Glyn Hayes
Tp omd
2Lt Dave Hill
Tp gt
SSgt Paul Davis
On return from Ko ovo the rroop has enjoyed (maybe too much!) four
weeks leave. When we eventually got back to the garages it was clear there
wa a lot of work to do. As ever there are a lot of comings and goings. Firstly,
we offer a .wam1 welco'!le to SSgt Paul Davis, his wife Tracy and family,
CIJI Charhe _Henson, 1g Andy Yates and ig Lucy Corlctte we hope you
cnJOY your llme m Papa Tp. Unfortunately there are ome goodbyes too.
gt orm Finnegan, hi "ife Heike and son Jason Cpl
Farewells to
Vinnie Walsh and Cpl ·woz' Wright congratulation to you and you; wife
Denise _on the birth of your daught.:r Megan. Best of luck to you all at your
new um ts. The Trooll has had a few promotion too, ix altogether you know
"'.ho you a:e lads a ~1g well done. A BIG congratulations to Cpl Henson and
l11s new wife Debbie and to LCpl Scott Rose and hi new wife Kelly.
SUPPORT TROOP - by Cpl Taylor
Tp Comd
Capt (QM) Smith
Tp SSgt
gt Paul Buckley
ince the quadron return from Op Agricola we have been on slow
turnaround, followed by a very quick, nectic and rushed re-fiL first lines and
PRE programme, and have second line and R IT to look forward to after
Christm~s'! There ha,·e been a number of changes to the Troop since the la t
publication. The Tech workshops have welcomed Cpl Daz Offord, Sig
·Haggis· Armstrong and ig 'Morph the D\\arr Murphy. The QM's Dept
welcome Sig Burdon who has wasted no time becoming a valued member of

~u~c',

43 BER ER DISTA ZMARCH-4 DECEMBER 1999
by Sig Fraiser Anderson
After last years success in the Bemer March the Squadron decided to
send another team of 12, with a lucky six members on a 're-show' from last
year. It was clear from our arrival in Lys that there was a lot more British
interest than last year, with teams sent from 16 different units. Because of
the late start to the competition the team decided to attempt a 4 lkm route.
16 S1~ _Regt were competing at thi di tance too and proved to be tough
oppo 111on, but 11 was clear from the start that we were the team setting the
pace. A mix of wet and \ indy weather, l~rge hills and crazy wiss drivers
lowed the team a linle but we still managed to finish in a respectable Sh
25mm. It could have been even longer ifit weren"t for Sat ' pike' Hughes'
accurate map reading, route planning and encouragemeitl. Watch out on the
Lanyard Trophy!!

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)

Sqn Comd
SSM

OCdt Matthews sitting on the edge of Epupa Falls, Namibia,
August 1999
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Cpl (now Sgt) Trevor Jakeman
and his temperamental transmitter truck in Cyprus

The last month of the millennium were relatively ettled one for
Bletchley· pecial Communicators. We ha e bid fare1 ell to Cpl Ja on
Trimmer, recently returned from an 18-month tour a ·our man in
Cypru '.The quadron al-o dined out ·laj Hugh Bardell. Hi tour as
02 pecial Comms has een great advance for the Squadron, and we
wish him all the b st for hi next tour in Kathmandu, and we all look
forward to visiting you, Hugh! Promotions have again been rife. \\ith
LCpls ' couse' Hardy, Don hore, Stu Penman, imon Hodgson and
Wayne Miller all getting a second stripe. For the TA, congratulation go
to newly promoted Sgt Trevor Jakeman, Cpls Al hrewsbury and Pete
Litchfield, and LCpls Paul Chamber , Gite Madoodaloodal and tu
Adams.
The quadron ·s publicity machine wa in OYcrdrive in ovember. \I Ith
Anglia TV running a mini-serie of nel\ slots about Ex Runnel tone.
tarring W02 ( SM) Dave cott, a Milton Keyne ' ·Pain ter and
Decorator with a Difference' , it should help the TA recruiting effort and
allow the Regular operator to pice up the r~crui1ing 'ideo when they get
a spare minute.
LCpls Lee Kemp and · mudge· mith returned from Ex afTn:m
and , in Jordan, not looking very brown it ha to be aid. They 'have
both since deployed on bri.:f operational tours. ot taking life so
criously, Capt Richard cnhou e (Op 0), and SSgl 'Deano· Poole
(Deputy Acting Asst Op 0) conducted an arduou rec e of Maldives.
Thai land and ingaporc, for the next large overseas deployment 1n
March. pparently it rained a lot, but they al lea. t returned'' ith sun-tans!
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SSgt Dean Poole and Capt Richard Newhouse
on a tough recce in the Maldives

GLOBAL LYNX 2 ( EPTEMBER 1999) - by Sgt Candy Bnmyee
eptember aw the econd camp of the year for the quadron. Global
Lynx 2 wa ba ed out of Cyprus and wa used to test the readines of the
quadron to fulfil its obligations. The mobile transmit and receive cabins

were alrcad m ;itu und it made a pleasant change to fly on a 'proper
Flight· as oppo ed to the tran port flight we have learnt to know and
lo\e. When we arrived the weather wa · still extremely hot, particularly a
"e were ha ing a cold spell in the UK and we all started downing gallons
of water as we had all been warmed of' the perils of heat exhaustion.
Morale improved aller the alcohol free flight; in an attempt to keep the
eniors cool one of the llire cars wa · dispatched to the airport, only the
OpsO locked the keys into the boot.
The Exercise tarted the next day and we spent all day out in the heat which we were not used to as we were all suffering from dehydration setting up antenna field , putting mast up and down and resting for long
period in the hade and of course drinking gallons. omms started the
next day and schedules \\Cre run in conjunction with training as some of
u had limited experience on some of the kit and Jes ons were given on a
variety of intere ting and unas ociated ubject . ig ick Vernon is
re pon ible for the snapping of the cable on the islands Foden and great
fun ''as had from trying to drive a truck with more gears than the live we
use at home . During the week some of the more daring had the
opportunity to do a tandem kydive - it takes all sort . All reported ho\
fantastic it was and how they would love to do it again - perhaps they
landed on their heads!! Al the end of the week a barbecue was hosted by
259 ig Sqn. The food was great and the party went on for hours.
R&R was spent at Waterworld and i i beach. Sgt (FofS) Ted Heath
is a Diving Instructor and a try dive wa arranged for those who were
interested. Nick ernon, a non- wimmer (OK o he can do at least five
trokes) thought this wa a fantastic opportunity so in he went and after a
few false tart he realised you can breathe under water and he wa away.
A great time wa had by all and the quadron are looking forward to ew
Years E e when they could be putting into practice everything learnt on
Global Lynx I and 2; alternatively they could be due for a winter sun
holiday.

BASKETBALL
ROYAL IGNALS BA KETBALL
(24 OCTOBER- 5 OVEMBE R 1999)
INTERCORPS CHAMPIO SHlP 1- 5 0 E IBER 1999
Each year the Corp enters two male teams and one female team in the
Inter-Corp Ba ketball Champion hips, which take place in Grantham
during the first week in ovember. This is the Army' festiva l of
Ba ketball where over 200 players from across the Anny make the mo t
of the opportunity to let off steam. As co-founders, the Royal Signals
have a particularly proud a sociation with this event. In the ?O's the
Royal ignals and REME took part in an annual challenge match mainly
becau e the bulk of the army players at that time came from the e two
Corps. Jn 1986 H. Samuels the jeweller ponsored the now eagerly
contested for, H. Samuels trophy, and the number of team contesting in
this annual challenge increased with the addition of PT Corps, Army
Catering Corps and the Royal Corps of Transport. As the profile of the
port expanded within the army so did the tournament. A second division
was introduced in 1997 to cater for the smaller Corps and to develop the
Di,ision One players of the future. In the inaugural year it was won by
Royal Signal . The Ladies Division was introduced the following year
and now over 20 teams compete for the annual bragging rights as
Champions of their divi ion.
In August this year 40 plus letters were distributed to all known
players. From the lack of response it became evident very early that many
of our experienced player \ ould not be available, either due to work
commitments or because of pressure from her/him indoors who should be
obeyed (note the PC in this day and age). At the same time as distributing
letters l wnue for a weeks' training prior to the tournament was being
·ought. Why a training week prior 10 the tournament? Unlike other team
sports basketball requires players to be familiar with each others
strengths and weaknesses, before being capable of going on to court as a
cohesi'e unit and compete. A our Corps unlike others, do not pool their
basketball players, the weeks training is an essential requirement. Each
year the Corps commitments increase worldwide and this is exacerbated
by the manpower hortage within units. This is not an unknown fact, but
what i unknown is the quality of players the Corps has! The Corps has
undoubtedly the best individual players in the army, the problem we have
is that the e players have yet to come together at the same time. It would
be interesting, if one year we could actually see what the Corps could
achieve with all its talent on display at the lntercorps tournament, I know
that we could seriously ruffie some of the other Corps feathers. 1999
presented a few extra planning headaches than normal. ot only was

there going to be a lack of experience turning out, but there was also a
delay in confirmation of a training venue. This was overcome by dividing
the training into two periods. The first period of training was held, at
R A Larkhill, by kind permi sion of the Commanding Officer Royal
chool of Artillery. The second was held in London by kind permission
of the Officer Commanding 238 Sig qn, Maj S. Hunt. On behalf of all
players and coaching staff many thanks.
All available player gathered at Larkhill on Sunday 24 October to
commence training. 11 ladies and 15 men turned up for the first day of
training these numbers soon reduced with the loss of Sig 'Chloe' Cowan
to a torn knee cartilage (get well and strong see you next year). Shortly
after her injury, Cpl 'Jonah' Jones was sent to hospital with an infection
(the team does not want to ee that weeping feature again). At the same
time as lo ing people to injury we also lost two of the male players to
training requirements at short notice. Things were starting to become
very frustrating. Training carried on and we were determined to enter two
male teams and one female team even if it meant placing six players in
each of the male team . But as with all optimists, the coaching staff wa
confident tl1at things would be all right on tl1e day.
Enter our guardian angel ...... The Corps OIC Col Hadfield ,
Commander Royal chool of Signals, took time from his extremely busy
schedule to pay u a visit at Larkhill, which was most appreciated by all
those pre ent. The question from the Colonel when he arrived was, ' I
there anything I can do to help?' Having discussed our player problem, a
few phone calls were made by the Colonel, and players appeared,
bolstering the dwindling numbers. With the training comp leted at
Larkhill, all players travelled to helsea barrack in London for the final
three days of training, before moving north to Grantl1am like migrating
geese. Grantham greeted us with its normal icy chill, nevertheless gt
ick 'Don't you phone me again for help' Turner done u proud with
our accommodation arrangements, 'Good on ya ick. ' After settling into
our accommodation those players who arrived late were introduced to the
other player . Those players included, the corps secretary and the Div 2
teams trump card for later in the week, Maj Grant, Sgt 'Taff I'm only
here because my brother's not' Ceaser, and for the ladies, LCpl ' Vicki'
Moran and Cpl Sheryl Richardson . Sunday evening saw everyone quite
subdued and obviou ly contemplating the week's tournament ahead.
Monday aw losses for all the teams, which gave everyone a wake up
call, and the sudden realisat ion that you have got to have heart at this
level if you want to compete and be a contender. After an enjoyable
evening Tuesday morning saw all teams full of confidence. This renewed
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confidence was ~een by the results that were achieved that d
w.ednc day saw mixed fortunes, the Div I team lo t but the ladies a~~
J?rv 2 team won their ~ames securing places in their respective semilrnals._ Drv 1- team scmr-final was to be played later that day and the
~ncent1vc. to wrn was, ~rest _day. Our semi-finalists were the Corps old
adyersancs, the REME. Thrs was a hard physical game in which the
REME1u~ped to an early lead whrch they held onto for the first half B 1
to the delight of Cpl Steve Piper the .coach of the Div 2 team ·theu
managed. to light and claw there way back in the scconcf half to w'in th~
game, wrth some last minute heroic by all players, by live points. They
were through l_o the final. Thal cven.ing the annual corps teams meal was
held at Ure Chicago rock cafe, !hrs 1 held to celebrate the achievements
of the past two weeks however good or bad. All pre cnt agreed that the
food. was excel.lent ~nd of outrageous proportion, this was highlighted by
th~ fact that rg Mick Hogarth was unable to finish his bucket of hot
wrng , however he drd manage to finish LCpl Jules Dolan's pasta. The
ladies had two gam_es to play Thursday, both against the PT Corps. The
first wa to _detcrmrne. league position and to make a statement and the
second was m the semr-linal and scheduled for late allernoon. The Jadie
were. expected to be tired after their game earlier that day but to the
surprise of the_ PT orps, the)'. \\ere wrong, our ladies came out strong
and oon acquired a commanding lead which they never lost. The Corps

second team to a fin~!. Even though the Div I team did not make it
through the le~gue, 1~ rs worth commenting on the effort that all players
howed, ~specially with the lack of numbers and injuries that were picked
up early into the tournament itself.
. Finals _day arrived. the !~dies and the Div 2 teams tipped off at the same
trme, whrch meant our Div I team was divided between the two courts
upportmg the Corps. The ladie~ coach WO I (FofS) ·ev mikJe was
pl~ymg for the Div 2 team, therefore the coaching duties for the lad re fell to
Mick Hogarth. The ladies fought hard but were unlucky and finished
runner up to the RLC. The Drv'2 teams opponents were the Royal Artillery
who earlier t_hat week had beaten our team by 30 points, but this was a new
game wrth different stake~ and at the final whistle the Di' 2 team had beaten
the RA by two pornts._Th r tournament gave our Corps mixed re ults, which
covered all ~he _cmouonal ruspccts of_competition, from not reaching the
fin_al, to_ P!a_yrng in the_ final and becoming runners u):l. to winning a final and
being drvrsron champions. Al~ t~~ e highs and low were experienced by all
players rega:dless ofwhrch d1v1s1on they were competing in and this Esprit
de Corps, displayed by all players was the envy of all that looked on. As
co~ch I would hke to thank all players for their effort and upport over the
training a_nd tournament weeks ~d for the team pirit that was di played on
all o_c~asrons. Keep fit over th rs next year and pencil in the follO\\ ing
provrsronal date , 22 October - 3 ovember 2000.

3 (UNITED KINGDOM)
DIVISIONAL HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL REGIMENT
REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTER
CO
Lt Col '. D. Co uch
RSM
WOl (RS I) G. J. Stoker MBE
RHQ heave a huge igh of relief on the posting on promotion of the
Regimental Second in Co~ma~d, Maj Adam Ewell - good luck at
Corsham, Tanglefoot the temcr wrll be orely mi sed. Also off on posting
rs the Ops Officer, Capt Ja on Gunning, who is going to HQ LA D
Command to play even more rugby and the RAO Maj Ray Wells AGC
who rs off to lnne worth.
202 IG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd Maj R. J. Quinlan
SSM
. W02 ( SM) J. Mc aught
Once again th~ trme has come to reflec_t upon another busy year in the
quadmn. There rs much that can be menuoned what with bu y Divi ional
Exerc1 es and a whole ho t of overseas operational. and training
commitments. The biggest feature of the year, however, ha been the af~
return of a rzeable proportion of the Squadron from Operation in Bosnia
and Kosovo, this has helped th~ quadron gel for next year's busy Exerci e
sea on and ha allowed for a raise in morale as oldiers rejoin tl1eir familie
for Chri tmas.
HQ has seen many coming and goings thi year recently we welcome
LCpl. Wend)_' . ichol!s as the n~w qn Clerk and 'sgt 1.ax ' Bro Boy'
Chalh_s who_Joms us m the technical workshop . We hope you both enjoy
your tr~e wrth the Squadron. The Squadron would al o like to extend its
be t wr hes to Sig Lee us~ance on hi forthcoming wedding in early
January, we hope you and Claire both have a wonderful day. On a side note
we would also reque t that Capt Eric ' Bad Ta te' Warren refrain from
wearing any pink item of clothing to future quadron ocial e ents!
OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
2LT K. J. Grice
Tp SSgt
SSgt D . W. Oliver
The account of Overloon Tp begin with the cmpha is on the word
f/exibili()'. Witl1out ·uch a tate of mind, little can be achieved, a ha been
not~d ~ er the pa t montl1s. The Troop ha een much change, the largest of
which mvolvcd Waterloo personnel moving back to tliat Troop, giving 20_
Sqn three Troops once again. As the Di i ional Armoured Main Troop, we
e111oyed much attention around a tafTCollege Demo on alisbury Plain, and
were also fortunate to be given relative freedom on a Troop level Exercise
aller that. Towards the laner part of the year, a period of con olidation has
been the theme for preparation for next year's busy Exerei e phase.
Moving to more of a 'I theme, the Troop has seen many arrive. leave
and change marital status. We welcome Sgt Oliver nnd hi wife nnette

from 14 Sig Regt. Staff Oliver 's two large dogs Dylan and Dan met the
Troop fir l and their fero~ious barkin~ ensured' that the Troops met the
new Troop Staff Sergeant m good working order! Other welcomes include
Cpl Fazackerley and LCpl Evans who was not here long before being
selected for Corporal. Welcome to LCpl Irwin who de erve
con~"!tulations for being selected for promotion to Corporal. LCpl
Ole1nr~ also deserves welcome and congratulations upon getting married
to Louise very recently. We welcome back from Koso\O Sig Brvant but
brd farewell to LCpl Watt who '!1ov~ to 16 ir Assault Brigade and Sig
Jack on who leaves _the.Army. Srg Htl_ls al o move on promotion and i
lookmg forward lo lrfe m Yor~ at 2 rg Regt. ig Thompson moves to
Cyprus after back to back tours m the Balkans. Further congratulations are
due .to LCpl kkulugadu who d~servedly picked up hi econd tape, and
to ~gs HarteU an~ Taylor who prck up their first tape. Well Done.
. Finally, to menuon two further marriage that have taken place recently.
Srg Knowles nee Greenhalgh and her ne\\ husband LCpl Carl Knowles
of222 rg qn managed to juggle a wedding date around numerous other
commitments, a did LCpl 'Sid' Marsh and hi ne\\ wife io ' al' 'larsh
nee Griffiths. Longevity and prosperity to all concerned. "'
B S COTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt P impson
Tp gt
gt P How on
; Gree~ings. to Sig Stevenson. the Troop' fir t lady line) and LCpl
Rocky T:ut, who wa plucked out for the no\ ice boxing team the
ec~nd he cam~ through the gates. Also, fre h from the factory are LCpl
Sell mg and Sig ~ottrell - so new they don't even have nickname yet.
We have JU t acquired LCpl 'Don't call me Fruity' Fieldina who come
to us from 30 ig , and i de perate to lose hi. epithet. t "'o luck there
th n-_ Replacing. Sgt · ~ce hirl' Chee man, the Tech Work hop takes on
gt Magellan Chalhs. whose extended ' rambling · on the Bulford
prairie have taken the heat off the squadron ubaltem for a "hi le
Rumour that he i applying for a j_ob with Ordnance urvey are entirely
groundle and untrue. ongratulatron go to Cpls 'Bing· Crosby, Clark
and Browne, and LCpl Marchant on their recent promotions.
W TERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. Jackson
Tp S gt
gt A. \: ringe
We tart with our comings and goings\\ hich has een quite a change to
~c Troop: Goodbye to ~~t Jim Watt ' ho goes ofT to be a Yeoman of
rgnal · wnhout ever training to be one, and LCpl 'Bomber' Lancaster
who goes off to do P ompany. Good luck from the Troop. the ladies
from ticky Carpets will mi • ou both. Hello to gt' ay' Elliot ,,ho 1.
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welcomt.'<l in10 the annour garage , he won ' t have to argue his way pa t
an · b unccrs to get in here! With an a erage turnout •,f ten ·oldiers a day
we ha,·e come a long wa) from last month and we only need to 'borrow '
a fc\\ more pieees of equipm nt to get back on the road. We have ju t
fini hed a four day E · rci . e \\hi h introduced the ne\\ members of the
Troop to a • ta IT Officer ' . We are urc the Tttanic did not have a many
lu. urie , let hope the Div HQ doe not ufter the rune fate!

10N T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt O lly Gard ner
Tp gt
gt ea n Fa ir fi eld
After a leave period that seemed all too short, we arrived back and
prepared for the next period of work.
gt Sea n Fairfield. tarted to plan
functions for the gts' Me , as he'd ju t been officially tole he wa. to be
the PEC, ( gt teve Bartleet, mentioned how he'd never managed to do
the job and how he· d got away "ith it). o it wa a great hock to SSgt
Fa irfield,' hen he wa informed that he was elected to go to Egypt on Ex
Bright Star as the I Reece Bde Yeoman of igna l . However, it wa a far
greater · hock for SSgt te1•e BartJeet to find out that he wa to be the new
PEC. It then seemed that all around people were picking up the pieces for
absent personnel, none more so than both Sgt Jo hn Batts and gt 1andy
K orchel. gt J ohn Batts, took a group on Ex Topham hat, organised the
Communication for the Kiwi Half Marathon and had the taff ollege
demo and the Troop rebuild on the retum from Kosovo to contend with.
gt Jandy Korchel had th job of en uring all rerurned safe a the leader
of the Troop deployed to Kosovo. o it wa with ome relief when all
returned to normality.
Festive wishes go to all members of the troop till deployed in Ko ovo
( igs Dra p er, H:i rley, H art and Po llard). Fond Farewells go to Cpl
Preece on his posting to 29 Comdo Bde on promotion to ergeant: Sig
1cLuckie on posting to HQ 11: S ig Kelly Maclea n on her po ting to 30
Sig Regt ( because she needs to do more tours). Special farewells go to
ig ·pc PLOD' Price on leaving the service to ser e with the Cardiff
police force and to ig W itchell on hi move to 'Civvy tree!'. Goodbye
to the ship jumpers that have run over to lnkerrnan Tp S igs Kerridge and
Wardley. Welcome to all those from Cambrai Tp C pl Davies-Morri ,
LC pl s Acke r . Eva ns, Wh e nm a n, S igs Buddle, Hod ge, Ker r iga n,
Wood. Welcome back to Sig Tammy T hom pson . Welcomes to the fresh
from the factory crowd Sigs Evan s, Cadm a n, Blackma n and Bla ke.
INKE RM AN T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I n vin
Tp Sgt
Sgt Ba rtleet
The last couple of month has been a busy period for the Troop with a
Troop shake out exerci e, turning ·vehicles around returning forrn Kosovo,
providing two-thirds of the Squadron boxing team and second line . Early
October aw the Troop deploy out onto Salisbury Plain for three days training
to iron out det drills and moulding new RRB crews together. Gone are the
days ofRRBs itting still for the duration of the exercise, under the watchful
eyes of Lt 'Gunny' Irwin, SSgt 'Lets move them again' Ba r tleet, Sgt
'Bullet' Elliott and C pl Phil Oulton, the Troop was tested in navigation,
setting up <lets , comms drills and basic military skills in the field.
The Troop is poi ed to et up its own body guard department following
the ucce of the Troop members in the recent inter Squadron boxing.
Well done to Lt Gary Irn·in , LCpl Jim K em p and Sig Dave Durward
who all •on in their weights in the finals. Those that did not make the
finals or lo l on the night well done for trying and better luck next time. A
special mention to Sig La ur a Best and Sig Sa m Hunt who gave it their
be t in the female bouts.
Congratulations to Sig Steph Catn ey, Sig Julie C ornfield , ig Dave
tarsha ll, ig tu art Steph en and ig Sam Hall on their recent selection
to Lance orporal . Farewell to Sig C lint Brady and Sig teve Keogh
who go off to pastures new in ivvy street. The Troop would also like to
say Farewell to the SQM , SSgt Chris L loyd (formerly lnkem1an Tp) on
promotion to Warrant Officer class 2 with a posting to Bosnia for good
mea ure. Finally, hellos to LC pl L inzi Fi eldin g, LC pl Tony Ri cha rdson
and ig M ick Davies who all arrive on posting. Also all those that have
joined the Troop (too many to mention) from other Troops within the
quadron following a reshuffle and the demise of Cambrai Tp as an
Operators· Troop.
COA T TO CO A TWA LKOS-130CTOB ER 1999
There was a ea m i t ro ll ing over the camp the morning that seven
intrepid \\alkers from 206 ig Sqn, 3 UK Div set off on the 192 mi le

· lassie' coast to coaM walk from t Bee head in Cumbria to Robin
Hood's Bay in Yorkshire. T he tea m con sisted of S M Archer otherwise
known a
ncle Archy, Cpl Woodrow (Woodland). Cpl Rawlyk (Rm ),
ig Green (Bluey). ig utton (Big fella), ig Evans ( tick) and then
ig Molyneux (Why) as in ' Why did\\ c do it?'
The wa lk took u from the Irish ca through Cumbria into the York hire
dales and then the Yorkshire Moor ending with the orth Sea. lt u ually
ta kes people 12-13 days to complete but we were averag ing about 2 1 miles
a day and completed it in nine days. Just one of the beautiful scenes ccn
on our walk ''as Ennerdale Water o n the econd day. We had a brief stop
here because there is a fa mous rock in the shape of a chair. Other well
known site een on the '' alk \\ ere I le i ellyn. the abbey near Kirby
tcphen , inc tandard Ri gg, Richmond astle, the hermitage (A large
hollowed out rock whic h i centuries o ld) and then Robin Hood's Bay.
There are many publi c hou e along the route and many of them have
vi itor book for coa t to coasters. During the season walker provide the
majority of the bu ine along the route, so pubs, cafes and camp ite arc
all plea ed to see you. l\vo pub I would recommend are the White wan
in Danby Wi ke and the Lion Inn ju t after Famdale Moor. The hardest
ecrion of the walk for me was day even, from atterick Bridge to
Inglcby Cross. The terrain that day was not that bad, but afte r even
continuous day of hiking carrying our full packs the pain eventually
catche up to you. lnjurie were becoming harder to withstand and morale
wa gett ing low. We knew that the re '' a less than SO mile to go when we
eventually camped that night and everyone began to chee r up. I think that
from this moment onward the team wanted more than anything to
complete the rest of the walk, a fast as we could. We oon hit the coa ton
the ninth day and the ight of Robin Hood' Bay was breathtaking. I then
remembered all tho e days ago when seven of us tarted at t Bee' Head
and the sea mist covered u . Well there wa certainly no mist on the last
day, it was blue kies all around and the bay looked very inviting indeed.
Unfortunate ly onl y five of u fini hed the walk and the e are their names:
Stu Archer, Lee Woodrow, Phil Rawlyk, Mic Sutton, and Ed Green.
At last we all had that well de erved pint in the pub in Robin Hood 's
Bay. We talked and laughed over the stories of the pa t nine days and
congratulated each other on the achievement. Well done and Thankyou to
all that took part in !he 206 Signal quadron Coast lo Coast walk 1999.
EXERCISE GHE GI IRO ' - MO GOLIA
Ex Ghengis Iron wa a trekking expedirion to Mongolia. The original
idea \\as Capt AJex Fennel 's who is now at 30 Sig Regt. Thus, it was
pas ed onto Capt R ich Odling to continue the planning and lead the
expedition.
There were clear and obvious problems with travel to what is still one of
the mo t remote countries in the world. Flights being the most obvious,
Air hina not necessarily being the airline of choice. Operational
deployment took their toll on the Regiment and thus it was only very
close to departure that the expedition nominal roll was confinned. Thi in
itself produced further problems in obtaining last minute visas. However,
the expedition left Bui ford 3 October and after a l 0-hour flight to Beijing
we then had a 12-hr stopover which provided an opportunity to take in
Tianamen Square. It was then a quick 2-hr night to Ulaan Bataar. After a
day spent sorting out the re t of our tra el plan . We left in our minibus to
the Terelj ational Pa rk about 60km orth of Ulaan Bataar for a 2-day
acclimatisation exped ition. This went well and a few teething problems
with equipment were soon ironed out and we returned to Ulaan Bataar.
Poor weather in the West of the country meant the original plans had to
be changed and we headed orth towards the Lake Hovsgol ational
Park. Difficulties with Internal flights meant that we had a 3-day drive to
get to our location. Fortunately our minibus came with a driver, M iga
who for our entire trip remained confident that the minibus would tart
whatever the temperature and that we would find a petrol station in time
despite our frequent misgivings. The drive wa generally aero s wide
open desert-like plains, Wild camels and horses were frequently along the
route . The road con isted of dirt tracks and towns came along
approximately every 24 hours. Once in the town of Hovsgo l we spent the
night in a traditional German Camp and were fed by the German owner ,
severa l members of the team decided that it was better to eat what was
left of their stocks from home. Early the following morning we et ofT for
our base camp further up the lake.
Our trekking consisted of five day walks from the base camp into the
surrounding mountains. The cenery was absolutely fantast ic in all
directions and it was possible to see Siberia only a few mi les to the orth.
The weather was generally extremely cold, rarely getting above freezing
particularly at night. We were lucky in that the snow never got as low as
the base camp or Ulaan Bataar whilsL we were the re however, we
encountered plenty a we went higher. Jn genera l the sk ies were
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'Gigs ' Suits me' Brady, ' Dangerous' Jackson, 'Thanks' W ilso n and
uardsman'. Wa lL Congratulations to you all.
Afie_r the ng~urs of Battl~camp, the Troop needed to recover. In order to
do so, II fo~nd Itself spendrng an afternoon appreciating the fundamental
of the brewmg process at Alton Brewery - a particularly high-bro\~ affair
~he blame for which fa_lls squarely at the feet of LCpl 'Coop • Cooper. A~
It transpired this w_
as ll~e well spent in preparation for further sampling at
the l?Cal hostelry 111 Edmgton the following Sunday. For the second year
runnmg. 222 S!g Sqn per onnel have paraded at the Edington Parish
Church alongside the Old Boy of Edington British Legion on
Remembrance Sunday. Formerly an Aden task, Oman had the pleasure
this year, orgamsed by gt Andy 'Loud· Hayter. It is an honour to be the
Modem _A rmy focus at what is a patriotic and traditional event. ew and
old soldiers alike benefit from the event. Thi year the personnel laid a
wreath to the Fallen on behalf of 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt, and al 0
pres~nted a Squadron plaque lo the Legion.
.F111ally, farewells. Sgt M ic k Ea d es left us some time ago C pl
'F~restarter ' W hite, LC pl 'Selected' C oop er and ig 'also sel~cted'
W1l_s on due to leave in the imminent future. One the other side of
~hnstmas, LC~I ' Johnno' Johnson is posted (on promotion), while ig
~~ould yo~ like to buy a copy of a video' L e \\ is and S ig 'no
d1sembarkat1on leave for you ' Jackson go to the White Helmets!. Good
Luck to all of you - the troop will lose a lot of it characters, who will no
doubt be replaced by new ones eq ually bad! (and good luck 10 /he White
Helmels 100 - can~ wail lo see your new performers 'in aclion ').

Ex Ghengis Iron
Cpl Corber, Capt Odling, Sig Elston, Sig Kitchen Sig Lewis Sig
Patterson, Sig Alcock, LCpl Coate~
'
222 SIG AL QU ORO
Sqn omd
Maj R. S. Appleton
SM
W02 F. Roberts
OMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Imogen Mulho lland
Tp SSgt
Sgt Andy Hayter
Summer Block Le~vc now seem a very long time ago, particularly
a fter troop level exercises, a squadron exerci e and a Banlecamp (not that
th e Tp O C would know as mo t of her time wa spent in Egypt!).
Howe ver, the Troop ha gone from strength to strength as Squadron
personnel retum from the four winds, eager 10 get back to Bulford. On
!he ' pat on the _b ack' front , welcome to Sgt ' Blandford' O gg - everyone
JU tout oftra1nmg thou~ht they had got away from you! Congratulations
to you and Jen on the birth of your daughter, and many sleeple s night !
Other _recent Troop Dads include Sigs Barry, Ca rter and 1ortiboys.
What !s gomg 01~? Tl11 appears to be the most fertile Troop in the Corps.
B_ack fro_m ~o ma, C pl · Poker Face ' Kna pm a n, ig ·Dagger' Brady and
• 1g 'Sk11ng_ Web~ter. Back f~on~ Ko o,·o, LC:pl ·cour e · M ilton, ig
~orphy R1~hard. I.ons and ~'& Drill Demon Wa ll. ew 10 the Troop,
S1.,s Justm Am is, buck aga111 Evans and 'rea lly new' Greener. Plus
more 111ter-squadron postings too!
The Troop has fared well recently on promotions too - LCpl to Cpl
Cpls, 'Gladiator' B u rges~, ' hado" ·.Wilso n-Coc hra ne, LC pl ·could
have Cooper and LCpl on postmg J o hnso n selected; ig to LCpl,

OCR MDT
Team Capt
Team S CO

Lt Co l Jack Ambcrton
Cap t Gordon ewell
Sgt Don Brc bner. Sgt Paul Boughey (de)

TEAM OVE RV IEW - Capl G. P. Newell
The Team now find itself in the nurry of activity cypical of the wi nter
months. The selection of new Team members. the arrival of 30 new

SHARJ H T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adria n J ohnson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Baker
On re~m from Battle ~amp in ennybridge. outh Wales. harjah Tp
was lookin,g forward to gom~ back to work in the warm and dry garages, but
the following w~k was gomg to be another busy one. The week was to
cons1 t of prepanng for the following weeks Comms Ex Arabian Reprise as
well as Thursdays Remembrance Day Parade and Medal Presentation for
our retummg Kosovo personnel. The exercise itself went well with enough
~o.ves to ke~p Pickfords busy for a year! On the Thursday the CO and R M
v1 1ted Shlll)ah Tp 111 the field, minus the expected civilian vi itor who had a
runny no e. The visit was brief, wh ich I'm sure was a relief to all at the
. ode. On r~turning fro~ Exercise it was a quick tum around for all vehicles
m preparation fo~ the followmg Tuesday co· day. CO' day came and
went with the obvious parades and inspection from the CO and all the other
heads of departments, the rest of the week wa fairly quiet. The final fe"
days _of 1 o~ember were then pent with Arabian ights maintenance
exercise. All 111 all a busy ovember in Sharjah Tp which seemed to fly by.
ADEN T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Emm a Fawcett
Tp S gt
SSgt Littlefield
The new reformed Aden Tp ha been together ince 13 eptember 1999
and already in its hon li fe it has een a Battle Camp and a couple of
Exerc ises. The \~ho l e Troop ha been rewrirten from the Troop QC down
~o the ne11 boy from Blandford. A lot of the experience in the Troop have
JUSt got back fro m a tour 111 Ko ovo and are enjoying a long but well
de erved rest on leave. There has already been a lot of promotion this
rear and to ?ame JU t a f~w w~ have Sig Tony ·Rocky· Dawson, ig Jim
hort Fuse C hamberlam, S ig Grant 'The Blower· Robertson and also
not to forget Sig Paul 'The Plod ' Westerman , congratulation on your
promotion to Lance Corporal. Oh, I nearly fo rgot the new arrival from 230
Sig qn, congratulations S gt Shaun ' T HE CO RP ' Littlefield on your
recent promotion (we told you that you had to buy a lab).

Triumph Tiger· and the beginning of the annual trai ning camp at RAF
ea land keep_ us all bu y. Ha\ ing been Team Captain for over a year nO\\
I have expen en~cd all the ups and down of a typical . eason. Without
doubt. the highlight of a long. hard, yet rewarding how-sea~on wa the
Team· out landing performance at the 1999 Royal Tournament. To be
111vol\ ed in the Tournament i a pri' ilege: to be chosen a one of the acts
of the last ever Tournament i omething quite pecial. Certamly it 1s
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something membe of the orp' c3n be proud of - arguably we proYed
10 be th most popular act. Beyond 111 , county hows. international
tauoos, rccruitmg exhibitions. militar. h·.1w . trnck festival , ,team fair
and chanty work dominated our time fr m April 10 October - the Tenm
worked hard - and it i fair 10 say the period's ucces s were
mter·persed w ilh some minor acc1dcnl . bad weather and the odd badlyorgani ed ·ho\\. But in rctlection the\ hite Helmets ucces fully
completed it's mission - it pul the orp firmly in the public fa e (this
included a number of TV and radio appearance ) as well a recruiting
O\Cr I000 teenagers imo the fold.
All thi ha been completed with ome fai rly hefty onstraint . One of
the mo l disappointing aspect of being a Team-member i the knowledge
that' cry few members of the orp have a reali tic understanding and up
to date '>lew of the Team - there is a lot of confu ion. On coumle
occa ions Team-members and my elf have been faced with almo l blis ful
ignorance and listened to torrent of mi conception when touring around
units of the Corps. At the highest level of the Corp the decision to
maintain the oldest and ccnainly the best mili tary motorcycle di play team
- not ju't in the UK - but in the world has been made. Thi cannot take
place if the greater ma of the Corp choo es to knowing or unknowingly
abu e what i in reality one of it greatest as ets. Our Team ha all the
pomp and ceremony, the tradition and pedigree of the likes of the King
Troop, Royal Horse Artillery or the Hou ehold Cavalry - but it
additionally has the breathtaking flare and tunning excitement that those
other organi ation lack. People remember the Royal ignal White
Helmets. People are amazed and want to know more. People ask
question , become interested and they are recruited into the Corp . This is
an important ta k that we do well. Put this into perspective: following
operational work recruiting is one of the Am1y's major commitments. The
Corps ha one of the primary as ets in leading the way - this is The White
Helmets.
tODERN Ml CO CEPTIO
OF THE TEAM
When the Team try to encourage serving soldiers to join ii i all too
eYident that there i a major problem - potential riders are pul off by
members of their units who imply have no idea about the Team. To that
end I have detailed below the common misconcept ions and the reality
behind them.
The Team Background - The Team is supported by the Corps in
man po\\ er and wage alone. Beyond this the White Helmets Team mu t
generate enough capital on an annual basis to exisL This i done through
the extensive show season, normally over 100 appearance. and the
generou support from ponsors. uch as Rover, Dunlop and Champion. In
short the Team can be likened to a commercial business.

,:.

.
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NEWS,~

Promotion - Rumours arc rife that Team-members do not get
pr moted. This i rubbi ·hand couldn' t be further from the truth. In the last
12 months, 11 of the 24 Team-members were selected for promotion that 's almost 50%! Soldiers arc promoted on the strength of their
achievement and commitment to work, as always reflected in their CR.
The CR i presented 10 M MDiv and they alone nominate soldiers for
promotion. ll eem very obviou, that members ofthc White Helmets are
treated like any other membcri; of the Corp - the evidence is the reality.
When to join - You can join as soon as you achie e Class 2 or when it
i imminent. You hould apply 10 the Team in Blandford for information
on the annual induction course . The courses have changed since the
1980 and the empha is is no"' on being con tructive and exciting.
fotorcycle skills Most soldiers arrive in the Team with no licence or
mo1orcyli1ig experience. Thi has been the case fo r many years and is not a
problem. Team in tructors arc very experienced at bringing non -riders on.
Trades in the Team - Any trade from the Corps can serve in the Team,
most currently do.
Gurkha and Female Corp Members - We select new Team members
tw ice a year and arc very keen to see the Team reflect the make-up of the
Corps a a whole. We already do thi with trades but want to see Gurkha
and female Corp member selected soon.
Team-members 1i·ade Pay - The Team is like any other unit in the
Corps, in that no oldier erving with the Team lose pay. oldiers erve as
'di ·play riders ' and are all la ked with upervisory commitments which
maintain the integrity of the individual' workload reflected in their annual

NEW APPOINTMENT
IN REGIMENTAL
HEADQUARTERS
The .orp Committee seeks to fl cus and inv igorate th
k f h R
·
· ·
appointmt:n.t of a part-time officer to act as the Professionaf ~~~et~ t ; h o~~IS1gnal~ Inst1tut1on (RSI). by the
memb"rs o! Royal Signals and mu t be full members of th RSl Th t fl. o t e
. pplicants must be retired ex· 1 Offi1cers who pay the reti~·ed
e rate
· ofa subscription
is.
a · Ret ~re d Roy~ 1 _1gna
to Cor s Funds.
et1red Soldte1s who pay the full annual sub cnption to The Wire and Journat
b..
t IS
·
APP 11cants should contact Col A F Carter the Reg·
Dor et DTl l 8RH - 01258 482081
·l March.2000 Aimen ~ ecretary at RHQ Royal S.ignal. Bla~dford Camp,
the mcumbent taking post on 1 May
election board will be convened m March with the aim of
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nnual CRs - oldiers are reported on in the same way as any other
member of the Corps.
Trade and Career courses - All soldiers attend all their relevant
cour es and trade conversions while in the Team. Thi is normally done
over the period Oct - Apr but can also take place when unavoidable midseason. Currently Cpl Andy Butterfield (Tele Tech Sys) and Cpl Daz
Hankin (Tele Op Spec) are both on their Class I upgrade course while
LCpl Scouse O'Leary attends hi PTls course.
Length of Tour - It is a three year po ting.
In conclusion I hope that this underlines nol only the importance of the
Team, but also its reliance on the Corps to which it belongs. oldiers
wi hing 10 escape from the norm of a Regimental environment, who wi h
to complete a challenging and exciting tour should be given the
opportunity to come 10 the Team and not be put off. The Royal ignals
White Helmets Motorcycle Di play Team aid the Corp with retention,
comribute to the Corps recruiting and provide the individual soldier with a
positive life-long experience. If these are not valid reasons for maimaining
and promoting the world oldest Motorcycle Display Team what are?

Job Specific~tio n For ~ro.fe sional Secretary Royal Signals Institution:
The Royal Signals In tttutt0n (RSI) has the Cl rt t fi
h
·
Corps of Sign~ls. The RSI requires a senior e 1a er ~ ~ster t e technical and professional interests of the Royal

:~~i;~~t~~r~~~~;i~~;~~~e~~~~Ja~of~~~i~J~:si~f~~eo~~~{l :~ebl~~~t~~~n~s;~ :;~~?~~:;~i ~m~~~~~~
Royal Signals and will be directed by the Counc il .of the

R~F

en w1 report day to day to the Regimental Secretary

Type of Person Required:
Essential: The Technical Secretary will be a h' h · d · II'
Signal with experience of and great interest in ~~f~fs~o:~l mte tgent

a~d

energetic retired officer of the Royal

[fi~~~;~~~~;.~~~:i~~~8~~S~:E:~!~;1~1:~Ff~~·~~.E~J~~i~iy~I~~;:~er~;,~~~vl1:~~~~:,~~
tactful and politically aware.

n w o oes not expect or reqwre a large support staff. He will be

fa~~~~~il~ ~e sh~}tlld have knowledge and experience of th~ Defence and Information industry. He should be

~~~a~~o~;~~sa:~:1~:~\~E~~~~:~~;1~~~7:Ei1:!~~ ~t~ ~~g~~t1~~~~~ttf~~t~~~vfe~~~~~~~~~ks t~i~~t:~~~~ ;r!~~~~i~~
RENOL
CHAIN

Duties:
To manage ~II technical RSI affairs, the principal tasks arc:
Pro_v!de and manage .all professional !nterachon. for which the RSI i responsible. Thi will include:
E~1!1~g th~ RSI Journal co~tent and .improving its quality.
1:-rnmn~ with other professional bodies to hare experience and Journal material
(mc.lud1?g. IEE.• ~CS , ~FCEA. WCITS, RMCS).
.
Mamtammg liaison with other professional aoencie as directed
Runni1_1~ the RSI websi.te and Internet news-g~oup.
Organ!s~ng and manag~ng eminars a required, with adm inistrative upport from R S.
Organ~s~ng and manag~ng RSI London Lecture and Dinner evening.
Or~amsmg and managmg RSI/BCS Lectur when RSI host it.
Act!ng as Se~reta1y to the Executive Committee for the Promotion of the Corp .
Actmg as as 1 tant on RSI matters to the Regimental Secretary who is the General Secretary of the RSI.
Remuneration:
The appointment will normally require tlu·ee days work per week. The salary will be negotiable but unpen ionable.

.
.
Congratulations to Team-members selected for promotion
(L-R): Back Row - Sig Keith Ho.dgson (Tele Op RR) , LCpl Daz Hankin (Tele Op Spec) , Sig Mal Cooper (Tele Op TG) ,
Sgt Don Brebn.er (Tel~ Op R), Sig Matty Adams (Tele Op RR),_ LCpl Jase Hooper (Tele Op RR) , Sig Scotty Eccott (DE)
(L-R): Kneeling - Sig Mossy Keatley (Dvr Lmn), Sig Gary Fisher (Tele Op RR) , Sig Scouse O'Leary (Tele Op TG)
Sig Scott O'Neill (Tele Op RR)
'

Support:
The appointment will be supported by:
A part time secretary.
Full IT facilities includ!ng connection to the Blandford network and the Internet.
Use of the HQ Royal Signals w b ite.
The Editor of the Wire/Journal, who will enable access to desktop publishino facilitie
A shared office.
"'
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A very significant article is included at page 182. It affects us all and even if you skim the rest of the magazine READ Maj Peel's article on RETENTION. Views a nd comments a re welcome
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ANSTY MILLENNIUM CELEBRATION
RAISES MONEY FOR GURKHA WELFARE
, part of their celebration a group of old friend got together for a
omma11· ,•ne of nsty fanor to bring in the new century.
part) at th
BL'Cau e of the general .hortage of helpers for . uch function at this busy
time, the organi er ll·med to the army at Blandford for help and were
rewarded hand omcly b the pre·ence, at the event, of a group of
\olunteer Gurkha oldiers lrom the Queen' Gurkha ignals. In return the
partygoers organi cd a raflle and an auction to rai e money for the Gurkha
Welfare Tru t and rai ed the urpnsingly large sum of£ 1.077.47.

Our picture hO\\S Brig Keith Olds handing over the cheque lo Capt
Krishnabahadur Gurung at a short ceremony held at the Royal Signal
Mu eum at Blandford Camp.
The Gurkha Wei fare Trust assists fonncr Gurkha ·oldiers. their
dependants and their widows who ha e fallen on hard times in their native
epal. Such event as landslide disasters, disease, crop failure and
other calamities are a regular feature of life in that rugged Himalayan
kingdom.

•Soldier:
24
• Sig - LCpl
• LCpl - pl
13
• Cpl - Sgt
32
• . gt - SSgt
8
• SSgt- W02
9
• W02-WOI
8
Selections for Late Entry Commissions
4
Sckctions for YofS training
4 (20% of the vacancies)
NB: All of these people were on the staff of The Royal School of
Signals/I I Signal Regiment. The figures specifically exclude students.
What else is in it for you? Enhancing your career by refining your
instructional and leadership skills is one thing, but quality oflife has to be
high on your list or prioritie . Could you cope with a couple of years '
stability in a great part of the country? Could you also cope with some of
the most up to date facilities anywhere in the Army? An opportunity lies
before you that is almost too good to miss; fitness, ports and recreation, a
wealth of family facilities, bars and restaurants, a bowling alley, indoor
and outdoor climbing walls, an all-weather floodlit sport pitch, an 18holc golf course nearby, the list goes on. The camp also has a full-size
c..inema showing the very latest releases six nights a week.
If you arc interested in this unique challenge, gel your next tour ortcd
now by talking to your Adjutant if you are an officer or your Squadron OC
if you arc a soldier.
THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIG ALS
A QUALITY TOUR IN A QU LITY CAREER
FOR Q ALITY OLDIERS

MRS MARY BEAVER
PRESENTS A WAR DIARY
TO THE ROYAL SIG ALS MUSEUM
Many young Royal Signals officers who passed through the School of
Signals in Cattenck in the early 1960 will remember apt 1alcolm
Beaver fondly, he resigned in 1963. As a lecturer he was deadly accurate
with chalk and any lack or attention by a student would always draw fire!!
On 26 January Mrs Mary Beaver, Malcolm's widow, presented one of
his cherished possessions to the Royal Signals \.1u~eum. It was a 'Diary'
that his father, Maj Eric Beaver Royal ignals, had maintained together
with RSM Feltham, \\ h1lst they were Japanese prisoners of war. It is a
complete record of all the Royal Signals personnel who were captured in
Singapore and elsewhere, and who crved on the Burma Raih\ay. It
records the details of over SOO ignaller~ \\ho perished between February
1942 and August I94S om\ards, including the Regimental umber, rank.
unit. date or death, place of burial and cause of death. The latter include
cholera, dysentry, diphtheria, cardiac failure and malaria. The burial
places include Kanu, Chungkai, Takenon, Hindato. 21 lkm Camp (all
Thailand), Tambaip, Kanda. Songkwai (Burma) and Changi in Singapore.
The Japanese were aware that the 'Diary' existed and became
increasingly anxious to capture 11 because they believed that it was a
record of war-crimes. Towards the end of the war its security became
difficult and earchcs for it were more frequent. To save the 'Diary' a
mock funeral was arranged and it was buried under the name of Private
Records in a temporary grave with full military honours complete with a
Japanese Guard of Honour. The 'Diary' was exhumed at a later date when
ho tilities were over.

El ROYAL SIGNALS
LONG SERVICE LIST
Last year, HQ AG gave formal approval for the establishment of a
discreet R. SIG ALS element of the Long Service List (LSL). This
element will be handled as an El (Corps tied) liability by APC Glasgow
and the individuals involved will retain entitlement to the sub tantive
rank and pay profile in effect immediately prior to tran fer. L L
engagements will be authori cd by DM(A), initially for five years, but
extendablc by up to five one-year increment , to the maximum age of SS
years.
In driving this initiative forward, HQ R. IG AL ' aim has been to
make it more attractive for suitable oldiers to extend their career beyond
the 22-year point without fru trating the promotion chances of others as
can occur with Career Continuance. The intention is to use the R.
SIG AL El LSL to fill designated. trade pecific and essentially static
SNCO and WO posts which\ ill benefit from a high degree of continuity.
By filling such posts from the L L we will release younger individuals to
fill other posts within the deployable Army, thereby reduci ng overall
undermanning. The list of po t suitable for annotation as El LSL is
growing and up to 30 such appointments should be identified in the
fullness of time. At the time of going lo pres , the following EI L L
posts are available at Blandford:
I x WO! FofS
3 x W02 YofS
I x W02 RD
2 x
gt FofS
I x Sgt Tele Tech ( ys)/ y Eng Tech
I x Sgt ADP Spec/Info Sys Op
I x gt Tele Tech (Sy )/ y Eng Tech
I x gt Tele Op (Tg)Radio y Op.
If you are interested in any of these, or the cheme in general, further
information can be obtained from R. IGNAL MCM Di .

Mrs Mary Beaver presents the War Diary to Col {Retd) Cliff
Walters, also present are her daughter and son-in-law,
Rosemary and Ian Parker

CAREER CHOICES
A TOUR AT THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
Maj M L. F Davison
• What are you doing about your next tour?
• How about a j ob at The Royal School of Signals?
• What kind ofjobs are there on offer?
• What are the conditions at Blandford?
• Is a tour at Blandford in your best career interests?

Once the relatively quiet location for Royal Signals command train ing,
Blandford Camp has been transfonned over recent years by a multimillion pound rebuild to create the Army 's CIS Centre of Excellence. All
pccial-to-Arm Phase 2 and 3 communications training for the Corps is
now undertaken at Bl andfo rd and with around 1400 stud ents under
traming at any one ti me, quality teaching staff are essentia l. This
becomes even more crucial as the chool prepares to receive greater
numbers of students \.,,hen BOWMA and Digitisation traini ng . tarts in
came t in the near future.
Did You Know '! In a three year period more than half of the serving
Corps undertakes some form of training at The Royal chool of Signals.
You will almost certainl y have been to Blandford yourself - but could
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you make a difference if you were on the training staff? Yo ur own
training and experience is your greatest a set. Combine thi with your
personality and strength of character and you have a unique combination
of skil ls that are needed at the School to mould the best soldiers in the
Army. You cou ld make that difTerence. The best oldiers and trade. men
in the Army demand the best trainers - we need trade and military
instructors and Regimen tal Duties staff.
ls it in your career interests? You already know that quality tour are
fundamental to achieving your career goa ls. The statistics for soldiers and
officers completing tours at Blandford speak for themselves; across the
entire rank spectrum, quality individuals arc getting promoted as a direct
consequence of serving at the School. Be in no doubt: a tour at The Royal
School of Signa ls is a quality tour. Just to make yo u think; promotions or
selections for promotion took place in 1999 a fo llows:
• Officer:
• Capt-Maj
3
• LI-D~
3
•
ommissioned rrom WO I
I
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INTERESTED IN
OFFSHORE SAILING?
INTERESTED IN RACING?
Skippers and Crews are required
Army Sailing Association Regatta 23-26 June 2000
Services Offshore Regatta 27 June - 1 July 2000
NO experience needed

Battlefield Tours
for

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive I t i n e r A i e s
Galina International Battlefield Tours

contact: Maj P. G. M. Atkinson
(9) 4331 3043
01722 433043
patkinson@yachtclub.swinternet.co.uk
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40 Bridge tree t Row
Tel: 01244 340777

hester

HI I

Offic1al Tour Operators to the Normandy Veterans Assoc1at1011
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SNOWBOARDING
WITHIN THE ROYAL SIGNALS

REMEMBER LE HAVRE 1944
BATTLEFIELD MEMORIAL - LE HAVRE

no'' boarding wnh1 the Royal ignals ha come a long way o,·er th.:
past year. lntroduc d in >the ignal
!pine Calendar for the first time last
) ~ar. nO\\ boarding har i>ro' ed extremely popular with young cnthusia tic
indh iduals who find the sport excitins and technically challenging.
Currently the pon i grow"ng in popularit '' ith the public, and many
European re.orui are recogni ing this b upplying more focilitie to attrnct
sno\\ boarders. Tiiat is unless you have vi ited the dreaded 2km T-bar at
tubai (not o nowboard friend! ). Due to the popularity of the sport, it is
no\\ being recognised by the Winter Olympic committee with competitors
taking part in both lalom and Half Pipe events.
nowboarding was introduced into the Army one year ago at the Resort
of tubai. Au tria. The e championship attracted 30 competitors from all
O\'er the Army" ho had previous experience at the sport. The main interest
came from the Royal Engineers who had been running ·nowboard club in
Germany for rwo years before thi competition. ot to be out done the
Royal ignal held their own nowboard Champion hips in Zell am ee in
December 1999. The Royal
ignal Champion hips attracted 25
competitors with nearly 16 DO\ i e exp.:riencing snowboarding for the
first time. All individual thought the training was excellent and the
competition well run, all have expre sed a w;5h to attend this year·s
championship (depending on whether or not their bosse relea e them
from work). For the spon to grow and be recognised b) the AWSA, more
soldiers are required to compete at both intermediate and novice level.
This will enable any future plan for funding ea ier, and how the
development of the pon withio the Corps. Currently snowboarding is
only funded by the Army ports Lottery and unit PRI who generously
fund their own oldiers to enable them to compete at competitions. The
aim of Capt Boyne (Corp nowboarding Secretary) and gt Graham
(Team Captain) o\'er the next few sea ons is to promote the spon to a le,·el
that it recei,·es adequate funding from the Corps.
0\ ice are encouraged to attend future camp , as they are the key to
any future Corps ucces . A novice is someone who has had little or no
pre\•ious nowboarding experience. Tuition at reson is alway fir t class
and novices normally pick up the ba ics in around four day . This figure i
only a benchmark and normally depends on whether the individual ha coordination and balance. A quick aerobics session down the gymna ium
normally orts out anyone who has two left feet. Competition throughout
the year encourage both individuals and more imponantly team to enter,
with teams con i ting of four or more competitors. Any future Army
nowboard Championships will be orientated around Inter Corps and unit
le\'el competition , thu it is important for Royal Signal units to enter
teams at this year' Corp Snowboard Championships to enable them to
qualify for the Army Champion hips next eason. The current Royal
ignals nowboard Team champions are 3 (UK) Armd Di HQ & Sig
qn. fany of their team members were novices before they competed at
la t year·s nowboard Championships, all have made the progres ion by
competing at the Army Championships this season. Disciplines at thi
year's Army Champion hips were Slalom, Giant Slalom and Boarder X.
For many competitors the Boarder X is a hard introduction to competitive
racing with many inexperienced people findiog courses very challenging.
Boarder X is the only \vinter event that enables four people to race head to
head over a course. Helmets are mandatory and if possible individuals are
encouraged to wear body protection.
ext eason is going to be an exciting time for Royal ignals
nowboarding with the Corp Team trying to improve on their position in
the Inter Corpse ent. This year the Team managed an outstanding result
after only one year, by finishing econd behind the Royal Engineers Team.
If more units and individuals are interested there is no reason why the
Royal Signals cannot be the leader in snowboarding wi thin the Army. If
anyone would like more information on snowboarding and future Corps
nowboarding events, they should contact Sgt ·Dom' Graham on
Blandford mil 2585.

ASSOCIATION LO I 1901

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
YACHT CHARTER
Unit and Family Sailing
Skippered and Bare Boat
Contact: Cpl Kendell
02392 765668
m.kendell@yachtclub.swinternet.co.uk
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It i proposed to obta in the rem ain o f two Churchill tank from the
aumer AFV M u~c um an<l to make up from them one tank as the centrepiece of the memorial to be placed on the roadside opposite trongpoim
o. 5 on the banlefie l<l. The plaques produced by units involved in the
ballle. during eptcmber 1944, have been in storage ever since the first
pilgrimage \l as made in 1989, as the War Graves Commission would not
allow them to be placed in the t Marie Cemetery, Le Havre. It is proposed
that they be mounted on either idc of, or next to, the tank possibly with a
brief description of the assault on Fortress Le Havre.
The Pre ident of the Con eil Generate. Monsieur Rcver, ha · agreed to
the propo al; he i a relative of the farmer whose farm i at lrongpoint
o. 5. The Mayor of Montivilliers. in whose district the Memorial would
be ituated, i al so agreeable to this project as are the other French
authorities invol ed.
Jn due course a de ign plan will be produced showing the whole
projected area. A to co t, au mer quote I 00,000 franc (approx£ I 0,000)
for providing the prepared tank and for tran porting to the itc; the French
are quite\ illing to contribute towards this um. It will cost about 1,000
francs a year, for five years, to keep the tank/site in condition (the French
say that they will meet this annual cost). Thereaficr the cost will be
renewed annually. Obviou ly we will need to raise our contribution to this
project hence we are trying to contact all the units involved in the as ault
and the battle, the Royal Briti h Legion, the
ormandy Veterans
Association, the RAF Association and the Ministry of Defence. It is sad
that so much time ha pa sed ince our first pilgrimage in 1989, But since
then t11e French have tried very hard to find a suitable tank. Fontaine-a-lamalet, Octe ille, Montivilliers and other village are very upportive of
our effort . Due to it importance and special nature, the set-piece attack
has featured several time in War tudies and Battlefield visit by erving
personnel.
The anniversary or the the assault on Fortress Le Havre falls on Sunday
I 0 eptember 2000 and we hope to dedicate the memorial on that day. On
behalf of REMEMBER LE HAVRE 1944, we are asking for your
suppon of thi project to commemorate: t110 e of our comrade who lost
their lives during this action almost 56 years ago. urvivors are now
secumbing to age and infirmity; we need to take advantage of thi
opportunity before it is too late. Plea e make cheques/postal orders, etc
payable to REMEMBER LE HAVRE 1944 girobank ale o. 29539406
and forward contributions to: Capt I. C. Hammerton, 65 orfield Road,
Danford, KE T, DA2 7 Y. Thank you for any help you can give.

NEW PHONE NETWORK
FOR KOSOVO AND BOSNIA
A new communications system ordered for Kosovo and Bo nia will
relieve hard-pressed UK Signallers, Armed Forces Minister, John
SpeUar, announced today. The £20 million contract to provide a new
commw1ications network will free 260 Royal Signals soldiers !Tom their
Balkan Commitments by the end of the year. Around 150 wi ll return from
Bosnia and Ko ovo and others, who were preparing for deployment later
this year, will not go. The new network will provide modem voice, data
and facsimile link within the UK-led Multi ational Divisions and back
to the UK. The ignallers, many of whom are highly qualified and skilled
technicians, are in high demand throughout the army, Mr pcllar said,

'Good communicalions are vital. We are living in an age when fast,
reliable communicalions are more importanl !hen ever. This new
communications ne/work will use ojf-1he-shelf technology 10 enhance !he
ways that Brilish Forces in the Balkans can speak to each othe1; and call
!he UK. The move also reduces !he pressure on our hard working Signals
personnel, who will take post-deploymenl leave upon their return to the
UK. .
Tbc contract has been placed with BAE Systems based at Christchurch
in Dorset. The equipment is expected to be in place by the autumn. The
new ystem will maintain the UKs contribution lo the NATO tabilisation
Force (SFOR) in Bosnia, and Kosovo Force (KFO R) in providing vital
communications for peace-keeping forces. The system will be used by
British troops and UK-led troops from other ATO countrie . The
contract is an example of MOD and industry working toget11er under the
SMART procurement strategy.

Changed your address
or being posted?

ROYAL SIGNALS
AMATEUR RAJ;>IO SOCIETY

DON'T FORGET TO LET
THE WIRE KNOW

Have You heard of us?
If not why not visit:
http://www.rsars.org.uk

Tel: 01258 482087
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SOME NOTES FROM THE EDITOR ON ARTICLES FOR THE WIRE
DESK TOP PUBLI ll1NG: We are now into Desk Top Publishing (DTP) in fh e WJRE office which enahlcs us to keep costs down and maintain a
closer check on The WIRE proofs during the development of each issue. However - we stan building the magazine from the cut off date for
submission, and late entries cause us a lot of heanache - hence the appearance of Late ews at the back of the magazine- something that "'e do not
like having to r<!sort 1.0! But if, say, a late entry appears from a HQ or an early numerical Regiment, ins<!ning it in the appropriate position causes a
complete restructuring of all subsequent articles that have already been positioned in the proof - doubling the work for the editorial team -later entries
cause: funhcr restructuring and puts substantial pre sure on the capacity of our computer - we have lost the last three (including this one) issues
through overload during the restructuring process and had to start again from scratch! We are waiting for a replacement computer with a much more
substantial capacity but in the meantime - do try to gel the articles to us on time!
A FEW REMINDERS: Majo1· Units - THREE pages of The WIRE including up to NINE pictures (with faces identifiable). TI1is approximates to
FIVE sheets of single line spaced A4. Minor Units - 0 E and a HALF pages including FIVE pictures. Articles to be sent on disc with hard copy and
sa ved in Rich Text or Word. Do OT send photos on disk, digital photos are no good for printing as they are, on average only 73dpi. Colour Photo
Copies are no good for printing, ~end original photos only. If you are likely to be late or. more importantly have possible front cover or colour pread
material let us know soonest! Should you require the return of photos or di ks pkase state this in the covering letter and we ''ill do our best to obhge.
If a photo is us.:<l for the Front or Back Cover it will not be returned as 11 is kept in our archives.
Cl T OFF DATES: These are sho,,n at the top of the first page in all copies of The WIRE. They are to be found on the top left hand side of the page.
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R MDT
Team Captain
Team S CO

Lt Col Jack Amberton
Capt Gordon Newell
SSgt Paul Boughey

TEAM UPDATE-by Capt Newell
rhe Team has arrived back from a well earned break and as always
things are busy. The new fleet of 30 Triumph Tiger bikes has been built
and the exciting prospect of running them in around Blandford Camp is
now in hand. The Team have the wonderful task of spending the next few
weeks riding 300 miles around camp - that's about 100 circuits! At the
ame time we're running another induction course attended by ten
members of the Corps who'd like to join the Team. All the course are
enjoying the cross country trial bike riding at Bovington as once again we
have 15 Honda 250 on loan to add to the excitement. In two weeks we
leave for a 4-week period up at RAF ealand where we put the final
touches lo the show. This will then be unveiled to the public on 14 April
2000 at the SOinC(A)'s Opening Show. A very busy year of recruiting,
major hows, tattoos and PR then continue. Other matters that lie ahead
include a proposed White Helmets Millennium Reunion and a promotion
event for Mars chocolate.
This year we ay goodbye and good luck to Cpl Andy Butterfield
(Tele Tech (Sys)) away to do his Tl, LCpl Paul Cooper (Tele Op (TG))
on promotion to RSS, Cpl Daz Hankin (Tele Op (Spec)) on promotion to
EOD duties, LCpl Andy Keatley, LCpl Ricky Ross, and LCp l Gaz
Ryder to 11 Sig Regt, Sig Marcus Fiddes to 21 ig Regt and Sig Mark
Owen on discharge. We al o congratulate LCpl Andy Keatley and his
wife Georgina who were recently married. Leading the new arrival i
SSgt Paul Boughey taking over the rein from gt Don Brebner who
leaves for the recruiting world later this year. ew Team members
learning the rope are Cpl Chris Hunt (Dvr Lmn) previously the OinC
(A') driver, LCpl Lewis (Dvr Lmn) from 11 ig Regt, LCpl Sutcliffe
(Tele Op (TG)), and LCpls Jackson (Tele Op (RR)), Lewis (Tele Op
(RR)), and Scott (Tele Op (RR)) from 3 Div and Sig Regt, and ·wo11y·
Woolnough (Tele Op (RR)). The re ult of the curren t (February 2000)
selection course are unclear at the time of print - more word on new Team
member next time.
WHITE HELMETS ELECTIO
FEBRUARY 2000

COURSE

This is LCpl Murray Sutclijfe's (2 Sig Sq11) TA) acco11111 of
The White Helmets' Selection Course
It started when I happened aero a photo of some mad man leaping
through a ball of fire on a big hincy bike! It was in fact a flyer offering
places on a White Helmets' election ourse. o I put a bid in, got a place
an<l within a week wa on a train making my way down to Blandford
Forum. I was apprehen. ive and ki1e\ I was in for a hard two \ eeks but
I ittle did I know that at the end of selection the mad man on the shiney bike
would beme!
PHA E 0 E (INTRODUCTIO TO BIKES AND OFF-ROADI G)
On arrival at Blandford we were all given an initial brief by the OC'.
Team Captain and Sergeant and we ' ere introduced to the Tcam 's
instructors. We were al o told what would be expected of u, ovc::r the
duration of the course. The main points that I extracted from thi brief
were as follows. We had to how that we had bags of aggres ion, tJic::
ability to operate effectively under pressure and mo t imponantly ..... they
wanted to see that you had a big pair of swingers ....... ? I tried to explain
lhal the room was very cold and anyway I'd rather show them in
private ..... ! got no reply!
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The daily routine taned at 0700hrs with PT followed by all day on the
moors (Bovington Tank Training area) then back for a quick dinner
followed by cleaning the bikes and of course there is nothing quite like
bike maintenance into the wee small hours of the morning! The bikes we
used were Honda 250 enduro bikes which were lent to the Selection
Course by the Display Team 'The Honda Imps'. As the week progre ed
so did our riding skill and it would have been hard to believe that all but
one of us were non-riders al the beginning of the week. Another thing that
improved as the week went on wa the quality of the crashes!
Affectionately known as 'S*!carting'. If you didn't 'S*!can' al least ten
times a day you weren't trying hard enough! One of my more memorable
'S*!carts' took place as my elf and Cpl Chris Hunt, (on the back of my
bike) followed our instructor, Cpl 'F ish' Fisher and another lad in our
group. LCpl 'Rooster' Lewis. As Chri and my elf came flying (balls
out) round the comer we were faced with ·Fish· and 'Rooter' who,
(unfortunately) had decided to stop right in front of us. (fonunately)
leaving a bike-sized space between their two bike !! Unfonunately they
had topped right in front of a tank-wash!!!! For the few of you who don't
know what a tank-wash is think big, deep, muddy. cold, get the jist? Well
all I remember is Chris trying to jump off the back of the bike. ·Rooter'
shouting omething like. 'Oh fuuuuuuuuuh?!' 'Fi h. rolling about in
stitches and then us two and the bike launching ourselves through the gap
between the bikes to land right in the middle of the wash!!!!! This was one
of the many (more humorou ) accidents - some, however, were not a
fortunate. The problem being that metal frames, soft pink bodie . speed
and crashing are four thing that don't go well together! One of the
exercises was the escape and e as1on type eenario which took place near
the end of the fir t week. We were plit in to two group , gi,en our 'o'
group and given three hour to complete our objectives which were to
recover a bike from one location and then find the tools to fix the bike! II
this whilst trying to avoid the enemy' (bike mounted) patrol .
Unfortunately we did not complete our final objective but managed to get
back to the admin area within the time constraint. The fact that there was a
brew kit back at the admin area had ab olutely nothing to do the la t point!
The end of the first stage' as marked by Race day using all of the skills
we had learnt over the last ' eek. We all had the handicap of hm ing to
carry two raw eggs with us on the way round. Broken egg at the fini h
meant time penaltie ! I had about five really good ' *!cans· but still I
managed to keep my egg intact, much to the astonishment of the
instructors. Well guy do you ' ani to '110'~ how? Pine- eedles make for
excellent padding!
MY SELECTIO CO R E - by Cpl Chris Hunt
A year ago l drove the inspecting onicer, the Qin (A), Brig Griffin,
on to the parade quare at Blandford Camp for the Royal ignal White
Helmets Opening how. This made up my mind that it would be the year
that I should go for it and try for election for the White Helmet · Team.
lready living in quarters here at Blandford made gelling to the course
much easier than mo t who came from unit around the country.
The 2-week course began with ettling into our glamorous
accommodation in nson Block before we went out to get to the bikes.
Only three out of the 14 ofu · had ever ridden a bike before. My cl[ all be
it twelve years ago, LCpl ·Rooster· Lewis (11 ig Regt) and L pl '\1u1·
utcliffe (2 ig qn Dundee). The tlwc of u were put in to a group and
ig Fisher wa our in tructor for the moors training element of the course.
For the next fi\'e da we were based at BO\ington. Tiu \\3 a \Cf)i
difficult place to ride a bike, deep and, lot of mud and of coW>c lot~ of
water. L pl 'Muz· utcliffe managed to find the biggest puddle on th
first day! A tank dip! I \\a unfonunate enough to be riding pillion .It the
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time and' e both went for a \\im ! Unlucky for him LCpl ' Rooster ·
Le,,i came off \\ Orsi in the little mishap and ended up ' isiung the
Bovimuon medical centre for a f ,,. titches in his lo.:11 knee.
For- the nc:..t fi1e days we travelled to Bovington each mommg.
folltm ing PT and a kit inspection, '' ith the bike in th e back or Bed fords.
Each da) c1 erybody's o 1fidcnec grew and it wasn ·1 long before we were
jumping small ramp.· un j umping ov~ r kn ife edge on the bikes. l the
end of each day on the m• ·1rs it wa back to Bland ford being ex tra careful
'' h n loading the bikes !I: a long day on the moon, was very ti ring.

School of Automotive and lndu trial Engineerin

Have you considered a s cond career i
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OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATIO

PRESIDENT'S DINNER
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24 JU E 2000

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS
DRYLINING
WOOD OCCUPATIONS
PLASTERING
BRICKLAYING
GAS FITTING
PAINTING AND DECORATING
PLUMBING
ELECTRICAL

ALDERSHOT BUILDING CENTRE
CONTACT MICHAEL ALLEN
TELEPHONE 01252 324841
FACSIMILE 01252 348522
MILITARY 3522

The next President's Dinner will be held at Welbeek College on
Saturday 24 June, 2000. The Annual General Meeting will take
place on the following Sunday morning.
Ores is Mess Kil for serving officers and
Black Ties for retired officers.
The cost will be £20. Timings are I 930hrs for 2000hrs.
Limited basic accommodation will be available on request.
Application, including a contact address and telephone number,
should arri ve at least three weeks prior to the dinner, sent to:
Capt G. W. Thompson Royal Engineers
Adjutant Welbeck College
Worksop
OTTINGHAMSHIRE
S803L
Tel: 01909 476326
Fax: 01909 530447

ALDERSHOT BUILDING CENTRE, GALLWEY ROAD,
ALDERSHOT, HAMPSHIRE, GU11 2DG

Farnborough

Information Centre

College of Technology

01252 407040

Boundary Road , Farnborough. Hampshire, GU14 6SB

The College .exists to provide
excellence in Education

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
EVENTS 2000
Royal Signals Festival of Mu ic and Dance
Supporting the Royal Signals Education Project and Joseph Weld
Hospice

Saturday 6 May Poole Arts Centre
Massed Bands, Pipes & Drums and Ethnic Dancing. A unique
progrnmme of Mu ic and Dance, Gurkha Dancing and River
Dancing.

Military Wings and Wheels
Supponing the Royal Signals Education Project and the Royal Star
and Garter Home

SKILLED ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS
LEA YING THE FORCES - PLEASE
COME AND TALK TO US!
We have immediate vacancies for hands-on bench technicians
fwniliar with handponable nnd mobile radio accessories,
video, microwave, telemetry. black boxes. prototype projects.
and vehicle fi ts that can provide a hi gh level of job
satisfaction.

The Hanging Ladder- Sgt Don Brebner and LCpl Lewis

Once back in camp ii was straight to the wash point with the bikes (mud
every11 here!) and when the bikes 11ere clean we had to maintain them .
Task' done to each and every bike which included making sure any
damage wa repaired (there was quite a lot). Both wheels were taken ofTto
check spoke and brake pads, cleaning air filters of sand and mud, a lot or
work. The first week ended with Race Day. All the different circuits that
we had been going around on the moors was combined for a race. This
was won by ig Keith Hodgson who had already been with the Team for
the 1999 sea on.
On the Sunday morning after a little get together down the Georgian
IO\\n of Blandford the night before we had a liule lie in and no PT. It was
then time to get the Triumphs oul. These bike were fifteen years old
Triumph Tiger 750cc, big engines! We went to Bovington again but this
time to the Tank Museum Arca where there was a grassecl area where wc
got used to the bike . After learning how to unload the Triumphs from the
back of the Team Ir.tiler properly and learning the procedure for starting
the bikes, it was time lo ride them for the first time. An instructor led and
we all followed: silting side saddle, standing on the seat and all kinds or
thing · that you woultln 't normally do on a motorbike, especially
considering that most hadn't ridden a bike until the week before!
Throughout the rest of the week we were all taught different tricks leading
up 10 a sho" for the OCR MDT, Lt Col Ambc.-ton. Tricks including the
Double Jimmy, the Tableau, the Angel, the Throne, the Swallow and we
all did the Fire Jump.
I began b> learnmg the Throne with excellent instruction from Cpl
dam '.\talin, I didn 't fall off too many times. 'ext I was taught the Ange l
1\h1ch I didn 't manage to gel right until the morning of the show. I found
out the hard 11a) JU t how easy the Team make these tricks look when you
see them m the arena. They are not easy, they take lots of practice,
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Please send brief letter with C.V. to;David J. Bryan - Managing Director
0 IC COMMU !CATION (I T) LTD

Birmingham International Park
Slurley Way
Bickenhill

Standing (L-R): Capt Gordon Newell (Team Captain),
Cpl 'Gypo' Hooper (Tele Op RR),
LC pl Lewis (Dvr Lmn, 11 Sig Regt),
Sig Jackson (Tele Op RR, 3UK DSR),
Cpl Hunt (Dvr Lmn, HQ R Sigs), Sig Scott (Tele Op R, 3UK DSR),
LCpl Scott Eccott (DE) , Sgt Don Brebner (Tele Op R)
Kneeling (L-R) : Cpl Adam Malin (Tele Op SPEC),
Sig Lewis (Tele Op RR, 3UK DSR),
Sig Young (SAT, 11th Sig Regt),
LCpl Suttcliffe (Tele Op TG, 2 Sig Sqn TA),
Sig Gaz Fisher (Tele Op RR)

strength, guts and the ability to work through pain. The highlight or the
show was the Fire Jump! Aficr lots or practising jumping without fire it
was time lo pour 20hrs of petrol on to the traw and light it. We all
successfu ll y jumped throughout the flames with only a few faces and
uni form burnt.
Throughout the course we were interviewed by local TV and we were
interviewed once in a studio. It will be interesting to have a look at the e
tapes in the future. In all I found the course physically demanding and
managed to get lots of cuts and bruises. I lowever, I would recommend
everybody, whether they have any prcviou experience with bikes or not,
to give election for the While llelmels a go - you wi ll nol be
disappointed!!

Bright Sparks
Friday/Saturday 7-8 July Blandford Camp
Jnleractive Science and Technology Fair. Hands-on Exhibit and
Prize Winning Quizzes and Fun Trails.

Model Railway Engineering Expo
Supporting the Royal Signals Education Project

aturday/Sunday 12-13 August
emaphore Arms. Blandford Camp
20,000sqft of exhibits, "hands-on' displays and trade stand . The
largest di plays or model engines and model railways in the
outhwe t. With example of all gauges and national layouts,
representing the U A, wi s, German and British.

Dorset Air Day
Supporting the Royal Signals Education Project and the Royal Star
and Garter Home

Sunday 20 August
Compton bba Airfield, A350l A30 r haftesbury
Top aerobatic di plays, over 40 Vimage. Classic Civil and Military
Aircraft. Refre hmcn1-, trade tand . entertainment , ride and
ehicle di plays.

outhwest Motorcycle Expo

CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
POSTED? MOVING?
Don't forget to let us know,
so we don't send your copy of
The WIRE to the wrong address.
THE WIRE, APRIL 2000
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Sunday 11 June
Compton Abbas Airfield, A3501 30 r Shaftesbury
M ili1ary Aircraft flying and static displays of Military vehicles, with
trade stalls and fun-rides.

Supponing the Royal ignals Education Project

unday JO September
Old 1otor Cycle Race Track, Blandford amp
All day top motorcycle stunt action. Refreshment , trade stands.
ride , entertainment and static displays.
Contact:
Adam Forty
E ent Organi er & Bu inc ' Development Manager
Tel:Ol25 4 2258(Mil: 7372248)Fax:Ol25 4 20,4
E-mail: royalsignal ' museum@ mail.nrmy.mod.uk
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS BAND

It's time to ring the changes at the Corps Band as 1aj David Wall, the
Director of 1u ic. handed over hi. conductor· baton to apt Paul
lurrell. Friday 14 January'' a the day that. after nearly 13 years'' ith the
Royal ignals Band, Maj Wall retired from Directing the Band. There
cannot be many people in the Corp. who would not recognise tho c
ih·ery-gre locks. For the Band personnel it al o eems strange not to ee
them looking out of the picture window that i our view of the Director of
\1us1c's office. However, time stands still for no man, and we now
\\ekome Capt Paul 1u rrell, hi ' ife Jan and on Peter, (who is al
boarding ~chool) to Blandford amp. We wish them happy times here and
a\\ ail the change that' ill occur, with gr~ t enthusia m.
A a fom1er Gunner. Capt lu rrell enli Led i~ 1971 as a jun ior
musician. He then joined the Royal Artillery Mounted Band as olo
clarinetist. In 1984 he tarted a three-year tudent Bandma ters course al
the Royal Military chool of Mu ic (RM M), Kneller Hall and upon
completion. was posted Lo the Worce tershire and herwood Fore ler·s
Regiment as their Bandmaster. After six years with his band it was time to
return to Kneller Hall and with the formation of the Corps of Army Music,
he \\aS part of the Training and Development Team, and then became the
chool Bandma ter. After commis ioning, and yet more time at RM M

Kneller Hall, it wa time to take charge of one of the new amalgamation ,
The Band of the Prince of Wales' Division (Lucknow), then after less than
two years with them, he took charge of the orp Band. Hi s reputation
goes before him and we are urc that we have an exciting time ahead.
Shortly after the arrival of Capt Murrell we welcomed our second lady
into the Band. Musician E ther Freeborn ha just completed Pha c Two
training at RM M Kneller Hall, this after tudying at Wolverhampton
University for her mu ic degree. We again have the luxury of two flautists.
There has been little activity outside of the Band Block during the la t
few month . The carol concert in the Com Exchange on 16 December
1999 was a sell out a it wa Maj Wall' final public appearance with the
Band. A handful of dinner nights, a play-off for the cruise liners out of
Southampton for P&O ruises and a Parade for the Air Training Corp
Anniversary through Blandford have given us a break from digging deep
into our mu ic library in preparation for the year ahead. The ew
Millennium is shaping up Lo be an unusually busy time for the Band.
Everyone wants to employ the Band' services to add an extra dimen ion
to their celebration o it will appear that it will be late into 2000 before
the Band will have time to stop and breathe!

OFFICER
FEBR ARY 2000

WOs and S COs
MARCH 2000

Name and Rank

Unit to which posted

Brig R. Baxter
Col M. C. Wilkinson ... .. ... .
Lt Col I. Cameron-Mowat .. .
Lt Col T. P. Rimmell .. .
Lt Col 0. M. Steele .. .
Lt Col M. A. Stevenson
Maj G. W. Fletcher.... .
Maj F. J. Freely .. .
Maj D. J. Lumb .. .
Maj G. R. Mason .. .
Maj I. W. R. Seraph
Capt A. J. Smith ...
Capt J. S. T. Sykes
Capt M. J. Wong ...
LL . H. A. Francis-McGann
Lt A. M. Hono ......... .. .

DPOL(ICS)
OOPS (ICS)
2 Signal Regiment
MOD Centre Block
ADOR(TC&M)
HQ 2 C) ignal Brigade
HQ DCSA
Y List MCM Div
R. SIG ALSflnt Div
I (UK) Armd Di v HQ & Sig Regt
HQ Scotland
39 lnfBde HQ & ig Sqn (213)
36 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Flying Wing SAAVN
16 ignal Regiment
Royal School of Signals

OFFICERS
MARCH2000

Name and Rank
Col A. R. Gale
Lt Col C. Wakerley
Maj T. A. Dean ...
Maj J. A. B. Floyd
Maj J. H. Fraser ...
Maj B. W. Jenkins
aj T. W. Pender-Johns
Maj S. J. Richardson ...
Maj G. Thomas ...
Maj M. P. Wise ...
A/Maj A. P. Ferri
Capt E. S. Allan ...
Capt G. R. Burrows
Capt B. J. Fitch ...
apt McElwee
Capt G. L. Richard
Capt P. J. Stoddart
Lt R. L. Francis .. .
Lt D. A. Jackson .. .
Lt I. Lowther
LL J. C. Stewart ...

Dept of AG
ACOS J6 PJHQ (UK)
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
HQ R. SIG ALS
259 Signal Squadron
RMAS
37 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
R. S IGNALS/Int Div
Comms Projects Div CIS Eng Gp
HQLA 0
63 (SAS) Signal Squadron (V)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
HQ DFTS
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228)
264 Signal Squadron (SAS)
7 Signal Regiment
21 Signal Regiment (A ir Support)
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
HQ R. SIG ALS

"lame and Rank

Unit to which posted

WOI (FQfS) C. P. Gill
gt P. A. Reed
...
Sgt P. . Render .. . .. .

249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)

Unit to which posled
3 (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
AAC Arborfield
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regiment

www.jprecruit.com

CAREERS IN COMMUNICATIONS
My cUents are world leaders in the design. manufacture
and operation of advanced radio. data and telecoms
equipment and networks. Opportunities exist in:-

Unit to which posted

WOs and s, COs
F EBR ARY 2000
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ameandRank
Sgt M. P. E. Angrove
Sgt L. Orth ........ .
NSSgt A. M. Maylett
Sgt A. S. McDonald ...

* System Design
* Network Planning

For an information brochure call
Freepost, The TA, CV37 98R.

* Project Management

SURNAME

* Test Engineering
* Installation I Commissioning
* Technical Support
* Training
Contact John Darby. quoting ref: 42 on 01727 818704 or
email to johnd@jprecruit.com

0845 603 32 32 quoting

ref WI010, or send the coupon to:

MR/MS
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01727 841101
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HEADQUARTERS
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
THE YI IT BY THE SIG
L OFFICE -1 -CH IEF.
BRIG C. J. B RTO . OBE ADC,
TO THE FRE ' H IG ALS ORP 9-12 J
RY 2000
The ignal Oflicer-in-Chief. Brig Ced ric Burton OBE ADC, recenily
'1sitcd the French ignal Corp accompanied by his 0 . ol John
Ewbank. and the French LO al Blandford, Lt Col Alain Malnuit. The
part) were met al the Euro. tar talion in Paris by Lt ol Stephen Croft,
the British LO al the French choo l of ignal .
On Llie first day of the visi t Brig Burton met hi French opposite
number, Lt Gen Patrick Henry. who acted a guide and host throughout a
packed . chedule over the fo llowing three days. After inspecting the guard
of honour, the SOinC ''as gi , en a brief on the French ignal orps, which
was founded in June 1942. The Brit i h party was impres cd by how
quickly · uch a relatiYcl young Corps ha adapted itself to be at the very
forefront of communication change.
After lunch we were briefed on the French equivalent of the DC A, et
up by Gen de Gaulle to give the mi litary exclusiYe u e of it own fixed
telecoms network. Thi network i the mo l sophi ticated and exten ive in
Europe. but the French go,·ernment is now considering privati ing it. The
rest of the afternoon wa pent at Thom on C F. eeing the RITA 2000
system and the new HQ Cl configuration. The OinC remained
impa i\e throughout to any ' hard ell' by thi French communications
contractor. which works hand-in-glove\ ith the French igna l orps. We
"ere then wined and dined in a very mart Pari ian restaurant. run by a
world champion wine ta ter, and the British party nearly gue ed one of
the wines correctly (they said it was red and dry).

In a ca a Icade of offic ial car • with occas ionally the blue lights flashin g
to move a ide mere mortals, the ' is itors were swept ofT to Laval, two
hours west o f Paris, to sec RI TA 2000 al its te ting and experimentation
un it. T he Brigad ier was able lo test the equipm ent and spoke lo a surpri sed
French olonel on duty in Ko ovo - thi s was afier widespread pani c
cau ed by Lt Gen Henry asking the duty o fficer if he spoke English, to
which he repl ied ' o, sir, I do not, but I know a man who can! '
Afier another magni fice nt lunch we arrived at the French chool of
ignals in Rennes, Brittany, where Brig Burton met the school
commandant , Maj Gen Kuntz, and in pected the guard-of-honour. A
pre entation follow ed on the schoo l, which trains all ranks on signal
equipment, with the exception of the signa ll er, who carries out initial
training in the regiment. The OinC then toured the school and met both
in tmctors and students . After dinn er with Gen & Mrs Kuntz, the
Brigadier was hown to his uite at the school, appropriately named 'The
Blandford uite '. reserYed for vi iting generals from around the world.

been the very model for " ht ch \\ a \Hittcn the follo'' ing statement
extracted from the Royal School of Signals Troop Commander\ Guide:

'An officer ~- personal conduct must he beyond reproach. lntegri1y 11
essential to leadership, in that it implies honesty. 1inceruy, reliabilay.
unselfishness moral courage and consislency of approach. '
In hi s tim e he re , Col Tony ha s provided successive Brigade
Commanders, members of the taffand the remainder of the Brigade and
Cotswold Garri son with an abundance of honest, sincere ad\lcc. lle'll be
very sorely missed. Hi s successor will be Lt Col 1ike S t e1en ~on , "ho
is, of course, no tranger to the ways of MS himself. The HQ looks
fo rward to his arrival in the New Year.
CO GRATULATIO S
Sincerest congratulations to Capt Andy Fletcher of the ACI G, who
has married his resident-of-Paris-loved-one, Paula. She that must nO\\ be
obeyed works for Mobil and lives in an exclusive quarter of the French
ca pi tal - whi ch must seem like a million miles away from dear old
Corsham. The HQ wishes them every happmcss for the future and hopes
that the fac t that they happen to live and work in d11lerent countries at the
moment will not detract too much from the joys of married life!

THE BALD EAGLE
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY
JU T ABO T TO LEAVE ROYAL SIG AL ?
DO YO HOLD A TEM, BSC or other rclevent qualification
(s uch as PRl CE 2)?
The happy ramblers of Corsham conquer
Worcestershire Beacon
We stopped for lunch at a hostelry fo r ale drinkers and by sheer
coincidence the England v Fiji World Cup match was on ! Once back on
the bus most people simply crashed out. exhausted after a day of fre h air
and exerc ise, a very successfu l day indeed.

SOinC (A) and Lt Gen Henry
being briefed at the French Army Signal School at Rennes

'. .... sorry Mon General
but I am getting no answer from this generator!'

to a sheer rock face. At th is po int, a jolly japester who sha ll re mai n
nameless aid, ' Right everyone, we need to get up tha t rock face - it
shoul d on ly take a co uple of hours, then it' ll be all down hill from there.'
The rep I ies wen: too abusive to pub! ish here. Then we were off wi th the
COS, Maj Paul ' I've jumped over bigger hill s than this' Kelly, lead ing
from the front as we wou ld have expected of cou rse. It was lucky that
he posses cd the most yell owish yell ow jacket in the entire world and
was therefore not that hard to fi nd in the mist. A few of our lady ramblers
hadn't realised quite how steep the fir t bit wou ld be, but they persevered
ad mirab ly and were rewarded at the highest poin t (Worce tcrsh ire
Beacon) \li th sket. rain. snow and a Force 8 wind. The rest of the walk
was a dodd le - though some might say otherwise.

FAREWELL THEN COLO EL TO 'Y
The HQ bids a very sad farewell to Lt Col (Retd) Tony Hill, \'ho retires
- properly th is time - after more than 11 years here as S02 G l/G4/M .
We 'll greatly mi s hi unique en e of humour. In fact, it could be said that
Col Tony resembles East Ham Tube Station - in that he's one stop short of
Barking! eriously, however, it can al o be aid that Col Tony could have

Do you seek a fair reward for your talents?
Are you independent and confident of your abilities?
Are travel and variety sti ll of interest?
Then why not consider
THE BALD EAGLE CO

LTA1 CY Ltd

For more details send your CY to me, Chri Harper at
Thebaldeagle9 hotmail.com

'E GLE SO R'

The following morning the party flew lo the French equiva len t of HQ
LAND, at Lille, where the SOinC met the GOC, Gen Forterre, and was
then briefed on the French C rS management system . The briefing was
fo llowed by a tour of the shelters used by a divisional HQ in the fie ld - the
Brigadier was most impressed and asked if he cou ld take one home! The
evening was pent wining and dining Lt Gen Henry, who had
accompanied the OinC throughout his visit. The two Genera ls (for in
France everyone from Brigadier upwards is addressed as ' Mon General')
had hit it off, further strengthening the growing tie between the two
Corps. The return ga tronomic match is awaited with much anticipation!

HEADQUARTERS2ND(NATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS) SIGNAL BRIGADE &
COTSWOLD GARRISON

Comd

i.lrig S. G. Hughes CBE

HQ STAFF C O QUER THE MALVERN Hfl~ LS

by SSgt Dek Painter
THE COMMA DER VISIT HI SCOTTISH 'ESTATE'
Brig Hughes has undertaken what will be his final 'Grand Tour ' of his
[, B: at this point, the author ask readers of this article to picture in their
minds, shortbread box-lid scenes of Bens, Glens and Bagpipers) Scottish
·estate' , visiting some of the most far-flung outposts wi thin the 2 (NC) Sig
Bde em pire. In the space o f a mere four days, The Comd visited 2 Sig Sqn
(V) in Dundee, R Signals MCM Div and 32 Sig Regt (V) in Glasgow, 52
1g Sqn {V) in Ea l Kilbride, Comd 52 (L) Bde in Edinburgh and both 242
Sig . qn and GO Scotland in Craigiehall. He raised and resolved a great
number of concerns and is ues and was successful at further rai ing the
already exceptiona lly high profile of the Brigade north of the border. He
"as delighted to meet a great number of both TA and Regular soldiers and
oflicers of the Brigade, many of whom took the opportunity to fully
c\prcss to . him their own individual concerns and aspirations! Brig
Hughes \\ill soon be movmg on to become Comd BMATT in Sierra
Leone.
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The idea started ofTas, 'Wou ldn ' t it be nice to go for a ramble,' and
ended up being a nine mile yomp across a ll the Malvern Hill ! Both
military and civilians had volunteered to go; now it was a case of damage
l1m1tauon. W02 (YofS) Jimmy James and S gt Dck Painter decided
that a recce should be done, as Malvern loo ks quite Oat on the map. So of
they toddled to run - no, walk - no, amble the chosen route, to find a ll the
watering holes along the way and to ensure that there were eno ugh places
for a min i-bus to park should one of their 20 or so fellow ramblers become
injured, exhausted or, er, develop altitude sickness on the day. Three
options were identified: the first being up to the top then along the ridge
(hard); the second being up to the top then following a line just below the
ridge (easy); the third being 'stay in the bus and we'll see you at the end!'
The. map was put on the notice board with the easy route highlighted in
luminous green and the hard route marked very faintly with an 1IB pencil.
We all met al 7 am - still dark and the middle of the night for some.
The bus dropped us all off at the mo t northern car park, which was next
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HEADQUARTERS 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE

The rigor of hristma a ,J the ew Year behind us. we entered a
period of calm and con,olidati n - 1 think not. w;1h half the Headquarters
di persed and u ing the airlines the way the r.:: t of us use taxis. the
Headquarters eems almost peaceful at times. Ho\ ever, the planning for
the build up exerci e toward Ex rrcade Fusion and fonhe exerci ·e it ·elf
continu' enthu ia llcally - 'You had hO\\ many planning it last year?'
·eems th staple cry from the newer members of the Headquarters. The
planning and implementation of the commercialisation of communication
as part of the Commander's pan-Balkan· CI
tratcgy contmue apace.
The team Maj Jim Foulkes, Captain John Hiorn and Flt Lt Farid
Khan eem to o illate between Theatre, Abbey Wood. Chri tchurch and
Donnington with monotonou regularity. They eem to ha,·e that air ofn.ien
who have got withdrawal ymptom · from the lack of golf, are ulfering
total bew ilderrnent at the magnitude of the task in hand or are suflering
horrendou jet lag! The Commander has continued to show that he really
can be in two place · at the ame time; but we kne\\ that already!

HAIL A D F REWELL
It seem· to be a habit of tarting thi ection with tJ1e comment another
period of hea\ changes. Having just said farewell to Maj Jean Payne
( ) (no relationship to Cynthia) and Jim Sykes over the Christma period,
we continue the motion in the 1ew Year. However. a an a ide, avid readers
will remember it was reported in the la t edition that Capt Jim yke wa
warned of a po ting to Gem1any and wa much disappointed al not being
po ted as Training Major to a TA unit. Well wheel do tum and his posting
was changed to - Training Major of a TA unit. Well there goes one
exceptionally contented soldier! Congratulations on tJ1e promotion laj
Sykes and we know you are delighted to be getting every Monday of!'?
On the 22 January, over a working week.. \ e bid farewell to a number of
talwarts of the Headquarters. Over a fine lunch the Commander, Brig
Jonathan Cook, let Oow in pro e hi words of farewell , to the outgoing
Deputy Commander, Col Douglas McLay, Flt Lt Farid Khan and gt Ba
Roberts. Col McLay departs to be Colonel TA at HQ R. JG AL , while

Flt Lt Khan, our RAF exchange officer moves to TCW with the intention of
turning them into real soldiers. This will be his first posting to a RAF unit! To
botl1 we o!Ter our thanks for tJ1cir efforts and friendship during their tours and
wi h them tJ1c best in tJ1eir future careers.
gt Bas Roberts leaves not only
u , but the Regular Corps and the Army to join the TA proper, as Staff
ergeant RP in 31 ig Rt:gt - fine Regiment (and Adam (of Eve) tells me
it wa even better ''hen it wa part of this Brigade!) We wish him and
Brenda all tJ1e best in tJ1cir new environment knowing that they will enjoy
both London and the ne\\ unit. We ju t hope that having had the time to get
his handicap do'' n to single figures in Shrop hire, thal the cost of golf and the
anticipated work load in London does not push it ba k up.
With all adne there ha. to be ome gladness (this is the Commander's
prose getting to me!) and he continued in verse lo welcome some new
arrival . Our new Deputy Commander. Col Roger Davenport arrived fresh
and eager, from 2 ( C) ig Bde, to join a real field Headquarters! Believe us
he ha already made his presence felt! To him and Elaine we o!Ter a wann
welcome and a successful tour. Our new 03 Ops Capt Alan Garrett
arrived willing and able, and now commutes lo and from Ko ovo with the
ease of a Whitehall warrior between Main Building and tJ1e Keep. The la t to
be part of the Commander' bardic tribute was Maj Mark Smith who
arrived from the rigors of quadron ommand in 36 ig Regt to the delights
of hrop hire and tJ1e Headquaners. We also have sub equently welcomed
our new EO Finance to the Headquarters, Miss Davina Carter - new face
and new post. We are ure that he will have a prosperous and enjoyab le tour.
POSTSCRIPT
It is apparent that some members of the Corps are still working from old
Staff and Di tribution lists. It might therefore be prudent to remind them
that HQ 11 ig Bde moved from Dey brook Barracks, Liverpool to
Venning Barracks Donnington, Shropshire in April 1996. For tho e who
seldom travel nortJ1 of the Black Pudding line, Shrop hire is a rather large
County between God' Country and tJ1e M6, some 30 mile North West of
Birmingham.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

EXERCISE SHARP r ' ITlATI E 18-21 JA
ARY - by Cpl Barker
Unknown to the rest of the Troop, Cpl Ramsey and C pl Barker had
been putting together an Exercise that would test the iniative and
resourcefulnes of the Junior COs in the Soldier Training Section. We
were under the impression that an !nter-Section Competition, Exercise
Champ or Chomp, had been organised at HMS Dolphin in Gosport.
During the initial briefing, our mobile phones and wallets were taken from
us. Then SSgt Heaton , our Troop QC took great pleasure in telling us that
Ex Champ or Chomp didn't exist but that Exerci e Sharp Initiative did.
Over the next few days our initiative would be tested to the extreme. We
were to survive without any money and attempt to complete various tasks,
rJnging from selling women's underwear to appearing on a television
programme. After being given only three minutes to pack a day sack, we
were divided into pairs, loaded on to two minibuses and dropped off all
O\'er the south of England.
Most of the group et off towards London where they hoped to visit the
Dome, Planet Hollywood and get their names on the Euston destination
board. Cpl Passfield and MacDonald were the first to score points by
appearing at Chelsea football ground with George Weah. After travell ing
to London Cpl5 haw and Hitchmough decided that it was about time
they pulled a pint. Cpl Gan~a and LCpl Raine headed to Soho to try and
get an interview with a stripper, but after being offered various illega l
substances they decided to give it a miss. ow in Bournemouth Cpl
Lockwood and myself, Cpl Barker, uccessfully arrangeed to stay in the
Royal Bath, a five star hotel. Then we interviewed David Essex at the
Pavillion Theatre. After elling women's underwear in London, Cpls
Hewitt and Parkinson began their long search for accommodat ion.
\\ inchester FM were happy to help Cpl Gin son and LCpl Gillett in
completing the task of getting onto radio. l feel that at this point I must
apologise to the paucnts in outhampton General where they dressed up as
m1r~cs and worked on the ward .
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After, in some ca es a good night's sleep, the COs of Radio Exercise
Troop set o!T in search of breakfa t and, as with mo t fit and healthy
oldiers, Burger king was the choice. Completed tasks were being reported
back to the stunned exercise controllers in Blandford at a more frequent
rate. C pls Passfield and MacDonald had managed to get into tJ1e Mirror
and met Helen C hamberlin from Sky Sports. C pl Lockwood and myself
achieved the task of getting a free meal in Planet Hollywood and met
Paddy As hdown . C pls Shaw and Hitchmough managed to drive a police
car and get their fingerprints taken. C pl Gibson and LCpl Gillett got into
Southampton football grou nd . C pl Ganga and LCpl Raine had their
photo taken with C live Anderson and after constantly bei ng turned away
from everywhere that they tried, C pls H ewitt and Parkinson decided to
rite a poem about hospitality in our capital city. The Exercise finished
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with a presentation to the Chief lnstrnctor. Lt Col Batho, who wa.
very impres ed with what his NCOs had achieved. When all the points
had been totalled up, first place was awarded to Cpl Lockwood and
myself.
RAOEX TROOP - by Cpl Mark Cozens
17inally the Exercise period is over, time to relax (or so we thought). o
more exercises until February. It had been an eventful couple of months
with vanous vehicle inspections and day to day duties in Radex Tp. We
had our fifth annual golf competition, another wet day, but all in all it
turned out to he a good round, with the expert, Cpl Andy Lane, doing a lot
of coaching. Congratulations to the winning team, who were Sgt Pete
Emsen (surprise), Cpl Andy Lane (surprise). LCpl .Jason Kent and Sig
Stu Gould. We also had our Christmas party in Bournemouth, organi ed
hy Cpl Graham 'AFA ( bs from Aberdeen)' Gibson. Thanks for a
brilliant night, which was enjoyed by all. Radex Tp has had quite a few
promotions m the la t few months. Who says it doesn't pay to be in a
training untl.
Congratulations to Cpl Ted 'Tangent' Heath on promotion to ergeant
and for sekct1on to go on his YofS. Also LCpls Mark Cozens and
'Parky' Parkinson on promotion to Corporal and Sigs Steff Brownless,
Wayne Evans, Stuart Gould and Kev Johnson on being selected for
Lance Corporal.
In December we had shock new ofa marriage hidden from the troops,
of Cpl ' Mac ' 1ac0onald anJ Simmone Wall . Congratulations to the
pair of you. Smee our last entry in The WIRE we have had numerous
people post ·J m. Welcome to Cpl Tim 'I'm not going to be here very
long· Barker, LCpl lick ' I can learn my trade now' Raine arriving from
a long ·tin. in the guardroom. Sig Wayne Evans, Stu Gould, Kev
Johnson , LCpl Rich Eveleigh and L pl Cooper. We also now have a
few budding ~ports personalities: Cpl Mark Cozens, Cpl Ed 'When l can
be bothered' Lockwood and LCpl Mtirtin 'Got all the gear' Gillett, who
represent the Regiment and Blandford Hockey team .
CO LEADERSHIP WING - A personal view by Sgt 'Si' Wigmore
ln case there is still any doubt within the Field Army over the location,
name and range of courses provided for the Corps hy CO Leader hip
Wing, thi article is mandatory reading. Under command of Capt teve
Morgan, the Wing is firmly established within Command Training Group,
which in tum lies within the newly formed Training Operations Division
al the Royal School of Signals. The following per onal report by Sgt' i'
Wigmore has been written after four months experience in
CO
Leader hip Wing .
I joined the Wing at a time of change. as the Royal Signals
Detachment Commanders Course (RSDCC) became the Royal Signals
Junior Commander Course (RSJCC) and the Royal Signals Sergeants
Course ( R C) moves into a transitional phase in order to keep pace with
the changes taking place within the Corp . Since moving from Coleme in
1998, it was apparent after I arrived that the ethos ha not changed: all
instructors dedicate them elves to gelling the best out of student on
every course run by CO Leadership Wing. Like many in tbe Corps I
had heard rumour that the courses were now auendance only. This I
di covered to my relief is not the ca e. Whil t the content is changing to
meet developing Corps requirements, the standards required for a
favourable result have not. It has to be stres ed that course reports still
have a great influence on future progres ion through the ranks. As this
articlt: goe to pre , the RSSC Royal Signals Training Objective
(RSTO) are being reviewed to keep up with changing needs within the
Corps. The manning for the RS C Team ha changed from one tafT
Sergeant ( SI) and four Sergeant ( I), to four talf ergeants (SSJ), one
of which will be Queen's Gurkha ignals. The Wing continue to be
commanded by a LE Captain and there are three Warrant Officers, one of
whom i. the Infantry Ad\ i er. At this point it i worth reminding readers
that CO Leadership Wing i always on the look out for high-calibre
instructors as volunteer to come to Blandford. All application must be
clearly stated 'NCO Leadership Wing· to as i t R Signal /Int Corp
M M Divi ion staff.
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The Royal Signals Sergeants' Course tackling the Assault Course
at Blandford. Standards of fitness must be high on arrival
During my time in CO Leadership Wing we have received many
visitors from both the Regular and TA units. Commanding Officer ,
Squadron Commanders and even Training Wings from Regular and TA
units have seen for themselves the work carried out by the Wing. There is
an open door policy at NCO Leadership Wing that extends to all
personnel, whether prior notice is given or not. The Group and Wing
both actively encourage units lo visit. 0 what standard do you
need to achieve before arrivmg at Blandford in order to pass a cour e. and
pass it well? A sound knowledge and understanding of ITDs is essential.
This mu t be balanced with a good level of physical fitness. If you
truggle with the BCFT in week one on the R SC. you are unlikely to
find time to improve your fitness during the course! Reaching the e
tandard is only the minimum landard required, as a positive attitude
and an open mind will count for much during your training.
The courses offered by CO Leadership Wing are listed belO\\:

oc·

Regular
Royal Signal Sergeants Course (R C)
- 5 weeks duration. 5 per year
Royal Signal Junior Commanders Course (RSJCC)
- 4 weeks duration, 6 per year
TA
Royal

ignals ta ff Sergeants Course (R SSC)
- 2 week duration. 2 per year
Royal Siguals Corporals Cour e (RSCC)
- 2 week duration, 4 per year
Royal signals Recrnit Course (RSRC)
- 2 weeks duration, I 0 per year.

Like so many other area of the Corps, NCO Leadership Wing i
undergoing necessary change to meet the future requirement of the
Corps. The-re hould, however. be no doubt amongst per onnel within the
Corp that. although the empha is on the courses and ubject matter may
change, the etho and standard required to achieve good re ults ha\'e not.
Prior preparation i thee sential.
TROOP COMMA1 DERS CO RSE 46
EXERCISE CRYST L DRAGO : 27-3 1 JA
ARY 2000
· by 2Ll E. Mclellan
Whoe er compiled the tra ining directive for the Troop Commander
Course deemed it nece ary to include a period of arduou ;idventure
training a a compu lsory element. (a if Radio Group. Area ystcm
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Group and many oth r 'Groups· \\Crcn't enough) thank you. 2Lt 'Piua
Whed' \!orris and 2Lt Hcbbleth\\aite were delighted to be delegated
the respons1b1lit) of orga111sing the cxcrci.e and worked hard to fonnulate
something demanding. cha lcnging and original. Following in the
foo1 teps of our prcdccc s ' ''a' not an option. it was time to be
different. ot surprisingly, a 1• tie ann t\\ i ting ''as required to com incc
the course that a ski trip to Au tria \\Ould be ·more benclicial' than hill
walking in Wales. Using the generous gram available co ts were kept to
a minimum. 2Lt :\lorris found !he che.1pest flight po siblc, or so he was
led to bclie\'e, until additional members to the exer i c managed to get
ticket. for the .ame night at half the price. Consequently, afier ·ome
gentle en1,;ouragemcnt and the uggcstion of a good will gesture the
Cou .e In ·tructor, Capt. de lewlow ecured the use of the Lufihansa
Busine::.:. Cla. Lounge (i.e. unlimited upplies of free food and drink).
Thu., after much planning and preparation, it was time lo put on our
course tops. beautifully de igned by 2Lt · lim' Hawkin and fly to
\lunich. (not forgeuing to' isi t the Busin s Clas Lounge along the way).
We arri,cd in the small town ofHochlilzen, 1000111 above ea lc\'el, in the
early hours of a Frida) morning with the promi e of excellent kiing
conditions. Bcginnt:rs. intennediate and advanced group were fonncd.
'' ith in tructors being pro\ided from 1he local ustrian ski chool. Friday
''a the day for di covering and re-discO\·ering our 'ski-feet'. aturally
the dvanced group quickly ascended to the higher slopes and descended
e\ en more quickly, full of tyle and profe sionali 111. fhi was fu rther
enhanced by 2Ll 'Manuite King· mit h who had been mode l enough to
place himself" ith the intennediate . Meanwhile the Intermediate Group
was not only re\ i ing ba ic ski skills, but putting tran lation kill - into
practice a Florian the in tructor told u to, ·Look toward the Wally' (the
Valley). At the bottom of Hochfilzen · slopes the Beginners were quickly
mastering the snow plough and preparing to a cend a lillle higher. During
the next few day . lots of progre s and improvement was made by all as
e'eryone maximised their time on the lope , keeping apres pi tes vi its to
a minimum and making the most of the skiing opportunity. The
lntennediates' spirits were lightly dampened on the Saturday' hen they
were lefi minu instructor for a while. an action which got him sacked! In
the end. no\\ holes and now angel were arti tically created instead. An
early tart on unday compensated for this and horrendous weather
condition kept the entire civilian populous away, leaving the slopes of
Fieberbrunn clear for our almost exclusive use.
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Right Turn into
Civvy Street!
Cool not Cold
The aim of the exercise was for all Troop Commanders to achieve the
Basic Ski Proficiency Bronze Award. The linal morning was test day, with
excellent weather conditions and plenty of now. The amount achieved in
ju l three and a hall days was demonstrated by all members of TC 46
gaining their Bronze award and 2 Lt~ Hawk ins, 'Colonial' Lum ley, and
'Big Bird' Pim achie' ing Sil er (hope the instructors course goes as well).
Then, painful as it was, we had to say goodbye to 1he slopes and return to
the reality of Blandford and exercises of a different nature. However, Ex
Cryst11I Dragon was without a doubt a great success, particularly given the
time scales for preparation and execution and considering that it is the lirsl
of iL~ kind for a Troop Commanders ourse. A big thank you to those who
contributed funds to the trip and to SSgt Fluck and his staff on Exerci e
\\inter Warrior for their support. Finally, a point for all units, eighteen
Troop Commanders arc shortly to commence their first tours and will be
more than happy to take Troops skiing.

DO NOT SEND US
DIGITAL PHOTOS
as they are only about 72 dpi and to be
of sufficient standard for publication they
need to be between 300 to 400 dpi
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As a specialist IT and Telecommunications
recruitment consultancy, we have a wealth of
opportunities for ex R Signals personnel. We have
numerous positions based throughout the UK with a

co

l?SM

Lt Col R. G. icholson
WOl (RSM) S. J. Stonier

REGIME TAL CHRISTMA CAROL SERVICE
by Sig Fi11011 2 Sqn
The Regimental Carol Service was held in the gymnasium complete
with cross, lectern and nags a-plcnly. The padre gave a lovely homily on
the life of Christ and the use of mobile phones. which gave us all a lot lo
think about over Christmas. The bible readings from the CO, Lt Col
icholson, and Sig 'Fitz' Fitton were given in legendary style, but
nolhing could match the singing! The soldiers' competitive nature and
noisy cnthusia m raised the railers and et new standards in tunclcs ·
chaos. It \\as obviously going to be a great night as the carol crvicc was
followed by the soldiers Christmas dinner and a disco.
SINGLE SOLDIER CHRISTMAS PARTY - by Sig Ca~son 2 Sqn
l'ollow111g an 'angelic' Christmas Carol Service in the gym, 2 Sqn made
a derisive move to march over to the cookhouse for our Christmas dinner.
Expectations were circulated about the amount of free beer we were going
to receive. I had personally been told at least four by our departing W02
(S. M) 'TJfr Thomas. I and many others were therefore a little
disappoint.d to lind two cans of newt ! Special brew on the table.
Although it has to be said, it did improve as we drank. eated, we waited
with great c. pectation for the festive meal whilst pulling our expensive
cracker~. Cheers went up as the pt:rmancnt slafT served us, including
celebratory guc~t Sgt · ed' Flander from radio group. It's nice for the
boot to be on the other foot for a change! Spirits rose a we hurriedly
wolfod down the food, in an attempt to eat it before it was taken from
beneath our no es. l11i did not prevent a certain extrovert personality
from Iron Tp turning his sprouts into highly accurately ammunition,
hitting W02 (SSM) 'Tafr Thomas with what can only be described as a
direct 'hit', square on the nose. Hi. buddies, of course, grassed him up
which earned him ix ho\\ parades. A small amount of food may have
bet:n distributed betwet:n 1he tables in the finest airborne tactics, with the
meal linished we retired to the bar for a few 'quiet drinks!· n excellent
send off before a well needed hristmas break.
I (0 STO ) SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. D. Drummond
S M
W02 ( SM) Andy Harriott
EXERCI E DARK DRAG01 I 23-28 JA1 ARY 2000
Exercise Dark Dragon I wa a level 3 Caving Expedition led by Cpl
'Tony' Brown lo the North Yorkshire Dale . The group departed for
Yorkshire mid-morning on the Sunday, the long drive north seeming
endles . Upon arrival we all quickly settled into our accommodation and
unpacked the van before the fir t of our evening lectures.
Monday morning bright and early off for our lirst day caving. Sig
'Mat!' Judge was given the task of map reading lo the cave 'Great Douk'.
With the cave entrance found we finally put on our kit and entered the
darkness. The entrance series start wide and high but slowly gel lower and
tighter, crie of 'its bloody tight' started to un-nerve Sgt 'Dave' Uttley.
Eventually daylight and for tho eon their fir l caving experience, it wa a
welcome sight. But no rest for the wicked, there were four more caves
before the day ''as over.

Tuesday's cave was 'Upper and Lower Long Chum', a cave \\hich
links into Alum Pol. The map reading was handed over to 'ig 'Ben'
Rollins, who navigated the group lo the top entrance of • pper Long
Chum'. The entrance was a Sm-water chute, which required roping up.
Once the group were safely down we meandered our way down through
the system to the notorious 'Cheese Pre s', a low bedding plane crawl
Comments of 'you're bloody joking' came from the group, but when C pl
'Tony' Brown squeezed through (note; it is just afler Xmas and we arc all
a little plumper), conlidence gre\1 and the whole team slowly but surely
pushed and panted their way lhrough.
Wednesday and we were ofTto Brow Gill and Calf Holes. The exit was
rigged prior to entering, as this was to be a through trip. gt 'Dave' ttley
rigged the pitch for SRT exit for the instructors and left an electron ladder
in silu for the group. The cave entrance "Brow Gill' was the largest so fara ma sive opening about 15 foot high and '' ide. As usual this \\as not to
last. After about live minute we were on our bellies until we arrived at an
enonnous waterfall. The group looked around for a way ahead, only to be
told that the waterfall had to be climbed. Cpl 'Tony' Brown climbed lir t
and placed a top rope system to safely bring the group up. Even ''hen
roped up Sig 'Ben' Rolli n found the climb an ordeal. Once at the top the
passage turned a comer and we were on our bellies again. The passage
en larged as daylight showed the way to the climb out at 'Calf Hole ·.The
exit was a I Om ladder climb which proved to be difficult for most of the
group and one which Sig ' tacey' Swithe nba nk emertained the group;
with her original technique in ladder climbing.
Thursday arrived and the week was nearly over. Yordas Pot through to
Yordas Cave and Heron through trip was the order of the day. As we
approached Yordas Pot entrance (as seen on 'Don't do thi at home'), the
infamous fallen tree on which ropes are rigged off was looking wor e for
wear. It was decided that the group would ab eil down with the ropes
backed up on other anchors and only !he leader would abseil directly ofT
the tree to enable the pull through. The abseil was 33m to the bottom of
Yordas Pot, one or two of the group had lost a bit of colour and gone pale,
but took lhe challenge in their stride a one afier the other they all
descended. Once at the bottom it was all smi les and Sig 'Jim' Moon ey
was in his element declaring that he had delinitely found a ne\\ sport. A
low connecting crawl was negotiated before another ab eil; this time do\1 n
a waterfall; into Yordas Cave. Everyone down and we entered the ma sive
cavern of Yordas main chamber. breathtaking in its size. There was to be
no crawling here and after a short walk we exited through the remam of
the old Victorian Show Cave Entrance. An excellent trip and the whole
group were buzzing. Unfortunately due to water level Heron Pot had to
be given a miss.
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Great Douk Cave Sig Kev Beavis nego tiate s a low wet crawl
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Yordas P ot' Sig Ben Rolli ns Abseils into Yordas P ot
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Friday already and it ''a time to get on the Mini-bus for the long drive
.outh back to Blandford. All in all it had been an excelle nt '' eek with
man) of the group w 1 hing to pursue ca>ing A a sport.
TTERI K) Q
ORO '
otud
1aj L. \'. To m kins
1
W02 ( M) 'cit Fi her
The quadron would li l..t· to sa welcome back to
gt az Cole after a
spell in ho pita!, apparent y all the Phase 2 oldiers mis ed you! The
quadron would like to a. hello to W02 (S M) eil Fisher (no relation
to WOI Fi her l BE) wh has joined u: fi<-m along the corridor fro m
Blandford upport quadron and a fa rewcll to W02 'Taff' Thomas who
mo,e. aero s to chool of ignals and joins the DIT team.

2(
qn

DR01 CHRI T 1
P RTY
Q
On the 9 December the 2 qn Christmas function had an intergalactic
taste to it as it tool- on the the me of outer pace. Welcoming the oldiers and
gue t, wa. the OC, Maj Louise Tomkins, who e costume of Queen
madala "a so realistic, that when ig Allen wa a ked to introduce her to
hi '' ifc, the reply was. ·ok. but who are you?' TI1e qn 21C, Capt · James
T' Kenyan turned up in his fun1ristic working dress after a bumpy ride in
his old trusty MG land sp der. Other eye-catching costumes were worn by
g1 ·Darth \~aur Gra ham (turned to the dark side). pl 'Trigger · Sm ith
wa ' a A
rocket complete with ingeniou human wa te dispo al
l) 'Taff'
ystem. ig Lom as wore tin foil (good effort) and \ 02 (
T hom a came a a Roman (only a few centurie out ir!). We weren't
expecting much from the band that had been booked, howe e r, they
performed well and entertained u with great music that got e erybody on
the dance-floor. Gatecrashers were expected and took the form of unknown
m tery 'i h ·er alien; he proceeded to tudy u attached to hi finger, (al ien
anatomy). \ ith a well put together finger buffet making a welcome break
from cookhousc curry, Iron Tp and Beaufighter Tp shared all the raffic
gt 'Darth
prize . With di co fever eeing the night out, thanks must go to
Maul' G r a ha m who organi ed a great night which was e njoyed by all.

3 (H A RROG TE) Q A DRO
qn Comd
1.aj A. J. Dunca n
SM
\ 0 2 ( M) Peter Ta ker
EXE RC I E L IG H T I G CHALLE GE - by LCpl 'Vic' Vernon
Ex Lighming Challenge is a one day training exerci e that took place on
16 Januaf) 2000, run by Lighuiing Troop. The aim of the exerci e i to put
the troops through a ariety of military orientated tands, testing them both
mentally and to a degree physically. It is al o de igned lo enhance their
kno'' ledge and experience for future promotion prospects with the use of
leadership kill . In all 60 soldiers took part, which were split into six tenman teams.
Each team had to complete six stands that lasted for one hour each, of
which three were verbal di cussion tands. T he Phase Two trainees had to
be guided through subjects to do with current c ivilian and mil itary affairs.
Stand 3, the discussion stand, consisted of the trainee tanding up and
giving a quick talk about themselves and their experience so far. Pte
'Ross' Hunte r (who is c urrently re-badging from the I Bn Royal Scots)
gave a particularly enlightening talk on his life as an lnfanteer in Kenya
(Namedropper). Stand 4 consi ted of a presen tation on Leadership skills
by Capt Todd , from the Royal igna ls Leadership Wing, Stands 5 and 6
were the Command Tasks. Each stand was run by two COs from
Lightning Tp who are cu.rrently re-trading from other forms of life to
Technician, they were C pl Dave ' I'm a Liney' Ath erton . LC pl Jay Dine,
LCpl Vic ' Ho Ho Ho olo' Vernon and LC pl Steve ' T.A. Mate·
Mottram. Stand 6 was the tand of LC pls Din e and e roon . which
consi ted of g i\ing some much needed aid to Mr Floppy Dopelis or Mr F
lo his friends . Mr Fis in real life three six-foot lengths of fire hose between
two end blocks filled with and. For the exercise Mr F is a Kosovan
Albanian with Angi na and the troops ' task was to evacuate him via a quick
run through the Forrest, across a minefield Lo his house to get his Angina
Medicine. othing was a llowed to touch the ground in the minefield and
nothing wa allowed to he touched in the house as it was contaminated
with a rather nasty substance. Basically you could say that Mr F's life is
not exactly a bed of rose . His life didn ' t improve any when the fir t ten
trainees arrived and proceeded to throw Mr F around with the bedside
manner of a enraged gorilla in hangover mode.
To add a touch of realism, towards the end of the hour the area came
u der mortar fire, the first round was a smoker, tratcgically placed to
completely obscure the teams' activi ty as they hurried to complete the task
laid out for them. As the fir t round blinded the team the second (a
Thundernash) deafened them. Wi th the noise and smoke the trainees
found it somewhat difficult to concentrate on the task before them and the
sight of trainee falling off of ropes and things shouting ' Incoming' whil st
scrambling onto Rovers wa a 1ght to behold. A ll in a ll the day went well
and the trai nees seemed to enjoy the tasks set for them and a good ti me
was had by all.
C O 1MA D TASK - by LCpl Mouram.
D. . LC pl Mottram and Cpl Atherton.Thei r aim for our command
task wa quite simp le; retrieve the keys lo start a car from a locked box
s11uated withm a minefield without you or your equipment touchi ng the
ground. The box containing the car key was faste ned by two padlocks, of
which the keys were placed in two separate areas. The fir twas situated in
a piece of plastic tubing stuck in the ground and was fas tened to a cork,
''h1lst the second was hidden inside an o ld pair of BC gloves hidden
iuside one of the obstacles inside the minefield. The ' contenders' had to
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traYerse over various obstacles collect in g fir tly a\ ater canister; this then
had to be filled up u ing a jug from a big waler trough. This hopefully
' ould be used to tloat the key out of the tube. Unfortunately several team
opted to use the jug only. But anticipating this we cut a large hole in the
bottom, which several team members found out much to our amusement!
ig. · 'wampy' Kiff managed to collect most of the water in hi s combat
trousers instead of the jug. Also Sig 'M ungo' Singh spent over Len
minutes quietly staring down at the pipe before com mentin g ' 'ere as
anyone seen that key that was at the start?' Only to remember a further
five minutes Inter he in fact had it in his pocket. The key in the g love,
caused the mo t probll:ms lo the teams. After some constructive prompting
from Cpl Tm a liney· Atherton . who was now rolling arou nd on the
gras holding his. ides. the team managed lo find the key, apart from Sig
'Clu tcr' Allen \\h wore the gloves for about 10 minutes without
noticing a large padlock wrapped in paracord inside the little finger.
0\'erall everyone who wa not oakcd enjoyed themselvc , and the tasks
were completed within 45 minu tes, which left 15 minutes pare. Need less
to ay my car wa pretty clean!
ROYAL SIG AL
0\: BOARD! G CHAMPIO
ZELL AM EE, AUSTRIA 3-11 DECEMBER 1999

HIP

OUR FIR T TIME
OWBOARDI G - By Sig Thomas
From an early age I always wanted to try snowboa rding, I saw it on the
telly and when gh en the opportunity by the Regiment to learn the port at
the orps champion hips, I jumped at Lhc chance. I went to Austria as a
complete novice, not knowing what lo expect. After my first lesson I was a
little more at home and found th ings quite easy. My in tructor helped me
get o er any nerve and he wa con tantly with us al l when we first started
out. Once I managed to stay on two feet I tarted to enjoy things more, and
with thi came l11e need for speed. By the second day I was much more
confident getting faster all the time. This was a recipe for disaster because
the quicker you end up going on a nowboard; the more it hurts when you
crash. On a nO\\board there are no quick release binding for your feet. By
the race day I was managing to tum quickly and cou ldn't wait f'or the
lalom race to pu h myself to the li mit in race conditions. I found it hard at
first to tum round !atom poles, as it required lots of technique . I enj oyed
the competition a pee! of snowboard ing. but preferred the freestyle aspect
with jump better. ow I have had a taste of nowboarding I will definitely
go again when l11e opportunity ari e .

BySiglal'in
1 was pleased to be given the opportunity to learn this new and exciting
sport. Fu nding came from the Regiment and Army ports lottery to help
keep the co I down to a minimum. We arri ved in Au tria to find the
weather cold and icy, a lot different from Blandford weather, not!! Lessons
tarted on the aturday morning for the novice group. We were a ll nervous
a nd were made to feel re laxed by the Instructors Sven and M ichael. I wa
told that snowboardi ng is a mass ive amount of fun once you have
mastered the basics. Who ever told me that mu t have been lying, as my
body was phys ically exhausted, battered and bruised after the first days
tuition. The group was introduced to the Glacier at Kaprun on the Monday
where we a ll had our first introduction to the long world famous T-Bar. All
the skiers on the slope seemed to come a nd watch, as we all tried in vain to
make it to the top. This beast just seemed to go on forever, by halfway
your legs had given up the ghost, your arms had added about two inches
hanging on for grim death and as you fell o ff to the delight of all the skier
your pride was hurt. This didn't put us off and by the middle of the day, my
entire group managed lo get to the top without any problems. People have
told me that T-Bars are the worst fear of every nowboarder, as it requires
balance and skill to make it up without becoming a ca ua lty. Making it to
the top for the first time gave me a great sense of achievement. By the end
of the week I wa pleased to have learnt the basics and wou ld defin itely
like to go again given the chance. Next time I wi ll be go ing to a resort with
a good chair lift!

5 DI VI IO I TER U IT LADI ES HOC K E Y C HA M PIO S HIPS
by Sig Parrott 2 Sqn

Ladies Hockey Team
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I J December 1999 the Ladies Inter Unit Hockey Championship was
h.:ld al Blandford Camp. The first game of the day got underway. it was
slightly one - sided as 11 Sig Regt beat UK land 8-0. The next game was
UK land v I IQ J (UK) Div. Land put up a good fight but unfortunately
went down to 6-0. Alkr a buffet lunch came the final, it was a hard fought
gnme between 11 Sig Regl and 3( K) Div, both teams worked wel l to try
and break the deadlock. It ended 1-0 with the honours going to 3 (UK)
Div. due lo a fine individua l goal scored by LCpl Tracey Prowse. Lt Col
Prnctor kindly carTicd out the presentation of the trophies. Thanks were
given to the umpires. W02 ( SM) eil Fi her and S gt (SQMS)
'Monty' Moore and th.: teams were congratulated on their high standard
of play. A special thanks was also given to gt Lee Swann for organising
the tournament. 3 (UK) Di\ llQ & Sig Regt and 11 ig Rcgt will now
compete in the Anny Cup in March 2000.
REGIMENTAL NETBALL
1 he standard of players and the standard of games have never been so
high as we enter a new millennium. In November 1999 a committed team
comprising of mamly young bloods 1-1 ith a few exceptions set off to the 5th
D11 isron Inter Unit et ball Competition, winnmg a strong victory against
many \Cry experienced and well established teams, and earning a place in
the Anny Inter-Unit Finals in A ldershot.
Winning came as somewhat of a surprise for the team. We had initially
struggkd tu train together due to trade training constraints, but with one
c'1mpct1tion \\in under uur belts and a little bit ofstr.:el cred on court the
team licgan to gel well on court as well as off. We upped training to two
nights a week, which meant that ig 'I can't train enough' Capl in was in
the gy111 more often than in class! The ·twins· Sig 'Dizzy' McMa nn and
Sig 'D nier' G reenhalgh kept morale up, whilst Sig 'Rocky' Pardoe
threatened the Arn1y boxing team. The training weekends had somewhat
of a soc?;1l air to them with Sgt · port Billy' Hawtrec thinking he wa
Tiny Tim 111 Te ·coes rather late at night. and after an exhausting day
netball the guod old curry came into play.
The Regiment's etball ·quad was out landing in the Inter Units final
gaming a very respectable third place, and exhausted from their elfo11s
went on to represent the Royal Corps of ignals team the following day in
the Inter Corps Championships. The Regimental girls showed true
endurance and commitment to the sport and played each Corp game a
though ii wa. their la t They certainly dominated the Corps side with all
but one player coming from Blandford Garrison; a mixture of Cadre and
phase two trainees was no match for many of the teams. In the end the
linal was won yet again by l11e jolly green giants the RLC. Capt ·Mac'
McAn ulty and Sig ·Kerry· Hopki nso n were made to fee l like dwarfs
against the RLC team, and they were our tallest players! The team finished
Fouith O\erall on goal difference. gt 'Vicki' Hawtree and Sig
·Frog' Lawton impressed the Army coach and have since been selected for
the Anny Squad.
RUGBY
The season started off well for l11e rugby team "ith a trial against
Rlandford Rugby Club, which finished with a well deserved win. Thi
gave WOI Sartorius and S gt Meek a good basis on which to build and
establish a decent team for the forthcoming ca on. With the high turnover
of soldiers pa ing through 11 ig Regt it has been quite diflicult to
e ·tablish a settled team, however se era I young players have lived up to
their potential and have been selected to repre em the Corp , Am1y Under
21 sand the Army A Side.
Sig Beart
orps and m1y Under 21 's
Corps and Army Under 21'
Sig McGregor
Sig Podesta
Am1y Under 21,s
Sig Carlaw
Corp and Army A
Having to rely on the youth of 11 Sig R gt il ha become pretty
traumatic and trying to get oldiers out of lesson has been a diflicult
exercise, so yet again the team has been dominated by pemianenl staff and
up-grader . Playing in the first round of the Army Cup proved what
dangerous port rugby can be when ig Cockerill su tai ned a neck injury
and had to be rushed lo Sa li sbury ho pita! by air ambulance. Luckily only
ligament damage was diagno ed and the young so ldier i no' back to full
fit ness. 11 ig Regt linally played the re chedu led match in early January
but were unfortunate ly narrow ly beaten. Although thi was a bl ow to
morale it meant that the team was now in to l11e fir t round of the Army
Shie ld Competition and had to play again t RMC Shrivenham. Aller an
excellent 80 minutes the core was I 0 - I 0, extra time en ued with 11 Si!!
Rcgt fina lly running out a well de ened w inner . The team now goc on
to play I R ME in the second round . Having the Corps .ide based at
Blandford ha also gi' en the c hance for e era I of the older generation to
be selected to play for the Corps ide including:
W02 (S 'I) l\lanktelow
gt Meek
C pl Lang
LCpl Latham
REGIMENTAL C RO S CO
TRY
The Regimenta l cross-cou ntry squads are enjoy ing their most
ucces ful season yet. Followi ng
uccess at the Army Relay
Champi onships, re ported in the last edition of The Wire, tht: squad have
gone on to win at th e orp and rmy hampio1rhips in ea rly February.
The mai n driving force behind the team · uccess is the team coach. \ 0 2
(S M) ' Taff· Tho mas , form..:r ly of 2 qn . who has been abk to capitali ·e
on the athleti c squad ·s success and persuade the juniors to train in the
t:\·cni ngs and run in the league during the week.
In one afternoon on a gruelling course at Dcepcut, the Reg iment won
the Mens Junior Team and Womens Team /\rm C'ros -Country
hampion. hips. If that was not enough. LC pl ophie Morris became the
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Womens Champion, Pte (now Sig) Tom Grady became the Junior 1ens
Champion and Sig Lisa Wiles became the Womens Junior Champion\\ ith
Sig Helen Caplin as the runner up in that category. The\\ inning women~
team was complemented with gritty performances from Sgt Whiting, "ig
Greenhalgh and ig La nton . 'Well done ladi.:s'. The following \\eek the
Corps Championships were staged at 13ulford. The Mens enior Team,
now reinforced by some of the Juniors, were narro" ly b.:atcn mto second
place by just 2 points by the home team , 3 (UK) Division HQ & ig Rcgt,
who had themselves been runners up in the Army finals the week before.
This very creditable performance was bolstered by fine performances
from the Corps Veteran Champion, WOI (YofS) tuart Little, the Corp
Junior Mens Champion. ig {yes now a Sig) Grady, not to mentton Cpl
Whittacker, Sig Torode, gt 1aughan, ig Eastcrby Jack!>o n. ' gt
C lark and W02 Thomas. The 21C Regt, Maj P hil Bro,~n . also ran \\ilh
his usual promise lo award ROPs to anyone in the Regimental ·quad that
failed to beat him, fortunate ly all were safe that day despite him coming
43rd overall.
The Womens' team continued on their success trail by storming through
with three of the team that had won the Army Championships the previous
week. these were ig Wiles, ig Caplin and gt V h itin g and the team
this time complemented by newcomer Sig Scott. ig W ile (another
Junior Champion) won the race closely followed by ig a plin . Will it
ever end?

Sig Tom Grady showing off his trophy having become the Mens
Junior Army Cross Country Champion

The Regimental Men and Women 's Cross-Country squads after
the Corps Championships in February 2000
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE,
ARBORFIELD

Iaj teven France
W02 (
1) Mick cnior
s the utunm tenn drew to a clo e with the Pas ing Out Parade for
Intake 998 on 16 December 1999, in "hich the quadron wa the lead
ub-unit with the 0 commanding the parade. We said furewell to not
only the Apprentice pas. ing-out but al o lo a f w of our pt:rrnanenl ta ff.
Cpls 1att Thomas and ·Tina' Turner leave the quadron on po ting to
16 ig Regt and 14 Sig Regt (EW) respectively. Cpl y ullen is o!Yto
Blandford to join\ hile pear Tp whil t pl 'Muz' 'lurra goe lo attend
hi ergeant
ourse at Blandford followed by the Yeoman of ignal
Course in the year 2000. pl ollin Brother·ston. meanwhile, leave u to
join 2 ig Regt in York as a ergeanl. o congratulation also go to him on
hi \\ell de ened promotion . gt 'Archie' rcher I-IE HIRE is al o
lea\ ing u having been Troop ergeant of Penney Troop for the la t two
years. he goe to rejoin hi Ballalion, \ hilst Capt Kelly Holloway leave
u to rejoin the 1ilitary tudie Department (MSD). Fanally the qn 2IC,
Capt Kri bna Gurung, i o!Y for some well earned epal leave before
reporting to 31 ig Regt ( ) in February 2000 We wi h them the be·t of
luck in their new po ts. With such a big turnover. the quadron will no
doubt experience ome turbulence at the tart of the next term. but
fortunately there are enough 'old hands' remaining to ensure that this is
kept to a minimum. Replacing our leavers we warmly welcome Cpl
Trafford from 16 ig Regt, Cpl \! bite from 264 ( AS) ig qn, Cpl
Carter from 3 ( K) Div HQ & ig Regt, Sgt Gardiner· from I RGBW.
Lt imon Collyer AGC(ET ) from MSD and Capt Evans from I (UK)
rmd Di HQ & ig Regt.
qn Comd
M

1 EW
FRO 1 SCOTT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Tom Jefferies
Tp gt
gt 'Waggy' V agstaff
By the time this i published Scott Tp. intake 99B. will have pa sed-out
of the Anny Apprentice College. Arborfield, and will be keenly awaiting
their relernnt trade training course at Blandford - all, that i , except AT
Loynes \\ho ·jumped hip' and joined REME at the last opportunity. They
have been an excellent Troop and the staff pa on their best wi he to
them all for the future. Here are just a few of their escapade which took
place in the la t weeks of training.

C01 SERVATIO PRO.J ECT
15 OCTOBER 1999 A D 13 'OVEMBER 1999
Scott Tp were tasked wi th clearing a section of the derelict Wey and
run Canal. that had been abandoned for more than 100 years. Under the
guidance and supen•ision of the local trust volunteer the AT worked
tireles ly cutting do\\ n and clearing trees, bu hes and weeds in the base
and up the ides of the canal. The ATs were only 'armed' with hand tool bow aws. pruning loppers, rakes and ropes. However, their resulting
effort were impressive and although briefed not to tackle ome of the
larger trees the temptation proved too great for many and soon there was
the resounding cry of, ·TIMBER!' all along the canal. The cleared debris
wa · then piled high and burnt on some pectacular sized bonfire . During
their two days of work the ATs cleared over 650mtrs of the canal. With the
line of the canal no\\ cleared the Wey & Arun Canal trust can now re\\ater thi section to provide a linear water habitat and presen·e the canal
\\ ith a vie\\ in the longer term of dredging and complete restoration.
EXTER: AL LEADERSHIP (EL) 2-17 A1 D 21 OCTOBER 1999
by ATs Donnel/)\ Latusek and Loynes
On 17 October 1999 coll Tp et o!Y for Senneybridge amp in Wales
for their econ EL. There were cries all round a we reali ed that we had to
travel on military buses, no radio for thi journey! We arrived at
enneybridge and went through the u ual administration. We fought over
~vho &ot the cleaner pillows o that we wouldn't catch the usual spread of
1mpe11go!On the ma111 sports field sat half a dozen Lynx helicopters much
to the satisfaction of' potter ' Crowley and Frost.
The second day we were split into groups for two day hill-walking.
Luckil> there wa an 111structor with each group or they would still be
try111g to round u up! We gathered our issued kit and set off for the hills
admiring the 'iews, hasseling a few sheep and arriving at the campsit~
\\ith sore feet. Day Two of the trek saw us navigating ourselve with
\arying degrees of skill but we all made it home eventual ly. The next
acti\ity was canoeing, it proved to be very cold out of the water and
free/ing in and under it! Lessons were given on correct paddling
tech111ques, turning and rolling. Travelling down the river we found out
just how cold and shallow the water was, particularly when we
encountered some rapid .
few people capsized but they survived the
e:1.pcrrcnce and carried on . In the end we all finished, though some of us
were colder and wetter than when we started. However, we all enjoyed the
e:1.penencc. The final day was devoted to rock-climbing. When we
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reached the parking area for abseiling all we could cc was the huge aby s
down \\ hich we were to abseil later. The instructor picked four routes to
improve our present ski lls and learn omc new ones. We all managed to
successfully climb the four run with only a touch of the disco-leg
yndrome. Later we tried abseiling back down and we all eventually
completed the huge drop off with a few people even daring to
jump/bounce down.
EXERCI E IERC RY STAG- 19 TO 21 OVEMBER 1999
bv AT Brooksbank
• Thi wa a balllefield tour to Arnhem and for the ATs to learn about
Operation Market Garden, 17-26 September 1944. However, with the
journey time involved i1 was nece sary to make thi s a weekend trip
travelling through France and Belgium, staying at RAF Bruggen in
Germany and vi iting Arnhem in Holland on the Saturday. AT
Brooksbank continues .. ........ we el o!Y for Arnhem at I 300hrs on Friday,
catching the Do er/ alai ferry and then through Europe to RAF Bruggcn.
The accommodation there is about ten times better than ours - si ngle
rooms and howcrs that worked! Breakfast on Saturday morning was yet
another eye-opener - carpet and sofas in the comer, food that wa tasty and
and excellent election of cereals. We then travelled up to Arnhem for the
bauleficld tour. First stop wa the Airborne Museum at Oosterbeek where
we were briefed by a guide and hown round. Then it wa a drive round
the key locations, drop zones, withdrawal position over the Rhine,
Oosterbeek church, t Elizabeth's Hospital and finally to the cemetery. At
each point we had a brief walk round. were told what happened there and
who wa in olved. In the cemetery there are nearly 2000 gra es, many of
which were unknown soldiers. and a number of Royal ignals graves
mostly from the I st Airborne Divi ional ignal Regiment. As a mark of
respect \ e conducted a ceremony of Remembrance at the Memorial and
laid a wreath from all the personnel at the Army Apprentice College. The
last stop of the day wa in Arnhem at the Bridge it elf, the key, the
objective of the battle. Although mo t of the buildings had now changed
we \\ere able to get a feel of what bad happened. The area that the Royal
ignal oldiers from Brigade ignal Squadron had defended, once their
radio had topped working, was also pointed out. Following thi i it we
went to Arnhem town centre to have a look around and find our evening
meal before returning to RAF Bruggen. unday was spent travelling back
to the college where we arrived at I930hrs afler a long drive home.
EXERCISE JA
ERS JOY -25 TO 28 OVEMBER 1999
by AT LCp/ Fros/ and A Ts Crowley and Johnston
After a day of stands testing our kills in B , First Aid, Observation,
ection Attacks and Map reading we arrived back at the harbour area and
carried on with our routine. At l 830hrs a warning order came round for an
0 Group for the following morning. The warning order said that we would
be taking part in a company + allack on an enemy position we had
previou ly recce 'd. Al 0330hrs the people on tag went around waking
their ections and all the kit was packed by 0400hrs. Once al l the kit was
packed we patrolled a short di tance to some open ground and carried out
rehearsals. When OSOOhrs came all the Section were at in patrol order
just in front of the model which showed the ground that we would be
attacking. Capt Jefferies then proceeded to give us a full sci orders
explaining exactly what we would be doing during the attack. I ection
would be Point Section and th eir Section Commander wa AT LCpl
' Soldier 95 ' Frost. 2 Section would be the second Section in th e allack and
their commander was AT 'Moley' Crowley. 3 Section was the Reserve
Section and their ection Commander was AT Johnston (233). At
approximately 0530hr the Troop headed off to the FUP (Forming Up
Position) and the order of march was I , 2 and then 3 cction. The route out
was hard going bccau c of the exec ivc amount of mud on the track and
the utter coldness of Salisbury Plain at 0530hr in the morning. We arrived
at the FUP at approximately 0600hr but were not due to cro the start
line until 0630hrs. The attack was to be a si lent start with no aitillery fire
support neutralising the enemy. Waiting at the FUP was stressful due to the
coldness and the adrenaline, which was building up whilst we waited for
the attack to start. At 0630hrs everybody stood up and started 10 advance
on their axis. Capt Jefferies then handed command over to the ection
Commanders. About SOOmtr from the enemy position parachute narcs
started lighting up the surrounding area. At about 400mtrs from the main
enemy position AT L pl Fro t's Section came under attack from the
right. lie then began to manoeuvre his Section towards the enemy
po it ion. 2 cction came under fire from the left and proceeded lo fight
through to the enemy position under the control of AT rowlcy. 3 cction
under the control of AT Johnston came under attack 200 mtrs from the
enemy. Aller each of the enemy positions had been secured and other
pockets of the enemy had been neutrali ed we headed back to our harbour
for tea and medals!
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MULTI NATIONAL DIVISION
(SOUTH WEST) HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATION PALATINE
Lt Col David Hargreaves
RSM
WO! (RSM) Stc\e Jackson
Two months on and virtually all traces of 20 Armoured Brigade have
hccn removed to be replaced by an amalgam of 12 Mechanized Brigade
111d Signal quadron (228), 2 Signal Regiment and 34 Signal Regiment.
The n~w memb_ers of Multi National Division (South West) Headquarters
and Signal Regiment were all 111 place by 10 December 1999,just in time
o spend Christmas and the Millennium in the Balkans. Christmas spirits
.1>.idt:, the Regiment now looks fcmvard to providing communications and
1ifi.: support to the Headquarters in a country renowned for its poor weather
and diflicult terrain. The now and the lack of a decent road network have
made re-supply to the Hill Top 1tc; very difficult indeed. Some sites
regularly go for everal weeks without visitors due to the severe weather.
Yet, far from being daunted by the prospect of pending weeks on end in
splendid isolation, the detachments on Hill Top ites relish the prospect of
running their own show.
CO

was kept runnmg by gts Paul ·crazy Tazey and Joss Tm not stressed
(much)' Mason .
. On a sad note, the MT football team was gracefully dispatched from the
1mtial five-a-side football competition. At least the weather here is starting
to show sign of improvement, which is more than can be said or LCpl
'Syph Lip' Jackson's football skill .

LCpl 'Ned Flanders' Warrington
being 'Mine Aware' and ditching his Land Rover

CGS visits the troops during his Millennium Tour,
W01 (RSM) Jackson looks on

A ide from the u ual role of 'boot and haircut ', WOI (RSM) Steve
Jackson has been bu y trying to improve the lot of the oldiers in Banja
Luka Metal Factory. As well a trying to improve the facilitie in the
gymnasium, tarting several sporting competitions that will la t for the
duration of the tour, be has also done a magnificent job of improving the
five-a-side football pitch in ide the Metal Factory. The new and improved
football pitch wa opened to the public by Maj Gen R. V. Brims on 9
February 2000. The RSM wa aided in this gargantuan feat by a team of
'volunteers ' who have earned the pre ligiou title of 'The Banja Luka
Thirteen'. The Banja Luka Football League begin thi month and
promises to put the Premier League to shame.
SUPPORT SQUADRO
Sqn omd
Maj John Aspinall MBE
SSM
W02 ( M) Kev German
upport Squadron consi ts mainly of 228 Sig qn personnel. ably
a si ted by cnthusia tic volunteers from the TA and Re erve Forces. Since
arriving al Banja Luka Metal Factory in early December 1999, we have
been kept busy dealing with admini tralivc pr blems and sho cling the
copiou amount of now that currently covers Bo nia. Road traffic
incidents have been kept to a minimum. The Faden ha been called out to
recover L pl Mark ' ed Flanders' Warrington from a hole behind the
cook.house. LCpl Richie 'G I' outhwell and Pte 'Princess Lulu'
Leelah 's near head on coll is ion also proved an exception to the drive
dcfcn ·ively rule (which i flawed when everyone on the road i out to get
you, no matter what).
Christma. passed quietly 1\ ith the Departrnen de ervedly enjoying
their two cans and trying hard to make them la~t all day. e'~ Year and th~
Millennium passed in much the same way' ith not a bleary eye in ~ight on
the CO's Millennium photo. The department ha e been hard at it since
cw Year with the exception of gt Ga1. 'Doris ( ig teadman make a
brew' Greaves, gt Deano 'Pop Quit' Whitworth and LCpl Kev 'Don't
fall in the skip' Dade enjoying a week back in Blighty competing in the
Army ross Country Championship. In their ub ence the MT department
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UPPORT SQ ADRO. SWEETY TRE T
On the 7 January 2000, the Orthodox Chri Ima , \\ 02 ( SM) Ke~
German and ere\\ collected together DM750 and bought the EFI out of
sweets for local children. They set out at approximately 0900 hours
returning empty and exhau ted at 1600 hours. Many needy lo ation in
Banja Luka were visited and many mall glasses of ljivovica ( lip in the
ditch) were drank as the local populous came out to greet them. ·\ \·er.
rewarding day wa bad by all.
•
IG LSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
laj cott \: orkmao
SM
W02 Mark eighbour
pecial congratulation go out to LC pl · Robbo · Robinson and hi. \\ ife
on the birth of their fir t child. With all the excitement of fatherhood, he
cho e to do the honourable thing and leave his wife holding the baby while
he went off skiing for two weeks before returning to B snia. La I but by
no means lea t. many congratulation to gt Paul Gardner on hi· wellde erved selection for promotion to W02.
CO IMU ICATJO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Tom ' m I really looking fitter· Day
SSgt
SSgt Dicky Dyer
The excitem nt of a Balkan. Christmas and :\lillcnmum mm but a
di tant memory, the Troop turns ii · thoughts to ummcr \\Cather and mid
tour R&R. tier ome nine week, in theatre. the sixteen ite ·that make up
the Troop have settled into a comfortable rout int:. Amid t \ arying \\ea th<
conditions, re-supply of the sites ontinues from the mall Tp HQ in BanJa
Luka \\ ith the help of a selection of decrepit Ro\'ers, and the a\ iation cell.
Lt ·Doris' Day,
gt Dkky 'Dirk Diggler' Dyer, gt Craig Dudley
continue their quest to pro\ ide an acceptable le\'cl of scn·ic.: to the ''hims
of the out detachments; ably a.sistcd by LC pl ' Godzilla· Subarna, and
ig Paul Denham . II ow ever Sgt ·• nowy' Sno" and Sgt ' hell-. uit"
Murphy claim actual command and control of the slnp m the absence of
Lt ·Gym Queen' Day. running cross country in UK. and S 'gt' l 'm off for
my education' Dyer, swanning on his FFP in plit. . pecial mcnuon to
Slapper the resident cat for putting up with being coloured m \\ ith lum1pen and being locked in the de k dnm er.
Cpl John 'Let'' de troy the bosses .-areer· Hilton. LCpl · ·mudge·
mith and Sig Paul Lawrenson arc bus:r ·ta} mg \\ am1 on Jen •kos\ ic
hill top, the lea t \i ited site since our arri\ al in th 'atrc; Is th1 do\\ n to
inaccessibility or can't w.: he hothcn:d'> Cpl 'Padd) · Bri coe. l. pl
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reen}
r en and ig Paul Kennedy at Lisin~ West con_tinuc t?
entertain both Radcon, Tp HQ and much of BanJa Luka with their
exec _iYe re- upply rcque t ; sorry but there· no chance of us go.:~tin g a
gun-hip for site protection, Paddy! LCpl Dave Reid. LCp_I 'Junmy·
O'Ma hony and io · lac' McGeorge, recently' on the affections ? fthc
OC qn af\er en tertaining him at lunch with lob tcr and swans eyelid in
a pie. in a bid to win the~best det coff competition. LCj)I ' Fordy' Ford,
L pl • coll)
icliol and ig 'Boff' Walker ~re buckling under Boffs
crippling dail. PT timetable, coupled with a diet of alad and l:ntil as
they train the time away at Racisljica. LCpl ' Gurung' Allen, 1g ' Yes,
m"lady ' Parker, ig Ia n Hannant and _S ig ·Freddy' O_'Brien hold the fort
at the Yillage of the damned . . trugghng to cope w1lh the demand of
operating their ingle radio. pecial mention to ig Hannant for cleanng a
path through an imaginary minefield to inspect a hernian Tank that
children were playing on! Cpl ·coxy· Coxon. LCpl ' Dangcrou '
Armstro ng and L pl Robert Edward Varley have been living like
hermits on the itorog. The three torm nted souls that ha e become
extremely 'clo e' incc their arri al at the ite, ' ere spotted ~ecently by a
pa ing helicopter and were reported lo have haven their heads and
donned mona tic robes.
LC pl ' harpy harpster ' Sharp. LCpl Kelly T hom pson and Sig
Meecham occupy a chalet at the di used ski re ort of i ava. Despite ~he
harsh conditions that they are being subjected to they are perfonrnng
admirably and ha e establi hed a good relationship 1 ith the Dutch. Cpl
Ad a m 'Why do they call me Dog?' Barker , ig ' Mac' McDowell and Sig
·curtain · dshead win the prize for' the quietest OM 1 E in the
Troop, a they go into their ninth week of Czech made soup and fi s h-h ea ~s
at Ljubija COMMCE . LCpl 'Trigger· Hun ter, Sig Da n Fa llows and Sig
\ illiam ufTer imilar dietary problem at the hand of the French
Canadians in Coralici. LC pl Ros s the Avenger' Willia ms. Sig 'Cat
wea el' Bailey and ig Paul 'Smasher· Hick are close to their lifelong
dream of being the undi puted Balkans WWF 1 restling champions as the
'Bushwackers' of Kupre . In a bid to put the fi nishing touche to their
death defying routine, they have shaved their heads apart from the neck
area, and can be een patrolling Kupres camp in army thermals and boot .
C pl ick ' Giant Haystacks' lons, LC pl Rick 'Cold a Ice' Turner and
Sig 'Smudge' Smith have begun trai ning at Sipovo in an attempt to topple
the 'Bushwackers.' LCpl 'Taft~ Davies, ig Edwards and Sig Mel
Rudkin have become particularly frien dl y with the Air Corps at Gomji
Yakuf, to the extent that they now dine with and are entertained by the
RS 1. LCpl ' Robbo' Rober tson, Sig K elly-Rutherford , Sig
O'Callaghan and ig 'I know my rights!" Zimmerm an are busy
demanding further manning for their already overcrowded COMMCE at
Mrkonjic Grad on the premi e that they are the busiest det. With the
imminent closure of lvovik hill top, Cpl John ' Doctor' Love, LCpl
·Geordie' Wharton and Sig John farshall prepare to join other hill top
sites to bump up man ning during the R&R eason. With the clo ure of the
COMMCE at Tomislav Grad Cpl ' Boring' Bob Littlewood goes to
Ljubija to free up Dog who's destined for Banja Luka commcen along
wi th Sig Tubb; Sig Mick 'Thou shalt be struck down' Allan joins the
re up boys at Tp HQ.
Despite being miles from home the majority of Comms Troop are
thankful beyond all comprehension that they are operating from some
inaccessible knoll in the midd le of nowhere, and not foraging for some
grip on reality in Banja Luka metal factory ...
M OBILE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dave Haslewood
SSgt
gt 'Where's my crown' W ilcox
With a tropical bird ' two can ' Chrisunas and ew Year over with, the
Sisters of Mobile proved ready lo take on the challenges of the first six
months of a new Millennium in BLMF. Wl1en taking a break from setting
the fastest lap times on Colin McRae rally, 2Lt 'most crated Rodney in
SFOR' Haslewood bas been working hard helping gt 'Toyah ' Wilcox
overcome bis caffeine addiction. Time has also been spent curbing his
appetite for blatan t 'jollies,' (also known as adventurous ski and
watersport instructor courses - apparently the vo ices are in the ocean man).
Fortunately this proved to be j ust in time to activate the Divisional
Alternate Operations room when a Bergen with a suspected JED was left
in the Div Ops room. Thank God we have the Sappers to come and blow
omebody's underpants up for us (it's a long story laced with sex and lies).
With the high standard of professionalism set it was time to deploy the
GOC's Tactical Headquarters. It was also time for C pl 'gass ius cassius'
Au tin to watch in awe as Mobile Troop soon earned their Diploma in tent
erection. However, this was proved to be of no use when the headquarters
was remoted into an old Battlegroup Operations room in Gorni Vakuf on
exercise 'Frantic Fury'. An extremely apt name for the exercise with C pl
·middle yukka' immons keeping the Troop OC frantic and the rest of the
guys suffering from furious laughter with hi s antics. Fortunately the Troop
fund is substantially health ier after that weekend out of BLMF. (Nice one
immo!). Upon return the turnaroun d commenced with maki ng sure our
beloved tentage was in tiptop shape for the next day o f tent erection.
The BLMF 5-a-side football competition set emotions flying as 'The
Mob' disappointingly failed to emerge tri umphant even once. The Light
Infantry proved too strong, but not strong enough for the big Fijian Sig
'Jonny' Ka ma who proceeded to bounce the grunts all around the pitch.
pecial performances by LCpl 'Charlie's Angel' App leyard in goa l, Cpl
'Top corer' Holroyd and ig 'Big Gay Al' Alladice were all monitored
by international talent scouts but even Sig 'Sozza, chest and tri's' oraine
\\-ith his fetish for tight horts failed to get a call up. Sig 'Foxy' Fox's 2 1st
Birthday proved lo be eventful with a ' Vietnam' night in the bar.
Unfortunately not even Sig 'Yes I am a Stab' Lavy with his unique
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cockney slang could persuade the Americans Lo sec the funny side. As
well as work t here has been a chance for some adventurous trai ning with
ig ' Lego head' Stone an d Sig "Village· Bogart managing to breakaway
to witLcrland for a couple of weeks.
o as the middle of the tour closes in, R & R dates are there to be looked
forward to. Thal"s unless you already had it LCpl ' Mr Burns' Waters! Oh
yes, Lanyard Trophy training has stai1ed for the airborne ex member ·
216 Pam ig qn. Enough said!

or

shift, according to unnamed sources. LCpl Rob 'West' Bromwich and
LCpl Paul 'Justin ' Heywood make up the last happy couple, although
some have asked which of them is in the TA and which is the regular
soldier? COMMCEN is home lo a variety of personnel- A shill is headedup by LC pl 'Joy' Edwards with the help of Sig ' Eric ' Thomas and Sig
'Biff' Jameson. B Shill is headed by LC1>l Kev Hesketh, or so he
thinks ... we know who the 'mummy is - Sig Rachel Allen. C[omedy] shill
cons i st~ of LCpl ' Pingers' Parker and our only representative from the
TA, LCpl 'Porn King; Burnside. Proving that escape from BLMF is not
impo ·sible, Cpl 'MiniMe' McMullen and LCpl 'Jankers' Brooks have
managed to get back to the UK by means ofa Skill At Arms course, and a
I qn course, respectively. According to the Radcon crew 'Standby for
groundhog day' was the cry from the last crew. With a new sheriff in town ,
Sgt id ' I' m a civvy soon ' James tried to convince his new deputies and
cowboys that life in Radcon wasn' t actually that bad. However, he was
soon Lo be reminded by LC pl ' am my' Samson who had just completed a

eight month Radcon tour of South Georgia and the falklands that 1x
months in Radcon actually equated to 262,080 minutes of hccr
frustration. Sig Steve Andrews continues to prove that when it comes to
fitness, there is only one Airborne Warrior on Radcon and anyone who
thinks they arc remotely close to his standard is more than welcome to go
for a session down the gym. LCpl 'Morale Hoover' T h rower and his new
crewman Sig 'Ricky' Martin, are practicing hard for their entry into next
year's Embassy World Darts Championships. ot to be forgotten are the
two girls on the Det - LCpl 'What do you mean I only got 18 letter; today'
Hills, and her sidekick Sig 'Mollycoddled' Whyte who continue to
impress the remainder of the crew with their ability to eat all of the ni!;ht
rations - a feat never before achieved in the history of the British Arm;.
With on ly 17 week left before the end of tour, the race is on to find the pot
of morale that is alleged to be lurking within Radcon. Rumour has 1t that
the lucky wi nner will be struck off LCpl 'morale hoover ' T hrowe r 's hit
list! We will wait and see.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
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HEADQ ARTERS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ross ' Rambo' McLeod
Tp gt
Sgt Howe
Well, the un ' come out and the temperature has finally gone above
freezing, a pl ea ant change from the -28° that we endu red last week.
With the improving weather, the FRT ta kings are reducing. While the
weather in BLMF i better, though, spare a thought for ll1ose on the hill top
site , many of whom are still snowed in, the Viterog being under 12ft of
snow, which can be quite dangerous as 2Lt Ross 'Connor' McLeod found
out over Chri trnas when he flew up to Sjenokovic and jumped ofT the
Chinook only to 'discover' the razor\ ire perimeter fe nce buried under 4fi
of now. The welcome ab ence of snow down in Banja Luka, however, is
particularly welcome for the FRT teams as the roads are now con iderably
less dangerous. The FRT team personalitie are C pl Matt 'Gripper'
Evans. C pl Rob 'Billy' Eva ns, LCpl Lee 'Archie' Gemm el, LCpl Dave
'Are there any Wolves up here?' Wesso n, Cp l Jace ' Yes, there are'
McBain, C pl Dave 'Scrouch ' currah , and Cp l Pete 'were-sloth'
M ulcahy. In the workshops we have Sgt Ia n ' I' m so Airborne it hurts'
Dickin on, Sgt Trev ' Where's the beach' McSween , Cp l Jodie 'Alpine'
Wood, LCpl ic k ' Jifjobs ' Consta ble. Last but not least, in R&I is LCpl
Andy 'Speed Freak' J ohn son. The task for this team is to maintain the
secure comms around M D(SW) as well as the welfare systems on some
camps, i.e. BFBS systems and Sky TV. We travel all over Bosnia avoiding
the mad local drivers and RMP speed traps (well, most of the time), to
provide area wide Euromux and VHF coverage. We are currently
approaching the period when people are goi ng on R&R and Lanyard
Trophy, both back to the UK. Tbe words ' rats' and 'si nking hip ' spring to
mind.
The Line ection is led by Cpl J ohn ' I OOOyd stare ' W hi two rth . Line
section is the consistently overworked crew responsible for anything to do
with wiring in the BLMF. Not renowned for their g leaming personal
pre entation skills, this motley crew includes Sig ' Butch ' Richardson,
whose major feat this lour was Lo go AWOL for almost a day, then tum up
in 'sun hine city' only to escape the clutches of the system by going on
R&R I 2hrs later (much to his surprise, as he hadn ' t been told that his dates
had changed. Sig Derek 'Chier Burness demonstrated what a switchedon con umer he is by spending lots ofDM on a ' BCB Gerber' in Mrkonjic
Grad before watching it disintegrate after only I 0 minutes out of the box.
Sig ' Rag Order ' Satchwell is sadly convinced that he is ' in ' with the local
ladies manning the CD stalls outside the camp gates, despite the fact that
some of the aforementioned ladies could model for FHM. Sig Andy
M iddle has discovered a new party trick recently - turning around an FFR
and trailer by 180° with only a little help from some black. ice. Finally, HQ
Troop says goodbye to C pl M ark 'Two-stroke' Quinn , who was dinedout, or rather, drunk-out in arajevo and spent hi last night in Line section
adding character to one of the bars in Sarajevo, and hello to C pl Martin
' Side Parting' Ferguson, who will hopefully be a more stabil ising (and
RSM-compatible) influence than C pl Quinn .
Sy con, or ' Comms Help Desk' as we have euphemist ically been retitled is the ever-smi ling face of the Signal Squadron for the myriad for
staff officers who need he lp with comms i sues. The line up is headed by
• Sgt Paul Ga rden er , who insisted that The WIRE notes mention how
handsome he still is (and modest..) the 21 is Cpl C laire 'Gym Queen '
Rutter who manages lo spend more time in the gym llian in her own
Corimec. When she is not in her orimec she is alleged ly whinging to
Staff, who being the kind, sensitive N 0 and SSM to be that he is, is
more than happy to listen. Congratu lation to
gt G ardner for
successfully com ing ofTthe promotion board last week , and to C pl L iam
' handsome' Froggett - even more handsome now he ha been pro moted to
full orpora l and has celebrated with a proper regimenta l haircut. LCpl
C hris ' ed' Kelly and Sig tacy ' ynthia' Pay ne make a fo rm idable
shift partnership but quite often seem unusual ly tired by the end of their
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KFOR OPERATIO
The Squadron has been deployed in Kosovo as AFCE T augmentees to
LANDCE T for the last four months. ow the end of the tour is in sight
and it is confirmed that the El JROCORP will be replacing us. There has
been some rotation or" Squadron personnel throughout the 3-man
Operations and Maintenance Teams which are deployed at each of the
Multinational Brigade (MNB) HQs. However, 280 (UK) Sig Sqn also has
a number of people based at HQ K.FOR Main and HQ KFOR Rear in
Pristina and kopje respective ly. Th is article focuses on the work of the
Squadron P1.:rsonnel who are based at the Main and Rear HQs and al the
Air Point of Disembarkation (APOD).
HEADQUARTERS KFOR MAI
Life at HQ K.FOR Main, otherwise known as 'Film City', has improved
considerably since we arrived in the last millennium! Shortly before Xmas
we saw the last of the ARRC tents and now we are all comfortably
accommodated in heated co-ri-mecs, although one accommodation block
did lo e its entire roof recently! There hasn 't been a water shortage or
power outage for almost two weeks. This is largely due to the work of the
HQ Support Group Staff, namely our very own Sgt Keith ' Gooner' Bets,
who can generally be found in the muddiest places equipped with power
cables, shouting something to the effect of, ' ! hate this country!'
Workshifts have now almost returned to normal after the main R&R
period, although Sgt Ian ' Cable Guy' Wells has still managed to achieve
a few recreational trips. The ADP Ops Office is currently mis ing Sgt
Christopher ' eatness' Porter and Sgt J une 'Diplomatic' Va lenti ne
who are on R&R. SSgt To m 'Serial umber ' Davies continues to hunt
around the HQ for missing CI equipment in his new job a the HQ
Memorandwn Receipt Account Holder.

prize and LCpl C laire ' Roots' Crothers and Sig Emily ' Random thought
Generator' Watts excelled them elves by producing two medieval
dresses out of US bedsheets. It was good to see how, with some hard work
and organised preparation, such an original and fun evening could be had
on an operational tour.
adly we must say goodbye to the MCM Det which includes; Sgt Les
' Brown roots' Ryal! , ig ' Oz' Osborn e, LCpl Jez 'Loon II" Greenlee,
Cp l Steve ' Interesting' Sla ughter and C pl Pete · Junior' Sears \\-ho
leave after a four momh tour in Pristina. We wish them a safe journey home
and look forward to seeing them back at camp when they are ' taggmg
on'.
AIRPORTS O F DEPARTURES
The APOD Det has seen several commanders since the Squadron was
initially deployed. Firstly SSgt Tom Davies, then Sgt Keith Gilbert and
finally Sgt Leon Teasdale assisted by LCpl Neil Wright. The Team i
located at Pristina Airport with the RAF in the role of support u ing their
CRONUS system, the TACSAT communications and other small projects.
Life with the Detachment has been fairly quiet and has become known as
' Sleepy Hollow' here. Recently we have become rather busy with the
relocation and rebuilding of the infrastructure of the Joint Operations
Centre. We are currently accommodated in tented accommodation which
has a tendency to be subject to frequent flooding! However, we are
fortunate enough Lo have gym and bar facilities on camp for morale
boosts.
KFOR REAR
HQ KFOR Rear, otherwise known as 'the Slipper Pa lace· has seen
some new faces over the last two months. Firstly. we would like to
welcome Sgt Steve Lynch who arrived at the Squadron and was promptly
posted out to Ko ovo. We have also acquired the talent of Sgt ' Ronnie the
Wrestler' R adford who has been exchanged with gt 'Maggie' Hatcher,
now acting a the Del Cornd at MN B-S in Pizren. It is good to see that
manpower i almo t back to full trength now that the main R&R period
has pa ed and people have returned refreshed and fit Lo attack the second
half of the tour. Anyway, during the quieter day , we are fortunate enough
to have the never ending wit and humour of W02 (YofS) Carle) and thi ,
together with some antic from Sig 'wingnut' Machin. i sufficient to
keep us entertaineed. we no\\ have the added bonu o f skiing trip on
unday . When time allows, thi i taken full advantage of by members of
the quadron. The kopje resort has already been lucky enough to have
visit from several quadron characters of varied abi lity. It would have
been a more rewarding package though. if any of them had figu red out
how to stay on the tacedonian ki- lift long enough to get to the top of the
slope! Some much appreciated entertai nment skills have been hown by
LCpl ' Mac' ·lcAlpine who e ·Quiz ight ' in the British 'Borrow ·rs
Bar' have beeh very succe fu l, although pos ibly sti ll not hard enough for
the OC' team.

'Mines bigger than yours ... .. .'
Lt Bernie Higgs and a German Colleague compare their weapons

Morale recently took a leap upwards with the help of an extremely wel l
organised Medieval Gathering at C pl ' ire ' Roberts' -man dctatchment,
located al MNB-SPT (G reek Bdc). Many of280 Sig Sqn' finest gathered
10 greet two new additi ons to the quadron: LCpl Daz ' Mr Keen' Pierce
and LCpl Timmy ' Pa11y Trick' Mallet. During the evening we became
acquai nted with Lt Bernie ' Mad Monk' Higgs ' rlance routi ne, perfo rmed
for the ' Sire's' enterta inment and Lt Lindsey 'Squi re' C alderheads '
excellen t waitress ing kills. IL wu democratica lly decided that FofS
Mar tin 'Fluff' Flather arrived with the best co tumc (it's amazing what
can be achieved w ith omc cardboard and a piece of rug)! lle was clo ely
fo llowed by Sgt Andy "Mad Beard ' Hunter with his conv incing Wizard"
costume, it's a good job that he brought his duvet cover out ~o theatre.
LC pl Phil ' Kn ives for a Pro' Clarke won the largest and dead liest sword
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The Squadron advance party
(L-R): Capt Tom , LCpl Lane and W01 McKenna
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R DEPLOY JE, T
On 1 October 1999 the quadron per onnel in the Gazela hoe
Factor, were im til\'ed in the Macedonian flag rai · ing ceremony with their
multinational olleagues, "hich wa organised by the R M, \ 01 (RS I)
!\lick lcKenoa. the Parade Commander wa the 0 ., faj imon
Hutchinson and the other Briti h participant were gt John Pollock
RE 1E. L pl . rant McDouga ll and Sig ' ki' Smiejkowsi. Cpl arnb
Howell AG \' 'II · the !lag bearer for the Briti h element. The parade was
attended b) OMKFOR. Gen Dr K.hein hardt Ge and OMl(FOR Rear,
Gen Ruth U along with variou facedonian dignitaries and invited
eue t . 'eedle to sa , becau e the Brits were the main people involved,
the parade wa arried off with tyle and panache.
In early O\'ember the 0 and R M visited all the Multinational
Brioade cattered throughout Ko ovo. The e det . run by a ergeanl,
con°i t of three personneCThc detachments are located with the French in
fNB orth, the Italians in
B We t, the Americans in 4 B Ea t. the
German in M B outh. the Greek p Bde in Pristina, 19 Bde in M B C
and there i al o a det with Comms Z outh. in Thessaloniki, Greece. Each
M B ha its own indi idual eccentricities ranging from appalling food in
ome ca e to excellent accommodation in others, great MWR facilitie ,
the list is endles . What is clear is that whatever the idio yncra ies, the
soldiers in the c det are improvi ing, foraging, crounging and being
extremely innovative in ensuring that lite i as comfortable a possible
with \ hatever they have around them. Life in theatre has been busy for
mo t, gt Keith 'Well ies' Betts and Cpl M ark 'Tash' ibbald at Main
have been e pccially busy wi th a myriad of po' er problem presented by
KFOR Main in Film City. working ridiculous ly long hours in atrociou
weather condition , un e n by most but their contribution to the quality of
life at KFO R main cannot be underestimated. W02 (FofS) M artin
Flather and \ 01 (YofS) Phil Jones from LA DCE T who work in J6
Plan commercial at Main have been flitt ing all over the country on the
various projects fo r the mission, getting the air and road miles in .
For one author to mention all the good work done by the troop wou ld
be very diflicul l to do, so I apologise to anyone I have lefl out. If you want
to get a mention - write some WIRE notes yourself.
During the month of o ember it wa decided that the British element
ofKFO R Rear needed the ir own recreation area (bar). The task was given
to Cpl Dave Pendleton and his crew of power-men, linemen and LCpt
Trev Hur t REME. They toiled long and hard to produce an excellent
facili ty for not just the Brit ish personnel but the other nationa lities in Rear.
The Borrowers Bar, as it is popularly known becau e everythi ng in it was
begged or borrowed, is extremely well used.
On 23 December the OC, RSM and LCpl 'Scouse' Brennan set out on
the mammoth driving task of vi iting all the
Bs to deliver their Xmas
hampers. The han1pers were lo\•ingly put together by the QM Admin back
in Krefeld, Maj Bob Lockwood MBE, and flown out to kopje.
Unfortunately the weather and road conditions were atrociou , \ ith lots of
snow on the ground. I'm sure there are plenty of people reading this who
are we ll aware how difficult the Blace Border crossing is in good weather,
never mind in w inter. It took nearly seven hours to reach the fi rst M B, at
Camp Bondsteel in Urasevac, our base for the next couple of days whi le
we visited the troops. We were well looked after there by Cpl Andy
Wilkinson and LCpt 'Jackhammer' Cook. Wid1 an early start on Xmas
Eve we headed for MNB
in Mitrovica where we linked up with Lt
Bernie Higgs. At MNB
was Sgt 'Jock' Samuel, LCpl Sarah
Drummond and LCpl Kerry Greenham. MN B is noted fo r its French
cuisine, however, we decli ned the offer of lunch and left to head off for
MN B W in Pee where we never declined the offer of lunch, even if it was
Pasta. This det was manned at the time by gt Ross Menzies, LCpl
'Tommo' Thompson and, on leave al the time, LCpl Kez 'More pasta'
Brown. From there it was off to MNB S to see Sgt 'Gilly' Gilbert and
LCpl Robbie Turner who were celebrating Xmas the traditional German
way on Xmas fae. After another tortuous journey back to our
accommodation at MN B E, and an MRE. on the way, we eventually
arrived. It was al o on Xmas. Eve, in the unlikely sening of Camp
B ondsteel, that the OC, Maj Simon Hutchinson, learned of hi s
impending award of the MB E. Thal will be an Xmas Eve the OC will not
forget.
LI

FOR OPERATJO S
Another set of WIRE ote from the sunshine capital of Bosnia, Banja
Luka fo r all those people who don't know what I'm talking about. Quick
cast listing in order of appearance:
ig Nick ' cissors' Abbott
LCpl Craig 'Mole' Harri on
ig teve 'Del Boy' Lloyd
Cpl Matt 'Crazy' Baber
gt Tom 'Roman ian Sugar Daddy' Atkin on.
THE LO TBOY
(THE CO Tl
I G SAGA PART 2)- by The Boys in Banja Luka
Just a reminder as to where we left you, everyone was on a high due to
the new bar opcnmg (its amazing to see what a new watering hole can do)
and the fact that R & R was due. Now the story continues ............. ..
It has now become apparent that 'Scissors' Abbott is no longer the only
member of the Lo t Boys to be having strange tendencies. On return !Tom
R & R (spent in Austria skiing), accompanied by 'Del Boy' Lloyd, Cpl
'Ci-azy' Baber began to show signs of insanity. Ramblings about Keith
Moon, wect Shops and a Bengal Tiger fea tured heavily, for what reason
we do not know. The cause of this cannot be pin ned down but we beli eve it
may have somethi ng to do with spending two week on a mountain with
'Del Boy' Llo)d.
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Health ews - Sgt ' ugar Daddy' Atkinson is on a health regime in
preparation for hi relea e to the outside world. It' now been goi ng three
weeks but a · time goes on the pres urc will incn.:ase especially with the
arrival of Burger King. !though he hus no plans ct in concrete, the
' ugiir Daddy' is believed to be interested in moving to Romania, for what
reason we arc not sure, we can only presume thi is to purchase a young
wife. As Cpl Matt 'Crazy' Babcr's condition worsens, we have now had lo
introduce a new duty for the other members of the Lost Boys, Malt Watch.
This invol\'CS one of the other members of the del being tasked with lhc
unenviable job of watching Cpl' razy' Baber for 24hr shins, in the hope
that we ' ill be able to nurse him back to health.
Another fear among the members of the Lo t Boys is that LCpl Craig
'Mole' Harrison is ageing years in just a matter of week and a Iler eight
months it seems to have taken its toll. For now his corimec is like an OAP's
retirement home, with the TV on full volume and the heater turned to May,
although the heater is not entirely hi s O\\ n doing a it also double a gt
' ugar Daddy' Atkinson's sauna as part of hi s weight loss programme.
A the end of tour is getting clo ·er and no news of who is taking over
from the Lost Boys ha arrived, Sig Lloyd has gone into 'Del Boy' mode.
Quick thinking that he is, realising that M D W wi ll become truly
multinational oon and with a possible cxten ion on the cards for himself,
he ha began to take action. He ha already began making contact with
the multinational personnel and a few deal s have been struck, a couple of
which have come to light, one being hi purchase of a Dutch Tank to allow
ea e o f movement under heavy fire and the other being the purchase of a
goat from the Moroccan contingent (the less sa id about that the better).
C O 1PO ITE T ROOP - REAR PA RTY
Tp omd
Capt Stewart
Tp S gt
gt R. No lan
It ha been a hectic time for Composite Tp sorting out tores, moving
tores, and generally prucing up the stores (is it just me or is there a lot of
stores work going on around here). On the arrivals front we say a big hello
to gt 1cLa ughlin , LCpl Ben ' hampagne' Pearma in, LCpl Marcus
'Harry Hill' Le lie. From theatre we say welcome back to C pl Steve
S laughter, C pl Pete 'Junior' Sears, LCpl J ez 'G umbar' G reenlee and Sigs
Les 'Plug' Ryan, Remi 'Dirk Diggler' Osborn e and E mily Watts.
Welcome and grab your elve a dutie card. Farewells go out to SSgt
Wayne 'Shovel Mk2' Dun bar off to ........ ..LCpl (now Corporal)
C hris 'Captain Cautiou ' Simmonds, saying goodbye to this ATO stufT
and going back to the real world of Ptarmigan comms at I (UK) Div and
S ig 1ark 'You People' Viagas off to Civvy treel.
Certain Troop members ha e been in the public eye recently; LCpl
Glen 'I was one all along' MacDonald piping in the haggi at JHQ NAAFI
on Bum
ight and
gt Rick 'Virgin oldier' ola n not only being
mentioned in The Wire but al o in the national tabloids for his Army
Rugby exploits. The remaining members of Composite Tp will now slog it
out unti l the remainder of the Squadron return in April under the watchful
eyes of C pl Andy Pur glove, LCpls Brian 'Bottle Bully' Hillson,
Gordon '259 days to go!' C arle and Jimmy 'Flash to Bang' C unningha m.
Who can't wait for the Squadron's return so they get fewer duties. On a
final note, to the acting RSM of the Rear Party, SSgt Hea th 'Pob' Baker ...
you've been mentioned in The WIRE get the beers in for the lads.
The RQMS , W02 'Brummie' C ox, has been continuing to run the
Garrison Karate Club and recently held a succe sful grading weekend
where some SO student both from Krefeld and RAF Bruggen attended.
The photo shows the RQMS in full rega lia with the new Squadron Baby
Techs.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co
RSM

Lt Col. G. T. Rafferty
WOJ (RSM) A. Balsdon

225 SIG AL SQUADRO. POTE 'HAL LEADER · W EEKE 0
by LCpl Howard

ORTHERN IRELA D
INTER UNlT/l DIVIOUA L BADMI TON CHAMPIO SfllPS
199912000-2 DECEMBER 1999
Men's Team: Capt Duggan (Team Capt) Capt Oliver
W02 Bond
SSgt (Supvr R) JackJin
gt Slade
gt Ball
Cpl Lloyd
Cpl Twinning
Sig Lister

15 Signal Regiment Badminton Team
upon winni ng the NI Championships
The team event wa a hard-fought competition with extremely stiff
opposition coming from both 4 and 5 R Irish. Due to the number oftean1
entering, the event was divided into two leagues. At the end of the league
stage HQ J & IS Sig Regt had fini hed as runners up in their league,
defeating I Scots Guards 3-0, 2 RMP 2-1 and losing to S R Irish 1-2. In
order to achieve a place in the Army finals. HQ l & I 5 Sig Regt needed to
win their semi-final play off against 25 Engineer Regiment. This wa
achieved when both the First and Second Strings won their respective
games. With a guaranteed econd place in the overall event, the only
obstacle in the way of First place wa from 4 R Irish. Once again the First
and Second tring led the way to a hard·won victory. As well as a

Purple Section
Back Row (L-R): Cpl's Sharpe, Shaw and I-Cpl Howard
Front Row (L-R): Cpl's Gutteridge, Poton and Price
Day One- It was a dark icy morning when the intrepid potential leaders
from Echo Tp as embled wi th the rest of the quadron for the Potential
Leader Weekend. The old joke came out about crying brass monkey and
hamstrings about lo go but we all left Lisburn for Kinnegar in high spirits, in
fact some ti ll sweating out the previou nights intake. Most of the Troop
members were inducted into the Purple yndicate photo ( ome would say
the last time we smiled over the whole weekend. but don't believe the hype).
The opening challenge was the essay assignment, ituated in what can
only be de cri bed as a slight ly chi lly garage. rmed with loo e lea f A4
and a biro we engaged in battle with the ubjects presented. omehow
LCpl 'How ie' Howard managed to blame the Americans (in part icular
Oprah Winfrey) for the falli ng moral tandard in Briti h ociety and Cpl

W02 Cox and the Garrison Karate Club
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225 Signal Squadron Potential Leadership Weekend
successful day fo r HQN I & IS ig Regt team memb rs al o entered the
various indi vidual event . There were ix competitions on the day. They
were Unit Championships, Men's ingle , Ladic inglc , Men's Doubles,
Lad ies Doubles and Mixed Double . There were ome excellent
performanc..:s as gt Andy Ball and OCdt Alison 1cLcan won the Mixed
Double . and SSgt Sam lade and lg Li te1· won the Men'. Double
Pl ate. II . hou ld be noted that Capt Duggan td1e Team Captain) not
knowing how succc sful the team would be had booked a fl1gln out of the
provi nce less than one hour after the event wa due to fi nish! He in isled
that it was planned leave but it \ as strongly rumoured that he did not want
to face the wrath of the 0 j ust in ca e he did not bring back any il ver!
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'Reg' Gutteridge got lo t in the toilets. ext on the agenda wa the
tretcher race, which as we know i obligatory in any exerci e im ol\ 111g
Tele Op pee . The least aid the better about thi . Howe\ er. no one got
hurt ! o there' a bonu .. Phase 3 was the Leaderle
ommand Tasks. The
REME directing ta ff were treated to an e crci e in hO\\ not to can ti leq :r.
with Lt Jamie Balfour and W02 ( upvr R) 'PFG' Gardner look111g on
in utter disbelief, E Tp perfected the art o f running arou nd like beadle. .
chi ckens. Mind you al lea t the sh itl workers kept dry and didn't fall in the
eptic tank, like the supposed rea l worker-.. eh LCpl 'Lugg;' LatTert)·!
T he a fiemoon \\ as taken up with group di cu s1ons where LC pl 'Billie'
Kirkwood tried lo con\'ince hi whole yndicate that • c."1mc Street " a'
111

sending out inister me age to chi ldren. Cpl ' tevc' Price spent the
afternoon looking very tern and thought ful. Phase 4 of the day was
ombat naly i . \ e a ll managed to get the hang of this previou ly
undiscov red joy, howe er pl ' Lisa' Shaw managed to kill her injured
party (don't a k ... ). After our debriefin gs and armed with topic tit les for
the ne. t da lecturette we 'happy band' boarded our transport back to
L1 bum, ''here "e regaled the non-combatant w ith tories of that days
failing , falling and breakage' .
Day 1\rn - started with Lisburn talion experiencing the collective
sigh of all our happy participants ' hose alam1 clock sounded at a time
onl) pre' iously hinted at on a unday morning. When we reached
Kinnegar we once again pl it into our syndicates and began our lec turettes.
Cpl 'Al' harpe filled us all in on hi wife' pregnan cy and Cpl 'Done it all
before' Potton explained ... well something (it wa a heavy aturday night
after all). The dreaded command ta k were up next, we a ll took a last gulp
of hot tea and headed out into the blue yonder. To be honest our sho\ ing
wa ... well entertaining, especially the mountain goat Cpl 'Reg the Cat'
Gutteridge who must be the only man alive never to have climbed a tree
as a boy and Cpl 'Lisa' haw climbing pole in positions last seen in under
the counter publications. Command task safely di patched and Cpl ' te m
Boy' Price proving that teroid really do help you climb ropes, we headed
to Palace Barracks for the weekend's final event, the Assault Course.
Ten ion was high as the coach pulled in and the adrenaline was clearly
flowing as all the croops braced them elves for the upcoming gun run .
Ala it was not to be! With shout and tear of joy ringing out, it wa
declared that the PTI hadn't turned up.
The lads quickly destroyed the Ii h and chip dinner that had been laid
on before retiring 10 the quadron bar for a 'slap up' curry and copious
amounts of beer. All in all the weekend was a uccess as we all enjoyed it
and learned a lot, taking a\ ay if nothing else the enduring image of Cpl
Gutteridge falling off a pole again ... and again ... and again.
AITACHME 'T TO COM ICE - by 2L1 Astley
On arrival at Li bum I was delighted to see the COMMCE in touch
with its creative side, with almost nightly campaigns. Congratulation go
to gts Anderson and ewman on their engagement (courtesy of the
Emmett and Green graphic design consultancy). Before having a chance to
add my name to the petition I was whisked off to the legendary I RTT
course, and to 5 Regt AAC for a flight over Province. Following this I
received my ta king for the 6-week a ttachment, incl ud ing teach ing on
ITDs, planning a navigation exerci e in the Mourne Mountain , and being
detached to 9 R Irish, the R and RM, 3 Bde and 8 Bde. I was also briefed
on the various departments of the Regiment, and irs role and mi sion, in
order to understand ho\ a unit operates. Between these were socia l events
including a happy-clappy sryle theatre trip to 'The Tribute to the Blue
Brothers' at the Grand Opera House Belfast, and the memorable Mess
Burns' ight (apologies to those whose feet I stood on during reeling). o
far I've battled with the intricacies of Service writing, mostly late at night
whilst chinchilla - sitting (think large squirrel/rabbit -type rodent) for
absent ofticers ... I've trotted around the perimeter fence numerous times
(oh for a memory like a goldfish) ... and failed to find the exit from qn HQ
almost as frequently. l have been made to feel really welcome, if being
dragged to circuits, swimmi ng and basketball within ten seconds of arrival
counts as such! On a serious note, thank you to everyone who's looked
after me and so capably fielded my endless questions about absolutely
everything! All the best to those serving in orthern Ireland over the next
few months.
HEADQUARTERS QUADRON
The Squadron continues to be the hub of the Regiment. A high
proportion of the Squadron where involved in that none event that was
Y2K.. a line and uplifting way to spend the ew Year. Congratulations go
out to Capt Dave Duggan and Liz who were engaged in Dublin on ew
Years day.
MOTOR TRANSPORT TROOP - by Cpl Jnghant
~~~~as~as~~~-h~~~~

the ever-hectic way of life in I, there have been management changes
resulting in the amalgamation of the Quartermaster's Department with the
MT - now known as Support Tp. A warm welcome to the QM's. Ln no
particular order let's begin with the farewells. Good luck to the following:
Cpl Andy Howe and LCpl Adam Huggett who as I write are probably
freezing their bits off in orway with 249 Sig Sqn. Enjoy fellows! Also to
igs Ian Holmes and Keith Lovell and · family who I'm sure are now
enjoying Gyros, Pomme Friues mill Mayo at 7 Annd Bdc and 7 Sig Regt
respectively. ow for the new arrivals to the Troop. Welcomes go out to
those fortunate (or not) enough to be posted here to 15 Sig Regt: Cpl
Ma.rtin Hui:it, LCpl .hawn Watson and Sig Steve Worthington in from
various mamland units. Also to LCpl Charlie Lister, Sigs Danny
Richard on. and 'Jock' Fleming who have come over from Germany.
Congratulations to Danny, Steve and Charlie on their recent promotions.
Well Done! Final thought. Lads, keep up the excellent serv ice that we
provide as the MT
COMMCE TROOP
COMMCE A TRIM-by LCpl Fox
It's a busy time of year for COMMCEN Antrim. There seem to be more
people coming and going than me sages at the moment. (Not hard!)
Goodbye to L pl 'Permanent Trans mit' Vickers who has finally left to go
to the Intelligence Corp , leaving a nice cushy slot for LCpl 'Where's the
Hoover' Fox to move to. ig 'Whispering' Huish has the pleuure of taking
over from ig 'Disco Queen' Green. Then last but not least, ig 'Mine's a
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vodka' Gorman will step into Sig 'Rodders' Rodwell's place as he accepts
the challenge of I RBY pecia l Comms se lection cour c. Hopefully
everything will settle down again oon, because I nearly missed
Ea tenders la t Thursday.
COMMCEi PALACE - bySigHe11 011
There have been recent changeovers in the CO MMCEN. Let's start with
the goodbye . ig 'Rodders' Rodwell has indeed been sent to COMM EN
Antrim soon to be joined by LC pl Sam Skyvington with the inspirin g job
of Stats, w hilst C pl 'G lo' Fagan is off to iv Di v where she can earn rea l
money. A lso not fo rgett ing L C pl Webb who recently got g iven her tape
and ha re-traded to a Tech - well someone has to! o good luck and a ll the
be t. Hello to Sig 'Le Fox' Shields, Sig '$5' Henson, and not forgetting ig
'He say it's legal' Gorman.
COMMCE LI BURN
Since we moved to HQ qn on I December it' technically goodbye to
233 Sqn and Cpls Lloyd, Phillips and MacDonald in the C DA - a lthough
they're still nicking our food ! Prope r farewe lls to LCpl Allen an d to
Claire Lydon w ho've gone to e ivvy street. Congratul ations Claire on your
baby girl Laura ( 19 January) and to Sgts Newman and Anderson on th ei r
engagement - great news!! Also well done to gt Anderson, LCpl Webb,
and Sigs Walker and Green on the ir recent promotion s. Big he llos Lo Sgt
ewman, LCp l Joyce Sigs Entmett, Green and Fleming. Farewe lls to
Sig 'I wanna be like teve Ande rson' Simpson, Sig 'Stape 'Stap les-Miles,
Sig Jenny Read , ig 'Fanny' Hannam and Sig Matt Green - very best of
luck to you all.
225 SIG ' AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. R. Todd
S M
W02 (SSM) P. M. Downie
ECHO TROOP
Alpha Watch - A big he llo to Sgt ' Loz' Hill and Jayne, who have j ust
spent the last two years in sunny Italy. We hope you have bought with you
your tax-free waterproofs because you'll need them over here. We lcome
back to Cpl Tommy canlan and Sarah who return alter his Tl course
and by the way yo u're now on B Watch! Cpl teve 'Courses' Burton has
finally been accepted for one of the thousand cour es he applied for thi s
year. We hope it rains as much in Brecon as it does over here. The Station
Theatre C lub had yet another successful sell out 'pantomime' with Cpl
Dave 'It's behind you' Hill demonstrating his dive r e range of talents and
skills who was not only the Produce r and Front of Hou e fo r 'C inderella',
he a lso managed a Ch ippendale - cameo part a we ll! Not wi shing to take
all the lime-light, he reluctantly pa sed the responsibilitie o f 'Barman and
Doorman' to SSgt ( up r R) Steve Jacklin and Cpl Shane Hodgson who
even managed to make a pro fit for him! Cpl Al 'I can g ive up smoking'
S harpe is still trying to gi ve up s moking since the start o f the ew Year,
while Cpl 'Ash' A hley is still trying to put weight on to stop him from
getting blown o er when he walks to work. Finally a ll the best to LCpl
'Bab ' Woodhouse on your PTI course - we hope you break a leg.
Charlie Watch - Well it's that time again for all the welcomes,
goodbye's and bone nicknames to be submitted. Welcome firstly to the
RAF contingent JT David 'Davey' Hyndman from Digby, 'Keep your head
down and your w its about you and you just might make it thrmigh' . We are
also awaiting the imminent arrival of Cpl Paul 'Scouse' Kennedy and C pl
David 'Crusty' Hardy also from Digby, and last but not lea t, C pl David
'Spanking' Salter from 14 Sig Regt. Charlie Watch management has al o
undergone a change with the arrival of Sgt 'Don't g ive me a dafi nickname'
Foster from rainy Cyprus. ow it is time for the not so tearful farewell, bye
bye to Cpl Dean 'I'll go where I want to and you can't make me go
anywhere else' Lenton who has purchased a new batch of tank tops and i
on his way to Cheltenham. Also bye bye to Cpl 'Pepsi I'm off to wake
myself up' Mattacola who has landed himself a posting to Chicksands. As
for the remaining members of Charlie Watch, LCpl 'Baz its my weapon ,
igned out to me' Keen, has been seen volunteering for everything, if not
participating! Probably getting ready for his impending skive to survive
tour lo 14 Sig Regt. LCpl Jamie 'Where's my posting' Howard has just
attended the very successful Squadron Potential Leaders Weekend only to
find out w hat we a ll knew anyway, take that how you will! LCpl Audy
'\I/he.e's my posting?' Liddle is still waiting to hear about a po ting order, a
big shout out to MCM Div for all your hard work. LCpl Lisa 'Dip and
Dazzle' Shaw is under the surgeon's knife this month, managing to dodge
the RSJCC that LCpl Kenny 'Why haven't I been made up yet?' Halliday
has also managed to avoid. Not much else happening on C Watch, just a
final word, SSgt John 'Leave and adventure training guru' Fielder again
kiing for about a month which will probably run into some more leave.
CONGRATULATIO S is also in order for the Charl ie Watch 5-a-side
football team, who convincingly beat both A lpha and Delta Watch. All that
remains now is the forma lity of claiming the poin ts against Bravo Watch
and also those day shirkers within Goof Troop!
Delta Watch - After a few quiet months on Delta Watch, we say
farewell to SSgt (Supvr R) Paul Dunn leavi ng us for the day working
de!ights of~e QFR and w~ l come to SSgt (Supvr R) Kev Fogg a our new
sh ift supervisor after a bnef spell at Digby. Goodbye and good luck also
goes to Sgt Dave Marrs who is leaving us for a day job and who wi ll oon
be attempting the dreaded 'P' Company, sad blurk! Cheerio also goes out to
Cpl Jay Waite , who cannot dodge his Junior Commanders course any
longer, he's been dodging it since it was known as the Del Commanders'
course, good luck Jay, GOTCHA! An increase in manpower requirements
means that we shall shortly have the pleasure of Cpl Carolyn Thomson
and LCpl 'Scouse' Rimmer's company, soon to be posted in from Digby.
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Congratu lations to C pl Ian Polton and his wife Emm a on the birth of
their baby daughter Ffion, both are doing well. Budding skiers C pl Jay
Aldred . LCpl G erard Drummond a nd LC pl J. C. Smith wi ll be off for a
fe~v week· as Part of Ex 'ryst.al Fin n in March and wi ll hopefu lly return
without too many broken bones. All in all a great deal of change in motion
for Di.:l ta Watch as w~ start tht: new mi.llenni um, we hopt: it wi ll go as
smoothly as the last! Fmally, Congratulati ons go to LCpl 'Skin and Bones'
Woot~n -Jon es who went fi shing on a recent leave and bagged a biggie
we1gh111g aroun~ I 0 sto.nc with b l o n ~c hai r, wearing tight j ea ns and hi gh
heds. Word has 1t tha.t his watch Stany and Sergeant are tryi ng to get a few
tips on how he does 1t, as they are both keen anglers since childhood (did
you have one S taffy) and only come back fro m trips either mingi ng,
smelling of fish or even worse, both).
GOLF T RO O P
ot a great. deal has happened within the Troop since the last set of
notes hut certamly en ou~ to w~rrant a ~ l ace in The WJRE. The Troop OC,
Ca pt Ha r greaves, 1s on playing soldiers at the moment with the 264
Se l eetio~ S:ours7, best of luck to him . Sgt Michelle Watkins and C pl
~a tt W 1!~1am s JUSt recently represented the Regiment at Basketball , the
girls com ing a gallant Fourth pl ace out of four and the lads coming
ccond, unfo rtu nate ly they lost to the RM P's. They would both like to
th~nk everybody for the ir unmatched supp01t. Since our last entry we have
a few people come and go fro m the Troop, Sgt Tony C ecil has left us for
>unnicr d 1mbs at 9 Sig Regt and Sgt 'Ginge' Davey has gone to work w ith
the TA m Darlington. Sgt Dave Kilgallon joined us from 233 Sig Sqn,
C pl Phil McLcish fro m 264, C pl Stu treet from 9 Sig Regt and Cpl
R) an Laing fresh from his Tl. Finally the news that made the whole of the
Troop' year was the birth of Sgt Rich and Ruth C leminson's baby boy
Willia m Edward . Congratulations from us all.
233 IG AL SQ UADRON
Sqn Comd
M aj R. P. G iles
SM
W02 (SSM) Dunseith

Members of NCC Troop
Back Row (L-R): Sgt Thomas, Cpis Harrison , Brown,
W02 Darlington , Cp] Walsh
Front Row (L-R): W01 (YofS) Rose, Capt Benson & Murphy Dog,
SSgt Tierney and Sig Hudspeth
The last few month have been an extremely bu y period for the
Squadron, w ith the trial etwork Control Centre (NCC) being establi hed
from a portion of each Troop within the quadron . The quadron played a
maj or role in the preparation, control and te ting of equipment and

systems for Y2K.,.to ensure that wt: wou ld not encounter any probl<>m ova
th~ Y2K dates. V.llh many of the Squadron working on the e \ e of th e n~'\\
m1 lle n111um, we were all glad that ou r planning and preparation paid olT
and events went smoothly, allowmg the majority of us to at least fin d a
party in the small hours.
Squadron Headquarters would like to say fa rewe ll to the 21 C. Capt
Jules .McC oll who is on a two year sabbatical to join her husband m
Brune i and a lso the qn Clerk, Cpl Stu Brittan who is off to the le
sunny climate ofTidworth . Their replacements will not ha~e far to travel
as Capt Bels Taylor is set to take over the mantle o f 21 C in the near future
and we welcome Cpl Steve Lucas, both if whom are a lready stauoncd
wi thin Th iepval Barracks.
ROMEO TROOP RANGE DAY
Once again the time had arrived for the Troop to conduct another range
day, so the Troop headed off to the not too sunny Ballykinler. \rriving at
the ranges slightly later than expected, due to the orthem Ireland Tractor
Factor, the Troop soon started to check zero their weapon under the
watchfu l eye o f the Troop OC, Capt Colin Kell. For the first time ince
anyone can remember, a member of the Troop actuall y managed to
c'?mplete their zeroing the first lime round, so well done to Cp l 'Rapid
Fire'. Ric~1ard son of the Op's Section. Once we had all completed our
ze~o m g, it was time to move onto the more intere ting part of the day using our support weapons, which usually separates the men from the
boys. Once. again, the Op's section proved to be the sharp shots of the
Troop, putting the rest of us to hame. After a number of hours. the air at
~a ll vkinl er was filling with Cordite and everyone had shown some
improvement: ~hil s t pi~kin g up the brass at the end of the day, the
co~pul sory nd1cu~c was issued out to the poorer shots, especially from the
j ubilant Op's Sectw n who never tire from giving the Technicians a hard
lime whenever pos ible. The Troop would like to say farewell to SSgt Rob
AUen u he moves on to work with the TA in Liverpool , and hello to new
arrivals SSgt Steve Bartlett and his family, arriving from 3 (UK) Div and
LCpl ick 'Ladies man?' Jenkins from 249 Sig Sqn. On a tinal note, the
Troop congratulates W02 (YofS) 'Tac' Bartlett for hi selection for
promotion to WOI - well done 'Tac'!
MCKELVIE CUP POTTED SPORTS COMPETITIO
. With 1.nter-Troop rivalry at a high after the Christmas and ew Year break,
it was t_1me to hold the next event in the Inter-Troop competition, the
McKelv1e Cup. TM Troop were tasked to organise a potted sports
competition which was to take place on 14 January 2000 and LCpls 'Mad
Mike' Partridge and Dot Perkin were put on the case. The aim of the potted
sports competition was to le teach individual sporting abilities to the limit,
playmg football, hockey, volleyball and hockey. The secondary aim was to
build up a thirst for the games night to be held that evening. The first event to
take P.lace was the football. with young and old alike showing much
enthusiasm, tf not talent, although a few potential future tars were revealed.
By the end of the first match, it was clear that TM Tp's semi-professional
team were going to de troy all oppo ition. The hockey proved to be a much
clo er competition, with India Tp and TM Tp fighting for a bard pitched
draw. CC Tp, despite a courageou effort, could only manage third place.
As the day was progressing, the support from the sidelines became more
ocal and soon played a major part in motivating the competitors. TM Tp
soon swept their way through the volleyball competition. de pile fierce
pressure from CC Tp. leaving India Tp requiring a clean sweep in the final
competition. After a sweeping victory over CC Tp, the pressure was then
returned to TM Tp. The TNI v 'CC match was a high-pressure event, with
tempers mostly being kept under control. Eventually. TM Tp were victoriou
making them the 233 Sig Sqn Potted ports Champions.
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STH INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)

Maj Jake Tbackray
WOl (R M) Paul Flem ing

RQMS DEPARTME T
by Cpl Pete May, Cpl Ollie North and Pte PatrickMorris
RQM
W02 (RQM ) Kev Tu nstall
SQMS
S gt Garth Hood
We begin thi s month by saying farewell to CSgt ed Kelly (the
ori g inal coltish Highwayman) who i off to Osnabruck. and LCpl Dave
'Mr Happy' Wai-die and his family who are off to Cyprus (God help
Cyprus). Finally 'Y I Man ' to SSgt Garth Hood who is a fanatical
Newcastle fan and has slipped into the roll of SQMS well by being on
leave already. We said a sad farewell to LCpl Dave Wardle on a wet
Friday night in January, well we would have clone if he had turned up on
time . By the time he had turned up the food had almost gone and his
excuse wa that his wife would not let him out to play. gt Karl ' oah'
Duncan and Pte Patrick Morris have spent their time pestering the RQ
wanting to join LCpl Dave Wardle in sunny Cyprus. gt Eddie 'Billy
Joel' Porter has just had a week off to do a QMS course, where it was a
case of pull up a sandbag and listen to the in tru tor ' war stories. He
pas ed with flying colours. Cpl 'Wash and Went' orth has been im ited
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by the OC to grow what little hair he has remaining and i nO\\ after a
wig like Cru ty the Clown's. Cpl Pete 'Ginger inja' l\1ay ha. reappeared
in the Troop after being abducted by ginger aliens and experimented on at
Headley Court. LCpl Kev 'I don't believe it' Rattra y continue · to
circumnavigate the province acquiring \\ hatever stores arc required for
the Aladdin's Cave RQ 1 D partmcnt.
EW FLASH
A final farewell to Sig Lee Fowler who ha been downeraded LO a
driver at rthur Dayley'. MT. Also a farewell to Pte te\ e 'l\·e~got to ha\ c
the la t word' Wilson who yet again ha · returned to the Training Wing.
QUADRO HE DQUARTER - by Pie Carrie C11mmi11g
Chief Clerk
Sgt John Hughes
Christ ma had finally arrived at HQ but \\ hilst the rest of the
quadron were relaxing and partying we "ere as bus) as ever. Cpl Lee
'U ICOM is great' Goldsmith attended and passed hi: Range
Management cour e. What'> more dangerou than a cleri.. "1th a p.-101'? t\
clerk with a Range Management Qualification (and they said ''c \\ere
pt:n pusher)! Whilst c1eryone \\US Ill rking hard in the ollicc. I "•''
chuffed about being gi\ en the cas duty of quadron barmaid. (' rhis i
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the life,' I thought as I opened the bar that fi rst night ). By the time anta
had arri\ed I ''a: like croogc, as e veryon e wa s ye lli ng 'Me rr)
Christma ' in their drunken slur, I 11 a yelling back, 'Yeah right!

Cpl Gaz Moore, Cpl Stefan Sabuda , Cpl Glen Ruscoe
having good clean fun on Christmas day!

After Chri tma came the ew Year and the ew Millennium. We now
have a clerk " ith a Range 1anagement Qua lification, o LCpl Karen
' Page 3' Page and my elf thought we would give you ignallers ~ run_ for
your money and climb a ma t. o ofTwe went and after a short fl1gJ:it ma
We sex \\ e arrived at our ite. Whil t LCpl Karen Pa ge, a lightl y
greener one, wa - thanki ng God for arriving safe ly, I was thanking God
for being back in my homeland. Cpl Paul 'Climbing God' Houn ~ eU , afier
he had fini hed making ly comments about the need to adjust his perfect
hame s due to having the two bu tie t girls in the quadron, personally I
don't think o, let u loo e on the mast. We both pcd up the giant mast
which the o-called expert claim · i about 26m, I ti ll claim it wa about
I :Wm. I don't know what all the fu s i about with this climbing lark.

The RSM with the youngest member of the Squadron

Fina ll y we would like to welcome back th e Chief C lerk, SSgt John
'Karoke King' Hughes who has retum ed from his EFP 2 Course which he
zoomed through. Also LCpl Roy ' I've got another pen-pal' Banyard who
has retu rned from his JQ .

MOTOR T RA S PORT T ROOP - by LCpl Stu Palmer
Tp omil
W0 2 ( ITWO) To m Ha ir RLC
gt Gareth tan Icy RLC
Tp Sgt
MT Tp has been yery busy recentl y with details. people on courses,
everyone leaYing and Com ms T p crashing our vehic les. I would like to say
'<>oodbye' to Sig C ra ig Buckingham who's o fTto Comms Tp, LCpl Andy
G reen and Sig Ray Harrison who are off to 2 Sig Rcgt in Yo rk. I would
equally like to say. 'I Iell o and welcome,' to pl Ia n .Jon es who arrived
fro m HQ ARR
p Bn, Pte 'Tall' Corbidge and Pte Ryan C reed fo rm 27
Tran port Regt. ig Lee Fowler from the QM's for a few months
placement and fi nally ig Da nny Smith from om ms Tp. A II o f the MT
con!!:fatul
atc LCpl Andy Green, Pte Ross lilkins, Ptc Ronnie Barker,
0
ig Jan Billings and Sig Ray Ha rrison on their recent promotions.
Finally I would like to wish C pl Dave Ra bbagc goodluck on his
motorcycle in structors course, AGAIN!
COMM
I ATIO S T RO OP -bySig Phil Bloxham
Tp Comd
Lt J o tewa r t
Tp gt
S gt Tony Taylor
A usua l nginecring ection has been very busy over the last couple of
month . Firstly, 1 elcome to Sig C arl Brown who has arrived from 14 ig
Regt and Sig Idris Davies from sw111y yprus . Also the long ~waited
arri al of ig C raig 'Lurch' Buckingham who has made the long tnp from
the MT. Sadly it wa goodbye to Sgt Dan C oles who has lcfi to teach at
Blandford and L Jll Dave ' Donkey' Healey, who I'm ure wi ll be
appreciated by the girls in Cyprus. ongratulation lo C pl Eddie
tojanovic on pa ing P Company and LC pl Andy Richards on pa sing
his Clas I . Congratulation also to S ig Lee 'Geordie' Fea ron who afier a
1 ell documented 601 grades and war in 'Macedonia like', finally received
his first tape. Also a very well de erved first tape to Sig Ca rl tephenson
who along with ig Rob Passey is on a short tour of Kosovo.
TAT T RAl1 I G - by Sig Steve Baxter
'You lot have to go to ennelager to do five days training and we've
given you nine days to do it in.' This was the best news we had ~eard in a
long time. Getting to Gem1any did, however, prove to he a litt le more
tricky than first thought. Mainly due to the extra luggage we had no
paperwork fo r, namely four rifles, DOH ! T hat problem wa overcome and
we continued our joumey. UNTAT training we were to ld wa not unlike
the NERTI course that we had all been through on arri va l in the province.
All that was requ ired was plenty of eofTee to see u th rough the cndles
presentations. Whoever said this had quite obviously been a compulsive
liar as all the tra ini ng was held outside. Anyone who has, been to STC will
tell you that in January it isn't cold it's absolutely Baltic. The five days
trai ning consisted of a day theory (s lides, coffee, nodd ing dog, nudging
each other) and a general overview of the Koso o situation. None of us
have been to the Balkans before and therefore were privy to a world of
untold ta le , in forma tion and grizzly photos! The rest of the training
covered many areas including; mine recognition, mass easualities, use of
interpreters, basic Albanian, and basic Serbian to na me a few. Our tour
length is on ly 6- 8 weeks and although short, it will give us a much needed
chance to practice our trade, as here in prov ince Tele Mechs are em ployed
as Riggers. LCp l Carl tephenson and Sig Rob Passey deployed on the
26 January whi le myself and Sig Craig Buckingham depl oy in April. We
look forwa rd to our tour and you will no doubt hear about it in six months.
FRT HAND 0 ER FRO 1 15 SIG AL REGIME T
TO 218 JG AL SQ ADRO - by Cpl Ste/Sabuda
Throughout 1999 there had been ta lk of the IS Sig Regt FRT detachment
in Londonderry bei ng placed under tota l command of 2 18 Sig Sqn, as this
would be beneficia l fo r the so ldi ers and increase efficiency at work. A fi nal
decision was made in early ov that our time wi th IS ig Regt was to come
to an end and we would be formally handed over to 2 18 Sig Sqn on I
December. From then on the wheels were set in motion fo r the actual hand
over. This included transferring all records between units and establishing a
new chain o f command and admin network. Initiall y, the hand over seemed
stra igh t forward, then a few teeth ing problem arose but wi th the
perseverance of Sgt Ma rty 'I love the Spice Girl s so much I saw them in
concert - twice' Bowkett all problems were dea lt with quickl y. So on the I
December, gt Marty Bow kett, Cpl O ntar 'Roxette' Wa lshe, C pl Stef
'I'm now a dad' Sab uda and LCpl Mike 'I still haven't got my Clas 2 yet'
Garry came under the command of 2 I 8 Sig Sqn. The onl y excepti on being
Cpl Spike 'Claude Greengrass' M ill.igan, who still under the command of
IS S ig Reg!, has been put on loan to the Squadron till the end of April 2000.
T he fi rst few weeks have gone nice and smoothly fo r the now renamed
SRT, but who knows what's around the comer!

Following a re-examination
e level of current commitments throughout the Corps, it has been
·nennium Celebrations on the Morrison Cup and the associated all
decided to focus the Cor
ranks party. The effect of
·;:: ill be to allow units to concentrate their efforts on maximising their
involvement in the Momson Cup Competition making it a memorable event and celebrating in
style on 19 May.
The SOin C understands that the decision will disappoint many sportsmen and women across the
Corps but feels that making changes to the programme at this stage is preferable to adding to the
sustained heavy burden of commitments faced by units of the Corps. The programme for the week
is therefore:
17 /18 May
18 May
18/ 19 May

ARE YOU READING YOUR OWN COPY OF THE WIRE?

19 May

IF NOT, MAKE THE YEAR 2000 THE YEAR THAT YOU START

Those sporting competitions to be held unde r the banner of the Millennium Celebration but at
times other than the week 15-18 May such as sailing, will contin ue as planned.

TO SUBSCRIBE, TEL: 01258 482085/482087
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SOinC(A)'s Annual Conference. Letters of in itation to tho e eligible to attend will
be distributed shortly.
An evening talk to the Royal Signals Institution by Maj Gen A.]. Raper CBE,
Chief Executive DCSA.
The Morrison Cup . The annual major and minor unit athletic event for all
R SIG ALS Units.
An evening all ranks party for those attending the Morrison up, all Blandford
Garrison personnel and members of all other R SIG ALS unit . The event will
include free entrance to a fu nfair, live band , discos, and a fireworks display.
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to LCpl and to Sigs Sharnn and Dave McCormack on the birth of their
twin boys. We wish all we know a Happy ew Year, and look forward to
the busy season that Iics ahead.

l ST {UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

RM

Li C ol E. M. Flint
WOJ (RSM) Hymas

201 IG AL Q ADR01
qn Comd
1aj Colin Lawrance
1
W02 (SSM) Kev Simmons
E GLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Michelle Hanlon
Tp gt
gt Da vies
follo,,ing a well de erved Chri tmas and e1 Year break, the
personnel are back and raring to go. The Troop would like to thank Sgt
Hogg for organi ing the range camp and the cold wet weal~er to go wi~ it.
We 11ould like to thank Ke trel Tp for the quadron Chn tma funcuon
and the troop very own LCpl • anta-Claus' Lom as for providing u with
extra entertainment. Thank go to C pl ·Tight pink shorts' V aim ley who
worked extra hard, straining his clipboard to the max organising the
regimenta l junior rank fu nction which wa enjoyed by all. Welcome back
to Sig Dean Barber who has returned from Bosnia, Sig Jill Ca rrol, who
has returned fro m Ko ovo and LCpl Andy ' Bul bous' Har ey who has
j u.I joined us from upport Tp. Goodbye to Cpl Jenn y Ca mpbell who
has moved Troop to Falcon Tp, LCpl 'I love pie' Lomas is off to 7 ig
Regt and Sig Kenny ' I didn' t inhale' Smith has lefl us to join l(UK) Civ
Div. Finally ig 'Off at physio· Hulbert is still recovering from hi
honeymoon at the moment, before accepting his promotion when he join
16 Sig Regt. Congratulations go ou t to Sig John 'I hate Au trian · Doran
who has ju t received hi first tripe. Finally, an SOS call to Sig Jamie ' I
may be some time' Dick.in on who we suspect of being lost in the post.
Oh yes and has anyone een LCpl Steptoe's mini trai ler?
FALCO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Chris Biddulph
T p SSgt
SSgt Hogg
EXERCISE 1 KET DIA 10ND
Th is was a Squadron level, tlvo week shooting camp based in
Sennelager Traini ng Centre which made use of the excell ent ranges
around the area and the admin was on the ball. Thanks to SSgt Hogg, Sgt
Mcintyre and the Adidas crew from all the guys who thought that even
though it ra ined, blew a force ten gale and was mainly cold enough to
freeze the nuts off a brass monkey a good time was bad by a ll.
A good ·tandard of shooting was attained by all but a few, and the
majori ty passed the APWT first time. A couple e en had marksman level
passe including Sig Gav Wilson and Sig Geoff Briggs: now that's a feat
in itself. Thanks again to the OS for some excellent coaching. Mora le rose
whi lst we " ere out th ere, probably because it was an Exerc ise and the bar
was open, who knows? It may also have been the Inter- ection Footba ll
Compet ition, which was won by One Section beating the OS Section by
seven goals to one. Thi s came as a surprise to our very own Ryan Giggs
look-a-like Sgt Gerry McGachy who looked distraught afler the first fo ur
ne" into the back o f the net. Most of evening were filled by really
intere ting lessons such as LOAC and recogn ition, but this was j ust a time
filler until tlie bar opened fo r most of us. An Inter-Section Shooting
Competition was run by S gt ( QMS) 1 orth where each of the Secti ons
entered a tea m \\ho ran Skm in CEFO then negotiated the Roupe II Cup.
The competition score , unlike most of the weeks scores, were below
a~erage for a one legged blind man with no trigger finger. Competi tion
hooting is not as easy as it sounds.
All in all a very well run camp, which all but a few found productive,
useful and enjoyable. Oh and if anyone can produce photographic evidence
of the Amiy's ne\\ troop carrying vehicle called a ' DafTord' please contact
2Lt Alan Foote Ext: 3574, as the guys are dying to know what he is talking
about. A mention must go out to S gt (YofS) Ki lburn and SSgt (FofS)
Ross. Sorry you were snowed under getting photos of yourselves on your
mugs, was this rea ll y the reason you could not attend? The mighty 'Falcon'
would like to welcome to the nest Sig 'New sprog' Adam Wood and on
inter-troop posting Cpl Jenn
ampbell. It won' t be long before they learn
to fight properly. We would also like to say a sad farewell to Sig Mickey
'She looked better last night' Keers who is REMFing it back in UK w ith the
wondrous 2 ig Regt and lo Sig 'Shifty ' I won't be late honest' Barker who
has gone to join the fami lies centre where we are sure he will be a great
asset. A big hello goes out to Sig 'Tel' Frank who is out in sunny Bosnia.
Good luck to pl Linton 'The women will miss me' Breaks and Cpl 'Taff
' I hope there arc sheep there" Thoma who are departi ng for that well
kno\\ n holiday destination Kosovo. We are preparing to start the year off
\\ ith UW ls then into a busy fe\1 month of exerci es.
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KE TREL TROOP
Tp omd
2Lt Alan Foote
Tp gt
gt ' China ' C ooper
By the end of February Ke trel Tp will have lost quite a few of its more
experienced member . Goodbye to LC pl A ndy Plu mb and Sig Andy
Ga llagher who will both be off to 2 ig Regt and Sig Rob Vickers who
will be joining 7 ig Regt, best ofluck with your new units. Al o farewell
to Cpl G len Ma llows who i not only leaving the Troop but the Army as
well. Good luck to LCpl 'Tarr Lewis, LCp l Dave Harkness and Sig
Da nny Raw, all of who are off to Ko ovo. With half the Troop gone or
going. we welcome Cpl Marc Johnson from 3 (U K) ADSR. We hope you
will enjoy Kestrel Tp as much a all tho e leaving.
The Troop as a whole have been rai ing money for charily in the fom1 of
ponsoring the Tp Comd to run a S Marathon Serie . 2Lt Alan Foote has so
far completed three. The first being in Berlin followed by Frankfurt and
finally the Millennium marathon in Lanca hire, with a personal best of 3hrs
32min . I feel the OT team hould test him soon. Last month 's Troop
function was quite eventful with half the Troop falling a leep. Sig Andy
'The slug' Ga llagher decided to pass out in the toilets, leaving his recently
married wife Ju lie to carry him home. Meanwhile the Troop ' resident
bouncer Sig Geordie 'G BH ' Bowes wa sleeping after drinking half a
handy supplied by the new bamian, Sig Rob ' Look at my porn collection'
ickers. The big 'GBH' was shocked to di cover his whole body was
painted black, whi le the rest of the Troop cowered from the wrath of hi
anger. The Troop, however, was saddened by the ab ence of, Sig 'Devil's
pawn' Hearty. ig 'L ightning quick ' Abbott (Troop genius) lived up to hi
reputation yet again this month with two quote . The first when Sgt 'Gash'
Doe asked how many mil in a circle? Sig Abbott's answer was ' It depends
on the size of the circle-. The second quote was while checking his kit Ii l for
range camp; ·1 don't ha ea MOD fomi 90, I' ll have to borrow one'.
OPERAT IO STEAM
FofS
SSgt (FofS) J im Ross
YofS
S gt (YofS) Mick K ilburn
This i the first mention the Sqn Ops learn has had in The WIRE for a
number of months, which just goes to prove that without a shadow of a
doubt that they are tbe busiest department in the Squadron . The last few
months has seen the Ops team getting to grips with such joys as the
planning of numerous exercises and the provision of equipment and
manpower in support ofa number of ongoing operations. A particular high
point was the planning for Op Falcon (The Millennium Bug Contingency
Plan), which the whole team found thoroughly rewarding and beneficial,
enough said!! On a lighter note the last few months has seen the opening
of gt (FofS) Jim Ross's cellar Bar (The Pink Flamingo). This has been
a popular afler work venue, where it is not uncommon for SSgt (YofS)
Mick Kilburn and W02 (SSM) Kev Simmons to be suffering from the
effects of malaria the follow ing day. A specia l thank you must go out to
Sgt ' Richy' Rich ardson for organising the S CO's and Officers evening
out in December. The evening involved a meal in a loca l restaurant,
followed by drinks and various ba r activities in the Sgl's Mess. The OC
Sqn is apparently still undergoing treat ment in the Medical Centre for his
bruised ribs . At the time of writing 'Richy' is currently designi ng the new
regimenta l tie, a task which he is tackling with determination and vigour.
Hopefully in the next edition of The WIRE we wi ll be able lo pub li sh a
photograph of him mode lling the finished design.

COMMUNICATIONS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt 'Spence ' Spencer
Tp SS gt
Sgt Mick Po) ning
On returning from a very busy October and November, Comms Tp
sculcd down to turning round the vehicles and getting all the ATD' out of
the way. Once this task was completed it was time to enjoy a well earned
break from a very busy couple of months. The first function was to say
goodbye to Cpl (now promoted Sergeant) 'Wi lky ' Wilki nson and wife
Claire who are of to 16 Sig Regt. ext was a sad farewell to S gt John
Leach who is ofTlo the TA (special thanks goes to LCpl Lee Gobie for a
we ll organised ti.mction), good luck for the future lo you all. By now the
Christmas period had reached us and it was time to let our hai r down. This
came in the fomi of Squadron, and Regimental functions. Thanks goes out
to Sgt Mick Poyning and hi s committee on an excellent Squadron
function where ewryone enjoyed them selves thoroughly. The lads and
lasses had a good time at the Regimental Christmas dinner making the
most out of being waitt·d on hand and foot! Also during this time we
would like to say welcome back to Sig 'Head' Garrod, Sig 'Am I big
enough?' Wilson and ig Sharon Osgood, all of who have recently
comp leted their tours of Bosnia. Welcome back also lo Sig Bob Toner
"ho had a very successfu l tay with the British Parachute Centre in
Scnnclager. Welcome to the following, 2Lt Sue Alison on her detachment
to the Troop and congratulations to Cpl Jones on his promotion and
posting to the Troop. Well done to Cpls Ogg and Royston and LCpl
Thompson on completion on their class 2-1 upgraders course. Finally
good luck to the members of the Troop who are on Lanyard Trophy
training, ' hang on in'. Thanks to all those who volunteered for Christmas
and ew Year rear detail , e11joy your well deserved leave.
RADlO REBROADCAST TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ada m Shakespeare
Tp SSgt
SSgt Deano Cox
A quiet period as the countdown for the millennium began. The Troop
as a whole was hit with a bombardment of posting order and
detachments. The Troop would like to say farewell to LCpl Stevie
'Codackie AKA Barbie' Codack who has gone to 7 Bde in lime for a
sunshine tour. LCpl ' Dangerou ' Dave Wa llace who goes off to leach our
future soldiers in RSS Blandford (God help us!). LCpl 'Taff' W illiams is
posted to 21Sig Regt where he looks forward to some cheap beer and
cheap fuel (not). The Troop also has a few lucky people who are attached
to 7 Bde and are soon to go on a ix month holiday to Ko ovo, LCpl 'Mac'
McPherson, Sig 'Fordy· Ford and Sig ' wad ' McS har ry, good luck
guys. By far the hardest detachment of all was saved for our younge t
oldier C pl Tom M urray; who flew out to Kenya for a ix week range
supervisory job, tough luck Tom. Sport within the Troop is at a high
tandard as was shown in two competitions against 211 en iors. First
came the rugby I 0-a- ide when 2 11 Sig Sqn JNCOs beat the SNCO and

officers in what was called a eonlroversral game 13 point to I 0 to th
juniors. then came the football match with a I 0-2 slapping for the cnior ,
for some reason the kit inspectrons and block inspections have doubled I
wonder why'? RRB Tp look forward to three new edrlions to the Troop 111
the next couple of months, LCpl Dave Thomp on who is even younger
than Cpl Tom Murray, Cpl Vicker and finally LCpl Teague.
212 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Capt Mark P urves/Ca pt Jason ichols
SSgt ' l'mjusl nipping off to play football' G reenwood
SSM
Well it has been a busy old time for th~ bulk of the quadron here in
Herford over the last few months. A fc" per onalitie have come and gone
from various operational tours and other jollies generally kecpmg the
remaining personalitie in SHQ fairly busy. Congratulations lo W02
(FofS) Solomons for coming off the WOI Board. Ju l a pity that he
missed his celebratory dnnks but if he will disappear off kiing for two
weeks! What was it that he said about people mis ing work for sport?
COMMAND TROOP - by Sig Bob Yuille
Tp Comd
Lt Stuart G un son
Tp Sgt
Sgt Ade ims
It was quite a busy period leading up to Christmas leave, with DSG Tp
splitting to form Comd Tp and Comms Tp again. Consequently the Tp had
to work very hard to finish the never ending CESs pnor lo the next
millennium. We will probably still be using the same 43 series b} the next
millennium! The Troop organ ised a 'Millenni um' shopping trip to
Dortmund. After a few hours shopping for the loved one it was time for
some well deserved refre hment. A visi t to a local bar soon proved fruitfu l
as Rangers were playing Dortmund that night in the UEFA cup so a good
night wa~ had by all, apart fro m of course the only Celtic man, Cpl 'Mac'
McCaUum ! ext up was the Squadron Christmas fu nct ion. Everyone
seemed to enjoy the karaoke and disco apart from Cpl Jas Carty who
after tlvo large shandys thought he'd take a nap for the night. Than ks to
Sgt 'Tug' Wilson and Cpl Phil Korba for a top night. Fi nally, lucky fo r us
after the Christmas leave it was straight into a regimenta l plug up, with
shouts and screams of'are we rea ll y back al work '? A final ment ion must
go to Sig Brendan Wilkes who managed to get back to work, a week
late!! Congratulations must go to Lt Stuart Gu ason fo r fi nally gelling
that elus ive second pip!
IS TROOP
Tp Cornd
SSgt (YofS) Al Roberts
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jock Reid
Supported by the FSST based al Bland ford, Exercise Rh ino Charge was
IS Tp's first attempt at insta ll ing a Di visional Wide Area etwork over
Ptannigan. It proved to be a great success with on ly mi nor fault s standing
in our way. LA s were et up in each Headquarters. Ma in being managed
by Sgt M ark Smith: Alt being managed by Sgt ' Porn Tash' Griffith and
CMSC had Sgt ' Rifleman' Reid present. It was also a great opportun ity
for everyone in the Troop regardless of previous experience to learn
something new about the system.

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col C. Wakerley MBE
RSM
WO I (RSM) . C. K eilty
By the time the next WIRE notes are issued we will have sa id a fon d
farewell to the Comm anding O ffi cer. Lt Col Wakerley MBE, who is
posted to PJHQ. Best wi hes to you, J ackie and your ch ildren in your
new position. T he new Commandi ng Officer, Lt Col Jan C a meronM owat took up Command of2 ig R gt in February 2000.

The Commander 11 ig Bde, Brig J. C. Cook lBE. presented the
fo llow ing their Long Service and Good Conduct medals in the Sergeants'
Mess al Imphal Barrack on 2 December 1999 . W02 ( S I) Paul
MeGarry, Sgt Terry hiels, SSgt (SQ IS) 'Ga z' Tuff, Sgts Jim
Cooke, Dave Kirk and Cpl Pete Preece. Follo11 ing the formalitie and
photographs the Commander pre ented fl owers to the ladies and thanked
them for all their support to their partner through the years.

(L- R) : SSgt Sheils, Sgt Cooke, SSgt Tuff, L! Col Wakerley MBE ,
Brig Co ok MBE , Sgt Kirk , Cpl Preece, W02 (SSM) Mc Garry,
W01 (RSM) Keilty

Cpl Rumford under instruction on board HMS Yori<

211 JG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. R C. Bunce
SSM
W02 (SSM) Stan K elly
C OMM A D TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Mike Morton
Tp Sgt
SSgt Kev Innes
Now that everyone has a return ed from hav ing a great Christmas and
New Year, it is back lo some good old fas hi oned hard graft. However for
some, it is a new experi ence, as Com mand Troop has recently seen quite a
large turn over of its manpower, one of those be ing our Troop ommander.
Our new arriva ls ar.! Lt Mike Morton (a fler promotion from Comms Tp
to Comd Tp), gt Andy Minorczyk (a lso bei ng promoted from Comms
Tp to Comd Tp), Bdr 'Bedders' Bedford, LCpls Mark cillings, Jess
Limbert, Lee Gobie, Sig Greville, Baz Maitland, Turpie, Sha ne
Wakeling and fin all y ig Ward . Welcome to you all. Farewell s go to
Capt Karl .Jeeves (after promotion and good luck in Ba ingbourn) LCpl
Matt Whitfield and ig ' Johnno' Johnston (a lso on promoti on).
Congratulations to Sig Shane Wakeling on being selec ted for promoti on
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qn omd
Maj :\1. D. Bailes
\1
\\02 (
l) P. \'. fcGarry
Wei ome to the ne" 0 , Maj like Bailes who ha just joined us
from 21 ig Regt and congratulations to\ Cpl 'Mag' Harvey A TC
l ' P ) HQ qn Clerk on her rec nt promotion. Twelve members of HQ
qn and 214 ' n boarded HM fork from 25 ovember - J December to
embark on e experience training and vi it antander in orthcrn pain.
The Regiment are affi liated to H . S York aud thi is the econd time this
year the-Regiment ha' e boarded the vessel.

1 ig Regt ha' e held an annual Rcmcmbrnncc ervice in the historic
York Min, tcr ever ' inee the Regiment returned from Germany in 1983.
Thi year's Remembrance ervicc was aLLendcd by members of the
Regiment, their families, local dignitaries and members of the public. 214
Sig Sqn provided a contingen t which marched through the streets of York
to the War Memorial prior to attending the Minster service. Many
comments from the public ''ere overheard with regard to how smart
everyone looked. An obvious ob ervation on how many oldiers were in
uniform and a good reflection on the Regiment's PT regime.
The York Minster ervice opened with a hymn sung with great
enthusiasm by all ranks. The CO, Lt Col Wakerley then read a lesson
which gave people time to reflect on why we in the Anny have uch a
ervice every year. La t Post and Reveille signalled the start and finish of
the two minute ilencc and ' as played by a member of the Queen's
Divi ion ormandy Band. A collection was made and rai cd £I 00.
Aller the service, the 0 laid a wreath at the foot of the Kohima
Memorial in Kohima Gardens adjacent lo the Minster. Members of the
Regiment then returned lo their respective me es to entertain their guest ,
have a curry lunch and have a few drinks to take away the winter chi I I.
TRA SPORT MAINTE ANCE TROOP
It ha been an extremely busy year which has seen most of the Troop on
deployment in Kosovo, Bo nia (Op Palatine) or the Falklands. Sixteen
personne l from TM Tp left for Op Palatine in the first week of December
for i. months. During Lhi time we have said farewe ll to Sgt Paul 'Alan
hearer (from the Macdonald advert)' Richard , who has left for an even
ea icr time with 33 ig Regt (V) in January 2000.
Welcome to Sgt Trev McSween from 280 (UK) ig Sqn, 'l lello, and
see you in ix months,' a he departs for another tour of the Balkans. Also
to LCpls John Beart, M ike Calam, Anthony Clark and cott Wilson,
who have arrived into the Regiment straight from the factory in Blandford.
On Friday 26 ovember the ergeant 'Mess bade a fond farewell to W02
(FofS) Yam Bahadur Rana who de erted to the other side on
commi ioning. He was forcib ly ejected from the mes in time honoured
fa hion, through the window to surf over to the officer' me s atop an ERV.
He lea e behind many friends, colleagues and a large tain on the carpet
where he pilt mo t of his yard of ale! We all hope he enjoy his tour at
Area Sy tems Group in Blandford as TOT and take this opportunity to
congratulate him once again on becoming the FIR T Gurkha to become
commissioned as TOT.
AGAAMI DI
HARUMA TAPAI A I, TAPA IKA PARIWAR MA
HAARDIK SHUBHAKAMA A!

Day 2 star.led with W02 QM I Dave Clarke passing on Ups on
obstacle crossmg that the students would find useful during the Command
Task phase.- He chose to do this by taking them round the confidence
course, wh ich allowed ome of the students to find out something ahout
themselves (l ike tl~ey didn't like heights). The rest of the day was taken up
with the students, 1n two teams, entertaining the OS with their attempts at
the Command Tasks. The afternoon and evening were taken up with
'survival training' at a very basic level. Top tip: based on experience from
his survival kits presentation, never ask the RSM what he's got in his
pockets .unlc s you have about 15 minutes to spare! After the presentations
!t was tune fo~ the students to put theory into practice and a number of
mtercstmg designs for bashas were in evidence. It's a good job it didn't
rain! After what should have been a fairly short night nav igation exercise,
when d1ey tho~ght th.cy were abo~t to come in for the night, the students
\~ere issued with their econd estimate exercise. This was clearly all too
d1flicult for most of the student so, in his di gust at the lack of effort, the
21C cancelled the transport and the students camped out overnight.
Day 3 aw the climax of their team projects - the construction of a rail.
Overa ll, this event was very disappointing. The rafis were of far too solid a
construction and nobody got wet!

W02 (ROMS) Kev Smith and W02 (QMSI) Dave Clarke
relive their boyhood fantasies by recreating scenes from
the Last of the Mahicans as they paddled about in the water
providing safety cover
BY_ the .time the tu~ents left to return to York they were certainly
showmg signs of workmg together better as a team. More importantlv
most of them went away with a ery different view of the British Anny. ·

Members of Mike Troop say farewell
to FofS Yam, Sgt Richards, Sgt Walsh , Cpl Williams
(L-R): Sgt Hebindra , LCpl Bhawani, Sgt Walsh , Cpl McKeown ,
SSgt Buddhi , Cpl Rutter, Cpl Randall , Sgt Richards, Cpl Wood ,
FofS Yam

Lt Col Wakertey MBE
lays a wreath at the foot of the Kohima Memorial
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TEAM B UILDI G CO RSE
Over th~ weekend 15-17 October 1999 the Regimental Isl XI (no, not
football , cricket or hockey, I'm talking about the Trnining Team) used the
facilities of Welbeck College to lay on a Team Building oursc for postgraduate students from York University who are studying Post-War
Reconstruction and Development. They spend a year studying how to help
regenernte the systems of government after a war. The Regi ment had been
asked to put together a short course to help to get the students working
together a a team. Sgt Tucker and LCp l Poun ting had spent much of
the previous week 'gelling into charncter' for their survival demonstration.
The rest of the cadre turned up on the Friday to run through a rehear al of
the programme which had been produced by Ca pt ' Loads o' medals'
Si m_on Meadowcroft before he disappeared on pre-Op Tour Leave.
Wh ilst W0 2 (RQMS) Kev S mith and his team got on with the bus iness
of preparing the living accommodation, the 2!C and RSM headed off with
the rest of the OS to set up the Command Task .
The 17 students arrived on Friday evening and turned out to be a pretty
mixed bu.nch. Their ages ra nged from 25 to 53 and they had an abundance
of very different experiences in po t-war situations from a British woman
who had been working on an education programm~ in Mozambique to an
Afgham man who had ned to Paki tan as a refugee. After the introductions
we got down to some thought-provoking di cus ions about leadership
before WO l (YofS) 'The senior communications Warrant Oflicer in the
Regiment' Sim on Lock did his best to explain the estimate process to the
students with varying degrees of success.
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214 SIG AL SQUAD RO
qn Comd
Maj D. W. omerville
SSM
W02 ( M) K. mith
. Some form of normality has now returned to the illustriou fighting 214
Sig Sqn on their repatriation from the sunnier climes of Ko ovo. A good
tour was had by all' ith the opportunity to test the soldiers, equipment and
more importantly a new squadron operation team. The training that has
been provided by thi tour has benefited the quadron immen ely. ow
that everyone has completeo their full allocation of Post Operational Tour
Leave (POTL) the Squadron is intent on channelling it efforts to the
Regimental Forecast. The recon titution of the quadron, after a large
influx of new soldiers from Blandford, and the forming or the first
elements of 240 Gurkha ig qn are the main effort for the forthcoming
months. The fonning of Celtic Tp ha proved to be an exciting challenge
for all with a need to familiarise and brief with the arrival of the Gurkhas
and more importantly the chain of command of Lt Oh an, S gt Bhuddi
and Sgt Debendra . Once the quadron had returned from Xmas lea\e in
it entirety the reconstitution was in full swing. The first week comprised
of an administration week and to familiarise and brief all on the new Troop
nominal rolls (a large turn around!). This wa then followed by an
intensive week of vehicle maintenance. It was then the turn of the S M to
ensure all so ldiers had updated them elves and completed the ITD training
package. Preparation was then in place for the first quadron deployment
on a high intensi ty training c crcise for over a year. The hostile
environment of Otterburn and Catterick training areas proved even more
demanding Uian the 'tranquil' slopes of Ko ovo. A well organi ed
squadron function on the 14 January wa a welcome relief and gave the
Squadron the opportunit) to thank all tho e that deployed on operation ,
both attachment and tho e that had been posted during deployment. The
Squadron no\\ look forward lo upporting 16 Air Asslt Bde on their first
deployed exercise since formation .
We say a fond farewdl to W0 2 (S 1) Bob For shaw on hi posting to
33 ig Regt (V) as the RQM and S gt (SQ MS) Mar k Bristow a he
moves across to HQ qn a the llealth and afcry Advisor for the QM.
The Squadron offers a warm welcome to W02 (SSM) Kev mith from
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the QM department and SSgt ( QMS) Colin Dawson fresh from the
deployed AMPA 'sin sleepy hollow kopje, Macedonia.
ROMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt tu Whittley
Tp SSgt
Sgt Chris ymonds
Followmg a high ly succc sfu l tour of Kosovo, an even more successful
post-op leave and festive period, the Troop has amved back m York Vlith
car loads of Xmas goodies, ready for what promises to be an extremely
busy year. o soone~ ~vere we back than the Regimental rugby players
were on full time trammg, blastmg the Xmas bmges out of their ·vst.:m.
Unfort unately things didn't go according to plan aga inst the Duke of
Wellington's Regiment. LCpl Si 'Cripple' Hopkins still bear.; the
impressive_ sca.r of~ high ly brubing encounter, while Cpl Ray 'Old git'
MacLeod 1s still trymg to recover! All the Troop rugby players would like
to extend their thanks to the rest of their Troop for their su pport in the run-up to the match. The postponed Squadron Xmas function in the Merchant
Adventurers Hall in York was a good night out, with the hard-core lot
makmg the usual push onto that most exclusive of York hostelries
otherwise known as 'Toffs'.
'
There are several new arrivals and departures within the Troop. rirstly
good-byes to the old (in more ways than one). The Troop OC Lt Adam
'Wan n_abc Slim' Honor who is posted to Blandford on promotion to
Captam. He has seen the Troop through some tough times including our
recent tour of Kosovo. Although his navigation is still ome what
suspect... on that note has anyone is ued him a route card for Blandford?
O~r second departure is our Troop Reece Sgt - gt Mark 'Teddy Bear'
Wilford has ~en po ted to 34 Sig Regt (V) on promouon to Staff
Sergeant. We wish them both all the best with their future careers.
Our new arrival is Lt tu 'Johnny Bravo' W hittley who has come to us
from the unknown vo id of Special Comm at JSSU Digby. The Troop has
already adopted the 'shields up' position as our new QC, whose Ptarmigan
knowledge 1s about as useful as an inflatable dartboard, is soon to lead us
out on the first exercise of the new fillennium.
VlKI GTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ja mie oble
Sgt Terry Shiels
Tp Sgt
The Troop wish a fond farewell to Cpl Del Pa r kinson who leaves the
~quadron after a long tint to work with the TA, Sig 'Tommo' T hompson
1 posted to I (U K) ADSR on promotion to Lance Corporal and Sig Gaz
Mazzey who i now in civvy street, as well as all the lad who were on the
wrong side of the inter-troop po tings. We wish them all every succes in
what ever role they are now playing. Hellos go out to Sig ' tretch' Heron,
Sig 'Grease' Gun, Sig 'Jimmy omerville' R ees, Sig 'Geordie' C ummin gs
and Sig 'Ginge' litchell who have all arrived straight from Blandford.
Also Cpl Graham Parkhill, Cpl Plumb and LCpl An dy Willia m to
bolsicr the ever decreasing relay experience within the Troop. Finally,
ome promotions and farewells from the Troop, first!) congratulations to
LCpl And ie Irela nd and Gav Beva n on election for promotion to
Corporal. Congratulations also to S ig 'Maz' Mazzey, Richie G lass, Dave
McLies h, Daz O'Co nnor, 'Pebb les' Pember, M att Penny, John Shenvin,
' tevo' Stevens and 'Theme' T hompson on their selection for promotion
to Lance Corporal. Farewell' to Cp l ' oon to be gt' Del Pa rkinso n and
family and Sig Andy Goss on bis return to Civ Div, both will be mi sed.
On Monday 30 o ember, Viking Tp et out on Ex Viking Ebor II, an
adventure training exercise to complete the three peak , cro -ing over the
peaks of lngleborough. Penny Gent and Whernside. The Troop parnded at
06JOhrs planning to leave at 0700hrs to make the mo t of the daylight,
however, due to a light hie-up by Cpl 'Hedge, my FT 1600 in date, not!'
Hodgkinson we finally left camp at 0830hrs arri\ ing at our ba e camp in
R1bbleshead at I 030hrs. The weather was excellent for the time of year
and lhi put the group in the correct frame of mind for a good yomp over
the hill .
The first leg was a troll up Penny Gent led by Sig Sara J ane
'Pathfinder' Elliott whom had a cunning plan to ave energy, instead of
carrying a ruck a k she thought she would wear all of her warm kit from
the outset, nice one Sa ra-Jane. The climb was steady and took three hours
to complete, thi was allowing for a picnic and pie at the top. and ig
John 'I'm a potential Officer' herwin' map reading on the way do'' n. we
ca~ all see why you're going Officer. J ohn . Back at brue camp
gt Ter ry
luels sugge ted a pub lunch only to discO\·er that the pub was . hut
'unluck taff.
The i1cxt leg lngleborough w.i led by Sig Ben Ca mp bell. little did we
la10\\ that Ben had missed all of his map reading le on in basic training.
This cheered up the expedition leader C pl Neil Bin ks a each time Ben
got lot he voluntcel'\!d to buy 'eil a drink. The walk tarted o!Tat a brisk
pace until we reached the foot of the climb, it then turned into a s ramble
up a never ending track. II thought of flora and fauna went out the
window, ever the adventurers we finally reached the top where Sig Ben
C ampbell cheered us all up by announcing, 'There' an old fort here,'
cheers Ben. All thought on the way down \\ere of our much prom1.ed
pub lunch, orry pubs hut again, winter hours! There wa only one thing
I ft to do, that \\'3 " to make a command decision and head off to cttle for a
few . ociable drinks and a briefing on the folio\\ ing days acti\ ities.
The following morning we all woke to a good old-fashiom:d York-hire
Dale welcome, the wind ho" ling and the rain sheeting dO\\ n. I knew our
luck wouldn't last. With bli tcrs tapecl we set off on our troll up
Whern ide with ig '\1a tt Penn) at the helm. The going was slo\\ due to
the' eather condition but the group remained in good spirits. this \\U' an
excellent effort, especially ig latt Penny who in bad conditions nc\ er
lo t the track.

EXER I
HL\l L Y , ' EBOR l - 22 December 1999
br ig hedden
.
.

.

When it "a confirmed that I was go111g to take part m E>. Himalayan
Ebor, I wa , vel)' e cited as I ha e never been abroad before, let a lone to
epal! Ha\ing worked along~t.le Gurkha soldie rs m th 1. u111t, I was
intcre tcd in finding out m t e about t heir c ount r an d c ultura l
background.

Team Member ·:
-I Ex
C apt Hitman Gurung QG Sigs
Capt M. J. Bargro'e AGC (SPS)
- JE M EL
Lt . Gough R igs
- I Admin
C pl Gani:-sh Gurung
S ig D avie~
Sig Dev Gurung
- Di ary
ig Jobnsto ne
Sig Min Pim
ig hcdden
. - Diary
The Exerci e itself proved to be a aluable experience for all of the
tea m ex pedition members. Lots of ex~e ri en ce wa gain ed no.t onl y in
planning and execution of the exped1t1 on but also surv1 vmg m a very
c halleng ing environment a nd high alt itud es ..It g.a ve th e gro up th e
opportunity not onl y to take part m arduous tre ~km g m ome. of the most
·triking terra in in the world but also to e~ ~en ence and e nJOY some of
1 epal's many d ifferent cultures. T he exped1t1on was a great succes and
for many a once in a life time ex perien~e . On behalf of.the tea ~ ~ would
like to thank apt Hitman Gurung tor orga111smg this expcd1t1on and
al o 2 S ig Regt. HQ Royal orps of S i f:\ ~al s, HQ 2 Di v isi? n . Maj
Govinde Gurung MVO and the Roya l Military College o f c1ence fo r
thei r grants.
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Lt C ol D. A. H. J ones
WO I S. Smoothy

P RESE TA.TIO O F KOSOVO M EDALS
BY MAJ GE T R ULUK C BE T O 7 S IGNA L REGIME T
On 8 De.:ember, 1999, Maj Gen Ashley Truluk presented the Regiment
with their Kosovo meda ls and addressed a Regimental parade on the Square.
Soldiers from l(UK) Div who were attached to the Regiment during Op
Agricola trave lled from Herford to be presented with their medals.

VISJT OF BRIGADIER 1cDOWALL
COMMA DER I SJG AL BRIGADE 17 FEBRU R 2000
Brig McDowall vis ited the Regiment on 17 February. He presented the
fo llow ing with LS&GC Medals: SSgt Ironside, Sgt Mitchell, gt
Mapstone, Sgt fiddlemiss, Sgt Porteous, Sgt Tindale, Cpl Casswell,
Cpl Taylor, Cpl Woodward and ig Phillips. In all this repre ented a
total of I SO years service in a varie ty of locations: Belize, Hong Kon~,
Fa lkla nd I lands, orthem Ireland, Germany, anada, The Gulf, Bosma
and Kosovo. The Commander also presented COMARRC commendations
fo r Kosovo to: SSgt (YofS) Tabor, Cpl Gibbs, Cpl Thompson, ig
Brown and Cpl Morley who wa away on a course.

Members of the Team at Annapurna Sanctuary
There were nine team member and the E>.ercise started at th.::
beginning of December with an extremely long flight ha!fway round. the
world. On arrival in their capital. Kathmandu , we realised th at thmg
were goino to be very different. Slowly making our way through their
traffic-' ystem', you could actually ee the pollution and we were for ed
to endure a con tant fanfare of vehicle horns-something you actually get
used to! Our minibus had to compete with thousands of motorcycle ,
bike , people and animal uch as goats and even buffalo. However,
thing quickly changed when we started our eleven-day trek and the only
'vehicles' then were an endles stream of donkeys! Words can not
describe the incredible mountain views and the cultural experience we
encountered along the Annapurna Trail. We saw several cultural dances
and all joined in, met many interesting foreign trekkers along the w.ay and
learned a lot by talking to the locals who were mostly very fr~endly.
whilst all this was going on ig Shedden virtually managed to drmk the
whole of epal's Coca-Cola upply! Following the trek we went on to do
two days white water rafting which at times was quite.scary. Tl~e rapi~ s
were enormous and the current was very strong, every lime we hit a rapid
I was sure the dinghy was going to tum over. We then went on to the
Chitwan ational Park where we went on a safari and saw rhino , wild
deer and monkeys. We then went on a very pleasant elephant ride and a
not o pleasant boat trip through crocodile infested waters - the ides of
the raft we were in were no more than two inches out of the water!
For most of us this was a once in a lifetime opportunity and even the
Gurkha oldiers with us were experiencing some of what their country
had to offer for the first time. We all had an excellent time and I could fill
many pages if! went on detail, both about epal and the people who look
part in the exercise.

Members of the 'A' Team experiencing the Doko Carrying
IF YO

EVER GET THE CHANCE TO VISIT
SHO LO TAKE IT.

EPAL YO

Commander ARRCs commendations presented
by Brig McDowell MBE
(L-R): Cpl Gibbs, SSgt (YofS) Tabor, Cpl Thompson,
Brig McDowel MBEI, Sig Brown and Maj Doherty.
Cpl Morley was away on a course

A group Photograph taken in Ghandruk, a famous Gurung village
219 SIGNAL SQ ADRO

by Cpl Lyon and Capt 'Ir's Pants!' Tyndale
Sqn Comd
Maj 'Oh hello' Jamie Compsto n
W02 (SSM) Mark eigh bour
SSM
The quadron has been undergoing a few changes recently as it
prepares for its departure to that country of luxury, fun and games Bosnia! At the moment the Squadron consists of only Eagle Tp which is
now made up of all those lucky individuals who are not deploying to the
Balkans in December. It now remain s up to tho e highly efficient
members left behind to prepare a large fleet of vehicles, generators and
radio equipment for the annual PRE. Eagle Tp's previous Tp Comd, Lt
A lex 'I am the Spider' Clixby has left us to join the team at ATR
Bassingbourn and ha been replaced by L t Oha n, and also SSgt Roy
'Please don't end me to Bosnia, I've ju t come back from South Georgia'
Messenger who now have the heavy task of managing what is left of 219
Sqn, a warm welcome to you and see you in six months! Also a welcome
to (FofS) 'To h' Leyland who ha arrived in time to depart to Bosnia
where he will join hi partner in crime (YofS) 'Quentin' W in sta nley in
the Ops Room in Banja Luka.
There have been a couple of events worthy of note, that have occurred
in the short period of time that the Squadron has been together. One of
those was a day spent walking in the Pennines, organised and run by
SQMS 'Who else can I poach to join my SQMS empire?' Tuff. It wa a
very pleasant day; the scenery was beautiful and the rain stayed away.
However, for those who were unfortunate enough to follow 2Lt Dave
'When are we getting our UN berets?' Haslewood their day was not so
good as they ended up taking a very long and messy detour. Fortunate ly
they were found and rescued by Land Rover and brought to the pub just
in time for one drink!
Another day was spent hosting the Welbeck Cadets, who had taken
time out from their half term holiday to visit the Regiment in order to
learn more about the Corps. The cadets spent the day driving around the
city using the 321 HF radio on a treasure hunt type exerci e, setting up
Radio Relay dets in the fa stest possible time and completing various
command tasks. The Cadets thoroughly enjoyed themselves and really
appreciated the opportunity to spend time with the soldiers, so a big thank
you to all those individuals who helped with the vi it.

Maj Gen Truluk presents the Kosovo medal to SSgt Robson

Sgt Middlemiss is presenteed with his LS&GC

Maj Wally Drain and Gen Truluk
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SSgt Ironside
announces his intention to buy the next round of beers
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Hl::.\DQl RTER
Qt; ORO,
HA. ·om ER P\RADE OF HE DQ
RTER ECHELO! ITE
IG •. \L RF.Gl'\l .T TO L , ' D E 'T 2 O\' Ei\IBER 1999
by SSgt ( Q.\ISJ 1cw Beha11
. qn omd
i\laj W.•I. Drain
'M
W02 (
1) teve Bovan
.\ our final departure date drew nearer. HQ Echelon became a hive of
acti' ity, espedally for the Q L lepartment, w11h the back-loading of loan
and 'elfar ·tore , ammuniuor .nd Morphine. l. in my• capacity a site
I, continued doing prelimin~•. \\ ork on defence and ecurity notes for
my hand-o,crto enior l\taster:gt Keith zolga, t' AF, whowa taking
over as the LA DLE T
M for thi ite. After the mitial arranged vi its
10 the :itc.
\I Keith zolga. then tarted to appear on 'ite more
frequent!). the majority of the time unannounced. To thi. end. knowing the
British • oldi r's sense of humour, and his ability to take the P** out of
anything, thi~ small. thickset Ameri an came to be affectionately known
as 'Elmer Fudd' . The purpo e of hi 'i its were to walk around the ite and
make hrs O\\ n ite plan, but we 're not ~ure ifhe was not on the hunt for that
·Pesk) Wabbit'.

complete, all that wa needed was some fine \\eather. and the arrival of the
LA DCE T party. 'l-r hour arrived, but there was something missing,
LA1 DCE T !lags. small delay ensut:d. IL was then di covered that the
local photographer had also done a nmncr. so a quick run a round the site
was required for anyone with a' quaddiematic' ca mera. Enter ig ' Verge
gadget man· Verrill. With thi sorted , I handed over the parade to Maj
'Baileys· Hodges who made an impressive halt , but was oul of time with
me. (l"m the author so I'm right). The hand-over parade went very well,
much to the applau c of our audit:nee ' hi ch consisted of the two c leaning
girls and a dozen LE 's from the cookhouse.
All officer's and soldiers that took part in the parade felt it was a fittin g
occa ion which reflected the hard work t11at the Regi ment had conducted
duri ng the Operation Agricola.
Q A RTERMA TER' ( ) DEPARTME T
After a well de ened Christma leave. the department is now back and
raring to go. 'laj (Q 1) Doherty has been wa lking around smiling like a
Che hire cat thank to hi Ko ovo Commendation, Well Done Sir! The
RQM has been unning him elf in Cyprus on a Ex Lion till Reece and
Sgt ' Du ty' Millar has been hard at play wi th the Regimental Rugby
Team. Sgt • ick note' C hivers recently found another birthday and found
his way to work, gel well soon! ig 'Thelma ' Marsha ll has been keeping
goa l for the Regimental Hockey Team and is looking forward to her fiancc
com ing to the Unit.
Q ARTERMA TER' S (T) DEPARTME T
QM
Ca pt Ray Cory
RQM
W02 'Tatr Burdge
DEPARTME T EW
On 4 o ember the Department finally arrived back in Krefeld on
completion of the Regi ment's deployment in Kosovo. There have been
quite a few commgs and goings in the pa l six month s. RQM Burdge has
TAT training and
arrived from UK and within two weeks had completed
wa despatched to 'Theatre· along with ig ' Olive' MacLeod and Sig
·Mussy' 1usgrave who had both arrived from lhc factory in Blandford.
Also in O\ember Sgt ·Scotty' Scott arrived from 280 ig Sqn. Welcome.
On the departures side of life we ay farewell to W02 Ged Kea ne who has
taken over a SM 229 Sig Sqn and Sgt ' i' Booth who ha departed for
I (UK) Di\. The Department would like to thank them for al l their hard
work and wi h them and their families all the best for the future.

SMS zolga approached me and asked if we could do some form of
Flag Rai ing ceremony, for which I had a pro i ional plan in mind.
However, kno\\ ing the American love of bras bands and pomp and
circum tance. something more appropriate needed to be devised. After
consultation ''ith the site commander Capt Ray ' Dick Dastardly' Cory a
formal parade ''a agreed.

The QM(T) Department
SPORTS A D OCIAL
Due to the deployment there are only a few things to mention. Sgt
·Jock' Castle has been busy organising the Regimental Cross Country
tea m, which ha been extremely uccessful along with Sig Keri J ohnston
who has been representing the Women's team. Sgt Kev Scott is now
turning out for the Regiment's 'Veteran' football Learn and the QM has
been seen on Friday mornings in his ' llobo Gear ' explaining that these
really are the clothes he uses for Orienteering. The RQ is champing al the
bit for some mgby after being concussed in the first five minutes of the
Officers/Seniors versus lhc Juniors Chri tma game and not remembering
much of the re t of the match. On the social side, if you can call this social,
ig 'Chalky' White entered the Department in the ponsorcd truck pull
around the camp which turned into an inter-departmental competition. The
Department acquitted itself well and in the process raised some money for
charity. Well done 'Chalky'.

I then had the ta k of formulating the parade, consisting of a mar<'h past
and a mak.eshift 'Colour Party', but more importantly, because of the
ummg, ''h1ch was extremely short, I had 2x4-0 minute period~;, to practice
rifle dnll mo,emcnts and to practice the format of the parade. Many of the
soldiers had not touched nfle drill since basic, or Detachment
ommanden. Cour cs. o adopting a method of teaching that would make
an) ,uards Drill Instructor's hair stand on end, we managed to present a
parade, that was on the whole. quite impressive, until the fir t rehearsal
"ith Otliccr\ .. \.1 io lga was very impressed with the efforts made to
date. " .ith this in mmd, he thought it would be fitting 10 hire a local
profc. ~10nal photographer for the day, from which both Regiments would
rccciH: memorabilia photo's of the parade. The rehearsal s were now
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TECH ICAL MAINTENA CE TROOP
Tp Comd
WO I (FofS) Tommy Steele
Kecpmg it short and sweet this mont11. the troop has ju t returned from a
lengthy and much deserved Christmas break, most of u looking and feel mg
a lot heavier. l .ooking fonvard to getting back to some decent work (honest
!). We say hello to new arrivals LCpl eil 'Yeah baby' Austin straight from
the factory and Cpl Des Lang. Also we say goodbye to gt Caz ' Baldy'
Watkins who is leaving us for the delights of229 Sig Sqn. Sgt pence Ord
is also leaving us for the training wing, good luck to both. Recent events
incl uded th,· excellent Chi ldren in ccd 'Pudsey Bear' challenge, organised
by the Troop under the leadership of Sgt Ord. Nobody told us that it
invoh·ed the lads pulling a Bedford around the camp in heavy costumes, but
hey it 's all for a good cause. Well done Lo LCpl ' Baulchy' Baulch for
messing with SSgt Phil 'Don't touch my bike' Mackenzie's motorbike, lets
just say it 's~ good job you're on the cross country team Baulchy. Good luck
goes out to .'gts Matt 'Prelly Boy· Clish, gt Jan 'S ick- ote· Glover and
Sgt Ian 'F-f' an' Middlemiss on their Foremans entrance.
229 (BERL!. ) SIG AL QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Dan Webster Royal Austral ian ignals
M
W02 Ced Keane
SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS TROOP
The Squadron would like lo extend a warm welcome to the new qn
omd, Maj Dan Webster his wife Claire and family. We say farewell and
congratulations to the outgoing qn Comd, Maj C hris Robinson who
goes back to sunny Australia on promotion, also farewell to the Sqn Clk
Jeni Smith who has been with the quadron for two years.
CHARLOTTENB RG TROOP
Tp QC
Lt Evans
Tp SSgl
S gt ' Jock' Reid

SMS Szolga accepts the site from RSM LANDCENT

Maj Hodges, CO 7 Signal Regiment
hands-over the site to Maj Whilie, LANDCENT

·Where's my baseball' Russell, they arc off to gel their hands dirty in the
Regnncntal GRS ....... good luck. We welcome to the Troop th.: new MT
SNCO, SSgt Phil Hay who is playing MTO at the minute, and al o ig
Wayne 'Wake up' Kay, Sig Lee Clarke and ig Dean 'Still here '
Mannion.
Congratulations arc in order fo r LCpl Tyrone 'Nobody's ever shown
me how to do that' Christian and Sig Emrnn C laydcn on the birth of their
little girl Chelsea, and good luck for the wedding at the end of February.
We also say congratulations lo Sig Lee 'Parker' Manton who took part in
the I UK Div Nordic Ski Championship and finished in tenth place - Well
Done. Perhaps he will be able to come back and do some work now.

LATE EWS
Congratulations to Des Lang on his election and sub equcnt promotion
to orporal and to ig Keri J ohn ston on her selection for promotion to
Lance Corporal. The military element of the Department would like to
thank our civi lian colleagues Al Recd, Collette Devlin, E mma Kinsey and
Ca rl Ja.mes who kept the Departmcm ticking over whilst we were away on
Op Agricola. Ca rl has since left the Department 10 further his education al
college in UK and the Department wish him well.
REG IME TAL MOTORJ G TRA S PORT
Sgt Phil Hay
MTO
To start with, the Troop would like to say farewell to the MTO C apt
Phil C lifford who has left us for life in civvy street and the MT SNCO,
SSg! Dave M itchell who has gone to another Squadron within the
Regiment. We also say good-bye to C pl 'Scotty' Witts and Sig Glen
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THE PUDSEY BEAR TR CK PULL
It was a cold and dull day when 229 (Berlin) ig Sqn decided to take
part in the Regimental ·Fun ' truck pull in aid of Children In eed. How
can pulling a Bedford arou nd Camp possibly be eta ed as fun ??! ot only
is it not fun , but you have to pay to do it!! Charlottenburg Tp, having done
their research, learnt that there were prize going for the fastest team and
for the team with the best fancy dre s costumes. Knowing there was a
team of Regimental Winged Warriors competing, we decided to lend them
some ' refreshing' encouragement in the form of water bombs, which
we're sure they appreciated . The Troop threw heart and oul into their
costumes, and provided a colourful spectacle for onlookers as a great deal
of make-up had been applied .... remini cent ofa nighl out in "indon and
giving a chance for people lo air those drag co tumes again! ig ' ki '
Sosinski could have done with a bit more costume, and Sig 'Taff'
Phillips' jeans were extremely hort .... the effort paid off in the end, a the
Troop won first prize in the Fancy Dre Competition, with a particular
commendation for the fact that the whole Troop turned out to support the
team! Congratulations to all those in the Troop who ha e been promoted
since returning from Kosovo: LCpl Paul Brown, Sig 'Scou e' Kelly, Sig
·Canada ' Whitehurst, ig 'Andy Mac' MacFarla ne and Sig · ki'
Sosinski - outstanding' ork lads, you've earned it.
WHISKEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ally ' un' Lawson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Paul Robson
Since the last encounter with Whi key Tp, the Troop has enjoyed a
huge and most welcome Chri stmas leave period. Prior to the Chri tmas
break, the Whi key Tp worker , including the office dwellers, engaged
upon a festive spree including many a night of drinking at functions held at
the Bradbury Barrack establi hment, home of the fighting seventh .....
At the Squadron party the Troop enjoyed much uccess at the raffie "it11
Cpl Overa l walking away with a tumble dryer much to his despair, having
just purcha ed a dryer two weeks before. Another lucky winner wa gt
Dunca n upit who was rewarded with a holiday at Pontins for two weeks.
On the other side of Troop events we had lo come back to earth and take
part in a Range Day at Haltcm Training Area. t11e weather was fou l but the
Troop as a wh le shot well with the exception of one member, Sig Trevor
"The Fool' Woodward who managed a score of ju l 7 out of 60 (' ith the
aid of a SUSAT)! The Troop has now return.:d to normality and i looking
forward to the Regimental Exercise\ hich will oon be upon u .
The Troop would like to welcome Cpl Andy Morris and his wife
Jackie, all the way from 3 Div. LCp l teve Me llison (an unu ually hard
working T~ch) , and lastly ig Keith Lovell and hi wife Jinn ette and the
kids. Congratulations to LCpl Jo hn ' ' tevo' tephenson, and to LCpl Jim
'Lou Bagcr' Hewitt who are now both wearing their tapes. Congratulation
to Sig J im 'Laffo' Lafferty and to ig George 'LaLa' Spence who have
both come off of the board and will receive their tape on po ting. Finally
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we have to say farewell to gt Gaz 'PC Ventru5' Beardall and '~•fe
Micheala and children who arc lea' ing the Army Lo join the Briti h
Transport Police, also farewell to Cpl 'Geordie' Smee his wife Jill and
kids who arc otfto c1vvy street. We say goodbye Lo Cpl Lance Barr who
departs for his~ I course, Sig Paul 'Johno' Johnson who leaves for 16 Sig
Regt on promotion, and finally we say cheerio to ig igel Rowbottom
who leaves the Troop for civvy street, we wish them all the best for the
future.
231 SIG AL SQUADRO
SQUADRO HEADQUARTER
Sqn Comd
faj Paul Bosher
SSM
W02 ( \1) Karl Weaver
Since returning from Kosovo in ovembcr, the quadron has been
spread to the four comers of the world on much dcscn·cd leave. However,
the work still goc on and a big thank you must go to LCpl Jody Acly and
Mrs L. J. Castle for beavering away in the background kccpmg the
wo lves from the door. A big farewell to W02 ( · M) Chris Ward and his
wife Geri who have been posted to 16 Sig Regt and many congratulations
on his recent selection for promotion to WOI. Looks like you will be
moving quarter agai n very soon Chris. A warm welcome goes out to the
new SSM · W02 Karl Weaver and his '~ire Sue. Karl takes up his
appointment having done a year as the Training Warrant Officer.
231 SIG AL SQ ADRO
EXERCISE MO OPOLY BACKSTOP
With last years tour in Kosovo, and the Christmas block leave out of the
way, the Sqn Comd, Maj Paul Bosher decided to reward the quadron
with the opportunity to go downhill skiing, the organisation of which wa
rapidly passed to Lt Jon Mayne. The Exercise was based at Haus Magnus
Lodge in Wertach close to Sonthofen. The ten days were split into two
five-day packages to allow maximum attendance from the quadron. With
three groups of different abilities, ranging from tho e who had never even
seen skis before to those who reckoned they were the ne:1.t Franz Klammer,
the Exercise was guaranteed to have its fair share of wipe-outs, and more
than one person was fined by their group for having the most spectacular
fall of the day resulting in a costly night at the bar. This was especially true
of W02 (SSM) Karl Weaver, who was determined to get as much air
time as possible and therefore launched himself off every available jump
he could find, and aftenvards told tall tale of the distances he had
managed to achieve. As well a the traditional ki being used, many
people also got lo try out 'Carveri nos' for a day. These ki arc about a
metre long and very easy to handle. Even the novice group were able to
do tricks and 360 degree turns on them. In total almost 50 people of all
ranks and abilities attended the exercise, and everyone voted it a ucce s,
e pecially as it hadn't cost anyone a penny! The only person who really
had anything to complain about was LCpl Michelle Gilmo ur who on the
last day fell and broke her leg resulting in an operation and a week in
Ober dorfHospital. The whole quadron wishes you a pcedy recovery.

231 Sig Sqn - Skiers Ex Monopoly Backstop
Back Row (L-R) : SSgt (YofS) Budding, Maj Paul Bosher,
SSM Karl Weaver, Lt Jon Mayne
Front Row (L-R): Jenny Evans, Bob Morton, Sgt Tony Downing,
Sgt Tony Black, Andy Robertson
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Tp omd
Lt icky J21mes
Finalh th Troop ha rea·- mbled ba k at the garages after far too much
Je:l\ e. Th re are a few formal clcomes to tho e who arrived whit t the bulk
of the Troop were till dept ) l. L pl Hopkins and Sigs orr, Heath and
t ven ha\e all become pa· or the mighty Oscar. There are also !nm~y
belated congratulations to C p ls Applegarth, Beacher, McGee an.d Ritc.h1.e
and LCpls Baynes. C hild , M Kay and Walker on there promott01.1. Their
Troop Commander i. hopeful that thi~ profu io~ of promotions will keep
e\eryone 1-ecn and eager for the start ol the exerc1s ea.on!
RADIO T ROOP
R EPO RT F RO 1 0 TOBE R 1999 - JANUARY 2000
Tp Comd
Ca pt Ritchie Byfi eld
Tp , gt
gt G eorge Farrar
Well. the Millennium day ha come and gone and the end of the \~•orld
. omehow eems to have eluded u , o life mu t go on. and with Radio Tp
it'~ not such a bad thing.
s an outsider coming _in~o Radio Troop, . I
a umed that the Troop con isled of only a few w1lhng men po ted m
recently, until I di covered that the main ~roup have spent almost as much
time on leave a they have on tour. When m December U1ey all came back,
popular comm nts uch as, 'Who are you?' and, 'My Go~ l haven'_t seen
you in years,' were floated about, as well as. 'I cant ' an for Im tmas
lea,·e'. At the beginning or December the troops swapped and shar~d
man po\\ er with Quebec Tp. '' ith many new arrivals from the Rear Detail
Troop, and we all finally got a chance to meet and greet each other in the
time honoured tradition of a few drink . December al o aw the u ual
hri tmas events, including the Troop function at 'Mama' san all you can
gorge Chinese resta.urant' which raised more than a smi le among our fuller
figured members oJ the Troop.
A fond farewell wa said to LC pl Dave 'Jabba the Hutt' Hallway, who
goe on to 2 Sig Regt. The Troop. indeed Krefeld, will be a quieter place
without him. Al o a farewell to LCpl Dave 'Who?' Naylor , who goes on
to Butlin's holiday camp at Blandford. Before we let LCpl Dave '.Jabba'
Hallway go. he practically begged us to giv~ him one fast PT sess ion, o
bowing down 10 his demands, we partook m the Regimental truck pull
around camp, 'Jabba' goe away a limmer mai:i (not much s~immer
though). ow you may th i n~ that a anta hat 1_s JUSt for th.e ?bhgatory
quadron function, well Rad io Tp managed to mcori:>Orate It mto. many
tasks leading up to Christmas. there is now a hat seller m town who 1 able
to send hi kids to Eton for their education.
Congratulation to LC pl 'Flossy' F allows and LCpl 'Swis~ Tony'
Ain cough, not only on their recent promouons, but on thetr undying love
for each other, by the arrival of their baby girl who is already on the
nominal roll for Radio Troop (Manpower, get it while you can).
Congratulations also go to the following Troop members who have been
promoted recently: LCpl John 'Tab ' Marlborough, John 'Ken' Dodd,
'Thomo' Thomas 'Twiz' Twissel, and not forgetting 'Scouse 'Watch your
wallets' Dowell. One promotion to Corporal was Mkk 'I've swallowed a
cow, who le' C lark, who leaves us to join 7 Bde, becau e he' always
wanted to see Belsen and go back to Kosovo. Continuing with Troop
tradition, Radio Troop welcome another 'Matty' Matt:hew's ~vho
hopefully wont bore us with rugby. Last but not least, comm1serat1on s to
LCpl Andy Crabb, who discovered that, a bollard is to a car what
addam is to compassion.

Q EBEC TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Andy Saunder
Tp gt
gt Dean Wilson
Quebec Tp has reformed after our recent tour of Kosovo now consisting
of a SCRAT (T) rover group and Tech support. A warm welcome into the
Troop to the followi ng: LCpl Craig Irving and LCpl 'Air' J ord an
straight from the factory. We would a lso like to congratulate the following
members of the Troop on their promotion to LCpls 'Mere' Ainsco ugh ,
Glen :\1offat, Kerry Roberts. Jimm_ Samuel, Mike Jenning , 'Robbo'
'Roberts, Mark Lane and Phil Brown .
Best wishes go out to LC pl 'B ig Pos' Po tlethwaite who has left us for
life in civvy street, and to Cpl Bob Morton on his promotion and posting
to 609 TCP RAF Leaming. We'd like to congratul ate L C pls iki Fa llows
~~d 'Mere' Ainscough on the birth of their daughter Bethany La uren .
Many a leeples night to look forward to! Finally we would like to
congratulate LCpl 'Robbo' Roberts for his outstanding performance on
his PTI course. He certainly knows how to do well on a cou rse by turning
up for the course so bad ly prepared that the staff had no choice in
awarding him the most improved student! Well done 'Robbo'!
232 IG ' ALSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Phil Baker
S.1
W02 Rick Hughes
PAPA TROOP
Fir tly we would like to say a big Welcome back to the fo llowing - Sgt
Andy Mapstone, LCpl Mark Ross, LCpl Manic M u ndy, Sig Steff
Rees, ig Chris McLaughlin, ig Lou ise Allen, Sig Si Cartmell and Sig
C raig Sykes - on their recent return from Operations in Kosovo. Papa Tp
have had a busy time recently beginning with their now annual
re ponsibility towards the Regiments' St. Martin's Day celebrations. T he
whole.: day had been spent preparing for a few hvurs in the evening when
hundred of children were to descend on the camp to claim their bag of
good1e:.. Each bag of sweets had been packed earlier in the day by Papa Tp
and loc1l Gennan women, onl y part of th is Anglo-German event. The
children and their parents wa lked the streets of Krefeld with hu ndreds of
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glowi ng lanterns and a traditional Oompah band to c cort th em all the

~vay. The bonfire wa · lit under supervision by Cpl 'Pyromaniac' Jackson

and Cpl 'Eyebrows' Hcp\\<orth who swore 1t woul.d be the last time ~hat
0
he risked the na hbal'k of bonfire duty on L Marlin Day. The even mg,
like the bonfire wa. a roarmg success. Nobody wa tramp led in the mad
ru. h to get the sweeties, and those of P~pa Tp who remained till the end
were rewarded with some ginger bread lrom the loca l German orgamsers.
Papa Troop was also involved in a vi it lo Rheinburg Cemetery on
Thursday 11 ovcmber. Iler the ceremony a poppy was placed at the
foot of every headstone, to pay re pcct to all tho e who lo t their lives. All
in all it wa a very emotional day. On unday 14 ovembcr we had a
parade in the gymnasium for Remembrance unday. Everyo n ~ was
martly dre .ed in their numb.:r twos and hymn and prayers were JOmed
in remembrance. The event went very smooth ly and th ank go lo a ll those
who \ ere involved in the ctti ng up and taking part in the serv ice. The
final ervice of the year, the Regimental Caro l erviee wa rou ingly led
by example from Papa Tp who provided the three rcade_rs for th~ bible
pas age. This came in the form of a Geordie Prophet ( 1g Laven ck), a
Scottish Angel (Sig ykes) and a York hire Narrator, ( ig McLaren).
Finally congratulation are to go to a SI?ate of promotions w ithin the
Troop. Firstly to Sig Carl hacklcton on Ins selection for Lance Corporal.
Al o to LCpl Duncan Johnson and LCpl Shane Hepwo rth on their
promotion to full orpora I.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ben Howarth
Tp Sgt
Sgt I Ironside
The last month and a bit have been an adaptive time for Hotel Troop,
with of course the usua l movement of personnel. For example it' goodbyes to LCpl 'Dutchy' Holland and LCp l ' tan' Stanley, redeployed to
practice thei r technical skills in other troops within 232 Sig qn. Hello's go
to Sig Chris 'Albert' Hall, traight from the factory and Sig 'Harriet'
Har mon over from RAF Bruggen. The Troop would like to wi h LC pl
'LJ ' 1urray mid hi wife Best Wishe and Luck on hi po ting to orthem
Ireland. We're sorry to lo e our honorary Troop mascot, their little Baby
son, Alistair.
Promotional Congratulations go to LCpl 'Lenny' Victor, LCpl Sha un
'PT!' Dinsdale and well done to C pl 'Shazza' Dainty. The Troop started
silly season with our own Xmas party. 1t was we_ll organi ed and planned
by our own LCpl 'Taz' W illiams. After a short tnp over the Dutch Border
to Vento, we started off the evening with a couple of games of T~n Pm
Bowling. SSgt 'Kingpin' Ironside showed us all how lo pl.ay. Then 1t was
time for the tropical barbecue, superb food and heartily enJoyed by all. To
top the night off we all kitted-up and prepared for war in the Lazer Zone. A
few of us may have taken it a little too seriously and the fun was brought to
a premature end due to its violent nature. A good ni~ht was had by all and
provided a tenific prelude for the Squadron and Regimental Bashe .
It's safe to ay the majority of the troops time, in the last couple of
months, has been spent on Po t Kosovo, Christmas and ew Year Leave.
Some may have enjoyed their time a little too much, mentioning no names
but. .. Sig 'It's not my fault' L averick spent Xmas day with his fiance , at
Her Majesty' Plea ure. Other more enjoyable places v i ited by Troop
members, were South Africa and we are ti ll eagerly awai ting the return of
C pl Matt 'Busker' Duddles from a months visit to ew Zealand . An
interesting and extremely busy year stretches out ahead of us.
EXER CISE LIZARD-ROCK BACKSTOP
ROCK-CLIMBl G PRO FIClE CY I T H E C O STA BLANCA

by Lt T. M Noakes
In ovember of last year I was fortunate enough to lead a rockclimbing exercise to the osta Blanca in Spain for three weeks. Exerci. e
Lizard-Rock Backstop aimed at qua lifying three successive group of SIX
soldier in the rock-climbing proficiency award. The participating oldiers
were all from 7 Sig Regt, most of whom had on ly recently returned from
Operations in Kosovo. Some of the soldiers returned early from the ir P.osl
operational leave to take part in the Exercise. The prev ious rock climbing
ex.perience of the soldiers varied con iderably from novice lo indoor leadclimbers. All of them were to find the multi-pitch limestone crags of U1e
Costa Blanca an eye openi ng, and cha ll enging experience. The origi nal
idea was born from the knowledge that under the remode lled adventure
training system a unit JSRCI is encouraged to supervise and in truct.rock
c limbing proficiency courses for soldiers within U1eir unit. Thus
encou raging young soldiers to participate in AT activities early in their
career and foster development towards becom ing an instructor. This
opportunity was like a red-rag to a bull. Having recently passed my JSRC!
during my R&R from Kosovo in May upon my return from Operations 111
August I set the whee l in motion to enab le Lizard- Rock Backstop to be
born.
This was the first full scale Adventure Training Exercise th at I have
organised through the military system and in hindsight I hope it will not be
the last. I have certainly learnt some lessons that wi ll make such a task in
fu ture less dra ini ng. Like many other Exercise orga ni sers there were
moments when I swore 'never again', when my in tructors pulled o ut days
before kick-off and had to be rep laced al the last minute. That sa id, the
appreciation of the eighteen so ldiers invo lved and the quali ty of the
memories that I take away were more than worth the effort. The Exercise
was organised so that the instructional team was based in Spain for the
whole period whi lst three groups of six soldiers n ew out successively
from Germany to partici pate in their one-week course. Each course ran
Monday to Friday allowing the weekends free for instructor traini ng! Our
permanent base was a Vill a called 'Casa Mabcni' in La Fustcra on the
o utskirts ofCa lpe. The Villa not on ly provided a ha rd ba e from which to
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conduct evening teaching sessions and lectures, but the sci f c~tering aspect
provided the nexibility required to make the most out of the time
availab lt:. The instructional team consisted of W02 Mike Holman MIC'
currently at Blandford Gym, Lt Tania Noa kes JSRCI and ourse
Provider at 7 Sig Regt, 2Lt Richard Vowles JSRCI currently al RMA ',
ably assisted by C pl Ewen Whitney a JSRLT from Rlandford with
experience above many active JSR Is. My thanks have already been
extended to them all for stepping in at the last minute in the knowledge
that without them this excell ent opportunity may have been lost. I know
that they all enjoyed the experience and hope that there will be many a
reunion in future!
The Costa Blanca is renowned amongst British climbers for providing
an excellent winter-sun climbi ng experience on both bolted and traditional
routes. Three weeks arc barely enough lo scratch the surface of what is
available. There is a wealth of ven ues of very different character all within
one-hours' drive from alpe. The c varied from sma ll , difficult but bolted
sport crags, to single and multi-pitch roadside crags and sea cliffs. There
are also plenty of long multi-pitch crag with straightforward access and
very long Multi-Pitch Mountain Routes for the full-on Mountain Day
expcncncc. If you haven't clim bed at Puig Campana whilst in the.: area
where ha\t! you been? (See photo for a rock-climbing haven). The variety
of cli1rbing sites available allo\ s most weather to be dealt with. If it is
iainin~ m the mountains it is usually dry on the coast and for tho e rare
days when it is raining everywhere orne specific routes stay dry. Out of
twenty-one climbing days only two were rainy. On the first the corner
route of Povlos Magico on the Penon D'lfach was found to be dry and on
the second the rain had cleared sufficiently by midday lo visit Toix Oe te
and conduct Lead Climbing Instruction. The areas which we used during
the cour: · of the three weeks inr:luded, Toix Este and Oe le, Candelabra
Del ol, M~scarat and Aguja Inferior, Pen n D'lfach, Gandia, Sella Cul
Del Rino, ella The Divino and Puig Campana, (a pretty busy three
weeks!). The area lends itself very well to teaching a group of reasonably
strong novices. The courses that were run covered in depth the multi-pitch
climbing system and introduced all the students to leading their own
climbs by the end of the week. I would mark out two particular elements
which were key to the uccess of running these rock-climbing proficiency
courses in such a challenging environment. The first was an element of
selection and training of the candidates before the Exerci e proper. From
the start it was emphasised that the exercise was aimed primarily at
identifying potential future in lructors and the level would be pitched a
such. By far the most important element however was the fact that all four
instructors are currently active rock climbers at a level above British
HVSIE I and all had a true com mitment to their port. This allowed the
students the chance to draw on over forty years worth of climbing
experience, and gave the instructors an opportunity to introduce
newcomers to the sport on a very personali ed basis. Although the number
of easy climbs in the area is low, tho e that exist are of high quality and
require placed protection throughout thus allowing the students to learn
traditional climbing skills . The quality of the bolted protection on most
climbs 6a or above wa fou nd to be excellent, however on routes of a
lower grade a climbing rack was taken and invariably used. (Unle s you
get a perverse thrill out of ome of the coat-hanger heads that we found
in lead of bolt hangers.) The level of climbing difficulty meant that the
students were significantly challenged from day one and that the pace of
the course was unrelenting. Their learning curve wa necessarily steep and
for the most part all the student coped very well. I cannot deny lhal the
Costa Blanca is an area that forms a deep imprc ion on inexperienced and
experienced climber alike. (All of the in tructors plan to return.)

ome of the longer routes subjected the sold iers to a le\ el of expo~ure
akin to nothing they had experienced before. ome found this a humbling
experience and others found it liberating. The students were thoroughly
challenged and in hindsight all participants enjoyed their cour e without
exception. To add a further insight into the rewards of such a challenging
introduction to the sport here is Sig Claire Davies, aged 19, who joined 7
Sig Regt in the Summer of 1999 in her own words.

'As a Novice cfunber I found this 5-day course m the Costa Blanca
extremely inspiring. ! learnt a lot in the jive days, more than I imagined I
would, from basic rope techniques, to ethics in the mountams. The multipilch climbs were amazing, even though the weather was not perfect on the
first couple ofdays the views were spectacular. I didn't realise there was so
much opportunity for nodces like myself A few of the pitches were very
challenging and some of us coped better than others. but all of our
climbing skills had improved by the end of the week and all of us had
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. I would be extremely pleased if! was to see
more Adventure Traming Exercises like this in future. I gained a lot from
the jive days training and would like to see others given this experience
also.'

Sig Davies on the Spectacular pitch in Dierdro UBSA (Grade S+)
It wa particularly encouragi ng that the feedback at the end of the
course wa so very positive. Of even teen students who attained the award
sixteen said that they would continue the sport in one form or another, with
at lea t ten who were keen to do more multi-pitch climbing and learn to
in truct others in the sport. For each course an instructor was allocated two
students for the duration of the week, and ome of these RCP partnership
have endured to continue rock-climbing in their own time. Th is is after all
what we all hope will happen atler attending an RCP course!

LCpl Steve Minto learning to abseil - Toix Esta

Cpl Whitney and W02 Holman
of Dierdro UBSA (Grade S+) Penan D/Fach
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I am with 7 Sig Regt al least until the ummer month. of'.!000 and plan
to u c U1c time to fo ter the conti nuation training of these budding rockcl imbers. Some of them arc ready to take their rock-leader trai111ng already
and will be visiting one of the Join t ervices entres fo r the first time later
thi year. !though I am planning further Expcd1tion. for the Regiment
later this year I hope to run additional RCP courses for the soldiers \\ho
missed out on this opportunity over several \\t:ekend at my cummt local
crag-Freyer!
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HEADQ ' RTER TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Hawes
Tp gt
gt Hughe
.
.
.
It ha been a fairly bu y period for the Trooi:; mce the M11len111um,
deploying on exerci e ·Foxe Horizon ' from the 10-14 Ja~uary for a preK nya hake dO\\ n and true !O the nonnal Wei ~1 weather ll _never sto~ped
raining for the whole exercise (good acchmat1 auon). TlllS was "lilly
followed by Ex Dragon ' Tc t from the 17- 19 January' hich aw mo t of
the Regiment deploy at hort notice to ennybridge Training Area for the
CO's Cup. a 55km walk in the park\ llh a couple of stand to co~p l ete on
the way round! (Apan from LCpl ' Oti ' Reading who played_h1 gel ? ut
of gaol free card (literally).) The Troop was ta ked_ to _prov ide a Mme
Clearance stand for th Exerci e. With a much 1ll um111a11on a Blackpool
Tower. the stand wa et up in record time on one of the highe t points on
the training area. Flag 2 . Congratulations to the quadron ' B' Team on
coming econd in the competition, fi e places in fron t of the ·x Team '.
A warm welcome from the Troop goe to Sgt ·Mac· MacDonald, Cpl
·11,.fat' Turner, LCpl · tu' Grey and LCpl 'Oti ·Reading who make up
the quadron Tech Workshops. that is if they can find a place to put them.
They have only been here for a few months and are al.ready on their fourth
move back in with the MT. Where i that pon-a-cabm that we have been
promi ed? The MT would like to thank the Gymna ium for letting Sig
Morri join them back in the quadron to do some real work, only to find
that he is off to Kenya on Devil 's Horizon for six week . They would al o
like to ay, ·_ o,' to ig Bradford, you can·t go on another 6-month tour
( kive) to Ko ovo and Cpl Campbell how could you let the ED' . down?
The rear party would like 10 wish the members of the Troop a safe 1_oum~y
as they deploy on Exercise Devil 's Horizo~ for a 1x " :eek holiday 111
Kenva. while they support the Operational Tnal for Odette m the Sah bury
Plai~ area (a clo e econd I don ' t think.) Don·l forget to end us a postcard
and remember to wear your sun screen.
lCTORTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt F. Reid
SSgt {Supvr R) Watters
.
.
Tp SSgt
ince returning from Christmas leave the Troop has been 111volved 111 a
number of events. The most impo1tant is the forthcoming deployment to
Kenya on Ex De' il's Horizon. This has meant the ~oys being d~agged
away from the 'trailer of knowledge' to ensure the vehicles a_nd equipment
were ready. While all this wa happening we managed to fit ma Squa~ron
Exercise and a Troop level exercise, another weekend spent work111g.
tany thanks to Cpl 'Swampy' Wilkins'' ho ank an ;ntire complex " . hen
a hard standing was less than ten feet away! The CO s Cup also provided
mu h merriment when it was decided to complete a 58km tab around
ennybridge Training Area. Lt 'Taxi' Coleman misunderstanding the
word tab much to Sgt Tony ·1 ha,·en't got the fare· Watters annoyance,
but ''ell done to both team who took part. E pecially ig 'Biggsy'
Hancock who still managed to find time to play darts with a winch peg
usmg Cpl 'Tommy' Tucker's hands as a dart-board. Happily the vehicles
are finally packed for Kenya and off our hands, with the lucky ones p11tting
the fini hing touche to their personal kit before jetting ofT for eight weeks
in the sun. For those remaining behind, ODETTE courses arc the priority
m preparation for the arrival of the new EW system to take us forward in
this Millennium! Finally the Troop bid a sad farewell to LCpl ·Flyover'
alter who left us on promotion (Finally) to 225 Sig Sqn.

'Clubby' C lub who 's off to Arborfield to prcad hi s joy with the recruits
and team up with his old friend ndy. Also farewe ll to ig ' apt'. Jone
who' off to 2 ig Rcgt (or is it the Royal Mannes)? o n &r~ tul a u on t_o
gt C hris 1u lligan and_ pl Tom Wisc on the late t addition to their
families (well done the w11es).

EXERCISE DRAGO. 'STE T
A break from the nonn wa requi red. T he forecast of events is too
packed to allow the tradit iona l format for the 0 ' ~ up . As an e~ ampl e
our quadron is on the build up to the ystem Oper_allonal F1_eld _Trial for
Odette and another, rumour has it, has a forthcommg cxerc1 e 111 Kenya.
(Ment ioned on ly nine time in their WIRE notes it' ix weeks you know)!

The youngsters of 3 Div who gave us a hard first half

CO
R M

Capt Jackson and the RHO 'A 'Team'
receive a lesson on the Turfer Winch
from Sgt Turner on the 245 Sqn 'Vehicle Recovery'Stand
The Regiment deployed en masse to Sennybridge Training Area on the
Monday That night they began a long march around the area coml'letmg
stands en-route. The distance 'aried from 55km to I 55km depend111g on
whom you talked to .. . and who got navigationally embarrassed.

LCpl Cleary is defiant
' It's a trap .. .. there isn't a breath of wind nor a cloud in the sky
... it's January therefore this isn't Sennybridge' (it's a fair point!)
The teams returned to 'Brawdy Lanes ' for excessive curry and beer
action on Wednesday in time to watch the quadron hierarchy, stand D
and any other 'Odds and Sods' compete for the CO's plate. This final part
of the competition required teams to run in along the coasta l path from St
Davids Head to The Lanes. The finish line was populated with all tl~e
Sennybridge competitors, now with beer in hand, enjoying watching thi s
final piece of torture inflicted onto the Squadron desk pilots.
HOCKEY EA 0 1999/2000
The 1999 hockey season for the Regiment looked good. We had ~ew
blood posted in, new equipment bought, but be. t of all a new astro-p1tch
completed during the summer. The initial results were as follows:
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The victorious 14 Signal Regiment Team
Experience finally wins the day

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
Lt Col 1orphet

WOl (RS l\1) Fradley

EXERC ISE SJ USJOE BACKSTOP
Ex Sj usjoen Backstop 11, was the Regimental Annual ordic Ski Camp
to Norway over the period 14 November - 19 December 1999. Fifteen
soldiers, by then highly trained athletes fro m the previous build up
orway, Iran iting
tra ining, deployed in four Landrover Wolfs to
Denmark. The ferry journey pa sed without incident and we arrived in
Skei, near Lillehammer in the late hour of the 15 ovember 1999. There
was no snow! o problem - there's plenty of hill training to be had in the
mountai n ! After a week and still no snow. Sig ·Robbie' Fowler and Lt
Mark Crinnion headed off in search of snow. The temperature was 13
degrees Cel iu inside the Arctic Circle and '' ith no prospect of snow for
the fo ll owing seven day the deci ion was made to return to Gennany. The
party tran ited JHQ en route to Ruhpolding, Bavaria. At _last, snow! Cpl
Mark Blears and Sig 'Robbie ' Fowler ct to work teachmg the group of
nov ices how to ski whilst the more experienced Cpl Dale Armitage and
Sig ' Pete' Beardsley concentrated on skate and race technique. It did not
take long fo r all to pick up the basics of cross country kiing. Awards for
endurance go to Lt Emma ' Donkey Kong' Bruce. Sig Kerry 'I hate this '
Sims and LCpl Tracy ' I'm not moaning' lills. During the three\ eeks in
Bavaria, Cpl Blears put all of us through our paces during ski training and
built on the biath lon training that we had received in
orway.
Unfo mmately, Cpl Kev Smith injured him elf during training, but all
came away from the exerci e as competent skiers. One of the aims of the
Exercise had been to select two team for the Di\ isional Champion hips
-Ex Pipedown in January. It wa hoped that a female team could be formed
but this wa not to be. Cpl Blears, Cpl Armitage, Cpl ' Scotty' Davies,
Sig Beardsley and Sig ' Gaz' Restall made the cut for the ·A' Team; Sig
Fowler, LCpl Chris Ferguson, Sig Chris tewart and Sig 1 ikki
Harrison made up the ' B' Team.
.
.
During Exercise Pipcdown both team performed to cxpectauons with
some excellent performance from all the novices. The 'B' Team in
particular did very well considering all were novice and had to compete
in the maximum number of races. Cpl Davies and Sig Restall. both
novice for the · A' Team haYe had an excellent fir t season. Four of the ten
have now been put forward for instructor course a_nd mo t '~i h to re~rn
again next season. There were a number of Royal 1gnal mts compeung
in Ex Pipedown and it i hoped that thi nucleu. will fonn a Corp Camp
next season. Units are asked to give erious con ideration to entering_ a
team for the camp. Lt Crinnion can be contacted on JHQ Ml 3556 for
further infornrntion :

Find out what events
are planned by the Museum
VISIT THE MUSEUM WEBSITE
royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum
Sig Harrison after 4x7 .5km Biathlon Relay
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truly magical goal over the head o fW02 Spean shows the experience of
the 14 Sig Rcgt team i ~ no match for the speed of the youngsters from
Bulford. Ju t to prove me wrong an almost instant reply, a long ball from
Sgt White picked up by gt Davies and tapped across to gt Tompson
''ho lots home the eq uali ser.
After half time the 14 Sig Regt team came out meaning business. The
score went to 3-1 in our favour. 3 Di v fought back with the score at 3-2 and
on ly ten minutes to go. Some resolute defending allow 14 Sig Rcgt to hold
on to their lead and get our first victory in the new enlarged Div
competition.

245th IG
L SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Hodges
Sqn SM
W02 ( M) Mo Fisher
.
Firstly the new arrivals: Hello and Congratula!lons lo the new Capt
Jenni Simpson Int Corps who is double batting as an Int O fli cer and O_ Z
Troop. Bye-Bye to the Old Z Troop hierarchy who do the Kosovo thmg.
Hello to somebody called Lt Fiona Stewart a past from the BLA T
Congratulations to the soon to be WOl (YofS) 'Taff' Owens and also to
the oon to be W02 (Fo. ) · ki' Sharpe.

TA~GOTROOP

Tp Comd
Lt Waddell
Tp SSgt
Sgt Ollie Camphell
Once again the I roop has been busy this month with exercise straight
after Christmas lea'e and now the mad rush of packing for Kenya. The
Squadron had a little surprise for them on returning from Exercise in the
fonn of the CO's Cup at ennybridge Training Area. The two teams from
the quadron spent two days tabbing their hearts out while the lucky. ones
lefr behind took a mce easy stroll along the-coastal path from St Davids to
Brawdy. Well done the 'B' Team on beating the 'X Team but it was
unlucky for the 'X Team who had to put up with the new Troop Sergeant,
Chris :\1ulligan who had been complaining all around the cour e with
~ore feet (and not enough pies).
The Troop like to welcome back the holiday makers from Bosnia, Cpl
Pete Dimmack, LCpl
ell Parsons, ig Chris Martin, ig Boy
Tho111son and ig Phil Lee. Also we welcome back Lt Waddell who has
been on a long extended holiday skiing in Au. tria for the la l couple of
months (lucky for some). We would like to say a sad farewell to LCpl

Against 30th Signa l Regiment Home
Win
7-1
9 Regiment RLC
llomc
Win
2-1
This pul us through lo the 5 Div final against either 3 Div ig Regt or 11
Sig Rcgl, two recent champions. Those two teams ended up playing their
semi-final on the morning of the Divisional Final. that could only be to our
advantage. Then the final: (best read in the voice of Bill Maclaren). .... On
a cold. wet and windy Blandford afternoon the Regiment took to the field
against 3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regi1m:nl. A good start to 14 with early
chances falling to Sgt Tompson, LC pl .Jon es and SSgt Davies, the latter
being outs ide his usual role as an Army goa lkeeper. Sig Harris on the
oppos ing team. current army under 2 1Keeper, saved these with appan.:nt
ease. Then disaster for 14 as 3 Div's young Sig almon destroyed the not
so young trio of Maj Richardson, WOI Devin e and W02 Watton. A
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Following a afe arrival at the accommodation, the party was surprised to
find that they were haring the hostel with a party of Dutch schoolgirls.
What a nightmare! Morale wn · ~oon stepped on, however. as we di covered
everal measures t.>nforced b) the friendl> people at the Austrian Tourist
Board. The e included lights that automatically tum off after 15 seconds,
and a whole building that was wired to shut down shou ld you be unlucky
enough to have your kettle on at the ame time a anyone e lse on the floor.
eedless to say we spent a lot of time being plunged into darkness, mu h to
the annoyance of Cpl Bruce 'More garlic anyone?' Findlay.
The next day, up on the glacier. the Team got down lo the seriou s
bu ine s of race training. Everyone wa keen to get on with it as, ou t of the
sun, the temperature wa~ known to fall to a ' fresh ' minus 22 °! Not
omewhere you would want to be tood still for too long. However, with
the training team that had been a sembled thi was unlikely to happen as
the Team, a long with others from the Corps. embarked on three weeks of
inten ive traini ng. t this point we hould really thank the training team
- Sgt Andy Brown, gt Dean 1acKenzie, Cpl Chri weeney and Cpl
Andy Dawson - for their efforts. s a result of these efforts the team as a
whoie made real progress a Cpl Tony Orange cemented his position a
the leading competitor at the champion hips, closely followed by LCpl
Graham 'Couldn' t grow a beard if I tried ' Rennie. Other members of the
Team were making real progress a well with Cpl Bruce Fi ndlay's
technique improving all the time, and Cpl Ritchie 'The Rocket' Turnbull
lived up to his nickname by leaving his sen e of se lf-preservation al the
bottom of the mountain each morning. Unfortunately the quad was
weakened by two retirement from the tr'<1ining, LCpl Mark Ellis and Cpl
Joanne ' Barking mad Billy' Beaumont.
TI1e competition week went exceptionally well for the Regiment as we
collected the first prize for every competition we were eligible for! Overall
Cpl Tony Orange headed the ceding list with Lt John Lyons in Fourth,
LCpl Graham Rennie finished a lightly disappointing eventh, then came
Cpl Ritchie TurnbuU Eighth and Cpl Bruce Findlay despite injury fini hed
a very creditable Fifteenth. With this fine performance from all concerned the
squad moved on to the Divi ional Champion hips with high hopes of
qualifying for the Army hampion hips, more of which will follow later.

working on the script !tself. The final breakdown of the presentation was as
follows; an mtroducuon by Lt Bruce on the geography and history of
Kosovo, which challenged even the most dedicated student to stay awake!
A 'tear-jerking' insight into the refugee crisis and an account of what
NATO di~ !O improve .the situation by LCpl Tracy Milligan and Sig
Kathy Williams. The video was next and was followed by a brief by Sig
Per_i-y and Si~ Armitage on the communications used during and after the
in1t1al move into Kosovo, including a practical demonstration with radios.
C pl MacPherson provided a humorous talk on living in the field - the field
toilet part of the speech was vetoed by RSS Blandford, however, much to
Cpl MacPherson's dismay. Finally Sgt 'Where's the Bar' Green
sum marised the presentation . It also has to be said Sgt Green was our
technical expert and managed to rig up a mobile sound system for the video
that even the Manic Street Preachers would have been proud of. With the
pr ·sen tat ion complete, and the team sick of rehearsing, we departed for
R.ss Blandford to, hopefully, be g iven the rubber stamp of approval. We
did not have to wait long with just a couple of points being picked up by the
'board of oflicer ' before we were on our way to Sunny Scotland.
On 8 November 1999, the team set up in the first school, and were very
well received. All reservations were wiped away by the end of the
presentation, and everyone was left feeling a lot more confident.

255 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Burgin
SSM
W02 ( M) Aimer

Cpl McPherson with one of the pupils at Montieth High School

Sigs Restall and Beardsley during the Patrol Race

16 IG 'AL REGIME T ALPI E SKJl 'G SQ AD
THE CORPS TRAf I G CAMP A D CHAMPIO SHIPS
KAPR , , A TRIA OVEMBER - DECEMBER 1999
Following a later than anlicipated return from Kosovo it was something
ofa shock to Lt John ·Where did you say Admin was again?' Lyons that
he wa now responsible for taking the Regimental Alpine kiing Team
away to the Corp training camp and Champion hip . However, after
linking up with several members of the team as well as Sgt Dean 'Who
needs now chains!' MacKenzie he was feeling happier. The squad
mO\·ed off to meet up with the members of230 Sig qn, who were already
m Zell Am See as part of a Squadron Adventure Training Expedition. The
"eather for the trip was encouraging for skiing and led to some
hair-raising moments for all concerned.

LEICESTER TROPHY RUGBY
Once again we are in the middle of the cornerstone of Regimental
Sport, the Leicester Trophy Competitton eason. As such, a cold "inter\
day saw the Regiment vying for the preMigious utle of Rugby Champions.
Ten teams were uppo ed to enter, nine turned up. It is at this point we
must publicly acknowledge SAN Tp, 255 . ig Sqn unfortunately due to
chro~1c under-manning, courses and a widespread allergy to physical
exertion, had to drop. out of the competition, supplying however \!iA Tp
with a number of their squad. Well boys, you know what they say, if at fir>t
you don 't succeed ... CHEAT! The day's activities thankfully went well,
with all games being played in an excellent spirit. I must thank both of the
referees for the time and effort they put in to make the day a succes . I
must also mention the contribution made by the Regimental 21C who not
only played but refereed as well . All joking aside, MA ' Tp were the
tournament's eventual winners, beating the seemingly unstoppable 252
'B' Team in a closely contested final, with Kowloon Tp placing third, due
to a better points difference than fourth placed Th 015. Thanks must also
go to the CO, Lt Col Morph et, for presenting the prizes, and a huge thank
you to W02 (FofS) Bob Vowles for the help he provided m ensuring that
the nonnally 'administratively challenged' Lt imon Gladwin managed
to put the day together in the first place!

The KAPE Team with a class of pupils at Monteith High School
The Team averaged about two schools a day for a week which meant a
lot of travelling, setting up and tearing down. The funniest point of the
week was when a female pupil a ked Lt Bruce whether girls could join the
A . Lt Bruce wa in the midst of trying to explain that, If they had
pas ed the course', when she got her As and Is mixed up. I'll leave it up to
your imagination as to what he said instead of pa ed! eedle s to say it
wa an expensive night for her! The last chool the Team vi ited wa a
special needs school which we were lightly apprehensive about. In the
event everyone enjoyed this school immensely and felt it was the mo t
rewarding of the whole week. Overall the KAPE Tour proved hard work
during the preparation phase but this wa more than compensated for
during the Tour itself I think everyone enjoyed themselves and found the
experience both challenging and rewarding. This coupled with the fact that
Scotland had very long licensing hours ensured a good time was had by all!

UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bruce
Tp SSgt
SSgt Roberts
It's time for Support Tp to say goodbye to a whole host of people. In
fact, it is difficult to remember a time when so many people escaped - I
mean left - the quadron at once! We would like to say farewell to Cpl
Dave Sawyers who has moved to Arborfield, Sig Steve Pearce who has
left for sunny Bulford and Sig Ross Turner who has been posted to 30 Sig
Regt. Sp Tp would also like to give their best wishes to Cpl ick Tipping
and Sig 'Coops' Cooper who have moved within the Regiment to HQ qn
- enjoy the Sergeant Major's PT sessions! Furthermore. the Troop would
like to welcome Cpl Parry who has arrived from 7 Sig Regt and Cpl Kev
Smith who has moved within the Regimen! from TM Tp. Our warrne t
and in some cases belated welcome also goes to LCpl Pinkney, LCpl
Morgan, LCpl Jacklin, LCpl Gill, LCpl Birbeek, LCpl Richardson
and LCpl 0' eil who have arrived from R S Blandford. The Troop has
also had the addition of a new officer. 2Lt Jame 1ason i attached to the
Regiment for eight months prior to at1ending university. ongratulation
go out to LCpl 'Tax' Powell LCpl 'Peck' Ramsden and LCpl 'Ba h'
Bashford on their recent promotion - an excellent effort by the line
ection. Las1ly p Tp would like to congratulate Sig 'Knuckles'
Whitworth for hi CO WOR Commendation for his service during Op
Agricola. I think few would di agree that he is an extremely committed
and hard working individual and deserve this recognition for his efforts.
MA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Crinnion
Tp SSgt
SSgt Fensom
The majority of M
Tp have returned from Chri tmas and post
deployment leave, and are now preparing for the forthcoming Regimental,
Brigade and ARRC exercises. The Troop would like to welcome Cpl Kev
Parkes from 252 ig qn, LCpl Mark ·Geordie' Appleby posted in from
3 UK Div, and igs Donaghy Jeffs, Johnson and Steele posted in from
R
Blandford. The Troop would also like to welcome 2Lt ' eil
Clements on attachment prior to attending the Troop Commanders'
cour eat RSS Blandford. Congratulations to LCpl Pete McMahon, LCpl
Jane Robinson, LCpl Louise nderwood and LCpl Glen Armitage
who were all promoted in post and remain within the Troop. adly we ay
goodbye and congratulations to LCpl ikki Kenvon. LCpl am Gontler
and LCpl Al Cheetham who are all po ted on promotion - good luck. The
Troop also say goodbye to ig Rob Brown who has been po ted to 252
Sig Sqn. Congratulation again go to LCpl Kenyon for her CO WOR
Commendation on return from Op Agricola.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
Sig Restall competing in the 15km Classic
for 16 Sig Regt at the Divisional Championships

LCpl Ferguson skating in the 4xl Okm Relay
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REGIME TAL KAPE TO R
. In . ~vember of las~ year, seven members of 16 ig Regt were tasked
with giving a presentation on Kosovo to schools in Scot land as part of a R
S IGNAL~ recruiting drive. All team members had recentl/returned from
Macedonia or Kosovo, and so our experiences were fresh in our minds . Lt
Em~a Bru~ organi.sed the team, .a nd tasked lg ' Pez' Perry and ig Glen
Armitage with making a three minute video from a video she had on the
conflict in Kosovo. Two day , seven minute of video (we got carried
away!) and many broken copyright laws later, the masterpiece was
complete and ready for it's premier showing - we can safely say there
wasn't a dry eye in the room! The rest of the Team had concurrent ly been
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co
RSM

Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
W01 (RSM) Al Higgin

OPERATIO
CELL- RA GE DAY I FEBRUARY 2000
In order to keep up the basic skills required the Regimental Operation
ell Staff (less those Tech djt' porting pink shirts) pent a very windy
afternoon on the range for the pi tol APWT. The training was conducted
by W02 ( M) Andy Young and the shoot were controlled by
gt
Craig Wrath and Sgt 'Ocano' Cartledg . Unfortunately the wind was
atrocious and ' moving target ·were the order of the day. The highlight of
the afternoon was WO! (FofS) 'Billy the Kid' McCreath charging down
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the range ha ing been briefed to step forward and make ready there arc
no bayonet with pi tol Bill! ! Overall it was a very plea ant change of
ccncry and the score on the door meant that WOI (Yo ) nd)
Campbell and laj (Tfc) Pete Barron achieved hp of 32 "ith 1aj
Garry ·can you just run through that again?' Hearn trailing in at 25.
ROYAL IG AL Wl1 D

RFl1 G CH

IPIO

HIP

1999

by LCpl Ga:: Pope

Thi year's Royal ignul Windsurfing Championship~ were held in
Weymouth from 15-17 eptcmber and they gave the ne'' comer; and the
more experienced ' ind urfcr the chance to compete at a thorough!)
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.:hall •nsing and exhi l ~raung port. The first . da) w ~s _lhe inter-umt
compeciuon, ''uh maJor and n11nor umt: from w1thm the . orp'
compecmg. With moderate wind · the Regiment managed to rcra m the
\1ajor L'nil tulc "1th a team of four, Sgt Dave Bennett. Cpl 'Tan:'
Richard . L pl Carl Kidner and LCpl Gaz Pope. After the mtcr-unit
competition it" u · 11me to see who the be t indi\ idual wind urfcrs " ith in
the Corps were. 1 h~ winds picked up and this made for .omc c cellent
sailing "ith Cpl ltelen olan becoming lhis year'. Royal igna l
champion female no\ ice. The competition proved to be a greal ucces for
the Reoiment and for the competitors. '''ho enjoyed excellent wind urfing
and th; thoroughly desened . ocial life in the evening .
LPPORT QLADRO
Sqn Comd
1aj R. H. Galdwin
M
W02 ( M) Young
l~TER Q
DRO
HOOT! G CO IPETITIO
29 NOYEMBER 1999
It \\a "hat eemed to be an ordinary ovember morning, bird were
singing. the . un wa just coming over the ~orizon, and it was freezing. All_
this wa gomg to change. each of the lour quadrons had a team of
mark men (and women) going to King bury ranges to take part in an Inter
quadron hooting Competition con i ting of a pistol match, rinc match
and L W hoot. The upport quadron team, led by Sgt ' Deano·
Cartledge, were looking good and were very confident. We arrived at the
rang and proceeded to clean our weapons, "then as if from nowhere a
little voice piped up, 'Can omeone how me how to u e this??' We looked
round to ee where lhe \•oice had come from and there wa Pte Mitchell
looking puzzled at her rine. After a little in truction on the rine (what it
\\a . how to u e it, which end to point where) and a few arguments on" ho
\\as going to ha\'e the lane next to her, we el off for the rine match. The
rine match was an APWT style hoot, and even though we omehow
managed to keep our re pirators on through the whole of the la t stage of
the hoot (thank gt 1organ) we were confiden t we had done well. We
made our way to the 30111 range, where a team of four 'veteran· shooters
were 10 take part in the pistol shoot, another APWT ty le shoot. The four
old men of the tean1 ( gt 'Deano' Cartledge, Sgt Lee Clark, Cpl Scott
Phillip and Cpl Ian ·Cush· Cu hing) stood in trepidation waiting 10
hoot. We were all happy wilh the score , which were out of 32 and we had
all cored between 29 and 32. It was looking good for a Support quadron
win. The big challenge of the day was for Sig Pratap 621 and Sgt Lee · 1
Tab Everywhere· Clark who were chosen to take part in the gun shoot.
Thi involved a spriat from lhe 600m point lo each firing position and
engaging the rarget. We had high hope , but it was a hard e ent. ig
Pratap amazed u all with his marksman hip. Scoring over SO points, the
next best hot had ju I O\er half of that. \ e made our way back LO the
admin area to await the re ults, not knowing how the other quadrons had
performed. We had to wai l until we went to the 50 I Club to find out the
results, and for ome reason Cfa Adamson was really eager to get there,
perhap it wa the mention of beer? When the results were announced we
were all overjoyed LO find that we had in fact won by a HUGE margin, and
all the other Squadrons hould be jolly disappointed with themselve . All
in all a good day on the range .

256 IG1 AL Q DRO '
Maj J. E. windells
Sqn Comd
W02 (S 1) Tivey
SM
B TTLEFIELD TO R DECEMBER 1999
On I December 1999, C Tp went to Cambrai. in France on a battlefield
tour. After a long and tiring journey, which included getting lo l in lhe
French road sy terns, we arrh·ed late afternoon feeling a little lethargic. We
lhen booked into the Hotel Ibis and prepared ourselves for a long night on
the town. Waking the next morning wilh some members oflhe group not yet
returned and most olhers not feeling one hundred percent, we prepared to go
on the tour. On the roads we once again negotiated lhe confusing road
y~tem and from sheer luck arrived at lhe site oflhe Somme. Whilst touring
lhe site all members of lhe group were moved by the scenes before them,
and the descriptions portrayed on the information boards at each of the
location . Everyone concerned agreed that it was difficult lo under. tand how
such an event could have taken place by modem standard . After returning
to the hotel we reluctantly decided that anolher night out would be lhe
answer to lini h off the day. This proved to be an eventful evening with lhe
troops having their O\\ n melhods of nagging down a taxi. One of the group,
no names mentioned, decided that the best way to grab the drivers attention
was lo part with his clothing. Other methods included chaning up the local
Kebab shop owner, which proved fruitless. The return journey was
hamixred by bad weather so unfortunately the group had lo visit the booze
shop and finally when we managed to board the ferry a few member were
not feeling too great, funnily enough. Those present were:- Sgt Hurren,
Cpl Hay, LCpls Fields. Fairbairn and Hell er and Sigs Clarke, Earp,
:\tcGinn, . i\en, Shaw, mith and Wood .
LPHATROOP
·A' Tp ha5 had a busy period over the past two months in preparation
for deployment on Op Surety. Each detachment has been on activation,
and therefore extra training on the various equipment required for the Op
"a' undertaken to ensure a trouble free deployment. The Brussels det had
to work that little bit harder in the build up phase due to the introduction
of \10. T 4, \\hich was to be deployed for the fir t time with in the
Regiment. Once all the testing wa complete the troops departed for a
hort Chn~tmas break and returned on Boxing Day to deploy.
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Om: dct located at 19 Mech Bde HQ, 'Pristina Universi 1y', where they
managed to confo e everyone a to whai they were upposcd to be doing.
The Op was generally unc\Clltful, however the ere' had fun in the
an tenna fidd with knee-deep mud. Also. when temperatures dropped, so
did the comms link as the 522 deci ded to develop a di sliking to cold
weather. In general though, comm were successful.
A oon as the det arrived in the prov ince they had a security brief
where they were told that C\ erybody was gated. As a result, Capt Owen
Finnie 's go lf dub neYer saw the light of day (ha ha). The power man
though1 that ii was go ing 10 be plain sailing. However. us soon as the det
powered up, the P U blew and use had to be made of the generator
powe r. L pl Lindsay certa inl y earn ed hi s £39 th at day. ight shifts
pa ·ed qui ckly with the help of th e ' hiteboa rd fac ilit y on JOC . For
LCpl Chris Bradford and Sig Paul Taylor however, it was a case of
what night shift '? The ne\ ly promoted gt Frank Baker amused
everyone with hi rank slide changing anti cs. I le was a Corporal at meal
time and a ergcan t at oth er time in bel\ een erving . The ferry
journey back was th e highlight of the op, not only beca use everybody
was go ing home but al o Sig John Roberts cntc1tained everybody with
his bouts of easickness. The Troop would like to ay 'Thank you' to all
co mpul er programmers out th ere ' ho conceived the Y2 K bug and
consequently ensured that our fes tive cclcbrntions over the millennium
holiday' ere sufficiently dampened .. ... ... Cheers!!!!!

The Christmas party season was a ucccss with most people letting their
hair down especially Sig Dan Vietch who thought he wou ld step into a
figh t to do his referees bit but to his dismay fo und himself on the wrong
end of a few nyi ng fists. Hard luck Dan and good luck in civvy street
whatever you decide to do. C Tp would like to we lcome to the Troop gt
'Gaz.' Shuck and Cpl 'Paul The Egg' Henderson, at least now Mr
Dagless will have somebody lo lalk to. The Troop would like to say
farewe ll to Cpl Pete medley who wi ll find it difficult in SHAPE with
all of the extra cash he will be ea rning. Well done to our newly promoted
person nel there arc too many to list them but we now need some more
Siggies sent to us from the factory please!
258 SIG AL SQUADRO
Maj J . Swindells
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 M. Webb
OPERATIO LA GAR - THE RETUR OF DELTA TROOP
Mid ovember and morale is at an all time low. Rumours of an early
return to the UK are rife and li fe 1s qu iet - the det has settled into a routine.
LCpl 'Trotter' Trotman has got the generator that he has been asking for
from the start of the tour so he, at least, is happy. Sgt ' Billy' Kidd has his
admin quared away and is already planni ng the ea rl y move back to
' Blighty'. This require frequent trips to Danvin to assist LCpl Kerrie
Rawlings, ig Trish Walker-Scott and Sig Ian Marsden wi th packing the
NCC Rear and keeping their morale up by having a few beers in Danvin.
Meanwhile Cpl ' Crypto' Wyllie with his crypto sorted, could make sure he
had a tan for the en tire det! Finally the word is given, and chaos descends
on our peaceful life and the real start to make the move home is made. Kit
i · made ready and gathered from across East Timor and accounted for. This
i the first ti me the kit has been together since gt 'Rancid' Rogers left his
ha il of mis-accounted for equipment in hi u ual admin vortex !
The first move i back to Brunei Garri son, the detachment is turned
round and maintenance is carried out before time is found for a little R
and R. Firstly the Brunei Garrison Christma party gets the 30 Sig Regt
touch and the party goes with a swing. The next day the det visits the
Brunei theme park that ha all the be t rides in lhe world. Be t of all it is
free, courtesy of the ultan of Brunei (for removing the joys of alcohol).
After the del ights of Brunei the crew goes their separate ways. The lucky
few depart on a Hercules with the 50 IE for five days and the rest of lhe
crew travel back on VC- 10, the qui cker two day option. The SO I crews
next stop is the Maldi ve and what a stop it is - two nights in a S star
hotel on its own is land. First time for the ' Frank' moment for all of us.
The next stop 1s Oman and another 5 star stop for a night and the la t
time for a bit of power tanning. The final stop is Crete where the RAF
boys could only fit in a 3 star hotel! This is where we get our first taste of
the weather to come and finall y into Lyneham for the real hock of true
English weather. Meanwhile, the crew on the VC-10 stop in ri Lanka for
a refuel and do not leave for another three days. This makes their two day
trip a five day one and they arri ve back a day after the Hercule . eedless
to say though, they also had S star accommodation en route!
So that brings us to the end of thi D Tp round the \ orld voyage.
Everyone is back home for a well-deserved rest and to take part in the
Chri tmas festivities" ith their families. Not forgetting a healthy dose of
nu and a cold thrown in for good measure after all lhat tropical heat.

Members of B Troop in Kenya

It has been a very busy year for the Squadron, what with Kosovo,
Macedonia and Albania. So it was nice to have an exercise, the fact lhat it
was in Kenya just added to the antic ipation. The rear link detachment
under the command of U gt ' Scou e' Parry left a very cold and wet UK
heading for an African dream. The Exercise wasn 't all work, we managed
to pass the time chasing lions on night safari and trying to chase off
baboons oa the Aberdare Country Club Golf Course. We also tried out
white water rafting, which we were all a bit wary of, given lhe wildlife
out there. LCpl Paul Taylor threatened to sign off if we made him go
into lhe water so he finished his adventure tra ini ng propping up the bar in
the Sportsman 's Arms. The rafti ng turned out to be the highlight of the
exercise, attacking rapids and j umping off 40ft waterfa ll s. The bruises
and sunburn were well worth it, even though Sgt Dean Leach did
resemble a lobster for a week after. LCpl ' Grey' Wootton found time in
our hectic work load to climb Mount Kenya while suffering from
frostbite and hypothermia (his own words), while LCpl Scottie Cooper
kept himself busy cleaning up the rest of the detachments mess! All in all
a very enjoyable exercise which will not be forgotten in a hurry!
CHARLIE TROOP
ince December the quadron has been invo lved in several trips over
seas, some of which were work orientated and some not. The first was a
jolly to France (as explained earlier) and the second, Op Surety where
members of' A Tp were sent to various places around the globe ie.
Belgium, Kosovo, America and NI for the duration of the Millennium
celebrations. Thanks to A Tp for taking the job on so C Tp could have a
re laxing leave. Certain members ofC Tp were involved in Race Relations
and Ethnic Recruiting, what was actually involved was several
demonstrations showing th e different sides of Army life. The log
demonstration was interesting and I am su re the on-looking audience
appreciated it, but l am not too su re if synchronised log lilling was the
mo t impressive advert for the Army of the future. ever mind we had
fun doing it! The other demonstration was a Ba ketball match. which
actually was shown on Sky Sports, obviously Rupert Murdoch knows
how to get the viewing ratings up! Next onto the CO's Challenge, which
the Squadron did brilliantly at, winning the competition convincingly.
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duty as the 'Balkans Satcom Tp'. In preparation members of the l r()(•p
have been sighted cramming m various trade courses. mil itary cour. ~ ~
and exercise prior to deployment. Hence, the lads ha\'c adopted the utlc
of Colgate Tp - 'still worki ng'. The photograph bclO\\ shows member., of
the Troop tra ining on the new 'Vlilitary Off the-shelf Satellite fcrmmal 4
(alias the beloved MOST4 ).

SQUADRO HEADQ ARTER
EWS
The Squadron headquarters has worn out yet another Officer
Commanding. Maj Joe Cooper ha drawn lhe hort straw and will no
doubt find lhe demotion from working with the be t, to working with the
rest a hard ta k. Maj Jules windells has none of the e problems of
course, as he is promoted from QC 2S6 to QC 258. Clearly, it will be ad
10 lo e a great OC and we will all miss him, but at the same time we
welcome Jules and Liz to tl1e 258 po se. The Bos i dead, long live the
Boss! Whil st we arc los ing a great 0 , much comfort has been
forthcoming with our lo s too of the Billy marts Circus of the JTFHQ
Sig qn. As a result we are all looking fonvard to a nice relaxing year. . .
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Teri Downes
Tp SSgt
Sgt Gaz Middleton
Delta Tp, \\'OUld like to say a warm welcome to Cpl Dambar
'Dimebar ' Gurung coming acros from 250 GS and to igs John
'Winston' Ellson, teph ·Trunks' Hawkins and Paul 'Catalogue Poe'
Howells - all coming straight from the factory. A fond farewell goe to
Sgt Dave Rogers and family and ig Jacqui 'Brunei' Bridger who are
both posted to the Royal School of ignals down in Blandford. Also fond
farewells to LCpl Lee ' You ain't seen me, Right!' Kemp to I (RBY) ig
qn, LCpl Paul 'Unlike the Murphy' · Hines to 7 Bde and ig Mark
'Mr Logic' Palmer to orthern Ireland. We must also say goodbye and
good luck to Cpl Andy 'Jura ic' Smart, Sig Oscar ·weight. gain 4000'
Phillips and Sig Baz 'Beefcake' till who have all seen the hght and are
leaving the Anny for ci vy street. ongratulation go to Sgt Gaz 'Barry
Shcenc' Middleton and wife Angela on the birth of baby Edward, a
well as to Sgt Dave Rogers and \\ ife Christine on the arriYal of baby
Lauren Jade.
ECHO TROOP
Tp omd
apt ' Mumra' R:ie
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Doc' Halliday
II ha been hectic here in E Tp for the pa ·t month and it is forccasted
to continue right up un1il mid-Feb when the whole Troop deploy lock,
stock and barrel (carrying thermal.) to the Balkan for a ix month tour of
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Up and thrusting Sig Doherty- or is it up and coming ..... ?

Now for the usual ' hellos' and ·goodbyes' : Firstly we welcome into
the troop the latest batch from the factory: Sigs Dowling, Clutton,
Lamb, Sellers and West. We also welcome Sig Mclean who has ju ·t
arrived from 3 Div. The Troop has a number of farewells to say; o
' goodbye· and 'good luck' to Cpl Mick Gregoire, Cpl Aide Lowe, igs
Rob Woollard, Fred West and Dave Gregg who are leaving for pastures
new in Civ Div. We also say goodbye lo Sig Dave Sims who has finally
left and has been posted to I Div - early reports here are that the NAAFI
bar's takings are down!
We would al o like to say 'well done' to the newly promoted Lance
Corporals in the Troop and they are as follows: LCpl aron Donnelly,
tu Engleby, Ray McKay, Dave Walker and Dave teadman. Get the
beers in! Finally, congratulation and best wishes to LCpl Lee ' icol who
has finally decided to do the right lhing and marry Yvonne on the 22
January 2000. The white tileuo and lycra leggings are on their way
Yvonne. Al o congratulations to Cpl 'Paddy' Bevan and Debbie
1cAllister; they are tying the knot on S February 2000.
EXERCISE CYRAEG BEAR - by Sig Lee Simmons
Ex Cyraeg Bear wa a four-day ·Troop bonding· exerci e with the
purpo e of iastilling unity and teamwork into lhe Troop. Despite idea
that a good night in Magaluf would have had the de ired effect it was
decided that the exercise would be better suited to Sennybridge in Wale ,
where men are men. To kick off the Exercise was Ex Icebreaker. lhi i
\ here everyone was given a chosen topic to talk about for three minute .
The phrase ·Errrrmmm' became popular and everyone uddenly became
aware of their band and what to do with th m; LCpl Jeff 'Jeffers' Ford
found himself picking hi nose at one point!
A new day and a ne\\ challenge; thi challenge wa a race between all
four ection O\er the unforgiving ennybridge as ault cour e. Four
sections of white shivering things were paraded around lhe cour e, which
con i ted of obstacle such a mud. water and mudd) water. The ection
raced in pair in uper quick time (con · idering it \a ju t after the
Christmas break!). The winning section wa ection 5. During the cour e
LCpl Fred Hazard thought it be t to cheer hi ection on from the
sideline and whilst running be ide them, took a nosedive into the freezing
cold riv r. Points were awarded for his graceful entry and the ability to
hold hi breath whilst wearing. Best impression of' Bambi' had to go to
LCpl Lee icol on the rackety bridge. The next physical challenge for
the ection to o ercome wa a combined day and night orienteering
exerci e. The daytime orienteering went without any major h1tchc>
however, night time was a different story all together! On the night
navigation ection 2 found th mseh·es about 5km off the orienteering
map with the trong conYiction that the map · must be \Hong. The
conversation went a follow :
Sig Adam 'Pathfinder· Toner: Do you kno\\ where \\e are?'
Sig Lee· carface' immons:
'Yes. We're here on the map, but the map doe , n't ·ho" these wood
either side of us.'
LCpl Lee ·Magma' 1 icol :
'The e maps are officially ·gush'; they're LL wrong. Let's caIT)
on!'
Like 'Lemmings· eetion 2 continued and finall) returned some three
hour later after they reali ed the errors of their \\ ays! The Exercise
wa n't all phy ical. a our mental ability and reasoning were also
timulated. especially lhrough the use of apprecialions. All the . ectmns
were tasked to get an injured man to medical auention b) the fastest
means pos ible. Thi· involved taking into ons1deration such factor a:
terrain, equipment, daylight hour , weather. morale and comms. ftcr
minutes of thinkmg ig Matt 'Gink' King appreciated that the problem
wa. the injured man and concluded: ' hoot the hlokc and put him down
a an exercise loss.' tandb) andhurst!
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To end the e'erci-e the ecllon. all had t pro\'idc a 5min skit. Thi
brought about ome beauties such a the infamous ·tntemational Arsebuming championship '. During thi competition fo~r contende.~ had to
it on a heater for a long a· po ible. The be ·t ect1on compet1hon was
\\On by ection 4 who were led by Cpl Brendon _'Ladies' Pl11:nt. ~n the
"hole the exerci e ":u enjoyed by everyone and did complete It aim and
it ua' e all the mem
of the Troop who arc deploying to the Balkans a
chance to get to know each other better. ext time though could we gi\'C
the tagalufidea a chance ... ?
BA 'J L KA DET - 501 P RPLE
The ftrst clements of the Balkan atcom Tp deployed on 3 January
::!000 - at dafi o'clock. ig John 'Pathfinder' Lawrence, and i;t Al ·Give
me the map' Barker. decided they preferred to fl from Bnze 1 ort?n.
on~equently, a two hour journey to RAF Lyneham became a pam _takmg
four hour fun ride! On arrival at plit. we were told to catch a flight to
Banja Luka. Upon sighting the Czech aircraft we were about to travel in
(complete with oil dripping from the fuselage and ~' ing~). Cpl _Ton
'\\'haaaaaaat' Gallagher, produced a photograph of his. bcl?ved ch1 l?ren
and embraced it. EYentually we reached our destination m one piece,
however LCpl Michelle 'Chunden omen' Black, was convinced she had
lo t her ability to hear when the airport appeared silent yet _bu y? We
di creetly adYi ed her to remove her earplug ! On comp_letu;in of the
arduou take-over from 249 ig . qn, we conducted a 50 I acllvauon to lest
the tails kit. During thi period Cpl Tony 'I require an. interpreter'
Gallagher. wa required to make numerous phone calls. Wh1l t speakmg
to the QM , he had attempted to quote our Euron_mx number._ but became
utterly confounded with the amount of five and s_1xes.1t comamed. ~h1lst
pronouncing the number he would cut ofl mid-flow excla1m111g
' Whaaaaaaat! ' Af\er composing himself he rambled on discussing
problem concerning the enhancement of the 50 I a well as the ~E : ' e
had no idea what he meant, presumably the SQMS had as we received the
correct CES! However the SQMS also highlighted with ·Anymore
problems, phone somebody else.'
.
.
In order to alleviate the tedium and letl1argy long a soc1ated with cold
winter evening , the detachment has adopted a healthy regime of fitne s.
After one of the quaded sessions, Sig John 'Kebab' Lawrence, upon
retumino to base decided to unwittingly sign in under a raise name. Three
hours la~er he was summoned to tl1e guardroom LO explain himself lo the
Colour Sergeant \\ho poke fluent Geordienese. After a valian~ attempt to
explain himself, he was asked to 'Chill out!·, Sig Lawrence m re ponse
promptly saluted the Colour Sergeant for reason only known to himself?
On the second week we conducted a further 501 activation to inform
228 ig qn, what services we could provide for them. Meanwhile, LCpl
Jamie ·Sinner' Slade, and Cpl Gav 'Dod Garn Dood' Wallace. were
liaising particularly well with other units in BLMF and were clearly
willing to do whatever it took, LO appropriate whatever wa required by the
detachment. The activation went splendidly with only one minor hiccup
when Cpl ·Long arm ' Gallagher got his Rover sruck in the snow! The
initial elements of Echo Tp have deployed successfully, and are looking
fonvard to the remainder of Echo Tp joining us.
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ·lorag Southern
Tp gt
gt tu Fidler
It was a busy end to the Millennium for Foxtrot Tp. Our return from Ex
Bright tar (which wa held in Egypt from September to ovember) aw
all available members of the Troop getting tuck into the job of removing
tons of the Western Desert from the kit that we had deployed with.
Following the tum-around, the Troop took part in the Remembrance Day
Service at St icholas Church, Bramcote, before escaping for a well
earned long weekend. The Troop welcomed a few new faces upon our
return from Egypt. ig Andy Jordon-White, Sig Gaz ·Doris' Day, Sig
Jim 'SUSAT' King and Sig Dave Scott, all join tl1e Troop from the Royal
School of Signals and have been crated immediately as per Troop SOPs!
Cpl Lucy Mason also rejoins us after her tour at Arborfield.
The Second week of December saw anyone who could be pared,
taking part in a ''inter week of military training at Swynnerton Camp.
Apparently the week went well, but the author of this article lore his
ligaments on the assault course on the first day! On a happier note,
congratulations are in order for the following: Sig Danny Cooksey and
ig Faye\ ood, who will now be known as Lance Corporal's of the Royal
Corp , ig Danny 'Captain Co-ord' Thwaites and Sig Andy 'My body is
a temple' rmitage who successfully completed the ACAl's course at
Alder~hot and are now doing sterling jobs as baby gym-queens and of
course to Sig Frankie Langford, who has ju t come off the board. The
Troop welcomes back LCpl Dickie Lane, LCpl Gav 'Leo' Sayers, LCpl
Kerry Rawlings and ig Kev Spinks, who returned in December, having
been deployed on Op Langar's tour of the Pacific Rim, visiting Singapore,
Brunei, Australia and of course Timor (where they spent most of their time
dodging the llrade of Australian Os!). Fortunately, despite the best
efforts of the Aussies to 'bag a Brit', our steely eyed globe trotting
warriors returned unscathed and immediately disappeared for a well
earned four weeks leave. The rest of us embarked on Christmas leave on
I December and as the \llillennium bug didn't bring about the collapse of
Ct\ ilisation a '~e know it, returned with a collective hangover, eager to
finish the preparations of the JTFHQ role to 2S6 Sig Sqn.
On a final note, a the Troop look fonvard lo Exercise in Diego Garcia,
y,e bid farewell to ·gt Paul Boughey, his wife Trudie and children
Mollie and Jack. S gt Boughey will be picking up his White Helmet
once more, to resume his favourite pastime of jumping through flaming
hoops and ·tufT. Also LCpl Faye Wood and LCpl Danny Cooksey
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move on to newer and greener pastures elsewhere. The Troop wish them
all the very best of luck.
250 SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. P. Wilson
M
W02 (SSM) Chandrnbahadur Gurung
LIFE OF AS CCE SFUL
QUEE
G RKHA IG ALS !lECRUlT - by Sig Bikal Gunmg .
It "as fi\'e o'clock in the even111g of 8 ovembcr 1999. The evening
was quite free1ing for ovembcr. Everythi1~g seemed to be new to ~s
about thi camp; but we were happy because 1t was the day we set fool in
tl1e Regiment. On the first day, we had our initial te _ts on English ~nd
mutl1ematics. Then we had a two weeks course on English and computing.
Tutors from onh Wanvick hire and Hinckley College helped us in
improving our written and poken English. omputing was somewhat
new to us but we got along with it quite well during the course. ow we
are capable of doing packages like Databa cs, Word proces ing and
preadsheets.
.
The following week, we had another tv o weeks course on mathematics
and ba ic electroni principles. SSgt (FofS) Ratna and his team were with
us during this part of the cour e. The tutors were mixtures ofGurkhas and
Briti h ranks. Initially it was quite confu ing in understanding Briti h
instructor but we reali e that thi was done for our own benefit to get u ed
to English people in their native tongue. In addition we. had drivinll lessons
(theory) e\'ery evening. One afternoon of tl1e follow111g we~k, Jt started
snowing; the first hint of Christmas. I had forgotten all about 1t. Probably I
had concentrated too much on my tudies. Well, it wasn't over yet because
on the hristma break we were familiarised on different equipment used
by the Regiment.
We were tested on every field to assess u for our suitabi lity for the
three trade in Queen· Gurkha Signals. The Trade Board sat on the Fi.fth
and on the ixlh the re ult was announced. On that day, hope wa rolling
high in everybody's hearts. When we were. finally told of t~e result, we
were all relieved and the last two montl1s wa111ng was over. Fmally we felt
as though we were worth somed1ing. From that day o_n we practi ed drill,
took part in parades like other members of the Regiment. Our next big
event wa the Attestation parade. Brig , M. A. Lee OBE, was the
Inspecting Officer which took place on 12th January 2000. We took oath
touching the flags of the Regiment and the ation. The day was made
joyous by the per ons who received their LS&GC Medals and even
merrier by the newly commissioned officers. For us it was the day we
proudly became a ignalman of Queens Gurkha Signals.

wondering what it would be like to be out on an operation because it
would be my very first operational lour ever. We flew from UK on 19 July
1999 and landed a Petrovcc in Macedonia, from where we were driven
straight to Kosovo on the same day. As we were on the way I saw
numerous people on streets who appeared to be homeless and a lot of
children who seemed to be parentlt:ss. They were holding out th1:ir hands
begging for money and food. As we crossed the border from Macedonia to
Kosovo. I saw number of houses badly damaged and burnt. After three
hours of driving we finally arrived at our final destination, Pristina, which
is situated in the centre of Kosovo. Being one of the new oldiers who ha
recently Joined the Regiment, I have always been curious and eager to
learn about the Vehicular Satellite Communication SO I (VSCSO I) systems
and the duties and procedures in a Communication Centre (COMMCE ).
Both of these skills are very important to know as a Radio Telegraphist
within the Royal Corps ofSignab. Everything eems to be going great and
I have managed to gather a huge amount of knowledge and information on
Satellite Communications Systems, as I was learning bit by bit every day
about the equipment. Movmg into the COMMCE side of lifo, as our
COMMCEN at Pristina University is very busy I have to deal with lots of
incoming and outgoing signal traflie. I have learnt a lot about the
COMMCEN work and feel myself, proud to have become confident in my
work. On the physical fitness side, I have always managed to maintain my
standard by going for a run almost every day if 1 can, and also sp;:nding a
bit of time in the gymnasium. In summary, I have been enjoying every
moment here 111 Ko ovo along with the rest of the Squadron personnel.

My first Operational Tour in Kosovo

TERRY FOX RU AT GOLES HILL (KOSO\ 0)
hy Sig Alllar Shre tho
The Terry Fox Run is a charily run, which was orgamsed by the
Canadian Army on 2S September 1999 at Goles Hill, appro:-.imatcly 20km
south-west of Pristina, Kosovo. The aim of the run was to raise money for
the Terry Fox Cancer Research Fund. The running route it.self was Skm
long, all the way up lo the Goles Hill .,.,ith a significant gradient. The
organiser had set up a good start point, well-marked running route \\ ith
scenic finish point on the top of the hill.
Terry Fox, originally Terrance tanley Fox, is the name of an
amputee who had his right leg amputated because of cancer. Despite being
disabled, he successfully ran between the Easl 'oast and West Coa<t ,1f
Canada to raise money for cancer research. Even with only one leg, Terry
proved that anything is possible if you are determined and. physical
barriers pose no threat to your ambitions. His ultimate goal was to raise
one dollar from every Canadian of the national population of 24.1 million
for the Terry Fox Cancer Research Fund. As a direct result of Terry's
dogged determination and :.acrifice. he finally succeeded in raismg more
than 24.17 million dollars for the fund. Sadly, he died on 28 June 1981,
just one month short of his 23 birthday.
The Canadians were very delighted to see us participate on the run.
Although being on operation, a total of 70 runne~ from difTerent , ATO
countries spared their time to take part in the event. ix members of the
Balkan SATCOM Squadron including myselt: volunteered to take pan m
the event. Even though the route was uphill all the way from start to fimsh,
we all felt quite at home and, comfortably achieved creditable positions
between Sixth and Thirteenth. The Canadians were very much impre sed
by our excellent performance on the run. After the event, the Canadians
asked us a lot of interesting questions including the selection procedures
for joining the legendary Gurkhas. Finally for our memory, we took a
photograph with a Canadian flag before departing to our detachments. Yet
another victory for the Regiment. Jai QG Signals!!!

The Runners
(L-Rt) Sig Autar, LCpl Tirtha, Narendra, Lt Davis, Sig Parta,
LCpl Kumar and Cpl Krishna

31st (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REGIMENTAL HEADQ ARTERS - SOUTHFIELDS
CO
Lt Col Linda Harri on TD
RSM
WOl (RSM) John Gibson

Lt (QGO) Prem (Left), Lt Yam (Centre) and Lt (QGO) Mahendra
receiving their commissions from
Brig S M A Lee OBE and Maj Govinde Gurung MVO

QG Signals 1999 Attestation Parade

MY VERY FIRST OPERATIONAL TO RI

KO OVO

by Signaller Deepak Rai
It has been little over four months that 2SO Gurkha Signal Squadron has
been to Kosovo on Op Agricola. 2SO Gurkha Sig Sqn took over from 2S6
Sig Sqn during the month of July 1999. A for my elf, I was always
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volunteer and thus early on Thursday 2 September l found myself at
Greenwich Park along with 170 other lunatics.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES A D THE EWS
A number of new members to the permanent ta ff team have arrived in
Southfields recently. So it' welcome to W02 (RQ IS) Neil Roome fre h
from 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207) in Hohne. We all hope that you
settle quickly into the Regiment and your new post. Welcome also to Sgt
'De l' n·otter who has arrived from IS Sig Regt to swell die technical ranks
of the Regiment. Farewell to the QM, Maj Ken Clark, who is off to 21 ig
Regt. Good luck to both you and Edna, we all hope that you are happy in
your new post. Finally farewell to the RAOWO. W02 (SQM ) John
Woolley, who is a casualty of DR and therefore. g:ets an early esc~pe. to
Bice ter. Af\er the ummer break the new Tra1111ng Major, MaJ Tim
Cooper and Yeoman, W02 (YofS) Si Tyler ' ere not going to allo" the
troops lo rest on their untan for too long . o it was straight back into Trade
Training and preparation for October's Bngade FTX_. Mean.while the AdJL,
Capt Mel Rayner, got on her bike and pedalled oft to Pans for Chanty ome doubted whether she would find her way d1ere, let alone her way back!
More recently a big welcome to W02 ( QMS) Daye Pope who has
arrived from 2S6 Fd Hosp (V) to take up the new po t of RP RAOWO.
We all hope that you sel!le down quickly and enjoy ' orking in RHQ good luck with Betty and Thelma, our two ·mad eivYies ' in the Orderly
Room. Farewell to W02 Brenda Prater, who leaves the Regiment after
over 20 years as a serving member of the TA and nearly a many a a
civilian employee. Good luck in your new post as AA ~t the Baird_ Health
Centre. We all thank you for your many years of dcchcated serY1ce and
hope you settle quickly into your new job.
PEDAL TO PARI 1999 by Capt M. J. Rayner
Pedal to Pari is an annual 4SOkm charity cycle ride in aid of the Royal
Briti h Legion. The ride attract people from a_ll walk ?flife, all age and
all levels of fitnc . Thee ent tart at Greenwich Park m London and four
days later finishes at the Arc de Triomphc in Paris. I wa a willing
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Capt Mel Rayner
at Greenwich Park with 450km on a bicycle yet to come!
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course, various arduous activities did take place. Whilst the Adjt took to
the hills on her mountain bike, the 'boys' headed for Looe on the coast for
a golf competition. Thi gave the Quartermaster, Maj Ken Clark the
chance to dish out a few lessons. One of the high Iights was a fantastic day
out Go-Karting, which was organised by th.: CO's driver, LCpl 'Disco'
Dave Wynne.

B\ 1530 hr that day. "ith the first I 20km under my belt, I wa in

Do' er. I can ·ny "ith a degree of certainty that the hill between Folkstone
and Do' er i definite!, not recommended for the faint hearted! The
uppon from th' Royal British Legion en route had been ·uperb and ' e
had been 'Cl)' w II fed and watered to help us on our \\ '8 down to the
outh Cont.
Iler a sen ice at the alai War Memorial the next morning. we faced
a 120km ride to Abbe' ille. We were blc sed with another day of glorious
un hine and trem ndou support from the French people. Aller a great
day cycling throu~h lo\'ely French countryside we enjoyed a plea ant
evening in Abbe' Ille nursing our tired limbs and numb bottoms! Day
Three a\\ the ride 10 Beauvais. On.:e again, gloriou ·un hine, great
·upport and great food (shhhhh don't tell them about all the red wine at
lunchtime). The final leg on unda_ 5 eptember wa 95km from
Beau' ai to Pari . !though we had been . pl it into ability groups
depending upon the peed you cycled for mo t of the rou te. as we
approached central Pari everyone fom1ed up into one mas ive group for
the la t fe" kilometres. All the traffic ' as topped around the Arc de
Triomphe to allow 170 cycli't to converge en ma sc at the great
monument. It wa a truly spectacular ight and very mo ing. The arrival
wa followed by a ceremony al the Tomb of the Unknown oldier. The
band of the French igna ls were playing, wreaths were laid and the
Mayor of Paris and the Director of the Royal Briti h Legion met many of
the cyclist . We then did a pot of ightseeing on bicycle, as the next stop
\\SS the Hotel des !malide . Getting there entailed a cyc le a long the
eine, pa t the Eiffel Tower and over Alexander Ill Bridge. Havin g
loaded our bike onto the lorrie that would ta ke them back to London, it
wa traight in ide for medal and a delicious buffet (with a couple of
elas es of Kir - well we had earned them!) After a night on the pop in
-fontmanre and a day of ightseeing I collap ed onto the Euro tar on
Monday evening to return to London slightly more quickly than it bad
taken me to get to Pari .
The whole trip wa a wonderful experience. The camaraderie between
the cycli ts had been truly amazing. The uppon from the Briti h Legion
and their French coun terparts had been superb and even the weather had
miled on us. I would have no hesitation in recommend ing the trip to
anyone (providing you invest in a pair of padded hons - they were an
ab olute lifesaver!). It ' good fun, good fitne s and raises mon y for a
good cau e. I ha e rai ed £1350, so a big thank you to everyone who was
pressuri ed into span oring me for the event. ee you there next year!

Cpl Hook (238 Sig Sqn) and the new Mrs Hook on their big day!
elected for promotion to W02 and moves to 30 ig Regt to take up the
post of A M. We held his leaving lunch on 19 ovember which tancd
with him puiling money behind the bar (a wonder in itself) in the
ergeants' Mess at outhfields. After presentations and speeches it wa
time to adjourn to Footlight Re taurant in Wimbledon for a meal and a
fe, 'cheekies'. The permanent staff then proceeded to visit a number of
other establi hment to ensure that the other Public Hou es in Wimbledon
did not feel hard done by!! Much laughter ensued - thank you to the R M
and the RQ for providing the entertainment!! A great afternoon was had by
all - it wa not followed by quite uch a great morning though!! We will all
mi 'Tiffy' a he has done a great job within the Regiment. We wish him,
Liz and the kid all the best at 30 Sig Regt in Bramcotc.

WAND WORTH CIVIC RECEPTIO - MO DAY 29
NOYEMBER 1999
The CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison and the Adjt, Capt Mel Rayner,
donned their Mes Kit to fly the Regimental flag at this year's Ci ic
Reception at Wandswonh Town Hall. The evening marks the presentation
of Civic Awards to tho e members of the community who have made a
major contribution to community life. The evening was a grand affair
with the Mayor, Cllr Chief Mrs Lola Ayonride. presiding. Awards were
pre ented to a vast cross section of L11e community including care
workers, policemen, school cleaners, leaders oftbe local Sikh community
and yet more. The Regiment has strong ties w ith its local borough and an
e' ening uch a this is an ideal opportunity 10 raise the profile and forge
greater links.

W01 (RSM) John Gibson presents
W02 (AQMS) Keith Finnemore
with his leaving present from the Regiment
More recently there were promotions for gts Cox and Becks
Strickland. Congratulations to LCpl 'Mac' MacKay on successfolly
completing the TA PTl 's Course.

Cpl Steve Taylor, W01 (RSM) John Gibson and
SSgt Keith 'Tiffy' Finnemore
observe the dubious activities on the race track!
The RSM also gathered the troops for a spot of sea fishing. Most of the
permanent staff ma tered the sailing issue and caught some excellent fish.
However, SSgts Craig Bruce and 'Dez ' Eldridge (more commonly
known as the 'Brothers Yorn') had a little trouble on the ocean waves.
The whole trip was a stormmg success and thoroughly enjoyed by all
those who attended.
TRADE TRAI I G WEEK
The Trade Course took place at Bramley Training Camp near Reading
and lasted for ten days. 23 students were attempting to gain their Class 3
and Class 2 Tele Op (TG) trade status. The course wa run by W02
(YofS) Si Tyler and he was ably assisted by the following instructors
PSis, SSgts Craig Bruce, Alfie Kirkham, Wullie Loch and 'Dez'
Eldridge: Sgt Cox HQ Sqn, Sgt Manns, 56 Sig Sqn, LCpl Butler 56
Sig qn, Sgt Dowds 56 Sig qn, All the students worked extremely hard
and achieved their aim. The Cla 2 Course were put through their pace
as COMMCE supervisors. Both courses had their minds blown away
with Joint Message Handling (JMH) procedure . LCpl Chri Cox, HQ
Sqn, grasped the COMMCE 1 side of life easily ........... OT!!, but none
the les passed the qualification with ease. A very wonhy note of thanks
to Sgt Steve Howell (recently promoted) for his culinary creations
during the course, excellent and definitely appreciated.
HEADQUARTERS SQUADRO CHRISTMAS PARTY
The planning of this year's party wa underway early in the year in the
form of Cpl 'Sma ll One' Hook (nee Ogle) writing around I 00 letters to
.:very compru1y she could think of in and around the London area. This
produced excellent results, with great prizes for the Squadron raffie. The
choice was made to move the venue of the party out of the TAC and we
ended up on a 'Thames River Crui e hip' sailing from Lambeth Pier.
Members of the Squadron arrived at the pier and to their 'urpri e found
that the ship was a very tylish affair. The buffet for the evening wa
expertly produced by our very own happy, smiling chef, LCpl 'Babs'
Cameron. It wa an excellent spread, thanks 'Babs.' The only, initial flaw
in the plan was that the boat wa 'po itively baltic', a quoted by our ever
truthful SSgt Craig Bruce BEM. This was oon rectified by gt Bees
Strickland, as she led 'the masses' upstairs onto the dance floor, where
LCpl Chris Cox was situated ready to give a quick 'TP' on how not to
dance to attract the opposite ex. Overall the event was a great succc s
and a big thank you goes out to all concerned, especially to Cpl Jo Hook
who did us proud, well done and we look forward to next year' pany.

FAREWELL
The Squadron and Regiment would like to bid a fond farewell to W02
(RQMS) George Coffin. He will be sad ly missed by the whole Squadron.
We wish George, Andrea, George Jnr and Patrick all the very best at
Warminster and hope you keep in touch.

HEADQ ARTER
Q ADRO - OUTHFlELDS TAC
Sqn Comd
Capt D. Parr
SM
W02 (S M) Stanton

ARRIVAL
Welcome to W02 (RQMS) 1 eil Roome and his family from Hahne.
o more tax free cars and drinks . However, we hope your tour is an
enjoyable one. Also the quadron is pleased to announce the arrival of Sgt
James Alderson posted in from SHAPE in Mons, Belgium. Hope you
have a good tour and enjoy your time in London . Welcome to the new
·Tiffy', SSgt (Art Yeh) Wilson. We a ll hope that you settle in quickly and
enjoy your tour.

PROMOTIO .
The wh.o.le. quadron would like to congratulate Pte 'Ebok' Okon, the
qn recruiting clerk and ig hris Cox of Delta Tp on their wel l earned
promotion to L pl. Well done both of you and keep up the good work.
LCpl Jo 'small one' Ogle, also of De lta Tp, has two reasons to celebrate,
not only has &he been promoted, but she has also got married to Cpl
te'e Hook of238 Sig Sqn -congratulations to the new Mrs Cpl Hook.
To complete the Delta Tp hat-trick, congratulations to Tp OC, 2Lt Paul
Lkpai on gaining his second pip. Joining him as a Lieutenant is 2Lt Andy
Lo~ther, OC RRTT, who wa promoted by the CO on Exercise at
P1rbnght at tht: beginning of October. SSgt Keith ·Tiffy' Finnemore was

PERMA E T STAFF AOVE TURE TRAJNI G
It was time for a well earned break for th e permanent staff and to the joy
of the workforce the RSM, WO! (RSM) .John Gibson organised a week
of' Adventure Trg' at Tregantle Fort near Plymouth in Cornwa ll. To aid
the planning of the activities, one of HQ Sqn's TA so ldier, ig ' Jethro'
Rowles volunteered his services as local tour guide and driver. He totally
impressed everyone with his local knowledge. The only problem was that
'Jethro' apparent ly passed his driving test in a tornado aircraft, e ither that
or he thought he was driving one! However, he was a great asset all week
and many thanks go to him. As well as the occasional trip to Plymouth and
cwquay, to integrate w ith the indigenous population and their cu lture of

The CO and Adjt with The Mayor of Wandsworth
and CO of the London Regiment
(also located within the borough of Wandsworth) , Lt Col Easton
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The permanent staff relaxing over a sumptuous Christmas lunch
PERMANE T T FF CURI TM S LU CH
As well as all the other panies going on, it wa time for our old friend
Colin 'Sgt Maj' Wilson, the AO here at outhfi Id , to put his
organisational kills to the tc t yet again and arrange the permanent sta!T
Chri tma lunch. With the venue arranged, the transport booked four
weeks in advance and in triplicate with the ever 'user friendly' MT, all that
was left was the extraction of both civilian and military personnel alike
from the gts' Mess bar. Easier aid than done!! As expected. Colin
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planned every detail LO perfection. The only factor he mcrlookeJ "a that
he hadn't allowed for the fact that after three drinks Betty (th,. mad c1\ ·•
from the orderly room) had an urge to ki ·s all male member' of the
permanent staff at least three times ................. an hour, well done Bett' !
The lunch wa~ very much enjoyed by the Commandmg Ofliccr and all
her permanent staff and all concerned would to thank olin for his
fantastic efforts.

of

REGIME ' TAL RUGBY MATCH VS BRlGHTO ' U l\'ERSll
DAY 6 FEBRUARY 2000
On a typical British Sunday morning the Regimental rngby team led
by Lt 'Of course I've sorted the admin' Kciron Francis, departed
Southfields for the South-coast and a challenge match against Brighton
University. The match had been arranged between ig 'I'm a Hookc1'
Bishop and ig 'I'm a Hooker as well' Hulin . They are both tudents at
Brighton Univt:rsity and for this match were on opposing. id~s. The only
thing marking this otheiwise typical day apan from any 1>1her was the fact
that it was after the Regimental 'Burns 'ight Supper'. Despite hard
evidence, there 1s no truth in the rumour that the RQMS came directly
from the Mess to the pitch (honest), The team (who by some strange
coincidence were mostly cal led Gareth) would like to thank those gue ts
of the Bums ight who allowed themselves to be pressed at shon notice
to play. If only the recruiting team could use the same tactics. The CO
came down from London to watch the game along with our \isitor from
the 111 th US Sig Bn. Apparently they stopped for an exotic fi h and chip
lunch on Brighton Pier on route to the match - we knO\\ ho" to shO\\
people a good time at 31 ! !
The match was played in less than ideal conditions. The Referee after
turning up, promptly left again due to some misunderstanding caused by
Eastbourne RUFC who denied all knowledge of a game being played on
their pitch. The two teams agreed to Referee one half each. Both teams
displayed adventurous play and willingness to run the ball. The Regiment
playing down hill and at full strength finished the first half 12-0 up. The
second half, however, was played uphill with the Regiment providing
W02 (YofS) 'I'm a coach' Tyler as referee (wasn't that because you were
injured though YofS?). The downhill momentum soon brought Brighton
level with the Regiment truggling Lo hold their own. An injury to Cpl 'Sid'
Aluhwalia, removed the parity between teams and Brighton Uni ran in two
more tries converting one to end the game 24 - 12 winners. Both team
retired to TAC Ea tboume tired and bruised for after game refreshments
and tea provided by the able talent of Sgt Steve Howells RLC. The event
was an outstanding uccess and the Regiment is looking forward to a return
fixture in the not too distant future. Whether or not the Trg Maj, Maj ice
but' Cooper will play again is another question, di playing only one black
eye on Sunday night, tbe permanent taff were urprised to ee both eyes
blacked by Tuesday morning. This lead us to ask whether he actually
asked SO I Dome tic if she minded him playing in the first place!!
41 (PLK) SIG AL SQ ADRO - COULSDO
qn Comd
Maj Baker
SSM
W02 Wat on

TAC

HELLOS, GOODBYES AND CONGRATULATIO S
We welcome back Capt Steven Ong, who has returned to the Squadron
from his role a Op Offr at RHQ. Capt Ong, a familiar face around 41
(PLK) Sig Sqn, ha been appointed Sqn 2IC. Capt John Symonds has
also returned to the Squadron, after a tour in Bosnia. He returns to take up
the position of Troop Commander of J Troop. We al o welcome Sig
Harri , \\ho is ex RLC and ha now decided to rejoin the T ; Pte Hou be,
who ha transferred into the quadron from the PWRR, and takes up a role
as Squadron Medic; and Rfn Burbidge, an ex Royal Green Jacket, \\ho is
in the proce. of re-en Ii ting into the TA. We hope all will be \ 'Cl)' happy
in the Squadron.
The quadron welcomes a ne\\ OC, ~1aj Toby Lankester. who Look
over the nmning of the Squadron in January. He has already arranged our
first adventure training weekend. so we think he's good news .... Anybody
who approves of skiing and kyaking has got Lo be good for Squadron
retention! It was with sad faces that '' e dined out the old OC. Maj Steve
Baker. Hi poor bar joke and ense of humour will be adly mi sed, but
at least the Squadron consumption of diet coke "ill go down. It wa not
until after he left that we di covered that he had got engaged to long-time
girlfriend Cathrine, o w take this opportunity to offer them our
congratulation . We al o wi h Lt Paul Owen good luck. He taned a ne\\
job in Worcestershire thi year. We hope to ee him now and again on
exerci c, but wish him well back in his home territory.
PRO IOTIONS AND 0 GRAT LATJO,
Congratulations go to
gt L n • 1obby· Clark, "ho wa a\\ ardcd the
QVRM in the e\\ Year' Honours Li t. He \Will to the palace in March w
collect his medal, and we are ure that it was a plcnd id day for both him
gt Clark
and his wife. ec the next ed1ti n of The WIRE for photos!
served for o er 40 years in the TA. He began his military career with
ational ervice and ne er looked back. I le orig111ally joined 41 ignal
Regiment. before we be ame 4 1 (PLK) ignal quadron (ru1d part of 31
Signal Regiment) o he ha· een quite a le\\ changes in his time
Congratu lations are al o du' to our P I Tech. gt !\lark 'D.:l Boy'
Trotter, who e wife Louise i pn:gnnnt. \ c \\ i h them all the b'st and
look fornard to calling him, ·Daddy.'
Well done to 2Lt Debbie peakman, "ho i no\\ the proud O\\ ner of a
econd pip! ongratulation to
gt Bob tanton and gt Jan '1acka)
who ha\ e both been promoted. I'm sure the ergeants · \le~" \\ 111 he a
more interesting place due to Sgt l\lacka~ 's additional prc,encc.

11.

OFFI ERS' ME S DI
ER
The other highlight of the social ~a l endar for the monLh of September
wu: an OITicer-. Mc s Dinner at Mercury House, the Duke of York's
Headquarters on aturday 11 cpternber, omd 2 (NC} ig Bde, Brig
Rughcs and the SOinC A). Brig Burton were .the ~ucsts of honour. Pn?r
to the Dinner, the SOinC (A) presented MaJ Mike Jackson with his
Territonal Decoration.

Louise's Kensington Association. These books, known as Project 2000,
are a record of every grave of the soldiers from the 'The Kensington ·s•
who died in the Second World War - 137 of them in total They show a
picture of the individual grave, and a short dedication explaining huw
each soldier died. Also present at the Service were the Mayor of
Kensington and Chelsea, Cllr M1·s Jan Fraser, the President of the PLK
Association (also a former CO of the Regiment) Col Keith Bruce-Smith,
and members of the PLK Association. All stayed for a curry lunch in the
bar aflerwards.
COULSDO REMEMBRA CE PARADE
The following Sunday the Squadron marched to the local church at
Old Coulsdon for a Service, followed by a short Service of Remembrance
and the two minutes si lence at the War Memorial outside the church. Sqn
2 1C, Capt Steven Ong, led the parade to the church and back.
Afterwards members of the Squadron and their families enjoyed a curry
lunch in the bar. Lt Debs peakman represented the Squadron in
Kensington and Chelsea on 14 November. She laid a wreath al the War
Memorial on Kensington lligh Street on behalf of the Squadron and read
the Affirmation, before meeting members of the borough later at
Kensington Town Hall.

still standing, a Champagne breakfast was served the next morning. Tl~e
guests of honour included the Hon Col, Maj Gen Bill Robins, and h1>
wife Kathy, the CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison and her 'w 1fe' li~dair, an<l
the Supervising Officer, apt Paul amways.. upcr~ prizes .were gi\en
away during the course of the cvcn111g, 111clud111.g a ride on _the
Millennium Wheel, with dinner at the Oxo Tower; a ride on the On •nt
Express won by Foreman Maurice Byrne; a helicopter ride along t~e
Thames; a day's tank driving (won by Foreman Ray White - very useful
for a Foreman in the Royal Signals) and a day at the Brands I latch rac~ng
circuit. racing motor vehicles (pretty much the way most Sergeants dn~c
anyway!). There could be some very intercst111g stories in the Sergeants'
Mess bar over the next few months.
RN "1GHT

PPF.R

EXERCJSE AUTUM BELLE
Ex Autumn Belle was planned and coordinated by two members of the
quadron, Sgt Amy McAuliffe, and LCpl Maria Traynor. ol~iers
from every Squadron of the Regiment deployed to HQ LAND at Wilton
to take part in this HF Exercise, which by all accounts was a success, and
a credit to the soldiers who ran it. Well done Sgt McAuliffe and LCpl
Traynor!

SOinC (A) presents Maj Jackson with his TD
After the dinner came the speeches and presentations. Maj Jackson
pre ented the CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison and the Regiment with a
Wilkinson word 'Milleru1ium word of Peace' . He purcha ed the 83rd
of a limited edition, in recogn ition of 83 Sig qn, and spoke fondly of his
time in the Regiment.

GT LARKE' F REWELL
The quadron bade farewell to SSgt Clarke in the first weekend of
eptember. He was dined out in the field by the quadron whilst on
exercise in Meredith Wood , Kent. We had spent the day testing our skills
m vehicle recovery, anti-ambush drills and driver training, we then took
part in a night navigation exercise before returning for a well deserved
meal and cclcbratton.
gt Clarke began his military career as a cadet in
Hammersmith, and from there joined 41 (PLK) ig Regt (as we used to
be). He served for over 30 years in the QM's department, during which
time 41 (PLK) ig Regt became 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn - and part of 31 Sig
Regt.
gt larke returned to 41 (PLK) ig Sqn as pay clerk three years
ago, and ''ill b" great ly missed by all in the Squadron. He was presented
'' ith a brandy decanter and set of goblets, a wanky Squadron sweatshirt,
and a cut glass flower vase for Mrs C larke. The Squadron then listened
"hil t he reminisced about life in the Squadron (albeit with a few
interruption from hecklers at the back). We all wish him the very best for
the filture.
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CHRISTMAS BALL
The dynamic duo of Cpl Kerry McAuliffe and LCpl Maria Traynor
excelled themselves once again by arranging yet another uccessful
Christmas Ball, on Saturday 18 December. They organised a superb
evening, but quite how they got it to now as wi::ll, !s a mystery! I thmk
several people wondered what they had been drmkmg when th~y came
out of the drill hall, to !ind inche of snow on the ground outside. Just
how much alcohol was there in that Christmas pudding?

Sgt 'Trav' Travis, Cpl Ian Byrne, W02 (RQMS) Dean Clark
and Sgt Traynor enjoying the 41 Christmas Bash!

Newly promoted Sgt Ian Mackay
not looking nearly so apprehensive!!
Congratulations too to LCpl ·Shakespeare' Pres ley who has just had a
poem published in a compilation book. Most of us are more familiar with
LCpl Presle 's cooking skills, rather than his poetic ones, but well done!
I this the beginning of a whole new career we ask ourse lves?
Congratulations are also due to Cpl May and LCpl Pearl Sethna who
both ucce. ,, .illy completed all modules for their Cla s 2 Trades Course.
Well done Iv both of you.

HEADED FOR KOSOVO
We wish the best of luck 10 Sig Phil Davy, who left us for Chilwell. in
preparation for his imminent departure to Kosovo. Sig Davy, a university
student. who is taking time out from his studies to do this, admitted that
of all his friends his would be the most unusual place cho en to spend
the Millennium. We wish him all the best, and look forward to his return
to the Squadron nex t year.

Maj Mike Jackson presents the 83rd Millennium Sword
to the CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison TD
SQ ADRO WEEKE D OCTOBER
The Regiment practised a deployment to a holding centre in the
ground of toney Castle. Troops were broken into to their CROST role
manning, and exerci ed at Troop level. K Tp, under Lt Beth Poll ard,
established a Troop location in the Pirbright Training area and established
a JOCCOMEX link with 2 Sig Sqn and I IMS Anglesey. Meanwhile, J
and Tps deployed to Bramley, but couldn't quite get to grips with the
concept of communications. They waited and waited, but didn ' t ever
cem to quite get in touch with the rest of the Regiment. Better luck next
time!
PLK REMEMBRANCE
The Squadron attended a PLK Remembrance ervice at the Duke of
York's I leadquarters 011 Sunday 7 November. By tradition the Princess
Loui e's Kensington Association hold their Remembrance ervicc a
week before the nation-w ide ceremonies. This was the last time this
Remembrance Service will be held at the Duke of York's, home to the
PLK silver and memorials, which made the service a yet more moving
occasion. ig We tread a poem and the lesson was read by the Regt 2IC,
Maj Willia m Brown. The Padre, Maj David Crawley, dedicated two
Memorial Books, which have been compiled by members of the Princess
T HE W IRE, APRIL 2000

First prize in the Ral11e appropriately ':'cnt to Cpl Kerry McA ul ~ffe
(did she rig it?) who won a day's motor racmg at Brand Hatch. Sgt Bnan
'Cuddles' 1raynor won a teddy bear almo t a.s big a he i (could .ha e
been his twin brother!), whilst LCpl Alan 'Ladic.s m~' Bryan won ?mner
for two in Lhe ral11e and also won the unofficial pnze for managmg to
bring along the mosi female guest . Other raffle prizes included a trip to
the local beauty parlour. and ational Lottery S ratch Cards (alt.hough 1f
anyone did mange to win a million thcy'~c certamly kept 1t qmet). Cp l
Simon 'Jim Davidson' May was our evemng' compcre, and the evenmg
finished with a disco until the mall hours.

W02 (FofS) Jamie Harper (proud owner of his new sparkley NATO
Kosovo Medal) with his wife Jacqueline and his Mum Jenny at the
Regimental Burns Night Supper - nice Tartan chaps!
Officers and Sergeant from the Regi_ment celebrated 'Burns 1 ight'
again this year with a dinner at RHQ. This event ha ~come ~ne of the
social highlights of the Regimental Calendar, and the 111ght certa111ly l~ved
up to expectations. Before the dinner began, a couple of pre. entatlons
were made by D Comd 2 ( C) Sig Bde, Col Lawrence. Firstly, W02
(FofS) Jamie Harper was presented with hi miniature NATO Medal
Clasp Ko ovo (yes FofS you will be getting your . o 2's on to receive t~e
main meda l). The occasion wa made more special for the FofS a h1
wife Jacqueline and Mother and Father were all present. Secondly Capt
Sarah Street was awarded TA Honours for representing the TA at the
inter services orienteering match. It was then on with the proceedings.
The CO and senior gue ts \\'ere piped into the dining room by
gt
Ian Harrison the Regimental Pipe Major.who piped superbly. I r
Alisdair Harri'son, the CO' 'wife'. addressed the Haggis in flamboyant
style. The meal. which wa fanta tic, was followed by .a n~mbe~ of
speeches. 1r Colin Wilson read the Immortal Memory m his t)'.P1cal
eloquent tyle. It was then the tum of SSgt Mick J.o~oson .. He rec1~ed a
poem entitled 'Address to the Unco Gu1d or the R1g1dly R1ghteou . He
performed all the versus in very creditable 'Jockinese' without reference
to any note - Staff we arc not worthy, you were fantastic! Sgt Johnson
is always whining about the fact that hi fellow P I, SSgt Craig Bruce,_
always gets his photo in The WIRE. Well Sta!T,_I don't ha~e a photo ol
you from the Bums Supper, but l do have one ol you sho1~·111g the world
how not to dance with your wife ue al another Mc function ....

EW YEAR EVE I COULSDO '
.
Why did so many people pax so n~uch money to go o!f and do exotic
things (those who weren't workmg of course) when the h.vehcst party of
the Millc1rnium took place in the JR bar 111 Coul don? Tl11S was the party
that everyone was talking about! Where better to celebrat.e t!1e nc~v
Millennium than the TAC al Coul don? obody can ay we d1dn l ee 111
the New Century in tylc!
ERGEANT ' ME CHRI TMAS BALL
.
.
aturday 4 December saw huge amount 0f adrenalme ny1ng aroun.d
the wallow Hotel in Bournemouth, where the ergeant hel? their
~ntcrtmnment
ergeant ' Mc s hristmas Din~er, and what a night!
began with a string quartet playmg on arrival. A ma1pcian nnpre ed all
with his trick (1 bet he couldn't teach gt 'Trav' n-.av1s a tnck or two!)~
band played after the meal, a disco took over until dawn . and for tho,e

.:h
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SSgt Mick 'Twinkle Toes' Johnson dancing the night away
with his wife Sue - go for it Staff!!
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B:ick to the upper, W02 (FofS) Jamie Harper propo.ed the Toa t to
the Lru sie , to "hich Lt Beth Pollard ably replied. 'i ell don to both of
)OU.
gt Craig Bruce (1s there no getting away from thi man!!)
cntcn:iincd u. with Bum's Ode to a oldier - sorry ta IT no photo ·! The
meal \\a followed by a eilidh and a dis o, where 'ariou members of the
\llc.s showed off their dancing prowe . ! Once all the dancing was over it
\\as time to move up to the 'gts' Me.· and carry on the motion. Rumour
control has it that mo t of the SI didn't leave until about 0600hrs 'unday
morning! Other gue ts for the ·. ~ning included laj t<'ve Davies. the Ops
Offr of the I l I th U
ig Bn our i tcr Battalion in the tale , Mr Tim
Wood, the rep from our 'Pon oring Livery Comp .. ny and ol Keith Bruce
mith. ·\ fanta uc evening, and on~ to put in the diaries for next year!
56 IGNAL
qn Comd
S M

Q ADRO '(VOL

on the boundary for his fielding beeau e it was feared that hi can of beer
would be knocked over at mid wicket. Julian Carmichael, who was
clearly playing after a gap of many, many years, did not find it easy to
remain in his fielding position and even harder to stop the ball! De pite
the Officer ' skill and expertise, they still felt that it was right and proper
that they should allow the Sergeants' Mess to once again lift the trophy
and so when the last ball was bowled, they were still about 30 runs short
of the target.

'TEERS) - EA TBO RNE

1aj Brian Howe
W02 Godden

' EWS, HELLO , GOODBYES A D PROMOTIO t
We have aid ·Goodbye· to
gt Hattemore, who at1er 26 years in the
fA. hru hung up hi heret and now tand · on the other ide of the bar on a
Tuesday night, ·elling the beer rather than consuming it. (Oh, I forgot. he
i tetotal anyway!) Congratulations to 2Lt Keiron Francis on gaining his
promotion to Lieutenant. We ha e also enjoyed the dining out of Capt
Jackie Blake. \: 01 Phil \ aterhouse and S gt Paul Hattemore in
Ea ·tboume where. once again, a marvellous spread wa provided by
Corporal. now gt tevc Ho,, ell. Yes, congratulation to Sgt Howell and
gts .\1artin Cooper and Chri Maginnis, who \,ere all recently
promoted by the Lord Lieutenant of u ex. We have welcomed Lt
nthony 'Au ie' Lamb into the quadron and enjoyed his impression of
a waiter at the Dinner E\ening. (He called it his Me Dre !)
Chri'tmas ha been and gone and we have since welcomed in the e\\
1illennium (according to ome). adly our experti e ''a not required by
HQ LA D over the 1e\\' Year period so Op urity was called off and
tho e "ho had \olunteered uddenly had to make plan for a party instead!
\\'e sadly had to say goodbye to Dino Constantino just before Chri tma ..
Dino had been with the quadron for many years, initially a. the REME
Corporal and more recently as the civilian driver. He was a l o a gourmet
chef. pecialising in some very hot currie ! His enthu ia m, willingne s to
help. jo' ial nature a nd loud voice will be sorely missed by all. Good luck
for the future Dino. Hopefully by the time thi art icle is published Lt
Antony Lamb, our friend from down under. should be formally
tran ferred into the Squadron and hopefully promoted to Captain o it' a
welcome for this is ue and a fingers cro ed for the next!
EXERCISE COCK.NE JER EY 20-22 A G ST 1999
859/857 RADIO TROOP
Q,·er the weekend of20-22 Augu t, members of 857 a nd 859 Radio
Tps embarked on a weekend of ad,enturous training on the Isle of Wight.
The uperb Jersey Camp was to be our home for two days, whi lst we
cycled. walked and participated in various water port . Capt arah
treete, QC 859 (Radio) Tp, led an advance party to set up camp early on
the Friday morning. The rest of the troops followed later that evening
under the auspice of2Lt Keiron Francis, OC 857 (Radio) Tp, and W02
( M) Kevin Godden. The tirst morning comprised of mountam biking
over the hill surrounding Sandown. A beautiful sunny day made the
cycling even more exhilarating, but plenty of regular water break and the
superb view kept morale high, despite the mammoth hills we had to cycle
(pu h the bikes) up. LCpl Jo Reader. managed to go airborne from her
bike at one point and softened her fall by landing in slinging neules! The
afternoon comprised of water-sports with lessons from a local urfing
school. Only LCpl Paul 'Surf Dude' Renaud managed to tand up
properly on the boards. Kayaking, Canoe Surfing and Swimming finished
the afternoon olT, but not before Sgt Tim Odam showed us what he could
do on his kayak! As we were sharing the camp \\'ith the Intelligence
Corps, also on Adventurous Training, we challenged them to a game of
softball to encourage and build 'esprit de corps' between us. Sgt Martin
Cooper staned well for the Royal Signals by scoring a direct hit with the
softball on the Int Corps bowler's leg. More fun was had as they continued
to bring in ne\\ players until the team numbers stood at I 5 Royal Signals 48 Int Corp. Needles to say, we were \ictorious! The next morning W02
Jim Paine took us on a IOkrn educational ·yomp' around the 'orth West
Coast with the emphasis on visiting some of the many apoleonic Forts
along the way. A visit to The · 1 eedle Point Battery Museum' and a
continual hi lory lesson all the way made it a very enjoyable day, before
the tre1<. home to Eastbourne.
EXERCI E COCKJ EY ADVE TURE 20-22 A G ST 1999
858 IGNAL TROOP
858 Sig Tp, fired up by their team building experiences of camp,
deployed on a Troop Commander's weekend to Llangorse, near Brecon to
carry out adventurous training. Llangorse Rope Centre was chosen as a
ha e. This afforded easy access to indoor rock climbing, kayaking on the
lake and the Black Mountains. Capt Tony Potter and his group were first
to attempt the climbing package. Sgt Dick E. Bonner and Sig 'Rich'
Bald\\ in, both decked out m de igncr climbing gear took to the face like
\\clsh mountain goats while others were not so sure. Kayaking provided
an opponunity for character building and elf development and these were
clcarl) achieved. However, the ability to hold ones breath was a clear
\\inner in this self development exercise.
robe fair, W02 (FofS) Ray White only really developed his suntan. A
rarbccue, ably prepared by L pl Eric Gardync and gt teve Hall
prO\ided the perfect opportunity for the Troop to ay farewell to L pi
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Paul Owen who managed to extend all their oven. to I 5 or so ball due to

a large number of wides. Capt Paul amways was conveniently placed

Capt Sarah Steele, wearing the beret, mid interview!
858 Tp on tour with a strange green visitor from 83 Sig Sqn!
Mark GrieYe who i now er\ing \\-1th 7 Sig Regt on FTRS for a couple of
years - Good luck. The weekend concluded with a navcx over the local
terrain. gt Chris ~~1aginnis' s attempts at diplomacy with a native
farmer's wife ha\c been noted. Luckily the biggc t and most vicious dog
was blind!

LORD LIEUTE 'ANT'S MERITORIOUS ERVICE AWARD
The Lord Lieutenant of East Sussex, Admiral Sir Lindsay Bryson
l CB \ isited the Squadron on 23 ovember in order to present his
M..:ritor1ous Service Awards, Cadet of the Year Awards, ATO Medals
and TA ·· fficiency Medals. One of the amusing aspects of the evening was
the sight of LCpl Paul Renaud precariously balancing each cenificate on
a red cu . hi on belonging to the PSAO, Capt Ian Murray! Congratulations
to the fo!lowing who were all presented with an award:
W02 Jim Payne
NATO Medal (former Yugoslavia)
W02 (FofS) Ray White
TA Efficiency Medal
S gt Paul Hattemore
TA Efficiency Medal (2nd Clasp)
Sgt andru Burns
Meritorious Service Certificate
Sgt Bob Cooper
Meritorious Service Certificate
Sgt Mike Dowds
Meritorious Sef\ ice Certificate
Congratulation , also to gt Bob Shevels who was awarded the Major
Gilyeal Award for the Soldier of the Year at 56 Signal Squadron (V). We
were proud to host many families and friends, including our Mayor and
Chief Executive during the evening and they were all then invited to join
us for a bu ffet upper.

THE SERGEA T ' PERSPECTIVE! - by W02 (SSMJ Kevin Godden
The opening batting partnership of WOl (R M) John Gibson and
S gt Craig Bruce BEM was to provide a solid foundation for the team
until they were both out in the fir t over several times for the RSM ''ho
was still hon111g his skills! Some fine batting di plays from W02
(RQMS) George Co ffin. W02 (YofS) Simon Tyler and Sgt De~
Eldridge soon provided those badly needed runs which meant we had a
score that the Officers would have to really cha e if they were to beat u .
Indeed, our target of 161 runs proved to be too big for the Officers'
Team, who, despite the enthusiasm of the Captai n, Capt Sarah treete,
were no match for the competitive and skilful players of the WOs' and
gts' Mess. Superb close fielding by SSgt Willie Loch and Sgt Graham
Browning (he stopped the balls the wicket keeper missed), and quality
bowling slowed the run rate down to provide the WOs' and gts' 'vie s
with another fine and well deserved victory.
ARMY ORIE• TEERl G CHA 1PIO HJPS
On two very cold ovember evenings, the Regimental Orienteers (still
awaiting their brain examinations) competed in the Inter Unit and Inter
Corps Orienteering Championship . The fnter Unit was held on Bramley
Training Area and the male team seemed to quite enjoy pending a lot of
time running around it in the dark. Sgt Des Eldridge. in panicular,
preferred staying outside with the rabbits, deer and pheasants rather than
keeping warm indoors. S gt eil Fisher was on his way in and decided
to dive along the empty track, completely destroying his hands and hi
knees. The female team, meanwhi le, fini hed second despite starting ten
minutes late, due to a technical hitch (where is Sgt Fisher with our
control cards?) and Capt Mel Rayner having an ankle blow out early on.
She courageously completed the course, but ended up with damaged
ligaments and a rather good limp for a few weeks!!

Sgt Dick Bonner opens his legs and shows his style!
BO 'TY TRAI I G DAY -6 OVEMBER 1999
'So what makes you want to get up so early on a cold, ovembcr
mornmg and he on your stomach with your hands freezing, shooting at
targets?' was the question posed by presenter, Cla ire while filming for
Lorraine Kelly 's programme 'Up front with Lorraine' at the recent
Bounty Training Day. A pregnant pause; can you really answer, 'The
£1050'? 'N.aturally, it is due to the comradeship, th e sense of achievement
and the ski lls that we learn! ' Whilst this interview was going on and
questions uch as, 'Were you a toy boy when you were younger?' were
bemg asked of Capt arah treete, many other members of"the Regiment
were spendin~ the day passing as many tests as po sible. They hot on the
range, blew into the dummy (no, not the RSM!), were gassed in the
chamber and yomped the four miles across Pirbrig ht Training Arca with
hu~e (\\ell, they ecmed like that) packs on their backs. Many a lso had
their f!10ment o.f gl?ry when they were filmed hooting on the range or
mterv1ewed while simulating the TACFT at a snail 's pace, so th at the film
crew could keep up! Despite the distractions, they all passed mo t of the
tests and are one step nearer the reward in Apri I!
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Sgt Sandra Burns, Sgt Bob Cooper, the Lord Lieutenant of Sussex, W02 (FofS) Ray White and Sgt Mike Dowds
at the Meritorius Service Awards in Eastbourne
OFFICERS ' MESS V ERGEANTS' 1ESS CRICKET MATCH

THE OFFICERS' PER PECTIVE! - by apl Sarah Streele

On a hot day at the beginning of eptembcr, the ?llicer~' Me s turned
out to take on the ergeants' Mess at the Annual (1sh) Cricket match at
Kneller llall. The ergea nts' Mes had been victorious at their las t
meeting and o the Office1 were determi1~ed to correct this! .The Officers
started well by winning the toss and pulling the ergeant mto bat. The
rules, slight ly altered for the o casion, meant that player batted for ,e,en
overs and lost runs each time they were out. on equ<:ntly, no one had
the t:mbarras ment of walking out to bat, only to be dispatched back to
gt
the pavilion after facing just one ball! Top corer for the gt wa
De Eldridge who hit most of the bowler all round tl1e ground . Top
core for the Officers wa the 'Extra 'thanks 10 Capt Dave Parr and Lt
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The Inter ervice e ent consi. ted of a night and a day event across
Ash Range . Due to the nature of the terrain, both were very much cross
county course , favouring the good runner (shame that is not :ill of us!)
The Corps team of 'laj Jean Pa ne, Capt Sarah trcete and pl
Rebecca Strickland fini hed Fourth overall, whilst congratulations go to
Lt Linda · 1 am still young' Dil\'i~ who finished a the winner on the lJ25
course.
TAvTHEREG L R
On an eyen colder morning, when the temperature failed to nsc to CfC
(or o it seemed). Capt arnh treete and Lt Linda D11\ i repre cnted
the T in the annual orienteering match against the Regular. It \\a held
on a bleak moor in Derby hire and im·olved ro k climbing, sl..img in the
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mud. paddling in the . tream, and running around the sheep. a wel~ a the
nti ipatcd orienteering. Everyone wa \ery keen to get to the finiJ1 but
before nchicYing this. there wn a 3-0m climb up a mudd cli!T face
causing many competitors to go into crawl mode! Once again, the Regular
team was the vi tor but, ne\ ertheles . ' e enjoyed the cYcnt and would like
to thank our captain. la Jean Payne for organ i, ing the team.

The Team
(L-R): Lt Linda 'G' day' Davies, Capt Sarah Streete,
Maj Gaby Bushel and Maj Jean Payne
CHRIST 'lAS - 56 STYLE
The quadron celebrated Christma during a training weekend in the
middle of December and it began with a Chri lrna Service of Carols and
Readings in the bar, led by the Padre. Maj David Crawley. Having
experimented with a different format the previou year, we returned to the
popular 'bun fight' formal dinner with the Officers and Warrant Officers
waiting on and everyone eating and drinking their full. As usual, the food
was uperb thanks to W02 Fred Bramble, gt Steve Howell and gt
Bob bevels. The QC. Maj Brian Howe congratulated and thanked the
Squadron for their efforts and achievements the previous year and wished
e\·eryone well o,·er !lie holiday period. Sig George, the newest recruit.
responded on behalf on the troops. This was followed with the ever
popular joke telling' and a rendition of'Sus ex by lhe ea'. IL is just a great
shame that no one knows the tune! Groans were heard all round at ?am the
next morning when the QC and Capt Ton. Potter woke the Squadron
with the notorious gunfire, tea laced with brandy, which everyone had to
taste!

83 (LO DON) IG AL SQUADRO (VOLU TEERS) CHELSEA
qn Comd
Maj Julian Carmichael
M
W02 ( SM) Jim McMahon
HELLO , GOODBYE AND PROMOTIO S
The quadron has a number or personnel to say a fond farewell to,
beginning with Maj Mike Jackson who commanded the Squadron for
two years but has now lefl for pastures new. I lis 2I . apt Guy Bcwsher,
has also jumped hip to take up the reins as Ops Officer at RHQ, Lt Andy
Lowther who has only been with us a few months has al o been poached
by RHQ to fill the role or 0 RRTI. W02 (S M) Jim McMahon is
lea\ ing London to ' tart anew' in Harrogate. We wish them all good luck
in their future TA careers. We also extend a sad farewell to Sgt 'Dinger'
Bell "ho has been with the quadron longer than most current recruits
have been in long trou ers. He has now retired from the TA. A warm
welcome is extended Lo our new OC, Maj Julian Carmichael and 21C,
Capt Alan Pepper. We hope they enjoy their time with us. The Squadron
would like to extend a warm welcome to SSgt Bob Stevenson who took
over the reins as our NS M. Having transferred from the Armoured
Corp , we are gently introducing him to radios and familiarising him to the
way of the world in a ignals unit.
Congratulations to all tho e promoted on this year'· camp. They are as
follows Capt Liz Fitzpatrick, Cpl Martin Bell, LCpl Bobby Donner,
LCpl Robert Leyland and LCpl Tia nell who wa presented with her
tape '' hilst on attachment in America. ongralulations al o to W02
( M) Bob
ephcnson and Cpl Ian 'Baby' Byrne on their recent
promotions.
OF GLOUCE TER'S CUP
D CHE
83 ig qn (V) excelled themselves once again by walking away from
this years mil kill competition with the 'Be t ection' and ' Best
Squadron' Trophic . The competition was carried out over one day and
involved a number of stands. The stands were judged on speed, fitness,
initiative and marksmanship. A sense of humour was also essential as
team waded across a field in flippers and hung from a rope, which didn't
quite reach tl1e finish line. ig Knight proved the most buoyant of the
team as he and his kit sank like a stone during a imulated river crossing.
The ·A· Team led by Capt Dave Thomas was a team of whippets,
managing to get the faste t time on the forced march and the a sault
course. The 'B' Team led by Capt Liz Fitzpatrick came a close Second
on the March (beaten by only 33 econd !!) Well done to all lho e who
took part and to those who supported the teams.
THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW - 13 OCTOBER 1999
A contingent from 31 Sig Regt (V) and the University of London
Officer Training Corps made up the Guard of Honour at this year's Lord
Mayor's Show in honour of The Rt Hon, The Lord Mayor, Alderman
Clive Martin, QBE TD DL.

TRAl l ' G IN THE EW YEAR
The New Year, Decade. Century, Millennium (whatever you call it!)
kicked off with a Millennium weekend at Crowborough where 'fun' was
defined by the Training Major, Maj Tim Cooper as 'wet, cold and
muddy'. We had fun!! The weekend was enjoyed by all. The next bout of
training wa a Trade Training and Officer Training weekend. The Trade
Training was held in sunny Eastbourne, although the soldiers worked so
hard they had liule time to stroll by tbe sea front or walk on the South
Downs. The Officer Training took place at Southfields. The turnout was
good and ranged from OCdt Rob Wood to a few crusty captains (AKA
Tony Potter). They had all turned up to hear words of wisdom from the
21C, Maj William Brown, the Adjutant, Capt Mel 'Sponsor me' Rayner
(she is always off cycling/running in aid of something - what a good egg),
Op Offr, Capt Guy Bewsher, 2IC 41 Sqn, Capt Steve Ong and EO Offr,
Capt teve Jones. The subjects were diverse and interesting in the
extreme - Army Doctrine, <;ervice Writing, Health and Safety, Estimates
and Orders. Everyone was duly impressed by the files and file dividers
they were given, but not so impressed \ ith their homework (distance
learning). (Ha' ing seen some of the results, the Adjutant will be handing
out detention next week!! - only kidding guys, thanks for your efforts).

The Lord Mayor of London and Cpl Bell of 83 Sig Sqn (V)
T<\VRA OPEN DAY - DUKE OF YORK'S HQ

30 OCTOBER 1999
Well done to Cpl Sid Ahluwalia who headed up a professionally
presented recruiting dnvc at the Duke of York's annual TA Recruiting
Day. Two stands attracted the attention of the public and the promoting of
tl1e R SIGNALS began. The display of a Radio Det, Lanward Del and
Eurornux Equip1m;nt from 36 ig Regt (VJ drew many enquiries with over
31) names taken and the promise of follow up visits to drill nights.
CHRISTMA PARTY
LAST BASH AT THE D KE OF YORK'S
Cpl Jay Eastwood organised an outstanding Christmas party to see out
our la l days al the Duke of York's Headquarters and her hard work was
much appreciated by all. IL was an evening of much merriment, drinking
and dancing. The night was a huge success with over 80 party goers in
attendance, many of\\hOm made it to the 6am close. The quadron seized
the opportunity lo ay goodbye to a number of 'old favourites' - W02
(SSM) Jim 'Sil er Fox' McMahon, Maj Mike Jackson, Sgt 'Di nger'
Bell and W02 Brenda Prater. We wish them luck in their future
endeavours. Many tears were obviously shed al the fact that mis was the
last party at the D ofY, roll on the first at White City!
MILLE NlUM WEEKE D CROWBOROUGH
15-17 JANUARY 2000
The quadron and the Regiment were out in force over the weekend of
15-17 January 2000, in order to support a Regimental Millennium
extravaganza. The CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison, had ta ked her permanent
staff with arranging a 'weekend to be remembered'. It kicked off with the
Regiment converging on Crowborough Training Camp where they w~re
greeted by the Trg Maj, Maj Tim Cooper who, though accu ed ofwastmg
good Friday night drinking time, insisted on alloca.ting a!I per onnel to
teams. A leisurely Sam breakfast (tJ1e RSM drew a line at 11 bemg served
in bed) led into the day's activities. This consi ted of ten tands that w~re
cleverly designed to inflict maximum amounts of cold water, dirt and wmd
chill factor on every competitor. There were also a few cut and bruise
thrown in for good mea ure. The favourites by popular vote were
'Resupply', 'Prisoner Escape' and. the 'Assault Cour e - with a differenc_e'.
They involved moving heavy kn along a n ver which was strewn with
obstacles, walking blindfolded through a wood, and carrymg egg over an
assault course.

Sgt Dave Alleyne
83 Sig Sqn on Parade at the Lord Mayor's Show 99
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Capt Dave Parr's Team reigned victoriously beating Capt Liz
FitzPatrick's Team by that all important one point - WE!.-L DO E to all
those who took part and those who organised stand . Afier a short break
for personal adrnin the Officers enjoyed the company of the Seniors in
their Mess for a few drinks before joining the rest of the Regiment for a
smoker. The Squadrons did themselves proud with fine examples of both
acting and singing talents. It was agreed that PSI SSgt 'Dez' Eldridge has
missed his calling to the stage. A few Officers and Seniors were in for a
rough ride, but most escaped relatively unscathed as nothing 'career
limiting' was actually said. We are hoping though that the YofS might take
the hint and start producing slightly shorter adrnin instructions! LCpl
Pearl Sethna (of41 Sig Sqn) led a particularly amusing Kangaroo Court
for Sgt Matt Cahill. who was somewhat ineptly defended by his uppo ed
mate Sgt Dave Alleyne. We are also keen to find out exactly what Cpl
Payne of the LAD expected the AQMS, W02 Andre Scrivener to do
with that banana?! After the smoker, the tone for the evening wa set by
SSgt Dez Eldridge and the Adjt, Capt Mel Rayner when they were cast
as opponents in a urno Wrestling competition. I'm not actually sure who
came off best, but it was rumoured that 'the PSI was throwing the Adjt
around like sbe was a muppet' - yes 4 1 Sqn. we do read your Squadron
rag! The night then flowed with dancing and 'refreshments' into the small
hours. A big thank you to everyone who organised the event, what a
night!!
.
Unfortunately a great night i invariably followed by a bad mommg,
made even worse by a PT session which was organi ed for 7. I 7am.
Having gathered our bodie , it was time to gather our thought ~~ the
Padre I d a service of reflection. The weekend ended with a trad1t1onal
round of potted sports. Varying degree of skill were displayed on the
football pitch, hockey pitch, rug of war and volleyball court. Great fun was
had by all and the weekend had been a tremendous succe s. There was a
general consen u that all training weekends hould be like this, however,
the CO and Trg Maj fell that there is such a thing a too much fun!!
Shame!

33rd SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

42 (CITY OF MA CHESTER) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj I. G. Kelly T D Kl GS
SSM
W02 ( SM) G. Ward

Sig Fisher, Sig Scott and LCpl Gardyne
proving it does take three to roll up a quad!

W02 Rat White demonstrating the dismount
from the abseiling stand with the assistance of
NRPS SSgt 'Old as the hills' John Mackins

The Lord Mayor's how is the world 's largest unrehearsed procession,
a celebration through London to mark the beginning of the Lord Mayor's
term in office. This year's theme was 'The Be t in Britain' and all
proceeds went to Dr Barnardo's. The Guard of Honour comprised 38 OR 's
and OCdts with the Parade ommander being 83 ig qn 's Capt Liz
FitzPatrick. A very successful parade if you didn ' t mind missing the
footy (England v Scotland!) and puuing up with nosebag ..... o who can't
count then!
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(V)

CLASS THREE TRADE TRAI ING C MP - WHITBURN
A trade training camp wa held at Whit!>~rn over the j)eriod 22 January
- 6 February 2000 for initial cla s three tram mg 111 ~II R S ignals.trades .. F~r
those of you who have never experienced ~e dchghl of Wh1tburn, 1t is
ituated between Sunderland and outh Shield on the Northumberland
coa. t. The chilly orth ea can be een immedi~tely behind the firing
butt on the ranges and it is a great place for bracmg early mommg runs
along the sea front (that is unless you have co~surned too muc_h of the local
brew the night before). everal members ol the quadron J01~1ed othe~s
from the Regiment, and some guest attendees from 60. Sig q_n m
Aylesbury, to allend thi fiOecn day camp. gt Marcus Rashid (ex Kmgs)
and ig Bill Staples (ex Queens Lanes) had a go at the technicians cot~rsc.
Sgt Marcus Rashid took it in hi tridc while ig Bill tapics dc.::1ded
that it was all too difficull and opted 10 have a go al the officer .elecuon
instead (Looks like the ecrel is out)!!
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Cpl Brent Jefferson (rear) awaits his turn
.
to come to grips with the 3.5 KVA Onan generator while
(L-R): Cpl Roman Marczak, Sig John S~hofield and a member of
60 Sig Sqn are already bored with the whole thing

pl ·1 ha' e final!) made my mind up· Brent Jefferson, ex R IP. ex
RE ~E and no" R ignal , headed the dnv r -lcctrician c urse with pl
Roman MarczBk (ex RMP) and ig John Schofield (Manche ter
nt\ersity student) to keep him company. On the Tele Op RR course, ig
Paul Winch and ig We ley Rodgers did extremely well and can no\\
blow up a 40ft Clark mast with the be t of them. All in all, the camp
prO\ed a great succe , und we look forward to the next one in June this
)ear.
ROYAL IGi L I PECTIO. TE 1 (R IT}
'o sooner had the excitement of the Chri tmas and •lillennium period
d1 d do" n. \\hen we were faced with the obering thought that the dreaded
R IT in"pt.><:tion was almo t upon u . To be fair, we had been given plenty
of notice but. a with many things, di tance had provided an illusion of
comfort. Our Foreman of ignal , SSgt 'Gazza' Clapham, had been
O\erheard muttering on about U1i , whilst taring moodily into hi beer
glas , during the many function over the fe.tive sea on. However, a
cunning plan had been hatched by the technical brains of the Regiment to
thwart the be t ·nit-picking' effort of the R 'IT team. The regular
technicians, including the quadron Foreman, ' ere to be centralised to
enable them to descend on the rele ant quadron prior to the inspection
and en ure that all wa well. Thi plan appeared to have worked. judging
b) the po itive comment from the RSIT team members on the day, and
the large turnout of TA personnel who were buzzing around their variou
comm vehicle with a confident and optimistic. attitude. It i hoped that
thi euphoria" ill not be punctured when the report eventually arrive , and
that the boy from orsham. led by Ca pt larcus ulli an and FO
ndy fa rston-\ e to n, will have been suitably impre ed.

POTE TIAL OFFI ER SELECTIO WEEKE 0
To assist in meeting the OITiccr recmitmcnt target for the Regiment, a
potential ofliccr election weekend was held at Holcombe Moor Training
Camp. orth of Bury. o er the \\ cckend 4-6 February 2000. 42 Sig qn
provided live potential officers as well as being ta ked to provide the
ndmin upport. The event wa organised by the Regt 2IC, Maj John
filler. and the potential officers were put through a demanding
programme of command ta ks, group discussion , e say writing, general
knowledge, c ·crci c planning and physical fitness. They became more
than familiar\\ ith the famous Krypton Factor a sault course and have still
got the bruise, to prove it. They ere cha ed over thi by the unfortunately
named pl Joy who is a regular Para trained PT! attached to 42 qn from
216 Air As ault ig qn, based in Colchester and who proved in aluable
a a member of the D staff.

to communicate his vision and philosophy for 1he future. 'Quality not
Quantity' wa the message that came firmly across, \~hich had to be
combined with style, good leader hip and effective but manageable
tniinmg programmes. The way ahead was firmly set and established
' under provide and over deliver' _but iL~ success now very much depends
on this important n!cs_sage and pn_
nc1pal reach111g all ranks throughout the
Regiment. How this 1s achieved 1s now down to each quadron and the
CO emphasised the 1111po1tance ofC2 - communication and commitment to reinforce his message.
The weekend itself opened with a seric of imponant briefing from the
CO and his Trammg Team. These were combined with a serie of
syndicate tasks that were designed to reflect and address current training
manning and equipment problems. Syndicates were tasked to tackle thes~
areas and to basically come up with some ne'" ideas based on old themes.
On the second day nominated syndicate members had to present their
master plans and many humorou · analogies were delivered to reinforce
messages even though some rebounded remorsefully on their hosts. My
own particular favourite was the fireman ·s shiny axe parallel presented by
W02 (FofS) Pete Stowell and the humorous response by W02 Mick
Clarke stating that an axe doesn't need to be shiny for it to work! I do
belie e that both protagonists agreed that while we are not prepared to
accept low standards, achieving high standards i dimcult, so a
compromise has to be reached to find an acceptable maintenance level
that, '~ith limited manpower resources, is achievable. Coming a close
second was Sgt Mick Macdonald' respon c to the new that the
Regiment would soon have its own recruiting web page on the Internet. He
asked, quite innocently, if it would be open only at Weekends? We even
discovered during the Equal Opportunities briefing given by Capt Dave
Tarrnnt, that size does really matter even if exual orientation doesn't!

exists to say it ~houldn't be allowed! However. as a source of
entenainmcnt it couldn't be bettered. The weekend may have started on a
pcr>anal low but it certainly ended on a \Cry high note "ith all
panicipant's dispersmg to their rt:spective TAC's armed with positive
messages and plans for the future. In closing just to keep you up to date
with my Y2K changeover problem, I am now attempting 10 cope \\ ith the
change but I remain to be convinced why such a change is ncces ary!

Potential Officers flanked by Cpl Joy and the RSM ,
W01 Rod Cowan . Sig Gibbons, Sig Staples, LCpl Pennington,
Sig Sawyer, Sig Doherty, Sig Gee and Sig Donnelly

OCdt Charles Vincent (DS),
shaking his head as another master plan falls short

SSgt (FofS) 'Gazza' Clapham,
wondering whether a swift blow from the hammer
might speed up the RSIT prep by
LCpl Sue Heaps and LCpl 'Stew' Green

i

Finally, as we go to press, the Squadron looks forward to four days
skiing in the Caimgorms next week. Our qn 21C, Ca pt Dave Titheridge,
leads a Regimental expedition to the Rocky Mountains for two week in
March. We ha e a stocktaking board for a hand-over of Sqn Comd's
shortly. We are being inspected by the Investment in People Team on the
same evening as we have a 'Bring a Boss' night. Last, but by no means
le8;St, we have a Regimental Comms Exercise to warm us up for the
Brigade FTX, Ex Spring Eagle. Who says life in the TA is dull!!!

35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
Swinging the lead - Lt Peter Ayre pretending to be Lt Ian Cassell

xxxv

co

RSM

ol . J. Potter, T O
WO I (R M) P. Ma rshall
Lt

EXERCI E ILVE R 0 TLOOK
On aturday 15 January I found myself standing outside the entrance
of Anz10 Camp near Leek surrounded by the early morning mist. It was
co.Id, the \\eather was miserable and in my discomfort, so was I. As my
mmd '"andered and I looked around trying to probe through the mist in an
effort to recognise some useful landmark or friendly face, I allowed
my elf a fleeting thought of where I would rather be and who I would like
to put in my place. I lowever, as the sun began to break down the mist, I
glimpsed the beauty of the Staffordshire Moors and the Peak District
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b7:yond. Then it_dawned on me.that Leek was one of the many towns and
c1t1es that provided the h1stoncal 'homes fit for heroes ' following the
Great War. onfr~mtcd by U1e ghosts of the past, this poignant thought
brought _me crashing down to earth and put my own feelings firmly into
perspective and my gloomy thoughts dissipated as quickly as the haze. For
a while at least it became noticeably warmer and my own spirits were
revi.ved, but perhaps this was merely because I was feeling much more
pos_it1ve about the weekend ahead and more importantly about myself, but
I digress. Ex Silver Outlook was a well-planned weekend exercise that
was designed primarily to address the management and leadership skills of
all Regimental Officers and SNCOs. It also provided the new O Lt Col
tephen Potter, an ideal opportunity to meet most of his senior 'taff and
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Al this point I feel I mu t declare that these hum rous interludes took
place at the closing tage. of the weekend and therefore came after the
equally humorou command tasks and U1e as ault course race between the
officers and sergeants messes. !early the inten e physical activity prior to
the syndicate briefings had sharpened the mind quite effectively and
removed all trace of alcohol from the ocial gel together the night before.
Much to the chagrin of the officer , those tireles warriors, the ergca~ts,
thra hed them soundly over the assault course and are no" lookmg
forward to the re-match next year. The command ta ks provided diffe.rent
chal_leng~ and I just can't erase the disturbir!g picture~ of intertwmed
bodies of all shapes and izes and at all angh.: e1the1 dangling prccanou Iy
over hedges. ditche , and oil drums, out of my mind I'm ju l relieved I
wasn 'l roped in! I am sure though thal a Training Ri k As es mcnt or Law
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Negotiating the Logs
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Rf Rl'IT A ' D RET I. '
On aturday, 11 Decembe_r, our fin;t recruit intake since July took their
first tcntati\e tep tO\\ards their Pha·e 2 training at Blandford. Fifteen
recruit who had just succes fully concluded their Pha e I Training
proudl) paraded in the Training I !all at Cantey TA Centre to receive their
pri1ed badge and other award from the CO. Lt Col tephcn Potter,
"ho ''a, al o the in pecting oniL •.
\1nn parents. relath e ancl :'riend, watched the parade from the
sideline and happily shared tnis special occa. i0n by lending their
support and encouragement. Th • i mportance , f thi support und
encouragement wa. acknowledged by the 0 following the parade ' hen
he addres. ed the recruit , their gue ts and instructional tatT and paid
tribute to all their efforts ft,llowing this first important tep towards
b<!coming a fully trained TA oldier. During the parade the a' ard of Be. t
Recruit was pre cnted to a jubilant ig Peter Cater who celebrated later
' ith hi. equally proud and overjoyed parents.

also bade a particularly ad farewell to our outgoing QM, Maj Rod
Gladwin and wife hirley. Rod was dined out of the Officers Mess
during the Burn · ight upper on Saturday, 12 February, and gave a
traditional poetic farc\\ell speech. A special welcome ha been extended
to his replacement Maj Jim offe) fresh from JO ig Regt. Jim who
e\ eryone knows is a boxing enthusiast apparently missed the Tyson fight
when he went to make a cup of tea! Finally some changes have al o taken
place amongst our dedicated civilian staff. These unsung heroes are ofien
overlooked in thi s column but I ha ten to add not deliberately. To rectify
thi unintentional anomaly and to make amends for the future a spec ial
welcome is extended to Mr Pete Frizwell as the ncw MT Driver and to
Lindsay Kane who is employed a. the Registry Clerk in RHQ .

The Comd was met by the CO and the R M and was then given a full
Regimental Brier by th e CO and the Regimental Operations taff.
following the formal briefings the Comd was handed over to OC HQ
Sqn, Maj Rick Logan, who gave the Comd a guided tour of HQ Sqn and
th e LAD. Herc he met many members of the LAD and HQ Sqn and
shared one or two humorou s exhanges with Cpl i Marsden , LCpl
imon Brown and LCpl Tracy Brand. This successful visit ended with
the Comet being entertained by the Regimental Officers and Sergeants at
a specia l supper in the Sergeants and Officers Mess.

The Commander with members of HQ Squadron

EXERCISE TRA "SGLOBE
Capt Helen 1olyneux who sc:rves with 89 Sqn rs an a\ id follower of
any adventure training pursuit and has already reported on her earlier
cxplotts on the Transglobe Sailing F.xpcdition. The expedttion, which
lasted over a year, has now concluded and Helen has submllled the
following article to close another exciting chapter in her life with the TA.
Ex Transglobc was a tri-service round the world yacht race usmg 3
Nicholson 55s, HMSTC Adventure (Navy), Broadsword (Army) and
Racer (RAF). The race started during November 1998 and finished in
December 1999. It had been plit into nine legs with a full crew change for
each leg. I had taken part in Leg l Antigua to Panama over Christmas and
ew Year 1998 - 99. The prize giving ceremony was held on aturday, 22
January 2000, in the presence of HRH The Princess Royal at the Royal
aval Col lege Greenwich. The ceremony itself was held in the spectacular
surroundings of the Chapel, and consi ted of a brief description of each
Leg. This wa followed by presentation of cups to the winner; of each leg
and medals to all crewmembers. Although the Army had won Leg I I had
to receive my medal from the President of the RAF Sail Training Club as I
had been part of the RAF crew. The overall results were very close run.
Both the Army and avy had accrued 22 points, with the avy coming
Third and the Army Second (calculated on the number of legs won) and
the RAF won narrowly with 21 points. Followi ng the ceremony, we made
our way to an adjacent hall for a champagne reception with a light buffet
(lots of smoked canapes). HRH mingled with the guests and met many
crewmembers and skipper . Once the champagne had finished and the
Princess had departed, we made our way down to the bar, which was
situated in the cellar under the Chapel, for a disco and more champagne.
An excellent night was had by all, reminiscing and comparing sa iling
stories and 'our worst moments at sea'.

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)

co
RSM

Lt Col P. J . Grogan
WOI (RSM) A. Cox

The cheque presentation at 95 Sqn
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
The Regiment bids a fond farewell to the outgoing CO, Lt Col A.
W hittle and his wife Pam and wishes him all the very best in Corsham as
01 Comms. After a fon d farewell we would like to wish a warm
welcome to the new CO, Lt Col P. J. Grogan and hi wife Alison. We
hope they have a fulfilling tour with the Regiment.

Way back during the Summer months members of95 Squadron raised
a Three Peaks Challenge team in aid oftbe Macmi llan urses Appeal and
succes fully completed the challenge. albeit a littl e slowly. Macmil lan
urses have a tremendous reputation and re peel for providing palliative
care for tho e who arc terminally ill with cancer and their fami li es. Their
aim and charter is to provide total care for patient and their fam ilies at a

The CO presenting the award of Best Recruit
to Sig Peter Cater of 89 Sqn

•

OPERATIO 'S
Planning is now hotting up in RHQ with the Brigade Exerci e almost
imminent (well it's in the summer) and W02 (YofS) Chris utt and SSgt
(FofS) Andy Burns are busy tudying comms plans and map trace for the
annual exe rci e. This goes along with the end less recces to Scotland. Ops
would like to say farewe ll to SSgt Jill umm ers who is leaving the Army
and to wish her well in her chosen path. To replace her, in comes S gt Tim
·1 can si ng, dance and play musical instrument ' Abbott along with his
wife Judith who join us as RP from Aberdeen.
HEA DQ ARTERSSQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Riley
S M
W02 (SSM) J. Krikorian
This has once more been an exceptionall y busy period for the qundron.
On the socia l front the traditional round of Christmas festi ities \\ ere held
and the P AO was concerned as to whether hi drill hall would ever
reappear from it guise of·Ctub TAC'. The quadron held a upper party
to bid farewel l to the out<>oing CO, Lt Col Alan Whittle who has now
departed fo r pa tures new~ The new-year has seen training renew with a
fresh vigour. One of the highlights of this training being, a visit by a group
of hakespearean Actor to the training weekend to enable them to get mto
character! A full report o f the visit will appear in the next i ue.

The final course of 1999
RI , 'G THO E CHA, GE
Once again the Reg iment has had to adapt to th e changes in
personalities that are commonplace in every military unit. In December we
. aid farewell to ~<;11t ' obby' tyles who sad ly leaves the Army to join
the legions of c1v1ilans and belatedly we lcome his rep lacement LCpl
shley Hawkes who apparently (according to the Chief Clerk) is an
ardent Coronation Street fan. On the RPS side a belated welcome is also
extended to
gt Kevin Cardberry an SOR casualty from 5 RRF who
rL'Jllaccd
gt ·uncle Bob' Heaselgrave. Bob retired in ovember after
sen ing both the Regiment and the TA with distinction for many years. I
k.no·~ he will be missed by his ~any fr!ends and colk.agues throughout the
Regiment but hopefully he wi ll retain hr s connection as an Honorary
\1emb<!r of both the Sergeants Mes and his quadron. In February we
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time when care and symptom relief is more important than treatment and
they rely heavily on charitab le contributions to help them achieve thi s
standard of care. Even though th e Macmi ll an Appeal is we ll supported
throughout the Regiment it was with some relief that by th e end of the
year all contributions from 95 Sqn's spon so rs was co ll ected. The
magnificent sum of £350 was raised and Maj Jo Fathers presented this
to Mr Ian Mu ty the Appeal Director at Sundome TA entre.
THE VISIT OF THE COMMA DER 143 BRIGADE.
On Tuesday, 25 January, the Regiment welcomed the Comd 143 Bde,
Brig John Kin~ ? n a formal visit to RHQ and HQ qn at Cantey. The
purpo e of the v1 1t was for the Comd to see for himse lf how well the unit
was establishing itself in Coventry and to receive a Regimental update.
, THE WIRE, APRIL 2000

53 (W) SIGNAL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj . Cox
S M
W02 (SSM) , Recs
.
1999 wa a year of tremendou change fo r the quadron and conta111cd
a number of achievement for which all shou ld take credit. We have seen
departures of Maj John Dugoan, Lt athcrine Cox, SSgt Lindsay
Warren, gt Roger James and most recently Capt_Brain <;arncy the
quadron PSAO. Although change bring a degree ot uncertarnty, 1t al ·o
brings new and fre h ideas. gt Dave Jone, Lt Andrew Hcn~crson.and
Capt Andrew Rance have this year joined 53 and are all making pos1llvc
contributions 10 the quadron . 1999 aw some notable successe . such as
the La nyard Trophy in which the Squadron were a key contnbutor t.o the
Regimental Team. The Squadron were also commended for the qual11y .or
the service delivered whilst supporting 160 (W) Bde at Otterbum with
Mould tasking.
L Q ADRO
67 (QOWWY) SIG
Sqn Comd
Maj R. Hall
SSM
W02 (S M) M. H. \ alker
The ovcmber parade i. the most impo~nt in ~he calendar. 1:he two
location
tratford Upon Avon and tourbndge did the parade m style
with the SM and 'The Honour Guard' carrying the word of peace at
THE WIRE, APRIL 2000

Stratford Upon Avon. Stourbridge Tp had 100% turnout on parade,
continu ing the proud heritage of their predecessors, th e Queens Own
Wanvickshire and Worcestershire Yeomanry. Ex ' Hoar Frost' is the annual
dinner in the field with the Officers and S COs serving the meal. This was
preceded by a very active time on the range at Swynnerton, followed by an
OBUA attack at first light Sunday, a very effective test for OC dt Huw
George who is doing his Basic Oflicer Cadet Training. In the la t weekend
of the training year. Stourbridge Tp laid on a 'small' dinner for the
departing CO and also the Deputy Mayor of Dudley. The ilver was on
display along with ihe famed ' Pear Blossom' made by Karl Faberge. The
69 people who sat down listened to a peech from the OC, Capt Paul
Fowler-Smith, and watched while the Troop presented a brandy glass to
LCpl Andy Foster who is em igrating to the USA.
93 IG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
faj A. nwin
SM
W02 (SSM) 1 • Reid
To 93 Sig Sqn (V), based in Blackbum, Exerci e Three Cros es is an
annual shake down mobile exercise enabling troop to gain experience in
map reading, voice procedure and detachment drill . It is run in conjunction
with a long di tance walk organised by the East Lancashire's Long
Distance Walkers A ociation in which, in exchange for afety cover, tho e
troop not involved in the exerei e can take part in the walk itself. The
di tance i approximately 28 miles and is a triangular course between three
points, which are marked by ancient cro ses high on the moors.
The area is bleak and u ually the rain i horizontal. The detachments,
oraanised by SSgt Robin Fitzpatrick and Sgt Mick Clarke. deploy in the
early hours of the morning, ' hich this year dawned cold but dry and
bright. Everything progre ed well with detachments finding their
location , setting up, pas ing drill trafllc, closing down and moving onto
the next grid reference. Sgt 1ick Rutter, our REME fitter and ig V end)
Ambrose were keeping an eye on road di cipline and the mechanical
condition of the vehic le . Following one of the check they were flagged
down by a civilian to be told that a walker had been taken ill and had
collapsed about a mile from one of the check points. U:;ing their own set
he radioed in the report then deployed to the cene to give as 1stance. On
receipt of the report the control tat ion alerted the civilian organi ers who
were able to be updated by gt Rutter who had arrived at the location of
the co llapsed civi lian. A 999 call h~d b<!en made due to the pc1>0.ns
deteriorating condition but becau e of the remoteness and macce 1b1ltty
of the location. the emergency en ice decided to call out the regional air
ambulance helicopter based at Blackpool airport. By this time other
personnel from the unit had arrived ~o ~ isl and prepared ~n cmergenc)'landing pad for the helicopter. Wuhm a short space of t11ne the. air
ambulance had arrived and taken the casualty to the neare t ho p1tal.
Towards the end of the xercise the unit was given the ad new that the
person, a middle aged male, had died from a heart attack shortly afier
arriving at the inten ive care unit. Without doubt the action taken by gt
Rutter and others from the un it had ensured that a little tune as pos ible
had been wa tcd. a fact recogni ed by the deceased person family and the
Wa lkers ssociation.
Thi , a. a perfect example, if one i required, of the upport that can ti.!
given to the civilian community from which the T is dra\~·n, at no. extra
co t to the public purse. ll al o brought home to tho e taking part 111 the
exerci e how crucial communication can oo in a real life situation.
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96 IG . \.L Q DRO .
·qn omd
'\faj R. Bowden
·· 1
\: 02 l
1) . Ta) lor
Q6 1g qn ( V) has had a busy couple of months. December aw the
traditional C'hristma~ Exercise ·Cold Comfort' held at the Royal
Engineers training area at hi kcrcll Camp, Dor et. 1uch to the relief of
a '' orricd O . thi . time no-on ' ·nded up in Casualty which i three
de>\\ n e>n Inst year. Even
gt ( · "'er)' failed to perform and tlus year
selfish!) failed te> amu e the quauron and didn't put his head through the
ceiling. Thi ) ear's format was to ha' e taken the fo• m of an Inter-Troop
Comp tition, there \\a a w:itcrn1an hip stand u,ing Briti h Army Mk5
n ·sault boats "ith outboard motors courtesy of our friendly 225 (R Mon
RE) Fd qn of Ro) al Engineers. i appers made the long trip down to
Wyke Regi_ to help run the waterman hip stand. There was al o to be
half a day on the ranges. However. no-one had gue cd that we would
find ourseh· · in a force eight gale and thi time the wind had nothing to
do '' ith L pl 1ullins. The first to go was the watermanship with the
appcrs declaring that \\ hite water and afety do not mi . Thi was much
to the concern of LCpl Gray who was extremely di appointed not to be
going on the'' at er. At lea 1 Uiat is" hat we thought he was saying.
The next 10 go wa the Ranges. As the figure 11 rnrgets (and nearly
Capt Barker) tarted to nap in Uie wind we considered that it might not
be uch a good idea. However, what really swung it wa the thought of
LCpl 'Gripper' Flynn on the firing point being caught by the'' ind. The
fear of what damage an out of control 'Gripper· could do once he tarted
rolling wa enough and we ha lily abandoned the ran6e . A hasti ly

improvised trip to the Tank Mu cum al Bovington nearly didn't happen.
However. no ooncr had gt Pollock asked, 'What is the chem ical safety
rule?' then the stampede wa on and it was down to the museum. The
dinner and evening'. entertainment produced no trip to ho pita! although
at one tage it wa reared that ig Myrie would exp lode under the duress
of an overloading of Christmas Puddings. Yes il wa a sha me that he
didn't win the pudding eating competition with U1c Royal Engineers but I
omchow feel that ifhc had won then a comedy moment might have been
lost.
Our congr:itulallon go 10 Sgt Julie Brookes and LCpl tcvc Tuck on
news of U1eir engagement and forthcoming wedding. Good luck for June
2000. Apparently there is no need for a shotgun at thi s tage. January also
sa\\ the very succe -ful - if rather predictably named - Exercise
Millennium Warrior at cnnybridge. The quadron ho led our cousins 67
(QOWWY) ig Sqn - an estranged part of our Regime ntal family whom
no-one di cu e - and omc members of HQ Sqn for \ hat proved an
extremely enjoyable OB A Exercise at Ce llini Village, cnnybridgc.
With dry training during aturday and a night shoot on Saturday evening,
the weekend wa ·capped by a superb joint as ault between 96, 67 and HQ
qn on Sunday. The highlights perhaps being Maj Dickie Hall's valiant
attempts al defence by si tting on the head of anyone who attempted to
enter hi defended attic area in one of the houses. The prospect of having
the mode tly proportioned 1aj Hall sitt ing on the head of anyone narve
enough to stick it up into hi loll deterred most, but nol Sig Cocker who
now ha the flat head to ho\\ for it. All in all, a very enjoyable and
ucce sful Excrci e.

close with the quadron successfully completing the CFT (4 Miles or
6400 Metres). At 16.Sp per meter they wen: all reminded that they had
secured at tota l of £525 of their Bounty Money at the half way srnge. This
kept them in good sp irits.
Saturday night the Squadron held its bc.:lated Christmas Party. The
theme for the function was a Toga evening. Al though QM Dave
Burton had go~e to the trouble of_pn~paring the AAFI and securing a
large number ol sheets only eight 111d1v1duals had the nerve to attend in
costume. The evening's entertainment was a great success and culminated
in a Cresw iek Curry special prepared by our Chef, hairless hero Cpl Roy
Creswick RLC. Our Sunday training consisted ofa Radio Exercise, Camp
clean-up and return to the TAC'. Since our last WIRE otes we have had to
say a sad farewell to 2Lt R. Grieve who joins the Regular Army, 2Lt T.
Uowcs who ha taken eight months out and departed to Uganda but will
return in cptember 2000 we hope.

REG! 1ENTAL HEADQ ARTER
CO
Lt Col igel Harrison MBE
R 1
\ 01 (RSM) Steve Carr
New recruits at home in combat kit
(L-R): Sigs 'Goody' Goodrich, ' Dicky' Trigg, 'Legs' George, 'Hairy'
Hawes, and 'Bob' Hoskin

ITEERS)

'Becoming OC has been my ambition for many years and ii is a
wondeiful feeling to have achie1·ed it after all the hard work and exams.
It pro1·es that hard work pays <?if. and you can ge1 to the top if you are
prepared to 'go for it'. I hope that some of the recruils joining now will
follow in myfooisteps. The nex1 two years are going to befantas1icfor 46
- after all/ have been planning the training for 20 years!'

Congratulations to Cpl Fiona Harrison on her engagement to Cpl
Dave Parnell (ex-member of the Squadron)
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TAKING TUR S 0 WATCH
Two Derby Territorials are praising their military bosses after they hit
the perfect job-share plan. The couple were devestated when it looked like
one of them would have to give up being a pan-time soldier. When their
unit called both felt duty bound to gel on parade but it soon became
impossible to find help to look after their two children. So the RyanGilbanks, both Sergeants, were delighted when 46
ig Sqn ·s
Commanders said that they could take turns on watch. Sgt Carolyn RyanGilbank, from Chaddesden. aid, ' lt's the perfect solution. Our
Commanders know that they can always rely on one of us turning out. We
even go on different two-week summer camps, so that we can make
absolutely sure that one of us is at home looking after the children. The
Territorial Army·s solution 10 our problem was very enlightened. They
have ensured that we are even more committed to soldiering than ever.
Our unit has a lot of parents with busy home and work live . The couple's
children, Dominic and Jessica , are proud when their mum and dad put on
their uniforms and know that their parents military role is important.

87 (C ITY OF OTTINGHAM) SIG AL Q ADRO
(VOLUNTEERS)
Maj David Tomlinson
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Vicky Hardy

1AJOR 'BOB' ' 20 YEAR A.MBITJO.
When young 'civvy' Bob Ward walked through Uie doors of 46 Sig
qn nearly 20 years ago, little did he realise that one day be wou ld be Uie
quadron Commander. That dream came true in January 2000 when he
rejoined 46 Sqn as QC after two years serving with 49 Bde as Uie S02 G6
CIS:

~E\ YORK. E\ YORK
SO GOOD I RA1 RO , D IT TWICE!
That was the verdict of ig Stuart 'Legs' George when he ran the New
York Marathon recently along with the 32,000 other runners. Sig George
came in at 3 hour 25 minutes and managed to raise over £2750 for ancer
Research. The highlight of the event was running through all the districts
of e\\ York such as The Bronx. Queens, Brooklyn, Manhattan, China
Town and Green'\ ich Village to name but a few. 'I really enjoyed it and
am now looking forward to the Chicago Marathon later U1is year.' Well
done ·Legs' - keep up the good work! The Squadron's congratulations go
out to Cpl Fiona Harrison on her recent engagement to Cpl Dave
Parnell (ex- quadron member).

BEWARE OFFICER CADETS ABO T
The Squadron now has two new officer cadets. Adrian 'Cheetah
Semen' Matthews and imon 'Bolt Head' Young were both successful at
a T B just prior to Christmas. They have now una111mousl:r b.:cn
chri stened Boys I and 2. We arc waiting to see what happens next (purdy
out of curiosity)!
CO GRATULATIO S, WHAT' 0 A D CHARITY 1 EW
Congratulations to Lt Amanda 'La La' Moody and her husband '\c~
on the binh of their daughter Amy. We hope to sec you soon. Members of
the quadron have commenced technical training al TCWs in Ripon. We
look forward to the TA ational Open Day on 25 March. The bright ideas
Troop is on the task! The Squadron ha~ started planning various charity
events in support or the Regimental Charity ' Hope And Homes For
Children'. Among the events being planned are:
A team in the Gr.:atcr otts Bike Ride - 50 miles around the County.
A team in the Robin Hood Marathon.
A sponsored Slim by the QC Maj David Tomlin on.

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

46 (CITY OF DERBY) SIG ' AL Q ADRO (VOL
qn Comd
Maj Bob Ward
SM
W02 (S M) Jim Batchelor

The new SM Uien took over the helm. W02 ( · i\1) Vickie Hard} is a
resource manager for IBM and is look mg forward to her latest challenge as
the Regiment's first female, SM. Vickie is a keen footballer, \I ho plays
for llkeston Ladies FC. She has also taken pan in many mtcr-Squadron
matches in the pa<;t. She recently married Barry, who unfortunately 1s m
the Royal Engineers TA, but we will not cast it up too often. Good luck in
your new role.

Sig Stuart 'Legs' George with his New York Marathon Medal (and
no he didn't complete the race with his webbing on)
64 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) IG AL SQUADRO
(VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Andrew mith
SSM
W02 (SSM) Mick Rooney
Now Uiat the festive eason and the millennium panics are well and
truly behind us 64 qn are looking forward to a challenging and active
year. Our first quadron Weekend Training Session, Ex Spurn Adur began
with our departure from the TAC at Manor Top on 21 January 2000
heading for Proteus amp. On arrival at the AAFI complex we were
briefed and then split into groups of four in preparation for the weekend
training.
Our Saturday .training consisted of five individual stands et out on the
Proteus training area: Detachment Sighting and Selling up drills,
Ptarmigan Interest period, NB , Medical and a Command Task. SSM,
W<?2 'M i~ky ' Rooney was given the job of running the Comd Task,
which he did to great effect. The groups were given respirators, which had
black maskmg tape over the eyepieces so that no one could sec what tasks
they were about to be given. As the groups fumbled around on their hands
and knees usi ng a rope as a guide, Mr Rooney put all sorts of obstacles in
their way. The look on the soldiers' faces wa a picture when they took off
the respirators and realised that they had taken so much time to cover a
small clear area of no more than a few feet. The day' training came to a

HA DlNG OVER THE STAFF OF POWER
We sa id farewell to another stalwart of the Squadron recently. W02
( SM) igel 'Avre' Caldicott handed o er the SSM's Stick to W02
(S M) ickie Hardy who returned to the Squadron after two years w11;h
the Brigade Specialist Training Team in Chilwell. W02 Caldicott, who 1
a 'Scenes of Crimes' Otricer with otts Police was extremely sad lo leave
u but wa extremely pleased for his uccessor, ickie who he had
recruited in 1985.
W02 Caldicott ha served for nearly 34 years with both the Regular
Army and the TA and ha been very active in bringing in recruits to the
Squadron. He ha' stated that he hoped to carry on doing so. A mall
ceremony was held on the 18 January to mark his departure. John
Leverton member of the local branch of the Royal ignals A sociation
and a kee1; militaria collector brought along a vintage Austin K9 . Dre ed
a an RMP WO! he arre ted Uic SSM and drove him away. However, the
roles were quickly reversed a il transpired that igel had karni;d to dri .e
in a K9! We wi h him Good Luck and look forward to seemg him later m
the year at his dining out.

Taking turns ori watch
Sgt Carolyn Ryan-Gilbank with children Dominic and Jessica
HIS TIMER' R
G AT L ST
Britain's olde t army chef is sci to hang up his ladles a Iler nearly 40
years with the Territorial . nny . (TA), in
oninghamshire. Roger
Huckerby was pa t peeling h1 1111ll1on1h spud when he reached 62 years
of age, on 14 Dl'!cember. He ,aid that ju~t a· he ~va - ge1_1ing the hang of 11
the bo se · at 3' 'ig Regt (V) had lold him that II was lime m t~m off the
boiling pan for the la t time. He added. that he would be gomg 11110 acuon
for one la t big event before he left Tnu~ph Road-ba_-ed 7 1g qn. ~le
,aid. 'I'll be keeping a very close eye on lolk> in the kitchen ''hen they
cooking for my fare,~ell do. I don't mind\\ hat the) g1~c me as long as II .
British~steak and it's done right. The hnrde t thing I'll ha\c to do on th.:
night is say goodbye 10 my friend 111 the T . They're th.: be l.'

r;

W02 (SSM) Hardy takes the reins
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Sgt Huckerby. a food mdu try worker from ew~old, began h!
m1htal"\ ·ookina career ''hen he was call d up for auonal crv1ce in
1~59. He joined the T ·s Arm) Catering_ orp in 1~61 a.ft r being d~
mobbed. ince then he ha be ome one ot the rescl"\·e torce s finest chets.
He ha~ helped ho'' the ' ·a) in cat ring for dozen of young ·oldiers. He
has prepared ome of the line t cui_sine in ome of t~e country' best
cquipp...'d kitchen for up lo 1.500 dinner guest at a tune. He has kept
hundred of cold and hungry troops oing, through miserable we.athcr,
cooking field ration> on an open flap ,. Sgt Huckcrby 's last military
task will be to return to his unit ne. t .... ,r to receive the fourth bar to his
TA medal for outstanding and loyal el"\·ice.

and a Warrior APC pack lift. The teams also were able to enjoy the historic
vehicle museum and have a rare opportunity to shoot on the SAT range.
n comp letion of the day's training everyone n:tired back to Longmoor to
enjoy a hard earned beer or two whilst reminiscing on the days events. The
trnining on Sunday changed tack from Trade to Military where everyone
was tested on their basic ITD knowledge. The training culminated in a gun
race over the assault course, where some amusing methods were seen on
obstacle cro sing. The weekend was rounded ofTwith a prize giving where
the S02 ES, Major P. Roach presented the prizes.
EXERCl E BRONZE LY X - 29 - 30 JA UARY 2000
Bronze Lynx was an Exercise where the Squadrons had an opportunity
to practice the command and control of their Radio dets . HQ Sqn as
always took on the anchor role for this Exercise, with elements based at
Coleme and the TA . During the Saturday three teams from the Squadron,
travelled around the countryside recceing likely points for the
radio/BATCO Exercise on the Sunday. Contrary to popular belief they did
not visit every Pub that wa a checkpoint, as that would have been
physical!);' impossible. On the Sunday a team from the LAD took part in
the Exercise, unfortunately they were with 5 qn so this meant an hour and
a half trip to their first checkpoint. eedless to say thi did not detract
from the enjoyment of the day.
5 (QUEE 'SOWN OXFORDSHIRE HUSSARS) SIG AL
SQUADRO (BA BURY)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. D. tone
SSM
W02 (SSM) R. E. Phillips
The Queen's Own Oxford hire Hussars have returned to the City of
Oxford when a detachment of 5 Sqn moved into lade Park TAC on
Tuesday, 8 February 2000, with Capt Ruth Empson as the Detachment
Commander. The Officer Commanding 5 (QOOH) Squadron, Maj
Robert tone says that this is a real boost for Oxford and in particular the
Squadron. This will enable us to widen our net for recruiting and fulfil our
ever increa ingly important role. lntere ted in Joining? Contact the PSAO,
Capt Bob Sheldon on: 01295 262178 or 01865 780156.

The long awaited Millennium Party planned for 2 January 2000 went
ahead on the correct date, 31 December 1999, following the cancellallon
of Op Surety. SSgt Paul .Johnson had spent the whole year coercing
people to purchase draw tickets with the opportunity to win a substantial
cash prize. Following an excellent night of games, drinking, dancing,
lesser prize wining and fireworks the committee announced the name of
the winner-Capt Chuck Robertson the Squadron 21C won £814.00 cash
and he was not there to ring the bell!
The Squadron would like to thank SSgt Paul Johnson, Cpl Steve
'Fireworks Man' Brady, Kevin 'Hoppalong· Durno, LCpl 1ark
William, Danny Palmer, Dean Smithson and Sig Clare Goodwin for an
excellent year's entertainment culminating with the Millennium Party. The
new Committee under the guidance and Chairmanship of 2Lt imon
Durtnal have to work hard to do better!
COMMU ITY WORK
As part of our move into Oxford and an attempt at getting some free PR
the Squadron Volunteered to assi t the Oxfordshire Countryside Section
clearing heath land at Shotover Park in Oxford. The plan was basic cut
down some trees and bum them!! There was no shortage of volunteers
thinking they would be let loose with chain saws - no uch luck - bow
saws and axes with a great dollop of elbow grease. Sixteen eager men ~nd
women under the guidance of the management staff of the Countryside
Section set to work at 1000 hours on a bright Saturday Morning. After two
hours the elbow grease was getting thin and the eagemes failing,
neverthele s after refreshments the promi e of a visit to the local pub
brought back a new lease of life. The event was covered by Central TV
and the Oxford 7imes.

POSTl G l A DOUT
The quadron bid a sad farewell to Cpl Steve Oliver on his posting to
33 (Lancashire & Cheshire) Sig Regt for duty with 42 Si~ Sqn. We,
however, welcome LCpl Alan Gribben from 34 (Northern) 1g Regt (V).
MOBILISATION A D FTRS
The quadron welcomes Cp l ick Hawkin our RLC Chef back from
a tour of dury with the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers in Germany and
Bo nia. LCpl Sean Buckley RLC Chef deployed on SFOR 1/00 on 23
January 2000. Sgt 'Paddy' Ferguson, ystem Technician, is currently on
a twelve month FTRS with the Royal chool of Signals.

SSgt Roger Huckert>y on his retirement at the age of 62

39TH (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO
R M

Lt Col J. Crackett TD
WOI (RS 1) P. Anderson

HORFIELD ANN AL DINNER - 4 DECEMBER 1999
The Squadron continued with the pre-beat up to Christmas with the
Annual dinner. RHQ, HQ and 57 Sqns all attended the event. The dinner
passed by with much praise. Howe er, the after dinner speeches
thoroughly exhausted everyone's drinks so that the bar didn't know what
hit it. The drill hall was soon transformed from dining hall to night-club,
where everyone proceeded to imbibe in the Christmas spirit into the early
hours.
REGlMENTAL HEADQ ARTERS (BI ISTOL)
It was nearly an eventful New Year for the Regiment with preparation
for Operation Surety ongoing over the build up to the Millennium.
However events were to prove that 39 Sig Regt (V) was not going to
deploy for the ew Year so although a little disappointed most elected for
the more t: .. ditional form of celebration. RHQ entered a period of
mourn mg al the departure of the Adjutant Capt Bobby Davis (formerly
con) to pastures new in Ci · Div. However the new Adjutant Capt ick
Peet fresh from 30 Sig Rcgt and JCSC was given an extremely warm
welcome on his arrival in the middle of Christmas Party week. It is with
regret that Regimental Headquarters will soon bid farewell to Margaret
Harris as she moves on as part of the SOR TA reshuffie. We will all miss
her hard work and ready smile, thanks Margaret.
REGIME 'TAL TRAI I G WEEKE D 3
14-16 JA
ARY 2000
Capt Peet had a busy Mart to his ten ure wi th the task of organising the
Young Officer Training weekend at Blandford as well as a Regimental
Uinner on the aturday night. The Training consisted of an Armd Bde
HQ . iting and defence TEWT running concurrently with a Radio CPX
e~crcise in the RSS on Saturday. Sunday morning was filled with a
ituation exercise snrnlar to the Tp Comd Cse, Ex Crowded Hour
followed by an introduction and di cussion group on Mission Command.
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All went well thanks to the effort of all of the DS as well as the Regt
YofS W02 (YofS) Mark Whiting. The weekend was made all the better
by the attendance of Lts Weir M. and Weir E. and Yates and OCdt
Velasco from 32 Sig Regt and Lt Andy Peploe from I (SC) Sig Sqn, our
thanks for their enthusiasm and effort.
HEADQUARTER Q ADRO (BRISTOL)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. H. Belbin
SSM
W02 ( SM) P. Smith
BOU TY PICK P WEEKE D - 27-28 NOVEMBER 1999
As the year ended it was the last opportunity for the members of the
Squadron to qualify for their Bounty. The Squadron deployed to a cold
and wet Yoxter Ranges on Saturday morning. Although the weather was
not conducive for shooting those who fired managed to pass their APWT.
That evening HQ and 57 Sqn came together to hold a joint Christmas
dinner, where in true tradition the officers and seniors served the troop .
This was followed by Ken the caretaker's excellent sound system (some
should tell him that Elvis has died and went to Heaven). In the morning
the Squadron dragged itself to Ha lien under the supervision of the PTI 's
to carry out their CFT. There was a good proportion of the quadron who
started to regret the amount of food and drink consumed the previous
evening.
REGIME TAL TRAI I G WEEKE D 3
EXERCISE BORDO APPROACHES
15-16 JA UARY 2000
The LAD organi ed a collective traini ng weekend for all E personnel
with in 43 (Wx) Bde. The Exercise was based at Bordon, Hamp hire. The
aim of the Exercise was lo give the TA tradesman some practical and
interesting tasks. On arrival at Longmoor Camp on Friday evening each of
the Units wa split up into compo ite teams under the control of a
Corporal. The team leader was given a brief and left to prepare hi. team
for the following days events. On Saturday the teams deployed to the
Recovery Heath at Bordon where they undertook various recovery ta ks
THE WIRE, APRIL 2000

Cpl Sammy Durno (Nee Morgan) on the Bar Bungee Run
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Corporal 'Axe-man' Steve Brady
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The Squadron congratulates Cpl Kevin Durno and Cpl Sammy
Morgan on their marriage

47 (MIDDLE EX YEO 1A RY) TG
qn Comd
Maj Mike La nsdown
I

V 02 (

L SQ ADRO

M) Brent Copsey

EXERCI E BRO. ZE L
X
On a blu tery weekend in January the bold cavalry of the Middle e>.
Yeomanrv carried out a partial re-enactment of the Battle of Balaclava.
including the Charge of the Light Brigad~. The re-enactment\ as different
m ofar a the horse \\ere presem m a metaphy 1cal sen e only.
Furthermore, the notoriou I poor communication between commander
in the Crimea were replaced with Clansman HF, MOULD and D~ T
(nearly as old but u ually lightly more tru tworthy). The more thmgs
change, though, the more they ' lay the ame. TI1c Commande_r of the
ca\ all) was one Lord Luca n, and for the purpo e of the Exercise S ~
Ma r k G ilfrin wok hi place. Sgt Gilfrin , before he shaved off his
mou tache, was univer ally known within the Squadron as Lu~n due to
his re emblance to the more infamous peer. Another mterestmg
coincidence i that the commander of the I Infantry Division at Balaclava
wa th Duke of Cambridge, "ho was also the first Regimenta l Colonel of
the :V1iddle ex Yeomanry.
.
The Exerci e was thoroughly succes ful. and the course ofh1 Lory was
not changed. The blu tery weather inspired the Commanding Ollicer to et
a challenge for each detachment to con truct a kite using locally available
materials and to also use it to create a / wave antenna. The consequence of
this ta k was a equence remini cent of the old TV how 'The Great Egg
Race·. The only facet that the Squadron was without was the appearance
of a lightly over-excited German Profes or explaining the inte~ction of
Gra\ity. Drag and Wind etc. The OC, Maj t ike Lansd own, decided that
the re ult of this experiment would be made available on a need to kno\
ba i ie: you readers do not need to know. The Squadron is now gearing up
for a bu y spring season of exercises and a major recru iting drive (an effort
to recruit more oldiers not more majors). More from the Midd le ex
Yeomanry in the next i ue, Charge!

b HF comm in the qn Comd Post. Deployment went smoothly on the
Friday night.'' 1th 12111 n~asts being erected in rec?rd time despite the &ale
force winds! This thankfully left plenty of lime !or a beer or two before
breakfa t!
Saturda) - After a slO\\ start the Data Con~munications were up and
running and me sages based on the harge ol The Light Brigade began
flowing smoothly (although we arc not sure how Lord Lucan managed to
get in on the act). With all the troops fully employed in four COMCENS
plus the
P. Our CO, Lt Col John Cra.ckctt decided that the. S COs
needed omcthing to keep them busy! Theu- task was to build a kite m_adc
out of tores a ailablc on itc thal not only would fly but was also requm:d
to support an HF antenna. Armed ' ith plastic bags, mast section , cab!e
trunking. tape. ·taples and even the
M's Gortex Trous<::rs, our mtrep1d
Os et about constructing their kite. af1er ix attempts it has to be said
they failed mi erabl ( I uppose the 'lhcy' hould be ·we '). alurday night
brought u a quadron ocial and Quiz ight, we were joined at this point
gt Dave
by our DEs who had been \\Orking under the direction of
Williams back at Horfield. One of the hardest questions to be answered
wa 'To the neare t TE years, ' hen do you expect the refurbishment of
Horfield TAC to commence?' needle s to say it could not be answered.
The prize of new quadron T-Shirts went eventually to Glouce tcr Tp (no
surprise of course).
Sunday morning bar stock depleted and quadron GPF much better
off, found the squadron split into 5 Mobile D_etachmcnts that were to take
part in a Trea ·ure 1lunt style C mm Ex. Thi was 111 the main a success,
however, we suspect that mo t Det"s were operating from the sea front car
park in We ton- uper-Mare. till home for tea on Sunday aflcrnoon with
two more pecified Da toward Bounty in the bank (so 10 speak)!

It has bet:n a busy time for the Squadron since the last edition. The TAC
Annual Dinner took place at the end of November when the quadron said
farewell to Maj G lynn ash, who served for 27 years, rising through the
ranks to be commi sioned in 1989. He finished as quadron 21C before
as>uming command of HQ Sqn. The dinner was also time to say farewell
to our Honourary Colonel, Col John Bryant, who has been our
ll onc>urary o loncl since 1993. Both received our sincere thanks, best
wishes and momentocs as befitted the occasion. Congratulations go to
Capt John ullcn, our PSAO and C pl Sue Palfrey on recieving the Lord
Lieutenant's Award and Cpl Kerri Hill who received her Efficiency
Medal at the same ceremony. Congratulations also go to Sgt Richard
harp, pl Kathy Ashley, Cpl Dave Jones, LCpl Paul Wylde and LCpl
Helen Winters on their recent promotions. The first member of our
civilian staff to leave us, due to SDR, is Johm Turkcntine who ha been a
great as ct to our Cheltenham and recent ly also the Gloucester
Detachment. Despite being ex-RAF the troops did not hold it against him,
and he was accepted as one of the team from the beginning, we wish him
all the be t for the future.

Recipients of the Lord Lieutenants Certificate
and TA Efficiency Medal
pictured with the Lord Lieutenant for Bristol
Mr J. N. Tidmarsh Esq MBE JP

Maj Glynri Nash and his portrait, presented by 57 Squadron on his retirement The portrait is by Mr Ray Cresswell of Leicestershire

LCpl Dave Smith and Sig Sara Baldwin
manning the Control Centre during the Mobile Comms Exercise
on Exercise Bronze Lynx

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

Lt Col C . H . Turner
WOl (RSM) M. Godwin

REGIME TAL EWS
Lots of movement in the Warrant Officer Department: W02 C hurch
- SM HQ, W02 Wra te - MIT WO, W 0 2 M ustoe - RQMS(V). W02
McHenery - M 265 on promotion. Congratulations. Welcome to Sgt
Andy Rayns ford who fills the slot a P I Training: A warm welcome to
all your family, hope your stay in the Regiment 1 long and pleas.ant.
Congratulations to RSM 'Blod' Godwin who_ "a. recently selected tor a
commission in the Corp . Remember Ma ndy 1s 111! the bo
70 (E EX YEOMAl RY) SIG AL Q ADRO
CHELMSFORD A D HA RLOW
qn omd
Maj C . J. Tallents
W 0 2 (S M) P. Humph rey
M
LCpl McRae beavers away on Exercise Bronze Lynx

CHANGE OF C O MMA D
. .
The Essex Yeomanry Signal quadron bids f~re' ell to MaJ . 1111011
Pa Un er TD and wish him well in his new appoin tment as R~g1mental
Ops Officers at Bcxleyheath. We thank him and L~ na f?r their ureles,
work and support to the quadron. We welcome MaJ Crn1g Tn lle~ts and
congratulate him on promotion from quadron 2 1 and w1 h h1111 and
Kate a rewarding tour with the quadron.

57 (CITY A'\D CO TY O F BRISTOL) IG AL SQ ADRO
(B RI TOL)
Sqn Comd
Maj Rosemar y Tu hey
W 0 2 ( SM) Ph il Packer
SSM
f.XERC ISE BRO. ZELY ·x-bySgtDaveGresswell
57 Squadron deployed to RAr Locking as part of 39 Sig Regts annual
Bn n/e Lynx Exercise. This year the emphasis was on Data, HF and
MO LD communications. The aturday was to be mainly Data backed up
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Sgt Mike White with the sixth attempt (failure) at constructing a kite
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W0 2 Richard Pieper and SSgt Bryan Malyon
decontaminate with a smile

various !TD for Bounty Qualification. The Training fncilitie of 210 '1g
qn were kindly made available to u for which we thank them.
VISIT OF LORD FREE IA '
Lord F reeman. Cha imrnn ofT RA Councils visited the T Centre at
Ch elm ford. There he met repre cntati\ c of the unit \\ho train at the
Centre including C Coy ·a t of England Bn. ACEATC and ca Cadc_ts.
The quadron '' a· repre cntcd b the quadron Commander, \\ho bnelcd
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Lord Freeman on the role of the quadron and then introduced Lord
freeman to a Detachment compri ed of LCpl Jo Smith, ig Mark
Gah1ard and ig Toe fabler who manned a display of Communications
Equipment.

smoothly. A pecial thanks goes Lo Capt Robert 'Bobbecee' Andrews
who announced his retirement from the team al the beginning of the game
after 18 year· loyal ervicc, having played in most positions from goalie to
striker and umpteen London District Cup final . Congratulations to the
player of the Tournament. R M 'Kinkladze' Godwin
APPOJ TME T
A new era dawned on 11 January 2000 with the Squadron parading en
ma e for the 0 . Maj Hugh 'Long Words ' Robertson to say farewell to
M, W02 Keith· noozy' Wrate, who has served with the quadron for
a little over 16 years. There was barely a dry eye in the house a he left the
drill hall en route to hi new employment as 0 Regimental MTT. Then it
M, W02 tuart 'Ginge'
was time to say hello to the newly promoted
McHenery, who joins t11e quadron hierarchy after an extremely
uccessful tour as Troop taff crgeant at 84 ig Tp in Brighton.
Congratulation go to 2Lt Alex 'Where' my watch' Downing who takes
command of 90 Support Tp, 2Lt Richie 'Crome Dome' Wood hams who
mo es from 890 to take command of 887 ig Tp and Sgt Kev 'What
cap-badge?' Hancock who take the role of Troop Sergeant al 884 ig Tp.

(L-R}: Sig Mark Gatward, Sig Joe Stabler, LCpl Jo Smith,
Lord Freeman, Maj Craig Tallents
LA;\'C TE R HO E R ECE PT IO
A reception wa held at Lancaster Hou e. hosted by the Prime Minister.
for members of the three sen· ices who had erved in Bo nia and Ko ovo.
ig Ma rk G at\vard was elected from t11e Regiment to anend and was
proud and pri ' ileged to meet the Prime Min i ter, Mr Tony Blair.

LO DO DI TRI T CRO S COUNTRY
The Squadron entered a team into the London District Cross County
Competition on Sunday 16 January. Unfortunately due to unfore een
circum tance one of the team members was unable to run so each of the
team ran a indi\'iduals. ongratulations go to Cp l Triss 'Mr Magoo'
Swain who came ninth overall.
EXER ISE AUTUM BELL 1-15-17 OCTOBER 1999
A part of the preparation for the Millennium's Operation urety,
elements of 2 ig Bde "ere despatched to various locations around the
country. 71 ig Regt' , 8 7 Tp led by Lt Penny Bulley, with support from
890 Tp, wa located at Horse Guards Parade in Central London. We et off
for Chelsea Barrack on the Friday night ready to move directly to Horse
Guard Parade at 6.00am on the aturday. Our convoy kills were tested to
the extreme as we negotiated the Friday night Central London traffic.
Thanks to some magnificent work by Sgt Dave Prykc, we arrived at
Chel ea in one piece. aturday morning approached and members of the
Troop headed off to Hor e Guards Parade, under the watchful eyes of the
Squadron 21C, Capt Keith Duffy-Pen ny and PSI, SSgt Jo hn Lynch, in
ord::r to 'establish comms', before the public descended upon the area.
Once comrns were in place we were able to start our shifi system. Thi
proved a little more difficult than normal, as we had to transfer between
Horse Guards Parade and Chel ea Barracks for meals. However, some fine
driving by LCpl Ian Liscoe ensured that the disruption was kept 10 a
minimum and the traffic (both signals and vehicular) flowed smoothly
throughout Sacurday. The checking of the antennas also proved a bit more
problematical than normal, as they were located on the roof. Luckily there
were no faulty coax cables to trace on this Exercise. Sunday morning
arrived and again it was all hand to the pump to ensure that our NCRS
trailers were fully laden with the kit with which we had arrived, before the
public again mounted a full section attack on our location. Once again we
planned our e cape in the finest detail and were safely on our way back to
Bexleybeath by the time the cameras were c licking. It was agreed that a
successful time was had by all and we had achieved our objective. To
dismount our CR kit, set up in a Central London location and
communicate with ot11er stations around tbe country.

Sig Mark Gatward
speaks to another potential recruit - job permitting
265 (KCLY) S IG AL Q ADRO
BEXLEYHEATH AN D BRIGHTO N
qn Comd
Maj H.J. Rober tson
SM
W02 ( M) McHenery
RE NIO'.\
The econd Annual Ken t & County of London Yeomanry Reuni on
Dinner was held on 13 ovember. We managed to surpass la t year's
tl!rnout with the grand sum of 147 auendees and ranks ranging from
1gnaller to Brigadier. The 0 ·, M aj Hugh 'Long Words' Rob er tson,
ga\'e a rousing speech regarding the 'Kents' striding forth into the new
Millenmum with gusto and panache, which was well received by a ll and
<imdry. The dinner was followed by the rantings in the bar of too many
·old' oldiers. The question ·oo you remember?' could be heard from all
four_ comers of the bar and many an old sweat was trying to convince
sen mg members that the TA really was better in their day. Then with the
necessary phone numbers exchanged the reunion had finished with
everyone promising to return in the year 2000.
LO DO.' DI TRICT FOOTBALL COMPETITIO
The KCLY football team had done it aga in, reaching the fina l of the
London District Foothall Cup. This being the 13th time in the last 16
years. Our opponents were 562 Sqn, RLC. The venue was the Artillery
Barracks at Woolwich on a cold and breezy morning, 19 December. T he
ga.me was a fine tempered affair with us seemi ngly playing uphill fo r 90
mmutes. We spent the "'hole time fighting to level the score, with a
sterlmg effort from the Team Captain, C pl Mark 'Gooner' P earce. At the
end of normal time the score was 4-4. After extra time the score remained
the same, so 11 was the dreaded penalty hoot out. The outcome was that
"'c lost 4-2 on penalties and so must launch another onslaught for the
trophy next year. Thanks go to PSAO, C apt Barry 'I'm a Gooner as well'
.Jame\ for orgamsing the whole compet ition, wh ich ran extremely
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Top of Horseguards Parade
(L-R): Lt Penny Builey, LCpl Ian Liscoe, Cpl Andy Wilton ,
LCpl Sharon Risley, LCpl Sean Eyers, LCpl Adrian Keeble ,
Sgt Dave Pryke
LOOK FORWARD
The Squadron will spend much of the next two months rehear i n~ for the
Freedom of Croydon Parade in which we sha ll be partic ipating as
harpshooters, watch thi space!
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2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn omd
Maj Eric Blyth TD
M
W02 (SSM) Andy Waterston
!~1: past. f~,~ months h~ve been particu_larly busy with a wide range of
trammg act1v1t1e and social events occurring. Wuh all the activity there is
always going to be highs and lows. Sadly, the Squadron lost Cpl Alec
McLeod, who fell to his death in a tragic climbing accident whilst
abseiling with friends in Glen Doll near Dundee. On 23 October the
Squadron bade farewell to SSgt Phil kene, who had been employed as
the SPSI Technician for the past three years and was dined out of the
Squadron and Corps on completion of 22 years service. He is pictured
below with Capt Bill aismith, 2 Sig Sqn P AO who recruited SSgt
kene into t11e Corps 22 years earlier in the Leven Recruiting Office.

We welcomed back Sig Ja on Honeyman !Tom his six month tour in
BATU Canada, he has already been een badgering the training wing for
yet another FTRS tour. At this time of year like many other units the Sqn is
deep into the preparation phase of the Xma and Millennium festivities,
not to mention the preparation for the many visits due to the Sqn over the
coming months. The following paragra,phs are per onal accounts from
LCpl Scott McDonald and LCpl M urray Sutcliffe who were involved in
activities outwith the normal ITD or Comm training weekends, proving
that life with 2 Sig Sqn is anything but dull!
EXCHANGE WlTH HMS GRAFTO - 18-20 SEPTEMBE R 1999
by lCpl McDonald
Diary of Events
18/9/99 - Arrive at HMS Grafton at 2200hrs after an 11 hour journey
from Dundee with only one wrong move on the London Underground and
a slight hiccup trying to get the I 00 yard from the station to the hip
(turned lcfi instead of right alter coming out of the talion). After. igning
in to the Hotel Grafton I was met by the Yeoman and was horrified to
discover that the drinking party had already left. I had to console myself
with linding a bunk in No. I Mess, a quick tour of the vital parts of the hip
(heads, dining hall , AAFI) and finding the M 0 where I _would be
working the next day. I wa glad to di cover th~t the MCO was b1g.i:;~r than
a landrovcr, however, the same could not be said of the bunks, def1111tely a
lot more headroom in the back of a GS rover.
19/9/99 - Early start for tho e involved in getting the hip underway.
due lo depart 0730hrs, a nice lei urely breakfast for me, then down to the
M 0 to get introduced to RS Wilkinson, Ga rry Curtis and Sta n
Mathews. Alter a quick briefing of how the day houl? go I was ta~en on
a more in depth tour of the ship. The Ops Room wa suuably da~k w1t11 lot_
of impre sive looking glowing screens, then up to the ~ndge to be
introduced to the aptain and to get my on ly breath of fresh air for t11e next
24 hours. We were still in the Thames and were not due to reach open
water until 1400hrs. Back down in the MCO l wa shown the range of
comm equipment that they had at their dispo al and got uitably jealous
over their push-bu non tuners and the fact that I wou ldn't once need to
trudge outside in to the w in d and rain to alter an amenna. However, I wa.
looking forward to incorporati ng a lot of freq uency changes throughout
the cxcrci e for the benefit of my coll eagues in Dund~e. The reaso_n for 1:11Y
trip was as part of a Crosspol for a JO OMEX which began with voice
being cstabli hcd in 5 minute and two-way ecure RATT tested and
'Booming in 5's' within 45 minutes.
ta n started the comms wi th C pls ally Purvis and Lesley Brue~,
leading to some remi ni scing abou t good old Croydon a 1L ' a· tan s
home town and Sally had spent a couple. of years ?own t11ere. I finally
managed to drag Stan away from his on-air affa ir' 1th al ~nd get a hot
on the Te le-type. Howe er my exci tc1m:nt was short-hved when I
discovered that there was no message store and I would have to type on-
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line. After a few spell ing mistakes and typing errors I was soon ba hmg
away at the keyboard like an old pro - all be it an old pro with failing
vision, dyslexia and arthritis in both hands. However my colleagues at the
TAC were very understanding.
1200hrs already and time for a lunch break, so I left tan and
ally to continue their reminiscing.
1230 hrs and the weather report comes in warning of severe gale
and a sea state of 8, which didn't sound that bad until we were
also advised to take our sea-sick pills now.
1235hrs quick trip to Docs office to pick up my dose of seasickness pills.
1400hrs Ship pushes out into open water. not rolling about too
much, but the moving keyboard does little to improve my typing.
Shift change has taken place and it is now J ohnny on the
keyboard, comms are still up and going well.
1600hrs The ship is starting to roll around a bit more, but the pill
seem to be working.
1800hrs Back in comms after frequency hopping for 45 minutes,
however I've missed tea, but a kind young WRE offers me her
pot noodle and a cup of tea!
2000 hrs I knock off for the day while another shift change occurs
both at the TAC and on board ship. Manage to get a quick report
from SSgt Bob Tasker and LC pl Murray Sutcliffe about the
Squadron's weekend at Whitbum before I retire to the me .
Watch a few Videos and down just enough beers to ensure a good
night's sleep no matter what the weather.
20/9/99 0700hrs Up and ready to catch the transfer boat to Portsmouth,
due at 0800hr . Call in to MCO to see how tbe Exercise is going,
everything seems under control.
0800hrs Transfer boat going to be late so I have time to nap a
couple of photos before departure.
0900br Back on olid ground, caught the train back to London
with my supply of ea-sick pills al the ready for the next time.
Definitely a worthwhile and interesting experience which I would
do again if given the chance.
THE ANTHO Y OLA BO E MARROW TRUST
Recently members of 2 Sig Sqn (Y) deployed to assist The Antony
Nolan Bone Marrow Trust in their annual Pert hire Marrowthon. This is a
28 mile sponsored bike ride in and around the Perthshire area. Thirteen
members of the Squadron deployed to provide HF safety communications
and mar hailing cover for the duration of the race, usi ng a variation of the
Squadron' High Tech Communications equipment. A good day was had
by all and the event was a succes raisi ng some £2000 for the Trust.
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There was even time for the C pl 'Magoo' Maguire to get away (yet
agam) and compete in skiing and preparing for the Lanyard Troph).
Howeve~. the he~vy work load leading up lo Christmas did not slop the MT
from taking part m the fes tive session. The MT wou ld like to welcome ig
(now LCpl) Molyneu , ig Shirkey from 3 Div and ig Rea on from
Blandford.
Farewells go lo LCpl (now Cpl) George Calla nder and family on their
new posting and Sig ' Morgs' Morgan to Civ Di\.

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUA DRON (204)

. qn
R \1

omd

lllj . H. Compbell-Black
WOI ( R 1) D. \ . Craig

P P T ROOP - bl' igs Fraiser Ander, on and G~rn Haye
Tp Comd
· 2Lt Dave Hill
Tp gt
gt Paul Davis
A C\'er there are a lot of coming and going . Firstly, we offer a wann
"elcome to
gt Paul Davis. hi \\ ife Tracy and family, pl harlie
Hen on. ig Andy Yates and io Lucy Corlett we hope you enjoy your
time in Papa Tp. Unfortunately there are some goodbye too. Farewell go
to
gt ·orm Finnegan, hi wife Heike and on Ja on, Cpl Vinnie
\ al h and Cpl ·woz' Wright congratulations to you and your wife Denise
on the binh of your daughter Megan. Best of luck to you all in your new
unit . The Troop ha had a few promotions too. ix altogether you know
"ho you are lad a big well done. A BIG congratulation to Cpl Henson
and hi new wife Debbie and to L pl Scott Rose and his new wife Kelly.
After a well de erved Chri tmas and 1ew Years lea e Papa Tp wa hard
at work with preparation for 2nd Line and R IT in pection in February.
The 0
quadron ha given the troops the incentive to get a good R IT
report by granting the detachment with the be t report a long weekend.
There i a very competithe atmosphere in the garages with the odd
favouring one of the sy tern vehicles. Congratulations and well done to
L pl ·Polly· Pollitt, ig Dunc Excell and Sig ·General Jackson ' Eden on
their recent promotion. Also. well done to Sigs Glyn Hayes. teve King,
Andy Yates and cort Roberton for coming off the board.
CORP
Kl TRAI 'I. G ZELL-A 1- EE A STRJA
b1· Cpl Rowles
Thi year' Corp champion hip for Giant Slalom and lalom, wa
awarded the honour of 4 Bde ig qn ' presence - although I Di did try to
teal our thunder on the apre -ski slopes. Lt Paul ' Racing nowplough '
lcTurk was team OC with Cpl tu ' hake peare· Rowles, Cpl Nigel
'The Eyes' tiff, ig Gus 'TI1e Buckle' Crawford and ig Dan 'How
young!?' Tooke. Of all the pre tigious a\ ards that the quadron won the
mo t valued wa fo r ' be t wipe out' (take a bow Cpl Row les). Cpl tiff
was unlucky in crashing out on a few of hi slalom runs but till managed
fourth place. The cold weather must have affected our kit becau e 16 ig
Regt, \\ ith their 'Gucci' kit managed to win overall but watch out next
year 16!

Cpl Rob Sirignano hard at it as usual!

LS & GC Presentations
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Kimber REME , SSgt Patrick R SIGNALS,
Sgt Quigley REME
Front Row (L-R): Brig Rollo, Mrs Kimber, Mrs Patrick, Mrs Quigley
and Maj Campbell-Black
Be t wishes to C pl 'ei l hillito for hi posting to 7 ig Regt, Sig Dave
Go uld to 249 AMF(L) ig qn and Sgt ' Scouse' Delaney now at 19 Regt
RA in Colchester.

0 CAR TROOP - by LCpl 'Dinny ' Din dale
Tp Comd
Lt Pau l Mcturk
Tp Sgt
SSgt Sean Oliver
Thi month I would like to tart The WIRE notes by congratulatin<> the
following people on promotion to Lance Corporal. Sig Glen Hi~lop,
ean Brierley, Di nny Dinsdale and John Ritchie. However
commi erations to ig Brierley who on ly managed eighteen working days
before losing hi new stripe. Many Congratulations to LCpl Lee Peacock
on the birth of hi daughter in ovember. After a long and well deserved
Chri tmas leave it was straight into the thick of things with inspections,
exerci e planning and preparation for an uncertain length Bosnia tour
starting in June. During the recent CGS's visit Sgt ' Stavros' Wood arrived
to collect his COMBRITFOR Commendation in the wrong kit and in the
rush to get changed he picked up a speeding ticket which he threatened to
giYe to the General since it was obvious ly his fa ult!
Brig Rollo tells Cpl 'Scouse' Delaney
to get properly dressed or get out of the Sgts' Mess
SUPPORT TROOP
QM
Capt Martin Smith MBE
RQM S
W02 (RQMS) Doz Day
The year has started for the QM 's Dept as fas t and as furiou as the end
of last year finished with every one bu y preparing for the quadron' next
adventure abroad. (The quadron 's next tour lo the Balkans is in June of
thi year.) At present t~ e RQMS i busy on hi RQ's course, with which
the Department wish him all the best and are looking forward to the RQ
arriving back and saying, 'That's alright I am qualified now.' Cpl tu
Rowle is busy at Blandford on hi s orporals course and the department
hope that everything is going well for him. Finally, congratu lations to
LCpt Jase Hawkswor th and Sig Fiona Fra ncis on their recent selection
for promotion - you both de crve the promotion for the hard work that you
have given to the Sq uadron.
Sgt 'Spike' Hughes receives the COMB RITFOR Commendation
for his work on the initial deployment into Kosovo
Luckily he didn't but well done to him and to Sgt 'Spike' Hughes and
Cpl teve Gill for their Kosovo Commendations. That just about
concludo:s The WIRE notes for th is mon th all we have to do now is stop the
lad~ from hiding under their panzers while we get the second line results
o that they can prepare for RS IT.
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MOTOR TRA PO RT - by Sgt Mick Pryce
Many man-hour have been spent to ensure that the vehi cles and
equipment arc all up to standard, ready and waiting fo r the next exercise or
deployment. Despite the heavy workload the department still manages to
do vari ous sports with ig 'D umb and Dumber' Hu mp h reys playing
football (well s p~ndmg half the game in the goa l mouth waiting fo r the
ball) and Cp l ' 1llydago' irignano and Sig 'Butch ' lin gsby pl ay ing
rugby.
THE WIR E, A PRIL 2000

TECH IC AL MAI TE A CE
Tech SSgt
Sgt Dave Patrick
Tech Sgt
Sgt Mick Ha nson
The Tech workshop woul d like lo welcome Cpl Daz Offord from 1
Di v and Sig's ' Mong' Armstrong and ' Morph' Murphy who ha\C joined
the workshops from 2 16 Sig Sqn, we hope that you all enjoy your stay.
Farewell goes to Cpl Shaun Midd leton who at present is in Blandford on
his Corpora l · course befo re starting his Tl . The problem that Shaun
leave is who is go ing to keep an eye on Cpl G uy Keyworth, there is a
strong rumour that haun has handed this task to Cpl Dan Taylor. The
Department awaits the return of gt Mick Hanson \vho has taken over
from gt (now Sta ff Sergeant) Dave Covey not only in the workshop. but
also as the per on who must spend hi time on a course.

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Bristow
RSM
WOJ (R M) Colin Milne
Follow ing the re-organisation of the squadron into our operational
ORBAT, a series of report this issue from the new troops immediately
prior to our deployment and re-rolling as HQ M B(C) and Signal
quadron (207).
HEADQUARTERS COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ada m Corkery
Tp Sgt
SSgt Dave loane
The beginning of the new millennium has dawned on 207 ig qn but
before looking forward to the next year, let 's look back on the last two
months in the illu triou Bravo Tp. First of all we would like to welcome a
few people to the Bravo Clan. First of all LCpl ' Brummie' Hines who has
just arrived for hi final year in the Corps; LCpl ' Jonno' Johnston from I
Div, Sig ' ige l' Smith from 30 Sig Regt and a welcome back into the Corps
to ig Daz Jardine. Just prior to Chri tma , the Troop was recognised on
the porting scene firstly in canoeing at the BFG champion hips where Sig
Matt Epton and LCpl ' Glenda ' Dick achieved first and second in the
intermediate single race and, aided by the OC, Maj Bristow, ach ieved Gold
in the team event. And more . .. The Corps Ski Championships where a
great succes with good results for the team of Lt 'I've got an Audi TI'
Corkery, Lt 'A Tp Andy' Hill and Sig Paul Wraight. The countdown i
nO\\ al mo tat an end before our deployment to Kosovo and with it, a chance
for a bit of relaxation with no vehicles left to look after. Finally
congratulations to Sig Stevie Sharman and LCpl Paul Hines on their
re ·pective engagements, and farewell to LCpl Pete A hcroft - the very
be t ofluck in civilian life, and to Cpl Adam Harvey on posting to Tac P.

PPORTTROOP
QM
Capt (QM) Dave Wilson
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) Eric Udell
Due to our impending operational deployment, the Department, along
with the remainder of the Squadron stood down for the festive period from
10 December until 10 January, following the usual round of celebrations
and ba hes. An occasion worthy of note was the department'> sherry and
mince pies event when our newest boy , Sigs Tug Wilson and Ross
Ardley carried off their outstanding performances as both Santa and his
Pixie helper re pectively - nice tights Ross! On return from Chri tmas
leave, the Squadron had re tructured and the QM department is now split
under the new ORBAT into Technical Support Troop on the QM(T) side
and QM(A) ha been engulfed by HQ Support Troop.
Millennium bug faults appear only to have affected personal bathroom
cales - all ets, both mechanical and digital, appear to be reading about
41b heavier than before Chri tmas! Return to work was closely followed
on 12 January by deployment to ennelager for
TAT training- this wa
welcomed by all who attended and a big thank you to I RHF who not only
took on the admin upport but also the training support with some
exce llently orchestrated scenarios combining comedy and information.
Congratulations go to Sig Bart and Shirley Simp on on the birth of
thei r son in February. A final and pccial mention must go to gt Al 'final
leg of career' English who, a alway ha overseen the preparation of
accounts, paperwork transactions, rew riti:: of the ET and preparation of the
MCCP with the same fine detail as always. Al unfortunately leave the
department, Squadron and Army on completion of hi colour service
hortly after our deployment - we wi h you and your famil) the very be t
for the future and thanks for all your hard work.

ROVE R TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Andy Hill
Sgt Andy Buckle
Tp Sgt
The new millennium started for the majority of us on
TAT in
Scnnelager ~ ith the second V TAT to follow a week later. Our preparation
for dep loyment was a swift, intensive and cold one with everything the
Squadron owned being packed into boxes, vehicles and ISO' . With vehicle
from units all over Germany pooled to Holme, the pressure mounted a the
date of the vehicle move to Emden drew clo er. With the old Alpha Tp now
re-rolled and renamed Rover Tp, we all bundled into cars and headed for
cl le for a day out 'Go-Karting' . It was good to ee that there are a few
budding Michael chumachers and also worrying that the e. '~e~
outnumbered by Ayrton Senna ! A k ig 'Lurch' Wilson' hat a hairpm 1s
and he'll ay it has something to do with girls! We would li ke to welcome
L pl tu Codack and Sio Lee ' I'm ofTto where?' Holt to the Troop - we
hope you like hilltops! Fi~ally congratu lations to Cpl ·Pant · Underwood
and LCpl ' Keanu' Ross on them now wearing their new ranks.

THE ROYAL SlG AL
Li>INE KJING CH IPIO HIPS 1999
by Sig Paul Wraight
7 Annd Bde made their presence felt at thi years alpine ki
champion hips held in Zell- m-See in u tria. The weather had its ay on
the first day of racing \ ith almost white-out condi tion and minu 15
degrees Ce l iu temperature \\ hich re ulted in cance lling all races that
day. The rest of the racing days were clear but till had sub-zero conditions
wh ich e eryone felt; neverthele high pirit and enthusia m made it an
enjoyable event in e eryone 's eyes. The team did quite well, particularly
only having three racers and only two day of training prior to racing. Lt
Andy Hill started u on a \\ inning tn:al,. \\ ith a bronze in the lndl\ idua l
Men ' Giant lalom and then to -ollow wa Lt dam Corkery who
gained a ilver in the lndh idual I n" lalom. The team al o \\ on liver
in the Team Giant lalom. t the end of the competition the final Corp.
seed ings were announced with Lt Adam Corl.cry in third place, ig Paul
Wra ight in sixth and Lt ndy Hill in nineteenth.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for June's issue must be received by 15 April - LATEST
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1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)
BE 'GA TROOP
Tp omd
Capt luir
Tp gt
gt torey
Bengal Tp arriYed ba k at work after a refreshing leave bright eyed and
bushy tailed for a ne\\ millennium. ias Co lling and Lindley were em on
n 432 Commanders ourse. and pa sed with flying colours. Well done 10
them. 1eanwhile all eyes were down in the Troop, a preparation began in
earne-t for the annual R IT in pection. Hard work and dedication paid-off
a we walked away with an impre ive array of gleaming report . A big
pat on the back and congratulations 10 the whole Troop for such a
significant ucces .
The end of January saw the beginning of a pha e of exerci e . aimed at
en uring the units battle readine . Ex Black wan, Black Triangle, and
First Try. all went extremely well. with the e.:ception of Ex Black
Triangle, "here. due Lo mechanical failure and bad luck, half of the 432
fleet was YOR 'd. Hard work and perse erance aw mo I of the vehicles
ba k on exerci e shortly, and many thanks 10 all those involved. A tough
three \\eeks on exercise pa eel the way 10 a hard-earned week's lea e,
ready for a brigade exerci e in Febrnary 1arch.
Congratulation to igs Angus, Clarke, Dickie, Green and Murra on
their promotion to Lance Corporal. Al o 10 C pl cott on promotion Lo
ergeant, Lt 1uir on promotion to Captain and on his engagement to his
10\el> girlfriend, Deb, and LO LCpl 'Grandad' Renwick on passing his
gt
course - econd time lucky! We also ay goodbye to Capt Muir
Gosney, pl Bird, Cpl 1ace, ig 1urra. , ig Griffith, ig Cattell and
L pl Monger as they are all posted out shortly. Goodbye to Sig Wilson ,
who ha been on attachment to us from Blandford for four weeks, before
taning hi radio systems trade training. Rumour has it that this will be hi
first choice posting. Welcome to Sig Lindley and Podesta, having
recently joined the Troop. Goodluck to Sig Giro ux on his PT!' course.
He has been training hard in fron t of his mirror, on the un-bed, and
apparently now has shares in Brylcreem.
Alo in ovember 1999, a few members of the Troop were lucky
enough to catch a week's ailing, Ex Baltic Dragon, aimed at no ice
sailors to de,·elop team building skills and cohesion with in members of the
quadron. The first day consisted of the obligatory safety brie~ and basic
crew in trncLion below and on Lhe upper deck, fo llowed by some practice
' bumps and grinds'. With all going well we headed off to our first port of
call at Cowes for the introduction ail and to lea e behind the kind but ever
watchful eye of JSA TC Gosport. With the days being short oflight at this

time of year we started at 0530hr finishing at arou nd I600hrs when last
light fell. Sailing took place around the whole olcnt areas and covered
the whole yllabus of the competent ere~ course with all the member ·
coping' ith tl1e not so nice weather we had tl1rown at u ending the week
with a evere Gale Force 9. The highlight of the week was Ricky ·1t'
rough a tent**** ' Kinsella·s nerves rattling louder than the wind every
time the boat heeled past ten degree . Week Two the kipper and mate
wapped over, the only drama wa leaving Portsmouth harbour when we
made a turn to windward and the mainsail ripped right through the tl1ird
reef stitching. We limped back to Go port, filled a new one and stayed the
first night there. LCpl Andy 'Stugeron ' Cathro was the only real casualty
as he pent mo t of the day overboard feeding the fish and Sig 'Chippie
'Oh my god we are going over' Pomfret took the nervousness award for
the week. with much the ame weather as the week before, severe Gale
Force 8 - oh the days of winter sailing.
ABRETROOP
0RMA1 D BATTLEFIELD TOUR
In ovember 1999 ten Junior COs from across the Squadron pent the
weekend in ormandy on a battlefield tour of the D Day landings. The
tour began with an early tart on Saturday morning followed by a minibus
dri e to Port mouth 10 catch the ferry to Le Havre. Whilst on board we
made u e of the conference room facilitie to do ome study prior to
walking the ground it elf. The topics included tl1e Pega us bridge
landings. the 3 Div landing on word beach, and the Omaha beach
landings as depicted in ' aving Private Ryan '.
Once in France we drove to Caen to vi it the Memorial Museum and to
book into our accommodation. The evening wa pent enjoying the night
life of Caen, with LCpl Dave Cathro and LCpl Phil C hadwick doing
their bit to revenge the beef ban by inflicting themselves on the local
women. TI1e following morning we visited Omaha beach itself; walking
the ground shown in Sa ing Private Ryan, and also aw the American war
cemetery also shown in the film. At the British cemetery in Bayeaux,
LCp l Andy Campbell visited tl1e grave of hi great uncle who was killed
during the landings.
The ferry crossing home on Lhe Sunday night was eventful \ ith LCpls
Andy Hill and
eil Smith perfonning in the children's dancing
compelition to the bemusement of the onlooking civilians. At the end of a
busy weekend everyone had learnt more about the ormandy landing and
are bu y planning the next battlefield tour location.
1

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

QUADRO HEADQUARTERS
qn Comd
Maj Steve Hunt
SSM
W02 ( SM) Ewan Hall
The Squadron has entered Lhe new millennium with the future of
Chelsea Bks, a little uncertain. The prominent and distinctive Chelsea Oats
still stand empty awaiting tl1~ir fate whil~t speculation urrounding the
remamder of the barracks con11nue . All said, the Squadron should remain
1~ Chelsea for at least the foreseeable future unless, of course, we go full
circle and return to the delights of Hounslow where those with a passion
for aircraft spotting can satisfy their hobby until their hearts are content.
After an uneventful Y2K, over the ew Year, the Squadron returned in
energetic mood after the long hristmas stand down. There were a number
of the Squadron who stayed in London for the millennium celebration
down by the River Thames and from all accounts it was a sight worth
seeing
TI1e Deputy ommander London District, Brig D. R. d' A Willis CBE
paid his initial visit to the quadron on Thursday 20 January 2000. The
aim oft he visit wa to provide the Brigadier with an initial brief on the role
of the Squadron within the Anny Comm unications and lnfonnation
Systems Group (AC lSG), the
quadron 's State and ceremonial
commitments and the presentation of a GOC 2 Div commendation. SSgt
Andy ' o problem' Cannadine was pre ented with the GOC's
commendation by Brig d' A Willis in the Squadron function room
immeqiately after the Camp Commandant' brief. The GOC 2 Div
commendation was presented to gt Andy Cannadine in recognition of
hi elfless act following an explosion on the 'Lord Trenchard ', a Joint
Service Sailing Centre yacht, berthed in Poole Harbour. SSgt Andy
Can nad ine's prompt action and disregard for his own safety was
instrumental in helping to ave the life of the yacht's skipper, who had
been badly injured in the explosion.

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (218) REAR PARTY

byLCplNaim
OC Rear Party
Capt Wilson
With the Squadron on deployment Lo the sunny Balkans, it was up to the
rear pany to ensure that the transition from an Airborne Squadron 10 a
:'v1echanised quadron was as painless as possible. The first job that
ens.ued "a the redecoration of Squadron Headquarters for which we
enh ted the help of Cpl ·where's my Zimmer Frame?' Griffiths as his
~xtensive knowledge of painting dated back a few years. By the end of the
Job, more pamt was on the floor than on the walls, much to tl1e delight of
Capt Richard . As soon as we thought our work was finished for the ix
month • we were then tasked with the immediate remo al of tl1e squadron
from Arnhem Barrack lo the old Logistic Battalion barracks, just 300m 's
down the road. To top this off we only had two weeks for this task with
JU t ix or seven of u capable of lifting and carrying equipment we ~ent a
0 to the chool of igna ls.
'Please send us 25 willing volunteers.'
'To Blandford and the men that were sent a big thanks. ·
Anything that was n~t glued, nailed or screwed down was rapidly
mo,ed to our ~ew home 1.n the old Log Bn site. Shortly after moving, two
of o~r nC\\ bu1ldmgs d~1ded to flood due to the plumbing being so old!
.\ fakmg 11 more appropriate for the \1arines 10 be based there, thankfully
for u there wa n't too much damage o the clear up was easily dealt with.
if still a bit smelly.
. Due to quite a fe" months having passed there have been some postings
m and out. Therefore, we wou ld like to say hello to 2Lt
\1 askell-Pederson Yoho has already managed to get a grip on things . Cpl
Jo Biddle who being heavil.Y pregnant at the time st ill managed to help out
m the quadron office which allowed C pl Richie Symes to relax even
~ore than normal! Hello also to LCpl Dale Petty who has brought with
him the knowledge of A V 432's (oo he keeps telling everybody). ig
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MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt (TOT) Bob icol
Tp SSgt
Sgt Andy Cannadine
The start of December aw the TOT, Capt Bob icol, ha ing the odd
heart murmur due to the Y2K deadline being almo t upon us. Sgt Chris
Jacob's reply of, 'Don't worry, only 40 more units to check for
compliance - shouldn't take more than a day' was wearing a bit thin \\ ith
the TOT. Well done to LCpl's Bull, Ford and Sig McGu ire for ju Labout
finishing on time. The rest of the ACISG section under the watchful gaze
of Sgt Chris 'whip cracking' Jacobs, were again rnshed ofT their feet
trying to clear the countless number of computer faults that kept cropping
up.
The PA team were again off to Sandhurst fo r the overeigns Parade.
This time, however, thing didn't run quite a smoothly a usual. The
generator used 10 power the PA sy tern decided to pack in halnvay through
the inspecting officers speech. Luckily the PA team consisting of Ir John
ked, Del Tyrrell, 'Mac' MacArthur. ·J-J' Johnson and '~ith the able
assistance of LCpl Bull (such a jack of all trades but...) were well
prepared and had alternative sources ready and waiting in the wings. To
say that the PA ere\\ are stretched Lo the limits is an understatement. They
even have duties of gardeners at RMA Sandhurst. Mind you the tyre ruts
in the Academy·s grounds were their own fault.
Finally births, deaths. marriages and promotion . Congratulation go
out to C pl Dean 'have your cake and wear it' Spiers and wife Tracy on
the birth of their on athan. Al o to Cpl 1ick mbler and LCpl Keith
' Sorry I can't do it then . I'm playing cricket for the Anny· Ford on their
well deserved promotions. On a sadder note, Cpl Gordon le eillie ha
left u for a unnier climate in Cyprus. The block just won't be the same
without ABBA blasting out at 4 o 'clock in the morning. Finally,
congratulations (and thank for the beers) go to SSgt Andy Cannadine
for recently being awarded his GOC 2 Di vi ion commendation.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Wilson
Tp Sgt
Sgt imon Sc hofield
Radio Tp welcomed the new Troop Commander after his extended
leave from his la t unit. Life in Chel ea Barracks ha been quiet and we
have had time to bull our boots and press our o I Dre for the upcommg
eason. We even had time to say farewell to LCpl lick 'Del Boy'
Breydin as he goe back 10 the real nny in I. Mick· farewell peech
will be remembered by all for some time to come. The Millennium. in
London, wa something to cc c pecially for those with quarters al
Victoria a it wa not 100 far for them to get home at 6.00am!

Dave Hammond who has joined the MT and has yet 10 fill in an FMT 3
much to our surprise. Finally, to Sig 'Taz' Swindells who was overjoyed
to hear that he was going straigh t out to Banja Luka from training.
Unfortunately, we also have to ay goodbye to Capt Wong who joins tl1e
AAC (Air taxi service) and also Lo our QM, Capt Burrows. We would
also like t.o say congratulations to Cpl 'Where's my lump gone?' Biddle
on the btrth of her baby boy Christop her. We would also like to
congratu late LCp l 'I must have left my uni form in Bosnia ' Robertson
who has had a baby boy Joshua. Also a big slap on the back for Cp l Paul
Starkey on his recent promotion. 1 hope that things wi ll begin to settle
down now and we can look forward to a well-deserved break over Ea ter.

Please do not ask for photographs sent
for publication in The WIRE to be returned,
unless they are irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing
photographs which cannot be replaced.

Sig Regt (Y) who have helped us out over the recent months. Our Cross
Country team paired up with 31 Sig Rcgt (Y) PSls to gain a very
respectable and somewhat unexpected third place in the LO DI T Cross
Country Champs held in early December. Capt Dave Thomas (31 ig
Regt) and much of the team, still reeling from the surprise of qualifying,
set out on a rigorous training programme and despite the interruption of
the festive season managed to perfonn extremely well at the Anny
Champs - well done. The Squadron said farewell to an extraordinary
J CO in Jan - LCpl Mick 'DfY' Breydin. LCpl Breydin was one of
those individuals who was capable of preventing Chet ea Bks from falling
down with a couple of planks of wood and ome nails. His contribution to
the Squadron Brnno Bar, the SHQ rogues gallery and many other matters
will long be remembered. The quadron e.xtends a genuine 'thanks' 10
LCpl Mick Brcydin for all his efforts.

SSgt Andy Cannadine being presented with the GOCs
Commendation from Brig D Rd ' A Willis CBE

The Squadron, a a whole, got off to a good start on the porting front in
2000. Led by Maj (Tfc) Dave • e er top till you drop' Gilchrist the
quadron won the LO DI T Badminton Competi tion and no" entered
the Army Champs on 21 February 2000. It looks like the quadron team
ha regained its rightful place in LO DI T but our tlianks do go out to 36
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RECRUITI G, AR 'lY CO 1PETITIO 2000
For tho e who don't know and have been Ii ing in a hole m the ground
or in a box during Jan, the Army has launched a recrniting campaign to
ent ice civilian into the fold. We h::we had many reque t for a istance
like acting a Rent a Crowd for Af 0 orwich where we all had to look
like civvies interested in joining the Anny." hi Ist the recrnitcrs dished 111
Operation Kenya Competition application for the pres . The rn e did not
fool anyone ru the pre s' first que tion to ig lag · mper· We t "a
· o, ho\\ long ha\ you been in the rmy then,' and thi was after Cpl
' teptoe' Storey gaye a brilliant accou111 of ho\\ hi on, ig Toby 'v hat's
a long wait then· Green, had done a Duke of Edinburgh award and wanted
to join the nations finest. \ e al o a si ted AF 0 roydon \\ ith pronding
a stand of interesting ignal memorabilia, where interested person· could
come and sec what the orp do for a living. You can gue·s that wa: far
100 easy. After a couple of hours waiting we a\\ only one person. ig '006
1/2' Parker wa then di patched in hi
ol dre to the to\\n centre. ll is
mi . ion was to drum up some bu inc s but adl), after a fc" phone
number and wolf whi tie from appreciative girl , he "a: unable to sign
any one up. LCpl Daz ' love handles' Pond had e\cn less luck. II he
could do ' a chat up gt Schofield ' wife and get her to cnt.:r the
Operation Kenya competition. o £2 0 thi · year then!
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4 DIV B\ 1'.ETB LL CH MPION HIP 2000
·what on earth were ''e thinl-.ing· \\ent aero-- every one, mind as we
arri\ed for the 4 Di\ Ba,ketball Champion hip at ldershot. Here wa
our Radio Tp team \\ ith blue 'c t; borrowed b L pl Lee ' \ hite men
d finiteh can't jump· Lester. '' ith · a.ri us fom1s of Bermuda horts and
1 :ued trainers.
II the other t am, riad first and econd team basketball
kits and Gucci Basketball trainers. We thought we would dazzle them with
!rt Si ' tick B" ' Hadley coming
our , kill and panache e pecially with
out of retirement, yet again. for one more match. We were, of course,
gros -1) o,·er rating our potential, however, it wa like the Harlem Globe
Trotters again t Eastbourne under 11 - and we were Ea tbournc!
0
RTROOP
Tp omd
Maj (Tfc) Dave Gilchri t
Tp gt
gt Karen Ripley
O\\ that the silly .ca on i over and the lat remains of mince pie and
heIT) have been con ·urned on night hilt. mo tly, it ha to be said, b
pl
Chri Vallance (\'a l), we can all look forward to the nC\\ year with
mteropcration. Aft r\\hat the last couple of year· have thro,,n up for us,
then no hurdle should be too hard to overcome.
The first hurdle to overcome wa the introduction of a ne\\ hi ft pattern
(of ort ). Thi mainly affected the civilian C04' and wa introduced on
5 January 2000. The change wa brought about by the reorganisation of
the COMCE, and the lo , over the next ca lendar year, of all five
ergeant within the Troop either through end of service. natural wastage
and in the case of gt Karen Ellams. a change of EQ. The Tp 0 , 'laj
Dave Gilcllrist and hi ever faithful sidekick C02 1r Tony Davis. along
with their pe onal bodyguards, gave a very thorough brief lo the civilian
taff and union official in December regarding the change and how it

would affect the civilian staff. The constraints of lea ve, course and
illnesses will put a strain on the civilian clement especially as there will be
no military pen.onnel to cover. This did not eem to go down too well but
when the probability of rather large amounts of overtime cropped up, the
atmosphere changed instantly. Mr Ray Cooney started doing cartwheels
over the GO · desk. llis chief ally, lr 'Dutch' Holland, rang hi s wife
immediately to tell her that they could now go on holiday to America,
Africa , Australia, Bahamas and Bali. All Dutch has to do now is sort out
hi lea e for the next 18 months - in advance.
Since the introduction of the new shift pattern the C03, Miss Donna
Wilson has been inundated with leave applications from everyone trying
to get their lcav in fir t. Some people are now looking as far ahead as
2002. he is currently on R + R in the Chelsea and We tminster hospital
on the advice of her doctor. The sporting year got off to a nyer for the
Troop when they \ on the Inter Troop badminton competition. Th e
portsmen and women of the Troop are very eager to get their hands on the
trophy U1is year.
HELLO' A D GOODBYE'
The Troop would like to say a fond farewell to Mr Kevin Osborne,
more affectionately known as OZ, aller almost two years here. His home
made cooking will be orely mi sed by Sgt 'Chalky' White who is also
proving after the hristmas period that you can wear Bergen 's on your
belly as well as your back. A warm welcome from the Troop goes out to
Cpl Ann ette McChcsncy who has recently arri ed from 16 Sig Regt.
Finally, all the military members of the Troop would like to take this
opportunity to wi hall remaining TELE OP DATA' around the world all
the be t for the C\ Year and good luck in the future, a this time next
year U1erc will probably be no more of us lefi.

243 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Folkestone. The training programme began by refre bing and testing the
troops on their basic weapon handling skills leading onto some more
advanced techniques on the use of the pistol. Also included was some
Bayonet work which was an unforgettable experience for all involved. A
the week progressed the Exerci e troops moved onto the more unusual
ranges ' hich Hythe and Lydd have to offer, uch as the Street close
quarter battle range and the car ambush.
On the Thursday evening the troop carried out a number of leadership
tasks on the watermanship area of the Lydd complex, this was followed by a
barbecue and a few skits laid on by U1e Section . On the Friday morning the
Exercise concluded with a round-robin which included the attack on the
Skills House, the as ault course followed by a pistol shoot and a presentation
of trophies and certificates for best fire team and top shots. To all involved,
the Exerci e was a great success and our thanks go to 238 Sig Sqn for
putting together a great two weeks. See you all at ennybridge in May.

Kneeling (L-R): Cpl Stu Powney, Sgt J im Robertson ,
LCpl 'Geordie' Gray and S ig John Denyer
take time out from the CQB range to pose for the camera.

T TROOP EWS - by Sig Rona/do Warwick
On Wednesday 19 January 2000 the unit took part in a friendly 5-a- ide
football match against the Chefs from Tidworth, we managed to field two
teams of player Foreman 'Fat Controller' Sanderson, W02 'No
Uniform' S mith , Sgt AUwork ·except on Friday afternoons', Cpl Andy
' o Uniform' hcpherd, LCpl Ian 'Maccum ' Pearce, LCpl Oliver
' ever sober' G ray, LCpl Mike 'Gringo Geek' Joyce, LCpl Claire
Sheehan, LCpl Jan 'Froggy' Welsh, Sig ' Ronaldo ' Warwick and
Geraint 'Civvy' Jones. The matches con isled of two seven minute
halves. Everyone gave their best with great enthusiasm and good fun was
had by all. Of the four games played we did manage to win at least one but
we had to admit the Chefs had the better of the day.

Exercise Bruno Warrior was the name given to the annual ACLSG
Baulecamp which this year was organised by member of 238 ig Sqn
( gt i Hadley and gt i coffield). The Camp took the form of a
comprehensive range package at Hythe and Lydd range complex. The
troops were accommodated at t Martins Plain Camp on the outskirts of

ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
The quadron would like to welcome four new member Sgt (FotS)
Epps, Cpl Daz Dales, LCpl Ian Pearce and last but not least Sig imon
Sydney Hill . We bid farewell to W02 (FofS) Ty Sanderson who has left
the Squadron and the Army for ciwy street. Good luck Ty.

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(AMF(L))

qn Comd
Maj D. B. Hudson
SM
W02 (S M) K. Marsh
ince the last time that the Sqn appeared on its own page in The WIRE
we have completed a tour of Bosnia, squeezed in some well-earned leave,
before re-deploying to Norway on Ex Hardfall 2000. There have been
many promotions and postings in and out, of particular note are the
selections for promotion of gt Phil Render and Cpl (Local Sgt) Mick
Hatton - both unexpected , but hoped for, and well deserved. Other
promotions are: To Corporal, LCpls Jone , amuel and ovis . To Lance
Corporal, Sigs Ellis, Welburn, T ierney, Rutherford, Vallance, ustins,
Huggett and Dudley. Congratulations to you all.
THE SQUADRO CHRISTMA PARTY - by Cpl Clarke
·Got a lot of Moneypenny, fancy a bit of Pussy Galore' So read the
orders, fol lowing the Rugby, for Bond and hi fellow agents to gather at
the exclusive XL club. There was gathered a fine array of Secret Agents
and Bond 'Girls??' for an evening of fun and frivolity. The cloakroom
experienced the fir t problems - trying to find place for Agent Stokoe's
llippers and Age nt Sa muel' Oxygen tank.
A lot of effort had gone into the costumes, of particular note wa Agent
'A ustin Powers' Botwright, who e costumes was only eclipsed by his
arch enemy Anti-Agent 'Mini-me' Bailey who won be t costume, only to
be disqualified when he admitted to not dressing up and that he was only
there for the free food.
The evening continued to go well and was finished off in fine style
(polite cough) by Agent Berry's off the cuff strip- which went a long way
towards helping the XL staff clear the dance noor and the rest of the club.
Fina lly, an array of female underwear was found by the club staff. ames
inside were Tones, Berry and Scott. Please re-claim at your convenience.
IMPERIAL CA CER RESEARCH - by LCpl Douglas
In the February edition of 'The Wire· we reported on a 24hr fund-raising
event for the imperial Cancer Research Fund that had taken place whilst
the Squadron was deployed with 20 Armd Bde in Bo nia. The event
involving 36 people (from a variety of units) u ing tep, cycling and
rowing machines was well supported by all based in HQ MND( W). On
completion of the event U1e, nornially, hard work of collecting money from
those who had pledged it proved remarkably easy.
We returned to UK with a sizeable amount of Deutschmarks which was
quickly translated into £2091.53. The next tep was to take our 'wedge'
and present it to the nearest Imperial Cancer Research Fund Office in
Tolworth. For obvious rea ons not all of the 36 team could be there to
present the cheque. So four members of the Squadron, who had taken part
in the event sallied forth to hand it over. In Tolworth we were met by Mr
Simon Pugh, who runs that particular office, and after he had been given a
short description of the event we gave him the cheque.
Lt was by no means the largest or smallest amount ever rai ed, but every
penny was appreciated and extremely well received. The work of charitie
such a these often goe unnoticed, unless you are unfortunate enough
ever to need them. I would seriou ly consider organising anoU1er event
after the success of this one. For anybody considering such a thing. it i
very ea y to organise and extremely worthwhile. Finally, two further
cheques arrived in the New Year which brought the final total ra1 ed to
£2231.55. Thank you to all tho e involved in the event and those who
remained true to their pledges and handed over the ca h.

DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW, SO YOU CAN
STILL RECEIVE YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE
(L-R): LCpl Douglas, Capt Stokoe, Mr Pugh , LCpl Ellis,
LCpl Bury and the cheque
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Sgt 'Tony' McBean - On the skis, now try moving
It wa not a total di aster and as the week progres ed our kiing ability
improved - well sort of. We could now stand up for a hort period of time
anyway. Moving on from that to a night out was a step up again. Deployed
in four man tents, or hould I say ery small man tent . It was here that we
came to understand the phrase 'tent Rhino'. Four people dres ed a
Michelin men trying to do their admin in a tent designed for pygmies
would test the mo t organised of field soldier. Following our cramped
accommodation we moved to the comparative luxury of a ten-man tent.
Thi mini-deployment was topped off by U1e ice-breaking drills the next
day. Cold doesn't even get clo e.

Cpl S i Upcraft feels the shock of the cold

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
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OVICE SKI A D SURVIVAL COUR E - by Cpl 'Loddy 'Jones
On arriving in orway for the first time my worst fears were realised.
There was snow everywhere, 1l was freezing and I really was going to
need the mountain of equipment I had been issued on joining the
Squadron. Thoughts like ' It can't be too cold can it?' oon dispersed as I
found my elf severely underdres ed in just a smo.:k and T-shin. Well you
live and learn.
On arrival at Mjolfjell Camp, our home for the foreseeable future, \~e
were issued with yet more kit and these very long items I now know to be
skis. The next day myself and my fellow non-skiers met our Military Ski
Instructors (MSI). Cpl ' ee its easy' Samuel gave us an excellent
demonstration which had me thinking 'Well, that doesn't look too hard'.
WRO G! l soon wondered why I was sat on my butt in the snow afier
trying the seemingly simple manoeuvre of standing up.
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Redeployment, back to camp and night out in Yo followed. unday
brought the issue of yet more k t and preparation for the econd
deployment pha e. A night in the pygmy tents wn follo,,ed by a night in
uow-holes. Ba.ically digging all da} and all night to leep in. if you don't
C.
mind enclo ed space . Then, in order lo qualify for the econd ' in
we mo ed onto the survival night. ~ e had everything demon trated from
fire tartin<> and bru hwood shelter to heep slaughtering - not popular
with me asl'm a Wei hman. E sentially all the skill required to sur,ive in
U1e Arctic. It wa not that cold as building the bru. hwood hcltc~ and
cuttina the ' ood to keep the very large fire going wa enough to keep
anybody warm . o leep and little f?<Jd meant th~t everybody was P.retty
tired by the time we returned to Mjolfjell on Friday mornmg. as ii that
,, a n 't enough ' e had to take part in a I 2km ki race on aturday. okm
uphill. follo~•ed b) a mad 6km descent: it wa not for the fain_t-h~arted.
Thi wa followed by an apparently obligatory toga pany at \1JOllJcll on
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·aturda} ewning. ~ I '' nr.: the course has not fini-11ed as we arc
dcplo) 'U on the \\'inter Warfare phase of.it. I can _say th~t the course ha
been immen el} enjoyable and a worth\\ htle expenence for all.
O LD W E THER W RFARE I TR CTORS 0 RSE
b1 ~t Rarbo11/d
· The \V\\ I course is the highe t col<l weather qualification that any rank
can attam whil t ser\ing with 249 ig qn ( MF(L); an~ for our sins (or
are "e ju ·t luck}?) tn} elf and ot Pete Lawn were put !orward to be the
ho en one . Once qualified we \\Ould be expected to ad i e the 0
qn on
all matters of cold ".:ather operation and training. It also allows us to run
th qn '. O\ ice ki and urvi,·al Course (N C) which i required by all
members of the quadron to enable them to deplo_ to the Arctic and carry
out their role. Ha' ing been brought back from Bo nia early to attend this
courw. it had alread) got a big tick in the box from Pete and myself. That

initial euphoria wa · ·hort hvcd , as when we arrived in Norway there was no
now and thing didn't look promising for our course. After ten days or
struggling by the D/ to stick to the programme. they decided to move us to
a glacier near Jondal where we would be guaranteed snow and therefore be
able to achieve the training objectives to gain the qualification. Once U1ere
we had more now than you could wish for, however, we then had to put up
wiU1 winds ometimes in excess or 60 knots. It all eemed a bit like out of
the frying pan and into the fire . However, after spending many nights out
and every possible chance on skis we had not achie ed all the objectives.
which ten everyone concerned in a bit of a dilemma. It was therefore
decided to bring the whole course back on 9 January 2000 to complete the
remaining objectives such as ice breaking and snow holes and l '111 pleased
to sa c erything went ery well. gt Pete Lawn and myse lf arc now
qualified C\ WI' and looking forward to our first challenge, which will be
the qn's
in February 2000.

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON
qn
\1

omd

M aj John O a kes
W02 ( i\I)' mudge'

mith

FARE\ ELLS
The quadron says a farewell to the fo llowing people gt Dave Wl1iting
who no\\ leaves the Army after complet ing 22 years ervice good luck with
)OUT ne\\ career and LCpl , ikki Dean who is posted to Arborfield a a
·Gym Queen· congratulation also on pas ing your PTl Class 2.
PRO'.\IOTJO
Congratulation go to the folio" ing quadron personnel for their
recent promotion C pl Julie Bateman, C pl Mark Sheat.h , LCpl Ruth
Harknes and LCpl Dave Hunter.

NVQ Presentation to 251 Signal Squadron at Bicester
(L-R): Maj John Oakes, Mr Robert Boreland, Mr Ian Mathews,
Brig Foxton, Mr Alan Westgarth , Mr Ernest Spears, Mr Derek Keen

Brig Fox ton, Bicester Garri on Commander, vi ited Bicester
O 1MCE (a Detachment of 251 ig qn) on the 25 October 1999 to
present four members of tafT with their National Vocational
Qualification (NVQ) certificates. Bice tcr is a very busy COMMCEN
whose main cu tomer is the new Defence Logistics Organisation. It has
taken the recipients of the award over ix months to compi le and prepare
their submission for a se ment and accreditation. The four COMM CE
taff who received their certificate were M r Rober t Bo rla nd , M r Ia n
Matt.hews, 'Ir Ala n We tga r t h and Mr E rn est pear. The recipients
who are all communication officers are the fir t in the Squadron to obtain
NVQ qualifications in Operating and Maintaining Telecommunication
Equipment at Level 3.
G O SPORT HALF MARATHO
IN
PPORT OF THE BABY T l A APPEAL
by Cpl Sheath
Whilst on night hift in the OMMCE one aturday which i not
renowned for being U1e most exciting place in the world 1 decided after
reading an article in Womens Own about the plight of a baby called Ti na
who had survived a tragic house fire with horrific burn to the body, (in
fact over 80%) to raise ome money for her treatment which was only
available in America. For a while her life was in the balance as her lung
were everely damaged by smoke. With the Gosport Marathon
approaching I decided to participate and to get ponsors for the race. The
day of the race arrived and I completed the race in a time of 1 hour 45
minutes. Even though at the end ofU1e race I bad cramp in both of my leg
I felt ome achievement knowing the money which had been raised was
going to such a worthy cause.

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (261)

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Mark Baines
W02 (SSM) Paul Brown

BACKGROUND
I 0 I Log Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (261) was formed while deployed on Op
Agricola during the summer of 1999 as a result of the Strategic Defence
Review. The Brigade traces its history back to the D-Day Landing, in
ormandy, where 101 Beach Sub Area supported the 3rd British Division
landings over 'Roger' and ' Queen ' beache in the Sword Sector. The new
communications unit evolved from 604 Sig Tp and was designated as 261
ig Sqn, which re-activates that Squadron number previously used in
Cyprus in the early 1960s. The distinctive Blackadder badge previously
worn by 604 Sig Tp is now worn throughout IOI Log Bde. It originated
from a logistic base set up during the Gulf War named after the Blackadder
TV series.
ROLE
This new independent Signal Squadron supports HQ IOI Logistic
Brigade which itself has evolved from the Combat Service Support Group
(UK). The fonnation provides third line logistic _support U1_roughout
operational deployments and also provide the ba 1s of a Jomt Force
Logistic Component or a UK ational Support Element (NSE) HQ. At
present the Brigade includes 9 Sup Regt, I 0 and 27 Tpt Regis, 22 and 33
Fd Hosp, 4 Fd Amb and 84 FMed.

Sigs John Bromhead and Sam Yardley with Sgt Pete Mullen
showing their Kosovo medals alongside the TAC HQ
and the 101 Log Bde Open Day

ORGAN ISATIO
The new Squadron is currently organised into an SHQ, Radio and
Support Tp and will also have a Trunk Tp when new CORMORA T
equipment comes into service. The full establishment includes five
officers and 135 other ranks and those excellent people in the R SJG ALS
M M Div are aow busy fil ling many of these posts - so get your
preference postings in now! Equipped with Landrover mounted VHF _an_d
HF radio (including WOTA equipment for passmg data). the u111t 1s
already busy taking on exercise, RAAT and porting commitments.
RECE T ACTIVITY
The Squadron returned from a succe sful tour on Op Agricola .in
September 1999. The unit had detachments in Greece, Mac~do111a,
Albania and Kosovo and had a very busy tour, particularly dunng the
refugee crises when great efforts were devoted to build~g a eries of
tented camps eg Stenkovic I shown. on photograph. The Bngade ?pen day
in ovember provided an opportuntty for gt P ete M ullen and S1gs John
Bromh ead and Sa m Yardley to be presented with some of the fir t
Kosovo medals by DCinC LA D.
101 Log Bde TAC HQ in Albania
Over the next few weeks the Aldershot bars were frequented by mo t of
the squadron, fresh with all of their war tories, not lea i the mention of
C pl Tim 'Woodlou e' Bishop's new idea of Arctic Warfare.

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

IG1 AL TAKE TO THE SADDLF.S
11 oldiers and Officers from 259 Sig Sqn saddled up to take chil dren
and adults from a local disabled home horse riding for a day. 20 children
and young disabled adults from the Margarita Liasidou Home in Paphos
travelled to Happy Valley with their helpers for a fun packed day horse
nding with a BBQ lunch at the 259 ignals Jimmy Cl ub to follow. 'Thi s is
a wonderful opportunity for the chi ldren and adults to do something
different and made for a very special day.' said Mrs lsmini Liasidou Saul
\\ho runs the care centre, 'They have all had a wonderful time.' 2nd Lt
arah Covey-Crump organised the event as part of an on go ing local
community relation's project adopted by the Unit. The hugely succes fut
day wa made po siblc thanks to the expertise from the Riding for the
Disabled As ociation "ho provided instructors and two ponies. Volunteers
from the Episkopi Saddle Club also as isled and provided one of their
horse . The other members of the team fro m 259 S ig Sqn were Capt Katie
Caie,
gt Jim Duncan, gt Rachel Kidby, Sgt Dave Street, Sigs Wil
Le Cra. , ndrew Wells, Guy Thomson, , ick Kervcll, Sue Taylor and
Ronald Fletcher.
Cpl Bishop gripping his personal 'weapon'

If you 're visiting Bournemouth or Poole,
why not combine it with a vi it to

The Ro al ignals Mu eum, Blandford Camp
0 1258 482248 fo r opening times
101 Log Bde RRB site on the KRIVOLAC training area in Macedonia
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EXER ISE QUA TUl\I TRJDE 1999
ner a month · welcome leave. the q uadron returned to \\ Ork. sportmg
ne\\ found beer bellic and e mpty bank account • only to learn that the
M had or<>ani ·ed a Battle Camp fo r the fo lio\\ ing week. This kicked off
with a 24 hour sur\ iva l phase, "hich wa enjo ed by one and all.
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p.: '1all ig John "the firebug· Brom head ·ettin.g his boots on fire. and
h.n ing to sp.:nd the re ·t of the week \\ ith hi. · lark 1· 1atterhom held
wgethcr '' ith am string. ( c>..t year John. take a pare pair of boots.)
nto the next pha e. and the unit ,,.a plit into three ·ection.. which is
''h ·re the problem began! tkr bein £ i u d with their ix-shooters and
t 1·011-, the three ection made their ·~·ay to their harbour location · , \\ ith
the notable e:-..cepllon of cction 2, who' ·ere last seen heading for the ~3
under the exp.:rt direction of LCpl Tony 'tin-ribs'\ illi (Where were you
going Ton}"?)
O'er the ne:-..t three da •. each ection was a ked to perfom1 ariou
ta. k ·. like mo\·ing from one location to another and digging holes! ome
of the better ection ''ere allowed to condu t COP and re- up ta.ks,
ho\\ \er thi' caused more problem than olution , with ection I failing
nu crably to coll t their ration on cveral occa ion ! ftcr three day of
lo\\ moral and admin grenade . the three section met for the final
as aull. ection I, led by -L pl Graham Chamber were doing well, up
to the point where the enemy opened fire , where it all went pear- haped again! Bener luck next year lad • ee you for the debrief in the pub!

<.

Harris training ourse. Fat lot of good that did. as our Tech gt Col 'The
Beer Mon ter" Bentley and Cpl lan 'Who?' Galloway have both been
prominent by their absence since cptember! ow. allcr sc eral attempts
to blufT our way through it, we have been tasked to train the RL and
Medic units from I 0 I Log Sele! ( upposc we better learn hOI to use it
ourseh·es before March). After a small le son in the classroom, ably
conducted by LCpl Dave ·what's this?' Howie and hindered by 'The
Beer Monster', the members of the Troop were deployed on the local
training area tote t the .y tcm. Unsurprisingly, it all went Pete Tong, with
Sig John 'the firebug' Bromhead setting fire to one of the PCs, and not
one data message being pa sed. o change there. then! The main effort of
the training deploy1mmt of the ystcm wa to ee how quickly the
operators could break the kit! Having proved that civvy kit is definitely not
· quaddie-proor WOTA has been left dormant ince Christmas bul,
after a quick dusting oft~ it returns with a vengeance later this month to
educate the RLC, medics and engineers in the fine art of losing comms on
HF, an art whi h. until now, has been the exclusive righl of the Corps. o
longer will poradic E and un spots be accepted as an excuse!
EXERCI E WE SEX WARRIOR
Ex Wessex Warrior upporting I BW on their TESEX on ali sbury
Plain was the next mis ion for the former fighting 604th. The Exercise
started with the Troop' own Tiger Woods demonstrating hi abi lity to
swerve a golf ball around his body and knock himself out lead ing to an
entertaining afiernoon in the local ho pita!, well done Sig Lee 'Tiger'
Mason. The week progr s ed with the operators being used a chauffeurs
for the staff officers who seemed to expect our Land Rovers to keep up
with Challenger 2 racing over the plain at 60kph (nice try ig Andy 'Wah
man' Holden).

Cpl Steve Francis models the new 'tortoise' pattern helmet!
TE 1
\ OT , DATA RA DIO
The unit ha been i ued with the \VOTA DRS, which has prO\ ided
many an opportunit) for various members of the troop to be sent on the

n1c Squadron's first deployment since the move was 854 Tp deploying
to the Fa lkland Islands to work on a number of projects on Mount Pleasant
Airfield_ (MPA). This_ wa_ part of an ongoing task to improve and replace
the ageing commun 1callons infrastructure on MPA. Exercise Falkland
Sound was the final deployment of the year for the Squadron, which has
already completed valuable work in Germany, Cyprus, Asccn ion Islands
and Gibra ltar. The Exercise involved clements of 854 Tp deploying to
M PA bet ween 26 October and 18 November 1999. During the exercise the
Master of Signals, Maj Gen prackling visited both the Squadron and the
Joint Communications Unit Falkland Islands (J UFJ). I le met two
detachments of the Troop that were involved in installing 7.5km of fibre
cable around the north of the airfield and took lime to talk to all members
of the quadron.
Each day, the Tp S gt,
gt Paul Masheter, would ask for a list of
predicaments and highlights from the prcviou day. Labelled as 'Magic
Moments' here are a election: The medical centre staff were overworked
taking care of an unexpected ailment. Explanations had to be made in
letters home a to how we had packed and worn our them1al underwear.
yet managed to get mild sunburn. A new member of the Troop,
inexperienced in laying fib re cable was on the fibre cable drum, feeding
2000m of cable into the duct. A Iler 20mins, the det comcl asked how much

OTHER EW
A the quadron grow the QC is entering sports competition whenever
a team can be rai ed. Thi began with the Corp Cro Country where Maj
Baines, gt Dave Wright RLC, C pl 'Taff' Lean, igs Dale Richardson ,
·chopper' Harris and Paddy Grierson achieved a creditable fourth place
in the Minor Unit Compelion. The girls team press-ganged every available
female in the unil including Cpl 'Titch ' Gorstridge RLC and igs E mma
Redfearn and R uth Kennedy who ran bravely to put the unit on the
coreboard. Congratulations to Sig Gav Hollows getting his first and
LCpl ' immo' impson getting his second. A quick hello to W02
(RQM ) Jim lger, Sgt Jim Turnbull, Cpl Taff Lean, LCp l Ronnie
Cuthbert, and ig Carl Conley. Al o Goodbye to LCpl John Abbot on
promotion and po ting to Blandford as OinC's driver!
As this goe to pre s Lt Lucy Thirsk is leading an intrepid bunch of
kiers in Ba aria and pl Bishop is preparing a difTerent et of bold
explorers for ome eriously wet adventure training in Wales. The Squadron
has a series of exerci es throughout this year leading up to the Cambrian
Patrol in October and a deployment to OMA chedu led next year.

Members of 854 Tp and JCUFI, with the Master of Signals
during his visit to the Falklands last year

81 SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
CHA 'GE O F CO M 1A D
A a re ult of SOR, 81 Sig qn (V) left the command of 21 ig Regt
(Air Support) on I September 1999 after seven year as part of the
Regiment. Thi was a unique unit with 21/2 regular Squadrons and 2112
TA quadrons which had worked effectively embracing the ·one concept
army", what a pity to go backwards once more. This also ended a long
a ociation with the Regiment having supported them in BAOR, on the
four clutch airfields since the late sixties. Thank you 21 Sig Regt for your
help and fiiendship over the e years.
The quadron is now under 2 ( C) Sig Bde as part of the Army
Communications Systems Group (ACISG). We moved over the short
di tance to Cor ham on 27 eptember 1999, and we have been made
mo t welcome. As well as continuing our current role, exciting new
avenues are opening up and we look forward to them with increased
enthusia:.m.

During our annual planning weekend , we held a small parade on
Sunday 28 . o ember 1999, to mark the occa ion of our move to 2 (NC)
1g Bde. The parade was held on the square at Bas il Hill Barracks,
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J OINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Corsham. Brig S. G. Hughes, Commander 2 ( C) ig Bde took the
alute and presented
gt Bob Maxted, the qn PSI, with hi s L &GC
medal. He also oversaw Commanding Officer 21 ig Regt (AS), Lt Co l
John Terrington, hand over the quadron nag to Commanding Officer
ACI G Lt Co l Carsy. The Garri on Padre, Rev M. McKn ight , held a
short service after the presentation.

U IT HE DQUARTERS
Maj C. J . Mci ntosh
USM
W02 D. Rook
With the Army Element neari ng the end of its roulement, we would like
to thank the purple efforts of the RAF and avy for a mot enjoyable tour
of these barren lands. Even with our imminent departure, there are several
welcomes to be made. Firstly lo the new Op Offr, Ca pt Phil Day and
then to As t Op , Lt ·Tour Dodger' G unson, filling in for Cap t 'Can_'t
Hack It' Nichols who has returned early to Herford. A special welcome 1s
re erved for the most popular man on the i land , 2Lt Bill a ld e~hcad . I
am ure his popularity ha nothing lO do with the fact that Burn 1ght has
ju t gone and he is one of only two b~gpipers on tl~e I land. The pa l
month have seen a scorchingly hot Chn tmas and M1llenmum pas with
more leave than we knew whal to do with. Two whole days i an awful lot
down here!

0

CO 21 Signal Regiment (AS) hands over the S quadron flag
to the CO AC IS

SSgt Bob Maxted rece ives his LS &GC Medal from Brig Hughes
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cable had gone into the duct. Reading the sca le on the cable itself can
identify this. The reply was ·one thousand nine hundred and ninety nine
metres'. Laughter followed, as 1999 was actually the date the cable had
been manufactured and not the remaining cable length! It wasn't all hard
work and a number of trips known a~ 13FT (Beveridge Falkland Tours),
were organised by S "gt Beveridge, our Falklands Liaison Officer (FLO).
Party I followed in the footsteps of the col~ Guards to Mount
Tumbledown, not satisfied with the 8km wa lk they decided to walk to
Stanley and finished the trip by visiting the war memorial.
On a trip to Martha's Beach our CTR (Close Target Reece) skills were
used to crawl up to the penguins, one of the team narrowly missed getting
covered in excrement from a similarity inquisitive penguin with beuer CTR
ski II . Party 2 took a trip to Darwin, Goose Green, and then on to San arlos
with a gruelling four hour round trip in the back of a four lonncr along
potholed and bumpy roads. However, the journey was well worth it for the
panoramic views and the visit to the war memorial at an Carlos where so
many of our young soldiers lo t their live . When the Troop was leaving
there was a presentation to FLO who was overcome by the engraved tankard
given in appreciation for all of the stimulating event's organi cd by BFT pie.
Unfortunately, the tankard was dropped during the presentation. However,
gt Beverage said that he wou ld treasure the dent forever.

EXE RC ISE WA DE RI NG ATOM 2
ROLL-O F-HO 0 R
Sgt M al Pavicr, gt haun Arundel, PO Russ Ashmore, Sgt Knr~n
Baker, Sgt 'Kitch' Kitchener, Sgt C hri Leader, J T Tony McLou ghhn.
JT Paul Keating, Sig Matt Recs, LC pl Lenny Lenagen. At 08 l 5hrs on
Saturday morning ten members of J UFJ gathered at Heh-o~s lo t~ke ~art
in the second of the Wandering Atom Walk (aka '_Vandenng/B1mbhng
Idiot ). The purpose of thi lilllc walk in the mountains was to reach th_c
ummit of Mt U bourne (the highest peak in the Falkland Island ) and v1 II
th remains of ai rcrafi and vehic les abandoned during the Falklands War.
Before lea ing
gt Pavicr, told us that the eco~d .leg of the wall-.
wouldn't be possible due to an unfortunately ~arty Heh-pickup on unday,
but thi didn 't dampen our pirits. We took . off al 0900hrs for our _base
camp on the lower lopes of Mt U borne, arnvmg at 0930lw. \ c quickly
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offloaded the bergens and put up the tents then et off on the first leg of our
walk. We hadn't even begun ' hen Sgt C h ris Leader managed to find a
hole to bury hi leg in les than Sm from the lent ! Aller the obligatory
mickey take we began our climb. From the bottom it dido ' t look too bad or
too far a walk to the summit but we were oon going lo find out ho''
wrong we\ ere. The entire trip to the top of Mt Usborne was uphill and not
a gentle climb but in most places a 60 to 70 degree lope, which made it
murder on the old calve and lung of tho e less lit! To make mailers
worse no ooner had we reached what we thought was the top, we 8\\
another mountain had grown in front of u and we had another eclion to
climb. Aller the third fal e peak we finally saw the lop which couldn't
have come ooner, we had climbed the 2500 feet in an hour and twenty
minutes which\ a n 't bad going. 'V e all signed the book to ay that \\ e had
urvived the climb and joined the Ii t of people lo have already done o.
From here it ' as ju ta case of walking a!llng the ridgeline and admiring
the view, that ' as until we came aero a . mall lake ju t belo\\ the ridg_e.
A number of the more ad enturou party members hot ofT dO\~n the hill
(literally) backsides to the ground, for a spot of skinny-dipping. The re t of
u followed them down'' ith myself and a few of the others eager to follo''
uit. After recovering from the shock we quickly got out and dre ·sed JU. l
in time before Sgt Karen Baker turned up. he quickly disappeared
around the comer and went for her 011 n solitary \\im hefore we t ofT
back to' ard camp.
We reached the valley floor and decided to try and do the econd day
walk eeing as ' e had completed the first part in four hour. (11 hich
included a kip on the side of the mountain for 20 min ) and headed off 111
search of the ' reeks . The fir. t we ' 3\\ of them ''as the remains of an
aircratl in the distance. Aller looking around al sc,cral ru t} remains.
po ing for photograph and a good rummage around we made our '' ay
back to the camp · ite. For the re l of the C\Cning \\e ·at around our
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1maginal) ·ampfin: (no tre.:s here!) telling war stories before "c g?t our
h' ds down for the night. Ende ''a nt 11 OOhrs on the unday which let
u ha\ e , bit of a lie in before we struck cmnp and gm ready for the ta i
(s IT) • ikorsky) to come and take u. back to MPA and a much looked
forward to pell in our bed _
LPH TROOP
Tp omd
Flt Lt . Hamilton ( RAF)
Tp gt
gt . De\\ ar
RAD 0 - by 1g ·cockaRocha · Roche
Firstl), I would like to -a) a big hello to the new member of the
Rad on ere'' from all tl1e ' Ro kcteers '. Their name are Cpl 'Witr
Williams and Flt 'Joe Pesci' Hamilton, also the 'Rocketeers' would like
to say good luck to Cpl 'Au tin' Dawson, who ha now lefi u to pur ue
hi areer at Blandford. Well it' about half way through the tour with the
joint ·All Arn1 - and the - ignal ·. and everything is running as smooth a
can be. ince being een in the eye of the hierarchy as one of the fine t
troop in JCUFI, Radcon decided to enter a team into the ·Pembrook Half
farothon' '' hich was on the unday 5 December. It consisted of LC pl
'Lenn) - Lenaghen Tpr · ell ' Porter and la t of all me, Sig
'Cocka Rocha ' Roche. The day was a tandard Falklands day, con i ting
of high winds, lot of min and altogether very cold. To show how fit
Radcon really was ' elly' and I decided to run in boots and combat - The
going wa tough buc everyone fini hed within cwo hours with the
exception of a certain individual who fini hed in an ambulance (the
author). Although the team came la t, I think, Radcon pro ed that they had
the mot 'bottle'. It was an exhausting but enjoyable day out.
A you all knO\\ when the fe tive season arrive e eryone tart to get
silly (even the eniors) and on 21 December tl1e cniors challenged the
juniors to a game of football, in which three of t11e 'Rocketeers'
participated. Thee were Cpl 'Au tin' Dawson, Tpr - 1adjock' McCuc
and Tpr - oon-to-be-Ci\ vy ' \ illiams. Becau e Radcon were playing the
juniors won the day with a 2-0 core, where both goals were scored by
'Madjock' 1cCue, or o he says. Chri tmas Eve saw the next in talment
of the football extravaganza with the 'Combined 5-a- ide football
tournament'. A team wa entered from Radcon which con istcd of Cpl
'Au tin' Dawson, Sig ·B rickybun' Burrell, Cpl ' OddBall' Collier, ig
'Ginge' Turner and Tpr ·soon-to-be-ci vy' Williams. Four games were
played as a qualifier with the top two teams going through to a tinal draw.
Radcon faced the ·RJC'(0-5 win), 'JS U'(0-7 win), ' MRS'(0-1 l win) and
'Clerks'(0-27 win). With 'Austin' Dawson on form with his Demon right
foot and 'OddBall' Collier unstoppable in goal the 'Rocketeers' were on
for a dead-cert trophy. Radcon were not allo' ed to go into the finals
becau e the scores above were made up and Radcon actually got
hammered in all four game . Chri tmas day wa next to become a day full
of fun . In the morning there was 'It's a knockout' and in the afternoon
there was a get together for all JCUFl, which involved a barbecue and lots
of beer. The 'Rocketeers' were only able lo upply two people for the ' It's
a knockout' which were Sig' t. Helenian ' Brydon and LCpl 'Mini-me'
Hutchinson. Unfortunately the team that they were in, had trouble getting
to grips with the game or so they say, what with ' St. Helenian ' Brydon
hitting another player's head with a dustbin and some other crazy things
happening it was a great competition. After the ' It's a knockout' there was
a 'Tug of war· competition and while mis was going on the barbecue got
underway. There were two teams in the competition, the seniors verses the
juniors (seniors were feeling brave again). Two of the junior team
members were on loan from the 'Rocketeers'; they were Sig 'St. Helenian '
Brydon and Gnr 'Action man tevenson. They were tough and ready for
the challenge, but unfortunately they weren't quite up to it because the
seniors beat the juniors with two straight pulls. Aft.er all the fun and game
there was lots of food and beer to be drunk with lots of socialising.
On Wednesday 29 December, there was an event that the 'Resident
Rapier quadron' (RRS) had organi ed called the 'Rockhopper Challenge'.
They im ited everyone to participate and so the ' Rocketeers ' entered a fourman team, which consisted of LCpl 'Cowman' Cowley, Sig 'Ginge'
Turner, Tpr ' 1 elly' Porter and Gnr 'Vasquez' Boyle. The day was hot and
thi made the 12km hike hard work for the four ·' Rockateers' but tl1ey tried
their hardest. There were four stands beginning with a First A id scenario
''here 'Ginge' had trouble applying the KY jelly to the unsuspecting,
mjured female (or o his team mates aid). The second stand was a falling
plate competition where all the team members had to shoot down ten plates
in as little time as possible and with as little ammo as possible. Setting the
standard the 'Rocketeer ' pulled off an excellent score. The third stand was
an ob ·er\'ation stand and the team had to look in a certain area and locate as
many items as possible in a certain time. Unfortunately due to the
·cowman's' old age he was as blind as a bat and spoiled almost nothing.
Iler all the running and all the tands were finished the scores and places
''ere told and the 'Rocketeers' came first (again according to the author
\\hO, at best, has an unreliable ability to remember the truth).
On Wednesday night a group from Radcon had the chance to go GoCarting at the MPA course. There were six of us in total; they were Sgt.
'Bowser' Law on, Cpl 'Austin' Dawson, ig 'Briekybutt' Burrell, Sig
'CockaRocha' Roche, ig ' t. Helenian' Brydon and Tpr 'Soon-to-beciwy' Williams. The races all started well with the exception of the last
qualifier (which happened to have three 'Rocketeers' in it) which was
topped on the first lap due to dangerous driving. After a few qualifiers the
top drivers went through to the scmi-fmals and due to a poor draw the three
people that went through were all in the same race. After a flying start
Radcon had the first three places and were looking set to get into the final,
but because of no team orders the three drivers were not satisfied and started
to get compctiti\'e. On Lap 4 ofa 7 Lap race 'St. Helenian ' got a little over
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excited and forgot to tum the wheel. Because of this she went !lying through
the tyres and along the gr.1 ·s. Al o being a women driver didn't help because
she decided to keep accelerating instead of braking. At this stage the other
two drivers were laughing that much that they were overtaken by the last
place driver. The final eventually started and unfortunately Radcon 's hopes
were re ting on tJ1e only player that got through and that was ' Bowser', but
after ten lap of racing Radcon were able to keep proud with ·Bowser'
coming in Second. There was a podium witJ1 a bubbly award and 'Bowser'
(being heavy handed) tried to open tJ1c bottle using an unconventional
method and a wall. The e ening wa rea lly good and appreciated by
e eryone. The millennium wa the next thing to tum up and unfortunately
becau e I had to work I'm not going to talk about it.
The last thing I am going to talk about is the final sen ior challenge,
feeling brave again t11ey decided to take the juniors on at basketball. The
tart was dra\\ n out and both teams were unab le to core again l each
other, but atler I 3mins ' Rocketeer Roche' decided to play for the other
team and put it in the juniors ba kct. After the 0-0 score line wa broken it
eemed easy to score and at the end of 40 minutes the score was 22-18 to
the juniors, o once again the cniors had to settle for first losers.
THERAFTRA E
ROLLOFHO 0 R
S gt Mal Pavier
ig Ali Moore Potter SAC Paul Redford
Sgt Shaun Arundel ig Martyn
ig C laire Brydon
Where else to tart than at the beginning, so here we go. It wa a normal
day in the COMMCE (norma l a can be for C Watch) when Sgt Shaun
Arundel entered our boudoir to sec if anyone was interested in the Stanley
Raft Race. so as the old saying ·never volunteer' goe , we volunteered Dur! The first thing' e had to do wa decide what we where go ing to u e
to build the Rafi. After a few ideas bouncing around, it was decided to get
in touch with 1435 Flt Lo see if we could scrounge an old Tip Tank from a
Tornado. With the many thanks to 1435 Flt thi was acquired, all we had to
do then wa to gel the Tip Tank from 1435 Flt to Gull Pond for ate t run,
ea ier said than done!
It took a four tonner and tl1e brute force oftl1e raft crew and Cpl Kev
Woodcock along with WOM Louise Evans to complete tJ1is lillle
mission. Once at Gull Pond and the Tip Tank was in tJ1e water we gave her
the name of TITA IC II. We all know the tragic end of the TITA IC,
which of course, ye you know what's coming, after much fun trying to get
on it and falling olT, it sprung a leak, o that was that, back to the drawing
board. It ' as with the hard work of SSgt Mal Pavier and Sgt Shaun
Arundel who made and put together a new raft called the 'Unsi nkable I'
(just classic names we come up with). o back to Gull Po nd for Te t Two,
which was a great ucces . It was t11en back to the workshop to put a few
final touches to the raft, including a paint job, which ig Martyn Potter
and SAC Paul Redford offered their artistic skills.
The big day arrived. We got to tanley and were in the water by
L330hrs. Once in the oggin (ju t for you naval lovers) the fun started, we
had a few egg and a bag of flour, for defence purposes on ly, then the gun
was fired and it was off We tonned ahead, with the help of SSgt Mal
Pavier shouting ·STROKE I 2 3', which got very boring after the third
time, so we came up with a more fitting pace kee ping chant, which
unfortunately I can't mention. We left all the other rails sinking or in our
wake as we crossed the finishing line. Unfortunately we where
disqualified by the judge for having a twin hull rafi, which I must add
there was nothing in the rules about how many hulls you could or could
not have. We didn't let that spoil our fun and celebrating our win.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd WO (R ) P. Jackson
JCUFI A DB TROOP - A AVAL VIEW
by WO (Radio Superviso1~ Phil Jackson Royal Navy
I arrived here aft.er a fo ur year sentence in COMMCE Whitehall ,
where the mundane life of a City commuter was in stantly cast aside. As
the resident ' Matelot' for the pa t six months, it has been refreshing to
remember that there is still a discipline only the Army ca n in still in a
military environment. Teamwork, comradeship and getting the job done. I
cannot help but smi le when I hear the USM (W02 Dave Rook) taking
charge of the si tuation of the moment in the Unit Headquarters. Having
lived in combat clothing for the duration of the tour it will seem odd (for
about a minute) returning 10 aval uniform from April 2000 when I join
HMS Invincible. I will have a job explaining the only time is ' one two
three one' to my new Commanding Officer. The words ' weak and
unmilitary' or ' lightweight' will never be the same!
JCUFl Bravo Tp is Tri-Service to the core, with RN, RAF and Anny
communicators working side by side and, more importantly, learning of
each other's procedures. It has had Cpl Cathy McDonald working as
DSO of her shift, a job . he ha carried out exceptionally well; igs ' Red '
Stables and 'Taff' Evans (who could not keep the secret that t11ey got
engaged on Millennium ight), 'Pons' Potter and Ali Moore all getting
to grips with the Naval Shore Telecommunications Network message
handling system, and, eventually liking it. ' Red ' managed a spot of sea
time on HMS Dumbar/on Castle, affectionately known as ' Bouncy Castle'
- something to do with the weather. She even profited by a trip to
Montevideo - more time off.... 'Potts' spent more time running up
mountains or around Stanley than in work. Can't say I blame him!
COMMCE life in the Falklands can be fairly quiet at the be t of times a
the system is predominantly accessed by the end user. There are relatively
few addressees that require a paper copy. It speaks for itse lf when a
MI !MIZE was enforced for the duration of Exercise Cape Petrel - only
12 signals were passed to the COMMCE for onward relay!! The
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COMMCEN also acts as a relay station for HM Ships and Royal Fleet
Auxiliaries at sea, so the RN operators have taught the Royal Signals (and
the RAF) personnel how to cope with maritime traffic. 'Jointery' was a
reasonab ly new term to me, but we have proved it can and does work.
Each service has its whim, but it is without doubt that jointery is here to
stay. Notwithstanding the principal tasks we arc here to carry out, it was a
pleasure to see all ranks of all three Services enjoying themselves on a 32milc ponsored event from Goose Green to MPA last November in aid of
hildrcn in Need. We didn't get a mention on TV, but it didn't really
matter because we all knew that we had achieved a never-to-be-repeated
fun event that raised a substantial amount of dosh .
In honesty, and on a personal note I will not miss the land mass of the
Falklands. l will, however, miss the people from the top down, that made
J UFI August 1999 - February 2000 what it was. Bearable and enjoyable.
My personal thanks goes to those
COs (they know who they are) who
turned an unfit, ageing Warrant into someone who cou ld eventually say 'I
feel better for that'. Fingers crossed, finance permitting and the strike ofa
pen from tJ1e CO, a few members of !(UK) ADSR will be able to join
HM /11vi11cible later in the year, helping out with the comms during an
Exercise - I can 't say where - some of you might get jealou . That's
JOlNTE RY!!!
CH ARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt L. J . Henderson
Tp SSgt
SSgt M. Pavier
Since getting to the Falkland Islands, harlie Tp has participated in
many morale boosting social events. These included the Charlie Tp tour
meal at the local re taurant, Ronokes, on 14 December. Most of the Troop
attended as well as a few waifs and strays from the re t of JCUFI. The
smoke rs were anti-socially separated at one end of the table. The meal
began with much rejoicing from the fat boy , who knew that it was an 'all
you cou ld eat' affair and everyone ate heartily. Yet another successfu l
night! Another outing took place at the new XL bowling alley on 23
December due to a power outage at JCUFI line . The joint efforts of UHQ
and harlie Tp comprised of four teams of varying number . The quality
of the contenders wa of such a wide ability that the scores ranged from
the high to the unbelievably low. Each team was given two games in

which to prove their skills, and most improved with practice. Special
mention goes out to Cpl Loates on his tine winning total, and also
gt
Mal 'Can I use the kiddies gutter rails?' Pavier on his ga ll ant attempb to
hit those elusive pins. A fun time was had by all. Thanks to all those
concerned, who arranged and organised all the aforementioned events, and
lets hope Charlie Tp can organise a fc,~ more in the Millennium, so more
tales can be revealed in the next copy of The WIRE ...
STA LEY RELAY RACE 9 JA
ARY 2000
by Sig Chris Beazley
It was on Sunday 9 January that we all gathered outside the MPA
guardroom ready for the start of the MPA to Stanley Relay Race. It seemed
that luck was on our side as the weather had come to our assistance. The
sun was shining and the wind was behind us all the way. Plus we were
going to get a top three place due to there only being three teams. Our
JCUFI B team consisted of W02 ( M) Dave Rook,
gt ( QM )
'Chalky' White, Sgt Andy Co llins, Sgt ' Kitch ' Kitchener, pl Louis
Cleary, ig Chris Beazley and ig 1att Rees.
We were a little worried about the task ahead of us. 35 miles is a long
way! Not to mention getting over the night before. Our team Strategy was
easy, run for I 0 min and then change over to the next mug. The dubious
honOllf of starti ng came down to Sgt 'Kitch' Kitchener . He had the job of
at least kee ping in touch with the other two 'racing snake' team _A ll the
changes went along very smoothly with some really good times being put
in by all. The miles were steadily being eaten up but the gap was still quite
a large one. Stanley was getting clo er by the minute. We all managed to
fit in three legs each before the finish. It was decided to cross the line
together in true 'Team Spirit' fashion finishing with a time of3hrs 34min,
that is an average of 6min 5sec per mile. It looked a bit like ' The
Magnificent Seven Run Again' . Just in time for beer and birthday cake
provided by the Stanley Running Club. A great effort was put in and a
great day was had by all. We can all now say that we had the third fastest
time ever in the MPA to Stanley Road Race.
Congratulations are due to the JCUFI A team consisting of Maj Chris
Mcintosh, SSgt Mal Pavier, FSgt Wiseman, Cpl ' Woody' Woodcock,
LCpl 'Lenny' Lenaghen, Sig Martyn Potter and Sig 'Murr Murphy,
who won the race in an earth shattering time of3hr 7min.

COMSEC MONITORING TEAM
(UNITED KINGDOM)

ARMY
0
YotS

Capt Kenny Kendrick
SSgt (YofS) Al Campbell

' IT' S GOOD TO TALK, EVE BETTER TO LISTEN'
The Team is based in Warminster and is made up of an OC, Yeoman and
six operators. The Team 's mi sion is to provide COM EC training and
support to Land ba ed units, this is achieved by monitoring in ~cure
communications and back-briefing on exerci es, courses and pre entatmns.
The Team is just completing a three month UK road-show. If you were not
one of the lucky ones to receive the pre entation then give us a call, it can be
arranged. The Team are fortunate enough to do a fair bit oftravelhng and get
involved with some strange people doing some strange work.
Read on ...
BRITISH ARMY TRAJNI G UNIT SUFFIELD CANADA
by Cpl 'Scolty ' Ho.ffinan
. .
.
The luxurious location of BATU was v1s1ted four time throughout 1999
by various members of the Team. The 4-man team which deployed on the
August 1999 exercise comprised of Capt Kenny Kendrick, Sig 'Colonel'
Krikorian, ig Kurt Muller (not Ge1111an - honest!) and m~self. Aller
enduring the long 9-hour flight to Calgary and the equa lly labonou 3-hour
drive to Suffield the Team was ready for action. It tarted with a PT ess1on
at half six in the morning conducted by the Bo , (he ha. lost h1 mar~le ).
couple of days were spent getting the obsolete. equipment work mg and
crounging for a generator that could not only be hfied by only two men but
also that actually worked and of course more running and PT. This wa then
followed by seven day ~f communicatio.n~ monitoring which proved both
successful and beneficial for both the trammg Battle Group and ourselves.
Life on the Canadian prairie was made bearable with all of our creature
comforts, however, one member of the team preferred the front of the
Landrover to tJ1e tent. (He is the oldest member of the deployed team but no
names - no running). After completion of the e · ere~ e, whilst .the bos did
hi s de-brief1 , we all cleaned and packed ~e kit read .. ~or the next
deployment in May 2000. A couple of day m Calgary v1s1!1ng the local
attractions preceded a 9-hour flight back to ramy UK. Anotl1er deployment
successfully completed. Roll on Medman 2000.
HER MAJESTY'
HIP OCEAN - by LCpl 'Renne' S111ar1
Late September 1999 I began my two momh cruise (deployment)
around the Mediterranean sea with tJ1e Fleet Electronic Warfare Support
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Group (the Royal avy COMSEC Team). The first leg of the trip was
omewhat strange for the avy in that it was a 36-hour drive to meet the
avy's newest Troop Carrier, HM Ocean, which was docked in
Mar eilles. After a few days exploring the public houses of the city the
hip set sail (a nautical term) for Alexandria in Egypt to take part in a
multinational exercise 'Bright Star 1999'. This involved 40 Commando
Royal Marines doing various thing nautical and indeed 53\ the
Commandos doing variou thing on land. They also practised procedures
with forces from Greece, Egypt and the old favourite the U of A.
Monitoring was conducted of HF. VHF and UHF net , thi was to
determine how much exploitable information was given away in clear.
After four weeks at anchor in Egypt working 12-hour day it wa off to
Marmaris in Turkey for some well earned R&R in a 4 tar hotel. One week
and a huge hangover later it was time to set ail for I tanbul and take part
in a short exerci e. This again invo lved element of the Royal Mannes
doing nautical operation \ ith the COMSEC monitoring team Ii tening
for any breache of ecurity. At Endex the Team deployed lo I tanbul for
three day hore leave to ee th sights. It was then on to the final
in Greece.
destination of the crui e (deployment), Pimeu
The journey invol ed the pra ti ing of ~ction Stations and the. defence
against air attacks. Finally .all tl1c exercise of the tnp had fini hed . ''e
were let loose in Greece. With Athen only ten mmute a\\ay a good night
wa had by all. The crui e (deployment) came to an end and in good
avy travelling tradition I fle, back to K courte y of the RAF. Back.to
reality in Warmin ter. •ly thanks to the Royal a\) for a good crm e
(deployment) and the Team look forward to more in the future.
(Bo s no/e: This was /he lhird deployme111 01110 a Royal avy ship of a
Team member since Febr11a1)').

s

CO 1M NICATIO
ELECTRO IC
SEC RITY GROUP (CESG)
by Sig 'Colonel ' Krikorian
.
ln recent months the Team ha - supported C G on a number ot ta>k:.
This ha in ol ed members of the team living in hotel in Iurge tO\\ n ·
and citie around the country, it 's al o meant living in the field as \\di.
(Why do E G don black woolly hat· in tJ1c field'?). The nature of the
work i unmentionable but like an' OM EC task it in\'ohcs round the
clock monitoring of communication . The ta ks can omctimcs be
outside the normal cope of work of the team and ha\e been and no doubt
will continue to be interesting and ~hallenging,
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EX W RRIOR - by Cpl lain Duncan
The Team re ommuted to supporting the Battle Group Training Unit
'' h1 h m turn conduct fa. We · ll. Warrior at lea t eight time a year. The
E en::Le is a free play hattle of,, its bet,,e n the resident Combined mis
Trammg Centre Batik-group and the Battle-group being tested on the
\.erc1 ::.. The Team monitor a number of mi sions and an information
gamed i. debriefed to the 01 B TU. ''ho in turn debrief: the BG Comd.
Tins ha meant th' Team be oming \cry adept at analysis and tracking the
pa ·: g • of informati n a ro - the BG.
recent de\'elopment was the
Te:11n-deplo 'ment m . upport of th Coy Battle-runs which take place prior
to E:I. We · e\. Warrior. One chill) :iight in early December the three Team
members deployed. a pt Kenn • Kend r ick, Cpl · cotty· Hollman and
LCpl ·R nne· tuart \\ere either in bed leeping or on shifi . The OPFOR
am,ed and mi took the Team Yehicle for BG Main HQ. Afier a rather
one ·ided fire fight which invohed C pl · cotiy' Hoffm an leaping around
the in ide of thetent in a rather animated fa hion whilst till in hi Jeeping
bag (dodgin!!. thundcr-na he apparently), a rather menacing voice politely
a kcd the Team to step out ide the ten1. C pl • couy' Hoffm an duly
ordered L pl ·Renne· tu art to go out· ide and find out ' hat ' a
happening. mean\\ hile the Bo s wa •• ti ll in his leeping bag in fit · of
laughter a 'Renne' piled down the lair out of the vehicle. L pl 'Renne'
t11art opened the tent fiap and disappeared at a great rate of knots before
he had chance to ell.plain who he wa . The Boss by t11is time had regained
hi compo ure and a few word reverberating from his leeping bag had
the enemy retreating to find the exact location they were meant to be at.
eedle to .ay all three of them survived albeit with a few injurie . The
Bo with aching rib . C pl · Cotty' Hollman with aching dancing feet
and LCpl 'Renne· tllart with aching pride. The Coy Battle-runs and Ex
Wessex Warrior continue to produce some enlightening re ults, continue
to give the younger operators a valuable in ight to Combined Arms
Operation and keep the equally young OC on hi toes!
EXERCISE L RAJAH - BR EI - by SSgt (lojS) Al Campbell
The Team were tasked to provide COMSEC support to 2 RGR on fa
lu Rajah, nothing exceptional in that except that it was in Brunei, Yahoo.
After suffering the usual round of injections three members of the Team
deployed to Brunei in ovember. Accommodated in 4edicena Line ,
eria. the home of the Training Team Brunei proved to be a lot more

comfortabh: that being in ittang Camp with open sided buildings with no
air conditioning and mutant mo quiloes. The Team passed the !irst few
days doing adm in and conducting a OM E awareness presentation, it
al o involved being taught how lo play volleyball lo a Gurkha standard
and drinking Tiger beer, not to mention devouring va t amounts of
Aludam (spiced potatoe.s). Cpl rai n Dunca n enlarging his ever expanding
waist line omc more. Pha c I and 2 passed ofT without incident and then
came the lime to deploy into the jungle. We were duly dropped off
courtesy of the AAC onto one of the highest features of the Labi Jungle.
The AAC informed us that they would be back later to drop off the Gurkha
RRB. We set about building bashas and erecting hammock . Cpl la in
Duncan having to set his hammock si ' feet above the ground. by the time
he got in it, it cleared the deck by all of ix inche . Evening came and still
no ign of the Gurkha RRB. Mid-morning came and still no sign of the
RRB, this called for drastic action. Yeoman 'Magellan ' Ca mpbell and Sig
·colonel' Krikorian et off for the OPFOR RRB which was about 2kms
down a well established track. Anyway afier a message was sent back to
the HQ the RRB arrived ome hours later, complete with the ere\ and five
very bedraggled chickens. You've guessed it, thi was going to he dinner
for the next five nights. The Team were well located to monitor 2 RGR
u ing an impro ised antenna called the ' Hulan· . The Gurkhas use this
extensively during any jungle deployment and it proved to be an excellent
receive antenna during our deployment, needless to say I have fetched one
back lo UK to have a fiddle. Ex Ulu Rajah was a productive and enjoyable
deployment for members of the Team and we hope this has proved the
nexibility of the Team, always ready to deplo anywhere around the world
the more exoti the helter of course and I may even let the Boss do the next
one, ifhe i till young enough to travel!!! Many thank lo all in Brunei for
their ho pitality e pecially the QM, Capt Ca mpbell (no he i not my dad).
BOSS' FOOT OTE - by The Boss
As you will appreciate the Team get up to many adventures, some
involving military agencies and ome civilian, I know that very few of you
Operators out there know of our existence. It is a worthwhile job, you get
face-to-face with many varied audiences and get to put in some air mile at
variou times of the year. I have three soldiers who are due postings in the
coming year, volunteer to join u you will enjoy it, bul plea e get a C+E
licence first. Interested? Call on 943812232.

JOINT SERVICE SIGNALS UNIT
RAF DIGBY

IT ATIO ' GE ' ERAL
Life continues at it usual fre netic pace here at Digby. We have just had
the pleasure of undergoing a Unit-wide Reorganisation, and although the
cynic amongst us may consider it re-inventing the wheel thi ngs seemed to
have ettled to some level of normality. We are now also in lhe proud
posses ion of a new Army head honcho as well. Lt Col Ill Sharman
arrived from 14 Sig Regt and has taken up the po t of Chief of Staff. He
has "iftly dropped into the Digby routi ne by ensuring he i never in his
Executive suite office, but leaves an impressive mess on hi s de k to give
the impre sion he is at least in the building.

Q ADRO
qn Comd
1aj Calum Clark
qn CoOrd
gt Richie Maddock
The quadron has changed significant ly due to the Unit reorganisation,
with lots of coming and goi ngs. Congratul ations go to gts Jon impson,
Paul \: aters and Allan Martin on their selection for Supervisor Radio
training. Though there is a general feeli ng that Sgt Simpson will have to
eriou ly improve his social (drinki ng) skill if he is to uccessfully pass
the course ! The mo t important outcome of the re-org was the creation of
the mo t Gucci office in the world EVER! The 1 Sqn Flight Commanders
office now rivals the CO' for its heer level of plushness. The reason ing
behind such a lavish work environment (plastic plan ts are en route I'm
assured) is still unclear. The duty rumour is that W02 Phil 'Old git'
andford recently returned from over eas, is feel ing his age and couldn't
possibly work in a normal office. Apparently he honestly requires an
ergonomically de igned de k the size of a tenni s court and a reclini ng
leather chair 'vilh bui lt in massage functio n for his bad back, hmm m yes
and you also have lots ofha1r left as well...
La t but obv iou ly-not least, a loud sigh of relief was heard when the
qn finally got rid of Lt Stu 'Lord Lucan' Whittley, who is posted to 2
Sig Regt. He did manage to queet:e in a few goodbye drinks (and even
bought a fe\\) between returning from another dodgy tri p abroad and
d1sappeanng ofTto play yet more Corps rugby.
I
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A FLIGHT - by LCpl Dale
OC
W02 Phil andfo rd
Shift Relief
gt Daz Winfield
gt ' Scan ' obby' Clark
A Watch
C Watch
gt Rob Rare
The reorganisation of the Unit resulted in the Watches com ing under the
umbrel la of two Flights, with A Flt looking after A and C Watch. No
sooner had the reorganisation taken place and before individuals had a
chance to get to know each oth er, the fest ive season descended and various
functions were hasti ly organised. A Walch descended on the Sheriff's
Lodge in otlingham and had a superb evening dri nki ng mead,
impersonating Robin Hood and basically celebrating Christmas in true
medieval fashion. C Wa tch opted for a more sedate fu nction at lcaford
Golf Cour e, courtesy of Sgt Rob Hare, who is a member of the Club.
He assures us that no discoun ts were offered. Needle s to ay, the 19th
hole was incredibly well used
3SQ ADRO
qn Comd

demand instructing the vari ous computer systems here at Digby. Flt Sgt
Mart in Tomlinson (now a ripe old age of52) Sgt eil 1cQuoid and gt
Sue Wright arc making sure the vari~us trades at JSSU keep ~p their
sk ills. A fond farewell goes to Cpl Enc Herron on hi s promollon, and
posting to 2 Sqn. I' m pretty sure that Sgt Sim Morely is missi ng Eric's
vocabulary. In the form of a replacement, the department welcomes pl
' Dusty' Miller from GOT.
4 QUAD RO

- by W02 Mark 'Squirrel ' Jordan
qn omd
Maj Denis Weir .
. .
.
.
4 Sqn has also fallen under the Umt reorgan1sat1on, leavmg us wuh a
cadre of nine people in VK, with 60 plus deployed on Operations at any one
time. The OC has been gallivanting about, visiting ' his' detachments
allegedly sprcadin~ wellbe!ng a_nd bonhomie. However, his most recent
'visit' resulted m him sunnmg hnnself on a beach for two days, while the
guys he was supposed to be visiting were snow-bound._ The 21C., Capt am
Harrild, is busy preparing for her JC C (and meelmg dashing Caval_ry
Oflicers) along with running op and the wives club, though not necessarily
in that order. Anyone good at essay '? Our Squadron action man, Cpl Matt
ollins, is impressing ' madamoiselles' in Val d' lsere with his skiin~ and
snowboarding prowes , having escaped the confines of Digby yet agam.
We all enjoyed our Xmas ' do' in Lincoln at which Cpl Paul Randle
played the part of 'Widow Twankey' at the Chmese restaurant he had
booked for us. SSgt Dan ny O'Brien, between bouts of resettlement, has
been manfully administrating all nine of us, aided an_d abetted by LCpl
Gary Zelnis, who has recently been makmg a bid for stardom by
representing his AG at Basketball.
.
The Training element of the Squadron headed up by Sgt Mark Fm ch
and gt Tas Wake have been very bu y assisting our latest arri val Capt
CharUe Roberts who is heading up a quick reaction team, ready to be
deployed an~bere ~orld.-wide ~t a few days notice. At L~e moment, the
team is movmg vehicle m foreign countne for repalnat1on to UK. We
welcome WO J ' Bear' Kelly to our select gathering.
LOG lSTIC SUPPORT GRO P (LSG)
QM
Capt (QM) J M Standen
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) ' ~luffy Teddy' ~a lt on
The LSG is a department combmmg the QM s dept, M~ and RAF
stores, , hich provide the total l?gistic~I . ~upport to a Jomt Service
Operational unit. The key word 1 flex1b1lily, an attribute that soon
become second nature and the phrase improvise'. adapt, overcoi:ne take
new meaning. We have gone through much tu_rmo1l and ~han~es m the 18
months ince the unit was formed ; a formation of a 1omtsh1p, move of
squadrons and numerous la t minute notice Operations. However, we the
' loyal ' of the LSG battle on, ably led by Capt ' I' m just ofT on another
exotic holiday, lads' Standen. In recent mon~hs there ?as. been. much to
celebrate the arrival of Sigs ' Arfa ' Daley and S1cknote Hmchhlle, from
our cho~l of Excellence, along with the arrival of Sgt 'Bill em ' ~His our
RLC attached from BOD Donnington, the postmg of LC pl ~AOR
Champion' Sherriff and subsequent promotion and the promouon of
LC pl (now C pl) ' RQ' son ' Edment.
ow that we are all refre hed from our Christmas break ~nd that the
only Millenn ium bug that wa encountered was of the flu _vanety, we can
look forward with glee to what the year has to offer. With ~eployment,
exercise and adventurou training in the offing, many questions have t?
be asked, for in tance will Cpl 'Charli_e' Chaplin be able to make :'
through the year without setting fire to him elf? Can C_pl Kev Joh ~ on. s
jalopy make it through the six months he has got left m the Army. Will
Cpl Craig Edment's arms grow longer, or his pockets shorter, so he can
get a round in? Can W02 (RQM ) Russ Dalton get yet another medal by
in talments? How many exotic holidays will _the QM, Capt _Jo~n
Standen be able to lit in? The mo l burnmg que tlon o'.them all, will Sig
' Arthur ' 'Daley go anywhere without getting lost? We will.have lo wa it f?r
the an wers. We welcome back ig 'Arthur' Daley from h1 detachment m

SKELETON BOBSLEIGH

qn Ldr Bray

TRAl 'J 'G FLIGHT - by Cpl Dusty Miller
OC
WOI Paul Skeith
It's been a long time since this departm ent submitted any WIR E notes,
and as is typical of the Army, the ' ew Boy' in the department has been
lum bered wi th the job. So who are the personalities that make up the Trg
Fl l. WOl Paul Skeith is still in overall charge, but is away skiing (RA F
Skiing Championships ... Hrmphh !) The perks of being the man in charge
eh? Flt Sgt Phil Curtis, constantly bu y, sorting out NVQs fo r the lads
and lasses wi thin the unit. Sgt Frank Dalton can alway be seen at his
compu ter (trying to fin d out how to turn it on, and when he docs, who's got
the record at pinball) PO Jeff ' Yank' Harrison looks afler the colonials at
Digby (when he tears himself away from Solitaire) and gt Mark ' had'
Chadwick is currently away pengui n spotting. A quick menti on to CT
Clive tevens, gt Sim Morley and Cpl Pete Best who arc much in
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Sgt Clash, featured in the February 1· sue, 1·s no'~ Army o. .ice
fe male Champi on. Briti sh ovice Fc~m l e Champion and B_~1 t1~h
Intermed iate hampi on. We have hi gh hope that she wi
e
elected fo r the British Team next sea on

1

ROYAL SIGNALS ALPINE SKI CAMP
The ski season has again started earl y for members of t~e Royal i~na l
and the British Army Ladic ki Team (BLA T). Approximately 4 0 s ie~l
a d 24 snowboarders gathered nt Zell am cc, Au tria1 forh~he el~v_e~h~
Royal ignals Alpine ki Training amp and Champion 1p 0 ~e 1
period 20 ovcmbcr - 17 December 1999. De pitc the heavy operational

Group Photo of LSG
Back Row (L-R): Cpl Edment, SAC Mayor (RAF),
LCpl Campbell (Int), LCpl O'Halloran, SAC Clipson (RAF),
Cpl Johnson
.
Centre Row (L-R): LCpl Fife, Cpl Bird (RAF), Cpl Chaplin,
Cpl Walker (RAF), Sig Hinchcliffe
Front Row (L-R): Sgt Ellis (RLC}, Sgt Hancock (RAF),
W02 (ROMS) Dalton, Capt (QM) Standen, Sgt Sutton,
Sgt Sugden (REME)

Bosnia, that is if he manages to find us, <;pt Dav~ f:llis ,fro~ hi
detachment in the sun and say ' have a good one to SAC Clippo Chpson
on his forthcoming detachment to Turkey.
SRRC3
QC
Capt Charlie Roberts
Sgt Ma ria Le ter
Tp SSgt
On arrival at JSSU (D) in October, Cap! Charl~e Roberts was faced
with the prospect of formi ng a new tri-serv1~e mobile conllngency force.
The emphasis wa to be on mi litary and dnver trammg. as many of L~e
operators may not have worked with Landrovers and 9 x 9 tent . All th1
was to be achieved in three weeks, but fortu nately a lot of work had been
completed by the Training CoOrd team led by Sgt Mark Finch. The new
team formed up on the first of ovember .~o. unde~ g? two months of
inten ive training. The team wa a model of JOllltery ' 1 th_~ full r~g~ of
beret colours. The package was kicked ofT with a week's military tram mg.
co ering the ba ic Del skills rcqutred. This was an.eye opener ~or so~e
that had not had to leave the confine of the office mce completmg basic
training. Most learnt a lot and it _was a chance for other to brush up on
their field skills. December provided a chance for the team to deploy to
theatre to pick up ome now redundant vehicles. ~n addition, the_team g?t
involved in 'lending a hand' to the Troop, mcludmg them tallauon ofs1x
new port-a-loo and a ne'~ rubbis~ pit. We were: al o ab.le LO help out_ when
the main generator failed m the middle of the mght durmg a snow blizzard
- not something I really wanted to get out of bed for! Othe! than that it
provided an opportunity for Sgt 1aria Lester and JT Davtd lowbray
to hop at very EFI and PX in theatre. <?n our safe. return to 1 SU (D) we
then had to start the planmng for collectmg the vehicle from March\\ ood.
The training period ha now fi ni hed a_nd the member._; of the team h_ave
returned to their parent Squadron , leavmg Capt Charbe Roberts behmd.
with a small team to plan the new and improved training package for the
next team ' hich form up in March.

commitment over recent months, it was plea ing to ee uch a healthy
turnout with nine un its being represented. It wa. a particularly
commendable effort by the team from 20 Bde HQ and 1g q!1 (200) "ho
attended the Camp despite only hav ing returned from Bo ma four day
previously!
. .
Under the organisaiion of gt Dom Graham. the. snO\\ boarders JOmed
the Ca mp fo r the fi rst t_ime this year. fl~r a hort trammg_ phase, the) hc~d
the inauoural Royal 1gnal nowboardmg hamp1on hip~ on th~ lope
of the Kitz teinhorn -G lacier. The Kitzsteinhom Glacier oflcr;. the
guarantee of sno\ and kiing but with the penalty of ·omc . C\'Crc winter
weather condition . Temperature a low a -20°C and _strong_ " mds "rm:
regularly encou ntered. neverthc le enthusia m and high ·pmt> ensured
thal trainers and trainee. enjoyed the challenge.
.
The now well e tabli hed ki Training Camp and hamp1on h ip " ere
run very moothly by
gt Andy Bro\\ n a~d hi team of tramer>. The
three week Tra ining amp allowed all the sk.1cr to ubstantmll} 1mpro>e
their skiing techn ique. The fourth and fi nal " ~ek \\as taken u~ \\lthth
Corps Champion hips with racers compet mg m both lalom and 11ant
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_lalo~1 ~i ·ciplines. .ongra_tulation to _Pl i:ony Orange of t 6 Sig Regt
l(lr "mnmg t~e _Men_.· . lpme o~bmat1~n title, L~ Fi?na . tcwart of 14
1g Regt (E\\) fon\lnnmg the Lad1e. Alpme ombmatlon title and 16 ig
Regt for" mnmg all the team award .

(l-R): Cpl Tony Orange, LCpl Graham Rennie
and Capt Richie Turnbull
Members of the Winning 16 Sig Regt Team

Capt 'S ha~espeare ' Rowles of 4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (204)
preparing to enter the start-gate of the Slalom Race

Fina lly a spec_ial mention to Sgt Andy Brown who is currently in his
la_ t few months 111 ~he Army. He has been a dedicated winter sports athlete
w1lhm lhe Ro:yal 1gnals. for many easons and during hi s career has been
the Army Alpme Champion tw1c~ . The Corps and the Army sk i cene will
lo ea great character and compelltor when he leaves the Army in February
2000. f:iowever, a. a second c3:reer he plan to coach a piring ski racers
p~~es 1onally, o 1f we want l11 s expertise next year we may need to pay
him. Many Lh3:nks
gt Andy Brown for all your hard work, o er U1e
years many k1ers ~ave benc~ted from your knowledge, experience and
talent. The Royal 1~nal Alpine ki Camp will be held next year in Zell
am See over the period 20 ovember - 15 December 2000. Skiers and
~oarder ~e welc?me at any time o er that period and tho e who are
interested m attendmg hould contact:
UK:
Maj Jon Dakin
Brawdy Mil 5816
(Email: jon.dakin aJ nallcity.com)
Gem1any: Sgt Dean MacKenzie
JHQMil 3556

SNOWBOARDING
SIG 'AL
OWBOARDI G CHA 1PIO HIPS
ZELL AM EE, A STRIA 3-11DECEMBER1999
The first ever Royal Signals Snowboarding Championships were held
at the Austnan ~!!;sort of Zell am See on the 3-11 December 1999. This
year t~e compet1llon attra_cted 25 competitors from the Corps. It was the
first. lime that snowboardmg had been introduced into the Royal Signals
Alpme calenda_r, a _Year after the firs.t Army Snowboard Championships.
A snowboardmg 1s_ a new sport within the Army, it was important to
encourage new soldiers to take up the sport. The amount of first time
snowboarders at this year's camp_ was 15. The rest of the competitors
"ere made up of people who had either been on holiday to snowboard or
had done a few days dry slope tuition.
'
The joume~ to Austria sta:ted with a dreaded P&O crossing !Tom
Dover to Calais 111 Force 9 wmds. Most of tbe competitors felt a little
\\Orse for wear once they arri\•ed in Calais. All minibuses then made their
way .to Zell am See where they were met by camp organisers Maj John
Da~n and S gt Andy Brown . The teams arrived some 21 hours after
. eumg off from the UK: The week of training for the snowboa rders
mvoh e~ no' ices compleun~ four full day's tuition. Rip Star Snowboard
chool m Kaprun supplied tuition. Race Day was to be on Thur day at
the Glac1~r 111 Kaprun. Course designer was none other than the British
and Austrian team snowboard coach.

Having a breather - Zell am See
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. Some ?f the natural novices during the first few days included S ig ' [
lt~e weanng ladie , board,ing_jackets' Buyers 37 Inf Bde, Sig Thomas t l
S1~ Regt i1:nd Sgt T1bsy T_
1 bbetts JCU (NI). Most of the novices were

quick to pick. up the move through some excellent tuition by instructors
Sven and_ Michael. The hardest part of the week for some individuals
was leammg all the snow~oarding terminology. Crashing was mandatory
for the first few days while people were getting used to the basics of
turning and stopping, Many having trouble with the latter. After Day
Two, all the_ co~petitors were bruised and battered but the spi rit in the
camp wa still high.
Day Three of training saw the group venture from Zell am See to the
Kaprun Glacier for their fir t introduction to the dreaded T-Bar reported
to be on_e of Europe's biggest and longest. It proved to be a real'tester for
the nov1~s and ~ome intermediates: Sgt 'C indy' Mellor, 37 Sig Regt,
fou nd this T-Bar JUSt too long becomm~ one of its victims just ten metres
from tbe top o_n more than one occaswn. Due to censorship her words
cannot be published. For many people 1t was the first time they had been
on a gl_ac1er above I 2000ft and !Tom. the top the views were outstanding.
Day Five was race day and cond1l1on s were not in our favour winds
threatened to ca ncel the race and it was decided to get the drst run
~nde~ay as soon a~ possibl~. First person to tackle the course was Sgt
Dede Watts 233 1g Sqn; his first run time of35 .32 was the benchmark
for the rest of the competitors to beat. After the first run some of the
no~1ces looked like .they mi ght spo_il the party Sig Elston and Cpl
Pnt~hard both 222 Sig Sqn placmg high up the order with excellent first
run umes. Leader af1er the first run was LCpl ' Ros ' Pierson 21 Sig Regt
c l<?se ly follo_w cd by g_t 'Dom' Graham 11 Sig Regt. gt ' Pam '
M1tcheU 11 Sig Regt leadmg the female novice category.

Sig Johnson in action

. ~ y now, the weather .was setting in _and t~e winds were picking up.
1 his caused pr?blems with the C;lectron1c l1m111g system by setting it off
all the time; this sl_owed proceedmgs up a liule with people having to run
agam. i\ll . co mpe~ 1tors managed to improve on their first time runs, this
was pleasmg a 1t showed personal improvement. The battle for First
place was all but over, when; LC pl •Ros ' Pierson managed an
outstandi ng tim e of 27.35 for the second run. The battle for second and
third was now a three way battle between Sgt 'Dom' Graham Lt 'Beer
monster' Kemp .259 Sig Sqn and Sig ' Johno' Johnson 3 (UK) Armd
Div. Jn the end, 1t was only two seconds sp htlmg the three or them over
two run_s with Sgt Graham taking Second and Lt Kemp Third.
Novice honours went to Sig Elsto n, with Cpl Pritchard in Second
and LCpl Perrin Third, all three having excellent first and second run
times. All proved that after a week's tuition they could compete well with
the intermediate snowboarders. In the afternoon a Dual Slalom course
was designed for people to go head to head again;t each other.
This proved a good way to sett le some grudge matches between
individua ls. One of the best matche was between Cp l 'Burton' Cattle 11
. ig Regt and Sgt '007' Doak 264 Sig Sq n. The final score was 2-1 to
Cpl Cattle but we all feel this rivalry has a long way to go before things
are fu lly seuled between the two. The Dual Slalom races have now been
~ntroduced ~nto the World ~up Snowboard events and it is planned to
introduce thi s type of event 111 tune for next year's competition.
All snowboarders thoroughly enj oyed the week, and all thought the
train in g on offer was well put together by th e snowboard school. All
competi lor_s have requ ested to be entered into next year's camp to
improve skills they have already learnt. If this is so then snowboard ing
within the Royal Signals looks like blooming. The next step, for those

who were sel~cted , was to represent the Royal Signals at the Arm>
Champ1onsh1ps on 22-27 January 2000. Selection for the Army
nowboard team took place at this competition. Overall the week \\as a
great success and judging by the sport's popularity 1t looks h ke
snowboarding within the Royal Signal will only grow from this. It is
planned Lo run the competi ti on at next year's Roya l Signa ls Alpme
Championships. If anyone is interested in learni ng how to snowboard or
would like information about Royal ignals Snowboarding they should
contact Sgt Graham at Blandford Camp Ext. 2585.

Lt 'Gaz' Kemp in action

BRITISH ARMY SNOWBOARD CHAMPIONSIDPS
STUBAI GLACIER AUSTRIA 22-29 JANUARY 2000
The annual British Army Snowboard Championships were held at the
resort of Stubai, Austria over the above date . This year saw nearly 80
competitors competing at both intermediate and novice level in both Inter
Corps and unit competitions. After a very successful competition in Zell
am See, the Royal Signals entered two teams to participate in the Inter
Corps event. Each team consisting of four people. Expectations and team
spirit were high at the beginning of the week with good conditions for
racing. Wind was a real problem on top of the glacier and coupled \\ ith
the cold air cau ed many people to experience just how cold temperatures
can get in the depth of winter. By the middle of the afternoon the
' eather had turned so bad all slopes were closed, and people were
advised to get off the mountain.
The competition started early on the Tue day morning with the Army
top t5 boarders being seeded. Sgt ' Dom ' Graham (t l Sig Regt) was first
name out the hat and promptly made his way to the toilet for a severe
bout of nerves. (Nothing like the captain leading by example.) Conditions
in the morning favoured the lower seeds, a the course was well prepared.
Sgt 'Dom' Graham making full use of the conditions to fi nish the first
run in Eighth place. His time seemed to settle the rest of the team as both
LCpl 'S icknote' Pierson (21 Sig Regt) and LCpl ' Goaty' Crawshaw (4
Armd Bde) had excellent run finishing Third and SevenU1 respectively.
This wa good news for the Corp Team as they finished the day in
second place behind the Royal Engineer A Team.
Day Three U1e weather surprised us all, especially LCpl 'John Kelley '
Perrin who had predicted more now and wind (thi proved Lo the team
that he hould tick to his day job). As the weather lifted it enabled racing
to commence in earnest. The Giant Slalom was next event with the
course moving onto a more difficult slope. The Royal ignals A Team
faired well with LCpl Pierson fini hing both runs in Third Place. The
re t of the first team did well with Capt· tu ' Boyne (I ig Bde) placing
Thirteenth and Sgt 'Dom' Graham placing in Twelfth. Capt Boyne
produced one of the be t starts of the week by rolling a complete 360 out
of the start gate; this did have no effect with the judges and scored no
extra points for tyle. While the main competition wa being held there

was the opportunity for the up and coming tars to shine in the novice
race. Two of the favourites for this event both came from the Royal
Signals, Sgt 'Pam' Mitchell ( 11 Sig Regt) and Sgt ' Jelly· Smith (204 Sig
Sqn). Both had excellent runs with Sgt Mitchell becoming the Army
Ladies Champion and Sgt mith becoming the Army ovice Champion.
A great achievement for both, after a weeks snowboarding
The final day saw the competition move onto the much awaited
Boarder X event. This race works like a BMX race with four competitor
going flat out on a prepared course of jumps, bank and turns. First two
boarders to the bottom progress to the next round. Small amounts of
contact are permitted (no crowbars allowed), but to protect individual
for nasty knocks individuals have to wear safety helmets. LCpl Pierson
was now recognised a a real threat to the Royal Engineers team winning
the trophy and now had the extra pressure of a wanted bounty on hi
elimination from the competition. The rest oftbe team were not living up
to the form books with only Capt Boyne and Cpl Pritchard making it
into the quarterfinals. Sgt Graham accepted defeat at around I 400hrs, a
the Roya l Engineer won the Overall Corp Championship. The Corp
flag was being flown in the final with LCpl Pierson a favourite, having
beaten the current Army Champion in the semi-final. The final ' a
fiercely contested with all four competitors going flat out for victory, so
much so that C pl Moore (RMC) dislocated hi houlder and was air
lifted off the course. This misfortune allowed LCpl Pierson to fini h in
second place, thus boosting hi overall-finishing place to econd.
ARMY CHAMPIO HIP
!st
Royal Engineers
2nd
Royal Signals
3rd
Royal Artillery
DIYID AL OVERALL
Cpl Dyche
It
2nd LCpl Pierson
Cpl Reid
3rd

TER CORPS TROPHY RES LTS
A Team
A Team
A Team
OWBOARD CHAMPIO
(AAC Arborfield)
(21 Signal Regiment)
(RMP)

SAILING
EXER CISE CE T RY AIL - By Sgt Jo Richmond
When someone asked me if! wanted to go on exercise o er Xma
cw
Year I thought the Army had gone totally olT its head. On further
investigation, however, the exercise wa to be a Joint ervicc ail i:raining
Expedition taking place in the Canary I lands. Aller much grovelling, U1c
Boss said I cou ld go, due to the lack of jobs the team had on over that
period. The crew of 12 wa. picked from applications from all three
services. I was to be the on ly Royal ignals body on the boat. I hadn't met
any of the crew before, so when gt ick Pcrkovic AGC rang to a k 1f I
would like to meet up in the Union Jack Club, the night before ' e were
due to fly, I agreed . So four of the crew met up in the Union Jack bar on
unday 19 December. Atlcr a couple of Cokes and a few ally ea dog
tales, we had an early night (not) as we were due to dri e do' n to Gatwick
at ix in the morning.

We met up with the kipper ( gt ' Bog__gy· larsh RE IE) and lhe re L
of the crew at Gatwick and headed off for breakfa Lin the bar as the flie.ht
was delayed by two hours. We eventually arrived at Arrecife. Lanzcrote
early evening and met the off going skipper who told u where the boat
wa moored. After a short taxi ride we arri ed at Puerto alcro and our
home for the next three week · - JIM T Sabre, a 55 fi ot ic. The other
two gi rl . both RAF, and my elf were 'stowed' into the fore peak, along
with U1c bloke crab (honorary girl for the trip). After a crew meal and a
fe, ·get to knO\ each other' drink we retired for the night to our bunk ..
Tue day 21 December was pent along ide preparing the boat and
getting rations in. We finally et ail on Wcdne ·day 22 December for the
island of Fuerte entura, not much \\ind but a go d chan e Lo ·tart l n the
lllltan. ext day it wa · off to Grand anaria, ailing overnight, till no
wind, unfortunately the engine failed but a · we had two RE IE.\' 1's on
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board 1t didn"t take too long to fix. Xma Eve and 'ma · Day were spent
along ide
ome of the re1' pent time sitt ing in the sea quaffing
champagne as Xma Da) ''a · Yery hot. although one of the guy~ went one
bett rand drank champagne" hil t underwater, ye it i po. ible in diving
gear! unda)' -6 December sa11 an early tart for a 60 mile pa · age. For
once 11e had decent "ind , so the ail were up and down like a .... '?
.\rri1cd at anla ruz on Mon for a bit of hip maintenance. Tuesday 28
December- a long 130 mile uphill log b•ck to Lanzerotc, arri1ed there
on Wedne day afternoon. nother recc fo~ hot showers, to no avail. o a
"ift · hower in a can· followed by a fow in the local lri h bar Left early
on Thursday ba ·k to Puerto alero so hal f the crew cou!d return to
Blighty! The watch personnel were reallocated. with only three per watch ,
not mnn1 for n • 5 footer. Red Watch con i ted of Watch leader WO 1 John
·Herr Flick" Bransom RE 1E. · gt ick Perkovic AGC and myself.
We ·pent , e\\ Years Eve in Puerto del Carmen. aller a great crew meal
at 11hat had become our local scran platz. The crew arrived back on e1
Years Da) in drib and drab • the last two retuoiing at 10.00am rounding
off their fostiYitie. with a wim in the ea. The crew slept until I 700hrs.
then tea and prep the boat for · ailing. We left at last light with megahangowrs for a 250 mile pas age. unday 2 January was spen t at ·ea, 1 ith
a 'no duff hat 01 erboard (the kipper' Xma pre sie), trying Lo tum the
boat and drop the pinnaker with only three on watch proved very
mtere ting. The mate tried out his di' ing skills to retrieve a rope wrapped
round the prop. The day continued in the same ein 1 ith a big rip
accidentally put into the spinnaker, o with the spinny put to bed for the
re t of the trip, it wa time to adapt and overcome. Monday 3 January arrived at anta Cruz, La Palma. three out of the five guy on board got
"hi tied at by a 'ery dodgy local in a black car. Me and the other girl fe lt
exceedingly safe at Lhi location and ended up doing CP for the ma le
member of the crew. Tue day wa pent on a long pa sage o er to
Tenerife, de tination Playa de La America's (of ·Tenerife Uncovered'
fame) . We had been warned that the local marina had a downer on Brits, o
the mate in hi be t 'Herr Flick' German accent managed to get us a berth
for the nighL A riotous run ashore visiting all the tourist pots. Wednesday
S January - and we were off to Gran Canaria. There wa no wind, o the
engine was on again . We arrived late evening so a quick hower, hot for
the first time all trip, then a quick night cap and bed. Thursday saw us w ith
24 hour., alongside. The weather closed in forcing us to spend the
afternoon at in a bar holding on lo the fixtUTes and fitting whil t the
owner battened down the hatches. A great night out at a local hotel , this
place won the best 'head ' oftbe toUT.
Our departure on Friday wa delayed due to a hea y depre ion sitt ing
over Gran Canaria. We eventually left at last light with very heavy sea
and Force 7 ~vinds. leepin~ between watches was very interesting, having
to try and Jam yourself into your bunk to top rolling around. We
eventually got into Puerto Calero, Lanzerote at 2300hrs on aturday 8
January. _unday 9 January saw the big degunge of Sabre. I pent a happy
couple ot hours up to my elbows in grease servicing two of the winches.
This was after exhau tive attempts by the male s hipmates Lo get me doing
'girlie' ~lean up jo? below decks, not very PC guys! By 1830 everything
was hip hape, kit packed, cold showers and the last sun-downers
onboard. After a great crew meal at the local we all went down town for
the last beer session, Endex called. Monday I 0 January - The crew had
problems getting up, luckily the taxis to the airport weren ·t due until
I 200~rs. The flight wa delayed, again, but we eventually arrived at
Gatwick at 2000hrs. We bad ailed a total of943 miles in three weeks a
long slog. With much swapping of phone number and promises to s;il
togethe~ again as soon as pos ible we all disappeared into the night back to
our vanous units. It wa hard to get back into the swing of work again on

The final of the Plate ompctition was between the only Gurkha entry this
year (How old is he?) Hari and Sgt 'Tarr Williams from 3 (UK) Div HQ &
Sig Rcgl, with gt Williams winning 5/9 6/9 4/9. The Unit ompctition was
played as a league ystem with the runners-up being 11 Sig Regt. The Inter
Unit winners were 3 (UK) Div I IQ & Sig Rcgt. An excellent three days of
squash and a ll player arc congratu lated for taking part and playing well.

I TER C ORP SQUA H
The Corps Learn selected to play in the Inter Corps Championships at
Winchester this year were:
SSgt Dave Gallagher
No I
No2
W02
M Dean Richardson
o3
Sgt 'Scan' Humphrie
o4
Lt Olly Gardner
M
WOl (FofS) teve Bason
M
SSgt Ia n Piears
The competition was over three days, 22 - 24 ovember 1999 and having
gained promotion Lo Division I last year. the standard of play was going to
be extremely high and that much tougher with some Corps teams fielding up
to three Army players. However, the Team's main aim was lo remain in
Division I, c pccially a · the gossi p on the ground was that the Royal Signals
was the Team to go down. The arrival of Sgt 'Scan' Humphries was an

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Old Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland
General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Cornick
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Sgt Jo Richmond - roughing it whilst on Exercise
Tue_, not lea~t trying to slop talking 'Nautical peak, but hopefully the next
sa1hng session 1 n 't to far away - Boss any chance of some time off over
Easter'?

ROYAL SIGNALS OPEN SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIPS 1999
Blan_dford_ was again the venue for tht: 1999 Royal Signals Squash
Champ1onsh1ps and although the attendance was down on the previous
year the tandard of play wa higher than ever. The competition, was
played over three days, 16 -18 ovember 1999 and was organised by
\\ 02 S 1 Richardson.
T)ie Open ompetition went accor~ing lo the seedings up until the
gt Dave Gallagher agam met WOI FofS Steve Bason in
em1-final .
\I.hat \I.a to be another familiar semi -final bout - WOJ Bason lost 9/7
9 4 910 for a change, he i the semi-final king. The other semi-fi nal was
between V 02 SM Dean Richardson and Lt Olly Gardner. W02
Dean. Richa~d on made easy work of Lt Gardner 915 9/ 1 9/3 to set up a
\Cry m~eresung fin~I. The Men's Over 35 competition went, once again,
accordtng to scedtng and WOI Bason and W02 Richardson had
comfortable games to reach the final. The over 35s was like re-newing
old encounters f;om the pa t, and the match was initially a close fought
b~ttle, h?wever m the fourth game, ~OJ Bason felt slightly older than
W02 R~chardson and lost 9/1. The hnal results being 9/3 1/9 101 8 9/ 1.
Hanng JU t had the hardest game of his life (of course) and with only 30
mm.utes rest, W02 Richardson then had to play his Open final match
gt Gallagher, and a betting man would have put hi s money on
agamst
gt Gallag~er to win . Stranger things have happened,
the o I ee~
and \\02 Richardson makmg very few mistakes finally won in three
straight go.mes over a more lethargic
gt Gallagher 9/4 9/4 912 to
become the 0J)<!n Champion, for the fir t time, so a clean sweep for W02
Richard. on in both competitions.

added bonus and bol tercd up the middle order. gt HumphriC'l, normall>
the Corps o2 was handicapped with a knee injury but filled in nicely at
o3, not quite being up to the same form as the in form Dean Richard on.
Things did not get off to a good start on Day One, however, and the only
Officer in the team decided to nip into work for two minutes at Bui ford and
was late for the first match . We then went on to lose that 5-0 against the
RLC, not that Olly Gardner was to blame of course. The RLC arc the
current Inter Corps Champions and were aga in to be the 1999 winners. Later
on we played our second match again ·t the REM E 'A' team winning 4· I
which was a satisfactory result as REME 'A' eventually came Third overall.
The team went from strength to strength on Day Two beating both the Anny
Air Corps and the Royal Engineers 'A', 3-2 and 4-1 respectively.
gt
Ga llagher had an epic again t the Army Air Corps o I finally lo ing 3-2
and 10/8 in the fifth. WOI Bason also had a five setter against the Royal
Engineers o5 winning 9/ 1 in the final game. Thi set the team up well for
the final days play against the AGC 'A" team. The AGC were fighting to
remain in Division I and all matches went to four games except for gt Ian
Piears who won in straight games. Inevitably the AGCs fate was confirmed
and Royal ignals won 4-1 sending them down to Divi ion 2. The Royal
Signals were Runners-up in Division I , which was last achieved some 12
years ago and all the players performed extremely well and must be
congratulated on their excellent performance.

W02 Dean Richardson
receiving the Royal Signals Open Squash Championship trophy
from Tom Pollard
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The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages ofThe Wire, which comains accounts of Branch affail'. as well
as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ ca11 arra11ge for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries forfurther dis1ribwio11 if this is convenient: it helps us save Ort postage.
Dates of Branch evertts ca11 always be published in The Wire a11d should be submitted to_ the Edi.tor. We also welcome let!ers. r~~1~ests to contact o_ld
comrades a11d announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Brartch will conrnbllle a short account of Ifs act1v111es, preferably wuh
photographs, at least once a ye{IJ:

NOTES FROM THE AO's DESK
Branch ews: Aller 20 year in office, 'Chippy' Wood has stood down
as Secretary of the Harrogate Branch. Elected at the Branch AGM to
su ceed ' Chippy' wa Bruce Graham , who can be contacted at; 5
Meadow W.ay, Harrogate HG I 3LG. The Au tralia ub Branch ha clo ed
in it present form. In its place is a trial 'gel together' of members at the
annua l ANZAC Day Parade in Sydney in April. Life Member, Gerald Lee
plans to write lo all members in Australia inviting those who propo e to
allend the parade, to contact him regarding an informal get together.
Anyone who is interested, but doe not receive Gerald_' leller, hould
write to him at: 20 Caimcross Place, Port MacQuane,
W 2444.
Unfortunately, ill health has forced Jimmy Logan to hand over ecretarial
duties of the Poole Branch to Tony C urnow. We\ i h Jimmy all the very
best and thank him for hi time in office. Tony can be contacted at: 61
Creekmoor Lane, Poole BH 17 7BW. Frank Robinson ha stood down
after erving the pa t 18 years as Hon ecretary of the Lincoln Branch.
Thank you Frank for your hard work and chcerfulne s, hope we shall , till
see you at the annual Reunion at Blandford. We welcome Maj (Retd)
Derek Wood MBE a. the new secretary. Anyone requiring detail of the
Lincoln Branch should contact Derek at 'Woodland ', 3 Arden Moor
Way, orth Hykeham, Lincoln L 6 9PP, tel :. 01522~800607. Frank
Dempster i trying to gel a new branch tarted 111 Berwick upon Tweed.
Anyone interested in joining shou ld contact Frank at; J 1reh Low Cock law,
Berwick upon Tweed TDl5 IUY, Tel: 012 9-386687.
Royal Hospital C helsea: This year Founder' Day wi_ll be held on
Thursday 8 .June. The In-Pensioners of the Royal Hospital will be revc1~ed
by H 1 Queen Elizabeth, The Queen !other, who will be accompanied
by HRH The Duke of Kent KG. Attendance i by_ticket only and the few
we have been allocated are with tho e Branches 111 and around London.
The Governor's Review, a full dress rehearsal for Founder's Day will take
place on Tue day 6 June. Any member _may a.u.e nd and no ticket. is
necessary although there ' ill be no parkmg fac1h11es. Tho e allend111g
hould enter the Royal Ho pita I by the hel ca Gate and be seated by 0930
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hours. For ecurity rea on., those intending to allend the Governor's
Review are asked to inform this office. o medals hould be worn at either
event.
Calling LCpl Jan Halsall. Plea e contact u in order that we can send
you your Life Membership card.
ew Life Members. The following were recently enrolled as new Life
Members of the RSA:Served
Branch
Rartk & name
1992-99
RHQ
Sig Lee Stenning
1953-64
Beverley Ex-Boys
Cpl Bernard Gilbert
1990-datc
Middx Yeomanry
Cpl David Valentine
1976-00
RHQ
W02 Ken ykes
1952-64
Beverley Ex-Boys
Cpl Jack Quigg
1949-54
Winchester
ig Alec Wardell
19-16-48
outh London
Sgt Tom Manthorpe
1983-99
RHQ
Sgt Tony mith
1960-62
RHQ
Pie Jillian Hurst
19 9-99
RllQ
pl tephcn Cator
1976-99
RHQ
Sgt Jimmy John ton
1976-00
RHQ
W02 Peter Huzzey
1974-99
RHQ
WO I Frank Evan
1952-5
ale
LCpl Tony Mortimer
195 -60
ale
Sig B. A. MacDonald
1954--6
ale
ig Edward mith
1959-6
East Kent
ig Peter Will
1942-47
Dor et
ig E.V. Ball
1962-8
Dorset
\ 0 I Terry Taylor
1990-00
RHQ
pl Will Roger
1976-99
RHQ
W02Ste e Rofo
1976-00
RHQ
gt Richard Plummer
1993-99
RHQ
LCpl Mark Ii illiam
1964-00
RHQ
W02 ictor hillingford
1991-99
RHQ
LCpl can Kell
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· l!t hris kad "
Cpl Gl)nn E\an~
'ig John Bucklow
LCpl Jo ·ce Boa t
pl F \\ Panther
pl . tuan ros man
L pl Jan Hal. all
gt Jeffrey uclding
Cpl R Pulbrook
ig LtX>nard James
LCpl John Garner
gt Le lie Field
ig tan Crowther
D\ r Rodney Jenkins
\\'02 A. Austin
ig Da' 1d forray
ig Arthur inger
gt George Brown
ig Terry o· hca
gt Ken Beale
igFred quire

RHQ
'' indon
RllQ
orfolk
henie<l
Dorse1
RllQ
Eat London
East London
RHQ
Rotherham
Rotherham
Rotherham

RHQ
heffield
Aberdeen
Cornwall
31 ig Regt As, n
Beverley E; -Boy
RHQ
orfolk

1977-99
1966- 8
1957-59
1942-46
1972-87
1993-99
1993-datc
1995-date
1961-93
1945-48
1950-52
1952-74
1943-47
1952-55
1991-99
1947-49
1942-46
1969-83
1950-59
1952-91
1952-54

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Our Autumm Luncheon \\a al o the occasion of our AGM. This had
been po tponed O\\ ing to our Dinner to celebrate our 50111 Anniversary
ha\ ing been held in April. The Luncheon brought a record attendance. It
alway i an enjoyable affair a we are joined by so many friends and
members of neighbouring Branche . For the use of hi Mess, newly and
most tastefully refurbished, we have to thank Joe Fairbairn, Garrison
ergeant Major and Serving Member of our Committee. He and hi able
and willing taff made the day.
More than a dozen Members, including our President, Gen Henry Hild
lBE and his ' ife Janet, attended the Corps Carol ervice in London,
afterwards enjoying the hospitality of RHQ in the form of sherry and
min e pies in the Church Hall. Ha ing travelled considerable distance , a
number of the party t11en retired to enjoy a congenia l supper at a local
restaurant.
Our February gathering was a fitting introduction to the Millennium
when nearly 30 Members and guests met in a Surrey vil lage for lunch at a
traditional English hostelry. There was much merriment The venue was
arranged by Col ·Paddy' erdon OBE, Membership ecretary and a
-ialwan of our Committee. ·Paddy' and Barbara recently moved to a
village which. though north of ·Tue Bull', at Gerrards Cros , is still south
of\ at ford. so we anticipate that they will continue to cheer us wit11 their
company at Branch events.
Following a Music ight and our Spring Luncheon, our Annual Quiz
light will be held on Wednesday 17 May. There will be a small charge to
cover the cost of the buffet. Our Treasurer, Peter Sharpe (tel: 01252
333643), or Secretary Jane Knight (tel: 01628 626468) will be pleased to
furnish details. We usually have a large· gat11ering and welcome both
individuals and teams of four from other Branches and serving units near
enough to attend. The Quiz is held at the Aldershot Garrison's ergeants'
1e under the expert arrangements of Jo Fair bairn, (Signalmen and
Subalterns afraid of Sergeants Major should not be deterred). This is a fun
night. You don't have lo be a genius!

BRISTOL BRANCH
We are ph!ased to say that Bristol Branch still thrives, with 44 ·paid
up' Branch members, and an average of 16 members attending our
monthly Brunch meetings. These arc held on the last Thursday of every
month. except December when we ho ld our Annual Christmas Dinner on
th e first Thursday of the month. We have maintained a fai rl y full
program me of activities during the year. inc lud ing visits to a local
brewery. and to the local RA
ontrol Centre. Recently we have retired
to a local hostelry for an informal game of skittles, and paid a vis it to the
Police Officer Association, also for an evening of ski ttl e . On one
eveni ng, after our formal Branch meeting, members and wives were
given a most interesting talk by the local Community Beat Constable on
the subject of crime prevention in the home and ca r, and this wa
followed by a cene of rime Officer (SOCO to television addi cts) who
described the way in which 'clue ' are left by crim inals, and how they
are detected by the OCO teams. lntere t was o high, that on this
occa ion ab olutely no one left early!.
T\ o day trip were included in our programme, including a day in
Wind or Castle to view the absolutely fabu lou restoration LhaL has been
carried out ince the 'G reat Fire'. We timed our visi t to witness the
'Changing of the Guard' ceremony - a spectacle enjoyed by all. The most
outstanding visit however, was a Branch visit to RHQ. at Blandford. We
hired a minibus and took a pany of 16 member and wives, and I can
only ay that our recepti on was outstanding. A programme of vi it to
variou department was laid on for u , including or course a guided visi t
to the Mu eum - a mu st for any ex ignaller! We fi ni hcd with an
excellent lunch in the ergeant Me , followed by a Lour of the whole
site. I know t11at t11is visit involved a great deal of' organisation , and our
thank are due to a number of people, but c pecially to the Command ing
Officer 11 igna l Regiment and to the Association Admin Omcer, Mr
Peter Cuckow.
Our year ended with an excellent Ch ri stmas Dinner, attended by 36
members and gue ts, and at which we were delighted to welcome as our
principal gue I Lt Col (Retd) Bob Peake BEM , our Area Rep. Below is
a copy of a photo showing Lt Col Bob deep in earnest conversation with
Branch Chairman, 'C hick' Cheetham .

need of filling, should there be anyone willing 10 take up the standard th1:n
please get in contact with Dave Walker care of the Royal Signals
Museum. The last of the thanks go to Lin Falconer and Liz Garside for
their persuasive talents in raising a staggering£ I00 for the Branch funds
through sel ling raffic tickets. hould any ex-member wish to join the
Branch, then we meet in the Sergeants' Mess Blandford Camp on the third
Tuesday of the month.

I

I

I

:'WE.LL, I DUNNO.MR Vtl.!
Jimmy Wilde
being presented by Brig P. J . Evans of the bronze 'Jimmy',
in attendance is the President, Maj (Retd) Pat Lafferty

PERHAPS THE PACKAGE
DEAL \./ITH B-A FOR
THE MEMBE.R5 'WAS
A BIT AMBITIOUS!"

EASTBOURNE BRANCH
The Branch held its Annual Dinner in the Royal Engi neers Club in
Ea tbourne on 23 October 1999. ome 45 members and guests auended.
Our omcial guests were Col Andrew Carter and his wife, Debbie, from
RHQ and Maj Brian Howe and hi s wife ue. Brian command 56 ig
qn (V) which is based in Eastbourne. The Dinner went very well 111deed
and everyone enjoyed themselves.

There should have been over 60 members sitting down to lunch in the
County Hotel after the AGM but Jean Saunder , the Dickason and John
Raymond were all prevented from coming as a result. ever the le s there
were over 60 at the meeting. though some had planned not 10 have lunch.
The chief guest was WOl (Corps RSM) Geoffrey Hodgson, ' ho after
the AGM gave a very informative address on present Corps matters.

DORSET BRANCH
BRADFORD BRANCH
We are still ticking over with a small attendance, our members enjoy
coming to the meeting . We now have a new member, Terence Clayton,
who erved in the Royal Signals from January 1959 to 1965, we are
pleased to see him at the meetings. We regret to announce the death of
Eric Lorriman on I 0 December .
The next cekbration will be the Golden Wedding of our Secretary
. orah Houldsworth and her husband Jack, which took place on 18
March. They both served in the Royal Signals during the war. Jack was a
militia man who was called up in July 1939 for six months. However, it
tretched to nearly seven years, most of which was served abroad. Afier
being evacuated from Dunkirk, he was posted to the Middle East before
the 8th Army was formed. After Alamein he went on to Sicily and Italy,
landing unopposed at Calabria. He then went on to Monte Casino. He
spent the last winter of the war in the Apennine mountains and finally
fini hed the war in Trieste returning home overland, having served with 13
Corps as a Corporal/ Line man .
Nora volunteen:d for the ATS with her twin sister Mary in February
1942. After training as Telephone Switchboard Operator they were
posted to a small village in orth Yorkshire called Well for thirteen
months The next three years were spent on the HQ onhem Command
witchboard. At York they were billeted in the Infantry Barracks at
Fulford.
llavmg kno,,n each other before the war Jack and ora met again
''hen the} wen: de-mobbed. They have retraced their steps through
Egypt-Alamein, icily, Monte Ca ino and numerous other places. Jack is
Trea urer for the Dunkirk Veterans Association and ora is Treasurer of
the WRAC Association (AT ) and is a very active member. Fifty happy
year .
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Once again our AGM was held on Blandford Camp on Sunday 21
ovember 1999. Breaking away from tradition, the venue was held at the
Gurkha Restaurant, Humph Bahadur 's, where we were all treated to ome
fine and I am sure all would say, very deliciou food. A big thank-you goes
10 Capt (Retd) Mick evill for his organisation and very good choice of
venue. The meeting itself was productive and a few major changes have
taken place. Due to the untimely death of our president ol John Francis,
who will be sadly mis ed by all, the Chair was passed over to Maj (Retd)
Pat Lafferty and in stepped Maj (Retd) Tom Friend MBE to take over
from Pat as Branch Chairman. The Secretary remains in the capable hands
of Dave Walker BEM, and the Treasurer remains with pend thrift Maj
(Retd) Dick Hougton. As one point of order during the meeting, I
suggested that why don 't we have a group photo for the next AGM and
publicise the Branch more in The WIRE. Yes, J got the job as spokes
person and news editor (Fleet Street here I come), but I don 't mind, it 's the
only way I will get my name in The WIRE; (Kev Falconer). Whilst the
meeting was going on, the ladies were entertained in the bar area with a
demonstration of Aromatherapy and all the wonderful bits that go with it.
The meeting was followed by the plentiful buffet style Gurkha curries and
kormas washed down with very reasonable drink prices in the bar. A fler
the meal had been eaten it was the tum of the new president, Pat Lafferty,
to welcome everyone and to mark a very special occasion for Jimmy
Wilde, our tandard Bearer. After 30 years of loyal ervice, Jimmy has
decided finally to lay down the colours and retire from the post. The
occasion was marked with the pre entation by Brig P. J. Evans CBE, the
Area 5 Vice-Chairman, of a bronze statuette of the 'Jimmy ' to Jimmy,
who for once, was lost for words. On behalf of all the Dor et Branch and I
am sure all standard bearers, we wish you, .Jimmy, all the best in your well
earned rest and a huge thank-you for the dedication and loyal ervice to the
association, long may it continue. The post now remains vacant and is in

Eastbourne Annual Dinner
Standing : Chris Deadman (Chairman), .
the late Brig Frank Clarkson, Col Andrew Carter, Bnan Howe,
Lt Col Ron Brodie (Secretrary)
Sitting : Debbie Carter, Gwen Field (nee York) (Treasurer),
Sue Howe
On a sadder note, les tlian two weeks afier he pre ided at the Dinner,
our President, Brig Frank larkson, passed away. The Branch was well
repre ented at his funeral at 1-lailsham._ The B~anch tandard together
with the Royal British Legion tandard lrom Hatl ham were paraded. Ile
will be sad ly missed by all member of the Branch.

EAST KENT BRANCH
De pite Donald Crisp 's cartoon no member ' a~ seen among t the
VIP Guests on TV at the Millennium Dome Celcbrauon, but' e arc su~e
that mo twill have organised an enjoyable and le hyped up wa~ of their
own to ee in the New Year. Since then the days have been drawmg out a
bit but the nu bug (if not the Millennium Bug) has been at work.

The Corps RSM was heard to say,
'It's a new post gentlemen but you don't have to bow.'
(L-R): Vincent de Rose , Marion de Rose, Jotrn Ballantyne,
RSM Hodgson, Donald Crisp (Chairman),
Maj Gen (Retd) John Badcock (Hon Sec) ,
Bill Lovett (Hon Treasurer), Lt.Col (Reid) Mike Barrett QBE
The Corps R M pot had only been cstabli hed for a month and so '' e
were very lucky to have him '' ith us. The Branch ha no" had .two nc.:\\
Master of ignals, two Oin s. and now the Corps R M to its Xma
Lunch or AGMs. A deliciou meal followed by another ucce .sfu l raf!]c
making over £73 thank to Marion and incent de Rose, fin1 hcd ofi a
\ery enjoyable event.
EWME 1BERS
We are delighted to welcome John and Gail Batty of ylc;ford. John
erved in the T from 1959 to 1972 in 872 Locating Batte!) {t\\O y.:ar.).
329 ig qn for ix years and 44 ig qn for the la~t Ii\ c ycan.. We shall
look forward 10 . ccing them at a future function.
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\ F 'T RE FlJ 'CTIO,
. unday 13 Febnmry - Branch Ten Pm Bowling Annual Competition,
·\:hford. Kent. This popula[ and therapeutic Branch acth ity "ill take
pin e al the :\. H' Bowl "hich i the same place as In t year. o particular
skill· are needed though mo ·t ha\ e by now acquired a considerable
talent. Tho. e attending our 'ma. lunch will remember Peter Foakes,
brought his on and daughter-in-la" and a serving \ 02 FotS Kevin
'\loir. He w:1>. pre.ented "ith a Brai·ch tic. He has writlen to say how
much he enjoyed meeting all the mt·mbers and as a 1an of Kent will
\\ear .the tie \\ilh pride. and wi.hes c·.cryone a Happy ew Year.

EAST LONDON BRANCH
Another year ha pa ed with a few succe es to report and
unfortunately some losse of our 1embers.
Firstly. in March. we had our Annual Dinner and Dance, which was
well attended by o,·er 0 Members and friend . The pre en tation of the
Be t Troop Trophy took pla e and 755 Troop, 36 ig Regt ( ) received the
cup. In fay. we had a coach trip 10 the Dover Ca Lie Experience, tl1i was
enjoyed by all of u., with a condu tcd tour of the secret wartime tunnels.
On 17 Jul). 36 ig Rcgt ( ). had their Freedom Parade in ll ford where our
tandard, along with am bridge and Norwich, took part in the parade'
March Pa t. an honour granted to our Branche b tJ1e Commanding
Officer. Lt Col Allan.
In eptember we were im ited to join the We t London Branch at
hel ea Ho.pital on the Governor's Parade, which is an e ent we look
forn ard to e\ el) year. October saw our most succes fu I function so far,
when we held our nnual Fi h and Chip upper Dance. "here we had
live-mu ic for the dancing. With 140 Members and friend anending. the
night went quickly.
Unfortunately our los e include:
Served 1946/49
L pl ·Jock' \ ornham
erved J940/46
Sgt Gabbitas
W02 Peter Gunn 1 'l
er ed 1926/52
\ 02 Harry Bowers
erved 1937/67
gt Fred Backhiuse
Served 1938/74
Last but not least, Johnny Cubit, one of our Life A ociate Members
from REME. who served the Branch for over 20 years as if he had been a
Full Member.
We can nO\> look forward to another sueee sful year and the
opportunity to meet all our friend at Blandford.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The Branch held a social evening (no busines discus ed). on Tuesday
14 December 1999, attended by members. their families and friends. A
very enjoyable event with a number of items donated for the raffie. It is
amazing w~ere the members and friends manage to find so many items to
donate. 'Big John wa hav ing fun with his aside . that no prizes were
eomi~g his way, or his colour tickets were not forthcoming. To his
astonishment his numbers then came up thick and fast. He then , wi th
shout of enc~urage ment from the Members, generously declined lo
accept more prizes, and had them plil back into the draw. LO the cheers of
the _as embled Members. Thi wa the last meeting of 1999, our next\ ill
be m the new "'11llen111um, when we hope to increase the membership,
~anng put our Bra~eh on the Teletext Association list. We are again
indebted to the ladies of the Branch, Betty, Pat, lvana, Annice and
lsobel. "ho provided the bufJ'et.
Saturday 2_2 January 2000 wa the night of the Bums Supper held in
the TAC Jardine Street, attended by 37 Members and friends, Bill Taylor
the Branch Chairman presiding.

on the table. Bill Mac amara gave the 'Address Lo The Haggi ' waving
the large kitchen knife. Those itling clo e by, ducking their heads unless
they \ anted to risk losing an car.
Jn the absence of Capt Lynch, who was to propose 'The Imm ortal
Memory'. Bill Mac amara. a fervent Bums fan, stepped into the breach
to give a potted version of the life of the Bard. Ann Warren gave us~
line rendering of songs without musical accompaniment and occasional
choms by the company. 'The Twa Dogs' with Jim McM illan as Narrator
'Lu h' by John Mc ab and ·Caesar' by George Macfar lan e wh~
waved a model dog, and barked every time hi turn came to recite his
piece of the narrative, bet\\ een two dogs di cus ing their masters. 'The
Toast Tac the Lassie · ' a. given by Jim. Prentice. it raised a few laugh
and ~l~1ough English, having been a domiciled Scot for over 52 years, his
rend1t1on was accepted and applauded. Brian then ga e a few well
known l~nes on the Pipes being rewarded with lhe quaich of whisky from
the Chamn an and applau e from the company. Ivana M uir. Branch
Secretary. gave the re ponse to tl1e 'Toast Tae the La sies ·. This she did
with aplomb, and a good deal of giving the male population a few
fem inine thoughts. having a few dig at Members of the Branch, all done
'tongue in cheek' with a grin. and was of course being encouraged by the
females in the company. Bill Me amara recited 'Tam o' Shanter' being
applauded for his efforts, as it is quite something to memorise in its
entirety. Wendy Mc a b tlien gave a rendition of Robert Burns 'To A
1ouse', 'Yee, sleek it. 1im 'rous bea tie ... .. . · su rpri ing her hu sba nd by
stroking hi hair, as 'Big John' who is over 6fl 6in slid down in hi chair.
He had no idea hi s ever loving wa going to do this party piece. Can you
imagine John_who ''a a W02 RQM being timorous? Has Wendy
really tamed him? Bill Taylor then thanked everyone for contributing to
an excellent evening, and for tho e attending. He also wished Lo tJ1ank
Jim 1c 1illan, Jim 's ister Elizabeth and her daughter Irene, for their
help in the kitchen and as table waiters, al o all tho e who helped in any
way to make the C\ening a succe s. After singing Auld Lang yne the
company adjourned 10 the WO's and gt's Me for further refreshment
before calling it a day. The Chairman and Members wish to thank Lt Co l
J. K. McKee MBE and WO I RSM A. B. Hilborn for use of the
Officer and WO & Sgt Mess for the nighl, it was much appreciated as
the numbers attendi ng were too small to fill the large drill hall.

HULL BRANCH
The year started with our AGM and the usual ilence fell as the Election
of Officers approached. The Treasurer, Ernie Glover, had to tep down
due to 11lnes and our tl1anks go to Ernie for his work over the year . A
new Treasurer was elected and our thank go to Chairman - Mr Roy
Drewery, Hon ecretary - Jim Brown and our newly elected Treasurer Mr BUI James, for steering us through 1999.
We had a varied year with members heading off to Arnhem during June.
Tho e members who attended the Blandford Reunion wish to thank Peter
Cuckow and all at RHQ for making it the best yet. July saw us heading to
the ' Kohima Weekend' at 2 Div York. (The 2000 Event promi es to be one
to ~emember.) <?ur monthly lun~heons have been well supported and the
vanous hostelrie we have v1s1ted have ranged from Five tar to best
fo rgotten. We would like to thank Bill and Peggy James for inviting
members and partner to their home for a very enjoyab le buffet (live
stars). The luncheons serve to bring together member who for various
rea ons cannot attend our evening meetings which keeps them up to date
on RSA Events. In ovember members attended the Hull Remembrance
Parade, the Standard was paraded by Mr Walter Raywood and a wreath
was laid at tl1e Cenotaph by Mr Jim Brown.
At the end of ovcmber the Annual Regimental Dinner was held at the
Halifax Bar:acks and our thanks go to gt tu art Keys and his staff who
served us wi th a first class four course meal with wine. Also to W02 Alan
James our grateful thanks once again for his hard work and support of the
Branch. Unfort_unate ly the OC (49WR) Sig Sqn (V) Maj David Sixsmith
was u~abl~ to JOm us as our guest due to carrying out operational duties.
We wish him a afe and happy tour and hope he will be able to join us in
2000.
Thanks to all members for their support during 1999. If you live in or
around the Hull Area.and are a retired or serving member of the Corps,
you are welcome to JOm us at the Halifax Barracks on the first Thursday of
each month at 2000hr . For more information con tact the Branch
Secretary, Jim Brown on 01482 655963 .

LINCOLN BRANCH
Born in Boston, Lincolnshire in 1946, Terry Stubbings was educated
Boston Gra~mar School. He joined the Army in January 1962, serving
111 the Roya l Signals, start ing at the Anny Apprentice ollege, Harrogate
for the first three yea r . (Intake 62A) I-le served in 3 Div HQ at Bui ford
Camp, and 222 Signal Squadron in Sharjah. In 1970 he went into tbe
Parachute Regiment until leaving with the rank of Sergeant in 1978. The
fo l!owing years saw several changes of career, from Pub Landlord to HGV
Dnver, to Motor Cycle Training Instructor. This latter occupation brought
Terry 10 Lincoln to open a business in 1993.
T he role of Town Crier was revitalised in Lincoln in 1990 and in 1994
Terry took on the role, and has remained Town ri er since that u111111er.
During the fo llowing y~ars a lot of effort has gone into developing the
role of Town n er. Qune a lot of work is done in conjunction with the
~t

The Top Table at our Bum's Night Supper

Bill opened the proceedings by welcoming everyone and then sa id the
elk1rk Gr_aee. The. Hagg1 was th~n carried into the room by Branch
\!em1?er Jtm 1cl\!tllan accompamed by Brian Warren the Piper, but
Jim lorgot the kmfe, and had lo make a mad dash to the ki tchen to
rctr,e\e one. The Fainn' was cotch Broth Chieflain o' the Puddin ' race
Wi' 'eeps and Tallies, Tipsy Laird and Bannocks and l~ebbuek. John
Barleycorn in decanters, and as there were ladies present, wine was also
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Mayoral Department and Lincoln Tourism. A good deal of charity \\Ork
for local organisation is also undertaken. Some commercial work, which
tends to pay very well, is also done. A little of thi · is local but the
majority is away from Lincoln and therefore undertaken for purely
financial reasons. Terry also gives talks on the subject of Town Crying
through the ages, to any group who requests it.
Approximately six times a year Terry enters To\' n rying
Competitions around the country. Last year ( 1999) Terry achie' ed the
following:
(Second time in three years)
Blackpool International Champion
North Wales Champion
Shropshire Champion
British Open Championships Second Place.
Together with his wife Trish the following awards have also been
received:
Best Dressed Town Crier and Escort, Shropshire 1999
Best Dressed Escort, Shropshire 1999
Best Dressed Town Crier and Escort, British Championships 1999
Best Dressed Escort, British Champion hips 1999
Best Dressed escort, Llandudno 1999, orth Wales Championships
These competitions continue every year and are uti lised to help put the
city of Lincoln on the map as far as the other towns and cities are
concerned. In addition, Terry will shortly be opening a web site, which
will also promote the city of Lincoln. Engagement continue to come in,
with about 25 already onboard for the year 2000, as well as four
competitions, which have also been booked.
All in all, the role of Town Crier to the city of Lincoln give a huge
amount of both pride and pleasure.

LOUGHBOROUGH BRANCH
The Loughborough Branch, of the Royal Signal Association, held
their Annual Dinner Dance on 20 ovember 1999 at the Cari llon Rooms,
Loughborough. 80 sat down for dinner, which was followed by dancing
to The Terry Stewart Band. They came from all over England,
(Cheltenham, Southport, Bristol, Wortl1ing, Cornwall, Bracknell, Derby)
a well as our local Branch Members and friend . Some of the ex-Signa ls
hadn't seen each other for 30 years, and most had erved ome time
during their Army career at Garrats Hey, Woodhouse Eaves. One of our
Branch members, Geoff Fletcher from Southport, was married that
morning to Vivien and they both attended the dinner, so apart from the

usual reunion of old friends, it turned out lo be a very special night for
our last reunion of the century. The evening was a tremendous success
and naturally there were lots of remi niscing amongst us all. We are all
looking forward to next year's Annual Dinner Dance which is booked for
Saturday, 18 ovember 2000. As a profit of £200 was made it wa agreed
at our December meeting that the Branch donate £I 00 to the RSA
Benevolent Fund and £100 to LORO who had helped and supported
some of our past members and their fa milies. If anyone readi ng this
would like to join our Branch please ring our Chairman, Ben Banyard.
on 01509 557686.

(The photograph is by courtesy of The Loughborough Echo)

NORFOLK BRANCH
We of tbe or folk Branch have been undergoing a very sad time wi th
the lo s of I\ o of our members:Gordoo Royall and Brian Robin on . in
particular Gordon wa one of our most active members and a stalwart of
the Branch. Both funerals were attended by everal Branches m Area 3,
along with their Standard . At Gor~on's funeral there was i~ exce of
400 mourners and eight Standards lrom various Branche wluch showed
how popular he wa . The Norfolk Branch would like to thank all those
who gave thei r support to us during thi very sad time.
At our December meeting a surprise was sprung on our ecretary,
Brian C. Gibbs, when the Chairman, Frank Mortlock. u~denly ro e to
his feet and presented Brinn with a Honour Membership Cert1~cate
signed by Association Chairman. laj Gen Ian Yeoman, along with_ a
beautifully written leller from the General. Brian thanked the Branch for
this very much appreciated honour and aid that the years he had pent a
the Branch ecrctary had been both rewarding and enjoyab.1~. and that
though he had many regrets about tanding down from the po t11on, ~e f~lt
that it wa time to move over. I lowever, he still mtend to be very active m
the Branch. and will give it his upport. In conclu ion the Branch ' ould
like to thank the TA Centre tewards, Kevin and ancy Barnard. for
their upport to the Branch over the years. also Mrs Dorothy Gibbs, who
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ha been the raffie lady over the years, with her winning smile at function
and meetings extracts the money from members and gue t alike to "ell
the Branch fund . Long may she continue to do so.

Chairman-Frank Mortlock presents Brian C. Gibbs
with his Honour Membership Certificate

ORTHERNIRELANDBRANCH
Our December meeting took the fo rm of a 'OCial evening therefore no
Bran h bu ine ' "as conducted Once again we are indebted to Debbie
\\olfe and Kim Greer for their work in prm iding a very acceptable
spread. s u ual at hristma , 1;11d r the direction of Branch Welfare
member, John Mc reavey and a . i ted by other Branch Members,
incapacitated ex- ignallers and Vidows of Signallers were i ited with
g1fis. the objective being to let them know they arc not forgotten. On
conclu ion of a hort January meeting we had the pleasure of hearing a
mo t intere ting peaker. 1r David Russell, e -RAF and a Pri oner of
War of the Japane e told us in mo. t graphic and ometimes amusing term
of life as a pri oner of the Japanese.
On aturda. 22 January. Harry ta nlcy and Edgar McCall
rcpre ·cnted the Branch at the Royai British Legion Lunch and AGM in the
Tull)gla
Hou e Hotel, Ballymena. This contact between the two
organsation i u eful. Once again. join us any third Wednesday of each
month 111 Clonaver T YR Centre, Bel fa t.

maintained that po ition for over 20 years until the end of 1999. Despite ill
health o,·er the pa~t 18 mo~1ths he never missed a meeting and organised,
as ah ays, our Chn tma. dmner. This wa held on 17 Dec 1999, with Brig
' Paddy' Evans CBE pre iding. ome 54 members/friends enjoyed a
wonderful evening and tributes were paid to Jim and Eve, before a
suitably inscribed framed printof'the able wagon' was presented to him.

Our Christmas Party was a great success, with a record attendance. For
the second year rnnn ing it wa .held at l lounslow Barracks by courtesy of
the Duke of Wellington 's Regiment. There was live music and dancing
and a quiz and a rafnc. 'There was eating and drinking and much
merriment and a good time had by all'. Our thanks go to the Committee
and the Lad ies Section for their hard work and able organisation which
contributed to making this occasion such a pleasant one.

(L-R): Tony Curnow, Jimmy Logan, Brig Paddy Evans
J im_. wh~ still intends to come to our monthly meeting , then handed
over his duue to Tony Curnow. l;'ony can be contacted on 01202 770906
and new, eligible members are alway very welcome to our meetings
which take place at the Broadstone RBL club on the first Tue day of each
month at 7.45pm.

Christmas and the Millennium celebrations seem to be a long time ago,
but so me of the memories arc sti ll lingering. Our trip made in
conjunction with the Reading Branch for Christmas Dinner on the
Watercrcs Linc was very successful. Our thanks go to Alan Foot for
getti ng us al l together.
Our last notes for The WJRE showed a couple of 'iffy' characters,
thanks for all enquiries. I can confirm that it was John Ever field and
not John Lennon. Congratulations to ex-SSgt Len Clark on being
awarded the Queen's Volunteer Reserve Medal. A titting reward after
many years service in the Regiment. Len and his wife, Linda. attended
Buckingham Palace on 21 March.
A reminder that our Annual Dinner will be on 15 April in the Central
Mess, Duke of York's HQ. Our trip to Bru s els is on 26-28 May, but
more about that next time.

REUNIONS

fX-WH/Tf HfLMfTS
SHAPE BRANCH
by WOJ {RSM) M Rouse

The SHAPE Branch of the Corp As ociation can be seen eated on 10
December 1999 prior to the commencement of their traditional Christmas
Lunch and drinking competition held at the HAPE Officers Club. The
A ociation being ably preside.cl over by Lt Col Fish who with a small but
dedica1ed. inner cabinet organi es numerous sporting and social activ'ities
throughout each and e\·ery year. The A sociation itself i subscribed to by

the broadcast. So far this ha produced a couple of new members and we
arc hoping to follow this up with more local radio stations in the north.
Anyone wishing to join the Association or obtain further details of the
SOth Anniversary Reunion should contact Tony Hull at: 8 Ferncroft
Gardens, Bournemouth, BH 10 6BZ. Tel : 01202 770261.

KOREAN REUNION
31 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION

POOLE BRANCH
In the late 1970' J immy Logan, a lineman by trade, completed hi
Regular Army ef"\ ice. Hi la t appointment was that ofRQM /MTWO 7
ig Regt , and he enled in the Poole area with Eve and their family. Within
a few month , mi sing military life, he started local enquiries and
adverti ements for ex Corp members and found about 30 intere ted
person . Very consciou not to take from the Bournemouth or Blandford
areas. he then sought permis ion to found a Poole Branch. Meeting were
held in local public house' but e\'entually tran ferred 10 the Royal Briti h
Legion Club at Broad tone. Jim undertook t11e duties of ecretary and

WEST LONDON BRANCH

the ':'ast majority of erving/retired members of the Corps here in SHAPE
but 1s llllU ual, due to the fact that most members are still serving in the
Corps. Special thanks for organising the Chri tma Lunch must go to gt
Mick ·2 left feet' Conception, with entertainment and laughter provided
by SSgt Pat 1illar.

We maintain a list of ex-White Helmets for socia l purposes, details
are very sketchy for soldiers still serving. If you were a White
Helmet plea e contact llene on Blandford Military (94 371) 2365,
so that we can up-date our records.

12th, 15th & 18th AIR FORMATION
SIGNAL REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION
The next annual dinner of the 12th, 15th & 18th Air Formation
Signal Regiments Association will be held in the orth Stafford
Hotel , Stoke-on-Trent, on Saturday April 15th. All ex-Air
Formation Signallers, and their wives, will be welcome. More
details from the Association Chairman, Mr G. D. C. Eva n s
(0 1249-460428).
The meeting of the Southern Chapter of the A sociation will now
take place at the Delaware Pavilion, Brighton, on Thur day, 6 April
(not the 13 April as reported in the December Wire), as embling at
11 .00hr . Again all Air Formation ignaller will be welcome.
Further detail from Pa ul Q uinn (01325-482471 ).
As in previous years, the 12th, 15th & 18th Air Formation ignal
Regiments A sociation will combine with 19th ignal Regiment
A sociation and the Royal ignals Amateur Radio Club to set up a
display and working amateur radio station at 2 lst ignal
Regiment's Open Day at Colcrne on Saturday, 8 July.

To mark the SOth Anniversary of their departure from Hong Kong,
27 (Comwel) Inf Bde Sig Tp is holding a reunion on

SATURDAY 26 AUGUST 2000
at the OC's house in Lymington. Hants.
For details ring 01753 882927.

SIGNAL &
TELECOMMUNICATION
BRANCH RE UNION
Saturday 15 J uly 2000
Com mando Training Centre Royal Marines
Lympstone
The 2000 Signal &Telecommunication Branch Reunion
will be held at CTCRM Lympstone on the 15 July 2000
All former Royal Signal Instructors &
'Green Beret' Royal Signals are invited to attend.
The day wi II consist of a briefing, Photo,
Barbecue (Sports) & Evening Function
Enquiries for more information and an Invitation form to:
(Limited accommodation available)
Maj PW. T homas RM 01392 414032
W0 2 C. Pilkington RM 01392 414084
Sgt R. Howe R. Sigs 01392 414213
Fax: 01392 4 14145
Or visit our unofficial website on: www.civvie-street.co.uk

KOREA
Anyone who sef"\'ed in Korea i welcome to attend a get together
during the Annual R A Reunion at Blandford 24/25 June. Detail
of the enue and time ' ill be available from Reception. at the
Reun ion. Anyone intere led is asked to call Roy Painter on: 0208·
441 0104.

LOSTCOMMS
BEVERLEY EX-BOYS
ASSOCIATION
As the year 2000 is the SOth Anniversary of the formation of 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment, we are arranging a Reunion Weekend in Beverley on
7-8 October 2000.
Thi will take the form of a visit to the Museum of Army Tran port at
3pm on the Sat urday. There is a cafeteria and bar where refreshments can
he obtained and the museum i well worth a visit This wi ll be followed
by dinner, in the evening, at the mu eum's Montgomery Centre, which
will be open from 6pm with a bar. On unday~ 8 October..a ch urch
ervice will be held in Beverley Minster. This hould br!ng back
memories of the long march, \ ith the band. every unday morn mg to the
Minster.
ince forming the Association in Augu t 1998. we ha e 128 memb1.:rs
at the present and numbers arc still growing. In an effort to find more 'exboys' the Branch Secretary, To ny Hull. has broadca~t on several loca l
radio station in the Mid lands including Radio ott111gham where our
member, Dave Shakes peare, wa. able to vi it the . tud10 and take part 111
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SERVICE PALS
Hild a C ra nston WR C 1964170, i looking for anyone from 4
Coy WRAC/ 18 ignal Regiment 1965/67, from 16 ignal Regiment
1967169 and Bielefeld Signal Troop 1969170. Please conta t her at:
PO Box 144. Ho lland Park 4121 Old Bri· bane, AUSTRALIA. or Email her on: hacranston@hotmail.com
Fifiy y arson, the De patch Rider · of 12th Corp ignal - till hold their
Annual Reunion at the Denbigh rm in Lutterworth. George Bag haw
wou ld be pleased to hear from any old comrade on: 0115 9526121
arlton Televi ion are producing a programme on the life of ir
or·ma n Wisdom and are anxiou to trace hi former good friend
Patrick Dickinson. They ef"\'ed together in the orps at Cheltenham
during WW2. Anyone who can h Ip i asked to call Linda Regnier
on (020)7612 75 I.
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AN APPEAL FROM THE
ATIONAL EX-PRISONER OF WAR
AS OCIATION
The
·ocimion are cenain t>iat thousands of Briti h POW were not
returned b) Lhe Ru sian . They would very much like to locate former
signallers ''ho "ere ba ed at Allied Forces HQ in Italy in Ma or
June 1945. or anyone who ent any ignals oncerning POW in
Europe around the ame time frame. Anyone 1 ho can help is asked to
call their Hi torian. Mr Phillip D. Chin nery. 10 Lambert Avenue.
Langle). Berk L3 7EB. Tel: 01753 541085.

From: Mr George Alfred Best
9 Alamein A1enue
Wayfield Estate
Chatham
KE T 1ES OHZ
Dear ir,
I find The WIR E cry interesting to follow the events of the Royal
ignals. I um so proud of our orps. I have enclosed this photo of
Winston Churchill, taken ' hil sl he was on a isit to Iceland in 1941 , to
visit the 49th Infantry Division, (The Polar Bears). I thought it might be of
small inten:st to any of your readers 1 ho may have been there at the time.
Yours Faithfully ... .. ..

an anybody help fn Darren L. Donkersle. with the current
\\hereabout of Jo (Joanna). he u ed to go to Prince Rupen Boarding
hool in Rinteln and lived in ienburg. Germany in the 19 0 . Darren
had a ·urpri e meeting'' ilh her in Herford in 1993 ju t before he moved to
Fallingbo tel. hould anybody know where to contact her please could
the> "rite to Cfn Darren Donke.-sley at the following address:
upport quadron QM (A)
1ulti ational Divi ion ( outh 'I e t)
Headquarters and Signal Regiment
Operation Palatine, BFPO 553

From : Col (Retd) D. R. W. Thomas MBE
Alturas
Town Row
Rotherlield
EAST SU EX TN6 3QX
Dear Sir,
Il gives me great pleasure to forward the cheque for £ 1,000, a donation
to the Royal Signals Benevolent Fun d from the Old omradcs of the
Eighth Army Signals/1647 Association past and present.
Our final reunion dinner on 23 October 1999 voted unanimously that
this final balance should be donated to the Fu nd when our account was
closed down. The final reunion was a great success with 28 Members and
guests at table and a considerable number of regrets, with donations, were
received from Members unab le to attend.
A copy of the Menu card may be of interest and is enclosed. The toasts
were made with due solem nity and there was many a moist eye in the
si lence following the penultimate toast.
Yours ever. ... .. .

Here's a photograph of 'B' Flight of DR Sect of 3 L of C Signals in
Greece in 1940141

CAN ANYBODY HELP?
In 1947, from May to
December, fr R. L. Hughes wa
staioned at Lubeck in Germany. at
\Valdersee Kasseme. A member
of the Royal Signals, he wa
attached to 10 Royal Hu ars.
Were you there at the same
time?
If o, Ron Hughes' ould lo e
to hear from you. ontact him at:
Ivy Cot1age, Alger treet.
Ashton-Under-Lyne,
LA CA HIRE, OL6 9LQ.
Tel: 01613441454
E-mail: united strayduck.com
Life Member Chri Edwards i seeking the current whereabouts of hi s
fom1er pal David Booth . David came from Sheffield and served with
Chris in the White Helmets in 1969. Anyone who can help i asked to
call Chris on 0191-285 6740.
Anyone who can help with 50 Div ignals or 72 Field Regiment
ignals in the British Expeditionary Force and orth Africa between
1939-1945, please contact Susan Rill on 0 1642 700792.
tr Elrick Gair i seeking the present whereabouts of his former friend
Peter Crook, who served in the Corps in I.be 1950s. Peter was a
commissioned officer and came from Felstead, Middlesex. Last known
addre s was in Chelmsford. Anyone who can help is asked to call M r
Gair on Tel: 0207 624 4540.

Former Sig Alfred Gerald Daines is seeking the whereabouts of his
old friend Sig Jimmy Byrne, with whom he served during WW2.
Jimmy was born in Manchester and enlisted at Derby in March 1941 .
Alfred would also like to make contact with the former Sig Thomas
Paine (who married a girl from Paignton, Devon) or anyone else who
remembers him. Anyone who can help can contact Alfred either
through his daughter on e-mail: sheila@rayOl.fsnet.co.uk, or through
Jim Preston on Tel: 01376 563 985.

CORRESPONDENCE
From: \1s J. K. Dethick
Via Piergi l 03
Yitellino
06061 Castigl iane de! Lago (PG)
ITALY
Dear Colonel,
I am currently engaged in research in to the Bat1le of Trasimere (20-30
June 1944) in Italy. I have written to all the Regiments involved with the
exception of the ~th Rccon~aisance Regiment (part of 4th Division) and
the 56th Reconna1sance Regiment (part of78th Division).
I under tand that t.he Tactics Wing of the Signals Training School
handled the Reconna1 ancc Corps personnel after it's creation (source
British Army Handbook 1939-45 ).
l \\On~er i_f you could help me to contact any ol the soldiers who
fought "ll~ either Lhe 4th or 56th Reece or any Royal Signals personnel
"ho were mvolved m the battle.
Yours Sincerely......
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It is interc ting that the war diary make., no mention of members of the
unit being required to stay at their posts until capture was inevitable but,
in the turmoil of the time, perhaps understandable.
At the time of embarkation the umt consisted of Coy H \VQ, 32 Dr Sect,
85 Tele Op Sect, l S Wing Sig Sect, 19 Op Sect. 5 Constr Sect, 11 TM Sect
and, surprisingly for an Air Formation Signals nit. 57 WT ect.
Yours Sincerely... .

From:

From: Brian Overland
5 Ambury Garden
Crow land
Peterboough
L COL HIR E
PE5 OET
Dear Sir,
In the October, 1999 edition of The WlRE magazin e you published a
letter from Ken Bunston. In this he explained that he was attempting to
organi e yet another reunion of old comrades. This time it was to be a 50th
anniver ary reunion for o l lndependant Selection quadron, Royal
ignals who had served at Gallowgate Camp, Catterick in early 1950. He
had recently decided to extend this to include tho e who erved with the
Squadron at Beverley thus, I was looking forward to the event. In hi s letter
to The WIRE, he reminded u all that we hould , ' ... get off our butts and
try and contact our old comrades of yesteryear'. Time, he said, was
running out for many of us and we should make an effort to do just that.
Sadly. Ken will not make his re-union as he suddenly passed away on 23
Tovember. 1999.
Ken and I first met in December, 1950 when as newly qualified OWL
B 111 's (Operator Wire le s and Line for the new boy ) we as em bled in
Aines Lines at Catterick for a draft to the new ly re-formed 3rd Divisional
Signal Regiment in Dovercoun, Harwich. We spent ome ten months there
in Baker Troop, he was Crew Commander Baker 2 and I had Baker 3. We
pooled our pay, shared a civilian suit, shirt and tie and occasionally girl
friends. Thi. period cemented a friendship Lhat has lasted almost fifly
years. ince we bolh left the Corps, he in 1975 and I in 1978, we have kept
in very close touch meeting up two or three times a year and a telephone
chat most weeks. When either of us fe lt down we would phone the other
recall a few anecdotes about times long gone, have a laugh about someone
or something and our pirits would be lifted. This i what true
comradeship has meant to me.
I shall miss him dearly but thank.fully, l have a number of other exCorps people with whom I have a close and regular contact and the same
spirit of comradeship exist . I would like to think that his fina l plea in hi
last letter to The WIRE was not ignored and could well serve as a epitaph
and that we will, ' ... get off our butts and make an effort,' make contact
with those friends of yesteryear and maybe go one step further and
actually attend the 2000 Reunion at Blandford, l do hope so.
Yours Sincerely ..... .
From:

Maj (Retd) R. . Bresloff MSM
3 The Pastures
Penyffordd
CHESTER H4 OHQ
Dear Sir,
May I, Lhro.ugh The WIRE, pay tribute to Lt Col Don Herring, author
of the book 'Jimmy' Apprentices'. An outstanding pictorial record ofexBoys of the Corps. To those who haven 't yet bought it. Do so, it will
awaken many memories. Many Thanks. My best wishes for 2000.
Yours Faithfully ...... .
From: D. B. Emley
Tenny's ourt, Marnhull
DORSET DTIO !PS
Tel: 0 1258 820228
Sir,
One wonders, (The WIRE, February 2000, page 16) docs th e good
LCpl MacDonald also perform on the Trum Pet?
Yours etc ...... .

Ron Larby
178 Braemar Avenue
easden
WIOODS

Dear Sir,
As a frequent visitor to the Isle of Wight I was intrigued by the tory
of 100 year old Reg Randall BEM (pages 522 - 590) which appeared in
the December edition of The WIRE. It tells the story of his arre t of a
WW2 saboteur Mrs D. O'Grady. I therefore made ome enquirie into
this episode and the following may be of ome intere t to your reader .
42 year old M rs Dorothy O'Grady was tried in camera at Winche ter
on 16-17 December 1940. She was tried on a count of nine separate
charge , was found guilty of seven and was sentenced to death. However.
an appeal was made, also heard in camera, at the Old Bailey on I 0
February. 1941. This resulted in Lhe quashing of two capital charges and
her entence being reduced to one of 14 years. Ironically the original
papers being prepared for her appeal were lost when a German bomb
destroyed the chamber of her defending council, Mr Scott Hender on.
Mrs O'Grady erved the full 14 years and returned to the Isle of Wight
in 1955. Her husband, a retired London Firemen, who had returned to the
ervice following a wartime appeal was completely unaware of hi wife'
activities. Until the day she died M rs O'Grady never gave a reason for
her behaviour.
dria n Searles book. ·tsle of Wight at War ' gives a full account of
the Mrs O'Grady story.
With regards .. .... .

DONATIONS

I'll bet when this is over some bloody general will ask for a reunion!

From:

Lt Colm (Retd) P. F. Sowa rd

'Shipton ' The Hollow
Child Okcford, Nr. Blandford Forum
DORSET DTl l 7DT
Dear Sir,
I read with interest Mrs Vickers' letter in the December edition of The
WIRE about her brother, Matthew Kelly, who served with . 3 Air
Formation ignals in Greece. l have known of her quest for ome lime but
only now is the veil of time starting to lift.
.
.
.
The fir t RAF Squadron (30 quadron equipped with a m!X of
Blenheim fighter and bombers) was dispatched to Gr~ece •.mme.diately
after the Italian inva ion on 28 October, 1940, and\ a m action six days
later.
3 Air Formation ignals was formed from 2 HQ ..ignal and did .not
arrive in the Middle Ea t until March 1941. ot urprismgly the war diary
of 3 ompany (in Greece) did not tart until 5 April 19~ I. The Company.
commanded by Maj Aubrey B. Moore, lefl Greece during Lhe period 2427 April and arrived in Egypt on 29 ApriL
.
Mr W. lorwe1·th Hughes served with the un~t .and he has recent!~
written to me toe plain that 3 Company. 3 AF _, ongmally ' ent .to Greec.c
in November 1940 as 3 Company, 3 L of C 1gnal . To ~s 1st 111 the Air
Formation Signals role, 15 Wing ignal ccti on (who had fo rmed part of I
AF in France in upport of the Air omponent .of the BEF) was
di patched from England to join them. To quote from 111. letter:
,
'... l· rom memo1y I would say tho/ 1/ was mid-April that tht
de1a1c/1111e11/s were recalled 10 base. The enemy 1vas advancing fast and
our posilio11 became precarious. I lhink ii was Q!lfLin le11 who were lo .slay
behind and become priso11ers of ll'ar. We all drew lols. and those w1lh a
cross 011 their slip ofpaper stayed heh ind and !he remamder made for the
beac/1e · of!he Peloponese •.

Mr G. W. Cook ... ... ... ... ...
..£
Lt Col (Retd) P.H. Johnstone ...
..£
Maj (Retd) Ronnie Sampson
.. £
..£
\ 01 R. J. Stanton ... ...
Ir Bill Giles (A u tralia)
.. £
Mr R. L. Hughes
..£
Mr A. 1. Robinson. .. ...
..£
Mr· Terry Wickens ... .. .
..£
Middlesex Yeomanry Association...
..£
Old Comrades of the Eighth Army ignals Association
.. £
RSA Tayside & Fife...
..£
RSA Sheffield
.. £
R
South London ...
..£
Certa Cito Lodge
.. £
Len hanley ... ... ...
..£
Collection taken at the funeral of the late Audrey Muriel Kerr .. £
Mrs J. W. Cruise in memory of Lt Col . P. Irwin
.. £
Miss P. F. 1aniez in memory of Lt Col . P. In in ...... ... .. £
Mr D.R. Ellingworth in memory of Maj J. Ellingworth ........£
1r D. R. Ellin!"ivorth in memory ofGodon Royall ......... .. £
1aj (Reid) John Stroud in memory of Capt (Retd) K. Bunston £

50.00
50.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
13.10
41.10

1.000
21.00
50.00
50.00
'.!0.00
25.00
61.30
20.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
25.00

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw
it in your Corps magazine
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LAST POST
dams - Ir D. II. dams
A_ tell - DH A.
tell
Baiki - W02 D. . Baikie
Beach - pl . Beach
Bell - WOt H. Bell
Bentley - Ir F. . Bentley
Bright. - gt C. M. Bright
B11don - ig ;\1. Brydon
Buckley - LCpl J. C. Buckley
Campbell - gt • W. ampbell
ampbcll - 1aj G. G. ampbeU
Ca on - Ir H. . Casson
Chastne) - gt . L. Cha tney
Child - pl E. F. hild
Clift - gt (R 1 to S 1) F. Clift
Collin - gt P. ollins
De ·erell - L pl . T. Deverell
Ed'' ards - W02 M. G. A. Edwards
Ellingworth - laj J Ellingwort.h 1BE
Forrester - gt C. R. Forrester
Gerde - Cpl R. K. Gerdes
Hall - ig G. Hall
Harris - gt J. M. B. Harri
Hobson - L pl D. Hobson
lrn'in - Lt ol . P. Irwin
Jennings - gt J. H. Jennings
John on - gt Gordon John on
Kirb. - Maj C. F. Kirby 1BE, TD
Lorriman - Cpl E. Lorriman
Jorgan - pl W. J. Morgan
Peplow - gt M. J. Peplow
Potter - ig J. W. D. Potter
Richards - Lt E.T. Richards
Riches - Mr H.J. Riches
Robertson - ig K. Robertson
Robin on - gt B. L. Robinson
Royall - W02 G. R. Royall
Ruddy - ig T. Ruddy
heffield - gt W. heffield
hrimpton Col G.H.T. hrimpton CBE, TD, ADC
erebriakoff LCpl V. V. erebriakoff
mallman - Cpl '. J. Smallman
Smee - Maj . B. mee
Tambling - gt P. J. TambUng
Terry - 1r I. E. Terry
West - Sig W. J. West
Whyte - ig K. G. Whyte
Worth - Col J. F. Worth OBE

erved
erved W\ 2
erved 1961 1
erved 1939/46
erYed 1C/39173
er.e l
erved 1946/60
erved 1949/51
crved 19-4164
Served 1971193
erved 1946/ 5
erved 1942/43
erved 1939/46
erved 1941 /45
erved WW2
erved 1973/95
crved 1939/45
Served 194
erved I 944n 6
Served 1991 /99
erved 1971193
Served 195918 1
erved 1942(47
Served 1949/54
erved
Served 1926/46
erved 195 78
Served
erved 1941 /46
Served 195 1153
Served I960n5
crved 1940/46
Served 193 46
Served 1939/45
Served 1941 /46
Served 1974/ 9
Served 1963/86
erved 193 46
Served WW2

no

Died 2 02/00
Died 16/02/00
Died 06102/00
Died Jan '00
Died Feb'OO
Died
Died 02/02/00
Died 04/03/00
Died 30112/99
Died 15/01/00
Died 12/02/00
Died 13/01/00
Died 06/09/99
Died 07/03/00
Died
Died 19/02/00
Died 1999
Died2 101 100
Died 16/02/00
Died 31/J2/99
Died 30/11199
Died 10/01 /00
Died 26/01/00
Died 16/02/00
Died 07/03/00
Died 24112/99
Died 22102/00
Died Feb '00
Died 10/ 12/99
Died 07/01 /00
Died 13/03/00
Died Apr! ·99
Died 21112/99
Died 19/07/99
Died Jan '00
Died Jan '00
Died Feb '00
Died 07/01100
Died

erved 1934/69 Died 01 /02/00
Served 1945/47
Served 1942/47
Served 1940/46
Served 22 years
Served 1939/46
Served 1939/46
Served l 941 /46
Served 1919/59

Died Ol /01 /00
Died 24/12199
Died 20/12199
Died 1ov ·99
Died 04/07/99
Died 18/01100
Died 14/0 J/00
Died 28/02100

Ger~es

- Cpl Roger Keith 'Scouse Gerdes served with the Royal
Stgnalsfor 22 years finishing his service in 1993 at Harrogate. He
passed a~vay on 30 ovember aged 49 years. We extend our heartfelt
sympathies to Mrs Gerdes and her family.

While - Tony\ hiles it is with great sadness that we report the death of
Tony \ biles, who passed away at home on 21 December 1999. Tony
"as Secretary of our Branch and a founder member. The news of his
death is a hock to al.I Branch Members, he was the backbone of the
Branch. Tony served ID the Corps from 1951 /53 as a Lineman but his
whole working life w~s with Communications, 37 years with Post
Oflice Telephones, wh ich later became BT. The funeral service was
held at utton Coldfield Crematorium on 6 January 2000 and was
supported by Branch. members _led by Chairman, John Mobbs. Tony's
coffin was draped with the Union flag, beret and Association Wreath.
The Branch tandard was carried by Arthur Thomas accompanied by
S andard ~earcr. from Royal _B~itish Legion (Tamworth) and The
taffo~d hire Regunental Assoc1auon. The chapel was filled by family
and fnends, ~any from The Royal British Legion, where Tony was a
loyal and act~ve member. Our condolences go to Tony's children,
tephen, hnstopher, Andrew and Su an. Our final tribute to Tony
wa on our Wreath, which read:
Farewell Tony
Look down on us
From the 'Cena Cito· Branch above
Till we all meet again
God Bless
From
The Royal ignals Association
South taffordshire Branch
Harris - gt .J. Harris, it is with regret that RSA Glasgow has to
announce the death of one of the founder members of the Branch gt
John \1. B. Harris. He was a life Member of the RSA. John di~ in
Ganna\el General Hospital Glasgo_w, on Wednesday 26 January 2000
at the age of76. He uffered a massive heart attack after being admitted
for treatment for a duodenal ulcer.

.lohn sened in the Corps from 1942 to 1947. Hi service incl uded
the UK, Italy. Africa and llollund. I le was attached to the Parachute
Regiment. in the Air Landing Brigade Roya l Artillery Anti Tank Unit.
He landed nt Arnhem , was \\Ounded in the leg and taken prisoner. He
was a POW for nine months. John held the 1939/45 tar, France &
Gennnny tar, Italy Star, and the War Medal 1939/45 .•John was a
respected member of the Branch, known as "the wee para ·. He was well
known for his work for raising funds for the Erskine Hospital. and
encouraged anyone who would li sten , to help if possible for the cause.
He' ill be sadly mi sed for his cheerfl.tl patter. The serv ice was held at
t~e 'ot'.h Dalnottar Crematorium
lydcbank, conducted by U1c Rev
Jim m1th TD. chaplatn to the Forces and Padre of 15 Para.
T_he coflin wiU1 a ingle wreath and John ' red beret on lop, was
earned ID to the chapel to the ound of the pipes, played by Pipe Major
David Ritchie, playing ' My Home' and "The kye Boat ' ong. During
the ceremo~1y he played 'Highland athedral' and ended by playing
'Flowers of the Forest'. The Parachute Regiment Association Members
paraded ' ith three Standards. The Royal ignals A sociation Glasgow
Branch hairman , Bill Ta lor, with twelve Branch Members paraded
to honour thi comrade we had come to know so well. The Rev Ji~
Smith gave the eulogy, in which he mentioned that John on leaving the
Forces, was employed by the CJ as an in urance agent. He was a man
who was commu_nity minded, he also aid that John was willing to help
anyone, and_ havmg grown vegetables and flo\ crs in his allotment, on
many occasions gave the produce to those he felt needed it. The Padre
m~nt~oned John 's charitable wo~k for Erskine Hospital, always
thmkmg of what good he could do m the Community, ( I was infonned
that he and some others had collected in exce of £I 0,000 over the
years •. by tandin~ out id~ supermarkets with co llecting cans. For
donations for Erskine Hospital.) Many time John had to be persuaded
to leave, as he' ould stay unul the stores closed ifpos ible. John leave
a widow Helen and two married daughters, hristine and Helen . The
Chaimian of and Glasgow Branch Members extend their incere
condolences to the family in their sad loss.

street. He was most forceful when talk ing about his fi ne t, happiest
days - when he was with 2 16 Para Sigs. I can still hea r him proclaiming,
'Never Never Craphat, always ex- Para !! ' I cou ld only agree. Ex- Paras,
who knew ' Dougie' from hi s days in 16 Para Bde, will be sad to hear of
his passing. His funeral was attended by Mick Granitza, who had the
'AB I' to take a red beret with him, to dress the casket. This small act
was much appreciated by Jamie Baikie, who said he saw it as a fittin g
and final tribute to hi s father. His old comrades in Para ignals send
their sincere condolences to Jamie and to Joyce. Farewell, DSB.

Smee - Maj tanley B. Smee sadly pas ed away December 1999. He
joined. the TA_ prior lo 1940 and as he had comp leted and' pa sed an
Electrical Engmeering course he enrolled in the Royal Signals with the
th Army -Th~ De e0 Rat , from 1940-46, rising to the rank of Major.
He was menuoned m despatches for Distinguished Service in May,
1946. After the war he re urned his career with Phoenix As urance Co
Ltd. (now Royal & Sun Alliance) where he became the Property
Investmen t Manager until he retired in July, 1979. He wi ll be very much
mis ed by all his family and his many friends.
Douglas : Baikie - ' Dougie' Baikie died sudden ly in Aberdeen on 6
February 2000, aged 54. Born in Edinburgh he en li ted in Royal ignals
ID 1961 , when he left chool. That year he joined the Army Apprentice
College at Harrogate, where he trained as a Telegraph Operator. In 1963
he volunteered for Airborne Forces. The same year, when he pas ed ' P'
Coy at N)atda and Parachute Training at RAF Abingdon, he was posted
lo 216 Sig Sqn (Para Bde Group). At that time, although just 5' 6' tall
he was _sturdy in build, extremely fit, and po sessed a healthy Seo~
aggression to accompany his wiry red hair. In 1964 the upri ing in
Cypru~ saw 16 Para Bde Group, upported by 216 Sig Sqn, in the
front-line between Greek & Turkish armed factions. ' Dougie' served
throughout the operational lour, for which he was awarded the
U 'FICYP Medal. In 1965 he joined I PARA on a tour of Bahrain and
the Persian Gulf, during which the sun turned his reddish complexion
even redder. For this operational tour he was awarded the GSM ( J962)
with cla p S. Arabia.
He married Joyce in 1966 and they had l\ o son . Jamie was born in
1974, and Duncan in 1978. Tragically, Duncan died in l 991 aged 13
when a valve in his heart failed.
'
In 1968 ' Dougie' was awarded the Dennis Cup, a Squadron trophy,
for the best all-round soldier in the rank of Corporal and below.
Throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s he was a regular member of
the Army Cross-country Running Squad, a well as representing the
quadron and Brigade at distance running. When ' Dougie' led-off and
set the pace for Squadron road-runs, the toms knew that much pain was
on the way! He also had a good reputation as a Radio Detachment
Commander during these years. In 1971 , newly promoted Sergeant, he
served with 16 Para Bde HQ & Sig qn in Lurgan, on a tour of the
Prov1Dce. At the end of this operational tour he was awarded the clasp
N. Ireland, to. adorn his GSM. In 1974 he wa promoted to Staff
ergeant, and m late 1975 to W02 (SSM). He carried out his duties as
S. M with relish, continuing to lead-off the Squadron road-runs.
Disbandment of 16 ~ara Bde in 1977 meant that 'Dougie' was the final
SSM of 21_6 Para Sig qn, before it too became history. So, after 15
years wearing a red beret, he had to leave Para ignals on a posting to
G_crmany. !-fc ~rved in 21 Sig Rcgl at RAF Wildenrath, and later at 22
Sig Regt ID L1ppstadt. Soldiering outside the Para Brigade was not
something that ' Dougie' enjoyed, at all.
Fo_r years after 1981 ' D~ugie' di appeared from O 'A view, although
w7 did hear he was a Radio Operator on orth ca Oil Rigs. I met him
briefly ID 1996, on hi_s way off-shore through hetland. I thought he
looked smaller and wider than I remembered, but the year take their
toll on e.veryone. He now wore small NHS gla ses, which glinted above
a full (gmger) _beard streaked with grey. Yet his 'patter' was unchanged,
and he was st!ll _a stroppy wee Jock. He spoke with feeling about the
state of the oil industry, his particular job, and the faili ngs of eivvy

Potter - Sig J. W. D. Potter who died in April 1999, served with 'E'
Section, 1st Para Bde, Isl Airborne Di , in Africa, Italy, Germany and
Arnhem. He was captured and sent as a POW to Stalag XJB. He leaves
behind his wife, Margery and his son and grandson, who both al o
served in the Royal ignals.
Lorriman - Eric Lorriman had been ill for ome time. Some of the
members of the Bradford Branch of the Association allended the
funeral. Eric wa very proud of his 8th Army connections and up to it
clo ure, he was Chairman of the Pud ey Branch of the 8th Army.
A sociation. He erved as a Corporal/Linesman with 50th Div at
Alamein and returned to the UK for D Day. Mot of his time wa spent
with a light Ack Ack Regiment. He leaves behind a large family of
children, grandchildren and fourteen great grandchildren.
Kirby - Maj (Retd) C. F. (Bill) Kirby, MBE, TD. Bill Kirby died aged
97 on or about 20 February. He deserve a very good obituary. He was a .
master al Christ's Hospital where he ra~ a highly succe sful Signa~s
Platoon from the mid-1920s to somethmg hke the m1d-1960s. Ht
enthusiasm and expertise in ta tical signalling inspired v_ery . large
numbers of ex- hri l's Ho pita! Boys to volunteer for service m the
Royal Signals. Many of them gained regular commissions and an even
greater number became wartime, national service and TA _0ffice~ .
One of his 'boys' was the cable officer of 2nd Inf D1 m Koh1ma. Jn
the 1960s and 1970s others were heading up the introduction of
lansman, re ponsible for the de elopment of Bruin and comma!1ding
the Army's first satellite ground station. At lea t, four R?yal tl?nal
Regiments have been commanded by ex- hri ts H~sp1tal Ofhc~rs
trained by Bill Kirby. During WW2 Bill wa , I believe, the Chief
Instructor at 2 Operator Training Battalion. These are but a few
examp les of the largely unsung impact he made on our Corps. Col Jo~n
West and others he could recommend would know more about B1U
Kirby's earlier career and the war years. My own experience of h_1s
individual sty le of leadership began when he returned _to the scho~I m
1944 to carry out tests on crossing mud as part of mvas1on preparatton
(probably for Walcheren?), resume teaching biology and in h1 . p~re
time, revitalise the JT Signal Platoon. His amval made an aslo!11 h1ng
impact. It seemed that ' ithin weeks of hi~ return he had. recruited ~he
Signal Platoon to ompany size and kitted 11 out with s1gnalhng
equipment scrounged from all over. .
.
I le was a polymath. a great eccentric with a dry sense of humour that
appealed to the young. He cemed to know about everythmg. He taught
us heliograph, lamp signalling, telephony, fullerphone. radio theory and

HF operating, mended the wirelesses, took Morse in his head at 25wpm
and taught cable laying like no one else. He made it fun. When 11 came
to 'Cert A', the infantry bit, he allocated three weeks off signalling for a
crash course and we all passed. I have clear memory of the whole
platoon doing words of command en bloc with him conducting like a
choirmaster from the other side of the rugby pitch. We did voluntary
Morse in our spare time. When you got up to J2wpm you were allowed
to be a proper radio operator. Our grounding was so good that I was a
long time in the Corp before I met anything really new in tactical
signalling.
He eventually retired from teaching and the reserve Army and spent
a long and honoured retirement in a walled off part of his old laboratory,
surrounded by radios, bee-keeping kit and fermenting barrels of mead.
The school marked his 80th birthday by a formal dinner attended by
some 500 people, many of them with Corps connections. He never
married but his other family was enormous.
(Following Col Jarrells commenls above, we received /he following
enhancemenl and publish ii in ils 'enlirety - Edi/or).
Bill Kirby's first invo lvement with the ignals was in the Cambridge
University OTC during the early 1920s. He was studying medicine, but
was persuaded by the then Headmaster of his old school, Christ's
Hospital, to return there as a Biology Master. It was then that he formed
the Signal Platoon in the Christ's Hospital OTC modelled on the
Cambridge version.
During World War 2, after the Operator Training Battalion, he was
chosen to work in Army Research, specialising in improving crosscountry performance for both men and machines. He once addressed a
War Office Committee, 'Good morning. I am Bill Kirby. I study mud!'
Of the older generation, mention should be made of two other Royal
Signals 'Old Blues' : Maj Gen Tony Ti.gbe, who became Signal Officer
in Chief and Col Tommy Grigg, who commanded 4 Signal Regiment
and was later Officer IC Records. either was actually in the Signals
Platoon at School, but both followed Bill Kirby's lead into the Corps
and kept in close touch with him afterwards. When he finally retired
from the Cadet Force. al the age of 70, he was awarded a particularly
well earned MBE, for services to the Royal Signals and to the Army.
Casson - H. C. Casson, born on 29 October 1926, had high hopes of a
military career. Like many young lads, during the econd World War,
Harry was keen lo join the Amiy despite, at fifteen, being underage for
full military service. He discovered that he could apply to become an
Army Apprentice and having passed the necessary exam and attribute
tests, at the recruiting centre in Liverpool, he was accepted for training
in 1942. Initially he joined the General Service Corp ·as a Boy A/Tat
the Army Technical School, Chepstow, to undertake engineer training.
However, in mid 1942 his father, who was then serving in the Royal
Corps of Signal , claimed him. In Augu t 1942 he was po ted to
Canerick Camp where he joined the Boys' Training Company. In July
1943 he qualified as an OWL, but shortly afterwards he became ill.
Unfortunately he was graded unfit for further military training and this
keen, popular young soldier had his hopes dashed. In September 1943
he was given a medical discharge and reluctantly began a second career
out ide the Army eventually founding his own busines . Happily hi
military story does not end there (ex-254 Boys are a very tenacious
group): in 1990 he was discovered to be living in Waterlooville. By
good fortune this led to him becoming reunited with his boys service
colleague , many of whom remembered him. He and his wife Janet
attended a 254 Weekend Reunion and have kept intouch ever ince.
Harry is remembered with honour. A number of his former 254
comrades attended his funeral and are much addened by hi sudden
death. We extend our deepest sympathy to Janet and hi family.
Forrester - Sgt Colin Richard Forrester, it is with great adne that 7th
Signal Regiment, ba ed in Bradbury Barrack K.refeld, mu t report the
untimely death of Sgt C.R. Forrester. Colin Forre ter w~ a member
of the Regiment's Technical Maintenance Troop and had erved with
the Regiment since eptember 1997.
Sgt Forre ter joined the Royal Corps of Signals in April 1991 and
completed his basic training in Canerick with I I th ignal Regiment and
ubsequently training a a Telecommunication Technician (Radio)\\ ith
th ignal Regiment. After completing hi training he wa po ted to 216
Parachute Signal quadron, Aldershot and ucce sfully pa sed the
selection proce s and parachute trainmg in 1993. lie was to erve with
the quadron until 1996. deploying with 5 Airborne Brigade on a United
ation Mi sion to R\ anda in 1994. He is remembered in the quadron
for hi enthu iasm, vitality and time s, this being e pecially noteworthy
in a Squadron that pride it elf on the e characteri tics. He repre ented
the Squadron al cross-country and in the Lanyard Trophy (an endurance
competition), and also canoed and rock-climbed in hi pare time. After
successfully completing hi final trade course at the Royal chool of
ignals in Blandford. gt Forre. te~ joined ?th ignal Regime~! at
Krefeld, with whom he erved until his recent d1 appearan e. He will be
remembered as an intelligent, inten e and detem1ined man ''ho pro,cd
his worth time and time again. lie repre en Led the Reg11ncnt at cro ·scountry
long-distance walking. endurance competitions and
orienteering. He deployed with the Regiment on peration gricola. 111
March 1999 and remained in Koo o until O\embcr 1999. It wa.
during his post-operational tour leave that gt Forre ter completed the
Day kipper's Cour e improving his ca navigauonal kills pnor to an
attempt to cro s the hannel.
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·~r
.\n enthusintic and accomplished canoi t, it was widely known that
gt Forre ter had hoped one day to be able to row single-handedly
a ro the tlnnt i . adly it would cem that he died during a practice
attempt. preparing him elf for ju t such a ero sing. On 31 December
1999, gt Forre ter's Kelepper canoe wa washed ashore on the Dutch
coa t and hi body wa later reeoYered on 16 February 2000.
Our thought · are now with his family and friends. He will be warmly
rem mbered in 7th ignll Regiment and the Royal Corps of ignals a
n remarkable charactc1 who e determination and spirit of adventure
was an 111 piration to al! who knew him.

ollins - S gt Pa ul W. ollins it is with much sadnes that the untimely
death of former gt Paul ' PC Collins wa announced on 19 February
2000. following a long and courageou fight again t Leukaemia.
·pc joined the Corp in May 1973 as a Driver Li neman; following
training he was posted 10 22 ignal Regiment. 'PC's' ubsequent 22year military career saw service in a variety of Royal ignal units in
Germany and the UK. 'PC' was an accomplished sportsman and gained
representative honours at cricket, ath letic and rugby. It i without
doubt, however, hi prowess on the rugby fie ld is what he will be best
remembered for. A hard uncompromi ing player with fitness levels of
the highest order. 'PC' played at all repre entative levels in the Army.
He had the honour of captaining the Corps XV on many ocas ion and
was a proud member of the first Royal Signal unit team, 7th Signal
regiment, to win the Army Challenge Cup in 1984.
' PC retired from the Corps in July 1995 but continued his
association with the Army by accompanying hi wife T ina, a Captain in
the the QARA C. on a tour to Hong Kong. T in a and 'PC' subsequently
mO\ ed to Camberley in May 1998 when T in a became the Matron of the
Royal Military Academy andhurst MRS.
Throughout his career ' PC'made many friends, they were nol ju t
confined to his rugby colleagues, due to his caring nature, easy humour
and general love of life. He remained fiercely loya l to the Corp and a
great ambassador for the Army. The number who anended bis funeral in

.
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Alder hot on 25 February bear testament to the huge re peet and Jove
that he had gai ned throughout hi life. He will be sorely missed but
leaves a legacy m his detem1ination to promote awarcnc and research
into the treatment of Leukaemia, which will be continued.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to hi s wife, Tinn, who di played
so much courage and determination during 'P 's' final battle.

Squadrons were prevented from moving and thus soldiers pent the
majority of their time stuck in one place, monitoring a very stable system.
There was no challenge in their job and the soldiers' sense of
achievement was minimal. These exerci es were also going on at a ume
when promotion had effectively been blocked because of the Option
Whisky redundancies. The combination of these two factors ensured that
the requests to 'sign-off' flooded in.
The Regiment worked up a retention action plan that initially focused
on all of the 'wrong' thing . In Hcrzbcrg's terminology, we tried to win

concentrating on imp roving hygiene factors alone. By improving
hygiene factors you might lessen someone 's dissatisfaction with a job but
would not be able to motivate them to do a job. So for example, you might
give your soldiers every night off guard, you might pay them more, you
could free them of 'over-bearing' supervision and even be the best boss in
the world but this will not get them jumping out of bed to do a monotonous
and uninteresting job. It will purely mean that they are less ' hacked-off'
with their lot. This factor also explains why financial retention incentives
don' t have such pulling power.

Brydon - Sig Montgomery Brydon it is wiU1 great regret that the Glasgow
Branch of the Royal ignals Association, of which he was a life member,
announce the sudden deaU1 of one of it's founder members. Monty, as he
wa afTectionatcly known. died in St. Margaret's Hospice. lydebank, on
aturday 4 March 2000. He had originally been taken to U1c Westem
Infirmary, Gia ·gow, for tests and was then admitted to Gartnavcl
I lospital, Gia go' , for further tests. It wa then discovered that he had a
tumour on the liver. Monty was then transferred to t. Margaret's
Hospice ' here he died peacefully a week later, at the age of 68.
Monty served in the orps from 21 July 1949 to 12 August 1951.
His service included the United Kingdom and a spell in Egypt with 3
GHQ ignals Middle East Land Forces. He was a Ori er in the service
and after leaving the service. he continued in that career. A well liked
and re peeled Branch member, hi forte wa to ell as many football
cards as po . iblc at the Branch meetings, to raise money for Branch
funds. Monty wa also a keen member of the Branch attending the
Annual Reunion al atterick and subsequen tly at Blandford. Al o vi its
to 32 ( cotti h) ignal Regiment's (V) Annual Camp. His last vi it was
LO their Camp at Cameron Barracks in lnveme sin eptembcr 1999. A
mentioned in the December 1999 is uc of The WIRE, he, being a Driver
by trade both during and after hi ervice, had ma tered the technique of
driving the lorries with the trailer at the front between the cones, with
aplomb. It wa one of the te ts we had volunteered to take part in during
our isit. A the sole passenger in my car, he was very good company
on the long joumey from Gia gow to lnveme s, both going and
returning. He mentioned to me that his wife Margaret would not
believe that he had not had a cigarette for over two hours, between a
stopover on the joumey and our arrival.
On lea ing the service Monty was employed by the then Jevland
Oil Company, driving oi l tankers . He al o became a Glasgow taxi driver
and then finally a chauffeur with Glasgow District Council. He retired
at the age of 60 owing to ill health. He wa a keen gardener and
although hi garden wa on a teep slope, he had had it terraced and
made to look very attractive, even in September, when I saw it last.
The funeral service held at the onh Dalnottar Crematorium,
Clydebank, was conducted by Rev. Lee of t. Margaret's church,
Knightswood Cross, Gia gow. The Minister gave the eulogy with a
good deal of knowledge of Mon t's background. The chapel was packed
with relatives, friends and neighbours. The Chairman of Glasgow RSA,
Bill Taylor, along with twenty Branch members and Bill Mac ama ra,
the Branch Standard Bearer, parading the Branch Standard attended the
service to honour a much liked friend and comrade.
Monty lea es his widow Margaret, two daughter , Sandra and
Ma rgaret, his sons W illiam and Jo hn and his grandchildren . The
Glasgow Branch extend sincere condolences to the family in their sad
loss, and the Members have also lost a good friend who will be missed
at meetings.
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RETENTION - WHERE TO CONCENTRATE OUR EFFORT?
by Maj P. D. Peel R SIGNALS

differences b tween what motivate a oldier and his civilian counterpart,
especially when it comes to the battlefield, there are also many
similarities. This link enables u to draw on the work of the social
scientists that have re earched motivation in the workplace. Fortunately
for us their work is rea onably accessible and you do not have to delve loo
deeply into the 'p ychobabble' before coming up with omething useful.
Whilst at RMCS Shrivenham, l stumb led across so me work on
motivation that made particular sense to me by Frederick Herzberg. From
his research, he grouped the factor that he believed influenced motivation
into two categories. These can be seen in ihe diagram. The first category
he called motivators, which he claimed were the factors that led to extreme
satisfaction in a job. In this category he placed achievement, recognition,
the work itself, responsibility, promotion and personal growth. The second
category he termed hygiene/actors. He defined these as the, ' physical or
psychological aspects' of a job. In this category he placed such things as
company pol icy, supervision, relationship with supervisor and peers,
salary, personal life etc.
To my mind, the real value of Herzberg's work comes next. He came to
the conclusion that if you want to motivate someone you need to focus on
strengthening the motivators and that you ca nnot motivate people by
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What is left to be said about retenuon? We have had work.ing groups,
focus groups and discussion groups yet we still seem to be losing our
soldiers as fast as we can train them . l believe that we probably now have a
very good idea why our soldiers are leaving. What I sometimes feel we
lack i an equally clear understanding of where we should concentrate our
efforts to retain our soldiers; especially at Squadron and Regimental level
where little can be done to influence such issues as pay and terms or
er ice. This letter represents my personal view on where that focu
hould be, coloured by my experience of a 6 month tour in Kosovo .
For me, retentio n is a ll abo ut motivation. Put very simply, motivated
soldiers should have no desire to leave the Army and thus by motivating
them, you retain them . ot particularly ground breaking I appreciate, but
central to my line of reasoning. As an aside, l believe talking about
motivauon stans you off on a much more positive footing than talking
about n:tention. Instinctively I feel I can do a lot more about motivating
soldier., than I can do about merely retaining them. For me the word
'Retention' has too much baggage and evokes feelings of defeatism and
helplessness.
If one accepts that retention is about motivation, then the issue becomes
one of how. to motivate our soldiers. Whilst there arc some distinct
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HYGIENE FACTORS
Frederick Herzberg - Work and the Nature of Man
o if we want to motivate our oldiers. and thus retain them, Hert.berg
believes we need to focu on hi moti1•ators. We need to challenge our
soldiers in order to give them a sen e of achievement. We _need to give
them recognition for that achievement.. We need to make their wor~ m~re
interesting, give them more respons1b1hty an? ample. opportumty l?r
personal growth and promotion. lfwe can do this, then m theory' e will
start to win the retention battle.
.
My own persona l experience as the Adjutant at 3rd Divi ion, and m
Kosovo at the time of writing, bear out Hert.berg's work. In the ummer
of J993, 3rd Divi ion ignal Regiment ret_umed, from G7rmany. For the
fir t 12 months back in the UK, the Regiment s Ptanrngan qu adro~
went into an a lmost end les round of exercises on Sahsbury Pla111
supporting brigade PX . To ensure coverage aero the Platn, the Trunk

the retention battle by focusing on improving the hygiene factors. We
looked at cutting dO\\ n the guard , gi1·ing people Friday aftemoo~ ofT.
gi ing them better welfare facilitic acid free _trip in~o ali bury m the
evening . We couldn' t influence pay or old1er s II\ mg cond1llons but
the e were al o con idered. This didn't tem the flood and we ''ere
e enrually forced to put a Ptarmigan Trunk quadron into light care and
preservation in 1994 due to shortage in manpower.
.
. .
round thi time the remaining trunk squadron started 11 tram mg for a
deployment to . Ireland and the Regiment as a \\hole ~tarted to get ~m.10
more oversea· trip · to places such as Cypru . Belize and ard1111a.
Promotions also srnrted to come through again. lowly but urely. we
started to , in the fight to retain our soldiers. We ·tumbled O\ er the
solution but had no real model to explain the turnaround. I lcrzbcrg would

'
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explain it b) pomun to the fact that we only started to make headway
\\hen we focu ed 011 hi motfrators. Improving oldiers lifestyle purely
mad them le s di atisfied with their IOL When we cut out the boring
static exerci e and tarted cha llenging our soldiers and giving them a
.ensc ofaehie,ement. we began to win the retention battle.
1 belie\e \\e are still falling into the trap of focusing in the' rong area .
I recently caught ight of a qu tionnairc designed to draw out why
. oldiers were lea' ing. eedles to say nearly all of the factors on the
questionnaire were hygiene factors: money, disruption. life tyle etc.
Factors which. if redre ed, would lessen di satisfaction but once again
not motivate oldiers toward their work. I recently in terviewed a very
bright and po ilive Lance Corporal who 'aid he wanted to leave so he
could have hi \\eekend to him elf and get more privacy. He said he was
al o tired of the number of tour he' a doing. I a ked him, if I were to
guarantee him privacy. no guard at weekend and no more tours for two
years "hether he would e tend his service. In theory, I had met hi s
grievance and therefore urely he had no rea on to leave. He declined my
ofter and slowly what I believe were the real reason he had decided to
leave, came out. As he later recognised, he ra no longer getting any
en e of achievement from his work which con isled of eemingly endless
day pent in radio room working on ancient equipment on 'operation '.
He felt he wa goi ng nowhere; he felt he was just marking time.
The boring 'Garri on style' job we have taken on in the Balkan are
also no ally in our attempts to gi e our soldiers a ense of achie ement.
When asses ed against Herzberg' motivator factors it can be seen why:
Achievement. I feel there is little challenge in the work that our oldiers
do on Peace upport Operations. Six months pent on a radio detachment
or in a radio room can be a real 'killer' for motivation. And it doesn't
happen overnight, it creep up on soldiers and before you know it you
have lost them; a kind of ' death by a thousand cuts'. Despite the best will
in the World. forced inactivity becomes institutionali ed and the only
challenge becomes one of maintaining standards in a long battle of
endurance again I boredom.
Recognition. Lenny Henry used to have a line worked into his routine
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asking why the police didn't stop you when you drove well. They would
top you for peeding or dangerous driving bul would never pull you over
to tell you how well you 'took a comer'. It has a Imost become an
um rittcn law of life that ignallers only get noticed or recognised when
something goes wrong. The phone goc dead, the lights go out, Lhe food 's
cold - we get recognition but sadly the wrong type. When we do gel
praise, it can ofkn feel phoney especially if our own personal sense of
achievement doc n ' t match what is being heaped upon us .
The Work Itself. As mentioned before, there i liulc excitement to be
gained from being sat in static locations, with old equipment or doing
other very low value ' command support' tasks. All of this is a far cry from
the army recruiting posters.
Responsibility. We preach mission command but I still don ' t believe
that we practice it. To my mind e crything points towards the old adage
that 'an Officer will gladly gi e up his life but nol his career' . l feel that
the Army is not a place where mistakes are tolerated. On Balkan tours it
ha also been my experience that there is oflen not very much
responsibility to go around . As soon as you have worked out detachment
commanders for rebroadcast stations and the radio room supervisors, there
i preciou little left.
To return to my central message, I believe the retention battle is a
'motivation batlle'. We can give our soldi ers day o!T. get them off the
front gate guard and fight for better pay and conditions for them. But if we
really want to retain them, I believe we must concentrate, first and
foremo t, on giving them a sense ofpurpo e and achievement. Doing this
on operations in the Balkan can be hard. Therefore if we want to tum the
comer in the retention battle at the macro level we need to get our soldiers
away from 6-month tours pent mo tly monitoring equipment and doing
low alue command support tasks. They want, and deserve, something
better. In this respect, it is pleasing to see the drive being put behind the
commercialisation of the communications infrastructure in the Balkan .
Having put my head above the parapet I wou ld be gratefu l for any
comments people might have on this, my attempt to steer a course through
the retention swamp.

-
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practice, for the man who writes my CR. I was engaged in lots of banter on
how I would screw it up and cut too much o!T - I reached for the scissors.
Whether it was all the skiing, I' m not sure, but I ended up cutting a little
too wildly. Seeing the funny side the boss allowed me Lo use the clippers
on a No. 4. In the low lit room I inadvencntly picked up a o.2 guard and
only realised afler the second stroke ... oops. Thinking things could get no
worse I decided not to tell Capt Holbrook and continued. It was the boss
who in formed me 30 seconds later that the guard had fallen completely

off. I had dealt one monk making, Rabi resembling, unguarded clipper
blow to my boss 's head!!!!!- right on the crown
I felt sick. The
accommodation block was rocked by laughter, none of it was mme or the
boss's. Four days later he met the new Comd of AMF(L), Maj Gen
Holmes and DCin Land - only a three star! - he wore his hat on both
occasions. By the way I'm writing these notes from the Army Correction
Centre and I'm on course for a F4 CR. The Troop will be in Hungary on
Ex Ardent Ground 2000 by the time you read this ...... its a hard life!

7TH SIGNAL REGIMENT KAPE TOUR 2000
NORTHERN IRELAND
By Lt Caroline Evans
This year 's K.APE was rather unusual, not simply becau c it was the
fir t of a new Millennium: IL was a somewhat historic visit, as the Royal
Signals ' 'Jimmy' had not been sighted on a recruiting tour in Northern
Ireland for at least eleven years. Lt Caroline Evans led a team of five
enthusiastic volunteers, consisting of Cpl 'Snowy' Blezard, LCpl
'Paddy' McFarland, LCpl ' Glen' Moffat, ig 'Tropo ' Jay Preston and
ig ' Canada' Dave Whitehurst.

The team were very well looked after by CSM Simon ichols from
the Irish Guards, who provided a useful running commentary about local
place of interest (Daft Eddy's, The Dirty Duck etc). Ht: also proved
invaluable for fielding the numerous queries for more information about
the Royal Iri sh Home Service. as despite the Royal Signals badges and
poster all over the caravan, few people recognised at first who we were.
We also had help from a close protection team of four Royal Irish. in
civi li an c lothes. These provided local knowledge, a well as being
experienced recruiters themselves. Belfast provided the 'in at the deep
end' type start we were looking for, with some co lourful comments from
pa sing six-year-olds, and the odd taxi using us as target practise for his
trigger fingers.
Ballymena was a great deal more welcoming the following day, as in
spite of the weather the people were happy to stop and Lalk. One elderly
fellow who had obviously been celebrating something for a while wa
happy lo share his experiences of life as a Para Engineer during the war.
He obviously wasn't u ed to seeing girls in uniform as, after peering
somewhat blearily at Lt Evans. he was heard to enquire, 'ls that a wee
boy or a wee girl?'
Coleraine was by far the best day. We took the large caravan, with
349s for the children to play with. It was half term, o hundreds of
relieved and exhausted mothers dumped their children with us, to give
them a rest. Tbere we're also a number of teenagers who sho' ed a
positive intere t, and they certainly held suitable academic qualifications.

21st SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

244 IG AL QUADRO
ALPHA TROOP A.MF(L) - by Cpl Paul Annelfs
Capt W.R. Holbrook
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt
Sgt D. Sheerin MBE
The normal beginning then for the usual WIRE notes routine, let's say
goodbye to a few members of the Troop: ln no particular order then, seeya 's
to gt (YofS) cott 'Pieman' Logan, deserting the Troop to be Sqn YofS,
150 yards up the road at 220! LCpl Daz Daniels who's off to the sunny
delights of 14 Sig Regt, on promotion, Mr. Dave Marlor who by now will
be kipping down civvy street, and finally to our ill ustrious backbone, Sgt
Tim Tomkin on off on his, cheers easy crypto and then YofS course, hats
off fellas. Into the Troop fold we welcome LCpls 'Ells' Eltringham from
I, 'Spud' Evans from 16 Air Assault Bde, Sig ' Blodwin ' Owens
JC
from the factory and finally Sig Matt Simpson from IS Sig Regt.
Well it was back to Earth with a bang after the habitual self abuse of the
ew Year and the anti-climax of the Millennium ...... no bugs in sight. We
were greeted on the first day with a briefing from the CO tell ing us, that
due Lo health and safety regulations, we could no longer work in the
asbe to filled, rain leaking, electrically shorted, unheated and badly lit
hangars, as we had been doing for a number of years. So although the
order from the CO not to do any work was greeted by some with whoops
of joy, with only three weeks remaining until we deployed to the barren
Arctic wastes of orway, Alpha Tp felt the heat turning up! The same
decis1~n a few weeks later and we would have probably found us cartwheeling down the streets of Co leme, but in good old Anny tradition we
adapted and overcame - (worked like stink when our kit was decontaminated really!) and deployed in a ready state.
T~anks go out fr_om all the novices to Sig Andy Day who, when as
couner, topped their pocket contents from swelling. Whilst doing a unit
pickup at Donnington for I 00 Recco Renectors (Avalanche locators-

about 8cm long) was almost palmed off with Rover reflectors - Land
Rover Reflectors!! Well spotted Andy, obviously the Lance Corporal in
you trying to get out - MCM Div take note.
Exercise Hard fall 2000, is the UK element's Cold Weather environment
training exercise. Starting on 30 January 2000, two courses were running
concurrently, one with the AMF(L) Log Btn on which the lad from the
Troop were panicipating and one run by 249th Sig Sqn, on which I wa
fortunate to be instructing, with the females and attached personnel on this
course. With different levels of succes , everyone was qualified to deploy
orth. A special mention must go to Cpl 'Scouse' Alston who completed
the I 2km ski race well ahead of all other novices, and beating myself
(resi dent MST!) by a margin of approximately one minute. Perso nally, I
blame it on the fact people didn't like the idea of a Scouser where they
couldn't see him so allowed him in front so they could keep an eye on him,
not that I'm one to whinge! Another mention must go to Sig 'Taff'
Charnley who was awarded a certificate for most morale on the course!- it
didn't stop there as he got frost nip where only 'Ta!T' can ...... due to the
lack of pants in temperatures of-14°C.
Although initially sharing accolllmodation with a fellow Corps unit,
when 249 Sig Sqn had their main body arrive, Mjolfjell a smal l hamlet East
of Voss was not big enough for the both of us. The Troop acquired a hostel a
few kilometres down the road where it was po sible to accommodate the
Troop in it's entirety. With mountai ns, snow and blue sky the continuation
training days were enjoyable, not mentioning the real log fire, piano and a
couple of cases of Double Ice that ensured the evening debriefs were cosy.
Finally, a short anecdote on how not to cut hair; As word spread around
the tight camp at Mjolfjell of the Troop barber, my room seemed to take on
the look of a down trodden hair salon. I, Cpl 'Vidal' Annetts, resident hair
guru (not!) had the boss, apt Holbrook, and the Troop ta!Ty, SSgt Daz
' RQ ' heerin MBE, (who has just been se lected for promotion), arrive
for, ' Ju~t a trim please.' Successfully complet in g the Troop Sta!Ty's hair, a

The Team went over with the Royal Signal Mobile Pre entation
Team, and the workload was divided into two areas: The RS IPT took
on the school presentations. while the K.APE Team had their work cut
out, promoting the image of the Royal Signals, as well as the Army in
general, taking display ca ravans lo five town around the province.
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The R IPT and the KAPE Team joined force on Wedne day evening,
to ho t a group of ti tty or. o A 17 Cadets at Palace Barrack,. The cadets
were :ho\\ n the late. t Ro_ ·al ignals equipment, and were given the
·hancc to ask plenty ~·f question about life in the Army. They were
particular!) intere ted to hear about the first hand accounts of life in
Koso,-o and Macedonia, a all the KAPE i:lembers had deployed there on
Operation gricola la t year.

It wa a highly inten ivc week, very much a KAPE Tour rather than
with the emphasis on recruiting. The R IPT were there for that side, as
they had the target audience, having access to schoo ls. It was very
rewarding, and certainly showed how important it is for the Army to keep
in touch' ith the civilian world. It took very little effort to start talking to
pa sers-by, who were always 1 illing to stop, and one could sec
immediately how people relaxed when they found a person behind the
unifonn. This sort of tour may not boost recruiting figures dramatically,
but we could all sec how much good it doc· for the reputation of the Army,
simply by breaking down the barriers and going out and meeting people.

The final two days covered ewtownards and Lisburn. ewtownard ,
or 'Ards' as the locals called it, was a friendly market town with plenty
going on. Having been banned from gelling a haircut prior to the tour. ig
·Tropo' Preston went for a free ·number one· at CSM ichols' wife'
hop. A the RSM PT had no schools isits that day, the KAPE team
borrowed their two IARRC I terminals. linked up for emai ls. Lisburn
proved particularly popular, as the caravan was set up opposi te the YMCA
cafe, "here we were introduced to the delights of Bacon odas. Potato
Bread and the Ulster Fry, a guaranteed artery clogger! C M ichols
impr sed u all with hi BMX tun! , and LC pl Moffa t won the prize for
finding the youngest recruit (hi cou in 's daughter).

COitPS LONDON DINNEit
TUESDAY 9 MAY 2000
THE SAVOY, 1900HR_S FOR_ 1930HR_S
BLACK TIE, £34 PER_ TICKET

APPL! ATIO
RJIQROYAL IC ALS, BLA oro1~0 AMP
DOR T DTll 8RH TCL: 01258 482083
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'JIMMY S APPRENTICES'

ON ROYAL SIGNALS AUTHORS

MEMORIES - PART TWO

by Lt Col (Rt!td) D. P llerring
Revie\\ by ol (Retd) C. J . \ alters

Maj Gen D. R. Hor.1jield

hy Mr B. Spencer

Lt ol Don Herring wa. a TOT and served in the orp until his
rctirc1m:nt in 19 '2. I fo ear 'l'r commenced in Oct ob r 19-B when he
join.:d th• Boy·· Training Cor1pany al atterick.
Don ·s book i · a pictorial 1 ;ord of all the Apprentice Bo intakes that
JOmed bel\\1:en the ycan. 19-L and 19-t . He has obtained photographs of
all intake and Ii Led th m by name. uch famom. names are on di play a.
Ribchester, Pa\'ey, P. hurp, O\\ a rd and Grig by. I le also gi' c a brief
hi,IOI} of Bo) Entrant to the orp and the tracks they could train for.
There is a tribute al. o to the 254 BTC Old Boy
s.ociation. This i a
must for anyone of that era and i · available from the Museum hop at
f.7.99.

I ha\'e beside me ten books by ignals aut hors o r the Corps, all of
'' hom. but one, I have known well. Three concern Brig Ralph Bagnold,
de erl explorer, inventor of the Long Range De crt Group and in due
course a fcllm\ of the Royal Society. His sister was the c tabli shed writer;
Enid Bagnold o "riling was in the family. Two arc by Maj Gen Tony
Deane-Drummond, who c military exploits 1 ere of comma nding interest
Lo a wide audience. The remaining five, good stories though they may be,
are principally of Royal ignal interest. Any idea that these arc written
for rinancial gain is very wide of th e mark. Then: is family interest and
there hould be greater interest within the Corps. The question their
authors have lo face is this. How many thousands of pounds will it have
cost them in the final assc.smcnl allcr the book has been put on the market
and ale have dried up? The authors I have read have good talcs to tell
and all arc plainly proud of the Corps that they have served. Can more be
done to promote these books? Even a king for a book from a library
increases its sales.
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Col (Retd) Cliff Walters receives the Museum's copy of
'JIMMY'S APPRENTICES'
from Lt Col (Retd) Don Herring

A SIGNAL HONOUR
WITH THE CHINDITS AND XIV ARMY
IN BURMA
Bl' Robin Pai/l/e1:

ISBN 0-85052 707 4 - £19.95
Rev iew by David Horsfi eld
A pecial relation hip often develop between tho e in charoe of
training Officer Cadets and the eager young men embarking on a mITitary
career, whether th is is in time of peace or the conscripted ervice of
wartime. Robin Painter was one of my Cadets in 1how in Central India in
1942. Robin was an outstanding Cadet, pa sing out top of hi s course, an
achie,·emelll that projected him immediately illlo a most diflicult
as 1gnment that he did well to survive. In the few years from his
chooldays to the end of his service in Burma he had marvell ous variety of
experience. Abo,·e all hi story illustrates how a young oflicer, till in his
teen found himself in totally strange circumstance of geography,
language. remornl from military support and separation from all superior
- and sun ived. It also illustrates well the severe threat from debilitating
and life threatening ii Ines , "hich was a ll part of the Bunna war. Formal
training pro1ided little assistance in the circumstances that he faced
particularly the preparatory training given to the majority of the Wingat~
Troops. He was thrown back on his own re ources in what a Pa ki stan
Ge era I, in difTerent circumstances described as 'cave man soldiering'.
War. often produce the unexpected. TI1is book illustrates fo r young and
old the excitement or worse of recognising imminent disaster and the
satisfaction of delivering one elf and one's soldiers from the apparent jaws
of death.

Pen and Sword Books Ltd
47 Church Street

Barnsley
S. WRKS 570 2AS
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We were allowed a respite allcr the initial landing on Sici ly so the
group went to the small town of Avola. llcrc our billet was the Fascist
HQ (with Mussolini's portrait glowering down on us) and the local
telephone exchange across the street. When we first went into the
eJ>.changc. someone suggested we try and tind out if it was working.
Picking up a cord plug I inserted it into a socket on the panel and a
pleasant fema le voice came fro_m the headset, 'Prolllo.' ot know111g the
language or the response I w11hdre'' the plug. Later we found out it
meant, ·~cady,'_a nd she would connect you to the person you wanted 10
commu111cate with . At any rate, at lea l we knew that it was working. A
retired tcach~r, who lived in part of the building, could speak nuent
French so, wllh our school French, we fraternised with the rest of the
locals in the evenings - gathered on seats out ide. The campaign was
coming to an end, when our next move was to the fields on the hillside
above Ca tania . Waking in the morning between the vines was a pleasure,
as you just stretched your arm out and picked a big bunch of black grapes
for starters before breakfast. The farmer had said that it wa OK as he
didn ' t have anyone to bring in the harvest.
Being Infantry trained and Combined Operators instructed we were
read for anything and we were given an a. signmenl which meant going
down to the harbour to board a motor torpedo boat. The vessel bounced
along at speed for hour , about a quarter of a mile from the coa t until we
came, in darkness, to a boulder trewn wide shore al the foot of some
clifTs al the lop of which wa the resort of Taormina. A faint sound of
music came from the ommando HQ. They were already on their way
across the Messina Straits lo ascertain what the German intentions were,
now that most of their still efTective forces had managed to retreat to
Italy. In forma tion we had been given was that the Germans, on a previous
occa ion had fo llowed the Commandos without them knowing back to
their base, some catacombs, and killed them by throwing in hand
grenades. We were there to ensure it didn't happen again. The mu ic high
up slopped, a signal they were returning, the only sound was the breaking
of the waves on the pebbles. A hort while afterwards came a pad, pad,
pad of their feet on the wet sand, as they carried their canoes and ran to
climb up the teep pathway to the top, then silence again. Would the
Germans commandos come? Every man felt tense as we po itioncd
ourselvc round boulder , with revolvers at the ready to aim at anything
that moved at the water's edge. Time dragged till al last in the early light
of dawn we were told to stand dm n and return to the boat; after a sleep
we arrived back at Catania.
Makeshift plans were being made in a hurry for the invasion ofltaly.
The information from the Commandos was that mo t of the German
forces were pulling away from the coast to a more strategic line, leaving
Italian Marines etc to do the defending. A landing craft transport was
ready for sailing in the harbo ur a our ection went aboard. Officer IC,
Sergeant, Corporal and three Operators, with o 18 ets strapped Lo our
backs. There was also a soldier with a mine detector. There wa lim ited
space for standing, as in the middle was an American Jeep for
reconnaissance purpo es. Around this were military police, cyclists and
all manner of special ist personnel who would be required to take control
and operate as soon as the invasion started. As u ual it wa dark when the
convoy set ofT at a steady peed till we turned Lo Larboard and went
straight for Reggio Di Calabri a on the ' toe'. The ound of whistling and
whirring she lls wa heard a they new o erhead, fired by the 8th Army
artillery from the out kirts of Mes ina. Gelling nearer the Italian coa I it
wa apparent that some property had been hit and there was plenty of
smoke abo ut. Our officer was looking for a particular landmark to guide
us onto the landing beach, but not seei ng it he asked the coxswain to
proceed further up the coast. As we passed a promontory a machine gun
suddenly opened up with red and white hot bullets hitting the side of the
crall and ricocheting into the air. Immediately the boat was turned to go
further away and the Officer IC said to the coxswain lo return to the place
we'd started from . ' lfwc don ' t find it thi s time.' he said, 'You can get out
and walk, I've other people to drop ofT.' We did find it in broad daylight,
the ramp went down and seven of u trooped off. The craft quickly pulled
away. A few shots rang out from a dry river bed with it exit lined "ith a
high wall which curved round to the hack of the beach on either side. A
one man, we all nauened down on the edge of the lapping water, half in
and half out. Ready cocked revolvers appeared and were pointed at the
top of the wall oppo ite us. We waited for something to happen . Aller a
while the officer motioned for the Operator to start his Mine Detector and
walk slowly up the beach , nothing \ a found. The Officer then
proceeded to follow him stepping into hi footprint . we all did likewi e.
in Indian-fi le. As we reached comparative safety against the wall, and to
break the ten ion a bit, I sollly ang 'Fo ll owing my father' footstep .
fo llowing my dear old dad.' Suddenly from out ~f the . blue came. the
screech of ix mortar bombs, one after the other 111 quick uccess1on,
landing right on the waterline we had just left. Thank God we had moved
when we did or it would have been the end for u . The waterproofed set.
were opened up. when round the corner from the river-bed came two
Italian marines, with their hands on their head . They were followed by a
Scottish oldier chivvying them along with his rifle. Hi. khaki jacket was
opened at the front and high up on hi cl\est I aw a round red bullet-hole .
' You've caught one Jock ,' I aid. ·Yes, third time unlucky, maybe I'll get
a hit of home-lea e with it.' Pu h ing his prisoners pa l us, they
di appeared out of sight. The ergeant then asked the Corporal and I to
find a place for the signal office. Luckily we found one next to the
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promenade with a substantial sloping exit entrance nearby. General
Montgomery, with his caravans etc came ashore a few days later and
signed our diary. You could say that we were part of the first service
people to return to the mainland of Europe after its rccaptunng in part,
from the enemy. George Formby, soon afterwards, gave us an impromptu
entertainment on the two small fishing hoal keels which I got ready for
him, with Beryl his wife on one, and him on the other. 'Eh, it\ turned out
nice again,' he began. Meanwhile a few soldiers came up to hear him
play his 'ukc' and then the Italians from the prom came dov.n. I don't
think they knew what he was singing about but at the end they ga\e h11n
plenty ofapplau e. The Western Brothers did their singing comedy pieces
at a later date, just before the Section loaded into a truck and travelled the
long road to Taranto in the instep of the 'heel' of Italy. (This was their
equivalent of our Portsmouth). We had a nat in the city centre and 11 wa
good to go out and window shop, not too far. we had to be cautiou . After
a week of relaxing, the officer to ld ll~ we had to catch up with the main
army who were now going up the Adriatic coast, but instead of the truck
he had decided to go by train 1\hich had just been repaired - as it 1\ould
be quicker. Arriving at the station we di ·covered a smallish carriage
coupled up, having three compartment . no gangway and no toilet. It left,
six to a compartment, in a cloud of steam. We travelled through the
countryside which made us feel more relaxed. We were even able to open
the 1\ indows with the leather trap attached to them, to take in the fre h
air. After about an hour what appeared to be a river, in the distance. came
into view and the train stopped. The door opened and the Sergeant told us
to sit one al each window and two in the middle, not to move but Lo
remain seated. When he ' d gone the trai n mo ed slowly toward s the
' river ' but upon getting near lo the edge we found that it was not a river
but a ravine! The pioneers had been able to cut a lot of nearby tree into
log to build two pylons, one each side of the stream, with the crisscrossed log . On top of these were ' bailey bridge ' and railway line
which took us across the ra vi ne. It looked and was a brand ne\\
construction and we were the guinea pigs to try it out. Very lowly the
engine ran onto the bridge. There was the sound of creaking logs. as the
weight compressed the wood. then a slope developed down to the middle.
The engine tried to go up the other hal f but failed and we were suspended
in the middle. I looked at my rigid mates and chey were carcely
breathing. in my own mind I recalled the old cinema films. You kno1\ the
ones, where a train travelling at peed went on LO a trestle bridge which
suddenly collapsed causing the train to hurtle off the end into the valley
far below. At th e sa me time I was de1 i ing a quick mean of escape
through the window. The driver decided to reverse and was succe ful in
returning us to the starling line. ·Everybody out!' houted one of my
mates, as he got hold of the door handle, 'One more try,' the Sergeant
houled out ide and we were ofT again with a bit more peed. This time
the driver went straight through to the ocher ide. The watching Pioneer
gave a big cheer. we opened the doors and scrambled out fru t lighting our
cigarettes as we went. to calm our nerves - the air turned blue.
The journey continued uneventfully until we reached a large railway
junction at the city ofFoggia with an airfield nearby. A bit further north wa ·
a place called San Severo "ith a mall opera hou e "hich wa to be our
'billet'. Our sleeping quarters were in the boardroom. a beautiful ceiling
painted with cameos of principle performers in the different operas could
be appreciated as you lay on the noor. The Officer had hi own office in one
comer of the room and one day a Billet Orderle) I was urpn ed 1\ hen the
door opened and in came ome lop American Officers. One of them
tepped forward and a ked me to bring our Officer to confer with General
Eisenhower, who was in charge of the American Armed Forces in the area
- the on of the Commander in Chief of Allied Force . This I did and a I
listened it tran pired that the mericans wanted to take over the opera
house a their HQ, to organise the bombing of the Rumanian oilfield and
would the message be reported to the British Command. The 8th Am1y
were now at the angro River and the winter weather was making thing ·
difficult for cro ing the swollen torrent of water to fight on the othi:r side.
We Operators were doing hift work on the Fullerphones. taking messages
from and to the Army HQ. We did have an interlude and that was Lo meet
other Beach ignal Group at a rendez\'Ou ome mile · a\\ay towards the
coast. Here we celebrated the do\\ nfall of Mu olini and the defeat of Ital)
with a splice the main brace drink of rum which wa · neat, in a mug. Not
being used to this trong drink it had quite an ellcct on me. I think they kept
fill ing it up without me kno\\ ing. omeone then poke and said that they
wanted volunteers 10 join the partisans in Yugo Im ia. would you like to
join them? 'What do I have to do " hen I get there?' I enquired. ' Well they
operate from one of the i lands and go on missions to the mamland to blo"
up bridges and German con mys etc. You will go with them and '' ht:n you
gee back you gi e a report back to HQ here of all that went on, 01 er the
radio.' ' It sound just likc a holiday, but no thanks. I can ·1 speak tht:
language and it mean more seawater cro ings and I'm just gettmg my
land foet going again. The mericans put on a wonderful concert back al
the opera house with American and Italian arti:te ·. including an opera
singing tar, choru-, dancing girls etc. It "a during the tenor solo that the
lights went out, total blackout, then omcbody in the stalls produccd a torch
and · hone it on the evening dressed ·oloi t. Other people followed suit till
the upper circle were focussing their torches on the tenor. who continued to
sing. II of a udden an inllatcd condom de. cended from the ceiling and
walled down very ·lo\\ ly. Whilst it descended all the torches mo' cd a\\ 8)
from the singer to the condom to fol lo" it.~ descent. There was some nur-c
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silting togt'lher m the lx'xes Jnd the) "ere laughing thei r hcads on:
.oon a it landed the light came back on - a Yankie prank no doubt. till
c' 'C)bod) had a good night out
The time came for u to 'acate the opera hou e and arrangements had
b<.-en mad for u to catch an empt) ammunition hip returnin g to 'Blight)·
from a_port not too far a\\a) 1~fortunately the crew ''a nothappy about
our b<!mg there, the only ext ra food they had wa tin of ' bully bcef'. o

for our sJo,, journey back \\ e had fried ' bb ' for brea kfUst, mash.:d dried
potatoe \\ ith 'bb' for dinm:r. 'bb' and wiches fo r tea and ' bb' leftovers
for su pper. \! e hoped to be in 'B lighty' fo r Xmas but it " as New Year's
Ew and we were still in the hannel, so as there was no alcohol on board
we celebrated b) each having a glass of water and a spoonf'ul of Andrews
Li' er <~It s! It" as a mm ing experience, but it was good to be nearly home
and gcumg ready for D Day.

THE GERMAN ARMY SIGNAL SCHOOL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE
FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING - FELDAFING

The Interoperability Course for NATO Officers 26-30 July 1999

from seven nations, including Hungary and Poland two of our new A10
partners, and for the econd time this year it was a ro:al pleasure for me to
welcome a strong British team . The eour ·e actually takes place in Engli h
a~d we were this year_supported by some quite excellent presenter.. from a
wide variety of agencies (have to be more careful with this word m ca. e 11
c~uses confusion) including SHAPE,
ATO C3, MOD (GE), MOD
(!'ranee) and a number of multi-national Corps and Divisions. The K
representati ves included D I (A), Force Development, RSS Arca
Systems Group and last but very definitely not least the Bowman Military
Team. The course was a great success, especially the addition to the
programme of one or two visits to the cultural centres of Munich City
Centre (Hoffbrauhaus) and the Andcchs Brewery. Once the hangovers
have cleared, perhaps we can look forward to next year.

By Maj A. Duncan ,\>JBE

. I felt !t was about_ time that thi little known outpost of the orp .
ttuated in the beauu fut countryside of Bavaria about SOkm south of
1uni h: in ight of the Ba\'arian Alps and surrounded by ome of the mo t
famou of the Barnrian Lake wa brought a little more to the attention of
the Corp a a whole. I would have liked to follow the normal Wire Notes
structure by welcoming ·Bob' and saying farewell to ·John (Digger)'
omcone or other and hi wife 'Linda', however. thi ~ s rather difficult a I
am the only UK rcpre entative here working in what i commonly known
as an I ODET (I olated Detachment). I think this means that after all these
years l am at la. t tru ted to '" ork "ithout upcrvi ion '. However, I have
my doubts. l am not ure if the e are the first e er Wire . 'ores from our
·i ter chool here in ·Frei Ladt Bayem', but there ha\e been a number of
significant and really quite exciting event here at the chool "hich I
believe are of intere t to u all.

During the aflern oon, the Oin (A) planted a tree on behalf of the
Corps as a ymbol of how we would wish our co-operation in the future to
grow. I must confe s that thi 'wonderful ' idea was at first received with a
degree of puzzlement. However, the fact that tJ1e French Oin foll owed
suit and that both trees are now shown to the wide variety or vi itors to the
school only erves to demonstrate that some of the mo t far fetched idea
can omctimes work out for the best.

In 1938 the Division barely existed when James Yule and l , two members
of our Q Course ofsev~n Young Officers, joined the Signals unit in January
1938: For most of our time we were the only two officers living in the Me s.
oth1ng ha changed our behefthat our posting stemmed from the fact that
the Unit, then in Scarborough, had reached the final of the Hospitals
Football Cup and wanted reinforcements. James and ! had both been Soccer
reprc entatives of the RMA Woolwich. Beaten in extra time I was tasked
with the help of James with training a team of four for the first Army Moto;
ycle Trials. Our experience at that point wa limited to the few hours
training. on such machines dur!ng our. Q Cours~ . We were the only team
contammg two officers and claimed third place m the Championships with
the two of us amongst the first ten individual places. We were on strange
ground down in Aldershot, so were well satisfied with our achievement.
Meanwhile . our preparations for war included no Divisional training.
Brigade trammg was hm1ted to a three-day Exercise each summer,
governed by the pace of marching infantry. War was very close when
James and l proudly put up our second pips on 26 Augu t. ine day later
war was declared, reservi ts and others were posted in and I, aged 22,
became a ompany Commander. In the next fortnight we moved out of
Catterick's Le Cateau Line to a tented camp we created nearby, at
Gandale and then back to Hooge Line . Al each site we dug slit trenches.
On the evening of 19 September I was instructed to be ready to move 'to
the Tropics' by midnight four days later. Uprooting oneself, preparing for

THE IOOTH
' IVERSARY
OF THE GERMA, ARM
IG, L CORPS
TI1e celebration for this mo t pn."Stigious event took place on 2 July
a~d the Corps was extremely well repre ented by the Oin (A), the Corps
Pipes and Drum and a parade !lag party provided by 16 ignal Regiment
I was personally de_hghted to be so well supported by the Corps and as you
would expect their support was warmly ' elcomed by our German
colle~gue , whose ho pitality is worth experiencing at first hand, and tJ1e
add1tton of such an intemauonal flavour served to ignificantly enrich the
o'erall tone of t~e day. _The initial parade, co~si ting of over 700 troops,
took place m _32 C and 11 was to the great credit of all concerned that they
all un 1ved intact. The extreme heat in fact melte.d the SOinC's Sam
Browne. and hoe poli h (mine was les important). Cpl Hunt plea e
contact. Ir . vril Duncan, on the use of a well know product to remove
the polish stain . from our o 4 Dre s at hort notice, and l hope you have
brought the equipment back up to scratch.

SOinC(A) Germany and SOinC(A) UK - Zusammenarbeit
~he .day wa~ rounded olT with a party in the local Town Hall in
We1lhe1m. Copious amounts of beer were con umed and the Pipes and
Drum once again provided an outstanding finale to the day.

The Corps Pipes and Drums
entertaining the assembled guests before the Parade
The parade was followed by a quite outstanding display of German
Army ignals Equipment, past, present and future and throughout the day
the as embled O\'er-1200 guests were entertained by the Pipes and Drums.
How they also surnved the heat m full Highland Dress will remain for
me, forever a my tcry. l believe a lot a water was consumed?
'

Brigade Gf'.neral Bader experiencing an age old tradition
The Pipe Major and Drum Major look on (is it in admiration?)

The 16 Signal Regiment 'Flag Party - showing The Colours
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SIXTY YEARS ON
20th Cenlwy Grand Tours for Officers of the 5th Divisional Signal
Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE

THE ECO Dr TEROPERABILITY CO R E FOR ATO
OFFI ER - FELDAFI G 26 - 30 J LY 1999
. The second Interoperability Course for ATO Officers took place here
m Fcldaling durmg the last week of July. The course in olved officers
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new things and put1ing in good order all that would be left behind was an
almost impossible task at the pace required. I managed one full day at
home for farewells. By 28 September we were al sea. It was not until 1947
that I was to ee England again.
The comparisons between my war years and more recent conflicts
highlight the astonishing changes which have taken place in my lifetime in
transport and communication . At no time in nearly eight years was I able
to talk by any means to any of my family in the UK. When the
Mediterranean became clo ed to our shipping, the sending of a letter could
expect. to receive a reply after ome three months. Air travel, except for
operational purposes only became po sible after the war ended. So the
Grand_Tour went on, Egypt, Ceylon, then Singapore Rangoon and Java
ea.ch m tum closed before we reached them by great good fortune.
Directed back to Bombay and aero to Calcutta I was Oown into Burma to
command what there was of General Slim's Corps Signal al the age of25
for the retreat back into As am and thence to India. There was much of
intere t and much to learn in all these travels. There was also much to
enjoy too for those lucky enough to survive in good health.
Jame Yule, who remained with the 5th Division had a dilTercnt Lory.
He was among t those sent to orway in 1940 where he was a Brigade
ignal Officer. As a casualty from a train crash he became a prisoner of the
Germans. His Grand Tour was of prison camp for five years, finishing up
in Colditz.

CATTERICK & THE 5th DIVISION 1938-39
By Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE

Early in 1938 our Course members found themselves allocated to
Signals unit · with the expectation of becoming familiar with all the
functions and activities of real oldiering. Two of us were in fora surprise.
We were al loued to 5 Divi ional ignal in carborough. Driving there to
learn more we were told that by the time we were due to report the unit
itscl f would have moved to Catterick, o it' as eemingly joining us rather
than the other way round. Reporting in due course to the hutted Le Cateau
lines there wa remarkably little unit to be found . There was no Company
to serve a Divisional Headquarters. The la t of three Gunner Section had
just left with its Artillery Regiment and there was only one Brigade
ection. James Yule and l were the only two officers living in Mes . Being
one place above him in the Anny List l could claim to be the enior
dining-in member for what that was worth . When it came to allocation of
duties I took over the command of 13 Brigade ignal ection, not that l
remember anyone to take over from. Jame had to be content with looking
afler nine men and giving support to 7th Royal Tank . The matter of
immediate importance was tJiat the unit had won its way to the final of the
I lospital Cup in carborough. Wa it by chance or not that we had been
·elected for tJ1is posting. James and I happened to be L\ o occer colours
from Woolwich. he an expert and I a temporarily converted rugger player.
Can uch qualifications affect ones posting? I have been su piciou of
posting or~anisations ever ince. We lo t the match on a scorching hot day
afler 45 n11nutes each way followed by extra time.
Our charming Commanding Officer, George Henderson had another
priority. He had been severely wounded in France and atter evacuation to
witzerland, spent much time recovering from the loss of an eye. Later in
his service he had been an early, if not the first, manager of the Ro al
Signa ls Di play team with it showmanship involving a mi ture of both
horses and motor cycle . 1938 wa mechanisation year and there were to
be Motor yclc Trials to help promote vehicle mastery in place of
hnrsemanship. This wa of immediate interest to our ommanding Officer
and hi two new officers were to train the team of four. With only the brief
chool of ignals training to build on there would be plenty of work t.o do.
There wa towers, a Display Team ergeant 10 help us. My Brigade
Signal Section had men with plenty of skill , being composed in large part
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by long service soldier who had completed a five year tour in India. There
was apparently much truth in the ditty which tarted 'You'll gel no
promotion this side of the Ocean.' Here was an excellent operator, recently
from overseas, who was plainly a leader. He was a valuable all round
athlete and had achieved a good level of education either in the army or
before. everthele , there wa con iderable discu sion and tooth ucking
before it was agreed that he should be promoted to the rank of cling
Unpa id Lance Corporal. Many of hi kind became officer "hen war
broke out and gave valuable ervice. l hope he did well too. We worked
hard and regularly to meet the Motor cycling requirement. The moors
close at hand with steep hills, minor tream and aried urface was right
on our doorstep. The course when set would ha e long section with
demanding time limits for completion mixed with te t sections of hill,
tream or bog which should be ridden without lo of balance for
maximum points. There wa a small penal!) for putting one foot down for
a prod. more for greater foot work and no point for ab olute failure. ome
practice wa needed too in the preparation of our machine and quick
road ide repairs. In the end we carried olT both the team and indi' idual
orthem ommand Trophies. One prod c>fthe foot on the two circuit of
the course prevented me from avoiding all deduction .
The rm Trial were in Ider hot with advantage to the local teams in
knowledge of both the type of terrain and the local geograph . Even ·owe
achieved econd place and at a later date I wa in,ited, on my personal
record, to become the officer in a group of l\\ elve to c mpete m the
cotti h ix Days MIC Trial . Thi "a a great experience "1th man,
interesting people encountered. lt took u from Edinburgh up to Fort
William, out to Mallaig and several other place of note. It \\a a pity \\C
were not to be mounted on the faithful 'orton l 6H which \\ e knc" so
' ell. In fact\\ e wen: u ed for trial for competiti\e election of a ne\\ tvpc
of machine for the Army. orton, ~atchless. B A and Triumph were.the
manufacturers invoh·ed. I drc" Triumph who gave u poor support or ma)
have been given too liule warning. \ c were onl) able to collect our
machines at the Midland factory at the la t minute, riding direct!] to
Edinburgh to check in. All 'chicle in tho e days had to ti.! run in at
moderate peed for the first one or two thousand mile . Othef\\ i,e they
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\\Cre liable tu sem: up. The Triumph 350 c side val\'c engine lacked
pl)\\ er. but C\ en the other makes "c had were no mat h for the mounts of
the h ilian cntric~. We were up against clas, pcrfonners and would have
liked to claim mode.: ·t places amongst them. C\'crthcle · I had fo llO\\ ed
on· piece of milit:~I"\ ad, ice which wa., ' get known for something·_ I was
a motor cyclist! n.,ugh the tasl. set me b) Col Henderson was an unusual
one I believe it had certain merits. To be gi,·en omcthing important to do
for the , akc of the unit and to be ler to can. it out un upen iscd could
ha' c make or break ending. If it work out right. it i good for all partie .
Catt rick amp life had much to offer. Ha\ ing lefl the major ignal
area ''e ''ere no'' much more part of the Garrison wuh friends from every
arm of the erviee. The Club was the centre of much so ial acti\'ity as it
\\a· in ldcr:;hot. obod) would have forecast that in a dol'en years time
both ''ould be gradually fading awa). Tenni Tournaments \\ere popular
and aturda\ C\eninl! dance well sub cribed, the Morrill Anns at Greta
Bridge also being much fa\'oured. The Lake Di trict was'' ithin easy reach
and the local countryside wa magnificent. Trips home to Ben on near
0,ford \\Cre ea 1er to fit in. Al thi ti me high quality cars ofa certain age
had little .econd hand ,·aluc. I was the owner of a 2 Litre Lagonda and
dri\ ing \\as a pica ure.
t-ly pri,·ate expedition training continued e en if the military ide
lacked purpose. On one occasion r owned up to Harold Taylor that my
poetic hori1.0n ne\er got further than Kipling. Wavell's 'Other Men·
Flo\\ ers · and the like. Hi comforting rerly wa , · 1 charge extra for
reading poetry.' However, there is one jingle that remain in my head,
though the author· name c cape me:Whe11 / 1n~ young and Hitler mall and Goering hadn i left his hangar
/went to 1\onray ha1•ing bought a ticket on the Argo11a11t,
A 1·essel ad1•ertised 10 call 01 Bergen and Stavange1:
Thi i preci ely what we did. Nigel. my elf and P the adopted
Godfather. I do not remember Bergen, a Han ea tic Port and ancient capital
of Norway a being large. but perhaps we only explored the seaboard. The
teep ided gra y slopes of the fjord were pectacularly green and the
whole picture que in its very be l en e. A we tra elled it became
apparent that Lhi wa no place for speed. Many of Lhe roads were not
metalled and as i their way became ribbed and very rough on the car until
one learned that increasing speed to a -uitable point meant that one rode
the top of the ridge in reasonable comfort. On one occa ion a greasy
stretch cau ed u to slide discon olately into a ditch. We were prepared to
ome extent by ha\'ing brought a rope and by attaching one end to the car
and wa\ ing the other at the fe,, pa sers by. one of them got the me age
and towed u out. On the mountain road another hazard appeared to be
large herd of goats. In place ''here the road dropped sharply a\ ay on the
\alley ide we were worried fortheir afety. In fact they were no problem.
We found that they were superbly agile o that they were impo sible to hit
and that if one moved lowly they flowed round the car like a liquid. We
came to enjoy their chee e. In 0 lo ' e felt at ease and at home, making
contacts readily. Memories in orway and weden are much of trees.
lakes and fine vie' s. Pleniiful trout were enjoyed long before fish farms
made this delicacy easy to come by. In Stockholm tl1e lingua franca for us

wa · German which was the second language al the Lime in wcdcn.
' tockholm seemed lo be far ahead of Britain in plan ning its city and
creating new buildings of tylc. On we sent south past lhc great lakes Lo
cross to Denmark at Helsingor.
This was the time of Chamberlain's fateful visit to Hitler in Bonn and
there ''ere surprises in store for u . In a central quarc that evening yellow
posters were being , cattered about with the words displayed, •Kri en
kuL' and, 'Chamberlain rej er hjcm,' which even we could understand.
Our Prime Minister's vi it to Hiller had failed. Reporting to tl1c British
Con ·ul the next day we explained ou r ervice connections and our
pre' ious intention of driving home through Germany. What should we do?
Well, he said, Germany is plain ly ofT and the port of Esbjerg would not be
safe. If war i declared the ferry would be stopped and you would be taken
off. Your only option i to drive al l the\ ay back to Bergen. which will be
a convoy port in war. Catch a boat there. This we did. By tl1c Lime we
arrived at ewcastle. the heat had gone out of the si tuati on. There was
some ign of trench digging about, the first sign wc were to sec of war
preparation. Back at work there was no strengthening of our unit for a real
job. We became an extra Depot Regi ment fo r the training of additional
recruit with drill instructor loaned to us from various infantry battalions.
I wu myself borrowed by the ignals Training Battalion to help increase
tl1e now of new ignals operators I still did part time with my Brigade
ection a Lime flowed by. There is little to record about preparations for a
forthcomi ng ' ar. I do not recall any eOort to consider what shape il might
take or what we hould be doing about it. Perhap another ghastly trench
war wa en i ioned and this was a thought to be stined. The Royal Tank
Corps as it wa then called was moving. with all too little help, in the right
direction and other might be making modest progress. Thank goodncs
the creation of good new aircraft was not thought too provocative to our
eventual enemy as improvement to the Army might have done.
Our ummer manoeuvres showed our di mal stale. The event took some
three or four days at the pace of marching infantry. Laundry van and other
lorries had been hired lo provide e scntial transport as garri on vehicles
were too few. Bren gun carriers were represented by small cars decorated
witl1 yellow nags and the only anti-tank protection wa the Boyes ri nc, an
outsi ze version of the soldier's personal weapon and in short upply al
that. Only an enemy could have taken encouragement from what went on.
o the tory continued with lingering fal e hope of peace for a further
year. Leave wa not restricted but uncertainty prevented fonvard planning
o I signed on for two week among l 4,000 metre mountains in Zerrnatl,
which pro ed to be my farewell to witzerland for many years. The
respon e for skiers had been poor becau e of other peoples doubts and I
found my elf guided in a party of three with Jeanette Kessler, one of our
leading racers and Ripley Oddie, her fiancee . 1 could not have had better
company. There was no mountain transport working in the spring, so the
ascent of Monte Ro a, for example, was a two-day affair with a night pent
in the Betemp Hut. We ranged far afield though les trenuoa ly than
Harold Taylor might ha e wished. The remaining few months to the war
were eked out happily enough, perhaps too much so for the several sincere
friendship which were sudden ly to be severed by war 's declaration.

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM CHIMANIMANI
9 JULY 1999 - 1 AUGUST 1999
13y Capt W. D. J. Wilson R SIGNALS
Ex Shrivcnham him anirnani wa a trekking expedition to the Eastern
of Zimbabwe. The expedition ~ulfilled a requirement that
military underw·a?uates at. RMC organise and participate in an
adventurous trammg exped111on during their degree course. It also
coincided wi th the completion of the second year exams and oOered a
welcome break from academia to the six expedition members: Capt's M.
E. Burton RA, D. K. Francis RA, P. R. Griffiths R SIG ALS, W. D. J.
Wilson R SIG ALS, Lt S. Gough R SIG ALS and OCdt A. Kavanagh
GSC.
H~ghland

at .15000ft providing top-cover. f·ortunately nobody was lllJurcd or no
serious damage was caused de pile Lt Simon 'Fircstartcr' Gough\ be't
efTorts.

Communicating with a Zimbabwean Signals Corporal,
Nyanga Village

The expedition members arrived in Harare over a three-day period and
afler conducting initial arrival admini tration we were all glad to leave the
capital behind. We initially headed Ea t toward
yanga ational Park,
where we spent three days acclimatising and conducting a series of day
walks. The culmination of thi 'build-up ' training was to climb
Zimbabwe's highest peak, Mt lnyangani (2592m). This proved to be an
excellent walk with breathtaking view over looking the entire ational
Park and even into Mozambique.

Although yanga and the Eastern Highlands are a popular area for
Zimbabweans lo visit it is relatively unspoiled by foreign tourists. Thanks
to this and having an ex-pat (Capt Francis) on the expedition we were able
to benefit from 'local rates', making our stay very aOordable. Additionally
the locals were very friendly and not in the slightest bit pu hy. unlike ome
African countries. It was with ome reluctance that we lefl yanga for the
main trekking pha e of the expedition.
Any reluctance we had before leaving yanga wa oon di placed'' hen
we arrived at Chimanimani. The prominent Chimanimani Mountain
Range and forested slopes provided an impressi\'e but daunting ight. The
following morning we made our way lo base camp where we were to tart
our a cent to the plateau from which we would be conducting the
remainder of our walks. Our intended route of Banana Grove soon gave
way to a long and steep climb up Long Gully after OCdt dam
' Pathfinder· Kavanagh bowed ome promise of becoming an Officer by
taking a wrong turn. Once we reached the plateau an awesome ight
greeted us: we had traveled half way across the world to ... ennybridge.

ROYAL SIGNALS IN THE SAS DURING THE EARLY 1950s
By Colonel (Retd) D. D. Ranft

'vluch has been written concerning the exploits of the SA during the
econd World War. AIler the war, in October 1945, HQ AS and the I st
and 2nd A Regiment were disbanded, as no role could be foreseen for
then in peacetime. However, the SAS was resurrected in the 1950s and
their sub ·equcnt exploits have become well known, but how did this
re urrection come about? In their excellent book ' Re-enter the AS'* the
authors comprehen i' ely cover the fortunes of the SAS in the early 1950s.
The communist uprising in Malaya tarted in 1948, and two year~ later a
need was een for a special force to be raised lo undertake prolonged deep
jungle penetration . In August 1950 the fir t squadron of the Malayan
cout ''a raised under Lt Col Mike Calvert. By the end of 1951 there
were four .. quadrons, and the Malayan Scouts became 22 AS Regiment.
The t~ethmg problems of the early days of this regiment are graphically
described in this book, but little mention is made of the Royal Signals
contnbution m providing radio communications in very difficult
conditions.
i:ne first Royal . ignal Officer with the Malayan couts was Capt (now
\1aJor (Retd)) Wtlf Batty, who had the difficult task of setting up a
commumcauons s.ystem from scratch. The initial problems were legion:
lac~ of a l~ght\\c1ght. HF radio for long range jungle communications:
res_istancc from staff 111 en1or HQs to the priority demands of this new
unn: the fact that although there was a war going on the enior Staff HQ
and REME workshops were working peacetime hours (closed at
weekends): and the inexperience of some of the Royal Signals men in
mfantry kills, such skills being essential when spending week at a time
m the jungle.
I wa~ the fiN Royal . ignals Officer to serve with 22 SAS Regiment.
\\c were not \\llhout our faults. A proper selection system did not exist
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then. The regiment was a mixture of experienced wartime AS men and at
the other extreme, a few 'chuck-outs' from other units. Discipline was
lacking at limes. I could tell a few interesting stories about the 'goings-on'
at this time, but The Wire is not the place!
Radio communications between jungle patrols and ba e camp were
achieved by u ing the W 62. The WS62 was a valve set (no transistors in
those days) intended to be powered by a wet battery, wh ich of course wa
completely impracticable in jungle conditions. However, REM E produced
a modification whereby the WS62 could work ofT three W 18 dry
batteries. Each of these batteries weighed 91bs (If I remember correctly),
o the poor Signaller had the radio (401bs?) plus 271b of batteries to carry.
Fortunately the load was usually spread within the patrol.
Radio communications were by HF skywave. Ionospheric condition. in
Malaya were such that HF communications were usually impossible
between about I 800hrs and daybreak due to atmospheric interference, and
the foibles of the skip di tancc. When the day's march was over the
Signaller had but a short lime to erect hi antenna and make contact with
base, using CW.
This short article is intended as a tribute to those Royal igna ls men
who served with 22 SA Rcginant in Malaya in the early days of 1951 /52.
They had a difficult task. Their radio equipment was un uitable for jungle
conditions and yet they perforn1ed magnificently. I wou ld very much like
to hear from any of tho e who served wi th me at that time. Col D. D.
Ranft, 'Olinda ', 8 Wilmslow Avenue, Woodbridge, SUFFOLK, fP12
4HW: Tel: 01394 387081.

* ' Re-enter the

AS' by Alan Hoc and Eric Morris, Lee Coope, London,

1994.
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On the summit of Mount lnyangani
(L-R): Lt Simon Gough, Capt Donald Francis, Capt Mark Burton,
Capt Paul ; Griffiths, Capt Jurgen Wilson
and OCdt Adam Kavanagh

Despite being in the middle of the Zimbabwean winter the temperatures
were uncomfortably high to walk in the aflernoons. As a re uh we took
full advantage of the activitie provided by the ational Parks Authorities.
One uch activity wa a horse-ridi ng trek, which proved to be anything but
gentle. By the time we returned two hours later I wi hed ' e had not
claimed lo be accomplished rider . A more relaxing pass time wa flyfishing in ·one of the numerou dams. We were told that the area wa
renowned for it trout and as a result we decided to hire ome rods, and
fish for our . upper. eedles to ay nobody caught anything. It wa not
until the next day that we were told by a South African couple that it was
out of eason and that there were no fish in the dams yet. Somebody aw
us coming .. .
Due lo the fact that it wa dark by I 900hrs the evenings were mostly
spent by a fire idc cooking exces ive amounts of fillet teak (at the 1.:0 t of
off-cuts in the UK), admiring the tars and nur ing bli tcrs/fishern1an's
elbow/sadd le sores from the day's activities. One exception to th1 was
when the thatched roof to our 'A' frame lodge caught fire. 0 cit Adam
'Fireman' Kavanagh performed some heroics by climbing onto the roo~ to
contain the fire, whilst apt Donald 'Budgie' Franci was la t ccn soaring
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Lt Simon Gough demonstrating 'classic' abseiling in Chimanimani
De pite the unfortunate parallel:; between the cenery in the Eastern
Highland and Wale the next four day proved to be immen ely enjoyable
and challenging. Aller pending our first night by the outhem Pools we
conducted a crie- of walks includme the addle and l..elcton Pa ·s both
areas which "ere used exten ively by guerillas crossing over from
Mozambique during the civil war. \ e also climb cl '\1t Bingu (2436m),
Mo.mmbique· highest peak. from the Zimbabwean ide. Thi. was an
extremely arduou climb, which on completion provided pectacular 'icw
of both Zimbabwe and Mozambique. By the time we de ccndecl from the
plateau back to ba c camp we all fell uirnbly drained and looking fon\nrd
lo eating omething other than noodle-, ·oya and pin-pi ri ·auce. With only
one mor night before we" ere du.: to les\e Chimanimani the unthinkable
happened: it tarted to rain. I laving be n a ured by Capt Donald ·You
Don't 1 ced \ aterproofs Lads' Francis that there \\a le s than a I in 100
chance it would rain I wa uddenly \'Cf)' pleased I had ignored his ad\ ice.
The 20-mile journey from base camp to Chimanimani turned out to be an
experience, which I would rather not repeat. Part of the tracl. \\Crc \\ashcd
away exposing hecr drops and cl ·ewhcre the track had turned into a shecl
of mud, offering little to no grip to our rear \\ hcd dme minibus. B} an
cnormou amount or luck ome intricate rope work by Lt , 1mon ·Look I'm
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Th' J '\!FL' Gough and a outh frican familie. Land Rover" c were able
to continue to Hot prings ft r a well-de erved break.
Our n ·"t top" a la 'ingo. another at ion al Park. where we intended
to carry out ome more da) "alk and hopefully see our first gnmc. We
decided that the be t '' ay to combine the two aspirations wa to hire a
guide and go on n game walk. Our guiJe finally turned up 20 minute late
\\ ith an AK47 slung on hi shoulder tin ca. ewe came acros poachers)
and looking k , than happy at being a" ake at 0620hrs. }:c was even le.s ·
impres.ed \\hen he heard that we wanted to go on a long walk and not a
game dri\'e! De pile early mornings allegedly being the be t time to see
game \\ e U\\ di ·appointing!) little. A we were paying the guide by the
hour we were ·urpri ed to reali e he had taken a 3km detour o that he
ould go to the toilet. !though he could sense our disapproval he was not
e'pe ting to ha' e to make the time up by tabbing the rest of the way
round. By the end of the game walk/tab our guide wa relieved to get rid of
u. and although we ga\'e him a tip. we did not see him again. A far more
rewarding way of' ie\\ ing game turned out to be on horseback. \ ithin 20
minute of ·etting off we had already een wildebee t. warthog. zebra,
eland, d kcr, o trich. baboons and a variet of other animals. The
highlight Of the ride wa . however, illing 5fi a\ ay from two rhino
grazing. An experience non ofu will forget in a hurry!
The remainder of the trekking pha e of the expedi tion was spent in
imilar circumstances in Matopo and Hwange ational Park where ' e

' ere fortun~te ~o sc~ almost all of th.e game we had hoped to including
elephant . g1rafles. luppos and crocodiles. We also had an encounter with
a baboon who decided to steal some of our food. Having already got away
with a bag of potatoes we decided to leave him a andwich laced with
extra hot piri-piri sauce. garlic and pepper to discourage him from
returning. Although we did not see him again' e did hear him ...
The last few days of the expedition were spent on R&R at Victoria Falls.
The 'big city light ' were a welcoming ight aficr spending nearly three
weeks 'in the bu h' with ery little civilisation. Although Victoria Falls
was noticeably more expensive than the remainder of Zimbabwe it was
still relative! cheap and offered the opportunity to participate in some
more ad enturou pursuits such as white water rafting and bungee
jumping. We also had the opportunity to go to Zambia to buy souvenirs at
a fraction of the cost of those in Zimbab\ c and, of course, ce the Fall
themselve .
In conclusion, Ex hrivcnham Chimanimani was a very successful
expedition. The expedition achieved its aims and provided all members
with invaluable experience in organising and running expedition .
Zimbabwe i an ideal country to organi e adventurous training in thanks to
the low cost ofliving and the number of ationa l Park , which offer such a
variety of country ides and the number of additional adventurous training
pursuits available.

aspi ration to fully fund all AT still exists, the situation continues whereby
some training is fully funded, and mandatory, and some remains voluntary
and part funded by the participants. The Army training levels arc:
Level l. This is mandatory AT for recruits, or leadership and
initiative training (L&J Trg) for apprentices and oflicer cadets, as
part of the ommon Military Syllabus. Arborfielcl appremices
enjoy two weeks L&l Trg within their course. whilst
Bassingbourn trainees enjoy a five day AT camp during Week
Nine.
Level 2. This is participation in annual group adventurous
training at sub-unit level as directed by Formations. uch training
should last for at least seven days and has a laid down syllabus.
Level 2 AT should be conducted by 20% of the Field Army, as
directed by Commands.
Level 3. This relates to voluntary participation in botJ1 external
(out of Theatre) and internal (in Theatre) AT expeditions. This
level requires substantial commitment by the individual, not least
financially. Currently, the minimum contribution expected from
participants is a third of the total expedition cost.
Level 4. This level relates to formal course training at either an
Army or Joint Service Training Centre, or training organised by
qualified Joint Service instructors out of Centres using a JSAT
approved course training plan (CTP) to qualify novices to
proficiency level.

' apprehension' probably best describes the level of fear required for an
' adventure environment'.
If the emotion is fear and danger is the object of our fear , then nsk 1s
the action that we take to prevail. Risk 1s the uncertainty of outcome that
produces the challenge in AT. If an individual or group is not aware of the
risk then there will be no traimng value. For example: 'The group took a
risk crossing the glacier in the afiemoon'. If the team did not knO\\ that it
wa dangerous to cross a glacier late in the afiemoon then, in their minds,
there was no risk and therefore no training value, just great danger! Risk is
in the eye of the beholder and therefore there does not necessarily need to
be real danger for a student to feel he is taking a risk.
Within AT, danger is seen 111 two forms, real and apparent, which have a
critical di tinction. For example, 'real danger' occurs when the
consequences of a fall whilst rock climbing would lead to injury.
'Apparent danger' occurs when the consequences of a fall are not
dangerous (the tudenl is on a safety rope), yet real apprehension is part of
the experience. Ab ciling is an excellent example of an 'apparent danger'
activity. Typically when abseiling, the student is attached to a safety rope
and is operating within a highly controlled situation, yet the apprehension
felt is immediate.
Due to the intensity of the emotions involved, the soldier needs only a
limited expo ure to fear, risk and danger in order to have experienced
'adventure'. This is particularly pertinent with novice groups where the
apprehension starts to build well before the activity, and only subsides
once complete.

AIM OF ARMY ADVE TURE TRAI J G
There are four general aims of AT a laid down by DITP(A), relating to the
di ITcrent levels. They are as follows:
'The Aim of Level I AT i to give basic kills training,
appropriate to the respective group, in at least one recognised AT
activity.'

'The Aim of Level 2 AT is to develop in individual some of the
qualities of fitness, physical and moral courage, initiative, powers
of endurance and leadership through group participation in
challenge pursuits, and to identify and select suitable individuals
for further training'.
'The Aim of Level 3 AT is to promote the opportunity for groups
of volunteers to test their abilities and expertise at the highe t
possible level against tJ1e challenges available in their chosen
activity'.
One view of Victoria Falls ...

. .. and another one!

ADVENTUROUS TRAINING - PAID PERK OR VALUABLE INVESTMENT?
by Maj David Drinkall B£ng Royal Signals, The Royal Signals Canoe Club Secretary, HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde
References:
A. CMS(R)D/DAT/13/35/51 Army Code 71011 Revised Apr 96.
B. AGAI Vol I Chap 11.
C. Dffrg/6/36/ 1/11/J PAT (Army Adventurous Training
Compendium) Army Code 71547(96) Revised 1996.
D. Mountaincrafi and Leadership (3rd Edition) Eric Langmuir.
I 'TROD CTIO
ince 1969 the Principal Personnel Officers (PPOs) of the three
~ervices ha\e. recogni .ed Adv.enturous Training (AT) as being an
important part 111 preparing Service personnel 'to stand up to the shocks
and strains of war'. ll was not until 1971 , with the inception of the Joint
Sef\ ices Charter, that AT in the Services was defined. The same definition
was reanirmed, in April 1992, by the Executive Comm ittee of the Army
Board (ECAB), who agreed that AT should be defined as:

'A Jorn· of outdoor training for service personnel requiring participation
in challenging pursuits, by inference those which contain an ever-present
risk to life and limb, and callingfo1;finm those taking pan, some or all of
the qualities offi111ess, physical and moral courage, initiative, powers of
endurance and imerdependence. '
From this definition, the Army developed the aim of AT which is:
'To develop, through challenging pursuits and within an outdoor
enwronment, leadership and the necessary1 qualities to enhance the
performance ofmilitary personnel during times ofpeace and war'.
HI TORJCAL DEVELOPME T OF
DVE T RE TRAI. J G
\11litary personnel have always been associated with AT undertakings.
Since early Victorian times the Military have been at the forefront of a
tradition of.exploration and t~avel. The Victorian passions for knowledge
and colle~tmg, m parallel 11-11~ the desire to pit themselves against the
clements m demandmg recreational pursuits such as mountain climbing,
may 11-el.l ~av~ developed the ph1l~sophy of AT. The perception soon grew
that part1c1pallon m outdoor pursutts was both formative and educational.
The bcgin.11ings of 'outdoor education' were seen in the UK as early as
the 1830s "'1th the foundauon of natural history societies in schools, and
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the use of fieldwork study techniques by Universities. By 1883 young
people were also becoming involved in outdoor activities out ide formal
education through organisations such as the Boys' Brigade and, from
1908, the Boy cout .
The impems for recreation in wilderne s areas continued, and was
further encouraged by such events as the first ascen t of the Matterhorn in
the early .1900s and the polar exploits of Shackleton and Scott. By the
1930s, w1tJ1 the development of public transport, city dwellers were
wish in~ to exerci e their 'right lo roam'. With the ma s trespass of Kinder
Scout m 1932, a whole new recreation wa born which led to the
development of the ational Park System and the formation of both the
Ramblers and Youth Hostel Associations.
Far reaching effects for AT in the services came from the training
developm.cnts made in World War 2. ot only was there a requirement to
tram servicemen lo survive in mountain, arctic and jungle conditions, but
al.so to develop less traditional forms ofleadership training. The Highland
F1eldcrafi Training Centre at Spean Bridge in Argyllshire was one such
development. Lord Rowallan, after whom a Potential Officer
Deve lopmem Company at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst is
named, had a highly refreshing approach to Officer Training: ' Develop
character first and military leadership will follow'. He put this into
practice al Spean Bridge where courses were deemed 'arduous
'
challenging and unconventional-but highly successful!'
The fir t specific AT Centres appeared in the form of the British Kiel
Yacht Club in 1945 and by 1951 was established as the Kiel Training
Centre at its present location in Holtcnau. oon afterwards the Army
Outward Bound School was founded at Tywyn, and in 1960 the Winter
Warfare School was opened at Si lberhutte and The Brili h Outward Bound
Centre. was established in Norway. By the mid eventies the services
recogmsed the need for a joint approach to AT and the Joint Service
Training Centres were fully developed.
ARMY ADVE T RE TRAI I G
GE ERAL
Followi.ng the approval by the Executive ommittcc of the Army Board
(ECAB) 111 1992 of the recommendation made in 'A Review of
Ad_venturou.s .Training', AT became formally recognised as a mainstream
trammg ac11v1ty. Due to a lack of available funds a structure of four interrelated and progressive levels of training was establ ished. Whil t the
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'The Aim of Level 4 AT i to provide progressive level of skills
and knowledge to enable selected individuals lo lead or in truct
service personnel in the approved JSAT activities.
THE ELEMENTS OF ADVE TURE TRAI I G
ADVE TURE
'The aim of Army AT is to develop, through challenging pursuit and
within an outdoor environment, leadership and the necessary qualities to
enhance the performance of military personnel during time of peace and
war.' In other words, AT has the same aim as all other training medium
but utilises 'adventure' . The Concise Oxford Dictionary provide the
following definition of 'adventure' .... 'an unusual and exiting experience;
a daring enterprise; a hazardous activity'. Much has been written on the
benefits of 'ad enture' by pioneers such as Kurt Hahn, Lord Rowallan,
and later Lord Hunt and Roger Putnam. The e men were among the most
influential to recogni e and foster the use of outdoor pursuits as a versatile
training vehicle, which could be mould~d to suit ~e need of a variety of
user group , including the Armed Services. But 11 1s a passage b.Y <;ohn
Mortlock that most succinctly expresses what AT means to the maJonty of
its participants and providers. Here he describe tJ1e archetypal adventure
situation:

·... a person has sudden fear of physical harm and no longer feel
complete ma ter of the situation. He feels. however, that he can, with
con ic/erable efforts on his part, and given luck. overcome the situation
without accidents. He accepts that his skills are about to be tested. Ile is
con cious of a definite degree of uncertainty as to the outcome, and feel .
as it were, poised on a knife-edge be/\l'ecn success and failure. If he
succeeds he has experienced adventure. I le had found him elf in a
situation which becomes firmly etched upon hi mind perhaps foreve1:
He has feelings ofsati ifaction, if 1101 elation, abo111 the result. The degree
of satisfaction and pride is proportional to 1he scale and intensity of the
adventure'.

COMPETE1 CE
Within an AT environment, risk is offset by the competence of the
individual. Adventure are both per onally pecific (based on per onal
compe1ence) and itualion pecific (based on situation ri ks)'. Therefore
in m1ctors and leaders need to lake account of both competence and
situation in order to gauge the correct level of challenge in order to provide
an 'adventure experience'.

It is the 'adventure experience' which is at tJ1c heart of the Army's AT
ethos and which will lead to the enhancement of a oldicr's performance
during peace and war.

FEAR RlSK AND DA GER
The relationship between the three AT principle of fear. ri k and
danger can be easily confu cd and it i important to ensure that b th
leaders and in tructors ha e a clear picture of the balance requm:d. Fear 1s
a primal emotion which i rooted in instinct but de eloped throug~ learned
experience. Overcoming fear can produce trong feelings of sat1 faction,
confidence and self-e teem. It is this facet that hould be utili.ed in AT. B
learning to overcome fears oldiers become better at coping with fear in
the future. The 'adventure experience' relic on the emotion of fear.
without which adventure become. recreation. Fear extended to terror.
however, is not adventure and can be a very negative experience. The term
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Maj David Drinkall ascends the Zugspitz
via the Hollental Klettersteig
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L ADER HIP
The ·real time· practical e. paience in leadership that ATacti' ities otler
. oldiers :hould not be und 're ti mated. Deci ion cannot be evaded. a ·
often tho ·e deci ion. are fore d by the situation in which th leader finds
him . .:IC and are required to counteract danger. For many junior ollicers
,md COs. leading a nit e-.pedi·ion L their only opportunity. out idc of
military operntion . to cxpcrienc an em ironment where l11eir leadership
b tested against a tme ri k tc hie and limb. Often
T i the only
cm ironment "here a junior commander has lr1Je independence of
dec1s1ons and the sole burden of command.
onen. the instmctor and leaders arc challenged by the leadership
responsibilitie · a much as the students are cha Ilenged by the ri k of l11e
AT acti' it). It i. becau e ofthe·e opportunitie for leadership that outdoor
pursuit::. hould be embra ed a a Yehicle for training.

THEN TURE OF THE ACTIVITIES
Outdoor pursuits lend them elves .:asily to the creation of a challenging
·adventure environment'. Indeed. it is the exhilaration and enjoyment of
personal challenge that draws e, ponents to the c pursuit and maintains
their enthusiasm; facing the challenge becomes addictive. The established
acti\ itie~ which the services recognise for the provision of AT are
mountaineering, rock climbing. canoeing, skiing, sailing (ofl~sh orc),
gliding (including hang gliding and paragliding), sub-aqua diving, caving
and parachuting. This list hould not be considered as exclusive, nor
hould every aspect of these pursuits be regarded as AT. Applications to
undertake AT activitic through service scheme are con idercd solely in
the light of their own merit and as e eel as to whether the aims of AT will
be achieved.

PER ONAL Q
LITlE
T lead to l11e de,·elopment of many personal qualitie required of a
oldier. It develops mental robustne s (to cope wil11 disappointment and
setbacks). humour (a en e of proportion in the face of adversity),
initiatiYe, phrical and psychological endurance, reliance on the team and
tru t in the leader. It also olTers the individual the opportunity lo gain
confidence through the challenge of AT lllat will help him overcome
difficultie found in dangerou and unfamiliar environments, uch as war
fighting.
T HETEA l
During military operation oldiers are commonly required lo work in
teams. These teams are often thrown together at short notice and have lo
operate under dures . AT prO\ide a pmverful medium for experiencing
the nature of the team, particularly during multi -day expeditions. Having
experienced the well ob erved pattern of group evolution for them elves
(forming, storming, norming and performing'). soldiers are better
equipped to get together as a team in times of crisis. Furtl1ermore, group
activities engender a en e of belonging. Through shared experience,
particularly invoh ing the physical and mental challenges of the
'adventure environment', the team develop esprit de corps.

THE 'PULL FACTOR'
Well tructured AT provide the oldier with a fulfilling experience
which is both exhilarating and enjoyable. As a re ult. there is a great
demand for T from the participants themsclve . When recruiting, the
Anny advertise, life in the services as an 'adventure experience' and
consider previous personal de clopmenl training, such a the Duke of
Edinburgh ward cheme or Queen ·s Scout Award, a a positive factor in
the election process. Personnel have the expectation that their 'quest for
adventure' will be fulfilled within the Army. Therefore, the provision of
Tis seen as a 'pull factor' in l11e battle for retention of Army Personnel.

a. Reali m. Realism i often the factor that difTerenliatcs
training from operations. Trainees cannot use Ii e ammunition
on a two ided exercises so the operational aspects of combat
are mis ing as afety constraint are impo ed to minimise risk.
Actual conditions lllat operations will need to be conducted in
cannot be foreca t very accurately. Exercises test skills,
ystems and stmclure, they rarely put the participants under
the 'real lime' dure s of fear.
b. Resources. During training courses, resource such a
time, facilitie , money and equipment are often limited;
therefore only the ba ics are taught and tested. Personnel are
expected to gain 'experience ' elsewhere in order to become
ready for operations.
AT can help fill the training gap by providing both the realism of the
environment of ri k and ilie resource of time, as at Unit level AT is often
conducted partly over weekend and leave periods. As AT provide
relatively inexpensive training carce re ources such as money, facilities
and equipment can be best utilised to provide efficient, worthwhile
training. AT can therefore further reduce the training gap.

Sig Nicola Burnip trains as pa rt of
the R. SIGNALS and ARMY Marathon Canoe Teams in Monmou th

. Maj David Drinkall and colleagues pose for a photo
whilst on their Joint Services Ski Instructors Course in Norway
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AT must seek, through exposure lo physically and mentally demandmg
activities, to develop character and leader hip and it is important for the
focus of Unit level AT to be on developing the soldier, not llle skill alone.
Reference Books:
I . Priest S ( 1990). The Adventure Experience Paradigm in Miles and
Priest.
2. Bel bin J ( 1981) Management Teams; Why they succeed or fail.
Heinemann

COMEON'F'
By Captain Edgar Harrison Royal Signals OBE MC

THE TRAI ING GAP
Military training is aimed at producing operational efTectiveness.
However. there arc omc facet of operational perfonnance that cannot be
undertaken during norn1al training cour es. Therefore, there will be a
·gap· bet\ een what i required operationally and what can be achieved in
training. This is known as the training gap' and can be defined under two
heading :
Capt Neil S tace awaits his race in the first MND(SW) Ski Champs
Sarajevo 1998

SUMMARY
The Army sets great store by the resilience and flexibility of its soldiers.
AT provides three major factors that make it a valuable training medium,
they arc:
a. Development of soldiers in preparation for War and
Operations.
b. Excellent retention factor.
c. Cost effective.

TRA SFERA BLE SKI LLS A 0 EXPERlE CE
Many of the practical skills and experiences acquired while undertaking
AT are transferable to the soldier's primary role. avigation, campcrnfl,
water safety, rope-work, meteorology, fir t aid etc arc all ski lls which are
relevant to the soldier, as are the experiences of enduring physical
hardship, undertaking expedition , organisation and admini ·tration,
foreign travel, leadership, teamwork etc. Tran ferab le skills and
experience are another facet of AT whose value cannot be overstated. In
terms of Defence Budget, such skill and experience are gained cheaply,
compared with the cost of adopting formal training 10 cover these
elements.
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Foreword by Col (Reid) C. J. Walters Director. Roval Signals Museum
Thi article by Edgar Harrison i a personal account of his time during
training. He was a member of the legendary 'F' Company at Cattcrick. 'F'
ompany eventually became Boy Training Company from which sprang
such organisations as the Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate and The
Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury. ' F' certainly has good pedigree!
Edgar went on to an illustrious career which included early service as a
soldier in hina with the Foreign Office Wireless Service for five years. In
1941 he was selected for special service with the SI (M 16) al Bletchley
Park from where he was commissioned. During the war he trained agents
for field deployment and saw service in many countries including orway,
Greece, Crete, Egypt and Russia. He parachuted into Yugoslavia and was
extricated by submarine. He met up with the Long Range Desert Group of
Ralph Bagnold (also Royal Signals) in udan and he served on the Russian
Front. Edgar was discharged from the service in 1946 on medical grounds
and joined the Diplomatic Wireless Service in which he served until 1975
when he retired. During this time he erved in Japan, India. ingaporc.
Russia, Beirut, Delhi, Singapore and UK. For his final appointment he was
Director of the Service. I had the privilege of recently interviewing Edgar
when he also presented me with a copy of his autobiography which covers
'The First Sixty Years of My Life'. There could not be a more unassuming
and charming character who has given his all to his country. In so doing he
has been awarded BEM , MBE, QBE and MC, but so unassuming i he that
it wa virtually impossible for me to determine the reasons and actions
behind these award .
F Company at Catterick -April/May 1929 quad
Name
From
Day
Bi hops tort ford
Fraser
Fort Georqe
Godwin
London
Harrison Caerphilly
Key
Dover
Marshall
ottingham
Millar
Dover
Pearce
Tyrone
Roake
Cardiff
Stanford Slinfold
Tizard
Portland
Turnham Portsmouth.
Who knows how many times 'Come on F ' raised the efforts of boy
competing against men on the porting fields of cotton and the
Highland . Suffice to say this cry certainly contributed to the fact that the
prestigious, Mackworth Trophy remained in the pose sion off Company
continuously whil t I was associated with this most illustriou of all Royal
Signals units.
How does one commence a short history of'F' when my knowledge of
the Company extends only to the period 1926 to 1933. I shall try. In
1925/26 the Royal ignals moved from Marc field in Sus ex to Catterick
Camp in orth York hire. When settled al Callerick it became the Signal
Training Centre ( TC) commanded by Brig Clementi-Smith. The whole
comprised the Depot Ballalion, the Training Battalion, chool of Signal
and Mounted Wing. My concern is principally with the Training Ballalion
(TB) comprising D E and F companies and particularly with F Company.
Apart from F ompany, all recruit joined the Depot Battalion aged 18 and
over and, afler three monl11 oldiering, joined eil11er Dor E companies or
the Mounted Wing depending on their trades. Fitters, Instrument
Mechanics, Linesmen and Despatch Rider went lo D Company (some
Linesmen went to the Mounted Wing). All Op rator ignal went to E
Company. umerically the Depot Battalion was by far the large l
followed in strength by E Company, D Company, F Company, Mounted
Wing and chool of ignals. These ix unit competed annually in
athletic , cricket, hockey, rugby and soccer for the Mackworth Trophy. , o
to F ompany.
I have no idea who dreamed up the idea of offering apprenticeships into
the Army by open competition. All I do know is l11at it wa a brilliant idea
which resu lted in the Corp attracti ng and training intell igent boys. All
boy had to be of British parentage, and the thrice yearly examinations
were held in the UK, India, Far and Middle East. U ually 150 places we~e
up for grab and the orps took between 12 and 16 of the e boy, ·~
Deceniber/.lanuary, April/May and Augu ll eplember. I was on Apnl
1929 en trant having come 23rd in my examination.
.
.
On arrival at Catterick we were posted to o. 3 hut and remained 111
civi lian clol11cs whi le we were mea ured up for our uniform and foot' ear
at the Tailor's hop adjacen t to the Moun ted Wing. We also had our hair
cul at l11c Hairdresser next door Lo the Tailor . While till in civ ics ' e
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were taught how to make and unmake our bed and the basics of marching
drill. After some two weeks we were uniformed and killed out and awaited
our numbers. It was widely rumoured our squad would be the first of the
232 and so it turned out. Fraser - 2320048, Godwin 2320049, me
2320050 and so on. Amongst the kit issued was a length of half inch white
tape. This was cul up in appropriate lengths. each stamped with our
numbers. These numbered tapes were then stitched by us on to our
blanket , uniform, underwear, shirts and socks. Visits to the QM tores
resulted in us being killed out as hereunder:
I Cap stiff with brass badge and chinstrap
I Fatigue Cap
I Cap comforter
I Tunic with brass buttons, dog collars and epaulelle
I Pair Trousers with braces
I Pair Breeches
I Pair Puttee
2 Pair Boots
I Canvas Shoes,
I Canvas Fatigue Jacket with bullon
l Pair Canva Trousers
3 Shirts
2 Pair Drawers Short
2 Pair Drawer Long
3 Pair Socks
I Leather Belt
I Whip
I Pair Spurs
I Housewife with needles, thread and wool
I Hold-all containing knife. fork, spoon, razor, shaving bru h. tooth
brush and button stick
I Brass nameplate tamped with name and number
I Kitbag
I Groundsheet
I Greatcoat
I Pair Woollen Glove
2 Hand Towels.
Having achieved a certain amount of expertise in marching, we
marched to Hipswell Post Office and enl home our parcelled civilian
clothes. ow, under the tutelage of gt Carpenter and LCpl Birkett we
were inculcated into the many facets of soldiering. So much to learn - bed
making. laying out of kit, trumpet calls and whistles - of which more anon,
similarly with hut duties and much el e. Probably for the fir t time in our
young live we accepted re ponsibilities and real di ·cipline.
o, to tmmpel call and whi ties which, between them, were to play a
major part in the time we spent in F Company. Our first tmmpcl call of the
day was Reveille 061 Shrs in summer and 0700hrs in winter (during pring
Drill in ummer Reveille ' a at 0545hrs h\ ice weekly). Thi was
followed by Orderly Room, Po l. tables, Retreat. Defaulters and Last
Pot. II parades were ordered by' hi tie a was 'Light Out'. Lance
Corporal Boys were responsible for the cries of whi tie-. Three whi ties
indicated ten minute to parade time, two whistle for five minute to
parade time. Then 'On Parade'. A loud whistle and cry of 'Lights Out'
indicated it wa 9.30pm and bedtime. We • tood to our bed ' nightly at
9.00pm. gt 'Pedlar· Palmer was the Trumpet Major and there \\ere two
Boy Trumpeters of whom one ' a named tokoe, l think. We became
familiar with the call and whistle in a very hort time.
Until a quad ·Pas ed Out' they were virtually confined to o. 3 hut
under the watchful eye of L pl Birkett. Our daily routine went something
like thi . Reveille, wa h and dre s and make one's bed. Brcakfa l came
next and then we tidied up our hut (each boy had a ta k on a ro ter "'hich
rotated weekly). Thi being satisfactorily completed. we were marched lo
the Training Battalion square to carry out variou drills and di ciplines quick and low marching, forming and unforn1ing fours, opening and
closing order, wheeling, aluting and ' hip drill. fter about an hour \\C
marched back and, depending on the day, allended education cla se at the
School of ignals of which more anon, or PT at the gymna ium adjacent to
t Martins church or boxing at the 'Blood Tub' in the Mounted Wing. II
kinds of sporting activ ities were indulged in on the Scotton and I hghland
playing fields.
Apart from Saturday and unday afternoon , there wa little if any
spare time. o much to learn. l low to clean our badge and buttons\\ ithout
staining our uniforms, ho" to bone our boot and burn1. h our pur ·• to
darn and ew and put on our puttee properly. ur progres · in these skills
owed a great deal to the boy in our quad from l11c Duke of York's
chool, Dover and the Queen ictoria chool. Dunblam:. They "ere 'o
helpful.
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Edumtum. all recruit to the Corp \\ere c. pt."Cted to obtain a Third and
• ond Clas
ertiticute. Boy pprentice Tradesmen were e:-.pected to
obtam a Fin;t Cla s ertificate · and, exceptionally, pecinl ertificates.
Promotion beyond the rank or crgeant wa denied tho e not posse sing
fir:;t Cln
ert1ticutes. Once one had obtained a First las. ertificate it
"a: no longer compulsory tn attend education classe . Religious
In truction (RI) le sons were g1; ~n to all boy . I am not sure if the. were
monthly or \~eekl . The \at n djority of F ompany "ere Anglicans.
man} attended Confirn1ation c!a . es and were dul Confirm d by Ilic
Bishop of Ripon. t lartins hurch Choir owed much to F Company
boy.. The} practi cd with the Corps Band every Friday and were giYcn an
c:-..tra 1\\0 day·s leave annuall). Two other bo s. that elected Lo pump the
organ. ''ere also gh en the extra lea\'c. hurch going on undays was
compulsory and wa · not much liked because of the parading beforehand
although \\C boy admired our be-medalled
Os, WO and Officer
"t!h their Great and other war decoration . Rain on unday mornings was
\\ elcomed a Church Parade ''a then cancelled.
After three month inten i\·e training the great day came. gt Carpenter
pronounced u fit and ready and we were paraded before tl1e CO of the
Training Battalion to how off our paces as it were. After completing the
intricacies of marching and drill, individually we marched to the CO, whip
aluted, ga\'e our number, rank, name and trade." hip sa luted again. about
turned and marched back to our quad. I hall never forget m elation on
the day I 'Pa ed Out'. Returning to o. 3 Hut, \\e' ere congratulated by
gt Carpenter and told we hould read that day's Company Orders
carefully. We did and di covered we had been posted to eit1ler Hut o. 2 or
Hut o. 7 depending on one· trade. Fitters and In trument Mechanic to
Hut 2. Operator ignal to Hut 7. After a fortnight' leave we returned in
late ugu t to commence trade training. I, with mo I of our quad. went to
Hut 7. I ha' e brief!) touched on leave. We were allo' ed two week in August
and two weeks in December the laller covering Chri tmas and the ew
Year. While at Catterick we were trictly confined to camp limits bounded
by Hip ''ell. Hunton and "the pole' of the latter more anon. Being thus
restricted leaYe was eagerly awaited. A week before tl1e commencement of
leave ·F· Company orders contained tl1e names of all boys going on leave.
their de tinations and the amount of money they would be paid after
deduct ion of their railway fares. Every effort was made by the boys to
appear really smart and well turned out for their leave. This entailed the
wearing of civvy boots, nickel spurs and a length of half inch fawn tape
wound around the bottom of the pullee. We were of course dres ed in our
be t tunic , breeche and puttee . Our civvy boots and nickel purs were
obtained by a weekly deduction from our pay. \ hile at home we could
"ear ci\ ilian clotl1cs or our walking-out uniform. One thing we had to
remember was to have a short back and si des haircut before we returned
from lea,·e.
Sport, a mentioned earlier 'F' Company had a deservedly great
·porting tradition with the winning of the Mackworth Trophy the hallmark
of ucce s. Although we were always competing against men three or four
years older than us, we more than held our own in most events. The
principal sports were athletics, boxing, cricket. hockey, soccer and rugby.
We were not allowed to box against those in man' service. The venues for
sporting acti\ ities were cotton for athletic , cricket, hockey and occer
and the Highlands for rugby. While there was ome organised training,
boys who were intere led in sport were expected to be individually and
collectively motivated enough ·to train in their spare time. As a Company
we excelled at athletics and rugby, and were fair to middling at the other
sports. The climax to our sporting season occurred in September with the
final athletic meeting of the year. On occasions the Mackworth Trophy
was decided on the last race - the 4 x 440 yard relay - with Sgt Carpenter
running the last leg, to cries of, 'Come on Carpo,' we invariably won. My
contribution to this meeting was in the 100 yard relay, the indi\ idual 220
yard and the long jump. At the latter in 1932, I set an Army Junior record.
'F' Company prided itself on the excellence of their rugby teams year in
and year out. In addition to playing against D and E Companies, Depot
Battalion, Mounted Wing and the School of Signals, we also played
again t public and grammar schools. In respect of the public schoo ls,
Ampleforth always prO\ ided the toughest competition and regularly
defeated us. Then came the great day in 1932 when for the first time, we
defeated the school on their own soil. It was indeed a dramatic victory. The
cu tom at Ampleforth had been that, after the game and showers, we were
given a meal accompanied by a pint of beer. On this occasion, however,
the beer was omitted! I wonder if we ever defeated Ampleforth again.
While credit mu t be given to a number of persons for the excellence of
'F' Company's rugby sides, the principal credit must, I think, be given to
Maj F. R. Cobb who commanded · F' Company 1926 - 1930, of whom
more anon.
Officer Commanding:
~aj F. R. Cobb 1926 - 1930
apt H. E. Rance 1930. 1932
Capt D. C. Holland 1932 - 1936
apt T. Boileau 1936 \.ly tra111ing at Li\'erpool Post Officer 1930 - 32 meant that l knew little
or nothing of Capt Rance, I was however fortunate enough to have two
wonderful Commanding Officers in Maj obb and Capt Holland. I left
Cattcrick in 1933 and o have no knowledge of Capt Boileau.
\1aj Cobb, a bachelor, put all his energies, heart and soul into the well
being of 'F' Company. Into all of us Boy he inculcated pride in the Corps
and in particular 'F' ompany. othing less than giving one's all was
expected from all the Boys. In many respects he ran 'F' Company as a
public chool
we moved from hut to hut as we acquired skills and
cniority, the equ1\'alent of lower and upper 5th and 6th Forms. Lance
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orporal Bo. s equated to prefects and wielded certain disciplinary powers
particularly oYcr under-age ma kin g and bad lan guage. I was possibl y tht:
youngest of all apprent ice tradesmen and very na'ivc about life in general. I
well reca ll 1aj Cobb coming to o. Hut about a month after I arrived in
attcrick. AHcr telling us how privileged we all were Lo be in the Roya l
Corps of ignal s. the priuc of the Army, we in ' F" Company were the
cream of the orps. ever ever were w.:: to let the Corps down. The motto
of· F" Company wa. 'Stick together and muck in. · He made a point about
the habit of so ldiers having them <:I cs talloocd and went on to say that no
' F" Company Boy would do such a thing, (I have never seen a tattoo on an
ex- Boy). Then came a chat about self-abuse that went completely over my
head. the older boys later told me what he was talking about!
Maj Cobb and Capt Holland were particularly interested in sport, al
'' hich ·F· ompany excelled. We were encouraged to train at cotton and
el cwhcre and to take pride in the past and present achievement of the
Corps both in the UK and abroad . The Corps magazine, The WIRE,
allowed us to follow avidly the progre s of favoured units in athletics,
Army occer and Rugby Cups, and in India the Durand Cup. Small
sections in hina also achieved success. In the 1937/38 sea on a team
largely drawn from the hanghai ignal eclion won tl1e pre tigious Tsz
Ling Cup, beating the much favoured top Chinese team 3-2. Thi was the
only occasion that a foreign team won the trophy.
o far I have only touched upon the real rca on that ' F' ompany was
created. It was, of course, formed to turn out first cla s oldicrs and
tradesmen. I am competent lo comment only upon my own trade Operator ignals. Unlike today, with its tendency for pecialisation and
compartmentalisation, ' F' Company trove to tum out all-rounders and
succeeded in their aims. At the end of my training I was a competent
ignaller in isual (flag and lamp ), Line and Wirele s Telegrnphy. I had
passed an Equi tation Cour e, under the famed CSM ' naky ' Young and
could lay cables. Competence had also been acquired in equipping and
operating a telephone exchange. I also had a econd, First and part of the
pecial Certificate of Education.
As Operator ignals, a large part of our training took place at Liverpool
GPO ("K' Company, commanded by Capt Coomb , RE). We were
accommodated at eaforth Barracks, the Depot Battalion of the King'
Liverpool Regiment and commuted daily by train from eafortb and
Litherland tations to Exchange talion in the city. I hould mention here
that, before we could be accepted at Liverpool, we had lo acquire a Group
E standard or excellence in our trade. At the Post Office our in Lructors
were a school-master and a school-mi tres who brought u up to the Post
Office standards of excellence in Sounder Telegraphy, Inker Reading and
Punching. The latter wa tl1e making of perforated Morse tapes. Until we
achieved the required tandards we were not allowed into the Instrument
Room ( IR) to work the ' live· circuits. We were te led weekly in the
schoolroom and to give you an idea of the excellence required we were
given a Sounder terminal at which we were expected Lo receive 30
telegrams in 30 minutes and then send the telegram back in 30 minutes,
both procedures without errors. A similar standard of excellence was
required in Inker Reading and Punching. We were also taught Post Office
counter work in a much as it affected the telegraph side. Capt Coombs
came to the choolroom every Friday Lo pay u out. Our pay included
monie for our train fare and meal in the Post Office canteen. We took
considerable pride in our appearance at Liverpool and Capt Coombs was
rightly proud of us. So much so that while l wa there in 193 1/32, he
arranged for us to be prominent at tl1e service of the laying of the
Foundation tone of the Anglican Cathedral. There were ufficient
numbers of Boy at Liverpool for us to compete at athletics, boxing and
soccer again t Post Office and Telegraph Boys, the Cabin Boys of the
large liners, then regularly ca lling at Liverpool, and the local school s.
Although usually outnumbered we gave a good account of o urselves and
frequently the Liverpool Echo commented on our prowess.
To ensure that we did not get out of touch with the army equipment
regular visits were made to a Territorial Army unit at Chester Castle.
There, two Royal Signals, regular army Sergeants rigorously te ted us.
The results of these tests were passed on to 'F' Company. On our return to
Catterick emphasis wa placed on wireless training, principally the ' A' and
'C' and 120 wall sets. With the latter set we regularly worked Bere and
Soike Island . The 1922 Irish Agreement had allowed us to hold on to
tl1ese islands which guarded the entrance to Cork harbour. We did not like
the weekly chore of the charging and toting of the large number of
baneries needed to run the 120 watt et. Exercises with the 'A' sets were of
hort distances. Those of the 'C' set were over much greater distances and,
with the latter, we practiced and understood the art of direction finding
(DF).
Equitation Cour es for apprenticed tradesmen started in 1932. Although
I took one of these courses in 1932 l am not sure whether it was of tJ1rce or
four months duration. 1 think the latter. We had to be at the Mounted Wing
by 6am each morning and this meant an early call at Sam. For the first
fortnight of the cour ewe were taught how to look after horse and tackle
and to 'muck out'. After this we were given an individual horse, complete
wi th tackle, to look after. Mine was named Sinbad - I found out why he
wa so named after experiencing his habit of rolling when jumping. Our
instructor, ' naky' Young, who with his horse Baby, was to represent both
Corps and Country at the highest level, saw to it that we acqu ired
competency in the saddle and a knowledge of horse . I like to think he was
proud of us when we 'passed out', after demonstrating our sk ills in the
Mounted Wing riding school and down the famous 'lane'. Riding down
the latter with cros cd stim1ps was hairy.
It would be an understatement to say 'F' Company turned out tradesmen
of the highest standard. All Boys entered Man 's Service with a Grade 3
Trade Certificate and the vast majority al o had First Cla s Educational
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ertificalcs. C lass 2 Trade Certificates were within their capacity but they
coul d not be obtained until after a year of Man 's Service. In my case I
obtamed Class 2 at the age of 19 and my lass I before I was 2 1.
Leav ing ' F' Company was a wrench. I can never put into words the debt
I owe Maj Cobb, Capt Holland and my in structors al Cattcrick and
Li verpool. My posting was to Tidworth (F Troop Cav Div igs) and as I
waited with my kit for the bus to take me to Darlington station , apt
llolland drove up in his car and said, ' Jump in and I will take you to
Darlington.' On the way he said how impressed he was with my all-round
abilities and that he had marked my papers accordingly. In that l gained
commissioned rank in Section VIII of SIS and became the Principal
Si gnals Officer of the Diplomatic Wireless Service, I do not think that I
disappointed him. Come to think of it, 1 cannot recall any ex-Boy I met
after the 1939/45 War who reached a rank le s than ergeant. One became
a Brigadier, one a Colonel, quite a few Lieutenant Colonels and a large
number of Majors and aptains.
I mentioned 'The Pole'. This was a flag-staff atop the highest point
above the Bellerby Firing Ranges. From it a red flag was flown when
firing took place on the range. ' The Pole' was about three miles from 'F'
Company lines and it was often incorporated in punishment for minor
ofTenccs such as - 'You will run to the Pole and back and then report to the
Orderly Corporal when you gel back.' Many are the Boys who did 'The
Pole and Back '. There was a generally acceptable time for the run of under
one hour.
The comradeship engendered in 'F' Company ensured that an ex-Boy
could always expect assistance from other ex-Boys, regardless of rank.
This particularly applied when they moved from one Signals unit to
another and in Civvy treet. 1 experienced the helping hand when I moved
from Tidwortl1 to Peking, Shanhaikuan, Tientsin, hanghai and Hong
Kong signal ection and 3rd and 2nd Divi ional Signals.
After thoughts:
Under discipline I should have mentioned that, during Maj Cobb'
tenure of'F' Company, corporal punishment wa frequently administered.
Principle offences attracting this punishment were, under age smoking,
bad language and being late on parade. Lance Corporal Boys usually laid
the charges and, if found guilty, a Boy would receive, in ascending order Admonishment, three days or five days CB. After being given CB, CSM
' Hoot' Gibson would take one to one ide and offer the alternative of
'stroke '. This offer was usually accepted and the guilty boy would write
in his own hand the following: I, No ............. Boy All respectfully
request the favour of his Officer Commanding that he be given strokes in
lieu of CB .' Having accepted the petition, Maj Cobb, accompanied by

CSM Gibson, would take the boy to the 'F' Company hut nearest to the
Orderly Room . There the stroke would be administered by the C M on
the bare bottom followed by handshakes all round and the boy would
return to duty. I do not recall any boy receiving more than five strokes. The
pain from the strokes usually la ted two to three days.
Under Recreation 1 should have included debating, the performance of
plays and the participation in Tattoos. My abidi ng memory of debating is
of a motion put forward by Boy Afr Thomas Baron Chatfield that the
South Wales miners played as significant a part in the winning of the Great
War as did the armed forces. Welsh steam coal was the world's best and
gave our ships the edge especially the Royal avy. Clean and almost
smokeless coal undoubtedly played a major part in the Royal avy's
achievement of superiority over the enemy during the Great War.
Incidentally, Chatfield's father was then RSM of the South Wales
Bordcrers at Brecon. Two plays were put on while I was in 'F' Company
both by R. C. heriff. ' Journey·s End' lingers longer in my memory. This
was well acted and produced. One incident in the play till brings a smile
to my lips. Boy Stanford, playing the part of one of the nervou /frightened
soldiers, takes out a cigarette and strikes a match to light it. Stanford a
non-smoker, had no idea how to light a cigarette, he held it in his hand and
kept striking matches, holding the flame to the end of the cigarette and he
thought that was all that was needed. When it came to puffing the cigarette
it was, of course, not alight. Whilst soldiering and gaining proficiency at
one's trade played the major part in our training at 'F' Company the
additional kills of debating and the performance on the stage resulted in a
more accomplished tradesman entering man's service.
Mention must also be made of 'F' Company's participation in two
Tattoo in 1932. The first was on the Knavesmire at York where we
enacted the ·Battle of the Toy Soldiers'. We played thi for five nights and
one matinee. IL was very well received, so much so that we were invited to
the Terry's chocolate factory where, in addition to receiving a box of
chocolate , we were allowed to taste others of their products. We were also
initiated into the proce e of chocolate making. After that we were given
a grand tour of York Minster.
Our next tattoo was in Roundhay Park Leeds where we enacted 'A
Grand Slam'. For this, 52 Boys, our complete complement, dre sed up to
repre ent each of the playing cards in a pack. Bidding took place over the
loud speaking ystem and, after doubling and re-doubling, a grand slam
was bid and made. It was o well done that we were asked lo give a
separate performance for the bridge players in that part of York hire - this
we did. Our reward was to be taken round Burton 's clothing factory and a
Foundry. At both places we were given a good meal. Captain Holland
commanded 'F' Company at this time.

ARNHEM REVISITED
Lewis Golden
My wife and I hope to return to Arnhem in eptember. It will be the
fifty-fifth anniversary of the ill-fated operation which was mounted in
1944 code-named 'Market Garden'. One Briti h and two American
airbo~e divisions were to seize and hold the numerous river bridges
which had Lo be captured if Field Mar hal Bernard Montgomery's plan
was to be realised. He envisaged an armoured thru t weeping through
Holland into Germany so as to end the war that year. The British Divi ion
was the I t Airborne Division, comprising the 1st and 4th Parachute
Brigades and the glider-borne Isl Airlanding Brigade. With the support of
Isl Poli h Parachute Brigade it had the task of eizing the road bridge
across the River eder Rijn al Arnhem. the furthest away, ome i.xty-f?ur
miles into enemy held territory, from the position of the land forces wh~ch
were to relieve it. The operation failed; but in that perverse way w~1ch
characterises the Briti h Army, that failure i celebrated a much, if not
more, than its greatest successe .
The pilgrimage to Arnhem this year will be led by Maj Gen Tony
Deane-Drummond, now aged 82 and the most enior in rank of the agein~
survivors of the battle. As one of the company commanders 111 my unit
Maj Deane-Drummond, a he then wa , had a remarkable e cape ~on
after he was taken prisoner at Arnhem following upon a strenuous period
of fighting. E cape was in his blood. As a L:i~utenanl he had take~ part m
the very ftrst parachute operation by the Brmsh Army. That wa m 1941,
and the object had been to blow up a viaduct in the north of lta!Y· T_he
operation succeeded but all the parachutists were captured., On h1 third
audacious attempt Tony Deane-Drummond got away lo w1tzedand and
found his way back to us in England. At _Arnhem he achieved_ the
well-nigh impo siblc : for thi1tecn days and 111gh ts he tood hidden 111 a
. hallow cupboard in a room which was being used by the Gernians to
interrogate prisoners, and when the enemy lcfl he e caped. A very tough
individual.
'There were no Jews al Arnhem,· wa the mon trou neer broadcast
over the radio from Germany by William Joyce, the infamou 'Lord Haw
Haw ', who was later hanged as a traitor. Joyce's assertion wa a
groundle
lie which wou ld have been believed by on ly th~ most
unthinking of hi s li steners, for obviously he had no means _of finding out
ho'' many Jews were serving ' ith airborne force . But h~s words w_cre
till fresh in my mind when my' ife and I vi ited Arnhem m !979, thirt)
five years a ti.er I had landed there. I noticed that the counter a s1stant 111 the
Po t Office was wearing a si lver Magen David. o, he wa not Je\ 1. h but
his sympathies lay with Jews. That reminded me that we were 111 the
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country in which Anne Frank had lived her short life, and in which
Rembrandt often portrayed Jewi h subject . Even the Airborne Museum,
now established in what had been the Hartenstein Hotel in the adjoining
village ofOosterbeek, the building which Isl Airborne Divi ion used as its
headquarters during the battle, hows the Dutch concern for their Jewi h
citizen , for a photograph of the rounding up of Jew by the azis i_s
prominently displayed, a is the record of the consequent prote t by their
non-Jewish countrymen.
There were. of course, many Jews in I t Airborne Division, and pos ibly
some also in the supporting 1st Polish Parachute Brigade. For example,
there wa the Royal Am1y Medical orp surgeon. Capt Lipmann Ke el,
who remained behind with our wounded when ' e eventually withdre'~
across the river, and who operated on Brig John Hackett, commander of
4th Parachute Brigade, saving his life after the German doctor had written
him off a too far gone. Then there was Lt Col Eddie 1yers. commander
of the Royal Engineers units. who swam the river to make contact \\ ith the
Pole . A friend of mine come to mind: Lt Denni Kayne who wa crving
in one of the baualions of 4th Parachute Brigade. Then there are the fallen.
A i it to the Arnhem Oo terbeek War Cemetery is a reminder of their
name :Capt J.M. Henry
Parachute Regiment
Pte B. Haikin
Parachute Regiment
Royal Engineers
gt J. . Z. u skind
Dor etshire Regiment
Private A. L. Taylor
gt R. Frank
Glider Pilot Regiment
Glider Pilot kegiment
gt T. . Rubcn ' tein
gt E. imion
Glider Pilot Regiment
Han Rosenfeld, served a Corporal J.P. Rodley Parachute Regiment
Pte G. A. Emanuel
Parachute Regiment
Pte H. Zimmem1an
omerset Light Infantry
Tpr \V. B. Chevin ky
Reconnai ance orp·
Flt Lt R. M. inger
Royal e\\ Zealand Air Force
Royal ir Force
.
Ldg Airnian R. J. Eden
They re t along with o many in unnamed grave marked ·A old1cr of
th<.: 19 9-45 War'. How many Jew lie in tho 'e grove"? \laybe none,
perhap evcral. As the in cription on the graves record. they are• Kno\\ n
On ly To God'.
.
Th1.: highlight of all pilgrimage' to rnhem is the unday mornmg
memorial service conducted in that beautiful cemetery, oflen attended b)
the Prince of Wale a. Colonel-in- hief of The Para hutc Regiment, and
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b 1he Qu~-en of The elhcrlands. It'. a most mm ing experience. mad
more >0 bj the . choolchildrcn who ·tand by the grave, and, at an
appropriate moment. tender!) lay a bunch of flowers beside each one.
Bidden by their teachers the) ob en e the extreme outh of most of the
fallen. a... the graYe-stones record. Toda) these children arc the
grand hildren of tho e who first di ·charged their solemn duty immediately
after the end of the \\ ar. The 1111."t11orial en ice ha no specifically Jewish
ontent. but possibl) bccaus l once voiced a complaint about this the
band nO\\ pla s Bruch ' Kol idrc during 1he wre~.h laying.
I wa· th n a aptain, my rol at Arnhem was that of Adjutant. I st
Airborne Di, i ional ignals. Although onl)· 21 cars old I had
e pericnccd more action with Airborne ignals than any otl1er Royal
1gnal Officer, for a luck would have it I was the only one who had
en ed in all three of the pre\ iou · airborne tlleatres of war; in orth Africa
in 1942 and 1943 with I st Parachute Brigade; in icily in 1943, again with
Lt Parachute Brigade; and in Italy later that year, ' ith the glider-borne
gun . I st Airlanding Light Regiment. All that experience wa as notl1ing at
rnhem. for earl) on I was ordered to take command of a sector of the
perimeter defence in the ground surrounding the Divi ional
Headquarters building, and there I . tayed for the duration of the battle.
'e,·erthcle it wa to me tl1at men in my unit turned at one of our annual
reunion , ''hen the need for a Royal ignal account of the battle of
rnhem was thought to be warranted in order to refute the story that
communications had been a complete failure; and I ' rote ·Echoes from
Arnhem·\\ hich was publi hed in 19 4. now out of prim. but avai lable in
the Reinhan Library or, if one i patient. tllrough one ·s public library.
Approaching the ubject with no preconceived notion I went to tl1e
V ar Diarie which unit \ ere required to file montl1ly and which are
available at tl1e Public Record Office at Kew Garden . Here I read much of
the \'a t array of book on operation 'Market Garden'. I soon tracked down
the origin of the myth that communication had been a complete failure. It
temmed from the book 'Arnhem' written by the Divi ional ommander,
~aj Gen Roy Urquhart, gho ted by Wilfred Greatorex and publi hed in
195 . Autliors who wrote ub equemly seem to have repeated the mytll
\\ ithout que tioning its authenticity. imilarly damning was tlie film 'A
Bridge Too Far'. At the premiere I wa sining behind Maj Gen Urquhan
and faj Gen John Frost who, as a Battalion Commander, had been tl1e
hero of the hour al tlle bridge; and after tlle film ended I asked them why
ignal had had a bashing. They both a sured me that the film was not
meant to be a documentary, so l should not worry. 1evertheless it wa a
documentary, and I did worry; but I console-d my elf with the thought tliat
in 1946 another film of the battle had been made. It was called 'Theirs is
the Glory'. With ome of tlio e who had got back as the actors, it wa
authentic and had not made Signals a scapegoat.
Why did 1aj Gen Urquhart lay Signals in his book 'Arnhem'? Might it
have been tllat he made his statement. ' ... the communications were a
complete failure.' to justify, po sibly even subconsciously. the decision he
took the day we landed to leave Divisional Headquaners, to go off in
earch of Isl Parachute Brigade which was advancing towards the bridge?
That deci ion nearly co L tlie Divi ional Commander his life. He found
himself surrounded by the enemy, had to lie low and was therefore not in
command of the Division during the first two vita l days. His absence gave
ri e to friction becween the two Brigade Commanders, ' Pip' Hicks of I st
Airlanding Brigade and 'Shan ' Hackett of 4th Parachute Brigade. One of
them had LO assume command during Urquhart's absence. The troub le was
that Hicks had landed on 17 September, Hacken on 18 eplember. Hicks
was much tlle older man but junior to Hacken in ervice as a Brigadier. 1
happened to have been in the Operations room in the Hartenstein Hotel
and had witnessed the argument. It was embarrassing.
Although very much less drastic than had been feared at the time the
operation was planned, when signals had remonstrated with the divisional
staff that its ets were not powerful enough to cope witll the task being put
upon tllem, tlle weakness some of the time of some of the radio links
contributed to the lamentable outcome of the battle; but tllere were many
more telling cau.es. Chief amongst them was the refusal of the
commander of the whole airborne force, Lt Gen ' Boy' Browning to
accept hi Intelligence Officer's report before the Operation was launc'hed
of the build-up of Panzer units around Arnhem; and the shortage of aircrafl

which meant that only two Brigades. Ist Parachute Brigade and 1st
Airlanding Brigade, could land on 17 eptember, with 4th Parachme
Brigade having Lo drop the next day and the Poles even later. Yet all fades
into in ignificance when one reflects on the real cause oftl1e failure of the
opcmtion: the inability of the relieving force Lo make headway again t a
determined enemy. Even witli communications which were less than
perfect the me sage was got through to the relieving force that it had to
arrive on time if the bridge was to be held. This it could not do, not
because the need for its urgent presence wa not known and appreciated
but because it was quite unable to make quick enough progress. The
relieving force was 30 Corp . consisting of the Guards Armoured Division
with two infantry divi ions. 43rd and 50th, following on behind, and it had
been entrusted with tl1e task of advancing ome sixty-four miles in four
days or les . wit11 only one acce s road avai lab le to it and no mean of
getting off tliat road. mall wonder that it failed. Enemy action simply
kept cutting the road, o impeding the advance. Even with help from units
of the American airborne di is ions, given ' ith great courage and vigour,
30 orpsju t could not make it; and in retrospect it justified the suspicion
reputed Lo ha e been voiced by Lt Gen Browning. that it was 'A Bridge
Too Far·
1y '' ife and I duly took part in the 55th pilgrimage Lo Arnhem. It wa a
particularly memorab le occa ion because. being apparently the final
official pilgrimage, il programme was extended and did not end as usual
with the ervice of remembrance at the Oosterbeek military cemetery, a
melancholy annual tribute to tl1e fallen. Instead, on the afternoon of that
day, unday 19 eptember. we urviving veterans oftl1e ill-fated operation
in 1944, which was to have opened the way into Germany and end the war
that year, piled into a hundred or o old army vehicles for a 'Trip of
Honour, through the illagc west of Arnhem which had ecn so much of
the fighting. In the words of the Dutch organi ers ' ... in thi way the
inhabitant of Oosterbeek, Wolflieze, Renkum, Heelsum, Doorwerth and
Heveadorp can once more express their gratitude and respect to the brave
men who tried Lo liberate The etherlands from the Aggre or in 1944'
and '. .. il is the last po sibility for the veterans to show their appreciation
towards tl1e population of Renkum for tlie hospitality which wa offered
them during the annual commemorations of the Battle of Arnhem'.
Ju t a it wa on the equivalent Sunday in September 1944, the day we
had landed, it was a beautiful warm sunny afternoon. We donned our red
berets, put on our medal and et off. As we motored along at a little more
than a walking pace we were given a quite ovenvhelming reception. The
whole population seemed to be at the roadside or leaning out of window ,
waving and applauding and shouting, 'Thank you for what you did.' and,
'God bless you.' Many hands reached out to try to touch ours. One lady
who was confined to a wheelchair drove it recklessly into our path o that
my Jeep had Lo top and receive her greetings. I thanked her for looking
after us, but she would not hear of it. 'You gave us hope,' she said, and we
blew kis es to one another a my Jeep moved off. Tragically hope was all
we had given, for the death and destruction caused by us and tlie German
during the battle had left the Dutch with even greater hardship when we
withdrew tllan before we had landed. But for tl1ose who were suffering
under the Nazi terror, hope was everything. Certainly the warmth of the
greeting from tlle very young Lo the very old, with only time for split
second eye contact as the convoy moved along, was astonishing. I was not
alone in having difficulty in restraining my tears. Never have I been so
moved.
Back at the Hartenstein Hotel in Oosterbeek, now the Airborne
Museum but during the battle in 1944 the headquarters of 1st Airborne
Division, we formed up behind the Band of the Parachute Regiment for a
farewell parade, marching past the leader of the pilgrimage, my old
comrade Maj Gen Tony Deane-Drummond, who took the salute along
w1tl1 the Burgomaster of Renkum and other dignitaries. The crowds lining
tlle route thi time were even more dense and demonstrative. A we passed
her by a little girl thrust a spray of carnations into my hand. It was all again
a moving experience. We carried on co the Town Hall, some 800 metres
di Lant, where we were dismissed. uddenly the celebrations were at an
end. IL was a nostalgic moment, for few of us would be likely ever to
return. I am nearly 77 years old, and one of the youngest. It had been a
fond farewell.

'BEVERLEY BOY' REMINISCENCES
Capt (Retd) B. J. Podmore

'.h.is 1s th~ story of a Regimental Boy and his Unit, No. 6 (Boys)
Trammg Regiment, 1ormandy Camp, Beverley, East Yorkshire. It covers
just over tv.o years sen•ice which was tl1e average ervice of a Boy
Entrant.
. My reasons for writing this article are I suppose three-fold. In my
mterest and re earch mto our Corps hi story I have discovered that there is
very .little reference Lo Boys' ervice in general and in particular no
menuon at all of Beverley and o. 6 (Boys) Training Regiment.
Rcwcuably o.ur Corp . Museum has nothing on display in the way of
wntten matenal or artifacts. The little that has been written is in some
i~sta~ce not factu~lly correct anyway. I am therefore trying to rectify the
si~uauon. I h~ve tned to be as factually correct as is possible bearing in
mmd the period ofume that has now elapsed. What is very good news is
that The Ex-Beverley Boys' Association has now been formed. More
about that at the end of this article.
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The year was 1955 and the month was July. At this time No. 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment had just vacated Normandy Camp for the pastures of
Newton Abbott, Devon. The who le unit had dispersed on 'End of Summer
Term ' leave and would then be reporting back to their new home. I as part
of ' man-service' entry 255 had been left behind for final documentation
before we emb.arked on our Trade Training courses at the Signals Trai ning
Centre, Cauenck (Drivers, DR's to Ripon). The Unit had been a Boys
Company prior to the rnove from Richmond to Beverley in 1950 and then
re-named 6 (Boys) Training Regiment. They in tum had been a successor
to F (Boys) Company at atterick. l can still recall on tliat day in 1955,
sitti ng and waiti ng in the billiard room, next to the NAAFI for the
Bedford (T V) QL to arrive and convey us LO the railway station al
Beverley and then on to atterick via the railway stations at York and
Richmond. Wondering what lay ahead for me as a future Telegraph
Mechanic (X trade) in The Royal orps of Signal . There was one
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consolation l suppose. I had, by virtue of attaining the rank or Boy/RSM,
been appointed to the rank of Local Lance Corporal. A policy I am given
to understand still exists today for Junior Soldiers of more senior rank.
(Can I hear mul!erings of never held the rank of 'Signalman?') My Tradt:
Training course was to be at 2 Sqn, I Training Regiment, Kemme) Lines.
But that is another story. I was Lo return back lo 2 4n later in my service
LO be 'demobbed'.
J had joined 'The Regiment' on 5 May 1953 at the spright ly age of 15
years and 3 months having lefl school that April. Pay was 2/6d a day, a
total of I 7/6d per week of which 7/6d was taken back for 'credits' and if
not used up on kit deficiencies, barrack damages etc, was given back to
you at end of term. 4 May had been my enlistment day in which I had
made the last of several visits, with my father, (ex-2 Batt Grenadier
Guards) to the Recruiting Office at Bethesda Schools, Bethe da Street,
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. A Colour Sergeant of the South Staffordshire
Regiment was to oversee my 'signing on' for six years wi th the Colours
and three years on the reserve' and of taking the Oath of Allegiance. I then
made my way to Beverley by courtesy of British Rail. We were all rnet at
Beverley railway station by a Cadre CO who turned out to be the (R)
Recruit Troop Sergeant. ome recruits were already on the 3-tonner
having travelled via York. We spent six weeks in 'R' Troop on basic
training (the last intake Lo do that at Beverley.) R Troop moved to elby as
a eparate unit at the beginning of the Autumn Term of 1953. You were not
allotted your Regimetal Number until completion of your Basic Training
and therefore I was referred to as NYA (not yet allotted) Podmore. My
Regimental Number was to be 22776277.
The Regiment had three squadrons. There was HQ qn which consisted
of permanent staff (Cadre) then the Boy Squadrons of 'A' Sqn (Arra
lines) with A & B Troops (later changed to A, B, D & E Troops). 'B' Sqn
(Aisne Lines) with D & E Troops (later changed to J, K, L & M Troops). I
was posted to 'B' Sqn, D Troop, (later became J Troop). Later on we had
epaulette flashes and I remember that J Troop wa dark blue and M Troop
was orange. In the latter part of my time spent there I remember my
Troop Commander was a ational Serviceman, 2Lt Maud ley. The Troop
Sergeant wa Sgt 'Freddie' Freemao and the Troop Corporal was a chap
called Whittingham, a re-enlistment into the Corps, who after demob from
the Corp at the end of WWI I had become a London Transport bus driver.
K Troop commander, also a National Serviceman, was a 2Lt Dixon. Both
these Officers left the Regiment on demob, at about the same time as I.
After being promoted to Boy Warrant Officer (B/WO) rank you ceased to
belong to a Troop. There were only ever two Boy WO's at one time so
therefore whoever wa B/RSM there would ool be a B/SSM in the same
Squadron. The OC of 2 Sqn was a Maj Williams. The SM wa a man
called 'Pop' Rider. He wa a big chap but 'Pop' by name and nature. He.
like a number of other married Cadres, lived in the 'hulled' married
quarters that were situated to the left of the camp entrance (opposite the
Guard Room.). The quarter followed a contour of a semi-circle leading
on to a group of brick buildings (there were not to many of tliem on the
camp) that formed the cla sroom . The Admin Officer if my memory
serves me right was Capt Fyffe and he wa also in charge of the
Band/Corps of Drums. The camp had two gymnasiums and they were
quite large. There wa a WOI of the Army Physical Training Corps in
charge with Regimental PTls as assistants. I do recall that tbe SSM of' A'
Sqn was Tim Holt, a man I was to meet up with again in 1957 when he
came as RSM to 3 GHQ Sig Regt at Episkopi (Cyprus). I was to remain in
'B' Sqn for tlle duration of my Boys Service. I remember the new
regimental number of the Regular and I (the 230 ) being publi hed on
Part I Orders and that caused ome excitement at the time. We were all
either 22537 , 22569 or 22776s. All Boy soldiers were of course subject to
Military Law and Queens Regulations. The punishments were the ame a
a 'Man Soldier' ie: Detention, CB Uankers/defaulters) with one additional
type of punishment which wa only administered Lo Boy Soldiers. Thi
was the dreaded 'strokes'. A bamboo type of cane used Lo strike you
acros the buttocks. You always paraded for 0 's Orders in Denim . If
strokes were to be admini tered it was the duty of the S M to carry out the
puni hment in front of the OC. You were bent over a table/chair, fully
dre sed. It was always the common practice LO wear the i ued U BD on
these occasions just in case you got the strokes. They were the garme~t
that were 1157 issue and had to be worn underneath our Denuns to assist
in keeping us wam1 in winter. If the strokes were to be given on CO'
Orders then they were carried out by the R M but you ' ore PT kit. You
were marched out after the 0 had stated your puni hment, wearing Be t
SD, straight into the RSM ' office. If stroke were to be administered you
changed into PT kit, Best Boots- and grey ock (turned over at the top of
the boot) an d then marched back in again for the puni hment.
Trai ning was sp lit into two categoric , Education and Military. The
training day was also split to cater for both. The RAEC were respon 1blc
for the former and al that time the establi hment was one Officer and a
number of Sergeants (long before it became an all 'commissioned' orp ).
Most of the SNCOs' ere teachers completing their ational en•ice. The
Officer I recall was a apt Edwa rd . He had risen to fame a an
international rugby player and played full back at that time for Wale_s. I
was later to meet up with him again in Birmingham in 1976 for at that ume
I was still a serving soldier in the Territorial Army. He was by th en. a
retired Colonel and was the organiser of a eminar by UK Land Forces 111
support of the Reserve Forces. There was no trade training as uch. The
only thing I can recall in connection with communications was the
Amateur Radio station in our lines. I ne er saw it in use but it was hou. ed
in one of the ·Spiders' in 'B' qn Line .
Our uniform consisted of two issues of D, one Best, one 2nd Best,
with buttoned up collar and D cap. The cap badge w~ .t~e second ~atlern
issue with King's rown. We wore Collar Dogs and 1111t1ally were 1 sued
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with the first pattern type. (I make these references to 'patterns' for I ha\e
an extensive collection of Corps memorabilia by way of cap badges, collar
dogs and Div Signs etc). I had enlisted after the death of King George VI
but bt:fore the Coronation of Queen Eli/.abeth II. They were later changed
lo the second pattern. I do have a photograph of myself in uniform wearing
that mixed insignia. The Boy WO'· CO's all wore miniature rank
insignia. The small 'Tapes' (which later were adopted on the new issue
o.2 Dress) were worn by ranks below B/WO. B/SSM's wore the . taff
Sergeant's crown. The B/RSM (Tara) had for his 'Tate & Lyle's' the Collar
Dogs of the General Service Corps. I still have mine and they have the
'Kings Crown' One particular part of our dress that I remember was the
way the 'Chinstrap' was positioned on the SD cap. IL wa brown, had two
brass buckles and one 'stud.· This was a brass rivet. It had to be positioned
so that, as one looked at it from the front, 'Jimmy' had Lo be ' Kicking the
ball' (on a 252 if it was not) We wore the 'Cauerick Rose' on each sleeve.
o Training Regiment colour 'flashes' were worn on the sleeve unlike
those that were worn by the remaining six Training Regiments (triangle
for Cadre and rectangle for trainees (except 7TR)J. The shoulder title, R
JG ALS, was of brass and worn on each epaulet1c. The standard issue
web belt was worn with D. I do have photographs of the Regiment (pre
1953) taken on the drill square at the E York Depot and in Beverley Lown
which show all Boy soldiers wearing black leather bells. Boys below the
rank of B/Sgt were allowed to wear the good conduct stripe. This was
common ly known as the 'dodger.'
In 1954 our then Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The Princess Mary, Princess
Royal visited the Regiment. One part of the schedu le was LO 'Review' her
Boys (that were how she referred to us). Thi was done by first 'Trooping
the Colour' a drill manoeuvre, which we were quite familiar with. It wa
part of our general training and u ed for ceremonial purpose throughout
orthern Command. It was done in precisely the same way as tlle Queens
Guard do it today. The parade consisted of two Guards, one from each
Squadron, (No's I & 2) and each Squadron, on a rota basis, took its tum to
be 'Escort to the Colour' All Boy WO's/S CO's held 'Officer' ranks. The
B/RSM was the Lieutenant Colonel, and Parade Commander. Hi dress
included the am Browne (no pace-stick, just standard walking cane) and
on formal parades he carried the regulation officer's sword. The officer's
insignia were superimposed on white material and worn on the epaulettes.
The Boy rank remained in situ. Other ' Officers· carried as their 'swords'
the 18' bayonet and did the appropriate word drill with them. We
competed between each Squadron and Trooped tht: Colour on an annual
basis for the 'Hedon Sword'. Thi word had been presented to the
Regiment by the nearby village of Hedon. I wonder where that is now?
All our kit was of standard issue and on the same cale of i sue as man
service. However, we were not issued with BD's or beret . We did have
is ued u/s BDs (a previously mentioned) F MO (Full Service Marching
Order) was laid out on top of lockers all squared off with plywood or very
stiff cardboard. We had to scrub 1he wood on our issue boot bru hes. The
clotlles brush wa exempt for it had on it a red varni h fini h. Our 'KIWI'
polish tin lid had to be polished and void of any paint. Sock woollen
(grey}, hirts KF (khaki flannel) Ve ts white PT (not the red one) etc were
also 'squared off' The white hold-all for holding wa hing gear etc wa
crubbed white. The Ammo boot had 13 studs on the sole, highly 'spit
and polished' all over. Your Best pair of boots had tl1eir tuds burnished
mooth for 'bed & room inspections·. Cardboard and 'boners' plus bras o
or Duraglit and Kiwi polish were the tool of our trade. The electric irons
worked overtime. We were not allowed ' box pleat ' on our D but our
overcoats were 'pleated square' at the pockets and also at the rear (Guard
fa hion). Mes tin received the same treatment a the kiwi poli h tin. The
'Fire Points' in tlle billets were scraped with razor blade or harp knives
to get them to a true wood colour. In tlie Billet the tirrup pumps were
'black-leaded' ( o were the two ca t iron coal toves). The two red fire
buckets had to have their water free of dust. Blotting paper wa used to get
the water clear. Obviously with tlle strict regimentation that was part of
our life. some decided that enough wa enough and took all kinds of tep
'to ' ork their ticket' One favourite trick wa to tart 'bed wetting'. h got
so bad at one stage, with the odour etc, that they were all put in a separate
billet. You can imagine how that appeared to us if we had Lo venture near
to them. Food was still on ration. The margarine wa cut into one lllCh
square and floated in water to stop melting. We only had ev~porated milk
at meal times and this wa watered down. As Boy old1ers we were
entitled to an i sue of food at morning tea break. Thi alway con isted of
tho e hard milky type biscuit (two) with one mug offre h milk. The mug
were the tandard is ue white one-pint pot . We referred to it as tlle free
AFI break.
nnual camp took place each training year, rotated on a quadron
basi .. The I\ o years that I took part, 1953 Jnd 1954 (there wa not a amp
in 1955 clue to the mo e) it was held at Zetland Camp, Marske-by-the- ea,
orth Riding of Yorks. I do not knO\\ about the history of the camp but I
do know it contained a mortuary and that it had been con,·erted for u ea·
the gua rdroom (the 'slab· wa till there). I still ha e good mei:iiorie of
evenino pa e to Redcar and kelton. It was an all canvas camp m re peel
of the Boy oldier Ii' ing accommodati n. The fin job on arrival was to
till the palia es with tra\\ .
There are ome ·personalities' I can re all which cannot be mi sed out.
The CO wa LL Col R. A. Connor (sadly I believe he pa sed away Ill
1994). The Adjutant was a Capt Galbraith (big mou ·tache) and I think he
had a brother also sen ing in the Corps. The R M. who·e name was
Thomp on, was a small stocky chap with a very well waxed mou ·ta he.
He wa. one of two Cadre memb rs of taffwho ahrn_ · \\Ore the old style
OR' D a Working Dress (the ame a i· ued to Boy oldicn;.) The other
gt Jenkin , the dis ip.linarian of the Regiment. J:k was the
person wa ·
Drill ergeant and any Boy old1er earmarked for promotion would
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c rtainl~ attend one of hi DD (Drill & Duties) course "hich wa of four
"eel.s duration. The QM wa· a Maj Brandon, Ofticcr I M Troop wa Lt
F. . Lock,,ood "ho I belie' c went on to serve and retire in the rank of
Lieutenant olonel Then there was the Provo. I ergeant,
gt ·Slip·
\1oloney. I la t sa" him in 19-6 whilst I "a pa sing through the Depot
Regiment at aighton amp. r ter, en-route for the 1iddle East. I can
re all RQ\l E"er. 1 wa to m<.;t him later in my servi e when in 19591
\\3, po ted from 15
ignal Regiment at Episcopi to 8 ignal Regiment
(Cadre). I was entitled to married quarters and he wa to o, ·ersee that for
m . He had retired from the Ceorp and ' as a Civilian on the married
·pad.' staff at Catterick. His' triker· at Beverley was QM Redmond.]
think I am right in aying that 1aj Brandon and the QM were ex ·f'
Company Boys. One of the Troop Sergeants in ·A' qn was a
gt
George. I \\a later to meet up with him in tl1 ignal Regiment, al
Cattcrick ( 1961) "here he wa S, M of I qn (trade upgrading). He was
one of three pc on to give me a character reference for the Police
en ice. One of the other referee wa a Cyril orthgatc, a ivilian
Instructor at 3 qn. Kemme! Lines. An Ex Beverley Boy. (22776 ...) Cyril
had not long completed hi ix years in the Colour and had joined the
training . taff. We had on Cadre, ig Halfyard I ) the Kent cricketer and
Cpl Jennmg ''ho had been posted in after repatriation a. a POW from
Korea. His story i told in the book by Philip Warner, 'The Vital Link' a
hi tory of our Corps from 1945 - 1985.( I think and hope I have the right
Jennings). Johnn) Pre colt, who went on to become a Briti h hea yweight
boxer, wa a Boy in 'B' qn. A chap called Cullen wa a..B/R M (he was
from toke-on-Trent). When 1 joined the Regiment a chap called
Couillard wa the Bl M of ·B' qn (a Channel Islander, I think). Mick
Hall a Channel 1 lander (we had a few of them and hammies) was al o a
BIR M. I followed on from him in that rank. Mick was to serve with me
and hi brother Dennis in 3 GHQ ig Regt (later redesignatcd 15 ignal
Regiment). Denni Hall along with Phil \ eatherall were ' ith me on the
·Quicksilver· Tour of 1956.
The Regiment had a good Corps of Drum under die control of Capt
Fyffe. In 1954 with other Boy Uni ts of ortl1em ommand the Regiment
formed a PT display tean1 to take part in that year's Command Tattoo. It
wa held in Roundhay Park, Leeds. We appeared on TV and I remember
Princess Margaret taking 'The
alute' on one of the evening
performance . We were all moved to The Army Apprentice School
Harrogate where we were accommodated and admini tered for the
duration. I cannot remember whether it was Hildebrand or Uniacke
Barrack we were housed in. l know that it wa the barracks sited opposite
the Apprentice chool (not College in those days) and the Infantry Boys
Battalion was re ident in the Barracks at that time. (tl1ey had recently
moved from Tuxford). The chool RSM, WOI Lon borough, Coldstream
Guards gave us instruction on drill and display formation equences. l
ha'e reason to believe that he was the Father of the British Olympic
swimming champion Anita Lonsborough. I did notice some time ago
whilst reading in The Wire about the article on the Apprentice School at
Harrogate Re-union. It made reference to him attending. The uniform for
the Tattoo wa , red PT vest, white shorts, pump and socks. 1 cru1
remember that we doubled illlo the arena each time lo the tune of the
'Swedish Rhapsody.·
Our training year was split into three Terms, Winter, Summer and
Autumn. The leave quota usually worked out at about three to four weeks
at the end of each term. You entered ·Man Service' as near to seventeen
and a half years of age as possible. Each Boy on joining the Unit was
allocated a ·Man Service Entry' course umber, ie: in my case 255.
I ha\e made t\vo nostalgic return visits to Beverley, one in the summer
of 1989 and the second took place in 1997. The ormandy Camp had been
demolished and replaced by a large housing estate. The only remains of
any identity of the Camp was that the leader road onto the estate was
named ormandy Avenue and it more or less fo llowed identical contours
of the main road that went through it. The quarry was still in place and the
Mental Hospital could still be seen at the point which had been at the rear
of the camp adjacent to the Drill Square. On the 1989 visit the on ly
remain of the adjacent Victorian Barracks of The East York's Regiment
Depot were the partly demolished Victorian Married Quarters. They had
been situated next to the main entrance to the Depot and fom1ed part of the
wall, which engulfed the Barracks. A very impre sive set of buildings. On
the 1997 'isit I spoke to a lady who was manning the Service Station at the
ite near to both Barracks. Her family had been the owners for many years.
be recall the 'Boys' and particularly mentioned a name or two. One
thing that he also mentioned was that the old Victorian entrance to the
East York Depot Regt, had been earmarked and approved for
preservation. Apparently one night the structure was demolished without
authority. Although the law took its course it did not bring back what
would have been a reminder of the military history of Beverley. So hence
a already mentioned there is no trace of either Barrack or Camp. All that
doe remain is the very old brick wall that served as the 'dividing line'
betY.een both Barracks. This wa ll started in front of th e Regimental
Barbers • hop and the RP's accommodation in Normandy Camp. Along
side of it Y.ere the 30yard range (on the E Yorks side) and the MRS. A
large Morrisons super store has now been built on the site of the Depot
Ea t York Regt. At the entrance they have on display, in two glass
cabinets, 'arious dress, regalia and badges ofthc East Yorkshire regiment
and its uccessor . 1 went on to serve in the Corps until the end of my
regular engagement in January 1962.
Finding myself in the preceding year on The 'Quicksilver' Tour of
1956, uez campaign (Operation Musketeer). That was the time when we
had to change the speed of the creed 7B teleprinters from 50 Bawds to 45
hawds so as to work the Royal avy on the submarine depot ship HMS
Tyne. This ship had been converted to comms complex . Then !herd was 3
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GHQ ig Rcgt later redcsignaled a 15 ig Rcgt (and EOKA) 8 ig Regt
(?. qn) 1 maintained my continuous service in our orp by joining the
Territorial Anny immediately I left the Regular Anny. In 1962 I joined the
ta!Tordshire Police (still on demob leave). I ' as allowed by my Chief
Constable to serw in lhe TA and hould have joined the RMP in
accordance with QR 's. A long story bul I managed to remain in the Corps
(my trade had a lot to do with it). My last Unit was 30 Engineer Brigade &
ignal Troop (V) based in my hometown of Stafford but now adly
di banded under the Options for hangc. I went on to erve until 1984,
Commi sioncd from W02 and thu completing 31 years continuou
ervice. I am a life member of Royal ignals Association, ccretary of the
hropshire Branch of the As ociation, a liccn cd Radio Amateur, call sign
GO
U & GI 0 Z and a member of the Royal ignals Amateur Radio
ocicty (3252). 1 went on to serve in the Police until 1988 when I had lo
retire. at the age of SO. on medical grounds. This wa all due to a spinal
injury occurring whilst on duty.
The two photographs di played with this article arc of Man- ervice
entry courses 254 and 255 (Easter 1954 & ummcr 1955). My course,
' hich has been previou ly mentioned, was 255. 1 am seated on the front
row and to the immediate right of our 0, Lt Col R. A. Connor R. ignal .
R M Thompson for ome reason k.nown only to him was AWOL. On the
CO's immediate left is Paddy Henderson the B/S M of' A' Sqn. I think I
am correct in saying, that the person standing in the second row from lhe
back and first in from the left, is the As ociation Branch Secretary for
Guem ey, Eric Le Que ene (22776 ... ). I can name a few more but there is
not the space at this time. The econd photograph (254) is the course that
Mick Teague (to whom I mak.e reference to later) wa pan of it. He can be
seen back ro\\ . second in from the lefl. The B/ M to the immediate left of
Lt Col R. A. onnor is Rex Clothier, B/ M of ·B' Sqn. There is a Boy
WO missing and according to tradition it should be the B/RSM.
Unfortunately I cannot remember exactly who that could have been.
Although a couple of names do come to mind.
Perhaps in the not too distant future and following current practice,
there may be a chance that a barrack block or building at Blandford will be
named ·Beverley. ' Can anyone reading this artic le manage to ' pull some
strings' to achieve thi ? It would make a very loyal servant of U1e orps
and many others (I am ure) very happy and ensure that the name
'Beverley' which was so much part of our lives and Corps history will live
on forever.
I made reference at the beginning of this article to the formation of our
ex-Boy ' Association, which has the full recognition of RHQ Royal
Signals. This great happening can not go without mention of those who are
respon ible. A lot of hard detective work and appeal via the media by
Tony Hull and Mick Teague have made it all possible. We had our fir t reunion in September 1999 at the Victory Club in London. A newsletter has
been produced and at this time of writing we have over 70 members and a
·contact' list. I now have personally 'linked' up with everal of my former
' Boy' comrades some I have not seen for well over thirty years. The
address of the ecretary is: A. Hull, 8 Ferncroft Gardens, Bournemouth,
Dorset, BHlO 6BZ.

Man Service Entry 255
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
from: '\taj 0. B. Warne - 01 l>lans 1
Defence Procurement gency
80\\1\fA IPT
Elm 2a #147. ~fOD Abbey Wood
PO Bo'\ 702. BRI TOL, BS34 SJH
Dear 1r.
Lt Col Terringcon·s article in the late t edition oftl1eJ011rnal ('Manning
the orp -The Challenge of the next millennium'), to my mind, does not
sit well with the following article by a member of his own Regiment
(Installers at the Read). Capt (TOT) 1• Baugh). Col Terrington is of
course right to talk of the Corps being· ... in high demand and spread too
thinly across a di,erse range of ta k '.He i also right that there are• ... too
many commitments' but ho1v can we reconcile this w ith our ·upport to
non-core (or Corp ?) bu iness such as providing communications support
to static airfield ? It is time the Corps examined what it hould really be
doing in toda) · anny: what hould our ·commitments· be? Do we really
need to man unic COMMCE . airfield and depots? Do we still need a
Regiment (+) in 1 onhern Ireland? The luxury of having sufficient
manpower to meet all of the-e commitments has long ince gone. With
manpo11 er in hort upply hould it be u ed on these tasks or supporting

Colonel Pete r Goldney
Peter Goldney who died on 17 December 1999 aged 64 joined the
Corps in 1953 and served with distinction for nearly 37 years. He was a

that part of the army on the Formation Readine s Cycle'?
I do not uggest that the Corp should be committed totally to
operations as thi in itself could be counter productive. But would thi s be
worse than the separation and turbulence caused by trying to spread
ourselves too thinly acros too many task ? It may be that the challenge
offered by task such a working on airfield local area network
in. tallations, or the stability offered by a period in a UK static
COMMCE , provide aricty in an otherwise never ending cycle of
training for operation , mounting operations and cleaning up a~er them .
It~ however. this variety is only available to a subset of our manpower we
are fooling ourselves as lO its impact. 'Posting by exception' may have its
part to play as we hould not create turbulence ju l for the sake of meeting
an arbitrary posting date. Thi of course would need to be carefully
balanced against many conflicting needs. We mu l also ask ourselves do
our soldiers want to remain in units based predominantly in the south of
England when a large percentage of them come from the north?
Provocative, to ome, but questions that must be asked. I ofTer no
an wers - imply more food for thought. Some u eful work ha been done
in defining a new Corps orbat post SOR, but more fundamental questions
mu t be answered before this work can be completed.

single minded officer with high principle and an unimpeachable integrity
who wa always willing to speak hi mind irrespective of whom he might
offend. He po es ed con iderable charm which made him a very popular
officer particularly with those who erved under him and his
contemporaries.
Peter Goldney wa born in Dalhousie, India on I August 1935, the son
of Lt Col J. L. Goldney of the 2/4 Gurkha Rifles. Following his education
al Wellington and Sandhursl he was commi ioned into Royal Signal in
July 1955 winning the Agar Memorial Prize for his intake. Following his
Subaltern ·s Part I Course at Catterick he spent five years in Germany
serving with 5 AGRA(AA) Signal Squadron in Oldenburg and then with
2nd Divisional Signal Regiment both in Hilden and Bunde. Aller his
Subaltern's Part 2 Course he decided to follow a life time ambition to
become a pilot and, following training at Middle Wallop in 1961-62, he
was sent to Aden to join 653 Light Aircrafi Squadron AAC. He then
returned lo Middle Wallop to qua li fy as a helicopter pilot before joining
HQ 2 Wing AAC at etheravon. He returned to the Corps in 1966 and
spent a year with 3rd Divisional Signal Regiment. He succes fully
completed Division 2 of the Staff College and in January 1970 returned
yet again to Middle Wallop as GS02(Avionics) at HQ Director of Army
A iation. He commanded 6 Armoured Brigade Headquarters and Signal
Squadron from 1972-74 before completing his .second Grade 2 Sta!ftour
with HQ ORTHAG in Reindahlen. Following his attendance at the
ational Defence College Cou rse at Latimer he spent a short time at
RARDE, Fort Halstead before, in 1977, taking command of 10 Signal
Regiment in Hounslow. In late 1979 he started a long tour as GSO I (EW)
on DMO's staff in the MOD. On promotion to Co lonel in 1983 he was
posted as Colonel (GS) to &E Division of HQ AFCENT in Brun uum.
Hi s lat appointment before retiring in 1990 was as Co lonel (GS) 0124
(A).
Peter was a good all round sportsman excell ing at hockey at which he
represented the Corps on numerous occa ions between 1955 and 1967. He
was an accomplished skier an d took part in both the BAOR and Army
Championships. However, his greatest talent lay in hi s ability as a g lider
pilot and he represented the Army in Inter-Service Gliding Champ ionships
six times between 1962 and 1971. Jn 1962 Peter married Penelope
Gillespie, they had three sons.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
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ANNUAL
REUNION
2000
This year's Annual Reunion will be held at Blandford Camp over the weekend
24/25 June. All members and their guests are welcome to attend. The outline
programme of events is as fol lows:

SATURDAY 24 JUNE
1030
1200
1500

Evening

Princess Royal Day parade by the serving soldiers of
11 Signal Regiment.
All ranks luncheon in the Regimental Restaurant.
Arena Display, including the Royal Signals Motor Cycle
Display Team (The White Helmets) , the Corps Band , the
band of 34 Signal Regiment (V) , the Corps Pipes and
Drums, the Branch Standard Bearers' Competition and
ending with the playing of Retreat.
Social gatherings in the Junior Ranks' Mess, the
Sergeants' Mess and the Officers' Mess.

SUNDAY 25 JUNE
1030
1130
1200

Church Service.
March Past.
Dispersal.

Meals in the Regimental Restaurant are available through pre-booking with the
Association HQ or telephone 01258 482090. Regrettably accommodation on
Camp is not available, but the Association HQ has a list of local accommodation.

The Museum Shop will be open throughout the weekend for the sale of goods.

www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/
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MI ISTRY OF DEFENCE POLICE
It "a n 't the mo t au piciou of fir t meetings. PC teve Read. of tl1c
l\1m1str) of Defence Police. went round to offer crime prevention advice
to gt Fergus ·Fergie' ndcrso n. oft.he Royal Corp of. ign ~ L. an~r ~1i s
hou. wn broken into. They got lking and came up with a tund-rn1smg
idea that help people in two difte ·nt countrie , thousand of miles apart.
In 1992 'Fergie' fell in love - witl1 Kathmandu and its people. Ha mg
been teaching Gurkha in Catterick he applied for a job in their homeland of
, cpal. attached to the Queen· Gurkha igna l . He got the job and he and
hi " ife went to liYe in 1 epal for five years. 'The people ' ere o friendl y
and always miling: aid 'Fergie' . How:e,er, there wa. pover:ty an? 'Fergie'
decided 10 help. Hi idea wa to rai e money for pec1fic proj ects m smaller
hildren' home and orphanage. that didn't always benefit from the' ork
of larger charities. o fur he has raised more tl1an £35,000 and returns LO
epal each year for a month to ee what cl e he can do to help. . .
The money ra i ing idea that the pair of them came up w ith 1 to ell
personal afety alarm to women on the married quarters estate - or,
indeed. to anyone who wants to buy one. ' Fergie ' buy the alan11s in bulk
and ell them for £7, the profit going to help the children of epal. ' The
alarn1 prO\ ide security to women in UK and their sa le rni es money for
the people of epal,' sa id PC R ead.
'Fergie' is due to leave the Army in July, when he intends lo attend ~e
chool of Oriental and African Studies to do a Masters Degree m
Development tudic . However, he won "t top thinking of scheme to help
his friend in epal. Another of hi ideas wa to ask artist Jan Slater, who
live in epal, to paint a picture of tlie country that could be made into
print and sold. Jan ha ju t completed her econd exhibition of 26
paintings "hich, it i hoped, will be on show in tlie UK later tlii year.
' Fergie' hopes that tlie money raised will help the thousands of epalese
girl who are sold into prostitution, only to be ent home after they have
contracted HIV or AID .

ROYAL SIGNALS GRAVESTONES AT
KANDY WAR CEMETERY - SRI LANKA
I have j ust recei ed a number of photograph s from C ol (Retd) J ohn
Bromley \ ho recently visited ri La nka . T he ph o tographs are of the
head tones of the grave of the follow ing late members of th e orps.
5493272
6026967
23325 14
23 17028
4625992
2343 372

Cpl E. J . tamp
Sig S. Campbell
ig T. L. Mitchell
CQMS . M. Taylor
LCp l J. R. Floyd
L pl L. Jamieson

Aged 33
Aged 31
Aged 27
Aged 37
Aged 3 I
Aged 26

I October 1942
8 ovember 1942
18 December 1942
18 March 1943
3 June 1943
25 ovembcr 1945

Anyone with a legitimate rea on who would like a copy of the
photograph should contact me: Co l (Retd) C liff Walters, Museum
Director, RHQ Royal ignal , Blandford Camp, DOR ET, DTI I 8 RH .

the big city, .Jack fou nd himse lf runn ing a desk in the MCM Div..Jack
has rc:sponsib il ity for the Te le mechs and Driver Electricians and is the
team leader of the Di vision Ethnic Mi nority Recruitin g Team a a flu ent
Gae lic speaker.
A03: " Big" Dave Gorman - Dave Gorman i ex - RAF, but saw
the light and is now re ponsible for Foremen of Signal s, Driver Lineman
(what a combi nation!! !) and the orps un specified posts (SQM , Wh ite
ll clmcts etc. etc.). Dave is the Division thespian and does a mean " panto"
ugly sister (a llegedly).
A04: Denise Con nell - Denise "The hill s are ali ve" Connell is an
ex-patriot Engli sh person stranded here in th e northern waste. Like all
visitors to the wild hi ghlands, Denise is a keen hill walker (ra mbler!) who
doubles up as Div ision social secretary pccialising in bowling and vodka
(so she says). In her spare time she is the Wing Promoti ons Desk Officer
and my con ultant on all the hard work the promotion · desk officer do to
get the promotion boards organi sed.
AA : Miche lle McLean - Michelle is the qui et one, well next to
Denise she would have to be ! The clerica l support for the Wing, she can
often be found helping out especially at board time and works hard to
support all the re t of the team.

TH E PROMOTEBILITY LI E
Each member of the promotion board wi ll then be asked to nominate a
"promotebility score". This can be difTerent for each member of the board,
as each member v. ill grade differently and is being a~kcd for a score,
according to his own grading, belo.,... which candidates should not be
promoted. These promotcbility scores are assimilated in the same way as
the cand idates resul Ls and provide a score belov. which candidate arc not
considered to be suitable for promotion.
TllE RE ULT
The product of all this work is a serie of scores. An indindual score for
each cand idate based on the scores g iven by the diffcn.:nt members of the
Board and resolved to a di ffcrence of less than two whole points and a
pro mota bility score. These fi gures are then taken forward to the grading
proce ·s. These results an:: taken away by the Secretariat stafT and while the
Board continues with grading a second CEQ, these results arc prepared for
the next stage in the promotion Board which is the Selection.
SEE NEXT ARTICLE- FOC SO. C WI GA. D
ACTIO FOR PROMOTIO BOARDS

FTER BOARD

THE (NEW) MAN FROM R SIGNALS/INT
CORPS MCM DIV
Maj S. G. Hu1chinson MBE R SIGNALS

With Spring in the air there continues to be some fundamenta l manning
changes within the Division. Firstly Lt Col Walli.s is soon to be replaced
as SOI Officers by Lt Col Richardson and tliis will be followed by the
replacement of Lt Col Harwell, wi th Lt Col Hudson assuming the mantle
of SOI Sldrs. In the meantime yours truly has been introduced to the 02
Sldrs Post; the pace of life in Glasgow is never dull.

63 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
The quadron is a Royal Signals TA unit providing communication
support to 21 and 23 SA (V) Regiments. We can offer inte re ted
indi\·idual leaving the Regular Army the chance to use the many
skills acquired during their service, whilst at the same time
maintaining their links with the Corp .
You will be expected to train for a minimum of27 days a year, this
includes a 15-day camp and a number of selected weekends. You
can also volunteer to parachute should you so wish. You will have
an unrivalled opportuniry to tra vel abroad and last year we
exercised in eight different countries. If you are interested and li ve
in the outh East or London area tlien telephone 0800 163925 for
further details.

!WANTED!
id ney L. mith, Ex-Korean veteran and 'DO

R' requires a pair of

Size 9 DR Boots
Two Blazer cuff buttons. The flat type with ' Jimmy ' e mbossed on it.
He has tried all tlie ex-government shops without any luck
Hopefully someone can help. If you can help please contact him at:
34 Kingfisher Close
Hayling Island
POil 9 S

242 SIGNAL SQUADRON
PRINCESS ROYAL DAY
AND OPEN DAY
On Wednesday 28 June, 2000, 242 Signal Squadron from
Craigiehall, Edinburgh i to open its doors to all past members of the
quadron or Corps. Doors open at 1430hrs and there will be
demonstrations/displays of our present working practices followed
by a Bar-B-Q. Refreshments will be available during the day.
If you are interested in joining the personnel of the Squadron on
Prince Royal Day please contact us on Edinburgh (0131) 3102267
or2272. Further details and an attendance proforma will then be sent
to you.
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THE MAN
FROM MANNING AND RECORDS

By Maj S. J. Turnbull
(with apologies 10 all my hard working comrades in the R SIGNA LS and
INT Co1ps MCM Div)
At long last the days have begun to lengthen here, north of the Border.
o longer i it dark until IOam in tl1e morning and dark again by 4pm.
However, as with the rest of the country winter still hold us in it 's icy
grip and the hills and frequently tlie rest of us, are covered in snow .In the
APC the lights and heaters are on and the ' busy bees ' of the R SIG AL
and Int Corps MCM Div are working away at the promotion year.
The A I (W02 to WO I) and A2 (Staff Sergeant to W02) Boards are
complete as I sit to write this article, the BI Board (Sergeant to taff
Sergeant - Part I) has begun to sit. Congratulations lo those that know
they have been selected for promotion a nd fingers crossed for those
waiting on the other boards of the year. As promised in earlier art ic les, in
this edition of The WIRE we will cont inue our progress around the MCM
Div, with a Focus on B Wing and take an in depth look at the second
stage of tlie Promotion Board - the Grading.

FO U 0 SWING
Just before I start my Focus on B Wing. I fee l obliged to at least
acknowledge a n error that crept into the last article on A Wing .I would
just like to say that I very much regret having inad vertently promoted
Maj (Retd) Bill Coch ra ne from ex-TOT to Ex-Traffic Officer. Botli Bill
and myself were very pleased with the number of you that were kind
enough to point out this mistake .At least someone reads this a rticle! B
Wing provides for the whole life career management of Roya l Signa l
Soldiers in the Foreman of Signals, Tele Tech (Sys), Tele Tech (Radi o),
Tele Mech, D vr E lec, Dvr Lmn rostas and for those so ldi er in
Unspecified posts.
B WI G PERSO ALITIES :
OIC A Wing : Maj (Retd) Brian Campbell, The Bos of B Wing The
' Bearded Wonder' keeps a close eye on the comings and goings in the
Wing. Brian has a wealth of exper ience in the Manning world having
completed hi s service as the S02 Man Con, in the fo1111er Royal Signals
Manning and Record Office. He wi ns the prize for the most difficult dail y
journey to work wh ich includes: foot, train, boat and occasionally car .It
also involves enforced 'stay ing at home ' if the weather is too bad.
AO I: L iz Mooney - Liz is the new g irl o n the block in B Wing,
having "come up stairs" from tl1e PPPA at the end of last year. he has
responsibility for all the Corp's technician both . ystems and Radio and
has got up to speed in double quick time.
A02: Jack McLeod - Jack is our man from the llighlands. I laving
travelled from the far flung reac hes of the country to the bright lights of
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B Wing Personalities
In the Centre is Maj (Retd) Brian Campbell,
sitting on his knee!! is Denise Connell. In the back row from l-R:
Liz Mooney, Jack Macleod , Michelle Mclean and Dave Gormley
PROMOTIO BOARDS
Part 2 Grading The day of the promotion board has arrived .A select band of Officers
and in some ca es Warrant Officers, assemble in Glasgow to elect
soldiers for promotion to tlie next rank in tlie range of CEQ across the
Corps.
COM POSlTION
The Composition of the promotion board i laid down in SOinC's PD
o. 6 .The principle has always been that in addition to tlie stafT of the
MCM Div, the promotion board should con ist of a majority of
representatives from the wider Corp . Therefore , although th e
composition of each board is different, each board has most of it's
member from outs ide the APC. The Chairman of each Board i provided
from the MCM Div with the Colonel him e lf chairing the A I and A2
boards and the 01 Soldier Wing chairing the others. The OIC Wing and
Desk Officers provide the secretariat for tl1e Board, but are not in olved
in the promotion selecti on proces themselve . ow the eq uence of
event for each board is made up of a number of session tliroughout the
day and will compri e grading and then election for each CEQ. These
essions te nd to alternate to give the member of the board a break
between the Grading essions, which comprise tl1e bulk of the work fo r
the board.
GRADI G
o what exactly is the Grading process?
The first tage of each board, for each CEQ, i the Grading. Duri1! g
this process every candidate, tliat ha been submitted to the . Board, ' 111
be marked out of ten (range from zero to ten) and half mark are
acceptable, by each member of tht: board. The marking is based upon the.
candidate CR book .The book are circulated in piles to each member o l
tlic board until each member ha had tl1e opportunity to read and score
each candidate .Once that has been completed the Grading is complete.
Next the cores from each member of the board are c llccted and
added to a ma ier score hect. This colle tion is done by the secretariat
(Wing taff) .In any in tance where the difference in core, for any
candidate, between different members of the board i greater than l\ o
whole point , that candidate is graded again until the core" an.: within the
two point range (you hould be aware tliat thi figure doe vary from
board to board a some board ha e fi e members wh1I t others only have
three) .This is' to en ure that there is broad agreement ' ithin the board
and any anomalies are in vestigated and resolved by the board.
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Lt Col Harwell contemplating his future as CO Edinburgh UOTC
FOCU ON C WING
C Wing pro\ ide for the whole life career management of Royal ignal
Soldiers in the Radio y Op, Tele Op (TG) , Tele Op (Rad io), tores
Accountant, RD, Lingui t a nd Spec Op rostas. In term of manpower
re pon ibility it i the largest wing indeed the wing is responsible for 2%
of the Briti h Army. or so tliey say.
C WING PERSO. ALITIES
OJC C Wing: Maj (Retd) Pat Co le - i the original 'M r Grumpy',
however, he i al o the re ident Di vi ional IT expert. Ha\ ing been witliin
the Division since 1988 there is little that he doe not kno\\. but make
sure you catch him at the right time a he ha been known to disappear
with the 0 I to the darker rece e of Kentie.ern House to ob ervc a
strange ritual moke inhalation.

Maj Cole on one of his happier days
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I: arol- nne orrest - aro l-Anne is the mischicvou - one;
djutants wot h out. Re pon.ible ti r Radio Sys Op, Tele Op (TG) and
Tele Op (R) Cpl to
gt arol- nnc pre ides O\'er one of the largest
area . Ho" C\'Cr, beware Monday mornings a
arol-Anne is one of our
re ident (fannti al) Celtic supporters and much depend on what happened
the prniou "eekend.
02: Linda Campbell - ls th~ quiet one (at least from the outs ide)
from the L lands: apparently there 1 life on J lay. ~ he al o ha a pa ion
for cat o if you are after that glamorous postii:.g to the Far-East
omething feline ''ould not go ami .

Linda Campbell
responsible for Sig & LCpl Tele Op (R) and Tele Op (TG)

A03: Elaine aston - Elaine is the longest ervi ng member ofC-Wing,
according to · ripture she moved across with Maj Cole. Elaine i responsible
for the postings of all Stores Accts, Tele Op (Ling) Tele Op ( pee) and RD.
A04: Donna McKay - Who in the Corps does not know Donna? The
promotions peciali Lfor Wing Donna is soon to get married. However,
the que Lion on everybody's lips i will the picture on her board remain.
We wish her all the best for the future .
AA: Fiona Vincent - Fiona is the new-girl on the block but don 't let
her quiet and mature telephone manner deceive you as here is somebody
who likes to party with a capital P.
PRO 10TIO BOARDS
Part 3 After Board Action - The Promotion Board has sat and the
grading are complete, the next step is to identify and inform those who
are to be selected for promotion; in many re pects this is the most difficult
and important area of the promotion board.
election - All the re ult are plotted on a graph with the score on the
hori zontal and age on the vertical. T he promotability line i in erted along
with an ideal promotion bracket based on age and ab ility (the individuals'
points core). The size of the bracket will be ba ed on th e number of
acancie available within a specific trade. IL is designed to take a small
number of young thruster , a high proportion of those within the ideal
bracket and some who fall out ide the ideal bracket because of age yet still
fall consi tently above the Promotability Line. Those who fall within the
bracket are logged, however it is not unusual for tho e ju t outside the
bracket to be selected. Re erves are also identified at this stage. All resu lt
are then consolidated on a ma ter score sheet which forms the ba is of the
notification. The final list is then forwarded to the Colonel M M Div
(dependant on the board) for final endorsement.
'otification - Re ult will be promulgated in signal format and are for
promotion in the following promotion year. The system now is that we
will try and notify all units on the Friday of the following week. A full list
of boards i Ii ted below.
EXT ISSUE - FOCUS ON COURSES WI G

TYPE OF BOARD

REPORTS TO MCM DIV BY

BOARD DATES

RESULTS PROMULGATED

EI Promotion Board (LCpl to Cpl)
E2 Promotion Board (LCpl to Cpl)
F Promotion Board ( ig to LCpl)
I Promotion Board (W02 to WO I)
A2 Promotion Board ( Sgt to W02)
BI Promotion Board (Sgt to Sgt)
B2 Promotion Board (Sgt to gt)
FofS election
Cl Promotion Board (Cpl to Sgt)
upn R Selection
C2 Promotion Board (Cpl to Sgt)
Yo!S election
El Promotion Board (LCpl to Cpl)
E2 Promotion Board (LCpl to Cpl)
F Promotion Board ( ig to LCpl)

31Jul00
31Jul00
30 ep 00
30 0\100
30 ov 00
30 OV 00
30 ovOO

19-21 epOO
3-5 Oct 00
30 Oct- I ov 00
30 Jan-I Feb 01
13-15 FebOl
27Feb- I Mar 0 I
13-15 Mar 01
7-11May01
5-7 Jun 01
14 Jun 01
19-21Jun01
28 - 30 Aug 01
18-20 epOI
2-4 Oct 01
S-9 OV 01

29 Sep 00
13 Oct 00
10 ov 00
9 Feb 01
23 Feb 01
9 Mar 01
23 MarOI
18 May 01
15Jun01
22 Jun 01
29 Jun 01
7 Sep 01
28 Sep 01
12 OctOI
16Nov01

30Apr01
30 Apr OJ
31Jul01
31 Jul 01
30 Sep OJ

~FORCES

~ 1}1!!_

THE LAST LINE O F DEFE CE
SAFA Forces Help, a leading national
Service charity, need volunteers to
assist Service and ex-Service people and
their families in time of need.

We care for more than 80,000 people each
year. Jn fact, up to 14 million people are
eligible for our help and that means we have a long way to go. For many
undergoing hardship, our volunteers are the last line of defence.

NVQ AND KEY SKILLS ASSESSORS
ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
In order to provide a first class VQ assessment service to the Royal
chool of Signals, TQ Ltd are seeking to recruit former members of the
Royal Corps of Signals to individually manage, develop and assist
Royal ignals personnel in the completion of high quality VQs and
Modern Apprenticeships. TQ Ltd will provide uccessful applicants
with a comprehen ive personal development programme leadi ng to
D32133/34 and D36 qualifications.
Succes ful applicants will have enjoyed a military career within the
Royal
ignals (to ensure sector competence) and will have
management and training experience. Rank atta ined is not an essential
factor but it is likely that the applicant will have reached Senior NCO.
Applications and requests for further information should be addressed to :
Harry Griffin
Tel: 01258 482968
VQ Office
E-mail: tq.rss@gtnet.gov.uk
Royal chool of Signal
Blandford Camp
DOR ET, DTI I 8RH
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You could join that defence force as a caseworker, friendship visitor,
team leader, treasurer or fund raiser. We offer training, out-of-pocketexpenses and a great deal of job satisfacti on. Enlist today. For more
information contact Ann eedle on 020 7463 9223 or write to her at
19 Queen Elizabeth Street, LONDON, SE I 2LP.

CLOSURE OF
39 INFANTRY BRIGADE
WARRANT OFFICERS AND
SERGEANTS' MESS
The 39 lnf Bde WOs and Sgts Mess will close on 31 July 2000 and all
members will then join the Lisburn Garrison Mess. Anyone who has
made a presentation to that Mess and would like that gift returned is to
contact W02 (RQMS) J , B. Kay on Lisburn Mil 42943 or 028 92
609943. All unclaimed presentations will be handed over to Lisburn
Garrison Mess for display.
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OCR MDT
Team Capt
Team SNCO

Lt Col Jack Amberton
Capt Gordon ewell
SSgt Paul Boughey

TEAM OVERVIEW - by Capt G. P. Newell
By the time this article is published the Team will have begun the
Millennium season and already completed the first few months out on the
road . Thi winter saw the completion of the new motorcycle build - 30
classic Triumph Tiger 750s built in conjunction with a Team sponsor, L. F.
Harris. This involved four Team members working away for the best part
of ten weeks hand building the e machines from scratch - an awesome
task! Once the bikes had arrived we trained through initia l teething
problems. We are now riding the new machines and look forward to
un ciling them at their first official engagement , the OinC(A)'s Opening
Show on 14 April 2000.
The s lection and training of new Team members went very well and
our thanks go out to all the units involved in detaching soldiers to the
Team. Two induction courses were run, one in November 1999, one in
February 2000. Both these course were attended by soldiers from across
the Corps, all trades and all ages. Twelve new riders were selected and
they all look forward to their Team 'pass-off' at the Opening Show where
they will receive their white helmets from the SOinC(A).
We also said goodbye to a long-serving Team member - the outgoing
Team SNCO, Sgt Donald Rawson Brebner, his wife Carol and family
who move to his new job at ACIO Bournemouth. gt Brebner spent six
years in the Team and recently handed over the reins to SSgt Paul
Bougbey. SSgt Bougbey arrives with hi wife, Trudie and family from 30
Sig Regt. The Team also congratulate LCpl V-Mal Hildreth who recently
married.
MY TIME IN 'THE WORLD PREMfER MOTORCYCLE DISPLAY
TEAM' - by Sgt D. R. Brebner
It all started back in September 1993 when I was asked to return to the
White Helmets as the new Team Senior - l jumped at the chance and
joined them in the October. When I arrived at Catterick Garrison, I had an
interview with the OC, Lt Col Tilson. I knew the Team was going to move
down to Blandford and to my surprise the move wa imminent. Before
then we had to run the last selection course on the Gandale Training Area
at Catterick. We left at Christmas, it was sad to go - the training areas and
facilities were superb and we knew they would be hard to replace. On
arrival in Blandford we took up residence in the old 30 ig Regt QM
compound which wasn't ideal but better than nothing. We made lots of
friends initially being so close to RHQ! Due to the noise of the bikes we
stayed there for about a year - then we were moved to a place away from
everyone - into two garages behind the guardroom.
The first sea on was good, I inherited talented lads that were helpful in
training up the new Team members that had just pa sed selection. The
annual programme wa packed with hows all over the UK and two trips
to Germany - the RASS and the Rhindahlen how at JHQ. The new Team
Captain was Capt Richard Deans who tayed with us for a year. There
were a number of injuries sustained - seven below- the- knee injuries - I
think this was due to a number of reasons, but mainly bad arenas and
quality of kit the Team were u ing. Thi issue needed to be addressed o it
didn't happen the following year.
After the shows that year we ran the yearly selection course in
ovembcr - the problem was where to hold it after Catterick. Eventually l
managed to ecure Bovington Tank Training Area. The selection cour e
went very well and before we knew it Christmas \ a upon us. The Team
had their leave and came back in January 1995 ready 10 start training for
the forthcoming season. That year was another good eason - better since I
had done a year 'in the chair', knowing what the Team were capable of.
Again, another bu y schedu le, some of the shows were very high profile,
but as always once the gauntlet was thrown, the Tcan1 picked it up and
went out to produce an absolutely torming how.
This year the Team where given a challenge to appear on the TV
programme YOU BET. The challenge was that six riders had to rever e
ride through a slalom course relea ing Team member to build a five bike
fan and cro a line in under two minute inside the studio. Thi was very
difficult becau e the tudio was small and it had shiny 1 ooden floors that
had glo s paint on them. To cut a long story short during the rehearsals we
failed every one of the attempts but when the live part came we did it with
sev.:n seconds to spare.
The 1996 season wa an exceptional year. The Team had a new 0 ,
Maj Keith Russell, we were running with the bare minimum of
manpower and again we were inundated with hows home and abroad.
The height of this sea on would be The Royal Tournament at Earl Court
in London. ome of the other hows were the big agricultural one around
the country that had mas ive crowd over a three-day period. This season
took quite a bit out of the lad mainly due to the manpower problem.
ow onto the 1997 cason which again was 101 on the manpower fro~t.
Yet again it was a packed how sea on - there 1 as another Team aptam,
Lisa Giles. The Team received more al!ention as she wa the fir t fema le
Team aptain. There wa mixed reactions initially. but soon everything
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carried on as normal. The Team where having a magnificent eason but
this was rocked by the tragic loss of the Team Corporal - Cpl Paul 'Ell y'
Ellson in the August. Cpl Paul Ellson was killed in a road traffic accident
in a small village, Shilling tone not far from Blandford. His death effected
the Team and his influence and character were sorely missed. His funeral
was a sad day for us all , but he was sent away in style, and will never be
forgotten. The Team has a trophy named after him which is presented each
year to the person who contributes the most to the Team. During thi
period the Team still had a third of the show eason left to perform and it
made it very difficult for me to come to terms with 'Ell y's' death and get
the Team back on track to finish the sea on.
The election course again came round and yet again it was poorly
attended. The Team trained from January to April when the show
programme began. During this season ' c performed at the biggest shows
throughout the country. These included the Royal Bath and We 1, the
Royal how, the East of England, the outh of England and the Royal
Lincolnshire Shows as well as shows in Germany and Belgium. During
the six year I've spent with the Team, the 1998 season and the Royal
Tournament of 1999 were the highlights, mainly because of the standard
of display we produced.
The end of 1998 came and we said farewell to Maj Keith Russell, 1 ho
was one of the be t OC's J've worked for. He was a figure you looked up lo
and he was there when you needed him. He loved the Team and what it
stood for and I think the soldier that served under him enjoyed it. He had
a big party on leaving.
The 1999 season was strange to start of with because we had two new
bosses. Lt Co l Jack mberton and Capt Gordon ewell who had
arrived in August 1998. The highlight for the season was the last Royal
Tournament held at Earls Court, London. This wa pecial and the Team
stole the show with their breathtaking performances. It had record cro\ ds
topping over 250,000 people over a 17-day period. The Team fini hed off
the year with an appearance at the lA
ational Indoor Arena) in
Birmingham for the International Tattoo held in the ovember. After that
we were ready for our annual leave but just before this there was one thing
left to do - sell off all the bike fleet! Out of the 25 Triumph Tigers the
Team old 17. After Christmas the Team had to wait a whi le for the new
bikes, so we had to do with the eight rraining fleet that was left. Eventually
the new fleet arrived and the first thing was to get them run in before we
could tart riding on them. Thi took a few weeks, but was done prior to
going to RAF Sealand for our Training Camp. It went very wel l. better
than I expected because a lot of the Team were new, out of a Team of 29,
twelve were novices.
Before I call it a day l would like to thank some of the guys that have
been with me throughout the whole six years - Cpl 'Gypo' Hooper, LCpl
'Scotty' Eccott, LCpl 'Fozzy' Forster and LCp l 'Tonka' Richard on.
These were the Team Cadre who helped me immensely in training and
keeping the riding tandards high. Best ofluck to S gt Paul Boughey, my
succe or who ha ju t come from 30 ig Regt. That' all from me. thank
you and goodbye.'

Sgt Don Brebner with Triumph Tiger 750 back in 1997
RSA AREA TWO - Maj (Reid) Brian l v1so11
Members of Che ter, Liverpool, Manche ·ter and hrop. hire Branches,
and members of the Che -hire Yeomanry A ociation 'i. ned RAF ealand.
near Chester, on 23 March to see the White Helmets training for their nc\\
eason. De pile the fact that it drizzled mot of the time. the Team put on
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an excdknt performance for th.:: personnel of th.:: RAF Ill and the
A>'l ·iaiion members.
.\mong the membc~ attending was Mr Albert 0 borne, \\hO as a
Roval ignals DR had scf\ed "ith the Che, hire Yeomanry tat the time 17
Linc of Communication
ignal R giment). in
orth
fncu and
orthwe t Europe. tkr the war endc he" as po. tcd to lserlohn as one of
the members of the White Helmet . who were reforming there. He wa
plea ·ed to compare notes with gt Don Brebncr. th · pre ent Team
cergeant. on the respecti'e performances and related that one of thctr
trick. "as to change a side-car wheel \\hit t on the move. He al o noted
the ab ·ence ofhor.:-e .
The 'is it "a· arrangcd by l aj (Retd) Brian !vi on. the Arca Two
R~pre entative, "ith the pr cnt Team Captain. Capt Gordon Ne" ell. II
the members\\ ho a11ended \\ ould like lo thank the Team for the show put
on b\ them and "i h them the be t of luck in the 2000 eason. We hope
that the weather imprO\ c .

ROYAL SIGNALS
THE WHITE HELMETS
SHOW PROGRAMME - 2000
JU E
IS

19-22
24,25
2 .29

3 Div - Beating The Retreat
Army chools Exhibition
RSA Weekend
Royal orlblk how

J LY
I, 2
10-15
16
21,22.23
26
29
30

Bath Truck Fe t
Royal Tatoo 2000 ( hows)
Great Eccleston how
1 orthampton how
antwich Agricultural how
undcrland ho\
Heckington how

Tidworth (evening)
atterick
Blandford
orwich
hcpton Mallet

Lincolnshire

AUG ST
Bovington Tank Museum
3
Port mouth and outh ea Show
4,5,6
Detling Transport Show
12, 13
Gillingham and haftesbury Show
16
Cheltenham Young People's Project
17
Bolton how
19,20
Bovington (prov)
Tank Mu eum
24
Wolverhampton
Sandwell how
27,2
Corsham
Defence Communications ervice
30
Bovington (prov)
Tank Museum
31
SEPTEMBER
9
Lower toney Bank, laidbum
10
SW Motorcycle Expo
24
Cheltenham College
30
HQ Hereford Garrison Open Day

Lancashire
Blandford

OFFICERS
APKIL 2000
Name! and Rank
Uni/ lo which posled
Lt Col R. T. Hoo le . . . . . .
. .. G3 Training HQ LAND
Maj A. J. Bowering.. . .. .
... S02 SLDR TRG
Maj J. D. arr ...... ....... ..... HQ Army CIS Engineering Group
laj A. W. T. McComb... ... ... ... DMO
Maj A. P. lludson MBE ......... R igs/lnt Div
Maj C. A. Maycock . . .
. .. 39 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Maj T. P. Langford ............. .. HQ 2 (NC) Signal Brigade
Maj D. W. Somerville ...
.. .... PJl IQ (UK) ACOS J6
Maj A. D. Turner ... ...
ATO Comms School (BAE) Latina
Maj A. J. Wood .................. I (UK)Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Capt P. D. Ashworth .. .. ........ 14 Signal Regiment
Capt L. G. Bowlby ............... ACIS p Gp
Capt N. R. Coat worth ............ 7 Signal Regiment (Main Corps HQ)
Capt A. C. Cox .................. 12 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (228)
Capt K. E. Emmerson . . .
.. .... LSP OMAN
Capt J.M. Evans ............... Army Apprentices College
Capt M. Godwin ... ... ... ... ... ... HS 71 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt J. Gower .................. J SU Oakley
Capt F. D. Guthrie ... ... ... ... ... JSSU A
Capt L. J. Hawkes ............... 32 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt J. R. Jennings ............... I (UK)Armd Dive HQ & ig Regt
Capt A. . McCole ... ... ... ... ... 2 Signal Brigade
Capt T. Malley . .. .. . . . .
. .. IS Signal Regiment
Capt C. J. Montgomery
... 243 Signal Squadron
Capt J. M. Osborne... . . .
. .. 280 Signal Squadron
Capt G. C. Porter
... RMAS
Capt W. Si mp on .. . . . .
. .. 243 Signal quadron
Capt M. Smith . . . .. . . ..
. .. I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Capt R. J. Stanton ... ... ... ... ... 11 Signal Regiment
Capt . M. Vaudin ...... ......... 31 Signal Regiment
Lt R. M. Jones
... ATR Bas ingboum
Lt J.E. Toze ....... ..... ...... 30 ( ity of London) Sig Regt (V)

OFFICERS
MAY 2000
Name and Rank
Um/ to which posled
Lt Col G. W. Bartliff ... ... ... ... AD Info Assurance
Lt Col A. A. . Harwell
City of Edinburgh UOTC
Lt Col R. B. Davis ............... D 1 (A)
AfLt Col S. P. Wallis ... ... ... ... A GCOM
Maj R. V. J. Brannigan... ... ... ... Royal School of Signals (new po t)
Maj A. D. Cathro .. ... . ......... I (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
Maj M. R. Complin ............ HQ 2 Div (Edinburgh)
Maj D. Drinkall
... ... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Maj W. J. J. Brennan ............ J SU Oakley
Maj M. C. Roberts ... ... ... ... ... 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig qn (207)
Maj E. Doughty...
. .. HQ DSSS
Capt J. C. Boyle .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . Royal School of Signals
Capt R. J. Carter ............... RMAS
Capt A. C. Cox... ... ... ... ... ... 37 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt P. A. Cutforth . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 (NC) Signal Brigade
Capt . A. Donovan ............ Royal chool of Signals
Capt A. R. Fawcett . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 16 Air Asit Bde HQ Sig qn (216)
Capt A. M. Haresign ............ 15 Signal Regiment
Capt M. J. Hanby ... ... ... ... ... HQ ARRC
Capt G. R. Johnson... .. . ...
. .. 30 Signal Regiment
Capt M. J. McKenna ... ... ... ... 30 Cadet training Team
Capt R. S. Moir... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 16 Signal Regiment
Capt D. A. Stewart ............... JCU l
Capt S. J. Stonier ... .. .......... 30 Signal Regiment
Capt . G. C. Yardley ...
RMAS
Lt S. J. W. Gunson ...
ATR Bassingboum
Lt A. D. Shakespeare
Army A pprentices College
Lt B. G. White .. . ... ...
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)

Mr Albert Osborne and Sgt Don Brebner

Battlefield Tours
f or

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive l t i n·es
eArar
Galina International Battlefield Tours

.

40 Bridge S treet Row C he te r CH I I
Tel: 01244 340777
Official Tour Operators to the Normandy Ve terans Association

~~off at
~J... School

S

Boys & Girls
7to13
at Kinlet Hall, Kinlet, Bewdley, Worcs 0Y12 JAY
Sm1Jll Classes • SIDbiliJy • Expert help for Dys/uia/SpW •Sports &
Riding in our 110-acrt grounds• Many Artistic & Cu/h.ITlll ActivilUs •
Hospilalily & fun for those in al u eals I ha/f-lt nns • Our own escorts to
all UK airp-0rts •An Ethos of Discipline, Kindness & Tolerance

Tel. 01299 841230 - www.moffats.co.uk
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HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIGNALS
EXER I ES OW DRAGON 4- by Maj Beel
Exercise Snow Dragon 4 was a Pontrilas Army Training Area Alpine
and ordic Skiing Exerci e held in the Three Valleys, France, from 29
January 2000-5 February 2000. ixtecn members of the unit participated
inclusive of three members of the ignals Workshop S gt (YofS) Tim
Williams, gt Clive Cunningham and Cpl Mick O'Connor.
The party arrived at Meribel, France, at approximately l 600hrs after
travelling for 13 hours. The first port of call was the accommodation. This
was based on 16 persons sharing 3xAlpine apartments, which brought
home the reality of the phrase 'living in each others pockets'. We would
have swung a dead cat if we could have got it through the doors. However,
this was a small price to pay for being located in an area that offered over
JOOkm of pi ted slopes.
As the first day dawned the poetic Alpine scenery unveiled its enormity
to us. The anticipation and adrenaline reached optimum levels as the group
gathered in the foot of the valley. The group in tructor checked that we
were all present before commencing on our first journey to the top. Only
three member out of sixteen were complete novice so for the majority it
was a ca e of revising the art. The format of instruction during the
morning and practice during the afternoon was adopted throughout the
Exerci e. This gave the opportunity for the more advanced skiers in the
group to venture further afield and to find tho e cheap French cafes where
a small bottle of coke is a mere £3.00.
Cpl Mick O'Connor (advanced!) exploited his time to discover his full
potential and ventured into the Three Valley circuit. The other l' o S gt
(YofS) Tim Williams and gt Clive Cun ningham remained on the easier

slopes scaring themselves and everybody around them. Later on in the
gt ( ofS)
week after gaining his confidence on the 'Planks of death',
Tim Williams partnered up with 'Flash ( hort Swing Parallel)'
O'Connor and acted as his ide-kick 'Danger Boy (Get out of my way!)'
WilUams. Defying the grasp of the 'Grim Reaper' on many occa ions, the
motley duo decided that to enter into the realms of the uper Hero, flight
would be required.
As we entered into the Snow Park that consisted of hideous jump., half
pipes and other types of kamikaze take off points, we noticed that medical
teams were working on three other misguided individuals. This ight
would normally bring people to their sen es. However, this was not the
case for our representatives of the Royal Signals, Mercury needed to fly!!!
'Flash' O'Con nor took to the air like a sparrow on water- kis, obviously
he'd been practicing behind closed doors. He was closely followed by
'Danger Boy' Williams who's tyle can only be described as the winning
throw at a 'Wclly Wanging Competition'. After finding bruises in areas
that shouldn't have bruises the idea of flight was abandoned. Toward the
end of the week 'The Flying Scotsman' Cunningham joined the duo and
displayed his unique • traight Down The Black Slope' trick, which
amazed even the most advanced skiers on the slope.
On the last day we underwent the Basic Ski Proficiency (A lpine) Test.
Everybody pas ed less the MTWO who had lo retire from the slope due
to an old war wound. Overall the entire exercise was both constructive and
very enjoyable. Everybody that had attended dramatically impro\'ed their
skiing ability which was directly due to the excellent in truction that was
given at all level

HEADQUARTERS 1st SIGNAL BRIGADE

ARRIVALS A D DEPA RT RE
26 January 2000 was a day, which combined happines and adness at
HQ I Sig Bde. Firstly, those deployed on Op Agricola were presented with
the ATO Medal, Kosovo by Brig Robert Baxter followed by a
photograph session.
We then carried on the day by sampling some German fare and said our
goodbyes to Brig Baxter. He has now bravely joined the band of
commuters, enjoying plea urable journeys on our highly reliable rail
system. He is currently holding the appointment of Director Policylnforrnation and Communication ervices, re ponsible for establishing a
new Directorate General of In formation and tructure to ad ancc Joint
Battle pace Digitization. He now has the difficult decision to make a to
which shirt and tie to wear in the morning. coltish born Brig David
McDowall MBE, assumed command of HQ I Sig Bde, after being
promoted during January 2000. His previous po ting was at the Army
Personnel Centre in Glasgow, re pon ible for the career management of all
officers and soldiers in the Royal Signals and Intelligence Corps. He is an
avid supporter of Stranraer Football lub.

For an information brochure call
Freepost, The TA, CV37 9BR.

SURNAME

BLOCK CAPITALS

[Ut]
BE THE BEST

0845 603 32 32 quoting ref WIOOS, or send the coupon to:
MR/MS
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FIRST NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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HQ 1 Sig Bde Staff after the medal ceremony
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During 'larch. we bade farewell to Maj Jim \: ood (DCO ). who
mo' c. to Bickfeld to the post of 21 at I D R. The G l/G4 ta ff will
mis his cnthu ·iasm and humour on the darker side of the corridor. A an
e\pcrt kier and orientecr, he will le t hi abilitic. 10 the full when he goe
on the forth onung Antarctica expedition. ifLt Col Jane let him go! We
hope that tbe ne\~ hou e is large enough to ta h all the money on the top
floor! )laj Jonathan (e ecuti\e class) Turner ha moYed a short distance
from 16 ig Regt to t:.t ~ up the post. A further farewell to Sgt (YofS)
John ·2 pint" Broughton who al o move~ o I AD R.
EXERCl
JAVELI B CKSTOP
E: Ja\elin Back top wa the HQ I ig Bde ad\'cnture training exercise
held in the Allgau region of outhern Gern1any. The trip was
conceptuali ed by 1aj Ben · ki Fit' Britton, while the planning and
donkey-work wa dor.e by gt (YofS) John · capcgoat' Broughton.
The ad\enture tarted with a 400-mile mini-bus trip from JHQ to
Hindelane.. The kdium of the journey was relieved b fa cinating
con' ersaiion and a mu ical election offered from the private collection of
W02 (FofS) Guy ' b inth · Lewendon. A PX hopping top at the U
facilities at Heidelberg provided a chance Lo load up with lager and
ub equently increase journey time courtesy of the astonishingly mall
bladder capacity of\: 01 Martin 'Ginja inja' Healy. The weary travellers
arrived at Haus chwaben with only enough time to enjoy a bijou meal and
mo,·e their baggage into the decepti ely pacious accommodation before
falling asleep, perchance 10 dream of the impending now based jape .
Monday morning ''a pent on the gentle ' lopes of the Jungholz
eparating the men from the boy . The men turned out to be Maj Mike ' Lt
George· Dooley, Capt tu ' Boggy' Boyne and W02 Guy Lewendon.
The boy , di playing varying le els of maturity, identified themselves as
Capt Jon • cou e Git' Town end, WOI Andy ·r want to be alone'
Drummond, WOl 1artin Hea ly. SSgt John Broughton and gt Steve
'Bomber' Bennett. The men were proven to be only boys pretending to be
mt:n by Lt Col Bill White, a remarkable skier and ski instructor, while the
boy were made to feel inadequate them elvc by the old man of the
mountain himself, Maj Ben Britton. The following day , under the wing
of our instructors, saw movement on to steeper and higher runs; the height
of the mountain only darkened by the shadow of the tall stories pedalled
of an evening by Maj Mike Dooley on his skiing ability. The days
included skiing on the Jungholz, Fellhorn and ebelhorn and an evening'
floodlit kiing on the Oberjoch.
On Wednesday evening, a pale stranger appeared . With ludicrously
narrow ki in hi hand he told horror rorie of a alanche death and the

joy of being probed by rescue teams in deep now. The time had come for
our compulsory cro s country ski-training day by Maj ' Mr Burn ' Jim
Wood. So, on perhaps the mo t perfect day for ordic ·kiing ever ·ccn in
the ll gau, we sa hayed around the base of the Fe ll horn looking enviably
up at the white slope and blue ky where Lt Col Bill White and Maj Ben
Britton were having the time of their lives without us. The day was,
neverthelc s, for from wasted. We learnt that snO\ i co ld when forced
down the front of your trousers, ski ing uph ill is harder than kiing
downhill and that kiing downhill on cro s cou ntry skis is a sure way of
forcing snow down the front of your trou ers.

The final day back on the slope aw two members of the ' B ' team,
Capt Jon Townsend and WOl ndy Drummond, join the big boys
under Lt Col Bill White for some advanced skiing. Both coped admirably
and in some ca es better than the origina l 'A' Team . There was nothing left
to do Oil Friday evening but eat well (out), share a few beers, bottles of
wine and participate in the Bohemian ritual with a bottle of Absinth. The
final night's entertainment meant a quiet journey back in the mini-bus, the
quiet broken by the rumbling of avalanche all the way to JHQ. pecial
thank for the week go to Maj Ben Britton (The Visionary), SSgt (YofS)
John Broughton (The Worker) and Lt Col Bill White (Ski In structor).
Roll on next year.

troops, scribes and camp fo ll owers were informed that the day was to have
a mi litary navour and the day was to be spent comparing Medieval and
contemporary tactics in Warw ick Castle.
Aim: As always the aim of such days was to achieve a closer
undcrstllnding of each other, by examination of each person's reaction to
shared experiences outside their normal working cnv ironment(phew!).
Additionally it allows cultura l bonding with those from ethnic minorities
(Wei h cots and Irish). It of course was not an excuse for a 'knees up'.
Execution : Genera l outline: We paraded at 0845hrs (late to
accommodate the civ ili an stain) with Cpl ' igcl' Weir as right marker.
While the hief Clerk, W02 Sean Flannery AGC a nd Cp l Phil Becall
AGC fell in at the rear in excused boots mode, the camp followers tood
and admired the so ldiery (as they have done for centuries) and the officers
perambulated (or otherwi se milled around). On my command, 'Get on
parade.' the remainder, Sgt Nigel Jones, marched on as a fin e body of
men ; I must say in the Guards we do not allow any soldier to be called
' igel', let alone have two of them.
Right G uard: Led by Cpl 'I wonder if they have castles like this in
orway' Weir, the Scribes and Camp Followers, Right Guard en-bus ed
to form the second ha! f of the convoy.
Left Guard: Led by the 0 , Maj teve Johns, the remainder of us
formed Lefi Guard and the first half of the convoy. Dri vi ng, don ' t l do just
about everything, I wa of course directed down that long short cut - but
you know what they say about officer with maps or crcwdrivers.
Reserve Guard: Led by the Commander they were in readiness
somewhere near the Adriatic (I think).
ervice upport: Timings: Having lefi at 0900hrs we returned at 1630
and some sad people actually went to their offices - In my Regiment we
have no need of office for officer , we find it interfere with their polo.
Ration : Packed, boxed, cardboard (container and contents)
upplemented by foraging.
Transport: The loan of two of her Majesty's civilian white Landrovers.

11 IG AL BRIGADE COMMERCIALISATIO TEAM
PROGRE
0 FAR - by Capt (TOT) John Hiorns
A we have reported previously, we are intimately involved in the
projects in both Bosnia and Kosovo 10 commercialise the CIS facilities in
both theatres with the aim of reducing the corps manpower and equipment
liabilities in the Balkans.
Since I last ca t my fingers across the keys of this dilapidated laptop
(Brigade YofS take note!) things have moved on at a great pace, and we
now find our elves at week I 0 of a 28 week programme for both Project
Myra (Op Palatine) and Project leo (Op Agricola). The prime contractor,
BAE ystems has moved swiftly, along with their sub-contractors, and
nO\\ all is going to schedule according to the dreaded project plan. Both
theatres are will soon be receiving their first consignments of containers
which will be providing communications 10 three differing levels; UK
Secret (Red), KFOR or SFOR Secret (Blue) and UK Unclassified (Black).
The container will be equipped with a suite of ET Promina digital
multiplexer.; and a Siemens HlCOM exchange. Project Myra will be
utilising a Hub and poke arrangement interconnected by the existing
able and Wireless Picton satellites with the addition of some more
atellite from BT. Project Cleo will be using a microwave bearers, with
the network designed to provide diverse routing for all major site .
Both theatres will have access 10 the DFTS and Patron, thus providing
\ast improvements in capability and providing a means to significantly
reduce costs of calls made 10 the UK or Germany. The Blue networks in
both cases will be providing secure voice communications and will also be
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the bearer of the IS y terns OATI and OLTI , both of which are T4
architecture networks modelled clo ely on JSTS but running a single Secret
domain.
Within Bosnia there are five other mobile elements to the
commercialisation, some of which are destined to provide safety
communications for both air and vehicle traffic, as well as deployable
mobile elements, which can link into Project Myra should units leave their
barrack locations. These are being run on behalf of the DPA by BAE
Systems; the successful bidding companie are due to be announced in the
very near future.
The size of the team has now increa ed somewhat from the three
original members from 11 ignal Brigade. Maj Jim Foulkes and Capt
John Hiorns have been joined by Capt Al Garrett replacing Flt Lt Farid
Khan who has escaped to TCW. We also have Maj Jamie Compston in
Bosnia who is ably supported by two Dutch LOs. Others involved in
theatre are two CPDLOs, W02 (FofS) Colin Mackay and Capt Lloyd
Bowlby, Maj oddy Baugh from ACPO who has a team oftelemechs in
each theatre, SSgt (FofS) Ian WalUng who is the projects FofS in
Kosovo. Jn Bosnia we also have Maj Dennis Trayers, Capt Bill Dixon,
WOI (YofS) Hodge Ar th urs and W02 (FofS) Tosh Leyland.
One of the essential elements of the programme is the regular update
visits by the Commander, Brig JRB Cook, DPA, BAE Systems and
EC(CC&ll}. On the late t trip to Kosovo on 12 April 2000, the
Commander managed to recruit two new member of the team without
having to resort to another trawl through LA D. We'll do anything to gei
a store-man to account for all of this kit.
BRIGADE DAY 0 T 3 March 2000
by: W02 (RQMS) Steve Sadler late - Grenadier Guards
Background: The Commander has decreed that the complete
Headquarters will enjoy an organi ed day out once every 6 months. When
the last event was cancelled I made the mistake of making a little too much
noise at my di appointment; one doc not need a size nine hat to calculate
who was to be 'j ilTed' to organise this one.
ituation: Following a furtive and lengthy reconnaissance, an
appreciation was conducted to ascertain the most appropriate location and
format for the Brigade Day Out. The Wing 0 having been is ucd, all
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THE DI I GOUT OF WOl (VOFS) W TGOMERY
by WO/ (YojS) Graham Pardew
I had the plea ure to preside over the dinmg out of two Donnington
Station Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Members on Saturday 25
March 2000, on commissioning. WOl (RSM) ean Beresford AGC
RMP and WOI (YofS) 'Monty' Montgomery of ig Tp Donnmgton.
Although ' Monty' was not actually part of the Headquarters, there are
times when it has felt that he was! We thank him for h1 assistance and
advice over the past two year ; he will be sorely mis ed as a friend, work
co lleague and as a fellow living in member! The dining out was an
excellent 01;casion due to the efforts of the PMC, W02 (YofS) Wilf
Wedge from 241 Sig qn. ' Monty' 'after dinner speech was a classic and
will be classed one of the more memorable. We can but hope that 'Monty '
enjoyed hi dining out as much a we did . Capt 'Clifford' Montgomery
was congratulated on his commissioning and offered best wi he for the
future (Where no doubt he will still be parking hi feet in someone' in
tray on regular occa ions).
VISITS
On 8 March 2000 the Headquarters had an initial vi it from our new
GOC, Maj Gen A. P. Grant Peterkin OBE. After a briefing by the
Brigade Commander on the role, organisation, mission and current tasking
of the Brigade, the General joined all staff boih military and civilian for a
relaxed chat over coffee and cakes.
For the fonnight 1-16 April 2000 the Headquarters was lucky enough to
have on attachment Capt Susan Aitken from Tay ide UOTC: she has had
time previou ly in 2 Sqn in Dundee. Apart from adding culture, cla and
style, she arrived at a very busy time and was very much thr0\\11 into the
deep-end. If she was unsure about G2/G3 maners and exercise planning on
arriva l, she left a an expert! She was also amazed in what you can achieve
by con i tently working a 14 hour day. We thank her very much for her
efforts, enthusiasm and enjoyable company - but there must be easier
ways lo earn a bounty!

HEADQUARTERS 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE

Life in unny hrop hire continues at pace. Tho e deployed on the
commercialisation of Pan-Balkans communications continue to oscillate
between the Mediterranean seaside and the UK. Busy and engrossed in
their work, one hears the odd complaint of, · 1 got stuck in Vienna Oil the
"ay home, but never managed to get out of the Hilton, ' which of course
fall on deaf ears. The Commander has now clocked up so many air miles
that we have agreement in principle lo the loan of his own Lear Jct The
DCOS is currently staffing the case (the way things have of coming true, I
should add quickly that I am only joking). The remainder continue 10 do
the work of20 with such efficiency (honest!) that an establishment review
will surely, in the future, half our number.

feat, taking into account that there were ten Trunk , odes. a number of
Euromux Acee s
odes, Secondary Access
odes and S RA<CJ
deployed. Th is was also the first Brigade deployment since last year.
Camp in June. Combat et Radio (HF) and RATT commumcations w~re
al~ estab lished in good time across the UK, and remai ned stable
throughout the exercise.
The Exercise, however, was a success overall, providing all units with
the opportunity to practise the revised Brigade SOPs. As expected, many
lessons were learned, in particular regarding the interfacing of Ptarmigan
and Euromux and procedures for In Barracks Crypto Preparauon (IBCP).
600 Sig Tp (RSSST(UK)) are thanked for their assistance throughout the
exerci e, and all PXR points will now be used to update our OPs prior to
the CPX in April. ext look forward the Brigade CPX - Ex ummer Eagle
2000, be there or be in the Balkans!

Maj (QM) Rab Young, AO Fin - Mrs Tina Smith, Cpl Nigel Weir,
EO Fin - Miss Davina Carter, Capt Dick Gamble ,
W01 (YofS) Graham Pardew. PA to Comd - Mrs Jean Vince,
Maj (Retd) Rollo Rumford , W02 (ROMS) Steve Sadler,
COS - Maj Steve Johns
Conclusion: Have you ever organised a group of officers? Well try it
with cribes and Camp Followers. Wellington did not eem to have thi
problem , I know 'cos we were there, unlike some we arc not o young in
the Anny Li t (Kipling might have wrinen an ode on that theme). The day
was a great success I am told. While the 'Ops' staff took it all far to
seriously, disappointed that they could not u e their paint ball gun in the
ca tie, the Loggies spent mo t of the day in search of alternative fodder
and lubrication to that upplied by the utler. The Scribes out of place in
the fre h air just criticised my written word and the general organisation,
while the amp Follower as alway , stood, looked pretty and uncred
'Oh ' and 'Ah ' at all the wonderful things they aw. I hear our 03
COMSEC, Capt Dick Gamble is keen 10 organi e then xt trip; fine chap.
EXERCISE SPRING EAGLE - by WO/ (YojS) Graham Pardew
Ex pring Eagle wa Comd 11 ig Bde's FTX which took place during
17-19 March 2000. Units of the Brigade deployed to their lo al areas,
connected by the Fixed Trunk Bearer etwork (FTB ) and terre trial
radio relay communications they effectively formed a network covering
the whole of the UK.
The aim of the exerci ·e was to establish a large Ptarmigan/Euromu ·
network using the FTB , in order to pracli e the t_echn1cal
communications expertise of 11
ig Bde. Thus provmg the
communications for the Brigade CPX (Ex ummer Eagle 2000). The Bde
llQ, consi ting of W02 (FofS) ' Pete the Rat' Stowell, (ye that' all!)
deployed to ewcastle-Undcr-Lyme in order to manage thee 1ablishmen1
of FTB
links. The Brigade YofS, WOt Grnham Pardew, who
oscillated, between Donnington and ewcastle in order to conduct a eries
of briefings, later joined him managing to double the number of e ·erc1se
conducting statT. The remainder of the Brigade taff being deployed on
future planning and other oncurrenl activitie offered their verbal upport
and appreciation. There is no truth in the rumour it was a ploy 10 sec ho"
tired they could get the FofS and YofS in as 48 hour period - but it worked!
Communications were e tabli hcd in ery good time, which wa no mean
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COURT
D SOCIAL
We offer Maj Mark Smith, one of our TA Staff Officers, and hi wife
Margaret our congratulation on the birth of their on 1atthew Daniel
who was born I 0 April 2000 at a weight of 8lb 3oz. All are well, although
daddy is feeling a little tired!
HAIL AND FAREWELL
A quieter month - well one \\ith le turmoil anyway. As our CO 1aj
Dick Sparshatt left us for promotion and Blandford (and no'' 'Richard'),
our crypto CO - Cpl igel Weir lea\'es u on promotion and orway (and
of cour e you are all welcome to come here on holiday). We wi h them both
well in their new job and future careers. From the small print of his po ting
order (that Expediency of the Service bit) Maj Steve Johns moved to be
CO . a move he of course makes easily and readily; just do not a k him
about Wei h Rugby and mi sed marathon ! We welcome his replacement a
DCOS. Maj teve Hunt who joins us from the high ociety lifestyle of
London and we wi h him an enjoyable and rewarding tour. We al o
welcome our new Training CO - S gt 'Mac' Mc 'eill and our new cryplo
CO - Cpl Stevie · ext posting 1 orway' Piper 10 the Headquarters. We
wi h them all an enjoyable, interesting.and gratifying tay in hrop hire

J TABO TTOLE.\VERO AL IG
L?
DO YOU HOLD A TEM, BS or other relevant qualification
(such as PRIN E 2)?
Do ou seek a fair reward for vour talents?
Are you ·independent and confident of your abilitie '!
re travel and variety still of interest?
Then why not consider
THE B LD EAGLE 0 ,
LTA
Ltd
For more details send your
to me, Chris Harper at
thcbaldeaglc9@'hotmail.com
'E GLES OAR'
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ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
SHRIVE NHAM
NATO COMMUNICATIONS &
INFORMATIONS SYSTEMS SCHOOL
(NCISS) - LATINA (ITALY
1
C'hiefTraining Branch
Lt Col G. W. BartJifTR IG AL
WOt A. cott R IG AL
chool Warrant Officer
Ifs been ome time incc the CLS la t had a mention in The WIRE
and now that many member of the Corp auend course at Latina, we
thought it might be appropriate to pro ide an update on life in unny
Latina. The Cl
i located approximately SOiem outh of Rome and
I 7Skm orth of HQ AF OUTH aple ). The chool shares a site\ ith an
Italian Airforce radar repair fucility, which is 6km to the orth of the mall
town of Latina.
The UK military ta ff con i ts of Lt Col G lenn Bartliff who is hief of
Training and the enior Briti h Officer a si ted by WO! Adrian ' cotty'
cott who i largely re pon ible for discipline, ecurity and variou
national activitie . The UK military in tructors are predominantly RAF.
However. gt K eith Dwyer invol ed in crypto equipment repair and gt
C hris 'el on looking after the ATO crypto account al o represent the R
IG ALS input to the chool. Two members of the Corp , Sgt Danny
0 ' 'eill and gt Dave mitb. erve with the Multinational EW upport
Group al Anzio. some 20 miles from Latina. We also now ha e our first
Royal avy in tructor in olved in the Maritime CIS instruction, bringing
the school UK taff up to a full tri-service representation of IS. Having
already \ elcomed gt 'elson into a Dew R SIG AL slot, we have
recently managed to change a further RAF slot to Army and will be
welcoming gt Pat ca ntlebury R SIG ALS from SHAPE in March.
The 1 CISS is commanded by Col Van Den Hirk, etherlands
Airfor e, with 46 in tructors and 35 supporting staff. As a result of
digitisation and ATO involvement in FRY, training at the chool has
changed dramatically in the past ix years. Through the procurement of
COT product to upport JFOR, SFOR and now KFOR, the school
student population has increased from 1400 to almost 2000 a year with 50
different types of course from !DNX, PABX \/TC, LA Admin ,
ATCOM and all ATO ClS ystems. The school is both d}'llamic and
pro-active in its training support to static commands and national units
(particularly from Germany) deploying on operational tours. Using
modern multifunctional computer classrooms, we are able to offer
traditional training methods supported by full CBT and CAI facilities. A
full information Web Page is available on NATO Cronos and will shortly
be on the Internet.

we have been able to acquire a mall 'hire' car from the UK upport Unit
at FSOUTH to allow UK military student the opportunity to visit the
local area - plea c en ure your bring your dri vi ng licen e.
Altl1ough life in tbc Southern part of Italy tends to be on the low side
compared with orthern Europe. tl1ere are many beautiful and hi storic
areas to visit. both for the UK military instructors and students. For those
who attended courses at Latina some six years ago and beyond , the town
has changed dramatically. We now have two large shopping areas (and two
McDonald's), many re taurants and a number of English style pubs - the
students particularly like the latter. Even the driving has improved with
le s people going through red lights!!
UK per onnel are located throughout Latina in hiring and tl1oroughly
enjoy their tours in Italy. The UK community meet on a regular basi for
ocial acti ities either in Latina or the surrounding area and also enjoy the
international activitie with our ATO colleague and Italian civilian sta!T.
Members of the orps interested in a tour at the CIS , shou ld be aware
that the neare t school for children is in Rome ome one hours drive away
and our full medical and dental support is at aples two hours drive away.
This can occa ionally be a problem for the new members of taffarrivi ng
in Latina.
We recently aid farewell to Sgt 'Lozz' Hill on hi depa1ture to NI and
welcomed his replacement Sgt Dann y 0' eill. We were very plea ed to
receive news that WOt Adrian Scott ha been selected for
conunis ioning and expects to depart in August. Finally, we will be saying
farewell to the SBO, Lt Col Glenn Bartliff and hi wife Mary who depart
to the MOD in May. They have both been excellent member of the
community and will be mi sed on their departure. We would like to
welcome Lt Col Dave Turner and his wife Anne, who are apparently
looking forward to leaving sunny Blandford - we wonder why?

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM LOIPE 2000
A ORDI SKII G EXPEDITfO TO SERRE CHEVALIER.
FRA
E
~n 4 January 2000 eleven personnel from the Royal Military College of
Science (RMC ) Shrivenham departed for Villeneuve erre Chevalier
France. The exp.edition was split_ into two phases, 'a training phas~
followed by a racmg phase. The mam aim of the expedit ion was to race in
the HQ Land Command Championships.
The group consisted o.f nine novices; hen ~e we were expecting to enter
an .mexpcnen.ced team 111 the hamp1onsh1p races. Although a ordic
k11ng Exped1t1on goes a_n.nually. from hrivenham, Ex hrivenham Loipe
20~0 w.as the first exped11ion to include female . Due to the original team
he111g ~1~ fo_ot t~ll blokes, the kn w~s not suitable for the three girls. So in
true g1rl1e fa h1on, we went shoppmg! An afternoon later and a lightly
smaller balance of the teams' funds, we had all the gear and absolutely no
idea!
. Which le?d i~to the ten day training phase. This involved daily les ons
with Steve . ed Kelly, a BAS! 2 lnslrnctor, who we shared with a team
from I Battalion, The Royal Anglian Regiment. The standard of coaching
we received wa excell~nt and very much needed by all. After having been
shown ~me end of a ski from the other we were hard into the training and
the achmg mu cles followed suit. All of the novices soon realised that it
was definitely an expedition and not a holiday they had let themselves in
for.

www.jprecruit.com

CAREERS IN COMMUNICATIONS
My clients are world leaders in the design. manufacture
and operation of advanced radio. data and telecoms
equipment and networks. Opportunities exist in:-

* System Design
* Network Planning
* Project Management
* Test Engineering
* Installation I Commissioning
* Technical Support
* Training
ew courses uch as
ATO Core Switch, Fibre Optic Repair,
INFO EC, MMH (ACP 127 replacement - al last), ACE ACC IS and
ATO Routen:. are also courses planned for the future. The school is also
tu~~ing the feasibility of introducing a form of 'virtual cla sroom'
tra~mng to allow_ students .to carry out pre-training from their
umtslcommands pnor to auendmg the more complex technical courses at
the CISS.
Like many training organisations both national and international the
l S is adapting rapidly to changes in CIS and looks forward to a b~ight
future in the 21st century. Members of the Corps who allend courses at
Launa can also look forward to excellent training facilities coupled with
the opportunity to visit the many hi torical sites in the area. Fortunately,
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Contact John Darby. quoting ref: 42 on 01727 818704 or
email to johnd@jprecruit.com

JOHN PRODGER. PLC
The Courty:ird. Alban Pad<, Hadicld Road,
Sr Alb>ns, Hertfordshire, AL4 OLA
11'1. 01727 84] [Q] PAX 01727 838272

OCdt Sarah 'knickers' Clifford - Strutting my stuff!
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000
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A hard day at the office - 'Who told them lycra's fashionable? '
ed fi.rst taught us how lo classic ski, the technique used mainly for the
longer distance r?ces. E~eryone started to pick it up very quickly, except
for our resident. entertamment on skis', Bernard 'Bucky" O'Hare who
on every downhill could only ~t?P ifhe ran into a stationary object! With
onl.Y a few days left of the tra1mng phase we were introduced Lo kating.
This was nmcb thC? same as the roller-blade training we had done prior to
the expe~1tton . This technique is used in all biathlon and the patrol race. It
can be likened to Marmite, you either love it or bate it, but this can
probably be attributed to the fact that you can either do it or you can't. To
round off ~he last few. days of training the patrol race team decided to
practice with the reqmred weight for the race. Unfortunately the cales
they used were broken and they later found out that they had been training
with twice as much weight as was nece sary.
~~er a day of rest and recuperation, it was time to put our expert
trammg to the test. The first race of the Championships was the IOkm
Classic .ovice race, quite a daunting task for all, especially tho e who
find runmng ten kilometres rather uninviting, mentioning no names O Cdt
Danny' hep ' S heppard! The race went surprisingly well, with the worst
bit bemg the second teams lycra racing uits, circa 1970 that would win
every ·bad ta te' party. The next race wa the 4 X 7Mkrn Relay, where the
first t_wo legs ai:e Cla ic Skiing and the last two are freestyle (either
Classic or Skatmg). A well as the first team. Shrivenham entered
per onnel in two Ad Hoc teams with the help of a RAF Officer and two
girls from the Adjutant General Corps. This race was our fir t introduction
to mas starts. Un luckily for our Commanding Officer, Lt Col P Owen
Irish Guards. the skier in front of him proved to be a bit of an obstacle
when he fell a few metres from the start. For the I 5km team and individual
Cla~sic race the location for the race moved further up the valley. An
earlier recce found that the snow was beet ice in places. Thi pro,ed a bit
of a problem when deciding ' hat wax to put on the kis. Wax i u ed to
help the skis stick to the snow ' hen going uphill. There are arious
different type of wax to choose from depending on the snow or air
temperature and the now condition. The team captain, Capt Bill
Anderson Royal Signals wa first off from the team. After lots of
experimenting and ending spies out around the other teams he came to
the conclu ion to put ome of every wax on. Thi waxing technique
worked so well that he ended up having trouble going down hill.
The 4 X 7!-ikm Biathlon' as the first opportunity for mo t of the team to
ki with a rifle on tl1eir back. The concept of a rifle barrel being inche
from the back of your head really concentrates the mind. The race loop
wa round an area of Loipe we had trai ned on owe kne\\ the terrain quite
well. The ba ic of a Biathlon are that a di tance is skied to a rane.e where
fi e targets are fired on in the prone position. another lap i kled, then
anothe~ five targets ar~ fire.d on whil t tanding and a final lap is kied to
the fim h. If a target 1 m1 sed, a penalty lap of two hundred metre is
don ; hence if all five arc mis ed an extra kilometre has to be kied. It i
amazing ho\ focu ing that type of pre sure can be.
By now, a great rivalry had been struck up with The Royal nolian
team
0
encouraged by our shared in tructor Steve ' 1ed· Kell , who had been
playing .o!1e team off again t the other for the whole of the training pha e.
The po llton and lime were close and the competition was building. It wa
all down to the Patrol Race. Preparation were thorough. even down to the
home embroidered RMC cap badge . The hard work paid off; hrivenham
wa awarded the highest poi nt for the inspection. Then it ' a down to the
real touf:?h stuff, as dres cd in thei r white 'leave nothing to the imagination'
lycra u1~ they et ?ff on the 25~m c~allen~e. The route i only marked by
checkpomts, and 11 1 up to the d1screllon ol the leader to decide the method
that the team u e to get to them. om of the checkpoints in olvc doine. a
C?mm.and Task, whi~h can include anything from reading a di tant ign
\ 1th bmoculars or finng on a tactical range. The team were g ing strong
when they came to a down hill off-pi tc ection, hard enough to negotiate n
a nowboard, definitely interc:ting on cro -country ki . Lt Andy
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..
·KnmikaLe· Wyatt RL did an impr• i\e head-plant almost managing to
knod, h1m:elf out. He \\Cnt on dizzily to ·hoot imprc · ivcly on all the
ranges. The Ro)·nl nglian. would have beaten hri' en ham by one
ond
but-as Justi e \\OUld have it, the were di.qualified along with a couple of
other team· for mi " ing 0111 the first checkpoint. The team was rewarded
with a \\Cll-camcd overall place of ixtcenth for the Patrol Race.
To round off an e:1.cellent e:1.pedition. the final day wa spent downhill
kiing. \\ hich for Bernard ·Bucky· O'Hare wa hi · \\ OTSt ni ghtmare. All

.

that was left wa the official prize giving where the biggest surprise or
the c ·pedition came when hri venham won the prize for best range
hooting on the patrol race. It was agreed that Lt A ndy Wyatt RLC
shou ld be knocked o ut more often. The fin al results showed a very
impre·sivc second place for hrivcnham's ombined ordic and Alpine
Team in the 4th Divisional hampionships. With the obligatory minibus
breakdown and big plans for our return, we unhappily set off back to the
real world. well hrivenham anyway!

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN

~

1 TR..\l I. C
qn Comd
I

Q ADRO 1
laj John orris
W02( S f) Tony laney

TH E VI IT OF 01 C(A) 7 FEBR
RY 2000
It" as a bleak February day, brightened on ly by the dazzl ing wit of the
0 , a he cracked timele cla ic after classic to enchant the extra aganl
pipe puffing OINC(A). land ing gracefully beside him, the towering and
majestic figure of the
M, powerful yet compa ionate. Flitting amid t
the darkened hadow darted the bronzed and elegantly cut Adoni known
more informally as the 2IC.
It wa after a well earned lunch break, where incidentally
M ·Taff'
Jolly embarra sed him elf by stea ling all the prawn vol-u-vents, that the
0 C(A) took a vi it to Echo Tp who were in the proce of conducting
Weapon Handling Te t . From there he went oo lo the palace of Bravo Tp
a commodation. Here he wa ubjected to recruits at their rawest, a
crawny bunch of men and women,\ ho were in ome case meeting our
Officer in Chief within 30 minutes of being in the Army. 'The future of the
Corp i in afe hands, Sir!' cried the OC as he hurriedly ushered the
01 lC(A) away whit t raisi ng his fist to Ca pt Karl Jeeves, the Troop
Commander. Following this awe ome display the SOI C(A) moved on lo
"ime newly promoted C apt Alex C lixby in the fu ll throw of a map
reading le on with Charlie Tp, · we are here ...... no here!'
The day was a huge succes and had offered the SO C(A) a real
chance to meet Recruits, from the infant Lage of training right up to
soldiers who are about to pass out of Phase One. It also gave the
permanent stafJ a chance to pass aero s their iews and opinions of thi
environment. After a final wash up with the CO. Lt Col Ian C ondie R
JG ALS, the big man wa swiftly issued black masking tape and
u hered away to tansted airport to d ig in.
Finally a fare\ ell to I quadron ' longe t term recruit who finally
lea' e us to join the REME on 21 February after passing out of Phase One
over fou r months ago. All the best Craftsman Bell.

SOinC(A) presents Capt Clixby with his Captains slides,
but advises him to keep hold of the set he's got on

RECE 'T HARITY EVE T
As \\Cll as getting on with the normal tra ining programme Charlie T p
ha\e also raised clo e to£ I 000 for the SPCC. This money was rai cd in
our 'Gym Marathon' where the Troop rowed the English Channel, ran a
marathon, cycled to cotland and climbed Everest (on a stepper!)
Thankfully the totals were a combined Troop effort and not each
mdiv1dual doing all of the distances. This way it was a fun, but challenging
\ent (c~pecially as it was so soon after all the food and drink of
hri~tmas!). Bravo Tp organ i ed a day of Wheelcha ir basketball to ra ise
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fund for the Great Britain Wheelchair Ba ketball As ociation . The
charity founder, Go rdon Perry took the troubl e to travel down to
Bas ingboum armed with a number or wheelchairs which th e Troop
managed to foll out or on a regular basis. A competition was organised
among t the Recru it and the Training team, the rules are much the ame
and very quickly the Permanent staff team proved loo much for the
Recruits and romped home unbeaten. For everyone the day had been an
insight into the challenge that face people with disabili ties every day but
al o that with uppo1t these ditficultie can be overcome. Bra o Tp
managed to raise well over £1000 for Cordon 's charity and he plans to
pend the money to buy a nine year old boy a new port wheelchair.
EXERCI E PARTA HI KE - by Capt Li= Allan
Maj J ohn 1 orris Roya l Signal
C apt Hu gh Crowth er SASC
C apt L iz All an R ignals
gt 'Tucker' J enkins RE
Cpl ' Wicksy ' Wicks PWRR
C pl Paul RE
After a long drive down to the Div Champs in Sierre Chievalier, France,
a weary team fina ll y managed to mo e into their accommodation on
Saturday 8 January 2000. Day One of our grueling training programme
was to tart the fo lio\ ing day. At lea t it wou ld have been grueling had
any ofu actua ll y been able to ki. Day One tarted with some ba ic skate
technique taught to u by our resident expert Ca pt Hu gh C rowther .
After some five hours on the flat we were able to manage a small circuit,
although the hill still had us herring boning up it even though it was only
2mtrs high. Tired and sore bodies were dragged back to the 'Frog' that
night in order to drown our sorrow . This kiing on the flat wasn ' t as ea y
as it looked. Day Two con isted of more skating rhi time over a hilly
circuit, the day wa completed with a very important wax ing lesson,
kindly administered by 'Craig' and ·Mark' from 3 R ME. This was a
much needed lesson because now a we had skating cracked, it was time Lo
move onto the ' c la sic' technique. We re ted o ur now ery tired and
aching bodies on Day Three ready Lo learn ' classic' sk iing for the rest of
the week. With 'classic ' cracked and a few range days thrown in it was
time for our first race, exactly a week ince arriving. We had the experts
scared and running for at least a mi ll i second, and we all managed to
comp lete our ' l Okm cla sic' without ki ll ing ourselves. An impres ive
re ult without doubt, given that a week earlier we could hardly complete a
1km ci rcuit. The races varied through the week from I Okm to the 20km
Patrol Race, and in both classic and skate styles, wi th a coup le or Biathlon
races thrown in for good measure. All in all fai rly phys ica l and demanding
races. So what about all this Aprcs Ski we had heard about, yes we
managed Lo fit a bit or ocia li sing in. Mostly out of principle since our
Downhi ll team-mates had decided that thei r bodies were definite ly
temples, and that they would not be socialisi ng. Luck ily for th em, the
Nordic Team had pretty brui sed and battered bod ies but no temple , and o
we were able to keep the good name of ATR(B). However, I will admit
that we did have an orange juice on pre-race nights. A fantastic time was
had by the ord ic Team, which had been put together the day before Xmas
leave, because of some last minute dramas. We worked extremely hard ,
pushed our bodies and lungs to the limit, and we played extremely hard
which is defiantly in the spirit of Adventu rous Tra ining.

WIN NI C THE I TER COMPA Y/SQUADRO BASKETBALL
COMPETITIO
On the sporting fron t, the 'minnows' or Wray
oy arc doing
remarkably well. With only hat f the manpower of the other Coy/Sqns the
Company is in the top half or the table in the CO's Cup, and arc the recent
winner of the inter- ompany/Sq uadron Basketball Competition. Maj
Rick Licence - who will reach his half century thi s year - is sti ll showing
the youngsters of this multi cap-badge environment a th ing or two on the
sporting front. o much so, that along wi th the CSM he has been selected
(requested) to represent th e Regiment in the finals of the Divisional Minor
Units Basketba ll Compet ition. CSM 'TafT' Jolly has come out of
retirement, dusted his boots down and has started playing rugby again,
captaining the Regimental side and even being ca lled up for the Corps
Team (desperate times). Sgt Ph il Graha m and Cpl Rob Dawson are part
or the Regimen tal Football quad who have reached the la t eight in the
Army Minor Units Cup.
HIGHLIGHT
Rai ed £ 1,200 for the Roya l Star and Garter Home for Disabled
Servicemen and ervicewomen. The Company was tasked Lo organise the
Regimental all Ranks Dance. Thi s monumenta l task was handed to W02
(CSM) 'Taff' Jo lly who, through year of deft ball handling, took it in his
stride and produced a memorable night. All profits from the bar and draw
were presented to the Royal Star and Garter Home for Disabled
Servicemen and Servicewomen.

Ken (in the green top) presents the Army hierarchy with
a hair replacement cheque
Back Row (L-R): Maj R. A. Licence, W0 1 (RSM) K. Lowerson ,
Lt Col I. A. J. Condie
Front Row (L-R): W0 2 (CSM) M. Jolly and Ken
(a Senior Committee Member of the Royal Star & Garter Home)

BABY BOO M
The year 2000 is to be a baby boom year for the Company with M arnie
Sla ter due any day now, Angela Jolly is expecting in Augu t (the C M
hasn't stopped smiling since Chrislma ) and the OC i to be a graodfather
again, in October.
LATE E W S
It" been a relat ively quiet few month in I Trai ning quadron. On 17
March 2000, I qn had their Millennium party. A li ttle late, one might say,
but none-the-less an excellent night. Wi th the night taking place on l.
Patrick's Day, the theme wa or cour e Irish . There were some top outfit
from the qn 21C, C apt M ick ' Boyzone' Boyle, C apt Karlos ' Potato
Famine' J eeves, W02 Tony · anta i Irish' Slaney and gt Paula
' Wi lmaaaa' Matheson. This month we al o ay a big ' elcome to new
Troop Commanders, Lt Dave ' Bungle Jackson and Capt Rhidian 'Get
up the II ill ' Jones.

WRAYCOMPA Y
Maj Rick Licence MBE
Coy Comd
CSM
W02 (CSM) 'Ta fT' Jolly
Many of the Corps arc unaware of Wray Coy's ro le withi n the ATR. At
present we have two Army Foundati on Scheme Pl atoons, I Rehabilitation
Platoon and I Common Military Syllabus (Recruit) Platoon . Wray Coy's
primary role is the Army Fou ndati on Scheme, which is des igned fo r those
recruits who have failed to meet the in itia l joining standard.
TH E CORP ELEM E T
The hierarchy is predominately Roya l igna ls, spearheaded by Maj
Rick Licence and ably supported by CSM ' Taff' Jolly. Al though the 21C
post is norma lly that of an lnfanteer, (currentl y RR.F), it is shortl y to be
fil led by Capt Alun C rapper Roya l Signals, who will have to learn to
juggle his ba lls as OC AF and oy 21 . Welcome and the best of luck !
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

The Squadron Millenium celebration
(L-R) : Cpl Daz Lythe, Cpl Percy Percival , Capt Karl Jeeves,
SSM Tony Slaney, Mrs 'Capt Jeeves ', Cpl Harry Ramsden
and Sgt Paula Matheson
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dave 'Bungle' Jackson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Brian Clark
This month Alpha Tp has enjoyed the delights of adventure tratntng
where a week of cold water and spectacu lar views awaited them. ig
Dong,.e found that caves and cold water arc not a combination he would
like to encounter again, whilst ig Foley found that a wet suit is a lot
different to a dry suit. ig Keightley who took well over IOmins Lo lower
himself over the clifT edge wins no prizes for speed abseiling.
Alpha Tp says hello to Lt Dave 'JOTES' J ackson who has arrived to
make the Troop office even more untidy and welcomes back C pl ' Is my
ch~st big e.nough' IV!itchcll . We say a short goodbye to C pl uttall who
enJoys Trammg Regi ments so much he 's gone to Litchfield for six months.
BRAVO TRO OP
Tp Comd
Ca pt Karl J eeves
Tp Sgt
Sgt Paula M atheson
Bravo Tp continue to strike fear into timid hearts as their bold team of
training g1:1rus c~ntinue t~ transform six stone civi lian weaklings. into
powerful, mdustnous and square and erect Lo the front, ' young soldier .
Huge congratulations go to Sgt M atheson who is honly to become Sgt
!'1.ath eson and a warm welcome to C pl Crandon Royal Engineers, who
JOtnS us on attachment from 28 Sqn RE. Thank-you to the CO's of Bravo
Tp for organising the Squadron Christmas function which was held on the
17 March. Curiously enough that was St. Patrick's Day as well but the
SSM was still convincing in his Santa Suit and gt Math eson still had
' Rosy Cheeks!'
The arrival of seven Fijian recruits into the Troop has been excellent.
They have settled in very well and are providi ng an excellent cultural mix
which is greatly appreciated; especially at Chu rch Parade when they
provid.e. their 'B.arber-shop' style singing to entenai n the congregation.
The F1J1an recruits gave the quadron Second-in-Command, Capt Mick
'Triathlon King?' Boyle a bit of a shock on the Week Five Drill Test Aller
the test had finished they approached Capt Boyle and started to do the
Fijian Haka! If they hadn 't pas ed the drill test before this. they had
certainly passed it now. Who would dare tell them they had failed - ot
Ca pt Boyle, who was already donning his running pikes to make a quick
escape!
C HARLI E TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Alex Clixby
Tp gt
Sgt Dave Honeyman
Charlie Tp has had another large manpower turnaround over the last
few weeks. Leaving the Troop has been Cpl Sidney 'Meek and Mild'
C leworth, who has now begun his Class One Course at Blandford, and
C pl Dave ' ew Boy' Knowler, who ha been po ted lo ATR Litchfield
for a short Lime to undertake recruit select ion. With the loss of these two
bastion of the troop, we are due to receive Cpl 'S mudge - When I was in
the EOD!' Smith who has been busy working' ith 28 qn RE. Welcome
al o lo new girl, C pl Lindsay Payton posted in from 30 Sig Reg!. The
' old guard· consi Ling of Capt Alex Clixby. Sgt Dave 'Go Ce ltic'
Honeyman and Cpl 'Taff - Where's my Pen ion?' Baynham remain Lo
give the Troop its continuity.
During January Charlie Tp completed a cha llenging gym marathon that
consisted of running, cycling, tepping and rowing on gymnasium
machinery. lt' as a fun day and Charlie Tp managed to raise£ I 000 for the
SPCC. which wa presented at the Troop's Parent Evening on 2 March,
the night before pa -off. Mr Brenda lexandel', Communi ty Fund
PCC, was present to receive the cheque. The
Ra i ing Manager from the
pa s-off parade went exceptiona lly well. as did the celebrat ion
afterwards. Sig Wesley ' Yes Sir, anything you ay· Doyle cooping prizes
for Be t Recruit and Be t hot; Sig Gary ' Run Forre t' Oakes gaining the
Best PT Prize and ig Anthony Caswell achieving prize for Be t
Endeavour. The training tea m has now just fin ished a much needed
train ing break and picked up a ma sive Troop of 43 recruits - fun times
ahead!
DELTA TROOP
T p Comd
Lt Kate Simmonds
Tp gt
gt am Pal'ke
DELTA TROOP
RAISE £3000 I ATD OF LEUKAE 1IA RE E RCH
Recrui ts from Delta Tp (Intake 679) have recently taken part in an
arduous and fu n charity e ent. to raise money fo r Leukaem ia research.
Delta Tp from I Trg qn ha over the years taken part in some hair-rai ing
event and raised a sub tanLia I amount fo r ' ariou charilie . For thi
part icular charity event the recruits had to make thei r way to Ca lai ,
France (i n the confines ofa gymnasium!) for a GIA T UPER M RKET
WEEP. Unfo rtunately fo r the recru its they had to make their own way
there and under their O \\ n team. The journey wa broken down into a run,
rm and la tly a bike ride. The run consi ted o r a two mile run each in a
relay to make up the di stance from Ba ingboum to the Dover feme pon.
The di lance rowed by each individual was one kilometre to represent cross ing the hannel. They then fi nally had to cycle the remaining
di · tance of 2km to Calais. The 36 members of the Troop ra i ed ju t under
£3000 for the ch arity and pcrh 1ps a few drop of perspirat ion wen: . hed m
doing ii! The recruit have al o competed in an inter- ectton competition
u ing both there menta l and phy ica l agil ity. The competition included a
cross country race, thei r final RM T time . Map reading tc l , football
games, drill te·ts and also the ir AP\ T results. It wa a clo e competition
throughout the eleven week . " ith both Two and Three cctions I mg
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ne k to ne k mtil the final drill test. Two ect1on lead by Cpl Lythe had
the edge and" n the competition overall. Well done, to all tho who took
part. The training team no'' look forward to tarting afresh with intake 728
for another gruelling t\\eh e \\eek programme!!
FO. ' TROT TROOP
Tp omd
apt Liz 'On her wa) to Wale -' llan
Tp gt
gt ('r ig Purdon
Foxtrot Tp ''ould f11 tly like to" i ha big fai r well to Troop
ommander, Ca pt Liz llan "ho ha just been posted to 14 ig Rcgt,
''here he will assume the role a quadron econd-in- ommand. he
"ill be mi ed b) the Troop and it i, hoped that she manages to stay
a'' ake '' hilst na,igating. Welcome back to Capt Craig
T hompso n- mith. who return from attachment to 2
qn RE and
rejoin us. replacing Capt Allan .
Huge CO GRATLJLATIO 1 to pl Tez ·Hat' Blakeley on hi
promotion to ergeant. We wi h him and hi - family all the very best in
their move to 32 Regt RA , Larkhill.
Foxtrot Tp currently con i t of 46 recruit . They are currently in
\\'eek FiYe of training. about to undertake th eir Week Five Drill Test,
hoping that tl1cy will be awarded their long weekend. It' been a very
bu y. but enjoyable fi,·e week . The highlight of which ' as the Week
Three acti,ity when the Troop' ent bowling at tevenage. lt was a really
good night, '' ith recruit and permanent taff letting their hair down. Sgt
C raio 'King Pin· Purdon wa the tar of the night witl1 a score of 65
lma sivc or \\hat! ). which wa beaten by all but one of tile recruits. I
don't think there'll be many calls on Sgt Purdon ' an wering machine
a king him to play in the major league.
ROYAL IG, AL P

troop , Maj Gen Truluck then took the sa lute on the march pa t. which
ga,·c the recruits a chance 10 stretch their leg . The presentation o r the
prize followed. with each prize winning recruit marching out in front of
the spectators to have their prize presented to them by the General. The
prize winners in Foxtrot Troop included ig AJun Dydc for Best Recruit,
ig James Wilby for best at Physical Training, ig Robert Gilbcy for
Be t hot and ig Daniel Edge for Best Endeavour. Foll owing the
General' peech, thanking friends and family for their support, it was
time for the troops to march ofT. The final march pa t is pos ibly the most
moving moment for the proud parents and friends. many of whom have
never een their son and daughters o well turned out.
Pa s OfT Day i without doubt the mo t enjoyable day of training for
both the recruits and permanent tafT and is a titting end to their Phase I
training. Thi day wa made extra pecial with a late ommand ing Onicer
being presented tl1e parade by hi former Regi mental ergean t Major. just
like the good old days! (Rumour has it that a large dent was made in Maj
Rick Licence's malt collection tl1e evening prior to the parade. However,
these rumours are yet to be verified).

OFF P RADE ATR BAS I GBOURN

by Capt Li= Allan
\l."ith the band playing, the un hining and the proud parent and
friend clapping, it wa time for another Pa Off Parade for the Army
Training Regiment Bas ingbourn. Three Troop pa ed ofTwhich included
Royal Engineer , Infantry from the Queen' Divi ion and the 22 members
of Foxtrot Troop Royal ignal .
The Anny is a small organisation and often as people are po ted from
unit to unit they are reunited witl1 old friends and colleagues. Thi time it
was the tum of the Parade Commander. 1aj Rick L icence MBE and the
In peeling Officer, 1aj Gen A. E .G. Truluck C BE late Royal Signal .
The two had served together 14 year previously a Regimental Sergeant
Major and Commanding Officer respectively, of 3 Divi ion Signals
Regiment then ba ed in Germany. Maj Gen Truluck was greeted on to
the parade quare b bi old ergeant Major, (now Officer Commanding
Wray Company) where he inspected the troop .
Foxtrot Troop, Royal ignals, commanded by Capt Liz All an ' ith her
Troop SNCO, gt Craig Purdon. were econd to be inspected and despite
the long wait there were no light-headed recruits. After inspecting the

Maj Gen A. E. G. Truluck CBE (L) and Maj Rick Licence MBE
outside the Sergeants' Mess at Bassingbourn

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE

Sqn omd
SSM

Maj Steve Fra nce
W02 (SSM) Mike Senior

RAW 0 TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Co lin 'George' Alexander
Tp Sgt
Sgt Mark 'Robbo' Roberts
FIRST IMPRESSIONS - by AT Jordan Powell
When I first arrived at the Army ~pprentice College I was shown to my
accommodation by one of the sen ior apprentices. Although he was a
~enior apprenti~e he cou.ldn't have been more than founeen years old! This
mstantly stuck 111 my m10d. What was th1 place going to be like? Then I
got a bed space opposite an absolutely huge bold Geordie, who looked
about twenty, and had such a trong accent it took almost a week before
anyone could understand anytllin.g he said. Fortunately I had to change
rooms, as there had been some mi stake, and I was saved from his endless
mumblings about something or other.
It did not take long before I had settled in and our training was
underway. The first seven weeks were a mix of Drill, Skill at Arms First
Aid, Map Reading and Fieldcraft. The majority of this training was
conducted by our section commander, C pl Bob Ayres ( B) from 2 PARA.
He arrived after the first week of induction by which time we had been led
to believe that he was a psychopathic, mad para whose reputation was
infamou . When Cpl Ayres, or ' Psycho Bob' a we have now come 10
kn?~ him, arrived he was a lot of what we expected. However, as our
trammg progressed he became more approachable, which gave us a
Our first seven weeks
feeling that we had earned his respect.
peak~d with E~ Milk Teeth, our first exercise, on which we put into
practice everythmg we had learnt. Before we knew it the exercise ' as all
over and it was time to go on leave. Thi , I felt, was an achievement as thi
was upposed to be the make or break point of our training. On return to
camp, after a refreshing week long drinking se ion, we were treated with
a bit more respect and given a few privileges such as civilian clothing!
The second half or the term saw tile start of our education in the form of
maths and Military Studies. These lessons quickly got very boring and witll
only the thought of External Leadership to keep us motivated we soldiered

on. External . Leadership involves one week in Wales going Hill Walking,
Rock Chmbmg and Canoeing. More than this it is a good break from the
College. The week was great, especially the walking expedition, as 1L
snowed on the first which created some excellent opportunities for some
snowball s~cuon at~cks and just generally throwing ourselves around the
Welsh hillsides. This more or les brings us to the end of the first term and
the mid point of our training. Only fourteen more weeks to go!
SCOTT TROOP
TpComd
2Lt Simon Collyer GC (ET )
TpSgt
gt ' Waggy' Wagstaff
EXERCISE DRAGO
TEETH - by AT Boothman
After a kit inspection and dinner we depaned camp equipped for the
long three nights that were t? follow. We all tried to get ome sleep on the
coach, but were a little anxious about what lay ahead. We arrived at the
drop-off point and following a quick session of battle prep we deployed ru
a Troop to find our ~arbour )?Cation . This was the first time that the Troop
~ad gon~ very far with full kit, and you could see that people were finding
rt very difficult. Once we had occupied the harbour area ome ofu were
given our fir t respon ibilities as apprentice tradesman ection
commanders and Section 21C . We coped well with our tasks and the first
ni~ht went . m.oothly, but I ~till had the same old stag duties. After being
briefed on t1mmgs and locations the followmg morning we were tested on
camouflage and concealment, target indication, judging di lance and
ob ervatlon. The next day we watched a fire and movement
demonstration, after which we completed our own fire and movement
tests, under the direction of Cpl ' mudge ' Smith and gt 'Waggy'
Wagsta ff. In tile afternoon we were given a brief on tile concept of order ,
before receiving a brief set of orders for the tactical occupation of a new
patrol harbour.
After we tabbed lo our new harbour location we completed our harbour
r?utine, t~ to and went on our first tactical night patrol with actions on
light and different movement formations. On the final day we bugged out at
041 Shrs. It wa freezmg cold and our ponchos were tiff with ice, we got to
our ERV and begaa our administration tests. Everyone was very cold and
so were made to do exerci es to keep warm. Following an extensive litter
weep of an entire wood, where each of us collected a sandbag full of other
people' rubbish, we tabbed back to the pick up point. Our exercise was
over and e eryone is now looking forward to Ex Sarah and .

CHANGE OF ADDRESS?

GEN

DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW
TECHNICIANS, OPERATORS AND
TELEMECHSREQUIRED
Genesis Consultancy specialise in placing ex-Corps
members of all ranks and trades with the
telecomms industry nationwide.
A wide variety of opportunities currently exist for
Class 2 and Class 1 Techs, Operators and Telemechs
as well as Foreman of Signals and Yeoman of Signals
of all ranks who have decided to leave the Corps.
In addition to immediate requirements, we have
medium and long-term requirements from our clients
and can assist in all matters concerning these
opportunities throughout the period running up to the
date of discharge.
If you have decided to leave the Corps call us today or

forward a detailed C.V.
Genesis Consultancy Ltd.
12-50 Kingsgate Road, Kingston, Surrey KT2 5AA
Tel: 020 8547 4141 Fax: 020 8547 4181
e-mail: admin@gene isconsultancy.co.uk
www.genesisconsultancy.co.uk
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COMMUNICATIONS

SKILLED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
LEAVING THE FORCES - PLE SE
COME AND TALK TO U !
We have immediate vacancies for hnnds--00 bench technicians
familiar with handportnble and mobile radio accessories,
vid , microwave, telemetry, black boxes, prototype projects,
and vehicle fits that can provide a high le,·el of job
satisfaction.
Please send brieflettcr with C.V. to:oa,.id J . ryan - 1onaging Director
0 IC CO 1 I I TION (INT) LTD
Birmingham International Park
tarl<) \ ay
Bickcnhill
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11 SIGNAL REGIMENT

RE!\tEMBRA. CE OF\ 02 (PC) PAUL COLLI '
On Tuesday 29 rebruary 2000, a short service of remembranc ' a
held by Padre Mo s in the Blandford Garri on churc~ in re peel ~f the
late W02 Paul Collin R ignal . It wa a sombre penod for old friend
to pay their respect to a dear friend 1 ho had pa ed away . Paul was a
great chara ter 11 ho was well re pected by all who remembered him when
30 ig Rcgt wa ba.ed at Blandford. Our thoughts and condolences are
ent out to his loving 1 ife Tina and also to Paul's family

time after only I 3hrs of tuition. Hi instructor wa Mr Dave Moyes of
Driver Training Partnership. The a erage time for a Ghurka soldier Lo pas
their test is 2 hrs. ig Pitamber arrived in Blandford in January to train as
a technician.

1aj ndy Duncan
\ 02 Pete Tasker
Tp Comd L&U Tp \ 01 Tony Sartorius
Tp gt L Tp
gt Chippy Chapman
E, ERCISE LIGHT I G FOLLY
Lightning Tp have recently conducted another weekend exercise on
ali bury Plain introducing soldiers 10 the delights of Ii ing in a basha.
Unfortunately for the Troop cadre the weather wa incredibly mild for
early March and we did not ee any rain at all. The young technicians
under the guidance of most of the re-traders enhanced their military skills
at ome of the more demanding tand including mine clearance, unarmed
combat and the mandatory sun•ival stand . A special mention mu t go to
Sig ·Frankie· mart for the ' ay in which she dispatched the section
chicken without a care in the world.
Ha ing participated in all the stands and ha ing cooked them el es a
gourmet meal from their 24-hour ration packs, the potential technicians
embarked on their night navigation exercise. The ight of a tech wit11 a
map in their hands in tilled fear into Sgt 'Chippy' Chapman and Cp l
'Dad' Delaney (the resident Radio Relay Ops). Spookily all of the techs
managed to find their way around the course and were in bed before
midnight. lumber was hort lived with a rather rude awakening at
0500hrs by the Tp QC demanding to know' here tl1e location of the ERV
and the oldiers to take him there. The re-traders were the only oldiers to
question why the ERV was a mile away from the harbour area. The
exerci e concluded with an excellent morning on the ranges with the
soldiers being introduced to the 9mm Browning, followed with a tab back
to the armoury.

Lightning v Iron Troop
11 Sig Regt Tae Kwon Do team with their trophies
HARROGATE CUP- BASKETBALL COMPETITIO
by WO I G. Waters
The Harrogate Cup got off to a new start with the Inter- quadron
Basketball Competition which took place in the Garrison P&RT centre
over the period 22-24 February 2000. Each Troop played two games in the
preliminaries and Lightning Troop, 3 Sqn emerged the favourites, winning
both the A & B strings. On Wedne day 23 February the third place playo!T
was contested between both team from I qn, Kohima Tp versu
Fighting Rl1ino Tp. The Rhinos held off a very o!Tensi e Kohima Tp with
some good skilful play by Sigs' pace Jam' Rutter and 'Herbie' Hancox.
The emi-finals ' ere also competed that evening - the first ' ith a very
convincing win by Lightning (A) over Beaufighter Tp 24-5. Sigs Way and
·Jock' Miller played magnificent, impressing the BA couts. The second
st:mi-!inal conte t wa Lightning (B) vs Iron Tp. During a closely matched
game lron Tp edged Lightning by a core of8- 7. Sigs Barton and Royal
are to be congratulated for motivating the 2 qn Team. Thursday 24
February, Beau fighter Tp managed to stop Lightning (B) in the fl playoffpreventing a 3 Sqn landslide. The referees had a hard time to keep up' ith
the speed of play from one key to the other and Beau fighter e entually
emerged victorious with the score 6-5.

EXERCISE LIGHT ING FOLLY - by Sig 81vwn
Lightning Folly wa an interesting exercise. l have never been on an
exerci e where we have to look after and care for an innocent chicken only Lo kill the poor little thing the following morning! Then again it did
defecate down my jacket (revenge is sweet)! We had the pri vilege of
handling the Browning 9mm pistol under the \ atchful eye of SSgt
·Chippy' Chapman, which made a change from firing the A80. The best
part of the whole exercise wa the Unarmed Combat stand instructed by
LC pl 'Chelsea' Reynolds. We were taught a variety of techniques from
disarming weapons to pressure points, followed by a two-minute battle
\\ ith an opponent. It's something I'd like to have another go at giveo the
chance. Fortw1ately. the weather held out for the night navigation, which
was a good job becau e I think we'd have got more lost had it been
raining. Over all Lightning Folly was a worthwhile experience enjoyed by
most people there.
EXERCISE LIGHT I G FOLLY - BATTLEFIELD U ARMED
COl\IBAT
by Sig Marsh, lightning Troop
On Friday I 0 March 80 members of Lightning Tp, 3 Sqn deployed to
Sali bury Plain for Exerci e Lightning Folly. Various stands were set up of
which one was the Battlefield Unarmed Combat stand instructed by LCpl
' Marquis de Sade' Reynold of Lightning Tp, and assisted by Sig Dent
and Mar h.
Before the exercise got underway on the Saturday ig 'It hurts' Dent
and ig 'Vikki' Marsh were taught the basic skills required for the days
acti1 ities and were to act out a scenario in which ig Dent would attempt
to mug or restrain ig Marsh with a pistol. Sig Marsh would then disarm
and contain Sig Dent using the techniques taught by LCpl Reynolds .
Throughout the day all eight ections were taught a series of defensive
manoeuvres. They were shown a few pressure points, a variety of
re tramts, and at the end of each lesson the section had a quick grappl ing
se sion using a many holds and pressure points they could remember
from the lesson. The on ly casualty, ig iehols, was evacuated Lo
Blandford with a shoulder injury and consequently missed out on the fun .
All in all it was apparent that each member of each section (and the
demon~tration puppets) enjoyed the Battlefield Unarmed Combat and at
the same time benefited from the new skills they had learnt.

DRl\ER TRAI. I G
'\tr
orman Harrison, 1110 Driver Training al 11 Sig Regt
congratulate~ Sig Pitambcr Thapa, QGS, on passing his driving test first
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ARMY MILLE
IUM CHAM PIO SHIP 2000
h1•lshll'or Prasud Gurun~
· The Anny Martial Arts Championship 2000 were held on 18 March in
the P & RTC gymnasium, Aldershot. More than I 00 participants from
different units and battalions took part in Martial Arts events which
included: Tac Kwon Do (WTF & ITF), Karate, and Pattern Shows with
and without various sorts of weapons.
15 so ldiers from the Regiment, including our Tae Kwon Do Master Cpl Harka Gurung took part in the competition. Everyone participated in
the coloured belts category in both the Sparring and Pattern Show
competition except Cpl Harka who was part of senior bell category.
Although it was a first time for all of us in such a competition we all
fought and achieved our best performances in the respective events. At the
end, we managed lo win the entire individual and team events and
received trophies as 5 Division and Army Champions in the coloured belts
categories. Tulsi Shahi, Milan Rai and lshwor Prasad Gurung, Ratna
Gurung, Bal Krishna Rai , Pawan Sherchan, Emett and Rolle won
various Sparring and Pattern Show competition events. Deepak, Ratna ,
Gopal, Prithi, Bhim and Mekhman also took part in the competition
from 11 Sig Rcgt. All the winners received prizes from the President of the
Army Martial Arts Association, Brig G. O. Hopkins. Master Cpl Harka
al o officiated a di!Terent competition.
Even though it was the team's first competition they achieved
outstanding re ults. It certainly was an unforgettable and encouraging
experience in the world of Martial Arts. The team has shown plenty of
potential for the future and the whole Tae Kwon Do squad wou ld like to
thank the Regimental Martial Arts OIC, W02 Tasker for his contribution
to our team in providing various arrangements and encouragement
throughout our training period.

Sig Helen Caplin is shown here with ome of the trophies she ha
amassed during her time in Lightning Tp. ot only has she recently
qualified as a Systems Technician but she has managed to enjoy all sports
available to her here at Blandford, excelling in most! She ha represented
the Squadron in the Harrogate Cup Competition in basketball , netball,
swimming and ath letics and due to her outstanding ability she was elected
to represent the Regiment at most of these disciplines. To begin the list of
her accomplishments Sig Caplin competed with the Regimental basketball
team which achieved the runners up position in the 5th Division
Championships and was selected for the Army Championships. he has
been selected to represent the Corps in netball and cross-country running.
As an exceptionally ta lented cross-country runner she has been a prominent
member of the very successful Corps Team. She is current ly the 5th
Division Junior hampion and was awarded the Junior Female Runner-Up
in the Army ro s-Country Championships. More recently Sig Caplin
competed in the Blandford Tower Half Marathon and went on to win the
Individual Junior Race. She was also a member of the succe sful Royal
Signals female team. Sig Caplin has had an outstanding tour at Blandford
and for omcone so young she is a role model for all the young so ldiers.
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Winners of The Harrogate Basketball Cup
Lightning Troop 'A' Team
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The final was expected to be a close shave between Lightning (A) and
Iron Tp but Sigs Way and ·Jock· Miller had different ideas, penetrating
the 2 Sqn defence ' ith ome superb passing and shooting. Mid-way
through the second half Iron Tp had to sub titute ig Barton with a leg
injury. The 2 qn team were not able to capita Ii eon some golden rebound
opportunities hitting their fair share of the ring and backboard. Lightning
Tp were the clear champions with an outstanding win 33 - 7. After the
final whistle was blown, the prizes were presented by the Commander
RS . Col K. J. Hatfield who praised all players and official for a
magnificent sporting competition. The three day was also a time lo cout
for the Regimental Ba ketball Team who picked up a few trong player to
go on and compete well in the Inter Unit/Div i ional game .
WESTH VE . PRE-SCHOOL INVA I01 BY 2 SQ ADRO '
by Sig Wilkie 2 Sqn
When I first arrived at We thaven Pre-School. I had imagined a derelict
building. The crew from 2 qn selected for the ta k included WOI Fi her
MBE and Cpl 'Trigger' Smith. After a recce of the site they realized the
amount of work that wa required, increa ed the size of the working part)
and lengthened the time scale unti l completion (so no change to 10D
projects then). 20 tins of brightly coloured paints would ensure that rooms
would be greatly improved. ig 'Prim and Proper· Lucking and ig
'Grafter· Wilkie suggested that one of the room hould be a Beach
theme. igs ·Jock' Aitken. Clark, ' 1oaning· 1oaghan and · ail file'
Foster set about painting the and, cloud and the bigge t ·un going which
brightened up the room with it ' glowing mile. It created the exact
atmo phere that we had hoped. Bright and cheerful wa exactly \\hat they
were going to get! What made it ~ven better 1 a that there were alwar a
couple of kids around to \ oice their opinions - thankfully they liked it.
There was a real buzz in the air after 1 e had fini hed that room and
already plans were underway for the next. uggestions ranged from
di no aurs in a tropical rainforest to tar Wars. In the end \\ e decided that
the last room wa so bright (perhaps a little too bright) that we ought to go
for omething a little di!Terent ( ubdued). We ·ettled on a tarry night.
interspersed with cartoon characte.rs to make the room a bit more
interesting. Sig ' Bonkers· Bladen led the charge \\ith paintrollcr in hand
and within a day it was done and looking the busine s.
WO! Fisher IBE had the ingenious idea of bringing along an OHP
and .ome cartoon sketc hes. We projected t11em onto the wall o they could
then be traced and painted. 'i hen "c had fini hed, "e had Rugrats, Bun
Lightyear and a whole ho ·t of other children ·s characters pla tered all over
the wall . Overall. the five day we pent decorating wen:~ good fun, and it
al o brought a lot of people together in achie,ing thi goal. The m t
re~ arding experience \\ 85 seeing the little children's faces light up \\hen
the aw the completed room . I'm ure it i no" the be t painted Prechool in England!
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, 'ER I
ATTERI K CR
DE
.
2 qn dcplo1ed on fa Catterick Cru adc on ~ very cold Fnday
afternoon in the middle of February for an infonnauve week~nd of_lo~v
Je,el tactic. and basic field di cipline. The quadron comprised ot six
ection of Pha e 2 soldi.:rs. led by eager .I CO Volunteer who were
dc1em11ncd to command the be. I ection . The daunted look on the faces
.aid it all as the ·ections were met by th ' creaming kulls' (or Troop
Cadre)" ho "ere also keen to get the how on the road . The· how' tarted
,, ith Platoon orders. n, r overcoming the first and by far the mo t
arduou · task of finding th· orrect bergen, the cction . set off to find ~nd
defend their first objccti\ e - the Harbour real Everythmg dunng daylight
cemed ea~y and ·1raightforward. Then there wa. darkness! Ev~n the most
mundane ta k of gelling onto the metal track (\1 h1ch had n 1 disappeared)
at th edge of the ~,·ood: looked like an extract from a Ke tone Cop video.
Th following da) consi ted of a erie of tands which were instruct_ed
b' the adre. The training ''a beneficial for all concerned. The E crc1 e
finale ,,a a cries of co1nmand ta k stand , with point being awarded for
best ection. (Won by ection 6 - Iron Troop). Best field oldier went to
ig ·Gunny' Elli of Beau.fighte~ Tp'. who _was highly impressive
throughout the Exerci e for his admm skill . which were later dampened
\\hen he mi laid the trophy!

The compctillon final was between the ' eltic Warrior ' and the 'I lot
Shots'. The highly motivated Warriors started off 1mpress1vcly running
away to a 6-2 lead and with only two minute~ remaining felt 11 was time 10
take their foot of the gas. The Jlot Shots clawed their way back to 6-5 but
narrowly failed in their efforts, leaving the ' eltic Warriors' captam ig
Simpson to collect the trophy from the 3 SQ 21C, Capt McAnult)' (\\ho
had, might I add, been a member of the permanent staff team). The
members of the victorious 'Celtic Warriors' were igs 'G reedy' impson,
' Do ya ken' Hanlon, 'We ' O'Connor, 'Scouse' Conroy, 'I made parade'
Baker, and finally female "Helen" Cou pe. Congratulations.

'Gone'
The Comd , Col Ken Hadfield opens the Cyber Cafe
with the touch of a button

The Comd looks on as Sig MacPhee surfs the net

The SSM W02 eil 'Hockey Hot Legs' Fisher, showed us his skills
as a chef (which is why he is a SSM ia the ignals!) and even tried to get
the lads to taste his culinary delights. The delights came in handy for
propping up the Landrover on the recovery stand.

DEMOLITIO
OF ANSO and BENBOW ACCOM 10DATIO BLOCKS
For the many soldiers of the Corps, pa t and present, who have ' done
time' in the Anson and Benbow accommodation blocks - some good new
for you all! Both blocks are being raised to the ground as part of the
modernisation plans for Blandford garrison. Fom1erly built in the J960's
the towers have been a talking point for all of us who have had the
plea ure. Benbow was finally laid to rest in January 2000 and Anson is
scheduled to follow by the end of the year. Go to it!!

11 SIG AL REGT LADIE HOCKEY
bl' Sig Tiggy' Burke-Smith
· It is Wedne day 29 March and we are at Alder hot awaiting our fir t
game against the SEME Ladies team . Just 10 put you in the picture we, 11
Signal Regt Ladies, are here to play in the Warrior Anny Cup. The
weather, of course, is miserable. We drew 2-2 against the SEME Ladies in
a warm-up match. SSgt Graham, who was a defender in the match, made
an outstanding run from our defensive position down to the other end of
the pitch taking out all of the oppo ition players along the way 10 finish
nicely with a goal.
Next we played 22 Fd Regt RA. We beat them 4 - 0. It wa midfielder,
S gt icky Thomas, AGC, who led the way during thi · game scoring all
four of the goal . However, thi would not have been possible without the
effort of Sig Amanda Wright and Sgt Pam Mitchell who were
con tantly terming through the other teams midfield and defence. At the
end of the first very productive day, we were through to the semi-finals higher than our expectations. The next day the team rose bright and early
in anticipation of the first match of the day at I OOOhrs against Haslar. They
were a good team and put our defence and midfield through a bit of hard
work. We did however, have Sig Donald in the midfield running around
like the Energizer Bunny and W02 (QM I) Helen Sleightholme kept the
ball away from our goal. We went on to win thi game I - 0 with Sgt
Angie Sparling and SSgt Thomas engineering a lovely goal. This win put
u through to the final - can you believe it? We couldn't!! The match was
against 3 Div who fielded a very trong team. Moral was high and we were
hoping for a good game.
This was one of the toughest matches that I, as aa inexperienced player,
had ever played. However, with some amazing goalkeeping from ig Ii
Sabiston (she even saved a penalty flick) we managed to keep the core to
a respectable 3 - 0 in the opposition's favour. A a final note I would just
like to say thank you to SSgt Moore and W02 (SSM) Fisher for helping
us with the coaching and for looking so professional on the sideline .

11 Signal Regiment's Ladies' Hockey Team
Army Finalists 2000
(Coached by SSgt Andy Moore - he's the one with no hair!

BL 1 'DFORD CY BER CAFE
At last the Royal chool of Signals has caught up with the internet age!
The 25th February saw the Grand Opening of a Cyber Cafe in the WRVS
lounge in the . emaphorc Arms. The project team , Maj Louise Tomkins
and Lt ol (Retd) MacDonald, ensured that in spite of a number of
roadblocks (\1 rong paint or faulty routers?) the Cafe was able to open as
planned. O\\-, thanks to funding which was available to the R Sat short
notice, soldier can improve their computer literacy and surf. The cafe is
open Mon to Fri and on undays and terminals can be booked in fi hour
and I hour slots at a cost of only 75 pence per fi hour. So next time you are
at the R. S keep in touch with email and surf the net for the latest edition of
course exam quc lions!
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3 QUADRO FOOTBALL COMPETITlO - by Sig Simpson
On 27 February, sixteen 5-a- ide teams turned up on a wet, cold unday
morning to play in the first annual 3 quadron Football Tournament, the
brainchild of LCpl ' helsea' R eynolds of Lightning Troop Cadre. The
competition format was a knockout with the fir 1 round winners going on
to play for the 3 quadron Cup and the losers competing for the highly
honourable Lightning Plate.
Sadly the ·Troop Cadre' team weren't informed of the regulation team
size and tended to play with five, six or sometimes even players.
However, their sporting efforts were in ain after being knocked out in the
semi -fina ls by 'The Hot hots' 7-0. The other semifinal was played by the
pre-tournament favourites, the 'Celtic Warriors' (pronounced Keltic a not
to o!Tencl it mainly couish contingent) and the 'Sta 's Kebabs'. T.hi was
the best game of the competition and wa finally decided on penalues by 2
excellent strikes by Sig O'Connor and team captain Sig impson. ·The
Lightning Bolts', Sigs Thorburn, Miller, Gilbert, tevcnson, Igo, and
female Sig Chivers also narrowly won on penalt1e eventually wmnmg
the coveted Lightning Plate.

'Going'
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OBLIVION M RATHON 2000
On 14 April 2000 a group of oldiers and S COs departed for Alton
Towers to take part in a Roller coaster marathon on Oblivion. the World's
first vertical roller coaster in aid of the ewman Trust ( harity o.
326429). Oblivion has a fearsome reputation with pas engers accelerating
from 0 to l IOkph in lcs than a second and pulling 4.SG's. The idea was
conceived in a public establishment not long before clo mg time and
consisted of a team of twelve people on the first ride of the day and then
one person on every ride until the last ride of the day.

Quote '11 was a good idea at the time' Unquo/e.
The Newman Trust is a registered charity who provide week. long
holidays for children and young adults with special needs. Emphasi is
placed on selecting children who would not otherwise have a holiday.
Becau e the ewman Tru t is run entirely by volunteers all of the money
raised goes directly into running the holidays. The holidays are held in
four locations throughout England and there are plans to expand to a fifth
holiday soon. The holidays come in two main type - outward bound or
ju t plain fun. The fun holidays involve trips to Zoo , Theme Parks,
Cinemas, Horse-riding, wimming visits from local Anny, Fire Brigade
and Police unit and a lot, lot more.

One of the Newman Trust children enjoying a taste of military life
The twelve man team for Oblivion 1arathon 2000 con i.ted of gts
id Barrass, Rick Davey, Dave Davi , Dom Graham, 1nry Hessell,
John O'Brien, Sigs James Brant, Craig Fulton, tart Hebdon, tartin
Sloan, lan Wa lker and Mr Ke Hessell. Completing the team was Jackie
impson who had to put up with u for the journey up and do1\ n a the
driver and looked aller u during the day at Alton Tower . Who would
have thought twelve guys about to go through with a 1IOkm/h,
4.5G(a. tronaut pull 30 on take-oil) roller coa ter marathon would
whinge so much about taking a comer a bit fast! We all tarted otT at
I Oa.m. on the 15 pril raring to go, up the long climb to the top of
Obli ion. Just a we reach the edge the carriage suddenly jolts 10 a
tand till and we hang over a 180t1 drop. ' DO 'T LO K DO\! '.a
voice tells u O\er the peakers. Then it' pure adrenaline a \IC hurtle
toward and through a big hole in the ground and out the other side. s we
exit the camera catche the emotion . We· e elected the photo '' ith the
whole range, from'\! ay ye Mun, thi is greet!' to ' \ hot the hell am I
doing here?!'
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ROV ER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Hill
Tp Sgt
SSgt Andy Buckle
With almost seven weeks gone, Rover Tp has settled down to life in
Kosovo. With just a few of us living in the Headquarters in Pristina (still in
tent ·!) the rest of us arc li ving in luxury with either the Rear Link
Detachments or one of the two hill top sites. Up at Golcs, one of the hilltop
sites, Sgt ' Ritchie' Richmond has created hi own little empire where he
looks afier many s<;>ldiers such as L pl ikki Thompson and Sig Chris
Brogan . pat Suv1 Bunar, Cpls Rob Luke and Andy Allen are left pretty
much to themselves, sharing with 19 Rcgt RA. Under their reigns arc Sig
'Lurch' Wilson (who still can't find any cows to scare), ig Pam
Dunkerly and new arrival Sig ' Where's Kosovo?' Holt.
Experiencing life with other nationalities are the seven Rear Link
Detachments. Sig Khrissie train has enjoyed eating plenty of cabbage
,, ith the Czech ·, Sig Grace Howard has enjoyed eating fish three times a
day with the wcdes and Sig tu Hill and LCpl tu Codack have enjoyed
\\atching late night Finnish TV. With three detachments living with the
Canadian , Sig Tony Muers and 'Biceps' Sharman have been looking
after the Battalion HQ while Cpl ' Ginty' McTurk has been back in UK
,~inning yet more trophies for Army Badminton . Sigs Daz Jardine and
Michelle ow ley have been looking after their rccce clements while their
poor aviators have had to put up Cpl ' Pants' Undenvood, LCpl Tony
Marsh and Sig 'I love PT' Cannon.
To en urc the out-dets have some sort of normality, Sgt Dave 'Happy
with that' Alleyne and LCpl ' FlufTy' Cloughton - both from the UK,
have been re-supplying them with all thee sentials. Living it rough in the
tented accommodation back al Brigade HQ, ig 'Magic' McDermot has
been clocking up the mileage with Capt Steve Abram, looking for
deployable HQ locations. Sig tevie Homer i now driving the 0
around, while Cpl Greg Dick is acting as the Troop fleet manager. The
augmentees from I Div ig Regt have fitted in extremely well and are all a
good laugh. We look forward to more coming out to cover the hectic R&R
period.

We then tool.. it 111 turn to subject ours IYe to the same delight · for the
ne t se\ 'n hours. fael) one complct.:d around 30 rides during the day.
''uh no injuries apart from twch·e rosy faced ca e of windburn. 360 ride
later ''e all boarded aga111 to complete a victor lap.
, o far we h:we collected £ 1200 and are looking good to hit the £2000
mark'' hen all the pledge ha\ e been collecte-d. That i enough to take 10
hildren on a holiday. A big Thank You goes out from all team memb~r.
to the many people ''ho ha1 e donated money or spon orcd us.
special
Than!.. You goe· to HQ Roy. l ignal wo· & gt Mess, Humph
Bnhndur' Re taurant. The Dor..ct team Fair, l I ig Regt PRl, Mike &
lilenda Lee' Tattoo tudio, Blandford ideo (' ntre, Im-pres cd Dry
leaners and Te co.
If you would like farther infomiation about the 1 cwman Trust, would
like to end a donation. or want 10 become a helper on the holidays please
contact gt Dai c Davis on (9)43 71 2 35.

Publish it in

The WIRE
The Editor is always pleased to receive
interesting articles.
Sgts Sid Barrass & Dom Graham

I ( K) RMD DIV HQ & SIG REGT AUGMENTEES
TO 7 ARMD BDE HQ & SIG SQ (207)
All arrived safely after flying backwards on the plane and then driving
up from The e loniki. There aren't many people who can say they 've done
3 countric in le s than 12 hour, but again the ' Di v' triumph and conquer.
igs Trevor Raw and 'Big Phil' Lofthouse, and Cpl 'Cas' Casta no arc
living a cushy life in Pristina, along with Cpls Boris Lynn and ikki

Dyson, LCpls Maggi inclair and Peter Hunsburger but not forgetting
gts Peter Finnigan and Paul Garret. ig 'Edshward' Mc harry, and
LCpls Gabriel Rudge and 'Johnny Bravo' Wakeling all went playing
so!diers with the US Marines, sho\ving them how to do it properly. L pl
'Fish' Fisher and
gt ... yes
gt inclair are driving everyone around
Kosovo and around the bend! LCp ls ' Prince of Darkness' Harknes and
'TafT' Lewis together with Cpl ' Smiler' Breaks are all unheard of and
unseen as they are all hiding up in the hills along with Cpl 'Demi' Moore.
LCpl 'Mondeo' Ford is using the hills as a holiday camp as he keeps on
going back to the UK to represent the Army at Badminton. LCpl 'I love
war' Pearson and Sig Kevin Wilson are enjoying their stay with the
C7echs but have resorted to cooking their own food as cabbage three times
a day is a little tiresome. ig ' Hiya' A hcroft and LCpl 'Trout' Lannie
are enjoying working with the orwegians and are working hard at getting
fit - although Trout has definitely won the Golden Blanket award for
staying in bed for both his days ofT. LCpl ikki Roberts is at wed Bat
and has recently received some mail from 2 RRF for having a lovely voice
on the net! igs 'Psycho' Smith, ' I love myselr Peck, 'Bomber' Mills,
' Monkey boy' Goddard and 'Dizzy liney' Evans all turned up safely in
sunny Kosovo alive and well. Everyone out here is missing everyone back
at Div and wish you all well.
TECHS, LI E A D POWER
Tp FofS
W02 (FofS) 'Mac' McCallum
Tp SSgt
Sgt Dave Baddeley
Well, here we are in Ko o o. The Troop has been supplemented '' ith
'willing volunteer ' from I (UK) ADSR. One of the e new recruits, Cpl
Lynn, used his vast driving experience and almost drove his Land Rover
straight into a minefield! Our tech guru, LCpl ' Daff - I'm the Be t' Ellis,
filled out his new po t a Troop MT rep admirably with on ly one minor
drawback - he' not even qualified to drive a Rover! Telcmech
exraordinaire, Sig 'Scouse, wannabe 'Taff· Hughes, managed to display
his skills to the fullest by wiring up a main extension u ing a new
convention, not previously seen in the electrical world, and till wondered
why it didn't work! Our days are long and hard, especially when PT starts
at 6a.m. and the nights are even longer as we always seem to get called out
just as the bar opens. Congratu lations to the Tech football team for
winning the 5-a-side Competition. The prizes included: a hand-warmer.
Silver Shadow Trainers, cam cream and to top it all, the trophy was a
bottle of minera l water wrapped in Silver fo il - no expense pared by the
QM's department! Welcome to gt Lee 'I'll fix all your radio ' Clark,
whose incredible rate of turnover is a god- end, even if they are the same
radio every day!

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATION PALATINE

MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE
(CENTRE) HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

qn Comd
1aj Andy Bristow
RSM
WOl (RSM) Colin M ilne
o here we are, Multi ational Brigade (Centre) Headquarters and
Signal Squadron (207). A ftcr almost two months in theatre the Desert Rats
have settled in and begun to leave their mark (not 10 mention the six foot
Rat at the front of Brigade Headquarters). Thanks to 19 Mech Bde HQ &
ig Sqn (209) for their help during the hand-over, we look forward to
seeing you again, in similar circumstances next year! The locals must have
known we "ere coming. Within days of our arrival, even before the follow
on party of the quadron had deployed, elements were 'getting among tit'
in Mitro\ica providmg comm support to the Green Jackets, amidst the
rioting and CS gas. Following that, there has been much border activity
and a number of earch operations, in which we have been involved in one
"ay or other. Fortunately life has begun to settle down a bit since the
initial burst of activity, but the momentum remains. The focus now turns to
actively encouraging the dwindling Serb population lo remain , whilst also
maintaining and improving M B(C) HQ in lieu o f the move to TFA.
(Rumour has it that by the time you read this we will have moved in). With
film nights, sporting activities and 'the Sunday night quiz', and a nying
'1s1t from Jim Dai id on and Gladiator ' Rio' (Sorry guys, the RSM has
confisc.ated the picture of Rio), li fe is comfortable and the days arc
begmnmg l~ fly. The R & R plot has now kicked in, and there are plans
afoot to put m place a 36hr pa&s to .somewhere exotic (lake Orid probably),
once the weather cttles and the wmd drops to less than 70kph !
Ha~ anyone seen the 0 's beret ...... ?
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COMMU ICATIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
gt Dave Sloane
Well , what a start to the new millennium it has been for us all. The
vehicles left Germany a month before the troop but were met by 207's elite
guard force in Thessaloniki. The guard force, led by its trusty leader, Cpl
Andy ' o Respon ibilitics' Allen , then stagged on for ten day until the
main body of the squadron arrived. On arrival in Kosovo, all were in high
spirits and prepared for a good tour. With Rover Tp mo tl y deployed to the
out-dets we had the business of taking over the comms for HQ M B(C).
After a week, the HQ was starting 10 look the part and everyone was pretty
pleased with what had been achieved . Over the subsequent couple of
weeks, the troop deployed on three operational readiness excrci es the last
of which being part of the multi-national exercise Dynamic Respon e
2000. All went well apart from an unfortunate injury to ED extraordinaire
LCpl Si 'Juan Carlos Rimcrcz' Periera - we hope you're back in action
soon. There has also been the arrival of a fCw new faces to Com ms Tp and
we wou ld like to welcome Cpl Mick Clark, LCpl Mark Angus and
LCpl Mike Jennings - we hope you enjoy yourselves. We wou ld also like
to thank LCpl 'TI1e King' Ross and trusty crewman LCp l Smelly Feel'
Bithell AKA the 'Ptarmigan Gods' for coming over to Comms Tp to help
with the Ptarmigan. They reckon they deserve a couple of weeks Rand R,
but as they're so invaluable, we think we may have to cancel their Rand R
altogether! Well done guys.
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REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col D. . Hargreaves
RSM
WOl Jackson
I April 2000 marked a ignificant change in the Royal ignal
commitment to Op Palatine. Multinational Divi ion (South We t)
Headquarters and ignal Regiment paraded for the last time in it eight
year history. The OinC(A), Brig C. J. Burton OBE ADC, pre ided o er
the disbandment parade which marked an end to the provi ioo of life
upport to the Banja Luka Metal Factory and the birth ofBRITFOR Signal
Squadron and the
ommcrcialisation lmplcmenlation Team. Royal
Signal in BLMF can now truly focu on the pro i ion of communications
to the Division and on the implcmemation of CIS commerciali ation,
bringing Royal Signals a step clo er to the desired end state of Troop
strength. Accompanied by the CR M, WOI Hodgson , the OinC (A)
pre cntcd 0 BRITFOR Sig qn, Maj . R. Workman with the new
quadron olours before meeting R ignal soldiers in BL 4F and at the
surrounding Hill Top ites. That evening the Officers', WO' and gts of
the di banded Regiment enjoyed the first and la t Regimental Dinner
Night and farewelled the CO. Lt Col ' Tiggel?' Hargreaves who returns
lo command hi 'other· regiment, 34 ig Regt (V) Middlesbrough. Also
being dined out were the Adjutant, Capt 'Hyacinth Bucket' · Lloyd
returning to 2 Sig Rcgt prior 10 J
48. the Camp Comdt, Maj ·
Choppe?' Aspinall to 71 Sig Regl (V) and the RSM, WOl Jackson back
to A ldershot.
QUAORO HEADQUARTERS
Sqn omd
Maj . R. Workman
S M
W02 M. Neighbour
Life goes on apace with the disbandment of the Regiment and the
formation of BRITFOR ig qn. The loss of the CO and djt ha
increased the in-u·ays of the qn Comd - Maj Workman and the 21
Capt Lee Hendricks however it is Capt Roddy Wil on who will feel the
pain as he take' up the reins from apt Hendricks (about time afier hi
>kivc in UK). Meantime the pressure of operating a Mechanised Brigade
ignal qn wi th all the kit back in Alder hot i continuing to provide a
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major challenge to 228 ig Sqn in Banja Luka. SSM lark eighbour i
suffering from rugby withdrawal symptoms, not having played yet thi
tour. but plans are afoot for a team to form up and take on a local ide.
Meantime W02 (FofS) Lance 'The maroon Pimpernel' Mar hall,
currently on R&R, changed half the radio frequencie , much to the disgu t
of W02 (YofS) ' tan the man' \ instanley who returned from R&R 10
di co er the changes.
CO 1M TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt T. W. Day
Tp gt
Sgt D. Dyer
A the weather hots up in the Balkan the hill top ite crews have
shaved their beards off in preparation for tanning. The 'draw do\\ n' and
extraction of R Signals from l vovik and jertekosvic hill top ites has
finally come to fruition. With the clo ure of the COMMCE
at
Tornisla Grad and Kupre imminent, SSgt ·Magpie' Dyer and Lt ·Dori '
Day are putting their procurement kills to u e in their relocated office;
re-furnishing it into a Fagin style den! adly,' lapper ' the car vi. 11 have
been le s frequent follO\\ ing an unfortunate incident imolving electricity
and inged whiskers. Sig 'KR' Kelly-Rutherford ha moved lo the
'village of the damned· and L pl Ross 'Big-Daddy' Williams and ig
Paul 'The Cat' Hick are no\ at Lisina West. L pl ·Greeny' Green head
for Gola P and LCpl Jim O'Mahony ha packed up his kidoo dri,ing
and returned to UK for his Clas One.
1 Dave Briscoe continues hi
quest 10 deplete the world ' ater table, whil t LCpl Dave Reid failed to
achieve in tant promotion to General atler serving up Lob ter and wans
eyelid to YIP vLit to his site.
Congratulation to Sgt 'Oimebar' D yer on pas ing hi · EFP at the
sea ide resort of plit: he reputedly spent an incredible 3DM during the
three week he wa being educated. alutation to ig 'Bone-cru her·
McGeorge on his recent victory at the inter-Balkan wrestling
championship, ucce fully slam-dunking five contc tants from unit in
the former Yugosla ia. pccial mention for our illustrious leader, Lt
'Doris· Day on the announcemelll of his engagement to Jane; ~he won't
be marrying you for ensible conversation!
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over 24 hours. When we finally arrived at our destination it was off to
leep for the first days activiti es. On the first day we split into two groups,
an experienced group instructed by a Civi lian in structor, Peter C liff, and a
beginners group which was instructed by 228 Si gs Sqn 's very own LC pl
' Robbo ' Robertson.
The experienced group went straight into safety procedures in case of
avalanches, which seemed highly likely from the state of Lt
Maskell-Pedersen's down hill efforts on the first day. The beginners
group advanced with amazing speed, all the way down the mountain. The
end or the first day ended in true expedition style with a few jars to warm
the blood after a hard day 's work. Both groups progressed at a great rate,
with the beginners moving on to gain the abi lity to stop. LCpl Blanchard
even mastered the art of how, without the traditional aid of a seven year
old child to act as the brakes and the advanced group moving on to carry

H AOQL RT R TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt R. i\lc le-0d
Tp 'gt
gt J. Howe
·Grounday Day· ha ct in at Banja Luka - 72 days and counting
n::mammg in theatre. EJrly escapee include Cpl Jace 'BLMF-e,'l.pert'
l\lcBain, back I K Ci\ Di,. who intends to return to Banja Luka in
ugu. t to \\Ork for F 1 Radio (ma~ochist). LCpl ·Pom King' Burnside
ha made go d hi c cape from theatre, 'irt• ·all no one kne' that he was
going until he wa mid-air en-route to the UK. Improved we.ather and
ob,ious increased kill has reduced the tempo in the Tech Wk.p, or is it
th ab enc' of gt Ian Tm so Airborne it hurt ' Dickinson," ho i on an
e'l.tendcd R ·R. In hi ab ence gt Trev 'in my ne ·t life I'll be a Zagreb
tour guide' Mc "cen, ha been holding th fort.
Foll wmg his recent promotion ·ucce s
gt Pau l · tafT ergeant'
Gardener ha picked up all available 'jif job ·, including that or the
, Q 1 . The real Q ~ , gt pence 'H llo civvie-streef Cave i in the
LK handing O\er hL account before lea' ing the anny in July. The
re ulting mu ical chair ha'e re ulted in Cpl Claire ' LT' Rutter
running y on. LCpl ( ig??) Paul 'Ju tin· Heywood almost ucceeded
in clo ing the junior rank bar, permanently. Hope the face recovers oon.
The COM'.\1 E continue to prove that e cape from BLMF is not
impo ible. Regular readers \\ill remember Cp l 'MiniMe' Mc.Mu llen
managed to con the quadron into a se en-week jolly, al ia a kill At
Ami course in the K, and LCp l 'Janker ' Brooks ( ucce sfully)
attempted 1 qn selection to get away. ig ·Tomo· Thompson returns to
UK hortly for the Lanyard Trophy, along with Sig Steve 'A irborne
Warrior' And rew . L pl Dave 'Rubb helter' \ e son and LCpl ick
onstable. The ma exodu i joined by OC, 2Lt Ross 'Razor Wire'
1cCleod to attempt •p' Company, and Sgt John 'Mu ltitasking' Howe,
to take up the appointment of Regimental YofS at 34 ig Regt (V). Don't
worry 4 Bde - we'll leave the key under the mat. and hand-over notes on
the d k.
MOBILE T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt D. A. Haslewood
Tp gt
gt H. Wilcox
Passed the halfway-point in the tour and morale is good. The SOinC(A)
toured the squadron, allowing the troop to confim1 their PhD in tent
erection setting up the Tac HQ (again) and howing off the pee Ta ks,
Rebro and lRO. The change to BRlTFOR ig Sqn ha little impact at our
le\•el and it i bu ine s as usual, ie: more tents! Several exercises are
planned f6r the next two months to Glamoc and Coralici. Cpl Si
'Hernroyd' Holroyd i busy preparing 228 ig Sqn kit for back-loading.
The Troop is looking forward to the resulting decrease in our workload
and increase in time LO concentrate on other tasks, more Lents! The Troop
re ently deployed on Ex 1arket Garden organised by the best (apparently)
ignaller in the Troop, ig ' tealth ' tone, which unlike its famous
predecessor, was an excuse LO spend a day falling off mountain bikes and
getting unburnt. Sgt ·Toyah' Wilcox was unable to grasp the concept of
riding o ran back; must be an ex-216 thing. Our la t minute volleyball
team won the cup thanks to Sig 'Madmad ' Kama who achieved Olympic
tandard after only five minutes play.

xv

MA.INTE ANCE T ROOP
Tp Comd
Maj Holmes
SSgt
SSgt G. Greaves
With the snow now melted and the RTA register decreasing the MT has
settled down into the last third of the tour. The department is still busier than
ever attempting to please so many with so little for no thanks; no change
there. The CSE how went well especially in the eyes of LCpl Ma rk
' njlfer' Warrington who took a shine to the dancers hockey sticks and
LCpl 'Mac' McArthur who was left with a minibus full of swag when the
actors left theatre. Congratulations to Sgt Dea n Whitworth who was
selected for promotion and has assumed the po t of MT SSgt and farewell to
SSgt Gaz Greaves who has taken over at HQ BRlTFOR in the black art of
SQMS. The MT bas two hopefuls for the forthcoming boxing tournament in
the shapes ofLCpl ' POL gimp' Jackson and ig 'Clegster' Cleghorn we
wish them well. With two months left to push and the transition of handing
the MT over lo a Dutch and Canadian contingent the Department looks
forward to end of tour and the much deserved post tour leave.

(L-R)_: Sig Allerdyce , LCpl S lade , S ir Kama , Cpl Wallace,
Sig Lawrence, Sgt Ba rker, kneeling Cpl Gallagher

LTIMATE CHALLE GE 30KM RACE
Eleven members of BRJTFOR Sig qn took part in the 'U ltimate
Challenge' 30km race on Sunday 2 Apri l 2000. The race, organised by the
Dutch Battalion based at isava had 120 participants and saw an
overwhelming number of the Signal Squadron finish in the top ten. The
team consisted of Lt 'Doris' Day, SSgt ' Dicky' Dyer, SSgt Dean
Whitworth, C pl ' Dog' Barker, LCpl Russ Sharpe, LCpl Brett
Appleyard, LC pl 'Sub' Subarna, LCpl Nick Constable, Sig Steve
Andrews, ig Ben Stone and Craftsman Coates. Special mention to Sig
teve Andrews for finishing in third place overall and also to Craft man
Coates for his exceptionally fast start which he succeeded in failing to
maintain. LCpl Russ harpe and LCpl Kelly Thompson from isava
COMMCEN arranged for the team to take part in the race, accommodated
the guys in their chalet and hosted them at a party the night before. The
team, sponsored by personnel based at ' Banja Luka Mental Factory,'
raised £523.00, which has been donated to the Princess Diana Chi ldren s
Hospital in Birmingham, in memory of LCpl Katie Tranter AGC (S P ).

The notoriou
pl 'Yukka' immons is back and reunited with his twin
ig 'Leper' Soraine. Sigs. 'Golden shower' Davy and Al Alky '
llerd)ee returned from thelT 96hr pass, after accidentally missing their
!light from plit. LCpl 'Alien-heed' Appleyard returned from holiday in
!\-to~occo with Pte 'Charlie' mith. ig 'Basher' Fox excelled himself
dunng the riOls by laying out an entire Italian riot squad.

EXERCISES OW DA CE (TIGER)
Ten soldiers braved the Swiss Mountains on the arduous ski
mountaineering expedition in the middle of February. The expedition
consisted of a mixture or soldiers from 228 Sig qn and other member
who are currently on operations in Bosnia. From the very home of the
British Army Aldershot, we set of for the journey which was to last us
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HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col G. J. T. Rafferty
RSM
WOl (RSM) Bal don
Operating within an ever-challenging, and politically fluid
environment, The Regiment continues to work hard and achieve a great
deal. The past few months have been busy for all of the diverse sub-units
that work together under the Regimental umbrella ................. ..

2Lt D. A. Haslewood and S ig 'Leper' Soraine
Erecting masts on Ex Tomb Raider at Glomer Artillery Ranges
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out day tours of the mountains. The main tour of the expedition had to
cancelled due to poor weather which meant that both groups got to a day
together, at this point it was getting harder to see the gap hetween the t>Ao
groups. After the bad weather had passed it wru. back to the ski
mountaineering for the experienced group and back to razzing it do\vn the
mountai_n at a rapid sp~ed ~f knots for the beginners' group.
As with all good thmgs 1t was finally the end and time to return to The
UK after the 24hour drive. That's what we thought. After driving for a few
hours we arrived at the border, it should have taken an extra hour but we
were all happy with the progress, until we noticed the hats of the border
guards. Instead of the German uniforms we were expecting they were
wearing Italian. After the little diversion via Italy we saw the error of our
ways and back to the UK for the ten expedition members. Finally we arrived
at A ldershot, a bit later than we expected but all in one piece at least.

Bruno), all the way up the hill from 39 Bde Sig Sqn, to take over as 21C.
Ca pt Gareth Oliver has done a stirling job standing in and has quite
happily handed over the paper mountain and returned to 1 Troop. Battle
camp is this week's priority, and as Spring i sprung the Squadron is
preparing for Easter in the Province.

HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON
Sqn Comd/QM
Maj J. Mu llender
RQM ffp Comd Sp Tp
W02 A. Frost
Life in the quadron continues at a frenetic pace, with the Board of
Officers, the receipt and issue of the new Rigging System, and the ever
increa ing supply of IT Systems. The move of the COMMCE and
Telephone Exchanges from 233 Sig Sqn to HQ Sqn went smoothly and
they all now have their feet firmly under the HQ Sqn table. As a result of
the move the Squadron required re tructuring. The new ORBAT is shown
below

j

Comms Bundi !
i~_ _ _ J

The NCC Team

The change presented the Squadron with interesting challenges to
which all members re ponded with profes iona lism and spirit. It has not
been all work and no play though; personal development remains an
important and integral part of the Squadron ethos. Everybody within the
Squadron has been given the opportunity and encouragement to complete
all cou rses that they require and ample opportunity to partake in
Adventure Training, Military Training and sport (from Fell Running to
ailing).

co•

CU P
The CO's Cup consists of a variety of sporting acti vit ies throughout the
training year, thi cha llenging event ensures that port is played by all and
not just the gladiators. Despite the workload all members or the quadron
acquitted them elves very well during the year in the competition
(Drawi ng with 225 Sig qn on 2 1 point but lost out on a count back of
fir t places). Re t assured that we will wi n thi year.
233 IG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. P. Gile
SSM
W02 ( M) Dunseith
Yet another hectic period for the quadron highlighted by variou vi its
and end of year reviews. The high light (presumably!) for the S M has
been his marriage to Cpl Vicky Molyneax - with congratulation_s and b7st
wishes from the enti re Squadron. Capt Annabel Taylor has am ed (wnh
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I DIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Gareth Oliver
Tp SSgt
SSgt Craig larlowe
The Troop have experienced an e, tremely busy period over the la t
months with the birth of CC Tp. The technical team are to be
gt (FofS) Andy
congratulated for their sterl ing efforts, e pecia lly
Paton for IDA, Sgts Al ewman and John Ault for their tirele efforts
and gt 'Selly' elkirk for his overall in tallation guidance. The Tp would
like to congratu late the following for being elected fo r promotion : \ 02
Ray 'eal off to 2 1 ig Regt, SSgt Andy Paton to 3 Div, Sgt Si Graham
to 2 1 Sig RegL SSgt John 'Bouffant' Ramsdale to I Div gt Mick
Scanlon staying at I Tp and gt ige Smith going somewhere.
DATA E GlNEERING ECTJO
The ection would like to welcome the following new arrival : gt
'Micky' Knowles, Cpl 'I love this place' MacDonald, Cpl MacArthur,
the huge LCpl 'Mini me ' Smith, LCpl 'George' Lucas and last but by no
means lea t Sig Manifield. We have aid goodbye to Sgt 'John Boy' Ault
and Sgt ' Big Al' ewman ' ho spent their la t ix month in the Projects
ection playing with the latest technology and working with numerou
civi lian agencie . Cpl Matt ' Jonah ' Williams and hi family have
recently left for 7 ig Regt, 1 here he will probably have broken things ju t
hy coming within 50 feet of them. Our place of work 1 a thought to be
·Matt proof' with 36 inches of concrete urr unding it, but this pro ed to
be inadequate prot ction. Cpl Carl Gaber ha managed to e cape at last
to unny Cypru . Overall a very bu y period in the ection with the three
ma in I ystems being upgraded at the ame time.
M KEL IE SWI IMI G COMPETJTIO - by LCpl Waring
The inter-troop competition was with us once again, and \\ ith nil the
usual enthu ia m l Tp di play everyone jumped at the opportunity to j m
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in . The c mpetition entailed the usu3l events - freestyle , back troke.
brea ·1. troke and profe ~ional dro'' ning (butt rfly) as well a. the three
rcla e\ ent . First unto the breach'' a
gt John Ramsdale, who put up a
\aliant effort in the 50m frec. tyle. He let ig Goulty (our non- "immcr)
do the IOOm event, in \\hich he managed a very credicablc third. O~r
ba btroke entry \\a FofS ndy Paton. who wa very keen on this
competiuon and, not wanting th Troop to finish la t again, had our
aptain of the Team, ig Kenny \ ar ing. do time trials. Cpl 'Plod'
Wardle had entered 1 do the re la events. only to 'volunteer' for the
dreaded butterfly. All the spectators·,, ere oaked °by the swimmers and in
the end ·Ptod' tini hed in an excellent econd. Last to go was our Team
Captain , ja Waring in the I OOm breast troke, who h· ving told TM Tp
that he could not e'en S\\ im, finished econd although he had to be pulled
out of the pool exhau ted. Just the relays to go and the Team went into the
fh.--.: tyle kno\\ ing that they might finish better than la l for once. The team
did extremely well coming in econd. The breaststroke relay was to be the
Team·· be t relay e\ent, "ith all level at the half.vay tage, Sig Waring set
up a good lead for
gt John Ramsdale 10 bring us home in first place.
\\'ith only the medley to go Cpl War_dle 'volu ntee~ed ' his service once
again to do the butterfl leg. \! e fim ·hed econd m the medley. which
ga'e u an overall win by two points; at la 1 we'd won something. A
fantastic perfom1ance by all the lad .

TE H ICAL MAii TE A CE TROOP - by Cpl Micky Lake
\\'e would like 10 say farewell to a few members of TM Tp, Cpl Andy
Carter who i off to 16 ig Regt (say hello to Ko o o), ig teve lien
who i, off 10 start a ne\ job in Civ Div and Cpl Amanda errall who is
off to Ba ine.bourn for the training side oflife. We would al o like to ay
\\elcome to the new arri,al that have come to the Troop, c pecially 2Lt
Elisabeth McLellan. hope you find the Troop adventurous! Al o
\\elcome to gt' • ick Good,"l'in and Martin Farnfield. Cpl Karl
Hannah, LCpls Steve Hicklin, haun Barton and Andy Widdup. There
have al o been a few promotion in the Troop, o congratulations to LCpls
'Mac' lacmillan, Ritchie Hill and Paul Harri for gen ing their full
Corporal. Congratulation al o to SSgt Daz Ware on passing his
Foreman' entrance e am. A big thanks goes out to e eryone in TM Tp
who was involved in the Y2K \ hich took place on 28 and 29 February,
working all through the nigbL as well as normal working hours. In the la l
couple of month TM Tp have been working very hard creating a ne'
1etwork within the province, and at the moment we are very busy
decommi ioning Brinton network's province wide. This is a picture of
members from TM Tp on parade looking at the new ma t outside the
workshops.

'Listen in you lot, I know you're not guinea pigs but some one has
to test our new mast!'
225 IGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. R. Tod
SSM
W02 (SSM) Downie
The uncertain political situation ha affected everyone's workload and
thi Squadron is no exception. Even so, life goes on and Squadron
members have been kept busy on the sporting, social and adventurous
training front whenever possible. The boys in blue have also reinforced the
Squadron as the RAF arrived to show us how to really do things. otable
·porting successes have been achieved, including winning the CO's Cup
hooting compeLition and the overall CO's Cup trophy, narrowly beating
Headquarters quadron into a creditable second place. Congratulations go
to all tho e involved that have helped to achieve this success throughout
the whole year. This year· competition has started well with a success in
the Potted Sports Event (Football, Hockey, Rugby and etball). Busy
operational activity meant that per onnel had to pitch in to help where they
could. We suspect that there are not many SSMs who can (or would) list
representative etball on their CVs!
PP RTTROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt Helen !\llurphy
W02 (RQM ) Hartley
RQ\1
A ever upport Tp has had a very busy period. There have been handover1take-over' to carry out, mtemal and external courses to attend and
leave to squeeze in plus the normal day 10 day work. Recently the Troop
ha aid goodbye to one of its characters Sgt Jimmy Fox, who after 12
years colour ervice, is off to pastures new in Civilian Street. In his place

we ha e welcomed Sgt Al Bolton, who ha moved across from I IQ qn to
0 . Another farewe ll and
take on the role of the quadron Stores S
welcome ha taken place, although not in the normal manner. The
quadron Chief Clerk, gt lain Frame has recently tran ·fcrrcd from the
AGC( P ) and has re-traded into the Royal ignals and is po ted to ....
225 Sig qn, goodbye old, hello new.
The majority of Support Tp have been involved with courses in one
way or another, either in attendance as a student., a an instructor or as
adn1in staff Immediately after the Christmas break the whole Squadron
took part in a potential leaders weekend. They bravely fought the weather
and arduou condition set before them, completing each task with
confidence, bravery and agility (well, some anyway) . LCpl Lafferty even
·gave up his life' in order to ave hi comrade by diving into the piranha
infested water (actually falling into the emergency water supply tank
whilst crossing an ob tacle; given ihe freezing temperature , piranhas may
have been preferable).
GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
apt I. R. Hargreaves
FofS
W02 (FofS) Tony J enkins
We warmly welcome new arri als Sgt Lyndon Box and also Cpl Ryan
Lang back in a Iler a harrowing 14 months on hi TI. On the departure
fro nt. a orrowful farewell to Cpl Dave Morgan off to Blandford to attend
hi Tl cour e. special mention ha to go out to Sgt Chris Warren who
after producing his CV. ha left u in ome confusion. Is he going for a job
in communications or was the document an example of his fiction writing
prowe s? Good Luck in either job!
ECHO TROOP
TpComd
Ops WO

Lt Jamie Balfour
W02 (Supvr R) Pau l Gardner

BRAVO WATCH -by LCpl Ken)' Sly
Firstly welcome to the newe t member of Bravo Watch, p l teve
Burton who has come to join u all the way from ... Alpha Walch. The
Watch Manning was also bumped up at the beginning of the year with the
arrival of RAF personnel Cpl Lee Cartwright and JT Danny Bradley.
Congratulations on the well-deserved promotion of Cpl' Co lin West
and Byron Marshall. Best wishes from all on the Watch 10 Cpl Heather
Smart and Sgt Justin Carter for their forthcoming marriage in July this
year. As alway the watch ha been hard at work, especially in thi last
month with it being the end of ihe military year. Its been a mad ru h for
tho e who have been away on detachments etc to complete ACFTs,
BPFA's, ITD 's and the other necessary military tasks.
CHARLIE WATCH
A quiet period for Charlie Watch with the new arrivals and departure
recently we are in a period of changing most of the per onnel on the
watch. Welcome back to LCpl Howard who has uccessfully completed
his w1it Fire CO's cour e and is now capable of putting out chip pan
fires, an obvious a set to the Squadron's afety. Also a warm welcome
back to Sgt Mike Foster who has braved the four easons of Ballykinler
during a recent Regimental pre RSSC. Goodbye to LCpl Baz Keen who is
posted to 14 Sig Regt where he should be able to put to u e his recently
achieved Conduct aft.er Capture Instructors qualification! The main event
for the watch was in the gu ise of a spon ored walk organised by Cpl
Kenny Halliday and LCpl Andy Liddle. The aim was to raise money for
the Playgroup within Lisburn Station, a they are no longer receiving
funds from the Army. It was originally designed to be purely a watch event
however, due to operational commitments and the dreaded duties list,
volunteers were drafted in. These took the form of C pl Dawn Poole and
Cpl Bab Woodhouse. o on Saturday 4 March the team of four departed
from Lisburn and headed for the Mourne Mountains. They completed a
challenging 20km hike across seven mountains, raising a re pectable £270
in total for the cause. A big ' thankyou ' to all who sponsored the
participants. Congratulations to SSgt (Supvr R) John Fielder who has
managed to get him elf promoted. Get yourself off LO Digby! The last
message of congratulations from all of the Watch is to Cp l Kenny
Halliday who bas finally deployed out on a detachment, totalling a
whopping 19 days and mo t certainly earning his General Service Medal.

40th (ULSTER)
SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
CO
Lt Col A. P. R. Roberts MBE
RSM
WOI (RSM) C. G. McGinley
After the hectic festive and Millennium period the Regiment has
quickly settled back into i_ts routine and h'.'S been busy Jlreparin~ for
several exercises that will culmmate with a demandmg Brigade
concentration Exercise in May and Summer Camp in June. January and
February saw the start of a comprehensive Trade Training programme that
wi ll run throughout as well as the Regiment passing the demands and
rigours of the RSIT and PRE Teams. In amongst all of this, several of the
quadrons have been able to undertake their annual Skiing pilgrimages to
Scotland. March saw the Regiment deploy on Ex Millenum Muster which
was our first exercise for some months and allowed personnel at all levels
to blow away those cobwebs and begin our build up training for ummer
Camp.
.
On the sporting front the Regiment has been successful m the I 07 (U)
Bde X-Country and Orienteering Competitions. Lt Deirdre Caldwell won
the Female X-Country competition completing the 4.4Mtle course m JUSt
over 26 minutes whilst the Adjt, Capt Andy Lucas~ finished a cred~ble
fourth in the male competition completing the 5 fl _mile course m a. little
over 31 minutes. This was followed by an outstandmg set of results m the
Orienteering competition:
Male 'A' Course Winner - Maj Robert Kelly (Ops Offr)
Male ' B' Course Winner - Lt Dave Wilson (fp Comd)
Female 'B' Course Winner - Lt Deirdre Caldwell (Tp Comd)
Female Team Runner Up - 40 ig Regl (V)

EXERCl E SCOTTIE Fl
- S PPORT Q ADR01
The Snow reports were not too optimistic for any good ~kimg, but
nevertheless off we went to try our luck. The Squadron had ~ec1ded to u e
the STOPOV ER Hostel in Grantown on Spey, near Av1emore being
centrally located for all activities both on and off the slopes!
Although the snow was in short supply, tb_e lower and top ~lopes were
sufficiently covered t? allow all levels of k1ers the oppo~umty ~o show
gt
what they could do with notable performances from Cpl Lt a lrwm,
Jim Hagan and Sgt's Pete Youll and Dave McCardle. _Aft~r JUSt ~wo
days on the slopes it was time for our traditional' Apres Ski' Dmncr 1~h1
where Sgt Jim 'Any excu e to make a peech' Hagan was awarded with
his Best Achievement Award.
On a slighter sadder note the quadron would. like to say ~ fond
farewell to Dvr ' Pezza' Stitt who served his last day m the TA dunng the
Exercise. Pte Stitt has served for almost 29 years with the Regiment and
we wish him and his wife Lynn all the best for the future.
EXERCISE FIFTH FALL FI
- 66 SQ ADRO
The above exercise is 66 qn 's annual pilgrimage to the slopes of Lecht
and the Caimgonns and this year we based ourselv~s in the 1-!ostel. at
Grantown on Spey. This year the Squadron wa spoilt fo: choice with
excellent skiing conditions and an abundance of snow. This was further
complimented by excellent instruction from W02 1ick Kemp and V 02
Mark Henderson. The standard of skiing a ever varied considerably but
credit must be given to gt Stevie Chamber who despite spending mo~e
time falling over than actually ski in~ persevered _and was rewar?ed for hts
effort by being voted the most improved skier. The exerc~se almo t
passed off without incident until the arrival of Lt Barry Skinner (exSVWO) who quickly won the prize for 'Most Comical Fall" and two
broken knuckles into the bargain.

66 Sqn Advance Party in Grantown on Spey

Lt Caldwell receiving the Winners Plaque from
Comd 107 (U) Bde at the Bde X-Country Competition
Q ADRO ADVE TURE TRAr I G
.
Ye ! Its that time of year again when most of the quadrons d1 appear
off to cotland to the ki lopes of the Caimgorm and the Lecbt.

EXERCISE JIMMY IAC FIN
- 85 SQUADRO
This year' winter adventure traini~g took place in and ar~und _the
Cai mgorm area of cotland and con~_1sted of Wmter Mountameenng.
cross-country kiing and Downhill kimg. A ever _the weather cha~ged
frequently and proved at Ume to be extremely testmg for all e pec1ally
during a number of whiteout !! The exerct e wa extremely ucce ful
, ith too many accounts to recall both on and of the slopes and we are all
looking forward to next year already.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)
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Maj S. K. MacRostie MBE
WOI (RS I) . Cheslett

OMMU lCATlONS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt .F. D. Guthrie
Tp Sgt
S gt R. Wallace
OPERATORS ECTIO : 'THE E DERS'
.
.
tarting off with the obligatory farewells from the operators. First ol
all a ad goodbye to Cpl, Dave 'Tiger' Bartlett who .teav~s the _fold for a
new life in civvy street. Tandragee Golf our e w1~l miss his custom .
Also leavi ng us for a !iew_ life in ciyvy tree! 1s Sig Lee 1ellor, t~e
' Hou e of in's' favourite little boy. Finally on the farewell roll call, 1g
i 'The Pest ' Frost. All the best and have a good time at 14 ig Regt. On

the hello front, welcome on board to LCpl tatt 'Been thc~e· Page. A
wam1 welcome al o goe to ig • lim Jim· Bwwn from 30 1g ~egt and
Cpl Dom Garner from 20 rmd ~de. The ect10~1 1 no~v gemng back
into the swing of things after the te t1ve leave period. Pnor ~o then, the
ection had a grand old hindig at the omm Tp Xma funcuon. _Tales a
plenty. but not suitable for publi hing folk .. Lt_ Forbe~ ~uthnc. ble\\
away the myth that Jocks arc tight b dona~tn~ h1 ~venmg s w1~n.111g to
the bar and a big thank you goc to pl 1 Vital link for orgam mg an
excellent function thoroughly enjoyed by all and undry.
TECHNICAL MAI TEN
CE E TIO ' :'THE ME D RS'
It has been a busy la t three month in TM ~ ·ti?n ,~· ith lot of commgs
and going . Welcome 10 gt Lee ah·e~t po tmg 111 from. DI . ye 11 1.
PT time again. pl i Hurst from 249 1g qn and Cpl em Hunter from
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Gcnnan). We \\ill be sa)ing fare\\ ell to ome of the ect ion oon : Cpl
Dean ·1 ''ill cam more t11an the R ~r Mo~sn, Cpl Caz 'Burger King i
a ·arc ·r' Hob on and gt Billy • outh fn a' Boston. pe ·ial mention
mu t go to the n.'Cent arri' al to all the :r tern Technicians, who jo in u
from 15 ig Regt, time to be introduced to the black magic of radio wave .

'1\1 '. IC \TIO , TROOP - GRO\ S F RTHER
For some time nO\\ 15 ig Rcgt has upplied manning. admini trnlion
and equipm ·nt resource for three DnLB ystem Forward Repair Team .
These were · ituated with , 39 and
Brigade with re · pon ibilitic in
maintaining a large , ·ariet) of data comm • stems in province. However,
due to proYin _,, ide rationalisation. t11e c FRTs have now bee n handed
O\ er to their n ociated i ial quadron . omm Tp now holds live new
pers nnel. C pl · ru ty' Craddock, Cpl Oscar earle, pl 'Budgie'
ree (token York hire bloke). LC pl Dave ' 1 o car' Knox and LCpl
· mile)· Kh air.
The hand-oYer took place on the I December 1999 after a lot of meetings
between the Datu FRT and 3 Bde Op . training programs were et up lo
ensure all radio and y tern technician personnel would be con ersant with
both type of conunw1ication equipment. The training for the mo l part ha
gone to plan, but hard work. Thi will cominue up until April when both
team will combine. all then able to deploy on any of their previou ly
indi' idual tasking . L t G uthrie and gt Caz 1athieson have been working
hard to procure further real estnte at Portadown, to accommodate all the
additional re ource . We are a linlc concerned, the new accommodation i
sound proofed, has no window and can only be locked from the out ide.
Thank from goe to all members of'.!33 ig qn at Li bum, e pecially
FofS Gorem a n, gt G illies and
gt War e, who have kept in touch and
offered occa ional and welcome advice. Thanks to all at 3 Bde HQ and ig
qn for their upport before. during and after the hand-over: FofS Cowie
for hi peciali t u e of red ink, YofS E wa rt for being there and S gt
1 oble for his pirit level.
THE Q
ORO BATTLECA 'fP
TI1e quadron Battlecamp took place from 20 ovember 1999 to 5
December 1999 at Barrybudden Training Area, near Dundee in Scotland. It
was organised by gt Bob Wa llace with help from \ 02 (RQM ) Andy
trudwick, S gt 'Taff' Drew and gt Paul Coates, The aim of the exercise
was Lo practice the quadron in low level platoon tactic and to allow them to
take part in field liring. The Exerci e wa split into two pha e , with half the
quadron taking part during the first week and the other half on the second.
Thi allowed the maximum imolvcment from members of the quadron.
Considering that for the majority of the exercising troops. thi was their first
non ITD military training for a long time, they did remarkably well. The
platoon were commanded by Capt Helen Bosley ( qn 21C) during week
one and Lt Forbes Guthrie (OC Comms Troop) during week two.
IY BATTLECA.i'\IP! - Cpl Si link
I had been nominated as the Platoon ergeam for Week Two of the
quadron Battle-camp. We finally arrived after being held up by bad
weather, to participate in ·Wallace's World' and l suddenly rea lised that I
had a lot to do in a relatively short space of time. I looked around and
hoped that I could re ly on the three Section Commanders. namely C pl
Chri Dee, Cpl Ritchie Birch and Cpl Dave Tueddell. We were
deployment into a field at Cowbyres Fann (only two hours after arriving in
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Sqn Comd
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EXERC I E 1AORI Fl
IL all started back in ovcmber 98. Keen to organi se a n umbiti ou
adventure training exp dition I confronted the OC, Maj MacRostic, with
the question of 'What arc my limit ?' to which he answered ' The globe.'
E ·cellent I thought, red rag to a bull, · Let's go to New Zealand! '
A year later after a con iderable amount of help from variou
colleagues in the Corps and the cw Zeal and army, nine enthusia tic
punters left onhern Ireland bound for the outhem Hemi sphere. Th e
main activities for the trip were to be tre kking and ca Kayaking.
However, additional acti ities such as white water rafting, power boating
and bungee jumping (which I later found out is illegal in the Army) filled
t11e agenda. Extensive coverage of the outh J land was completed. The
expedition started in Chri tchurch , moved onto complete a four day trek in
Fiordland followed by a stop over in Queenstown to take pan in extreme
port . The team then drove up to the north coast of the South Island to
complete a four-day tre k in two day acros the Abel Tasman coast. Two
day ea kayaking was followed by a long drive down to the Mount Cook
region where we completed a demanding trek of three day up beyond the
now line. R & R was the final phase, conducted in Queenstown and most
Qefinitely enjoyed by all.
The ew Zealand Army were ma sively helpful and supportive. The
ariety of activitie offered to us was immense. New Zealand must be
recognised as the Adventure Training Capital oft11e world. Don't miss out,
organise a trip there yourself If you want any ideas, contact, advice drop
me a line - Ca pt Helen Bosley 21 Ops Officer.
YEAR 2000
What better way than to pend t11e introduction of the Millennium than
with your linger on the pulse in the Operation Room . Here at 3 Inf Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn the entire Op team, SYSCO and COMMCE crew and
boosted up FRT teams were poised ready to react 10 whatever Year 2000
fault came our way. Unfortunately the team ended up responding to
problem on the Signal Engineering et set up for the evening, a opposed
to any rea l-time problems. The only other problem being morale due to t11e
continuous calls from les sober members of the Squadron reminding us
all what we \ ere mi ing. The R M most generously donated
considerab le sum of money to charity by singing various ongs down his
mobile phone throughout the night. I have no doubt that he will not
welcome t11at bill! Following a number of empty report formats that
evening, activitie culminated in a Champagne Breakfast where the cher,
as ever,produced enough food to feed a large Larving African tribe .

continue to be heavily tasked by the Ops/Plans team to en. ure that boredom
never becomes an issue. On the social side, the FofS recentl y edged a wi n
in go lf against the Yo fS , but revenge will soon be had.
MOTOR TRANDPORT
MTWO
W02 Tom Hair
This has been a bu sy period again for the MT, especially trying to get
the Troop away on leave as per the OC's policy. o one has taken the OC
by hi word more than the MTWO, W02 'Do I rea ll y work here?' Hair,
who managed to put an appearance in for four days in Janua ry before
Laking most of Fe bruary off. In fact ifhe hadn't made a second appearance
at the beginning of Marc h to release Sgt 'Do I get a leave entitlement'
tanlcy to gel away on a well earned golf skills course, 1 doubt we would
have seen him until April. The Troop would like Lo say farewell and good
luck to LCpl Andy Green and ig 'Geordie' Harrison both lea ving on
promotion to orporal and Lance orporal respectively to 2 Si g Regt in
York, al so to Pte Ronnie Barker to 11 EOD and Pte Ross Milk.ins to 3
CS Rcgt RLC both on promotion to Lance Corporal and finally to LCpl
Kenneth 'Biffa' McCall to 30 Sig Rcgt. Welcome lo ig Jay elson and
ig Dave McClc nnon and his family we hope you all settle in well. The
Troop would like to congratulate gt 'I want to follow the MTWO to
Cyprus' tanley on his promotion lo StafTSergeant and to LCpl Amanda
Rowland on her promotion to Corporal.

LCpl Amanda Rowland 'Haircut 2000'

The MTWO ran a range day in March and has put forwa rd th is photo
fo r a new hairstyle for women in the Anny A you can s c L pl
Rowland covered the center patch with black paper to pro ~e that she did
hit the target at least twice, so he says, obviously she doesn't knOI~ 11
should be white patches. Seeing as these are my last WIRE notes before
being extradited to TSU Dhekelia to take up my new post in May, I would
like to thank all the people that I have served with in 3 lnfBdc Sig Sqn in
my capacity as MT tafTSergeant and in 8 Bde a the MT WO . I have had
three and a half-great years with the Signals and worked with some great
people. I have made some wonderful friends, although not everyone might
agree, and l wi sh you all we ll for the future and hope to see som<: of you
.
over in sunny Cypru .
KID CORNER PLAYGRO P/CRECHE CHARITY DI 'ER
by RSM (WOJ) Paul Fleming
Just picture the scene, the OC Squadron in his element with ten ladies at
the Playgroup monthly meeting
OC: 'Ladies, we are rapidly running out of money for wages due to the
lack of ch ildren. Any good ideas for raising money.'
Heather Fleming: 'Why not hold a dinner and dance.'
OC: 'Great idea.'
The following day in quadron HQ
OC: 'R M we will hold a charity dinner on Fri 03 Mar to rai e funds for
the playgroup.'
RSM: ' Yes Sir.'
It was all systems go to arrange this prestigious dinner which wa Lo be
held in the exclusive Waterside Club. Then it wa down Lo some hard ales
techniques to sell the tickets which were £15 per head, but who could
refuse to part with a mere £15 when the sales reps were the OC and the
RSM . A wopping 80 tickets later and the selling was complete. The 0
then had a brilliant idea of holding an auction after the dinner. Well it wa
back to begging letters for auction material, bul lo our surprise we
received 42 lots to auction ranging from a decorative toilet seat painted b}
the OC's wife, a cheque for £500 from ews International to Easter eggs
from
e tie. The bidding was fast and furious but it was expertly
controlled by Maj 'The Hammer' T hackray eat your heart out Christie .
The most presligiou lots, or should I say the most ludicrou bidding, were
as follows:
a. Buzz Lighryear
Retail £25 Sold for £106
b. Painted toilet seal
Retail £20 Sold for £110
c. Mobile Phone
Retail £30 Sold for £55
d. Easter Egg
Retail £I 0 old for £35
The highlights of the evening were two water-colour paintings one
painted by Capt Jo Stewa rt of Londonderry which sold for a whopping
£ 160. The econd was donated by the Brigade Commander, a water-colour
of the Walls of Derry which sold for £120. All in all it wa a great evening
and a special thanks should go to the chefs and waiters who were all
willing volunteers. The total sum rai ed wa £3078.00 Lo keep the Clooney
orth Playgroup open. Well done to all those involved!

8TH INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)

1aj Jake Thackray
WOI {RSM) Pa ul Fleming

Q ADRO HE DQ ARTERS - by WOI (RSM) Paul Fleming
Things in HQ have been relatively quiet, well it wa for a while as the
RSM wa away on his Golf Skills Course. We say farewell 10 the Chief
Clerk,
gt John Hughes, who leaves us on posting to MOD London, we
w1~h John and his family all the best. That leads us on to welcoming the
gt Dave Palmer . Also a big well done to our two
new Chief Clerk,
civilian La IT for all their hard work over the last few months. ue who has
somehow ensured that all soldiers' leave passes and n ight tickets are I 00%
and Lesley our typist who must have a degree in the ancient art of Scottish
shonhand. Don't worry Lesley we only sponsor the province Cadre
Cour e every four years but a big thanks from the RSM. We wish a speedy
recovery to gt Andy ·~e. bunion no more' Snowdin. Valentine's day
came and went for the maJonty ofS HQ and a card was sufficient for most
unle s you. are LC pl Karen '12 red roses' Page. However, things in
Tram mg Wmg have been more hectic with all the plan ning and recces for
the Roya l Signal ( I) Cadre ourse in May. Well done to Cp l Tom
tewart for an excellent perfonnance on the Corpora ls' Study Day
howmg the other Corporals in the Squadron exactl y how it should be
done .
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Barrybudden). Things started o fT with a few le sons that evening. The
follo wing day was pent on the 18 R and then back to the fa rmhou c fo r
what we thought' ould be a quiet night. However, the DS had other ideas
and we were bugged out after coming under atlack. From then n it wa
hectic with patro l , resupplies and anythin g else the D could think of.
Even though it was hard work, we all got a lot out of it and by the end or
the lield exercise everyone wa extremel y tired . On the linal day we had
live section atLBcks and w ithdrawals, with the Platoon Commander and J
commanding reduced section ·. This wa exhausting but well worth the
adrenaline rush or ha ing a ection of young so ldiers, each with eight
magazines of live ammunition , behind us. Then came the reality of
cleaning weapons until late evening, but this wa 0011 put rig ht' ith a few
beers and a curry Lo make a fitting end 10 the week.

OPS/P LAi S
Capt Gare th La mb
Ops Offr
YofS
W02 (YofS) 'Bill' Ba rnes
FofS
W 02 (FofS) 'Tez' Brown
Goodbye to the Foreman, W02 (FofS) 'Tez' Brown and family who are
posted to I Sig Bde, good luck and thanks for all the hard work. Hello lo
W02 (FofS) Bob Vowles and welcome to the pleasure dome. Al o
farewell to the Siteman, SSgt Ian Burton, after on ly a short tay he is ofT to
JSSU Digby, good luck to you and the growing family! A lso worthy ofa
mention is Capt Jo Stewart, OC Comms Tp who also fonns part of the
DCO roster, recently promoted and soon to be posted to RSS Blandford to
impart some of her knowledge at SORLS. The Ops/Plans cell continues to
be busy, the YofS has tried to tum the office into an adventure traini ng cell
with maps of the Yorkshire Da les adorning every spare piece of map board.
The FofS is eagerly anticipating his return to German soil where food
production shou ld now be increased Lo cope with the expected rise in Giros
consumption. The Ops OfTr is currently away for three weeks on the piste
and w.i ll no doubt return wi th great tales of dari ng-do. Marching eason
2000 1s approaching fast and much preparation i ongoing to ensure that
comms are maintained throughout the Brigade area of responsibi lity.
SYSCON i curren tly going th rough a much needed re-vamp whi ch wi ll
hopefully drag it into the new millenn ium with a bang and the BART teams
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

The OC a nd SSgt Tony Taylo r presenting the c heq ue to the C reche

ARE YOU RECEIVING YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE?
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TR I E PELOPOR FL N - by Cpl Ian Taylor
Pclopur Fmn ,,a. a Royal Enginec
1illennium exp diuon to
abah. Ea tern \1alaysia on '' hich I had the pleasure of being. a the
Engmc ~ atr. 11onatel) called me. the 'Bleep'. The brief given to me at
the :tart of ctober ''a · that in earl)' F bruary 40 people, both military and
n ihan. ''ere to deploy out to abah into two location . The first location
''a Tawau Hill Park 'ature rcsene \\here ~ 12km trail wa to be cut.
The ccond location was 60km at Dammun Vl'lil y Re earch Center, where
a team would be building two scientific obsen•ation towers 60m off the
ground 1111\\0 trees. Within that local area two ttn•ey teams would also be
mapping th road network u ing GP equipment. The Defence Evolution
Re eard1. gency would be conducting a multitude oftest on u. to ee the
effect of arduou work in a tropical climate. I a.kcd the Expedition IC,
ap t .\lark Workman (RE), \\hat the communications plan was and
''hat equipment they were planning to take. It tran pired that that they
"ere still in the early planning .tag and I wa going to be 'the man with
the plan'. That wa the tart of a couple of ,·ery bu y month devi ing a
communi ation - plan. reque ting frequ ncie and peaking to other units
to U) and .crounge equipment. This all had to be done b the beginning of
December a all the equipment wa to be hipped off to Malaysia. fter
hri tma \\ e had a couple of week training in Antrim to try and cover
eyery a peet of jungle life and a much communication training as 1could
squeeze into two le ons. As a result ome very quick work was required
to piece together id iots guide· into HF and satellite communicat ion and
training on the PRC320 and PRO 319, to which a little trip to 264 ig qn
(man) thank again) by myselfwa needed.
ext top was Aldershot where we met up with the DERA cientist ,
where they carried out their initia l te t to gi,·e them a ba e line for the
expedition. E\'eryone' height, weight, body fut content. hand grip and
fitne- were recorded \\ hich wa the lirst of many te t performed
throughout the expedi tion. E entually tbe day had arrived and we were off
to Malay ia. After a 13 hour flight we arrived to be told that we were to be
involved in a welcoming parade in which all drill movements would be
gi\en in Malay-ian. Thi re ulted in, as you can imagine, some amu ing
on equence . After being totally humi liated and as the kie darkened we
deployed to our re pective location . My lirst job was to set up
communication with the ranger tation and once in and working we
loaded the Bergen , which in my ca e included a rad io, to tab 2km to the
first location. The 2km felt like 20km a we were all still trying to
acclimatize. till, eventually we arrived at first ba e ju t in time for the
heaven to open for the rest of the night. Typical, it could have waited five
minute until I had my poncho up. The main task in this location wa to cut
the l 2km trail. It wa not on flat ground as l origi nally thought but the trai l
was to be cut up to the summi t of a mountain. Lots of up and very little
do\\ n. With communication up and running the Engineers were happy for
me to join them on the trail to do a recce for the next ba e location and also
help \\ ith the hard phy ical work. That was me for the remainder of the
expedition in one of the Engineer cutting teams, trogging up hill with the
heaYiest Bergen I've e,·er had the misfortune to carry.
By the end of the three weeks on the trail we had cleared a l 2km path
through the jungle, con tructed three bridges and I dread to think how
many hundred teps we bad laid . However. it was all worthwhile and all
that was left to be done was a final set of DERA tests at which I found out
I had lost a stone in weight. Anyone who knows me knows that I rea lly
don't need to loo e that amount of weight. I had a fantastic time with the
Engineers and I would like to thank them for giving me the opportunity to
as ist on their expedition.
C0'.\1 1UNICATIO
TROOP
by Capt Jo Stewart and LCpl Mary Anderson
Tp Comd
Capt Jo tewart
Tp SSgt
gt Tony Taylor
ince the last WIRE note the Troop has been exceptionally busy. We
are coming up to the first marching eason of the year which means that
t~e _Troop i tasked to various location around province to provide
dtfterent commumcauons and surveillance support. There is al o the
annual inspection of the sites in the Brigade area and on top of all of this
the whole troop is trying to get their leave in before the end of March. It
has been an e pecially busy time for the Syscon, with some people putting
m a huge number of hour . They have also had to put up with a large
a~ount of noise and upheava l as Syscon is being renovated, however, it
will be worth it m the long run. The province has been fairly quiet until
recently when we had an incident in camp. Some new arrivals thought that
an early morning IED was a regular occurrence in Londonderry, lucki ly
they are \Hong. With the upcoming Ex Richmond Cha llenge, our an nual
!TD camp, everybody is getting in plenty of train ing for their ACFT and
preparing themselves for a healthy dose of Mora l Understanding from the
Padre.
As it seems appropriate for these articles here are a few hellos, goodbye and congratulations. Firstly hello to Lt Ian Lowth er from 7 Sig Regt
who\\ ill be taking on the mantle as Tp OC which means a sad farewell to
Ca pt Jo_ tewart who is ofT to re-live her students days by working for
ORL 111 Blandford. Hello also to Sgt Tony 'Rudolph' Caulfield and hi s
wife Kell), LC pl Mick 'I've been in a couple of years, I can tell you'
Breydln, LCpl dele Murray, LC pl a m Applegarth, LC pl Paul Bone
and ig C hris Howell, ig Idris Da vies, ig C hris F ielding, Sig Stuart
Pla nt and ig C arl Brown . Goodbye and all the best to Cpl Eddie
toja n o ~i c, pl 'Mac' M acDonald, LC pl Matt Thoma s who is going on
promotto~. and L pl Danni 'Beast Mistre. s' Critchlow, we hope you both
do well. Fmally, congratulauons to ig Andy 'Dingle' Gibson and hi wife
Ka trin ~ on their recent arrival in the shape of baby icole, and his recent
promotion to Lance orpora l and to LC pl C raig La w and his wife on

their bouncing baby boy Con nor. ongratulation to Sig Lee Fearon and
ig Carl tl!phenson ''ho have made the first rung on the ladder and been
promoted to Lance orporuL
THE REGI IE TAL QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
by LCpl Ball
RQM
W02 (RQM ) Kev Tunstall
The Department would like to welcome SSgt Garth Hood who has
arrived from unny Worthy Down and to L p l 'Brains' Ball from 23 Mess
Tin Repair Unit (Pie and ear) Bice ter. We would also like to welcome
back ig 'Jack of a ll trades' Fowler who has been returned to the fold yet
again. A big well done to Cpl 'Where is my next tape' orth on passing
the not so hard MP (A) and to gt 'Edmund Blackadder' Porter for
pas ing the RMQ. Lord Edmund running a range - a bullet proof vest
plea e. A big thunk you to Cpl 'Petrol or Die el' May and Pte ' I've got
more tattoos than you' Morris for giving us a well earned break and going
away on leave, together, it's okay it' legal now. To LCpl Kev Rattray for
investing -o much time and money into the quadron bar without him the
bar \ ould have closed a long time ago. Hello again to W02 (RQM )
' ow you sec him now you don't' Tu nstall who has ju t got to take all of
hi leave in the same month, 'OfTagain are' e ir, Oh! uit · You ir!' Thi
one goes out to the lover in the department. LCp l Colli n ' upid' Shillito
and his bride to be, you know who you are! This ends our thrillin g
in tallment for this month, speak to you all again in the next issue. ote
from the RQ. 'Ball, my office now!'

ARMY

FAMILIES EMPLOYME T ADVT ORY TEAM (FEAl)
ORTHERN I RELA D

EXERC ISE VIKI G FIN - by ig Alan Oliver
Ex Viking Finn was a I R Anglian led skiing exerci e to Le Arc in the
French A Ip . As they hare the barrack with the Brigade Headquarters
and ignal quadron they kindly offered up their la t few place to
members of the quadron. 'A nyone want to go kiing? It's a week ofT
work. you tay in civvy apanments, there i no cros country skiing and
there won't be any Ii\ ing in now hole . Okay, okay. One at a time' It wa
an excellent opportunity to learn how to ki or improve on previous
experien e and of course there would be copiou amount of a pre ski!
ine members of the quadron took them up on the offer and they all had
a fantastic week. The third group and unfortunately the one I wa in had
some lengthy holdups due to flight delays but we eventually arrived at Les
Arcs ki 1 00. Expecting to receive the usual squaddic issue of kit we
were pleasantly surpri ed to find that everything was very good quality
and brand new, apart from being used by the pre ious two group . We all
looked the part now. Time to hit the slope . We were split into groups
depending on our skiing ability, the beginner with Sgt Ia n R oach the
intern1ediates with either C gt Andy Buxton or L t ick C ha rlwood.
Being a complete novice I spent the majori ty of my first few day falling
over or shouting the following. 'Arghhh! Get out of my way!!! What do
you mean TOP!!! Ouch that hurts ... ' But eventually everything fell into
place. C pl Andy Wa rd due to a houlder injury pent a considerable
amount of time clutching his shoulder and sining in mountain cafe
enjoying the apres ski a li ttle bit earlier than mo t. The highlight of the
week was a moonlight and torch lit ki down from a restaurant high on the
slopes back to the re ort. Thi would have been fine if it was just the
darkne s to contend with but unfortunately we were fed copious wine,
beer and local spirits. LCpl Dunca n G ourl ay who had not qui te mastered
the art of sno~ boarding, especially in the dark, just used it a a sledge.
Time off the slope also had the usual injuries the qn 21C, Capt Ga reth
Lamb not only got lost on his way back from a local pub on the first night
but lost his footing as well. For me the bunkbeds were a natural hazard
along with any other wooden furniture in the apartment. A huge thank-you
to I R A GLIA for felling us join your exercise and ...... can I book my
place for next year.

Rt Hon Adam Ingram JP MP presents the plaque
to Mrs G illian McGhee (Senior Advisor)
at the launch of the Families Employment Advisory Team

RSM

INTERESTED IN RACING?
Skippers and Crews are required
Army Sailing Association Regatta 23-26 June 2000
Services Offs hore Regatta 27 June - 1 July 2000
NO experience needed
contact: Maj P. G. M. Atkinson
(9) 4331 3043
01722 433043
patkinson@yachtclub.swinternet.co.uk'

The 1998 Strategic Defence Review highlighted the concerns that
service life in Northern Ireland can have for the families, one of which is
t:mploymcnt. Spouses invariably give up jobs in the United Kingdom and
then find that they cannot get an equivalent job in orthern Ireland. This
results in the loss of the second income and intem1pts career opportumttes
When a ervice family is posted to orthern Ireland the spouse may have
concerns about personal security, suitability of vacancies and in some
locations, remoteness of the married quarters and a possible lack of public
transport. This can lead to a reluctance to seek employment.
FEAT wa established in eptember 1999 and officially launched on
Tuesday 22 February 2000 by T he R t Hon Ad a m Ingram JP MP,
Minister of State. The team's aim is to provide a support network for those
individuals who wish to seek employment, thus encouraging more spouses
to accompany their serving partner to orthern Ireland.
The Terms of Reference of FEAT are to proactivcly identify
employment opportunities for the dependants of crving personnel living
in orthern Ireland. The team will achieve this by liasing with internal
employers, external employers and agencies. Dependants will also be
interviewed and briefed in Province and prior to arrival (where
appropriate) the team will also visit units to speak to interested groups.
This will ensure that the specific job requirements are identified. All
information for job opportunities will be collated and provided to Stations.
There will be a manned help desk providing a unit-based information
service. Individuals can arrange to discuss their job priorities and training
needs, thus capitalising on their opportun ities.
The objective is to provide dedicated job opportunities information, in
each location, which is accessible to every individual who is eeking
employment. However, it is emph asised that FEAT has an advisory role
to help spouses who are actively eeking e mployment. It is.not.going to
succeed in this role without the elements of self-help and motivatton of the
individual who is seeking employmem.
02 9260 9 127
FEAT can be contacted on: Civi l: 028 9260 8802
Mil: 949141802
9491 42127

lST (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

INTERESTED IN
OFFSHORE SAILING?

FAMILIES
EMPLOYMENT ADVISORY TEAM
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING
SERVICES BRANCH
HEADQUARTERS
NORTHERN IRELAND

Lt C ol E. M. Flint
WOI (RSM) C. Hyma

20 1 lG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj C. Lawrence
S M
W02 (SSM) immons
EAG L E T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt M ichele Ha nlon
Tp S gt
S gt Gaz Davies
.
· the year progresses, thi month ee .Eagle Tp workmg e en.harder
than u uaL Top priority being Ex Prem ier Link I, the first ot many
exercises plan ned for th is year. With UW I., Tis and ~RE on top. ?f u
like an infectious rash, it leaves very little li me fo r exercise prep. -o •.ts ~II
hands to the helm and it is a cold one at that. The thought of work mg 111
the co ld is obvio~sl y too much for certain members of the Troop, with
LC pl teptoe lirm ly welded int his office o nly to he pri ed out for lunch
and knockoff.
Congrat ulations go to Cpl Wayne carrott a nd his wife Joar!ne on the
birth of their second daughter Demmi. ig Dam~n Legg mentt ned that
hi name hadn't appeared in The WIRE for some ume o to put amend~ to
it, ig Damon Legg got married, got promote~ and got lumselfa po tmg.
Congratulations go 10 ig Legg and hi new wife and good luck at I Mech

Bde. We have to say goodbye to Sig Nicola Burnip, wh~ gains her Lance
Corporal on posting to 2 ig Reg!. he I fl Germany with one last. g~d
night out under he r belt .with the Troop and Sig Burnip ~omg on ~ mt ton
to drink the bar dry. Thts proved a btt too much for Sig Geord ie Ba r ber
1 ho mu t have started a lot earlier than the rest of the Troop and !ell early.
Congratulation mu t go to LCpl John (!fline a pin!) Doran on hi recent
promotion. Lei' hope at Sig Leg~s leavmg ba h he II last a bit longer!
ew arrivals ready to soar with the Eagl~ include Cpl Paul Le~ter,
, ifo Tracy and fami ly, fresh from 3 (UK) Di v. Al o from 3 (UK) Div t
LCpl C hamberlain who ha already made an impact on the quadron
after ju I 12 hours!

H WKTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Angie ylward
Tp Sgt
SSgt cit Pollitt
.
.
fte r a busy month ofU Wls. omc of the Troop are now rda>. mg either
on leave or adventure training in Bavaria on Ex no\\ y ol. tice. The fe\\
of us who are left behind are kepi bu y wi th mon.: UW I preparation ot
that we are compl ain ing!). In bct1 een lea c and the Exerc ise we _managed
to ay farewell to Sia 'A ll ' kene, who leave. u for the eas ltfe at HQ
AFCE T. cw to th~ Troop is gt 'G ill' Railey who join u from R in
Blandford ; we hope he e njoys her time with the Troop. Congratu lation to
gt · te c' Davies on his recent marriage to haron. " e hope he has an
enjoyable tay with the Troop.
235
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KE TRE TP - Br ig Howarth t.nd Sig Brown
rp md
2LI Ian Foote
Tp ' gt
gt 'China' ooper
For Kestrel Tp, February and \1arch has been a bu ·y time preparing for
fa Premier Link l 2 (well. for the three people who didn ' t decide to go
on lea\e or skiing). Ex Premier Link I te ted the Troop to the max and
e\ en the hardie. l of soldiers were clo e to tea"'. ig The Dog' Elcock ha
!'\.'<:enLI) returned to ay goodbye to the Troop. as he now ha to walk
around with bla k tape over his eye • good luck in 264. Good ye to ig
· lug· GaUagher who has now gone to whinge constantly at 2 ig Regt. A
fond farewell must go to L p l Vickers. who ha also departed the Troop
to be po ted to 7 ign Regt . \ elcome to Cpl 'Jonno' Joh nso n, and LCpl
·Tomnio' Tompson (original nickname~ !). Al o hello to our ne\ est prog,
ig ' J_1 m Moake ' Jasjew who is hoping to learn his trade from the
1llu tnou Ke trel Tp. (Two hope and Bob~ De.ad).
211 IG. AL Q
DRO
qn Comd
Maj Julian Bunce
M
W02 ( M) tan Kelly
Congratulation mu t go to
gts Hook, Innes, Lothian and Thomas
''ho ame off the W02s board. The quadron has also had success in the
ergeants to taIT ergeants board ' ith both Sgt G ile and Sgt Kitchner
coming off the board. Well done to all.
COM.'\lA D TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 1ike forton
Tp gt
Sgt Kev Innes
MY J UMP - By Sig Jo Thomas
On 14 February LCpl • 'icki Rob erts and myself left Hammer mith
Bks to embark on a ten-day parachuting course at the parachuting centre in
Bad Lippspringe. E\ery two week the centre hold course for all BFG
personnel for a OM 50 fee. When we arrived we were shown to the
centre· cafe. Uncle Tom , where we met all the other people who were
planning on throwing themselve out of a perfectly good aircraft. After an
intro?uction to the course by the OC and SSM, we were split up into
synd1:ntes and taken away by our re pective leader. LC pl Roberts and l
were 111 ynd1cate 3, where our leader was SSgt Paul Worthing, who has
been parachuang for around 30 years and was very reassuring to u all.
After we were i sued our kit we started on our first le son which wa
exiting the aircraft. Thi had us lying on the floor face dowr{ then at the
word ' GO' we were to create a tarfish hape while shouting, 'I 000. 2000,
3000.,4000, check can_opy'. It took a bit of time to master but we all got
there m the end. Then 1t was on to learn about the posicion we had to be in
~hen we boarded the a!rcraft and how we would jump, which again took
time to master. The drills that we would have to carry out if our chute
didn't open were next and I knew if I didn't get anything else right I'd
make sure I'd get thi one right.
After two days of al! the !Taining we all e>qx:cted to jump, but due to
bad weather we couldn l until unday. So after a lot of extra training and
p~ckin!l of chutes and very nerve racking days. l eventually got on to the
flight hne and donned my orange jun1ps suit and parachute. We were given
an order of how we had to be when j umping and made our way to the
air~raft. Everyone was nervous, but when we got to 3000ft and it was time
to Jump 1 thm.k I nearly had a heart attack. I was number six so after seeing
the first five JUmp I was sure l would do it. 1 was asked to get in the door
and into the position and off I went. I don 't remember much of my fall, but
when my canopy opened and I'd done my drills I started to relax a little
and enjoy myself. I did another four jumps after that and can't wait to go
again although it was a shame the weather was so bad.
BA IC \' INT ER TRAINING - By Sig Leona Caulfield
On 14 February ig · tu McC ron e, Cfn Lee Hart, Sig 'Pshap' Smith,
LC pl Jack ~ad my~elf departed for the Engelho Lodge in Bavaria for two
weeks of skung holiday or owe thought. We soon realised it was actually
a strenuous exercise but apart from that small fact it was sti ll a brilliant
expedition. '> e spent five days on ordic (cross coun try) skiing which
was hard work but. we knew we had the alpine ski ing to come which
everyone was lookuw forward to. The only . problem was building my
courage up and I.e ammg not to fall off the chatr lift on to my face. l really
enjoyed 1t, and 111 the future I hope. to do another BWT as it is a good
chance to meet people from other urn ts and of course enjoy the apre ski.
OMMA D TROOP F UNCTIO - by LBdr Mik Crowson
After the majority of Command Troop had returned from near and far it
w~ the ideal opponunity fo~ the Troop to have a function. This started
with an afternoon at the Bowling Ally where Sig ' Loopy Leona' C aulfield
manag~d to hu n:ore gut~ers than pins and LCpl 'Gaz' Pilkington spent
more lime on his backside than on his feet. Spirits were high so we
proceeded to a Chinese Restaurant where everybody ate too much. We
then headed off to the local Gennan pubs where we danced and drank until
the early hours of the .morning. The whole '.roop managed to be up the
next day for parade bnght eyed and bushy ta iled but on the inside feeling
slightly the worse for wear.
RA DIO REBROADCAST TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Kathy Surgoine
Tp S gt
gt Deano Cox
The past month was .quite quiet for RRB Tp with the usual preparation
for the numcr~us exercises ahead. Mast maintenance appeared 10 be top of
the ~genda tor the Troop after the techs UWl, which actually went
relauvcly well. The old Troop OC, Lt 'Shakey' Shakespeare had a close
call when he thought he was deploying on a six montl1 tour of Kosovo in
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KFOR Main, b~t the powers that be dcci~ed to bless him with a posting to
Anny Appr nt1ces ollege Arborfield mstcad . ongratul ations to Cpl
'Trev ' Allen on hi promotion to ergeant and his posting to 12 Mech Bde
and another well done must goes to Sig 'Johnny La Mule' Carroll on
pas ing his Football Referee
oursc, you never know it might come in
handy one day!
Welcome back to Cpl 'Tom' Murray who has ju t returned to us
complete with untnn, after exercise in Kenya with the Argyle and
utherland Highlander . Welcome to LCpl 'Jen' Teague from I Mech
Bde and a fond farewell to LCpl ' ockcye' Kingshott who ha moved
along the garage to Com mand Troop. Finally the Troop would like to
wish ig 'Eddie' Kerr good luck to on his ADRE course, we hope you
come top.
212 SIG AL SQ ADRO - by LCpl Sharon Johns (Acting Clerk)
qn Comd
Capt Jason ichols
S M
Sgt Greenwood
It has been a fairly busy month with lots of preparation for Exercise
Premier Link I. 2 & 3. and the return of the long lost members of the
Squadron back from their exploits in the Falklands I lands. This has been
especially evident in the clerk's office, which everyone else seems to pass
his or her' ork on to! The main culprit being Sgt 'Scholly (I Para roll
down stairs)' 1artwich, who expects his work to be done whilst he goes
on leave and does remedial walking down the stairs training. The acting
S M SSgt · Arfur Daily' Greenwood , actually spent a whole week in
work (did anyone get photographic evidence?), after wanning off to
Denmark to play football. This man's dedication to the sport has been hi
d~\ nfall .as afler a serious accident picking up the football pump he badly
mJured h1 back and has been relegated to the sideline as the orange bowl
attendant, but he talks a good game! We all hope he recovers soon. The
OC rear Party - Ca pt ichols has departed on his last bachelor leave en
route for the bliss of married life (Don't do it Sir!). People will do anything
to get off an exercise! Our best wishes go out to both his bride to be and
himself. Congratulations go out to W02 (FofS) M ick Solomon s, S gt
(YofS) Mark Bentley and Sgt ( QMS) "Chalky' W hite on their welldeserved promotion . We bid farewell to Capt Rob Fra ncis on his
departure to 7 ig Regt (maybe he'll get a medal there!) and to Sig
'Jimmy' Hendr icks who has abandoned ship to be posted to Civ Div and
to the TA as a YofS. We are all looking forward to the return of the JCUFJ
personnel so that we may return to some semblance of normality and get
tuck into the reformation/ welcome home party, finnaar, finnaar!
COMMUNICATIO STROOP - by LCpl Cunnington
Tp SSgt
Sgt Kleppa ng
Sgt W il on
Tp Sgt
The last coup!e of months have been a long hard haul for Comms Tp.
With ~he refo!111m!\ of the Trool.' and the preparation for the forthcoming
exercises, which Wiii keep us fairly occupied throughout the year (and we
thought the training year would be a rest, bring back all the Op tours!),
everybody has been very busy and the year has only begun! Hopefully
with the hard work and detennination of the lads and lasses the major
preparation has been now completed and we keep our fingers crossed that
every thing goes well in the forthcoming exercises. The Troop would like
to welcome Sig Chris Lane and Sig Keith Ca ndler direct from the
factory. Sig 'Not a Jock' McPhie joins us from the emerald isles C pl Ian
Brown and Sig ' S~iper' Sims both from 30 Sig Regt and SSgt .'Del Boy,
me and my photos Kleppang who we think has come from Herford. He
seems to have spent most of his life here, but he says that he has come
from 20 Bde, what do we believe? LCpl Dave Va kalala has seen the light
and has gone AWOL from (Geeky) Comd Tp and joined the working
realms ofComms '.P ,we. conFratulate him on his wise decision. Sadly we
have a f~rewells, 1g ~tm~y Howland has departed for the Bright lights
of th~ City of Londo~ JOtamg 238 (How much is a beer?) Sig Sqn, good
luck 111 your new posung.
CO MMA D T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Hend erson
C pl McCallum
Tp Sgts
C pl Carty
Well we have had a. busy s~rt to the New Year with peop le changing
Troops and also two mterestmg 'lt's the Knock Out' plug ups whi ch
provided a chance for those wannabe designers in the clouds, to change
the shape of the BFOT for the millionth time! The manufacturers wi ll be
chuffed to bits with t~e money they wi ll be saving in research courtesy of
the A~y! . We ha~ s~1d our farewe lls to our old leader of the pack Sgt 'Adi
(t~e stick msect) Sims to HQ KFOR. However, it was felt that he would
miss 212 so much and the chance of him putting weight on wou ld be too
great. lt was therefore decided that he would stay with his favourite
~quadron: Don't. say that we don't look after our people (ll P). We would
like to give a big welcome back to the lads and lasses who have just
completed a six month tour in the Falklands Islands and also welcome
b~ck C pl Ian Fowler on the Completion and passing of hi s Class I.
Fl!lally w~ must wish our luck fo r C pl 'Mac' McCallum who leaves us
with tears 111 his eyes en route fo r his Class I. God he lp Bland fo rd and lock
up yer daughters the oldest swinger is in town!
PPORTTROOP
Tp SSgt
Sgt Matless
gt Millington
Tp Sgts
.
gt Ribed
This year so far has been a busy one, due to most of our manpower
bemg away down the Falklands Islands, however we have still managed to
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kei:p more generators on the road than 211 ! Who have a battalion's worth
ofED's. The 'Gene' bay would li ke to welcome back Cpl Dave 'Where's
the spark plug on thi s computer' Turton, and hi s Generator ' ri:pair' Team .
We would also like to congratulate LCpl Humphreys on passing his Class
I. Hellos go to Cpl 'Paper work' Blacklock. Sadly we have to say good
bye to LCpl ' I smoke loads' Russel who has been the back-bone of the
gene bay and will be deeply missed. The 2 12 Techs have been extremely
busy preparing for the forth coming exercises with LCpl Ally 'Stud ' Cage
being stretched lo his physical extreme once again, getting ready for action
that others would carry off calmly. The Techs wou ld like to welcome LCpl
'Jack' Hawkins to the Regiment, who has recently completed the
Squadron ind uction course in Bavarian skiing, learning about life in a Di v
ig Regt in Germany.
Congratulations go out to Cpl ' Wilf' Williams and his wife on the
arrival of their newly born on, Dylan and we are very proud of LCpl
'Cheesy' Rodgers for being presented with the Harrogate Hockey Cup in
last month 's WIRE. Don ' t forget the beers mate! The Sqn MT/ Linc
ection would like to give a wann (because it's soooo cold out there)
welcome back to Sgt Chris 'Trip switch' Leader and LCpl 'Monty'
Montgomery back from the Falkland . We al o have a very overdue
welcome to gt Paul Millington who has come to us all 'spit shined and
polished' from AAC Arborfield. Direct from MATTEL (the factory) we
welcome the latest off the production line. Sigs Gail Evans and Amanda
Mackenzie who are the first female ' Lineys' here in the Division.

TOUR LEADER TRAI~l G - by Sgt I want a tour not a course' S1m1
The TLT course is designed to train personnel in the skills required to
instruct skiing and lead ski tours. This is a new course and all qualified ski
instructors now have to complete this course to enable them to continue
instructing. Wanung to pursue this line of ad\enture traimng I booked
mysclfon the course and made thi: ' death ' jouml.}' by the bus to Sonthoten.
The first morning was the obligatory welcome and a shon period ot
background to the requiremcnL~ or the course and the aims of adventure
training. ext it was the kit issue and then off to the slopes where the
instructors tested our ski ability by finding the steepc t slope and saying
'follow me! ' (Sounds fami liar!) Once we had found our ski legs the next few
days were spent ski touring and learning new skills about the weather and
environment in preparation for the three-day expedition. The expedition
consi ted of three days touring with two nights out, one night in a snO\\ hole
and the following night in a ski hut. The emphasis being on map reading in
difficult condition and putting together our newly learnt skills. The first day
went very well with temperatures staningat-lO"C, but once we got going we
soon warmed up! Once in our final location it was snow hole time and what a
bonus ours collapsed! With a few mods, we were soon cosy for the night.
The following day we toured to our hut for the night learning hut
etiquette and enjoying a three course meal and a few beers. The last day we
were left to our o~ n devices and to renect on an excellent package. The
course taught me a lot about the cold weather environment and anyone
wishing to pursue being a ski instructor will find this course well worth it!.

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
RSM

Lt Col J. Ca meron-Mowat
WOl (RSM) S. C. Keilty

Lt Col Wakerley
is escorted out of Imphal Barracks by the Regiment

A huge spate of goodbyes ha e been taking place here in York over the
last three months with the recent departure of the Commanding Officer,
Lt Col Wa kerley MBE to take up a post in PJHQ. Thursday i not a
good night for a dining out, a the WO and S CO found out on Friday
morning. We welcome the ne\ Commanding Officer. Lt Co l I.
Cameron-Mowat arriving from a tour in London.
A farewell lunch was held in the Sgts' Me s on Friday 11 February,
2000, to say farewell to the GOC, Maj Gen R. D. S. Gordon CBE, and
the staff at HQ 2 Divi ion on their pending mo e to cotland. Thirteen
leaving gifts were presented afler the lunch, with a further seven WO l's
dined out the following Friday (mu t be a record). We wi h all our friends
from the Divisional Staff a fond farewell and good luck up north.

Presentation by RSM S C Keilty to the GOC
Maj Gen R. D. S. Gordon
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Lt Col Cameron-Mowat welcomes
Comd In Chief Land, Gen Sir Mike Jackson KC B MBE
on a recent visit to Imphal Barracks

Friday 3 1 March. 2000, aw the end of an era a the 2 Divi ion nag
\ a lowered, completing the move of the HQ from its home here in York
for the past I 7 years to cotland. The parade aw the GOC invite the
Garrison Commander to fly the 15 Brigade flag in place of hi own, in
\ hat was a very emotional moment for the 200 or so pectators. Capt
oderton-Brown , Adj utant 2 ig Regt commanded the parade. with 30
other members of the Regiment acting as the honour guard.
ROY L CORPS OF SIG AL
CROSS-CO
TY CHAMPIO HIPS 2000
This year' Cros -Country hampion hip were held at Bulford amp
on 9 February. thi wa the first time the Champion hip had been held for
some ten year . The Regiment entered a male team of even, comprising
of !!I lcNairn , C pl Cadywould, LCpl lark , LCpl Thoma , ig
Shep;'rd, Sig Tucker and SSgt eedham , from 216 ig qn, who
volunteered to nm for us a LCpl Wilkinson was auending hi PTI course
at Aldershot. Capt Tyndale competed individually in the female e\ent.
Thee ent was ru n over approximately ix miles with a fe\\ puni hing hills
to contend ' ith . All of our runners ran well. especially pl adY'' ould
who came first in the ma le e ent, winning the Senior Men' fir t pri1e. ig
1\1cker' on the Junior Men' fi rst prize and Capt Tynd ale collected the
enior Ladie third prize. Thi gave all three nmners the opportunity LO
run for th
rmy team. s a team the men finished a close founh. and '' ith
ig Grady po' ted into the regiment, a member of the nny ro~s-count)
team, and LCpl Wilkinson back from hi PTI cours~ the future look>
bright for the team next ea on. !embers of the team arc no'' in tram.mg
fur next sea on, whi h tart in eptember. ome of the team ha' e JU t
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anend d a training .:amp in ·unny Ponugal for two weeks, whil t others
re u mg the breal-. l:>el\\cen ·cason to compete in athlcti e\cnts and half
marathon . In all a good re:ult with the team lookino to do that bit better
nc'\t) ·ar. ·o any up and coming nmners . hould make their way to 2 ignal
Regiment.
QL RTER\l TER DEP RTME T
Q. I
faj B. J. Dalton
RQ 1 (GE )
W02 T. . H~gue
RQ\1 (Tech)
W02 D. . 1mpson
·mce the !rut WIRE the pace ha· not hanged in the depru1mcnt. The new
year ·tarted '' ith the nit' annual Logistic
upport Inspection (L I),
followed O) deplo)ment of the dcpanment on Ex Key Flight. Thi was
quickly foll wed by PRF. and R IT. however Sgt Angus lacPherson still
managed to arrang quadron Ad,·enture Training to the Pyrence for later in
the year. With ihe HOfrO of o· . the la t three weeks have heavi ly
1m olvcd the Department in ihe Regimental Board of Officers.
ongratulation to \ 02 (RQ I ) Da\'e Simp on on pa ing his RQ 1
Course even though he mi >ed the L I. We say fu.rewell to\: 02 'Best Boot
and Pace tick' ( M) Kev mith an inter quardon posting to 214 ig qn
and LCpl arah Horton who left the Anny for Civ Div. Wann welcomes to
\\ 02 (RQ IS) Terry Hague from ihe Trg Wing and congratulations to ig
nO\\ L pl Claire Dawson po ted in from I (UK) Di .
lJKE TROOP - by LCpl Gaz Edmondson
\\'iih e,·eryone finally back in York after tours in the Falkland , and
Ko ovo life i slowly getting back to nonnalit , de pile everal members
of the Troop till on tour in Bo nia. It ha been a bu. y period since
Chri tma with Ex Key Flight I, closely followed by Ex Eagle Flight,
allowing u all to hake out the cobweb and to let a lot of the Troop
deploy for the first time. With ihe R IT team vi iting in March the ystem
technician . ably lead by gt ·Bertie' Hoyle. were ru hing around making
ure that e\ erything was up to speed and trying to match the Radio
Technician perfonnance on PRE. Eventually it all went ofTwiih no major
drama.
Congratulation to LCpl Dave 'Who hall I marry this week?' Dodds,
on hi forthcoming wedding to Zoe. We wish them the be t of luck. We
say goodbye to Cpl Craig Graham who left for Ci Di , after nine years
en ice and Cpl 'Si' Aunger who has left for Blandord to do his Tl. We
are preparing to say good bye to Cpl Dave Randall, Lee Rumford and
John McKeown lea\ ing for Blandford and their cla on , and WOJ
(FofS) ;\1ark Hardy who i finally leaving for a cu hy job in Civ Div after
a full 22 years sen•ice. We '' ish all those leaving the best of luck. We ay
hello to LCpls Rus ell, Holmes and Gillard fresh from the Blandford
factory, all bright eyed and bu hy tailed.
LIGHT ID DETACH IE T by Cpl Jobson
Regt Gen Bay
Sgt Wyatt
21C
Cpl Jobson
Last year turned out to be extremely busy with Kosovo rearing its ugly
head. With gt Andy Wyatt, Cpl Hari, LCpl Weeston, Sig Cinnamond,
ig Hughes and ig 1itcbell all going off to get a sun tan in the Balkans it
left Cpl Job on and his crew to do all the pleasures around camp. Once
they bad returned three wi e Signallers, Sig Clegghorn, Tinker and
worowski were selected to attend the other in the Balkan and jumped at
the chance. Welcome to LCpl yria from 30 Sig Regt and goodbye to Sig
Clarke who has gone 10 Civ Div and Sig Cinnamond who has gone on
promotion to a tough posting at RAF Digby.
214 IG 'AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
1aj D. W. Somerville
M
W02 (S M) KR. J. mith
We tart by aying farewell to Maj David Somerville who is leaving
the squadron on posting to PJHQ. He has sen•ed with the squadron for
well over two year boih on a busy exerci e schedu le and also whilst
deployed on operations to Ko;ovo. Hi strive for excellence and enonnous
Ptannigan knowledge were his trademarks and both will be sorely missed.
We wi h him the best of luck in the future from all of2 14 Sig Sqn.
Tl'i 021 RO 1AN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt tu Whittley
Tp Sgt
gt hris Symonds
The new Millennium clearout has continued uninterrupted here in
Roman Tp. Our latest line of deportees includes Sigs Chris Beevers,
Chris Blackett, Ben Munnings, Daz Kirkby on promotion and ig
• cony' Harcu \\ho has escaped the Anny for good. Also listed as lo tin
battle are LCpl Col 'Combat' ' ealey on promotion, and Cpl John
'Gee1er· McLoughlin on posting. We have seen Cpl Tony 'Officers
BoufTant' Orange, ig Chris 'Shady' Holmes, Leon 'Dodgy' Bradle ,
\\ayne 'Well Untru tworthy' George, and 'Akkers' Adkins come into
Roman Tp. Goodbye and good luck to all of those people who have left
the 1llustnou Roman Tp and a hearty hello and good luck to all of those
joining the Troop.
. For 214 ~ig Sqn the fir t. exercise of the year 2000 was Ex Key Flight.
\\c ~vere given our m~rchmg orders to go to Otterburn Trainin g Area,
pos !bly the w~tte t, w111d1est, most dismal place on this planet, with the
possible excepuon of Burnley. Though the deployment was given a slight
humour boost when ig 'Pcnnanent bad hair day' Jones bogged in hi
Radio Relay. This resulted in the u ual Troop rendition of oi:r favourite
\\Ord ' LAB'. The first two days were pretty much the same, we fought
to stop our cam net and tents from becoming FOs, although we did
manage to O\ercome the elements Lo set up the Trunk ode with a fair
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semblance of order. It was a pleasant change to see our new 0 on his first
Exercise actually sitting in hi
ode ommand vehicle as opposed to
being pennanently in his sleeping bag as the last one had perfected.
gt
Chris 'Food azi ' ymond did make ours the most popular destination
for attachment as he blatantly refused to feed anyone who turned up in
our location. We were eventually avcd from the threat of hypothermia
when we were told to mo e south to Cattcrick Training Arca where we
were promised at lea t a few trees to keep the wind off. Catterick proved to
be a bit friendlier although hindered with an attack by the enemy and a
short NBC pha e, but nothing 100 drastic. Mission accomplished with
peace more or les restored to the area (Geordics will probably never get
on with the Sunderland boys!) we heard the magic word -E DEX! An
uneventful journey back to camp without a single ambu h, e erybody
' ent home in the kno'' ledge of a job well done.
We returned to Camp for a few weeks Lo enjoy the labs people had
acquired on Excrci c and to revel in the local nightlife, but it wa n't too
long until we were off again. This time our presence was reque ted on Ex
Eagle Flight, a combined exercise with the newly fonned 16 Air As ault
Brigade. The Troop deployed on a gloriou · unny Sunday morning to
Kee ii airfield. After an uneventful cabby down to the exercise area wc
arrived at ihe airfield ten hours later and began to set up the ode home.
After a plug up to the other Troops we ettlcd into the 'dump ode home '
for the night. Bright and breezy the next morning the other Troops lefl for
their node home locations and, once comms were c tabli hed again, we
waited for the exercise to start properly. In the meantime we were treated to
aerial displays by the local glider club/boy racers up and down the airfield.
A the fonvard elements of the Brigade deployed, we felt like Marvin Gaye
and Otti Reading 'watch ing the Heres coming in and goi ng out again!' A
the exerci e mo\·ed into full wing, we received a call in the evening telling
us ihat the tep-up A /MC had arrived on the airfield and were waiting
impatiently 10 be engineered. Aller t"o hours of our relay te Ling and
changing every pos ible piece of kit Sigs at 'Picture in the local paper'
Davis and ' cony ( cabby Head)' Harcus finally admitted defeat, 'We
can't ee him !' Thi was pas ed onto the ode Command where our
illu triou leader Lt tu 'Hear me now' Whittley rang the 0 C and a ked
for confinnation of the AS/MC's deployment, in the background he heard
the call to ihe brigade and tl1en heard, 'Oh dear' (or words to that efTect!). It
turned out that it had not even left South Cerney - cheers to brigade ops for
that!! Following in the same vein when it came to refilling the water bowser
the next day we fou nd to our di gust that SSgt C hris 'Admin guru'
Symonds had built the entire ode home around the aforem ntioncd
bowser... ice ! As the exercise progre ed we left our 'dump' and moved
to outh Cerney for an overnight stay in-between pha es and we got to ee
our CC crew C pl Rick Allmark and Sig Sa m Stroughair in, what could
only be de cribed a . the latter stages of'death by boredom!' Our ED LCpl
Bob ·commander comms' T hir·sk also got the chance to reflect on how
hard life wa for his fellow EDs back at Echelon, but like the true diplomat
he is, he kept his comment to him elf(well nearly)!
The next morning a few members of the Troop were walking like Texas
cowboys due to the fresh food. This had still been gladly received after a
week of solid compo, all lovingly prepared by our reside111 sloppy C pl
John 'I'll harden those arteries' Galletley. After another long cabby we
arrived at Sculthorpe airfield, which was surrounded by what looked like
the annual meetin g of th Janes' military spotters society! Our job on thi s
the final pha e of the Exercise wa to Lest the satellite link back to South
Cerney and re-e tabli h comm . Unfortunately the at link did not work
so, as the saying goe , 'If the man won't go Lo the mountain.' The sat det
moved to our location and shock horror the link worked. Things went
smoothly from then on, the morning of the 23rd we were expecting news
of the Endex on our morning brief. However, we were told that we were
moving back to outh Cerney and the exercise was carrying on - the entire
Troop was on the verge ofripping into the QC. Big lad or not he was going
to get some! Luckily for us all it wa just a wind up in aid of C pl 'Ricky'
Rickard' birthday, who appreciated his cake a it didn't contain any
compo! With Endex called we headed back north .

Cpl 'Ricky' Rickard 's birthday celebration in the field
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We arc now waiting with baited breath on our R IT rcporl~ and the
details of a summer jolly, sorry Exercise, to Germany. Until the next
thrilling instalment, remember '!fin doubt, hields Up'.
T 022 TOR ADO TROOP
Tp ('omd
Lt Graham Wills
Tp SSgt
SSgt eil Cooper
Welcome notes go to Cpl Cox from I IQ AFCENT and LCpl icky
Burnip from I (UK) ADSR, Herford. February saw the start of some
serious maintenance not only within the Squadron but all the Troop . With
R IT pending the Troop found little time to play and long hours and
sleepless nights prevailed. As alway , when you think you have done your
hit, the Board of Officers quickly followed RSIT. Well at least that is
classed as 'in house'.
Another tasking for the mighty Tornado secs a J CO and Signaller
havmg 10 ny back out to Kosovo Lo pick up a witch. This was extremely
short notice with manning unavailable from 33 Sig Rcgt (V) Liverpool, to
whom the switch belongs. Who should volunteer to go, but good old LCpl
Craig Jinks and new lad S ig Wilson. With their witch returning from
Kosovo, 33 Sig Regt (V) needed to borrow a Switch from a reliable ource
accompanied by the Del Commander for a shon plug up as part of Ex
Spring Eagle. LCpl Jase icholls was unanimously voted as vo.lunteer for
this fir Lphase a nd quickly returned two weeks later accompamcd by Cpl
' no/ Davis.
The Squadron 21C organised a 'Supertom' Competition 29-30 March.
The aim of this was to determine the best ignallcr within the Squadron.
All the Corpora ls organised and put into place the stand including driving
skills, first aid, muscle endurance tests in the gymnasium, the assault
course, SAT training, a trade training stand and even a night navex.
Re ults are till being compiled as we speak.
We now look forward to a well earned extensive leave period to catch
up on la t year's entitlement, followed by preparation for the annual Race
the Sun competition and then deployment to Germany for Ex Arrcade
Falcon. Congratulation go to LCpl ibley on her promotion in unit.
Finally we say goodbye to Sig 'GrifT' Griffiths on posting to RS
Blandford, Sig Matt Taylor on po ting to 16 Air A ault both also on
promotion and ig Richie Glass who has gone to CivDiv.
T 023 VIKJ G TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. D. oble
Tp S gt
SSgt Terry Shiels
.
Viking Tp started the millennium with an ever-fun ITD week, and with
the results of most of the shooting, you could tell that people were till
recovering from the Chri tmas panic . We were then. thrown i~to Ex Key
Flight pent in sunny Otterburn. It was a fast movmg exercise u eel to
shake ofT the cobwebs after Koso o and Christmas, and served as an
excellent opportunity for the Troop to get to grips with their tactical and
communication drill all over again. Carrying on a similar theme,
February brought Ex Eagles Flight ' here we supported 16 Air A sault
Bde on tl1eir first exercise since formation. Although, on exerc1 e, there
was a requirement to maintain our wagon a March. took u ~ight into the
thick of our o ld friends RSIT! The near future promises to bnng plenty of
variety with a deployment to Arizona for Ex Roving Sand (3 ~un - 11 Jul)
in support of 22 Air Defence Regiment. Three weeks of exerc1 e followed
by adventure training/R&R package ounds just fine to us (unlucky
'Torpedo' Troop) VIVA LAS AMERICA!
Finally. the Troop would like 10 bid a fond farewell to LCpl Dan
Parker who has left us for I (UK) Div, LCpl 'Pebble ' Pember who has
moved to 7 ig Regt. both on promotion, and congratulation. to Cpl Steve
Cadywould on pa sing his RCB. Good luck at andhurst 111 September.
Hello go to Sig Pikendra who has arrived fre h arter re-trading to Radio
Relay at Blandford, we hope you enjoy your time with the Troop.
T 024 CELTIC TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ohan Gurung
Tp gt
SSgt Bhuddi Gurung
.
.
. .
This has proved to be a hectic time for the Troop smce 1t format.ion 111
January as part of214 ig Sqn. T~is i the firs! st~ge of the for~at1on of
246 Gurkha ignal Squadron with the conllnu mg amval ol Gurkha
oldiers from 30 Sig Regt and fre h from re-trade at Blandford. The
oncoming months will prove very interesting for sure.

The newly formed Celtic Troop,.
prior to deployment on Ex Eagles Flight
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However, the formation of the Troop has not been as ~mooth as one
would of hoped. The majority of the kit and equipment 1s bcmg 'dragged'.
' borrowed' and sought from around the Regiment and from the Out of c
pool at Ashchurch. All Troop pcrsonnel have worked extremely hard to
en ure the Troop were ready to support the first exercise at the end of
January, Ex Key Flight I. This was achieved but it was found that there is
still a long way to go. Support was then given to Ex Eagles Flight to assist
16 Air Asslt Bdc in their first exercise since fonnation. Work did not stop
both in the field or on return to barracks as the quadron prepared itself for
both R IT and the Board of Otliccrs. The Troop now look forward to
leave and the preparation for deployment on Ex Roving Sands 111 Ameri a.
Farewells go to Sig Munning who leaves us for I (UK) Di\ on
promotion and S gt Buddhi who was commissioned on Friday, 7 April,
he will leave us shonly for 250 Gurkha School of Signals at 'uneton. The
Troop also welcomes Sigs Hem, Mek. 'i rakal, Ramesh and Pitamber
who join us from Blandford.

Lt Buddhi pops the champagne
on his commissioning in the Officers Mess
214 IG 'ALSQ ADRO EXERCISE 'SU PERTOM' 29-20
MARCH 2000 - by Sig Grego1:v
It staned at 064Shrs on Wednesday 29 March at tl1e annoury for
weapons and then onto the cookhou c for~ heany_ breakfast and collection
of'death packs'. Once all that was soned 1! was ume for the .two team . to
be split down - I wa in Team 'A' and th1 1 ho'' we did 11! A ecuoo
A ·ault written te t and then ofT to tren all Tra111111g Area for the real
thing. The hiners like ig 'GrifT' Griffiths get 'killed ofT' tra1ght a\\ ay
to gi,·e the newer kid a try. mo I did OK.
After a quick de-cam we were off to the SAT for a dawn shoot
scenario in the desert with Lt Wills prO\ ing that officers cru1 not hoot a
'barn door at 10 yard ·.A bit of food and we had a go at the command
ta ks; tyre o er parallel bars and cable drums over horizontal log etc. All
were there to tretch c erybody' limited brain power! 1 ext we were
rescuing a ' pecial force · recce team a?d admini teri~g first aid ~ part of
a cleverly constructed tand by Cpl Rickard. To poh h the day C\ents
off. LCpl 'Kelly' Codling and Cpls Bevan and Macleod took us through,
over under ru1d around the a a ult course with a lot of blood, weal, tears
and ~nythin<> else into it, to get through a quickly a po sible. Thi end
with every~dy ' heezing and gagging for a quick fag. ig Bryan Jon~
wins the O car for ·mo t original ' ay to descend a rope, then spram his
ankle'.
At I OOhrs it "a off to Galtre Bivouac area to admini ter oursehe
and tuck into some lovely pork casserole compo to warm us_up ready for
the lioht avioation cxerci e. This was to prove ihat, \\uh cyalume
marking the points, even the best get lost. n unexpected!} quiet night
under the tar . a layer of frost tempting u to stay in our Jeeping bag but
till up at the crack of dawn. Back at Imphal Ba_rracks for the r~mamder of
the events kept us extremely busy. It started wuh a rather taxmg BATCO
te t and everyone pro\ ing they remember all they were. taught on their
basic ignalling kills at Blandford'??! Then the trade skills. tand ''1th a
M 12 race and putting up 9x9 tents keep the a.drenahnc pumpmg
ready for the final pu h - the ' nited tates Manne <;orp muscle!
endurance te t ( ir, yes, ir!) omc uppe~-body ~Yerload111g and ~ I .Smile nm later, everyone knackered it wa lime to. hu th~ shower~. Fmall}.
with the weapon in the armoury, we eag~rly a''a1t the hnal.dc.bne'.. fC\\
le ons learnt. maybe, we all collap c 111 our room . This 1 of cour.;e
except the die-hard like igs · inn}· int and ·Dan· \ ales who prO\C
that. even on thL Thur·day. you can ·till go to ·Toffi ·.Ju t thm!... \\e nm\
have another ear to forget what'' e have learnt and to do it all again.
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A ' DEA C\ L
H LLE GE
2- 12 'I \R H 2000
/Jr JrO_ ( .\/} K. Smith
Thur da' 2 - Friday 3 :\-larch: 0745hrs Thursday 2 March and the

TR\

mm1bu arrived. n energeti yet . ombre mood hung in the air as I
tra,cllcd from York to Heathr " Tenninal I to meet up with the R M,
\\ 01 · ean· Keilty and the rel ofttie 40 trong charity mi ers. It had all
begun back in June 1999 "hen we .aw an adverti emenl in The Times. it
read ·Ride aero· the Andes in aid of E E (The 'ational Deaf/Blind
and Rubella A socintion)'. Aller mµch begging and borrowing we reached
our goal and rai ed £2000 each and were now hile bound 10 pend the
ne't ten da) , cycling from the small town of Pu~rto Monti. over the And~s
mto reentina to the town of Bariloche and back. The t11ght look us via
. ladrid-and ao Paolo (Brazil) to ' antiago, the capital of hile. We landed
an hour behind a ccnnin Mr Pinochet and adopted our grey man ranee.
The Chilean airpon ta ff were very helpful and within an hour we were on
an tnt'rnal flight to Puerto Monti. We were split into two groups of20. the
R l\l and my elf were in Group B. Each group wa then taken to it final
de tination. ours being the Hotel alzburg in Fmtillar on the bank of the
immen e Lake Llanquihue. We had been on the go for 33 hours and all' e
"anted were our bed . Thi· wa not to be and after a tentative brief on the
ne'\t da)' cycling we had an excellent meal and retired to bed in readiness
for the s1an of th trek.
a turd ay 4 Ma r ch: We woke to a clear and unny Patagonian morning.
fter breakfast. '\\hich wa nice', we a embled at our bike and chaued
to our rgentinian Guide from a bike company called Bikeway ' ho
speciali ed in Adventure Holiday . We couldn't he lp but notice that Ron
Hill and green i ue trainer were not in ogue this year. The first day's
ride for u - wa an ea y 35km from Fmtillar to Puerto aras following a
dirt track along the lake hore. Ever pre ent throughout the ride aero the
lake wa the two volcanoes Calbuco and Osorno. A tJ1e journey
progrcs ed it becan1e evident that within our ci ilian coun terparts th~re are
people 'In the rear" ith the gear' and a few of the e poning profe ional
fell off their bike at rnriou tage . Unfonunately the R 1 al o tell off.
howe,er, he warned the bike for order and never fell off again. We
arriYed in Puerto Vara shaking a the la 1 3km were along a disused rail
track with the sleepers still laid. The late aflemoon aw the guides take us
by bu into Puen o Monn to ample tJ1e old Indian market 'which was
nice'. Aller fhe minute we had looked around and di covered that you
could buy everything in the market in beuer condition in tJ1e high tree!
back home, so it was off to the ne\ shopping centre and time fo r a quick
Big Macio before we headed back to Puerto Vara . TI1at e ening fo r
upper we were taken to a eafood restaurant where the choice a tJ1e
Chilean waitre put it was 'Beefy or Steak' or a eafood planer. We are
till rrying to work out the difference between Beef or Steak.

tJ1e border lies. The next 22km wound their way upwards, until lunch
when we arriYed al the top. A we got stuck imo our lunch awaiting the
arriYal of the rear party, an Argentinean Interior Ministry Patrol arrived.
The RSM and my elf went over and had a quick chat and photo call with
their Lt Walter Thompson by name that spoke exceedingly good nglish.
He told to wrap up, as the wind chill factor\ ou ld be approx - 15 degree .
We soon leamt that - 15 di:gree wind chill factor to a Argentinian is about
O degree
to a we terncr and a Iler a kilometres we stopped to strip back
down 10 T- hirt and horts before we melted. As we got further down the
weather became ' corchio ' with temperatures hilling between 35 - 38
degrees C. At the Border cro sing we sti ll had another 26km lo do till we
arrived at our !lo tel for our Ii t night in Argentina, howe er. the route was
mostly downhill and tarmac which made the going a lot easier. The Villa
de la Ango turra i located on the ma ive idyllic Lake Nahuel Huapi ,
\ ith a ma sive non-idyllic, loud, female American host. Dinner that
evening was hicken and chips a real treat after the last 24 hours.
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Petito Moreno, it was late after we lost one of the group in the w0ods after
taking a wrong turn. The afternoon was spent with another IOkm on din
track follow ing the shores of Lake Petito Moreno until we hit tarmac with
J4km to go. Our end point for the day was the Hostel at Liao Liao
pronounced 'jchao jchao'. The 14km were covered very quickly and
reminded me of Yosemite National Park in a li fornia. We finally arrived
at the Hostel and relaxed until dinner which was amazing 'Asado
Argenti no ', a selection of the best meats. The steak would have satisfied
both I lomcr Simpson and Fred Flintstone.
Thursday 9 March : Today 's cycle was not so daunting, we paraded
five minutes before under supervision of the RSM and sized the bikes off
accordingly. After severa l ferry journeys and pas ports stamped we
arrived at Puerto Frias and started the climb through the cloud into the
tropical rainforest. The 4km went very quickly although it was very tiring.
The descent was l 3km down a dirt track to the Chilean side, which was
covered very quickly, with a few people taking some hair-raising tumbles.
We broke through the cloud again and reached the Chilean side and again
had our passpons stamped. In front of us lay another 14km to the next
ferry at Punta Peulla. The journey followed the course of a tributary
mnning into the main lake and about IOkm from Punta Peulla, I met two
hiker from America who were walking all of South America. The dirt
track meant that your arm were aching from all the shuddering and after a
few kilometres your arms and fingers were numb. We arrived at the ferry
port two hours to wait and the view reminded me of something out of
Jura sic Park .. While we waited the two bikers arrived and we sat for part
of the journey chatting to them on where hey had been and where they
were goi ng. The ferry docked in Petrohue and we unloaded our bikes for
the final 23km of the day, six of which were again on dirt track. We arrived
at our hostel for the night in En enada. The Hostel was located on the

shores of Lake Llanquihue with the breathtaking\ 1ew of Osorno Volcano
overlooking us.
Friday 10 - Sunday l2 March: Our last day and it was ob>1ous a
nobody stretched o!T before cycling. Today's goal was to amvc \\here Y>e
had started a week ago at the Hotel Salzburg in Fmtillar a stunning 80km
away. The first 2 I km were yet again all dirt track cycling next to the
Volcano on old lava and cinder. The kilometres sped away and in no time
at all we had hit tarmac in the village of Las Cascadas. We dropped our
bikes off and trekked to the splendid waterfall located east of the \ illage.
After omc picture~ we trekked back down and had lunch on !he
shoreline of the lake. All of us knew that ahead of us lay 60km of hills
and valleys. What actually lay ahead was horrendous, the long straight
roads intermpted with hills that made you drop down to the lowest gear
straight away. The un beat down and drained you at the ame time. The
first cyclists (of which I was one) arrived at Frutillar in an exceptional
three hours, however, no one from the admin team was there to meet us
and we had to wait for 1.5 hours for our dry clothing to turn up with the
admin vehicle. Everyone was in by I 730hrs and we set off to get
showered and cleaned up.
The next groups arrived that evening from UK and were met by a
torrent of windups and horror stories about their week ahead. Dinner that
night was a culmination of seafood and poultry which mixed with a few
well deserved beers (and a game of pool!!) fini hed off a uperb week.
The next morning we were taken to Puerto Monti airport for our 33-hour
Oight back to UK. To sum it up I would say the money we rai ed, the
people we met both in the group and on our travels, the scenery and
sights we saw made it a wonhwhile and just expedition. A special thanks
must be given to the Associate members we swore in along the way: Simon (Stocks & shares man), Shane (LT.man), Julien (Financial
Director) and Colin (The Architect).
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Tuesd ay 7 1arch: The sunrise from the hostel over the lake that
morning wa picturesque and after devouring 24 slices of toa t each we
got ready for the days cycle. As people brought tJ1eir luggage down for
tran fer to the next accommodation it wa apparent that the uphill cycle
the day before had seriously drained everyone' quads. We set off 66kms
to Bariloche to be covered. We left Angosturra and after the fi r t 3kms our
muscles had stretched off so we increa ed tJ1e pace. One hour later we
stopped for a quick AAFI break (bananas and chewy bars) having
covered 25km. Our route today took us from the orth of Lake ahuel
Huapi in a clockwise direction to Bariloche located on the South ide of
the lake. The distance covered shows you the size of the lake and we were
only covering a slight part of it. A quick dip in the lake to cool off and we
carried on towards Bariloche. The afternoon leg eemed to go on forever,
over tarmac road with a strong head wind. The heat of the day hit us and
added to the train. We finally arrived at our pick up point to be bu sed the
last few kilometres into Bariloche The late aflernoon was spent shopping
for the fami liar T-shirt ( ee it, done it, got the T-shirt, starred in the film ,
etc). Dinner that night was to be a Vegetarian meal at tJ1e renowned
Vegetarian restaurant in Bariloche. ot being vegetarians the RSM and
myself had to top ourselves up with 1.5 litre bottles of Warsteiner
(Argentina's premier beer).

und ay 5 farch: The Andean cha llenge staned today with a 42km
cycle from Entre Lago to Saito de! Indio campsite. The journey started off
very Oat, however, we oon started our ascent into the Andes. Lunch was
spent in a lay-by at the top of thi hill and after this the roads j ust kept
inc linmg. We finally arrived at the campsite and helped the guides set up
our tents (well the R 1 and myself did) ! ! TI1e campsite i named after an
Indian'' ho escaped from the Spanish and hid by the magnificent waterfall
at the back of the camp. The night was spent around the campsite (dib, d ib,
dib) with dinner comprisi ng of what can on ly be described as a Chicken
pasty from \llrs Miggins Pie shop with an olive in it.
Monday 6 M a rch : We woke to hear whining from the ivilian Corps
who had been extremely cold during the night, (Gucci do not make good
Jeeping bags). At this point, I emerged from my Gore-Tex bivvy bag
absolutely toa ting (thanks QM). Breakfast consisted of a cup of coffee
and a rich tea biscuit if you were lucky. This is a perfect staple die t for the
days cycle of which the first 26km were all uphi ll to the top of the peaks,
o afler licking t' road clean ''it tongue. We set off and once out of the
camp~itc we taned the ascent. After4km we arrived at the Chilean border
and then continued on into what is known as the buffer zone. There is a
40km buffer between Chile and Argentina, as they cannot decide where

cxc1ttn~ steep and technical moves. Lunch was spent at a tributary of Lake

Wedn esday 8 March: Aller a bad night 's sleep (l wonder w hy!!), we
woke up to breakfast which eompri ed of fo ur year old toast if you were
lucky and coffee that made your eyeballs tand on end. We Jell Barilochc
and the first l 2km was dirt track, however, leavi ng Baril oche consisted of
a I: I hi ll ('hello') wh ich soon had myself and the RSM sweating li ke
Gary Glitter. The dirt track was a n ightmare, however, it a lso inc luded
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REG l ME TAL HEADQUARTERS
The recent change of appointments in the ' Puzzle Palace' ha meam a
change of emphasis in the RAO and the 2IC's job de criptions. The
Payman, Ca pt Pa ul Co r ker AGC i forever on tJ1e golf cour e and the
21C, Maj ick Bateso n, continues to do most of his work from the
gymnasium! In fact his output is falling so greatly that we are thinking of
replacing his clerical support with voice mail that tells you exactly which
forest he 's running in! The Commanding Officer, Lt C ol eil Couch
splits his time between the Divisional and Regimental commitments while
taking in part of the globe that only you and I can dream about. The Ops
Team i now led by C apt Nic k R ees-Deacon who you may recogni e as
merely Deacon before he entered the world of wive and babies. He is
being helped along hi rocky initiation into the Ops world by the o ld
steady hands:
Capt Nige 'Happy' C ullen
Ca p t Al ' !' II get to the point eventually' P atter on
W Ol (YofS) '264 SAS o women' clothes· la te r
The ever pre ent of RHQ the RSM, WO I 'Brummy· S toker and the
Adjutant, Maj Al Long old ier on with the poor Adj! doing both the day
and night shift in between baby sitting and buying the 'Spar' out of
chocolate. Don ' t worry Al only a few months to pu h. I hear OC 202 Sqn
might be on the cards. Jog on !!
TR Y C HAM PIO SHIP
AR MY C ROSS C O
WED ES DAY 2 FEBRUARY 2000
As 2 February 2000 approached the pro pcct of beating la t year' third
place in the Army Champion hips looked tmlikely a LC pl Johnson had
been posted to I Div and both Sig Kemp and Sig Durward had packed
their bag fo r Hereford. Then suddenly everything began to change
...... .. Maj ick Ba teson, the new 21 arrived from HQ 4 Div with a car
full of trainers, M aj Richa rd mith wa per uaded to come out fro m
behind hi HQ Arty Op de k and low and behold K emp and D~nrnrd
decided that storm ing embassies wa not for them. The team selection wa
confirmed after a league event on the Bul ford ridge and with the Lad ie
Team a lso finding omc new AGC blood from the Div HQ (Maj Bev
Walter s-Davies) and from 2LI (Pte Watson) it looked a though it would
be worth going to A ldcrshot after a ll. In the e_nd the men were Runners Up
only thwarted by a particul arly trong team trom I Para who took the title
for the firs t time in 35 yea rs achieving eight scorers in ide 63 place . Our
finisher were as fo llow :
ig C lark
89
25
W02 Doche r ty
Maj mith
95
34
LCpl C onlon
ig wan
98
50
LCpl Kemp
ig Durward
134
77
Maj Bateson
Total 602 Pts
14 1
Lt Jrwin
186
W02 Morrow
The Ladic Team a lso had ucces achiev ing fourth place with 1aj
Walters Davies leading the team in to take 14th po it ion overa ll , second
fema le veteran. Pte Watson 3 1, Cpl A ustin-WilJiamson 36 and Sgt
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(YofS) Ro use 49 completed the coring 4. Our other runner ig Mates ran
exceptionally well to finish 53rd. As a result of the race 1aj Bateson was
selected to run for the Army Veterans team in the Inter Services
competition at Deepcul on 3 March 2000.
ROYAL I G ALS C ROSS C O 'TRY CHA 1PIO ffiP
STOP PRES ! - C ORP CROSS C OUNTRY CHAM P
The re urrected Corp Cro
Country Champ took place on the
Bu lford Ridge on Wednesday 9 Febmary 2000. Following their Army
succe s the Regimental Male team were victorious with a two po int
victory over 11 Sig Regt. The eight good men and true were:
Sth
LCpl C on lon
6th
\ 02 Docherty
I Ith LC pl K emp
14th Maj mitb
(Di HQ , very handy Sir !!)
17th M aj Bateson
30th Sig Swan
32th Lt Irwin
34th LCpl Watts
The ladie al o went one better than the Army Champ by torming to
third place overall. T he placing were a follows:
Pte Watson
I I th SSgt (Yof S) Rouse
3rd
15th Sig Hunt
23rd
ig Darcy

Champion Lad ies
Back Row (L-R) : Cpl Ke lly Clark, LC pl He len West , S ig Li nsey
Smith , Pve Lousie Frase r, Cpl Julie Austin W illiamson,
Cpl C armen Mic he lska , SSgt Bre w Ba ker
Middle Row (L- R): LCpl Laura Smith , Capt Nikki De wsbury,
Cpl Cath Burgess, Capt Mary Read , Cpl Lesley Beck,
Sgt Debbie Fairclough, LCpl Tra cey Prowse
Front Row (L-R) : Sgt Jo Walton , Lt Imoge n Mulholland
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Maj Appleton receives 5 Div Hockey Cup medal

Sig Salmon receives 5 Div Hockey Cup medal
Stop Pre s ........... 3 (U K) Div HQ and ig Regt win Army Ladies
Hockey final versus 11 Sig Regt and win Mens and Ladies 5 Di Cup.
Cros Country Team were econd in the Army Championships, but lost 5
Di\ League to 11 Sig Regt
202 SQUADRO,
Sqn Comd
Maj R. Quinlan
M
W02 (SS 1) J. Mc augbt
Yet another busy period for the quadron, with tlie build up for the
Regimental and Di,isional Exercise in the approaching months taking
priority. The Christmas break was used to the full, witli surprisingly few
sore heads retummg to work in January. It seems the 'millennium bug'
was not as much trouble a everyone thought! TI1e Squadron moved
straight mto busines mode "ith the deployment on Exercise Tricorn Bull
I 00, a major event as tlic Squadron had not deployed a two separate
Headquarters for some time following Operational Commitments. It
would be nice though if the Sqn 21C. Capt Warren, could spend more
time\\ ith the quadron and less time hassling I Mech Bde!
Preparations for our main Divisional Exercise in May arc going well, a
are plans for Ad\'enturous Training in the Isle of Wight later thi year.
There ha'e been some major changes in per onnel within the Squadron
during this hectic time, and we'll leave it 10 the individual Troops to go
11110 that in more detail. The Squadron still awaits that innux of manpower
from that mysterious, invisible Signals Regiment located omewhere to
the nonh!
AL this poml the Squadron would like to extend its warmest
congratulation to our SSM, W02 (SS 1) Jim Mc aught on his selection
to promotion 10 WO I and to Sgt Chris Davies on his selection to W02 botli \\ell de crved.
B . A OTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt can ·The Colonial' Lumley
Tp . gt
gt' oc1al Grenade' Howson
Bussaco Tp wish a warm welcome to Sgt tevc Wcate and wife Angie,
L pl John Dunwoody and wife Emma, LCpl Claire Sellings and ig
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' hena · tcvcnson. On a . ad note Bussaco Tp bid farewell to th e ' Big
Cheese' gt
hris
hee man to 30 Sig Regt (Good luck 30 Sig
Rcgt),L pl lark Parks to 40 ig Regt (V) aficr succc sfully completing
his Cla l and to ig Mick Warden who has lcll tl1c rmy for pastures
new in civ>y street.
The Troop would like to congratulate Cpl Bob Dryden. Don Brennan
and arolinc Maxwell on successfully pa sing their Tl ntrancc Exa m
and to ig ' Big' Dave ilcock on passing hi
lass 2(only ju t). The Troop
has had a fairly busy month recovering !Tom the garage move and a Board
ofOOiccrs. but still remains in high pirits. The Troop' ould like to take
this opportunity to say farewell and good lu k to Cpl 'Andy' Gleaclal who
is attempting his Tl, al o to pl ' Grandad (Windy)' Miller whose new job
i· to educate the uneducated at the Royal chool of ignal at Blandford
(more hair loss rm afraid for 'Windy'. Finally to ig ' Jay' elson, witl1
new improved sidebums. who is ofT to 8 Inf Bde. The Troop would also
like to say a huge hello and welcome to our ne\ Troopy, 2Lt Sean 'The
Colonial' Lumley who has taken O\er from Lt impson (who has been
demoted to Waterloo Troop): LCpl 'Jamie' Da is from 30 Sig Regt and
LC pl 'Richie' Dunwoody !Tom 40 ig Regt (V) - Welcome Lads!!
ongratulations to gt 'Mick· Brown on coming off the taffy Board
and good luck to LCpl ·w Aitchison on hi Recognition Instructor's
Course. The Troop is looking forward 10 the Ea ter Block Leave which is
followed immediately by fun und game in Exerci e Spring Foray
(The major divi ional exercise of the year). linal good luck to Cpl 'Red'
Davi who were pounding the treets of London on 16 April in the
2000 Flora Marathon - fun! We almo t forgot about ig 'French Boy'
Gaston who now perform for tl1e public with the White Helmets - nice
one!
0 ERL001 TROOP
Tp Comd
gt 0. OliYer
Tp gt
Sgt J. Rowe
The Regimental Boxing howed members of the Troop in line form
with Sgt Joe Rowe and Bdr Larry Loates training the team. ig Emily
Knowles winning the be l boxer award.Congratu lation to LCpl 'OJ'
Olejnik and Loui eon tlieir wedding and good luck to 'Curly' Watts and
Jude Hills in their ne' postings a newly promoted Lance Corporal' . We
al o say goodbye 10 Mick Mathie and Craig Jackson to Civvi treet. Lt
Grice to 222 qn. The Troop has gained three new members, ig Andy
Pell, ick Palli and Tony Frewin (who deployed traight out to Kosovo)
The pace oflife in tlie Troop has picked up again with the move into the
new garages and preparing for the new training year. The Troop also took
time out to win the 202 lnter-Tp Orienteering Competition. With recent
Exercises, garage moves and boards of officers, the joint largest
armoured Troop in the Royal Signal (togetlier with Waterloo Tp of
course!) has been very bu y. Despite this, we have still been able to end
oldiers away recently ad enturou training and out 10 Cypru on Exercise
Lion un.
The Troop would like to take the opportunity at this time 10 welcome the
following new arrivals. Welcome to Cpl Sean Bysouth, who joins us from
Waterloo Tp, ig Bladen, Martin, PelJ and Tucker from the factory, and
Sig Frewin, Harper, Hodgetts and Mainka who re-join us from holiday
in Ko ovo. We also warmly welcome Sig Pallis from MCTC in
Colchester. We all hope you enjoy your tour with armour!
On a sad note, we bid farnwell to the following. Goodbye ( niffi) to
Sgt Oliver who may not return from his C E to IS Op at tlie factory, to
Cpl 'Chico' Towers who is on his IS conversion and then off to Aldershot,
Cpl ·Mick' Lynn who is playing with penguin in the Falkland Islands, 10
LCpl Higgins and Sig Hartell who depart into civvie street, LCpl 'AK'
Akku lugadu who is posted to l and to Cpl Miner who moves 10
Waterloo Tp after a brief spell with tlie Troop. We also say a temporary
farewell to LBdr HowelJ and Sig Knowles who have managed to escape
to a second Lion Sun within six months of each other!
WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Peter impson
Tp S gt
S gt T. Wringe
The year has started on a very hectic note, with the extra weeks leave o
kindly granted by the 0, everyone returned with ·post festive pread'.
We were straight back into work mode and swiftly got down to a garage
swap with 206 Sig Sqn, then from there it was a quick week in Ist Line
Inspections and Exercise prep and then straight onto Exercise Tricorn
Bull, January 2000. The Exercise wa a ma sive learning curve for
everyone with plenty of morale and very linle sleep, but all in all a very
good exercise, roll on Exercise Tricorn Bull 2/00.
Morale in the Troop is certainly Ii fling as more and more of the Troop
arc receiving their po ting orders and looking forward to the big event.
Welcome to LCpl 'Farq uar' mith - well 'Smudge' is just so common!
Goodbye and congratulation to Cpl Andy arter. Welcome back to Sigs
Lahrici and Jackson and 10 LCpl ' Peda' Fildes from Kosovo, back to the
reality of tent erection and er ... more tent erection. Al o to Sig Brown
who afler a few weeks of standing around i off to JCU l to probably do
some more standing around. Also, a big hello to Cpl Steve Miners who
has joined us from Overloon Tp. Finally we welcome Lt impson who
had better start drinking if he's to follow in Lt Jack on' footsteps.
Goodbyes to Lt Jackson who is off to ATR Bassingbourn, and LCpl
Chris Knights who is ofT lo 16 ig Regt - we wi h you al l the be t. LC pl
Glen Lyon and Cpl ' Barney' Rumble are ofTto he the mean pair ofTroop
'screws' that they are in Blandford, a long with LCp l icky Wilkie who
will be keeping the ROP's in line a an RP. Lastly, a big thank you to Cpl
'Barney· Rumble for 'volunteering' to come back in May 10 show u ho'
to run Radcon . ice one.
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206 S IG AL QUAD RO
Sqn omd
Capt Odling
SS I
W02 ( SM) Archer
MO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gardner
Tp SSgt
S gt Fairfield
Well it' Mons Tp but not as we know it. We have now taken on the
entire Ptarmigan neet of the Squadron with Cambrai Tp disbanded. So it's
hell o to all the Ptarmigan personnel from Cambrai, it 's about time you
earned you money and put DRASH up for a change. By the way those
funny things with six wheels do belong lo us, so don't be afraid 10 get your
hands dirty, they are only Radio Relays and AS/M s in an air portable
box. A Warm welcome goes to Sigs Blackman and Blake straight from
the factory. Welcome to the real world and enjoy your stay with the Troop.
nfortunately we must say farewell to LCpl Andy Williams, who's off to
York. Goodbye to Sig Eddie 'The General ' Green who's leaving us for
Civvy street.
o what can the Troop look forward to this next year? Well yet again
there's plenty of exercises to be done, with a distinct lack of manpower
again, due to the imminent deployment of troops 10 the Falklands. Enjoy it
people, don't get cold, watch out for those penguins and we'll see you on
your return in August.
On Wednesday 22 March the majority of the Troop travelled, along
with the rest of the Regiment, 10 14 Sig Regt (EW). The day was spent
taking part in a number of different sports with the Troop well represented
in all ports. ig Jane 'Lock the Door' Darcy came second in the female
cross-country, ig Ross 'Chopper' Harley played in the football team's 21 victory, and igs Tony ' mirnofT' zejok, teve ' Fat boy Jim' mith
and John 'Ratface' Evans were drafted into the volleyball team. The less
said about that the better. Cpl Jim 'Brylcream' Richard had been
scheduled to play golf, but swaned off somewhere and in true Richards
fa hi on, wa n 't ecn until later on in the bar muttering some rubbish about
a little trophy and 1101 wanting any more Vodka. The highlight of tlie trip
was the boxing, however the Troop's only boxer ig 'Taff' eed didn't
box. Aller the boxing it was into the Bowling Alley for a game often-pin
bowling and some light refreshment. It was at thi point that Cpl Jim 'Has
anyone got a mirror' Richard decided to reappear and (between falls)
managed to win the bowling. The rest of the night was pent in the bar
sociali ing with our ho t . Entertainment was provided by pl Richards
attempts at chatting up the bar staff. He was eveotually saved by Sig Ross
' Where' my beret' Harley who ended his embarra sment by putting him
to bed.
All in all, a good time wa had by all. The members of 14 ig Regt
seemed happy to rediscover tliat there wa civilisation out ide the hills and
sheep of Brawdy and despite enjoying ourselves I don't think many of us
will be rushing to get posted there.
The Troop would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to Cpl Pope,
LCpl Parvin and Sig Murphy, we would al o like to welcome Sigs
Townsley, eeds and Szejok

Corporal : Andy Cornfield, Mark Andcr•on, Lee' crar crafton, Kelly
Garrett and Leah Mates. Congratulations to one and all. The detox'
period that followed the Millennium Celebrations were mterruptcd by · 'gt
Lang's leaving do in early January. He didn't surprise us when he decided
to queeze cash out of us one last time by auctioning ofT his 'pre-\\ar' kit.
Other departures include Cpl Lester who leaves to I (UK) AD R, L pl
Morris who leaves to 7 ig Regt on promotion and ig Lynn. We also
loose the Falklands lot for six month : Lt John. on, Sgts Ireland and
Pickering, LCpls Cornfield and Danter, igs onnell, Wright and
De'ath. Arrivals include Lt Grice as new Troop OC, being posted across
from 202 ig Sqn, Cpl Lynn from I (UK) AD R,. igs Donna lark, . ' ick
Reeves and Gaz Wain from training. Welcome to you all.
OMAN TROOP
TpComd
TpS gt

Lt Imogen Mulholland
gt Andy Hayter

EXERCI E PARTHEO SHOT
The Troop' first exercise of the season found them up on the Beacon.
supporting 16 Air Assault Bde. Sharjah Tp very kindly lent us Cpl 'Fixed
Grin ' Hawkins and ig 'Good Job' Walker, so we banished them to the
very end of the ridge in tliei r central, with a 1.5 km walk for dinner. Who
says we're not the most hospitable Troop in the Squadron? After occupymg
tlle 'Ice Station Zebra' location of three day we returned to the real world,
witli a week to prepare for the first squadron exercise of tlie year. Please
Yeoman, may we go somewhere colder next time? And preferably witll
better visibility for Reece Cpl 'Eagle-eyes' Hoggart. What with people on
the Regimental Cadre. courses and everything else, it is a bit thin on the
ground in the garages. gt 'Lucky' Ogg is on his RSSC, Cpl 'Who' Catney
has just become an RR operator and is thoroughly enjoying his long stint at
Blandford on his retrade. Cpl ' PTI type' Wilson-Cochrane is just about to
go on his selection course and Cpl 'Techs are for Winners' Boden has joined
257 Sig Sqn lo deploy to JCUFI. Good luck to everyone who is not currently
witli us - we do think about you (frequently. and we laugh).
More good news on tlie promotion front, with plenty of Signallers
coming ofT tlic board. We now have LCpls 'Short and sharp' Wall and
'Old Lady' Brady in tlie Troop, and not before time either. Well Done!
Sad new , tliough - loo many goodbye . Farewell to LCpl 'Mr' Dave
Wilson (timely promotion!). Sigs 'Married with Children' Barry and
Carter to HQ Sqn. and la t but not least Sig 'Loud and Dangerous'
Lewis 968 and Jackson. Ye - the end of an era ha come. The Troop OC
came back from Egypt only to lind that they were on a White Helmets
election course. The threat of separation (or rather the threat of armour
for 'soon-to-be LCpl' Jacko. and 'P Company' for 968) pro\ed just loo
much, and they are now the respon ibility of Blandford. Hurrah - and
can't wait to see your displays! A linal note - this is gt 'Loud' Hayler's
last ex with tlie Troop. We look forward to a leaving do in February of
ome magnitude!
EXERCISE COTOPAXI lRO
15 OVEMBER-9DECEMBER1999

I KERMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Irwin
Tp SSgt
SSgt Bartleet
The Troop are getting ready for a busy exercise period with the
regiment and we've also lo t 30 personnel to 257 JCUFI Signal quadron.
We've had to say a lot of farewell to Troop members. sgt Steve Bartlett
his wife Debbie and son Daniel who are go ing 10 I. Cpl Shaun
Richardson and his wife Karen who are now in civvy street elling
newspapers in South Wales. Also Sig 'Skopje' Scott\ hose gone to white
helmet and Sig Jon Johnston who has gone to Radex Tp at Blandford.
We've also lo I LCpl 'Tinman' Shepherd to 20 Armel Bde at Paderborn.
We have a few welcomes in the Troop that i LCpl Lynn Grey from 14
ig Rcgt and ig Routledge from Blandford

222 S IG AL SQUADRON
ADEN TROOP
Tp omd
Lt E. J. Fawcett
SSgt
gt S. Littlefield
We welcome back Lt Fawcett and the rest of the Ko ovo kid to tlie
Troop, finally the Troop is up to full strength! - but for how long? Warm
congratu lation go to Sig ·Lifer' Robb and Sig ' Dish' Washer who during
the leave got engaged - it mu t be sometliing in the ' ater? Also in line for
congratulations are Sigs 'Dodgy' Dawson 'Formula I' Chamberlain and
' humlie' Warner who have recently been promoted, well done and
where are the beer ?! We al o say a well done to gt ·Mac 1c eill on hi
recent promotion - even more beers?! LCpl ' Reginald . Perrin leave u
temporarily to go off penguin watching ' ith the JCUFI deployment, and
Sig Milne joins ci di - Good luck. The Troop throw tlicmselve back
into work and traight out on a Troop Exerci e. An interesting few day
with the Troop's own version fchargc of the light brigade! ig 'What full
moon?' Yule wa caught hort by the enemy and S gt ' mall acre '
Littlefield was 'frisked' by the clearance patrol! II in all a good shake
out from the hristmas blues, Indy luck was on our ide and it didn't
freeze.
HARJ AH TROOP
TpComd
2Lt Grice
Tp Sgt
gt Baker
.
The end of 1999 saw harjah Tp winding down afler a year of franuc
activity. We returned from a succes ful battleeamp in cnnybridge and
were then pleasantly informed of the following promotions to Lance
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We arri ed in Quito, Ecuador after a gruelling J6hr flight and our first
impre sion ofthi developing country was that it would not be the 18 -30
holiday that we were all hoping for. The next couple of day we bu ied
ourselves organising map and upplie among I the poverty-stricken
streets. The active Volcano near Quito had covered most of the city and u
in line a h. It \ as then time for the team to 11el down to some work. '\: e
first et ofT Soutli to vi it the Volcano Tungurahua on the way to tlie lirst
trek, but our driver spoke no Engli h and directing him wa futile. ear to
the olcano the local police. complete with hotguns. pi tots and machine
gun , had set up their own toll both for entry to \•ie'' the volcano - \Cry
enterprising. price/bribe wa · argued and finally agreed and we pa cd the bo
eemed very happy a he got the policeman lo tlirow in hi cap for
the money. The views were amazing witli · pew ing lava and a h, which
was spectacular, and even more impre ive at night.
At the . tart of the first trek we were welcomed by crowd of locals
trying to sell us thing nnd a king i r we would li ke to hire their donkey
and guides, but being Briti h oldiers we refused! But b) the next <la
LCpl Tony 'Lollipop' Richardson nnd Lepl ndy' tillborn' Dunn and
Lt anih Irwin went back to the tart to try and organi e some donke ...
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era hing particularly LCpl Lorna ' Bothered· Moses and W02 Dave
' Bacardi Breezcr ' Taylor managing to come ofTthere bikes but Cpl Ma rk
·J MEL.
orber nearly managing to fly ofT the clifT. Our fina l
entertainment wa the white water ra tling which turned most people off of
water all together by goin g do'' n Grade 5 rivers and experiencing the most
scariest moment es pecially when Cpl Caz Tm sinking' Lane nearly fe ll
completely out o f the boat and was nearly swallowed up!
Ju t to round the excellent adventure trip up, we were all looking
forward to returning to the K but instead decided to spend another two
days in Quito sleeping on the comfortable floors and one day in Hou ton
Texas before arriving Home becau e of the Volcano erupting.

The folk)\\ ing three days ''ere • pent trekking up to heights of 4500m
amongst th breathtaking scenery. Finally'' e arriYed at the lngapircn ruin ·
after (dun of tough walking\\ ith thumping headache . With two day. of
admm we then headed off f r the Cajas ationnl Park to . tart our next
treks. tlus ttme '' ith out the donkey . The R & R pha ·e started with a
terrif'ing IOOm bungee jump.'' hich happened to be the highest in outb
,\nl'riea. \\ord of Tm not doing it• fror L pl Jes 'Yes Fear' Smith
and probabl) moans from halfoftbe team specially from Cpl Lesley 'Pct
re cue· Beck her crie soon lumed into 5-4-3-2-1 bwlgcc. After
cdcbrating our a hie' ement with a few beer we had a good foreca t to
look forward to. The high point being mountain biking or should I say bike

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

On 13 - 17 March 7 ig Regt and Krefeld tation held several fa t and
funous fund rai ing e'ent to collect money for the flood ictim of
lozambique. The Commanding Ofiiccr, Lt Col David Jones, ex pre sed a
de ire to raise and end money quickly while concern for the ictims was
trong. To that end immediately after returning from Ex White Javelin,
each quadron wa tasked to carry out a fund-rai ing event during the
following week. DM l 1,000 wa raised and donated to Chri tian Aid, a
charity ''hose aim is to a i t Mozambique·s government in restoring
infra tructure. as i ting with the e tablishment of temporary camps and
prO\ iding recon truction kit for fa milies of the I Million people affected
by the flood. The tation came up with e era! different ways to collect
money, including the talion wives who rai ed money, serving in the
·Coffee Pot' in fancy dre s. quadrons rai ed money in the following
way : an Officers and enior v Junior football match where competitors
were charged DM I 0 and spectators DM5, an auction of use Ies items
donated by the bidders, personal contributions, an Officer and talf
ergeant washed and ironed their troops· clothes and soldiers from Oscar
w~re also in .fancy dres rai ing money in JHQ, St Toni and Bruggen and
ra1 ed the Lion hare of the money. To end the week the Commanding
Officer and RSM , \ 0 I te e Smoothy, raffled their appointments and
the winners. LCpl Justin Wood was tbe CO and Sig am Clarke was the
R M. Both took a Regimental Parade on the final day of the fund-rai ing
week (see p245/246).
HEADQ ARTER Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
1aj Wally Drain
SM
W02 teve Bovan
It has been another busy period for SHQ Troop with preparations for,
and the deployment on Ex White Javelin 1/00, and preparation for the
CO's admin inspections, sorting out the OTP for the Squadron, Corporals'
CR and the h t goes on!
Ex White Javelin was an intere ting time for A Ech CP with Ptarmigan
making an unreliable back-up in case mobile phones ran out of bauery
power!!! Where's tho e 1771 's! But de pite unreliable comm the
Exercise\~ a a succes with all aims achie ed. Back in camp a Regimental
fund ra1smg week for the people of Mozambique. culminated in a
Regimental parade with variou people wearing ranks and uniforms they
weren:t really supposed to; of the mot notewortJ\y was Padre ·SSgt'
Cand1ya wbose efTorts as nghtmarker for HQ Sqn earned him a shouting
at.from W02 (SSM) Stevie Bovan and a jailing from the Adjt, where he
JOmed .our OC - Maj Wally Drain who had been jailed earlier in the day
for ~mg 'too short and too nonhem ' ! A good day was had by all
especially when the acnng CO for the morning, LCpl Wood, ACC, fell
the Regimen! out for the rest of the day.
Q 'ARTERMA TERS (T) DEPARTME T
QM
Capt Ray Cory
RQMS
W02 'Taff' Burdge
The Departm~nt h_as nearly got back to normality post the Chri~tmas
break ~nd the M1llemum has brought us the usual cha llenges of exerci e,
operation , R IT etc. on the Kosovo front, seven accounts have been
clo ed, only three to go, keep the midnight o il burning boys. The E V
~rews h~ve ~een bu Y. with . igs 'Chalky' White, 'Slug' Owen and
. Geordie Elhs all gettmg their hand dirty competing for the best R IT
mspecuon report award, don't forget, the winner doesn't get slabbed. Sig
Ca~ter , nee Packman was enco~raged to attend a two week skiing course
~' ~1ch he thought wa all downhill, it is noted the fresh air did him good as
1t 1 reported h~ ha tarted to, shave ,(though this is only hearsay).
C~ngr_atulauo n s to L pl ~erry Johnston on her recent promotion,
he 1s usmg her brand new stnpc to good effect commanding our pack of
}Oung 1gnaller>. Congratulations are also extended to Sgt 'Kev' cott
for managmg to tay out of work for two days, word has it that he's in UK!
big '~elco_me to gt ' kip' ~pper RLC who has taken over from gt
\ mn} 'e1l, and congratulauons to gt 'Jock' Castle on his well
de crved selecuon for promotion to taff ergeant.

i:
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REGl 1E TAL MOTOR TRA SPORT
MTO
gt Phil Hay
Tp Sgt
gt Phil Hay
February started off quiet for HQMT, then there wa a quadron call out
and, urpri e, surprise, everything went according to SOP! Toward the
end of February thing tarted to get bu y as the Regiment prepared for its
first exerci e ince returning from Koso o. There were plenty of early
morning and a fair hare of late nights for the grafter in MT, particularly
organi ing fuel re- up with the UBRE's in Bielefeld being worked on.
Monday 28 February arrived and kicked off Ex White Javelin, as always
the long convoy drive to Werl provided its ups and downs with vehicles
breaking down and cam nets flying around (we' ll say no more QM)!!
Once in tile Exerci e location it was al l ha11ds on deck to set up the
Regimental A2 Ech, thank are extended to Regimental Ops for ordering
Ptarmigan silence, thi kept the OC, Maj Wally Drain pinned to his
mobile phone, whil t we grafted on everything and anything that moved.
Week Two of the Exercise saw Ptarmigan silence lifted and the POL crews
discovered that they were in demand, that is except for ig 'Micky'
1iddleton who had more sleep than most people get in a year.
A couple of fare\ ell in the troop, goodbye to Cpl Stu ' Jabba ' Mead
after a good four years in the MT, Stu started off in the MT as the storeman, once this wa sorted he moved to the POL account and having
picked up the nickname' tu Ti chmarsh' he was rewarded with the job of
Regimental photographer and latterly Squadron Barman - nice one Stu,
good luck for the future. We are also losing Cpl 'GWA Bowman ' who
leave us for the Regimental Gennie Bay, probably because he wants more
time off for golf and 'olleyball! Welcomes are extended to Sig Clarke
who joins us from training and Cpl Mark Knowles who replaces GWA
moving in from the Gennie Bay.
FAMILIES OFFICE
Families Offr
Capt Kev Jones
All is well in the Families Office, although the office is going through a
change as the team are preparing for the Regiments move to Bruggen. adly
we are losin~ Cpl ' teve' P~acock, who is leaving the Army after 22 years
service, he will be greatly missed by us all and the fami lies he has worked so
closely with. Also congratulations to Cpl 'Steve' Peacock on the marriage of
his daughter Monika to LCpl ' John ' McMahon, HQMT 7 Sig Regt, we
hope they will be happy together. We would also like to welcome Sgt' Jacko'
Jackson, who ha_s joined u ~ !Tom 2~2 Sig Sqn, we hope he settles in quickly.
The mam efTort for the Regiment this montl1 has been the Mozambique Fund
Raiser, with all sorts of activities going on. One of these was The Custard pie
Mo~ who a~e paid to hit various departments and personnel within the
Regunent, this office was one of the departments, gt' Lcs';Robinson, in his
old age, was too slow to lock bis door in time, therefore, he had to retire to the
shower. Well that's all for this month folks, bye for now.
229 (BERLl ) SIC AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Dan Webster Roya l Australian Signals
W02 Ced Keane
SSM
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Aunt ally' Eva ns
gt 'Jock' Reid
Tp SSgt
First w~ say hello to SSgt 'Jock' Reid, Sgt Dave Bain, Cpl Paul Lomas
and families. Also Cpl elly hillito from 4 Bde and LCpl Rob Vickers
from I (UK) ADSR we hope you all enjoy your time in sunny Krefcld.
W1tb half o f~he Squadron Signallers getting promoted we say goodbye and
farew~ll to S 1~ 'Scouse' Kelly and Sig 'Canada ' Dave Whitehurst both off
to 3 Div to enJOY Bui ford camp we also say goodbye to ig ' ki ' osinski
and ig Andy 'Mac' Mcfarlane both of to I (UK) AO R congratulation
to them all on their promouons. We also say goodbye to LCpl Paul Brown
and family off to 2 Sig Regt, congratulations on your promotion to
Corporal. Also congratulations go out to LCpl Hopkinson on his recent
marriage we hope all goes well in the future.
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Now that the Troop is back from leave of some sort we arc looking
forward to a busy period with l Sig Bde exercises and RSTT. On th1 note
the fi rst exerci se of the year has just passed. We deployed on Monday 28
February to Bielefeld. All went well at thi s location. The second phase of
the excrci e involved us doing a train move to Sennelagcr.
We left for the rail head at 0300hrs once we all arri ved we expected to
load the wagons straight away. The usual army thing happened we waited
around until 0700hrs to start loadingand the train. We left the rail head at
around IOOOhrs that morning give or take a couple of minutes and all you
could hear on the train ~as snoring. We were woken up around
I500hrsand unloaded the tram. We then left for our first location which
was a hide lots of sleep or so we thought. We were constantly practising
our drill s. We were in this location for about for about 24hr before doing
three moves in 48 hours. Until we were called into the network. After
about 24 hours in the network the Troop had endex called we all returned
safe ly. We are now looking forward to R IT.
WHI KEY TROOP - by Sig J. Lafferty
Lt' Allyson ' Lawson
Tp Comd
Tp S gt
SSgt ' Paul' Robson
The Troop has just recently seen a fair few departures over the past few
week's so we would like to say good bye and good luck in the future to
Nige (Ille civvi) Rowbottom, for a split second we all thought he may
decide to change his mind and stay with us but at the end of the day the
smell of Manche ter was ju t to sweet for him to leave unattended. Sig
Knowlden and the doom1en of the saloon bar will especially miss him.
ig Jeff Townsley's knowledge of the switch will be missed , although on
the Troop's last exercise he had every tech in location in the back of the
wagon trying to fix the main lights which he said were not working, After
working for two full days in complete darkness det comd Cpl Andy
Morris thought it would be a nice idea to point out to our Jeff that in fact
the lights were not broken but just hadn ' t been switched on in the first
place. Thanks Cpl Morris for not pointing it out earlier. Sig George
Spence, no matter how bad things ever were you could always guarantee
that George would be walking round with a smile on hi face which we
are sure he wi ll pass that on to all the young intake's down at sunny
Blandford, and we are also sure he hasn't already forgotten were the Gspot is (have you George?). Cpl Gaz Barlow who has also decided to
make a departure from the Army, Thursday nights will never seem the
a.me now without one of Gaz's Quiz ights in the Squadron bar.
(Although his shoes have already been filled by, LCpl Perry Mason or as
he likes to be known 'The Admiral ') Finally farewell to Sgt Dunc Cupit
who was not with the Troop for long but will surely not be forgotten in a
hurry, this huge character within the Troop will truly be missed by all. The
Troop also welcomes Sgt Kenny Macpherson, Cpl Andy Morris, their
families and Sig Lewis Finlay who have all just recently joined us and
already seem to be settling in quite nicely.

wi ll be happy for the years to come. Last but not least a special message ol
congratulations goes out to Sgt ' Cappo' Carpenter, for e•cntually finding
hi s uniform and tummg up for work , \\C hear he eventually tracked 1t
down at the Corps Museum.
The Troop deployed on Ex White Javelin on 28 February for a two
week ARRC exercise with one vital element missing ...... the Stam What\
the point we hear you cry, well it was the first time we had been able to
practise our role as ARRC MAI in the lllC role since out return from
Kosovo, and for all the new bods in the Troop it was a well worthwhile
experience that enabled them to sec what the Troop and the Regiment is all
about. The exercise was a success for all concerned, and the hierarchy
seemed to be well pleased with the fina l result.
15 March, 2000, dawned clear and bright, as we all met up at Oscar Tp
lines with the mission - 'To raise as much money as pos ible in aid of the
flood relief in the Republic of Mo7.ambique.' There was a twi st however,
thanks to our beloved Troop taffy, in that we all had to tum up in fancy
dress. Clear and bright it was .... and cold! (Ask LCpl 'Wiggy' Wiggins).
We were all split into teams and cattered around the local area. One team
was sent to JHQ, one to l. Tonis (280 (UK) ig Sqn), one to BFHC
Wegbcrg and the remainder stayed behind ad Krefeld. We hit a setback
straight from the off in that Wegberg team were unable to collect on the
station due to reasons beyond their control. ot before igs ' mudge'
Smith and Sam Clarke had managed to fleece the sum ofDM 20 from the
hospital staff though! The team had to set up shop as JHQ with on of the
other teams.

231 SIGNAL SQADRON
QUEBEC TROOP
Tp omd
SSgt 'Andy' Saunders
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Dean' Wilson
The Troop re-formed in February 2000 and now includes the Technical
workshops run by Sgts 'Chri ' Kelly and 'Tiny' Tindale, and the Soft
Rover Group operators. The Troop was particularly busy during the recent
Ex White Javelin with the SCRA (T) crews flying around northern
Germany on spec tasks. The SY CO crew managed to build a revamped
ARRC Main HQ in quick time even though there were no taff. Sgt
'Lanyardman Wilson and his team (mainly Quebec Tp lad) are buy
training for the forthcoming Lanyard Trophy competition. A depleted
team from the Troop took part in the Inter-Troop Football Competition in
March and now have an unbeaten record to take forward to next month's
event. 0 car Tp gave us a scare in the first game going 2-0 up in the first
four minutes, but LCpl 'Twinkle-Toes' Moffat bowed his mettle by
leading the team through and came out eventual winners 4-2. The great
come back from defeat spurred the team on and in the end we were too
strong and swept all opposition away. Special mention must go to LCpl
' o Skill' Manns who won the coveted worst player of the tournament
and he only played 15 minutes.
The Troop has welcomed Cpl 'Swany' Devlin, LCpl 'Funds' Evans,
Sig 'Claudia' Schaffer and Sig 'Lee' Taylor who have all joined u from
Radio Tp. Posted in were LCpl 'Dennis Fiubarr' Long and Sig ' JP '
Pearson botl1 from training. Congratulations and ' Bye' to LCpl 'Sou e'
Jennings who moved to 7 Bde on promotion. Future events include tile
forthcoming marriage ofLCpl ' Jimmy' Samuals and Sig 'Adam ' Tasker.
OSCAR TROOP - 231 SIC AL SQ ADRO
MOZAMBIQUE FUND RAISER
by lCpl Matt Childs
Tp Comd
Lt 'Tricky' icky James
Tp gt
SSgt 'Robbo' Robertson
Before we get into what's been going on with 0 car Tp, a few hello's,
goodbyes and congratulations. The Troop welcomes Sigs Pete Corr,
Chris Heath, Sarah Hardy and Pete Stevens, all fresh from tl1e factory.
Also to newly promoted LCpls Phil Baynes and Sly McKay on inter
troop posting , well done lads and welcome lo tl1e mighty 0 car. The
Troop wou ld al o like to welcome Cpl teve Ritchie, also on an inter
troop posting. Goodbye goes out to the Troop Bo s, Lt 'Tricky' icky
James, ho will shortly be leaving us for sunny ew Zealand on Ex Long
Look. Thanks for all tl1e hard work ma 'am, and all the best!
ongratulations to the newly . pliced Sig Emily Hopkinson, on her
marriage to Ian. All the best for tl1c future, and we all hope the two of you
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Lt Steve Jones Passes the 'Colonel' toast in morning coffee in the
Officers Mess, Maj Wally Drain and Maj Pete Smith flank the new CO
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The new RSM meets the football team

The New RSM always keen to check the length of sideburns

A quick orders session on discovering that one of the Sqn Comds
was French Maj Phil Baker, (Phillipe Boulanger) QC 232, the other
Sqn Comd , Maj Wally Drain (QC HQ) was just a malingerer

The JIIQ teams pent the whole morning running around the station
ambu hing people fi r their hard earned dash . We knew no shame and no
rank on station wa safe from the ravage of 0 car Tp. The same can be
said of the other locations. where the other collection teams acquitted
themselve in typical 0 car style. The JHQ team stopped collecting at
l IOOhrs for a photo out ide the ' Big House' with CO ARR and the
senior RAF Ofiicer on station. We were then let loose around I IQ ARRC
itself where another few hundred marks were raised, no thanks to the tight
wad in COMMCEN BFG, much to the eterna l hame of Cpl ' Appy'
Applegarth and LCpl Matt Ch ilds, who feel s that the honour of DTG 's
everywhere ha su !Tercd as a result . It was then back to Krefeld, where all
the teams met up, and the dash was combined. The money was then taken
to the local parky Bank for changing and counting ... the final total wa a
staggering OM 3910. Out of a Regiment total of OM 6000, we managed to
raise more than half1 ot bad for a morning of running about in dafi
cossie ! All involved had a good laugh, and~ e managed to put a smile on
a few faces in the proces . At the end of the day. 'It's all for charity mate.'
We can no\ all look forward to the Troop members all going their separate
ways again in the next few month , with ome of us off to Bosnia and
some off to the Falklands for six-month tours. o rest for the wicked! Who
know what the e trip will bring. Although there are bound to be a few
storie to tell when wc all get back together again next year.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 'Rich' Byfield
Tp gt
Sgt Tony Downing
After such a long period of leave it has been a hard transition from
ci vie life back to the military jargon, but some lucky individuals
managed a sledging expedition along with other members of the Squadron
to Bavaria. Before any complacency set in, the Regiment deployed on Ex
White Javelin, a two-week shake out which it seems wa n' t long enough
for the Ptarmigan troop , but as usual Radio Tp came through wi th flying
colours. Ob iou ly it' asn't all plain sailing as rusty Det commander Cpl
'Winnie' Whyte found out when he forgot what an inverted ' v' was for.
The other Rebro commander Cpl ·Murph' Murphy decided to follow hi
taffSergeant's advice and go through a marsh to his grid. Unfortunately
they both discovered that the e rusty old trailers don't like mud, and the
REME was sent to the rescue. HF proved a problem for LCpl 'Crappy'
Crabb who truggled to put up his antennas from his doss bag. The troop
welcome Sigs Kelly 'Crippled already' 1\veedie, 'Lurch ' Burgess, 'Not
very bright' Lightley. Farewells to SSgt 'Gorgeou ' George Farrar who
bas left the ultimate reminder of him with his protcge 'Mini me' Bibby as
he departs to 3 Div. Cpl 'Micky' Devlin who has moved across to Quebec
Tp for a quieter life in hi old age and 'Twizz' Twissell off to Aldersbot
and I 0 I Log Bde. La t but not least congratulation to Sgt Tony Downing
on his selection for promotion to Staff Sergeant.
LIMA TROOP
It bas been a busy period for the Troop over the last few months, the
return from theatre went with out to much trouble apart from the loss of
one of our land rovers which is know three foot shorter. Firstly the Troop
would hke to congratulate SSgt Dave Mitchell on hi recent promotion to
W02 we wish him and his wife Petra all the best on they're new posting
wherever that may be. Also the Troop would like to welcome three new
baby linies from the factory Sigs, Barclay, Mitchell and Sig ' Dusting·
brush head' Hutton. The Troop has recently finished Ex White Javelin,
were a few of the Troop members put on a cabaret for the re t. Lt 'Birds
nest' Mayne was asked to go and help decam the vehicles after he pulled
in about 500m of LOA quad but forgot to use the ACL and drum. A
special ~ention should go to Cpl 'MT' Lamont, after he asked, so what
art of wires do we u e then? To his credit every veh icle deployed with an
adjustable spanner. A quick mention to Sgt 'Obv ious and necessary'
Yendel and LCpl 'Slab' Taylor, LCpl ' Dom ' Reynolds, Sig 'Ears'
Smjth, and Sig 'I'm sure I should have my line belt by now' Jeffries,
CHEERS mine 's a Fosters. A final mention hould go to C pl 'I am just
nipping off skiing' Daw on, lets hope be remembers that the mini bus
works a lot better on diesel.

Sixteen hopeful kiers and two in tructor set o!T on what should have
been a routine journey from Krefeld LO Bavaria. I lowcver, after the first
pit-stop, the refuel carried out by Cpl Andy ' Benz ' Dawson, a he was
soon to be known, went horribly wrong. When the diesel minibus was
refuell ed with benz, and shuddered to a halt 2kms down the autobahn. Cpl
' Ben7' Dawsons only defence was, 'I used the diesel pump ' . the mistake
left six members of the party awaiting recovery and subsequently four
hours late to the bar.
After kit issue the party headed to the Austrian slopes for their first
'interesting' day of skiing. The group was split clown into novices and
intennediates as there were no advanced skiers. S gt' Jock' Reid drew the
short straw and was responsible for instructing the novice group which
included LCpl ' Wipeout' Holland, LCpl 'Manic' Mundy and ig
'Wobbly' Whatmough. Cpl Dawson had the somewhat easier task of
instructing group two which included Lt 'Doc' Farrimond, Sig ' Crazy'
ykes and Sig' cause' Johnson.
The first few days were used to learn basic ski principles and
manoeuvres, however after Day Two we lost ig 'Crick' Wells to a sti!T
neck and Sig 'Chunder' McColm, for reasons of safety, but both were
back in action very quickly. On Day Four we were joined by the 21C of
232 qn, Capt Shenow, who had come to oversee operations. Due to bad
weather and avalanche warnings, aturday and Sunday became rest days
and a trip to Garmish was organized by Cpl ' Kamikaze' Cansfield . A
brilliant night was had by all especially Cpl Cansfield, Sig 'I'll never
drink agai n' Anderson, LCpl 'Good Lime girl' Evans and Sig Conney
Turner who paid a late night visit to the pool, minus costumes and
accompan ied by three Pathfinders from 16 Air Asslt Bde, apparently ig
' nagger' Read enjoyed her elf also. An excellent second week skiing

CO
Lt Col D. P. Meyer
RSM
WOI (RSM) Palmer
A slight change from the usual sports afternoon saw the CO, the four
quadron Commanders and the quadron ergeant Majors te ting their
marksmanship skills with the 9mm pistol , the SA80 and some clay
pigeon shooting. The first problem was, the lack of Squadron
Commanders with only Maj Harwood available for the duel. This left
Capt Ingram, the newly promoted Capt White and Lt Reid
representing the Officer's team. The second minor problem was the
weather - when you can only ee 30 metres it's ju t as well the Regiment
only ha a 25 metre range. First competition was the pistol shoot from
various distances in a number of position . A check of the score revealed
a second competition in the offing a a rather mug Lt 'Fra er' Reid
proudly mouthed off to Capt 'Stevie Wonder' Ingram.

Maj 'Glen' Harwood wins a firefight against some pretty vicious
balloons at the Officers v Warrant Officers Range Day

We reiired to 'The Lane ' for a few drink and the prize giving. The
trophy uspiciously cngra ed already was pre ented to the Warrant
Officers a overall winners! A ucce ful and enjoyable day thank to the
e!Torts ofW02 (SSM) ewton for the organi ation, but e pecially to the
two 'Trap-men' ' ho endured long hours in pouring rain relea mg clay .

Lt Fraser Reid demonstrates a 'consistent' talent
with a variety of weapons
·
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Members of Ex Piste Backstop Bavaria March

232 SIGNAL SQUADRO
SQUADRO HEADQUARTERSTROOP
qn Comd
Maj Baker
SSM
W02 (S M) Carter
Firstly it is hail and farewell time, We say a sad goodbye to
gt
(SQM ) Pete Griffiths, who is o!T on promotion to sunny 14 1g Regt
and LCpl Simmons o!T(eventually) into civilian life. We wish them both
all the best and hope that they get all they wish for in their chosen careers.
On the new arrival front welcome to W02 (SSM) Ian Carter from
orthcm Ireland, S gt ( QMS) de Chapman from the Royal chool of
ignals, Sgt Cook from HQ Squadron and LCpl Ryal! from RHQ.
Welcome to all and enjoy!
On return to camp there has been a frenzy of phone calls to MCM
Div (Through the correct channels of course) not to try to get out of the
place but because several individuals have come off the promotion board ,
Well done and congratulations to SSgt (YoS) Gaz Tabor, Sgt de
Chapman, Sgt Shaun Cook and gt Steve Pulman. It's all fingers
crossed for the postings now. Anyway we must dash now as we are all off
on Exercise Lion Sun. We're looking forward to un drenched
photographs in the next edition.

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

EXERCISE PISTE BACKSTOP 13 - 23 MARCH 2000

The RSM can rest assured that all is in order ... The End

was had by all and saw the promotion of ig 'Dusty' :\tiller and . ig
'5nowballer ' McClaren to the intermediate group and the cclcbrat1on of
ig ' White fang ' Willfam 'birthday. After the two week exerc1~e all of
the students received their bsp. (basic ski proficiency) and had improved
remarkably from their first day 's performance. Many thanks goes out to
organisers Lt Farrimond and S. gt Reid and to the Squadron for allowing
the exercise.

Then came the ea y hoot. A frame with omc big targets, with big
easy balloons and condoms, to be bur t with an A80 at 2.Sm._ Afier a
quick burst of fire most frames were now draped 111 flaccid pieces of
rubber. Except that of Lt Fraser ' ol so mug Reid whose target till
resembled a cross between MacDonald at the weekend and an Ann
Summer party. This SA80 thing also provided a few problems for Maj
' Glenn ' Harwood. He learns quickly though and wa able to compare the
' new' rifle with the short chamber box Henry .45 calibre, ·we didn ' t need
automatic at Rorke's Drift you know!!' Then we m~ved on l,9 his
speciality on the Clay Pigeon range. The CSJ led the' ay tor the Of11:er ·.
Lt Reid con tinued his run of bad luck cormg 0 and the Warrant Officers
pulled into the lead . A magnificent 4 out or 20 from W02 ( SM)
Watson was the best score of the day.

226 SIG AL Q ADRO (ELECTRO lC V ARFARE)
Maj Rob Meinertzhagen
qn Comd
M
W02 ( SM) Daye \ atson
The quadron ha been undergoing a number of change including the
rec nt reorgani ation of the Troop . Romeo Tp now al o con i t of
Comms Tp together with the remnants of Hotel Tp. everal of the
operator from 640 ig Tp (E\ ) are al o cross training with Romeo Tp
whit t they are \mi ting for the completion of the vehicle transfer proce
The quadron has been busy supporting 16 ir A It Bde and is getting
ready for the tart or some very large e. erci e , combined with a \ 'Cf) bus
quadron programme .. The quadron i~ also looking '.~rward to E'( De\ ils
Horizon 2000, A cens1on lsland, to tram 111 an unfam1har environment.
GOLF COMPETITIO
The month of December was tlying by, when we reali.cd it \\as time to
organise a Troop day out'' hich took th.: gui e of a golf competition. It nil
tarted at 0 30hrs, at MacDonalds with a three course breakfa t and then
ofT to Haverfordwe t Golf Club. A beautiful cri. p \\inters day '' ith no''
capped mountain pro iding the perfe t backdrop for'' hat proved to be an
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intere ·ting mi ture of complete novice , gt Titus Reene and utter
b. nd11>·. W02 'Tiger' PhiJlip~. First to tee off and to how the beginners
the \\a} to do it 'not' with a terrific hook wa wot tick Jones followed
1) Dave Watson," ho wa · using clubs designed for
clo:el> b) W02 (
a midget (no not ·q· \ atton). preceded to lice the ball from one side of
the faif\\ay to the other. By the end of the day everyone found something
they ould do. ig Tm not Wei h• Lloyd found the water and Sgt Titus
Rcene omehow found him elf up a tree. fterward we met in the
clubhou·e for some u tenanee and compare ()ur score (disasters), a fine
time \\a had by all. with many of the Troop deciding to Lake up the game
and others \'O\\ ing never to play again!
0 GRATULATIO
The Troop would like to congratulate FofS Huw Phillips and YofS
Dick Rutherford on their well de erved selection for promotion to WO I,
and finally a heart felt '"ell done to ig ·Bacon' Rolls for completing the
1' parking pace after only 4 month • hi ne ·t project i how 10 breath
in air" ithout tealing it!
LEWT
Tp Comd
W02 ( up\'r R) Jim Spiers
Tp
gt
gt teve Brown
Light E\ Troop ha now finally completed the move aero s from 237
ig qn. It ha been a busy period re-organising equipment and preparing
for JRRF pearhead whilst much of our strength is m ay on courses.
LEWT have upported both I and 2 Para at their respecti e CA T
exerci es aero the country. Here it oon became apparent that many units
have yet to grasp both the concept ofEW and the benefits that friendly EW
upport can have. Thanks mu l go to 640 ignal Troop for hosting u on
their air mobility training week. This enabled us to refresh the Troop '
under linging capability a\ ay from the di tractions of camp and to
rehearse for our increa ing commitment to 16 Air As auh Bde. The week
rounded off with a day's helicopter abseiling practice but unfortunately
lack of aircraft meant we were re tricted to synthetic . Despite ha ing no
real helicopter, the D made enough noi e to add realism to the day. The
Troop welcomes a new OP WO, W02 Jim Spiers whilst we say farewell
to gt 1att England who is departing onto his upvr Radio course.
Congratulation too to gt teve Brown and his wife Angela on the birth
of their new baby girl.
640TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ben White
Tp
gt
gt Frank Flaherty
Welcome back to ig 'Carpet' Matzke and gt 'JJ' Walker (Oh we've
mi sed you 'JJ') who have ju t come back from six months in Bosnia. ot
forgetting a big welcome back to Sig 'I can't wait to get out of this place
and join the Int Corps' Welton, unlucky Adam welcome back to 14 Sig
Regt! Goodbyes to W02 Andy Jensen and his wife Jeanette who are off
to RAF Digby, Cpl Russ Ryan and Cpl Paul Pettman who have gone to
Romeo Tp, Cpl i Green who has gone to LEWT, LCpl Pete Sykes who
ha been posted to 30 Sig Regt. LCpl Mark Young who bas been posted
to 16 AA Bde. Finally goodbye to LCpl 'Mr Jamie' Young who has been
posted to Civvi Street.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt H.J. Scott
Tp S gt
S gt Murray
It has been a rather quiet period for the Troop, which has been involved
in e\eral demonstrations of tbe Beady Eye equipment and a
communication training weekend. A group from Cardiff UOTC visited
the Regiment and LCpl · tevo' Stevenson and LCpl 'Eddie' Edward
showed them how to put up a PU 12. work a range of communications
~~ipment and als? how to set up a detachment. The eeond day of the
v1 1t saw them taking part 111 a short exercise carrying out normal routine
for a communications detachment. At the same time half the Troop was
assi ting with the Odette' oft' trials - Ex Littoral Dragon 6-17th March.
The Troop would like to congratu late Cpl 'Callum' Black on his
promotion to Sergeant and wish him the best of luck in Northern Ireland.
The Troop welcomes back the guys from Kosovo. Lt Scott, SSgt Geoff
Murray, Cpl 'Stu' Latham, LCpls 'Stu' Kelly and Geoff Fawcett, igs
'Baz' Mceachy and 'Mike' Mcghee. Also a warm welcome to Sigs · 10
letters a day' Cullen and Bailey into the Troop. Farewell and the best of
luck to gt ·Gaz' Campbell who has been transferred to 245 Sig Sqn
(EW) along with Cpl 'Rus' R an.
237 IG 'AL Q ADRO (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Jon Dakin
M
\ 02 'Deano' Richardson
EXERCISE DEVIL HORJZO 12 FEBRUARY - 3 APRIL 2000
Ex f?evil Horizon was a 237 Sig Sqn (EW) communications exercise
ba ·ed m. Kenya. Th~ two month deployment saw the Squadron practice
elec_tromc warfa~e! m theatre communications including VliF and HF
equipment, providing a long range llF link back to the UK incorporating
RACE equipment a,nd providing a comsec monitoring facility against I st
Battalion.The King~ Regiment who ~ad deployed on Ex Grandprix 2/00.
Once 11 ~as decided that 237 Sig Sqn would deploy to Kenya the
quadron dispatched W02 ( upvr R) Mike 0 home and S gt (YofS)
'Taff' Thomas as the recce team in October 1999. They were
a commodated 111 five tar luxury hotels and judging by the postcards and
photographs had a marvel!ous time but, in addition, they did manage to
return w uh a comprehensive rccce report. The main concern would be
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how would the equipment and personnel sta nd up to the extreme
temperatures and generally harsh en ironments expected in Kenya. A
rigorous beat-up programme wa planned and involved many late nights
and headache for the quadron Operations Tea m. It was a ground
breaking exercise for the quadron but it wa · an unique opportunity to
practice live skill in a demanding en ironmenl. Once all the mandatory
le ons, jabs and briefing were completed it was time to load the
equipment and wait for flight confirmations . The departure date was
changed, moved and eventually brought forward a week and so on 12
February 2000 ome 40 Kenya virgins deployed from RAF Brize Norton
de tined, via Manche ter and Bahrain, for Nairobi.
On arrival they were met by SSgt (SQMS) Glen ' Arrows ' Kitchen
who assured everyone that he had made good contact with British Army
Training and Liaison Team Kenya (BAU K) and everything was sorted!
The whole party wa trim ported in ' luxury· coachc , Kenyan-style,
northward, to the
anyuki how Ground, home for the Squadron
Command Post and Echelon for the next eight weeks. The accommodation
con isted of two I x24 tents si tuated in what is best described as a dust
bowl - but what the heck, thi is the African experience after all. The fir t
week wa spent mo ing from one tent to another in search of better
accommodation. At the same time ite recce were conducted and our
re ident Operation Warrant Officer (OpsWO) who had been on the recce
party in October wa navigationally embarrassed and unable to lead us to
one of his pre-recced sites. The initial day · were al o spent acclimatising
and waiting for our vehicle • freight and equipment to arrive from the UK.
The searing heat and the high a ltitude of some 2500m made
acclimatisation difficult. The initial PT se sion were torturous with
several quadron Members experiencing altitude icknes and random
no e bleed . gt 'Flying doctor ' Hambleton was kept busy givi ng out
sick chits and e en managed to exeu e himself from the training as well.
Things became worse when I t Battalion The King's Regiment raged a
relief in place with the out going I t Battalion The Argyle and Sutherland
Highlander . The anyuki how Ground designed to house 350 uddenly
had over I 000 thir ty and dusty oldiers. A water cri is developed and as a
re ult there was no a ailable drinking water, no howers and the toilets
became a health risk. The deployment of our detachments into their field
locations was therefore put on hold until the drinking water cri is was
solved. Within two days the Royal Engineers had tapped into a water
source to provide shower and toilet facilities and 70,000 litres of drinking
waler arrived from somewhere? Our three detachments were then able lo
deploy to their field locations. The two Barracuda dets deployed to
training areas at Mpala and Solio while the rebroadcast station wa located
half' ay up Mt Kenya at I O,OOOft above sea level. Thing quickly began
to take on some order. The detachments had set up their defences, but not
so much against a traditional enemy but as protection again t the local
tribal warriors and the extensive as ortment of wild animals in their
AOR' . The Mpala det resembled a medium sized Brigade
communications site with field latrines, showers, eight weeks self
sufficient POL, tents variou and a vast array ofEW antennas. The det was
plagued by wildebee t with LCpl 'Moz' Morris harassed al the latrines
by a pack of hyena and Cpl Dave Janvier spotting a lion whilst out
running, and runn ing and running ...... .
Midway through their stay the det was caught up in a major incident
when a Kenyan military vehicle was involved in a RTA a few kilometers
gt Tony Watters led a team to the as isl with the
from its location.
situation. They were joined by a nurse who was attached to B Coy, I Kings
and together they attended the casualties. One ca ualty sustained a
fractured femur and required ca evac by air. The remaining ca ualties
were taken to our detachment where fir t aid was administered. The
casualties who between them had cbest injuries, a suspected fractured
pelvi and variou open wounds were taken to Nairobi hospital the next
day. The crew were commended for their diligent work and enthusiastic
approach to a ituation that could quite easily have been ignored. This
if!cident highlighted a difficult problem regarding humanitarian aid. A
high percentage of the population sufTer from AIDS and attending any
g?ry scene nece sarily causes individuals to query their own safety. It is a
dilemma many local Kenyans have to live with on a regular basis. The
So Lio det had the luxury of a stand-pipe at its location although like all our
dets, they had only menu A or B compo rations to eat so were fair ly sick of
chocolate pudding by the eighth week. Sgt Jez Ward and Cpl Richie
Bretherick spent most of their off-shift time running. A combination of
tbeir scrawny physique , the added effects of compo and their healthy sun
tans meant that they blended in well with the local population!
Tbe RRB crew were involved with thei r own major incident. The det
commander had called in a casevac report to aid a military mountaineer
who ':"as suffering from altitude sickness and heat stroke whilst attempting
to chm~ Mt Kenya. The AAC helicopter that was dispatched, whil t
attempung to land at the RRB HLS, created such a sea of dust that the pilot
was unable to see. As he attempted to clear the area the rotor hit a tree
causing the helicopter to crash. The incident occurred only 30m from the
RRB detachment. The pilot who was suffering from shock was treated by
ou~ cr~w of LCpl 'Lagger' Lee (promoted during the Exercise), Sig
'.B1ggs1e' Hancock and Sig Louise Magill who had witnessed the whole
mc1dent. Durmg the exercise the Squadron were fortunate to have ten
places allocated to them on t~e I Kings BG jungle training phase. Herc our
section came face to face with Sgt 'Taff Morgan a lso of 14 ig Regt but
attached to I Kmgs as a Jungle Warfare Instructor. Our jungle virgins (all
vo lunteers!) learnt ~a ic urvival sld lls and jungle routine, They all
returned as super sl1111 , bearded warriors (less the girls) and were even
keen to tuck into cookhouse food again.
The RRB d_et situated at I 0, OOOft was plagued by wild monkeys that
knew every tnck to get anything shiney or edible. This included jumping
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mto a moving vehicle and extracting Sgt Dave Keenan 's camera. This
wa s an act which the monkey immedia tely regretted as ('pl eth
• lobber' Ca mpbell (19 stone super heavy weight boxer!) conducted a
hot pursuit resulting in a retrieved camera and a bruised monkey.

Mid-way through the exercise the olio and RRB dets were withdrawn
to Ech to allow some adventurous trainmg to take place. The \\hole
package was the brain-wave of Lt Phil ' My head's burnt' Waddell, ably
supported by Lt' Tigger' Coleman and
gt Tony\ atters.
Ex Devils' Horizon gave 237 qn a unique opportunity to carry out
adventurous training in a fascinating and challenging environment. By the
nature of the country alone the week long package was to prove extremely
adventurous and most enjoyable. The Squadron was rotated through a
senes of different activitie during the week long package. The activities
on offer were horse and camel trekking, white water railing and a 4-day
trek to one of the peaks of Mount Kenya. The wild life in Kenya was not to
some people's liking particularly when asked to ride it. I am of course here
referring to the camels upon whose backs we were to pend some time
trekking. As the camels were brought over a ridge line down to where we
were waiting the look of horror on some faces was a sight to behold.
However, those expressions of horror were soon to be surpassed by sheer
alarm when the camels started to express there own dismay at the sight of
the future riders. I do not know which was funnier, tbe noise of a camel
snorting or the look on Cpl Daz O'Connell's (REME) face as he
announced, 'I'm not getting on that!
o way!' The ride was
uncomfortable and the camels were les than motivated, deciding on
several occasions to refuse to camel. The camels were tied together in a
chains of two or three throughout the trek which made it easy for the
guides to control them. In theory that is. The camels on which PO Pip
Dredge and Sig Rob Leyland were riding received the award for best
comedy actors. First of all PO Dredge's camel sat down rather disgruntled
only to be roused back into action by a swift whip from the guide. As
camel number one regaining its composure Sig Leyland's camel decided
that this was a good wheeze and followed suit. There then coniinued a
comedy sketch of yo-yo camels which if it had not been o amusing had
the potential to have been terribly painful.

Sig Hancock, Try that again and you'll have this to chew on!'
All Squadron personnel were withdrawn back to the Squadron Echelon
in the build up to the comsec monitoring phase. Two Barracuda
monitoring teams were deployed to Archers Post, a remote training area
to the north rumoured to have the third hottest average temperatures in
the world where they came under the direction of the Troop Commanders
Analysis Detachment (T AD). Echelon with our intrepid REME mechs
Cpl ' The Riverside Pimp' Cleary and LCpl Daz O 'Connell plu our
Intelligence Corps hierarchy W02s M ick Sheppard and ' local boy' Si
Taylor remained at Nanyuki (keeping an eye on the swimming pool) so
each det was effectively on a elf- ufficient hard routine detail for even
days. The schedule was puni hing with iemperature reaching 4SOC
making shift work difficult for those who had to leep during the day. The
FTX finished with a erie of mobile EW teams led by Cpl Janvier and
Cpl Garner deploying to remote Op sites ' here the Royal Engineer had
pre-laid BATSIM which provided an interesting early morning wake up
call!

Sig Junior Waddell takes a well earned drink at 38°C
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Sig Rob Leyland, 'Get me off this creature!'
Camel, 'Get this creature off me!'
The white water rafting could have been more aptly named brown water
rafting for the water levels were extremely low. However, the instructors
kept the groups busy and entertained. The safety brief was not for the faint
hearted. After a matter of eeonds on how to paddle and direct the boat
through the water Andreas, our in tructor for the day, frightened the life
out of the un u peeling by goi ng through a series of actions on snake in
the boat. One of the preferred action on snakes falling into the boat i to
jump into the water, but the next set of actions on was soon to di uade
against that. Actions on crocodiles!! Andreas then proceeded to go into
the mechanics of retrie ing one ·s paddle from the crocodiles mouth whil t
getting it into a head-lock from which he assured us the crocodile would
not be able to escape. Of course the more discerning amongst the group
soon realised that Andreas's tongue was firmly pres ed into his cheek.
o·me, however, were taken on more than a white water ride. To my mind
the most adventurou part of the week was the 4-day trek to Mount Kenya.
It is an experience the kind of which few had encountered previously. and
which I am ure will remain in people's memories for many years to come.
The ascent wa broken into three leg . each of which took the group
between huts at variou altitude up the mountain . The biggest shock came
roughly ten minutes after the start point as the effect of the aliitude took
hold of everybody. To operate at an altitude of approximately 2,500m
above sea level is difficult but when the activity involve climbing to
greater altitude the effect are more pronounced. Having conducted a
recee it was decided that an acclimati ation day would be needed on
reaching McKindas hut after the econd leg. The day was pent climbing
to Tyndall Tam (lake) and Tyndall Glacier. The Tam was ~ire ~lue and
freezi ng cold as it wa fed directly from the glacier. De pue th1 , ome
intrepid explorers decided to take a dip. laj Dak.in wa the first to take
the plunge in hi group, ' iftly followe? by Cp l ' eth ·Campbell '~ho ~1d
a guided tour of all the rock protrudmg from the icy waters (of which
there ' ere several). He took to it literally like a fi h to ' ater. Another
daring member of the group wa ig Lou Magifi who proceeded to put on
a fine how of how to keep warm in ub zero waters. l do not think that the
drill were necessari ly de igncd for glacia l ' ater as the goo e bump
could be een from 100 paces!
The final day of the trek saw the a cent to Point Lennann at altitude of
4985111. This wa an achievem1;;nt of which all tho e "ho made it ' hould
feel rightfully proud. We ct off from McKinda Hut at ~230hrs and
traveled extremely slowl y up a steep cree lope for appro.\1mately two
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as he was at upon by a couplt: of' our heavy weights, put in the
commanders coppola to be driven to the Sergeants' Mess, where a surpri~e
farewell dinner had been laid on.

hour... ll i d1tlicult to de ·cribc the ctli t of the altitude" h.:n one reachc
, ppro:-.1matcl:,. 4000m. but it mo L certainly does not feel healthy.
Heada h - are om1J1on and persistent. th mere thought of food i enough
to induc.: nau. ea an<l the gradient of the cree produced a phenomena
commonl) termed 'screaming cah e '.

Maj Hodges on the pre-deployment line-up
for the Armoured Odette platform

LCpl Daz O'Connell, W02 Mick Sheppard, Cpl 'Giff' Giffin ,
Cpl Ritchie Bretherick, PO Dredge at Tyndali Tarn
The final fe,, I 00 metres climb were treacherou in place and not for
the faint hearted. The Yiew from the top. in pile of the biting cold wind
was well worth the effort and pain involved. I belie\e chat de pite ome
moaning on the climb up, the sati faction of completing uch a climb
exceeded any rescnation anyone had. The experience was an awe ome
one and the -heer sense of achievement will be difficult to beuer.
a fortunately our expected recoYcry dates were put back for everal _d~ys
which allowed the Squadron to arrange ome more adventurous trammg
acti\ ities. The main activity on offer was paragliding under instruction
from Sgt Rope. The instruction was carried out in 2-day package which
a\\ mo t indiYidual on a solo flight. Many were een to be dragged do\ n
the hill on their face as the \ ind direction wa misjudged or on their
behind as personal weight was underestimated. But all in all fun was had
by everyone and ome have been bitten by the bug and are thirsty for
more. The Kenyan experience was excellent and tl1e adventurous tram mg
package complemented that wonderfully. All tho e who took part enjoyed
themselve and will have great torie LO tell tl1ose back in the UK.

The Squadron hierarchy working hard
at Compton Abbas Airfield

Sgt Butler looking better than ever!

Cpl Stringer
gets advice from a RACAL eng ineer on the generator

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

VISlT BY THE LORD MAYOR OF LEICESTER
.
_.
16 Sig Regt's link with die city of Leice ter_ began with t~e c1v1c
twinning of Krefeld and Le1~e ter while_the Rcg1me~t wa tat1oned m
Krefeld, prior to tl1e Regiment mo mg to Rhemda_hlen Ill_ 1994.
Furthermore as Leice ter hire is one of the countle w1thm the
Regiment's 'primary recruiting area, the R~giment ha continued to
strengthen ics ties with the City. In February th1 year the Lor~ Mayor, T he
Right Worshipful Phil Swift, and The Lady Mayoress, Manlyn Hall JP,
accepted the Regiment's invitation to be gue ts of honour at the Kosovo
Medal Parade.

Three wise monkeys attempting to keep warm at McKindas Hut
LCpl Lea, Sig Magill, Cpl Gamer
245 IG
L SQ ADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
qn Comd
Maj Hodges
qn SSM
W02 ( M) Griffiths
Hello and Congratulation to " ew Bloke' W02 (S M) Griffiths and
goodbye and congratulation~ to 'Old Bloke' now WOI (RSM) Fisher of
35 (South Midland) igna l Regiment (Volunteers). Also Congratulations
and farewell to our two new Ruperts. There was much cause for
celebration on the commissioning of WO! (Now Capt) Pip A hworth R
'ignals and\: 02 ( ow Capt) Pierre Kennedy Int Corps.
EXER I E LITTORAL DRAG01
Thi was the ystem Operation and Field Trial (SOFT) for Project
Odette, the next generation EW equipment. More importantly it was the
culmination of several month of detailed planning resulting in a Squadron
deployment to support the trial. 245 Sig Sqn were augmented by personnel
from 226 and 237 Sig qns. Other trial participants included Y Troop
Royal Marines, personnel from procurement agencies, DEllA, HQ
R CAL.
The quadron ubsequently spent two weeks based primarily on the
airfield at Blandford pulling the equipment through its paces. Test ranged
from the technical capabilities to the human factor considerations. The
latter concerned mainly with health and safety but also included a
n.. quiremcnt to put gt Butler and his crew into BC equipment and
c nduct a et-up time trial.
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Lt 'Fi' Stewart looks on as Sgt Butler's detachment conducts
set-up drills in NBC suits
Toward the second half of the first week the detachments were deployed
to form a base-line ranging from Salisbury Plain in the orth to Lulworth
Cove on the south coast. The detachment varied rrom the quadron's
integral Armoured platforms, 237's wheeled and the Royal Marines
BV206 sensors.
The deployment of the sensors gave the Squadron hierarchy the extra
onerous task of regular visits to the detachments. The 'Michelin '
detachment hospitality guide was an assessment of how long it took for
visitors to be offered a brew and also gives an indication of' the quality of'
the biscuits. S gt ' uclear-Reactor'
ewton Robert was close to
gaining a top five star recommendation. however the wi nner wa that of'
Sgt Hunt by virtue of his location. The Compton Abbas airfield cafc saw
everything from the POL re-supply to a Squadron 0 Group throughout the
following week!
Despite the high tempo of the exercise the Squadron still had time to say
farewell to WO I Phil Ashworth who was to be comm is ioned and posted
to 11 EOD. Afier several years as the Operations Warrant Officer of the
Squadron, Pip had never been in a moving panzer. That was all to change,
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As Sig S ims receives her medal from the Lord Mayor,
Maj Turner becomes increasingly concerned
that there are not enough medals left over for him!

The Operation Agricola medal recipients
FofS Duff (Front R) was also_awarde~
the ' Regimental Cheesey Gnn Award
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s one of hi final duties prior to as uming hi appointment a. DCO . I
ignal Brigade, the Regimental 21 , 1aj Jonathan Turne_r. took the
parade. After man earl morning reh~arsals and. th~ obhgat?ry last
minute change', the day of the parade amved. and '' llh ll - sn~\\. In true
British 'the how mu L go on' tyle (or was 1L ' I am detern11ned to be
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pre . ~ni ed " it m ~ lirst gong· allitude of the 21C) event moved under the
'helter of _ 'O ig qn garage . O'er 160 soldiers were on parade to
r.:c 'i' c their m<.-dals from the Lord fayor and ommander 1 ig Bde,
Brig Da' id :'\tcDowall MBE. A well a· campaign medal . several
mcmb.:n; of the Regiment were awarded medals for pe<: iflc act · of
gallnnlr) or e:1.cmplal) . en ice. The parade wa in recognition of the
Regunenl · deployment betwe n February and December 1999 to
\facedonin, Kosorn. 011hem Greece and Italy in , upport of the ARR
on Op Agri ola.
ingled out for ·pecial honours "ere L ' pl Christian Perry and ig
tephen \\ hil\,orth (Commander Ko ovo Force ommendation),
gt
(FofS) M:itthe" Duff and LC pf Darren Kirby (Queen' ommcndation
en ice). and Cpl Duncnn Windsor (Mention in
for Valuable
De patches). L pl Perry extracted himsel f and hi Ptam1igan detachment
from a hostile ituation in kopje when an explo i e device detonated on
hi \ehi k bonnet. ig Whil\\'Orth worked 20-hour days to del i er the
pow er requirement "hen ATO entered Kosovo. s a member of the
Tac
team, FofS Duff was critical to the de ign and deployment of a
C - sy. tem at HQ KFOR in Macedonia. LCpl Kirby commanded an
i olated detachment on the Kosovo border wit11 great profes ionali sm
de ·pite being a potential target for erbian fire . Cpl Windsor and his team
were urrounded by a mob of 1600 people while en route tllrough kopj e,
who mashed the Yehicle windows and tried to drag the oldier out. He
beat off the allackers and got the team to afety. Prai ing t11e Regiment for
it effort in the Balkan · . the Lord Mayor aid, 'The young men and women
of 16 ig Regt did a uperb job a pan of the Ko ovo campaign. l am
proud and honoured to be here today, repre enting the City of Leicester, to
pre en! the e award . ' In a bu y day for the Lord Mayor, he also presented
Long en ice and Good Conduct 1edal to W02 (RQM ) Mark Gile ,
gt (FofS) Bob Vowles
gts Haslam, 'Chalky' Wbite, Kit Knight,
·Gaz' Tanner,· mudge' Smith and pl Mick Beeson.
With official duties over, it wa time for a pot of lunch in the gts'
Me and a chance to relax prior 10 the evening's entertainment: a
Regimental Ladie Guest ight in the Ofticers' Me . Taking his
interpretation of ho ting to the extreme, Capt ' ick Bruce wa la t seen in
a comer of the bar with the Lord Mayor in deep conversation and
con urning large lots of whisk')' behind a thickening blanket of cigarette
moke. Lt Oliver Dinnis finally realised t11at breaking t11e newly
pre ented port decanter would not be in hi be t career i.ntere t after the
Commanding Officer' clear advice! On the final morning of the vi it the
Regiment laid on a demonstration of its deployable assets. Finding the
operation of a witch a bit taxing, the Lord Mayor looked intrigued, as we
all were, a the Master Chef, gt M ickeljohn explained bow to make fruit
juice from a rat pack weet. A quick hopping trip and tour of the local
area, ably escorted by SSgt Paul Youd.. sent our gue ts off to Leicester
"1th fond memorie and full suitcase . The visit succeeded in
trengthening our tie with Leice ter and t11e Midlands. Well done to all
tho e who made it such a uccess.

HEADQ ARTERS Q ADRO ' - EXERCISE WHITE JAVELIN
by Cpl Tipping
An?ther year, another millenn_ium, and once again another bu y
exerc1 e programme, k1ck111g off w1tll our old favourite Ex White Javelin.
HQ quadron once again provided the ERV support, with Cpl Ferguson
and _LCpl Smith deployed with 230 Sig Sqa and Cpl Tipping, LCpl
Danes and gt 'I'm only part of the crew' Bath supporting 255 Sig qn.
Last but not least, Cpl John on and LCpl Jowett deployed in the Radio
ERV at Echelon. There were, however, a few familiar faces missing, most
notably Cpl Connor due to his ERV ·refusing to work '. There were also
the 'tllree one-armed bandits' who managed to avoid all the fun . These
were gt 'Kartman' Rutter whose driving skills leave a lot to be desired,
Cpl ·Ooh 1've hurt my shoulder' Harricon and Cpl McKenna who had a
strange desire to find out how far he could fall before breaking his arm.
As the first exercise of the year it was time to blow away the cobwebs
and fine tune our high intensity war fighting skills. This was the
rou.ndabout way of telling us we would be moving a lot and pulling up and
taking do\~'ll. cam ne~ frcqu~ntly. The first week was spent on training
areas pracusmg our skill , which then ran inLO a second week in which we
were in':'Ol\ed in a ~igh intensity conflict. Luckily enough the ' conflict'
wa so mtcnse that 1t was all over by Friday morning and so we set off
home for vehicle tum around,' eapon cleaning and a well-earned rest. We
can hardly wait for the next exciting instalment of the Regiment's exercise
programme.
REGIMENTAL HOCKEY
16 ig Regt became the BA (G) Major Unit Hockey champions for the
third ucce ive year. The Regiment overcame I AAC at Quebec
Barracks, Osnabruck. The game started well with the Regiment tak.ing an
earl~ lead through Cpl Jamie Butt from a well-worked pena lty comer
routine. Sho.rtly before the break I AAC equalised with a similar comer
penalty routme. The second half started well with an early goal from Sig
Rob Brown: The score ~emained the same with the Regiment dominating
the play until Cpl Jamie Butt and Sig Rob Brown each added another
goal to make the_final SC<?re 4- ~ . Earlier in the day the Regiment edged a
w~ll-fought em1-final wm agamst 21 Engr Regt. With an early 3-0 lead
"•th. goals from
gt eil Perm, Cpl Jamie Butt and ig Mcintyre the
En_gm~e!"5 fought back and took a 4-3 lead. However, our individual skills
paid d1v1dends and the Regiment ran out 5-4 winners after efforts from Sgt
\tartin _Jeans and ig Rob Brown. After winning the BA (G) Army Cup
the Regiment went forward to represent Germany in the Army Cup held in
lder..hot. !'!though the Regim~~t put up a good fight they went out to the
e\'entual wmneTh of the compet1t1on, 42 Survey Squadron RE.
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I wa .. learning everyth ing from scratch and consequently, J was not very
surprised that I was not leadmg the ~cld. However, I was pleased with my
progress over the two weeks and fimshed well above bottom of the group.
I was especia ll y pleased at ach 1evmg the highest score in the Pairs Fire and
Mano1mvre. hoot wi th Sig 'True or false' Blackm an, as neither of us had
done particula rl y well up to this point. I laving pa scd through the lower
level ;hoots in the fir t week, we moved on 10 the more advanced range
work for the second week of the competition. The high light was probably
lirmg.thc LAW 94 mm and also the Fire Disciplim: Range, which involved
shooung at mov ing enemy targets who were u ing moving civi lians as
cowr. The Exercise built up to a live firing section attack, which began by
"ading through ome very wet and smelly ditches. It just goes to show
ho1~ invo lved I got that I di.d not rea lise just how wet, cold, muddy and
bruised 1 was unlll we arri ved back at the Troop Shelter at the end.
Evenings wcr.c spent with lectures covering skills needed for the next day.
sortmg our kit as best we cou ld and shopping at the 24 hour Tesco just
down the road (a godsend!). At the weekend we hi t Fo lkstone with a
pa~sion as we had been banned from drin king the day before any live
finng. Overall Ex Pacifi c Fa ll was a great experience. I thoroughly
enjoyed myse lf and learn t ma ny new lessons.
BR GG E
Tp omd
Cpl J. Butt, Sig R. Brawn , Capt Stu Boyne, Sgt M. Jeanes
and Maj Lee Smart
252 SIGNAL SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Greenwood
M
W02 Rob Hood
HELLO A D GOODBYE
. ince our last entry we have een ome coming and goings. Firstly, we
bid farewell to Maj ' Al' Thomas and hi wife Sue, who went off to j oin
Maj Gen Raper at DCSA (UK); good luck for the future. Taking over the
mantle is Maj Brian Greenwood, who arrived all the way from G6 HQ
ARRC; welcome to both you and Heather, and we hope you enjoy your
tay. Also newly arrived are Sig ' Orb' Robin, po ted to the Squadron from
Colchester and LCpl Fi her, poached from 255 Sqn .
CO GRATULATIONS
Well done to SSgt (SQM ) 'Andy' Dixon on hi s success at Bisley in
receiving his Top JOO badge; good luck again this year. Also, a special
welcome into the world for 'Baby Jessica ' the latest addition to Capt ' My
baby will leep through the night' O'Rourke and his wife Jan.
EXERCISE PACLFIC FALL- FIELD FIRJ G CAMP

HYTHE AND LYDD, 3 SECTIO
The Section arrived at the Camp and oon settled into the luxury
accommodation. The section members, who were drawn from all areas of
the quadron soon gelled together as a team. The first few days were basic
ITDs 10 prepare us for the more interesting and certainly more demanding
range work ahead. As a section, no one really shone in the shooting
department at the beginning, especially Sigs John ' True or False'
Blackman and Ian ' Firing Pin ' Pirie. Morale was always high with the
help of the pep talks given by our illustrious Section Commander Cpl Mick
·Start Sparking' Wood. We also had the added bonus of ha ving 2Lt James
' what causes phosphorous bums?' Mason in our section, who had the most
amazing talent of asking the most ridiculous questions. The more advanced
range work brought out more characters like Combat Clerk LCpl Annette
' Spare Ribs ' Orange and LCpl Verity ' Gl ' Gough, who both proved that
they could shoot beuer than the men. Everyone enjoyed using other
weapons like the LAW 94 nun and the GPMG, which was a favourite for
both the ladies in the Section, (hmmn, wonder why?), but al o for 21C Cpl
Paul ' Which way is left? ' Meardon and Sig Scott ' Where is the burger
van?' Hendry. The whole two weeks went very well with all members
playing a vital role. This became apparent when we won the ' Best Section '
award, which shocked us greatly but pleased us even more.
4SECTION
From the start, Section 4 was labelled as the ' Biff Section ' but, as the
days progressed, those assumptions were soon qua hed. Under the
command of Cpl Steff 'voicebox' Lake and ably assisted by Cpl Ritchie
'Sn_ipe~ ' Widdison, t11e Section swiftly flew to the top of the scoring table,
which 1s where the)'. stayed for most of the exercise. Whilst on the ranges,
Section 4 ~xcelled 111 the shooting aspects, acquiring some of the highest
score . dunng the exercise. Everyone in the Section enjoyed the two week
especially Sig Sarah 'GPMG' Wilcock and LCpl Gav 'Show me a tank
and I'll hit it' Ruckledgc, who demonstrated how to fire a LAW 94 mm.
1 ITIAL IMPRESSIO S - by 2Lt James Mason
Fresh out of chool and even fresher out of a short period of training at
both Sandhu.rst. and Blandford, 1 joined 16 Sig Regt to complete my Gap
Year Comm1s ion. After a week or two of finding my way around the
Reg11nent an? JHQ I wa lucky enough to go on Ex Pacific Fall, giving me
the opportumty lo brush up my rather basic military skills. The Exerci e
was orgamsed by 252 Sig Sqn into four Sections and I was fortunate
en?ugh to be in the ection commanded by Cpl ' I will stop talking soon '
Mick Wood. 1 was wannly welcomed into the ection and soon became
part of the friendly banter, being a constant source of amusement due to
my lack of experience. Our fir t few days were spent completing the
r~levant ITDs and zeromg our rifles (although in some cases it made little
difference to our shooting abilities). Having only fired a rifle once before,
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TROOP
Capt Gary Johnson

HELLO AND GOODBYES
Goodbye and all our best wishes LO the following: C pl Matt White,
pl Arnie Renforth, LCpl 'Witch' outhwick, LCpl Jim Dryden,
L pl Mike Napier and igs Dick and Hayley Danby. Po tcd in trying to
fill the gap are: Cpl Mark Aplin , LC pl 'Giz' taincr, LCpl Ian Farrow,
Sig 'TafT' Davies and Sig 'Sk i' Kedezicrski.
CO GRAT LATIO
Well done to the fo llowi ng: SSgt 'Jonah' Jones on his recent election
for promoti on to W02 . Sgt ' Harry' Harris on pa si ng hi Sergeant'
Course (apparentl y it was a rea lly hard course!), LCpl eil Frazer on
eventually gelling hi fi rst tape and LCpl and Mrs Matt towel! on their
recent additi on 10 the fa mil y (is il true that she is already tucking in to pork
cratching' ?)
EWT - by Sgt Tim Rigby
During the period 14 -25 February gt 'Trigger (abominable
now fl ake)' Rigby and Sig 'Snow Queen' Griggs disappeared from the
Troop to embark on a two-week ' Bavarian swa n· (Exercise Winter
Tra in ing). The aim of the tra ining wa to learn vital skill uch as skinning
up in preparation lo cli mb moun tains, dig snow holes and live like Ii h
finge rs for the night. Tabbing up and down 'them yonder hill · wasn' t
quite what the little snow dwarves had expected but nevertheles Sgt
Rigby's life wa heartened by the con tan! upport from ig Griggs, who
often fo und hi m elf hid ing under drift of powder snow hav ing 'crashed
and burned'. eedle s lo say the rest of the Troop were en vious of the
deep tans and numerous Storie of daring expl oits from our two intrepid
heroes.
CABLE RECORD PROJE T -by LCpl Chris Lees
I have been in volved in the recordi ng of circuit and cable record for
some time now at RA F Bruggen and fi nnl y be lie ed that computeri ation
of the pa per-driven method would greatly enhance the proce s. o with
thi in mind, in my own time, I created a small databa e to allow quick and
easy acce to te lephone circuit records. In August last year, during a vi it
10 RA F Bruggen, SSgt Gorman noticed the y tern I had implemented
and notified C PD in Blandford. A project was started between SSgt
Gorman and myself to produce a Corp -wide package for all
Telemech/ SW units around the globe in order lo standardi e the process.
In January 2000 an improved version of the package, known as RecMan
(Records Management Database) was demonstrated at Blandford. A
similar package was also demonstrated and, as a re ult, a new partnership
wa formed between my <\If, SSgt Gorman and SSgt Elliott from 259 Sig
qn , who had produced a huge amount o f work for his own propo ed
proje t. In March 2000 the team met in yprus and both package were
looked at. After a week ofinten e work a fin al package, CCMD 2000 wa
produced. In addition, methods of training and maintenance were
discu sed with tra ining being imroduced at Clas 3 and C la s I le el. Thi
will be presented to CPD in May 2000 and the package will be made
available 10 all units shortly after.
BOR EOTROOP
Tp omd
W02 (YofS) Hartshorne
Tp Sgt
gt ick ' Drive time' Hawkins
Borneo Troop is respon ible for the IT training of all tafTOfficers from
HQ ARRC and I Sig Bde. This responsibility required new premise and a
training facility was built la l year in the old RI-IQ building of 16 Sig Regt.
The Javelin House Training Centre was officially opened in May 1999 by
Maj Gen Raper CBE, Chief Executive of D A. The facility compri e
four LAN uitcs, a lecture theatre and a omrns Control uite. There is also
Ptannigan capability and the LA
uite can be lran forn1ed into an
exerci e HQ. ince the initial opening over 500 students have completed
various course and given lots of po itive feedback. Javelin Hou e will be
put 1hrough it · pace in pril 2000, when the Ccmre become a full
operational HQ for Ex Arrcade Warrior. We say goodbye to Capt Pete
toddart, Sgt George McGuire, Cpl Jim Gwinell and L pl Dave torey
and wi h you luck in your new j bs. We al o say hello to W02 (Y~fS) Stu
Hartshorne and Cpl Robson and hope you enjoy your tay with us.
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230 SIG AL SQ AOlW
Sqn Comd
Maj J. L. Smart
SSM
W02(SS 1) A. C hurchward
The Squadron, now all returned from KoSO\o and Macedonia ha had
time to recuperate and prepare for the next challenge. Lillie did thi.:
Squadron. know but the tide of chan~c wa JUSt about to stnke. January
saw the d1sappeanmce ofT 014 and its reformation a~ ll'\017. It also saw
the raising of Support T p, which carries on the tradition of supporting the
re t of the Squadron as TNO 14 claimed to have done! SHQ has suffered a
bit of a shake up due to the unfortunate parach uting accident of the Sqn
2JC, C apt G lynn Bux ton . Our thoughts and those of the Regiment go out
to Glynn and his fami ly and we wish you a speedy and full recovery. The
new 21 is igel 'Its only SOkm, who's coming' Francis- McGann "ho
joins us on attachment from 2 Regt AAC while he wa ils for th!.! Army Air
Corps to build a helicopter large enough for him to fi nish his Pilot. Cour..e
in. As if this wasn't enough, the Squad ron has just learned that we are to
loose our backbone, W02 ( SM) A. Churchward to the '!ht: cauldron' or
Reg! Ops! SSgt (FofS) M Duff leaves to move a little fu rther a\\a), at
lea t 800m up the road. We wish them the best of luck in RHQ and 252
Sqn respectively and thank them both for their contribution LO the
quadron, Regiment and Corp on Op Agricola and on our transition back
to more peacefu l clime . W02 (SS 1) 'Call a spade, a spade' Hood and
SSgt (FofS) Pace will both have a hard act LO follow, but when they pa s
their CAT 8 Skydi vi ng/ quadron Entrance Te ts, the quadron will be
well placed to carry on providing robust and re ilient networks for the
acces quadrons!
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Rebecca Knightly-Brown
Tp SSgt
Sgt J ' I support Ranger ·Mc eill
To keep up with the climate of change, TNO14 wa reformed as TNO 17
and the prime movers were prepared for their move into Light Care and
Pre ervation. With the change of title also came a change of command and
the troop bade farewell to Lt Lucy ' It must have slipped' Thirsk. ' he
leaves to join HQ IOI Log Bde and claim that he will double the bar
in take of The Pegasus on her arrival in Aldershol. A quick hello and
goodbye to Lt Ollie ' ! set olTairport metal detectors with this ' Dinnis who
came, saw, fail ed to conquer and left. Lt Dinnis was subsequently
replaced by Lt/Capt Francis-McGann for six weeks before they
managed to find another double- barrelled Officer to take over. Enter Lt
Rebecca · 1 would like Lo take this opportunity to buy my new troop a lab '
Knightly-Brown who arrived from 16 Air Ass It Bde 10 take over ju ·t in
lime to rescue the Troop from marching competitions. Recent exerci es to
wipe away the Ko ovo cobwebs have been fa t and furious. The Troop ha
also seen many new arrivals. mostly in the form of'baby' Tech and y
Ops. We ay hello to ig Button. who joins us from an exchange posting
in Austria , LCpl Rickards, LCpl Quinn, LCpl Kneale, Sig Edwards,
Sig Jackson, Sig Priest, Sig Daniel, Sig Smithson, and ig Winter .
Congratu lations to Sgt Rick 'I'll need a pace tick then ' Hannah, and
gt ' Chalky (Vertically Challenged)' White on their recent election for
promoti on.
TN016
Tp Comd
Lt 0. Dinn is
Tp S gt
SSgt D. Coleman
TNO l 6 were not quite so fortunate as TNO 15 and have been caught "ith
a few of the change . Lt Phil 'OPFOR' Connor, the outgoing Tp Comd
ha moved to HQ qn on promotion to Captain and is wanning the 21C '
chair before venturing into civilian life 111 July 2000. Th" Troop and
quadron congratulate you on your promotion and wi h you well for the
future. We al o ay goodbye to LCpl Welsh who returns to 'Blight)'
having tead fastly refu ed leave prior to di embarkation so that he could
stay with hi Troop on Battle Camp. ominations for award and honours
to t11e Adjutant plea e! We welcome Lt Ollie 'Thi hurt when it get
cold ' Dinnis from upport Tp and Sgt Taylor. The Troop al o
congratulate
gt Coleman on hi recent selection for promotion.
RAF BRUGGE ' 10 MILE RO D RACE
On aturday I April 2000 (yes. it was pril Fools Day!) a 28-strong
team from 230 ig qn. ha' ing returned a full I hrs earlier from e:erci ·e
and therefore being well rested, arrived by coach at R F Bruggen. Thi
year saw the Millennium RAF Bruggen Ten Milt: Road Race and it wa
both the 21 t and last year that the event would be run. To this nd, unit
from all over the world flew in 10 comp te. There were teams from as far
away as RAF Akrotiri, RAF Kinlo and R F Lcuchars as well ~ · local
German, Dutch. Belgian and U dclgate who turned in to run from
HAPE, FCE T and. of course, the RRC. All ranks from I tar to
pri ate soldier were to be found running in boots, combat • fanc dre
and PT kit. This wa ' joine by J h.:althy t11rong of local civilian \\hich
saw the number of runners exceed 900 initially and swell e,·en further to
over IOOO by race tart at I 4:30hr . The day had tarted out well until Cpl
' eemed like a sensible place at the time· utton, along \\ ith another
unnamed member of TNO 15 (you owe me one) parked behind the team
coach. The coach dri er then managed to . pend the ne:1.1 half-hour filling
in FMT3 with the RAF Police after he fini hcd his impres ion of the
Rail\ ay quadron' hunting efTort , unfortunately not w1th a locomotive!
End result: Coach I. ew Tigra and ew Puma 0.
The . un shone ulllil ju t afier the , tart and then the \\Cather that \\C
thought we had le fl on exerci. e turned up to lini h the job. To ·a} the side ·
opened "ould have been an understatement. It was howe\l'r clear that
having tarted mining al the two mile point, b) the time we finish ·d.
getting in a wimming pool would haYe Jcl1 most of u drier Tht'
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quaJron ommander h:d the team delegation original!, "ith the lightly
boned :!I picking up the rear of the group (pur ly in the interest of
kc •ping up moral'). ommcndable effo11 were made by all but particular
mcnt10n mu ·1 go to ig He}WOOd ''ho fini hed in ju t over Ihr I min. All

in all a thoroughly enjoyable day was had and I hope that we can write
. imilar ·torie (sa' c the car shunting bit) about the Bruggen SO in which
the quadron plans to enter a team. ny olunwcrs for 6 7 May 2000?

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

Lt Col Peter Gille pie
R M
WOl (R I) AT Jenkins
Good grief! WJRE notes time again and I still haven't managed 10 delegate
n:spon.ibility for editing! Equally, the good burghers of olcrne are very
poor at produ ing note . let alone any photograph . o come on the David
Baileys of Azimghur - if you're reading the ' e notes and wondering'' hy
your own delightful liuog i n't looking back at you - get napping!!

CO

0:\L\1 NDI G OFF! ER H
0-0 ER
In JanuaJ'), Lt Col (now Col) John Terrington handed the reins of

command to Lt ol Peter Gillespie and headed for the open plan delight ·
of Abbey Wood and a tour a the Land EW !PT Project Tea m Leader.

Col John Terrington hands over to Lt Col Peter Gillespie
Lt Col Terrington' tyle of command has made a marked impact on the
way that the Regiment conducts its busine s, especially with the RAF, and
ha been key to maintaining the excellent level of morale aero s all ranks.
In addition, his robust approach lo the peculiar problem assoc iated with
Colerne, in particular the failing infrastructure, has ensured that the needs
of the Regiment remain high in the list of priorities of the operational and
n:gional Chain,; of Command. To mark his farewell, Col John wa driven
away from the Regiment in his very O\\ n helicopter. de igned and built in
the LAD. This Surgical Support Helicopter (SSH, You Kno" Who!) came
complete with working rotors, machine gun , sound effects and subaltern
power.

2Lts Mike Barnes and John Malcolm provide the pulling power for
the CO , who has clearly reverted into Dick Dastardly mode!
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We wi h ol John and Heather all the very best for the future. We also
"i h Lt Col Peter Gillespie and Fiona, a cry warm welcome to Colerne
and be t wi he during hi tour.
HEADQ ARTER Q ADRO
qn Comd
1uj Chas Date
M
W02 ( SM) Nick Organ
Special otice: Phil Fluck leave the Army hort ly, after a fu ll and
wholesome
career
spanning
many
years
and
countless
'carefully-con tructed-and-ne er-dodgy-deal ' ! The very best of luck and
our incere good wi hes for the future to you and your famil y. May
Phileus Ph luck Enterprises reign high in the PHT E-100 In dex.
After an interesting few months in which we have ccn garages closed
and R IT/PRE in pection come and go we have at last recovered from
Christma · and ettlcd into ' normal routine· . During this period the
·quadron ha een a major turn around on personnel at all le els and I
would like to take thi opportunity to thank tho e that are leaving or have
left and welcomc those that have arrived. On the home front the 21 /OC
PRl/Familil!S Oflicer (Capt Dave Whitaker) is still working hard to fill
the role of Training Officer and the M, W02 ick Organ, manages to
find his oflice at least once a month. Well done gent the quadron Clerk,
Pte Ali ation, i still waiting for pay of higher rank!
QM(G) DEPART 1.E T
QM(G)
Maj Tom Dean
RQMS(G)
'\! 02 (RQM ) ige Robert
The u ually steady routine" ithin the blanket stacking Department of the
Regiment has recently seen a number of changes. Firstly Capt Jeff
Ashwell MBE has left the Army and he ha been replaced as
QM(G)/PROPMA by Maj Tom Dean who has recently arrived from 14
Sig Regt. Cpl Paul elby fre h back from a holiday in Croatia is also
lea>ing the Department to join the QM(T) Dept, many thanks to Paul for
all your hard work during your relatively hort stay with us. Also
congratulation to Sig Emma 0' eill (nee Baker) on her recent marriage
to Rory and we all wi h you the be t of luck. for the oon to be, extra
member of your fami ly. Finally it would be wrong not to mention Mr
George Wood who i retiring after working in the QM(G) Dept at
Azirrighur Barracks for over ten years. Be t of luck for the future George
from the Department and all tho e members of the Corp who have
worked with you over the year .
TECH lCAL 1AI TE A CE TROOP
Tech Adjt
Capt Lee \ ookey
FofS
WOI (FofS) Ady Knight
Welcome new arrivals to TM Tp, on the System ide gt 'Bi ll y'
Belshaw, Sgt ' Royston' Parr and LCpl Helena outhwick and the Radio
Techs, gt ikki Francis and C pl Rob Murray and al o to Sgt Andy
Sergeant into the newly formed I M team. Fa rewells go to Cpl 'G um bo'
Bentham to 264 ig Sqn, Cp l Ed Chwieseni to 3 Inf Bde and LCpl Jim
Harrison deployed on Op Palatine. Congratul ati ons go to Al Cook on
promotion to Lance Corporal and 'Taff' McRadish on promotion to
Sergeant and posted as well. It has been a busy post hristmas period with
us support ing the 'quadrons on exercise's both locally and L pl ' Percy'
Purcell deploying to orway with Alpha Tp, also RSIT and PR E running
back lo back didn't help mallcrs along with the formation of the new
Regimental I M tea m. This was not helped by the fact that half the Troop
eemed 10 be on leave or courses as well. We have been we ll represented
on the porting front with Troop members in the Orienteering, Football
and Rugby teams and in training for the Lanyard Trophy. It's not all work
though and the first Troop function of the yea r saw pl Johnny icol
or~anis in g a trip to windon dog race , where a good ni ght was had by all.
wrth most people picking the winner in at least one race.
Ex Red Beaufighter Ill was the last regimenta l exercise of the
millennium, and the first a Iler the formation of 220 Sig Sqn. The ten-day
exercise consi tcd of four days of regi mental training at Longmoor
Trarnrng Camp followed by a peacekeeping deployment scenario moving
from the Aldcrshot area back towards Colcrne. With a lot of new faces in
TM Tp, this was the first exercise for a few people and the learning curve
was .steep, c pecially for LCpl 'Percy' Purcell who only arrived in the
Regunent the day before deploying. Apparently, LCpl ·Stanley· Harrison
has now been given extensive lessons on how to disconnect the binner
after causing injury to S gt ' Gorbachov' Wilson. His map reading skills
will be addressed in the future , after proving to be the only per on not to
locate the port-a-loos ... enough said. Despite the lack of experience the
excrci e went well, apart from when LCpl Mark Taylor went into shock
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when the SSM published the guard roster and he found he'd been given a
23 hour stag.
Morale was kept up by gt Chris Gearing, keeping everybody
entertained trying to untangle himself and his rine from various cam-nets
and also doing some intensive re earch into the new store CIS terminal
•p 1stJ - commonly known as Play-station. Practising his acrobatic skills,
whilst tumbling along thl! full length of his binner, although impn:ssive,
resulted in a broken tooth and testing of the casevac system - Jessie! The
Automatic Test Eqpt (ATE) on the Ptarmigan ERV kept everyone amused,
not playing when too cold or too hot, ifil had undergone a recent move, if
it didn 't feel like it, etc, a bit like C pl 'Clean Boy' icol. The power men
at Ech managed to survive under the control of gt Andy Hayes, 1o:ven
though the ERV (Access) was put out of action during a routine powering
down of the generator at the request of the EDs. Sgt ' Scousc' Hayes could
not under tand the response he got to the second request to drop power
some 20hrs later after the Techs had only just got the ATE working again.
Finally, the Techs want to thank the TM Tp tea-boy (you know who you
arc) who didn't spill a drop when failing to negotiate the binner steps. Well
done, hope you recover soon . A big thanks to the chefs for the excellent
tandard of the food at Ech ... unlucky 220 and 244.
MOTO R TRA PORT TROOP
MTO
Capt Pete Griffiths
MTSN 0
Sgt MacDonald
We say goodbye to SSgt Mark Sala who departed to 220 Sig Sqn as
SQM and, secondly, to Cpl 0' eil who also moves to 220 ig qn as the
MT repre cntative. We wish them the very be t in the future and hope that
all goes well in their new jobs. We also say goodbye to Cpl Gough on
posting to 2 ig Regt and wish him and his family all the best in the future.
On the new arrivals front we welcome Ca pt Pete Griffiths and his family
(including Ben the Boxer, who appear every time a camouflage net or
hcssian is out and plays with it). We also welcome Cpl Berrey and family
to the fold . The last few month have been extremely bu y for the
Regimental MT with the collection of vehicle returning from Koso o,
followed by stores check , servicing and repairs. This was quickly
followed by the POL inspection, which was fronted by Cpl Andy Doyle
who did an excellent job, ensuring that the inspection team lefl the
Regiment happy and we await the final report. The Regiment has been
busy forming a new Signal Squadron with vehicles moving between
Squadron at a great rate of knots. Having successfully completed the
majority of vehicle moves it was then time for the Regiment to hake out
on Exerci e Red Beaufighter, ably supported by ECH.
The first packet to deploy on Reel Beau fighter got away on time (well
almost) and the NITO was confident that everybody would arrive on time.
and safely, if th~y stuck to the route card provided by ~he MT.
Unfortunately, enal 8 proved not to be a large roundabout but rndeed. a
one way circuit around Farnham town centre! pecial mention must go to
gt 'Mac ' MacDonald who not only gallantly battled through the traffic
and the abuse from other road users but also managed to re-tac ign the
route around the by pa s onto the A3 I thereby ensuring the majority of the
packets arrived safely. On arrival at Longmoor, the vehicle were met by
the R WO W02 Dave Mead Male RLC, who tried to line up the
convoys on' the square without much succe s. The comment about Bil ly
mart ' Circu was heard that even ing over cl inner and fro m now on the
MT promises not to cook if he promise not to help with the line-ups . .
The traini ng over the next two days went ery well with the MT running
cros -country driver training et up by Sgt Charley Farley and Cpl Dan
Eskdale. E erybody seemed to enjoy thi as it involved one in tructor,
one wolf landrover a cro s counrry course and a tudent "ho had had a
brain removal and~ CD ROM replacement making them belie\e that they
were C\Jli n McCrae and completing the cro country tage of the RAC
Rally. The middle weekend of the exerci c . aw HQ (V) and 43 (V) qns
join the Regiment in the field and this time the MTO had personally recccd
the route and TAC igned any junction "here there mr~ht be a pr?ble~.
All of the packets uccessfully made it to the porn! ofdr embarkation via
the correct route with the exception of one. but you know what they ay
about Oflicers and maps! The next four day were spent practi ing the new
ro le of the Regiment with E H successfully completing a further two
moves before moving back to camp to prepare for the Regiments return.
This they all did successfully via Warmin ster wa h do' n and a rerun. of
the gunfi gh t at the OK Cora l invo lving 14 hose-pipes and an unsuspectrng
M!
The la t three months have been a bu y period for the Regimental MT
with the return of Sig Chi! ers from plit and the deployment of. Cpl
llolme -Smith to replace him. We also say welcome to Cpl Jay." ho)oms
us from Bassingbournc and Sig Ward "ho join us from ba 1c trarmng
and wi h them both a successful tour with the Regiment. February aw the
Regiment undergo PRE. Thi highlighted a number of problem areas and
work has tarted in earnest to rectify thi · befo re July. The MT ha been
busy getting people correctly qualified to do their job and has run t~rcc
MH E cour c and ha one motorcycle course scheduled for M.ay. . clrrver
training package begin. on 3 April running for two weeks which 111 olvcs
one day package briefing on the new F.MT !000. ~cries form ,
RTNrecovcry procedure and driving techmques. lndrvrdually Ca11t
Griffiths has altendcd his MTO 's course. gt Macdonald has attended his
DDE cour c and pl Eskdale is at present undergoing UBRE training, all
thi with I IA MAT to come in June.
ATTACH 111: T TO A TP 0 EXER I E HARDFALL 2000 TO
NORWAY FEBRUARY A D MARCH 2000 - by ig Ben y
It was about four on n Sunday morning and ~t "a. time ~~r me to leave
on my long journey to orway. This' as my hr t trme v1 rtrng anywhere
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like this so I was fairly apprehensive. When we finally landed at Bergen,
alter the u ual waiting around for hours at South Cherny, I rcali ed that my
next two months were going to be vl!ry different. '.\.ty first three week
were spent at a place called Mjolliell with 249 Srg . qn \\here I \\as
completing my ovice Ski and Survival Course. This compmcd of many
various tasks, which usually involved getting cold but I still settled in
fairly quickly. ights spent in Snow holes, brushwood shelters and fourman tents, lots of digging and don't forget the superb ice breaking drills
made the time fly by. In amongst all of this was plenty of ski-ing which I
thoroughly enjoyed and hope to continue with. The remainder of my time
in Norway was spent preparing for the Exercise and then the bcrcise
itself up in Bardufoss. As the RAF dicln 't make it, things were \Cry quiet
for us. As for the journey back, there was the mandatory twenty-four hour
delay on our night, due to 'too much snow'. I would not hesitate in trying
to return to orway and I am hoping to pass my Military Ski Instructors
course late on in the year!
VI IT TO THE REGIME T
BY THE SOinC, BRIG C. J. B RTO, OBE
On 29 ovembcr 1999 the SOinC, Brig C. J. Burton OBE
accompanied by the Corps R M, W01(RSM) G. Hodgson visited the
Regiment. After being greeted by the CO and RSM the OinC was then
given a Regimental update and operations brief. The SOinC was then
taken a up to the Warrant Oflicers and Sergeants Mess to present four well
deserved Long Service and Good Conduct medals to W02 (RQ 1S)
Merrie,W02(S M)Williams Sgt heerin and gtJones(l9M).The
OinC also presented the Territorial Army Efliciency Medal to Sgt
Mortimore, Sgt Cox, Sgt Tapley and Cpl Jones who are currently
serving wi th 43 (V) Sig Sqn, one of 2 1 Sig Regt (Air Sp)'s Territorial
quadrons. The OinC then took time to meet members of the Regiment
and also congratulate the medal recipient along with their wives and
girlfriend .

REGI 1.E1 T L GOLF CO IPETITI01 1999 - by Sgl Al Kemp
Thi year' competition took place al Curubernell P~rk Go.If Club on
October 1999 with 19 players and several w 1lhng caddie takrng part. The
meeting was spon ored by the Regimental PRI and the. prize were
pre ented by Capt Pete le lilhrn - a we!I kno" n hacker lrom the lo.cal
garage. The cour e wa in excellent con~1t1on an~ the weather~' as perlect
for the time of year. Mot golfers saw thr a· an rdeal opportunity 10 make
the mo"t of the course and not lea e one inch of woodland or water
unob. ened from the occa ional fuir"ay. Throughout the course of the da}
\ arious competitions were k enly contested especial!)'. the 'mot golr of
which there wen.: several punters thra. hmg their way wrldly IOI\ ards. _Iler
a 9 hole wann up and a ploughmans lunch t.he main I hole stablelord.
competition got underway w~h renewed pa s10~1. The C\t~ rnual \\ 111ncr ol
the 'Rabbit Trophy' with a trne core of34 porn! wa. Sgt te-e Jo) CC.
In addition to the trophy gt Joyce now holds the pre tigiou · trtle of '21
ignal Regiment ( ) Golf hampion 1999' .
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Congratulations also go out to LCpl ' Boggy' Marsh and his wife Ruth on
the birth or their bouncing little boy Charlie ... about time you became
re ponsible for omething. The Troop also welcomes into the fold L pl
Gaz ' pud' Evans from 16 Air A sault Bde and ig Jo ' Blodwin ' Owens
straight out of the factory. We welcome back from Op'
pl 'Wi ll s'
\J illiams, LCpl 'Daz' Daniels, Sig Matt' aughty' Mills and last but by
no means least ig ·Ta ff (pen-pal)' Charnley who we believe will be
putt ing himself forn ard for one of those fiction writers award and
corre pondcnce course ! ! c er shaken , ever stirred - The Martini Boyz
... s1ag on wherever you arc .

Sig Joyce receiving the 'Rabbit's Trophy'
220 IG 'AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Jim Forrest
Q 1
gt ( Q 1 ) Mark Sala
ince the last note in The WIRE. 220 qn ha moved from Laarbruch
10 Coleme, gone from 4 10 98 personnel in strength, equipped itself with
,·ehicle and taken part in a Regimental Exerci e. 1ot bad for two mon th s
work! Of course, this ha not happened painlessly and S gt ( Q IS)
\lark ala i ho\\ ing cvere ign or hair loss. Thi affiiction may not be
due 10 ire s however, and could be infectiou as laj Jim Forrest and
gt Ru Ezard are both al o ho'' ing signs of ·shiny head' - nothing is
being said about Capt ·Kylie' Barker's barnet! Despite a thinning
command element, the corpion has gone from trength 10 strength.
Battling again t time, lack of equipment and a lack of manpower, the
quadron managed 10 deploy on exercise by the end of 1ovember and
acquit itself admirably. omc ba ic oldiering skill , such as map reading,
"ere practi ed, and not before time, a LCpl Iatt 'Magellan' Dudinan
and LCpl Dave ·Pathfinder' Heath will te-tify.
Although the ne'' quadron i young, there i a great deal of potential
in the troop and this i ure 10 manife l itself in the busy year 10 come.
The exerci e plot i hectic and the adventurous and military training plan
for the next year hould combine with trade training to make well-rounded
and knowledgeable soldier .
244 IG'.\"AL SQ ADRO,
qn Comd
:\laj Ian Walton
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
Over the last few months 244 ig Sqn has seen major changes in ju t
about e\ ery aspect oflife: Op Agricola, the Squadron's commitment to Op
Palatine. and to cap it all the formation of220 Sig Sqn from, in the main ,
244 Sig qn. The Squadron split began in October 1999, involving half the
quadron manpower and half the Squadron Communication assets all
mo\ing across 10 220 ig qn. All ofthi caused bucket loads of work for
the quadron, e pecially SSgt (SQM ) Tony 'Am I the only one
working?' Lee. On behalf of the Sqn Comd and members of 244 Sig qn,
we would like to take thi opportunity to welcome 220 Sig Sqn to Colerne
and '' i h e\'eryone who erves \\ ilh them a good tour.
LPHA TROOP (A fF(L))
Tp Comd
Capt Bill Holbrook
Tp SSgt
Sgt Daz Sheerin
The bu iest of all the Troops, is once again bracing itself for the
beginning of yet another hectic year. Starting with the orway deployment
in January it is followed, a matter of weeks later, by the Arty Ex in
Hungary and then in the summer months to Greece. not forgetting a trip to
lle1delburg in June lo help re-con fig the (AMF(L)) TOC HQ ....... oh ya
beauty! The Troop is reaching steady st.ate after a turbul ent few months
\\ ith \arious Troop memberS" on Ops. With the return of 'the management'
gt Daz Sheerin, from half a tour in Split., and re-role of Capt Bill
Holbrook fre h from Kosovo into the A Tp Comd's position, gt Tim
Tomkinson the only adult in the Troop for the best part of a year was in
December allowed his summer leave. Well done TT for a sterling effort
and al' the best for the YofS course. Goodbyes also go to Capt Andy
rthurton who leaves the Troop without getting even the smallest of
nO\\ nakes under his belt to become the Squadron 21C in place of our old
leader Capt Ste e Abram.
All work and no play makes ... blah, so the Troop took time out from its
busy schedule to take part in a quiet game of Quasar. After Ii tcning to the
rules of no running, no bodily cont.act and both hands on your weapon at
all time's the Troop engaged itself in the bloodiest and most riotous game
imaginable, managing 10 break all the rules within the first thirty seconds.
The Green Team was seen skirmishing up the sta irs and a long the
corridor" using cunning and good tactics. The Red Team ha ing ne ither of
the aforementioned used brute force an d bulk to assault. Bruised and
c.xhausted we left an hour later dripping with sweat and ready for a pint or
eight.
W11h the release of the F board, congrats to Sigs Andy 'Conan ' Day,
hri 'Got an opinion' Kirkman, Phil 'Psycho' Smith, Dave 'Brigadier'
'Harlor and don't forget Dave 'Lesser spotted' hepherd (hint to MCM
Dt\ \\ho must have forgotten him) for being selected for promotion.
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BRAVO TROOP- by LCpl Bradb111:i1
Tp Comd
Lt Pete Hale
Tp
ll.t
pl Marrit
Bravo Tp ha ' een a huge change in recent months. October saw the
re tructuring of the quadron with the MAOT and ystcms crews moving
over to the ne\\ ly reformed 220 ig qn. This coincided with many of the
quadron personnel being on exercise. o it was a very busy, and for some
a ire ful couple of week for those lucky ones left behind. Overall the
reformation passed offrelathely uneventfully, except for being hard done
by the SQM department headed by SSgt Tony 'Evil' Lee and hi s
sidekick LC pl Andy ' o · Humble who, after making u CES the vehicles
until the CO\ came home, till think that us operators arc under worked
and overpaid (surely they must be wrong). The only thing lct1 to do is to
thank Cpl John ' JD' Donnison who yet again is doing a tcrling job in
organising a well-earned Troop function to get rid of the old coffers. We' re
ure he's on commi ion with the manager of'The Fox and Dogs'.
HELLOS, GOODBYE A D CO
ATULATlONS
Welcome to Lt Peter Hale as the new Troop 0 , also hello to L pl
Anne \ iJ on, Sig Dan Honour, Sig Andy Kennedy and Sig Scotty
Megrnw all newly posted into the Troop. Congratu lati ons go to both Cpl
'lark ' mudgc' mith and Cpl Chaz 'Rocky' Charnley on their recent
promotion and al o to igs Claire Blades, Gus Sygrove, Chris Reed,
Damon Chichester, Dan Cros Icy, Pete Sellers and Geoff Jackson for
coming off the board - the beers wi ll be greatly appreciated.
EXERCI E RED BEA FIGHTER HJ - by LCpl Dunbavand
The culmination of Regimental level training for the year. All went
moothly with the exception of FofS Mark Todd and hi team of
technician running around fixing all type of equipment. Eventually, with
mo t dct fully working we deployed to Longmoor Training Arca for
further training at quadron level. This proved to be an eye-opener for the
newer members of the Troop who had never worked with their respective
dets before. All a peels of deployment were covered from basic det drills
to counter-surveillance. The counter-surveillance lesson gi en by RSM Al
Jenkins opened everyone's eyes to the threat from equipment like OTIS
and CW . The benefits of the Mk7 cam net compared to the MkS were
shown to all concerned, a lthough Sig 'Monotone/Private Pile ' Masters
did become a little confu ed with the Mk6! Following the work-up
training the Troop deployed into field locations to exercise our new Con
Ops in support of 16 AA Bde as we moved into the Regimental phase of
the exercise. All went according to plan in the main with very few major
problems. Many thanks go to the MoD Police for locking both vehicles of
the 14RA in at Kee ii airfield after a uring the brick commander LCpl
Marc ' DB ' Dunbavand that the gate would be left open. Afler many
frantic calls on the net the RAF finally came through and opened the gate.
Unfortunately for the CO, Lt Col John Terrington, and the RSM, WO!
(RSM) Al Jenkin s, the message about the airfield being active never
reached them. If a video camera had been at hand the film would be on its
way to 'You' ve been framed ' already! TI1e look on their face as the slow
moving train in front of them became an extremely low level Hercule on
a night training flight as it ru hed over them, narrowly mi sing them and
the masts on the antenna field. All dets finally recovered back 10 barracks
on the 25 ovember with many lessons learned , ready to be implemented
on Red Beaufightcr I in January 2000.
THE START OF A EW MILLE
l M - by Sig Torode
The start of the new year has been a hectic time for. the Troop. Both 244
and 220 Squadron arrived back to work to discover th at both working
hangers had been closed due to an asbestos hazard. So followed the next
seven weeks or movement and disorder, until al the start of March the
Squadron moved into their new hangers. It has however, not all been bad
news. As a con cquencc for the first week we were not allowed to go
anywhere near our vehicles, equipment or offices. This of course for some
was a God send, with going on an extra weeks Christma leave the only
thing left to do! The others, however, who stayed behind were put 10 work
moving offices and, once we were allowed near the hangers, moving
vehicle and as much equipment as we could get our hands on. Things on
the whole get worse before they get better and this was no exception. With
exercises and inspection still proceeding, both Squadrons were forced to
occupy an extremely o ld hanger with no lighting and worse sti ll no
heating. Thankfully the start of March saw the e nd of work ing in the co ld
and dark as 244 Sqn moved into an ex-Navy depot hanger. Our thoughts,
however, do go out 10 220 qn who arc still relegated to the cold and dark.
It is not all doom and g loom, we are delighted to gain a few more bodies to
the Troop. A big welcome goes out to Cpl Stu tanway recently arri ved
ig Pete Simon new from the factory.
from 7 Sig Regt and
Congratulations must go to LCpls Chichester, Blades, Jackson and LCpl
Crossley on their recent promotions. We would a lso like 10 say a big
congratu lations to Stu tanway on his forthcoming marriage on 29 April Good luck from all.
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30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

0
RSM

Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
WOJ (RSM) Al Higgins

MILLEN IUM WINDOW
T ICHOLAS CHURCH, BRAMCOTE
Bramcote was a sma ll vi llage before the last World War. lt was
requisitioned in the late thirties and it became known as RAF Bramcote.
Variou
quadrons including a Polish Squadron flew from the base. In
1947 it became HM Gamecock with the arrival of the Fleet Air Arms.
The name was given since there were cockfights in this area during
Victorian times. The Fleet Air Arm, transformed appropriately the former
de-contamination building into the church, and gave it the name of St
Nicholas. During thi s time they installed a pipe organ that they had
shipped across from the Bermuda Dockyard. During their time in
Bramcote they also installed three sta ined glas windows. One of which
commemorated a naval pilot Lt Mick Ryley who was tragically killed in a
flv ing accident in 1949. In 1959 the Junior Leaders Regiment Royal
A.rtillery was formed in Bramcote, and the name was changed to
Gamecock Barracks. They worshipped initially in the church, which they
had inherited from the Fleet Air Arms. It started to show wear and tear in
the mid-sixties, and it was planned to have a new church built.
The new church of St icholas was opened by the then Chaplain General,
the Venerable Archdeacon J. R. Yo uens QHC., on 24 ovember 1968.
The three naval windows and the pipe organ were re-installed into the new
church, where they have remained ince. The Junior Leaders Regiment
Royal Artillery remained in the Barracks till 1992. In the intervening yea!>
nine more stai ned glass windows were added. There were a senes of six
window , which depicted the life of David. These were placed on the We t
side of the church. It told the story of David from his anointing by Samuel to
the birth or Solomon. This final window has a figure in swaddling clothes in
it. A stained-gla ed window of St Barbara, the patron saint of the Royal
Artillery, was al o placed in the west side. To c<?mmemorate the time the
Junior Leaders were in the Barracks, another wmdow was placed with a
bugler dressed in the band uniform . Another window was installed called
the Goschen window, commemorating Capt J. . Go chen MC, RHA. He
was lost at sea on S December 1941. Thi was removed, when the Jumor
Leaders Royal Artillery left, and is now in Larkhill.
In 1992, 30th Signal Regiment moved into the . barracks from
Blandford. The church initially did not have any memorabtlta of the Royal
Signals. It was decided to have a Millenn_ium W~ndow to acknowledge the
Regiment. It was planned lo place the wmdow m the empty space l7ft by
the Goschen Window. This was sub equently designed and placed 111 the
chu rch after the Chaplain General had kindly given us his pennis ion. In
the centre of the window is a SO I, which the Regiment felt would be
significant. On the top was the Royal Signals badge. It then incorporated
the badges of the four Squadrons (250 (Gurkha) Sig Sqn, 256 Sig Sqn. 258
Sig Sqn and Support Sqn). The upport Squadron's bad~e had the emblem
of the Alderney Island. The People of Alderney had g1_ven the Reg1;1lle~t
the Freedom of the Island. The final image was the white wan, which ts
the symbo l of the Worshipful Company of Dyers, who have adopted the
Regiment.
On 17 December 1999, as part of the Regiment's Carol Service, ~e
window was dedicated by the C haplain General, the Rev. Dr. . Dobbm,
QHC, MA, MTh, PhD, DD. ' ho also preached the sermon. At the
ervice were guests from Mary Anne Evan Ho ptce.

(L-R): The Chaplin (Rev G Alex Potts)!
the Chaplin General (the Rev Dr V Dobbin),
the CO and the OCF(RC) Sister Anne-Marie Eden
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WELCOME TO THE EW TROOP COMMA DERS
The Regiment would like to welcome 2Lt's Lucy 'Crazy Legs' Pim,
Chris 'Orphan' mith and Blaydon ' Did we hit that sir'?' Morris. Their
initial performance was hardly encouraging as they managed to \ rite off
the OC LA D's 'rally car' with a CVR(T) within their first week when they
should have been doing CO's PT. eedless to say they looked very mart
in their Service Dress as they were welcomed into the Regiment by the
Officers' Mess!

Did we hit that sir? .... Uhh Yeh I think we did!
256 IGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. W. Cooper
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tivey
ALPHA TROOP
Capt Owen Finnie
Tp Comd
Flt Lt Paul Pearce
2Lt M-L Lucas
Tp SSgt
Sgt Gaz Shuck
It's been a bu y few months within the Troop, as the Squadron has come
into its role of JTFHQ. We say farewe ll to Capt Owen ·Jump Ship' Finnie,
who is leaving the hop floor for the delights ofSHQ and his ne\ role of·2
Ice Cream' of the Squadron. We welcome Flt Lt Paul 'Crab' Pierce, as ne\\
Troop OC, who since arrival has ensured he lives up to the Regiment' gl?be
trotting stereotype by his 'visits' to both Senelis, France and Tampa, Flonda.
We say goodbye to Sgt Dave 'Condor moment' Bennet, who is leaving to
become an Information System S CO in Bui ford, and congratulate htm on
his e lection to Staff Sergeant. We greet Sgt Gaz 'Chair Borne' Shuck and
2Lt M. L. 'Limited Capability' Lucas to the big happ~ fa~ily. El~ments of
the Troop were involved with the French EO Exercise 111 enehs. Flt Lt
Paul 'Failed Pilot' Pierce led a small team consi ting of Cpl 'Mac (part
time) Sergeant' MacDonald, Cpl 'Teachers Pet' A hton, Cpl ' lim - teve
McQueen' Scott and LCpl 'Globe Trotte( Taylor. ~e team wa_s integrated
with the French Signal unit, and \ as mvolved. wt th bo~ At_rborne and
Amphibious exercise play in addition to _the datly red wme. mtake. T~e
Troop is currently preparing for Ex Cobb Ring, the m1er-operab1hty Ex with
the American JC C in Tampa. Florida. even members of the Troop are
deploying to Tampa under the command of Flt Lt Paul 'Blue Boy' Pierce.
whilst the remainder of the Troop man the Bramcote end under the
command of2Lt M. L. 'Grounded ' Lucas.
BRAVOTROOP-OPERATIO BARV OOD-MOZAMBIQUE
On 29 February 2000, whil t the politician wei:e de~idiJ?g wh~t to do, an,d
the South African Air Force had captured the tmagmauon of the world
media. Cpl ' Richie Bouffant' Hay and a mall team from JTFHQ, made
their way silently toward Mozambique. Their mis ion wa to acce and
prepare the way for any UK force that might deplo_y. 24hrs later thi was
decided and the task fell to Bravo Tp to pro 1de the exped11tonary
communication package and strategic link· back to the UK. llaving been
prepared for both Op pearhead and Op Bell the team jumped al the
po ibility of a tasking that might deploy further than the camp ~ate . .
fter a bu y night, a team of seven. headed by Lt John Part-t1m_e
Captain' Dagless and Cpl Mark 'It' only sunburn' AUen, were on ~etr
way to Mo.mmbique, with an in-theatre H Wotan package (Wotan havmg
been in the Re<>iment for les than 24hrs), and a number of lnman;at
Terminals. Unf;rtunately no one remembered to tell the outh Africans
thi . ftcr being detained for 24hrs in a 4 star hotel at Johanne burg we
were back on our \ ay, a fact ig Tom 'This i Loo good to be true·
Beerling found hard to adju l to, camming _up _ready for dinner. 1:hou~h
most of the team had worked on humamtanan Operation before tn
Albania. no one could ha e imagined ju t how poor MoLambiquc would
be. E pecially those from 21 ig Regt who remained in Hoe_dspruit, outh
Africa, with LCpl · collie - where's my PIE' Cooper, helpmg 10 man the
Wotan link. The RAF were also dt appornted, as they could not get
pictures of them elve in the pres a' ing Ii e:. They did howe\er pro~ ide
a valuable taxi ervice for the media on the off chance that omeom: might
ha e been stuck up a tree.
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The p•lckag.: \\.: deployed was fk:-.iblc in nature and had to pro_vidc a
~taff to op.:rate. Thi was clearly hown with the
arm al of the RFA Fort eorg a, LCpl Bishnu and ig Dickie Da,,is
deployed up 'OUlll!") to me t her at Beira. Having helped to provide
immediate humanitarian aid. and \\ ith the infra trncture improYing \ ithin
Mo1ambique the team rccoYered to outh frica for a few day R & R at
the Kruger ational Park. It only remained for ig Dan 'I'll have m
photo with that \\ ild dcphant' hort> to nearly upset the large t lady in
lO\\n.
r~bu t ncmork for th

H RLLETROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lucy Pimm
Tp ' gt
gt dam Yafai
The\\ hirl of C\·enll. continues for harlie Tp a· the year gets under way.
The team i under a lot of change with the arrival of 2Lt Lucy Pim as
Troop O . and the promotion of gt Phil Joyce to Troop taff ergeant congratulations on commg off the board. Sgt Adam Yafai is now
preparing him. elf for the role of ergcant 1ajor at ATR Arborfield,
ha\'ing been Troop Commander for the pa t three montJ1 - many thank
for all your hard work with the Troop and good luck from u all in your
ne'\ po.1. Congratulation to ig Clarke for being the sole winner in the
Regimental Boxing again t 19 Rcgt RLC - a hard and well fought fight.
Welcome back to Cpl Hay, who has ju' l returned from Op Barwood in
'.\1ozamb1que. Well done to ig haw, ig Powell and jo iven for
uni\ ing fa Arduou Cygnet - having been . poilt by ennybridge' three
da\ 'ummer \\ ith blazing sun hine, the were rewarded witJ1 rain and
snO\\ for the field part ol- tJ1e exercise tJiat i the norm for •hat part of
Wale !
p.:cial mention to io haw for bis ingeniou tactic during the
final auack that took e\en the CO by urprise! A we prepare for Ex Argon
forcury. a month long JFHQ exerci e to Ghana (life' hard!). we are
keeping the new Troop OC well away from any vehicle . wind up or no
wind up. The driving kill of2Lt Lucy Pim and 2Lt Chris mith (Delta
Tp) in CVRT' were rather dubiou . Let nothing be aid about those of2Lt
Blaydon lorris (Lima Tp) who cra ' hed into the Regiment' prized rally
car whit t in command - 'Did we bit that ir?' \ as tJ1e comment! The CO
Ii Lened to the tale of woe and then with a wry grin welcomed them to the
Regiment!

258 IGNAL Q ADR01
Sqn Comd
laj J. E. Swindells
SM
W02 f. Webb
The quadron Headquarters has been pre<id equally between the
Balkans and Brarncote O\·er the last few month while E Tp beds into the
250 ig qn pace in Ko ovo and Bosnia. This ha n·r topped a whole
ho I of promotions however, so many congratulations go to W02 (S 1)
Miles ·competitive Dad ' Webb, W02 (YofS) Jim 'I think I'll wear
ciwie today' Knight and Sgt (FofS) ue •Just married' Spencer.
Congratulations also go to Sgt Stu 'Shiny head' Fidler and gt Pete 'Do
you think rll have to work harder as ao QM ?' Crawford for their
election for promotion 10 taff ergeant. As if that was not enough, LCpl
'Then ig' Armitage and Sig Climpson pulled off First and econd on
the co· Cadre Course for which many congratulations are due! Well
done to you all.
DELT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt hris Smith
Tp Sgt
Sgt Gaz Midd leton
The Troop would like to say a hearty farewell to Capt Teri Downes and
gt Gaz 1iddleton. who have moved on to pastures new in the quaint
Georgian town that i Blandford. We also say goodbye to LCpl Dave Kyle
and Sig Trish Walker- cott (we wish them all the best in JCUNl),
fam\ell to Sig ndy Cole (who is off to 101 Log Sup) and good luck to
ig John Burke (who is off to the world they call ·civilian'). A big hello
goe out to 2Lt Chris Smith fresh from Blandford, Sgt Billy 'The' Kid
from the training wing, Cpl Lee Glaves from AFCE T and Cpl Pete
ykes from 14 Sig Regt (EW). On our return from East Timor the Troop
has been bu y with day to day troop tasks. We have al o exercised with 16
Air Assault Bde where our three lnmar al teams were:
Team I 'The Phoenix'
LCpl Jamie Roderick and
ig Richie ,\laybank
Team 2
ig eil Climpson and
ig Jamie Cassells
Team 3
ig Andy 'Cryplo' Cole
All found themselves tabbing around South Cerney! The 501 dets
Kakhi and Quince were successfully deployed, contributing to the overall
command and control for the commander. The exercise was certainly
deemed a success! A few weeks on and Delta Tp finds itself preparing for
Op Bell (the standby crew to deploy to Antigua should Montseratt'
Volcano erupt). Suffice it to say that the Troop is very busy in preparation
but despite our frenzied activities we pas on our congratulations to LCpl
\1ark Kadlec and LCpl Matt Green on their recent promotion. Very well
done to you both, although we all know that one of you only got promoted
as the 0 feared for his life after the Regimental Boxing night!
E HOTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Emma 'Big Fish' Rae
Tp .. gt
gt 'Doc - Utilize' Halliday
From the 14 f-ebruary 2000 E Tp, 258 Sig Sqn became the Balkan
atcom Troop - it mission is to provide trategic Satcom communications
fn,m \<arious locations in Bosnia and Kosovo. There are a handful of u
that arc the Troop's Re ervc and this rear party is currently spread
bet\\een Delta and foxtrot Tps. The rear party con ists of Cpl Ray
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' Me rcat' Jopling, Cpl Pete Watson, L pl Stu ·Bubbles · Engelby, igs
Gav W illiams, Kelly Maclean, Martin Hannam, Gav Dowling,
Graham Clutton and Duncan 'Monkey' West. This rear party wi ll
' minim ize' upon deployment of kippy 's children - ie: the crew of
MO T4 Kangaroo n 4 pril 2000 to Pristinn. The Troop ha witnes cd
the de parture of LC pl Dave ' quawker ' Walker to J U(Nl) and Cpl/Mr
Aide ' Ride the poonarni ' Lowe and ig/Mr Martin Parr to C ivili an
trasse - we all wi h you the best of luck!!
501 Purple - ince deployment in January 2000 the crew ha changed a
number of times. The original Dct 21 , LCpl Michelle 'Dog rough spice'
Black, \ as sent back to UK mil child and was replaced by LCpl M. J .
'Sleeping Beauty· Holt who join us for a cool 29 days . Additionally, Sig
Dion ·Celine' Fotherin gham ha joined the det for a month before
moving on to the suru1ier climate of Ko ovo, medal collecting. But gt
·Big Gay Al' Barker, Cpl Tony ' Pan Balkan!' Gallagher, Cpl Gav 'I'm
Protes ional' Wallace, LCpl Jamie 'Ladies Man' lade and ig John
·Kebab' Lawrence remain in tJ1e Banja Luka Metal Factory.
The Det ha gone about it busines of conducting fallback plans and
providing comm to the Tac HQ, as well as the backup to all satellite
maintained COMMCE in the theatre. We have deployed to Glamoc
Ranges to work with the Highland Gunner ; Gorjni Vakuf; and Mrkonij
Grad. We have tried to deploy to arajevo a number of times but it seems
BLMP can't operate without the 501 det being in its hangar and every time
we get there, we get called back a couple of hour later! The extra time has
been invested on the volley ball court and we now hold tJ1e title of ' BLMP
champions of the world'. Cpl Tony 'Big arms' Gallagher ha also been
helping to organize a spot of rugby training in time for the sunny weather
and ome matches in Tuzla and Zagreb are now on the card . The det
adopted a ginger tint for a while as the lad decided to go blonde in the
name of English rugby. But it went a bit wrong and the stench of cats and
left handednes was obviou for a couple of weeks. The arrival of the re t
of the Troop into the two theatres means that tJ1e det has had some
company in arajevo and Kosovo. We have received visits from the
0
qn and OC Troop a well a various dignitaries from dilTerent
countries and civilian companies. The det is now looking forward to a
period of R"n ' R and testing the fallback plans lo arajevo (third time
lucky!), Split (gulled!), Gorjni Vakuf and to fly through the last 6 month
ofthi tour.
MOST3 Cat - Even though the Det flew out to HQ FOR, Sarajevo on
Valentine's Day, everyone was in high sprit (however Sig Adam ' I miss
my girlfriend' Toner was, funnily enough , missing his girlfriend!). ow
38 day into our tour (not that we ' re counting!) we have made numerous
important change : we have re-positioned the ky dish; LCpl 'Carpenter'
Rup very skillfully made a new weapon rack; Sig Mark 'Can I borrow
your Freelander? Vinten is building a MT Empire and a patio; and we've
completely re-cabled the equipment achieving red and black separation.
While the Det ha been doing these improvements, Cpl Jeffers ' Silent
Hill' Ford, the illustrious Det Comd, is attempting to complete the game
on hi play-station. The big question is will he finish it before the longawaited move of HQ SFOR from llidza to Butmir. The Det welcomes
LCpl Caz 'Must go to the gym' Burrows who we are sure will keep a
watchful eye on our fitness and bids farewell to LCpl Kate '[ haven't
chundered' Deal who departs back lo unny Bramcote.
501 RED -The past month has been a very busy one for the lads of the
Balkan Satcom Troop's 'teeth arm'. The majority of the time has been
spent on insuring that the detachment wa fully equipped and maintained
o that this strategic asset can be deployed in a tactical role with HQ MNB
(C). The det has deployed into the field with the 7 Armd Bde HQ for a 48hour exercise and enjoyed the experience of deploying in an operational
theatre. A special mention for LCpl Aaron ' fSM ' Donnelly who ha
invested a lot of extra time in ensuring the new SO l yscon vehicle wa
ready for the following deployment. Oo the technical side, C pl 'Locky'
Whitelock has made enough cables to re-wire Whitehall. A big temporary
'hello' to ig Lee Simmons who is currently doing a two day attachment
with the Scots Dragoon Guards and will be buying us a crate for his name
mentioned in two sets of Del's notes this issue. Finally, the Del would like
to congratulate S gt 'Backhand' Halliday and Sgt 'Lightening' Plant on
their winning the inter-brigade table-tennis doubles championships, well
done.
MOST3 lbexfMOST4 Monkey - The crew of MOST4 Monkey
deployed into tJ1eatre with a view of having a quiet life away from the
Brigade and working al the Pristina APOD. It became apparent that tJ1e
actual decision of where and when the APOD task would begin was
somewhere in the dim and distant future. This left the crew of MOST4
Monkey temporally manning MOST3 Ibex in Pristina, I IQ M B (C). C pl
' Paddy -Tpr I' Irwin , the ever devoted Ibex tech, has pent a large part of
his time gelling involved with the move of the Brigade up to the 'ever
falling behind schedule ' TFA. Cpl Lindsay ' Please let me change the shill.
rosta again' Howson spends her days in Syscon awai ting someone to
release her to the APOD, maybe she'll be a civic before then a: she has
only nine months to go! LCpl 'Pickle' icol has a good time wielding hi
iron rod to his shifties, although the constant days followed by constant
nights may be alTecting thi s young rellow! ig 'Simmo' Simmons has, at
the moment been, loaned to the 50 I Red crew whilst Sig Andy Doherty is
back at the Regiment on the cadre course. Don 't worry 'Simmo' if we do
go to the APOD we'll grab you on the way out and take you with us! Sig
'O tar Hall is trying his hardest to be as gun-ho as possible whilst
maintaining his genes of course. Then finally we must not forge t our
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MOST Monkey dct tech sitting back in the Reg iment wai ting the APO D
go-ahead. Yep! You ' ve got th e ri ght idea pl Ian 'Cush' Cushing, stay
exactly where your arc.
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp omd
Lt ' Mogs' Southern
Tp gt
Sgt ' Kiddy ' Fidler
It has been a busy period for Foxtrot Tp. Since Christmas the main
focus has been exercise Cygnet Ocean to Diego Garcia. In the midst of our
preparation s we have had the usual arrivals and departures. A warm
welcome therefore lo LCpl ' Smelly' Dennison LCpl ' Bergan packer '
Stewart and sad farewells to Cp l ' GI ' Payton, LCpl ' o fi ght' Howard
and ig 'Loads-a-money' Anderson.
EXERCISE CYG ET OCEA
The weeks of preparation for the Troop level exercise in Diego Garcia
fin ally drew to a close on 9 March a we departed Brize orton for sunnier
climes. All.er three days on our private Hercules and several attempts at
the ultimate accolade, the ' Golden Blanket ' a\\ ard (won by ig 'Gettin '
down with my bad elf' Langford) we finally arrived on a thin and
tropical strip ofland in the middle of the Indian Ocean. The initial set up of
the Exerci e was in relentless rain , which seemed to contradict the promise
of glorious weather, but things soon hotted up ! Overall, the
communications aspect of tJ1e exerci e was very successful, providing
ample opportunity for one to one training time on the V C SO l (E) det and
the TR 522. Attempts to run a 3-way JOCOMEX with HM invincible
and 3 do Log were not o fruitful, although igs ' We've tried everything·
Lowe and King certainly benefited from a return to antenna and
propagation basics. A very enjoyable day was also spent cross training
with the Royal Marine Detachment out on the Island, part of aval Party
1002. A sniper Observation Stand, CQB lane and Jungle Ambush drills
were followed by a hair raising trip in the Light as ault boats around the
Lagoon, resulting in a man overboard - well done LCpl 'For Real' Lane.
The exercise was thoroughly enjoyed and would not have been pos ible
had we not been so superbly ho led by the Briti h aval Party I 002. Many
thank to all those who were involved in making the Exercise such a
succes .
EXERCISE SPARTA HIKE 2000
At 0900 on the 7 January the Regiment's ' finest ' skiers departed for
Serre Chevalier, France to compete in the Divisional ki Championships.
Fortunately for those of u not o experienced at racing techniques, there
was a week of race training prior to hurling ourselve down the slopes. We
had one female and one male team (four in each) and the range of kiing
ability was quite large. Fortunately we had our resident Ski In tructor, Cpl
' Does he do anything other than ki? ' Foster who wa able to bring out the
racing demon, particularly in LCpl 'Free tyle' Astridge who mu t be
commended for an absolutely outstanding performance for omeone who
had only recently begun to ski. Others in the team were Lt' ice new skis'
Southern, 2Lt 'Retro' Lucas, Cpl ' Racing Snowplough' Mason, Cpl
' Big GWA' Rawlings, LCpl 'Little GWA' Dranesfield. and LCpl
' Jesaaaaaaas' icol. Despite some less than well placed m1t1al seedings,
all went on to improve throughout the racing, showing gut and
detennination to do well, and not wipe out at 60 mph. Some members of
the team did return victorious, or at least notorious; Cpl Lucy Mason
received a Chief of Alpine medal for completing a race with only one
contact lens in and Cpl Stu Foster ucce fully qualified for the
Army Alpine
ki Championships. Well done to all those . who
competed and good luckfo the future to any buddmg racers the experience
enthused.
250 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. P. Wilson
SM
W02 (SSM) C handrabahad ur Gurung
Fl AL FAREWELL TO THE GURKHA MAJOR
QUEE 'S G RKHA SIG AL
MAJOR(QGO) GOVJNDE GURUNG

by LCp/ Kumar Limb11

On March 20 March 2000, QG Signals paraded in Bramcote Barrac~s
to tow out Maj Govinde Gurung in the traditional way. The GM ah1b
arrived at pre-arranged spot out ide the gymnasium at 1345hrs. There, two
rows of mixed ranks were waiting with garlands and bouquet of flower .
One by one, GM Sahib took the garlands and no, er with friendly chats.
Then he climbed up the at the back of the decorated vehicle and tood
there. He was then towed away by S CO and Officer lead by Comd QG
Signal Lt Col M. Lithgow MBE and the GM des. Capt (QGO)
Nabindrabikram Gurung and the pipe and drums. All a a1lable
members of the Regiment were standing on either ide of road fr?m
gymna ium to the guard room . Per onncl who were stand ing on either 1de
of the road sa luted GM ahib for the last time showering with flowers and
cheering him up by houting 'GM ahib ki Jaya '. In front .of the
guardroom, the GM ahib inspected the guard of. honor with. the
didis/bahinis (familie ), children and of course s?me 111!erested Briush
familie on looking. After that apt (QGO) avmdrab1kram Gurung
was officially commis ioncd as the ne' GM. amera from all an&le~
were seen na hing to catch the glimpse of a very. sad day. 'lrs ab1~n
Gurung, wife ofMnj (QGO) Govinde Gurung, d1 play~d her talent ~v1th
bravery to break the deep ilcnce by dancing and s111gmg, ~\'1th 1111xed
emotion, a song called ' .. .. .. phc~i .bheta ~ola ki nah_ola ' (\\Ill \e meet
again or not), encouraging other d1d1es to su1g along tor the la t !line. At
1425hrs GM ahib's car rolled out oftJ1e camp and towards Heathrow.
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'The Final Farewell'
The Comd QG Signals saying farewell
to Maj (QGO) Govinde Gurung while the new Gurkha Major (GM)
Navindrabikram Gurung looks on
EW ERA OF MILLE
lUM - by Sig Suresh Limbu
On 31 December 1999, most of2SO Gurkha Sig Sqn personnel currently
serving in Kosovo apart from those few personnel on shill. duty gathered
for the Millennium Party organized by the HQ MN B (C) Sig Sqn at Pristina
Univer ity. Readers might be aware that 2SO Gurkha ig Sqn deployed to
Kosovo on Op Agricola with approximately 80 personnel in the middle of
July last year in order to provide atellite communications for various
multi-national Brigades within the theatre. This function was a very special
occa ion for everybody as we were asked to arrange curry for the nigh!. We
had our chef, Cpl Bhupendra, serving in the theatre then, so it wa not a
problem. The hot buffet wa colorful as displayed was Gurkha. Chine e
and Mediterranean dishes. Having had these delicious dishes, the main
program began. Each and everyone seemed to be enjoying them elves, a
they were about to enter a new millennium. Around Spm the kareoke and
disco began, people were si nging, drinking and dancing. The whole
atmosphere was really good. Later on, the countdown by Brig Pear on
(who was the Comd HQ MNB (C) as well a the Colonel of the Regiment
RGR) began, people could not wait to exchange greetings. Thi memorable
happy New Year party ended at around one in the morning. I hope this new
millennium brings peace, progres and prosperity to everyone.

'Happy New Year'
OPERATIO
CARAB/APPOLYO ' COMM DI PLAY
by Sig Dipak
.
X-ray TP of 2SO Gur Sig qn, pre~entJy holdmg the . crucial
commitment of Op Scrarab/Appolyon, which 1 a ta k of two and 1x hour ·
TM to an area of emergency to provide ecure comm to military u ers.
H.owever. this a ignment being a military aid to civilian powers, we \\.Ork
alonaside Automatic Weapons Establishment \\ho al o provide
com~rnnication with its sophisticated in tallation . On 22-23 February
2000. we had a joint di play of our equip.men\ and in tal!at!ons, at
Kineton. Ironically. our a set· compared to theirs eemed very hmu~d and
le s co !-effective, a a re ult, our comms were O\'ershadowed. Thi wa
exactly the oh.: motive of pulling ~P thi d.ispl~y to put .forth t~e fact to ?ur
visiting VlP's con isting of many mtluenttal l11gh ranking otltcers. laJ R
Dean from HQ Land and our Op Officers. Capt Aitken co-ordinated the
Comm di play. All the \ i itors were \Cry impre ed by our di play and
are now more knowledgeable of" hat wt! can offer. Hopefull), we\\ ill ee
some changes in the near future. we wait and see.

'The Display Team '
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R Gl\1£. ' TAL BOXl G NIGHT 22 IAR H 2000
Team training started on I cbrua!) " ith 22 so ldiers on the book· and
the fitne. : regime commenced in the momings onl with \V dnc day
atkmoons put a · idc for kill and parring.
It ,,a- originally planned to fight R:\IA andhurst but it became apparent
that their final exercise would eta h and unfortunate! they could not
pro\ idea team. egotiation then took µ.ace with 14 ig Regt and 3 UK Div
ig Regt but. again neither could pr uce a team for the dat required.
E' ·ntuall) the occasion wa saved b lhe Royal Logi, tic Corps team who
''ere bu ) preparing for their O\\ n competition and had a large quad with
many noYice Grade 3 boxers under training. Full time tra ining commenced
n I 1arch and within n week the team wa down to 11 with the RL
e:-..pecting to match at lea t 9 fights . Eventually on the day se en figh ts were

matched together with I lnter-Sqn bout which meant thal un fortun ately ig
' Jeff Jeffers and L pl ' Paul' Howard did not get to fight. The evening
began with a ' black :ind white' demonstration of the do's and don'ts of
novice box ing with W02 (QM l) 'Marti n -Big Bad Razor' Blade arriving
on a motorcycle to fi ght WOI (YofS) ' Andy - Mad Dog' Campbell. The
remainder of the e eni ng saw some ery c losely fo ught contests,
particularly Cpl 'Lee' O ' Rourke, Sig (now LCpl) ' Matt' Green, ig Gopal
and LCpl ' ick' Ryan . The RL select team generall y proved to be more
experienced throughout and the Regiment cored one victory with Sig (now
L pl) ' obby' Clarke. LCpl Kamal also won on points aga inst ig
· Louie' Lewis in the lntcr-Sqn bout. Overa ll the evening was a huge success
and pro ided a rare opportuni ty to gel the Regiment together with a single
focu . L pl ' ick' Ryan' as nominated a the ·Best Loser' on the even ing.

Q UA DRO ADVE TURE TRAINI G WEEKE D
T he quadron de pl oye d to 14 ig Regt in Pembrokeshire fo r a
weekend of adventure training in the middle of March. We drove down
late on Friday night, so it was with surpri se that so many people were up
and ready to go early on Saturday morning. (Somebody thought it funny
to forget to tell the female officers the whereabouts of the cookhouse, but
they hadn't accounted for Lt Beth Pollard's keen sense of smell. he
could smell bacon frying anywhere)! We were o!iered a choice of four
sports, and th en divided into four group . Group one went deep sea
fi shing, and LC pl Maria Traynor proved what an adept fi sher-woman
she was by demonstrating that all you had to do was put out a line, and
the fi sh couldn ' t wait lo bite it. She would have had us all amazed at her
ex perti;e until she then asked, ' What do I do with it now? omething's
pull ing on my line !' The second group went rock climbing for the day,
tack ling th ose Welsh rocks as though they were mere pebbles ... T he
other two groups spent a half day kayaking, and a half day sai ling.

31st (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS - SO THFIELD
Lt of Linda Harrison TD
R M
WOI (RS 1) John Gibson

CO

GOODBYE TO THE PERMAi E ' T TAFF
It eem as though everyone is de erting RHQ at the same time! Firstly.
farewell to SSgt Craig Bruce, P I HQ Sqn. who deployed to Ko, ovo on
30 March 2000. econdly, farewell to
gt lick J ohnson, P I Mil Trg,
"ho has embarked upon hi I Op course. Thirdly. it's farewell to the
Yeoman, W02 (YofS) i Tyler. who departs on promotion to 21 ig Regt.
Finally, farewell to the Adjt, Capt lei Rayner, who deploys to Ko ovo
on 25 April a 02 Comm in Pri tina. 1eedless to say, there wa a lunch
in the traditional 31 Sig Regt (V) style to end them all off on their merry
little way. A big thanks to LC pl ' Babs' Cameron, who produced a
magnificent feast As usual, lunch degenerated into an afternoon ·on the
pop'. Thank go to 'Smashy and icey', aka lhe YofS and FofS, for
providing the entertain ment for the afternoon, boys you need to get out
more! What was the RSM up to with that melon .. .. .... ? !!
FLEET/ARJ\IY HALF MARATHON CHAMPIO S HIPS
'.' DA 19 MARCH 2000
On a beautiful unday morning, whilst others were swan ni ng around at
Longmoor upponing the Regimental Teams in the Courage Trophy, the
HQ LO DI T mil ki lls competition. the Adjt, Capt Mel Rayner and
PSI 3 Sig Sqn,
gt ' Dez· Eldridge were running hard on the Fleet Half
Marathon. The Fleet event incorporates the Army and Inter ervice
Championships. Capt Rayner had a good run finishing 111ird in the Army
Ladies Champion hips in a time of 1hr 31 mins. This put her in the Army
team that thrashed the avy and RAF in the Inter Service . SSgt Eldridge
paid the price for setting off a bit too quickly, but sti ll managed a
commendable time.
HEADQ ARTERS SQ ADRO - SOUTHFIELDS TAC
Sqn Comd
Maj Alec Fergu on
SM
W02 (S 1) Chrissie Stanton (retd!!)
THE GOODBYE , C01 GRATULATlO S & FA REWELL
Firstly. goodbye to the Squadron PSI, SSgt Craig Bruce, whose
outgoing. enthusia tic approach to traini ng the TA will be sorely missed
by all. He has been an inspi ration to the Squadron (a lthough an interpreter
to tran late his Jockinese into English might have been of use
occasionally!!) The whole quadron wishes hi m the best duri ng his six
month tour in Kosovo. He will be working with the Adjt who deploys in
April - good luck Cra ig and don't let her pick on you too much! T he
quadron also sends best wishe to his wife Pamela and daughters Leona
and Laurie-Ann, good luck for the futu re and thanks for all your support.
econdly, goodbye to a handful of TA W02's: W02 ( SM) Chriss ie
tanton and W02 ·Ruddy' Harding have taken the difficult decision to
hang up their TA boots. The Squadron wish them all the very best for their
future endeavours and hope that life as a complete civvie su its them!!
V 02 ( 1TWO) heila Billing is retiring from the Regiment and the
Corp and transferring to 135 Topo Sqn RE. Good luck in your new job,
we hope that 1t all works out for you. The Squadron would like to thank all
three of them for thei r hard work with the Squadron and Regi ment over a
combined total of years that is more than they would probably care to
remember! (OK .. it's over 50!)
Farewell to big Col, Colin Wilson, the qn AO, who retired fro m the
ci, il serv ice (after eight years, which had fo llowed 39 years Army
service!!) in March 2000. You will be missed by all the Squadron
p.:rsonnel and we hope that both you and Sheila have an enjoyable
~curemen t, you have both certainly deserved it. Before he lefl, Colin was
JU tly awarded the GOC's Certificate of Commendation. Many
congratulations and we ll done to you Colin , and thanks for all the work
that you''"c put in OYCr the years. Congratulations also go to SSgt Lodey
Trn1e AOC ( P ) who was awarded lhe Lord Lieutenant's Certi ficate of
\ 1cntonous S1..n-ice on 8 March 2000. S. gt Trype 1s an extremely loya l
and dedicated member of the quadron and thoroughly deserve this
recognition of his efforts.
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PRINC ESS LOUISE' S K EN I GTO DI
The Combi ned Annual of the AER and PLK Officers' Din ing lubs
dined in the Duke of York's entral Mess a week later, on Friday 25
Februaf) . C ol Donald C ra~v~ord , ex CO 3 1 S ig Regt (V) presided over a
gatheri.n g o f so me 50+ d111 1 ~g c ~u b members both .old and new. The
dinner 1s always a great occasion for the younger serv mg officers to meet
the old and the bold (or just th e retired young!!) who have previou ly
served wi th the Squadron . Invari ably so me very intere ting storie tend to
get brought up around the dinner table! It was good to ee Maj Bob
Da vies, an ex OC of 41 ( PLK ) Si g Sqn , and Maj Brian McAn eny,
currently the T!ic O ffr but also an ex PSAO of the Squadron. The CO, Lt
Col Linda Harrison was th e Guest of Honour, and she gave her ann ual
State of the Regiment speech.

ATIO· AL TERRITORIAL ARMY DA
As part of the ational TA day the Squad ron opened it' door to the
general public between 11am and 4pm on Saturday 25 March. The day
was a great success, and we had over I 00 visitors through the door.
Members of the ormandy Veterans Association and the PLK Association
visited us in order to meet the soldiers and view our modem equipment.
The Normandy Veterans Association had their own fascinaung stand in
the drill hall, with model soldiers and artefacts from the Second World
War, which proved very popul ar with visitors. Visitors were met by a host
at a reception tent, and were then taken around the stands in a circuit. We
had a working det on display w ith a JOCOMMEX link to H\llS Grafton.
They saw the Lanward vehicle, whi h had it's equipment dismounted and
on di splay inside the drill hall. Visitors were able to talk over the net to a
second radio detachment attendmg an Open Day in Croydon. Vbitors
were also shown stands on First Aid, BC, field cooking, weapons, and all
the equi pment carried on an FFR dct. 148 Cadet Det outh West London
Cadet Force had their own cadet recruiting stand, and hopefully managed
to convince a few of the children visiting that they should join the Army
cadets when they get older. 285 ( oulsdon and Purley) qn Air Cadets
brought an airline cockpit with them, which also proved a big hit for the
children who could clamber inside and pretend they were pilots!

SSgt Bob Stanton with potential new recruit Murray
practising a spot of First Aid

HQ S q n AO , Mr Colin W ilson rece ives his
GOC London Dis trict's Certificate of Co m mendation
from th e Co mma nding Offi cer, Lt Col Li nda Harrison
SERGEANTS' MESS DIN E R -SATURDAY 1 A PRIL2000
The Sergeants ' Mess he ld a dinner on Saturday I April 2000 to dine out
W02 Sheila Billing, W02 Brenda Prater, W02 Ruddy Harding and
W02 C hrissie Sta nton. With the exception of W02 Billing who i
transferring to 135 Topo qn RE, the rest have decided to hang up their TA
boots for a variety of reason . The Regiment wishes them all good luck in
iheir future endeavours and hopes that they wi ll .all keep in touch with the
Regiment through the Regimental Association . The RSM , WOI John
Gibson, would like to thank his numerous bunch of helpers for making the
evening possible.

The Fighting 41 s t Kaya k Dis play Te a m!

I would recommend those of a fragile disposition not to witne s Sgt
ick Tuck attempting to get into a wetsuit. Laughed? ... . We nearly fell
out of our kayaks! Several people did in fact manage to fall out of their
kayaks - not least of a ll LC pl Paul Sta rbrook , whose face was an
absolute picture as he emerged from the chi lly Welsh water, scre~min g
and cur ing. Jt is slightly concerning though that L C pl Sta rbrook 1s due
to participate in our Regimental Expedition later this year, ex Cockney
Mackenzie - canoeing along the river Mackenzie in Canada in June. Let's
hope he learns how to keep his canoe upright before then!

CONGRAT LATIO 'S
Congratulations go to S gt ' obby' C lerk QRVM who collected hi
medal from Buckingham Palace last week. He was rewarded for over 40
years service in the TA. He began his mi litary areer with ational Sen ice
in 1958 and never looked back. He originally joined 4 1 Sig Regt, before
we became 4 1 (P LK) ignal Squadron (and part of31 ig Regt), and has
een a fa ir few changes in his time. We wish him all the be t in his
retirement from the mi litary.

56 IG AL SQ ADRO - EA TBO RNE
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Howe
SM
W02 Godden

L ANCE CORPORAL C OX AVE S THE DAY!
The Commanding Officer wou ld like to thank LC pl C hris C ox for
standing in as CO 's driver whil st her Regu lar Driver, L C pl Dave
'Sideburns' Wynne was away on his Class I course. LCpl C ox did an
admi rable job and only forgot to pick up the CO once!!
41 (PRJ C ESS LOUISE'S KENSINGTON)
COULSDO TAC
Sqn Comd
M aj Lankcster
SSM
W02 Wat on

We were visited by The Mayor of Croydon and members of Croydon
Council. Our Commanding Officer. Lt Col Linda Harriso n, arrived in
the afternoon, to ee chi ldren runni ng round in NBC kit, and soldiers
trying to work out which way round to hold a 94mm. ot much change
from a usual Tuesday night then!). Brig Verey, the soon to retire Brigadier
TA on his final day in uniform, visited the quadron and talked to the
soldiers, and seemed very impressed with what he saw. Well done 4 1 Sqn!

l G AL SQ ADRO

HELLOS, GOODBYES A D DfN ERS !
On Saturday 19 February, Officers and Sergeants fro m the quad ron sat
down to a combined Mess dinner to dine out Maj Steve Baker, o ur ex
OC, SSgt ' obby' C lark, our ex chief clerk, and Sgt (YofS) teve
McAuli ffe, our ex Sq n Yeoman. The dinner was the fi rst combined mess
occasion for a wh ile at the q uadron, and the eveni ng proved a huge
success. T he Officers' Mess pre ented Maj Baker with a bronze statuette
of a Royal ignals So ldier, and the Sergeants' Mess presented him with a
framed pi cture of the Roya l Signals in action. He in turn presented the
quadron wi th a set of Royal Daulton tea cups and saucers fo r use when
the Squadron has visitors. He talked with fo ndne s of his days as OC 41
(PLK) Sig Sqn. He will be greatly missed, and we wish him we ll in hi s
new post ing. Th e Sergeants Mess also presented pictures to SSgt Clark
~nd SSgt_McA':' liffe. Both made a valuable contri bution to the Squadron
111 their ume with us, and we hope that fu ll time civilia n li fe suits them
both well. With the depart ure of Sgt Steve McA uliffe , the Squadron has
also had to say goodbye to his wife Cp l Kerry McAuliffe, so we are
fee ling his loss greatly. Good luck to her in full iime civilian life too.
THE W IRE, J U NE 20 0 0

LCpl Warren O 'Driscoll posing in his kayak!!
The even ing entertainment con i tcd of a bo' l i.n ~ cha ll~nge laid down
by the Sqn P I, SSgt Alfie ((jrkham. He proved lus ~ow lin g prowess w
the quadron, which merely showed that he ~ad obviously spent all 111
time in the bow ling alley when posted to 14 1g Regt! He expected to do
the sa me on th e und ay morni ng during our Annua l ~qu a d ron GoKmting Grand Prix, but was cruell y robbed from a place 111 the .fin als by
th e tacti ca l manoeuvcrin g of Lt Deb
peuk m an . She dec1~ed. th at
drivi ng slow ly around the middle of the track was . better than n skmg a
pin ofT and letting the PSI past her. The Grand Pnx was ' on by LCpl
Liz Brny, who received a bottle of bubbl.Y fo r her efTorts. econd place
•vent to L pl Wa rren O ' Drisco ll, and third place to Lt Spea km an. (By
default - it should ha e been Sgt 'Formula One' Ian Mackay, but he wa robbed of hi correct position clue to a computer error).
THE WIRE, J UN E 200 0

The 56 Sig Sqn Courage Trophy Team
(L-R): (back row) S ig O 'Sullivan , Lt Francis, OCdt Wood ,
Sig Baldwin ,
(front row) Sig Hulin, Sig Power, LCpl Reader
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Tiu. has b.:en a ' el) successfu l month for the quadron "ith ur
Courage Troph) team " mning the ourage Best hidd at Longmoor,
nam)\\ I) beat mg th other Regimental Tea m from 83 ig qn "ho
fi m hed ~ec o nd . The tc -m. compri ing Lt Kicron Francis, OC dt Rob
\\ood. L pl Rich Baldwin, LCpl Jo Reader, ig Tri h O' ullivan, Sig
Hulin nnd ig \lark Po,1er. enjoyed the weekend. It was a proud moment
mdccd "hen the) recei'cd the hield and their win ning tankard from the
GOC L0ndon District. Maj Gen Webb-Carter. Howe\'e r. the moment
"as rather lost" hen a certain Officer Cadet aluted with hi tankard in hi
right hand! Clonk! The' ictory "as made e\'en weete r by the crate of beer
that the) ea h recei\ ed. courtesy of ourage Breweries.

O FFICE RS Dl I G CL Il DIN E R - 24 MARC H 2000
The Regimenta l Officer Dining Club me t for the secon d lime and
enjoyed a umptuou meal in grand surroundings at ln nholdcrs Hall in the
ity on Fri 24 Mar 00. The Dining Club is a re latively new concept. IL
meets annuall y and is an opportun ity for o ffi cers both past and present to
catch up on the ne' and go sip in the Regt. For the second year, the
Worshipful Company of lnnholdcrs generously granted the use o f their
magni fi cent Hall for the dinner. so a big thank you to the Master! Th e I !on
Col. Maj Gen Bill Robins CB OBE, pres ide over t11c dinner and
deli vered an aller dinner speech of perfect proporti on! Aside from the
nom1al new he did ay a few word s of farewe ll to lhc Adj t, who de parts
the Regt in pr. Fortunately fo r us. she wa n ' t given the opportun ity to
reply(' e had to be out of the Ha ll by 2300 hr !!). The Regt UPI O, Lt
Susie Sidwell, was seen scurryi ng around the reception manhandli ng
gue L so she could get the desired nap . Ro ll on next year' dinner!

night had fi nished we started to hump and dump until the last black bag

was on t11e back o f the truck. By 0400hrs 29 Mar we were clear of ' The
Dukes'. Whi te C ity actually seems to be bless ing in disguise nobody
seems to want to come and vis it us anymore, the beer prices are cheaper
and Shepherd's Bush Green seems to be a very good night out, just ask
Roy Smith ! A special thank you to Steve Berry the civi lian fitter, and 2Lt
Mike Z azzi wh o put in a lot of hard work to assi st with the move.
CO URAGE TROPHY COMPETlTIO 17-19 MARCH 2000
3 1 Sig Regt excelled itself at thi s years London District Military Ski lls
competition held at Long moor. ot onl y did we manage to enter two
teams but were placed first and second in the Courage Shield. The 83 ig
Sqn team consisted o f Capt Liz Fitzpatrick, Sgt Matt Cahill , Cpl
Mark Bell, LCpl Jay Eastwood, LCpl Duncan, LCpl Leyland , Sig
Brian Jardine, Sig crivens. Although we ' Kicked Arse ' on all stands
in vo lvi ng brute force and ig no ra nce, we were left wan ting on th e
Academ ics ! The all important point that pushed us into the runners up
slot was lo l by our most junior member of the team. ' Keep your head
down Sig crivens! '

Sig Baldwin takes aim

Hon Col, Maj Gen Bill Robins CB QBE, Master of the Worshipful
Company of lnnholders, Dr Richard Glover,
CO 31 Sig Regt (V) , Lt Col Linda Harrison
and lnnholders Liaison Officer Mr Tim Wood

GOC LONDIST, Maj Gen Webb-Carter
presents Lt Keiron Francis, 56 Sig Sqn ,
with the Courage Best Shield Trophy
Meanwhile back in Eastbourne, Sgt \Villie Loch's office has been
undergoing a facelill and has now been repainted to match the 21C's
office. (Although he doe not get the green vel et curtains to match! ) He is
also planning to have a bed that fold downs from the wall for all those late
e\'enings and early mornings he keeps telling us about. He has recently
taken delivery of the largest computer in the world. which he currently
hides behind pretending to work.
QUADRO TRAfNl C WEEKE i D 18-19 MARCH 2000
The quadron weekend in March wa our fir t comms exercise of the
ne" millennium and was an opportunity to dust of the cobwebs and get
hack to our core busines - communicating. Capt Anthony Lamb (ex
infanteer) commanded a Radio Tp in a tactical exerci e for the lirst time.
Once he realised that a R Signals ' O' Gp could be held in a CP and on
chair and did not necessarily need to be carried out in the prone position
\\ ith bracken tucked in his helmet. things improved con iderably for him.
LCpl Jo Bultler and Sgt Bob Cooper provided advice and support as Det
Comd;. They too had taken the opportunity to pa son their knowledge to
SC\eral signallers, who were also on their first exercise. Sig ' Yakety yak '
George mluntcercd lo provide Jamming support should any be needed
throughout the exercise and only quietened down when told that radio
1lcnce was m force. Sig '003 & a half' Dalton and his side kick Sig
Jenkins. pro,ided LCpl Jo Butler with the opportunity to develop her
command and control skills in many ways over the weekend. Al l said and
done, the purpose of the exercise was to practice individual and det kills
m a tactical environment. 111i was achieved and robust communications
to ~undee held throughout the exercise. During the weekend, the OC, Maj
Brian Howe and the Q'VIS, Sgt John Atherton spent many hours
\\andcring around inspecting the various trees that had fallen over the
winter. In fact, it is true to say that the ' tree knowledge' of the OC is
why were they ~o interested in fallen
econd to none. The question i
trees and logs'?
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ATIO AL TA DAY - 25MARCH2000
Like o many TA Centres, we opened our doors on 25 Marc h for National
TA Day, and about 200 interested people passed t11fough to ee what we did .
Several showed interest in joining, whilst the younger variety were
fascinated by the k.it and equipment, modelled by Sig teve Spilstead, the
older variety kept us entertained with all their war storie . Mea nwhile, OCdt
Rob Wood and Sig Helen Matthews were parked down in the
pedestrianised area of the Arndale Centre in Eastbourne, passing out lea fl ets
to anyone who looked approximately the right age to join. Sig Matthews
bad an even more tricky job as she wa also trying to avoid being spotted by
her pupils form the local choo l, without much success. Throughout the day,
' Hello, Miss, ' was frequently heard from giggling teenagers! ln the evening.
we welcomed local councillors, employers and the CO and RSM for a VIP
look at our stands and for a dinner, once again provided by Sgt Steve
Howell and Sgt Bob hevels. Whil t the day was a success in terms of
highlighting what we do to t11e general public, we have yet to find out how
successful it was in term of recruiting.

83 Sig Sqn Courage Trophy Team
Holding the flag : LCpl Bell and Sig Leyland
(L-R}: Lt Col Harrison (CO), Sig Jardine, LCpl Duncan ,
Capt Fitzpatrick, Mr Tony Holt (Deputy Mayor of Kensington) ,
Sgt Cahill , Sig Scriven , LCpl Eastwood ,
Sir Craig-Cooper (DL for Kensington)
Well done to the 56 Sig Sqn Team who triumphed, walking away not
on ly with the shield but more importantly an extra slab of beer. Their
tea m was led by Lt Keiron Francis. Th e fi rst winner of the new
Millennium will be best remembered for their introducrion of a new drill
movement (Saluting to the front with the ri ght hand firml y gripped on to
a tankard). Well done to all tho e who took part and a pecial lliank you
to HQ Sqn for running a challenging vehicle recovery tand .

83 SIG AL SQ A.ORO (VOLUNTEERS) - WHITE CITY
qn Comd
Maj Julian Carmichael
SSM
W02 Bob Stevenson
THE MOVE OF 83 SIG AL SQ ADRO
FROM THE D KE OF YORK'S HEADQUARTERS
TO THE WHITE C ITY TERRITORIAL ARMY CE TRE
Due to t11e implementation of the recent SDR, 83 Sig Sqn found itself
on the road again. This time, from the plush surroundings of the Kings
Road, Chelsea, to South Africa Road, White City.
The permanent staff and a few TA members of the Squadron, started to
dismantle the Squadron brick by brick, working up to the date when we
could start the move. By 20 March we were ready to go. However, White
City TAC was not quite ready to receive us as the painters etc were still
painting on the second coat of emulsion. Monday came and went still no
move. Tuesday came and we were given the green light. Don't panic,
~on 't panic came the cry from Capt Dave Thomas, the Squadron PSAO,
hke Jone y from Dad ' Anny! Don't worry this is my fifth move in 16
years was the reply from the old war horse himself gt Roy mith you
should have been here for the Hammersmith move etc, etc and so on ......
The other slight administrative point of concern was that TAVRA
London wanted us out by the weekend because there was a TA Open Day.
So in the true spirit of the Squadron, we all cracked on. So few lo mow a
Squadron 's worth of assets was proving to be back-breaking work, and
also the London traffic was proving a h indrancc in lime spent on the road .
Who needs Pick ford s when you have a handful of quaddies. Well youjusi
get on with it don 't you! By the weekend we had cleared t11e garages
which was a result as far a TAVRA were concerned. However we still
had a fair bit to clear around the rest of the Squadron . The wcek~nd came
and went. Then the cavalry arrived in the form of a few other permanent
members of the Regiment. Only a week late, but better late than never!
They gave up a whole day and by the time Tuesday night had come, we
only had the armoury and a few bits and pieces to move. After the drill
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

LCpl Cheryl Duncan
engaged in post Courage Trophy weapon cleaning

32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO
Lt Col JK McKee MBE
RSM
WOl Hilborn
Anot11er busy period for the Regiment, visits, commi sioning boards
and upporting the QM 's travel allo' ancc . uccessful isits by the GO
OTLA D and D omd 2
C) ig Bde punctuated our programme.
The RSM has been working long hour to ensure that the Corps A M
receives the support it require . The Adjt and Trg Maj were sorely
disappointed by the result of the cotland/England game and are still
holding meeting of the escape committee after having lost all their bets on
t11c game.
Q ARTER.MASTER'S DEPART.M E T
ATTACHMENT TO I LI (How to wind up the Adjt)
by Maj (QM) /. l. Dudding R SIGNALS
Having arrived back in December 1999 from a four month voluntary
tour in Banja Luka, Bo nia, I was urpri ed to see a ·stray' ignu l from HQ
COTLA D trawling for volunteers to act a Observer Controllers on
ASCIET 2000. This exercise was to take place in Fort tewart, Georgia,
~SA . ' o', I thought, my CO, Lt Col J. K; McKee MBE. will never \\Car
1t! However, being in my final year of erv1ce and with a heartrending plea
it came as much urprisc (maybe he kno' something I do~'t or he ha
spoken to my fellow QM's!) he agreed to release me once again.
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

14 February found me reporting to Dreghom Barracks. Edinburgh , to
meet with the OC D Coy I LI, i\•laj Bill Pointing, where "e embu ed for
our nine hour flight from Pre twick to Charle ton, outh Carolina courte y
of the Royal Air Force. D Coy found its home in the 1 ational Guard
complex of Fort Stewart where we ''ere billeted in 50 man rooms.
ccommodation in the complex was ba ic and the latrine had open 'ie\\
to the ide, front, rear and upward - you could e\en hold hands if you so
wished! A number of D Coy \ehicle · had been ent on earlier b) ·ea for
use in the exercise and six of the econ isted of Wolf Reece' ehiclcs - the
American · loved them!
R&R, this entitlement wa taken during the first week and consi ted of
two days in Disney Land. Each of us contributed £70 lO\\ ards the tnp,
which included tran port and accommodation in Florida. Much fun wa
had by all nnd the general con cnsu was why could the exercise not be
held here!
Back to reality and A CIET 2000. Aim: To Exerci c And nal) ·e
·Fratricide' . The first ' eek consi tcd of the complex i ue and
familiari ation on the Multiple Integrated La er Engagement ystcm
Equipment (MILE ), Ml6 Rillcs. Anti Armour Dragon and Viper
" ·eapon . MILE i a highly technical la. er engagement ystem ( ' nnilar to
our TESEX equipment),~ hich is liued to the soldier by the wa) of helmet
headband and a torso vc l. The la er fitted to the weapon had one . criou~
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drn'' back; it could not fire through foliage! 1t was the ta k of the
b en er· on troll r to educate as to whether a kill wa likely in wooded
areas . Thi· j, ''hen: the God Gun came into it O\\ n. MILE is fitted to
amiour by ''a of a circular band around the chicle. The la er beam
attachm nt. like the infanteer. is fitted to the barrel of the vehicle. Infantry
armour piercing weapons u h a the American iper and Dragon also
contain d la-er ana hment ·. Blank firing attachments and rounds were
u ed \\ith all \\eapon of all calibre. Once the weapon was fired the la er
attachment enuts a laser beam to the t··rget aimed at. If the target i hit a
u e ful kill i recorded on firers D.ita Processing Control Unit ( mall
computer ho:-.) and imilarly a kill and a 'tone' of four beeps would be
heard b) the dead infanteer. In the ca, e of armour an orange flashing light
would licllt up on the ,·ehicle. In this in tance both the dead oldier or
·eh1cle ~ould top and personndlcrews would di.mount and remove
headgear showing that they had been killed. The e individual vehicles
would take no further part in that day' phase of the exerci e.
All key personnel. uch a Coy Comds, Radio Operators. Pl Comd and
all \Chicle carried a sy tem (DIP ) that tran milted a radio ignal
id ntifying who the) were and where they were on the battlefield. This
ignal was tran mitted to the A CIET HQ in Camp Oliver where, by' ay
of computer graphics. the battle, including personnel and vehicle could
be tracked on a large creen. It wa ophistieated enough to how in which
direction a tanks barrel was facing, what \'ehicle it wa aiming at, whether
it \\a dead or ho\\ fa l it wa moving and in which direction. Thi was
al o applicable to key personnel.
E:-.erci e phase . Week one con isted of five one-day battles starting, on
dav one, in defence and progre ing to the final day in a ha:;ty attack.
Week two wa a repeat but conducted at night. A C!ET Control wa ba ed
out of Camp Oliver. which was ome 40 mile from Fort tewart. Full
field condition were impo ed throughout the five day battles and leeping
under your poncho and being woken up by Racoon , Alligators, Boar,
Rattle nakes and very ocal frogs made it all mo · t interesting! Friendly
force equipment con isted of Ml Al Abraham Tanks, M2 Bradley
Fighting Vehicle equipped with TOW Mi siles and 2Smm cannon,
AMTRAC Armoured Personnel Carriers, HUMMV Line Backer Vehicle
equipped with Stinger mi iles, Kiowa Warrior, Cobra and Huey
Helicopters, U AAF aircraft RAF Tornado's and our six Wolf Reece
Vehicle (which incidentally hold the land speed record for Fort tewart
Training Area (a recorded on creen))! (Official peed Limit I 5mph Wolf 65mph!). After a fortnight we were sure the Americans were
con' inced thi was the slowest they could go!!
Albeit late in my career and having never worked with the infantry I
found D Coy I Bn I LI an excellent outfit to work and ociali e with. I
thoroughly enjoyed their unique style of training and camaraderie and
thank Bill Pointing and his Company for an excellent and enlightening
experience (maybe he should never have been shot). This was a tough,
highly succes ful and rewarding exercise where the British Infantry again
shO\\ed their high level of skill, competence and professionali m. The
soldiers worked with, not only our greate t allies, the United States, but
with equipment and personnel most oldiers can only dream of.
'OSCAR BLUE 0

E0

E - OUT'

51 T (lllGHLAND) SIG AL QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj 1. Strachan
SSM
W02 Crocket

(VOLUNTEERS)

RRIVAL
We bid a hearty Highland welcome to our new(ish) PSI, SSgt John
'I'm English' Leach. John is 110 stranger to the Regiment having served
with the 61st (City of Edinburgh) Sig Sqn (V) as PSI. An excellent all
rounder his knowledge of the T.A now includes s uch diverse subjects as
the plague and ovine reproduction.
CO ' GR.\TULATIO 'S

A well-deserved award of the L &GC was presented to Cpl Andy
Dickens by Brig Munro, Commander of 52 Bde at Aberdeen; this is a
test imony to Andy's lung and liver capacity in the pipe band. Also to be
congratulated is ig 'Cabbie' Henderson just returned from a tour in
• 'ornay with 249 (AMF) Sig qn - he came back for four days and
promptly left for the Azores on a sailing expedition with the RAF - never
a c!ull moment. Welcome back to Sig ' I've got a Jag' Bruce recently
returned from a kiing exercise in Austria - our photog~aph shows Sig
Bruce being given instrucuon on how to buy a round .
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There has also been an. ?njoyable cha lle nge in the shape o f an Inter-Troop
Military Skill s compettt1on , Ex Go lden Boot. Lt Milne Weir led his Troop
to succes ; hopefully some of the same success w ill fo llow him as he leads
the Regimenta l Shooting Team at the up-coming Corps AAM. The team
had a success ful training week and not even the freezin g weather of
Inverness a nd Cultybraggan Ranges could dampen the ir enthusiasm. We
await the result with interest and wi sh them well. Another person to be
congra tulated is the Squadron 's Yeoman (or should that be Ycowoman?)
of Signals, Helen Jephcote who was promoted to W02 at the beginning
of March. With the Squadron now having W02 Karen wan a SSM and
now Yeoman Jephcote being the first fe mal e Yeoman in the Reg iment,
nobody can say there isn't an equal role for women in the Army.
61ST (CITY OF ED I BURGH) SIG AL Q ADRON
(VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj B. hankland
'M
W02 McGowan

A wee hello to all our friend erving with the big Army, they include
Sigs 1elia and Bogart in Bo nia, Sgt Lyn Bertram al o moving to
Bosnia and of course our cunning linguist Sgt ige Allen speaking SerboCroat with a Scou e accent.
ELGJ TROOP
Our late t venture up in the far orth is the establishment of a troop in
Elgin with Capt Linda Duncan as Troop O.C. ably assisted by Capt
M ick Granitza and S gt Davey Shand - they arc working hard to recruit
new members and are already in the public eye with a very detailed pre s
report of Capt Granitza' life tory. Finally - congratulations to our OC
on her allempts to give up smoking - keep it up ma ' am even if you do
sufTer from the econdary affliction of Ursine Migrainu .
WINTER WARRIOR OR SKII G SCOTSMA ? - by Sig Bruce
During February I was lucky enough to take part in an annual winter
exercise - 'Winter Warrior ' which takes place in the Au trian Tyrol. The
beginners course i intended for those who have never skied before
involving cro s country, downhill and touring - the objective is to reach
·Bronze' standard in all and have a lot of fun on and off the slopes. The
course culminates in a variety of races over some hair-raising slopes. The
daily routine involved about four to live hours of tuition and up to three
hours free ki if you skip lunch and smoking breaks. Physically it was
fairly demanding with an abundance of pulled groins, achi ng thighs and
bruises all over not to say the late evening ses ions at the bar. Other
activities included swimming and mixed sauna (why do Brits get so
embarrassed about nudity?), ice go carting, apres ki (lederhosen,
swinging from the rafters, cow bells, schnapp , etc), karaoke night (I did a
couple of German songs for some free schnapps and some duets much to
the amusement of the crowd). I was al o able to get in a half day of
snowboarding with expert instruction from the Chalet boys Bill and Ted
( .... excellent).
On the course, there was a lot of hilarity at my continual attempt to
fo ter Austrian-Briti h relations in my rusty German - but at least I can
now count on the Chief of the Vienna Police as one of my closest friend s
and have made some younger friends for the future. Some of the more
sordid accounts will need to require counselling in due course. Fellow
attendees will, l ' m sure, look back on my mix of colourful trousers that
demonstrate after all that Britain is not a fashion-free zone. I will
personally remember the variety of friends I made on the course (Giz,
Smudge, Scotty aus Tyrol, Rick et al) and wish them all the best if this
article makes it to The WIRE.
I'll look back on this Exercise as an experience not to have been
missed. The organisation and tuition was superb with a good mix of
individuals from chefs through to lawyers, through to nuclear physicists. If
you are interested in one of the courses next year l would thoroughly
recommend it - within the two weeks all but a few were good skiers thanks
to expert instruction. Hopefully by then we will al o move into the realms
of air travel, as the 34hr rail & bus journey from Aberdeen is a bit too
long!
52nd (LOWLAND) SIG AL SQUADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn omd
Maj R J. H. S utherland
SSM
W02 (S M) K. A. Swan
The Squadron has had a busy period with a lot of people comi ng and
going. To start off with, there was a new addition to the Squadron's
extended family as Sergeant (now Staff Sergeant - anotber reason for
congratu lations!) Steve Mc Vey and Sgt Carol McGurn have had another
baby. Hopefully everything is going well and there are not too many
sleeple s nights as a result. On more conventional change , the Squadron
will have a change at its head as Maj Roddy Sutherland moves to HQ
Squadron as its new quadron Command and Capt Donald Gordon takes
over. The quadron 2 1C will be the newly promoted Capt Lewis mith.
Congratulations and best wishes to all these people in their new
appointments. Maj Sutherland has already been making enquiries as lo
whether he can draw a brown coat from the clothing store to help out in
some of the roles that his new Squadron personnel undertake! The other
aspects of Squadron life have been a successful trade week held at the
beginning of March when many personnel expanded their knowledge and
passed trade boards, thereby gaining further qualifications. To all those
with the resulting increase in trade pay - try not to spend it all at one go!
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CAR ETHY HILL RACE
On a blustery but mercifully sunny Saturday morning 12 Squadron
members led by Lt Phil 'Sans Pantaloons' Donegan and YofS ' Jeph'
Je(lhcote prepared to deploy to the Pentland Hill in order to provide comms
safety cover for the 30th Camethy Hill Race. A service which 61 Sig Sqn (V)
ha been providing for 17 years. Preparation and loading at the TAC went
smoothly, the only awkward point arising when it came to selecting the two
' fortunate ' individuals who would have to make the only unas isted ascent to
one of the race peaks. It was somehow refreshing that in these days of equal
opportunities, the only two non Royal Signals soldiers were selected for this
task! At the race start, the admin and First Aid tent were et up and the radio

sets deployed to their alpine locallons. A':> the competitors a~sembled, the
Excon staff looked on in disbelieving wonder at these odd individuals who
were actually paying to run up very steep hills. The disbelieving wonder
turned to sheer terror when the CO arrived and enthusiasucally remarked that
it would be a good idea to put in a Squadron team next year. By I 600hrs the
race was over, the dets returned to Excon and packing was underway. As the
tired and muddy hill runners passed the Squadron land rover it was left to gt
' Flat caps n whippets' Garner to announce gleefully to all present that
England had won in Paris. The whole Squadron looks forward to providing
comms for the CO when he runs in next year's event!
CHAMPAGNE UPPER
This event ranks alongside the Brit Awards, the Queen's Birthday Party
and London Fashion Week. 80-odd trendsetters as embled at Chesser
Crescent on the evening of Saturday I 9 February 2000 for an evening of
food, drink and verbal entertainment. As with so many other events this
year, it was Maj ' Mayhem ' Murray's last appearance as a serving officer.
' Mayhem' used this occasion to 'set about' the guests with tales ofblancoed boots and ' 37 pattern webbing. His verbal tirade was interrupted only
by the raffie, organised by Maj 'Shankers' hankland saw a distribution
of a number of unusual prizes, the best of which was a rather suspicious
looking sausage won by Maj ' oprano' McLean. The event wa a
welcome return for the CO, Lt Col McKee MBE, who had presided over
the event in his past life as QC 61 Sig Sqn (V). There was an element of
'Christmas past' in the shape of the former CO, Lt Col Allan Lapsley
who floated between guests with all the panache of a career minded TA
staff officer. The RMO, Capt icolette 'Cough please' Mason is to be
congratulated for her imaginative impersonation of a very drunk doctor
falling down after leaning against an unlocked door.

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col R. J. Steed MBE
RSM
WO! (R M) R. D. Cowan
Since the hristmas stand down and the dawn of a new millennium
there has been little let up in the workload of 33 Sig Regt (V). First
weekend back and it was off to Warcop for the final CMT of the training
year, followed closely by the RSIT team inspecting 42 Sig Sqn. The trade
training course at Whitburn Camp the following week proved to be very
ucces ful, a was the Regimental Officer Selection weekend, which
almost re embled P Company selection. We now have a number of young
potential officer to lower the average age of the Mess! In between breaths
the Regiment is preparing for annual camp in Germany in June, along with
the build up training and exercises - is there no let up? Finally, our thanks
and goodbyes go to W02 (YofS) Jonas, W02 (RQMS) Beggs, SSgt
Hoolachan, SSgt Hutton, S gt Henley, Sgt Weston, gt Goodwin,
pl Wilkinson and LCpl Robertson who are either moving on to
Regiments new or are leaving the Corps. A wann hello and we lcome go to
W02 (RQMS) Forshaw, SSgt Simms, SSgt lien, SSgt Faulds and Sgt
Rkhards.
There has been strange going on in RHQ over the past weeks, the CO
seems to have been bitten by the' !IP bug' , but instead of the normal reams
of paper, we had Ptarmigan Training for the CO' inner cabinet, ie: the
Training Major, Carl torey, the Adjutant. Capt John H_a rrington _and
the CO' driver LCpl Scott Wilson (Why am I domg Ptarmigan
training?). (See picture of gruelling training for the answer).

The next surprise from the CO's office was that all MOD civilian
employees were invited by the CO to go on a team building exercise in Wales
along with the permanent staff. Jn the best pirit of advearure training, and
ably Jed by the Adjutant (even if he doesn't know a footpath from a county
bow1dary) the staff of Angela, (the green gaitered high heeled AO 55 Sig
qn), Jo Down (Asst Adj! the blonde bombshell), Andria Crowe (redundant
typist), Lyn Williams (the well kitted AO from 80 Sqn), Lilian Hall (best
Caemarfon. bargain shopper AO 42 Sqn), Irene Taylor (AA the Barbara
Windsor of RHQ), Eddie Buchanan (AO RHQ, the only time he had his
head above water was when he went for a dingy ride with the ladies!), set off
for a gentle walk in Snowdonia, accompanied by the CO, to ensure no
slacking or disappearing off to the pub! As the gallant band set off for the
ummit of Snowdon (oh didn't I tell you we were going up the short route to
Snowdon). Ln pouring rain, low cloud and mi l, the day certainly tested us all
to the limit. Well bedraggled but having enjoyed ourselves, it was one of the
best day's out, and certainly put the exploits of the other teams in the shade.
They took pity on us the next day with a RIB ride to Puffin Island.
RHQ has been involved in a number of vi its both in barracks and in the
field recently. During Exercise Spring Eagle Brig Hi Grace the Duke of
Westminster visited the Regiment, and in particular 55 and 80 Sig qns.
Whilst leaving the 80 Sqn location, the CO e corted the Brigadier to his
next location and the Brigadier drove hi own Landrover Di covery. A
they left, a member of the Cheshire Hunt. that was in the area and knew
the Brigadier said, 'Go h, it's the Duke, he must be driving an incredibly
important person, who is it?" The RSM replied, 'The CO madam!'
55 (MERSEYSIDE) SIGNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj W. Wyper
M
W02 P. Williams

Ptarmigan Training with a difference!
Capt John Harrington , LCpl Scott Wilson and Maj Carl Storey
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UPDATE FROM THE Q ADRO
Fare\ ell to Maj Micah Cumming who has moved back to hi roots in
Manche ter with 42 Sig qn , the quadron all wi h him the very be t. The
quadron has a new OC, 1aj Bill Wyper. who is congratulated on his
promotion and moves from 2IC/MTO to the dizzy heights of ommand.
We al o welcome Capt Bob Muir from 59 ~g Sqn, into the po t of
21C/MTO. With sadnes we also say farewell to W02 (RQMS) Harry
Harper on his retirement from the T after 29 years, Harry will be
mi ed by all the quadron . Congratulation on commi ioning for WOI
Tony Mcfarlane, but he ha to take a drop in standards by being po ted to
59 ig qn. The PSAO, Capt Tom Ponton, seems to be etthng in to the
position, but he has to be put back into his bo ' hen every no\\ and again
he forget he i no longer the QM. Capt Derek Deegan i now \\ell into
the job of QM. He ha a considerable advantage to mo t QM's who ha\e
erved with the Regiment in that being a Kirkby lad, he al lea t
understands what most of the population are saying. The SM, W02 P.
Williams, will be taking a team to the Corp AA 1 in the' ery near future
and we hope to bring you an article and photo of our ucces,fu l team in
the ne ·t i sue. The Echelon lub ha reopened after a face lift, and the
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quadron is no\\ ta king ad' antage o f the better decor and at mo phere, the
mch T\ has helped. "ith the quadron watching the ports channel.
.:sf><.'C1all) the Rugb)'. when ' cotland beat England much to th..: de light of
the 0 , P ' AO and \ta tcr h •f (all ·Jock. ' ).

.n

L QU ORO ' (\')
42 ( IT\ OF M . ' CHE TER) IG
Sqn omd
\laj :\I. O. Cummings TD
' !\1
\\02(
!)Wa r. I

H :-iOO\'ERffAKEO\'ER Q ADRO CO 'l~I ' ERS
t the beginnmg of March. "e aid fa rewell to the Sqn Comd, taj Ian
Kell). and welcomed our ne\\ qn omd. 13j :\1icah umm ings, in hi
place. Ian had the dis11nction of being the only infameer to command a
Ptanmgan quadron and will be be ·1 reruembert.-d for writing an excellent
and accurate quadron hi ' IOI) as well a designing and supplying our
Regimental Fla h from hi. military memorabilia busi n . Ian goe. on to
pastures ne\\ and a rumoured , tafT appointment "ith 11 ig Bde at
Donnington. Prior to this. he ha been lucky enough to be elected to
attend the tafT officers course m Canada. and all rank of the quadron
"ish him' ell in thi late t endea,our. ::\licah Cu mming i returning to
42 qn. where he has ·en ed mo l of hi TA career, after a two year ·pell in
Li\'erpool commanding HQ qn (no" 55 ig qn). His la t appointment
wuh the quadron "as a Troop ommander - ccc, Troop and we arc
d lighted to welcome him back a the new quadron Commanderd .
\licah i, the headma ter of a local school and find that dealing with
, oldiers 1s not ,.a tly difTerent to dealing with hi pupils, if an thi~g, the
pupil are much better behaYed.

OPE ' DAY 25 MAR H 2000
The quadron opened its doors to the public on 25 March 2000 as part
of the TA ational Recruiting initiati' e. A variety of stands de. igncd to
demon trate Royal ignuls trade were provided and nearl y ixty mcmhcrs
of the general publi c came th rough the gates throughout tlu: day. A
Free landt:r Land Rover 1.8 1 wa on offer as fi rst pri ze in a national draw
fo r visitors to all TA entres in the Country. The quadron managed to
acquire one in hlack. fro m a loca l dea ler, whi ch set off th..: front or the TA
Centre a treat. Unfo rtunately, anyone connected with th e TA was
di quali fied from ent ering the draw but it proved a popular attracti on fo r
the public. who assumed there wa one on offer per TA entrc!

Martin Henley and Eric Griffiths at their retirement lunch.
Eric's daughter Janet is on his left hand and on the right is our
NRIPS , (SQMS) Bernie Meehan who is wondering
if he can afford a steak
59/ IGNAL SQUADRO (VOLU TEER )
Sqn Comd
Maj Chris Heaton
SM
W02 Bob Paterson
E TRALI ED MILlTARY TRAI I G
Th e first weekend training a fter the Christmas break aw lhe Squadron
attt:nd the Regimental Centralised Military Training weekend, 6-8 January
at Warcop. Designed mainly lo achieve Individual Training Directive the
weekend was made more exciting by including Stages 4 and 5 firing.
Although cold eve ryone enjoyed the weekend.

(L-R) : Sgt Tom Hankin, Sgt Ted littler and Sgt Frank Joyce
discuss why the mast on the central
would not go under the bridge!
ARRIVALS A ' D DEPA RT RE
With the loss of all regular technicians, we were recently grateful for
Sgt Paul Jones to arriYe on six mon th FTRS with the Regiment.
We recently welcomed back Lt Paul Knight from his ix month tour m
Ko ova. We have now said farewell to Capt Bob Muir who has taken up
the role of MTO and Capt Alan Richardson who has retired to RARO.
W02 (FofS) Ian Outterson returned from Kosova and has now moved
onto new pa tures to be replaced by gt (FofS) Andy Owen.
TERRITORIAL ARMY OPE DAY
The quadron used the recent TA Open Day to establish a foothold at
Aintree Barracks TAC. where we are moving to in the near future. due to
the closure of Deysbrook Barracks. The new accommodation was the
home of 55 Sig Sqn prior to SOR and many members of that quadron
now serving with 59 Sqn are looking fonva rd to returning.

Maj Ian Kelly, in the white trousers, hands over 42 Sig Sqn (V) to
Maj Micah Cummings in the Squadron Officers Mess
ROTHIEMURCHUS LODGE (24-27 FEBRUARY 2000)
The quadron had a most enjoyable four days skiing in the Caimgorm
at the end of February 2000 and managed to arrive when the snow was
deep, crisp and even. Rothiemurchus is a Tri-Service and Resen es
outdoor centre in the heart of the conish Highlands jut out ide Aviemore
and is an ideal base for a ski trip. A well as skiing. it al o offers climbing.
fi hing, sailing, \\ind urfing, hill walking and clay pigeon shooting,
literally_sor_nething for e\eryone. The Centre now has its own dry ski slope
which t ideal for begmners to master the basics before launching
themselves onto the Cairngorrn lopes and falling about in public. LCpl
ue H_eaps distinguished herself by breaking her ankle on getting out of
the mmtbus as he arrived. God knows what she would have done to
her elf if she had made it to the slopes. Apart from thi setback, the trip
was a great succe and everyone \I ho attended (30 personnel) could ski
\\ ith varying degrees ol success at the end of the weekend.

W02 (SSM) Graham Ward (centre), surrounded by
some of the 42 Sqn party in the Rolhiemurchus ski lodge

The Squadron's latest bunch of recruits pose for their picture
during the Sqn Open Day
Back Row (l-R): Pat Grobicki , James Hill, Matthew Faherty, Peter
Simpkin , Gemma Smiddy
Front Row (L-R): Sharon Montgomerie. Faizan Awan ,
Shezad Mukadam , Cherille Namee
OTHER E\
February and March continued to be bu y and productive months and a
well as the event already described the Squadron took part in the
following:
Board of Officers (27-3 March 2000)
Hand-overffake-over stocktaking board for change of
Squadron Commanders.
Regimental Com ms Exercise (4-5 March 2000)
Run up for Exerci e pring Eagle at the end of March
2000.
Bring a Boss ight (14 March 2000)
A most successful evening during which soldiers were
able to tell their employers what they actually do in the
TA and then host them to dinner.
Investment In People Review (14 March 2000)
The Squadron was selected by HQ Scotland (lucky us)
to be visited by an llP Assessor as one oflhe units
representing the District.
Exerci e Spring Eagle (18-19 March 2000)
Comd 11 Sig Bde Exercise with participation from 33,
34, 35, 36 and 40 Sig Regts . The Squadron deployed to
Winter I lill and the W. Yorkshire border.
ARRIVAL A t 0 DEPARTURES
Finally, as well as saying farewell to the Sqn omd, Maj Ian Kelly, we
lunched out two more stalwarts of the Squadron at the beginni ng of
March. Sgt Martin Henley, our long suffering SP I, and Eric Griffiths
our long serving senior civilian storekeeper. Martin Henley ha
completed h ~s last tour with the Regulars and is now working fo r a
Communi~allon_s C~ble Company. I le is to become a part lime so ldier and
happily will be JOm1ng the quadron in the near future. Eric Griffiths has
bee~ our cnior storekeeper for sixteen years and is almost part of the
furnllure. I le is a real Mancunian and a great character. ad ly he ha
reached the 65 year marker and ha to stand down for a younger person.
Martin Henley 's replacement is SSgt Sam Faulds, fresh from 2 Div I IQ
& Sig Regl, and all ranks wi h him a rewarding and enjoyable tour with
the Squadron. Eric Griffiths' replacement is not really new at all. LCpl
haron Blythe, our stores accountant, succc sftr ll y applied for the job and
has now taken over the whole job as a soldier and a civi li an. It is always
sad to see people go but we wish Martin Henley, good luck in his new
career and Eric Griffiths a long and happy retirement.

EXERCISE SPRI G EAGLE
We recently took part in a 11 ignal Brigade Ex. Many new member of
the quadron took the opportunity to enhance their skills in ne" trade .
80 (CHESHIRE YEO I NRY) SIGN L Q ADRO
Maj FitzgeraJd
Sqn Comd
SM
W02Hale

Is this Sgt Lek Rajmekis leading the way into the NBC Chamber
or a new version of Blind Date?
MAINTE ANCE WEE KE 0
Our recenl weekend 22 and 23 January "a u ed to prepare for the
fo rthcoming RSIT inspection. Plenty of good work was carried out and the
quadron look in reasonable hape at thi time. We now look forward to
the Regimental and Brigade Exercise hoping to be at lea t Battleworthy! !

1

-R

COR..'1

EXERCISE PRO TO CALL
The fir t full Regimental Exercise was soon upon us after R IT with a
deployment to the grounds ofCholmondeley Castle orth of Whitchurch.
The Squadron was nicely entrenched in a courtyard on the e tale 1 hen the
atmo phere wa
haltered by the arri\al of the RCP. Cpl ·Berrny'
Birmingham. at this tage, had to fight his way out of hi 'green maggot'
and had been seen to be imparti ng hi vast knowledge of Radio Relay to
OCdt ·Twinkle Toe · Southworth . Many 'bags' were rullled by the
arrival of the RCP blll not the ·bag· of Sgt 'I've got the car' Langley.
·rm going to get my 12 hours in "hether the CO and R M are here or
not'. A good exerci e wa had by all with many le son learnt.

35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

xxxv

0
RSM

Lt Col S. J. Potter TO
WOl (R M) P. 1arshall

ATC H THE Wl D
It takes a spec ial kind or individual who \I in actually volunteer to sufTer
crious discomfort, los of dignity and cope with a huge range of hazards,
including the R M' jokes as well a over expo urc to t~te element . All of
thi s is in the dubious but honourable cau e of ecunng a place 111 the
Lanyard Trophy Team. It begs the question - who in their right mind
would happily give up a weekend lying in a c~mfortable bed, surrounded
by the security of a wam1 blanket while watch mg the ram, sleet and sno"
hammer agai n t the protecti c window outside._ JU t to venture over
Dart1i1oor and other training area at the bleakest 11me of the year? Wel_I I
could name the complete intrepid and adventurous team of potcn11al

gladiators, but I' ill re i t the temptation and re_ trict thi , s_tory to t_h e key
players and the comic interludes. Dartmoor 1n all ol us ho ule but
magnificent landscape is hardly a place to catc~ the wm~ blowmg through
your protective clothing - it catch 's you and ellher _carries ~· ou ~long at a
comfortable pace or place an immovable barrier makmg ll almo t
impos ible to proceed. Wor ·e of all it makes the 20kg of kit that you an7
carrying feel like a ton! But that did n?L deter WO! (R l\I) • cordt~
Marshall and hi ' team of doughty wnmor when they commenced their
training in late February and ha\c ince continued O\er many training
weekend . He wa. a si ' ted by two ph ical tah' art' and 'eterans of the
competition in the shape of \ 02 (FofS) Pete ton ell and
gt (FofS)
eil Trenorovc "ho inspired (or more accurately put the fear of god 111
them) othe~ team members by tabbing along nt cheetah like speed. The rest
of the team was formed from volunteers from each of the quadron ..
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Fanuli:ir fo e~. that frequently grace the page of 'The Wire·, from
pre\ iom, competition - and other e:-.hausll ng ad\enturou and military
kill. pursuit ''ere apparent.
Capt John 'liddl r forienteering and cro. country fame, L pl Dil\ id
Jones an Annapurna Dragon \'eteran who joined the training in prcparntion
<Uld hopefol de lion for Ex Pioneer Dragon in America, \ 02 Pete
'1oulund who ri c to an) challenge and three girls who give ri e to Ilic
claim that the) are more than a match for any fe lla in the Regiment. Cpl
Louise antrell, Cpl Wendy Geddis and Cpl Teresa keehan. The
training it.elf. like the eventual o1"1petition, i. e.xtremely tough and requires
a high le\ el of ph) ical fitne · a well a · tamina, personal courage and
ound map reading and first aid kill . pirits during th training among tall
team members and gue. ts ha\'e remained high even during the low time ,
that although !Unn) at the time for lho onlooker·s. placed great and
additional demands on the affiieted. E.pecially gt K vin Bannigan who
found himself negotiating what he thought wa a shallow stream only to find
him-selfwai t deep in bitterly cold water & ilt. 1 ot lo be dis.uadcd from
thi etback he quickly pickt'<l him elf up changed into dry clothing and
cracked on.
imilar lhing happened to Cpl Teresa keehan, who wa al o
negotiating a tream and lipped on a turf of gra . To recover from her fall
he laid on a deft di play of her ballet talents by perfonning an evasive
pirouette - unfortunately thi did not prevent die water flooding into her
boots and her ubs quent scream was carried by the wind many mile over
lhe f\1oorland! The tage ha almo. t been reached for the final team
election . these will take place in the near future but no doubt whi le many
will be jubilant others will uffer great disappointment - we will keep you
po Led on the outcome.

unnm•!ng cxp7 ri~ncc . To a_dd ~me free-Cal.li1~g fiend dropping th rough a
cloud !1kc a m1 . 1le to my list of fears and dislikes would end my life, a I
know1t!
However, who am I to cast doubt on an activity that makes normally
ane people climb into an aircraft with a pack of curtains strapped to their
back and with a cry of 'Geronimo!' leap into the unknown just for fun!
Judging by the number of individuals who have scrambl ed for places on a
cries of pi.!eial parachute course organised by the RSM, there is no
shortage of\\ illing volunteers keen to have a go and a brave group of them
did just that during March at RAF Weston on the Green. Following two
da s of intcn ive ground training ou r intrepid vo lunteer , which included
Sgt Colin Richards, Cpl Ray Blanchette, LCpl Simon Brown and LCpl
Paul piccr. were flown to a height of just over 3000 feel in a Islander to
participate in their fir t jump, which for posterity and fun was also
captured on 'ideo. The first jump was by tatic line and gt Colin
Richards described it a a trange and startling but exhi larating
e,_perience that he is now keen to repeat - take my advice Col in keep your
feet where they should be, linnly on the grou nd!
Cpl Ray Bl:mchette meanwhi le earned himself a dubiou s nickname
after hi instructor discovered to hi horror that the handles to release his
reser e chute were tucked in ide his harnes . The instructor called him an
' Horses
s' and wa qu ickly nicknamed ·Trigger· by the rest of the
group. It could have been wor e Ray, they were go ing to call you
'Muffin '_ Joking apart, as the course progres ed, confidence and technique
improved considerably and most tudent were able to complete up to
eight jumps. At the end of the course all returned to tl1e unit with many
storie to relate and ' ith a great sen e of per onal achievement and

experience won the day with exceptional performances from all team
members that ensured the triumphant team lifted the Regimental Trophy
once agai n. As well as the Regimental Trophy award other awards
included the award of Regimental Champion to Cpl To ny Griffiths,
Runner Up WOI (RSM) 'Geordie' Marshall, Female Champion Lt
Janet La wrence, Runner Up LCpl Sue Joyce, Best Oflicer Lt Col
Stephen Potter, Best Male Veteran Sgt Colin Marshall, Best Si CO SSgt
Phil Weaver, Best U2 l Sig Sarah Bell and finally Best Female Veteran
LCpl Lou ise Ca ntrell. To all award winners we extend our
congratulations and lo all participants very well done! Finally a special
thank you i extended to Capt John Midlcr and SSgt Dave Arnot for
organising such an excellent competition and great day out.

The Champion Team
The kids are all right

THE RIGHT PL CE
The myth that serving in a TA unit lead to a career void was firmly laid
to rest when the result of the last Promotion Boards were released and as
a result a record number of Regimental hopefuls were selected for
promotion to Warrant Officer 2 and taff Sergeant II gives the Regiment
great plea ure and delight to congratulate the following on their selection
for promotion: SSgt (FofS) ndy Gilpin,
gt (FofS) eil Trengrove,
gt (FofS) C hris Wilson, S gt 1ark Rosenworth. Sgt 'lark Evans,
Sgt Dave Taylor. Their hard work and endeavours while serving with the
Regiment have bore fruit and most, if not all, are now waiting eagerly to
see if their future postings will provide the final bit of icing on the cake.
REGIME TAL ROUND- P
Many other events and activities have taken place during the la t couple
of months including notably another Recruit Pass off Parade, Regimental
Trade Training at Dennington, and a Battlefield Tour in Germany: All of
these events are reported on briefly in the folio' ing article. It's always a
pleasure to report on another successful recruit pass off parade and the first
pass off course of 2000 wa no exception. The parade took place on
Saturday 19 February with eleven proud oldiers completing their Phase I.
During the parade the CO pre enled the award of Best Recruit to a
delighted Sig Dan Ivory.

Potential Team Members taking a break on Dartmoor or is it Bleak Leek!

accompli hmenl. Finally if any member of the Regiment wishes to attend
one of these special course lhen contact your SPSI who will process your
application - vacancie should be available throughout the year.

The Best Male Officer presenting the award
to the Best Female Officer!

Now what is the Back Bearing that will take me back home

GET OFF 1Y CLO D
Havmg already expressed a degree of bemusement but admiration of
those intrepi~ individuals w_ho freely give up a relaxing weekend at home
with the family to e~gage 111 some seriou physical team building stu!T.
You will not be s~11mscd_to learn that I.have completely mixed up feelings
for those who \\ 1llmgly 1ump out of aircraft at 3500 feet! As far as I am
concerned the only things that legitimately fall from the sky arc rain ,
aircraft (provided they manage to get up there in the first place) and bird
droppings. I have to declare that none of these fills me with any degree of
cxc1_tement as exposure l? the elements and bird droppings leave me
feeling wct. cold and miserable and I find flying an unnatural and
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LCpl Brown and Sig Price
about to board the Islander for their first jump into the abyss

REGIME TAL ORIE TEERING COMPETITIO
On Sunday 20 February teams from all Squadron areas le s 58 Sqn,
?escended ?n Coombe Abbey Cou nty Park in Warwickshire to participate
111 t~e Regimental Orienteering Competition. Most teams were clearly
anxious this year to beat the favourites, 89 Sqn, who have warded oCf all
comer for the past seven years. Was thi year going to be an exception,
regrettably for the other teams involved unfortunately not. The team
entered by 89 qn was as strong a ever and their personal skills and
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

ATIO AL TERRrTORIAL ARMY DAY
Another great day out promi ed to be the ational TA Day that took
place on Saturday 25 March. The advertising wa vast, posters and leaflets
were distributed and radio announcements took place at regular interval
during the two weeks prior to the day and pecial directional signs were
erected. Our hopes for a good attendance were high especially a there was
a special inducement 10 tl1e public thi year in the gui e ofa free raflle ofa
Freelander and variou Gortex. items a ' ell as the promise of a VIP day
out with the TA. We el about the mammoth ta k of tran ferring our TA
Centre into exhibition centres with a widt: range of attraction , static
displays, interactive displays and freebies to give away. The dan arrived
and we eagerly anticipated warm. of local residents to engulf our Cen.tre
so we could show them what' e do and hopefully encourage many to JOm
our ranks. As usual the weather turned against u and this had a direct
impact on attendance. evertl1elc s a steady flow of vi itors came through
the gates although most were children and they enjoyed, in many case ,
special one to one treatment. More importantly perhaps is the new that we
have gained up to IS recrui ts throughout the Regiment and al o gained
some valuable post TA Day publicil from the local pre '.ho attended.
So while admittedly not a succc sful a la I year we can claim a measure
of success which after all has made it all worthwhile! To end on a
humorous ~ote on unday 26 March an unnamed. quadron not fa~ ~rom
Rugby, with its external signs still on di play, rcce1 ed another ten' 1s1tors
- each was gi en a free pen together with an apology!
P - who won the Day out\ ith the TA?
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The CO presenting the award of Best~ecruit to Sig Dan Ivory

Trade training next with an innovative one week crammer course that
took place during the week 12 - 20 February al Donnington and \\ hich
promises to et the pattern for future trade training. The week wa - run
under the control of a special training team headed by WOZ (YofS) Phil
Tonks who \\a ably assisted b_ SSgt Andy Egan and Sgt And) Lloyd.
The week turned out to be hugely succe · fut with 36 out of 4 per ·onncl
pa -ing their trade test outright. Thi ha · gone ome way to redressing the
deficiencies in certain trade throughout the Regiment and as a re. ult a
further course i being run in epte~nber - o if you are reading thi and
you till require your la s 3 trade qualification conta t your P I now!
Attendee ·s on the cour c in eptember can re t as ·urcd that the) are
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unlikt.'I) to e"perienc S 'gt Llo~ds culinary swill. onl hi~ morale
ho<.httnl! ·en>e of humour, but 11 1g Bde on the other hand are apparently
looking~ fon' ard to the training team doing a pot more landscapinl:\ on
their beh 111 Finni!} a group of til1cen from the Regiment cngag d m :i
B:mlcficld tour in Gcnnany during the period 26-31 ~arch. The tour
'OH~red the Battle of 1he Bulge und by all account provided stones that
\\ere both horrifi nnd thouullt pr \Oking. s one of the group members
L pl teH Bell reflected \Vhcn Ii tatcd that it was difficull to imn!l:inc,
"hen you are urroundcd by the natural beauty of th . rdcnnes, the blltcr
hand to hand fighting and major battle that took place m th1 vast area and
the Ii\ es that were lo'I a a result. The road 10 fr dom from I ranny and
reprc:; ·ion is costly and '' ~ must never forget the s~crificc, made in that
noble and ju>t cau ·e that gl\ cs u the freedom we enJOY today!
.\PPROBATIO .. OF '1ARKET DRAYTO '
On unday 9 April. 95 ( Y). ig qn . hared the hono.ur with other
Yeoman!) units of the pprobn11on of •1ark<:l Drayton. Tiu honour wa
granted to the ucce ·.or units of the hrop hire Yeoman!)', two troop. of
~ hich \\ere raised in Market Drayton in 1795. On a cold, O\'er a t but dry
da) th quadron under omd of laj Jo Fathers attended the dedication
Chur h en ice and marched proudly through the ·treets of Market
Drayton with other Yeomanry units. Taking the salute in the pre ence of
man) other dignitarie was the Lord Lt of Shropshire and the Mayor of
Market Drayton. Jn attendance were the Hon Col, Col Brian Foxon and
the CO, Lt Col tephen Potter. Following the parade a ti ic reception
\\U held in the Royal Briti.h Legion Club in Markel Drayton. Here all
tn\Oh ed in the parade njoyed a light lunch in the company of all the
dignitarie .

36th (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

Lt Col J. A. Allan TD
WOt (RSM) R. J. Stanton

WELCOME A D FAREWELL
We wish to welcome Sgt Del Parkinson as PSI Cambridge, gt Mick
Eades as PSI Southend, currently on a Board of Officers in Bosnia (who
says regulars do not deploy on Ops within TA Regiments), gt John
Aloysious Kelly (thanks Lorraine!) as P I Trg, Maj Jim Sykes as Trg
Maj, Mr Carl Sykes as EO FSA( son of Trg Maj?) and Mrs Sharma as
AO I IQ Sqn. We hope you all have a good time with the Regiment. We say
a sad farewell to Sgt Si Hill who is olT to Weymouth to run a I lotel, Sgt
Gaz Tuff on promotion to 2 Sig Regt, Maj Gary Mason as S02 Comms
and Tennis, I UK Div, Mrs Higgs on retirement, Mr Alan Byrne and
undcep on a SOR civilian reshurTie and not forgetting the unforgettable
Mrs Iris Burton who retires a11er many years of being the fount of all
know ledge as AO, HQ Sqn. You will all be sadly mis ed.

The simulated SCRA(T) Trainer

VISIT BY DCOMD 49 BRIGADE
Due lo the impending move of the regiment from LO DIST to 49 Bde
on I Apr 00, the DComd 49 Bde, Colonel Abraham, kindly visited RHQ
and HQ qn at llford recently. During his visit he received a regimental
brief by the CO, Lt Col Jackie Allan TD, followed by an Ops brief by Maj
Mike White TD. After informal introductions of the regimental officers.
Colonel Abraham presented TDs in the WOs and Sgts mess to Majs Dave
Watson and Mark Baker. Maj Dave Watson started his career in Bedford
TA Centre and progres ed through the ranks to WOl(SYWO), being
awarded the TEM along the way. After commissioning he took up various
appointments in 54 Sig Sqn and eventually commanded HQ Sqn al llford.
He recently took up the appointment of Adjt on FTRS. Maj Mark Baker
started hi career with Liverpool UOTC in 1979. Afler commissioning he
erved with various units within the Royal Anglian Regiment, eventually
commanding a company at Bury St Edmunds. Under DR he transferred to
36 ig Regt(V) as OC RRTT and now commands 44 Sig Sqn at Grays and
outhend.

Rear row: Lt Col J . A . Allan TD, Maj M. Baker TD,
Maj D. Watson TD, W01(RSM) R. J. Stanton MAPM
Front row: Mrs Dennise Baker, Col Abraham,
Mrs Christine Watson
HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj P. J . Minshall
SSM
W02 (S M) A. C. Wells
It is some time since HQ qn featured in the augu t page of Tile WIRE,
and since the la t appearance there have been many changes to the
management of the Squadron and in t11e way we do bu ine s. Atler our
attendance on Annual Camp in Germany in September 1999. we returned
to start the busy winter training regime of a TA ignal Regime~! and
quickly ettled into the routine of work, work and more work with the
occasional interlude of play. In ovember three members of the quadron
went with the Regimental Adventure Training expedition to the Pyrennes.
a full report of which is elsewhere in this is ue. In March th1 year, three
members of the quadron participated in the Regimental
kiing
expedition lo Germany and W02 Terry Butler took part m an .RLC
ailing Expedition to Cypru . gt Kevin • uper Angler' East of TM
Troop and SSgt To ny Dale the LAD P I competed in the A~my Angling
Championship . All of thi , combined' ith the monthly Regimental Golf
Day and Mondays olT, definitely 'slops jack being a dull boy', for the
permanent stalT al lea l.
Work has to intervene somewhere, and a normal the winter ·chedule
of omms Ex Trade an'd Recruit Training weekend along with R IT,
PRE, tocktaking, Regimental Audit etc and other mandatory in~p.ect ions
have continued some more successfully than other . In add111on the
quadron par~ded as part of the Redbridge R~membrnnce
ommemoration on 15 ovembcr, this parade was marked by the unique
event of the p AO(\ ho has to remember that he has a uniform, let alone
ervice Dress) actually marching with the quadron.

95 (SY) Signal Squadron on parade
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Talking of stocktaking, the Quartermaster, Maj Phil 'Whirlwind·
Daisey has been up lo his old tricks, those out there who know him well
will need no further explanation - however for the uninitiated, you
basically take one quartermaster add a Regiment which needs a good tock
taking and clear out and mix the two together (or altcmati\ely light the
fu e and tand well back) the result is a powerful mix of invective, hot air
and hard work eventually followed by a period of rationale and calm (he
has to sleep sometime!) - followed by more of the same. ln the end it all
proved worthwhile and allO\\S the Regiment to go fonvard \\ ith a clean
sheet for the future (however, if you are an SQM you can nO\\ have
nightmares about next year). Of course the RQVIS, W02 Tony 'Days to
Do' Gaston is overjoyed as he looks fonvard to the joys of resettlement
and Civ Div.
Any unit is the sum of the personalities within it, and HQ Sqn is no
different the last six months saw the departure of Maj Dave Watson TD
as OC to be succeeded by Maj Peter linshall in December. Dave was
supposed to be retiring from the TA, and got an almighty send off,
certainly his going away party wi ll live in the memorie (of those who can
remember it!) for a long lime he was having nothing to do with this
retirement busines and promptly moved up lairs on an FTR
commitment for six months as Adjutant. We welcome Capt Gordon
helley (back into the fold) as Sqn 21C/QM(Y), and the outgoing F A.
Sgt Gordon Cameron, back a the incoming RAOWO, W02 Gordon
Cameron. We lo ta highly regarded and long serving Squadron member
when Sgt Jahan McCready decided to retire after nearly 15 years service
- we wish her best wishe for the future with the family and ne'' job.
EXERCISE SPRI GE GLE 17 - 19 MARCH 2000
Over the weekend, 17-19 March, the Regiment participated in 'Ex
Spring Eagle' . an 11 Sig Bde Exercise that covered significant area of
England and orthem Ireland. The Regiment established a Euromux
network in the Colche ler area and also provided an interface with the 11
Sig Bde Ptannigan fixed trunk network and kilo tream links to orthem
Ireland and the orth of England.
The weekend saw the hand-over/takeover of Regimental ergeant
Majors. Everyone within the Regiment wishe bon voyage and
congratulations to WOt (RSM) Bob ta nton,, who wa all ready to hang
up his pace stick when the CO, Lt Col Jackie Allan TD, ummoned him
to the oftlce and closed the door. 'Oh dear,' he thought. 'a last minute
dressing down,' but no, she was delighted to tell him that he had been
commissioned and was po ted to 11 ig Regt. WOI (RSM) Bob Stanton
aid, 'l have really enjoyed my time with the Regiment which has been at
times challenging but very rewarding.
!any Regular soldiers
underesti mate the value of the TA, but 1 have been very impre sed with the
commitment that the soldier demon trate.' The Regiment welcomes his
ucce sor, WOt (RSM) Dougie Eagles ham, who join the Regiment
from CO Leadership Wing at Blandford. The weekend provided an
excellent opportunity for him to meet many of the key player and get an
idea of the concept of trunk communications and ho\\ the Regiment
performs that function.

Hand-overfTakeover of RSMs
(L) W01 (RSM) Eaglesham, (R) W01 (RSM) Stanton
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The Regiment' new Training Major. 1aj Jim
kes and the regular
Foreman W02 (FO ) Phil Holland had a helicopter cabb. to vi it Sgt
ue Baker "ho had been deployed to Itear Training Area for the
e. erci e. 1aj yke wa dul) impre ed with her ex ellenL efforts to coordinate the element of 3 . 36 and 40 Regiment at her location. The TM
then went on to omment on how memorable it had been to fly at uch
height o\·er the LiYerpool and Everton Football ground (SSgt (YolS)
Tony 1artin remarked that he thought Training Majors were u ed to
hoYering at about 40.000 feet). To round off :m interesting weekend, the
Deputy Commander 11 ig Bde, Col Roger Davenport TD, vi ited the
Regiment at Colche ter 'I
entre where a large part of the Regiments
a et were located.

a challenge he had on his hand ! ! On the first day W02 'Andy' Aspina ll
compiled a video of the day activities, which con isted of much falling
and variou dodgey no' ploughs and parallel turns. Thi · formed the
entertain ment for the evening when we all (me included) sat laughing at
one particular fool sk iing like something out of dumb and dumber un til the
~nstructor pointed out I wa that particular fool well , I could on ly
improve ..

s~1iling, sati sfied grin . Th~ training wen t on into the late evening with
night movement and reaction to enemy contact. By the time weapons
were returned to the ~rmoury tl~ e actors had been on the go for over 14
h o~r~ and they were tired_but still full of enthusiasm. They were allowed
a lie m on the Sunday until 0630hrs. The ladies were the first to arrive for
breakfast but the men had to be woken up, which was a pleasure for the
in tr uctors wh~ see med to e njoy this task. The und ay training
programme consisted of drill and assault course practice. TI1e weather
had been.dry all weekend but very cold, so much so that there was a thin
layer of ice on the water at the rope swing obstacle, but thi was soon
broken when a few of the actors went in .

J

lOR NON 0 1Ml 10 ED CADRE
The Regiment held its annual cadre course over the weekends 26/27
February and 4/5 March, and utili ed two different location . Although the
course was initially loaded with the unlucky number of 13 student • thi
wa reduced to the lucky ele en ' hen two oldiers had to depart early.
The first phase wa held at TA TA and con isted mainly of
theoretical training, though some foot drill was deli cred to the student ,
giYing gt 1 igel Back the opportunity to demonstrate hi excellent
in tructional qualities in thi di cipline. The course then disper ed to their
· eparate TA ' , no doubt waiting with bated breath for the econd, and
final. weekend. fter five day to catch their breath the remaining students
were met at Colche ter TAC by the welcoming am1 of S gt Jim Pollitt
and gt Tim Gamble. and an early tart on atltrday morning een the
collfSe depart for the train ing area to conduct the field exerci e. A'fter
completing variou military command tasks the students moved on to the
BCFT under the strict upervision of Sgt Back, who again howed that he
wa the right man for the job. Thi was swiftly fo llowed by the I pha e,
which wa held within Colchester TAC and proved to be a bit of an eye
opener for ome of the soldiers.
On completion of the field training the course formed up for the final
parade which was taken by the RSM. WOI Bob Stanton. Congratulations
go to ig 1ow LCpl) Price who was awarded the coveted Top Student
accolade by the new Training Major, Maj Jim Sykes, and his efforts were
duly re\ arded with promotion.
STOP PRESS!!
Belated, but sincere, congratulations go to WOI (RSM) Bob tanton
on commissioning and Sgt ige Back on promotion to Staff Sergeant. All
rank within the Regiment wish them, and their fami lie , a ll the very best
in the future. ige - three mention in The WIRE and you get the beer iu,
you know the score!!
EXERCISE COCKNEY WALTZ II 2-12 MARCH 2000
by Sgt 'Kev ' East
Thltrsday 2 March saw all nine of us literally wedged into the minibus
and ea route to Austria. A rough ferry crossing delayed our progress by
some hollfS, but we were all kept amused by W02 'Drew' Johnston 's
Storie of how to ski properly - that said, we never heard the ski instructor
say get into the egg position once! After arriving in Garmish for our
overnight stop, we enjoyed the hospitality of some Americans in their
equi,alent of the AAFI. They tried teaching us their dancing techniques
but, urprisingly. all the Brits insisted on the traditional Squaddie two step,
especially W02 'Steve' Kentish who maintained that his American
cousin were all 'mighty inlpressed by it'!
The following morning everyone was up bright and early and we
headed off to Mayrhofen, where we were met by perfect weather and
no' ; everyone was now keen to hit the slopes. Once skis and boots had
~n fined our instructor, W<?2 'Andy' Aspinall, had to assess everyone's
ski mg tyle so that could see JUSI what he was up against - and boy what

Back Row (L-R): Sig 'Vinnie' Wootton, W02 Steve Kentish ,
SSgt Anita Smith, W02 Andy Aspinall
Front Row (L-R}: Sig Emma Burton , Cpl Jase Ballard

We took it in turn cooking for each other with two people providing
ome form of culinary delight for the rest of the group. Thi was a
challenge in itself, as some people had never cooked for one let alone nine.
That said, most of the food was edible and no one went hungry. The rest of
the week was spent learning how to improve our ski technique and
an.e nding lectures on various subject such a the weather and ski
equipment. As the week progre sed W02 'Andy' As pinall also tested our
nerve and courage by inserting various small jumps, obstacles and
challenges io the routes. These challenge generally ended with great
hilarity at the expen e of omebody's dented ego. Sig ' Vinnie' Wootton
performed one of the be tjump and actually managed to sit down in the
air with bis legs traighl out in front of him - a sure bet you wonn't land
on two feet!
Mayrhofen had one of its many festivals taking place during our stay,
and the streets were full of band , stalls and people. We felt it would be rude
nor to join in with the locals in their celebrations, and hit the streets with Sig
'Emma' Burton fooling most of us with her impression of Dolly Parton,
complete with blonde wig and hat. We had been following the new Basic
ki Proficiency CollfSe and at the end of the week it was lime for our big
test. erves were plentiful, with everyone trying to remember to ' hug a
tree', not let our arms drop, plant our poles and tay on two feet. We all
gained our award and sure enough, W02 'Andy' Aspinall was right - even
on video we looked better, although Sig 'Emma' Burton still ki like Lady
Penelope and Sig ' Ian ' Heseltine can still lick snow with the best of us!
After a week of various weather conditions, from bright sunshine to
blizzard conditions, we set back for good old 'Blighty' with everyone full
of tales of our ad entures and achievements. A good time was had by all ,
and our thanks go to SSgt mith for organising the whole trip.

Sgt Andy Bennett (left) supervises from a safe distance
whilst the actors demonstrate the use of a bayonet

.Once the training had finished the actors all said how much they had
enjoyed the weekend and how valuable the training had been. Prior to the
weekend the acLOrs had commented on how little they had known about
the TA but they now understood it's role. The enthusiasm and the way the
actors responded to t~e training was commendable, they were receptive
and eager to learn which impressed all tJ1e D . The instructors stated that
it ~ad been a pleasure. to teach this group and I believe that they also
gamed valuable experience from the weekend, learning new skills on
how to adapt and respond to a group of'civilians' eager to learn about the
TA. The group are all professional actors, who have starred in TV shows
such as the 'Bill' and 'Clocking off' and most have performed in tage
plays a.round the country. The Squadron had certainly made an
1mpress1on on the e young budding star and a tremendous opportunity
had been .made possible to promote the TA. The Territorial Army needs to
promote itself to the local community and become more active in local
event if it is to be recognised and accepted. This event achieved this and
more.

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
co
RSM

Lt Col P. J. Grogan
WOl (RSM) Fisher

REGI fENTAL HEADQ ARTERS
RHQ ha seen a number of visits over the past period, but one in
particular stands out, and that is the visit to Redd itch of the Armed Forces
minister 1r John peller MP. The Minister's visit coincided with the
ational Territorial Army Recruiting Day, which took place on Saturday
25 March 2000 .. After a Regimental brief given by the CO, he was
escorted .to the Kmgfisher Centre by the CO, 2 IC, Adjt and RSM, to meet
the old1ers of HQ Sqn at the recruiting stand on a busy shopping day.
There 1r peller had the opportunity to speak to members of HQ Sqn
and the local public In addition RHQ has seen some personnel changes
saying goodbye to the (RSM), WOl Joe Cox , now known as Capt
'Anthony' Cox and saying hello both to WOl (RSM) Mo Fis her and to
Maj Tim Pender-Johns, who takes over the vacant Training Major post.
HEADQ
RTER QUADR01
qn Comd
Maj J. Riley
SSM
W02 J. Krikorian
Fantastic, brilliant, great fu~, were just a few of the comments being
made by a group of 17 professional actors who attended training with the
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Squadron ove~ the weekend of 21 to 23 January 2000 at Leek Training
Cam()- I received a request from 'Teddy' Kindell, Director of the
Redd1tch Theatre, who wanted his cast of actors to undergo some military
training ~o assist _them with a modern version of the play 'Macbeth'. This
was an 1J1tercst1J1g project with good training and public re lations
potential. A training programme was designed and the actors arrived for
their. Basic Recruit Training at Leek Camp on the Friday Evening.
Reveille was at 0600hrs on Sat urday, which came as a shock to the group
and comments like, 'But it's still dark, ' fell on the deaf ears of gt Matt
Bellamy who had volun teered to wake everyone. After a hurried
breakfast, equipment and rations were issued and the actors were
transported onto the training area for a demanding programme. The group
were detailed into two sections with Sgt Andy Bennett and Cpl Glen
Draper leading Section 1 and Sgt Matt Bellamy a nd Cpl Joho
McCarthy leading Section 2.
1!1e morning started with weapon training, followed by field-craft and
section attacks. The sections were also shown how to construct a bivi and
cook a 24hr rat ion pack. gt Andy Bennett who then supervised each
section on bayonet practice demonstrated the use of a bayonet. One
fema le member of the group was so enth usiastic when impalin g the
bayonet llltO the dummy that the tip of the bayonet broke off. The
comment, ' ever mess with a woman,' was heard coming from her
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~ard to imagine these two women had volunteered to rough it
with the TA and experience how to live under a makeshift shelter
They had a starring role in the forthcoming play as the 'witches'

67 (QOWWY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj R Hall
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) M. H. Walker
_The Squadron has been urprisingly bu y the early part of this
M1llenm um. In particular an OBUA Exercise, ki-ing cxcur ion and a
major Squadron social. l\y field reporter at E TA ' a Cpl Danny
Harf~rd who e exclusive report wi ll be attached. The ski princes who
can _give us her piece on the piste is Cpl Catherine mith. The quadron
Social Draw held in mid-January ' as expertly organi cd by the brothers
Sgt Mick and Cpl Andy Clarke with the versati le Cpl Catherine
mith. Our OC, Maj Dickie Hall took the opportunity to invite our new
CO, Lt ~o l P..J. Grogan and hi s lady wife lo the event, which they
enjoyed immensely. Lots of prize were won and exchanges done on the
night and a great evening wa. had by all therefore our thanks go out to
the above-mentioned organi ers. The shooting eason is upon us again
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and the '.dead-eye~' . are getting selected and pruned for the malll
forthcommg _compet1t1on events, the Corp SAAM in April and the 143
Bde AAM m M~y. We had a very good shooting weekend in February
where the potential shooters were weeded out and scrutmised by the
Regimental Shooting Officer, Capt Mal Cooper and the quadron
Shootlllg NCO, Sgt Dickie Fisher . I have the honour to humbly
announce that yours truly, W02 Ray Campbell has been chosen with
Sgt. Mic~ Cla.rke, Cpl l'ete Buka, Cpl Andy Clarke, Cpl Catherine
Smith, Sig . eil Pears?~ and OCdt Georg~ to represent the Regiment.
At the lime of wntlllg the Squadron 1s getting geared up for the
planned TA Open Day on Saturday, 25 March 2000. We have had the
meetmg and the br~efing _w ith. the set-up? and the final rehearsal is upon
us soon. Our hope 1s to high-light our existence m the tratford/Warwick
area and hopefully as a bonus attract the correct type of recruit.
EXERCI E BOTHIE DRAGO 1112-20 FEBR ARY 2000
On the 12 February a _small pa~y _from 67. qn (~tourbridge TAC)
headed North for the Regimental ski tnp to Av1emore m the Cairngorm
of Scotland. w_~ met up_ with members from HQ, 96 and 93 qns en
route, the cond111~ns gellmg progressively worse (for driving) the further
North we got. Thi ~eant that ~hat could have been a ten hour journey
b~came a 14 hour Journey, with speeds of less than 30mph in the
Highlands, and lots of pu hing required to get the minibuses up to Ollf
ho~e for the week,. Rothymurchus Lodge. However, after getting the OS
mm1buses up the hill as well, we were greeted with beer and a Sunday
morning lie in (8am!).
The snow already looked promising on Sunday with the need to piste
(level. o.ut) the snow on the Lodge 's own little dry slope. Once we'd had
our k1t 1ssued a few of ~s, eager to get our skis on, were more than happy
to do this. Cpl Cathenne mith fell for a pair of ski boots in Doug's
shop at the Lodge and decided to buy not borrow, nice boots though!
Th_e!1. m the afternoon _the ms_tructor d id an asse_ssment of our skiing
a?11It1es (or not) to decide which groups we'd be m. In the evening we
did what _would become a ntual (weather permitting); in the minibuses,
off to Av1emore to try the beverages and test our vocal chords wherever
there happened to be a Karaoke.
D~e to_ high winds and closed roads, our first day of skiing instead
turnrng rnto a ?ay of swimming in In verness, followed by ski
lect~res/presenta11ons back at the Lodge. Fortunately this did not happen
again. Although due to it still being windy on Tuesday, even the Gun
Barrel (a long downhill straight) was hard work - head down and tuck in and we still had to use our poles to push our way to the bottom rather
than get blown back up the hill! Sig Jo Dean got promoted to the
Intermediate Group, joining Sig Liz Mansell and Capt Fowler-Smith
was promoted to the Advanced Group (although he started to regret it
towards the end of the week). Catherine managed 1 OT to get demoted
from the Advanced group. Meanwhile LCpl Fred mart, Sig Sarah
'Smelly' Kennedy and Rct Janet 'Paddy' Dornan can ski - even if they
don't always listen to their instructor - and now have first hand
experience of a pres ski!
Through_out the week we had all manner of weather, including
sunshme, with.mostly good s~ing conditions - we could have easily been
somewhere a little more exotic than Scotland. By Friday the Exercise was
starting to take its toll on some of the group, and Sarah's bruises started
to cover the whole of her body, but this didn't stop us from making the
most_ of our free-skiing day on arurday (once the mist had lifted) before
dnvrng back to our respective TA C's (and the prospect of our
comparatively mundane civvy jobs!). A good week was definitely had by
all.
EXERCI E 'MILLE ' IUM WARRIOR' (JA UARY 2000)
This was an OBUA training exercise held in the Sennybridge Training
Area, over the weekend of 7-9 January 2000. Involved in the weekend
were 67 and 96 ig Sqns, The aim of the weekend was to train and
practi e the Squadron's skill in Operations in built up areas. Thi was a
challenging and fun exercise and there wa a great deal learned by
everyone. aturday wa split down into three phases, clearance of
buildings, fighting in runnels and sewer and building entry. First we
were given a comprehensive brief of Cellini village and a film on OBUA,
then we were let loo e. Our first pha e was the building clearance.
Making full use of the pllrpose built training hou e we practi ed room
clearance, with the help of the trusty rock grenade. After successfully
clearing the building to the ati faction of the D we were despatched to
our next phase.
The Tunnels: This involved us getting from Point 'A' to Point 'B'.
Unfortunately our fir t effort led by gt Mick ' Pathfinder· Clarke
re ulted in us going from Point ' A' to Point 'A' without even a glimpse of
Point 'B', so emerging into daylight only to find that we were back at the
start re ulted in everal trong word exchanged mo tly at gt Clarke
remarking on his parent' possible marriage at the time of hi birth. Once
more we entered the tunnel only this time we were more ucce ful.
The Blackout House; Thi pa sed ' ithout any great incidents and we
emerged happy to see that it was indeed till daytime, but thi pha e wa
still not over yet. One la t task and that wa u fini hed.
T he ewer; we dropped into the ewer one by one and crawled, duck
walked and bumped our way to thee, it. After turning the last corner the
ex it could be een by eve.ryone except me. I wa at the rear behind pl
Andy Clarke (Yes they are related). Everyone was houting that they
could see daylight. The only thing I saw was a full eclip e of the ewer,
that was until Cpl Clarke ' a lifted out and J \ a then bathed in
beautiful unlight. I emerged like a mole that had been underground for
days. That over and done with we moved on to our final phase.
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he Building ntry: Here" e "ere introduced to different methods of
ent ·nng a building other than by the from door. We were also warned not
lO U) any of thi · al home a. WiYeS are generally 1101 impre ' ed to find a
rennd' lobbed through th wmdo" followed by her hubby and seYeral
squaddtCS :praying the room With lead. fter a spot Of Compo dinner. WC
""re gi\'en orders for the next da. · . a ·ault of the village. It ''as then
11mc to prepare for the nc:-.t task .
T he , ight Defensh·e hoot: Once the ammo w~ · i sued it was time to
be po itioncd in the trenche for the sh ot. We w ···e told that the target
'' ould be lit by "hite light to enable u to engage. The shoot started Yery
lo" ly until people gained more onfidcnce and then all hell wa~ let
loo e. 'o" "hen a target appeared. twcnt rifle · trained in on it and
ngaged. E\en though hit \\ere not recorded. I'm sure that the persi ·tent
wooden targets were cared into ubmi sion. ow it wa time for ome
shut eye before the assault on the village.
T he
a ult on The \'ill age: Form up for the a ault wa at 0630hrs
on the road leading into the' illage. A cold night and frosty morning made
n an interesting moYe to the form up point due to many people over
shooting the location due to them prncti ing their ice skating techniques.
The'" o quadron were to a ault and clear a side of the de ignated street
each. 96 qn engaged and a .aulted the fir t house. then it wa 67's tum .
\\'e leap frogged like thi until 67 qn had reached their final objective.
Capt Barker of the enemy d cided to \\ ait in a connecting tunnel between
our pre ent po ition and the final objective. He was hoping to sneak back
into our pre cnt po ition . Unfortunately for him we remembered out
training and po ted a guard by the mou e-hole. \ hich prevented him from
urpri ing u . Meanwhile 96 qn had problem taking their final objective
due to the D OYer preparing the defence . Finally they ucceeded. after a
bit of trouble from a persi tent non-dying niper. This ju t left 67 qn with
their final objecti\'e, "hich wa taken and • cured.
During the final a ault 3 ection of 67 qn thanked our P I. S gt
Eric · top stealing my kit' Head in the only deserving way and he was
engaged by ZULU tyle volley lire. After a quick debrief and tidy up it
\\as time for the quadrons to depart and make their way back to their
re pective TAC . It is onl left for me to thank all tho e involved in the
organising and running of the pba e for without them the weekend could
not have been a ucce ful a it wa .
EXERCI E HI 1 L YA DRAGO '
EPTE 1BER/OCTOBER 1999
by Cpl John AfcCanlry
During the month of eptember and October 1999 over 180 climbers
from all ranks and all Regiments and Corps of the Army completed the
large t ever Level Three adventurous traini ng ex pedition to epal. Ex
Himalaya Dragon was the British Army's Mil lenn ium Expedi tion. It's
objective was to place a military team on the top of e ery one of the
eighteen trekking peaks in epal. Of the I 80+ personnel 25% were from
T units, four of which were from 37 Sig Regt. I was fortunate enough to
be one of those elected. The eighteen month of preparation included
obtaining the required mini mum qualification ie: ummer Mountain
Proficiency (ge tt ing wet in Wa les), and Winter Mountaineering
Introduction (getting very cold in Scotland). I also mi ed over £300.00 in
ponsorship by mountain biking the Yorkshire Dales Way, selling raffie
tickets and the usual extortion of the lower ranks. l was able to obtain
se\eral thousand pounds worth ofspon orship from a very generous local
corporate ponsor, 'CM R Consultant ', a local company specia li ing in
providing businesses with tailor made package saving money on phone
and energy bills. They became the po o o rs of my team, which
succe sfully completed Kongma Tse peak at 5,800 metres.
After arriving in Kath mandu the various teams organised them elves
and departed towards their different destinations. Ours was the Khumbu
region east of Kathmandu in volving an internal fligh t to Lukla, the third
most dangerous airport in the world. After almost boarding the wrong
plane (on the plane/off the plane!) we eventually came in to land on a
runway less than 200 metres long, carved into the side of a mountain and
sloping at a 30 degree angle. It was a religious experience. After landing,
just when we though it was safe, the plane taxied and hit a stationary
helicopter with it' wingtip.
During the next 11 days we climbed over 3000m trekking through
amazmg scenery and sleeping in small villages. The diet was very
repetitive and bland, never quite conta ining enough calories or protein .

The trek became progrcs ivcly harder a we gai ned altitude with the
lowering amount of oxygen in the air. With only two pairs of underwear
and socks and on ly one opportunity to shower for four week I was
driven to strip 1 ashing in glacial trearn . The ' ater was close to
frce1.:ing and certainly revitalised the b dy, reaching part even Heineken
never knew existed. The night at high camp (5400m, almost 3 1/2 miles
high,) I found uncomfortable with ice inside the tent and very little sleep
due to a constant headache and difficulty in breathing. On several
occa · ion I coughed up large so lid lumps with blood, which caused
obviou · concern.
TI1e attempt at the ummit the next day wa incredible. We tarted at
0600hr· in sub zero temperat\tres. It was extremely hard going due to the
altitude, even taking photos or drinking left u breathless, I was stopping
every 20 pace lo catch my breath. The top of Kongma Tse peak · 5,800m
i approximately double the total heights of the three highest peaks in
England, cotland and Wales - cafcll Pike, Ben evis and nowdon .
The amount of oxygen available is lcs than 1/2 that at sea level. After
returning from the peak I wa ufTering the effects of mi ld/moderate acute
mountain icknes . My heart rate was 99bpm and oxygen aturation 60 %
and I had ditliculty with co-ordination and concentration but after losing
several hundred metre altitude it improved.

lade Park TAC. ir Winston Churchill served in the Regiment and was
1Ionorary Colonel until his death, his three brothers and many other
famou s ancestors also served with the QOOH , so the link with the
Churchill Hospital deemed good enough reason to carry out the project
and attract media interest.
The team led by Sgt David Jarvis Cleaver (J ), a landscape gardener,
who designed the garden and Cpl Kevin Durno, a joiner, started out early
aturday morning to clear the old slabs, overgrown bushes, weeds and
debris from the area and prepare the ground for hi s new design to include
curved pathways, new plants, decking and a pergola. The nursing stafTand
patients had a full view of the event for the whole weekend and saw the
transformation of the garden into a safe and comfortable area to sit out
during the unny days to come. The event, as hoped, attracted the media
with all the Oxford ewspapers sending reporters and photographers, but
the coup wa Central TV covering the whole weekend with interviews at
the start and completion of the garden. They al ·o filmed the whole event
using a time delay camera so we were treated to a 'Ground Force Style'
TV Report on the local evening news the following week. The Osler Che t
Unit League of Friends provided the funding for the project. ister Jo
Ri ley sa id the finished garden is wonderful and that she had not een a
bunch of men and women work so hard and enthusiasticall y.

C pl (Superman) John McCarthy poses o n top of the World
He said that he did it the hard way
and actually clim bed the mountain instead of flyi ng

During the next eight day we trekked aero s mountain passes and
glaciers to Gokyo peak 5350m, then descended back to Lukla for our
return fligh t to Kathmandu. A few days good food and ightseeing were
enjoyed before flying back to Blighty. During the flight back to the UK I
started experiencing severe tomach cramps. They continued to become
worse whilst returning on the motorway, resulting in stops every half an
hour allowing me to empty the contents of my bowels and tomach. I
didn't know whether the bottom was falling out of my world or the world
was falling out of my bottom. The food poisoning was quite severe; it
wa a full week before I wa farting with confidence. Despite the
exhaustion, stomach problems, weight loss, headaches and evere body
odour it was a once in a lifetime, awesome experience. The epa lese are
incredibly friendly and the iews brea thtaking. I wou ld strongly
recommend trekking in the Himalaya to anyone.
In appreciation of the welcome and support provided by the people of
epal tbe Army is establishing a long-term medica l project to supply
doctor to the country from universities in the UK. The expedition has
al o provided detai led medical re earch into ome of the effects of high
altitude on the body, details of whi ch are held at the Royal Geograph ic
InstiLUte in London. It is hoped that later expeditions wi ll benefit from
th is study. I would like to take this opportun ity to thank everybody in HQ
Sqn who made the expedition possible by sponsoring me wi th your hard
earned money, and of course the powers that be that thought it wa a
good idea to get rid of me for a mon th.

The Skinners Female Best Soldier for the Year 2000

10 Hours to Go !!
SSgt Paul Johnson, Sgt JC, SSgt Bob Matthews, Cpl Sammy Durn o and Cpl Kev Durno

EXERCISE D REAM! G SPlRES
On Sunday, 27 February 2000, the Squadron held a navigation exercise
u5ing Land Rovers to complete a route identified by cryptic clues using
BATCO. avigation skills and driving tandards were critical to the event
and teams penalised for any breaches of the Highway Code, checkpoints
mis ed and questions answered. All teams completed the course in the
allotted time, or did they, some of the answers to the que tion were
suspect ind icating that maybe not all the check point had been isited. To
compete the course, the participants had to find the quadron 21C in hi
incon picuou (bright yellow) command vehicle which proved more
difficult than expected. As a result, observation and special awarene s
training wi ll be given to Squadron personnel, not to mention refresher
training on what a no entry ign means and how to navigate a roundabout.

The representative of The Ma ter Ski nners awarded Cpl haron cult,
RLC Chef. the prize for the Be l Female oldier on Saturday I April 2000
at Browndown Training Camp. Well Done Sharon.

E DE A O UR AWARD - by Sig Claire Goodwin

ATIONAL TERRITORIAL A RMY CE T R E OP E DAY
The ational TAC Open Dny attracted on ly the keen public of Banbury,
however the Major, C llr Jan Ju stice and her con ort found ti me in their
busy programme to ca ll in for an hour and ample the cu linary del ights
erve up by Sgt J C, or were they hiding from the crowds!!

39th (SK.INNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RM

Lt Col J. Crackett TO
WOI (R.S'\1) P. Anderson

' OW OXFORD HIRE H
ARS)
ADRO. -BANB RY & OXFORD
Maj Rob tone
W02 (, SM) Philip~
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EXERCISE GRO
0 FORCE
CHURCHILL HO PITAL, OXFORD
Forget Charlie Dimmock and Alan Titchmar h, a team of ten
en th u iastic members of 5 S ig Sqo renovated an internal garden at the
Churchi ll I lospital in Oxford 'Ground Force' Style over the weekend
26-27 February 2000. The project ' as dreamed up by the P AO and
instigated to raise pub lic awareness of the fo rmati on of th e Oxford Tp at
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

Sgt JC, Cllr Jan Justice and her consort
at the Banbury TAC Open Day 25 March 2000
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Sig Claire Goodwin with the Best Endeavour Award
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ig la ire Good" in joined the qundron following the 1999 ntional
T C pen Day. h h~ nchie, ed a great deal during her first year by
auending nnual ap. 95% of the Training Weekend and the TA Phase 2
Rt--cruit ourse. In addition he has gained her Cla,s 3 Radio Operator
Trade. Thi mu t rate a · an e. cellent uccess for a TA o ld ier during such
a hort period of time. n top of this he ha, a full time job with a Mobile
\'one!! Company.
THE
FE DRl\'I
5 (QOOH) ignal
! t Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
The Regimcn111l
'quadron. Well done

Once cleared up. and to round off the ' cckcnd's tru in ing. l:!vcry one got
oYer their fears of heights and confi ned spaces o n the confidence cour e.
Later a a fina le everyone had the chance to throw Mo lotov ocktail
Bristo lian seemed ex tremely cflic icnt at this practice, wonder why!
great weeke nd wa had by all, again our tha nk to the organisers and D '.

A

GA\ ROS
quadron ( ) wiped the board clean with:Cpl John mith
L pl Paul Docherty
pl te\'e Brady
afe Ori' ing wa
on equently awarded to the
to you all.

57 (CITY AND COUNT OF BRl~ TOL)
IG
L Q ADRO (VOL ITEERS)
qn Comd
1aj R. Tuhey TD
M
\ 02 P. Packer
The la t few month have een the quadron concentrate on completing
the Winter tJ11de training cycle. The one training weekend other than an
RTW, wa the quadron e>..erci e ba ed on Operations in Built-up rea
(OBUA). Ex Horfield Warrior. The quadron P I (Ops), SSgt Tony Ward
had pent month organising thi event and called in numerou favour
from hi regular army contacts. It wa to become an exerci e to remember.
it was al o the first chance for our n w Honorary Colonel, Commodore I.
R. Pemberton RD DL RNR to visit the quadron in the field.
EXERCISE HORFIELD \J ARRIOR- by Cpl 'Wing Nut ' Ewing
During the weekend 25-27 February the quadron deployed on a
FfBUA E..xerci e designed around a Peace upport Operation (P 0) uch
a Ko O\'O cenario. Friday night aw u move to Pilning Range on the
outskirts of Bri tol to meet up with our transport to the exerci e area,
Chinooks courtesy of the RAF! IL wa to be the first trip in a helicopter for
many of the quadron, (especially under a tactical cenario) and many a
nervou face could be een in the dim light. The RAF arrived on time and
with no time lO consider those nerves the first party with FFR underslung
took off for PTA. On arri al at the exercise area, we made our way to the
first nights location, a wooded area next to the field latrines! As you would
expect after not much sleep an enthu ia tic and very noi y enemy attacked
us at first light. A hasty withdrawal to our ERV approx 2km away
followed. During the withdrawal a member of our ection received a
broken leg (Ex Play, inflicted on him by Sgt Ton Ward our kind PSI
(Ops), who in the dim light picked the heaviest bloke in the Squadron to be
the casualty, an accident he said)! Improvised stretcher quickly made, on
we went with only a little cursing on the' ay.

Lt Fensome (R) and LCpl Cornish , Tunnel Rats

47 (MIDDLESEX YEO MA RY)
IG AL Q UA DRO (VO LU T EE RS)
qn Comd
Maj M . Landsdown T D
SSM
W02 (SSM ) C opsey
EXE R ISE BRAGGE ' S REYE G E
Late on a Friday evening in February, 47 Sig qn inserted itself into a
. ecurity Force (SF) base in a simu lated UN protected enc lave near the
town of 'Bas ingrad ' on the border between the warring factions of
·Berksovia' and ' I lampovo'. The faction ' players' were kindl y provided
by service men from RAF No rtho lt and ACF cadets from Uxbridge, based
at Honcycro ll Hill. During th e fo ll ow ing 48 hours, in scenario devised
from incidents in th e Balkans, sold iers of 47 Sig qn set up YCPs carried
out numerous patrols and responded to various incidents in suppo11 of the
loca l poli ce. Troops we re inserted by helicopter and carried out a Cordon
and Sea rch Op on an i o latcd fa rm ma kin g severa l fi nds of explosives and
light weapon . Other incidents included a si mulated helicopter crash,
hy terica l (unhappy not funn y) onlooke rs and determined journalists. The
nerve centre o f the whole operation was the Ops Room, capabl y ma nned
by gt 'English Bob' Young and LCpl Sophie pittle. SSgt Dave
Lambe1-t stood in as the SQMS proving himself to be a natural ration
gra nddad and a dab hand with the mkl broom.
The Squadron provided escort duties for VIPs, with mixed results. Sgt
Dnve trevens' escort patrol was ambushed three times whil st making a
determined e ffort to reach their VIP. Anoth er important task was the
clearance of explosives from railway lines, allowi ng desperately needed
food and medica l supplie to be moved to where they were most needed.
The vehicle checkpoints were busy, as loca l irregul ar mi litia we re very
active in mov ing wea pons a nd explosives around the enclave in support of
their ethnic c leansing activities. T he con equence of th is was that the
troops had to handle large num bers of prisoners and refugee and it wa

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
BEXLEYHEATH

co
RSM

'Where is that ruddy house'

Lt Col C.H. Turner
(RSM) c. D. Tait

wot

HELLO AND GOODBYE
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Sharpshooter had been able to bear arms through Croydon. C Squadron
being awarded the Freedom in 1993. It was a ftae crisp sunny day which
commenced with the obligatory drill practice at early o'clock within the
TA Centre. The parade commenced with an inspection from the
Sharpshooter's Honorary Colonel, Julian Radcliffe QBE TD on the
parade square within the TA Centre. We then commenced the marching
element of the parade through Croydon High Street lead by the band of
the Royal Yeomanry. A rather interesting concept for all participants
having to literally dodge the shoppers along the pedestrian precinct
outside Marks and Spencer. The GOC London District took the salute on
the step of the Town Hall at which point we then returned to the TA
Centre for an addres by the GOC. A thoroughly enjoyable day was had by
all participants and we can't wail for the next one in 200 I!
ATIO AL OPEN DAY
This year TA iational Open Day was held on 31 March. The quadron
displayed several tands at our t\ o local Town Centre ofBexleyheath and
Brighton. Both sets of display ' ere well recei ed by the general public,
with many enquire . The open day this year wa the high point in the
Regiment's recruiting drive. we managed to acquire ix potential recruits
from Bexleyheath and 16 from Brighton. True to tradition the quadron
managed to field the majority of its personnel in different kind of military
attire, ranging from Blues to Combat 95. The day was viewed by mo t
participants as a reminder to the public of who we are where we are and
what we do and the benefit of igning up.

Commodore Pemberton meets Sigs Bishop and Laing,
accompanied by the OC
Saturday morning con isted of numerous lessons and demo 's on
FlBUA training. It has to be said the instruction itself was of the highest
standard, S gt ' pats' Brodie and Sgt Martin Blanchard (Royal
Artillery) are to be congratulated. They put so much enthusiasm into their
instruction that it was infectious and enjoyed by all. In the afternoon we
had the chance to practice all that we had been taught in the morning. This
training was then followed by a final brief from the PSI and we moved ofT
to our night harbour area. During the hours of darkness we mounted three
recce patrols to try and establish the strength and location of the enemy in
the 'illage we were to attack the following morning.
Sunday 0500hrs - Reveille and pyro issue (Lots, exact amounts
withheld in ~ase QM reads this article!). 0600hrs we moved off to the FUP,
to our urpnse we then came under sustained anillery fire from the village.
0620hrs our own artillery opens up, simulated by 40lbs of PE expertly laid
by gt 'Blinds' Ward ! That was our signal to at1ack, for the next one and
a half hours all hell let loose, leap froging from building to building and it
must be said improving as we got into the swing of it. Then finally the
enemy strong hold was in front, ground floor as we found to our cost filled
with barbed wire and a GPMG at every first floor window. Entry was
gained eventually to the first floor and soon after the OS called a halt. The
good guys had,_ as in the movies, \\On the day. Exhausted but on a high we
sat down and listened to a constructive and detailed debrief from our OS
before breakfast.

not always easy to tell which was wha:h. gt Lawrence Forre. t'
Vincent-Edwa rds took the opportunity to practise some disunctly old
fashioned interrogation techniques on the prisoners (see you at the
Hague)! The most dramatic incident was a not on aturday night, when a
crowd of locals, fuelled by alcohol and whipped into frenzy by a local
politician, tried to storm the F base. The Squadron reacted quickly, and
the no-nonsense approach of the soldiers on the ground left the ri oters in
no doubt that the troops meant business, and were prepared to respond
with force if necessary.
On Sunday morning, the Sq uadron was tasked to carry o ut a thorough
search of a factory belong ing to the afore mentioned politician. The aim
was lO identify and arrest a suspected war criminal, and also lO establi h
whether the factory wa being used in the manu facture of armaments. The
troops surrounded the factory and a heav ily armed search team went in.
After a short firefight three militiamen were dead, one suspected war
criminal was in custody and a number of weapons were recovered . The
pol itician was summari ly arrested for harbouring a war criminal. This
action marked the end of the Exercise, and the Squadron returned to base
having successfully curtailed the ethnic clean ing activities of the militia,
arrested several troublesome character and generally given a chance for
the peace ful majority to return to a more normal life.
There was a palpable buzz as the troops cleaned their weapons and
packed up their kit, although the lack of sleep was beginning to tell.
Adrenaline had been flowing and everybody had their own war story to
tell. The weekend was rounded off with a quick beer in the 47 Club before
returning to friends, family and normality. Finally a MID for Sigs Clarke
and Choudhury who j oined the exercise directly from passing out at the
Royal Signals Recruit Course. Also a big thanks to the RSM Paul
Anderson, W02 (RQMS) Mick Ginty and W02 (YofS) Mark Whiting
fo r all their support and for giving up what would otherwise have been a
free weekend for RHQ personnel.

Blod passes Cat 'C' at last
The Regiment aid farewell to WO! (R M) ' Blod' Godwin in
traditional 'Yeomanry' style. The finale wa him being led out of the TAC
on a horse made for I by W02 (RQMS) ' cou e the crounger· Terry
Parle and his team of merry helpers! WOl (R M) Godwin i po ted to
the sunny climbs of J U Cyprus on commis ioning. The Regiment
wishes you, Mandy and the littl e 'Blod ·all the very best and good luck in
Cyprus. Welcome to WO I (RS 1) Dougie Tait who has ju t been po ted
in from the ' Tron Divi ion'. Congratulations on your pr motion and hope
you enjoy your tour with the Regiment.

884TROOP
ince Camp 1999 there ha e been some change · at 4 Tp down here in
Brighton. We are e tabli · hing our relation hip with our new neighbours in
the TAC, the Prince of Wales Royal Regiment (PWRR) .

265 (KCLY) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson TD
S M
W02 tuart McHenery

The point man gains entry!
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

CROYDO CE TE ARY PARADE
Thi year celebrates the centenary of the harpshooters. To mark this
momentous occasion we joined ' ith our ' sister' unit, C quadron of the
Royal Yeomanry, for the Centenary Parade through Croydon on aturday,
4 March. This was tbe first time that the Royal ignal element of the
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The Weekend One Team with a gap left for Sgt Foy
(L-R): Sgt Hancock, Sig Thomson, GAP, Sig Blaber and Cpl Birch
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\\e are gmdually getting nsed to their way' of life - sleeping in muddy
cold "et fields in the middle of wmter - they don "t appreciate the finer
.1de of cos)
R trailers do they! r the mstant 'where is the whitener·
cuppa. C\Cr-thc-lcss we felt it would be rud.:- to ay 10 "hen they
Ill' ited u to play 'enemy' on two of their Exercises recently - good
mfantr. tim for u. - n t ·o man chances these days-so off we went.
Wecke~d Round One ot Hancock, !:t Foy, Cpl Birch, ig Blobcr, Sig
Thom on - blatting some round into ·our' enemy. Knowing where the
enemy i. coming from make it all th more fun. The i~allers among t
u learnt qui kl). but not a fast a gt ' \! here are my teeth" Foy who
plaved the part too hard and fired hi cocking lever through his lip and
teeth. Ho" DID he do that! Jt only hurt when you make me laugh he said.
True quaddie humour!
On the second "eekend
M McHenery, gt Ridgwe ll , gt Vincent,
L pl Cox, ig Ree' e and Sig Cooke joined us for a ti.re and manoeuvre
e. erci e. - Fighting In \ oods and Fore ts. We quickly learned that clo e
quarter work require fa ter rate of fire and Automatic fire wa the order
of the day. gt ·Rambo· Ridgewell cemed invincible bounding through
the tree . ig • apper· Reeve relearns the art of tree climbing but being
even foot tall give him a head start doe n 't it! LC pl 'I let1 the map in the
ro' er· ox was nominated a the duty Ian man bauery carrier for doing
\\hat he does best,· o ir I'm not a leep'. Other Troop new we mu t
mention LCpl ·PTI' Fo well on his recent engaged - he i still grinning!
gt ·caravan-Ke\· Ha ncock ha been pre"e111ed with two Caravan
History book from troop sub cription - he will gel hi o' n back though
no" he i appointed a Troop ergeam! The in eparable Cp l Sturman
and hannon working hard in the catering dept created the' orlds bigge l
chee e tra" for S 1 ' tu' 1cHener. on his leaving-do from the Troop
on promotion to quadron ergeant Major.
70 (EY) IGNAL Q ADRO CHELM FORD A 'D HARLOW
qn Comd
~1aj Craig Tallents
M
W02 ( S:\l) Paul Humphreys
WELCOME HO fE
The quadron welcomes home ig Natasha Brown on her return from
Op Agricola and thank 209 ig qn for looking after her during her tour in
Ko ovo and gi' ing her uch a good time.
EXERCI E BROAD \! ANDERER
Ex Broads Wanderer wa an Adventure/fun weekend held on the
orfolk Broad and organi ed by W02 1ark Bell OC 881 ig Tp
Chelm ford. Boat were hired and "Admiral Bell' led the fleet across the
Broad . The event was very popular and judging by the War tories
aftero ard thi is likely to become an annual event.

TERRITORIAL ARMY NATIONAL OPE DAY
The TA Centre at Chelmsford, which is shared with C oy East of
England Regiment recei,·ed many visitors on the Open Day. The Infantry,
Cadet and 8 I ig Tp provided Di play . The visitors were impre•scd we
are hopeful that it will produce potential recruits. 881 ig Tp also provided
a omm and Recruiting Display in the centre of hclmsford on u bu y
aturday they received many vUtors both young and old and of course a
few of TA age.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)

Chelmsford Recruiting Display
The OC convincing the young lady that her future is in the TA
(L-R) : Potential Recruit, Maj Craig Tallents, Cpl Natalie Gilbey,
SSgt Jim Swain

qn
Maj Eric Blyth
SM
W02 ( SM) Andy Waterston
The pa t three months has been a busy time for the quadron, with
visits from all omd levels. It has not, however, been all spit, polish and
presentations. The visit to the Squadron by the new Dcp Comd 2 (NC)
ig Bde, Col C. J. Laurence TD (V) just happened to coincide with the
time honored tradition of celebrating Robbie Bums. The Dep Comd
joined the quadron's Officers and ergeants' Mess members at their
annual Bums Supper on Saturday 22 January 2000. Aller an aggressive
stabbing of the haggis by SSgt George Cowan there then followed an
excellent selection of Burns Clas ic , most memorably Capt Andrew
Bruce's flawless recital of Tam 'O' Shanter (without a note in sight). All,
including the incoming Dep Comd 2 (NC) had an excellent evening. As
already mentioned the Squadron's Visitors Book has taken a bit of a
pounding. The visitors included GO Scotland, incoming and outgoing
Commander 51 Highland Brigade and outgoing Comd, Brig C. J.
Hughes CBE. Below the new Commander 2 (NC) ig Bde, Brig . C.
Jackson MBE can be seen adding hi ignature to the already long list of
visitors by signing the quadron 's Visitors Book.

accommodation - well, half the team anyway ( gt Collins and L pl
Bertie). The other half would be joining us later - as it turned out, much
later.
The seeding races started on Tuesday with Capt Meade and L pl
Bertie taking part. omehow Garry with his snowplough tuck seemed to
go down the seeding (I did tell him he'd be better ofT staying in bed). Joe
didn't have the best of days and he slipped further down the seeding list.
Wednesday was a great day for skiing (despite the really bad hangover)
and snow conditions were perfect, not too many rocks poking through.
The course was set - Giant Slalom, just a matter of tucking up and
making every gate. Joe had a good run, followed by Daz. Luckily for the
other racers, Garry had decided to clear the course a little (excellent
snow plough turns Garry, but its a race). Last came number 163 - he
certainly looked the bu iness! Three - Two - One - GO! 'Whoop · was
the cry from the Boss as he maneuvered his way down the slope. His first
fall came around Gate I 0 when his right ski decided to leave the course.
His second fall at Gate 14. he was awarded nine out of ten for a triple
somersault followed by a double pike. At the finish the Boss looked quite
chuffed with himself and went Lo tell everyone in the vicinity of his great
achievement after only three days of skiing.

82 ig Tp Harlow manned both the TA Centre and had a display in the
Town entre of Harlow. At the TA Centre they were a sisted by B Coy
(E ex Yeomanry) adets who di played recruit training for Cadets. The
display in Harlow town centre wa the fir l time the Squadron ha e been
permitted to have a pre ence in the town. We are hopeful this is something
we can build on for the future.

(L-R): Cpl Macintosh, Capt Meade, Maj Blyth, Sgt Collins,
LCpl Bertie

Harlow Stand in Town Centre
(L-R): Potential Recruit, Sig Laura Godfrey, Sig Stuart Raynor
VI IT FROM THE COMMA Dr G OFFICER
The Commanding Officer visited the Chelmsford TA Centre to witness
the Handover of the Squadron from Maj Simon Pa lmer TD Lo Maj Craig
Tallen ts. The quadron hope that Maj Pa lmer has settled in RHQ in hi
new post a the Regiment Ops Officer.

In true quadron fashion promotions were handed out at the unit's
Xmas function and congratulations are passed to LCpl's Rod Hamilton
and Barry Gayton on promotion to Corporal and to ig ean Townsley
on promotion to Lance Corporal.
EXERCISE S OW LIO 2000
Exercise Snow Lion is an Army alpine ski champion hip held in
cotland each year. The Exercise this year was held over the period 14 18 March 2000. A member of the quadron who shall remain nameles
(21C) decided to enter a team from 2 ig qn (V) ''ithout telling an'.!'o.ne.
A week prior to the event the Squadron wa on an adventure trammg
weekend - skiing, which was lucky. The team ' a picked and briefed
accordingly - OT! The team consisted of Maj Eric 'bouncing' Blyth,
Capt Joe ' amele ' Meade, Sgt Daz 'Eddie the Eagle' Collins, Cpl
'Tos h' Mcintos h and LCpl Ga r ry ' now Plough King' Bertie. The
team left sunny (ha. ha) Dundee on unday 12 March to take over the

The Cabin Crew
(L-R): Sig Kerri Franklin , LCpl Charlotte Foakes, Sgt Nick Wilks,
Sgt Mark Gatward
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(L-R): Maj Craig Tallents receiving the Squadron from
Maj Simon Palmer TD with the Commanding Officer looking on to
see fair play
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Saturday was Race Day. Thi was the one, all the training o,·er and one
race let1. Race po ition were given - Joe I 08, Daz 132, Garr y 193,
'Tosh' 223 and Eric 230. The cour e was el and was extremely long.
Joe gave a good account of himself and came in at I. I 0. Daz not far
behind with 1.12. Garry gave his usual faultlc display and effort with
1.28. We needed ·To h' to do a ub - I min to have any chance of a team
trophy, the pre ure wa really on. Aller hi .eventh toilet visit it was hi
tum. to do hi bit. With pre ure being piled on by Team aptain J oe,
'Tosh' headed off to the start. After the u ual barracking by the rest of the
team off he went, but minus hi u ual elf-confidence. Down through the
first few gates no problem. looking good with hi winter woolies on, and
size I I Dr Who boots! Then came the tricky bit of the course and thi is
\ here it all went wrong. A civilian entered the course whilst he wa in
mid tuck/semi nowplough ( o he ay ), lo ing vital econd off hi preuy
average time of I min L seconds (for a ski in tructor). little while later
it wa ~the Bos 's tum. He ' a looking a little more relaxed than during
the la t race and maneuvered hi way through the gate \\ ithout too much
difficulty and fini hing with a re pectful time (not di closed, strangely).
A the team at al the prize giving ceremony it wa very noticeable
that our table was the only one of about 40 table with no silver.vare. ot
too downh arted, it wa - decided that next year ' as going to be our year
and we must start training much earlier.

WHY NOT VISIT THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM?
FOR OPENING HOURS RING: 01258 482248
THE WIRE, JU N E 2000
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20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

Maj I. G. tanden
WOI (R I) . Lawes
m e returning from po t Op Palatine leave the quadron has spent a
bu y fe\\ week haking out into our new garages and pu h starting some
relu tant AF 43' . 1 there light at the end of the tunnel? The quadron
wel omes gt orcoran, pl Robins, L pl Sheppard and Nb:, igs
Light. Cannon, Ashdown, Hancock, Browi:i, Jones. and Holmes and
congratulate W02 (YofS) Bill Walker on his election for promouon,
and Capt Rhidian ·Doe this mean I'll have to be re pon ible no' ?'
Jones on hi third. The quadron welcomes its new 21C, Capt Ben Fitch,
la 1 een cutting hi rover free from ilie perimeter barbed wire of the HQ in
the middle of me night during bis fir t Brigade Exercise, and bids a sad
farewell to Capt 'ick O'Kelly, wbo con enient ly forgot to load the
camera with film for his own lea ing photos!
qn Comd

R

~

CORP ' Kl CHA.MPIO SHIPS - by LCpl Mat Coverley
We arrived in Zell-am- ee in Au tria on the Friday night ready to race
on me Monday. LCpl Ton. Ramwell and pl Si Harris needed the
practice o mey arrived a week earlier. On the Monday the weather had
deteriorated o much that the officials cance lled ilie race. The day ' as
pent on the mailer lopes drinking hot chocolate and Gliiwine. Tuesday
was when the acrion started, and a the previous day had been cancelled,
we raced I\ ice in one day which me.ant a late finish. At the end of the
Champion hip the team won the minor units competition. econd in the
Slalom and second in tbe Combined Units. The overall eeding for the
members of the team were a follows: LCpl Tony Ramwell wa seeded
fourth, LCpl fat Coverly was seeded ninth, Cpl i Harris wa seeded
!\vent-first and Lt Rhid Jones the Team Captain was eeded nineteenth.
All gained very good po it ions re.ady for the Divisional Champion hips.

1 (UK) ARMOURED DTVISIO SKJ CHAl\1:PIO SHIP
by LCpl 'A' Doyle
After a very successful Corps' Championships the team was ready to
take on the best of 1 (UK) Annd Div in Les Contamines in South France.
Prior to thi we underwent our own pre di isiooals in Chamonix. LCpl
Tony Ramwell took the team through a rigorous week of ski race training.
Cbamonix was me perfect re ort for thi s with its bustling nightlife skiing.
After a couple of days on me piste we had our leg back in and a hangover
or two to boot! On Sunday the l 6m we departed Chamonix for Les
Contamines and the Divisional Championships. Day One was the Giant
Slalom seeding in which everybody moved up the ladder especially Sig
Ross Phillip who did especially well considering lack of race experience.
After the GS seeding we had the actual race in which I took a nasty fall in
tbe first race but managed to pull it out of the bag for the second. Cpl Si
Harris was being his usual self and consistent results got him further up
the seedings. Lt Rhid Jones was adamant that being team captain meant
mat he should win every race! LCpl Tony Ramwell was struck down with
a bout of A ian flu and couldn ' t match his previou times but did well
con idering. Following me GS came the Downhill in which the Team
Captain, who swapped his brains for guts, managed a splendid time to
shoot further up the seedings. The lalom followed the Downhill in which
I did well, romping home faste 1 out of the team, LCpl Ramwell was still
suffering and Cpl Harris firmly believed mat reverse pirouetting was the
way forward! Finally we had the Super G which fazed us all except for Lt
Jones who came home in a very good time to take 49th in the individual
combination. Congratulations to the team who came a convincing second
in the minor units and first in the minor units Super G. We left Le
Con mine in good spirits and we are already planning next year's
competition.
EXERCI E VI CE Z DASH
'Mad Dogs and English men go out in the mid-day sun', however, only
mad lri hmen dream up ideas to run from Banja Luka to Paderbom! The
watery summer sun in the Metal Factory made a fine backdrop to such a
bold idea. Two months later at 6am on a very wintery morning the idea
seemed more stupid than bold. However, Capt Crowther led the lucky
eleven out the gates of Banja Luka Metal Factory to begin the epic
1250km (actually it was 1456km thanks to the cunning Slovenian road
system!).
Exercise Vincenz Dash began life in Autumn when I RHF planned to
undertake an identical charity event to their base in Fallingbostel. Never
one to let a challenge go by, Capt Crowther picked up the gauntlet and
began conv111cing the lucky volunteers how they would enjoy a run back to
Padcrborn. The object was to raise DM 17,000.00 for a portable incubator
for the St incen.t Krankenhaus, Paderborn. The unenviable task of
coercing people into parting with their bard-earned cash was gainfu ll y
accepted by ilie likes ofLCpl '0.l' Osmond who definitely showed a flair
at relie,·ing soldiers from their D Marks. Likewise, on the home front, the
rear party wa workmg hard and commandeered some sizeable funds from
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some generou organisation . Meanwhile the training ession continued
unabated, thank to the mundane and ritualistic routine that is Op Palatine
and to tbe inventivcne s of the PTI, LCpl Douglas of249 Sig qn (AMF
(L)). Within no time. it was 3 December 1999 - our final night in Banja
Luka. Half the team were quietly getting ready for the early morning start,
while the other half had pu hed fon; ard lo the hand-over point in Croatia.
As ix o'clock struck on the morning of 4 December, tl1e team began its
long haul back to Barker Barracks. The fir t leg wa accompanied by the
OC, Maj tanden , who set a nice comfortable pace for Sig Hayley
Armour! From then on we were on our own, as the team found it nmning
leg , tl1e racing nakes forged th rough Koscrac, Prijedor and onto
Bosan ki ovi well within the allotted time. A Sig' printer ' Flannagan
1ormed into Croatia he met our econd team - the admin bus (NOT)
headed up by S gt 'Yucca Brother ' Yates. It ' ould set the tone for the
next five day - admin was ju t not tl1eir forte!
Undeterred by ome very changeab le weather we had ticked Bosnia and
Croatia from our Ii t witl1in 24 hours and were headi ng into the foothills of
the Alps. Morale remained high and progress was steady; maintained, no
doubt, by an endle s supply ofTwix and utri grain bars donated to us by
the
AAFI and upplemented by a wholesome McDonalds meal
whenever' e could pot the golden arche ! ! ! By the halfway point we had
successfully broken the back of the Alps along with our own backs and
leg were beginning to ache. Some people ju t 'grinned and bared it ' with
the help of ome 'Airborne-power' (Cpl Mcfau l); some assured the team
that "it\ as all in the mind' (Capt Crowther) and some overcame it by
layering their leg wi th Deep Heat and running backwards (it was very
funny Sig F lannagan). The longest stretch wa through Germany, so far
we had made each checkpoint by eating into out night Jeep but it wa
worth it. Credit must be given to ilie police forces of Croatia, Slovenia,
Austria and Germany who religiously, at about 3am wou ld confront our
bivvie with questions of vagrancy. Luckily a combi nation of pidgeon
German, the luck of the Irish, Jedi Mind Tricks and scruffy fax paper from
the various embass ies wa enough to send them on their way with
quizzical smi les and bids of 'Good Luck'. At 2 l 30hrs on Thur day 9
December, with a couple of hours to spare, the exhausted runners ran
through the gate of Barker Barracks and straight into the AAFI for a
few well deserved beers and a warm reception party of champagne before
heading home for some hot baths. A gruell ing six days had been very
uccessful. The anecdote surround ing this venture, like the niggl ing
injuries, are far too numerou to mention in detail but they wi ll provide
many a smi le throughout the Squadron for some time to come.
A fitting conclusion to this excellent achievement was held on Saturday
11 Dec 1999 when the team ran/limped/hobbled through Paderborn to the
KinderKlinik to present the portable incubator. The event was followed by
a warm reception that poured due praise onto all involved. The team
included Capt ' Don 't worry its all physiological ' Crowther, SSgt 'Yucca
Brother' Yates, Cpl ' Badge of Courage' McFaul, Cpl 'Mo' Morrison ,
LCpl Moss, LCpl ' Stray Dog' Osmond, LCpl 'The Journali st' Daley,
Sigs 'Pete & Hayley' Armour, Sig 'Chicken' C urry, Sig 'I'm more a
200m sprinter man' Flannagan and Sig Hepworth.
On a seriou note, Ex Vincenz Dash was no mean feat. 1456km over five
countries in the middle of wi nter takes a lot of guts, determination , luck and
a massive sense of humour. All those who took part definitely showed those
qualities to the full. Bosnia can be rather stagnant and soldiers can leave
without any sense of achievement for meir efforts. I know that the so ldiers
who returned from Bosnia on foot - tackled something that most others
thought was 'mad' and completed it uccessfully. Well done to all
concerned, no doubt I will come looking for you on my next crazy venture.
A final Thank-You to all the units that contributed to Vincenz Dash - your
donation has gone to a very worthy cause.
33rd ARMY BOWLING CHAMPION mPS 2000
by Sig Jones (Serving Army Champion)
Yet again Army bowlers descended on Leeds for the 33rd Army
Bowling Championships. Another huge turnout from all across the globe
mixing veterans and serving members, 154 men and 16 women all trying
to be the champion. The competition was broken down into singles,
doubles and a team event. All the individ ual scores being added together
for the all events with the top six going onto a round robin final. A
fantastic effort from everyone with Allan Smith (V) proving to be too
good to be stopped by averaging 205 over the who le weekend followed
closely by Sig Jones and Kev Horton (V) both with a 203 average. A lot
of good games and series where rolled but by far the highest was Mark
Ander on (V) hitting a 279 game and a 711 series (three con. ecutive
games).
T. Cavill 714
Results:
Ladies Masters Champion
A. Smith 1146
Men's Masters Champion
. Jones 4679
Serving Army Champion
EME(A) 8447
Unit All Events Champions
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ALPHA TROO P - by Sig Hepworth
Tp Comd
Capt R. Jo nes
SSgt M Payne
Tp SSgt
The rain begins to pour down signalling the return of20 Armd Bdc HQ
and Sig qn (200) from it's operational tour to Bosnia in December 1999.
We begin by reassembl ing 800m of garage space whilst preparing all
vehicles and kit for exercise. With wagon in desperate need of their crews
due to a four month deployment to Bosnia, we set about our work. Our
first problem was lack of vehicles actually on the road and our second
would be the lack of manpower. With a lot of teamwork and effort we
deployed for a week of training within six working weeks of our return.
For everybody this was a good chance for hands on training and the
exercise was concluded with good results leaving us well prepared to
deploy with the staff officers the following week. With thi final hurdle
out of tl1e way we cou Id get back to our vehicles and maybe the odd sports
afternoon. The Troop is soon to be losing Ca pt Jones - the Alpha Tp
morale officer, the Squadron barman - Cpl Rushton, LCpl olan - the
shandy man, Sgt Cade, Sig Kath Blatcher and finally Sgt Steve Mayell.
They will all be missed with in the Squadron and we wi h them the best in
their future postings.
BRAVO TROOP - by Sig Flannagan
Tp Comd
Lt P. N. Randell
Tp SSgt
SSgt J. Crabb
The troops back from another Op tour of Bosnia were eager to get
started back at work. This consisted of moving garages and offices from
Barker Barracks to TC and getting crews back to wagons for some sorely
needed maintenance. With bums to seats, the Troop started prepping the
wagons for the inevitable onslaught of exercises which were about to start.
With a lack of commanders, drivers and new faces having to learn the hard
way, we were able to deploy on our first Exercise having been back at
work for on ly six working weeks since our last Op Tour. The results of this
exercise left the Troop with a good base to work from when we inevitably
had the staff with us the fol lowing week. After being praised by our OC
for a job well done we were able to get back to working on the vehicles,
having sports afternoons and going on a well organised brewery trip. The
Troop has gained a new face in the form of Sig Steve Cannon who is

working hard on me Admin wagon. Also we are losing LCpl teve
Bowring, ig Sarah Booker, LCpl Davey Carnbell, L pl Andy • to
and Sig Stillie. Best wishes and good luck for the future.
SUPPORT TROOP - by LCpl Crawshaw
Tp Comd
Maj (QM) M. Bohanan
Tp SSgt
SSgt H. Cap pelman
Support Tp have had a very busy period since the unit returned from
Bosnia. The QM 's Dept have moved from Barker Barracks to join the re t
of the Squadron in Antwerp Barracks. As well as being on Exercise
Mailed Might and Mailed Maestro the QM's Dept have been busy planting
flowers and painting floors. 1 would like to congratulate ig Daniel
Bishop on going four months between RTA's, the longest period since
joining the army, and for coming second on his all Arms toreman'
course. The Troop would also like to say good-bye to LCpl Micky
Gorton (RLC) who will be missed just because of his dry sen e of humor.
Also a good bye and farewell to ig Booth who has been posted to I (UK)
Armd Div. We would also like to give a mention to LCpl Mooney because
of the amount of work he does (not), Cpl Tyrrell who deserves a mention
just so that he can put his hand in his pocket for a change and get the beer's
in. Just a quick mention of RQMS Beech becau e this is the first chance I
have had to welcome him to an extremely busy QM's Dept.
MAINTE A CE TROOP - by Sig Albiston
Tp Comd
Capt C. Crowther
Tp Sgt
SSgt M. Yates
Life in the gene bay has been pandemonium recently, with the mad rush
of exercises. However, as usual the amazing Ed's have coped
outstandingly despite losing two of their star players, Sig Currie and ig
Maxwell, who are out in Kenya chasing wildlife or something. The arrival
of Sig Smith has seen a working rise of body piercing and strange habits.
The gene bay is empty most afternoons except for all tbe junk that Cpl
Plant has acquired, as most of the Ed 's are out limping around Sennelager
training for the Lanyard Trophy. Finally congratulations to LCpl Gaz
Manningham on the late arrival of his new motor which will lead to the
sad parting of his old shed, never mind someone will buy it Gaz (try the
line bay).

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)

co
RM

Maj A. B. Cam pbeIJ-Black
WOl (RSM) D. W. Craig

UPPORT TROOP
QM
Ca pt Pete McElwee
To Sgt
SSgt Paul Buckley
· The pa t few months have been a bu y time for the Troop, with gt
Jim Lyons demanding that all !TDs were completed before the end of
March, and the OC that every one wa to take their leave before April.
Sgt 'Horrid' Ives our UR Sergeant was over the moon when told that all
leave had to be taken, this would enable him to visit his girlfriend and
therefore would not have to spend up to three hours per night on the
phone. ls it true that you have hares in BT Celine!? On the 22 March the
Officers, Warrant Officers and enior COs of the quadron along with
members from the Brigade (not forgetting the Garri on RQM , Mr Jim
Kimber) bid farewell to Capt Martin Smith MBE , Sgt Gordon
Quigley and their fami lies. The even ing was enjoyed with ome excellent
food, washed down with a mall amount of drink. (Yes we have seen the
advert on television with regards to alcohol)
ADVE TURE TRAJ ING
In March Sgt Jim Lyons held an Adventure Training week in Wertach
(So uthern Germany). Sgt Mick Pryce, Sig Daz Burdon , Sig Fran
Francis, Sig Leroy Thewlis, Sig teve Custy and Sig Billy Cooley all
left for a well-earned break from the bu y life within the Squadron. Day
One was a laugh for the first timers, when asked to shuffle forward ome
went backwards and the re t of u went everywhere. There were legs
every where. By mid week we were getting to grips skiing, Sig Daz
Burdon thought he was the 'Eddie the eagle of t~e 2000's' and was
throwing himself off mountains: you could not stop him and the on ly way
he could stop himself was to turn into a human snowball. ~veryone had a
good time and some of u have even agreed to do 1t again - 1t certainly
beat working for a living.
WELCOMES & FAREWELLS
The Troop would like to give a warm welcome to the followinp and
their fami lies: Our new QM, Capt Pete McElwee, gt John Pozzi, Cpl
Chri.s Heap, Cpl Colin Teale, LCpl Gameson, Sig Gordon Tait and not
forgetting our new chef from the Green Howard , Pte · lop ' Mur~agh .
Enjoy your time here and remember you only get back what you put 111.
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It is always a sad time when the Troop have to say farewell those who
have decided to ay goodbye to me Anny or those that are posted and we
have had to say farewell to a few: The Troop wish the fo llowing and their
families all the best for the future. Capt Martin Smith MBE, Sgt
Gordon Quigley, Cpl Sean Middleton Cpl Stubby Knowles, Cpl Stu
Reynolds, Cpl Gordon 1 immo and Sig ige Wilcox's.
CONGRATULATIONS & PROMOTIONS
We would like to congratulate Sig 'Angge' Angus and his girlfriend
on the birth of their son Christopher. Well done to you both.
The past few months have seen ome promotions in Support Tp with
Capt Martin Smith selected for promotions to Major, W02 (RQMS)
Mc aught to WO 1, SSgt Paul Buckley to W02, gt Spike Hughes and
Sgt Jim Lyons to Staff ergeant and LCpl (now Cpl) Pete Dugmore.
Well done to all of you, wbo said that you will never get promoted in an
Armd Bde HQ & ig Sqn .
PAPA TROOP - by LCpl Craig Eden
Tp Comd
2Lt Dave Hill
Tp gt
Sgt Paul Davis
It bas been another hectic period for the Troop ince returning from
Christma leave. Thi year started ' ith a concentrated few weeks of
preparation for second lines which was made all the more difficult with
mo 1 of the guys away on course for the quadron' deployment to
Bosnia in June. With second lines out of the way we then faced R IT so
every effort was made to do all the second line job a me Op team had
set a challenge, the best reports for each v hicle (type) crew would
receive a long weekend. The Troop won be t 436, LCp l Scott Rose and
Sig Jim Findlay, well done Scott and Jim (that"s a crate for me Troop),
the Troop al o received be t 439 for Cpl Lee Robertson and be l rover
de! wa won by Sig Lucy Corlett. This year ha al o seen three of our
guys get promoted, myself (L pl Craig Eden) and ig cott 'Robo'
Robertson to Lance Corporal and LCpl Marcu 'Polly' Pollitt to
Corporal (that's three more crate )! 1\vo guys where posted from me unit
Sig eil "Mal" Mallahurn to 249 ig qn and Sig tu Plant to 15 1g
Regt good luck lads, al o LCpl Robertson moved to 0 car Tp. Oh, we
went on an all-inclusive mini exercise Monday to Thursday, which wa
fun! o as thi edition come to a close, the Troop i either away
ad enture training, on courses, or with the remainder taying behind and
holding tl1e fort .
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AR TROOP - b.1· LCpl Ritchie
Tp Comd
Lt kTurk
Tp · gt
gt Oliver
The Troop ha. been bu ) preparing for the upcoming Bo ·nia tour in
June. A mi:'l.ture of the usual ITO and e:crci. es has been done as 1 ell as
the nonnal first and econd line in. pection . We had a urprisingly good
R IT considering the state of the kit afler Ko O\O but it proved that there
as a lot of hard work put in aflcr the I 'ur. Eleryone wa glad to get away
for lea1 e in Febrnar. and it was a 11 dcome relief from all the ha sics of
11 ork. On return we l1ad ad1 enture training either kiing Lanyard Trophy
training. or hill walking in Wale . l went along with 12 others to\ ale and
did the ·fan dance' around Brecon. lead by Lt Paul kTurk who wa
detennined to tell u everythiog about his homeland - them \ elsh hills and
1alleys. Ba k to work on 3 April and now we are straight into pre Bo nia
training including a lot of cros training in preparation for all the di!Ter nt
kit that ome operators will haYe to use. At least we have got omc new
people to help out in the form of ne11 arrival Sig te e Potts and ig
icki Earl and also LCpl Daz Kirkby. Unfortunately it will oon be time
to SS) goodbye to ig 'icky Dodgson and ig ' lelter ' Robert . Good
luck to them in 3 Div and I Div re. p..-cti ely. We look forward to the
augmentee arri1 ing from 7 ig Regt, we might even have a full Troop by
the time we deploy!
- by Sig Brierley

explore watcrfo lls, ca es, tunnels. cliffs and a few dodgey pubs! We foun d
a campsite ot the a tic Inn Pengcn lfo rdd near Talgarth and at l\:nce lli
near Talybont to be particularly good with all th e fac ilities including a pub
nearb . The lir t day' \ alking was over the Black mo untains. From there
1\ e progressed westward towards th e Brecon Bt:acons fin ishing the week
11 ith the Fon Dance over Pen-y-Fa n, Cribyn,
orn Ddu and others. Of
course it wa not the 'Full Monty' but a good challengin g wa lk none the
lcs . The week was a success. ' impl e and cheap and we reco mmend it to
any un it short of time, money and instructors a a quick break as long as
you avoid an pub near Merthyr Tydfil!
BA(G) Ml OR U ITS RUGBY Fl AL 11 FEBRUARY 2000
by gt Stu Leadbeater
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) and 2 Armel Field Ambulance turned
out on a wonderful winters afternoon for the Minor Unit Final. The ga me
·tarted with 2 AFA exerting pre urc on 4 Armd for the fir t ten min, , 4
Annd were camped in their own 22 metre line, then an opportuni t try
(Cpl 1arcus Pollitt) broke the deadlock by hacking the ball on to core in
the comer. 4 Annd Bdc then settled into their game with the for.vards
tarting to dominate in th e scrnm and loose play led by Maj Steve Burton
allowing the three quait ers to sho\1 their talents, rnnning in try after try. At
hal f time the score was 31 -0 to 4 Annd Bdc. The second half started out
with 2 FA putting up a sound defence but the ccds had been ewn and 4
Armd played some great flowin g rugby with both for.vards and backs
linking together entertaining the crowd and pleasing the coach (Sgt tu
Leadbeater). The whole team tuck to the task at hand giving 100%
commitment in both halves and enjoying the third half. A special menti on
should go to ig Caz Reason playing hi fir t enior rngby match.
Try corers:
1aj
teve Burton
x2
Maj Will Bramble
xI
W02 Dean Briers
xI
pl
Iarcus PolJitt
x2
Cpl Rob irignaoo
xI
Sig
Frazer Anderson x I
Conversions:
Cpl Marcus Pollitt
x5

Exercise Rat Diamond
(L-R): Sigs King, Found, Cole and Brierly
It may seem trangc for a BFG unit to go hill walking in Wale but
11 hen you con ider that the aim oftbe week was to be a cheap and cheerful
adventurou 'holiday'. it acrually proved to be a good option. The plan
was to be elf sufTicienL staying at a different camp ite each night and to
build up to walking at least a third of the famous 'Fan Dance'. Transport
11 as a huge difficulty but we eventually ecured a grant to hire vehicles
and drive all the way. Accommodation was tents and food was from
afeway. Easy. imple and safe! Of course there was a bit more to it than
ju t walking. The Exercise 0 koew the area well enough to enable us LO

4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
BA (G) Minor Units Champions 1999/2000-05-03

19 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)

qn Comd
t aj P. Peel
R M
WO! (RSM) S. Mitchell
fter a long six months, the Squadron has at last returned rrom Kosovo
with only a few minor hiccup . With all the kit now returned to Catterick,
we have a short time to tum around the vehicles before departing on more
ex pen i1 e lea e. A Imo t immediately after returning from the fantastic
Ko:ovan weather, our minds turned from operations to drill as we
prepared for the Medals pre entations. Brig Cook came up from the
heights of 11 ig Bde to present (almost) all members of the Squadron
11 llh their well-earned Campaign Medal. The eniors later retired to the
ergeant' \lie for the presentation of L & G
to .gt ' Mac '
'fcGibbon and pl Ia n Kirkl and, and the Accumulated Campaign
e~ice "'1cdal to Sgt idy Li nes. Well done to you all! The day was
fim hed ofTby an e1en more well-earned post-tour/Chri tmas!Millennium
cclebratton at Darlington Rugby Club. Despite Capt 'Misinformation'
Gri ffi ths'_ attempts to keep the OC away from the party, he did eventuall y
tum up {na the football club), and the quadron had a good night, (though
ab entee were noted)!
LPH T ROOP
Tp omd
apt J oh n Griffith s
Tp. gt
S gt J ase mithu rst
As the \llillcnnium tour of Kosovo started to draw to a close, the arrival
of7 nnd Bde from Hohne wa welcomed by all. The outbreak of red rats
around the I IQ wa a ure sign that we would be going home soon and
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prompted a new high of morale a wel I a a couple of celebratory two can
nights in the bar. The vast majority of the Squadron had the rough end of
the stick, having to drive all the vehicles to Thessaloniki and load them on
to the ship. Meanwhile, the Brigade stafT, Ops team and most of the
S COs got to fly home direct from Pristina a day early, or that was the
plan. The move down to Greece went fairly smoothly up until the point
where the plane arrived without any baggage bins and we had to load the
en tire luggage into the main compartment. However, despite this hiccup,
everyone remained relatively calm, safe in the knowledge that the flight
from Pristina had been moved to Skopje and delayed by 36 hours and we
would be getting home before the staff and S CO . He who laugh
last ....... It was then traight on leave for a week before coming back to
the joys of recovering vehicles from the ship. It was with a puzzled
urprise that we found we had gained an extra 436 during the voyage, that
changed to entertainment when it materiali ed that 38 Engr had not
discovered that they were mi sing one. The next four weeks were then
spent spending all the money that had been saved in the previous six
months as the troop departed to variou locations around the world. Most
had a good time and returned to work refreshed. Unlucky Tommo.
BRA O TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Simon Bristow
Tp SSgt
. gt Mick O' Brien
19 Mech. Bde I IQ and Sig qn were fina lly leaving Kosovo. With the
arrival of7 Bde smiles were starting to return to the faces of the quadron.
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By the time it came to the drive through to Grei:ce the smiles had turned to
huge beam ing grins. It was a long dri ve through the night but the need to
gets home kept everyone keen and awake. The smiles were tom from our
faces when we were fa ced with the awfu l task of loadi ng our own plane
with all of our wpns and kit. All of this had to be done in the pou ring rain
and I am sure that everyone had some choice words to say to Cosai r for
delaying our fli ght and making it a miserable one. The Sq uadron all
enjoyed their post tour leave but it was soon ti me to be back at work. The
run wasn't over yet as the Squadron had organ ised a millennium party,
which was held at a local rugby club. The party went on late into th e night,
too late fo r some people. Sig Ross ' Full Monty' Hunter was fou nd asleep
in the toi lets but thanks to the rugby club staff managed to make work the
next day all be it a little worse for wear!
Although the Squadron is busy turning around the det from Op
Agricola II we still have time to say goodbye Lo ig Shepherd, LCpl
Gray and Capt ' Where 's the Christmas tree?' Toze (much to the REME's
relief) and all the others who have lefl the Squadron within the last six
months. You will all be missed especially Cpl Vickers by his be L mate the

Yeoman! Good luck to you all. We would also like to welcome the
newcomers. Do you know what you arc letting yourse lves in for'!!
UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (QM) Graham Reith
S gt teve Legg
Tp SSgt
Early April, Year 2000 and Support Tp arc back to work after a 1\intcr
tour of Kosovo with loads of storie to tell. igs Ian Garbutt and Phil Reid ,
led what we thought was a competition to have a~ many crashes as possible
in the brigade MT section. Sig Richie Calladine \\as a close third. After a
month's leave it was back to work in ounny Catterick with a lot ofne11 face
and appointments. SSgt Steve Legg is the new Troop • taff ergeant taking
over from
gt Bob Low. gt Mark Brundle takes over the Tech
workshops from Sgt Daz · I'm not a control freak ' Bailey. \llassivc
welcomes to the Troop's newcomers, ig's Feltham, Grant, Hill, utcliffe,
and Watt to the MT, Cpl Wood, LJCpl's Bassett, Scarcliff, Tomkow, ig's
Leather, Marsh and Wibberley to the Tech workshops. Sad farewells to
the escapees, Cpl Andy Porter, Sg1 Jim Burnham and gt Daz Bailey.

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
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LPHA TROOP - by Sig Paul ' Flash' Gordon
Tp omd
Capt J. Lambeth R SIG ALS
Tp S gt
SSgt C. McKenna
Alpha Tp has been it customary hive of bustling activity since we
returned for the new school year in January. A week after leave had
fini shed the Troop found itself deploying very early one Monday morning
down to Sali bury Plain for the quadrons' annual shakeout exerci e,
Partheon hot. Thanks to support from 3 Div, we could deploy our
Ptarmigan a ets .for the first time in ages. Con equently the Relay and
System operators amongst us actually had omething other than guarding
the camp to do whil t the rest of u went off to win the war. There have
been numerous changes to the Troop Orbat since the ew Year. ot only
have a number of vehicle crews moved for a change of scenery, but there
have been ome notable departures and arrivals. Cpl Jo Ruth and Sigs
Kris ' Afkal' Letton, Stu Downard and eil 'Jacko' Jacklin have all
departed for new lives in Civvy Street. We wish them well and look
forward to seeing them sometime soon. We welcome in Cpl Jeff Farnes,
recently arrived from Ireland, and ig Dan 'Sonic' eager who come
fre h from Blandford and keen to do any cour e that will get him a badge
(Don 't forget to get the beers in lads!). In between exercise turnaround,
first line in pections and pre-deployment preparation we managed to
squeeze in a trip to the Imperial War Mu eum. An excellent day was had
by all, particularly Sig 'Tel ' Bacon who enjoyed the mu eum so much that
he's vowed to go back again in his own time for ~nother look.round. A.n
anorak and bobble hat has been indented for on bis behalf 111 hght of th1
announcement.

better than the street entertainer. The day came to an end with LCpl
' Septic' C hilds and LC pl · o Crypto' Simpso n driving back to
Colche ter, in time to get the Troop back to prepare for Ex Eagles Flight.

BRAVO TROOP - by LCpl 'Simmo . Simpson
Tp Comd
Lt R. A. Hamilton R SIG ALS
Tp Sgt
Sgt D. Owen
B Tp ended the year by having not one but two, Christmas ?a he . The
first was in a local pub where the Troop strutted 1t s stuff to mixes created
by DJ ig Fletcher. The second wa also held in a local pub where LCpl
' Robdt Mary' Murray arranged a game of pa s the parcel containing a.II
sorts of interesting surpri e . He got his parcel a few week .later when his
second tape cam through - well done! Other congratulations go out to
LC pl Russell and his wife Claire on the birth of their baby daughter, Kea
and ig 'Breath of fresh air' Frost who is now happily engaged to Cheryl.
Our Troop s gt Tony May left u to go to 7 ig Re~t and Si.g
Olej nik departed to Civ Div to live with her new husband 111 Wilt lure. 1g
'Dougie' Donnelly arri ed ju t after hri tma leave. from Blandford and
was promptly sent on Pre Para, a mce 1 elcomc surpnse to the Troop. O~r
Troop Sgt Dave ' Gravy' Owen returned to work with the e~v Year
reso lution of getting away from the gar~~es as much as pos 1ble. ":he
troop were given different ta ks of orgamsmg tnps out, the ~rst of1 h1~h
wa a visit to London'
ational War Mu eum organ1 ed by 1g
'Romford' Chacksfield. The Troop met at Waterloo train station and
walked the hort di< tance to the museum. An hour later we tell t~c
mu eum hell-shocked from the Trench Warfare and London Blitz
experience to go sight eei ng around the city. The Lon~on Eye wasn't
working and as much as Cpl 'Health and Safety' Barringer wanted. to
visit the Dungeons in the Tower of London to see all the sharp cutting
implemems. The Boss, Lt Hamilton, decided that it wou ld be safer .to
crack on to oven t Garden. L pl ' I'm' Good and ig 'All' White
impressed no one with their juggling skil ls when they thought they were

CHA RLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. Courage R IG AL
Tp S gt
gt P. Hatton
The first quadron exercise of the new Millennium saw the Troop
deploy onto alisbury Pla in for Exerci e Partheon Shot. The Troop' main
effort 1 a to carry out four-man patrols aero the plain and to set up <?P's
o erlooking the quadrons' other comm a ell and LO report the finding
to a ba e station in York manned by LC pl Chris ant. All patrol went
well apart from cl 330 compri ing of Cpl ·Bob' Ho kins, LC pl ' cotty'
Finn and igs Spence Blackmore and teve Jon es. They were
compromised in their OP and at1er u ing a cover_ tory that they were from
the Duke of Well ington's Reece Platoon were lorced LO run away! 4 hr
later, the patrols recovered to a R to get a good night's sleep prior to
carrying out a parachute the following day. Th weather was fa curable o
twenty jumpers travelled down to ~AF Lyneham. and boarded three
aircraft. fter the u ual roller coaster nde, the green hght came on and the
Troop dropped onto Everleigb. A big hello goe out to ig ewell who ha
arrived traight from Blandford. Congratulallon go to L pl Barnes and
his wife Olivia on the birth of Callum and also Lo gt 'Kebab · Read on
his promotion to W02.

·or
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B Troop at the Impe rial Wa r Museum,
thereby proving that the y we nt where they said they we re going
before going on to re-enact scenes from the blitz

'IT T ROOP - by Sig 'Jim ' Metcalfe
Tp Comd
apt I. chofield R IG AL
Tp S gt
gt D. Gold worthy
MT have a number of obligator announcement 11 hich no Jl7re article
would be compkte without. Congratulation to pl ·Rab' Burns and to
hi wifo who have recently had a baby boy. In addition gt Mark
Making and his 1 ifo have had a child - we wish both couples a good
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night'. leep! MT ha had a new arriYal in the fi nu of io Hoggett who
h been po ted from 7 ig Regt. thereby giving pl 'Kit· Knight another
problem child to deal with. The LAD would like to welcome Cfn ~aul
ustin ' heerio"' go to L pl 'Phil Collin ' H ump hrie who ha dcc1de_d
to fly the ne t for iv Di\ . LCpl Fogarty ha e entually completed his
Para training having waited two ye.ars for hL jumps c~urse ! Sig. Burgoyne
and ig · razy' raven have recently completed their motorbike course
and are looking f, rward to forming th ir O\"J1 ' Black Widows· club and
terrorising the local OAP·s. OC qn order he• they come!

(L-R): Sig Paul 'Stan' Bowes, Cpl John 'Yes I am quite mad' Wilson
Sig Neil 'Thumbs up lads, I'll be a ciwy by the end of the week'
Jacklin, LCpl Lee Chamberlain, Sig Gaz Lawson and LCpl A~ge
Wright recreate a scene from the Blitz in a London pub following
their trip to the Imperial War Museum

1T Tp ha continued 10 lead where others fear to tread and have been
bu y getting a many people on their bike course a po sible. The MT
biker gang ha grown to di proportionate level and is no' al the stage

where unle you can hang in with conversations which run along the lines
of, 'Have you seen the new.. ?' or 'That' a schoo lboy's bike ... ' then you
are treated a an outcast. Sig ' Hoggy' Hoggct has successfully managed to
break MT · I00% pa rate and ha consequently been relegated to ·tart
his own push-bik club. Cpl 'M ick' Fcrnie ha s upheld the
profc sionalism expected of MT Tp. Despite training hard for the Lanyard
team , 'Mick' has unfortunately carried out more inspections of the back of
the Jack Wagon than anyone else and can report that it is in good order. Sig
' B' Burgoyne is due lo depart to Kosovo soon for a war ravishing tour of
eight week . Best of luck to you. war hero!
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt S. Clarke R IG AL
gt P. Latimer
Tp gt
upport Tp hit the ground running this year and found itself deployed in
February on Ex Eagles Flight closely fo llowed by !TEX, the RAF's
annual live firing exerci e. For this the Tp deployed to RAF Leuchar in
cotland. where, other than watching Capt Clarke departing for another
round of g If or off to teal more boulders for hi s rockery, the Exercise
was very low key and pre ented us few problem . On a more interesting
note was the Troop' day out to the nation ' capital. After what eemed an
eternity on the road, \ e eventually got to helsea Barracks where we
po ed for numerous photos before Cpl Stuart and pl ' Baby face' Angel
tole the prize for be l piccie by happening to find Richard
Attenborough sitt ing in his Roll Royce. After an extensive sight- eeing
programme. the Troop headed off to Romford for the dog racing. The aim
had been to arrive before the racing started but after Cpl tu r pas ed PCoy and now I'll go on the sick ' Sharma n had got us suitably lost, the
racing wa well under way by the time we got there. Welcome to Cpl 'I'm
Scottish but my name' a Romanian orphan's' Stoja novic and LCpl
Brownin g. Farewell 10 Cpl 'Cheeky orthern monkey' Bird, Cpl Angel
and C pl 'Tudor' Williams. Finally a big hello to FofS Stur man , not
because he's done anything but because he hasn' t got a crate in for ages!

228 SIGNAL SQUADRON REAR PARTY

Capt A. C. Cox
Whit t the bulk of the Squadron is deployed to Bosnia it goes without
saying that there remains the solid few back in Aldershot. The quadron
changes in role has ensured that everyone back in Aldershot remain busy in
particular the QMs and MT Departments. Cpl ' Di ' Disle ha been sorting
out the new equipment table where lesser men have fa iled and it will all be
in place for when the Squadron returns. Sgt Sheard has also had his work
cut out arranging transport seemingly for the whole world on their returns
from theatre. Between these two Departments they have managed to take on
more vehicles for gt G ray in the LAD co work on in preparation for what
promises to be a busy return of the troops. Sig ·1 am not a secretary' Yates
who has been worki ng in SHQ wishes to say farewe ll to the Squadron as he
leaves for Blandford to re-trade as a technician. The Squadron wishes to say
QC Rear Party

hello and welcome to Ca pt ' Joe' Cox, the new Admin Officer and Sigs
Burke, Hedgecock and Fairbrother. Sigs Hedgecock and Fairbrother
have already made their mark in the quadron by frightening to death
anybody daring to travel with them. Sig Hed gecock has also been used
extensively by the AO to sort out any IT problems he may have had. Well
done to both C pl 'Al' Wilson and C pl G riffiths for passing their track
instructors courses and boy are you going to be busy soon. There ha also
recently been another successful families lunch held in the WO's & Sgt's
Mes , where many a tale was told. Also a big thank you goes to our local
Woolworth who donated six boxes of Easter Egg for the troops in Bosnia.
A final note must go to the FofS, W 0 2 'Lance' Mar ha ll who can't wait to
get back to Theatre after his gruelling time technically rebuilding the
Squadron with help from the recruits from Blandford.
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Q ADRO HEADQ ARTE RS
OC
Maj (TFC) Dave Gilchrist
SM
W02 ( M) Ewa n Hall
The Squadron is now in a state of transition and we have said goodbye to
the previous OC, Maj teve Hunt, at short notice. OC Oscar Tp, Maj
(TFC) Dave GiJcrist has taken 0 11 the responsibi lity until the new OC
designate, Maj Ian Sera ph arrives, but a date has yet to be confirmed. The
Squadron has had several visitors during th is period. The new Comd 2 Sig
Bde, Brig . C. Jackson M BE paid a flying visit for an ini tial brief 0 11 the
role of the quadron within the Anny Communications and Information
y terns Group (ACI G), Squadron State and Ceremonial commitments
and the present ituation within Chelsea barracks have kept us busy. The
new Lend Dist Comd Comms, Maj Tim Bushnell with the OC designate,
Maj Ian eraph, visited for a longer briefing ses ion.
This i a quiet time for the Squadron as a whole as we prepare for the
coming silly season. The Squadron is busy planning Troop, quadron and
Brigade auventure training for late in the su mmer and slotting people into
courses as much as pos ·ible. We have also just completed our first une week
ITD package for the new traming year, getting them out of the way early.
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Congratulations go out to the Traini ng Wing, Sgt Si Hadley and wife,
Kirsty on the birth of their fir t chi ld, C helsie Victoria, and to the Chief
Clerk, M r Terry 'Worm' M arsh, on the birth of his th ird chi ld, Sa muel
'Sheringham' M ar h ! He's got to increase the attendance down at
Mi ll wa ll somehow! SHQ also saw the transfer of it's very own Jennifer
Alliston looka li ke, Mrs Laura Allen, from the bustl ing world of the
Civilia n Admin Office to the relati vely quiet Orderly room! Th is was
achieved despite a huge tug of wa r between the staff in the two offices.
The Chief Clerk may have won the battle but he isn't too confident about
win ni ng the war, Maj teve Hunt may have been posted to HQ 11 Sig
Bde, but his e-mail legacy lives on! The CAO, M rs Helen
' Had ri ans Wall' Stevenson was obv iously up et by this move and can
now be found wandering the corridors of HQ not knowing
which door to knock on for adv ice! The Sq uadrons' pin up gi rl,
M rs Maureen 'Mum' Dishot, obv iously though t that the best way of
getti ng out of typing the confidentia l reports was to lay on a beach in
Spai n for two weeks ! This ploy didn't work as they were still waiting for
her when she got back! Don't worry Ma ureen, a cup of tea wi ll make it
all better!
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MIK E TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Bob icol
Tp SSgt
Sgt Andy Cannadine
This latest reporting period has seen one arrival and one farewell to
Mike Tp. A big friendly Hello is offered to LCpl Paul 'JP' Thomas and
his wife Tracy on their arrival from Blandford after 'JP' successfully
completed his T3. We hope th ey enj oy their time here in London. Farewell
to Cpl Paul 'Boney' Bo ne who has been posted to 8 lnf Brigade over in
orthern Ireland. The Troop wishes him well not only on his posting but
with his forth coming Tl crammer and entrance exam. Congratulations go
10 C pl Dean Spiers and his wife Tracy on there own arrival, namely
athan. The last few month s have been relatively quiet. Radio Section
were recently involved with the late Visit of Queen Beatrice of
Denmark. The Section of one, gt 'Tw iz' Twizell is now preparing for
the summer 'si ll y' season which will include involvement with the
Queen's Birthday Parade, RMT 2000, the Queen Mother' lOOth Birthday
Celebrations and the Scottish Opening of Parliament. The ACI G Section
continues in its primary rol e of golfing and skiing. Indeed the ection
welcomes back Sgt Ch ris Jacobs, LCpl Paul 'S mudge' Smith, igs Ben
·Mongo' McFaul and C hr is McGui re from the arduous skiing exercise
that is Winter Warrior. The PA Section continues doing its ' PA thing'
assisting the LUOTC with their Annual Dinner, the TA with the Courage
Trophy at Longmoor. The Section also looks forward to a busy summer!
0 CAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (TFC) Dave Gilchr ist
Tp Sgt
SSgt Karen Ripley
.
. .
A fairly quiet time in the main from the workahohcs w1thm the
Squadron. The Tp Comd, Maj Dave G ilch.rist, has departed the shores of
O car Tp for the time bemg, he now resides m the higher echelons o'.
society called Squadron Headquarters. Talk about perks of the JOb, MaJ
Dave Gilchr ist was only in office a week and he's off to epal for three
week leave. SSgt Karen Ripley has allegedly put in for POHR as she
i now in the chair for the Troop, but the likelihood of Karen dipping her
hand into her pocket to buy the troops a drink is slim.
The Troop would like to bid a fina l farewell to one of the great London
stalwarts, Sgt Debbie Gosnell who leaves us on retirement from the army
after 23 years of ervice. (Approximate!~ fourteen of which were spent m
Chelsea. It is not often that any md1v1dual can ay that they were m
London when the blitz was on, then fini shed their career in the same
location ! The QC qn, Maj teve H un t was at a loss of things to say
about our Debb ie so after a few phone calls around the globe and to
records in Glasgo~, he was told to go and speak to the pensioner's in the
Royal Ho pital as Debbie had resided in Chelsea longer than most of the
occupants the(e. Needless to say the story's were unprintable for a
publication like this, but the dining out was excelle!1t. The Troop and the
Squadron will miss you Deb' and we wish C harbe and your elf all the
very best for the future.
.
Another London old girl has left these shores for pastures new, M iss
Faye Doncaster has left u after serving four years in the Corps ~s a
signaller and then two years as a C04. We hope you have a fab time
travelling the world Faye, ju t remember we expect a postcard from every

destination. Replacing gt Gosnell m the ADA is Sgt Lindy Lawrence,
who leaves London Central COMMCE after the horte t tour on record,
we hope you have a pleasant stay and a wonderful time in your new
employment Lindy. The Troop would again like to welcome back gt
Fergie Anderson, afler yet another detachment to epal, we hope you
had a good time Fergie and kept your nose clean. The sporting member's
of Oscar/S HQ have again got off to a flier in the inter troop competition,
having only just today won the squash, this goes to prove that the
badminton win was no tluke either, oh the sweet smell of succe s!
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Wilson
Tp Sgt
Sgt i Schofield
The Troop ranks have swelled by two si nce the last publication, hello
LCpl Carr, arri ving from l, and ig Howland, returning to ' Blighty'
from I ADS R. Both have arrived during ' down time' for the Troop and
both have made an impression! Being a 'specialist ' unit, it is
understandably easy to arrange convi ncing pranks for new arrival . LC pl
Andy Carr was informed on his arriva l that as part of ceremonial
tradition Radio Tp sti ll uses semaphore as a means of communication and
that as a new member of the Troop he would be required to take a test,
which would be asse sed by hi s new boss and Troop Sergeant! He was
issued the required flags and instruction booklet and told to practice,
which he did at home, with his wife assessing! Later he was paraded on
the main square of Chelsea barracks and put through his emaphore paces
with a growing crowd forming, to his credit he did very well! ~bviously
the practice paid off - well done Andy! All blame for that one hes at the
feet of Cpl ' Bart' torey. Luckily we hadn't arranged a prank for Sig ' I'm
not sure what LTA means' Howla nd on his first day, becau e he never
showed up! He was found sat at home with his feet up, explaining that he
thought the LTA was hi last da)'. of leave and as_long a~ he paraded
'sometime' during the day everythmg would be all nghl! - mce try, better
luck next time!
Our one ceremonial commitment for the period was the State visit of
the Queen of Denmark. A fairly low key affa ir, HRH Q ueen Elizabeth
II greeted HRH Queen Beatrice of Denma r k on a cold wi nters afternoon
in Windsor. As ever everything went well, communications wise, for the
,
.
th
,
. .•
Troop
.
Our main role does not mvolve norma 1 green acuvmes, so given e
opportunity and time, as now, we always have plenty of vol unteers to taste
the 'real' world. During this period we have supplied wi ll ing bodies to 3
DSR, to gain experience using tandard rad io equip.ment an~ living in the
field. All returned feeli ng they had learnt new skills and improved old
ones (especially tent construction! ). Cpl ' Bart' torey and LCpl Andy
Carr (yes, those of the semaphore!) deployed to .Blandford to hel_P the
ODDETTE trials, proving they can use modern equ1pmen.t as well. Fmally
the Troop, as normal, has formed the Squadron shootmg team for the
forthcoming Corp SAAM . Our team was picked from a cast of fi fteen
and will compete against Squadron~ with a po.ol. of well ove~ a hundred!
Congratulations to LC pl Bull of Mike Tp, he JOms the shootmg tea m for
the subsequent Lond Dist RAM, to make it a truly Squadron event! We
will see how we perform in the next i sue.
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THE VISIT OF CO MO 2 (NC) SIGNAL BRIGADE
BRIG . C . J ACKSO N MBE
On the 30 March 2000, 24 l ig qn were very proud to we.lcome Co~d
2 (NC) Sig Bde -Brig . C. J acksQn MBE to the Squadro~ .lmcs. Tounng
the HQ the Commander mel variou ~quadron personaht.1es _and teams,
receiving briefs regarding the forthcommg AC.I . G reorgll!ll at1on !1-nd the
part to played by the quadron. Finally, th~ v1 u ' a fimshed oft by the
Commandder pre enting gt John Blyth ht much deserved LS~GC ~n?
the ATO medal to M r Stuart Duncan. lfr Stuart Duncan 1 a civil
ervant Technical Grade I (TG l) who volunteered and recently completed
an eight month tour in Banja Luka, Bosnia. (Of course your wife, haron
needn ' t know about the ex tra money you got!)Your secret's safe with us
and the rest of the orps ......

Brig NC Jackson MBE presenting Sgt John Blyth his LS&GC
and Mr Stuart Duncan his NATO medal

ARE YOU READING YOUR OWN COPY OF THE WIRE?
IF NOT, MAKE THE YEAR 200 THE YEAR THAT YOU START
TO SUBSCRIBE, TELEPHONE: 01258 482085/482087
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CORP L TER
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TRY CH l\IPIO

HIP

br WQ_ ( SMJ 'Padd1' Jforrow
· It wa- another or'the OC' fine idea that we enter the Inter Corp

Well done to all who took part with a special mention to W02 Bernie
m ith' ho won the Ladies Veterans race.

('ros CounlI) Champion, hip which were held nt Bulford on\ edne day
9 February 2000. nee again WO! (
1) 'Paddy' Mo r ro,. had another
miracle to perfonn in trying to find a number of abled bodied member of
the quadron \\ho could ri e to the challenge. Thi - he did with
remarkable ea c ha,ing run down the quadron nominal roll and earmarked tho. e \\ho had managed a pa· on the BPFA. A u ual it was left
to the indh 1dual to train in hi or her own time as trying to get evc1yone
together for fonnal training as u ual proved to be a nightmare.
The day of the e\'ent arrived and we donned our nC\\ cro s cmmtry
strip and tactic· were di cu sed. The ladie. ·race preceeded the men' and
our girls put up a pirited effort coming fourth overall. The men's race as
for the ladie was tarted b. Br ig haw (HQ LA D). Everyone et off at
a pace, notable ig Ronn ie \ arwick. the S M who adopted his nonnal
~IO\\ ·tart theOI)' thinking he would soon catch up with Sig \ arwick but
too his amazement ig \ am ick kepi on going coming a creditable 34th
O\'erall. With all the team home afely it dawned on us that we had
actually done quite well. It wa n 't until the scores tarted to appear on the
core board that we reali ed that we had in actual fact won the Minor
Unit . The OC wa overn helmed at our urprise win and i now more
determined than e\'er that we enter into anyth ing ru1d everything. One
O\ersight though ir. where are the beer?!!

THE TEAM
(L-R}: Capt Turnbull (Event Organiser) Sig Ronnie Warwick, Brig
Shaw, Cpl Gregory, LCpl Joyce, LCpl Welsh, W02 (SSM) Morrow
and SSgt Lawrence

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(AIR MOBILE FORCES (LAND))

fEXER C ISE ADVE T RE EXPRESS 2000 - by Lt Preston
This year's northern deployment was quite an epic: live EW, man-pack
RRB , FFR kidoo , on board with Dutch Marines, Very High RRB Sites,
working with Czech Helicopters and searching for the perfect meal
amongst multi-national ration . We also hosted our fair hare of vi itors
including D C in C (Land).

The deputy Commander in Chief discu sses Pay 2000 with
Sigs Gould, Whitelaw and Patterson
During the Field Training Exercise we played the role ofa hosti le force
attacking "JATO over a dispute about the Senja Oil Field in the orth.
1'!1e scenery in the enti re area is harsh. Mountains loom out of the fjords as
tna.ngular peaks that would look more at home in the Hi malayas. The
mainland has huge streaks of water cutting through it, making movement
from one side to the other a time consuming task. On one occasion Rebro
Brn\O, under pl Wa lsh, wa resupplied by boat. To make matters worse
for com.numcators the deep valleys used up rebros very quickly indeed
and in order to bring in the furthest location, the Log Ba e, C pl Kenny
\\as ~ropped ofT on a feature th.e he!ght of Ben evis. Throughout vile
cond111ons he managed to keep h1 tra iler rebro on the ground until the tent
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broke and the antennas began blowing away. To make matters worse for
communicators the EW teams were out in fu ll force. The American
direction finding and Canadian intercept team provided great assistance
and then coordinated a particularly effective false 'Endex' call which
resulted in ninety per cent of the enemy going home early. On the
Jamming side the orwegians ga e the Headquarters a difficult day which
pooked the younger members of the team but the combination of the
second in command's brief and the experience from fonner EW operators
prevailed to ensure the command net was never dropped .
The final mention should go to the Foreman who had an interesting
exercise attempting to establish Satcom links above the 69th parallel: an
impossible task. Having req uested extra help from the far end and been
turned down, he eventually travelled one hundred kilometres to the south
and proved the equipment. As soon a he returned even the best location
wouldn't work. Never mind. However, a notable victory a they manfully
struggled until testing data over VHF worked perfectly. Is this the future
for AMF Comm ?
TRA IL ER REBROADC ST 82H - by Sig Gould
On 9 March 2000, C p l K enny and igs Gould, Hasset, Ward , C ook
and Lawson deployed onto a mountain top at 1089metrcs to provide
comms fo r exercise Adventure Express. We were dropped in by helicopter
at about midday to dig the position in and bridge the distance to Log Base,
the most remote station. On arrival we quickly started digging and soon
found that the po ition had a thin covering of snow on top of so lid rock. As
we couldn't dig down any further we began bui ld ing snow walls. Afier a
quiet first night without any snowfall, we noticed that the wind strength
was beginning to bui ld and that the extra help bro ught to establi h the
Rebro cou ld not be flown olT due to poor fly ing conditions. Over the next
two hours the weather deteriorated fu rther, with high winds and heavy
snow. T he Pi lot now decided it was too da ngerous to fly. During the night
we a ~I crammed into a four man tent and a trai ler ' nine by nine' tent and
got litt le sleep whilst the si te was gradua ll y destroyed by the wind and
snow. The following morning the ite was rebuilt desp ite the poor weather
and the repairs we made were strong enough to survive the next ni ght.
Fortunately we managed LO regai n some rest as the even ing ca lm set in.
However, the lads were beginning to speak thei r minds. Sig Cook
provided the class ic quote, 'This is worse than Surviva l night,' referring to
the long night during the basic ski and surviva l cour e.
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Our ituation began to improve when afier an hour of waiting, the extra
men were flown off back down lo Echelon and we ettled into some kind
of routine. ow down to just three people, everything started to run
smoothly with each of us knowing our job. This continued until day five
when power tarted to become a problem.
On the fiflh day the first generator broke down. Initially we thought this
to be just a minor problem a we had two spare . Unfortunately the others
had also uffered in the weather and we couldn't start either of them. After
twelve hours of hand cranking generators and a few blisters, we had still
failed to start any of them and the weather deteriorated once more. ow
the \ ind was blowing so hard that we had to hold onto the tent to prevent
it blowing away. The nine by nine had turned into a huge kite despite the
fact we had dug it in. Going outside had now become too dangerous in the
wind that made standing up very difficult. Once outside in the blizzard we
got disorientated in seconds and found it impo ible to find the antenna .
Further orders told us to break the Rebro and send a sitrep every hour on
the hour, and get as comfortable as po sible. Thi i easier said than done
in a nine by nine with three generators, three blokes and all their kit. Cpl
Kenny was tarting to look extremely concerned by now and was even
le happy when we were told to stay put until we ran out of rations.
Aller a mentally tough night the wind once again died and we could
inspect the damage done. The EVH F whip ection had napped otT during
the night and we had greater difficulty with tent . The four-man tent had
suffered three snapped poles and the angles on the nine by nine had
broken. We continued to call in report and hoped the helicopter would
come sooner than later. Fortunately before we knew it the Czech pilot had
braved the conditions to come and rescue us. o sooner had the helicopter
arri ed than we threw on our bergans and we flew off with orders to
abandon the radio kit for collection at a later date. On arrival back at
Echelon we were relieved to be alive and in the ' ann. The comments
started flying, ' Oh well , if you lo t the tent, you could always build a
'snow-hole.'
THE ORWEG IA JEIGER COM PA Y - by LCpl Bwy
I deployed to orway on 30 January initially to the outh. Once the
Squadron had completed the arctic warfare training we moved up to
Storsteines in the north to take part in Exercise Adventure Expre . Thi is
where the fun began. The moment we got off the plane it wa blowing a
gale and the temperature wa hideously IO\\. I wa less than impre ed as I
was expecting palm tree and white beachc . After sitting around at
torsteines for about four days a job came along. I could see the Yeoman.
Foreman and SSgt Allan looking my way and mirking. I could read their
lips, 'Buzz will do it.' Unfortunately I wa the only bloke there and I wa

going on an unusual task. The Yeoman asked if I wanted to deploy v. 1th
the orwegian Special Forces on Skidoos (Sno\\-bikes). I immediately
said no, but off I went anyway. I was to pro\ 1de ·ecurc HF Comm back to
AMF(L) Headquarters from the back of a Sk1doo, not quite in my job
description. Fitting out an FFR nowbike, nice one Yol .
.After a short while it was time to deploy and I wa · to nmdcL~ous at a
bridge at 0900hrs. I turned up at 0850hrs and saw a bunch of lunatic
flying about on snow bikes and was horrified at the thought of being a
passenger. Soon enough I found out I was to be attached to the Jeiger
ompany and was introduced to the Company Commander, the Secondin- ommand and the Reece Officer. They were all extremely friendly and
spoke excellent English. The plan was to load sixty-seven snO\\-bikc and
move them into enemy territory. As we carried the scheme out it started to
look a liule cowboy-ish. However, when we got onto the area I could see
why these people were a liule more than the average infantry company.
Their fire power, observation and riding kills told me they were
something pecial. Riding on the back was quite a different experience. If
you don't put your body weight in the right place at the right ume you are
off the back and in the snow. Getting back on with a PR 320, spare
batteries, webbing and weapon on you is not easy in deep now. The speed
we were to travel at was faster than fast. I'd never seen anything like it and
thought I was going to die on several occasions. At 70 miles per hour
through trees and at night is slightly mad but normal for these blokes. The
temperature was - 25 standing still as the 'Huey' Helicopters flew over us.
Luckily they didn't spot the company and we were soon doing 80mph
across a frozen lake. The cold was unbearable at that speed but I realised
that I was wrapped up in kit better than that of my hosts. During the next
couple of days we attacked ten target causing mass mayhem amongst the
enemy. The experience I had with the Jeiger was excellent and we worked
so well together that we will be doing cross training in the future.
MA PACK RE BRO - by Sig Ga/tress
In orthern orway in a moment of infinite wisdom. 249 ig qn
decided that it would be a good idea to deploy a man pack rebro, just to ee
if it could be done. What an excellent idea. I wa woken up at 2300hrs and
told I was deploying at 0600hrs with the RRB. I got up and staned to pack
my Bergen, then I unpacked my Bergen and proceeded to refill up my
Bergen with radio kit. By the time I'd finished it weighed about the same
as I do . I finally got to bed at 0200hrs, then back up at 0500hrs r ady to
deploy, a planned, at 0600hrs.
In total four of us deployed Lt 'The Boss· Preston , LCpl 'Fruity'
Fielding, Sig 'Shminka' Johnstone, Sig 'Az' Ga ltress. The journey to
our drop-off point was via another detachment to collect ome kit. Then it
was off on our skis up the mountain. The ki up the mountain itself was not
actually that bard apart from the weight. Lt Preston was pulling a pulk a
well as carrying kit in hi Bergen and 'Fruity' was doing the usual thing
required of an airborne oldier. carrying a rid iculou amount of weight.
Once we arrived there we bad the ta k of digging in the tent and setti ng up.
We set about this straight away, but during the non-tactica l pha e there was
no great rush. A couple of hours later we had dug a pit big enough for a
house and we could get the kit working. Once we were in and et up we
established communication and had to wait until we were told to make
the rebro, o obviou ly we had to find some thing to occupy ourselve .
That something was food.
A if by perfect timing the moment we had fini hed our food we were
told to make' the RRB. The ta k was made more difficult by a weak HF
Sigs Eng 1 et link and a broken trailer Rebro not far away. However, we
proved that a man-pack rebro can be operated in 1orth orway. Once
'made' the RRB operated until we run out of battery power, which wa
about 24 hours and nine batteries later. Having finished, it was time to
arrange our pick up at the bollom of the mountain. \Ve had plenty of time
so we had yet more food then proceeded to pack up. Sig 'Tent Rhino'
J ohnston with his amazing tent admin packed up first. before being kind
enough to let the re t of us do o. Once ' e had packed it was time to ki
down. which I have to say wa a lot more lei urely than kiing up. When
we 'vere finally picked up it wa back to HQ Admin Area and then I wa
off again on my det after two hour . In summary the man pack RRB was a
success and it wa proved it could be done. I think everybody on the RRB
enjoyed it and gained va luable experience from it.

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qn Comd
Maj J . H. Fraser
S 'M
W02 D. Ewing
Q ADRO HEADQ ARTE R
Afler a hectic start to the cw Year the quadron was plea ed to
welcome the new O . M aj Jon Fraser and hi family from 39 ig Regt.
With only a month's notice he did well to arrive with fami ly, two cars and
the loss of on ly two MFO boxes. The Epicentre'. recent Ka:do~e night
ended in disa ter when Sgt Jon 'Tone Dear Dnver and h1 1milarly
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ta lented wife Janet decided to celebrate hi promouon to taff ergcant
truly eye-\\ atcri ng
by singing elected hit from humba Wamba.
experience.
lso elected for promotion i
gt Jim 'Bcastmastt:r'
Duncan who will gain promotion to 02 when po tcd to 7 nml Bdc
and , ig qn (207). The quadron \\ill mi s
gt Duncan and hi \\ ifc
Linda. who ha e done much lo arrange ocial function for the qundron
including an Au. tin Powers and a O\\ boy night in the Jimmy lub. With
one event left in the Hodgson hield competition Epi Tp al read ha\ e the
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cup in the bag. Dhekelia Tp come in next followed clo ely by SHQ.
irfield Troop finish last although they continue to make match fixing
allegation .
Th Troodo Mountain have had an imprc ive snowfall thi year
whi h ha enabled skiing trip, to be organised. T\ elve members of the
quadron attended the EF Kl Champion hips with mixed fortune but
although it', not quite the Alp it is good to be able to ki and then return
to warmer ' lime at ,ea level at the end of the day. With the temperature
no'" tarting to creep ba k toward the twenties and summer just around
the omer it '· ea y to laugh a we reminisce on Battlecamp over a few
cold beers but for ome, at the time. it was no laughing matter. The annual
two-week exercise i a chance for ome to re ise ru ty skills and for otl1ers
to how off newly learnt kills. A good idea in theory but what wa the
reality?
EXER l E BRA E TA 'CE - by Sig Atkinson (War Correspondent)
Once again it was time for 259 ignnl quadron to an wer it call to
arm . Weapon were drawn, orders were given and the war paint started to
make an appearance. Aller collecting even more kit to fill our bulging
Bergens the quadron finally deployed out onto the Melanda Training
Area to begin the first pha e of the exerci e. The purpo e ofthi phase was
to revise basic infantry kills and tho e ever-elusive infantry tactics, which
of course the Royal ignals are world leaders in.
fter a quick 'who can lo e the mo t kit during the bug out' competition
we moved quickly into the main part of the exerci e con isting of a
Peacekeeping type Operation. The mission was to protect the peace loving
Greenlanders from the evil tyranny of the dreaded Redlander , lead by
their illustriou leader Capt ' My smock is like a shield of teel'
Handibode. Using their exceptional battlefield kills the glorious 259th of
Foot managed to secure Paramali illage which erved as a patrol base for
further operations, which included the prevention of refugees returning to
their trap-filled village. The situation was re olvcd after ome tense
di cu sion , S gt Jim ' Wh isper mode' Duncan's · mooth approach of
'mO\·e out or be beaten into unconsciou ness ', and ome shameless boiled
sweet bribery. After a few successful engagements which left one enemy
with a nasty graze to his arm to the slight expense of three friendly
sections, the 259th pres ed on with its mandate under the military genius
of Capt 'Anyone got a cab' Morris. The two platoons rose to the
challenge with gu to. Under the valiant and cunning leadership of Lt
·Golden Doss Bag' Kemp, OC I Pl, and 2Lt 'Can I have a slice of
bread?' Covey-Crump, OC 2 Pl, the stranglehold of the villainous
Redlanders was smashed.
The Company moved out of the village to prepare for one final assault
that would remove the enemy forces for good. All the troops minds were
focused on the assault with the exception of Sig 'Buster Gonad' Baldwin
who bad picked up a slight groi n strain in the earlier operations. Having
swept through the enemy like a wind of death there was little else to do
except pick up the dead, and the bass of course, and make it back for tea
and medals.
NEFSKI CHAMPIO 'SHIPS 2000 - by Lt Kemp
For the first time in nearly ten years there ha been enough snow on the
Troodos mountains for a full skiing competition. The Squadron entered
three teams into the competition and had high hopes of coming away with
several major injuries. Day One saw the Giant Slalom competition. The
early morning course inspection seemed to unsettle some people
especially those who couldn ' t even side-sli p the course without falling

over. ome overcautious skiing put some of the better skiers further down
the order than they would have liked although Lt Kemp put in a creditable
performance to fini h twelflh. Day Two was the time to throw caution to
the wind and go for Death or Glory. Excellent skiing by Sgt Wildlsh
placed him eighth which acted a a demonstration for how it should have
been done to Lt Kemp, Sgt Waring, Sgt icholson and Sig Hulland all
of whom failed to make it to the finish. Congratulations to Sgt Wildish
who 1 as placed twelftl1 in the combi ned results. In all the competition wa
a great event to attend and the skiing proved to be excellent. Let's hope we
won' t have to wait another ten years for the next competiti on.
EP ISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Sarah Covey-C ru mp
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jim Du ncan
With all the course and detachments its hard to keep track of everyone.
ome people however are goi ng not to return ... At long la t gt Dave
'Comeliu ' Wildish managed to escape with only hi fourth excuse! He
ha left the quadron for 35 Sig Regt to be with wife Sharon and any day
now, child number two. Best wishes to Dave and the family. LCpl Lee
'Huggy' Bearfield was the longc t erving Troop member and ha moved
to 30 ig Regt under the premi c that he will be able to spend more time
with his girlfriend . Lee, we didn't reali e you had a girlfriend in Bo nia!
Get writing tho e blueys mate and bru h up on your Serbo-Croat. Sig (now
LCpl) Daz 'Wookie' Baldwin departed for the province and a li fe of
rigging. We hould have known somethin g was wrong when he constantly
refused to leep on the top bunk, no surprise then to learn that he had a
very brief stay and now has his feet firm ly on the ground at 2 1 (AS) Sig
Regt. Sig Id r is Davies i now at 8 lnfBde attempting to play every sport
that the Army ha to offer. Sig (now LCpl) Gav 'Colonel' Darke was
succe sful on his RCB and will oon be savouring the delight of RM AS.
Ga , we were only joking about the plums you put in your mouth so it
might be a good idea to take them out now. Sig S ue 'Olive' Taylor is
posted to IOI Log Bde and Sig Sqn on promotion. Sig Marv ' ugget'
ugent ha got a posting to JCUNJ. We hope that thing turn out well for
you. Finally a big hello to Sig Kenny Cam pbell, straight from the factory.
Welcome to the Troop.
AIRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Kemp
Tp gt
SSgt Bob tenhouse
With so many of the Troop either in, just come back or about to go to
Kosovo it seems that everyone has got a medal except Lt Kemp. With so
many of the Troop away, the work load has picked up considerably, luckily
just when it seemed that we were fighting a losing battle reinforcements
arrived in the hape of LCpl Ha nsen, with his wife Sara h, and LCpl
Morris. Welcome to the Troop, we hope you will be happy here.
However, it's not all work and no play, several of the more gullible
members of the Troop were persuaded by C pl Da nny Rudd to take part in
the Akrotiri I Okm road race. Although no medals were won at least the
search party was able to find SSgt (FofS) M acGregor and return him to
his wife Lorraine who was accusing C pl Rudd of trying to murder her
hu band. Congratulation go to LCpl 'Barney' Barnett and Sig Da nny
McGurk for representing the Army (Cyprus) at rugby and football
re pectively, against the RAF. With all thi sporting talent, the Troop's next
aim is to complete the Akrotiri JOOkm Rowing competition. So far we
have ten willing volunteer so that's about IOkm each ... Can't be that hard
can it?

BFLIGHT

oc

W02 (Supvr R) Edd ie 'Anyone for Tennis!· Fisher
Over the last few months, the Watch has seen numerous changes,
mainly due to postings and detachment (as usual). The seemingly
never-ending problem of manning is handled by gt ( upvr R) Chris ' I
can't walk but I e;in run' C ullington. Manning the Watch is a bit like
trying to fill a bath with the plug out. A 'GEMS' suggestion to take
cuttings of Operators and dip them in 'Bob Snoddin's llormone Rooting
Powder' and grow some new Ops for Spring has been given serious
consideration. Regardles of these problems, morale has remained stab le
and on odd occasions, reached near unheard of high levels. This has been
dut: to the admirable efforts of various junior members of the Watch, in
organising Watch oeial gatherings, including leaving dos and Ten-pin
Bowling outings (all involving a few drin ks of cour e). Still to come is
Greyhound racing down at the track at Peterborough. Thanks to Cpl Julie
Mc elis, JT Rachel Lynch and LCpl Marie Porter. We await what
dclightS the summer will bring us.
We welcome into the Watch Cpl Julie Mc elis, moved from within the
JS U itself, as is her hu band Cpl 'Mac' Mc elis, recently returned from
hi Tl upgrading course. We say hellos to LCpls 'Bongo' Baker and
'Ginge' Ware fresh ly in from Chicksands. A welcome back to Cpl
Lyndsay Bebington on return from tl1e delightS of a Bosnian winter, along
with pl 'Mac' McKechnie returning from a more southern detachment.
Farewells to a number of personnel, including belated goodbyes to C pls
Sam and Dave ' Beef' IGrton on being returned to Civ Div. The 'Beef'
Kirtons will be sorely missed. Goodbye also to Sgt Mike 'Exciting to be
with' S urtees, now happily instructing at Chick ands, Sgt 'Jaffa' Martin
is now off on his upervisors Radio Course and is 'coping', it has been
reported. On finishing this he will be off to the other side of the island to
14 Sig Regt (EW) again. La tly, not to forget a great Watch character lost,
and now in the proce of joining Manchester Police i LCpl Stacey
Webster - so all you drug-dealers and joy riders beware!
Congratulations to Cpls Mac and Julie Mc elis on tying the knot. This
wa done in Skegne s at Fantasy Island and all attending had a great time.
Well done also to Cpl 'Mac (Who ays you can't get drunk on your wedding

day? I'm steaming!)' McKechnie. Also congratulations to gt ( upH R)
Chris C ullington on getting spliced, bravely on April Fool's Day!
3 Q AD RON TRAJ I G FLIGHT - by Cpl Dusty Miller
Sqn
WOl (Supvr R) Paul Skeith
This WIRE otes lark is becoming a bit ofa habit now, but it makes a
pleasant change from doing the office Admin! It must be said that of the
13 ~eople in the office, only four are actually bona fide Royal Signals
sold iers. _(The rest have been promoted to Honorary Royal Signal , even
the Intelligence Corps people!)
To kick off, congratulations on CT Clive Steph ens, C pl Pete Best and
Cpl ' Dusty' Miller for taking part in the annual BT wimathon. All three
completed 40 lengths of the pool and raised somewhere in the region of
£200 for charity. It must be said though that C pl. ' Dusty' t iller was
suffering during the swim from drinking too much free Guinness the night
before. (St Patrick's day you see!) WO J ( upvr R) Paul Skeith continues
to improve his IT skills with a week spent do\\ n at the local Interactive
Learn ing entre, (or so he tells u ... ). S gt (Supvr R) F rank Da lton
continues his quest for excellence in management (A t Digby!) and is
forever giving out his ' One Minute Well Done' stuff He is due to take hi.
final exam soon, so good luck mate. Sgt Sue Wright has taken delivery of
a new BMW Z3 sports car. It's a black convertible and the local authoritie
have been notified of the registration number! A few change have taken
place since the last edition of the wire.
gt ' Dags· Dagnell joined the
Flight and has hit the ground running having taken over from F
Tomlin on. Sgt 'Chads' C hadwick should be back from his holiday in the
Falklands and wi ll be welcomed back with open arms. (After all, with the
current oles author on his way out someone will have to step in!) gt
·Sim' Morley has been po ted and will be on top ofTroodos Mountain by
the time thi s edition is out, also going soon is her husband, gt Mark
Mo rley, however, he is leavi ng the force to fo llow the flag (or skirt?) and
wi ll be seen on the beach sipping cocktails. Cpl ' Dusty' Miller is due out
on PVR to work as an in tructor for Erricson's. We wish him and his wife
arah all the best, but remind him that he is not allowed to threaten
tudents with physical violence if they don't listen to him!

UUli~
MERSEYSIDE CADET FORCE
Col Paul Acda , Regimental Colonel Headquarter Royal ignal , made
a specially invited vi it to Merseyside Cadet Force Headquarters at Altcar
Training Camp. He was welcomed by the Commandant, Col Ia n
Thomson, they being no strangers to each other as they had served
together botl1 at 38 Sig Regt (V) and 2 Sig Bde. The purpose of hi visit
wa to present certificates and badges to fi e cadets, who had successfully
passed their ignals course. However, he al o spent part of the day
watching a cadet company, of a hundred cadets, on their Training
Weekend. Mer eys ide ACF has forty detachments, three of them are

aflil iated to the Royal ignals.
number of cadet have joined a
Regulars with the Royal Signal over the past years. At the pre entation
ceremony the Colonel also met WOJ Joe Brougham, in command of
Signals tra ining and SSgt J ohn Waters, both ex-59 Sig Sqn (V). The
Deputy Commandant of Mersey ide ACF is Lt Col Joe Moreland, also
an ex-regular of the Royal Signals.
Mersey ide ACF would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Commanding Officer and all ranks of 33 Sig Regt (V) for all their
upport.

JOINT SERVICE SIGNALS UNIT
RAF DIGBY

ISQ ADRON
qn Comd
Maj Calum Clark
Sqn Coord
W02 (Supvr R) Phil Sandford
It's all change again with elements of I Sqn playing musica l chairs in
time for the spring. Farewell to SSgt Richie Maddock, vacating the
Squadron Co-Ord chair for pastures new and welcome to W02 (Supvr R)
Phil 'Don'tcall me SSM the RAF don't like if' Sandford, who has moved
all often metres across the corridor. Au-Revoir to Flt Lt Darren Thorley
who's gone off to the Balkans for six months and as a result, hello to Flt
Lt Rob Keir, who has also moved across the corridor to take up the post of
qn 21C. Another farewell is to W02 (Supvr R) Dave 'Stom in orman'
F uller who has vacated the Ops WO chair to let W02 (Supvr R) Phil
'Hockey or Squash today Sir!' Barclay sit down.
A FLIGHT

OC
W02 (Supvr R) Pete StockeU
It's that time again to detail the lively 'C Watch' scene here at JSSU
Digby. It's a mixed bag of comings and goi ngs with the odd skiing skives
thrown in for good measure. We've got Cpl Steve Roche back from a
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gruelling NI Det, J T Dave Mowbray back from the edge (or was it 4 Sqn)
and JT Jon Peters joining us from some day-job or other. JTs Steve Horrcl
and Wazeeha Laher have settled in nicely having left the lap ofluxury that
is Chicksands. We've got our fa ir share of departures too. CT Dave Smith
has left for Civ Div and we've lost J T Ingrid Poulton to a cushy little
number on days, along with JT L indsey Tolin who is expecting her first
baby in May. On the more temporary side of things, our only RN presence,
POCT Iain 'Tug' Wilson is off on a promotion course, so good luck to him.
L C pl J im Patton and JT Jim Rothwell are down in Cl1icksands on
respective upgrading courses and Cpl Ade Mo eley and JT Ben Crossley
have vanished on long cour es. J T Leah Middlewick, having just
recovered from her killing ch du le of ski and biathlon training/races and a
23km military patrol in the Army Divisional Championships, also vanishes
on a long course. C pls Nicky Collins and Chris Gunn are currently away
on detachment and also missing in action is Cpl John Duke, detached to 4
Sqn tryi ng hi s hand at Army things for fo ur months. Finall y, spare a thought
for Sgt Steve 'Up the Pilgrims' Lyne, travelling the length and breadth of
th is fine land waiting for Plymouth Argyle to slot in a goal or two, or maybe
just pushing home a slightly threatening attack.
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Colon e l ACDA with the five succe ssfu l Merseyside AC F Signals Ba dge d Ca dets who successfully passed their S ignals Course.
Sgt Ro be rt P otter, Cpls Stephen Fee ney, Cra ig Roberts, Da niel Hussey and Cadet Chris C uisek, plus Com mandant Co l Ian Thomson (th ird
fro m right) a nd W01 Joe Broug ham and SSgt John Wate rs (L and R) both ex-59 S ig S qn (V)
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HF RADIO COMPETITION BETWEEN ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
AND ACF & CCF SIGNALS UNITS
E.

R l E WI 'TER WOOLL 2000
The fa.ercisc which took place on 20 January 2000 wus a first joint HF
radio exerci. c and sho11 competition for the Royal School of ignal and the
F & C F 1e:nal · unit ·. The Royal ign .I· participation wa by Yeoman
of ignal course members at Blandford. competing against cadet and
adults of the cadet organisation ·. The aim wa · lo ee who cuuld make the
mo t conta l! over a" inter e ening period on 13 different fi"cqucncies. The
gt· 10· McPhail,
R teams ''ere organi ed by apt Myles Cook and
both Royal 1arinc.. who have been great upporters of the cadet ·ignalling
organisation during their tenure· of oftice in Blandford. eedle to say the
competition "a · fie re and suffice to say omc of the rather eld rly A F and
CF adults di played a keen competitive edge. The main pearhead of their
imtml operation wru led by Lt C~I T im E lford of Ardingly Colle~e CCF,
"ho quickly moved into an una· sailable lead b ama mg an amazmg total
of ome 34 contacts in the first lwo hours. However, ol Tim's greater
mtere t in the culinary delight of li fe forced him to ~tire aflcr two hours_
and one can only as ume his gourmet upper forced h11n to an e.arly bout ol
lumber, ince he failed to resurface afterward . In the meantime, in the cold

at Blandford the Yeomen including gt a n Dinteren of the Royal
ethcrlands Army quickly learned that both the cadets and their adults were
spoiling for a fight and that age and treachery will always outwit youth and
enlhusia m. evertheless the course quickly picked up the tricks of the trade
and two of their four teams had reached over 30 contacts by the time lhat the
elements forced them to retire. From the wan11th of their arious I IQ at
Bridlington. Dollar. Rugby and Winchester our intrepid band of ACF &
CCF teams continued to battle it out on tl1e lower night frequencies. Aller
O\'er four hours of operating Lt John Wresdcll, Bridlington chool CF
and i\laj 1ike Vokes, as isted by l Ian Dummer, Hampshire A F were
tell fighting out who should be champion. During the evening other stations
were able lo join in at variou time and the e included Herts A F (two
F, Glamorgan A F
stat.ion ). Warwick ' hire ACF, Birkenhead School
(Penanh), Hanis & IOW CF (Totland Platoon), Dollar Academy CF,
Prior Park College CCF (Batl1) and Exeter chool CCF. E crybody seemed
to enjoy them elve and agreed it\ as a ery useful exercise. It is hoped that
the ACF & CF ignals unit will be able to be of assi tance at a future date
to course at tl1e Roya l choo l. of igna ls.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

TpComd
p I

Capt Joel Cu.-ry 94 BY Sig Sqn (
\ 02 (
1) Harry Kemp

lNTROD CTIO ' - by WOCdt Liz Rossiter
In October, afler a summer of adventure training and sun- eeking
holidavs, 12 (R. !G AL ) Tp ULOTC forn1ed up for another year of
nrduou , le ting bu! fun training. 1ew additions to the Troop included 17
OCdts from A Coy and more importantly W02 (S M) Harry Kemp as
our new P !. However, this welcome i hort lived a he i due to move in
April on promotion to fill the po t of RSM in Blandford. A much as we
congratulate him on hi promotion we are o.-ry to see him lea\'e u . Good
luck Sir, or hould we be ayi ng good luck to the soldiers in Blandford!
\ ell what of the OTC and what have we done to date?
BLA ' DFORD 29-31 0 TOBER 1999 -by WOCdt Beth Richardso11
The first 12 Tp weekend for the year saw us down in Bland ford for a
liaison visit to the home of the Corps. whi lst most other troop stay in
transit accommodation during their weekend craining we were fo rtunate
enough to get our fir t taste of the Corp Officers' Mes and were
pri\ ileged to stay there for the weekend. Revising but in mo t ca es reteaching Voice Procedure was first on the programme, for some reason our
standard certain ly kept the P I amused. Antenna building and a mall
competition followed and then with the mil itary training completed, it was
time to sample ome of Blandford Camp's entertainment facilities, namely
the bowling alley. Aller dinner back at the Mess it was then off to
Blandford to\\n for the evening. An experience that won't be soon
forgotten .
If we had e\·er wondered why the P I and the Troop Commander left
early the night before we were soon to find out with a trip over the
confidence cour e. With the previou evening's indulgence sweated out it
"a back to the Mess for a tidy up before a very entertaining presentation
from the ORLS team. Many thanks to Capts Sophie Davies and Andy
Greenfield for gi' ing up their Sunday morning to speak to us and to the
staff of the Officers' Mes for looking after us so well.

On the eveni ng of Friday. 19 ovember we were split into 4x2-man
detachment and told to make our way to a map grid reference, just to lhe
south of Winche ter, for an exerci e which imulated the detachments
being a Brigade HQ and three Battle-groups. However, we didn't all make
it as OCdts Pete Street and Alex Siddell when told to go to junction 4 of
the M3 broke down at junction 3 of the M3! ot one to bother the RMP for
recovery Ocdt treet ju t phoned the AA and promptly got to' ed to the
exerei e area.
The Troop Commander et the scene with some well thought out
scenario . They started with an inva ion of the Soutl1 coast of Englan and
we were tested not ju t on our Voice Procedure but also on keeping our
maps up to date and properly marked a well as the ba ic of detachment
routine and discipline. The locations of the detachments were conveniently
situated on the Troop Commander's parents' farm, so afler the work, as
ever with 12 Troop it was time to play and the last night was spent in the
wimming pool and sauna followed by a debrief with a BBQ and a few
beers. Sunday morning was spent practising our marksmanship principle
by means of a clay pigeon hooting competition. Once again another good
weekend and many thanks to Capt C urry for setting it all up.

EXERCISE COA TAL 1. VASJO ' 19-21 . OVEMBER 1999
by 11.;o Mall Re1•el/
The end of Battle PT and we all survived

The JUO posing as usual

LlAISO VISIT TO I MECH BDE HQ A D SIG SQ (215)
by OCdt Osa Emohare
12 Tp's liaison visit to Tidworth was advertised as a calm ocial
walkabout and a nice time driving and learning about their armoured
vehicles. What somebody (name ly our PS I) forgot to mention , was the
four mile tab, log race and the upper body sess ion with the Squadrou
PTl 's.
Arriving on the Friday night we were met by Lt Brnnton , Troop
Commander of Sabre Troop. He led u. into the bar warning u thal the
' nati ve ' had j ust come olT exercise so they were concentrating more on
the assortment of beverages behind the bar th an they were on their radios
and other comms equipment. However, this changed the following
morning when the strangely bright eyed and bushy tai led oldicrs keenly
explained their roles and ta ks within the Sq uadron . Their enthusiasm and

pro1Cs~1onalis111 was surpassed only by their ability to consume alcoholic
beverages. We came away well informed and very impressed. The talks by
the Squadron Commander and the Troop ommandcr of Sabre Tp,
outlined the tasks undertaken by the quadron and also charted their
careers to date. The many and varied postings highlighted the fact that a
career in the Royal Signals is much more varied and rewarding than the
civilian equivalent.

BADMINTON
The Inter orps Badminton Tournament look place at Beaconsfield
over the period 26/27 ovember 1999. Six Corps were represented at the
1999 Tournament. They were drawn into two leagues of three.
The draw, unfortunately, put three very strong teams, R SIG AL ,
REME and RE, in the same league, with la t year's winners. the AGC,
drawn in the other league with the RLC and Infantry. The competition
consisted of a 'round robin' of matches within the respective leagues, the
top two in each league progressing to the semi-finals.
The Corps squad was only a couple of key players short for the
competition, but with depth in the squad. we were able to produce a very
strong team. The week started at Blandford with a couple of days training
in order to select the best pairs for the competition, although we never
practi ed all permutation due to a couple of players not being available
for all the training ses ions. Having shaken olT all the cobweb , the team
were ready to go to Beaconsfield and were quite confident that thi was
our year. The Royal Signals have not won this competition since 1972.
The fo llowing pairs were elected to play against the RE and REME on
the fir t day:
Prl
Lt Mike Morton ( l (UK) Div) and Sig Ady Abbott
(21 Sig Regt (A ))
Pr2
Sgt Steve Pengelly (RS , Blandford) and ig Ben
Ford ( I (UK) Di )
Pr3
Capt Guy Bowdler (1 1 Sig Regt) and Cp l Paul
Merchant (RSS, Blandford)
The team played magnificently as the other Corps teams could only
watch in awe at the power of the sma he of our o. l pair, Lt like 'Take
that' Morton/ ig Ady And lhat' Abbott, who never lost a game
throughout the whole tournament. ot to be out-done our o.2 pair, gt
Steve 'I want to be Captain' Pengelly/Sig Ben ' l need a fag' Ford won all
their games in thi match. Pair o.3, Cpl Paul ' I' e got a new racket'
Mei-chant and Capt Guy ' I'm the new Army Badminton Secretary'
Bowdler also played very well winning lheir crucial games against the RE
and REME third pair .
On the second day, having reached the semi-fina ls, we were lucky
enough to have been drawn against a weak In fa ntry team. Capt Guy 'My
houlder hurt Bowdler was ub lituted for Sig Paul · Do l have to'
C adogan (RS , Blandford). This was Sig Cadoga n's first ta le of
badminton al thi level but he rose to the occasion and played
exceptionally well, partnering C pl Merchant, w inn ing their firs t game.
Unfortunately, this was to be ig Cadogan 's last game as Sgt Andy ' l had
other things to do' Ball arrived to strengthen the team for the fi nal. Sgt
Ball needed a warm-up game before the final a the lri h were about lo
give u the match at 6-0 up, Sig Paul ' I'm happy about that' Cadogan
tood down again. The match wa won easil y. 9-0, although it ga e the
team a chance to warm-up before the final.
The REME al o had a late arrival' hich strengthened their team. thus
enabling them to win their s.emi-final against a confident AGC. Ha ing
already beaten the REME 111 the league, the Corps team were qmte
confident about the final outcome although the core could be a little
closer this time. Toward the end of the first round matches, the team were
trying to give their manager, Capt Terry ' I' ll buy the b ers if you win'
Inman an ulcer. Lt Mike Morton/Sig Adt bbott slipped up and their
first game went to 'set' points. Sgt Steve Pengelly/Sig Ford lost their fir t
match and Sgt BaWCpl Merchant took their match to three game . After
a quiet word from the ·manager' and the threat of 'no be rs', the team
turned the match round and demolished the oppo ition with another 7-2
victory.
Congratulations to the team on a .Plendid performance. W~.now ha e
the trophy in our hands for only the third time 1nce the compeuuon started
. Let's hope we get lo keep it for a fe" year . hould there be any closet
player in the Corp ' ho wish to play for the orps team , contact Capt
Terry Inman on Blandford Mil Ext: 5404 .

Saturday evening in the bar started o!T with a cu.-ry dinner. the qua ht} of
which was beyond what the students were used to. The rc~t of the C\cning
was taken up by a very enjoyable games night. Although "c lost to the
quadron overall. they were not impressed when we took the pomts m the
boat race - Yes students can drink too! Sunday was the tab and log run
which sorted us all out for the drive back to London. Our thanks to all at
I Mech Bde for hosting us, this was without doubt the best weekend to date.

split up according to ability, not unit. ll units were accommodated
centrally in a 5-star youth hostel in two and four-man rooms '' ith en- uite
facilities. The hostel al o has a bowling alley, pizzeria, two quash courts,
sauna, gym hall and table-tennis room. ight life in Kaprun and
Zell-am- ee leaves little to be desired, although obviously no 'school day
drinking' was allowed to interfere with training! Weekends were spent on
'cultural" trips to Salzburg to enjoy the Christma markets and gliihwein
stands, or to the PX in Garmisch for Chri tmas shopping.
Race week was put together by a ve.-y experienced team headed up by
SSgt A ndy Brown , now in hi 18th and last season racing with the
Corps. He was supported by Maj .John Dakin, WOI Kev Algar, gt
Dean MacKenzie, and Cp l A nd y Dawson . Representation from th e
Germany units was high, with only 7 Sig Regt failing to enter a team. 14
ig Regt (EW) was the only UK unit to be represented this year, a
downward tum from la t year. The Units represented ' ere I (U K) ADSP,
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn, 7 Armd Bde & ig qn , 7 Sig Regt, 14 ig Regt
(EW}, 16 Sig Regt and 20 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn & RAF Digby. 16 Sig
Regt, Captained by Lt .John 'Admin in China' Lyons, and encouraged by
Cp l Tony Orange, who also won the prestigious prize for first in the
Men · Individual Combination.

S ig Marcus Taylor, from 14 S ig Regt (EW)
racing at the Divisiona l Championships at Serre Chevalier, France
The eason continued ' ith vnriou teams moving to erre Che,·alier
and Le Contan-fines for the re pective Divisional Championship on Ex
panan Hike 2000. Approximately 140 raced on each of three mountain ,
each team trying to secure a place amongst the 110 who are elected for
the Army Championships, al o run in erre Chevalier. Congratulations to
16 ig Regt who were the only Royal ignals unit to qualify a a team
wi th C pl Tony Orange, Cpl Findlay, Cpl Richie Turnbull and LCpl
Graeme Rennie. Cpl tu Foste.- (30 ig Regt) and Cpl Cb.-is Sweeney
(RAF Digby) qualified as individual , and in the female quad were Lt
Kate immonds (ATR Bass ingbourn). Lt Fi Stewart ( 14 ig Regt
(EW)), and Cpl Gina Atkinson (30 ig Regt).

SKIING
ROYAL IGNALS ALPINE Kif G EA 0 1999-2000
Anoth er uccessful eason for the Alpine kiers of the Royal orp !
The season tarted with the Roya l igna l
orp
amp a nd
hampion hips run o er fo ur weeks on the Kilzsteinhorn Glacier in
Kaprun, Austria o er 19 ovember - 19 Decem?er 19?9 . .Th~ .camp
bega n with three weeks training for all levels of k1ers, with md1ndual

Cpl Gina Atkinson relishes the joys of the Downhill
at St Morritz, Switzerland
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The rm y Tea m , traditi ona ll
e lected al the end of the A rmy
hampion hip made a ' ift getawa thi year after two day rac ing. due
to a date clash \\ith the Inter- erYice .
gt ndy Brown came out of
ret irement to race for the 1en · Army Team, and all three R igna ls
females in the quad made the Women · Team and headed to the. dizzy
height of t Morit z. Lt .Ka!e immo.nds ach ie ved t~1 r d in the
International Lad1e Combinati on. and picked up a hand ful of other
1lverware and medals.
II in all a fanta ti ea on \\ JS enjoyed by all. adly this year we say
thank you and goodbye to
gt And. Brown, who not sati sfied wi th
spending five month a year skiing ha left the Army to . p~nd 12 months
a year kiing, euing up bu ines in Zell-am- ee. His unmeas urable

contribution to Corps and Army skiing cannot be quantified, but has been
apprec iated over the last 18 years by a ll kier great and small. Best of
luck And , we ' ll be out to visit! Also this year we say farewell to Maj
Paul Ford, w ho has spent many years racin g, and who has also been
Ma nager of the Bri ti h Ladies Army Ski Team sin ce its in ception. He
leave th e Co rps to become ccretary of the Arm y Winter Sports
Association, where he is sure to keep his eye out fo r the Roya l . ignals
skiers of the fu ture.
IF YO ARE I T E RESTED in co mpetin g in the 2000/200 1 ski
·eason with t11e Corp a a team or ind ividual but do not how to organise
it pica e contact Lt Fi tewart at 14 ig Regt: (EW) on 94359 5858, or
Sgt Dean 'lacKcnzie at 16 ig Regt.

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig N. F. Wood Areal; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3; Brig K. H. Olds Area 4;
Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. BiUingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE cotland; Lt Col C. . Lightfoot N Ireland
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Commodore
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Rear ommodores:
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Dinghy and Day boats
Wind urfing
Yachtmaster (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Members Representative
ecretaries:
General
Windsurfing
oldier Members:
Off' hore
Dinghy
Wind urfing

ROYAL SIGNALS WINDSURFING CLUB
After a period of absence from the page of The WIRE, the Royal
ignals Windsurfing Club is back in print. However, before we get into the
news, a quick explanation of, ho we are. The primary aim of the club is to
encourage long board rac ing in the various leagues throughout the Anny.
This includes the Inter-Corps league, in which there are fi e race meetings
per year, ilie Army Championships and the Inter- ervice Championships,
nm forgetting, of course, the Royal Signals Championship . To support the
racing, the Corps has a fleet of race boards and rigs which are rented
annually to the top sailors to enable them to compete. On the short board
front, the club co-ordinates a team entry in ilie annual Forces Fun-Board
Champion hips which takes place in Holland in September. In addition to
its racing activities, the club also provides a forum for all keen windsurfers
and maintains a database of instructors who are potentially available to
support unit courses. Anyone intere ted in finding out more about Royal
Signals Windsurfing should contact the club Secretary, Capt And rew
Mo uld, on 94344 5111.
Results fro m the 1999 Seaso n: The Club had a very good season in 1999.
On the individual front, some notable achievements were recorded Maj Peter Bow le
Army Lightweight Champion
Sgt Norman Fin negan BFG Race-Board Champion
Joint Services ovice Champion
C pl Pete Hoggart
C pl 'Gaz' Pope
Army 1ovice Champion
C pl 'Reg' Va rney
Joint Services Runner-up,
Super-Heavyweight
Maj Dave Gi lchrist
Forces Fun-Board Champion, 4 Div
Overall Champion, Captain of a victorious
Inter-Services Army Team, London Region
Overall Champion, National Inland Veteran
Champion,
The e successes were reflected in a large number of individual trophies at
ilie Royal Signals Yacht Club AGM. These were presented as follows:
The Meiktila Cup
awarded to Maj Dave G ilchr ist as the
person with the racing record last season.
The Bolitho Prize
awarded to WOI John F radley as the
person in the ' V Club who hru; done most to
encourage sailing.
The Commodore's Cup
awarded to C pl Pete Hoggart as the most
promising newcomer to the sport.
The Admiral's Bowl
awarded to LC pl G az Pope as the most
promisi ng young sailor.

General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Cornick

Brig C. J. Burton OBE
Brig H. H. Ham CB E
Maj D. C. . Elli (9437 1 5299)

Association Office, RHQ Royal ignals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extension 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uklmuseurn/rsa.htm

Lt Col R. J. Good (94331 2441)
Maj J. F. Calvert (94777 2204)
Maj D. I. Gilchri t (9463 1 42 19)
Maj J. . tuart (Mob· 0796 704386 )
Capt I. C. Gray (9437 1 22 16)
Lt ol (Retd) M. J. P. ollin
Maj K. Whitehead (Mil : 9438 1 253 l)(Civ: 01 985 222S3 l)
Capt A. J. Mould (94344 5111 )
Cpl D. ang ter
LCpl . Southru1
Cpl A. Varney

The ssociation communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages ofThe Wire, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as well
as a forecas t of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries fo r fu rther distribw ion if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submilled to the Editor. We also welcome leuers, requests to contact old
comrades and a1m0tmcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribwe a short account of its activities, preferably with
photog raphs, at least once a year.

NEWS FROM THE AO'S DESK

The Corp Windsurfin g Chrunpionship was held at Weymouth, with tl1e
fo llowing results:
hampion Maj or Unit
30 Sig Regt
238 Sig Sqn
Champion Minor Unit
S gt orman Finnegan
Overall Champion
Maj Peter Bowles
Lightweight Champion
Heavyweight Champion SSgt Barry Raine
Cpl Pete Hoggart.
ovice Champion
RES LT FROM THE 2000 SEA 0
The Corps has made an excellent tart to the current season. At the first
event of the Inter-Corp series, we achieved first place. At the second
event, held at the start of April , we achieved a convincing second place,
some way behind the very strong REM E team, but comfortably in front of
the rest of the opposition. Providing we manage to field a full strength
team for each event, we stand an excellent chance of winning the
competition.
Look Forward. There are plenty of opportunities for windsurfing during
the coming season in the '111er-Corps League. However, the best chance to
get involved is at the Corp Championships which will be held from 27 29 eptember. Entries are sought from individuals and unit team . Watch
this space!-

Members of the Windsurfing Cl ub
landing (L-R): Lt Col White, Cpl White, Maj Bowles, Cpl Hoggart,
Maj Gilchrist, Brig Burton (Admiral RSYC), Cpl Pope, gt Bennett
Kneeling, Capt Mould, Cp l Varney

If YDU nRE INIERESIED ((( sntlfNG, Dff SHORE, DINGHY DR (J(f([J8(JRflf(G
IElEPHDNE IHE nPPRDPRIAIE 8ECRElnRY ns 8HDlJf( ff( IHE HEnDING DN IHl8 PnGE
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Branch ews: Mr Le lie Perrier, Hon ecretary of the Jersey Branch
has a new address; 14 1/2 Elizabeth Lane, St Helier, Jersey JE2 3PH.
Howard Loates has been el ected as the new Hon Secretary of the West
London Branch. Howard's address is; 34 Mill Way, Feltham Middx
TW l 4 OJX. Tel: 0208-348 0950. The hropsh ire Branch has a new
Secretary; Chris Talbot, who e contact details are; 34 Gain Ave, Bicton
Heath , Shrewsbury SY3 5DQ. Tel; 01 743-353233. Thank you Howa rd
and Chris for offerin g your services. Our thanks also go to Brian Gibbs
for all hi hard work and co-operation as he hand over to Steve Nobbs as
Hon Secretary of the orfolk Branch. Steve can be contacted at; 12 Lacey
Rd, Taverham, orwich R8 6ND. Tel : 01603-869364. Ian Lorimer,
Hon Secretary of the Preston & Blackbum Branch has moved addre to ;
SS otredame Gdns, Blackburn BBi 5EF. Tel o i unchanged. Trevor
Holyoake informs me that the Bedford Branch now meets on the last
Thursday of each month in the Royal Signals Bar at the Drill Hall,
Bedford Road, Kemp ton, Bedford, starting at 2000 hours. Pat Maloney
is trying to set up a new Branch in Germany and would be pleased to hear
from any former members of the Corps who live in or around Osnabruck.
Contact Pat at; Lorser Stras e 7, 49596 Gehrde. Brian 0 erland ha
taken over from Bob Rowland a ecretary of the Peterborough Branch .
Brian can be contact at; S Ambury Gdns, Crowland, Peterborough PE6
OLT. Tel: 01733-210624. Bob ha erved on the Branch Committee ince
its inaugural meeting in 1976 and it is good to report that will continue as
Branch Chairman. The Torbay Branch now has a ' plinler group' ba ed in
Exmouth . It is known as the ' Exmoutl1 Group' and anyone intested in
joining hould contact Tom May at; 46 Ro e Way, Exmoutl1, S. Devon
EX8 2RP. Ron Toft ha handed over the po t of Hon ecretary of the
ottingham Branch to Eric Harris. Eric can be contacted at· 4-12 Selston
Rd, Jacksdale, otts G 16 5LE. Lesley Ba nyard, Hon ccretary oft.he
Loughborough Branch ha moved to; 27 Brook treet, Shep. hed , Le1cs
LE 12 9RE. Tel : O1509-503 585. Branche need your upport - 1f you don 't
already belong to your nearest Branch, ' hy not join? It's not a 24 x 7 x S2
commitment. Contact thi office for details of your nea rest Branch.
Calli ng a ll for mer despatc h riders: Mr A. E . ' Bert' T ~urlin g is
trying to set up a Reunion Club for former DRs. If you are mtere ted,
please contact hi m at; 44 Portland Rd, Hayes, Middx UB4 SLG ..
Associatio n R ule Boo k: The R A Rule Book ha been reprinted as at
April 2000. Those Branch ecretarics who did not collect at the
AGM/Branch Rep Meeting in April should bid to this office for their
requirements. Bids shou ld indicate wheth~r lh~ Rult.: book should be ~enl
by post or collected at the Reunion (which 1s preferable). All previous
issues of the RSA Rule book are now superceded.
Ann ual Reunion : Your la t reminder that the Annual R A Reunion
will take place at Blandford over the weekend 24/25 June 2000. All
A ociation members and their gue t are welcome to attend. Tho e who
plan attending have until 16 June to return their application form . to
n
HQ. All members are advi ed that if they have not pre-booked th.e•r mea ls.
they wi ll have to make their own feeding arrangements. Meals 111 Messes
will be provided on ly for living in members.
Corps Carol ervice: Circumstances have forced the change of date
for the orps Caro l ervice from Tuesday 12 December to Thur day 2 l
December 2000. All current and former members of the Corp are invited
to attend thi event, held at St tephens ' ith t Johns Church, Rochester
Row, We tminster, starting at 1800 hours.
Freedom of Richmond: Being held over the weekend 16/ 17
eptembcr 2000, for more detail con tact your branch ecretary or
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Association HQ. All members of the Association are most welcome to
attend, to take part in the March Past and to enjoy the curry supper in the
Sgts Mess in the evening. There is the traditional Church Service and
March Past on the Sunday morning. Branches who plan to send a
contingent, are asked to let this office know the details, in order that the
organi ors can have an idea of how many are coming.
R A Ann ual Genera l Meeting: This year's AGM was again
combined with the Branch Representatives Meeting, and held in Chelsea
Barracks on Saturday 8 April , with the kind permission of QC 238 Sig
Sqn. 120 members attended, representing 57 of the Association's 86
Branches. It was good to see our old friends Doug Woolford and Bill
Har msworth from the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. Bill had been very unwell
last year, but is now thankfully much better. Doug looked as fighting fit as
ever. Many members traveled a fair distance to attend and their efforts
were much appreciated - including; WOl(RSM) Mark Rouse from
SHAPE, Maj (Retd) Pat M alon ey from Osnabrock, plus orman
Strachan and Doug Ba rtlett who put a thousand miles on the clock by
coming down from Aberdeen. The meeting enjoyed a report by Col
Andrew Carter on financial matters for the past year and by Lt Col Ian
Ha milton on Welfare. The Regimental Colonel gave an interesting
briefing on the latest happenings within the Corps. Everyone l spoke to
afterwards said how much they had enjoyed the meeting. The Master of
ignals closed the meeting by announcing that Maj Gen Alan Yeoman
was tanding down as Chairman of the Association at the end of this year
and handing over to Maj Gen A.H. Boyle CB. My personal thanks go to
Maj (Retd) Bo b Bates of238 Sig qn for setting up all the arrangements
at the meeting.
Associatio n ppointm ents: Brig . F. Wood has succeeded Brig C.
T. Ga rto n as Vice Chairman Area I. Lt Co l (Retd) C. N. Lightfoot has
been appointed Vice Chairman orthern Ireland.
T he Royal Tourn ament: Tony Langham is organising a national
campaign to save the Royal Tournament. He says he has over 17,000
ignatures, but needs more. If you would like to help, please contact Tony
on 01722-504539.
New Life Members: Those recently enrolled Life Members of The
Association are shown below. Our good wishe go to tho e embarking on
a second career - we hope that they stay in touch with As ociation HQ.

Rank and name
ig ydney Southern
gt Denis PUDSEY
S gt Jerry D'alquen
ig Lewis Ros
ig tanley Martin
Cpl Chri Binnington
Sig Ronnie Jackson
gt Arthur Arris
Cpl John Tait
W02 Bob now
LCpl Ima Barron
ig Philip Carr
LCpl Brian Davies
ig Frank Glo op
igJim Roe
Cp l Mick Stone
ig Kathryn Wilkinson
SSgt Graham I lackett
pl Brian Jacob

Branch
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
Rotherham
Rotherham
Rotherham
Rotherham
Rotherham
Rotherham
Hull
RHQ
RHQ

Service
1942-47
1966-95
196S- 7
1947-49
1990-99
19 6-99
1940-46
1947-50
1969- 2
197S-OO
19S2-54
1954-56
1953-56
1951-53
1950-52
19-3_5
1993-Date
1965- 9
1991-00
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\\ 02 te\e Hughe
gt \lartin Kendall
'gt . larun Gillard
ig Jimm) Dul ·h
Cpl ick Campbell
l!t Bob \ itherstonc
gt John hipp
Lt Terry Lin dell
pl Ted Geldart
l!t 'orman Biffcn
Cpl Brian ngell
WO I Bob Huxtable
\\'02 Joseph Brougham
LC'pl Victor Burges.
\\'02 Gerry Garland
Cpl Robena Campbell
ig Kri tian Letton
Cpl hchael mith
Cpl Don Pri e
ig Lionel Powell
gt Peter Lasota
ig lick tears
LCpl Bob Cunningham
WO I Derek Curley
gt Paul Jennings
gt tephen Phillips
ig Thoma Bremner
WO! Michael Dob on
gt G.T. key
gt Chri Haney
WO I Peter 1cinally
l!l Adrian We t
LCpl Gary lllman
ig Richard Hugget
Cple Jason Trimmer
gl Mark Haworth
LCpl Alan Boot
D\T Frank Luscombe
W02 Harry Hem tock
WOJ Jo eph Jackson
ig Colin Jewell
ig John Thoma
Maj GeoffMcKie
Cpl Donny Brough
Capt Kathy Ker
ig Geoff Warburton
Cpl Jack Anderson
ig Peter Laidlaw
LCpl Rob Dewhurst
Cpl Graham Cox
LCpl Christopher Beard
Sig Jack Hilton
Dvr Bramwell Holland
W02 Bill Barron
Cpl Alwyn Gres er
Capt Philip Clifford
Lt Col Guy 1eakin
Lt Col Bob Weston
Maj Paul Ford
Maj Andy Allman
Maj Howard Hughe
Capt Andy Carroll
Capt Geoff Ashwell
Capt Lianne eil
Maj Andy Hill
Maj Rab Mulholland
Maj Ga\ in West
Lt Col Mike Anderson
Maj Mark Alexander
Capt Robena Davis
Capt David Seymour
\ilaj Bob Munro
Cpl Bob Mason
gt Rob Hay
Sgt Jim Duncan
Cpl turiel Belson (nee Hall)
. ig 'ick Wallis
pl Archie Goode
LCpl Tom Robin on
LCpl Ahyn Muggleton
gt Richard Feder!
pl Ted Crocker
Sgt Chas Cov..ell
Cpl Archie Mulholland
Lt Col 1 eil Yeoell MBE
ig Garry Wright
LCpl Will Hughe~
Cpl Gordon Rye
Lt Col . 'ick aylor
·ig E. Whittington
WOI Ted Hunt
Lt John Kendall
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RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
BeYerlc. Ex-Boys
Beverley Ex-Boys
BeYeriey Ex-Bo.
Beverley Ex-Boys
Beverley Ex-Boy
Dorset
Liverpool
Peterborough
RHQ
. Ireland
RHQ
Beverley Ex-Boy
Beverley Ex-Boy
Beverley Ex-Boy
Beverley Ex-Boy
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Beverley Ex-Boy
Beverley Ex-Boys
Beverley Ex-Boys
Beverley Ex-Boys
Beverley Ex-Boys
RHQ
Catterick

RHQ
12/15/18 AFSR
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
East Kent
South London
RHQ
Rotherham
Rotherham
RHQ

RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHO
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
Beverley Ex-Boys

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Loughborough
RHO
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
windon
Beverley Ex-Boys
Reading

1976-00
1984-95
1975-99
1960-70
19 ' 4-98
1976-93
1951-66
1952-67
1954-62
1950-60
1952-62
1959- 2
196 -8
1952-54
1960-82
19 5-99
1993-00
1951-5
1950-57
1953-56
1950-6
1952-54
1984-97
194 -68
1972-92
1976-00
19 9-9
1966-92
1981-Date
1980-90
1976-99
1977-00
1991-00
1991-00
1985-99
19 -99
1952-55
1940-46
1951-78
1951-76
1949-51
1950-53
1951-85
1965- 9
1971-95
1940-45
1945-48
1964-7 1
1987-94
1939-46
1959-67
194 -50
1945-48
1951-62
1950-52
1974-00
1967-00
1974-00
1972-00
1984-00
1988-00
1995-00
1970-00
1996-00
1979-00
1979-00
1965-00
1967-99
1982-99
1988-99
1991-99
1987-99
1972-94
1971-93
1951-69
1939-43
1993-99
1965-80
1981-97
1947-49
1953-76
1950-52
1976-00
1952-6 1
1980-00
1980-86
1946-49
1954-56
1964-00
1942-47
1952-78
1992-date

ig Li:n Patten
ig John inc
Chris Morgan
Cpl Dame! Hill
pl Bob Giffard
W02 Alex im
jg Fred Hud gcll
pl tewart Feely
ig Ewan tewart
gt Bill forgon
Lt Col Geoff tri ens
Cpl tan ach
Cpl Mark Gibson
LCpl Gordon Baxter
ig Gary Jone
ig ClifT mith

ii

RHQ
RHQ

Rl!Q
RHQ
RHQ
Darlington
RHQ
RHQ
Manchester
RHQ
RHQ

RI-IQ

RHQ
Beverley Ex-Boys
RHQ
Poole

1941-46
1945-48
1980-94
1993-00
1976-00
195 1-74
1944-47
1976-00
1989-96
1943-47
1967-00
1948-50
1979-93
1949-51
1982-90
1940-46

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
In March we enjoyed a Musical Evening presented by Robert Webb,
a woodwind mu · ician, clas ical and jazz. who teaches, and indeed is
mu ic tutor at the Gordon chool. He came with an army of instruments
ranging from piccolo to one of a tronomic proportions and afforded us a
mo t entertaining e ening. We were joined by members of the Aldershot
Branch of the WRA As ociation, several of whom had played in their
Corp Band so the audience ' as not without its experts.
In April our AGM (ye , we al ready had one in October) wa the
occa ion of our pring Luncheon. This function, held at the Garrison
Sergeant Mes was well attended by Members and guest and ably
organi ed by Joe Fairbairn a er ing Member of o ur Branch and
Committee. The ju tice done to the food ays much for Bpritish beef, and
for the great job Joe and his taff do on these occasion , which make no
little contribution to the succe s of the Branch. We always arc pleased to
have Joe and Jane Fairbairn with u . We were happy to have the
company of our President, Maj Gen Henry Hild MBE and Janet. We
missed them at our previous e ent as they were away in the ew World.
Welcome home.

BRISTOL BRANCH

CARDIFF BRANCH
The closing months of the old year saw our usual Annual Prize Draw
closely fo llowed by the hristmas' ing-a-Long' in which latter we were
ably augmented by the Cardiff Flute Ensemble with their accompanist our
Treasurer, Daphne Powell. Then, within a month the Branch held its
Millennium Dinner & Dance. The occasion, held at the BBC Wales Social
cl~1b, was. a sell-out and we were honoured by the presence of our Area
Vice- hairman, Lt Col (Retd) John Billingham, and his lady, Dr Joan
Fr~nch. The doct<_>r and our Entertainment Oflicer, Carol Richards, gave
us invaluable serv ice when one of our veterans , Ken Bladen, was taken ill
and had to be taken to ho pita!. Happily Ken was oon on the mend and
returned to u at our next meeting.
Our AGM in ~anuary sa'~ the .return of Officers unchanged from last
year surely a tnbutc to their at1sfactory performance! On 19 January a
large turn out of members attended the funeral of one of our mo t steadfast
com~des, Mr Bill Morgan. Ar:rangem~nts made by our ecretary, Bill
Davies, a · always, ensured an 1mprc s1vcly dignified ceremony with a
·corps' of Standard Bearers under the command of our own Standard
Bean:r, Mel Collier, dipping standards whilst a trumpeter in full dress
from the Royal Regiment of Wales, played the 'Last Post'. Branch
~·hairman._ E ric ~owell , gave the oration. Bill's family were most fulsome
m expressmg their apprcc1at1011 of the Branch 's involvement.
Representatives from the Branch attended the Wales National
Millennium crvice at Lla.ndaff Cathedral, which was attended by the
Lord Lieutenant, the Archbishop of Wales and other civic dignitaries. The
next major socia l event in our calendar is the Summer Buffet and Dance to
be held at the BBC Wales Social Club in June. Tickets are already
reaching the 'sold out' stage.

wooden s~on went. to ~oy Andrews ' grandson tephen age 9, who we
arc sure will follow tn his Uncle' footsteps next year.
. unday 13 Mar~h 59 member met at the Dog & Bear. Lenham to
listen. to a. fascinating talk by Trevor A!Uson on his expcncnces of
workmg with the Corps Y Service in Berlin from 1964 to 69. Member·
gave him a well de erved round of applause.
EWMEMBERS
Wear~ dt;li~ted to w~lcome Mr Peter Witt, Chislehur t. Peter served
as a Temtorial 1n 144(HC) 1g Regt, 329 Sig Sqn and 39 (City of London)
Sig Rcgt. Also welcome to Mr Richard Gibson and his wife Pat of
ittingboume. Richard served as a Driver from 1952-55 and was in
Japan, Korea and BAOR interspersed with period in UK. Al o Mr
Gor<;1on Waylett of Aveley, Essex. Gordon served as . ational
. erv1ceman from 194~ in .lTR Catterick and War Office Sig Regt before
JOmmg the TA m 44 Div Sig Regt as a Sgt (FofS) before leaving in 1966.
11~ had come as a gue~t of ~ra'!k Castle fo~ the bowling and so enjoyed
the company that, despite hvmg m Essex has JOmed and we welcomed him
formally at the lunch, last Sunday.

AU REVOIR
Sadly Maj Ron. and Marjorie Acott have resigned as they are about to
move house to L1ttlehampton to be near their family. they have been
regular supporters of Branch events and we shall mis them.
VALE
We are saddened to report the death of Capt Arthur Hayles on 14
January 2000. Who served from 1939 to 1946 in orth Arrica Ita ly
Lebanon and Cyprus. Our condolences go to Jose who herself\,as ~
Colonel in the QARA C.

EAST KENT BRANCH

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

Towards the end of last year the Glasgow Branch wrote to Ea t Kent
and ~ number of other Branche , asking whether they wou ld be prepared
to raise funds for new sets of Bagpipes for their Pipe Band. Jo Barrett
and Marion de Rose recommended Car Boot Sales and off they went to
Ramsgate with goods donated by the Branch member . Later Trevor
Allison and John Ballantyne had their turn and all together collected
£100 which was sent off to Glasgow. With a copy of the cartoon.

Having survived the Branch AGM in February when the election of
Offic.ers for the year 2000 did not exactly please everyone, our March
meeu ng look the form of a social evening our Guests being the Members
of the Royal Engineers Association. The skills of Members of both
Asso.ciatio~s were shO\ n on the shooting range and later when they took
part m an mteresung quiz. Food provided by Ian and Debbie Wolfe and
Kim Greer rounded up a pleasant evening. Jan and Debbie are al the
moment embroiled in final ising arrangements for our annual formal dinner
to be he ld on Good Friday 21 April, 2000. The food ha been ordered. the
band has been booked so all we have to do now is to look forward to it.
Thi year we will not have our erving TAVR Members at the
Bland'.ord Re-union, due to a cla h of date with Annual Camp but
Orgam er, Edgar McCall has arrangements well in hand for a oood
repre entative number who will attend the Re-union.
"'
In a few weeks time Harry Stanley. (Foundation Member and 50 Year
Badge holder) will become 87 years young and we hope to celebrate thi
with him at our April meeting. We still meet an the third Wedne day of the
month at Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast. Do join us.

SSgt Jayne Burn, who apart from being a commi tted erving
TA soldier, is also a very active member of the Bri tol Branch of the Royal
Signal Association and was, for a time, our Branch ecretary. We were all
delighted when she announced her engagement to Mr Rod Tuck , and
several members of the Branch were pre ent al her wedding and the
ri;ception on 19 February, which was also both Jayne and Rod's
buthdaysl so a double (or should I say 'triple') celebration. Both the
wedding and the reception were held at The Beeches Hotel, Bristol. Her
bridesmaids were gt Filomena Zamparelli (another Branch member),
and Cpl Kerri Hall - both members of 39 Sig Regt (V). A Quarter guard
consisted ofW02 Phil Packer W02 Phil Martin, W02 Lou Carr and
SSgt Dave Williams -also from 39 Sig Regt (V).

SWINDON BRANCH
On Sunday 6 February 2000, members and wives anended a Dedication
ervice at t. Marks Church, Swindon. The object of the dedication
erviee wa for a new 'kneeler' woven in the Regimental Colour "ith the
·J immy· painstakingly embo sed in the centre as depicted on our
Standard. The ervice was conducted by the Rev John Lee , with the
church choir in attendance. The co t of the ·kneeler' \ as paid for by
Branch members. Al o present were repre emat ives rrom the Royal
a'y
Engineers, Royal Artillery. Korean Veteran
and Royal
Association . After the ervice, members retired to the TA Centre to 'wet
the baby's head'.

The bride leaving the ceremony flanked by her Guard of Honour
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unday 13 February was the Branch annual Ten Pin Bo' ling
competition, nearly 40 competed ably . upported by u growing number f
les agile distaff who cheered on their Hu band /Wives/ children and
grandchi ldren. The winner once again was one of the Andrews' family,
best Lady was Marion Ballantyne and just to balance the books the
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(L-R): Tom Davies, Peter Howells, Rod Mansfield,
Ted Little and Derek Ferris
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WEST LONDON BRANCH

SOUTHPORT AND DISTRICT
The Brnn h held our •lillcnnium Dinner Dance at the famou
ansbrick Hot I at outhp rt. The hotel did u proud pro\ iding u with
a huge millennium cake. The cake was big enough to giYe mo t of the
guest a slice to go '' ith the champagne. Over ninety guests turned out
for the e\ent including a full table of Royal Engineer Asso iation
members. Our Gue t' of Honour. Brig {Retd) Bill Bnckhousc and hi s
"ife Keri were warm!) \\elcomcd by all members. The Brigadier told
some \'cry funn) torie about hi time down the road at Liverpool.
EYeryone agn:ed that the dance wa excellent.

On a ad note the B~anch has lost two me1!1bcrs, our President
i\lurdoe lacLcod and Bill Whalley. Both men will be sorely missed by
the Branch. Many Branch members attended both funerals.
Graha m Krinks has agreed to become our new Pres ident. Graham
has as. urcd t.he. Branch that he will turn up on time for the meetings.
Cl~arhe ~n tian an old 111e1!1bcr has retL~rned to tl~e !bid. aller a long
ab cnce. \~ e lcome ba k C harhc. Anybody mterested 111 J0111111g us would
be welcome to do so. We meet on the third Thursday of the month at
eight o'clock at the on crvative club. Bath treet, ' outhport.

Jn March our AGM was held 111 llounslow Barracks, courtesy of the
Dc\'on & Dorsets who have taken over from the Duke of Wellington 's
Rc¥1. the :wellics' ha.ving moved off to .Germany: This Meeting is special
as 1t also 1s the occas1.on of our Great Fish & Chip Night when Members
come from far and wide to partake of their national dish, ferried from a
local ch1pp1e courtesy of the Branch and organised and chauffeured by
Sheila Ruff.
We combi ned with the Hounslow Branch of the Burma Star Association
for their Annua l Dinner at the Civic cntre, afler which the floor is cleared
for dancing ~nd the inte.rval features a traditional rendering of 'The Road
to r-.:tandelay lusttly delivered by old sa ils .of the Burma Campaign and the
Indian Ocean. We were happy to have with us our President, Maj John
Daw BEM and Margaret, who cannot always be with us as they now arc
resident on the Hampshire coast.

254 OBA - SOUTHERN CHAPTER
28 March · A dozen ex-boys and their wives converged on the Upland
Hotel, Droxford, f?r their an~ual dinner under the attentive eye of
mine host, Ex-RSM Bnan Lay. Jim and Rita Braid from Clacton Bill
an<! . heila Leech from Exeter and others from nearer home, began
arrivmg m th~ early aften.1oon and soon the ante-room was resounding to
the conversation of old friends meeting once again. At dinner a place was
ct for those unable to be with us and we stood for a moment to remember
Danny Daniels and Doreen Wood. Ken Wood felt able to join us and was
warmly greeted. Ken, it was, who found this hotel and who initiated these
dinners. Until rec~ntly Doreen, in her wheelchair, accompanied him and
we had all admired the cheerfulness, courage and fortitude of this
charm1~g lady and K~n's love and devotion in caring for her. After a fine
meal with ample choice for everyone, Brian Lay provided a decanter of
fine port which only JUSt managed to complete the circuit! Unusually the
meal pa sed without mc1dent although Maureen Soward with
'
characteristic panache, managed to set fire to her menu card.
After breakfast a delegation departed for Modbury for Danny Daniels
funeral. and on 3 April another gathering of twelve or more ex-boys and
~h~1r wives~ mcludm~ the Rev Jim Ireland who had travelled from York,
JOmed family and friend to say farewell to Doreen Wood. The service
included a olo rendition of Amazing Grace sung with great sensitivity
and crystal clarity.
. Jess Weir has invited tbe outhern Chapter to meet next at the Royal
Signals Mu eum on A May with the option to take lunch at Humph
Bahadur 's Gurkha Restaurant.
P~rk

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION
Front Row (L-R): Eddie Armor, Dave Carrier, John Reaney, Graham Krinks , Bruce Gillingham , Brig (Retd) Bill Backhouse Peter Dooley,
Bernard Moorcroft
Back Row (L-R): Dick Taylor, Frazer Gordon, Danny Monks, Andy Tait, John Roberts , Tommy Thompson, Jimmy Johnson

WEST WALES BRANCH
First on behalf of my wife Linda and myself I wou ld like to thank all
who helped u in our efforts to form a Branch of the Association in West

West Wales Branch at the RSA Lunch 27/01/00
Back Row (L-R): Jim Jarm~n. Hugh John, Capt Ivor Anderson,
Petar Mathews, Chns Braid , Gordon Jenkins, Col Billingham
Front Row (L-R): Gwyn Edwards, Gwyn Ph illips, Elgan Davies
Linda Davies, Maj Derek Roberts
'
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Wales. Also to the retired Corps members who came to our meeting to
discuss this possibility, which enabled us lo form the Branch on 2 1 May
1999
It has be.en a slow but steady progress in our first year. We have held
three functions so far, A curry supper in December when Col Andrew
Carter was our guest. I le gave a very good talk on the progress of the
Corps and the As~ociation. Many of our members have been away from
the Corps. for qune a number of years and appreciated the talk by Col
Andrew very much. Our next function wa a belated Christmas
Millennium lunch, our main guests were Col John Billingham and Capt
Ivor Anderso n BEM who is the President of the Llanelli Branch of the
Royal British Legion. On this occasion we were joined by our wives,
partners and fncn.ds a.nd a very good time wa had by all. Our next
funcuon was a Qu1.L 1ght held m March against the Star Hotel, wansea
Road.' Llanelli . '.his to was a successful e ening with one of our teams
~v1.nnmg on th~ night. Our next adventure will be a trip to Blandford which
1s m the orgams1ng stages at the moment. We hope to make the trip in mid
April.
1 would like to take this opportunity to thank our member for
supporting our mce~ings and functions, especially those who travel from
Milford Haven, Wh1tland, Carmarthen, Ceredigion, Port Ta lbot, Swansea
and the Swansea Valley with out their support the Branch may well not
have been formed.
THA K YOU ALL VERY MUCH I DEED.
If there ar~ any more retired or serving members in the West Wales area
who would hkc to know more about the Branch plea e contact Linda or
Elgan on 01554 776493.
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

A Committee Meeting was held on Sunday, 26 March at our Chairman.
John Edison's house.at Clanfield, near Waterlooville, Hampshire and we
woul.d hke to thank lus wife, Sue, for the extremely good lunch and their
hospitality. Our Vice-Chairman, Mick Teague. travelled all the way from
Bl}'.lh 111 orthumberland and our Pre ident, John Beasley, from London,
whilst the rest of the Committee came from Bournemouth and
Southampton. A proposal bad been put forward by Bill Gray and Mick
Teague that Maj Jimmy Fyfo should be made Honorary Life President,
which was agreed, and a certificate will be presented to him in due course.
Last year at the RSA AGM a proposal wa put forward that a building at
Blandford be named 'Beverley' in memory of the 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment. Lt Col (Retd) I. J. Hamilton ha inforn1ed us that this has
been put forward to the Garrison' aming Comm ittee '. The Membership
has grown to 134 members and Mike O ' Donoghue is very kindly
launchmg a web ite to advertise our Association and al o for recruiting.
We have been advised by C liffe Webb that he could be the longest erving
ex-boy as he served from May 1952 to October 1993 making a total of
over 41 years. Can anybody beat this?
Plans were finalised for the 50th Anniversary Reunion Weekend to be
held on 7- October at the Museum of Army Transport, Beverley and
further detail can be obtained from the Branch ecrctary. Tony Hull:
01202-770261.

3rd DIVISIONAL SIG ALS
REUNION CLUB
At the invitation of the RSM, WOI Gany Stoker, and with the blessing
of th~ CO, Lt Col . . Couc h Royal ignal , we held our 4th AGM and
Reu~1on Luncheon m the WOs' and Sgts' Me s at Picton Barracks in
Bulfo~d on aturday 25 March 2000. Our Guests of Honour on this
occasion wer<! Maj Gen Jo.hn 0. Stokoe CB CBE, Representauve
Colonel Commandant and. his wife, Jennifer. Other guests from the
Regiment were ~t ~ol Net! Couch, Capt Terry Crane with his wife
Mary and standmg. m for the RSM (away on duty! Jn ew York) the
P~C, WO (SSM) Jim Mc aught, with Alison , his wife. A special guest
this year was. Peter Cuckow, from RI IQ, with his wife, heila. We started
to assemble 111 the Ante Room at 11 OOhrs because that was when the bar
opened. and spent the time waiting for the AGM to start at 1200hr by
refreshmg ourselves and .chatting. The AGM was an extremely long one
this year lastmg for I 5 mmutes after wh ich we went back to the drinking
sorry re~reshing, and chatting to await the arrival of our guests. The gues~
duly amved, were greeted and then escorted into the Ante Room where
after do111g a few introductions, the escorts melted away leaving the gucs~
free to meet old friends and, we hope, to make new ones.
The Mc s Manager announced Luncheon at 1300hrs and we went into
the ~ess to find the tables set with Re~imental Silver and looking quite
mag111ficent and \~ere serv~d a meal which more than matched the setting.
Our President, Brig Ronmc Stoneham started the after lunch proceedings
with a fe~v ap~site remarks and afler Toasts to HM The Queen and the
Colonel 111 Chief. 111troduced Maj Gen tokoe. The General gave us a
short resume of his antecedents a~d told of how he had just missed out on
!he cha_nce of a po~tmg to 3 Sig Regt. He carried on to giYe us an
111terest111g and amus111g speech on the changes in the Corps's raison d 'e1re
and how the young men, and women, oftbe serving Corps had risen to the
challenge and made Royal ignals a byword for excellence. The President
then proposed the Toast to The Regiment after which he invited the CO Lt
Co~ . eil ~ouch, to give his traditional Report to the Shareholders. Col
ell 111 his response told us that the Regiment was nearly all back in
Bufford from .the Balkans and that apart from a fairly large detachment to
the Jo111t Service Communication Unit in the Falklands all ranks were now
back. in the UK and busily employed in training in their primary task of
prov1dmg services and communications for the Divisional HQ. He went
on to say that .they had still managed to do quite well in sporting matters
and that various adventurous training opportunities had been well
supported. He was proud of the Regiment and said that we had every
reason to be proud that our successors were carrying on the great traditions
of the Iron Div.
It then fell to 1aj Derek Roberts, our Chairman, to introduce our 'first
footers' who were Col Bell, with his wife, on a isit from Australia and
tak~g the. char.ice t.o att~nd a Reunion, 1aj Steve Bresloff and Mr Elgan
DaVIes with his wife Lmda. After thankmg the Committee for their help
during the year, particularly during last summer, be went on to propo e the
Toast to The Ladies. The Secretary then read out apologies for ab ence
from some members and explained the circumstance invol ed in some of
the cases es.pecially that. of' ~edlar' Palmer. who had dropped something
heavy on lus foot. (He 1s alnght now and able to go for his pre-prandial
glass of sherbet). He then proposed the Toast to Ab ent Friends.
ormally, apart from the raffie, U1at would have completed the
Luncheon but the Secretary, in great ecrecy, had arranged a little surpri e
with the belp of the General. He gave to the General a sal er on which
' ere two Honour Member Badge and Certificates. The General then
asked Derek Roberts to stand up and accept his Honour Badge. Derek,
after picking bis jaw up, managed a few words of thanks before
' hi pering to the ecretary, 'You deviou wine,' or word to that effect.
Gen John then explained that the second Honour badge wa for 1aj
Ken Smartt, our Vice President and erstwhile long erving Chaiman who
wa unable 10 attend due to illne s (You will all be plea ed to know that
Ken .is getting better and hopes to join u at Bulford in the summer). He

REUNIONS
The 60s I 6ers
(1960s 16 Signal Regiment
incl HQ BAOR Signal TroopRcunion Club)
Our fifth annual reunion will take place on 1-4 eptember 2000.
Do you qualify for member hip of this thriving reunion club?
Have you rcgi tered? 222 former friend colleagues have.
ontact Chris Ba1·t1ett, 45 Whitehouse Road, Leigh on Sea, E SEX
S9 5 R, Tel: 01702 524620 or E-mail: chri 60 16cr te co.net
Why not visit our Website: Http://homepages.tesco.net/-chris60 16er
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Maj Derek Roberts
being presented with his Honour Membership Badge by
Maj Gen John Stakoe
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asked Derek to present Ken wi th hi Badge, with the Genera l's
congratulations, when he ' 1sits him in fay. \Ve are all very proud at thi ·
n.-cognition of the hard work put in ove r many years by tho c two
member . The ra ffi e. which was organi ed as 11 . ual by our T1easurer.
rne t. a ·i ted by ath lecn Percival, Janice Pickard, Les \ right, Bill
Barnard and olin and Joan penccr, raised £9 -00 towards Club fun d
thank to the mnn) d na tion fro m kind members. o ma ny in fac t that we
had to double up on the priz~ or we woukl have been all aflemoon ca llin g
th m out. (Bob Piper did not fail u arh~ provided a hand ome ca rved
bellow bowing a Jimmy and the 3d Div ign). \ e are most grateful to
the 0, the R M and all in the Regime nt for their hospita lity ind kindnc s
to u during the weekend .

SERVED IN
KOREA?

LOSTCOMMS
Maj Ja me 1assy Hewson - 27 Apri l 2000 marks the 30 anmvcrsary
of the death of Maj 'Jim' H ewson, who lcll a widow Jan e (nee Sanders
now tockill) and nvo sons John (then seven .Years old) and myself.
ubrcy (then fiYe years o ld) . At the li me of hi s death he was Ofiicer
Command ing I qn, 16 ig Regt in Krefc ld, where he had a full military
funeraL He served previous to this ut 11 Sig Regt, Hcll es Barracks in
Cattenck from 1965 to 1967 in the M il itary training w ing. Prior to that at
19 ig R gt in Changie, ingapore fro m 1962 to 1965.
I know that he joined up and reached the ra nk of orpora l and then
auended andhun in Mon Coy in 1952 and Gaza oy in 1953/4 and he
rece ived hi Commi ss ion on 12 February 1954. I have been to ld tory's
that he was OC. Kohima Tp, at the Junior Leaders Regiment in Dcnbrey
fro m 1959 to 1962, and that there wa an incident of a lire in one of the
accommodation blocks there. He met my mother in Rheindahl en in 1958
while he wa ervi ng with 19 rmy Group ig Regt (?).A part from the
above detai ls his mil itary hi tory is sketchy to me.

A REUNION IS BEING ORGANISED FOR ALL
RANKS WHO SERVED IN KOREA.
THE DATE SUGGESTED IS THE
REGIMENTAL DAY IN J UNE.
PLEASE MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND
THIS MOSTIMPORTANT REUNION.
INTERESTED?

From:

Jack F lann agan
Jack Flannagan & Crystal Lehtimaki
420 Field ·tone Drive
Kingston, Ontario
CA NADA
K7K 7E2
Tel: 613-546-4103
E-mai l: crysta lize.musicstudio@sympatico.ca

Dear ir,
ram ea~c h i n g for friends who we lost touch. with once the family was
posted . MaJ (th en Capta m) P a ul Boscher 1s with the Royal ignals and
we met at the Ca nadian Forces Base Kmgston (Ontario, Canada). This was
1994/97.
. Pa ul wa an exchange o fficer servin g with the anadian Signals in
Kmgston . When they left Canada, Paul was promoted to Major and
transferred to one of the Roya l Signals groups in Germany. We received a
letter from them with their return address soon after they left, but the letter
had been mang led by the various post services and the address was
illegible.
I \\Ould appreciate it greatly if anyone who has information could
contact me at the above address, telephone or E-mai l
With Than ks .. .. ..... ..

Gw:irn Phillips has sent us two photogra phs from his ational
erv1ce days. Gwyn would very much like to make contact wi th the
guys in the photos. hou ld anyone recogn ise anybody Gwyn can be
contacted through Elgan or Linda Davies on Tel : 0 1554 776493, or
at 17 Bradford Street, Llane ll i, Carms, SA 15 I ET.

A ll you 'old and bold: put pen to paper and contact Paul Quinn 12th
15th & 18th AFS Regiment 's Association South J:.ast Arca Rep, 32
~~1~?~ Way, Polgate, EAST SU EX, B, 26 6QD or telephone: O1323

From:

Peter John Cunnington
16 Pallas Place
W. Aus tralia
AUSTRALI A6 155
E-mail : pjcunno@iinet.net.au
Tel: 08945 70351
Dear Sir,
G reetings and Sal_utations, I am writing with a request ext April
200 I my o l~ .Australian Regular Army un it is having a reunion . In fact
I am organismg 1t and one of my mates in the un it back in the 1970s
le fl Australia and joined ~e British Army. We were both in I 03 ignal
Squadron Royal Austra lian Corps of Signals, based in Townsville .
Queensland . l would like to catch up with him and also advise him of
the upcoming event. The idea being that he may decide to have a
holiday over here! !!
His name is Brian Richard Cross. He sent me a picture of himself
o~ completion of recru it training at the Signal chool at Catterick (I
thm k). If my memory serves me correctly he hoped to go into the
operator trades. Another ma~e who was fortunate enough to go on an
exchange programme mentioned that he saw him in the army in
Germany, that was also in the late 70s.
ls it possib le that some can help? Should you have any information
please contact me at the above addre s.
Many thanks .......... .

CORRESPONDENCE

Plea e Contact: Roy W. P ainter on: 01 8 1 440 0 104
55 Parkgate Cre cent. Hadley Wood, Herts, E 4 ON'i
or: Ron Larby on : 0 181450 6885
178 Braemar Avenue, 1easden, London \ 10 ODS

EX-PERSONNEL
OF 1 WIRELESS REGIMENT
13 & 14 SIGNAL REGIMENTS
AND 225 SIGNAL SQUADRON

UP THE POLE

All those who erved at Langeleben. near Konigslutter, Germany,
between 1951/92, please note that there is a Reunion Association
and that all are welcome. For details please contact:
John Gant
37 Headland Avenue, Seaford ,
E. SUS EX, BN254PZ
Tel/Fax: 01323 893937

If anyone who knew him or could fill in a ny further details of time and
places he erved I would appreciate hearing from you. I would like to
know what he was like. to w ork with or for, how he a ffected your li fe and
what part be played m 11. Any corre pondence, plea e E-mail me at
bookmark start: AJMH I 6 l@ hotmail.com or write to:
S gt Hewson
AtacCS ST
Armstrong Building
Bland ford Camp
Bland ford Forum
DORS ET
DT ll 8RH

This year's Reunion is to be held over the weeke nd 8-9 eptember at
Loughborough LEICE TSHIRE. Any old Langelebian that is
mterested should contact;
Ernie CalJaghan (Secretary)
12 Carisbrooke Avenue,
Bexley, KENT, DAS 3HS
Tel/Fax: 020 8300 7577

No ri:nan Hand s of 23 Westo n Way, Woking, SU RR EY, G U22 8RW, is
lookmg fo r Ex-Sig Robert Smith who was a Te legraph Operator
between 1958-1 960 and was last hea rd of in Wo lve rhampton.
Anybody who has any information can contact orman at the above
addre or te lephone him on: 01 932 401140.

Tony Evans is sat at the back
in front (L-R): Taff Phillips, Pete Clark , Harry Mayghan ,
Eddy Bray

A few week ago a striking picture caught my eye. I can't remember
where i.t was, but it showed a o ldier up a telegraph pole; busy
connecttng up ome cables seemingly oblivious to the de elation of
war scattered all around him.
I'd seen that chap, in that position before! It wa in Germany in
1945. near Buckeburg, some time before the war finis hed. He was up a
pole immediate ly be ide a main road. or MSR a the Americans called
it. The road wa very busy - moving tank , troops and upplies fo rward
whilst lorry loads of German POWs were bei ng shipped we rwards.
Everywhere was covered in dust and dirt. It caked and cracked on the
sweating face . The chap up the po le wasn't wearing khaki - his
uniform, like hi face, was a dirty grey!
I got to know that chap, and others in his unit, they were the Air
Formation Signals. They worked with us fro m ormandy to Bad
Eil en. I had the Iran miner site for 2nd Tactical Air Force HQ and
handled much of the Ops traffic to various Wing and quadron .
U ually, my site was several mile from the HQ and therefore the AFS
had the critical job of finding a 'copper· connection. Very often thi
was by means of several 54 pair cables o er some pretty grotty
territory. Sometime they were luck]', a when I wa ited on Bru sels
race cour e and they could make use of some local telephone circuits.
I haven ' t heard anyone singing the prai es of the AF . (NOT the
Auxiliary Fire ervice). during or si nce the ' ar. I would like to go on
record to point out that the Tactical Air Force would have had some
major problems had the AFS not 'got through' with their 54 pair
cable . (and maintained the circui ts)!
J AL TETHEM
Jack Marshall MBE
Squadron Leader RAF (Retd)

DO YOU REMEMBER
RED LEADER?
IF YOU DO
THEN YOU MUST HAVE SERVED IN
2 SQUADRON,7 SIGNAL REGIMENT
IN 1972 -1974.
John 'Boysie' Oakes is trying to arrange a reunion in Aldershot
over the w/e 1-2 July 2000 for all those past members of the
Squadron who served under Maj Paul Webb and who have an
aversion to Dubonnet! Interested? Then please contact John at·
·
I Blenheim Park, Aldcrshot, Harlls, GUJ I 2HS
Tel : 0 1252 323340.E-mail:john-oakes@ bigfoot.com.
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CLOSURE OF
39 INFANTRY BRIGADE
WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS' MESS
The 39 Inf .Bde WO . and S~t Mess will close on 3 1 Jul y 2000 and all
members will then Join the Lisburn Garrison Mess. Anyone who has made
a presentation to that Mess and would like that g ift returned is to contact
W02 (RQM . ) J. B. Kay on Lisburn Mil 42943 or 028 92 609943. All
unclaimed pre entations will be handed over to Lisburn Garrison Me s for
di splay.
Doe~ ~nyone know what happened to Sgt Don Ca mselJ, ' Cammy'?
He JOmed London District Signals from Canterbury in the I 940 's,
dressed 111 cavalry gear. He came, I believe from the outh of England,
and we were Sergeants together in LOS. He volunteered for Airborne
Troops, after the unit were taken to ee a recruiting film in a cinema in
r John 's Wood, London , where we were based at that time. I left the
unit having volunteered to train in Combined O perations, and lost
touch . If anybody has any information plea e contact : Jim Prentice, 7
Hilton Court, Hilton Road, BISHOPBRIGGS, G64 3EA.
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From:
Back Row (L-R): Pete Clark Tony Ennis , Harry Maughan ,
Derek Watson
Middle Row (L-R) : Eddy Bray, 'Blanco', Don Okill
Front Row (L-R) : Mi c k Barker, Bill Jefrey, Taff' Phillips

Paul Quinn is looking for nny 'anecdote from your ' c1v ice' day
about the antics of ' the old and bold'. He says, ' Ju t because you don't
attend reun ions and/or get-togethers it is no rea on to cut your elfofTfrom
your old comrade . Put pen to paper, and let me make en e out of it so
that all may laugh.'
. He al o ay that with enough 'input' he hope to make a reasonably
sized booklet which cou ld be old through the mu eum. This is your
chance not only to help the Association raise funds but also your own
chance to carve yourself a mall niche in hi tory. You wi ll not get any
~nancial reward for your talc , but you r name wil l go down in print so that
11 can be read in a hundred years.
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

K. A. Wheatley
16 tapleton Close
Paignton
. DEYO
TQ47 DX

Dear ir.
With reference to the February 2000 i sue and the reorgani ation of21
ig Regt and I qn in particular. I see no mention that I ig Regt ' a a
component ofth1.: Army Emergency Re erve unt il di ·bandment in 1967.
As an ex-member of the AER (Lon Dist, 7 & 0 Regts) I am aware
that the AER was unfortunately ne e r in the limelight, which i probably
why we were di banded, not having the 'clout' of the TA at the ti me.
You mention that 50 ig Regl came into being in 1950. I eem to
remember lhat when the upplementary Re ervc was reorgani ed into the
AER in 19-2/53 due to the influx of the;: at ional ervicemen it wa
rapidly expanded. many new unit· b1.:ing formed in 1953. My own
Regiment. London Di trict ig Regt., AER. went to a camp in Che tcr
(B lacon) and in eptember o f that year, we did not have an R M, on ly an
RQM and eight ergeant . We wcr.: told that thi wa not unu ual a an
ir Formation ignal Regi ment in camp, prior to ourselve (50th?) started
out \ ith l\ o Corporals ' ho ' to ed-up' for the R M and RQ 1 slots.
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anyone ha,·c an mcmorie of that time?
e wer di band d in 196 7 we were told that our number ' ere
to be perpetuated a. Squadron 1 umbers. my own ( 0th ) went to a qn of
33 ' ig Regt. I belie'e that I qn wa originally attached to 40 (U l tcr)
ii!. Reg1.
\\'ith regard to the old AER , umbers, last summer I wa talking to a R.
IG · L
taff ergcant in Gibraltar who w a a member of uch a
· quadron and h • tated that he did not understand why his quadron wa
numbered a it was. I feel that th• i omewhat . ad a the Anny is based
on tradition and mo t Reg iment~ teach Regimental Hi tor . Of course the
Corp Hi tO!") take preceded but I would ha e thought that quadron
members would ha,·e the knowledge of their forebears.
Yours Faithfully ..... ..... .
\\'h

·n ''

DONATIONS
R A \ est \ ales
RSA We t London
RSA Guernsey ...
R
Bedford
RSA Lincoln ... . ..
R A ot1ingham
RSABri tol ..... .
R A ' orfolk ..... .
RSA Cotswolds .. .
Certa Cito Lodge
3 Div HQ & ig Regt
Lt Col J. R. Rahilly ...
fr R. W. Moyle ...
Mr C. B. William
Mr K. J. Byrne
tr G. Gariaod ...
:\Ir R. Burgess ...
tr L. J. ioe
fr F. Chadwick in memo!")' of Ken Han ...
3 Div igs Reunion Club in memory of Vincent Manin ...
fr F. bore in memory of Col G. H. T. Shrimpton ...
1rs '· Hooper in memory of Lt Col S. P. Irwin ... ...
1rs M. M. Rich in memory of Lt Col . P. Irwin · ...
Lt Col & Mrs D. E. ED. 1orris
in memory of Lt Col . P. Irwin ...... ... ........... .
R. B. & G. A. in nick in memory of Lt Col . P. lrwin
D. B. & D. M. Wright in memory of Lt Col S. P. Irwin
C. Wood in memory of W02 D. R. Daniels ... ... ...

.£ 20.00
.£ 100.00

.£ 50.00
.£ 100.00
.£ 75.00
.£ 50.00
.£ 20.00
.£ 100.00
.£ 30.00
.£ 20.00
.£ 150.00
.£ 50.00
.£
5.00
.£1000.00
.£ 11.00
.£ 10.00
.£ 25.00
.£ 4.00
.£ 25.00
.£ 10.00
.£ 25.00
.£ 10.00
.£ 10.00

.£

.£
.£
.£

50.00
10.00
20.00
25.00

LAST POST
Bramham - Cpl I. M. Bramham
Clifford - Cpl :\1. J. Clifford
Daniels - gt D. R. Daniels
Hayles - Capt . Rayle
MacLeod - Lt M. MacLeod
Maddern - !\tr A. J. W. Maddern
1artin - LCpl V. 1artio
1cKenna - Sgt C. McKenna
0' hea - ig T. O'Shea
tubbs - Lt Col Sir J. Stubbs KCVO
Tobutt - Cpl E.G. Tobutt
Wballe) - Dvr G. W. Whalley
Whiteman - Sig L. J. Whiteman

Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served

1964/79
1960/72
1943/82
1939/46
1939/46
1939/44
1942/47
1970/92
1950/59
WWII
1942/46
1942/46
1940/46

Died
Died Dec ' 94
Died 21 /03/00
Died 14/01 /00
Died 05/02/00
Died 16/03/00
Died Apr '00
Died 29/03/00
Died 25/04/00
Died Mar '00
Died 15/04/00
Died 15/02/00
Died 23/04/00

Macleod - Lt Murdo lacLeod who died on 5 February 2000 afier
suffering a evere heart attack wa President of the Southport Branch of
the Royal Signals As ociation since 1989. Murdo was born on the Isle
of Lewis, in the Hebrides, some 81 years ago. The only son out of six
children, he had the trength of character that such a tough environment
builds. He retained a great love of the place of his birth visiting it and
his family as often as he could.
With the outbreak of the Second World War, in 1939, Murdo joined
the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders. In 1942, having transferred to
REME, he was po ted to the Far East and from July 1942 to November
1943 he was in the REME workshops at Agra. In ovember 1943 he
was sent to OTS 'vlhow until 4 \.1arch 1944 when he transferred to the
Royal ignals OT Mhow until July 1944. A broken arm then cunailed
h1 activities until ovember that year. December 1944 saw Murdo
with Beach A sault ignals Arakan until June 1945, then in July , of
that year, he joined Beach Assault Signals 26 Division, Bombay. He
spent omc time at GHQ Delhi and also Bangalore before returning
home in December 1945.
After being de-mobbed in 1946 he was taken eriously ill yet on
recovery went to university in Galashields to study Textiles
Technology. A fier a short period in the Islands he returned to the
mamland working for the Shirley Institute, finally ending up in a senior
position with Courtaulds. lt was his work with them that brought him to
Lan..:ashue and in particular to Manchester. A keen musician, it was
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'' hilst he was playing the cello with a friend, who wa a violinist, that
he met Vera and began a frie ndship which was to lead to over forty
three year of marriage, setting up home in Manchester and later in
outhport.
Murdo wa a keen sportsman, playing tennis in hi s youth and also
badminton and latterly golf. He became, amongst other things
ccrctary, President and Vice-Pre ident of the oulhport Tcnni
tub
Hillside Golf lub and at the time of his death was associate with som~
thirty five difTerenl organi sat ion . He was also a former ccrctary of
the Textile In titute, a friend of o ulhport Library and a member of the
Lyric ingcrs in outhport.
furdo wa an active me mber of the outhport Branch of the Royal
ignals Association and wa our President from 1989; he was also a
member of the Indian Signals As ociation. We are indebted to Maj Joe
Croker for prov iding details of Murdo's service in India. Al the time
of his death Murdo was also Chairman of the Burma Star Association,
outhport.
1urdo s funeral ervice took place at St. George 's United Reformed
Church outhport on 14 February and a Guard or Honour was provided
by the Royal ignal and Burma Star As ociations, both Standard were
paraded. Rev K.
ummcrs BD, the minister, gave a moving
appreciation of Murdo. who had been an Elder of the Church. He wa,
sa id Rev summers, a launch Presbyterian whose faith had dominated
all that he did and had been. We shall miss him greatly. We send our
incere condolence to Murdo's widow Vera , daughter Judith and
son-in law Geoff, their on Steven and all the wider family.
Bell - WOJ Henry ' Harry' Bell. ' Harry' was evacuated from Dunkirk on
1940 with the British Expeditionary Force and went on to serve with the
I t Army in orth Africa, Italy and Germany. After the war he erved at
HQ Fountainblau from 1945 to 1951 then with 30th Signal Regiment
including spells at Rheindahlen, Laarbruch and Maastricht. He finished
his service as Recruiting Officer at Reading. He was a life-long
upporter of tl1e A soeiation serving as Secretary of the Jersey Branch
from 1975 to 1998 when due to failing health he had to retire .
Some 12 members attended his funeral on 16 February accompanied
by everal of the wives. The Branch standard was on display and his
medals and in ignia of rank were displayed on the Union Flag which
adorned hi coffin. In the words of his son, ' He was not only an ardent
supporter of the Corp , but he was a lso a well loved and respected
family man.' He will be sadly missed.
Peplow - Michael J. Peplow joined the Corps as an Apprentice in 1960 .
He saw service in Germany, Lybia and with the Trucial Oman cout .
He left as a Sergeant in 1975 to become a technician with the Saudi Air
Force. Michael was a Life Member of the RSA and lived in Harrogate.
He died on 13 March 2000, following a short illness.

Whalley- Dvr George William Whalley died on I 5 February 2000 from
a heart attack after being taken into hospital in the early hour of the
morning; he was seventy ix . When called up early in the war Bill
joined the King's Liverpool Regiment and then in 1942 transferred to
the Royal Signals as a Driver. He landed in ormandy shortly after 'D'
Day and saw action in France, Belgium and Holland. Bill served with
the Guard Armoured Division Signals, 79th Armoured Division
Signal , 11 /2 Corps Signals.
After leaving the army Bill worked in the fruit and vegetable trade in
Liverpool and was very well known and respected in this sphere of his
life. Whilst living in We t Derby, he was for many years in lhe
Liverpool Branch of the Normandy Veterans Association and was the
Branch Secretary, he was also a member of the Liverpool Branch of the
Royal Signal Association.
Eleven and a half years ago the family moved to Ainsdale, near
Southport, where Bill was again very much part of the local scene and
had many friends in many organisations including the Church, the
Lodge, the Bowling club and Ex- ervice Associations. He joined the
Southport Branches of the Royal Signals and the ormandy Veterans
Associations. He was the RSA Standard Bearer for four years until he
needed an operation on his knee in September 1995. Bill was also ViceChairman of the Normandy Veterans Association until his death.
A full congregation gathered at Ainsdale Methodist Church on 23
February for a Service of Thanksgiving for Bill's life. He was
e sentially a cheerful, warm hearted, outward going family orientated
man who will be , like so many before him, sad ly missed by all of us io
tl1e Southport Branch of the RSA. O ur condolences go out to hi s widow
Muriel, daughter An o, grand-children Sa rah and Thomas and to his
sister Dorothy.
Campbell - Sgt Alexander 'Alec' Campbell died suddenly on 15
January 2000. 'A lec' served from 1971-1993 and was tationed in the
United Kingdom , orthern lreland and Germany. He completed his
service at 21 Signal Regiment and returned from RAF Wildenrath to
Colerne with them. 'Alec' and his wife Isabelle, who wa a clerk in
Regimental Headquarters, both in BAOR and UK before her death in
September 1999, had many friends throughout the Corps. Both were
known for their friendliness and willingne s to help others. 'Alec' will
be greatly missed by all who knew him and our sympathy is extended to
hi family in Barhead, Glasgow.
THE WIRE, JUNE 2000

Screbriakoff - Victor Vladimirovitch Sercbriakoff died at home aged
87 on I January 2000. He was most famously associated with ME SA.
From 1954 onwards he built up the membership from a dwindling four
groups to a world "."ide membersh.i p ~f I 00,000 and was Honorary
President of lnternattonal MENSA 1111 his death. But there was another
side to his rewarding career, less well known, wh ich concerns his
service in Cattcrick Camp from 1945 to 194 7 as a Lance Corporal
Morse and E&M instructor in Royal Signals, and as a Sergeant in the
RA EC. He was born on 17 October 191 2. His father, a Russian emi gre,
changed his name to Serry, but on call-up in 1945 the Army insisted on
Vic goi ng by hi s birth certificate name which caused problems at roll
call : when it reached er.. er.. Serer.. he just shouted -Sah!
Whilst in a re erved occupation at Calendars Cable Co, Erith for the
majority of the war he suffered his baptism of fire during the blitz. He
made li ght of it and would have one think his experiences all took place
in The Black Prince pub in old Bex ley. He organised assorted
entertainment with his pals both in the factory at lunch times and in the
pub in the evenings to make life more ~earable. He said, ' The war, the
noise of bombers, the whme of tl1e falling bombs and rattle of shrapnel
did not exist for us. It was bad form to be aware of it. ' He organised a
group to entertain the recruits at the Artillery Theatre, Woolwich. He
eventually became so keen on theatricals (and fed up with his foreman
at work) that he wanted to entertain service people world wide. He got
himself an audition with ENSA in Drury Lane and was accepted and
enrolled. ' I came back full of joy and told my foreman that I wanted to
be released from my war work. To my surprise my application for
release was granted and l prepared for my new career in E SA - but no!
A few days later I got my ca ll up papers! I was a devout coward about
armed combat; I tried every angle and got ENSA to appeal against my
call up but it was quite rightly turned down. I was given orders to travel
to Ireland for infantry training.'
He found, ' There is no way that it was pas ible to kill Germans,
which was our objective, without being able to lay your kit on the bed in
an exact and highly regulated form . ow and again we were shown how
to use a rifle and once or twice told how to charge sandbags, scream,
shout and stab them with a bayonet. The really important things were
that your k.it was correctly arranged, your boots were polished to
blinding perfection, in peeled by an enormously fierce ergeant,
viciously criticised, then coated with a thin layer of dubbin so that they
would not glitter and reveal your po ition to a hypothetical Hun. The
dubbin had to be scraped off next day! The bullying by ergeants and
Corporals-was all a great big act. We soon began to like them and found
that though we came from every possible class, division, occupation
and di trict some part of our hominid nature turned us into a close
male-tribe attachment despite our constant friendly scuffling and
quarrelling. I was utterly astonished to find I liked it, was good at it, and
at the age of 32 seemed able to run faster and further and do the drill
better than most of my eighteen year old colleagues. I soon put on a
stone of muscle and have been strong for my size ever since.'
Vic had an intelligence test, which he believed caused a kerfuffle.
' The psychologist sent for me and accused me of having cheated .. He
said accusingly, ' You knew all the an wers before you can:i~'. .l said I
must have done if l got them all right. He accused me of fam1hanty with
the test and I had to do another one. I did it and then was a ked what I
wa doing working as a wood machinist. l said I wa earning a living in
a re erved occupation. He houted , ' In that sort of job?' l got the
maximum score and soon after made unpaid Lance Corporal.' This wa
hi first indication that he had a high IQ and he believed, ' Being made a
Lance Corpora l in Royal Signals changed my life. For the first time I
was considered to have promise and g iven the opportunity to manage
and control men.' He certainly used his latent recruit revelation and
ability to good effect when he joined M~ SA. !"le was posted to Royal
Signals in Chester. 'Germany and its alh~ had rendered the
unconditional surrender called for by Churchill and Roo cvelt and
omeone had to march tl1rough the treets of Chester_to celebra~e. Soon
I found myself marching past crowded pavements with a band m front.
The people were shouting and weeping with gratitude at the heroes that
had saved the Empire. I felt very proud and marched like a hero b~1t
managed to summon up the modesty to think that h".o wee~ ba 1c
training and a few weeks learning Mor e did not quite JU~t1fy such
deeply emotional gratitude.' He was then posted to Cattenck Camp
where he wa transferred to the RAEC and promoted Sergeant. He
continued his interests in entertainment by organi ing shows in his mes
and in the AAF!. His prowess led to his coming to the attenti.on of
Brig R. T. O. Cary who was, at the time, Commander o~ the 1gna.ls
Training Centre. The Brigadier had for many years been mtere ted m
the welfare or troop and keen to keep those under hi . command
entertained. In 1945 he saw his big chance in tl1eatre. W1tl1 the \ ar
ended there were many soldiers of all rank keen on theatricals kicking
their heel in a drab and miserable Catterick Camp waiting for demob.
Vic said, ' I wa sent for by the Brigadier because of i;iY reputati~n
for impromptu entertainment and ordered ~o 1_ran for~ a disused gym m
Loo Line into a theatre,' (in fact the bmldmg w~ rn use for dance ,
band concerts and the like). 'I went down to the bu1ldmg and found two
Private who were there to keep it going. One \ as Harry Champion,
nephew of the Harry Champion a popular mu ic hall comedian of the
day. I tarted in a business like way by a k.ing the e h o to tell me what
their duties were and report on their daily routine. I was given a look to
ize me up - then one of them sa id, 'Well arge we usuall~ have too
many beers in the affy the night before and don't get up 11ll ten. We
then go to the NafTy to get something to cat as it ' too late for breakfast.
and read tl1e papers. Then we come back here to look for the ' inner .
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We might sweep up a bit till dinner time - well we would do but the
broom's broken. By the time we mend it it's dinner lime so we nip ofTto
get a bite.' r was trying to suppress my smiles without too much succes
and with a grin sa id they were about to notice a slight change to routine,
such as getting off our lazy arses and working like troopers -the
building was to be a theatre by the end of the week! I did not remain in
charge for long as the Brigadier sent an Officer and the team gre\\ with
visits from the Brigadier every day. Within a week the building looked
as entirely different as it could be. Due to the enthusiasm that went into
the project the productivity was at a rate about double that which was
normal for Catterick at the ti me.' Thus was the Signals Theatre building
created. (The name was changed to The Cary theatre on 30 June 1949).
Vic appeared in the fir t Theatre Club production as one of two
Broker 's Men in 'Cinderella' wh ich ran from 31 December 1945 to 11
January 1946. lie continued to be a stalwart member of the ignals
Theatre Club as did many other serving members of the RAEC and all
Arms and civilian in the Catterick area. 'The Club had a bar with a no
rank rule so one could drink and swap jokes with anyone from the
Brigadier downward .' Vic was talented and cou ld play pantomime,
drama and comedy. He appeared in many partS and frequently played in
productions along side the Brigadier himself. R. T. 0. Cary
particularly liked the lead in ' The Man Who Came to Dinner' with Vic
cast as either Profes or Metz or Dr Bradley.
Vic designed and cast a fine pair of masks, depicting Comedy and
Drama, which were placed over the proscenium arch when the theatre
interior wa further improved in July 1946. His finest part was bi last
role in the Theatre Club. He was cast as Gribaud in 'The Duke in
Darkness' by Patrick Hamilton. It performed to full houses from 14-23
Apri l 1947. The words spoken by 'The Duke ' (Ronald Allen) at the
end of the play when Gribeau, his faithful servant who had gone mad
during their captivity and had finally died , appear a fitting end to this
Last Posl. The lighting faded into a glorious sunset, music from the last
movement of the Overture Romeo and Juliet by Tchaikovsky rose to a
crescendo, the audience in tears: 'Gribeau, Gribeau, Gribeau, the rain
on your face, the wind in the night outside and the stars in the wind; ride
with me dear friend for we are free to ride .. .......... '

Victor Serebriakoff as 'Gribaud' on the right, going mad:
Ronald Allen 'The Duke' standing left
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Daniel' - W02 Denni Richard Daniels was born in PlymouU1 on 15
December 1927, Ha father was a Ma -1er al Ann •• erving in the Royal
8\ y, Danny, as he was popularly known in the Corps, followed in his
father' foot !cps and joined the 1aYaJ Training chool at Plymouth.
Howe,·er. after more than a year he wa di charged on medical ground ,
"ith flat feet. He ub cquently joined Boys Training Company, Royal
ignal in October 194 at U1e age of I 5 years I0 months. During his time
in Boys Company he ucce. sfully qualified as a Lineman and also pa ed
the First la and pecial ertifica1es of Education. On leaving Boy
er\ice in 1945 he initially erved ;n York but was then posted to 4
Training Regiment in Catterid. where he was employed a a Weapon
Training In tructor on Drill and Duties course . During this period he
quickly reached the rank of ergeant. He was an accomp i ·hed Boxer and
repre ented the Regiment and orthern Command. In February 1949 he
wa po 1ed 10 Egypt and al o pent a hort spell in Iraq, ' here he wa
employed a a Linc ergean1. On return 10 Cattcrick in 1952 he wa
po 1ed to 2 Training Regiment wh re he was again employed in Weapon
Training and attended the cours at Hythe. During thi time he regularly
represented his Regiment and the Corp in mall Bore hooting. In 1956
"hen he wa a tafT ergeant. he took hi discharge from U1e Anny and
returned to De\'On. Thing didn't go well employment wi -e, therefore, in
December 1959 he re-enli ted in U1e Corp in the rank of ignalman.
Danny re-qualified as a Lineman Class I and wa oon promoted to
Sergeant and wa in trucling weapon on promotion courses including
the taff ergeants course. He finished his nonnal service in ilie Corp as
a taff ergeant after ervice in ingapore. BAOR and AldershoL He
applied and wa accepted for the Long ervice Li L He ub equently
er\ed in Aldershot and la11erly in B OR, where he was awarded the
Meritoriou ervice Medal and Bar to ilie Long Ser\rice and Good
Conduct Medal. He \\as finally di charged in 19 2 and returned to
Devon. Tragically in 1984. hi wife Glenys died sudden! from an angina
attack and Danny was left bringing up two young on . Hi elder son was

sel'\ ing in U1e Corps. Danny was a Life Member of U1c Royal Signals
A ociation and regularly attended ll1e Re-unions at attcrick and
Blandford. I le was al o a popular member of U1e 254 Old Boys
A ociation. Danny died in hospital on 21 March. I It: leaves a
step-moth.:r and three sons, to whom we extend our sincere condolences.
Pethcram - Lt Col M. A. Petheram. A close friend of Lt Col Michael
Pethcram ha sent further ne\ s of his (Mic hael's) career. additional to
Uiat already published in the February edition of The WIRE .
In our conversations, Michael often spoke of three places in
particular where he had served. His career, on being commissioned at
the Indian School of ignals at Mhow, started with an historic
appointment on the orth West Frontier of Ind ia (Pakistan today), as
ignal Officer 10 an Indian Field Regiment RIA at Nowshera. His men
were Madra sis:so. in 1947 he had the task of e corting them into India,
confronted on U1e journey from owshera by the horrors of slaughter
and destruction which~ ere engendered by the Partition.
In the 1960s, in Lubbecke BAOR, he had a two hatted job, one being
02 igs HQ 2 Div, ll1e other being a member of 2 Div ig Regt - thus
having two masters he was challenged a 10 how he would urvive ucb
an ordeal! Event pro cd thar he was more than up lo it. This was to
prove one of his happie t posting . His final soldiering job was at HQ
AFCE T: there he wa to remain for five intere ting ATO years.
On retiring, he took an Retired OITtcer appointment at the
Headquarters at hrewsbury (now HQ 5 Div). His ever-present sen e of
humour wa typified by hi comment that hi most important task
involved converting the multitude of sceptics to the art of computing!
That appointment led to ilie family settling in a 16th Century house near
Wern, Michael had a strong hristian faiili and took on duties as a
Church Warden: and his love of music continued with his membership
of the church choir and local choral ocicly. Hi sen e of humour,
courteou manners and con cientiousness endeared him to all.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
IS PRESENTED WITH AN ARMY PIGEON SERVICE AWARD
by Col (Retd) Cliff Walters, Museum Director

Signalman William Str-ectcr, who died in 1974, was one of a rare
breed of the Corps who, during the Second World War, dedicated his
servi ce to U1c Army Pigeon Service (APS). So dedicated was he that, in
December 1945, ilie Secretary Of tale for War presented him with a
Certificate of Appreciation.
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On 9 April we held a Spring Lunch at the El tead Hotel in
BoumernouUi. ome 30 member and friends attended and the main event,
before lunch, was the pre ntation of the 50 Year Badge to our President,
Brig 'Paddy' Evans CSE. Maj Gen Alan Yeoman CB, Chainnan of the
A ociation, was our principal guest and de pite failing to 'open the box'
duly gave ·Paddy' his well earned award. Gen Alan, who lives locally,
was accompanied by Barbara and everyone agreed that it was an
excellent afternoon.
Brig 'Paddy' i very much a working President, never failing to attend
our monthly meet ings and other e ents. He marches with our contingent
e\·ery Remembrance unday, lays our wreath at the local War Memorial
and on our return from church as we approach the Broadstone Royal
British Legion he drops out - not from exhaustion - bur to take ilie salute.
his channing wife Pat acts as the Branch's Honourary Treasurer and is
always ready to help out at all our functions . We are lucky to have their
ervices and all our members hope that they will continue to enjoy good
health and that their infectious good hwnour will be with us for many
more years.
Our official photographer, John Hyde, was present and caught ilie
spirit of the happy occassion.

The Annual General Meeting wa held at our monthly meeting in
March when quite a good attendance gathered at the Victory Club
Cheltenham. The Chainnan, Maj Arth ur Cropp, opened the meeting
with a tribute to our late President - Col Freddie Worth OBE, who died
on 28 February, 2000 at ilie age of 95 years. Col Worth was Pre ident
from 1979 to his deaili and was a regular attendee. He will be sorely
missed. Hi funeral in Tewke bury Abbey on 3 March 2000, was attended
by our Standard carried by Mr Alan Wi ngate, a Trumpeter LCpl Bilby
from the Corps Band - who played the Last Post and Reveille, and several
members of the Branch.
The Chainnan, Maj Arth ur Cropp, was re-elected and his wife
Marjorie was elected Secretary and Treasurer. The Committee were
re-elected en bloc. A discussion took place about the lack of new members
joining ilie Branch and it was felt that the word 'Old' should be deleted
from all reference to recruiting as the members felt U1at younger member
10-be were not inclined to join an As ociation of 'old people'.

REUNION
CANCELLATION

in Stanmore. My boss, in this respect, was Mr George Barratt a
Postmaster in London. When the pigeon chicks were ready to be deployed
I received covert messages to take them to ilie Stationmaster at Mill Hill
railway station. I do not know where they went from there but I know that
Uie first lot went to the Royal Lofts at andringham. It was all \Cry
hush-hush.'
Most of William's service wa spent at Milborne St Andrew where
Phyllis would visit from time to time. The APS had taken over a number
of the hen-houses at the Milborne Wood Farm of ir Ernest Debenham .
The whole operation was highly classified and very few local people knew
of its existence. The current owner of the farm Mr Richard Worrell
states, 'My father bought the farm in about 1950 and I recall stories that
when the pigeons flew in from overseas there were Dispatch Riders ready
to take them to London or to the railway station at Blandford.
Unfortunately, the hen-house buildings were destroyed in 1997.'
Pigeons were used extensively during the war and Phyllis states, 'One
of Will iam's tasks was to train ecret agents 10 handle pigeon so iliat they
could get their important messages back to the Secret el'\ices. Other
pigeons were carried by RAF bomber crews and released if they were shot
down. On one such occasion pigeon White ision saved the crew of a
crashed flying boat, off the Hebrides, by flying against a 25mph head wind
in very heavy fog. As a result the search and rescue team was launched and
the crew were saved. For his brave deeds ilie pigeon was awarded The
Dicken Medal, the VC for animals. The Certificate of Appreciation wa
framed in wood by Don Parsons who worked with William. The frame is
a beautiful carving of 'Jimmy' and a pigeon of ilie APS. It is now on
display in ilie Museum.

Signaller William Streeter 711 Squad, I st Depot Battalion
William joined the Corps shortly after the start of the war and was
selected for ervice with the Army Pigeon Service becau e ofh1s expertise
as a pigeon fancier. He trained as a member of o 711 quad, 1 Depot
Battalion but oon found, himself at Milborne St Andrew about ax males
from Blandford.
His wife Phyllis, who wa born in 1908, was also involve~ in P.ig~on
breeding. ~he recall , 'Whilst William was ~way I ran the family bu1ld111g
bu ines and bred pigeon for wartime service, 111 our pigeon loft at home

Mrs P hyllis Streeter presenting the Certificate
to Col (Retd ) Cliff Walters

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (261)

It is regretted that the tri-annual reunion for

J UNIOR LEADERS ROYAL SIGNALS
DENBURY
will not now take place in ilie Newton Abbot area on

Sqn omd
M

29 AND 30 SEPTEMBER
This is because of local difficulties regarding venues and we hope
that we may rev ive it in 2001 when all will be notified.
Sa m Ward regrets this decision and passes his regards
on to all previous attendees
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Maj Ma rk Baine
W02 (SSM) Paul Brown

EXERCl E LOG FLAKE 2000
It was 0700hrs on 12 February when we set off all keen and happy for a
week ski ing in Wertach. The HQ staff gave us our minibu that was covered in hire tickers and took U1e plain one. They didn' t .\ ant to be embarrassed, but when the key turned we were the ones laughing as our mm abus
had the only stereo that worked. hcers Rodney's! By 0730hrs the beers
were cracked open and the holiday' a in fu ll swing. The fir t mornmg U1c

novice went 10 the Felhorn and the beginners, Maj Dave elson (RLC),
Cpl Jenny 'One Gia s' otJey (AGC), LCpl Paul · ~aby Tech' ~hode _,
ig Ruth 'Gwar' Kennedy, 1g Sam 'Curly ue Yardley, 1g e1l
'Gladys' Iarsh, Sig Jon ' hopper' Harris,. ig Mick· Doc an~one need
a medic?' Miles and my elf Sig Lee 'Ma>1 ' Ma on who k1ed at the
REME ki Lodge. After several bump and bruise mo tofus ''ere tarting to look like skiers except for Sig Mick Mile , who couldn '1 tay up for
more than 30 seconds. A big thank you to our ski instructors Gaz and
Chris from the REME ski team who took the time 10 help u and end u
in the right direction, do' n the slope! The re t of the week followed a
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demanding pattern, c crybody wok up hung over, :kicd all day and then
went back- out lo drink more b<·er. A fow incidents did ari. e· we Lhought
1ha1 one of the re t:mranls wa going to come down afier ig eil Marsh
crashed head first into il. 10 eil, . licking out. our head won't get you
closer to the pie ! t 1he end of the week we could have had a ski team pul
together, ig Jon Harris would have done do\rnhill a he could not turn,
Cpl 'Tafl Lean and LCpl ·oar' 1en-y would be in the di play team a
the) showed off their ne\\ kis. SSgt (YofS) Pat mith won th~ human
nO\\ ball competition and Lt Thirsk. 0 Tp. kept u on the tratght and
narrow with her\\ i e word . In all ii wa a great week and worth eYery
penny. big thank you lO 1aj Jim 'mad chadders· C hadwick (RE 1E),
\\Oi teve ulJ (REME). 101 Log Bde. and all the REME crew in
Ba\ aria who made u ,·ery welcome and went out of their way to help us.
Bring on next year!

the afiernoon' e' ere off sea-level traversing braving the savage sea, surviving the relentless crashing of waves and endure the end less wailing for
Sig Emma Redfearn to climb round the cliff foce . With another day of
adventure tamed we set off to visit the historic town of Bangor in all its
splendour and socialise with the native inhabitants. sec the sights and partake in the local cu toms of con urning alcohol and eating grea y takeaway . We fell this wa our duty as ambassadors of Aldcrshot a son of
\ inning of hearts and minds campaign (a soldiers work is never done)!
Thur day: We started with a spot of free ab eiling and ' Mum' showed
us all how to do this up ide down. traight after that we had a shufly
around one of the abandoned slate mines. It was soon lime to face the
zenith of our ad enture in unny Wales. an ta 's thin look alike had made
us a 200fi death slide into a freezing cold quarry lake. Who did we get 10
test the rope out first? Granddad eeing as he had managed to avoid getting
we! all week everyone had a go al whizzing down the slide to the ice cold
impact of the waters below. How could J go one better, how could I champion my comrade ? I only had one option lefi to me, I had to go down
naked. Al first ii wa not an unpleasant feeling but then the kick in the
goolie arrived. I thought to myself, ' What a fantastic week we've had and
ow my man bits hurt'.
Hi de Ho says Sig 'Chopper ' Harris!

The Squadron skiers chill out!
ADVE T RE TRAINING - R IBLE I THE ALLEY
Once upon a time Cpl 'Timmy· Bishop in his que ! for his third banana
decided to organi e some ad\·enture training. 'Timmy· decided that this
ad\enture mu t be ornething pecial, something to le t the dynamic and
courageous nature of the officers and soldiers of the glorious 261 st, but
where on earth could ·Timmy' take this fearless breed of warrior. It needed
to be a place so perilous that even the name ofthi land would trike terror
in the heart of man, a country so parse and savage that even God has forsaken it! His choice was made 'Timmy', was going to WALES! Now
'Timmy' needed some intrepid explorers with hearts of iron, bold, aliant,
resolute and willing to cough up £23.50 for their troubles. How would he
find men and women of this calibre? Slowly but surely a few crazy daredevils put their names forward: Lt 'Mum' Thisk, LCpl Wayne 'Granddad· Stewart, LCpl Tony 'Wincy' Willis, LCpl Dave ·Er maps are jolly
interesting you know. Do you want to read my book on knots?' Howie,
LCpl Gavin ·fatty' Holloway, Sig Dale 'Ginger Freak' Richardson , Sig
amantha 'Slappa' Yardley, Sig Emma 'just move your right leg up a bit
that's it you're doing well no you're not going to fall come on you can do
it, don't look down' Redfearn and my elf Sig Jon 'Chopper' Harris.
1onday: 'Timmy' had arranged eYerything and on the first morning
we et out from Aldershot 011 our expedition deep imo the bad-lands of
Wales. We arri\ ed at the fortified encampment of Capel Curig our only
sanctuary in this wanton land. II was here we first met our native mountain
guide (Ros Ashe Cregan) who resembled a slimmed down version of
Father Chri tmas. He told us great tales of what we would do in the next
week, what sights we would ee and the experiences we would have. That
night we went 10 sleep that dreaming of what treats lay in store.
Tuesday: We woke that morning full of energy and like the dynamic
machine that ' e are we set off in search of adventure. We spent the day
climbing up rocks and walking backwards down them. 'Timmy' soon
grew restless with this and found that running down forwards and not stopping was far more entertaining. 'Fatty' found that he had been carrying the
iron around with him much to the glee of everyone else. 'M um' found a
dirty great rock in her rucksack and I showed everyone new method of
attaching a carrabena 10 part of my anatomy. After that interlude we shot
off to climb an old route called the chimney, which we were told u cd to be
climbed at night arter a se sion in the pub. In some places the rock became
very narrow and certain female participants became wedged in by their
own behinds and had to be hoisted up; oh how we chuckled. What a day
we had a cendmg and de cending, by the end of it we were chin-strapped
and went to bed.
Wednesday: We started the day with a spot of gorge walking. Legend
has it that the water in the hills is magic: if you are to jump into some the
pools of water you swim very quickly, loose the ability to speak and shiver
a lot. owe all (except Grandpa who gets cold easily) jumped in to sec if
the legend was really true. It was, 'Brrrrrrrr f@*k me it's freezing!' Come

Sig 'Chopper' Harris on the left and Cpl 'Timmy' Bishop centre
with the crew about to get seriously wet!
EXERCISE SPRJ G VIPER I
Ex Spring Viper I was a small squadron shake out exercise from 13- 17
March 2000 in preparation for Ex Spring Viper 11, which is ......... logical. The Squadron has recently formed and is trying to establi sh the SOPs
of the three Headquarters should we be deployed on Operations. The Exercise al o gave the Brigade Commander the chance to bring out his taff
(literally) play with his Lego, and work out anyway of trimming the complex down so that the quadron could run more efficiently. On the morning of 13 March the Squadron crawled out to the training area, one mile
from camp, to el up 'Billy Smarts' and then crawled back into camp for a
good night' sleep. The following morning the quadron then collected
weapons and went to war .... . well deployed back to the training area, so
that we could check the tentage in preparation for the staff arriving the
next day. 01 happy that the tents were in the right place, or the fact that
WOTA wasn't working, the OC moved the HQs one at a time to the
other side orthe training area, making sure they didn't go down the mined
main road. Once in location each HQ had 10 set up and prove that WOTAN
still wasn't working before coming back and setting up in the same area
from which they first deployed, as the staff were only hours away.
Wednesday morning the staff arrived, all fresh faced, without their
weapons, webbing and helmets, had a spot of lunch, loads of briefings,
camped out for the night and then finally tabbed back to Barracks. This
triggered Endex; the war was over, so we packed up in slow time and
crawled back to camp for tea and medals (especially for your scribe - Cpl
Bishop).
FINALLY
The Squadron continues to welcome new arrivals including Cpl
Reynolds, Thomas and Towers, plus LCpls Dougla , Cole, Marchant,
Sutherland and Twissel. The Squadron Lanyard Trophy team ha · been
training hard in the snow on Dartmoor fue lled on a special diet of all in
stew. Meanwhile, Sig' Dimbcrs' Dimberline continues to amaze everyone
with his displays of driving amphibious DAFs into ditches in order to
avoid perfectly dry tracks!
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FRO T COVER
S gt Willie Loch and Lt Keiron Fr a ncis, 31 Sig Regt ( V), both of
whom walked last year, had the honour of meeting Princes Ann at a
function for Save the Children, in March as this is the cha r ity
supported by Pbotoplod.
Lt Francis and SSgt Loch meeting the Princess Royal
Could SSgt Loch bow any lower (not with his back!)
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THE MAN FROM MA 'NING AND CAREER MANAGEME T DIVISIO.

YOUR ONE DAY' S PAY- WHAT HAPPE ED TO IT IN 1999

(Maj S G H111chi11w11 MBE R SIGNALS)

By Col R. M. Crombie - Regimental Colonel

'tour On Day,' Pay is the main ource of income for .orps Fund . lt
1 very encouraging that 95% of the Corp. make thi s generou annu al
contnbution. In addition, officers pay 0.75 of One Day· Pay, each year,
into the Officer' Fund: this is mandatory under QRs (a fact that not many
Officers realise) and is in suppor 0f the HQ Office r's Me and other
officer functions such a entertainment. si lver and paintings. Ret ired
Officers volunteer to pB)' an annual ub cription of £:.5 (or more) and this
also entitle them to receive a copy of The WIRE. S
0 and WO may
ub cribe a further 0.25 Day's Pay for their own pecific fund.
P RPO E OF CORPS F
DS
Tru t Deed is registered with the Charity Commission to govern the
u e of Corp Fund . The main advantage of thi i to avoid paying tax on
· ub·criptions and in e tments. The main purpo e of the orp Funds are:
{ The relief of poverty for all member of the orps,
erving or retired, their families and dependants. Thi i the
main area of expenditure.
{ To maimain and improve the physical efficiency and
morale of the Corps at large eg: Fund for port and
Adventure Training.
( The payment of donations to charitable organi ations
concerned with the welfare of Signallers and their
dependants.
HOW IS T H E ROYAL IGNALS BE EVO LE T FUND
TR CTURED?
There are three main Fund :
{ The Corps Fund.
( The Royal Signal Association Fund.

EXPE DIT RE
'.he main single source of expenditure was the RSA Benevolent Fund
which granted £56k to the Army Benevolent F und who give tremendous
help to Signallers, and distributed £265k elsewhere. The main activities
of the RSA Benevolent Fund are:
( It provides financial suppo rt for cases of need. About
every. three weeks a formal committee gathers at RHQ to
co n s1.der benevolence re qu ests. T h ese are normally
ubm1tted by SSAFA. The Roya l Briti s h Legion Cos
A oc iatio n Branche or the Army Be nevo lent F~nd.
should be noted that cases from serving personnel are also
considered.

It

( It upports the Annual Reunion of the RSA that is held
each year at Blandford in Corps Week, which is the last
week in June.
The Co rps employs a number of personnel, s uc h as the Co rps
Accountant, and incurs running costs all of which amount to £I 09k. The
Royal ignals In titution costs were £24k which i all taken from The
Officers' Fund . The expenditure include Lectures, Corps Prizes and the
In urance a~d Mainte nance of both Corp~ Silver and Corps Paintings.
The Roya l Signals C:orps Band wa subs1d1s.ed by £I 2k. This was mainly
to support the band m a profes 1onal way with sheet music instrument
instrument repairs and uniforms. The Band of 34 Sig Regt (V) wa~
subsidised by£ 11 k.
Corps Sport was allocated £60k and that was di stributed by The
Games Club. The WIRE wa subsidised by £39k.
.Ca_Pital grant_ received £26k and this included the purchase of Corp
pamtmgs and 1lver by the Corp Heritage Committee. A grant of £30k
was a lso made towards the cost of new motorcycle for The Whi te
Helmets.
The Funds allocated £33k to Corps entertainment for such occasion
as Roy~ visits to units and also made provisions of £88k for the serving
Corp mcludmg £26k for Adventure Training. Finally, £64k was invested
to boost our income in future year .

With the majority of personnel changes now comp~cte within the
Di vis ion. the emphasis has moved toward s forthcoming Promotion
Boards togethe r with Officers' a nd Soldiers' Road-shows . His our
intention to try and visit units once every 12 to .16 months and, whilst this
is not always practical, we try to cncou~age ofTicers and soldie rs to attend
bnefings at other units whenever possible. We have also discovered that
very few in the Corps know what Kcntigern House actually looks like so
to dispel any misconceived opinion we have attached a photograph to
prove that we are in touch with the rea l world.
FOC
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ourses Wing co-ordinate a nd load all career courses and exams
ranging from .the Tl Entrance Exam to the Sergeants' Course-. They
receive bid direct from units, process them and then consult with the
School of Signal. with respect to loading. Whilst their work is less
glamorous than the cut and thrust .o f t~e posti ngs desks their .work is no
less important as they are the vita l mterface between umts and the
School.

( The Officers Fund.

S MMARY
The chart hows the combined income and expenditure of all Funds for
the Financial Year 1999.
INCOME
The total income for the year was £820k. The main sources of income
were from the sub ~riprion s of officers and soldier (£494k). Additionally
nearly all u bscnbers c.ovenant th eir s u bscription by s ig n ing an
appropnate document. This enables the Corps to claim the tax on their
sub cription 'At o Cost To The Individual (£ I l 7k)'. Income from our
well inve ted saving amounted to £176k and donations accounted for the
final £33k. All legacies and donations are allocated to the Association
Fund, for reinvestment in order to meet the cost of future Benevolence.

The One Day's Pay scheme is extremely well upported by the Corps.
Undoubted ly, the main area of support is in benevolence and that
amounted to £324k in 1999 which is a commendable effort for which the
Corps as a whole are to be congratulated.
I hope that this explanation of expenditure is excellent news for
subscribers a~d an encouragement to the few who, for whatever reason,
do not sub cnbe.
AFTERNO TE FOR UNIT ADJUTANTS/21Cs
Your attention is drawn to SOinC(A)'s Liaison Notes of March 2000
(Page 24) and Annex C. This Annex may be copied and di tributed to
sub-units/notice-boards.

CORPS AND ASSOCIATION FUNDS 1999

Kentigern House
COURSES WING PERSO ALITIE
IC Courses Wi ng: Maj (Retd) Roy Ada mson: whilst not_only being
the OlC of the wing is the resident expert and advisor on Soldiers Terms

of ervice; what he does not know about Queens' Regulations 1s not
worth knowing. A tcely eyed Retired Officer, little gets passed Ro:1- and
his legendary eye for detail has left many an Adjutant having the
unenvied task of re-showing an AF B6848.
AOI: Jose ph Kearney - Joseph is the AO responsible for all Military
courses such as the Det Commanders and Sergeants. Yet on the darker
side Joseph is the co-ordinator of MCP (Manning Control Point) action,
so if a brown envelope arrives at your door (of which there are very few
these days) you know where it came from. Joseph is also the Division •
fitness fanatic so when he's not at his desk he is probably puttmg yours
truly through his paces in the gym.
A02: C athy Hendry - ath) concent rates on loading all the
Technical Courses. Unfortunately Cathy has been away for part of the
year, however, it i good to have her back.
.
03: Marion Ferguson - Marion is another one of the res1de~t
Celtic supporters and when she's not on the terraces of Parkhcad she 1s
responsible for all the Operator Cour es. A pass1_0!1ate motor ra_cmg fan
Marion has a number of photographs on her partition of a certain racmg
driver, so if you arc German and your surname is Schumacher th~n you'll
probably get the MT course at Leconfield that you have been asking for.
HOW DO WE PO T OLDIERS?
With the series on Promotion Boards over we will now start to look at
another vital aspect of our work, and one which i close to the heart of
many, postings.
Exactly where we can post so ldiers is determined by a unit's
Esta bl is hment (AFC 7005), together with HQ LA D and HQ R
SIG ALS who set the manning priorities across the Corp . Once ~n
establishment and subsequent Manning Line have been endorsed we will
post soldiers to fill that liability. All the posts across the Corp .featu~e .on
our main manning database, aptly named GOST which 1dent1f1cs
vacancies and Line Serial umbers (LSNs). In order to fill vacant posts
we first of all have to take into account the needs of the Service, closely
followed by the needs of the individual. It is therefore imperative that
.
oldiers submit Posting Preferences early or when called for.
Once the chain effect of moving the individual_ ha~e- been confm:ned
a nd the needs of the both the Service and the md1v1dual taken into
account then the relevant de k will issue a Posting Order. It i our intent
to rry a:id give soldiers at least four months .norification of an impen~ing
posting, and where possibl~ ix month~ nollce. ~~fortunately this might
not always be feasible or mdeed practical but 11 1s a target that we are
expected to meet. Inevitably, po ting involve a lengthy chain and a small
break in that chain can ometime impact on others both up and down the
chain. Our next issue will incorporate an insight into Officers' Wing
together with a few basic tips on Confidential Report.

MY ATTACHMENT TO THE ETHNIC MINORITIES RECRUITING TEAM
EASY LIFE NOT A CHANCE!!!!
By Sig Muhammad

Where did the money come from?

How was the money spent? (All figures a r e in t housands)

INCOM E

£k

%

EXPENDITUR E

%

Soldiers Subscription s

328

40

Association Welfare and Benevolence

32

Soldiers Covenants

68

8

Association Grants
(Army Benevolent Fund etc. )

7

Salaries and P ensions
Runnin E enses
Institution
Band
S orts
Wire Subsid
Ca ital Grants
Entertainment
Other Note 1

8
5
3

Officers Subscriptions

Officers Covenants

Investments

166

20

49

6

73

Donations

22

22
60
39

56

Investment or Carried Foiward

4

3
7

5

88

7
4
11

65

8

£820K

£820k
NOTE:

Association is shown in shaded areas

NOTE 1:

Adventure Training
Assistance 10 Uruts
Grants
Recruiting
HQ Officers' Mess

306

£k
26
2

3
33
19
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This is a report on my attachment to the Ethnic Minoritie. Recruiting
Team (EM RT). During the past ix months th~ road to e~1c awarene
and recruiting ha been an undulatmg and at nme frustrating one. Most
days have been spent all over the country attending event , but t~ere 've
also been the days in the office when we have to evaluate ~ach J.ob ~~
attend and write a report summarising them so as you can 1magm~ 1t
been quite hectic at times. The ~ve nts we attend vary fro!11 religious
festivals to Job Fairs, Career Evenmgs at school , work ex.penence \".eeks
to name but a few. On joining the tea.m I was. aware of the unsociable
hours I'd be working but you don't realise how tmng 1t can be. If you can
imagine early mornings, late nights and workin.g wee~ends you may be
put off but it's uch a valuable learning expenence like no other. You
learn about other people 's religious b~l iefs and culture. you also meet
prestigiou people which no oth~r JOb 111 .the Army can prov1d~ . My elf
confidence has improved dramatically, tlu .1s mamly beca~ e I ve l~ad to
give talk to as many a 500 peopl~ wh1c~ 1s obv1ou ly qmte daun?ng. at
fir t. Al o part of the job is informmg s.cmor rank about ethmc mmont.y
iss ues such as food, dre s and way. 111 which t~cy can address their
religion in the Army. The EMRT is very much m the public e.ye and
constantly under crutiny both by the media a.nd ~eneral public. The
public i ignorant of the Army as an organ1sat 1o n. and the ca_reer
opportunitie available. and the team has worked exten 1vely alongside a
number of ce lebrities in rais ing the profile of the Army amongst the
ethnic minority population. It's not ju t about att~nding even_ts. I've also
had photo shoots w ith P r ince a eem . and Tamzm Ou~ l~wattc (M~l.a nie
from Ea tenders) and for various _Publication ?oth c1v'.han and _1111.htary
this has included on several occasions an mterv1ew. So Po h Spice may
be the mo t photographed per on in the UK but I'm th.e most
photographed woman in the Army! Wi th.out bori.ng you and gomg mto
detail s about what I've done each month J II JU t lughhght some good and
bad pvints about some of the event I've atten~ed and the job overall.,
When J first joined the team we were qu1~e busy and PT wasn t an
i. ue and it was all done in your own time which ome111nes w~s hard. If
you had an event in the orth you'd probably end up lea mg a bout
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5.SOam! You 'd wouldn 't get back until 5.30pm and 6.00pm and .by thi
time you 're exhausted due to such a demanding day and the last thmg you
want to do i go for a run. It was therefore very much making the mo t of
your time and u ing it to do PT or sport when you ca~. These da>'. it:
different. We try to do PT as often as we can even if this m_ean. doing 1t
first thing in the morning or in the afternoon so we can maintam a good
level of fitnes .

Centre of a confrontation for example I attended a mosque with another
. 1u_li01 who wa mal . We had religion fundamentalist te ll ing us that
\\e sa rificed our religion to join the rmy and would W ' fi ght again t
other \.lu lim if it came to a" r situation. We educated them on various
topic regarding religion within the Army but they weren "t going to give
up ea ily and I felt uncomfortable being there \ hich i wrong. Two
people be am three which within five minute became a group of about
20 o l made a deci ion to leave. We attended an eve nt to celebrate
Jnremational Women ' day nnd a . oon as we arrived and had et up our
·tand we"d rented hostility from other organi. ation so in the end it was
advi ed that we move our 1and. Whoever said being in the Army is
ea y!!!!!
lt" alway so rewarding when speaking to ethnic minoritie and
changing their negati e opinion . about th e Arm . . I allended a
Banglade hi event held in Birmingham with people from the local
community. I poke to a number of people that day but one will always

stick in my mind. II wa a 21 year old woman who had always had a keen
interc ·t in the Army but like so many young people she didn "t know what
it had to offer career wi e and after peaking to me wi shed she cou ld join.
Unfortunately she was in an arranged marriage and said her husband 's
family wouldn't let her so although she couldn't join herself I felt like I
had made a difference and I'd like to think he 'd encourage people he
knows within he r community of a career within the Army. It 's also
satisfying going into schools and working with 14 - 16 year olds, a I can
remember when I was at school I never had an opportunity to speak to
anyone about the Army and at this age they arc very impressionable and
are keen to find out about the Army. Of course you have to be prepared
for questions such a · ' I lave you hot anyone?' 'Do you get paid?' oh and
thi one· a favourite especially at boy's schools, ' Can you have a
girlfriend if you're in the Army? ' They obviously think we arc all single
with no ocial life!!!!

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
EXERCISE ARGON MERCURY/OP PALLISER
SIERRA LEONE
Lt C ol fike Lithgow MBE
WOI (RSM) Al Higgin s
Exercise Argon Mercury w11 intended to be a three week exerci e in
Ghana, the first time that harlie Troop, 256 ig qn, had deployed the
ITFHQ facility oversea . However, the Exerci e did not go exactly
according to plan as you will find out when you continue reading.
It wa 26 April the Troop were ready to deploy to Ghana with the
JTFHQ staff for the three week exercise. \ e advanced to the barracks of
the Ghanaian taffCollege, which, by our normal tandard . is not a good
as it ound . Building the JTFHQ was a long, laborious task made worse
by the hot Ghanaian un beating down onto our white bodie . After a
couple of day of preparation for the arrival of the staff officers. we
received a tip-off that ierra Leone was becoming increasingly un table
and that our a istance may be called upon. Given that we now found
ourselves marking time in the heat, the Troop took it upon themselves to
indulge in a li ttle R&R. Spending time at the infamous Frankie's Bar wa
proving to be difficult however as the tear down of the HQ had already
begun.
The lnmarsat Team was the first to leave, and \Ye said our farewell
knowing that they were heading towards their usual cu hy lifestyle in four
tar hotel . This is alway demoralising, as we instinctively know that a li fe
under holed can as normally awaits the rest of us. However, before we
knew it we were standing on the pan at Lungi airfield awaiting further
in uuctions and the arrival of the BFT (Big ? Tent). After a few days of
blood, weat and tears in the unbearable humidity of Sierra Leone, the HQ
was ready for the arrival of the staff and the luxurious accommodation was
erected. The excellent life upport faci lities that fo rm part of the HQ
meant that howers could final ly be taken and plenty of toi let roll s were
close at hand. Thanks from the Troop go out to all involved in etting up
the life support; it was hard work but well appreciated by everyone. So, our
'jolly' to Ghana quickly became yet another Operation with thanks to the
cursed JTFHQ (Every JTFHQ Exercise in the last twelve months has been
redeployed elsewhere to support an Operation). One lesson to take a\vay
from this is never a sume that an Exercise is an Exercise-unless you are
not serving with the JTFHQ ig Sqn! All that remains to be said is that
Cpl Allen of Bravo Tp, enjoy the next four months wi th the BFT and all its
trimming -its all yours'!! By the way, does anyone know what happened to
the welfare TV and Video?
CO

R M

Another Wait, Another Airport!

(l · R): S ig Burrell w ith LCpls Dodgson, Wilson and Vanden
OPERATIO ' PALLl ER- PEARHEAD DEPLOYME T
by Fir Lt Paul Pearce
Op Pal liser began as an ational Evacuation Operation, with the aim of
extracting all willing British and other Entitled Personnel, from the
troubled country of Sierra Leone. The Operation involved both the
pcarhead Land Element (SLE) and the JTFHQ element of 256 Sig Sqn.
For the quadron, the Operation began on 5 May with the rap id
deployment of ig Bill 'I only got back from Kuwait six days ago' Harris
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to the Briti h High Commission, Freetown. Event were heating up
quickly, a wa Flt Lt Pa ul 'l only got back from Florida four day ago'
Pearce's family BBQ, when the whi tic finally blew for the SLE on the
evening of6 May. A gruelling night at outh erney followed, in which we
had witnessed the udden disappearance of Sig Tom · tccly-eyed killer'
Beerling with CO I Para, and noticed a remarkable spring in the step of
gt Gaz 'Chairborne Warrior· hu ck as he strutted around with hi
airborne buddies from years gone by. After bidding farewell to the CNR
crew, the la t of the LE team arrived in Dakar, enegal, in the silent hours
of May. Once there we offered our support to the JTFHQ staff as they
awaited the arrival of the full JTFHQ Signal Support currently redeploying from Ex Argon Mercury in Ghana to Dakar. Once they had
arrived and established the required TER, it freed up the SLE team to
deploy forward to Lungi on 9 May, initially under the JTFHQ (Fwd) flag.
The climate in Sierra Leone, even during the night, i hot and wet. The
humidity levels were up to 85% as the country approached the monsoon
eason. So after a briefing by the I Para RSWO who eemed eager for his
first kill, the naked SO I crew got to work under the watchful eye of Del
Cmdr C pl Bri 'Last of the Mohicans' W il son. Comms were in by first
light and it wa n't long before the first customers began to arrive. Our
customers included a Captain from the Zambian Battalion who wanted to
borrow ome of our hardware because his had all been captured, a Field
Surgical Team who wanted to do digital urgery over JOCS , and dozens of
small children trying to sell us Biscuits Brown, Meat Paste and Boiled
Sweet . Lt J ohn 'Chairborne Medal Poacher' Dagless arrived in Lungi
from an Exercise in Ascension Island on 11 May and reassumed command
of the SLE. F lt Lt Pa ul 'Rapidly becoming the ' War-iest Man ' in the RAF
(According to I Para)' Pearce returned to Dakar to assume command of
the rear party as the majority of the JTFHQ Signal Support Group pushed
into Lungi with the staff officers. Once the BFT was erected on the ai rfield
with 50 I Lime ticking over smoothly, 50 I Sienna (SLE team) moved to
co-locate with I Para, the rest of the staff left Dakar and 50 l Indigo was
finally deactivated.
The crew of Indigo, now homeless and jobless, were considering a
career selling copies of the Senegal Big l sue magazine when the RAF
Troop Commander put his training into practice and sniffed out the nearest
5 Star Hotel. Luckily, gt Dean ' Where's the Beach' Leach had deployed
fully equipped with all the kit essential for these situations; Armani 3piece suit, Samsonite suitca e full of beachwear, straw donkey and
Sombrero. On arrival at the Dakar Meridian it soon became apparent that
we would have to adopt the 0545hrs Stand-to procedure being exerci ed in
Lungi in order 10 beat the RAF aircrew, UKMAMs and Hercules
groundcrew to the sun-loungers around the pool. The crew of Indigo,
wider the control ofDet Cmdr Cpl Stu Foster , enjoyed four days R&R at
the Dakar Meridian before deploying forward to the British High
Commission, Freetown on 24 May in a UN H ind helicopter with no glas
in the windows. LCpl Phil 'I Can't Believe This Hotel' Dransfield had to
stop off at the Field Surgical Unit en-route to Freetown to have the smile
removed from his face.
The end state, following the withdrawa l of I Para BG and the arrival of
42 Cdo RM, is 50 1 Lime supporting the JTFHQ (Rear) at Lungi , 50 1
Sienna (SLE) supporting 42 Cdo on the beach near Lungi and 50 I Indigo
supporting JTFHQ (Main) at BHC Freetown. The Squadron is also
providi ng an lnmarsat crew in Dakar. As this goes to press, the Squadron
have almost completely withdrawn back to Barracks and 258 Sqn are in
the process of deploying to support the Royal Anglians in theatre.
Memories for me include walking in on C pl Bri Wilson crouched on all
fours in the SLE rypto tent having his head shaved, com ing face to face
with ig 'G I Jane' Hampton having just had her head shaved and offeri ng
assistance to a coup le of young evacuees on boa rd a Hercules as the
ground engineer stuffed home a roast dinner. By the way, Lt Lucy ' I only
arrived at the Regiment two weeks ago' Pimm, you still owe a crate fo r
that lovely photo on page 2 of the May Bank Holiday's un newspaper.

Mercury Charlie Tp had only bu ilt the medium sca~e J1 FI IQ once before,
this was at Blandford on Ex First Run , and now 1t was bemg given th~
ortunity to deploy overseas. In the ea_rly stages of the . Exe.rc1se, 1t
0
b~~ame apparent that a rcdcploycment to Sierra Leo~c was mev1table as
the troubled country had escalated further mto mstab1hty.
.
The initial location for the redeployment was to the FMB m Dakar,
Senega l, and personnel with equipment began to move on 8 May 2000.
The Spearhead Land Element (SLE) of 256 Sig Sqn were already m
position in Dakar providing secure voice and data services•. and by the
cai'.1 hours of 9 May 2000 the JTFHQ ig Sqn support was m place and
full~ established. VSC 501 lnd.igo provided. the SATCOM trunk over
which the essential comms services were mamtamecl. Concurrent to the
move to Dakar, the Inmarsat team of the JTFHQ had e tab_h ·hed itself at
the British High Commiss!on (BHC), FreetowA, upportmg the JTFC.
With v C501 Indigo estabh hecL the SLE team were free t~ pu h forward
into Lungi Airfield under the JTFHQ (Fwd) flag. By first hght on I 0 May
2000, the SLE crew had cstablishe? com ms over VSC50 I Sienna and were
eady for their fir t customers. !111t1ally the crew supported clements of the
~FACC and I Para BG but were also providing close support to CO and
21 1 Para over Inmarsat. In the meantime the rest .of the Squadron were
already planning the next move from Dakar to Lung1.
. .
VSC501 Lime was deployed to Lung1 on 14 May 00. By this time the
tented I IQ and its associated life suppO!"' had also been erected, as had the
perimeter fence and the relevant de~ens1.ve pos111ons. The JTFHQ staff and
Squadron personnel began deploymg mto theatre soon after the HQ at
Lungi was completed, allowing VSC50 I Indigo to ~lowly drawdown and
finally deactivate on 19 May 200.0 . . From that pomt the BHC became
known a JTFHQ (Main) and Lung1 a1rf1cld as JTFHQ (Rear).
.
With v C501 Lime firmly in place, the SLE crew moved loca11on
within the airfield to offer full support to the I Para BG. With the steady
state now achieved consolidation was on the cards and VSC501 Indigo
was brought forward from Dakar to upport JFHQ (Main) on 24 May
2000 The next key event to impact upon the Squadron's effort was the
withdrawal of l Para BG as they were replaced in theatre by 42 Cdo Bde.
Continuing their support of the Land Component Commande~, the SLE
crew moved VSC50 I Sienna to the more comfortable surroundmgs of the
Mahara Beach Hotel, a stone's throw from Lung1, m order to support the

Royal Marine Commandos HQ. As this article goes to press the Squadron
will have completed the drawdown of all manpower from Op Palhscr,
however the Regiment will still have a cction plu deployed in support of
Op Basiiica from 258 Sig Sqn, continuing the provi ion of the ever crucial
comms support required in theatre. All the best to you boys. Readers watch
thi s space for the next instalment. ...

Elements of 256 S ignal Squadron
o utside the British High Commission

RO YAL SIGNALS
MUSEUM
Trading Company

CORPS CAROL SERVICE
2 D
b r at St Stephen w ith t John Roc he ter R ow, We tmin ter,
T hi year' Corps Ca rol Se rv ice w ill be he ld o n Thur day, 1 ecpe;: ~heir fam ilie are cordi ally invited to atte nd and to join u for
tarti ng at l 800 hr . A ll serving and fo rme r m e mbe r .of the Corp .
sherry an d m ince pies in the churc h ha ll a fte r the e rvt ee.

Os/O

of unit in a nd around London a re a ked to encourage the ir per onne l to a tte nd .

OPERATIO PALLISER
DEPLOYME T OF THE JFHQ SIG AL SQUADRO
On 26 April 2000, 256 Sig Sqn, under the command of Maj Joe
C ooper, deployed to Ghana in support of the JTFH Q taff on Ex Argon
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RSMDT
Team Captain
Team SNCO

Lt Col Jack Amberton
Capt Gordon ewell (outgoing)
SSgt Paul Baughey

TEAM OVERVIEW - by Capt G. P. Newell
The Team's Millennium season is well underway, shows have been
completed in Northern Ireland for the first time in at least two decades, as
well as more typical venues in Scotland and Kent. The new motorcycles 30 clas ic Triumph Tiger 750s built earlier this year by a Team sponsor,
L. F. Harris, and four Team members - have been a valuable addition to
the Team's performance, looking the part and proving reliable since they
were unveiled at the first official engagement of the year, the SOinC(A)'s
Opening Show on 14 April 2000. The show went very well - it didn't rain
for the first time in three years - but more about that later in this article.
We look forward to the selection and training of new Team members in
the coming months. Once again, two induction courses will take place,
one in November 2000 and one in February 2001. The format of the
course aims to be the same with a fir t period being cross-country
motorcycling based followed by a period on the Triumphs. Last time both
these courses were well attended by soldiers from across the Corps, all
trade and all ages, and twelve new riders joined the Team - we hope to
repeat that trend. Members of the Corps wishing to express any form of
interest in the Team, who may wish to visit or attend a course should
approach either their Unit Admin Office or contact the Team Clerk in
Blandford on extension 2365.
Again there is a goodbye to a Team member in this issue of The Wire the Team Captai n (me!) move on to pastures new outside the Army and
will begin training as an actor at drama school in September 2000. I have
spent the best part of two years with the Team and found it a tremendous
challenge. The Team is effectively 'operational' all the time and needs to
fulfil its recruiting and KAPE roles for both financial and Corpsanctioned survival. This it does, and to the highest standard too ; a
standard which the rest of the Corps can be proud of. [n my time l have
een young soldiers arrive in the Team, grow in confidence and character,
and then return to successfu l Regimental careers. I have seen Team
members promoted in the same way as any other unit, but l have also
been privy to the negative ignorance about the Team that permeates many
working units. Hopefully, with the hard work put in over the past few
years this may well continue to change and Corps member will grow to
reali e that the White Helmets, the world's oldest motorcycle display
team, i an organisation that they can be proud to be part of. For it not
only repre ents them and the rest of our Corps, but the Army as a whole
to over 2 million people annually - and that figure does not include TV,
newspaper and radio coverage! No sma ll task.
The reins are now firmly in the grasp of SSgt Paul Baughey as the
nomination for the new Team Captain has not been finalised at the time
of press. Rest assured, whoever takes over will continue to find new
challenges uncommon to regular Regimental life, and I wish them all the
luck in the world!
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MY EXPERIE CES AS A TA SOLDIER WITH THE RSMDT
by LCpl 'Muz' Sutcliffe
I am LCpl Sutcliffe and am a TA soldier now on Full Time Regular
Service (FT RS). I was previously serving at 2 Sig Sqn in Dundee. l
applied to join the Team last winter and have served with them since
February 2000, and although only having been in the Team for a short
time I've learnt a lot. That's what I'm going to write about.
For those without a clue as to what the Team does other than
performing at shows this may give a little insight into the four months
leading up to the show season. This four month period is a critical time
during which much has to be achieved. The Team Captain and other
instructors have their work cut out for them - as two new intakes of first
years (from the ovember and February courses) must be trained to be
able to perform the tricks to a show standard by the Opening Show. Thi
is when they will be presented with their coveted 'White Helmets'. ot
only do the first years have to be trained but all the econd year riders
must move up a bracket and learn the tricks and rides that have been left
by leaving Team members from the previous year. The show must also be
put together in such a way as to en ure that all the tricks and rides run
smoothly from start to fini h giving the riders enough time in between to
get ready for the next equencc. The training area required must be
su!Ticiently large to allow all .the riders to practice concurrently with
plenty of safety space to foll off without being run over! This is why the
team moves to RAF Sealand to carry out the bulk of the training.
The Training Camp 2000 was a success with \Ile Team deployi ng on
the 27 February. On arrival at the accommodation block Sgt 'Don Juan'
Brebncr decided we should also go into he ter to en ure the pubs were
srill working ........... they were!
Th., next day we moved across the road to set up our garage and mech
bays ........ when I ay move across the road 1 mean that RAF Sealand
Camp i split down the middle by a dual carriage way! With the
accommodation being one ide and the airfield on the other it means that
every morning after PT a coach journey wa needed to get to and from

~ork. For the first week the first years (including myself) were

introduced to the tricks and basically placed into the po itions which
suited our size, build and ability. Although bike and ground met fairly
regularly no ?ne was seriously injured! While this was going on the
second and third years were concentrating on getting the remaining bikes
for the new fle~t run in. This proved to be an interesting exercise, as the
weather was miserable and the surface at the end of the runway looked as
if it had been recreated to imitate the surface of the moon! ot really the
best thing to ride over especially when each bike needs to do 500 miles
before it can be used in any way. As the first week drew to a close bruises
started appearing on bruises and getting out of bed was starting to be a
problem ... not through tiredness but due to my muscles failing to respond
to my brain's commands! This was remedied however every morning
thanks to LCpls 'Scouse' O'Leary and Rick Hartl ey our resident
A!PTs. During Weeks Two and Three the standard of the tricks and rides
continued to rise, as did the quality of the training area, due to less bikes
being ditched. The only thing which stayed the same was the weather
unless of course (as is always the case) it was the weekend! One weekend
involved a move to Dale Barracks in Chester as the accommodation
which we were occupying had been booked prior to our arrival. This,
however, didn 't present a problem as the taxi fare back from town at night
was considerably cheaper! The last training weekend was when the first
year riders and the rest of the Team came together and put all of the tricks
and rides in the arena to form the show. This was when it came home
(especially to the first years) that it is one thing to perform the tricks in
the arena but another to know who is out before you, what hould be
going out next, where you should be, what bike you're on etc. However,
after several run-throughs the show was together and running smoothly.
Al the end of every annual training camp a show is performed for RAF
Sealand Camp to show our appreciation for the use of the camp and it
facilities. There was a fairly good turnout considering the weather
conditions (wet and windy!) and the show went smoothly with no hitches.
THE SOINC(A) OPE 1 G SH OW - F RIDAY 14 AP RIL 2000
by LCpl 'Trigger ' Jackson
Being a new member of the Royal Signals White Helmets Motorcycle
Display Team meant that the Opening Show is the proud day when we are
presented with the coveted 'White Helmet' and get to hand in the shabby
red helmets we've been donning for the last three months!
The Opening Show this year wa to be performed in front of the
SOinC, Brig C. J. Burton OBE, sponsors, families and other guests
likewise. \Vhen the show was only days away pre-show nerves were
starting to show and not only in the first years. Training sessions were
being cut short due to inclement weather conditions and there was also a
couple of crashes in the rides the day before the dress rehearsal. An injury
to Cpl Bob 'Funky Monk' Sizeland unluckily meant he'd be sitting out
of this years Opening Show. Al o sitting out (literally) wa C pl C hris
' Michael' H unt who was wheelchair bound after jumping from the 'Six
Bike Fan' earlier in the week.
The day of the Opening Show finally arrived to the relief of most of
the Team. The pre-show nerves were settled with a nice gla of port
served by the Team Staff Sergeant - SSgt Paul Boughey and the Team
Captain - Cap t Go rdon Newell. The Team Captain then led us on a
warm up lap on the bikes around the camp before they were then parked
just out of sight of the awaiting guests. A whole brand new fleet of
Triumph Tiger 750' waiting to be riden into the arena for the first time of
the year 2000 season! An hour later, after the final show-board brief and
in dry, sunny conditions (for the first time in year ) the millenium team of
the ' White Helmets', with the first years still in red helmets, lined up
beside their bikes and waited for the ignal from Team Sergeant - gt
Don Brebner to fire the bikes up.
The roar of 30 Triun1ph Tigers was soon to be heard by all. With the
arena being set out earlier in the morning the Opening Ride went traight
in whilst the trick bikes pulled up in their places behind. The first trick
waiting to enter the arena wa the 'Double Jimmy' with Sig Ma tty
'Mane' Scott riding and LCpl Rick Ha rtley stood firmly to attention
waiting to clan1ber up on top. Once the first trick had been ucces fully
performed around the arena and the econd, the 'Four Tees' wa halfway
round the show eemed to be running smoothly and it would oon be time
for the first years to be presented with their 'White Helmets'. The 'Three
Bike Fan' did an unusual one and a half laps before dismounting the
riders in front of the main stand and more importantly Brig C. J. Burton
OBE who was to pre ent the new riders with their new helmets. Ca pt
ewell assisted the SOinC(A) and after the helmets were presented the
presentation of the 'Lucas Trophy' was awarded to C pl C hri s 'Ivor'
Hunt for be t individual effort over the training eason. It was then time
fo r Sgt Don Brebner to hand over the ro le of Team
0 to newly
arrived SSgt Paul Boughey. Probably with a tear in hi eye. it wa time
for Don to watch the rest of the how from the unu ual position a· a
spectator in tead of being in the arena a he' used to!
With all this over it wa time for the bike to be re tarted and the
econd half of the show to begi n, with the twelve new 'White Helmet ·
rider ·. The crowd waited in anticipation for the 'Fire Jump' with four ne\\
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riders going through for the first time in White I lelmet . Fi rst to go was
LCpl Rick Hartley fo llowed by ig Paul ' Stan' Bowes and Sig lichael
' Wooly' Woo ln o u ~ h , w~o went through looki ng good bu t totally out of
control. L pl C hris 'Tng~cr ' J a ckson unlucki ly_(or lucki ly) didn't jump
due to the clutch lever fa lltng off his bike JU t bctorc the fire was lit. The
how was coming to an end with the fa mous 'Six Bike Fan ', 'Angel' and
la t but not least the ' Closing Ride ' . lt wa then left to C apt Gordon
eweH to take the final alutc at hi s last Opening Show before the bike
and nders left the.a rena to form u p and await the OinC(A)'s address.
ftcr congratulat ing and tha nkrn g u fo r the show it was off to the
Semaphore Arms for the reception and to meet our sponso rs and our
fam ilies.

The SOinC(A) presents the Lucas trophy to his old driver
Cpl Chris Hunt

T H E LEI CE T ER HIRE SHOW - 30 APRIL - 1 MAY
by LCpl 'Trigger ' Ja ckson
The second show of the seaso n for the Mill cnium Tea m was the
Lcicc. tcrshire County Show. After leavi ng Bland fo rd on the aturday
momlllg we headed fo r 30 Sig Regt at Bramcote, our accommodati on for
the next two day . On arriva l it had bee n dec ided to do a quick ru n
t~rough of the ri?es, for peace of mind before packing up and preparing
fo r the next day~ show. Ha lf the. team then d.ccidcd to go and large it
around Coventry Ill a chauffeur dnven hmo whilst the rest stayed loca l in
uneaton. After arriv ing at the show-grou nd, to say it was boggy would
be an understatement. T he truck had to be pulled out of the mud by a
helpfu l passlllg tractor before we could even unload. Riding the bike to
the arena would be a task in it elf due to the condition underfoot. We had
two shows eac h day to perfo rm, a morning and a ft ernoon show. With the
Bank Holiday. and good weather combining qu ite a crowd was gathering
to watch the first how. Due to the bad ground conditions and horse riders
tearing up the arena j ust before we went on. the fi nal word around the
show-board was ' take it easy' from S gt Paul Boughey. Within seconds
of the 'Opening Ride' going out LCpl Matty 'Fatboy' Adams was on the
d~ck afte r a co ll ision between Cpl John 'S hopta lk'
trachan and
himself. ~h ere was only one person to blame wa n't there John ! Lucki ly
the only lllJUry wa to LCpl Adams who had suffe red a cracked knee
cap: Apart from this the re t of the show went by w ithout any more
mc1dent to the crowds delight. Perform ing the ir fi rst 'Car Jumps' in
front of a publi c aud ience at thi show were LCpl Duncan ' Saggy'
Marsh an d LCpl Kevin ' Eh oh ' O ' Leary. With the hot weather the
ground conditions were getting gradua lly better standing u in good tead
fo.r an exc~ ll ent show later on in the afternoon. The second day started
\".1th the .dnve from Bramcot.e to the show-ground early in the morning to
give us nme to prepare the bike and move the props to the arena. Again a
good crowd had tu rned out probably due to the excell ent weather. Once
again the team performed an amazing show to the great satisfaction of the
crowd. The only error came when LCpl Ed ' Rooster' Lewis stalled his
bike on the final salute after the Closing Ride. After the final show the
teain pac~ed the kit away and hit the road in the hope they would make it
back m nme for the ' Georgian Fayre' in Blandfo rd - if not it was off to
The Royal Balmoral Show in UI ter a week later!

NORMANDY AIRDROP 5 JUNE 2000
Sgt Nige Brl!lvin, Royal School of Signals

At 0400hrs on 5 June I was awoken by my alarm clock. I sleepi ly
turned 1t ofT and sat up rubbing my eyes, this was going to be my own,
personal Longest Day. 1 got ~cady and by 0430hrs was on my way from
Blandford to Blackbushe a1rf1cld nea r Cambcrly where I was to join men
fro m the recently di sbanded I 0 (V) Parachute Bn and our ai r dispatchers
from 47 Air Despatch Squadron, Royal Logistic Corps. By 061 5hrs we ·
had all arrived, in front of us was a D 3 Dakota, Fifi Kate, in wartime
marki ngs with D-Day invasion stripes, th is was to be our jump pl atform
fo r the airdrop.
The airdrop was unique in that all involved were jumping in WW2
Bri tish Airborne uniform , Battledress trousers, WW2 Deni son mocks
and wart im e para he lm ets. We got changed into our un iform s and
eventually found ourselves pecding up the runway, the aircraft making a
lot of swerves on the runway until the moment came and we were in the
air. An uneventful flight at 2000ft over The Channel led to us flying over
Pega us Bridge and then we landed at aen airport. At Caen we parked
up nex t to two RAF C 130s and the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight
D 3. They did not know we were coming, we caused a lot of interest as
we deplaned in WW2 un iform, the parachute Battalion men coming over
to us to see what we were doing.

Sig Woolnough - Opening Show 'Fire Jump'

Sgt Brewin boarding 'Fifi Kate' for the air-drop

Sgt Brewin in front of DC3 'Fifi Kate' before the drop
Later on the re t of the jumper who had sailed out a few days before
arrived at the airfield ai1d ground training and exit drill were practiced
over and over again. We were going to be doing two airdrops, the first
fl ight, which I was in, was going to be 26 men out the door in one pa s.
The Drop Zone was a fi eld next to the Merville Battery, site of 9 Para
Bn actions on 6 June 1944. The remaining veterans. their families, the
local and men of various uni ts at 16 Air Asslt Bde were at the battery
waiting fo r us, to say we felt honoured i an understatement!
One of the men jumping with u was a 76 year old Arnhem veteran
who got captured and never made it to the bridge. He dressed up in his
old un ifo rm and, like us, was jumping a military round canopy, an
amaz in g man, another honour. It wa during a break in the g round
training that I was approached by the load-master and informed that as I
had raised the most sponsorship for the Dakota J was to he the fir t man
out of the door. On events like thi it is classed an extreme honour to be
fi rst out, l was overj oyed, a big smile on my face as we practised our exit
drill s, myself first.

Synchronising watches prior to jumping
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At 1600hrs we were manifested onto the aircraft, by 1615hrs we were
in the air, the jump door removed, passing over Pega u Bridge and
heading toward the DZ . At I 630hr the load-master was happy
everything was right and it began. 'Stand up,' we tood up. "Hook up,' we
hooked up . There I was, hooked up waiting at the ide of the door, a
camera crew on board filming me, the ormandy country ide pa ing
below, then it came. 'First man. In the door! ', I moved forward. my tatic
line passed over to the dispatcher. left foot in the door. right arm over my
re erve. left hand on the door frame. Red light on, green light on, 'Go! '
and out I went. no he itation, a blur of colour and noise. I surfed the
lip trearn as l houtecl. 'IOOO, 2000. 3000,' my canopy opened. I had a
.twist. I came out of the twist with no effort on my pan and found I was
lucky enough to be facing the aircraft, the ight of the Dakota banking to
the left and still chucking out the last few paratroopers will tay in my
memory for ever.
I had a bit of difficulty locating the mokc but eventually aw it, I wa
not going to land on the DZ, I knew that before I jumped, I teered into
the wind to slow down , prepared for landing hoping I wa. not going to
land in a hedgeline I had potted. I looked down over my right houlder, I
wa afe from the hedge but wa landing close to a ditch, I landed on firm
ground, did a backward Parachute Landing Fall and ended up in the ditch
with my feet above my head in oft French mud. I was able to walk o it
mu t have been a good landing! I tarted field packing my canopy a I
watched the re t of the stick come down, the green round canopie low I}
di appearing into the tall gras . A quick climb over a hedge and I wa on
the DZ. We reponed into our RV. all men a ounted for.
The Dakota did a quick circle and then departed back to the airfield to
pick up the next tick. on ly thirteen men thi · time. Within 20 minute · it
was back, it dropped five weapon containers in it 's first pas , circled once
and then dropped the last thirteen men. including the Arnhem veteran.
One man landed on a nearby roof and broke his ankle. s the fir.;t man of
the second tick landed a large group of WW2 re-enactors as aulted the
Merville battery in front of the veterans. The Dakota circled again, thi
time trailing moke and the dispatchers jumped out. Once all 41 of us
were accounted for we cleared the R where we \\ere mobbed b) the
eterans. the regular parachute troop and the French public, win' "as
pas ed our way by the bottle and the transport to take us back to the
airfield could not get to the Mcrville battery because there ''ere ·o many
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people there blocking the roads. We eventually got our transport, we
passed Pegasu Bridge at groun_d level thi s time but did not have time to
visit the new museum. By the time we got to the airfield the Dakota was
running its engines, another five minutes and it would have to go, not
being allowed to land at Blackbushe at night. We threw our kit and
canopies onto the aircraft and took off, passing over the remains of one of
the Mullberry harbours on the way.
I left a wreath with the jumpers who stayed in France. It is dedicated to

the men of the 6th Airborne Division, and is marked up as follow :
FROM SKY TO EARTH FOR LIBERTY YO FELL
YOU FOUGHT, DIED, WO YOUR WI G ,
AGAI FAREWELL
I hope to be on the airdrop again next year, I will let someone else be
first man out and will try to mi s the ditch!

EXERCISE MOORISH IDOL
By Capt 'Mac' McCrindle - HQ British Forces Cyprus

The relief felt by the eleven divers, finally arriving in Johannesburg
after the eleven hour fli ght from London, was somewhat diminished by
the pro peel of another flight to take us to our final destination. A few
hours later. we touched down in Durban on South Africa's Indian Ocean
coast, famous for having hosted more shark attacks than any other beach
in the world . We were met by the four advance party members, who had
managed to fit in some diving as well as essential adminis tration ,
squeezed into two mini-buses and headed south for the two hour trip to
Margate (rea lly!).
Next day began with a hakedown dive on Aliwal Shoal, a reef about
three miles offshore, rated as one of the world's top ten dive sites. Large
rigid-hulled inflatable boats are used to carry 12 full y equipped divers
and we all helped to launch into the River Mkhomazi, Zulu for Place of
the Cow Whales, the estuary was once used as a nursery. The inland rain,
wh ich had recently caused so much chaos in Mozambique, had a less
significant effect on the Kwa-Zulu atal province. The river estuary
stained the blue-grey Indian Ocean with it 's muddy brown water, leaving
a line bet\\een river and sea water so harply defined, it could have been
drawn with a pen. The coxswain waited patiently on t~e shore side of the
breaking surf, looking for the gap, which would allow our exit to the
ocean. A shout of ' Hold on! ' and we surged forward, quickly picking up
speed as we weaved between the breakers (we later rescued the crew of an
overturned boat here). A few exhilarating minutes later, we were planing
over the 2-metre ocean swell towards Aliwal Shoal.
On ite, buddy checks completed, we quickly dropped to the bottom by
a site known as the Cathedral. Thi i a large natural amphitheatre in the
reef, entered through a large archway and exiting to the reef top. Between
July and October, the shoal is home to large numbers of Ragged-tooth
sharks that come here to mate. For a shakedown dive, no sharks was just
fine. The underwater visibility was around ten metres and the water was a
warm 24° degrees Celsius. A current of about 1-2 knots flowed
northwards along the reef, a pleasant change from the Mediterranean and
we sheltered from it in the lee of the rocks as we explored. The reef had
less coral than I expected but there were numerous, colourful sponges and
a plethora of fish life, many of which were enjoying being thrust
vertically upwards in a water jet from a small cave. All too soon the dive
was complete and we headed back to Umkomaas, accompanied by
bottleno e dolphins racing in the bow-wave. The second dive of the day
was on the wreck of the ebo, a freighter which had sunk on her maiden
voyage in 1884. The current was too strong to make it a relaxing dive but
it was certainly enjoyable.
The next two days were pent diving on Protea Banks, a reef five miles
offshore from Shelly Beach. It was Easter weekend and the launch
through the surf was j ust as exhilarating a yesterday. 20 high speed
minutes later we were on site. Due to the surface current, we had to hit
the water and drop immediately to five metre to meet up with our
buddies, an interesting exercise, especially for new divers. The reeftop
was generally 33 metres and fi h life here wa prolific, it was ea y to see
why the fishermen on the surface were also so prolific. Thi was
shark- sighting country. The depth meant only a short time on the bottom
before drifting with a 2-3 knot current, making a gradual a cent. All of us
saw sharks during the four dives we carried out here. They ranged from
curious hammerheads through si lkies, sand sharks. blacktip and tiger to
the reputed ly aggressive bull shark, known in South Africa as the
Zambezi (i t is one of the few sharks which can adapt to fresh water and
has been found many miles up the Zambezi).
Back on Aliwal Shoal for a further two days, exploring the reef, seeing
large ribbon-tailed rays, two metre Potato Ba , crayfish, morays and the
wreck of the Produce, a 2,000 ton bulk tanker which ank in 1974 and at
30 metres it's rusted framework has fom1ed an e tablishcd reef. We were
due to fly across to Capetown in the south-west, but took full advantage
of our compulsory surface interval before flying, to vi it the atal harks
Board, a body which tudie and protect sharks. The interesting audiovi ual pre entation was followed by an open-air di section of a hark,
which had been caught in hark net off Durban. The nets are checked
daily, live sharks are tagged and re leased, dead ones are recovered for
examination. Stomach have been found to contain items ranging from a
human skull to a car number-plate.
A 2-hour flight took u to a hypothermic Capetown. Clearly ix day
on the hot ;rnd humid East Coast had oftened us and the shock of
arriving in a place bearing remarkable imilarity to i;iorth-:vest Scotland
had a quietening effect on the group. The grey m1 t, ram an~ chilly
temperature did not bode well, as we drove outh over the mountam pa s.
We were heading to the highlight of the expedition, two days cage-diving
with Great White shark , now a protected pecies in South Africa.
Not only does South Africa have winter in July. the water off the ape
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province gets as warm as 14-20° Celsius during winter due to the Aghula
current from the Indian Ocean. ln summer it can be as cold as 8° Celsiu
due to the upwelling Benguela current from Antarctica, weird or what!
Cape Aghulas is the southernmost point of Africa, the meeting place of
the lndian and Atlantic Oceans. Next morning wa brighter and we pht
into two groups of eight and sai led off for Dyer Island about five miles
so uth of Gaansbaai. Dyer is home to thousand upon thousand of
cormorants, tern , gannets, gulls and jackass pengu ins. Their wa te led to
the islands being worked for guano for many years before the island wa
made a bird sanctuary. Separated from it by a narrow strip of water is
Geyser Island, home to thousands of not very fresh-smelling Cape Fur
seals, and it is their young as well as the warmer water which attracts the
Great Whites. The young seals are born around October, just after the
Southern Right whales come to calf in False Bay by the Cape of Good
Hope. Far more seal pups are drowned by becoming separated from their
mothers in rough sea conditions than are taken by Great Whites (or so
they say!).
The Great White is known as the Tommy shark locally, a reminder of
the day in 1852 when HM Steamer Birkenhead, a British frigate turned
troop carrier, hit a rock 3km off Danger Point. There were only four
lifeboats and the embarked troops disobeyed the skippers order of 'Every
man for himself' to let the women and children have the boats. It is from
this wreck that the phrase ' Women and children first' originates. Of the
638 on board, 445 died, many falling prey to the Great White which
feasted on the Tommies. The wreck lies in 30 metres and the gold payroll
it carried has yet to be recovered.
Chum was ladled into the water, a mash of sardine and water, which
lays a scent trail down-current to attract shark. Within an hour, something
came clo e to the wooden decoy seal pup and fish lure, floating just off
the boat. It circled the boat and the exc itement mounted. It returned to
cruise past ju t below the surface, rolling over to look at us with an
expressionles black eye as it"s dorsal fin and tail fin cut the surface Jaws had arrived!

The cage wa put in the water a we kitted up, some more eagerly than
· others. The cage holds two divers and i supported at surface level by four
floats. Wetsuit, mask and two weightbelts and I wa ready to go. tepping
over the side onto to top of the cage a four and a half metres of Great
Wh ite circled concentrates the mind, l distinctly remember thinking I
mu t not fall in the water at thi point. The cage tilted a I put my weight
onto it and my rational ide was urgently asking me what l thought I wa
doing. I ignored it and jumped into the small gap that wa the cage
entrance.
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The ne t diver followed and we we re handed our demand val e s,
e, tended from an air linder on the boat. We dropped into the cage
\\hi h ha a large gap at face level to aid viewing. The water~ as a chi lly
14° Ce! ius and vi · ibility wa about ix metres. A huge hape emerged
from the gloomy water and the cold wa forgotten as the Great White
cru1 ed lowly past the cage. I w the pla h abo1 - a the roped bait was
thrown onto the surface to lure him clo er. T he 1 pe was pulled towards
the boat and the hark fo llowed it in a few time a the kipper teased it.
Finall he pulled it right over the top of the cage. The shark followed it ,
rolling onto it ide within a foot of us. It's eye li d closed from the bottom
up a · it took the bait, almo t gently, in it's huge mouth. r ran my hand
along it' belly a it pas ed b , ju t before. being thrown off my feet as it'

ta il lammed the cage against the side of the boat. It was un intentional.
but most things gett ing in the way of a creature of uch size and power
will come off worst. I'm glad the cage was we ll con tructcd .
Everyone had im ilar experi ences, though no-one wi ll dine on their
story as much as C lare , the girl in our part y who was slapped on the
che t by a reat White tail- fin while leaning over the side of the boat.
After two tremend ous days we hea ded north to Ca petow n for a day
ightseeing. The weather had cleared and warmed enough Lo ascend Tabl e
Mountai n and enjoy a panoramic view of the town and surrounding area.
including Robbcns Island where el on Mandela had been im pri oncd.
The aim of this adventurous expedi tion had been
to have some close encounters - we did .

THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE - 1940 - 1946
by Colo11el (Reid) C. J Walters. Direc10r Royal Signals Museum

uch recent activities as the making of a film by Americans claiming
1hat tliey were the first to crack the ENIGMA codes, lhe TV series
'STA TIO X ' and the loss ofthc 8 /elchley Park ENIGMA German cipher
machine have all go11e toward popularising clandestine wartime
activilie . Th is article deals solely with the Special Operation Executive.
It does not relate any of the activities of its 5,000 or o agents many of
whom were courageous beyo11d belief and ma11y of whom have been
written about and films made. Rather it gives tlie backgrou11d to the
establishing and organisation of 1he Executive which is 11ot o widely
known. Much of thi was higlily classified until tlze mid-J 970s and little
l\'as known about any of the secre1 sen>ices. Since then, ieformation has
become increasingly arnilab/e at least about lheir wartime activities.
The Special Operations Executive (SOE) was et up by Winston
C hurchill on 22 July 1940 as a tough, anti- azi, Briti h fighting
organisation. It was formed in deadly secrecy and placed controver ially
by C hurchill under the Ministry of Economic Warfare whi ch he regarded
as hi ' Ministry of ungentlemanly conduct.' The Mini ter was initially
Hugh Dalton and later Lord Selborne. Its charter was drafted by eville
C hamberlain, shortly before his death, with the purpose, ' To co-ordinate
all action by way of subversion and sabotage against the enemy overseas.'
C hurchill instructed Dalton. ' ow et Europe ablaze.'
The SOE was formed by bringing together three War Office
organisations that already existed; SECTIO D - Undercover operation ;
ECTIO Ml R - Operation by troops in Wliform; and SECTIO 1 EH Propaganda. As such it was separate from all other clandestine
departments such as the Secret Intelligence Service ( IS or later MI6), the
Special Air ervice, the Long Range Desert Group and The Government
Codes and Cipher School at BletcWey Park (Station X). In fact many of
these organisations found themselves ' in opposition ' for scarce resources.
Initially, SOE was set up at 2 Caxton Street, London but it oon outgrew
these premises and moved to 64 Baker Street, Marylebone.
It was a secret service that did not answer to Parliament or to the Lords.
Because of the deadly secrecy it had a number of cover descriptions; MO I
(SP) at the War Office· ID (Q) at the Admiralty; AJ 10 at the Air
Ministry; and the Inter-Services Research Bureau in general terms. The
head of SOE was code-named ' CD '. Initially this was Sir Frank elson
but in April 1942 he was superseded by his deputy Sir C harles Ha mbro originally a merchanc banker. The third and final head was B rig Colin
Gubbin s DSO late Royal Artillery - he was later knighted.
OE started off as a small organisation which, by its heydays of
Summer 1944, had grown to about 10,000 men and 3,200 women. Of these
about 5,000 were agents in the field overseas. Tt was organised into a
Council and several Branches each of which dealt w ith support or
operational matters. The Council comprised 16 members of whom five
were uniformed including a Signals representative. Support Branches
included Signals, Intelligence and Security, and Finance. The Operations
Branches included Sections for each of the relevant countries such as
France (F Section), Germany (X Section) and Holland (N Section). Each
of the country sections had its own specialist school many of which were
in country mansions. or example, F Section was in Wanborough Manor
near Guildford.
The method of operation of SOE was to work closely with the forces of
re is~ce. To achieve this, agents (they were not spies or terrorists) were
spec~ally selected and !1'3ine~ . :rr~ining took place at one of many
spec1ah~ schools for various disc1plmes such as fitness, weapon, training
commumcations, explosives and so on. Locations included Thames Park
(O~~ord) f~r .communications, Altrincham (Cheshire) for parach ute
trammg, Ansa1g (Inverness) for surviva l training and Beaulieu Manor
( 'ew Forest) for culmination training.. The Country Sections were the
heart of SOE operations. Each was staffed by officers who knew the
country and the language well. Their tasks incl uded the briefi ng and
operationa.l control of all their agents. The Executive had the capability to
research, mvent and manufacture devices that would be of use to its
agents; this it did for a very wide range of items. T his incl uded a miniature
motor cycle that could be folded up and dropped by parachute - the
Welb1ke.
SOE specialists are credited with inventing plastic explosives, the
limpet mme and the cl.a!ll ' adhes!ve' mine. Also, the agents were not happy
with the range of m1htary radios that were avai lable to them so SOE
spec1ali ts designed and manufactured a range of radios that could be
disguised by fitting them into suit cases; hence they became known as Suit
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l n<lcrwood, and latcr at Pendon. on the Oxfordshire /Buck inghamshire
border where they had a transmit capability up to 25kwatts. From there,
,, 0 rJd-wide com mun ications were established to sub-station; which
includt:d cw York, Cairo, Algier , Bari. Mccrut, Kandy, Brisbane,
Kumming. Biccster and Dunbar. A comprehensive communications
network was essential as agents in the fie ld were not permitted to
communicate with each other fo r securi ty reasons. Females were
employed on a wide range of SO E tasks including cipher operators, radio
operators, tclephoni ts and lingui ts. Specialist Operators, who were
employed on high speed morsc ci rcuits, were tra ined at the Special
Operators Tra ining Battali on, Trowbridge, Wiltshire. Most ?f the . wom~n
were enlisted as members of the Womens Transport Service (First Aid
ursing Yeomanry) or FANY.
Commencing in 1942 SOE specialists designed and manufactured a
range of effective ra<lios for agents in the fi eld. Many of these were based
on experience ga ined rrom Polish technicians who prior to the war were
expert in this fi eld. Even so early sets were heavy and too unreliable. For
instance the A Mark 11 radio was in action by October 1942. It comprised
three metal boxes each 264 x 96 x 67 mm. The boxes fitted neatly into a
sui t case with a total weight of about I Okgs. This gave an output of about 5
watt> over the range 3-9 MHz but was not easy for a fema le agent to carry
at speed over the long distances that were covered in the fie ld. A
ubsequent design, the A Mark llf, weighed only 4kg including all
acce series and in its suitcase was 2 16 x 191 x 82 mm. With its 5 watts
output and 3.5 to 16 MH z frequency band it had a range of about 500 mi les
and was the smalle t SOE et.
Many agents al so needed to make contact with aircraft. For this purpose

The SOE designed the A Mark Ill suitcase set
The Welbike
Case Sets. There wa no ma s production.
The SOE operated on all Continents and at some stage in mo t
countries. They were specially active in Abys inia, Malaya, Burma, Siam
and throughout ma inland Europe. T hey were active in Germany and Japan
but had little succe s becau e of their inability to encourage sufficient
resistance fighters. The SOE 's main purpose was to defeat Nazi ism at all
co ts and in so doing it o ften co-operated w ith communist organisation ,
such as in Burma , Malaya or Yugo Iavia, because thi s wa the most fruitful
means of achi eving its aims. Once America had j oined the war there was
close liaison with tl1e Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the American
counterpart, on the co-ordination of po licy and operations. o one has
ever been found to have in fi ltrated into any SO E Headquarters although
inevitably many mistakes were made in the fi eld. However, there were
close encounters uch as Kim Phil by who was an instructor in one of the
schools in 1941 - but he moved on. Likewise with Guy Burgess who was
originally in D Section but was sacked by G ubb ins on security grow1ds he later joined the Foreign Offi ce! The exploits of both of the e became
well known. On the other hand there were many members o f SOE who
would later achieve fam e such as Sir Fitzroy Maclean and Brig O rde
Wi ngate. Many SO E members became politicians.
In its early days the commun ications for the SO E were provided by the
Secret Intelligence Service (S IS} which later became M I6. However, it was
not long befo re the SOE reali sed they were getting too low a priority for
their requirement. The SOE Signals Directorate was initially headed by
C ol G. D. Ozanne and later by Col F. W. Nicholls of the Royal Corps of
Signa ls. The latter was a veteran of the Great War who had been appo inted
MBE as far back as 192 1 to do with hi s action with the Y crvice; so he
knew the needs of clandestine fi ghters. T he Head of Signals concentrated
on the provision of main-line communications. His Deputy, Col George
Pollock, controlled the wireless stations, training schools and agents '
communications in general. The Signals Directorate was set up in orgeby
House but on I January 1944 it moved to occupy the complete block of
flat s in Montagu Mansions just off Baker Street.
In May 1942 the SOE commenced to set up its own comprehensive
communications network . Home radio stations were set up at Grendon
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SOE des igned the S- Phone. Thi s was a small four or five va lve transceiver
with a power output of 0. 1 or 0.2 watts. It could be scrapped to the agent's
body and contact cou ld be made with an aircraft at I 0,000 feet at a range
of 40 mi les, or 500 feet at six mi le . Its tota l weight including battery and
ancillaries was 7kgs. Thi was idea l for clandestine purpose . A later, and
more powerful uit-ca e et was the B-2. It wa 30 watts output in the
freq uency range 3-16 M Hz and weighed I 4kg. It could work off main or
battery (at the throw ofa witch). This was im portant as the Ge tapo were
apt at track ing radio tation by sw itching off power supply to blocks of
bu ildings to see if radio transmi sion ceased.
Marcon i and Philco built many of the e sets at their factory in

Stonebridge Park. About 7,000 were built at a rate of 400 per month in
1944. It was essentia l that the SOE could pass radio traffic in secrecy and
for this purpose there was a special section deal ing with codes headed by
Leo Ma rks the son of a famo us Charing Cross Road book ellcr. Codes
were taught to agents at Beaulieu Manor (now the site of the Montagu
Motor Museum). Many codes were used at various times and many
mistakes were made. Initia lly, for example, the Playfair Code was used,
which had been invented by Sir C harles Whea tsone of telegraph
invention fame, and had been used in the First World War. This involved
writing a known poem in the form of a 5 x 5 matrix (I and J were always
the same), omitting letters already used and fi lling the remainder in
alphabetical ly. Thus the line, ' Who killed Cock Robin ' becomes:
WHOKIJ
LE D C R
B NAFG
MPQ S T
U V XY Z
The message to be sent i then divided into bigrams; say MA I RO
AD. Each of the bigrams is now encoded by taking opposite comers of the
rectangle it forms in the matrix; thus MA becomes QB. If both letters of
the bigram are in the same line, the nex.t letter to the right of each i used.
If both are in the sa me co lumn the next letter below is used. OA becomes
DQ. This simple message becomes QB HG DJ QA. To further confuse the
enemy this could be encoded again (called double encryption). It was
found that this code gave only very limited, short term, security and was
not used after 1942. Variations of this system were tried but by far the most
common code to be used was the One Time Pad (OTP) which was simple
to operate and effective. This is a book filled with blocks of randomly
generated number or letters from which the message can be encoded.
Identical books are held by the agent and the home station and each page
of the book is used only once and then destroyed. This system is totally
ecure.
The SOE were very innovative in assisting their agents. For example, it
was essential that agents' tran mission from occupied countries were as
short as possible so that they could not be found by German Di rection
Finding (OF) equipment. To assist in th is SOE produced a 'silk
handkerchief' about 50 x 50cms which was printed with about 500
commonly used phrases eg. 'There will be an airdrop at. .. .. ' Each phrase
had a four letter code that was· then encoded.
o single organisation or action can be seen as paramount in
determining the successful outcome of the war; it was as a result of a wide
range of activities There is no doubt however that the efforts of the SOE
were a signifi cant element of this success. These actions remained
completely highly classified until the mid-1970s ince when information
has become increasingly available. Many of the brave clandestine actions
of men and women of many nationalities have become well known, far
more have not. What happened to the secret service after the war was
secret at the time. L ord Selborne pointed out to Clement Attlee, the new
Prime Minister. that the SOE had built up a world-wide communication
network that in the post-war world order would be an excellent intelligence
asset. Attlee rep lied that he had no intention of presiding over such a
British Cominterm and the SOE formally closed down on I 5 January
1946. o doubt a few of the hands went to M16.
Bibliography:
SOE by M . R. D. Foot.
Secret Warfare by Pierre Lorain.
SOE by J. G. Beevor (Methuen 1981 ).
Ultra Goe to War by Ronald Lewin.
Between Silk and Cyanide (Harper Collin ) by Leo Marks

Th e Royal Signals M11Se11m has a comprehensive display of equipment that
was designed by SOE and used by agents in the field. There is also
considerable archive and librarv material available for research purposes
· including the per ona/ accow;ts of Royal Signals personnel who were
directly involved. We would be delighted to hear from anyone who has
personal experiences i11 this field or who has any document or artefacts
which they believe would enhance our collection.

Battlefield Tours
f or

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive ltinerarAies

Galina International Battlefield Tours

.

40 Bridge treet R ow Che ter C H I I
Tel: 01244 340777

Offic ial Tour Operators to the Normandy Ve1erans Association
The S O E designed B-2 suitcase set
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EX MAN JOINS THE SAFETY ELITE

teH?n White, a arrant Officer with p Sqn J
{A ). has
re ei\'ed the pre -tigious Brit1 h afety ouncil Diploma in afety
fanagement at an awards ceremon) at Gib on Hall. London. Mr White
\
among 12 safety profo ionals who\\ re presented with their award .
They pa - ed a 4 0 question exam in ort1e; to gain their Diploma.
In a me age to delegates Lord Whitty, Minister with re ·ponsibili ty
~ r health and safety at work said, 'I welcome the comiritment that you
have hown to improving health and 'afety managem ·nt. Integrating
these into the overall management agenda is undoubt dly the key to
improving health and afety standards in the workplace. It al o make
excellent bu ine s en e. I hope that others will follow you r good
example.' fany company directors and managers are unaware of how big
the aving from good safety management can be. The Baker Group in
orthampton-hire ha een it insurance premium drop from £400,000
to £150.000 in just three year and orwich City ouncil' City Work
department i -aving £60.000 a year becau e of their good safety record .
ir J eville Pun-i . Director General of the Briti h afety Council
say , 'Good afety 1 good busine and can ave firms hundreds of
thousands of pound . In achieving the Diploma in Safety Management,
Mr White ha , shown a commitment to improving health and safety in
the \vorkplace. Proper training for people at all levels of a company is
vital, as accidents and illnes e at work cost thi country up to £18 billion
every year.'
Diploma delegates rudy afety law, communications, advanced afety
management, occupational health and hygiene and total loss control (risk
management).

BRITISH SAFE~Y COUNCIL
Presentation

who donated enough money to pay the fees. LCpl mith sa id, I am so
gratl!ful to all the efforts made by WSPA to bring Os~er back. I just didn.'t
think it cou ld ever happen; l have been so lookrng forward to this
moment! I just can't wait until l can put him on his lead and take him up
to the fields and let him run free."
WSPA has been active helping animals in Kosovo since last year when
it delivered £40,000 of emergency veterinary supplies to help treat
animals uffering from bullet wounds and landmine explosions. Last
August WSPA set up Kosovo's first ever dog shelter in Priziren. The
shelter has si nce successfully rehomed more than 250 dogs.

First Male and Female Junior (under 20 on the day of the race)
in the open event.
First Royal ignal Male (4 to count) and Female (3 to count)
Teams First overall 3 Royal ignal Male and Female
indi idual .
First Male and Female Royal Signals Juniors (under 20 on day
of the race)
First overall 3 Male and Female Royal ignals individuals.
Jn addition there will be over£ 100 in spot prizes, and a free T Shirt to
all runners that finish the race . The course records for Male and Female
currently stand at 1:14:07 sel by W02 Dave Rollins in 1998 and 1:27:37
set by Debbie Austin al o in 1998. There is a ca h pri ze of £50 (Male) and
£30 (Female) to anyone who can et a new course record.
ot only doe thi event provide an exciting and challenging run for
athlete of all standards, it also raises money for civilian and military
charities and is therefore aimed at everyone. This is an excellent
opportunity to meet old friend within the Corps. Gladiator and fun
runners alike can set their own challenges and goals. So put it in your diary
now and I hope that we will ee you on the day, here in Blandford
achieving those aim . For further details or entry forms for the event
plea e contact: WOl (\'ofS) Stewart Little, BDMT, Blandford Camp,
Dorset, DTI I 8RH. Blandford Military Extension 5470.

TECHNICIANS, OPERATORS AND
TELEMECHS REQUIRED

THE DINING OUT OF
BRIGADIER A. P. VEREY
THE ARMY & NAVY CLUB
FRIDAY 14 APRIL 2000
ix a peels of the life of Tony Verey may find brief expression in
verse; note that the rhyming of beer with Brigadier, or Verey with beery
has been e chewed a being too facile.

MORSE CODE
At the click ofa mouse
the world come down your phone line.
At the peed of light
whole librarie traverse the globe.
But it wa not always like that.
The earphone crackled,
electrical static, di cordant voice
distant foreign music.
Fading, distorting, wamping to earth,
like a wounded thing unable to prise itself onward .
Li ten intently with narrowing eyes,
and blacked out the mind
to catch the signal.
In the isolation of the wircle s room,
crouched over message pad with toying pencil
the operator probes the frequencies
with illuminated dial and bakelite knobs .
He is confined in an audio world,
peopled by faceless signallers
speaking the language of Mor e.
Searching for a sequence
of dahs and dits submerged
in an electrical cacophony.
Somewhere a pattern,
somewhere a skilled wrist
tapping out a message
about things of great moment
and urgency.
A pulsing in istence on a thin wave length
intercepted by a Morse tuned ear
from the morass of extraneous sound
on its way to deep space
and whoever else out there may be listening.

Sir Nevill Purvis (R), presents a diploma
in Safety Management to Steven White

THE BLANDFORD TOWER RUN
7 OCTOBER 2000
On Sunday the 18 May 1986 the first Blandford Tower Run was held to
mark the 20th anni~er a~ of the construction of the School of Signals at
Blandford Camp, mclud1ng its now famous landmark the UHF radio
tower. The original course started some 13 miles from Blandford Camp,
and followed a cross country cour e back to the camp finishing below the
tower. That year the race was won by a Mr B. D. Heywood in a time of I hr
26mm . with LCpl ' ick Clay finishing second overall and fir 1 Royal
ignals runner. Over the years and as a resull of the new building
~evelopment within the camp the course has been changed a number of
times. The present course now in its third year, starts and finishes at the
Athletics Stadium in camp, and is run over the undulating countryside
urrounding Blandford. The event is an accurately measured 13. 1 miles
(Half Marathon), and incorporates the Royal Signals team and individual
orps Half Marathon Championship~.
~is year's run! is to be held on Saturday the 7 October 2000. In
::ddlllon to the mam event there will be a Children's I mile Fun Run. An
extensive number of prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
F~rst Male and Female Team (3 to count) in the open event
First overa ll 3 Male and Female individuals in the open event.
first M40, M45, M50, F35, F40 and F45 in the open event.
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Education:

Than Ascot, there's little that's drearieur
And the cuisine at Eton's inferieur lt's enough to impel
One toward euchatel
And !'Ecole de Commerce Superieur.

Inspiration:

What is it, we note about Yerey?
(Pregnant pau e, after po ing that query).
It seems that he's blessed
With unnatural zest Just to look at him, make me feel weary.

Battle of the Bulge:

To keep fighting fit is the goa l
And to suffer, is good for the soul;
Take the masochist's way
Run for miles every day,
For one's tum must be kept in control.

Promotion:

Through the ranks he ro e, older and bolder,
To be the Top Territorial oldier He earned them, not half,
Tho e red tabs, saying ' Staff'
With the crown and three pips on his shoulder.

Recreation:

Down at Bi ley, T. Yerey's a nut.
But, ere shooting, there's gra s to be cut;
o wonder he's tired
When the first shot is fired He's not slept, for maintaining the Hut.

Employment:

To work for the brewer. Brakespear,
Was a natural choice of career;
Hi job spec. i great Though it's called real Estate
He is really just there for the beer.

Peter Tomlinson (ex 15 Signals Regiment - Cyprus 1959-60)
Jubilee Cottage, Knowbury,
Nr. Ludlow, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 3LE

WORLD SOCIETY FOR THE
PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
A Bri.tish so ldier has been reunited with. ' Osker', a puppy that he
rescued m war-torn Kosovo. LCpl Steven Smith, 23, from the Corps was
reunited with ' Osker', a yellow labrador-cross type of puppy that he
rescued whil st serving in Kosovo. Osker has spent the last six months in
quarantine at Knightwood Quarantine Kennels in Wiltshire, since being
rescued and brought to the UK from Kosovo by the World Society for the
Protection of Animals (WSPA).
LCpl mith took pity on the young stray when he found him
wandering half starved in the ruined streets of Pri stina. Nicknamed
Osker, the pup soon became the unofficial mascot of the British so ldi ers
bas~d near Pristi na airport. On his return to the UK last September, LCpl
S1:mth contacted WSPA to see if the charity could help bring his new
friend home as well . WSPA had been working in Kosovo helping to treat
hund_reds of dog that had been injured and abandoned during the
conflict.
WSPA Field Officer, Brian Faulkner, overcame bureaucratic obstacles
to ~~ing ~skcr back from Pristina, with the help of a free flight from
Britis h Airways, and arranged for a place for him at Knightwood
Quarantine Kennel s, with the help of readers of Dogs Today Magazine
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2000
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SKILLED ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS
LEA YING THE FORCES - PLEASE
COME AND TALK TO US!
We have immediate vacancies for hands-on bench technicians
familiar with handportable and mobile radio accessories,
video, microwave, telemetry, black boxes, prototype projects.
and vehicle fits that cnn provide a high level of job

satisfaction.
Please send brief letter with C.V. to:-

David J . Bryan - Managing Director
SON IC COMM NICATION (I T) LTD
Birmingham lnternutiomal Park

StuleyWay
Bickcnhill
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Genesis Consultancy specialise in placing ex-Corps
members of all ranks and trades with the
telecomms industry nationwide.
A wide variety of opportunities currently exist for
Class 2 and Class 1 Techs, Operators and Telemechs
as well as Foreman of Signals and Yeoman of Signals
of all ranks who have decided to leave the Corps.
In addition to immediate requirements, we have
medium and long-term requirements from our clients
and can assist in all matters concerning these
opportunities throughout the period running up to the
date of discharge.

If you have decided to leave the Corps call us today or
forward a detailed C. V.
Genesis Consultancy Ltd.
12-50 Kiagsgate Road , Kingston, Surrey KT2 SAA
Tel: 020 8547 4141 Fax: 020 8547 4181
e-mail: admin@genesisconsultancy.co.uk
www.genesiscoasultaacy.co.uk

WANTED
JOH
TEVENS
re ear hing the hi tory of pre-Lark pur radio equipment
and is eeking a copy of:

The Histor • of British Army ignals
in th Second World War

bv
Major Genera(R. F H. Nalder

WANTEDI
The Royal School of Signals is mounting a
pictorial history of

' Royal Signals Young Officer Training'

Publi hed by the Royal ignal In titution in 1953
Printed by Gale & Polden
If you can help. please contact him at
1- Bray Road, Stoke D ' Abernon, Cobham. URREY, KT I I 3HZ

AFCEA UK SOUTHERN
SYMPOSIUM
'WARFARE IN THE INFORMATION

JUNGLE'
HMS Co/lingl1;ood 15 o ember 2000 Portsmouth
Open to AFCEA members at £30
and non-members at £60.
Dinner on 14th

ovember will be an extra co t.

Top level Military, Government and
International speakers.
Enquirie to: D. Howshall
BAE Defence Sy tern .
Tel: 01202-404339
Fax: 01202 404999
E-mail : derec.howshall@baesystems.com

CAN YOU HELP?
Did you attend one of the following courses at
the School of Signals (now the RSS) and do
you have a decent photograph of your course
with names? (If you can remember it!)
Communications Qualifying Course Numbers:
64 (circa 1967), 65,72 and 80
Communications Qualifying Course Numbers:
7 (circa 1976), 11and14
Royal Signals Troop Commanders Course
Numbers:
11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,22,23,24,25,26,27,28 & 33

OFflCER
J E 2000
Name and Rank
A/Lt ol S. P. Wallis . . .
. ..
Maj J. Aspinall MBE
...
Maj J. M. Gale
... ... ...
Maj G. Pickersgill
...
. ..
Maj R. J. Sander . . .
Maj I. W. R. Seraph .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .
Maj P. tephenson .. . . .. . .. .. . . ..
Maj . . tevcns
... ... ...
Maj . R. Sutherla nd ........... . ...
apt J. R. Anderson ..... . ...... ...
Capt P. A. Anderson .. .
.. . .. .
.. ....
Capt G. L. Benson
Capt S. Brant . . . . . .
. . . . ..
Capt B. H. Bryan . . . . . .
. ..
Capt S. L. Davie ... .. .
.. .
Capt P. H. Grainger . ..
.. .
Capt P. A. Horton BEM . . .
. ..
Capt T. J. Keats ...... .. ......... .
Capt R. A. Lane ... .. . .. .
...
Capt A. Middleton ... ...
... ...
Capt . P. M. Pritchett ... ... ... ...
Capt . Thomson-Smith . ..... ......
Capt J Wi ll iams
... ... ...
Lt J. S. Joaes .. .

Unit to which posted
SANG COM
DI C Support Unit
Headquarters DCSA
Headquarter ARRC
Recru iting Plans and Resources
238 Signal Sq uadron
242 Signal Squadron
Headquarters DC A
264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
RllQ Roya l Signals
t 4 Signal Regiment (EW)
JCU orthern Ireland
30 ignal Regiment
3 (U K) Div HQ & Sig Regt
ACOS J2 PJHQ (U K)
R.J-IQ AFNORTH CIS Sp Gp
16 Signal Regiment
7 1 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
JS U Oakley
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqa (207)
38 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Royal School of Signal s

OFFICE RS
JU LY 2000
Name and Rank
Lt Col K. K. W. Par ons ...

Unit 10 which posted
SHAPE

Lt Col T. J. P. Watts .. . .. .
Maj P. R. Barron .. . . .. . ..
Maj P. Deans . .. .. . . .. . ..
Maj Macrostie MB E .. . .. .
Maj N. J. Makepeace ..... .
Maj G. Pickersgill
Maj A, B, Stocker
A/Maj J. A. Standen .. . .. .
Capt J. R. Collyer
Capt J. Dart ... ... .. .
Capt M. R. Edwards ... .. .
Capt G. J. Oliver ... ... ...
Capt P. Griffiths . .. .. .
Capt A. K. Herbert .. .
Capt J. A. Honeyman
Capt A. S. F. Hutton . ..
Capt B. G. W. Johnson
Capt L. Keily . .. .. . .. . . ..
Capt P. H. Lowe .. . . . . .. .
Capt I. Mc elly ... .. . . ..
Capt T. M. P. Mountford .. .
Capt A. J. Parfitt .. .
Capt R. C. Quinsey
Capt K. E. Roach.. . .. . .. .
Capt A. Scott .. . .. . . ..
Capt B. J. piers .. . . .. .. .
Capt W. D. J. Wilson ......
Lt E. J. Bruce ... ...
Lt M. J. Crinnion ... ... ...
Lt T. E. Grey .. . .. . .. . .. .
Lt F. A. W. Stewart ... ...
Lt C. J. Woodbridge .. . .. .

.........
.. . .. . .. .

. ..
. ..
.. .
...
...
.. .

.. . .. .
.. . . ..
.. ....
... ...
... ...
.. . .. .
.. .
. ..
.. .

I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
!IQ l Signal Brigade
30 Signal Regiment
DPA
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
HQARRC
2 Signal Regiment
1.4 Signal Regiment (EW)
HQ M D (SW) & Sig Regt
HQLA D
JCU (FI)
16 Signal Regiment
225 Signal Squadron
16 Signal Regiment
HQ DSSS
JSSU Digby
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)

.. . J UFJ
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
243 Signal Squadron
399 SU (Army Element)
3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
COMMCE S, 251 Sig Sqn
ATR Bassingbourn
JSSU Digby
280 (UK) Signal Squadron
ATR Bassingbourn
Army Apprentices College
.. . .. . .. . 15 Signal Regiment
15 Signal Regimeat
.. . ... .. . JSSU (
)

. ..
...
...
.. .
.. .......
. .. .. . . ..

If you can help, the RSS would be very grateful if you
could send an original/copy for addition to the di play.

Please send photographs to:
YO Course Photos, Command Training Wing,
RSS, Blandford Camp, DTl 1 8AG.
(Originals can be returned to you, once a colour copy has been made.
Should you wish rhis to happen, plea estate it in a covering lei/er)

RETIRED OFFICER POST
A vacancy exists now in Glasgow for an R02
to run C Wing within the
R SIGNALS/INT CORPS MCM Div
The post holder will be responsible to the SO 1 (Soldiers) for
the detailed manning of all :
Radio Systems Operators
Technical Supply Specialists
Special Operators
Linguist Operators
Regimental Duty Posts
Duties will include: career management; postings; promotions
and transfers; and manpower planning. Applicants mu t have
a deep understanding of the career and management
implications implicit in their actions.
Interested?
Contact Lt Col Hudson on Gia gow Mil Ext: 3246
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The above photograph taken at the Quartermasters' Convention Dinner
in April 2000, shows Lt Col (Retd) Peter Mc aughton QBE and Maj ·
Maurice Stanley the TA Quarterma ter of 40 (Ul ter) Signal Regiment
(V). Peter McNaughton was po ted to Clonaver Park on returning from
the Middle East in January 1951 and during hi tour, of nearly four year ,
with the Squadron it 's title chaagcd from 35 (U) AA (M) Signal quadron
TA to 5 1 (U) AA (M) Signal Squadron TA then to 11 Signal Liaison
Squadron TA .. ...... . all this ia the day before 40 Signal Regiment was
born . The la t time that these two QMs met wa in 1955 when Peter
Mc aughton was the Staff ergeant PSI of 35 (U) AA (M) ignal
Squadron and Maurice Stanley was the seven year old son of Harry
Stanley the quadron ' MT Sergeant TA. The ame Harry Stanley i
now 87 years old and still attending the Old Comrades Weekend in
Blandford and i an ardent member of the Belfast Branch of the
A sociation.

On Sunday 25 June Fulwood Barrack held an 'Open Day', for the
public, and over a thou and visitors flocked to ee the Army on how, at
. the Pre ton ba ed Army Headquarters.
Lanca hire Army Cadet Force went along with their recruiting caravan
and the above photograph hows a group of Royal igaal badged cadet ,
from the Blackburn Detachment, u ing radio equipment that had been put
on show by 93 Signal Squadron Blackburn (Volunteers).
The Cadets are (L-R): Cdt Chris RandaJJ, Cdt Owen McBamee and
Cdt Oliver Oldham.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
Reference my otes on Article for The WIRE published in th~ April 2000 Edition-. we. received 26% oft~e entrie for the June i ue LAT~. Thi
was an improvement on the 30% to 50% LATE that we have ~xpenenced ov.e r the la t rune 1s..ue ·. Despite .the l!"J;lrO emcnt we lo t 39 .Bde qn entry
.
through a glitch in our ystem although we had promised to mclu.de the article. 1.t appear , shghdy dated in tlu 1 sue :-v1th our apologies.
The new DTP equipment is now with us and we mu t c!1p1taltse on 1t ~o ach1.cve a c9st avmg. Late entne rc~am anathema t<_> u. ! Desp1t~ that
comment we do accept that there are occa ion when accepting a late ubm1 s10n 1s benef1c1al to our readers - eg: Sierra Leone and 1m1lar operation or appropriate-cg: when a significant function/activity worthy of inclu ion is c.lose to o~ir c.ut-off date. !n the former ca e we will :ore.' and in the
latter-give us a ring and indicate what we should expect (eg: two pages of text with 12 point title and point text and four photos). Tiu will enable u
to plan around the late entry. Tho e that do not fit the above parameters in our view will be returned to the ender to be recast for the following i sue if
appropriate.
Photos., we still prefer originals. AJ1y Digitals must be ai a minimum of 400dpi. T~ey are unlikely I? b~ any ~ood if they fit on a floppy" \Ve are
onsidering increa ing the font size by one point- it is not only the old and bold 1nclud111g my elf. that fmd It d1fficult .to read: and hopefully 1mprm:·e
the pre entation of the picnircs. Additionally we arc exam111mg the need to mcrcas~ the cost of Th e WIRE to reflect mcrea · mg cost particularly m
postage. Any recommendation will be ubjcct to the agreement of the orps Committee.
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SUPREME HEADQUARTERS
ALLIED POWERS EUROPE

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
ROYAL SIGNALS

March saw a first for the Gurkha ignals with two pipers. gt
1angalsing Tamang and Cpl Dhabahadur ahi. visiting to play at th
aint David's Day Gue. t ight - a local opportunity for the Briti h ta ff to
ho t international gue t . eedles to ay. it took Col Terry Can ham
(well kno"'TI for ht de ire to set up Gurkha Restaurant wherever he goes)
about a nano- ·econd to volunte r to host the pair!
fter a formal photo e ion with Maj Gen Ashle. Truluck (another
' bhatoholic'). gt 1angal and Cpl Dhal were given a gu ided tour of
Mon and the battlefield of Ypres. They were especially impressed by the
Menin Gate, which. among t thousands of others, Ii ts the name of those
Gurkha oldiers whose bodie were never recovered from the battlefields
of the First World War.
1 eedle
to ay gt 1angaJ and Cpl Dhal played superbly at the
dinner and did both the Corp and the Queen Gurkha ignal proud.

SOLDIER A D OFFICER RECRUITING AND LIAISON STAFF
BrRTWISTLE PE NA T OF MERIT FOR RECRUITING
The Birtwistle Pennant for Recruiting wa pre entcd to the orp by
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL, on relinqui hing his
appointment as ignal Officer in Chief (Army) in 1983. The pennant is
awarded annually to the Regular unit of the Corp that i deemed to have
made the mo t out tandi ng contribution to Royal Signals recruiting.
Commendations arc al o awarded to those units whose contribution i
regarded worthy of recognition. Unit are required to ubmit a report
annually to the Regimental Colonel on their recruiting activities over the
past year. The report, which is to cover the period up to 31 March each
year. must be at RHQ R SIG ALS by no later than 15 April for
adjudication. The SOinC(A) presents the Pennant and Commendations to
the Commanding Officers of the winning units at hi s annual conference.
The annual reports from units are the primary means of monitoring the
Corp recruiting effort and, if done diligently, negate the need for other
returns. It is for this rea on that TA unit are al o required to provide
report . The unit ubmi ion proforma i at Appendix 21 to Annex A to
OinC(A) PD 203. At hi conference on 18 May 2000, the SOinC(A)
pre ented the Birtwi tie Pennant for Recruiting to Lt Col CameronMowat, the CO of 2 ig Regt, for his Regiment' outstanding all round
contribution to Corp recruiting for year 1999/00. The SOinC(A) also
presented Commendation to the COs of 16 ig Regt and 30 Sig Regt.

Maj G en Ashley Tru luck a nd Lt Col Terry Canham
greet Sgt Mangal a nd Cpl Dhal at the S HAPE main entra nce

ROLE OF HO OUR 1993-99
1993/94 Winner - 216 (Para) Sig Sqn
1994/95 Winner - 2 Sig Regt
Commendations: AAC Harrogate and I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
1995/96 Winner - 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Commendations: AAC Harrogate and 7 Sig Regt
1996/97 Winner - 24 (Airmobile) Bde HQ & ig Sqn
Commendations: 2 Sig Regt, 11 Sig Regt and 259 ig Sqn
1997/98 Winner
- I (Mech) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (215)
Commendations: 11 Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regt, 39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
1998/99 Winner
- 5 (AB) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Conunendation : 2 Sig Regt, 11 Sig Regt and 21 Sig Regt (AS)
1999/00 Winner
- 2 Sig Regt
Commendation : 16 Sig Regt and 30 Sig Regt
Any queries should be directed to Maj (Retd) Keith Russell at SORLS,
Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTI I 8RH
Tel: Blandford Military: 9437 1 2130, Civilian: 01258 482130.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS and IT VACANCIES

HEADQUARTERS 1st SIGNAL BRIGADE

FAREWELL TO LT COL 'G S' GURR
Lt Col (Retd) R H Gurr finally left the Corps on 2 June 2000. 'Lt
Col Gus ' has been a stalwart of the Corps reaching the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel as a Traffic Officer and then retiring to work as the S02
Org/Estb of initially Communication Branch BAOR prior to moving to
his current job within Ist Signal Brigade. He intends to retire and live in
the Yienne region of France.
It is always a chilling moment when the Brigadier passes you and says
the immortal Words, 'Ben ca11 you drop ifllo the office When you have a
1110111e111? ' The task wa set and the words poken, 'Gus is leaving a11d

after forw years service. I wa11t a farewell party for him of the highest
standards.' ext came the difficult bit as 'Uncle Gus' or 'Grumpy' as he
is fondly known, decided that he would be awkward. The first problem
was that he wanted to fade away quietly. This was resolved by reminding
him of duty and standards. With his imminent move to his new life in
France, the co llection of his new cars, and the furniture move, a date was
difficult to set. Again a problem to olve, but with one phone call to his
wife Pat and like all good men he did as he was told. Those that know
' Gus' will also know that he has that Blairite feel for total control. When
a ·k111g where is the venue and is there a programme, he was told, ' Ju t put
on a uit and transport will collect you at eight.' This sent him on an
intelligence-gathering mi sion equal to the hunt for the E IGMA crypto
machine in the Second World War.
At thi point the plot thickened. Maj Garth Pickersgill that well
known Engli h Rugby supporter fe lt that 'Uncle Gus' was a traitor for
moving to France. It was then the French theme evolved, so that 'Gus '
and Pat could be the star guests at their own Revolution Party. The
Commander, Brig McDowall announced that he wanted to be Napoleon.
The plot thickened when he declared that we had to find a guillotine to
sort out the traitor. The Staff at this time were becoming worried about
the change in tradition and having to dress up, even in these more modem
liberal times. Thi wa soon re olved when C pl Tracy Mill announced
that she might be going as a Can-Can dancer? The night arrived and give
credit where credit is due the following is a list of the alter egos: Brig
apoleo n McDowell, Maj Buy a postcard ~avis, Maj Papillion
Pickersgill, Ben the Chef Britton, Maj Paraplme 0 Hara Capt un
King Townsend, Stuart The Pimp Boyne. With true style young Tracy
lied and along with the other girls arrived as the three Musketeers. Linda
the Commander's PA looked like Piaf. Cpl Rob Lavers looked dashing in
his Hus ar uniform. Finally the Staff Assistant, WOl Martin Healy
wore a Prussian uniform (novel for him) just to be different and the Chief
Clerk's, Sgt Steve Bennett, appearance as Rene complete with natural
padding, wa a good likeness.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••
lnfoStaff Ltd are a leading player in the contract staffing of Telecommunlcattons
and Information Technology positions UK and Overseas. From our otnces
In Warrington, Dublin and Aberdeen we have vacancies for short and long term
contract assignments and permanent vacancies.

Our specialist technology areas are •

Networking
Telecommunications

Brig McDowell presenting Lt Col 'Gus' Gurr
with a ship's decanter and glasses

• Radio Systems
Your lkllls wll be In system design,
commllllonlng, lnstallallon, and support.
Candidates should have left or considering
l8avlng the Corps In the next few months.

Please reply with CV to Fax 01224 428500,
E-mail: CYIOlnfoataff.co.uk.
lnlollall Ltd. Olflhore Houle, Wellheads Way,
Dyce, Aberdeen AB21 7GD.

Tel: 01224 428400.

• Information Technology
• Satellite Systems
• SoftYiare Engineering

The photographs how the assembled revolutionary mob. The farewell
presentation by Brig McDowall of a ship's decanter engraved with Jimmy
and the coup de grace as the blade falls. As a large number of the Corp
past and present are friends of 'Gus' and Pat, may we wish them a fond
farewell from all the Corps for their new life in France.
THE ALTERN TIVE Dl ' ER 'fGHT
Wine tasting with cheese and biscuits will never be viewed with quite
the same excitement, after our evening with excellent food and a
multitude of wines. DCOS, Maj Jonathan ' Lush ' Turner organised the
evening with the view that most of us drink wine whil t enjoying a good
meal, hence the theme developed. The evening started with an aperitif of
the delicate Piper Heidsieck Rose Champagne and a cheap but very
cheerful Cha rl es Kohler Blanc de oir. The smoked salmon
complimented delightfully the 1998 Chablis Rodet and 1999 Fairview
Chardonnay. The banter at this point was now in full flow and it was
obvious that our taste buds showed an inclination to a particular type of
grape or not, as may be the case. I could not tell you the type of grape but
who cares the Chabl is was great. For the buffs in our midst, Leo Yan
Voosen from a local Dutch Wine Merchant educated u on the
background of each wine. The dinner continued ampling the red wine
with our fillet steak but by this stage 1aj Mike ' Chin Chin' Doole wa
starting to get his green and red crosses mixed up, making it difficult to
have a sensible discussion as to which was considered to be the be t of
them By this stage he had already broken the first rule, by giving his
opinion. Oak caskets really do make a difference! C OS, Maj ' eed a
beer' Davis as far as I know did not do any minesweeping. A very fine
Muscat de St Jean- de- Minervois accompanied the des ert, followed by a
couple of Graham's ports. The evening was equally enjoyed by tho e of
the Ops Wine Tasting Society and those of the 'give us a crate club'.
Many thanks to DCOS for organising an evening that Grommit would
have been proud off.
THE l SIGNAL BRIGADE OPE GOLF
Having been away for most of May, 1 arrived back at work, to find
myself amid a foray of discussions a to which team was going to win the
forthcoming golf competition. civilian and military alike were caught up
in the hullaboo of strategy. types of balls, sizes of clubs etc. The teams
were chosen as fairly as pos ible with an experienced golfer, coupled with
a beginner. Although, I had never fathomed the fascination for the sport,
upon discovering that J wa teamed with the Commander, I thought t!1•s
might just be a good time to acquaint myself with the rules. The even mg
prior to the competition saw a row of novice golfers on the HL at JHQ
practising. all keen to win the next day. Balls were flying in every
direction and 1 had lo admit, it was fun . We boarded the minibuse , golf
bag in arms. ready for action. We were first to the tee, at thi point I
wished I had had a quick practise on the driving range. too late now.
I discover that the Comd, Brig 'lc Dowall is a bit of a bandit and
already we have achieved two under par on the first hole. The pundit tell
me this is known as an eagle. A we moved to the next hole. C apt Boggy
Boyne trying to impre Cp l M ills with his driving J>Ower narrO\~ly
mis ed the Commander. Could have been embarrassmg! C pl h lls
seemed to be having a lot of problems in the long gra s, managing to
bounce the ball off a bag, tree, then Capt Boyn e and still it remained in
the rough. As my confidence gre\ , unfortunately my putting fine e
deteriorated. Clearly, it was dependant on many factor such a the
surface of the green. t11e type of putter, the control of the put, I ju t hoped
that I could hold the game together. Why are andwiches u ed for getting
ot1t of bunkers?
Elsewhere, the talent was not a great deal better. 1aj 'Mad Dog'
Dooley achieved a Birdie but he was at hole 17, when the ball la~de~ in
hole 16 ! COS , Ma j E lto n D av is Mastered the art of ach1evmg
communication on the golf course. by putting one handed with the other
hand on the mobile telephone. We continued to hole 11 where we were to
compete for the longe t and hortest of drives. the pre ure got to us and
nothing was won. As the kie. grew darker. the day came to a clo e for
us, as we headed off to hole 19. Prize and presentations followed : We
aid farewell to W0 2 FofS ' Rupert the Bear' Lewend on who goe on
promotion to 16 Sig Reg1. WOI Marti n 'Ginja inja' Healy howed hi
pin point accuracy by winning nearest to the pin. The horte t and
Longest drives were won by Sgt ·Chiefy' Bennett and FofS 'Tez' Brown
respectively. To my complete a toni hment the . Commander and my ·elf
(Capt G illia n Smar t) won the overall compettuon and were pre ented
with a splendid trophy, hand crafted by Maj ' hippy· Britton.

GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST!
Publish it in The Wire - Th e Edi tor 1s

I nfoStaff uMneo

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

always pleased to receive mteres tmg articles
Lt Col 'Gus' Gurr walking to the guillotine
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driver, Cpl lark Colli ns running off to do a spot of training for his Junior
Comd Course. Despite all the war stories of 'parachute silk, a thumb nail
compass, ten pieces of gold and a packet of extra strong mints' he decided
to stick to the route and meet us at the end. The remainder of the walk
remained uneventful with the exception that everyone enjoyed the
company, the banter, the fresh air and still the sun was shmmg. It was
another successful day out from the hustle and bustle of thi very bu y HQ
and a chance for us al l the cc one another out of uniform now there's a
thought to finish on!

HEADQUARTERS
2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) SIGNAL BRIGADE

F T RE BRIGADE CO
EPT
In concert with contributing to the Corps Afi r ext ( A ) tudy, the
Brigade i conducting it own internal tudy into how it might evolve
further over the next 10-15 years. ' Future Brigade· will give con ideration
to the way in which the Brigade might embrace technological advance·
and deal with the demand, , which could be placed upon it around the
pe.ctru~ of ope1"3:tion . T.bi initiative. ha ~pawned many key action .
which will determme tangible change 111 tructure · . equipment and how
thee are u ed. They will draw pa1ticularly on the Brigade's HF and IT
e.x perti e and capability. The ynergy between the A ISG and TA units
will inevitably be strengthened as a result of' Future Brigade' and greater
empha is on pecialist capability within the CVHQ R JG AL .
OPERATIO PA LLI ER
On Thursday 11 May 2000, W02 (YofS) Jim James was just ·ertling
down to a hard day at the office when the COS gave him the good news ... a
hort notice ta k had just come up for a YofS to replace one Warrant
Ofl}cer (R ) curre~ tly deployed on Op Palliser. MCM having checked
thetr databa e for hghtJy plump Yeomen, who could do with losing a re~
pound in the ierra Leone jungles, W02 (YofS) Jim Ja mes wa declared
the winner!
ormal work wa dropped immediately and was followed by a mad
rush to get t?e nece ary injections and malaria tablets (Oh yes, YofS
James got h1 !) In between all thi , the Yeoman recei ed a one hour
tutorial on Frequency Software - RAPTOR. It wrould ordinarily have taken
a bit longer, but hey, the Yeoman was about to go on Operations! Within 24
hours, Jim James was airborne and on hi way to Senegal - courtesy of the
RAF. He then spent a couple of days at JTFHQ Rear in Dakar tryi ng to
come to term with the ·purple-speak' now seemingly common currency
amongst those fi ne chaps fro m orthwood . The HQ then moved lock
stock and two smoking barrels (another ID from the 501 Del perhaps?) t~
Lun~ Airport, '~hich had been secured by l Para a couple of days
preVIously. T he airport became a hive of activity receiving add itional UN
troops brought in to ~upport the Sierra Leone Goverrunent. Thi was good
news, because the qmcker they came in, the earlier the Briti h could return
home.
After two weeks, YofS James managed to get a visit to the swimming
pool at th.e Briri~h High Commission in Freetown. He was also present at
the everung bn efing, when the Force Commander, Brig Richards
thanked the outgoing CO I Para for his efforts and welcomed CO 42 COO
to his new role. Th is relief in place marked the beginning of the drawdown of the HQ ar Lungi, which meant the Yeoman could finally return
home to his loved ones; home, indeed, for tea and (hopefully) meda ls!
EXER CISE HORSESHOE FOR GE 13-14 MAY 2000
!=-x Horseshoe ~orge was a MAPPEX held in preparation for the
Bngade FTX due m September of this year. T he Exercise was held at
Corsham in the Services Cotswold Centre and involved all the Regimental
Ll?mmand Teams as well as the Brigade Staff. The whole Brigade is
pnmed and ready to deploy on the Brigade FTX, Ex Horse Shoe I in the
onh of England and Scotland duri ng September 2000.

The 2 Sig Bde team reach 1992 feet at Point Wolfe
(L-R): Maj lain Brownlee, Maj Paul Kelly and SSgt Dek Painter

ARMY CJS GROUP UPDATE
The ACISG has now taken control of the ISIS network with the arrival
of the ISIS team from G6 LA D. This has resulted in a re-organisation of
HQ ACISG with four distinct branches responsible for day to day tasking
and Operations through the Operation Office, Project Management,
Installation and Support and Service Management all working directly for
the Commanding Officer. The formal hand-over of the ISIS network and
its as ociatcd Memorandum Of Understanding was signed by ACO G6
Land and Commander 2 (NC) Signal Brigade on 5 May 2000 at Wilton.
During this extremely turbulent time there have been a number of
personnel changes. Maj Bob Holt and Maj Tony M cMahon have both
started their second careers in Civilian Street and Capt Tim Bamber
leaves us for a 12-month holiday as a member of the MATT Sierra Leone.
On the arrivals front Maj T im Langford has taken the baton as the newly
appointed Operations Officer with Capt Andy Fletcher replacing Capt
Tim Bamber within the cauldron of the Operations Office. Capt Phil
C utforth M BE became the first Technical Adjutant of HQ ACISG on his
arrival in June.

UAL Q ARTERl\1A TE RS' C ONVE 'TIO
The Annual Quartermasters' Convention and Dinner was held on Friday
14 April 2000. There were over 80 Quartermasters Past and Present
attending. The programme for the day included guest speakers from the
All Arm Quartermasters' School Deepcut, HQ LAND and HQ ARRC. It
also gave everyone the opportunity to watch the opening display by the
White Helmets. which was both thrill ing and impressive. The dinner in the
evening was presided over by Lt Col Mike Stevenso n and our guests
included The M aster and the Signa l Officer in Chief (Army) who
kindly agreed to give the after dinner speech. We sa id our fond farewell s to
M aj Bob Yeomans and Jo hn Harby who will be retiring within the next
twelve months and delighted in wishing Pat Lafferty a ' Happy 77th
Birthday' . Amongst other things, the event was an opportunity for the six
serving Lieutenant Colonel Quartermasters to meet. On the day this was
not possible due to Lt Col John Walker's absence on duty. The remainder
- with a combined 176 years of service between them are shown below.

A
The Command Team of 39 Sig Regt (V) pose for the camera
MaJ Butch Maycock demonstrates a trick shot close to his ECH
EXERCI E ROYAL HOR ESHOE 25 MAY-6 J
E 2000
~x Roya.I Hor. e hoe '~ led by Maj Pa ul Kelly and formed part of the
Bngade M1llenmum P~OJ ect. It found four of the Brigade Staff in Canada
on military trammg w ith the Canadian Forces. Prior to the exerci e the
team conducted a Staff Ride of the Gettysburg battlefield en-route to
Canada . The Exercise wa ba ed in ew Brun wi ck at the Combat
Training Centre and kindly supported by the 2nd Bn Royal Canadian
Regin1ent
The Exercise con. i ted o~ fo~r days of navigation training in the Fundy
Bay ar~ dunng which 1aJ fa in Brownlee had to be surgically removed
from hi s GPS. After many miles of trails and one very urpri ed racoon,
the team returned to Gagetown with rather ensitive feet. The Signal Pl of
2 RCR then mstructed th~ team on the Canadian equivalent to BOWMAN,
the TICCC system. Thi wa followed by an introduction to the latest
Canadian armoured vehicle, the Light Armoured Vehicle 3 which is
currently bei~g . eq~ipped with TICCCs. The Gagetown mo quitoe
declined our 111v1tat1on to a group photograph concentrating instead on
bmng W0 2 Ala n Dunca n. Finally the team wa given in truction on the
C7 and C9 personal and Fire Team support weapons and let loose on the
range. ~Sgt 'Dek' Painter displayed a certa in atisfaction at firing a year's
allocation for a TA Regiment 1n one afternoon. The Exercise ended with a
'Canadian Happy Hour' in the respective mes es of 2 RCR. Ex Royal
Horseshoe was a great succes and our thanks once more to the Canadian
Forces for their upport.

Firing the C9 'Mi ni-Mee'

The 801 Comms (V), Lt Col Alan Whittle leads the Command
Teams through the Recovery P hase of the Exercise

Briefing on TICCCs

Change of address?
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW.
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BRIGADE HEA DQ A RTERS TEAM S lL DI G
I T HE FOREST OF DEA
A a ' welcome ' to the Brigade the new Comd 81;g . C. Jackson
M BE led a Team Bui lding exercise in the Forest of Dean. The day wa
perfect for a hard tab for all the military and civ ilian members of the HQ but in brilliant sunshine! Good - no complaints o far. Tran port took u
down the motorway and across the old evern Bridge (still unshinc, one
compla int ' It's a bit hot today!' there' no pleasing ome).
The route had been rccced by W02 (YofS) Jim James, W02 (SQM )
Al Dunca n AG and
gt ·Dek' Painter. Al wore his slick 'de ert boot ·
expecting a gentle walk, however, within five steps of getting out of the car
we knew Al was going to be our entertainment for the day. It wa .decided
to give the boy and girls an undulating and varied walk - bit of an
understatement, what we meant was, nine and a half mi les of walking
through mud, streams, bogs, on di u ed rail tracks. over gates, through
gardens and the obligatory up and down hill s. Well we did say varied! We
had warned everyone that the route was a little damp and a good pa ir of
boot would be advisable it had not rai ned for two weeks and the route
chosen was less damp. W02 (SQM S) Al Duncan was letermined to
conquer the haza rds, again with his 'Ba n~bi on ice' slick .d eserts. He who
put on chest high fi hing boot wi ll remai n namele suffice to ay he had
many requc ts to ' borrow ' them for the night.
. .
The sun still shone and complaint number two · .... not another hill !
On ly seven mi les to go and the en e of humour is kicki ng in. At c~~ct ly
the half way point there was a pla e of liquid refreshment and deh 1ous
gastronomical delights on offer - espec ially fo r the registry team. Aller a
light lunch the second half of the navigation ta ' k began with the Comd's
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Lt Col P. W . J . Whitehead , Lt Col W. N. White MBE, Lt Col M. A.
Stevenson MBE , Lt Col M. V. Ledwards, Lt Col D. J . Lumb
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HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
EXERCI E ARCADE FAL 0
I write the e note whil t itting in the Hook nf Holland following
another masterful mo ement plan concocted by tlQ LA D. Thanks
LA. 'D, for organi ing a move over the holiday cason and carefully
coordinating the deployment with EURO 2000! Fellow pa sengcrs on the
ferry \11ere very impre ed that the rmy had been deployed to contain
the football violence. However. advance elements are in the concentration
area in Moenchcngladbach and eagerly awaiting our arrival. The
deployment ha had its moment , memorable. have been laj Peter
·my· William seen first \vork parading hi vehicle. He noticed that
the ide light were not working and looked ma terful with both
idelight hanging from their ockets. pare bulbs in hundred~ and fuse
held in hi teeth, when Cpl E mm ett explained that in the WOLF the
ignition ha to be turned on for the light to work! Sgt 'Mac· Mc eill
and Cpl ·Day to do' Beacall nearly did not make the ferry crossing a
their tyre blew on the generator en - route, necessitating REME n::covery.
A full report on the exercise will follow in the next WIRE note .
THO E THAT ARE DOI G A LOT
The commercialisation team continues to remain bu y and are keeping
the project on schedule de pile the best effort of 'dodgy power in
theatre. The Ops Team were al o busy on deployment to Germany for yet
another planning meeting. With our S02 Log. Maj 'Rab' You ng, as
driver (how is that for being pre sed for stafl) they departed for the
airport. Unfortunately the afari LandRo er wa not up to the challenge
and on the way to the airport. after cata trophic power failure and in a
plume of white smoke. the land Rover breathed it last breath and
expired on the hard shoulder. Thi omewhat di appointing end was
followed by the comment from Capt Dick Gamble ' l as ume that you
first works paraded thi vehicle Rab' - 02 Log not amused! The re ult
being that the Op Team had to be lifted to the airport in a police car,
leaving S02 Log Sp, to await recovery. For once calls to the AA were not
an wered with their normal alacrity as unfortunately. the number used
was that of WOl (YofS) Gra ha m Pardew's mobile number - mes ages
of where are you are not much u e when you receive them in Germany.
This possibly goes to show something that we all knew anyway - YofS
are the fifth Emergency ervice. The Headquarters travel agency
flourishes under C pl Phil Beacall AGC who can now tell you how to get
from anywhere to anywhere at any time so long as you do not mind three
changes, two stopovers and have an unlimited budget. There i no truth in
the rumour that he ha already arranged his own flight out of the
Headquarters. Club class to his new unit. which of course i located on an
airfield. Rumour ha it he has volunteered to join us on Ex Able Condor
(
) 2001.
PROJE CT CORMORA 'T
Life at the hub of the HQ, i.e the G2/G3 Branch continues as ever at a
frantic pace. The Bde FofS, W02 (FofS) Pete S towell and the COS, Maj
Steve 'Bore da Cariad' Johns appear to spend half their lives attending
progress meeting on Project Cormorant which in layman term is
TWAC . The Brigade is the lead for the introduction of the y tern with
2 Sig Regt being respon ible fo r its introduction into service. and both 2

and 30 ig Regts being equipped with the first tranche of the system.
This is th first MART procurement project being run by the MoD, with
the in itation to tender being released in August, and the first tranche
operational by the end of 200 I; pretty rapid procurement by anyone's
standard. Currently, there are two contractor in the running for the
contra t, OGE T and RTM. From what we have seen of the proposed
y tern thus far. whichever company eventually wins the contract, the
Corp ' ill be equipped with a state of the art area communications
y, tem that i rapidly deployable and able to support the JTFHQ and
other formation HQ .
THOSE THAT ARE OT DOI GA LOT
The principle work- hy (clearly not a career soldier writing this
article!) is the omd, Brig 'Jonathan' Cook who has spent the Exercise
planning pha ·eon trek in epal. It is sti ll unclear why the Gurkha Major.
avindrabahadur Gurung was so essentia l to the plannin g of the
Exerci e, particularly when he wa not attending it. Suffice to say, that the
Comd seemed to be mnre concerned with tribal carpets than trunk nodes.
However. having made a number of generous donations to villages on his
travels he ha returned fresh and ready to tackle Germany, Bo nia and
Kosovo, and all at the ame time! Who aid '. ... and don't forget his
sailing cour e in Kiel next month?'
While talking of people who can read crystal balls, be in two places at
the same time and move at the peed of light our CO , Maj Steve Johns
has at la t completed his marathon running a re pcctable time in the
Hereford Marathon. Also con picuous by his absence has been Capt Al
Garrett who ha actually taken time off to get married. In my day you
had to be at least 25 to get married and to be entitled to a married quarter
and full pay packet (marriage allowance to you young ter ). We wish both
Holly and Alan a happy and fruitful life.
COURT A D OCIAL
It i with regret that we announce the resignation of Maj Steve
Beller by our 02 Log(V). teve ha been on leave of absence for the last
year following a number of years as a member of the permanent staff. His
new busines has taken off and expanded as we hoped it would, but ha
resulted in time becoming a premium. We wish him even more success
for the future. Another temporary member of the permanent staff who has
left u is Maj Peter Will iams who after an 18 month period of doing
most things. leave to assume to as ume The post of R02, S02 CIS 143
Bde. He remains on the strength of the Headquarters having reverted to
being a 'proper TA officer'.

The winning team with Capt (QGO) Krishna, the CO and the MTO of 11 Signal Regiment posing for a photograph after the races
REGIME TAL SHOOTI G TEAM
EXERCISE FIRST SHOOT - CORPSAAM 2000
The Regimental Shooting Team a~hieved ~reat success du~ng
pre-training and the Royal Corp of Signals Skill At Arms Meetmg
(CORPSAAM) throughout the following periods. Exercise First Shoot
from 2-7 April 2000 and CORPSAAM 2000, held from 7-14 April 2000 at
Ash/Pirbright Range complexes. All me!11bers were. selected to represent
the Regiment that consisted of the followmg compos1t1on: 2 x 5.man.teams
and x 2 individuals. Despite the atrocious weather (snow, hml, ram and
strong winds) the teams did pat'.icularly well, achievin~ ex.ceptional scores
throughout the competition. Thi coupled with determmauon and personal
marksman hip gave the team a great en e of personal achievement.

VISITOR S
The Headquarter received only visitor at the working level in this
reporting period. However, talking of visits, we are glad to say we have at
last managed to get some of our civilian staff out to visit unit . Our EO
Fin Davin a ·Where are we now?' Carter and AO Fin T in a 'How hould
I know' Smith visited 2 and 30 Sig Regt and got lost on both occasions!
Well to be fair they were out of Shropshire and we all know that
Shrop hire is the centre of the known world.

11 Signal Regiment Shooting Team
Back Row (L-R): Maj Brown, Sgt D. Copley, Sig C. Rollo,
Sgt A. Kennedy, LCpl J. Brown, Sgt G. Padfield, Capt B. Bryan,
Lt Col R. T. Hoole
Front Row (L-R): Capt Yam Rana, Sig D. Harris, Sig C. Clarke,
Sig D. Dickson, Sig Steele

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT

11 IGNAL REG IM E T WI
C HALLE G E - 2000

THE DRAG O

BOAT

By Sg1 Prembahadur Ale - The Royal School ofSignals
The of May 2000 was a historic day for both QG Signals and Roya l
ignals. For the first time in history, a team of Signallers from the
Blandford Camp participated in the prestigious Dragon Boat Challenge
Race 2000 on the River Thames in Abingdon , Oxfordshire. This is an
annual event in which teams from major boating and rowing clubs take
part to raise much needed money for charities. 11 Sig Regt's team
consisting of2 I Gurkha trainees, was one of the 40 teams that competed in
the race thi year. The team, without any prior training improved their
kills with every race and qualified for the semi-final as one the four
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fastest teams. To everyone's surprise, they won their emi-fina l and lined
up with five other teams for the fina l. Thou ands of spectators lined the
River Thames to watch the gruell ing fina l race. After a thri ll ing 250
metres race, our team emerged as winners finishing the race in a time or l
minute 18 seconds. The President of the International Rotary lub then
presented the team with a fabulous trophy and a medal to each individual.
The Team hopes to win a econd trophy for rai ing the most money
through sponsorships. They have rai ed in exce s of £2 100 to be shared
between the Gurkha Welfare Trust, the Sobell and Helen House Ho piccs.
Thanks go to Cap t (QGO) Krishna G urung whose idea was behind the
fundraising events.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2000

The two experienced shots, Capt Yam Ra na and Sgt 'What's that all
about?' D. Copley, did a creditable job .at teachin.g tho e persons w1thm
the team who have little or no hootmg expenence for a uccessful
CORPSAAM. The presentation consisted of prizes and medals being
awarded equally between 30 ig Regt and I I Sig Regt by the Mas!er of
Signals. The 11 ig Regt 'A' Teai:i ended up achi~ving. econd place m the
Rifle Team Matches and the Ma1or Umt Champ1onsh1p. All scores were
only a couple adrift from 30 ig Regt. Als~ a very well ?o?e to gt D.
Copley who achieved Royal ignals Champion at Arms, Sig It forces me
to become a criminal' D. R. Dixon and Sig 'Where's my golf ball?' C.
Clar k who both required three meda ls to hold the bars that were awarded
on personal merit.
.
Other achievement are as fo llows: Top P1 tol shot - Lt C ol R. T.
Hoole, Champion Rifle shot - C apt Ya m Ran.a, Best B Clas shot runner
up - Sig D. R. Dickson, Pistol Team M~tch Wmner , FJBUA Team Match
Winners, A sociation Team Match Wmners, Runners up Comba.t nap
Team Match, Runners up Robert Team Match, Runners up Whitehead
Team Match,
The following two members of the Regiment Capt Yam Rana and gt
D. Copley, were selected to repre ent the Corps in the Inter orps
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Methuen Team Match held on Friday 14 April, both producing creditable
re ults for the Corps. Also the following three members of the Regiment:
Sgt 'Please give me a medal ' G. P!ldfield, Sig D. R. Di ck~on and Sig I?·
T. Ha rris were awarded their Regimental Colours - Shootmg, for 11 Sig
Regt. If all team members can mai ntain the consistency and form shown
throughout the above periods, then things are looking bright for the Royal
Signals in the forthcomi ng Army Pistol Championship held on 3 June
2000, also the prestigious Queen's Medal Competition and other central
Matches held at Sisley from 2-4 July 2000.
In conclusion, the CO, O!C - Capt B. H. Bryan and the 21C - gt D.
Copley congratulate all team members on their achieve!11en.ts an~ thank all
OC SquadronsfTroops/Dept for their support m releas.mg md 1v.1du~s and
assisting the Regimental Shooting. Te~ whe.n required. Pra1 e 1s also
given to all team members for their part1c1pat:1on and the success of the
Regimental Shooting Team. This benefi ted not only the members but also
the Regimental Trophy Cabinet.

11 SIGNAL REGIME TAL SHOOTI G TEAM RES LTS
C ORPSAAM 2000
Capt Yam Rana
Individual Winner
Match 2 (Roupell Cup)
(Battleaxe Tp)
ig D. T. Harri
Best Young Soldier
Match 17 (FIBUA)
(Wspr Tp)
11 ig Regt
Team Winners
'A' Team
11 SigRegt
Match 3 (Henry Whitehead) Team Runners Up
'A' Team
gt D. Copley
lndi idual Winner
Match 4 (A ociation)
(RTW)
11 Sig Regt
Team Winners
'A' Team
11 Sig Regt
Team Runners Up
Match 7 (Roberts)
·A' Team
gt D. Copley
Individual Winner
L WMatch
(RTW)
ig D. T. Harris
Best Young Soldier
(W pr Tp)
11 Sig Regt
Team Runners Up
'A' Team
11 ig Regt
Match 34 (Combat nap) Team Runners Up
·A' Team
LC plJ Brown
5th Place
Pistol Champion hip
(Trial pt Tp)
gt D. opley
Runner up
(RTW)
Lt C ol RT Hool
Individual Winner
(HQ R )
11 ig Regt
Team Wi nners
Pi to! Ti le
'A' Team
11 ig Regt
Pistol Team
'B' Team
11 ig Rcb'1
Team Runners Up
' ·Team
C apt Yam Rana
Winner
Champion Ri fl e hot
(Battleaxe Tp)
gt D. ople)
Winner
Best British Firer
(RTW)
11 igRegt
Team Runners Up
Champion Team Rifle
'A' Team
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. 1ajor

nit

h<?mpion -hip

Team R unners

p

11 ig Regt
'A' Tea m
Team Runners Up
Capt Yarn Rana
Inter
rp Rifle Team
( Battleaxe T p)
gt D. Copley
(RTW)
hamp1on nt nns
Winner
Sgt D. Copley
(Rifle. L Wand Pi tol)
( RTW)
total of 16 team competed. II ig Regt 'A' and ' B' Team ga ining
overall placing of econd and si ·tJ1 re pectiv y.
THE CORP. MILLEN I 1 P. RTY - 19 MAY 2000
'JI I lY' 'GRA D 0 Y OUT
, om~o~e, somewh~re, omctime had an idea for a ' Grand Day Out '.
\\ouldn t 1t be a good idea for the orps to celebrate the Millennium w ith
a great big Morri ion up . followed by a great bi g a ll ra n ks p arty!
om~one . omewhere, ·omet1111e agreed - · 1ake it o ', and so it wa that
l l 1gnal Regiment were tasked with not only the Morri on C up but also
the C~rps Millen!"ium Party. It has to be said that fo r once ple nty o f
lead-time wa - given for the event a nd so laj Tomkins (M s C o ord ina.t or) a ss embled her team of Capt Dave Kenyon (Mr
Entertainments), WO! Mark E lliot and WOI Keith Fis her (Mr and Mrs
Logi tics) and the planning began. The budget from th e Corps was
£30,000 and Maj Tomkins immediately et about pending it in a manner
that o.nty the fairer ex could achieve. uffice 10 ay that when you are
pl_annm!? on an . bmate of between 2000 - 4000 people 30K di appears
f1:1ghterungly quickly. Approval for t~e plan, including a free funfair, open
air rock concert, fireworks, huge D1 co Marquee and street entertainers
was given and wtth a ·green light for go ' . contract were igned and
booking made.
Over the next few ~ont~s . as. the party approached, many wo lves
g~there? around ~he le1gh mclu_dmg power requirements, extra to ilets,
First Aid cover, msurance , buntmg work parties, security (not a dirty
word), to name but a few. 1one the les , WOI Fis her and Elliot shot
down each and every one of them. With seven day to go marquee
started to go up and complaints started to roll in as first one and then
ano0er c~r park ar~und the centre of camp was put out of bound .
De p1te tlus, preparatton went smoothly and the arrival of the Faimround
ride really parked interest around the can1p and with those members of
ilie Corps attending the Morrison Cup. As the final piece of bunting was
tretch.ed across t~e centre of ea!np t11e sun broke through ilie clouds,
beraldmg a beautiful clear evemng - at la t a Corps event with good
weather! The party opened for families at I 730hrs, to allow the younger
members of the Corps ' family to enJOY the funfair without having to
compete \vith eager older. bigger party goers. It was packed!
The official opening was at I 930hrs when the CO. Lt Co l Roddy

N_icholson and R M. WO J_ Harry Kemp were launched on the Vertical
EJeellon Scat Bungee by Sig Haddoc~ who won the C harity Draw and
the opportumty to pres the button, receive£ I 00 and e nd his career ea rly!

Col Hadfield and Mr Dart cutting the ribbon

Sig Haddock worries about his career prospects as he explains to
the CO, Lt Col Roddy Nicholson, why he is about to
'launch him into space '
ot to be out done, the l l Sig Regt pa ir were qui ckly fo llowed by the
COS R Signa l , Col John Ewbank and tJ1e Corps RSM , WOl Geoff
Hodgson .

Sig 'Marsden' Marsden receiving his winners medal from the CO

RSM, W01Harry Kemp and the CO, Lt Col Roddy Nicholson ,
about to be launched on the vertical bungee by Sig Haddock
'Another fine mess you've got me into .. .. ...... '
It has to be sai~ that it will take a lot of money to get any of them to
repeat the experience! The evening remained clear and the event
progre.ssed smoothly. The bands who were performing live on an
open-air stage were Spectrum, Strictly Taboo and OASIS 'T. All of them
gave t.op class entertainment and with the Spectre Video Road-Show
pump111g out the dance tracks music, the festival was certain to be
successful. Alt of the normal bars and entertainment venues in camp had
joined in with the party atmosphere. Humph Bahada 's had a Kareoke and
Barbecue and th.e Semaphore Arms, as well a providing two outdoor
marquee bars_. laid on a 'soft play area ' with a bucking bronco, bungee
run an~ pole JOUstm&. In addition they had provided funding for the street
entertamers and a big thank you must go to Donna and her staff who
helped make the evening such a success (as well as donating £365 from
their profit to charity).
. As the evening turned. to i:iight, everyone was treated to a spectacular
firework and pyrot_echme display from the Mercury Falling Firework
Company and tJ1e disco really turned up the volume to sec the party to its
eon~lus1on. Th~ next morning brought reality as those members of the
R~g1ment nom.mated a the clearing up party paraded under WOls
Fisher and Elhot and got to grip with half-eaten burgers, empty cans
and the rubbish generated wh~n so many people have uch a good time.
B~ lunchtm~e, ho~ever, .the tidy up was complete with only the large
fairground ndes still on site. lt was estimated that between 3000 and 3500
people attended the party, which was held in a fantastic atmosphere and
~~s co~pletel y free from trouble. In particular they all agreed that
Jimmy really had enjoyed a Grand Day Out!

SSgt Tot and his family enjoy the Corps Millennium Party

nom111ating two teams each there was no shortage of enthusiasm and stick
wicldin? from the participants. Beaufighter and Iron Tps made up the two
teams fr~m 2 ( ~tten ck) Sqn and the quadron Sergeant Major, W02
(SSM) Fisher tramcd both team the week before the competition 1he
SM's unique train ing methods and his advice, which went along the
Jines of, 'Don't be rabbits chasing the ball ,' and 'Play as a team,' could be
heard from afar. It must, however, be said that thi advice mainly fell on
deaf ears. as both teai;is showed their kc~nncss and enthusiasm by chasing
the ball hke rabbits . Among the rabbits, was the under 23 's Combined
crviccs goal keeper, Sig 'Marsden' Marsden , who was to become the
most va luable asset to t11e Beaufighter Tp team when in the fi na l against
Lighting Tp, 3 Sqn. A draw at full time meant going to pena lty flicks to
decide the wi nne rs. Sig Marsd e n showed why he was selected for the
Combined Services Tea m saving a ll but o ne of the flicks, giving
Beau fighter T p the I [arrogate Hockey up.

HARROGATE CUP HOCKEY
l 3 April saw the finals of the Harrogate Cup Hockey compet ition that
had been run over the previous three days, with each quadron

SPORTS FOR ALL
In addition to the routine o f trade tra ining, the Regiment has continued
to reap the reward in sporting achieve ments, some reports of which can
be read be low. In summary the Regiment won the Race the Sun event,
won the Ladies event of t11e Lanyard Trophy, won both t he Mens and
Women s team event in the Morri son Cup. A team of Gurkhas won a
Dragon Boat compe tition in Abingdon beating 60 other teams in the
proces . The Regim enta l Shooting Team won numerous categoric at the
Divisional meeting and a number of individual qualified for Bisley. The
m ode rn triath lo n team pe rformed with distin c tion at the aiional
Championships and the womens triathlon team won convincingly at the
Divisional C hampion hips. Both the mens and womens swimming quads
have ju t conquered all at the Divisional Champion hips and now look for
more honours at the UK a nd Army level championships. The Second XI
soccer team have wo n their league and the mountain bike squad are
making their presence felt in the C ombined Services Mountainbike
Series. To top it all the Mens and Womens Regimental Tug of War team
are out pulling the best the RA can mu ter. I f that is not enough, two
trekking expeditions have rece ntly returned from epal and the French
Pyrennes. In May the Commanding Officer, Lt Col R. G. ichotson,
accepted the award of the Birtwistle Pennant for Sport on behalf of the
Regiment, durin g the OinC ' conference. This reflect the sporting
achievement and the Unit 's contribution to the fostering of sport over the
previous year.
THE RE-OPE I G OF THE J
lOR RA KS CL B 'Fl JGA 'S BAR'
l I April 2000 saw the opening of ' Finnigan ' Jrish Bar. This was the
refurbi hmcnt of the old Junior Ranks Club (the Semaphore Arms) at a
cost in excess of£ I 87K. The rebuild surprisingly only took five weeks
and the new facilities were officially opened by the Commander Royal
choot of ignal s, Col Hadfield and the hief Executive of AAFJ, Mr
Jeffery Dart. The ceremony was watched in awe, by over 100 Pha e 2
students and 35 AAFl managers from the outhern Area. The theme for
'Finnigan • is that of an old fashioned lri h style bar utili ing vast
amounts of heavy wood panelling and refurbished wooden doors, giving
an up to date authentic feel to what has traditionally been imply the
' NAAFt bar'. Mix.ing the old world with the modern, the pool tabl and
other bar games remain but are set next to a high-tech £20k Audio ideo
ystem . To comp lement the new bar, 'Dakota 'American Diner wa also
unveiled; this provides a Fa t Food outlet, ser ing a wide selection of
cholesterol packed but tasty snacks. This faci lity, solely for the use of tJ1e
Pha e 2 soldiers, i now the most up to date of all the AAFTcomp lexes
in the outh of England. After the short open ing ceremony the evening
got underway with a buffet supper and, more importantly for some, a
couple of free beers, courtc y of AA Fl. At 2000hr the door were
open..,d to the rest of the trainee , and despite the pre ence of the R M
Ms (well , there wa free beer) the evening was an
and four of bis
o utsta nding success, enjoyed by a capacity crowd of enthu ia tic, well
behaved young soldiers. ( ce note about presence of R M/ M ).
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LA YARD TROPHY - by Sig Donna Chivers
Traini ng started in early January; initially we spent two evening a
week tabbing around camp getting ' boo t fri endly'. There were about 15
interested people in January but thi soon dropped to a hard core of ten
kee n (o r me n ta ll y de ra n ge d) people. The team trained hard for 4
months. By the end of it we all knew the Blandford country ide like the
back of our hands. It wasn't always all work and no play though : a few
training sessions ended in a couple of quiet drinks in a local ho telry. On
one occasion we had to make a swift ex it as the CO was due at the pub!
We also managed a few weekends in Dartmoor going over the route itself.
The weather, however, was hardly ever on our side; if it wasn't mining
and blowing a bitter wind then it was snowing. Time flew by and before
we knew it the team had been selected. The final team consisted of: Capt
Sophie Davies, S gt Tina Edward , Capt Teri Downes, 2 Lt Kate
Mil ner, 2Lt Liz William , Sgt Donna caife, Sgt Yvonne Jone , LCpl
arah Jordan, ig Donna Chivers and Sig Amy Rhodes. gt Lisa
Whitting and Sgt Dani Thwaite were our ever miley and enthu ia tic
Adm in Team. Unfortunately two keen members of the squad were unable
to make the team. ig ally Hubble was in epal on Exercise and Sig
Esther Woods had injured her shoulder during training. After a restle
a nd very short night, we got up at 0200hrs on the morning of the
competition. After an hour and a half in the minibus we arrived at the
Start Point ready for the 0500hrs mass start. True to form on Dartmoor, it
wa s cold, wet , windy and misty. Did we really have to get out of the
mi.nibu ?
With 28 teams starting the competition the first couple of hours were
really quite ociable. However it oon became apparent that our main
rival would be 30 Sig Regt. It was very exciting up to Checkpoint (CP) 4
as one minute we were ahead and the next them . Unfortunately Sgt
Yvonne Jones left us at CP4 after a mammoth effort. By then the mist
had come down and we were relying on our compa es and our
knowledge of the area. Fortunately we did not get lost (unlike some male
teams) we tarted to gradually catch up with 30 Sig Regt. At the CPs they
were ahead of us by I 0, 7, 5 and then 3 minute . adly 2Lt Kate Milner
left us at CP5 a she had been worrying u for an hour or o with a very
bad che t infection. Down to our minimum of eight we knew we all had
to finish and at CP 14 we decided to make our move and gambled on a
swiftly cro country hill climb that put us ju t ahead of 30 Sig Regt who
had taken the slightly longer road route. We then took the pace up.
convinced that 30 ig Regt would fight u every last minute of the route.
At this stage we were exhau ted - Capt Davies had been throwing up
arow1d the route. LCpl arab Jordan's knee wa popping in and out and
Sig my Rhodes wa struggling heroically along with awful blisters.
Despite all of thi . we decided a a team that we wanted to win and found
the energy to beast ourselves to the fini h - we even managed a print to
the finish line! We fini hed in a time of 14 hour and 9 min - 32 minute
ahead of30 ig Regt.
On top of the delight in winning the Female Competition and taking
the Trophy home for the eeond year running, we had al o beaten eight
Regular men 's teams and all t11e TA team . All in all we did extremely
well to just complete the route never mind come where we did. ome
members of the team aid it would be their last Lanyard while others ·aid
they would be back next year an<l, yes, I' m one of the latter group!!
MORRISO ' C P 2000 - by Capt (MAA) B. J. A. Dupree APTC
The Millennium Morri on Cup took place, at its now accepted home of
Blandford over the period 18119 May 2000. The weather god decided to
play their hand and brought the u ual mi . ed weather, rain one minute
followed by bright un hine. Thankfully the final afternoon -e sion
warranted the smattering of Panama ·s and Ray ban , with glonou
unshine ensuring the meeting finished on a high. The team entries
increased from ta t year, although operational commitment took their
toll in the last week. Thi years· competition wa: t11e first joint UK and
Germany, with I (UK) D R and 16 ig Regt milking the tong Journey
from Germany. The Minor Unit - ompetition contained ATR
Ba singbourn , newcomers to the competition, who would later make a
big impact. The Blandford track has six lanes and with eight female team
entries it meant that heat ' ould be required. Thi · wa overcome by
holding the event t11at take a long time to compete. such a · 5000m. pol
vault. hammer and the hurdle events, on the first day.
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The ,ta ndard \\3 high from the fir.t event and only one point
separated the top team · at the end of day one. Day Two arrived with the
cu tomary dar~ cloud. and many felt that the Morrison Cup weather
curse would , tnke _nga 1~ . ~ortunatel. the weather improved and the high
·tandard of athlell w11hm the Royal ignals wa evident with ome
e cellent p~rformance from e ta~li-hed atlllete throughout the orps,
and prom1 .mg yo~n~ ter ompetmg from 11 Sig Regt. The e talented
young soldier , amvmg weekly fr"m Ba singbourn and Arborfield, made
up the bulk of the 11 ig Regt teams.
T~e · trength in depth began io make an impact 01 the competition and
11 1g Regt began lo pull away in the Major Units and Ladies event. ATR
Bassingbourn were looking strong and making a concerted effort to win
the Minor U~it event on their first appearance. The competition wa
conc.l ~ded wtth om~ very .exciting relays which highlighted the very
qualtue that we tnve to improve through sport, that of team work
elfle comnutment, fitne , courage and determination. On completio~
of ';he relay the re ult. were decided and 11 ig Regt won the Major
nits and TR Ba, ingbourn won the Minor nits in their first
a1_>pearance in the ~orri on Cup. The ladies competition wa won by 11
1g Regt by .a margm. but the fight for runners up spot was very close.
Only 2.5 po1~t eparated the next four team , empha ising the maxim
that.every pomt counts and that all team members, whether first or eighth
are 1mpo~l8n!. The econd pot wa eventually won by 15 ig Regt, which
made their tnp across the water all the more worthwhile.
The Tug of War final were held prior to the prize giving ceremony in
front of the .hundred of _Pect.ator in the radium. Proreeding were
kicked offw.1th a fierce ladies fmal between 11 ig Regt and 14 ig Regt
(E\V). The fmal was a be t of three pulls, with the first eventually won by
14 Si& Regt (EW). The . econd end wa a titanic truggle that aw the lead
chang.mg band m~~y times, 11 Sig Regt eventually won and drew level.
T~e fmal and dec1d1~g end wa just as exciting with 14 Sig Regt (EW)
tnumphant. The mens fmal was a contest between I (UK) Armd Div HQ
an~ Sig .Regt and 11 Sig Regt. The first two pulls went the way of the
lad1.e. fmal and the scene wa et for a very exciting third and final
dec1dmg end. A very. vocal crow~ cheered on, and the experience and
teamw?rk of l(UK) Div HQ and 1g Regt saw them win a ten e last end.
The pnzes were pre ented by the OinC(A). Brig C. J. Burton OBE,
w~o state~ that he was delighted that, even in these busy times, we can
till find ame to have some fun with port. He congratulated all pre ent
whatever their result, on their excellent efforts over the past two days.
'
MORRISO C P 2000 TEAM RESULTS
MAJOR UNIT
First
11 ig Regt
Second - 2 Sig Regt
Third
I (UK) Div HQ and ig Regt

196.5 points
152 points
146 points

Ml 'OR NIT
Fir t
- ATR Ba singboum
Second - 249 ig Sqn
Third
16 Air Asslt Bde (216)

65 points
50 points
48 point

WOME SUNITS
First
l l Sig Regt
Second - I S Sig Regt
Third
- 21 Sig Regt (AS)

110 points
73 points
72 points

hock team now faced the Royal Marines, who had been training for
month and had won the event last year; also in the finals was a strong
unde~dog team from the Alderney comn~unity centre. With a chance of
wmmng upon us, we decided to go tactical and lighten the load so we
reduced our team by four pe?ple. Tl~e Royal Marine had a great start
with our team closely ~o~lowmg beh md, unfortunately our inexperience
took its toll. We were tmng fast and siarted to lose our rhythm falling
back mto third pl ace , our finishing position. At th e end of ihc day
however, we were all happy that we had accomplished so much. We had
entered .a team event and ach ieved what we thought would be impossible
by makmg tt all the way to challenge the Royal Marines in the final.
wa a great weekend and a rewarding experience. All that remained wa
for us r.o co llect our trophy and to throw LCpl Reynolds into the lake for
man~gmg to stay dry all day! Overall a good day and we are already
look.mg forward to nex t year. when we will be aiming to beat the Royal
Mannes.

It

3 Squadron Dragon Boat Team complete with

The victorious athletics squads at the Morrison Cup

3 Q ADRO DRAGO BOAT RACE
On Sunday ~4 May 2000 a team from Lightning Troop, 3 (Harrogate)
qn competed m the Dragon boat race in aid of the Poole Heart Appeal.
Thi~een teams too~ part in the race in~luding members from the Royal
M~nnes, Pool~ Pohc.e and the Dorset Fire and Rescue Service. After an
enjoyable evenmg pnor to the race, our illustrious leader, LCpl 'Chelsea'
Rc)'.nol~s , and 17 weary crew members turned up to a fog filled lake. To
begm with, it was doubtfu l that the event was even going to take place
due to the fa~t that you could not see IOft in front of you, but afier tw~
hou~ ?f wanmg we managed lO start the heats.
lmttally when we ~ot .into the boat, we thought we were going to
capsize, as w_e found 1.t d1.mcult to synchronise our rowing. Sigs Rizza
'Ind Mc~enz1e, who tried m vam _to drown our helmsman, didn't help the
_ituatton. We managed to i:nake .'t throu~h the heats ~ nd qualify for the
em1-hnal~ .• ow we ?ec1ded 1t was time t.o dig in and, amazingly,
narrowly won the semi-final thereby quahfymg for the final. Our ad-

LCpl 'Hawaii Five O' Vernon
Sig Moore (Teal'!l Captain) , LCpl Reynolds (Crew Manager),
.
Sig D1p.endra (D.rummer) , LCpl Vernon ,
S1gs Macp~erson , Rizza, l(Vhtttaker, Mckenzie, Jones 504, Huber,
Graham, 0 Connor, Gabb1don, Morley, Turner, Hunter, Smith 204
and Spotswood

RACE THE SU 2000
. Personnel from 11 Sig Regt and Royal School of Signal along with
nme other teams entered this year's Race the Sun event, which was hosted
by 2 Sig Regt and conducted in and around the York area. The idea
behind Race the Sun is that competitors tart the race as the sun rises and
then aim to finish the course before it sets. This year ' event consisted of
15 legs; teams were allowed a maximum of 25 competitors and five
admm staff. The. race started a_t 0500hrs in the morning and finished at
about l 83_0hrs wi~h the pnze g1".mg at I 900hr . The race i a relay style
event, which requires all competitor to complete their designated legs to
ensure the team .completes the race. '.he. team who finished all the legs in
the fas_test tune is Judged to be the wmrung team. Work and trade training
commitments prevented the team .fr?m meeting until the day we deployed
to York. On 24 May from an on.gmal cast of 30 competitors, 18 team
m~mber s turned up at the Reg ime nta l Training Wing. A hectic 30
mmutes was then spent under the control of Cpl ' Digger' Rjgg cramming
bikes and canoes mto our very own 'tardis' transit van. All was well until
th~ late arrival of C pl Mark Whittaker and his bike, another quick
miracle was performed and in slipped the bike and then the team was 19.
We then received a phone call from C pl Chris Brown who agreed to
co~pete for. us providing that we picked him up from the Chunky
Chicken services at Junction 28 on the MI the team was now up to 20
During the journey to York W02 'Taff: Thomas and WOI Stu Little
used their knowledge ~nd ability to write on the back of a fag packet and
restructured the team ., m order to try and give us a fighting chance. After
sol'!le gentle persuasion and lots of bullying, along with free Chunky
Chickens all round, ev~ryone agreed with their newly assigned legs. Once
the team .was sorted, It departed for Imphal Barracks and the evening
m~al , whilst th? OC, Ca pt John Williams attended the Team Captains'
bnef. As the bneftook far too long for the rest of the team and it was way
past their bedlime, the competitors under the care of the Admin Team's
Sgt ' f can read a map' Camm and Cpl ' I've just come over from Oz'
Youl, left for Strensall Barracks and got their heads down . Some time
aro.und 2230hrs the OC, W02 'Spike' Hay nes and SSgt ' Bill ' Butler
arnved at Admin HQ , kicked everyone out of bed and gave them the good
news. As S?On as the brief was over everyone changed room s and the
mou~tam bikers went back to sleep with their bikes (funny chaps). The
Admm team the~ worked late t.hrough the evening to prepare vehicles,
ma~s and ensurrng all the equipment was checked and in the correct
vehicles. An early start at 0300hrs en ured the first team members were
m Imphal Barracks for breakfast at 0400hrs and the start of Race the Sun
at 0500hrs.
Leg I: Run and Ca noe (0.5km run/6km paddle) this leg wa

comp le ted by Cp l Tony Brown and ig ' I'l l do better next year '
Grounds. It soon became apparent that not only did all the other teams
have fas ter sleeker canoes than ours, but al so Cpl Brown's canoe was
dragging on the river bottom. By the end of the fi rst event the tram was
pl aced ninth and firmly al the rca.r and some .20 minutes behind 30 Sig
Regt who were lookmg for their third con ecut1ve win .
Le~ 2: River run ~12km) was a cross-country run upstream alongside
the River Ousc to L1nton-on-Ousc. Cpl Mark Whittaker who had an
inspired race and got the team back in the race in third position. This now
lcfl us I 7mins behind 30 Sig Rcgt and 9mins behind 249 Sig Sqn with 2
Sig Regt just 30 second · behind us.
Leg 3: Biathlon (25km cycle/5km run) a road cycle to the lay-by at
Stockhill Green, followed by a run on well-defined tracks to Kilburn
village. Sig Fitz Fitton and
gt Mick Openshaw who cycled in pairs
but without draftin~, reduced .the other competitors lead significantly.
After completmg this leg 30 Sig Regt where now IOmin ahead, 249 ig
qn just I min ahead, however a clear gap of some 9min had developed
between us and 2 Sig Regt as they fell further behind.
Leg 4: Hill Run (4.5km) was a short sprint up Sutton Bank, which
although very teep, was an easy task for that Welshman W02 'Taff'
Thomas, who proved that living in Wales chasing sheep up mountain
does have its advantages. He raced passed the runner in second place and
managed to close the gap on the lead competitor. Now leav ing us just
7min 30sec behind 30 Sig Rcg1 and just over 2mi n ahead of 249 Sig Sqn
and 9min 30 ecs ahead of 2 Sig Regt.
Leg 5: Forced March (12.Skm) was a military style march with a
35lb bergen on road and well-defined tracks from South Bank to the
edge of Rievaulx Moor. gt ' Steve the Steam Train' ewman put the bit
between his teeth and et out to destroy the opposition, he raced pa sed
249 ig Sqn and 30 Sig Regt and giving us a lead of over 4min, but more
importantly he gave us a lead of over 20min on 2 Sig Regt. This wa the
first time the team had taken the lead. However, things were not well as
the race official declared his bergen to be half a pound under weight. A
tense few minutes passed until the arrival of the next competitor, the race
official weighed the burgen and everyone breathed a sigh of relief, the
scales were out.
Leg 6: Moor Run (9.5km) was a gentle run alo ng tracks acros
Rievaulx Moor. The teams veteran S gt ' Chippy ' Chapman who showed
there was sti ll life in the old dog and Sgt Mick Openshaw, retained our
first place with a lead of just over 2min ahead of 30 Sig Regt. 2 Sig Regt
had managed to reduce their time to I 5min.
Leg 7: Road Run (21km) Just in time for this event, the sky cleared
which allowed the sun to beat down on the competitor , with raising
temperatures the econd phase of the competition commenced with a
mass start. We knew our lead was in good hands as our second veteran
WOI Stu Little set off, having consumed more ·Science in Sport ( iS)
Go Gel' than anyone else (even though it tasted like a cow bottom).
After an extremely hard and competitive race, we slipped back down to
second place almost 2min behind 30 Sig Regt and being clo ed upon by
34 Sig Regt (V) who were now only 2.5min behind us. Things were
warming up.
Leg 8: Mountain Bike (18km) wa taken on by W02 (John) Eva ns
and LCpl 'Sandy ' egundo. 2 Sig Regt somehow managed to arrange for
the heavens to open ju t in time for this event. From all around the pit
area came squeal of delight as mountain biker expressed them elves
with the thought of splashing in puddle and having mud thrown in their
faces. To be fair thi was an extremely hard leg over some very rough
tracks, which finished through Cropton Forest with a very teep final,
decent to the Inn at Levisham Moor. Thi leg had certainly taken its toll
as 30 Sig Regt now moved into a commanding lead of over l I min, 2 ig
Regt were till nowhere to be seen as they had now slipped back to some
24min behind us.
Leg 9: Fell Run (9km) aw Cpl Chris Brown complete the run acros
Levisham Moor and pull back almo t 4.5 min from WOl (R SM) Al
Higgns of 30 ig Regt. Al o moving back into the frame were 34 Sig
Regt (V) just 5min behind and 2 Sig Regt who had managed to pull back
a whole minute on this leg.
Leg 10: Orienteering (5km) had Sgt Mark ·Young Pup' Ebanks and
Capt John 'Tea, Toast & Medals' Williams set out on the orienteering
course. After a bit of era.fly map reading and having the common en e
not to leap small valley or fight though woods. the OC exited the fore t,
with a big smile on his face. He handed over first place and a lead of over
16min ahead of30 Sig Rcgt and 24min ahead of2 Sig Regt. to some very
hocked team member . A captain's innings some might say (wrong sport
though).
Leg 11: Forest Run (9km) was taken on by LCpl Jay Dine and for
hi s ·econd outing Sig Fitz Fitto n who stormed through the Dalby Fore t
and dropped down io Thornton-le-Dale. ig Fitton not only managed to
retain the lead he also ga ined another min over 30 ig Regt.
Leg 12: C cle Orientation (28-30km) wa a simple ride around orth
Yorkshire. Cp l Mark ' The Exp lorer' Whittaker who was already
warmed up from the river run had, the task of selecting a route which
would take him via four of the six checkpoints, marked on hi map. As
we already had a comfortable lead and he likes the whirring noise you get
when you fit a lolly-pop tick in your spokes, he decided to arrive in ninth
place. Which although we still retained first place, our lead had been cut
to 4min 25 ec just ahead of second place 30 Sig Regt and 7min IOscc
ahead of third place 2 Sig Regt (who ·ays that local knowledge doesn't
co,mt). It 's not over till that obviously large (pc) lady sings ..
Leg 13: Swim (900m) Yet another mas start and a hail storm that
only Mose had ever witnessed before, got tl1e swimming leg underway.
Fortunately for u we hnd Cpl Lance Barr who had eaten hi fill of Aqua

gum, promised the OC that he could swim and drink hke a fbh, althou!!h
he skipped the part about having no sense of direction . 1 he swim took
them across the Great Lake in the grounds of Ca tic Howard. After
proving that he could swim faster around the outside of the lake rather
than the shorter more direct route he emerged with a lead of over 9min
ahead of2 Sig Rcgt and over lOmin ahead of30 Sig Regt.
Leg 14: Run/Bike/Run (9km-run/20km cycle/6km run) not e-0ntcnt
with his earlier leg W02 'Taff' Thomas and Cpl hris Brown set off on
this new and extremely challenging leg. All competitors ran from astle
I loward to Sheriff Hutton then cycle along roads to \.1onks Cross before
dismounting and completmg the leg with a run back through York to
Imphal Barracks. As the change over crew got ready to receive what
everyone expected to be Cpl Brown, W02 Thomas threw a spanner in
the works and turned up first , after few moments of madness both rider
where sent on their way. However, 2 Sig Regt produced their trump card
LCpl Benny Bennett who managed to reduce the lead to just over 5min.
This leg proved a daunting and challenging for 30 Sig Regt as the gap
between us increased to ju t over 23min.
Leg 15: Stretcher Race (3m) The final mas ed s tart of the
competition was completed by S gt 'Chi ppy ' Chapman, gt teve
ewman, Sgt Crawford, Cpl Chris Brown, Cpl ' Birdy' Bird and lg
'Where's the custard?' Crumble who carried a 40lb weighted stretcher
around Imphal barracks. Plent y of elbow and tactics ensure that we
finished in second place just behind 30 ig Regt but ahead of 2 Sig Reg!.
After all the running times were added up and all the mass tarts taken
into consideration this year's Race the Sun was close competition. In the
end the 11 Sig Regt and RSS team just manage to sneak in and win by a
clear 6 minutes at the expense ofa 30 Sig Regt treble. Although this wa
not a great margin, when you consider the total distance involved was
approximately I 93km and the team had never met until the day before the
event, it was a sweet victory. Though the dedication and fitness of
individual athletes ensu red our fina l position, it would not have been
possible without the superb efforts of the Admin Team and our thank
must go to them. Also our thank must go to the other nine teams who
gave us a good run for our money, and to 2 Sig Regt who organised the
event (they must have fancied their chances this year) . After the
competition, it was time for beer, medals and then a sample of the
hospitality that York nightlife had to offer.
HA DOVER OF RSM
The beginning of April saw the hand over of WOI (RSM) . Stonier
to WO! (RSM) L. D. Kemp . A busy week con i ted of vi iting the
various departments and meeting ome of the 2,000 plus soldiers
stationed here. A far cry from the new RSM ' previou job with 20 OCdts
in the Univer ity of London Officers Training Corp . The week went very
well and on the last day WOl (RS l) Stonier was transported out of
RHQ to the Officers Mess in a 'golf buggy'. However, she did have the
last laugh explaining to the new RSM , as she departed 'Oh. by the way, at
the Millenniwn Party you will be sat next to the CO a he is launched
into space on the Reverse Bungee ride .... .. ..... enjoy!· Good luck for the
future to. now. Capt Stonier.

W01 (RSM) Kemp accepts the Regimental Pace Stick
from the outgoing W01 (RSM) Stonier
EXERCI E
APURNA DRAGO
000 - by Sig Hubble
Twelve soldiers from 11 ig Regt, Blandford. pent 15 day on an
adventurou training exerci e in epal during April and May 2000. The
trip wa organised and led by Capt Kyra lcAnulty, compri ing of six
men and ix 'women with altitude.' We had all been carefully elected
from a huge number of applicants . election wa based on our
performance in trade training, rigorou testing and a · pccial quality that
would add something to the group, the ability to pay!
fter a few day acclimati ation and some haggling with the trader · in
Kathmandu, Mike 'You are weak , I am ·trong· Holman , our qualified
J MEL~) in tructor and gt te e ' Beckham'\ bite ·oon e tnblished
a rapport with the local with their friendly approach It wasn't long
before gt \l hite wa offered good for free .... .... of course thi • had
nothing to do with his Val Kilmer imprc ion! , gt ' \'en' Cra"ford
wa quick to notice the trekking kit that could be bought at ,·cry good
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pnc s m the Kathmandu . hop ·. He turned up with good deals on a do ·
bag. ruck ack. and Gor -tex jacket; the herd of eager trekkers quickly
fo ll wed him to the , hops!

Stop off at Ba m boo Tea Hous e - S gt Vicki Hawtree looking like
Co mpo on the extreme left

Pete Mason and Cpl Tez Bla keley (who was posted before the final).
Tht.. Regiment's route to the final haJ been far from smooth and included
a nail biting 4-3 victory aga111st JCU I in the Quarter fi nals after extr.i
time. In the Semi- fi nals the team completed a convincing 3-0 victory over
the current holders 14 Tope Rl::. who were this years BA(G) champions.
The game itse l f wa a p hys ica l affai r but eventu a ll y AT R
Bass mgbo urn 's skill to ld and 15 minu tes before half time Bdr Blu ck
tcercd in a header from the far post; he added to his tally on the hour
with a superb solo effort that put the cup safe ly in the hands of AT R
Bassi ngbourn . The victory was the result of a considerable amount of
effort fro m the Team Coach - W0 2 (CSM) Phil Moa n RE, the Team
Manager - Maj Rick Licence MBE R SIG ALS, the players and the rest
of the Reg im ent who supported the team throughout. The trophy was
presented to a jubilant team by Maj Gen S. W. t J Lytle, Chairman of
the Army Sports Board. The Team then went on to celebrate in tyle in
Alder hot that evening.

Annapurna Base Camp - Sally and Capt ' Mac' McAnulty (Women
with Altitude) , and the twins Sgt White and Mr Mike Holden .
some tradit ional epalese dancing with some loca l dancers. After their
perfo rmance. they we re joi ned on tage by, ig ' Sherpa· H u bble, Sgt
icki Hawtree and gt Steve White, who were only too keen to join in
the cultu ral dance. The adventurous training continued w ith two day
rafting and kayaki ng on the Tri uli Ri ver, durin g w hich we a ll went
overboard, but nobody drowned ! In Kathmandu, ig A ndy Rathbone
couldn 't re i t the lure of modern communi cations. In a c ity of much
poverty, there were plenty of Internet cafes where he was able to send emails to hi s frie nd 's mobile phone back in the UK (sad, rea lly).

REGIME T L RUGBY CO MPETlTIO
The hottest day of the new millenium was the etting for annual Rugby
7s competition at ATR Bassingbourn. Six quadron team in all were
co mpeting fo r the title of ATR Bass ingbourn Rugby 7s Champions.
Including in thi s line up was the Royal ignals very own 1 Trg Sqn. Fully
Trained and fully fit(?) I Trg qn decided to field a team of brawn up
front (Capt ' Lurch' Clh.by and Lt ' Lt' Jackson) and speed in the backs
(Sgt ' Sti ll quick at 35 ' T urn er and C pl 'Football' Kidd ), a strategy
decided by our cunning sidelined coach Capt Carl ' Talk a good game'
Jeeves. They took to the field ti.ill of confidence only to be pushed close
by Wray oy. The reason ~or thi poor performance .was ~lamed on the
tea ms ins istence o n p layrng I 5 sty le rugby ; runnrng directly at the
opposition, then forming a six-man ruck with one man left to defend the
line. After the initial wake up call I qn then went on to play champagne
rugby beating Delta Coy 27 - 0 before being knocked ~ff th ~i r mantle
losing to a trong HQ Coy. T hey qmckly bounced back with wms over C
Coy (2 I - I 7) and a tired 28 Sqn ( 14 - 0) to place them ccond overall in
the days event and pushing them into a re pectable second place overall
fo r the CO's Competition.

Breakfast was at 0230hr on the day of the event so we tried to get
some sleep that night. I don't think anyone slept well and there \\Cre a
few tired faces when we armed at the start line. The race soon got under
way and the boys from Bassingbourn were content with staying m the
middle of the field. The fi r ·t five checkpoints were a killer, over some
very harsh terrain with very poor visibility. The course got a bit easier
from there on and the morale boosting manned checkpomts were enough
to make anyone keep going. These were manned by our excellent support
'.\1 To n}
team of Maj Jo hn ' Have just one more banana' orris,
Slaney and Sgt Paul a ' Don 't get me wet, Sir' Matheson.
The team eventually finished in Tenth place, in a ume of 14 hours and
25 minutes - a good time when you consider the lack of training, rcccc 's
and accl imat isation that most of the other teams had had . On ly one
member of the team failed to complete the course, due to a grom injury.
The team were Capt Cra ig ' I am not lost! ' T homp on- mith , a pt
Al ex ' Crazy Legs' Cli xby, gt Roy ' Where's the bar' Turner, gt am
Parke, Sgt C raig ' Ginger Whi nger' Purdon, Cpl Gav 'Let me tell you a
~tory ' Wilson, C pl DaL Lythe and Cpl 'Taff' Baynham.

LANYARD TROPHY
On Th ur day 4 May 2000, The Year 2000 Lanyard Trophy took pl ace
on Dartmoor. ATR Bass mgbourn entered a team hoping to improve on
last year' performance where only three members of the_ team fini shed.
Due to the hectic life tyle of the Permanent Staff at Bass111gbourn 1t was
tricky to find time to train and Hertford hire isn't exactly renowned for its
massive hill s on whi ch to get into hape. Because of these factors the
team wa n't as well prepared as they could hope to be, but pirits were
very high as the team left Bassingboum on 3 May!

The Hot Springs - S ig Andy Rath bone, Sally, Sgt 'Steve' Wh ite
and S ig Coupe in the front. George the soluble soldie r o n the side
The team pent eight days trekking up to Annapurna base camp and
back. The first couple of days were quite tough whilst our bodies adjusted
to the different climate and diet, but we were quickly in awe of the scene
around us, in particular the epalese people and their way of life. Sig
Helen ' Exorcist' Coupe battled on through an uncomfortable time, which
had everyone worried. However, our local guide, Gyan, helped us with
good advice and a watchful eye, which led to her quick recovery. Many
western trekkers in 1epal pay porters to carry their kit, bur being oldiers,
Capt ·Mac· McAnulty aw it as a more appropriate challenge, and as
part of the expedition aim, to carry our own. We ate and stayed overnight
in the teaho uses along the way, where they can produce tonn es of
delicious food from the tinie t dimly lit kitchens. Sgt Victoria Michelle
Hawtree was keen to muck in and hel p peel the spuds one evening, very
domesticated of her! We became qu ite f~i end l y w ith our guides and
several evenings were spent haring songs together. Sig ' Diva ' headed the
entertainment by learning the local song and donning the local attire.
Back in Pokhara, after our trek, Sigs Clay and Loh se participated in

Whils t the Squad ron enter the Lanyard Trophy the OC, Maj John
Norris , thought it was a school sports day and turned up ready for
the parents' sack race

The gang get ready to ra ft the T risu li River
Everyone involved in the expedition enjoyed the experience. ft was
unfortunate that we all had the ' runs' at some time, and Sig Jill G riffin
spent most of her journey home looking a worrying whiter hade of pale.
Nepal and the trek were a totally worthwhi le experience; we all took
something from the trip and none of us will forget it in a hurry. For those
who had travelled in the past, it was refreshing to find I I other peop le
with a simil ar passion, who shared the adventure and made it very
special. Most of all it has inspired us to travel more and experience other
culture in the future.

ATR Bassingbourn La nya rd Trophy Team
Standing (L-R): Ca pt Alex Clixby, Capt Craig Tho ms o n-Sm ith (IC ),
Cpl Lythe, S gt Parke , C pl Hanslow, S gt P urdo n
Kneeling (L-R): Cpl Wilson, Sgt Turner
Missing Cpl Baynha m
(The photo was taken literally as they crossed the line, but Cpl
Baynham had seen some sheep earlier and run off!!)
Once we arrived at Dartmoor we began to rea lise what the event was
going to be like. The large hills and harsh weather condi tions eem~d a
lot different to the sunny clime of Bassingbourn that we had _left belund.
We sorted out our accommodation and headed into the local 11lage to gei
a ca rbohydrate intake at the loca l pub. Our plan wa going well , until
W0 2 (SSM) Tony ' o you can't have a beer' Slaney announced he \yas
coming with us. His claim that beer wa a no-no before any portmg
event wa partia lly listened to, but a few of the team members were cen
hiding in the corner supping ome ale!

BRAVO TROOP HELLO AND GOODBYE
Tp Comd
C apt Karl Jeeves
Tp Sgt
Sgt Pau la Matheson
.
Times they are a changing in Bravo Tp a a number of figu res leave
the Troop, notably our la t lot of recruits who left in. a blaze of _g lory on
the ir pass out parade on 28 pril. Capt Karl Jeeves 1 al o movmg o~ to
Sqn 21C after six enjoyable month with J?ravo Tp and Cpl Dave Percl\al
i ret urning to the world of mfan!een i;tg, as he ret urn back to h1,s
battalion in Chep tow after a long tmt with the Royal 1gnal . I haven t
quite mana<>ed to rec ru it him into the Corps but l don't th.ink we were too
far off. Cpt Dave Percival will be sorely mi ed by the S<juadron . who
have benefited fro m hi s in fa ntry skill and high ly profe s10nal attitude
and the Troop lament the pa sing of 'Asbestos Mouth' who struck ter~or
into the hearts of anyone who doe n "t like hot food! Bravo Tp would hke
to welcome Lt Gunny Gun on who arrive to command the Troop and to
Cpl Ron Grandon RE and Cpl te'c Halllin RE who are. e_vidence of
tl1e Troop continuing commitment to a mulu-cap badged trammg team.

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN

qn Comd
1aj J. orris
M
W02 (SSM) Janey
I Trg qn have had a hectic few months dil igently trying to train all
the young blood arriving to infiltrate the Corps and also endeavouri ng to
take part m as many competitions and challenges as possible. We have
managed to field some exceptional teams, even with the odds against us
(a quadron of only 40 permanent staff). Some events were as fo llows:
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BA I GBOURN WI S TH E ARMY M INOR UNIT
CHALLE CE C UP.
Huge congratulations go to ATR Bassingbourn who romped home in
sty le 2-0, to become the new Minor Uni ts Army up Football champi ons.
The fi nal was played in the Army stadium at Aldershot on Wednesday 19
April agai nst 9 Sqn RE. A number of Roya l Signals personnel were part
of the winning squad, these were Cpl Daz Kidd , Cpl Paul Smith, Cpl
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE

qn Comd
1aj tcven Frauce
M
W02 ( M) Adam Yafai
RAW 0 1 TROOP
Tp omd
Capt George lexa nder
Tp gt
gt He len Ja per REME
By thi tage of training the Troop i in it enior term. Es entially they
have completed the M (R) and have educa tion and a couple of exerci e
left. More importantly they pa off in only ten weeks. A few of the AT
' volunteered· to give the following accounts of their activitie :
LEADERSHIP WEEK - by AT Pe1er Moughton
The College's eyes were all on Raw on Troop, a we were the first
Troop of the new enior term to embark on leadership week. The
beginning of the week con i ted of a tretcher race combined with two
command task on route. This wa our first experience of till kind of PT
and it wa hard phy ically and mentally. It al o helped fom1 the terun that
we would work with for the re t of the week. The next te l of our teamwork
and leadership came in the form of a very wet afternoon at Gibraltar
Barrack . After ome instruction in knots and lashing we were given six
oil drum and four Bailey Ches ·s (they looked like planks but the
engineer got very up et when we called tbem planks). Once the rafts were
complete we raced to the opposite side of the lake. picked up our Troop
Commander, and raced back. From here it was off to Bramley Training
Area where we were taught imple impro i ed helters followed by a night
navigation exercise. Our next challenge was a full day of command tasks
with everyone given the chance to lead a ta k. Fortunately AT
Worthington had led his task before he fell off a pole and did hi dead fly
act. The final event wa a timed run through camp involving the assault
course, the tunnel , a tretcher and more commalld tasks. In all it wa a
hard week but we learnt a lot about ourselve .

rehabilitatio n ·c hool. For the event the Troop was split into teams of eight.
Each individual had to row 5.2km then cycle 5.2km . To make supe rvision
ea ier thi was all comple ted in the gym . Once the tea m had completed
their stint they would have done the equi alent of rowing aero s the
Channel and cycling back. Although all the money-rai sing events are not
finished we are on line to smash of target of £3500. Well-done everybody.
PE NYTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Shakespeare
Tp gt
Sgt ' Di gger' Gardner RGBW
MY LIFE AT WEEK 5- by A T Blagg
To begin with I wa ve ry apprehensive. The fir l day was very nerve
racking, tepping off the train and eeing all the faces that were to become,
in a way. a new family. As the first week unfolded it see med to drag; a lot
of the Troop were beg inning to feel home ick and were a bit hoc ked at the
new living tyle of eight-man rooms, 0600hrs reveille and specified li ght
out. A the week began to pa s, we were bombarded with masses of
information and attempting very different things, such a drill. The new
lifestyle i cry testing, while at the ame time interesting and enjoyable.
The first exerci e is almost upon us, now we can put our new-found
knowledge into practice. A lot of people have begun to settle in properly
now, the other AT seem lo be bonding together and the team is slowly
being formed . Personally I would not wap my new lifestyle for anything,
my new family feel the same way.

their 'Sea Leg '!Fortunately the weather improved during the week and all
got used to being at sea. Underwater there were the initial problems of
buoyancy to be corrected; . omc were practising their underwater leopard
crawling ski lls! One day' diving is very much like the rest but with two
outings a day we were all kept busy, as the week progressed the diving
skills improved and more c ~a ll cngi~g di_vcs undertaken. Confiden~e ~rcw
and so did the encounter with the f1sh-hfc and the ta les, ' It was this big! !'
Octopi and Sea C uc umbers for some reason seemed to be of most interest.
The final days diving featured a cave sw im through to the Dolphin Statue,
rock arches and a relatively demand ing ' open water' nav igation dive.
Good experience was gained by all and at last we were all getting used to
the fi h-life demand ing food from us and not being so panicked when they
were consta ntly in your face.
All that was left to do was get home fo llowi ng the last night party. All
that ' Block Job' training paid off. All apartments cleaned, bags packed and
pigs ready to fly by LOOOhrs. Well nearly!! As usual the mi nibuses seemed
even more cramped on the way home but everyone managed to squeeze
into a space somewhere and settled into the long haul home. The aim of
the trip was met in full with 12 out of the 13 ATs ga ining their BSAC
Sports Diver quali fica tion.
E XERCISE M PLE S OW TIGER
25 FEBR ARY - 06 MARCH 2000
This ex pedition was like nothing 1 had done before, I had not had the
mon y or confidence to try anything like this before now. I was not sure
what to expect from the expedition . Would it be a purely mili ~ry tylc
exercise or like a holiday with some mates? It turned out to be a mixture of
both because we were up each morning by 0630hr but then up later in the
evening playing pool and watching T V with mates.
L was not sure what to expect with the plane journey to Canada. We
arrived al Heathrow and afte r some hopping fl ew to Chi cago then to
Calgary. Whe n we arrived in Calgary we were all a little excited even after
the 2 1 hour journey. We walked out the doors md were amazed at the cold
temperature and how everything looked so differe nt.
The fir t day skiing was probably one of the best days. It was also one of

MY LIFE AS A BACKTERMER - by A T Maskell
1 was back-termed for my fitness following an injury. When I was told,
it felt like a big kick in the teeth but l was determined not to g ive up. At
first I found it hard to accept, I missed my friends in my old Troop and had
to mix with !rangers again. A the first few weeks went by J had a lot
more confidence in myself, I knew most of the subjects being taught and
improved. I have now made some good friend and enjoy my new Troop. I
till feel that having to do the whole junior term again is a bit harsh,
however, I am looking forward to pas ing off the square with my new
Troop and I wouldn 't mi sit for the world.
BRADLEY TRO OP, READCNG HALF MARATHO

2 Section, Rawson Troop
Looking to the Padre and God for divine inspiration
EXERCISE ARAH A DS - by AT Niel Radcliff
Ex Sarah Sands was our first exercise of the senior term ; it consisted of
a day's refresher training followed by a short tab onto the exercise area .
Once establi hed in a harbour area we started to ob erve our target, each
ection pent nine hours in the observation post. The only disturbance
during this time was a patrol of Officer Cadets from RMAS. Once we told
them where they were they moved quickly on. We then spent the next nine
hours conducting recce patrols and rehearsals. During this stage we looked
at different ways that we could attack the position . Once we had finished
thi we received orders to attack the enemy location. Our preparations
were disturbed slightly when we came under chemical attack and were
forced to move to a new location. J lowever, uncomfortable as BC suits
are they are more effective at keeping insects at bay than the insect
repellent is. The exercise was concluded with a section attack. C pl Bob
'Psycho Bob' Ay res (2 Para) led the attack, which had the enemy
completely confused. After a hort tab off the area it was back to the
college for tea and medals.
H R ITY
J ohn Lo ngs ha" is a young spastic quadrip legic boy whose plight was
brought to our attention by gt M ark 'Robbo' Robert , our last Troop
crgcant. Within almost no time at all he organised a number of charity
events v.1th the aim of raising enough money to send J ohn to a special
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EXER C ISE P RI ' G P LASH (TI GER) 2000: 21 - 30 APR JL
Thi s was a Sub-Aqua Diving Adventurous Training Expedition to
Estartit, Spain. Estartit is a well-known diving resort on the Costa Brava
featuring the ' Jiles Medes', a group of unpopulated ofTshore i land
designated as a marine reserve. Dive sites range from five metre plateau's
to 30 metre plus drop offs and a wide variety of locations in between.
Fish life i plentiful and varied with several la rge species, visibility is 8-10
metres and water temperatures are reasonable. Following the new training
programme for the BSAC Club Diver Cour e 13 senior term AT and five
members of taffwcre ready to go diving in the week following the end of
term. The breakdown of the team wa ; 4 Royal Engineers, 4 Royal Signals,
9 REME and I Para! Easier said than done, just a minor thing of the Pa s
Off Parade to complete first. Somehow we all made it!
Thursday evening we as embled and loaded the minibuses for the long
haul to Spain. We caught the midnight Dover-Calai ferry and then srayed
off the toll roads for a slow journey south, we didn 't need to be in Spain
until Saturday morning! Whi lst the non-drivers squirmed and burrowed
their way into ever more contorted sleeping positions around the seats and
luggage the drivers 'stagged on' for 2 - 3 ho ur stints of driving, navigating
and sleeping in rotation. Saturday we at last reached Estartit , checked in
with our dive charter company and the apartments. The afternoon was
spent resting, admin and briefings. Also the novel experience for the
majority of being issued with their CILOR money and going shopping for
food to live on. o Mum, no Army Cookhousc not even a 24hr compo
pack - Help what do we do? Doe it really cost that much! How much do
we need?!
The fir touting of the week saw the majority with g reen faces, hanging
over the side of the dive boat and 'Feeding the Fish' as they were getting
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AT Talboys, AT Goddard, Capt Pedder, AT Sweeney, AT Baines
AT Berry was absent

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST)
AND
BRITISH FORCES SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)
OPERATION PALATINE

by ATS. J. Ball and AT LCpl G. Collins
I felt nervou and exited at the prospect of my first half marathon. The
journey to Reading was scary, all you could see were the cones marking
out the 13 mi le course and boy did it look long. We were determined to
stay together during the marathon but as the crowd of thousand ran by it
became hopele s, beforeJ knew it J was running on my own. The marathon
wasn 't hard at first but the longer I ran the harder and longer the miles
became. I just wanted to give up but the crowds of people kept me going.
TI1ere. were many water and vaseline stops, what the hell were the va eline
stops for? The 12 mile sign came md I was so glad, just a mile to go. Thi
was the longest and hardest mile that l had ever done . 1 was relieved to ee
the finish line. Food was the only thing on my mind md the proud moment
of wearing the Yellow Pages sponsored half marathon medal. All I wanted
to do was have a hot shower and go to bed.

the most exhausting and tiring days because everyone was looking forv. ard
to learning how to ski but everyone was still tired . ki mg can be \ cry
exhausti ng if you don 't get the hang of it straight away. The next fev. day
were a lot of fun. everyone made a fool of them elves and we 1mpre sed
each other in different ways by showi ng new skill s, new ides to
personalities and demonstrated that the Signals and the En gineer~ actually
can get on!
.
Once we had learned to ski we were allowed off in small groups. This
meant that new skills such as our trust and j udgement were really tested
T he ski touring was another ski ll tha_t we learned. At 0rst it wa;; very hard
work using the di fferent skis and gomg up hill but trymg to ski down was
even more of a challenge.
On the journey home everyone see med really depre sed as we all fell
the same as our parents do afte r a holiday having to return to the same old
routine. Luckily we all returned with some great memories, photos and
stories to pass on to family and friends.

Sqn Comd
Maj A. H. Campbell-Black
RSM
WOl (RSM) D. W. Craig
Our newly formed Britfor Sig qn comprise of individuals froi:n a
selection of units led by 4 Armd Bde Sig qn. We have now settled . mto
the drive to reduce down to a Troop ize by the end of the tour. This of
course depending on the ommercialisation Implementation Team(CIT)
staying on target (so far so good) , with all hand_s to the pump. Our newly
appointed 21C Capt Pa ul Buck i sortmg out his G l ~111 after a year a
Ops Offr, leaving YofS eil Ferris and FofS Deau Bn ers to educal". the
new ops team consisting of Sgt John wanston and Sgt Steve '!res~1der
(The Ops arks) in the ways of the op cell. Capt Buc_k burn! h1 b~d~e.s
early in the tour by closing down the RMP bar after d1scovenng an_1ll1cll
spot of after-hours drinking whilst on camp orde~ly officer. ;re clauns. to
have been ' merely pas ing and hear? loud music. - he d1_dn t go lookmg
for them at all. Meanwhile poor C hi ef Tony Waite soldiers on as a one
man how in the orderly room , with his GS head on. As for the Bos ,
even with a radio issued to him, he till mru1age to be elu 1ve, (he also
had the front to call O Oscar 'The Scarlet Pimpernel') with the R M
constantly searching the metal factory for him. Which remind u ,
nobody i to mention the ginger smudge tha.' h~s a~peared o,n the R Ms
top lip. It' rumoured to be the start of a gnngo but we II keep you
updated.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Paul McTu rk
Sgt 'Ollie' O liver
.
.
Tp SSgt
Oscar Tp are now fully settled into their new task m Bosma. The
troop have taken over the hill top si.te. and RLDs. The crew at Gola P
have reported sighting an old herm1_t 111 the bunker comp le~ and upon
further investigation they di covered 1t was only LCpl C ha rlie Forsyth .
the detachment commander. LC pl 'Robbo ' Robertson contmues to put
in ome intense tr ining to prepare him elf for another c rack at P
company and regularly does high reps _w ith the satellite remote control
anJ running up his phone bi ll. Up on. V1torog CJ?I Pau~ Lomas and crew
are considering mo ing into the catermg trade w1_th their trad~mark menu
being pie and chips. LC pl 'Ca mo un age' I_11 s lo p and h is. ere'~ are
enjoying the solitude, this they relieve by wnnng book enttt led The

weekly Sitrep'. ig ' Dinger' Bell co~t i nue as the det_entertainment rep
with the responsibility of providing literature an~ movie . Rumour has it
that 'Dinger' is a dab hand with the cooks' trailer and can even make
scrambled egg on the move. We'll ee if that's true if they ever manage
to get it back out of the minefield. LCpl 'Scott Ro~e' head !-IP the ti:am
on Radalici. He and his able crew eem to be making good mroads mto
opening tbe first Bo nian brru1ch of the RSPCA.
.
Meanwhile at the Rear link detachments L C pl 'Arfitr' M cKenna 1
celebrating the forthcoming clo ure of _Gornji Vak.'Uf and hi . ren_irn to ljK
for his Class I. Sig talcolm 1 countmg down the hours till his reumon
with hi other halfback at BLMF. Cpl Sam Huby at Lljubia i havmg fun
in the sun with the Czech BG. Sig 'Scotty' Wa lker i showing a keen
interest in PT particularly runs where he }e! C pl ,Huby lead from the
front. Sipovo RLD, commanded by L C pl Timothy Stanton, are all tee
cream and flip flops just don't tell the RSM! The Dut~h RLD at 1povo,
commanded by LCpl • tevie' King, are keepmg the h1lhop ll_e amu ed
with their own welfare videos of local flora and fauna upphed by our
Dutch colleague . M rkoni~ Grad RL D - . 1CO IC LC pl 1cKay) are
integrating well with our friends from the mfmtry battl~-group although
the grunts have not yet ma tered the power of co~':ersatton or poh_tene .
C pl M orris and ig ·Whippy' Trotter m Corohc1 RLD are makmg the
mo t of the free ice-cream before the det ,huts down.
. .
Back at BLMF S gt Olive r is well into hi task _of memonz1~~ the
catalogue from all the CD hops. This he doe by paymg r_egular v1s11 to
look at the stock on view. Sig 'Mad Dog' M u~doch ha !oun_d plenty of
opportunity to continue his hobby of collectmg tram chass1 number.
during a recent vi it to arajevo. ig . heppard ha al o been _o ut and
about and now knows the quicke t route from Zagreb to lovema (Tum
left onto the motorway instead of right). Afte_r an c'.'ce~lent tart. to _the
tour work is becoming routine and the weather 1s roarmg mto the mncue ·,
if we can keep it up through the ummer we can look forward to a
peacefu l ' inter in Germru1y.
PAPA T ROOP - by Sig Mall Ruddy
.
Papa Tp is back! The Troop would first of all hk~ to welc me the lad·
from 7 ig Regt , ho have joined us for the durauon of our Tour. The
Troop deployed from Osnabruck to BLMF under the wat hful eyes of2Lt
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\like Parke and , gt Paul 'Old Grumpy' Davis and after three rather
tiring \\eeks thing · arc going w ll . \1uch of thi i down to Cpl 'Mo'
Pa) ·s JO' 1al a1111ud and LC pl 'Thomo · Thomas just about managing to
k ep hi temper \\hibt sorting ut the Troop store . The Troop MT side
of life 1. sad to be !>aying goodbye to L pl Dave Donson who will be
I a\ ing us . hortly to go on lus Clas I but ,,. !comes 111 tcad ig L uc)
orlett who ha ju t jomed us in BLMF. ome member of the Troop
namely L pis amuel and Marlborough and Sigs Brittain, shmore.
\ate nnd Tooke have been lucky enough to escape the ' Mental' Factory
for a fc" dny · to work on thei1 untan (and al o carrying out a bit of
work for the IT Team). This h:::s left the rest of us to come to terms with
·ening up the Troop's main re ponsibility, which is 'roviding the Tac HQ
for 1, 0( W). The re t of the Troop' time ha been · pent being on
\artou -T 1 · (much to the di may of Sigs Hu n ter and V alker)
practicing da) and night time call-out and being woken up early for pre
\\Ork jaunts with the Troop· resident PTJ. LCpl ' halky" White of the

RE 1£.
R0\1EO TROOP
Tp omd
Lt 'Ben' Howarth
Tp gt
Sgt •Jack' Buckle)
t mer sevent) srrong thi conglomerate of department supports both
the headquarters at Banja Luka, as well as hilltop ites and rear link
detachm nt down a far a · plit. ot working together for a whole ix
months (since Kosovo) the joint forces of primarily 4 Ani1d Bde HQ &
ig qn(204) and 7 ig Regt have blended together well. Apart from the
usual raid from the fun police, life at the Metal Factory has ettled into a
relaxed but profe-sional atmo phere. Ba ic entertainmcntis to be found at

the bar, the gym, a couple of coffee shops and vi iting the girls at the D
·hops (to buy CDs). The sales technique i · awesome as your musical
tastes are well catered for by deliberately skimpily clad females. All too
oon we have to ay goodbye to gt 'Where's the gym?' Butle1· and hi
two quieter amigos from 249. Additionally our 16 Sig Regt brethren arc
heading back to PTL.
Congrntulations are due firstly lo LCpl ' Work out' Mallison on his
choice of present for hi. girlfriend's birthday, and to Sig '0898' chafer
for the feminine perspective. To Staff for fina lly completi ng a PT session
without throwing up; to Cpl 'bouffant-head' Allen for convincing the
General that signal really is black magic; to Sgt ' m ine's a Me re '
wanston for finally buying a round and to ou r RAF team of SAC
'Adrian' Moles and Sgt 'I'm not his dad ' Mulgrew for their contribution
lo volleyball. Thank you to C pl 'Happy bloke' Milliken for keeping u
smiling and for reminding u when the next meal start to the nearest
minute. and to ig 'The lown· Brierley for simp ly keeping us smiling.
A special mention is necessary for Sig ' Prince Wi ll iam' Hardy and her
bridge building, keep it up arah.
o a good, if bumpy start for Really Large Troop. There i all to play
for in the lookin g really keen and earnest stakes with LCpl Baynes
edging ahead. E en more keen ly contested is the driving generator
around Bo nia competition ( ponsored by the CIT team) with Cpl Teale
c laiming a quite unbe lievable distance equiva len t to three laps of the
globe. Comms are mo tly working and we have much to do to keep the
quadron going. Better go as there is a 'gentle but powerfu l purring' at
my window, it mu l be L Cpl ' Hot milk at bedtime' Lane to take me out
for a pin in hi classic Jaguar. We can all dream Laney .. .

MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

qn Comd
1aj Mark Roberts
R M
WO l (RS 1) Mark Tivey
A big change-around in the Squadron over the last month wi th
farewells to the outgoing OC, Lt Col Andy Bristow on promotion and a
move to MOD Main Building, to the outgoing Ops Officer, Ca pt J ason
Gray who has left us for the delights of JCSC and to WO l (RSM) Colin
Milne, who is off to relax (even more?) with 38 Sig Regt - we incerely
wi h you all the best of luck. Equal welcomes to Maj Ma rk Roberts, the
incoming OC, Cap t Cra ig T h omp son-S m it h who joins us as Ops
Officer and to WO! ( RS 1) Mark T ivey , raking over a RSM . A
continued busy period for the Squadron, now just over half way through
our tour in Kosovo, sight are set for the successful completion of the tour
and our return to Hohne.

-$KFOR

in all the past two months have been quite a busy and hectic period for the
Squadron. One of the main recent events was Dynamic Re ponse 2000 or
DR2K, which was an exercise to prove how quickly NATO could surge
troops into Kosovo from outside the country. This started with the
Brigade HQ deploying to a fully tactical field location, to command and
control our part of the multinational exercise, and later an element of I
(US) Marine Corps and I (NL) Marine Corps deploying into Kosovo and
securing key areas. The Exercise ran smoothly, with the Squadron having
many high profile visitors such as Commander KPOR all of whom were
very impre sed with how wel l the Brigade HQ and Signal Squadron
performed.
ln the following weeks after returning from the Exercise there was no
rest for the Squadron as the much awa ited move to the TFA was fast
inbound. Moving a tatic Brigade HQ from one location to another is not
an easy task and o a lot of grou ndwork had to be done. On the eve of the
move the Armoured HQ was deployed to prepare for the staff so they
could retain command of MNB(C). After two day the HQ had been
moved from the un iversity to the TFA al VJ Barracks and life wa
improved 100%. Life has continued after the move with 1st lines, PRE
and another imminent outing for the armour. Finally a few welcomes and
farewells. Firstly welcome to the Troop to gt A ll so p and S ig
McQuillan, joining us in theatre fo r six months but a sad farewell_ from
al l to LCpl 'Biff' Bi thell leaving us for 2 Sig Regt - best of luck for the
future.
ROVER T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy H ill
Ip SSgt
Sgt Andy Buckle
Rover Tp is spread out in nine locations throughout M B(C) AOR.
The Troop is responsible for two hilltop sites, both hou ing Rebro and
Centrals and seven Rear Link Detachments (RLD). Each RLD consists of
three operators and they provide the mu ltinational battle-groups with
SCRA(T) and a secure VHF Brigade Command net.

Sig Tranter and friends at Liria School , Milosevo
0'1M
ATIO
T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Corkery
Tp Sgt
gt Dave Joane
\\;ith the quadron now two-thirds of the way through Op Agricola 3
and. the return to Hohnc nearly in sight, Kosovo is now becoming a way
of ltfe for the Signal Squadron. ew challenges happen daily for example
supplying communications for the Brigade reserve back to HQ M B(C),
baekmg up 2 RRF 111 house ~carches and the Scots DGs in patrolling. All
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GO LES HILLTOP ITE
There are eight of us at th is ite, four fro m I D iv and we 've been in the
luxury Temporary Field Accommodation since February, although LCpl
Ben 'C hoggy tan ' Ford didn ' t turn up unti l mid April due to a vast
amount of badminton camps that he was wanted for. LC pl Dave ' I've
come back for more' Harkn ess is back to the same place he was at last
summer with 4 Bde, strange man! Once we'd settled in Sig C hris Brogan
decided to tell his girlfriend that we were on the fron t li ne, but was a little
surprised when she wrote back with a, Dear John .... ow the weather's
warmer, the number one activity when off shift is 'S un Godding' with as
few clothes as possible! Apart from LCpl ' couse' Wright of course,
who's still trying in vain to make the York hire Puddings rise!

UVI BU AR lllLLTOP 'JTE
We arc orry to sec Sig Adam 'Lurch ' Wilson leave to go back to HQ,
we gather they have ome cows 1n dire need of scaring, oat least you'll
be busy. Don't worry Cpl Andy Allen you've now got BFBS so you
won't mt s the football. Cpl Rob Luke enjoyed donning his webbing
when some locals reported a bomb left 500111 from the camp. The site is
shared with 19 Rcgt RA , but it's ours really and they know it!
CZECH RECCE
Life here has improved dramatically since we have moved to the Water
Filtration Plant. We now have a swimming pool and random tortoises
crawling around. Sig Khrissy 'Cat Napper' train is the new Dr Oolitic
as she looks after the two cats. LCpl Danny Pearson has made the most
of his time here. firing the Draganov sniper rifle and going on patrol near
the crbian border. The Czechs are starting to adapt to the we tern life
style, they now have Kenny from outh Park painted on their BMP
guarding their camp!
ORWEGIA BATTALIO
cw det commander LCpl Greg Dick has wasted no time at all getting
lo know the Norwegians. Within a few hours of arrival, he was out
sunbath ing with the orwegian girls - good lad! A final well done to th~
orwegian patrol that discovered a dead body a few day ago, shame 1t
turned out to be a plastic skeleton!
, Wl!.DJ H BATTALIO
Selected from a cast of thousands LCpl at Roberts, igs Grace
Howard and Eddie Mc harry were chosen to man the Swedi h Rear
Link detachment. Life started on February 12 and began well. Things
changed when ig Mc harry left us for a whil_e, five weeks in total, to
work with the US Marine orps on Ex Dynamic Response 2000. In the
meantime the wedish battalion had changed over and it was like tarting
from the beginning again. When not on shift, the three of us have_been
actively involved ~ith .. wedish patroll~ng r~ngin~ from foot patrols 111 the
local village of AJvahJa to expenenc111g hfe with the TAC-P. R&R has
now come round and LCp l at Roberts has left us to be replaced by
LCpl ' Mac' MacPherson.
FIN ISH BATTA LIO
Based in Lipljan our three-man det consists. of LC pl tu art Coda~k,
Adam Rudge and Sig Kim Ashcroft. We are m relative luxury here with
full internet access, atellite TV and decent corimecs, shame about ~he
food though- raw herring three .rim.cs a day certai.nly takes some getttng
used to! With sauna as well, hfe ts cena111Jy a little different here. We
al o have a decent PX, so we're happy lo put up with the unu ual food for
the extra home com forts.
CANADIAN REAR LI K DETACHME 'TS
Life at the three Canadian RLDs has been short, sweet and very
enjoyable. The nine people who have had the privilege of servi.ng with the
Canadians have learnt a lot about their different comms equipment and
have enjoyed worki n g alo ng ide anot her professiona l_ army.
Unfortunately, the three det are closing down as the Canadi ans ~re
pulling out so we'll mi s the waffie and maple syrup and the endless tee
hockey matches on TV
14 SIG AL TROOP (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Tp Comd
Lt Jan Rodger
Tp SSgt
Sgt i Donnelly
After three long month we have finaHy decided to write some note
for The WIRE as we've been so bu y work111g non- top - hone t! W~ ha~e
now finally moved from the Bread _F~ctory into the TFA, a n~ hv111g t~
decent accommodat ion in tead of hvmg under ponchos_- Lt waml?y
Rodgers had a little incident whil t having a jolly on~ helicopter one f111e
Sunday morning, nothing more to be said on that subject. ln ~-ay so~e of
the Troop were nominated fro m the cast of thou and to-part1c1pate m the
Kosovo Half Marathon, WO I Mary Fry LC pls 'Biscuit ' G r ay and
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John 'The Bedhcad' Brook\\ell - the earch party is till_ out look111g for
them. A little 111cidcnt happened one Saturday night recently imolving Q
'Where's the pilot' Ango'e He had G2 Ops in stitches when he bur ·t 111to
their Ops Rooms crying out that the pilot of the Phoenix lJnmann~d
Airjet had ejected into erbia; that little scheme was .thought. up by tg
'Obvious' Mathieson and Q still hasn't got the beers 111 for ht outbur..t
There have been many promotions and postings 111 and out of particular
note. Congratulations to 1>1 Daz 'Combat-tech' Owen, pl Stu
'Combat-tech' Gray, LCpl icki Donnelly and LCpl i Frost on their
recent promotions and also JT Jules Field on ber selection to Corpora!.
Also a big well_ done to LCpls icki, imno, and Fro ty for pass111g their
2 to I Crammer -watch out Blandford! Goodbye to Cpl 'Brummy'
Brumfield and Cpl ' kippy' Roach and hello to Cpl Luke 'Lego He~d'
Venni, LCpl Lee li en and ig Jodie Wilinot - we all hope you enJOY
your tay. That's all for now and we'll definitely try to end more notes
next month.
P.S: To LCO 'ryrone' G1·ixnes - did you enjoy your 110.2'.v inspection did11 't see any medals!!
TECH ICAL MAI TE A CE
Tech SSgt
gt Dave Baddeley
We arc currently half way through Op Agricola 3 and these first three
months have seen us engaged in a variety of activities out here in Kosovo.
These have included normal technical support to the Brigade in main
locations and in the field, installing Ptarmigan and Radio equipment into
the new TFA and also second line support lo other units.
To start with, we saw two newly promoted technician being moved to
hilltop sites. Cpl 'Demi' Moore being moved to Goles and Cpl teve
Livesey to Suvi Bunar. Both are providing an invaluable service with the
duty technician call-outs being cut by almost 100%. We also saw the
departure of two Brigade technician , C pl Joh n Fo rd and C pl 'Scott
'Teeth" Marlow to sunny Blandford for their upgrading course, which
they will surely enjoy!! C pl John Fords PT lessons will, we"re s ur~. be
missed and C pl Ma rl ows expertise at R&I and tores accounting will be
irreplaceable.
At the moment, LC pl Pete H unsberge r, from I Div, i attempting to
fill Cpl Marlow's shoe and finding life a challenge._ On top ?f th~se
responsibilite , LCpl H has been busy recently carrying out ftr>t lt~e
inspections, along with the help of C pl 'Tommo' ~ hom asson , posted 111
from Romeo Tp, 15 ig Regt and LCpl Daffyd E iits, another member of
I Div ig Rel!!.
As far as the other personalitie go. S gt Dave ' Maf?num Pl' Baddeley
and LCpl Rog Mo rtimer have been reported as haV1ng set up camp at
PTK, the telecoms building in Pristina. We reckon it ' ju t an excuse for
window shopping in Pristina, but at the end of the day they_ are. keep111g
comms in for the troop on the ground, who I am ure appreciate 11.
.
There is also Sgt Pete Finniga n and C pl ~o n Ly_nn , both from ! Div.
who are overcoming the lack of gloop and ' intense heat (Jon) trymg to
en ure that the switches and controls in theatre are con tantly, up and
running. The two radio technician in the work hop arrived in theatre
later that the main party, only to find that the systems tee~ had been l~t
loose on the Brigade's radio as ets. Sgt Lee C lark, poste? in from 30 Sig
Regt, first arrived to save the day followed by C pl Adi Worsdall after
recovering from illne s back in Hohne.
. .
Apart from the technician within the workshop, the five technicians
have been kept bu Y- ig G avin Stubbs and Sig H;ughes_ were employed
at the TFA during the week prior to the move. mstall111g phone and
exchange . Sig Paul Wra ight and Si_g orm '_The Cat' Wells h~ve been
a si tino the lincys LC pl Gaz Dav ies and 1g Ian Ho~m es with both
install;g and maintaining line . They .were ~I _o both. involved 111 ';he
clearing out of old cable in the University bmld11~g wh1c.h LC pl Davie
wa particularly happy with when they dumped_ ti on ~1s la!?. Another
telemech and late arrival is ig 'flash' Ballon w11h the ltttle ume he has
had in theatre he has learned to rewire 436 sevenquad ports _and also
manaaed to cram rwo weeks R&R in there somewhere. What he ahead
. for th~ re t of the tour and our recovery to Hohne, we can only gues .

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERNIRELAND
AND
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col G. J. T. Raffer ty
WOI (RSM) A Balsdon
R M
Despite the hectic pace of life in an operati~nal lleadquart~rs and
Signal Regimen t, the officers and soldier· of I
1g Regt contmue to

produce the good on a variety of front . \ e have run Battle ~amp .
fielded numerous ucce ·sful porting team>. entered two team: 1mo the
Lanyard Trophy competition, hosted several h~gh profile vi. its, org~n~sed
a variety of exerci.e ·, and simultaneously achieved our ongo111g h . s1on;
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'to pr~w1de un111terrupt_e d C?mmumcations upport in order to enable
ecunty Force _Operations 111 onhern Ireland to b commanded and
controlled effecll\'ely'.
R GIME1 T L E\'E. 'T : HI TE H CHALLE1 GE
The R g1mcnt entered two team. into thi challenging event. Team I
apt Helen turphy, Lt Janiie Balfour and Sgt Dave Kilgallon.
wa
Team 2 ''as gt tu \lurra., gt 1artina Ashton and Sgt Wayne
Ballard. The event took place on ' unday 7 May. We vere not told of the
race order until the race brief the night before, whe1 to our dismay we
were told 1here would be an extra · e en miles to the mountain biking
·e ·ion. Th :vent tarted with a mne-mile biking tage following a 500m
dash to the bikes. Thi wa follow d by 10 (optimistic) min of blowing
th kayaks up befor tarri.ng the 2-mile paddle. s the temperature
soared, .o d!d o_ur fru t~1101~ at trying to keep the a -called ' yellow
~lighters go111g 111 a · traight lme. On the other ide we ·were met with a
further even-mil biking before finishing off with a five mile run up
ome of the stee(le t mountains in the region.
Both team. d~d really well con · idering the amount of training we had
completed (com mg 42nd and 49th re pectively out of the I 18 team that
c?.mpete~). C?n route ~hcr.e were a few hicc.u ps, including gt Dave
Ktlga~lon bicycle cham g1v111g v.ray w1tJ1 9 miles to cycle. He ran it just
a quickly a Capt Helen Murphy could ride. Sgt 1srtina shton
found that long. hoe lac~ an? pedal don'.t mix. and Sgt\ ayne Ballard
found h_im elf nd111g a bike wtlh a eat wluch had worked it If loo e. ot
fun he mformed u . But ov:rall both team had an excellent, if arduous
d~y and w~uld recommend 1t to a anyone who i very fit and cha ing a
different kind of challenge.

A the first day progrc.sscd the novic~s got to grips with the nursery
s lop.cs. Meanwhile. Rob.m C arpenter 1mprc ed all with a tumblin
routme over the !.nogul f~elds! OUCH! By the beginning of the secon~
week all were s~11~g confidently. the beg111~1.e rs progres ing onto the blue
slope ~nd. ach1evmg the army ?ronze. sk11ng award and the adva nced
parry z1pp111g down red-. but st ill havmg d1ff1culty with button lifts .
namely .~t Fi Fielder an~ SS~t Paul Dunn. Cpl Jay Aldred decided
that h1.s sk11ng had reached its pmnaclc and on his day off decided snow
bo~rd111g was. the ~vay forward! The following <lay, nursin g sprained
wrists and bruised limbs, C pl Aldred was back on hi s ski 1
By the middle ~f the. s,econd week. SSgt John Fielder, Sgt John
McClelland, S~t R1ch~e Gathercole and Sig Tracey Walker had all
~ce1ved word of promotion. Congratulatory drinks were in order in the
light of four promotions within two days!
REGI 1E TAL FE Cl G EW AND THE ARMY
CHAMPIO HIP
This i the first yeai: that .15 ig .Regt has put forward a team in the
Army Fencmg Cha111p1onsh1ps. This year it wa held at the Princess
Royal Barracks at Deepcut and didn't we do well! The three people cnt
to represent the Regiment were 2Lt Elizab eth ' I shouldn 't have done
Lanyard last week' McLellan, Cpl ' Richie - Can l take my sword on the
pl~ne~· Hill and L pl Stevie Hicklin. Apart from having to teach LCpl
H1ckhn how to actually fence. and explain the fact that it wasn 't the
'done' tl~mg to follow up with a right hook, the Team exceeded alll
ex(Je~tauons . 2L.t McLcllan came away with seco nd place in the
Jnd1 1dual Women~ Epec. Althoug!1 th~ Men ' Competition wa also very
t~ug.h both Cpl Hill an? LCpl . Htckhn were seeded highly in all three
d1~c1pllne . The Team did well m the 3-Man Inter-Unit ompetition and
gamed third place, only lo ing two of their matches. All three members of
the Team represented the Corp , helping toward another third place.
Many 0ank go to Ir Terry Cullen, {I I Sig Regt's each) for the loan
of 7qm(Jment, ( pl Hill promi es that he'll beat you next time). ext year
we II w111 tJ1al trophy!!

Standing (L-R): Sgt Dave Kilgannon, Capt Helen Murphy,
Lt Jamie Balfour
WOMAN REGI 'IE TAL FOOTBALL-6 APRIL 2000
by Sig Kerry Stewart
This competition was a great uccess and offered a good opportunity
for all team .to play for .t~e place in the finals in Aldersbot. The games
were played m great pmt and the whole organisation of the day was
fa~tasuc thanks ~o Capt Liz DalJyn . The best of luck was ent to 39
Bngade who qualified to go through to the finals 17 April 2000.
EXERCI E CRYSTAL Fl
2000
On Sunday 11 M~r~h 15 personnel of 15 Sig Regt set out on an
arduo~s adventure ~mmg exercise to. Val Thorens in the French Alps.
The atm of the Exerc1s~ was to consolidate the experienced skier' skills
a~d . to. teach th~ beg111ners 1n the group the basics of the various
d1 c1plmes of sknng. In truction was gained at all levels through Army
kl lnstru~tor and ex-Olympic Downhill Skier Sgt John McClelland and
Capt .Robm Car~enter. After .a 12 h~ur minibu plane/coach journey, it
was ume to relax before the .11npend1~g beastmg promised all by Sgt
lcClelland. 9a.m. the followmg mommg saw 15 fashion victims on the
slopes, ready for a.ction. The Exerci e v.ras then split into two groups, one
of e~perienced skiers _and one for the novices. The VT utters - Capts
R_obm Carpen.ter,. Bill Brennan, SSgts John Fielder, Paul Dunn, Fi
F1~lder, gt R1ch1e Gathcrcole, LCpl Bill Kirkwood and Sig Linda
Shields. The VT ancies - gt John tcClella nd , Cpl Jay Aldred
LCpl. Gez Drummond, LCpl Mickey Smith, Sigs Tracey Walker'
Martin Henson and Alan eesam.
'

(L-R): Capt Robin Carpenter (Int Corps), SSgt Paul Dunn
Cpl Dawn Poole (Int Corps), LCpl Billy Kirkwood (Int Corps)
Sgt Ritchie Gathercole
'
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LCpl Steve Hicklin - Armed And Dangerous
LA YARD TROPHY 2000
As with mo~t things when Capt Helen Murphy announced that she
would be runmng the fem.ale Lanyard Team, we were inundated with
volunteers. The team consisted of Capt's Helen Murphy Liz Dallyn
Bels '.alylor, Kerry Venn, 2Lt Liz McLellan, Sgts Shame~m ewman :
Martma Ashton, LCp~ Tracey Walker and ig Pipa Henderson. Our
team should have gone 1n for a sub aqua conte t. First Capt Kerry Veno
shpp~ and got one leg in a river, then LCpl Tracey Walker sunk thigh
deep 111 a bog. Sgt hameem ewman frustrated at not havin" a war
tory to tell back at camp .dec.ided to go one better. While cro 'fng one
particularly rough and rapid river she he itated mid river on a stepping
rock The next rock to step on only had two inches poking above the
water. Sgt hamecm ewman being very wary of heights stopped to
ponder the vast 1ump for a few seconds. Capt Helen Murphy wa very
keen to move on ~~cau ~ she cou ld smell her Cornish pasties waiting for
her. She houted Jump , g~ Shamc~m ewman obliged and jumped.
She missed the rock and fe ll 111to the river. Sudden ly the current got hold
o.f her and. she had to cl111g onto the rock to avoid getting swept down
nver. Luc.k1ly she had on 'Combat 95 gloves type green contact' and was
able to ~l111g on to the rock. After ana lysing the situation for ten minutes
Capt Liz D.ally~1 shouted 'drop your bcrgens' and they then came to the
rescue. Fall111g 111to the water wa just the tonic and the team powered
through to the end and came a re pcctable third.
The 15 Sig Regt men 's Lanyard Trophy team wa verging on a veteran
entry. Capt Robin Carpenter, WOl(R M) Al Balsdon and S gt 'Q'
Ro e kept the average age well above 30. The younge t member of the
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2000

tca~1

was co-opted at the la ·t moment .from the admin party. Fortunately
LCpl athan Hadle~ was a ~ete~an 111 his own way having competed
twice ~cforc . .cJ:>l Phil McLe1sh 1s congratulated for fimshing despite
sustu111111g an mJury very early on 111 the competition. Every member of
the team that started compl eted the course and thoroughly deserved the
carbohydrate drink presentt:d by the admin party at the end .

Standing (L-R): W01 (RSM) Baisden, SSgt Rose, LCpl Flay,
Cpl Baldwin, Cpl Mcleish, Sgt Murray, LCpl Hadley,
Capt Carpenter, Capt Hargreaves
Kneeling (L-R): SSgt Jarvis , Cpl Winder, Sig Mugford

the Jumping events go. there \\<IS more of a mix bag of re ult . I or th
long and tnple jump we had from Romeo Tp, Cpl 1 homma~on . lie came
a respectable third in the Long Jump and a close second in the Triple
Jump. He did all this whilst he was supposed to be clearing from the
Squadron. (That's what I call d~dication). Jn the 5000m we had Cpl
MacMillan. For the 1500m we had Cpl Lake coming a respectable third
Doing th.: Javelin we had ' gt Kev Tierney. L pl . B. .J. LO\ve
managed to run away with the I OOm and 200m with extreme case. L( pl
Lowe also managed to win the IIigh Jump.
T.h ~ real h ~ro's of the day were the ladies. They only had five
part1c1pants domg all the event . In the Discus and hot Putt we had , gt
Younger. She did exceptionally well considering she had cxcruc1atmg
back pain. For the 400m and 800m we had Cpl unn} ' o who's coming
second' Lake destroying the rest of the field in both disciplines. L pl
Vanessa Brown was very unlucky not to wm both the IOOm and 200m,
but came a clo e second in each race. Lady Luck was hinmg on L pl
Lou!se Parker. A· everyone else succumbed to falling over instead of
lcapmg over the hurdles, she romped to victory leaving the rest nursing
cuts and bruises on various parts of their bodies. She also came a clo e
second in the High Jump. Last but not lea t we had LCpl Leah 'Tiny'
Mates making the leap of faith by winning the Long Jump and the Triple
Jump. She did remarkably well considering she v.ras the smallest person
on the field.
With things being pretty tight between our elves and 225 Sig Sqn (the
dark side of the force), it all came down to the relays. 225 won the
4x I OOm and the 4x400m and closed the gap on us ever so slightly. The
last race of the day was one to cherish. The Chain of Command race. 233
ig Sqn. might I add, were the only squadron to include their 0 and
SM in this race. It was a very close but 233 came through in the end.

ROYAL JG ALS CORP AAM 2000 - by Sgt "Sven' Gronn
With the arrival of Capt Colin Kell last year, it was inevitable that the
Regiment would enter a team into the Royal Signals Corp Skill At Arms
Meeting (CORPSAAM). This year's competition was held over the period
9-14 April 2000. Unfortunately, the Regiment with its operational
commitments cou ld only muster one team of five plus an individual. With
a team line up of Capt Colin Kell, Lt Jamie Balfour, Sgt Sven Gronn,
LCpl Andy Burrows, Sig Adam Ryan and Cpl Lee Woodhouse. Well
as it turned out, after a week of shooting the team didn't win anything,
but for a scratch team who had received very little training, we could hold
our heads up with a creditable fifth major unit placing (out of 13 teams).
apt Kell , as usual , had a good week , (at one stage he allegedly
miled!) Being an Army 100 shot, he showed the re t of the team how it
wa done by winni ng some ilverware; coming seventh overall in the
Rifle and fourth in the Champion At Arms competitions. In ummary, the
week was an excellent break from operational commitments and with any
luck maybe some of the team will be Army 100 shots in the future.
ISAAM 2000 - by LCpl Andy Burrows
This year's orthern Ireland Skill at Arms Meeting wa held at
Ballykinler Range over 2-6 May 2000. The competition wa compulsory
for all units within The Province and was comprised of a number of
shoots under ' operational ' conditions. There were entries from four major
unit Iron Sight teams including ourselves, 2 RMP, 25 Engr Regt and the
newly formed !CSS Regt. The team comprised of Lt Balfour, Sgt
Gronn, Cpl John Connolly, Cp l Fred Deas. Cpl Woodhouse, LCpl
Steve Boyd, LCpl Burrows, LCpl Bede Gladish, LCpl ick Jenkins
and Sig Ryan . From the report above you will ee that half of the team
competed in the CORP AAM so the initial hopes were high for a good
result, and with an excellent weather foreca t for the week we were
guaranteed a sun tan at the very least.
Our first shoot was the Fire Team Match, which con isled of a 2 mile
run followed by a Fire Team As es ment hoot. The whole match v.ra
done with 25lb of weight (including rifle) and bod armour.
Unfortunately, after half a mile we aid goodbye to young Sig 'Pte' Ryan
who collapsed with dehydration. Still the remaining even members went
on to have a good shoot but with the loss of one man we could not match
the other team scores. The team then went on to complete the Sangar and
Roupell Matches. LCpl Boyd took Bronze in the Sanger hoot. The
F!BUA Match that afternoon saw Lt Balfour take silver, an excellent
performance with a core of 149. The only shoot remaining were the
Pistol Tiles and Falling Plate. In the Pistol Tile the • · Team (Kell ,
Balfour, Co nnolly, Woodhouse and Boyd) achieved a re pectable ·emifinal spot and were only beaten by the overall winning team (the RRF).
imilar glory was almo t achieved by the ·B ' Team (Groa n, Connoll..
Deas, Gladish) in the falling plate who again got through to the emi"
but were beaten by the eventual winner , 25 Engr Regt. All in all it was a
good week of shooting and for many a steep learning curve. The Team
achievt:d a first place in the FIBUA Match, third place in the Rine
competition and fourth place in the overall Team Competition.
MERCURY A D THE CO' CUP-ATHLETIC

by LCp/ J. Lowe

On Wednesday 12 April 2000, TM Tp with a little help from its friend
decided to repre ent the squadron for Athletics. tarting off with the
400m hurdles we had LCpl Lee Khair. He stormed over the hurdles,
malting everyone el e look like they were carrying fridge . LCpl Khair
also romped away with the 00111. As a la t minute entry from India
Troop, LCpl 'Chicken' Mcluckie clucked his way to victory in the
I I Om hurdle . For the hot Putt and the Discu , Cpl Karl Hannah threw
his weapons of war so far we're still \ aiting for them to land. s far as

233 Squadron -Winning Team
HE DQUARTERS QU DR01
Sqn Comd
Maj John 'lullender.
SM
W02 teve Rus ell.
MOTOR TRAN PORT TROOP - by Cpl Ingham
The MT has been as busy as ever over the pa t few months. A well a
the ever hectic way of life in I, there have been management change
re ulting in the amalgamation of the Quarterma ter' Department with the
MT - no\ known as Support Tp. A warm welcome to the QM". In no
particular order let's begin with the farewells. Good luck to the following:
Cpl ndy Howe and LCpl dam Huggett who a I write are probably
freezing their bits off in orway with 249 ig qn. Enjoy fellows! I o to
Sigs Ian Holmes and Keith Lovell imd family who I'm ure are now
enjoying Gyros , with Ponune Fritte mitt Mayo at 7 Armd Bde and 7 ig
Regt re pcctively. ow for the ne\ arrival to the Troop, welcome go to
those fortunate enough to be posted here to 15 ig Regt: pl 1artin
Hunt, LCpl Shawn Wat on and ig teve Worthington and familie in
from various mainland unit '. I o to LCpl Charlie Liter, igs Dann~
Richardson and Jock Flemi ng who have come oyer from Germany.
Congratulation to Danny, teve and Cha die on their recent promonon .
COM 'I CEN TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Howell-WalsmJey
Tp gt
Sut Gratrick
OMMCE Tp is definitely the hub of all porting eyent. to date this
year. Ba ketball. etball. Hockey. wimming. thletics. Tug of War.
Football and Lanyard Trophy. II events lcs Lanyard Trophy were
conducted in between night shifts. On the day of the I Football
ompetition we had enough females in the Regiment for two six a side
teams. The male in the Regiment had obviously got "ind of how good
our football ski ll were and turned up in their dro\'e to support us. (It had
nothing to do with the vicious rumour spread that omcone wa · g.omg to
do a treak if there was a goal cored.) When it came to the Army s1. e> It
wa ' a truggle to get ix girls together. The Team went 10 ldcrshot \\ith
no ub . The mo· t memorable game was '' ith 9 Inf Bdc. \\C knc\\ \\C
had a good chance of'' inning. but let them beat u. 13-0. The tar of th
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football for u~ wa · ig Pi pa Henderson who wa · cle ted for the rniy
:quad again. Well don to L pl ' am k)'vington for winnmg the Javelin
l n th' \toms n
up, ig Henderson for winning the high jump and ju
Linda hicld and L pl Trace) Walker for without them the Teat~
\\Ould not have been able to compete.

' . 'TRI 1- by lC1 1 Fox
There . eem to be more peopk coming and going than mes ages at the
moment. Goodbye to LCpl "Permanent Transmit' Vickers who ha .
fmall) left to go to the Intelligence Corp . leaving a nice cushy . lot for
L pl Fox to mo\c to. ig Huish has the pleasure of taking o er from ig
'1?i:co Qu ·n: Green. then last but not lea t, ig Gorman will tep into
1g Rod\~ell place as he accepts the challenge of 1 RBY pecial
Comm. election Course.
0'.\1 I E

OM'.\1 E ' PALA E - by Sig Henson
There have been recent chang overs in the OMMCE . Let's start
with the goodbye . ig ·Rodder" Rodwell ha indeed been sent to
CO _1 ·I~~· _Antrim oon to. be joined by LCpl am kyvington with
the m. pmng JOb of Stat , wlnlst pl 'Glo · Fagan is off to iv Div. Al o
not forgening L pl Webb who recent! won her tape and has re-traded to
a Tech - well someone ha LO! o good luck and all the best. Hello to ig
'Le Fox' hield , ig Henson , and not forgetting ig Gorman.

cm1 ICE

LI B RN

ince we moved to llQ qn on I December it's technically goodbye to
233 qn and C pl s Lloyd. Phillips and 1.acDona ld in the CDA although they're till nicking our food! Proper farewells to LCpl Allen
and to Claire Lydon who 'vc gone to civvy street. Congratulations la ire
on your baby girl Laura ( 19 January) and to gts ' ewma n and
Ander on on their engagement - great news!! lso well done to gt
Ander on, LCpl Webb, and igs Walker and Green on their recent
promotion . Big _hello to gt , ewman, LCpl Joyce, Sig Emmett,
G~een a?d Flemmg. Fam~·el~ to ig Si mpson
ig ' tape ' taple :\tiles. Sig Jenny Read, Sig Fanny' Hannam and ig Matt Green very best ofluck to you all .
ATTACH. 1E 'T :ro co 1'.\1CE - by 2L1 As1ley
On arnval at L1 burn 1 \\"dS delighted to see the OMMCE in touch
with its creative ide, with almost nightly campaign 'To congratulate
Sgts Ander on and ' e~vman on tl1eir engagement (courtesy of the
Emmett and Green graphic design con ultancy). Before ha ing chance to
add my name ~o th petition, I was whi ked off to the legendary IRTT
co~e. and to ) ~egt AAC for a flight over the Province. Following thi I
received m~ ta kmg. for. the 6-w~ek. attachment, including teaching on
!TD , plannmg a nav1ganon exercise m the Mourne Mountains, and being
detached to 9 R IRJ H, the RN and RM . 3 lnf Bde and 8 lnf Bde. l was
al. o ?rie~ed on the variou department of the Regiment, and its role and
m1ss1on. m or~er to understand how a Wlit operate . Between these were
oc1al event mcludmg a happy-clappy style theatre trip to "The Blues
Broth<;rs'. at the Grand Opera House Belfast, and the memorable Mess
Burn . 1ght (apolo&ie to t.hos.e whose feet I tood on during reeling!)
So far I ~e ba~Jed with .th.e 111tncac1es of Service writing mostly late at
mght wh1J ·t chmch,lila-s1tting (thmk large quirrel/rabbit-type rodent) for
ab em officers ... I ve troned around the penmeter fence numerous times
(oh for a memory like a goldfish) ... and failed to find the exit from Sqn
H9 almo t a fregue~tly. I .have_been made to feel really welcome. if
be1!1g dragged to circuits, sw1mm111g and basketball within ten seconds of
am val counts a such! On a seriou note, thank you to everyone who's
looked after me ~nd so capably fielded my endless question about
ab olutely everythmg! All the best to those serving in onhern Ireland
over the next few months.
MOTOR TRA ·sPORT ECTIO,
EXERCI E DRI E ALI E PH E 0 1 E: 1-7 lfAY 2000
by Cpl H Jone
Exer:ci~ Drive_ ~live Phase One was a Unit Driving Competition held
at Mag1lhgan Tramm~ ~rea, Longkesh and in Barracks, the aim of which
was to improve the dnvmg standards of our soldiers and to select a 3-man
team to compete in ~rovince event later in the year. Day One was
de 1gn;d t~ te t all .drivers to the full. Despite feeling lightly ea sick
LCpl Daz Pull en 1mprc ed everybody with ~is .hil l descents. Day Two
~\as the dre~d~d day of classroom work. Thi mvolved written tests
mcludm? dnvmg hour : fatigues, 1 RTA and breakdown procedure,
FM1:3-2·3~3 ~ocu~en~uon and theory test que~tions. ewly arrived in
pro\ ince Sig Tre' Reilly HQ qn eemed to fair the best at this phase.
Day. Three was pent at Longke h on the manoeuvring area and thi
pro~e<l to be the m?st difficult day of all. A visit by Maj Mullender soon
put all the competitor to hame. who along with his driver LCpl (now
Cpl) Trethewe. completed the manoeuvring phase with no pena lties. The
final .day was a .barrage of tests to sort out the final placings. The three
winnmg competitors were:
a. HQ qn
Sig Reilly.
b. HQ Sqn
Sig Worthington .
c. 225 ig qn LCpl Pullen.
. LP PORT TROOP
.Tp omd
W02 (RQ\1S) Frost
Tp S. gt
gt Dobbins
Apart from work, pTp still finds time to provide people for the
numerous sporrmg events that take place within the Regiment and the

Pro' !nee. The Troop says farewell to gt hris Hood who has moved to
11 1g Rcgt on promotion, where he will be di hing out blanket ·. and no
doubt pending plenty of time on the golf course; to gt Al Bolton , who
made the m as~ 1ve . move up the road to 225 ig Sqn. where he will
probably be ta kmi; 1t J U ~t as easy as he did in upport Tp. To L pl ick
Trethe"cy, wl~o is leavmg l.1 .shortly on promotion. to play wacky races
with the cabs 111 London , dnvmg the 0 of 71 ig Rcb'1: (V), and finally
to ara Thomas the Squadron Clerk who leaves to move to Nuneaton
The T:oop would . lik~ to ~end their .congratulations to Sig Stev~
Worthmgton and h1 wife L1 a ~n the buih of their on Kicran, also we
woul~ lt~e to extend o.ur be~t w1she to LCp l ick Trethewey and hi
fianc~ Kelly, ~nd to Sig Cnssy Marston and her fianeee Jim on their
pe~d111g marriages . The Troop would like to welcome S gt Mark
~ h1ve~s . gt can ll):tand , C'.PI Martin Hunt and Sig's Taz Taylor,
Rev
Revelly and frev R1ell. to the Troop . Last but not least
congratulations to ig Danny Richardson on hi recent promotion to
Lance Corporal.

and Cpl Kerry Thomas, bo th o ff to joi n the ranks at J SSU Oakley.
Finally goodbye to Cpl Dave Hill who is off to soak up the sun in JSSU
Ay ik.

,

I

EXERCI E MALI Fl
Ex Malin Finn . wa part of HQ Sqn' adventurous training calendar,
w~ 1ch took place 111 the orth Channel of the lri h ca near the Mull of
Kmtyre. The Exercise took the form ofa 12-day sail ing expedition which
was broken down into three legs taking four people from the quadron on
each leg. LCp l ' Mac' 1cFarlane wa skipper and W02 (SSM) Steve
Russe ll was the first-mate.
The first crew was gt ean 'Galley Rat Hyland , LCpl Neath 'Jut
lash me to the helm ' Had ley, Sig Andy 'Ripp van Winkle' Pennock, and
Si 0 'Revs' Revelly. For that leg the weather couldn 't have been much
better, apa.rt from when the wind decided to pick up from nowhere, which
ad.ded a bit of e. ·c1ten_ient for a couple of minutes whilst we changed the
sa1.ls down. During tlus l~g the CO and the QM dropped onto on the boat
quite literally. \ 1th the kmd help of the RAF who high-lined the CO and
the QM down onto the boat whilst in the middle of the lri h ea.
Leg Two starte~ a bit trangely y;ith the majority of the crew feeling
eas1ck after the first day, thmg picked up dra tically with the crew of
Sgt 'Menn' Carter, Cpl ·Rocky ' Just how me which way to point the
boat' Mountain, L pl Tracey 'Stop blocking the sun with those sails '
Wa lker and i.g Pippa .'l wa sick 24 time you know' Henderson,
gettmg some leisurely ailmg m and when the wind totally died on us for
some seriou unbathing.
Leg Three saw a complete change in the weather with wind
dra~atically picking up to around 30knot at time , but the crew (Sgt
C hris Hood , Cpl ngie Richardson and Sigs 'Stevo' Stevenson and
'Malley' Mallinson) coped with thi extremely well. The weather picked
up ~o much that on the way from. Girvan to Portpatrick, the skipper
dec1~ed that things were getting a bit too hairy, so the decision was made
to hide away from the weather, which took two day to die down . All in
aH the expediti~n was enjoyed by all the crews who showed a great
att1tu.de to learning new kills, putting up with sometimes very rough
cond1t1ons at sea and came out at the end miling and with a sen e of
humour intact.

233 SIG AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Richard Giles
SSM
W02 ( M) Rob Dunseith
The quadron held a highly successful battle-camp in April, providing
a rare opportunity to get troop together, away from shift systems and
offices. Back in camp the management priorities include preparation for
the upheaval of moving into purpo e built real e tate, implementing plans
for the forthcoming Marching Season, and dealing with upgrades in some
communications ystem . Despite the operational challenges (which
paradoxically increases the Province's communications assets as the
Peace Process evolves) a high proportion of the troops have been able to
get away for extra mural events.
I DIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Gareth Oliver
Tp S gt
SSgt Craig Marlowe
They say that spring is the season to clean your house from top to
bottom. air the linen and generally have a good clear out of all those
nooks and crannies. Well , not a Troop to be found at the back of the
queue when there 's work to be done, lndia threw open it's door and sadly
parted with a few items of furniture beyond price. The following have
gone to new home , mo tly at better rate of pay; W02 Ray eat, FofS
Andy Paton, SSgt John Ramsdale, Sgt Simon Graha m and last but
definitely by no means least, Cpl Mark McDonald. Gone, but unlikely
to be forgotten by those who' ve worked along ide them. A big welcome
to our brand spanking new Foreman of Signals, Gaz Williams and his
slightly worn but still extremely functional Tech Sergeant, Mick
Knowles. Workwi e, the Troop has had a busy few months upgrading the
various IT systems in our ca re. Upgrading, and in quite a few cases
patching the upgrades. Dragging members of the Troop away from their
beloved system is never an easy ta k, but when it's accomplished, trange
thing happen. ig McLuckie volunteered, eventually, to make up the
number for our team entry to the McKelvie Cup Athletics on the day of
the tournament. ot content with ju t turning up, he then had the sheer
audacity to win the 11 Om hurdles outright. Well done that man. India,
normally the prop that supports the re t of the competition placing ,
pulled off yet another coup by knocking the other teams in the McKelvie
up Cricket competition for six. All in all. a good few month with the
potential for even better times ahead.

225 SIGNAL QUADRO - SQ UADRO HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj Jeremy Tod
SSM
W02( SM) Downie
As pring has come and gone, 225 Sig Sqn have had plenty to keep
them bu y. We have found that as the peace proce s rumble on the result
for the Squadron is an increased workload. However, 225 qn has had
plenty ,of opportunity .t? 'Strut its Winning Stuff' during the recent eries
~f CO s Cup Compeut1ons. o far we have claimed the wimming (at a
hebrea~) . Tug O' War, Potte~ Sports and Shoot!ng, relinquishing only the
Athletics Trophy to 233 Signal Squadron with the hardest of fight ,
congratulauons to them. Welcome are extended to Capt Tam Malley
who takes over a Ops Officer from Ca pt Bill Bren nan . We wish Bill
an_d Suzan.ne all the best at UKSC(G). Goodbyes are many this ea on
with the 1mm1nent departure of Ca pts C hris Lamb and Robin
Carpenter who go to SHAPE and FIU respectively. Ca pt H elen
M.urphy also leave to emigrate to New Zea land. She ends her best
wishes to all tho e that have made her time in the British Army so
memo~a~lc and extends a warm welcome to any that can make it to NZ
for a VISll.
ECH O TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Balfour
Tp ~Sgt
gt F ielder
. Firstly a couple o~ hello'.s to JT Danny Bradley arriving from JSSU
Digby .and LC~I C hris Tc l~m g from 14 Sig Regt. The Troop has enjoyed
a relatively quiet month w ith the highlight being a BBQ organised by
D~lta Watch (c heers lads, excellent spread) a nd Char lie Watch's
P~mtball1ng Day at B~llykinler. Congratu lations to C pl
I Sharpe and
wife J e nny on 01e birth of their son William , a nd to Cpl Tommy
canlan and ~1fe Sa rah on the birth o.f their daughter tephanic. A
double celebrat.1on for Cpl Sharpe as he also passed his driving test this
month along wit~ Cpl Dave Salter passing it on hi s ccond attempt. Well
done to L~ Jamie B.atfour and Cpl Babs Woodhouse who represented
the Troop 111 the Regiment shooting team at !SAAM . Lt Jamie Balfour
mana_ged to wa lk off with the silver in the FIBUA shoot (sti ll needs some
practice with the pistol though). A few members have also left us this
month. Goodb.ye at short notice to the Troop Commander, Lt Jamie
Balfour, who 1s off to complete a crammer course before becoming an
undergraduate at hrivenham this September. Also to Cpl Andy Liddle .

GOLF TROOP
fp Comdffcch Adjt Capt Ian Hargreaves
Tp SSgt
SSgt Brian Wilk.ins
Work continues to be hectic with many new operational challenges and
life here in Northern Ireland continue · at a pace. On the sporting front
there were noteworthy performances in the Lanyard Trophy by Capt Jan
Hargreaves and Cp l Phil McLeish. Sgts Dave Kilgallon , Stu Murray
and Wayne Ballard all competed in the Hi Tech Challenge, which was an
improvised Triathlon event consisting of Mountain Biking, Kayaking and
Running. Well done to all. Farewell to gt Chris Warren , Cpl Geordie
Cranston and Cpl Alex Jelley who all depart to tart what we hope will
be succes ·ful civilian careers. gt Marie McChesney has been posted to
COMMCE Brunei and Cpl Dave Morgan has left to tudy hard on his
Tl at Blandford. ewly arrived are gt ' andie' Samuels, Sgt Lyndon
Box, pl Ryan Lang and Cpl ' Robbo' Roberts who we welcome to the
Troop. Congratulations go to gt Richie Gathercole on hi s selection fo r
promotion to Staff Sergeant and a special mention to our two newly
promoted L pis Gaz Stokoe and Lee Stafford. Congratulations also go
to Sgt Ritchie Cleminson on passing his FofS Selection . He will be
starting his tudy thi September. Finally, congratulation s go to Sgt
ayne Ballard and Tanya on their recent marriage.

NETWORK CO TROL CE TRE - by LCpl Leah Mates
CC Ops Offr
Capt G uy Benson
Op gt
Sgt teve Johnson
Firstly, we would like to welcome a whole new bunch of baby techs
straight from the factory, these are LC pl like Davis, LC pl 'John-boy'
Walton, and LCpl Ton Wresscl. Al o LCpl Vanessa Brown and LCpl
haun Barton both arrived from TM Tp, and LCpl Jo Ellison who
joined us after a Jong weekend a a part time receptioni t on job
placement with 'TESCO'. C would like to ay a fond farewell to Cpl
ndy Brown who leave us for the multiple delight of 21 ig Regt. The
end of the month saw C pl ndy 'Bop Bandit super G' Brown's leaving
function. tarting with a meal before degcneratmg later .on, as the lad
donned their beach gear and headed for the bop. A good mght wa had by
all who attended. The next planned functions are for Capt Cu Benson,
on po ting and C pl Steve Whipp, off to iv Div. We wish them all the
very best for the futu re.

.,

CC MOVE TO THE EW BUlLDI G
Readers may not be aware but the C is rdocating to a brand new
building within the llQ l compound. Hav111g comp leted our new
communications procedure the Ops Offr, Capt Guy Benson and YofS
Ru ss Darlington arc busy planni ng a sequential change f
communication control to our new pace aged, hardened bunker.
C ATHLETICS A D WIMMI G
A busy month fo r
C Tp, \ hat with a thl etics and wim111111g

competition s. During the second phase of battle camp the Squadron
partici pated and won both the !\1crcury Cup and Inter-Squadron thlcllc
competiti ons. Foll owed a week later by the Inter- quadron S" imming
Competition with the girls' team taking first place with the help of L ~p l
Varn~s a Brown, L pl Leah ~Jates and LCpl Jo Elli on. The men's
team gave an outstanding pcrfonnancc winning a very re ·pectable '>Ccond
pl ace.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Coli n Kell
Tp SSgt
Sgt Steve Bartlect
Since the last edition of The WIRE there have been a few changes
within the Troop. We have had to say farewell to a few faces that have left
for pastures new. Cpl Richard 'Thommo' Thommasson has swapped the
rainy hills of Antrim for those of Kosovo. with 7 Annd Bde HQ & ig
Sqn . Also gone but not forgotten are gts Trefor Da\ ies and Ste\ en
' Hutch' Hutchinson, who have both departed to RSS Blandford on their
Yeoman of Signals Course. Whilst at Blandford they are likely to meet
another Romeo Tp refugee, Cpl Phil Marchant, who has departed to
start his Tl Upgrading and conver ion to the new System Engmeer
Technician. Hopefully Phil will learn that equipment will work - if it is
switched it on! The final mention goes to Sgt' ilvcr Sven' Gronn, who
joined the Troop towards the end of a six month tour with HQ Squadron.
' Sven' literally arrived, looked around went shooting and was then po ted
to 21 Sig Regt (AS) - you may now finally be able to unpack that MFO!
Good luck to all of you who have left us and don't forget - 'One In All
In' . We have had a few new faces posted in. Cpl ick lift ( 14 Sig
Regt); Cp l Gordon Dunderdale (NCC, IS Sig Regt), who is not staying
for long as he is off to 11 Regt EOD; LCpl 1att 'Wee Thommo'
Thomas, fresh from training; Sgt teve 'Taff' Hamblin (Belfa t
Roulement Battalion); and the latest addition to the Romeo Tp family,
Sgt (FofS) John Co llin s (Foreman of Signals Cour e). Hello and a
wann welcome to you all.
TECHNI CAL MAI TE '
CE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt E lisabeth McLellan
Tp SSgt
Sgt Bri Gillies
Of com e if you work hard you play hard and the turnaround in
manning has led to quite a few parties. So we start off by welcoming into
PC Repair Sgt Gaz Watkins and wife Fiona along with LCpl Hayden
Lawer, and LCpl Tanya Ballard who has drawn the hort traw and
joined TE Workshops for a tour of trend bashing. In tallation are not left
out and also gain ome fre h blood in the form of gt ick Goodwin
who is accompanied by hi wife Vivien, and LCpl ndy V iddup who
comes straight from the school. Welcome to you all and may your tour be
a pleasant one. With so many arrivals, room has to be made, and so we
ay a ad farewell (in most case ) to those that are leaving us to move
onto pa tures new. First of all goodbye and good luck to LCpl Kesha
Bryan who has now finally left for civy treel. Congratulations to Cpl
lan ichols who ha passed selection and is now with 264 ( AS) ig
Sq n. Off to another Troop go LCpls Vanessa Brown and Sean Barton,
and off to the 'other ide' goes the Fat Controller, gt Bob Buckingham ,
who has gained his crown and a baby on the \Ya)'. Last but by no means
least we bid a sad farewell to gt Billy Fagan and wife Glo who are off to
join the U lCOM team, and of course we cannot forget their dog Baxter
- the only one brave enough to have a go at Capt (TOT) Plumb. The dog
has fully recovered! Good luck to you all and many thanks for all your
effort. during your Lime ' ith the be t Troop in the Regiment.
The Troop, as ever, ha been heavily involved in numerou projects,
activitie and social event . Well done to Cpl's Al V alsh and Karl
Hannah for the high quality of work produced for the refurbi hment of
the GOC' office. Thanks to S gt Flo JarYi and the other D for the
organisation of an excellent battle-camp. A great time wa had by all at
the leaving party of Sgt Billy Fagan who e great sense of humour will be
sadly missed by the Troop. Finally. congratulations to ig Kev Orr on hi s
recent marriage to Becky. The Troop wishe him all the be t for the
future.
233 SIG AL SQ ADRO - BAITLE C 1P
Battle camp was held over a two week period at Magilligan Training
Arca, where the wind blows in every direction including down . Half of
the quadron attended the first week and the other Ital f the econd week.

The classic DS pose
(L-R): Sgt Selkirk, SSgt Marlow and the Battle Camp organizer,
SSgt Jarvis
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Problem \lanagcm nt. (an interesting de cription for the WO ) whic h
·ons1st of th WO! t Yot ) Paul Rose. WOI (Fo ) hris Gill and
WOl ( ' upervisor I ) Mtck Brooks, turned up for one da. ea h \\CCk to
m th ommand task • while the remamder of the qn D ' managed to
stay in the field for mo" -cks Ol'Janising variou military training stand.
and lots of field firing!
Time \\a ·pent getting ·un burnt on the first week and drowned on the
second week. Every on who atc" nded covered all of the mandatory
ITO'·. including the new 233 pm" :ited two and a half mile BP FA run,

command ta ·ks. fire team assessment, MPS trainin g and .Pistol shoou ng,
The command tasks hau an amusing theme, all were ach ievable with the
right perception. The ta ks were made more interesting by the fact that
everyone had a raw egg 10 carry on their per on throughout, with a time
penalty added for breakage. One of the more am u. ing command tasks
wa the military version of the farmer, the fox. the chicken and the grain
(answers on a po Icard). The hi gh li ght of both of the weeks was the
Friday nigh t ocial with
C Tp proving beyond a doubt that they are the
Kings and Queens ofkamokc.

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

qn Comd
1aj . J. Borrill R IG AL
R M
WO! (R M) . ·I. Lockwood R IG AL
HEADQ ARTE RS Q ADRO
ARRfVALS
D DE PA RT RES
ituation no change in HQ, a bu y schedule of meetings, lunchc
and for the Op Team and hief Clerk lots of courses. Congratulation to
W02 (YofS) Tll . ay what I like · Brudena ll and W02 (FofS) ' Darth'
idera s on being elected for promotion to WO I . Goodbye to Capt
Gareth lars h who is off on JD C and welcome to Capt 'Call me JC'
mith. Welcome to 'Johno' J ohnston who has moved from Comms Tp
to become the A sistant ADPLO. Welcome to Cpl ' Big Bloke' Renforth
who is taking up po t a the Assi tant BTLO.
CO 1 l UN IC TIO
T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Richard son
Ops Sect Sgt
gt Robin son
gt Ren shaw
T 1 SSgt
ARRIVA LS/DEPA RT RES A1 D CO GRATULATIO '
New arrival to the Troop arc 2Lt Sally Richardson who join u from
the Troop Commanders Course at Blandford C pl Judge Jules ' Dicks
C pl 'Rent a crowd' Faizey, LCpl 'I suppose I'll do it' Jennings and jut
in off the Blandford Technician production line LCpl ' Stretch' Bu rgon.
A warm welcome to one and all. Farewell to the Sqn Come!, Ca pt ' Whip
Lash' Taylor who ha moved all the way to 15 Sig Regt. All the best and
do not be to disheartened when we win the Mercury Cup again! gt Billy
Belshaw ha moved to 21 ig Regt and C pl i Dupree has finally won a
reprieve from his entence and has been released on parole to Civ Div.
C pl Bob Harp er and Cpl ·1 think I' m Ronaldo' Wed ge have both
departed on their T J's and la t but not least LC pl ' What Horse?'
Fitzpatrick i going to the White Helmets after successfu lly completing
his entrance course. Congratulations to LCpl K ev Boa rd, igs teve
Ireson, J enny arsfi eld and 'Geordie' Richard on for being elected off
recent promotion boards.
TM ECTIO
Although we have been depleted of our experienced personnel we are
rill continuing 10 function at peak efficiency. The Section has had a busy
'ew Year and it look like there will be no let up in the foreseeable
future. Still we have had time to fit in some adventure training in the
form of hiU walking and not to mention the odd course or two and omc
outstanding Troop function . How does it go 'Work Hard, Play Hard'. On
a _goc;>d note our sport ing conques t continue to mount up with the
wmnmg of the Inter ection Potted Sports Competition. We are starting
to a k ourselve the inevitable question 'Can any Section in the Squadron
compete with TM Section?' Congratulation to C pl Faizey on his recent
promotion to Sergeant and LC pls Gallach e r and Wad e on their
promotion to Corporal. ig 'Lewie' Lewis on successfully completing hi
PT! 3 C urse and C pl Wade on his engagement to Wendy (Doe he
know what she i letting herself in for?)
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
1aj pence ROG
WOIC
W02 <RQ M ) Belarn
The OC Tp. A01MTO/QM/ Supervising OfTicer has finally put his
c~rds on the table and is leaving the Army in Ju ne. He i moving to 40
1g Regt as a P AO, what the AO a hardened Cavalryman Joining the R
JG ALS'1 - never not in a mill ion years!!!!!! Yes is the answer and very
pleased we are to have him in our ranks, may your tradit ion be Swift and
. urc .
REG IM E T L Q A RT ERMA T ER' DEPARTM E 'T
Firi.tl} the Department would like to say a sad farewe ll to gt can
H) land who after ervmg the quadron for three years must now make a
huge 800m move to 15 Sig Regt as the SQMS of HQ I. We would like to
Y.clcome • gt Al Keir who ha returned to the Squadron after a two year
break wnh J
(Fl). A big congratulations to LC pl Ri ck herriff on
being selected for promotion to Corporal (the one who sl ipped through
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control. enthusiasm and fir -t aid skill wh ich was carefully scrutinised by
the lovely Sig Faye 'F lorence ighllngale' Edwards. The Oscar winni ng
cast for the sce nario were LCpl eil ·Does this involve anyt hing
physical'?' Beedoo (Veh icle Commander I), Sig Steve 'Magic fun bags'
Ireson (Vehicle Commander 2), , ig Jason 'Did anyone say anything
about bungie j umping?' Ellam (Terrorist I) and last but no means least
Sig Dave 'Ma ni c Mechanic' Kirton (Terrori st 2). So our main event
came to an end, all that was left to do was pack up and head home but not
before we sampled the ni ght life that Warminster had to offer, but that is a
whole new set of Wire notes.

Q EE:'liS COYIM~~. DATIO FOR VAL ABLE . ER\ l I-,
The Officers and Soldiers of the HQ and Sig Sqn would like to
congratulate C pl Mandy Duff, on her well-deserved comme nd all~m
from Her Majesty the Queen for valuable service. She was prescntc<l with
her award by the Brigade Commander in early February and has smcc left
the um t for pastures new. We all wish Mandy and her new family the
very best in the future and hope that her next tour 1s as successful a't th rs
one has been.

LO G 'ERVI E AND GOOD CO D CT MEDAL
PRESE TATIONS
s gt Robinson and Sgt McBride were recently presented their Long
Service and Good Conduct Medals with other recipients from 2 Regt
RMP. who also share the Mes . Unfortunately SSgt Robinson 's new wife
Sharon could not make the trip across from the mainland due to work
commitments but gt McB ride's wife Deirdre and daughter hannon
were pre cnt to witne s the event.

the net?). The Department ha bu y time ahead with both the main PRE
and POIP period coming up ; as yet again we look forward to another
challenging year.
fT R GBY EAS01
After a late tart the Unit's Rugby Team' eason finally got under way
with the I Minor Units Competition. The team did outstandingly well
willlling all their game before thra bing 2 RMP in the Final, to guarantee
u a place in the Army Minor Units Cup Competition. We were drawn to
play 21 Sig Regt in the Quarter Final which meant a four day trip to the
mainland (purely for training purpose of course)! After two day solid
training, (mainly round the public hou e of Cor ham!) we turned up to
play 21 Sig Rcgt at Colerne. It was a hard fought game with the Brigade
Team playing ' ith severa l key pl aye rs out of position. The game was
tarting to look like it wa lipping away from us in the second half with
21 Sig Regt forging a izeable margin until the heroics of SSgt ' Terry'
Mcintyre brought u back in to the game with a hat-trick of tries. In the
end the home si de proved to be too trong for us and won the Tie 38 - 27,
but a they ay in rugby ITS OT THE W I
I G THAT CO
TS,
IT' THE DR Kl G PART!' and needle to ay we had a fanta tic
third half in the bar before moving onto Bath to sample the city's cultural
ide!
I

EXERC I E LIGHT I G T RIKE
It all started with yet another final brief from SSgt ' Robbo ' Robinson .
Everybody knew what their job were, bags were packed, the bus was full
and the journey/drinking began! We boarded the ferry on time with all
sense of pride and dignity intact, for the time being anyway. As every one
tarted to find out where their rooms were, LC pl Martin ' Weird naked
guy' Kennie (name will be explained later) completed his recce on the
bar. As everybody made it down to the bar area, LC pl Kenn ie had
already polished off his first drink and had well introduced himself to
another. After a rather sociable evening, and because the bar had clo ed,
everybody retired to their cabins. ln the early hours one person from our
group decided he needed to relieve himself due to carrying out a recce of
the bar and not hi cabin, he did not realise all cabins were en suite! He
decided to earch the boat and outer deck areas for a toilet that was much
needed! The only problem was his chosen attire, a face c loth!! The first
nickname of the weekend was justly awarded! We disembarked and
started our journey outh from Li verpool to Warminster, which was
uneventful apart from when we met up with Sig Dave ' Manic Mechanic'
Kirton, who was joining the group from leave. We found Sig Kirton in a
service station the bonnet of his vehic le open and his head in it, but with
a handful of Rigger , Techs, Stores and TG 's we had him on the road in
no time. On arrival at Warminster we where shown to where our stand
was to take place and set out our plan for the fo ll owing morning. We then
made about a swift return to our accommodation at Knook Camp were we
found our beds and more importantly the ba r!
We were up the following morning (Saturday) at 0530hr , to the deep
joy of all. We had our breakfast, coll ected weapons, store and radios and
made our way out onto Salisbury Plain. It wa a hectic start to a hectic
day. The tand set up was complete and the casualt ies where all dressed
for their big performance, it was now time for the fir t two groups to see
how they would fair on our demanding sta nd. Fi na lly our fir t two UOTC
teams arrived, keeping up the punctua lity expected of soon to be Regu lar
Army officers. The IC teams was taken a ide by Lt ' I used to be part of
the Squadron' Madgcwick and given a brief on the task thei r team would
have to undertake. Meanwhile the rest of the team members were met by
C pl ' o Keys ' hip and LC pl ' W G' Kennie (DS for the two teams),
who kitted out the two teams. Fin ally the scene was set, two keen and
g reen QRF teams all ready for action. Sudden ly there were lights, camera
and a few thunder fla hes and the two teams sprang to li fe.
Each team was presented with the aftermat h of a cofTee jar bomb
attack on a vehicle. T hey had just twelve min utes to as. ess the situation,
treat and extract the casualties, cordon off the area and preserve the cri me
scene. During all this they were req uired to ca ll in all appropriate
agencies for assista nts. The teams were a scsscd on their command and
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Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service
Presen tation to Cpl Duffy
LS & GC Presentation

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj J a ke T ha ckray
WO I (RSM) Fleming

OTHER RANKS FOOTBALL IATC H

.
Q ADRO HEA DQUARTERS
Firstly congratulations to S gt Ga ry Bennett_ on bemg elected for
promotion to W02. Thing have calmed down wnh t!te SPS lnspecnon
havi ng been cancelled and Maj Don _D un ca n can f1~ally come down
from cloud nine a the six monthly audit 1s over. With time on our hands
pl Lee Goldsmith (AGC) d~cided t~at with Richmond Challenge_ (IT_D
Camp) just round the corner, 1t was ume _for ome remedial hooting m
the SAT. After four hours of endless fun It was time to knuckle down _to
the real thing and depart to Magilligan Training Camp for three day with
the R M and his training staff. The ITD Camp wa upon u : and ye .
being in Ireland the old aying 'If it is not raining, its not trainmg' was
true to form.
.
T RA DE PE RSO OF THE YEA R
Congratulations to ig ' tevo' teph cnson (Tele Mech) on being
elected as Trades Per on of the Year.
The Seniors
For the first time in months the sun wa shining on Londonderry and
everyone reached for their camera . The pre-m~t~h briefing fro_m C pl 'I
have no idea how to referee' Moore wa · one of fa1( play, f)rofe . 1onah_m.
but most of all good fu n. The whistle blew and ve we~e five nunute into
the half and Sat ·Scotty' Pringle launch d a throw-111 ball to the R I
who dro e a 1 ~'rt foot hot traight into the top left hand corner ( ndy
ole eat your heart out), 1-0 to the Offic~r '_and ergeant ' Mes e'.
Tackles were fly ing but so were the boy I:> minute in to the first ha lf
and we were 5-1 down . Time for our tactic to change. C apt 'Olly
olchar' Lamb swapped centre half for right '".ing and th ing ' took a turn
fo r the worse as we went down 6-1 nt half time. By noy._ m?>t of _the
Jun ior Rank had their leg chopped from them and were hmpmg_. Tune
fo r LCpl 'Corp foot baller' Rkhards to _leave goal and ·tart hunting for
goa ls. fier a pe riod of I - minute of be111g marked b} most ?four 1dc.
he broke loo e. Ye , it wa 7-1 now and rime for another ta~tlcs change.
more chopping, hacki ng and fowli ng. It paid off with dancing gt arl
Overton notching up our econd goal. two minute later \\C had a thtrd.
thi ng \vere on the up. Ti me for more tactic ., the W02 (RQ 1 ) 'Kc\ the
mountain' Tunstall went in goal. We were 111 our ·tnue now. Then L pl
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~aL \~elch broke . -~ but \\e fought on only to go 9-3 down with Cpl

otty Pearson nu. smg a kick but luck was on their side. Ten minute. to
go and • gt' o ~nc will pa. to me' Coupland has a rush of blood and a
'-----sol ~1 up the \\mg through my elf and ·Dancer' Overton only t mis..
Howc,·cr.. our lu k ch~ngcd when a _clea~ce from ig 'Watch my hair'
elso n ncocheted oil LCpl Kev Foster mto goal 9-4. We were on a
com. back. but ti was hort lived with LCpl 'PT!' Gourlay skinning all of
~s \\1th hts pace. Ye, they had rea hed the Golden 10. Thing were all a
httlc one 1ded, well when the Junwr Ranks cored even the Referee
con~ratulnted them. Five minute· to go and another own goal by that man
agam L )ll K v Foster ldt us at 10-5. Things would havL been different,
however. 1f w~ onl>. had our tar !Jlayer laj 'Harry Kewell' Thackray
\\ho had be n mtcnttonally held up m Brigade HQ.

P!an~ from 4 Armd Bde a_nd Sig 'I'm tu Plants' long lo st brother'
Fielding tra1ght from the Factory. Farewells mu t be said to pl •p t
Tong' 1ayhead as he goes off to re-trade, Cpl Gaz Moore and Capt~ e
tewart as they both go to Blandford. The Troop wa also taken over bo
Lt Ian 'Blue eyes, no thanks, I don't drink' Lowther. We mustn't forg;
to mention ig 'I can't wait to be a civvy' McCulloch a she leaves th
Army on 2~ .July and gets married to Cpl ick Trethcwy on 19 Augus~
.ong111~ula~1ons from the Squadron to LCpl Craig Law and Jodie on th~
birth of their baby boy, Connor James Law. April saw a trip to Lisburn
for the Mercury Cup a the quadron managed an overall second place in
Hockey and ctball. Well done. The athletics brought two win for u
One for Capt 'Spc~d of a thou and gazelles' Lamb (400m) and a win fo;
LCpl Applegarth 111 the IOOrn.

TRAI I 'G WJ G - pl tewart
. Thin& are ju t as busy now with the new ATD year upon us, but there
1s tJll time for good all-round trai.ning. First up was the JNCO' study
day. They l~ad a bu y day ahead with battle PT at 0800hrs. twice round
the camp f1mc trail followed by a tretcher race. R M Fleming, gt
Overton and
gt Taylor were on hand to lend upport , however, we
were one man hort for the team and all three kindly stepped in (mugs).
Then, under .the watchful eye of Capt 'Granny' tewart it was down to a
good old e t1mate. After n lot of head scratching it was time to let their
mouths do the work with three discussi?n groups. It didn't help matters.
tl~ough. when the 0
quadron had bncfcd the whole Brigade HQ and
Signal quadr?n on the new homosexual policy. As you can imagine all
tal~ was. on this, well a~ lea t Cpl D!lnn (AGC) managed to change the
topic. With all that talk tt was lunch tune. In the afternoon it wa time for
all Co.rporals to carry out their presentation . These varied from
patrollmg, to how to pres Cbt 95 to making and throwing a petrol bomb.
A big WELL I?O E to all who took part e pccially Cpl Stewart on his
overall A Gradmg.

The Players
Y CO, - by LCpl Anderson
For the. past month Y CO
ha under gone a complete
reco!1structton to bnng u up to the 21st century. The office is now
l~okmg i;nu~h. better but f~r h?w long? The good new i that ig 'Sid'
1dorow1czis 1 now workmg 111 tl1e quadron bar. o, at least the new
chatr (very comfy and with wheels) will remain iniact. Morale in
. YSC<? at the moment is very high (we had to write tl1i ) and everyone
1 ICJ?king forward to the up and coming marching sea on.
\\'e wo~ld ltke. to take the chance to ay hello to LCpl Adelle Murray
~vho h~s JU .t arrived ~om 1.~e~h Bde. Al. o. goodbye to LCpl Ber ty
Lundy Ba.'l:ter. He w~ll be JO•!lmg the c1v1han population in the next
mon~. Good luck t.o htm and hi beloved 1icbelle for the future. adly
hfe m YSCO ' will not be the same without W02 (FofS) Tez Brown
but fortunately the new FofS, W02 'Sideshm Bob' Vowles is fitting into
ht~ h?e mcely. On the 22 of May I had the plea ure of taking the rock
chmbmg dunng the adventure training phase on the JNCO cadre course.
Everyone . eemed to cnJOY the climbing package that I had prepared for
them_ I'd hke to say there were a few budding spidermen and women - but
there weren't! I mu tn't forget to mention the disco legs. of course I never
get them my elf. Well done - a great performance from everyone.
COMMC.E -. by LCpl Appleganh
The mtllemum has seen a few changes within the COMMCE .
Amval : LCpl 'Sammy D' Applega r th from 16 ig Regt, Sig 'Stu (pid)'

The effects of a petrol bomb on Base line shields
(L-R): W01 (RSM) Fleming, Sig Buckingham, Capt Stewart

The actual route had three large rivers that are incredibly difficult to
cross (Great Para route selection!). Anyway the first two days had passed
and on each day we had not yet all managed to get across these rivers
without getting our fc~t w~t. omething had to be done, we needed a plan
and fast . ~hat this s1tuat1on needed was some officer ingenuity, and it
duly came m the form of 2Lt Spencer.
2Lt pencer: ' Why don't we get some black bin bags and put
them over our boots just for the rivers'
SSgt Hook: 'Hmm! Seems like a good idea, well done Sir! '
Remainder of the group: (General nodding of agreement)
The next day .... Unfortunately due to a horrendous injury which would
have seen mo t civvies in hospital (Sore feet), 2Lt Spencer had to stop
early on day three due to lack of moral fibre. This was unfortunate as he
missed the river crossing. As the Team Captain was not available to test
hi· new ideas his 21C, SS~t 'It's the way I tell them' Hook stepped up. He
bravely donned the plastic bags and stepped into the knee high raging
torrent. It all seemed to be going well for at least the first two econds,
when it was then
gt Hook realised the flaw in the plan. Black bin liners
provide absolutely no grip whatsoever on slimy wet rock . You could see
the point at which he realised this, as his eyes turned from calm blue to
white with sheer panic. From this point on to the amusement of the rest of
the team it was only a matter of time before he went in. There was a quick
jig to the left and then a wobble to the right, then a large amount of
bla phemy about 2Lt Spencer and a final crescendo of splosh! ! !
However, this was not all, not only had the bags caused him to slip but
they had also now filled with water acting like two lead weight . We sat
on the bank watching a fully dressed man sitting up to his neck in water,
whilst clinging for dear life onto a rock with one hand and trying to
remove black bin bags from his feet with his other hand. lt was probably
the funniest moment of all. It couldn't have happened to a nicer bloke.
Eventually the infamous day arrived. At 0500hrs we were lined up and
ready to go, bang!!! We're off. 'Crikey, look how far up the hill they
already are' aid Sig Akrill. 'That doesn't matter, there is absolutely no
need to worry becau e that is the wrong hill.' said Sgt Lothian as we
decided 270 competitors were wrong. As we rose up the fir t hill the
visibility became very bad and there was a certain amount of following
going on. This was annoying, so we deliberately stopped and looked at
the map; sure enough everyone around us also did. So when we marched
off on a dog leg to disappear into the fog and our fellow competitors,
admitting defeat, spun the bezel on their compas es and were never seen
again. By the time we reached CP 5 we had established ourselves into a
solid fourth position. Check point I l and the 30-mile point, threequarters of the way round yet still another ten miles to go. Thi was a real
low point for us because by the time we reached checkpoint 12 we had
dropped to fifth.
We battled on to checkpoint 14 where we met up with our admin team .
As we came to a halt to get some more water W02 ( SM) Flemming
started shouting at u to get going a another team wa fa t approaching.
ot wanting to drop another place we et off at an unbelievable pace with
Cpl Scarrot's little legs going at ten to the dozen and ig Akrill
ounding as though be wa going to give birth. We ran all the way to the
next checkpoint only to find another team there. We couldn't believe it we
had run all the way and had still been overtaken. Oh! Wait a minute that's
30 Sig Regt' the team in front. We flew past them and down the hill to
the finish line to the sound of 30 Sig Regt' bagpipes. ' Sorry fellas 30 Sig
Regt are just behind us'.(lt was a nice tune though). When we cros ed the
line W02 (SSM) F lemming informed us that the people he aw at
heckpoinr 14 were in fact not a team but just people who were
intere ted in seeing who we were, and that he had reali ed that as soon as
he had shouted at us. Anyway wa that extra pain really worth that one
place. On a final note a big thank you to tl1e admin team and the now
RSM Kearney for helping us on our way. Cheers lad !

lST (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
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\VOl (RSM) C. H mas

L
YARD T RO P HY COM P ETITlO 2000
by 2/t Dal'id Spencer
It all tarted wi.th a cold, wet and thoroughly miserable Tuesday
mo.mmg ~ay back 111 January (the first day back from Christmas leave)
This was tt. our training for t~e Lanyard Trophy had started. Only thos~
Y.ho ha\'e ~one 1t know what km~ of training is involved. Believe me it is
the la t thmg you want to be domg at 0700hrs in sub-zero temperat~re .
At fir~t 1t all started well, the runs were all steady state. I don't know
\\here \.\02s Flemm ing and Kea rney learned what teady state was in
fact I don't really care, all I know is that l wouldn't like to go for a fast
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run. ~ith t!1em. The trainin~ was p:ogressive and the improvement in
111d1v1dual s fitness was v1 1ble. This trend carried on until the end of
February. Then we entered a Regimenta l exercise period, and people were
no longer able to attend regul ar training sessions. The whole team did not
all meet u.ntil we tcpped on the transport to leave for tra ining in the UK.
We !'rnved at Exeter UOTC, which is where we wou ld be based for the
next eight days. The idea of our stay there was to recce the route. The
four day route recce proved invaluable as well as providing us with a few
laughs. We took 14 people back, ten to be in the team and four as the
ad.mm team. T.he econd day was our longest, a 20 miler. ow picture
tht , the team 1s out on the &round and they ring the admin team to Jet
them know that they wt!I be m early. Unbelievably they couldn't pick us
up early as they were domg their own admin!
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Lanyard Trophy - 'A job well done'
2 11 SlG AL Q ADRO BAIT LECA 1P EXER I E
FIGHTI G AXE 22 - 26 MAY2000 F RO 1 RRB T P '
PER PECTIVE - by Sig Grime
A Battlecamps go it started off with a nice lie in until 0430am before
we deployed! We were all smocked up and ready for war, lookmg forward
to the first two days of 'non-tac' and getting our heads down. However, as

we all know things do change and we then seemed to be awake all
k.
Well done to everyone who took part in the exercise especially Sig 'Shane
hakey' Stevens a~ it was his first exercise in the Troop. Also well done
to LCpl 'Nuggit Boab' Toner who was the operator all week but may
need a bit more training in taking down trip flares for obvious reason•!
WcH d~ne a~so to LCpl ·Jen' Teague the two day warrior who de. pite
the lumted tune spent out on the area still managed to shine. The prize for
the best mosquito bite goes to Sig 'Jonny La Mule' Carroll whose head
seemed to turn into the FA Cup by EndEx. At EndEx the Troops were
assembled into team ready for the 8km March and Shoot. Comd Tp
came first - well done to them and commiseration's to RRB Tp who
actually lost a great number of points owing to the appalling efforts on
the range by the supposed Troop Marksmen: igs Al Booker and Kibble.
We all now know of course that they couldn't hit an Elephan~ backside
with a Banjo!
EXERCISE WEEKE D IL ' ITl TIVE 2 - 4 J
E 2000
by LCpl Lutkin
Here in Germany there i an age-old concern about what inglc
soldiers ought to be getting up to on their free weekends. adly there is a
great tendency to drink immen e amounts of alcohol and never venture
further than the world of Playstation and in our case Herford town centre.
To overcome this problem we at 211 ig Sqn devised a plan that would
follow the normal, accepted, and very popular regime adopted by our
young 'singlies' but also make that first step towards venturing further
out into the continent. The idea? Simple: Four team , a select few but far
flung destinations, some simple tasks. some supervision and oodles of
scope for imaginative adventures. By all accounts some VERY
imaginative adventures were had by all ... outstanding. Here's one account
that could actually be printed (and sorry but -Fotografieren Verboten):
A typically boring Friday loomed over u yet again with the pos ibility
of working over the weekend, which was published on orders the week
before. That was until the man with the tick decided differently!
'\1
KelJy called us all into the Squadron Conference room, (that is all the
block orphans and a couple of wannabe block orphans). We all sat there
in anticipation waiting for the weekly 'Don't let me down thi weekend
and Elvis i dead o take those lamb chops up for Monday· talk. However.
this did not come but instead a formal set of orders were issued along the
lines of:
Ix Minibus
14 x Block Orphans + I pad+ 'Q' the OS.
3 x locations to choose from in Germany
and finally everal task to complete in a set time.
ot a problem we all thought. Command Troop's three cities where
Kiel, Dusseldorf and Heidelberg. The group decided to go for the latter as
it was the furthest away from anything to do with British Squaddies and
also the 32000 students that live there. (For some reason ig Heath 'the
Captain' GreviUe showed enormou enthusiasm for living like a student
again). We departed on the five hour journey down south which
il1corporated several toilet stops which where approximately every 5oom
on direction from LCpl J es Limbert. After some frantic phone call we
finally found accommodation in a Best Western Hotel in Mannheim - a
place considered po h by Blackpool tandards. The hotel had a swimming
pool and a auna which wa used immediately by everybody with or
without swimming co tumes. Bdr ·Subwoofer in de boot' Bedford aid
he could wim faster without short , who are we to argue! That night was
spent infiltrating the local community in down town Mannheim which
wa very cosmopolitan. Sig Leonn a 'pas me another· Caulfield found
the only Irish bar and Sig Ke n Ba rlow found every gutter. LCpl 'looters'
Lutki n tried with immen e diplomacy to gain entry into many club (let's
just hope we now do actually wi n Euro 2000).
The next day saw u making the short journey to Heidleberg where we
tarted the ta k in hand. Looter and Bedders went to find ome
accommodation whit t the re t hopped in the PX buying everything
American. After orting the accommodation. the next step wa to find
somewhere to watch the football and obviously more importantly plan the
day's events. Aft1.:r two hour of deciding what to do, G re\' decided to
shoulder the burden himself, being the hero that he is, and go to tl1e castle
and complete the task himself... good for him! ecdle · to ay when day
became night we contin ued to integrate with the local populou and had
yet another cracking time. It al o so happened to be one of the bigge t
nights of the year in the Heidleberg calendar with a firework di play
over the ca tie. We weren't that bothered about the firework of course
but this did empty the bar ome' hat again to our advantage. The beers
flowed nicely and it wa oon time to hit the club . This wa where the
SQ MS 'John Travolta' 0 ' Brie n made his point that it really doe· not
matter whether you are old or infirm he could .till 'mix it up wid da be t
of dem, boyaka' .. .yeah right!
The final day was spent travelling back and trying to work out how
much we had spenl. Who care ! It was a spot on weekend \\hich
hopefully will be repeated oon.
T IO AL
THMA
IPAIG1
26.2 MI LES FOR T HE
by SSgt Deano Cox
Thi event i the perfect vehicle to raise money for many chantic tliat
arc often clo c to the heart to the runner involved and that wa · certainly
the case for 211 ig qn's,
gt Dca no O:\. Dea n ran the London
Marathon 2000 on unday 16 April, (which al o happened to be his 34th
birthday - what a present!) to rai ·e money for hi chosen charity, 'The
ational Asthma Campaign'. His . on litchell (aged 2 and a half) "as
diagnosed with asthma a hon while ago and therefore Dea n could not
re·ist the lure of the big run to contribute toward· the effort of tht ·
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fonta ti harity. He ompl tcd the run, hi fourth London Marathon
overall. a hie\ ing his personal be t of 4 hours, 20 min and 16 Sec . All
told he managed raise over £ 1
(DM 4656) for A thma Research .

-oo

SSgt Dean Cox 211 Sig Sqn 'At the finish line .. .'

DIVISIO 'AL AIL TRAI I G WEEK
by 2Lt Kathy Burgoine
After two arduou wee~ on exercise our rerun of ailors were ready for
a relaxmg and . unny cruise from K!el on the north coast of Germany,
around the Damsh Isles and back agam for tea and fi h fingers! Li ttle did
!hey _know w~a.t they were letting themselves in for! After a gentle breakm w!I~ a tra~nmg afternoon the eight crews were to compete in several
races mcludmg a mght pas age. The first race left us marooned and
battered after encountering a qu.tll whilst everyone else sailed on
unaffected by our freak weather conditions! The gale force wind appeared
f~om nowhere, bringing with it hale, sleet and fog . The mast was
v1brat:mg so hard that even the kipper showed fear in bis face as we
struggled to bring the sails down! This was not the end of our encounters
with the fickJe mother nature. Going from one extreme to tJ1e other we
later !'ound ourselves without wind and with Lt ·Shakey' Shakespeare
standing on the fore-deck ~oling out the j_ib with the boat book! Winning
the races became more. ~ital a the pomts added up. and the sailing
became mcreasmgly exc1tmg and tactful. Yachts began to leave the main
fleet to 'try their luck at navigating different routes, whilst tacking around
the ~uoys became more heated and exciting as places were gained and
lost m seconds. As the week progressed our sailing skill improved and
nothmg could beat the early morning visit to the bakery for a daily
Danish Pastry!

212 IG SQ BATTLE CAMP
EXERCISE META L J CKET
by Sig 'Dale· Turner and lCpl '.A I ' Taylor
The annual 21 2 quadron Battle amp tarted at some ungodly hour
on Monday 22 May where we moved to Haltern Training Area. Having
deployed we were given a set of Troop defence orders by 2Lt 'Chris '
HoHand and then moved ofT to our defensive location. Once firml y into
routine. recce group were sent out led ad111irably by C pl Ian Fowler
Cpl Chris ' Kit Bag' . immonds a.nd LCpl Al ' Startled Rabbit' Taylor'.
All appeared to be gomg well until Al Taylors Section were ambushed
~nuch to .the amu ~cment of tho e list:ning . in on the radio, the phrase
squeal hke a pig ame to mmd as Sig 'Gmge' Turner tncd to give a
contact report. Having been on the receiving end of endle s stream of
talcs of the bravery hown by the recce cctions the Troop moved into
night routine to prepare for a pos ible enemy attack.
In the ·wee mall hours of the morning those a leep soundly in their
trench~s were woken to the no1~e of an attack on their position . Despite
~etu~m~g a.s m~ch . fire as po 1ble, though not enough to kill gt Fraz
lnv111e1ble Reid 11 wa nece ·sary to withdraw from the position. This
went without its fair hare of_incident. with ' Gingc ' Turner getting
captured for the first of many lime dunng the exerci e. Also Two ' Kit
Bag· Section left the majority of their equipment behind. Having
regroup~d we decided that ' 9ing_e· Turner wa indeed 111issing in action
and, havmg all seen the Blair Witch Project we decided that it would be
better to move off and await further adventures rather than go back into
those woods again!
Tuesday saw the T~oop practice fighting in woods and forests (FIWAF)
which the Troop enjoyed due mainly to the protection given by ig
' Rambo' Johnston and his gun assistant Sig Mike Maloney who had
arrived_at t~e unit only hours before deployment, lucky lad. The day
ended m 1ctory for the Troop as we regained the position lost the
previous night not without a cost though, the valiant death of Sgt Aidv
Simms. After moving to Bockheimburg and into a hasty harbour we were
tasked to escort the Commanding Officer out of the TAOR. However,
alo~1g ~he mute a~other ~mbu h was prung with the Troop springing
runJa hke mto acllon agamst the enemy but not quick enough to prevent
the Commanding Officer' deatJ1. After routing the much-vaunted enemy,
we once agam took to the road ...
In the pouring rain we moved onto the Sennelagcr Training Area where
Capt Jase ichols led a gruelling tab to the next bivvi location. Thursday
consisted of close target recce in preparation for a dawn assault on the
OBUA village. ~gain things didn't go according to plan with the majority
of the patrols be111g captured; notably the troop Houdini, 'Ginge' Turner.
The recce continued into the night and gave everyone the chance to rest
and recover.
. Another late night tab had the troops ready to assault the OBUA
village at first light on Friday morning, which was to be the culmination
of our training. De pite everyone claiming to have little or no ammunition
left the initial assaults were supported by plenty of fire and once in the
buildings the room were cleared and all enemy and bagged and handed
over to the pleasures of the SSM Dave 'Geneva Convention ' Rook.
Despite the quickne s of the assault the enemy had devised a new weapon
to. slow the attackers down, flour, which was dropped from the top
wmdows onto the Troop giving some of the sections a very ghostly look
(Ex Asslt Pl Comd now ig (Capt) Jase icliols and Asslt ect Comd
LCpl 'lain' Cowley.

Sig 'Rambo' Johnston and his gun assistant Sig Mike Maloney
give fire support

,
.
. .
Sailing
Come on ... sm1le ... th1s 1s great. LCpl Opie feels another wave'

2Lt Burgoin~ proved her aptitude for attending university by not being
able to solve a simple puzzle of placmg two extra people mto a scenario,
but dtd however manage ~o place eight extra! How? We'd Jove to know
ho~ but 11 defies all logic!
gt Cox ensured the good weather was
enJ.o~cd by ~II by keeping a steady flow of pork chops and Bratwurst
arnv1~g, which were then expe~ly cooke_d on the _BBQ by LCpl ' Delia
Smith Thomp on. Yet even with all this good living, no one had the
cha.nee to get fat as Cpl Chris ' What's down this hill?' Vicker kept us
all in shape wnh his daily PT se sions!

To say that the exerci e wa a success would be an understatement as
by the.end of the ~n.al attack there were some big smiles and a real ense
of achievement w1thm the Squadron. This was only possi ble thanks to the
great effort put in by Sgt Lee 'Barney ' Ba lmforth and the other members
of the Squadron who acted as enemy. Congratulations to Cpl Blac klock
who was awarded the Stone Warrior award for the best soldier in the field
- he takes with him a trophy and a significant limp!
REGIME TAL TUG OF WAR TEAM - 'GA TRY DOGS'
by W02 (SSM) D. Rook

The se~sons' trai_ning began in February among t the rain and glooin
of a surpnsmg~y mild German Winter. This was very much a new team
with few experienced 'pullers' for tJ1e Team Coach to mould into men so
strong that their arms and legs were to be like ' blue steel that a cat could
not scra~ch'. A brand new Gantry was also built at the Werre tras e
sports pitch. It became a refreshing change instead of dragging a 111etal

IST ( K) AR'.\tD DIV V ASTLEY BRlDGE CC 1 \ ' ER. ' f.RS
IN CONJU ' CTIO WITH EXERCI. E IL\ lR ClllLD Ill
by Sgt 'AL' Fi1111

cage filled with old _tan.k t ~acks endl ess ly around the grass. Our fi rst
compcuuon was an 111v1tallon to the Aldershot Show. After an initia l
nervous start we found that we were not fa r behind the major teams with
some excellent wins against 2CS, 3 RSME, 2 RSMRE, 14 Rcgt RA . Both
A and B tea ms proved that so me hard tra in ing had not bee n wasted
fini shing fifth and fourth in both we ights, respectively. After a long drive
back to Germany to pa11i cipate in Ex Premier Link 3 the Regiments TOW
and Athletics Teams travelled back again to UK to train for the Morrison
Cup Millennium Games.

Cricket line up 'Exercise Silver Child Ill'

Tug o' war

On Friday 19 May, we lined up against other units from around the
Corps. We were determined to take the Morrison Cup trophy back to
llerford. There were six tea111s in the male competition and three female
teams entered their competition. The final for the male competition wa
after tJ1e female event that wa gallantly won by the ladies of 14 Sig Regt.
The crowd was driven to a frenzied state as our team won the first end
and the crowd erupted. After changing ends the 11 Sig Regt 'A' team
recovered and courageously clawed back to win the second end. After a
nail biting toss of the coin, our team won the 'favoured' end and with the
Coach houting him elf horse the 'A' Team collapsed after winning the
third and final end, becoming Morri on Cup Champions of the
Millennium Games. A special mention must go to the 'B' Team who
placed a very creditable third position, plu the unit Female Team who
managed third position against strong opposition.
The SOinC (A) presented individual trophies to the winning team and
after some much ad111ired foot drill in anticipation of receiving the
Morrison Cup Shield, HQ I and 15 Sig Regt apologised for not returning
it and we are assured it is in the post! The teams then returned to Herford,
only to drive down to Rheindahlen to compete in the Rheindahlen ' ot
Very' Summer Show! The training again paid off with wins against all the
teams that had turned up from around Germany. A and B teams from the
Regiment were entered again and won against all the opposition from the
following units: 26 Regt RA 'A' and 'B ' team , 3 CS, I CS. 4 RSMRE.
The final in the centre arena proved a di appointing event as the 26 Regt
RA 'A' team, beat our ·~ team by two traight pulls to take a trophy we
hould have really won. There is always next year to look forward to!
201 SQ ADRON ADVE TURE TRAl l G
by Lt Michele Hanlon
May saw some of the Squadron down tools and head to Bavaria for a
spot of level two adventure training. As part of a ten day package_ ~he
soldiers were split into several groups to pursue a vanety of act1v111e
including climbing, kayaking and hill walking with the aim of fini hing
the package with a qualification.
The Climbing group under the direction of Sgt Ian Conlan and 2Lt
Cathy Stephens were soon challenged on the first day when one of the
group LCpl 'Di co leg' Harvey was found to have a fear of anythm_g
higher than his boots. However, as the week commenced. he overcame this
and became at one with the rock, and was oon named limpet mamly due
to the fact that he was determined not to fall off. He was al o the only
member of the group to sca le a Grade Five a veryone else fell, literally
by the wayside! Sig ·scou e' Barwise was al o a natural and took to h1
new found port like a walk in the park. Overall the week wa a. great
ucce s with a series of days both in and out of doors a.nd culm1nat_111g m
all of the students receiving their Rock Climbing Prof1c1ency
Qualification.
The four walking group began their lo_ng _road to a . S.ummer
Mountaineering Proficiency qualification by casmg mto the_ t:a1111ng by a
gentle climb (not) ju t to get the leg working. After the 1111llal warm up
we then began to bag some peaks and were soon up above I OOm
learning ropetricks, weatJ1er forecasting, navigation and m the ca e of my
group some very bad joke . The week continued with a few more quality
days in the un hine and culminated with an cxped1llon to a mounta111 hut
where Sig ' ! a111 a Jcnga king' Jenkinson hawed u. all a few mo~e
during extreme jcnga and the epic millennium snail racmg champ1onsh1p
took place. So now after all their hard work all the walke: are more than
ready for the dizzy heights of K2 and E crest so watch this pace for their
~~-

.

The week culminated in white water rafting. water skiing and mo~n~a111
biking where the emphasis was more on the mountam than the ~1kmg.
Overall an excellent ten day . special thanks go to
gt ·Gaz' Davies for
all his hard work behind the scenes \ hich made the adventure tra1111ng
run smooth ly and to all of the in tructors for their a istance.

On Saturday 22 April 2000 Astley Bridge cricket club from Bolton
Manchester arrived in Herford to play the Regiment. The weather wa a
little hit and miss prior to the arrival of the opposition and the Regiment's
team selection was a little last minute, however. SSgt Matless the
Regiment's Captain won the toss and selected the away team to bat first.
They then proceeded to score a total of 75 all out showing an excellent
combination of bowling and fielding from the home team. As the sun
shone and the temperature rose the home team were led into bat by their
Captain and Cpl 'B lackie ' Blacklock who spent no time at all getting
their eye in. The skipper retired on a great core of 27 which opened the
way for Daniel Hymas to show his expertise with the bat as well as with
the bowling. Cpl Blacklock also retired after a good inning and gt 'Al'
Finn picked off the final runs. The day was rounded off with a charity
families disco in the White Rh ino club in Herford. Many thank to all
those who helped make the day a complete uccess especially Cp l
Blacklock, Mrs Vanessa Finn and last but not lea t the contact for the
game Mr Gerry Matthews (ex RRF) who still lives in Celle. The whole
day rai ed a total of DM I 076.52 as well as tbe contribution from Astley
Bridge CC, who with only one week' notice, were able to raise two
hundred and eighty pounds towards the Silver Child charity of which all
proceeds go to Great Ormond Street Hospital. Astley Bridge are hoping
to return to Herford in 200 I on their annual BAG cricket tour. Should any
team wish to arrange a game for Easter next year please contact gt Finn
on Herford Mil 3574.

HERFORD 1ARCHES - by LCpl McGinley
On Saturday 27 May, the 23rd International Herford Marche took
place. It was held at Wentworth Barracks, 1 (UK) ADSR. The event
con ist of approximately a I 5km march and shoot (using a Browning
9mm pistol) with nine command tasks to be completed along the way. I
(UK) ADSR entered two teams from the mighty 201 Sqn. The teams
consisted of three people each: Team 'A' comprised of Cpl 'Smudge'
Smith, LCpl 'Ged· McGinley and Sig ' Rab· Maclean. Team ' B' was
ig 'Head· Wilson. Sig ' Ru s' Hearty and Sig Thompson. With teams
entered from Germany, Holland and Denmark as well as many other
countrie , competition was always going to be tough. The event was run
by the local German unit which proved to hinder 201 Sqn' chances at
ome of the command tasks, e peciallv on the boat stand , where Team
'A' decided to row the wrong way along the river; also on the map reading
stand where the test paper wa written in German (knowing how to order
a gyro and chip didn't help much here). The other events include
strippin<> and a sembling an Uzi, a river cro sing, fir t aid a tretcher
race and an as ault cour e. Both teams did rea onably well on the
command tasks, de pite Sig 'I want to be a Tech' Hearty doing hi be t
to sink his team on the boat stand; and ig ' I don 't sweat' Maclean
takino his team on a short cut (Honest!) through a field of tinging
nettle~. However, the fa ter peed over the march en ured that Team 'A"
fini hed ahead of Team ·B", with the team fini hing eventh and eighth
respectively. After the event there was a barbecue and drink. held in. the
Royal Briti h Legion. If the e acti\ iric had counted toward· the fmal
core then Team 'A' would have Fini hed a lot higher than se\'entJ1 place!
DIVISIO AL SKILL AT R lS IEETI G 2000
by Cpl Warnes
The Divi ional kill at rm· meeting wa held at ennclager ranges
over the dates of 23-26 lay. The Regimental Team con i'tcd of four
team of four, all varying in competition experience so we were in \\1th a
good chance of a f~w mi:dals, or 'O we thought The competition s~te~
with a rifle APWT m which a few of the team did really well. Cpl Paul
Lester, LCp l ·John· Do r a n and ig ·zilfinquar' Cho11dr) all scormg
highly and gained qualification into the next round. Unfortunately this
was as far a they got. Pi tol PWT was the next on the hst and agam a
few hioh core from the two ·hoot· that we did, Cpl ·wilf' Warne . Cpl
' Paur''Lester and ig ·Ga\'' V ilson qualifying for the next round yet
again the , hooting stopped at thi point. The L W wa too pa111ful to
print, apart from the -core of gt ·Gerry' lcGach) who did \\Cll but yet
again had a di mal second round story of our life! La ·t but not least \\a'
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the fire team a: . es. ment. which I nearly died on even though I am :till
adamant I um 'd it to perfection. It consisted of a two mile run with 251b-.
\\Capon. _webbing. ammo and '~earing your hclm~t , after all that you . till
had to fire 35 rounds at q1rymg distances and 111 ' BC kit. Both team
score: w re good but not go d enough to wm anything. When it wa all

O\er the nit came .a clo. c second to 35 Eng Rcgt but to thi day we arc
till ba~_cd how thi s ~app ~ ned as we beat them on the Rifle and Pistol
compe11t1ons and the Fire :cam assessment. however, they did beat us on
L W. It \Va a c lose run thing but unfortunately no silver thi s time!

1 he course was thoroughly enjoyed by both students and OS. On our
return to York we were given a personal de-brie f and were presented with
our cer tificates of achievement. Finall y we posed for the course
photograph which will be a memento of the hardest thing we have done
....... so far.

·'

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt ol 1. ameron-1\10\\at
R M
\ \'01 (R M) . C. Keilty
'.h.e Regiment ha been involved in a diverse programme of military
training, por1 and charity. A, most of the Regiment drove out of the
camp gate~ on deployment to America on Ex Ro,ing ands and to
Germany on x rrcadc Fu io , 219 ig qn arrived back from Bo nia
where the quadron has been erving on Op Palatine · ince D cembcr
1999. The Regiment ha, al o recently been awarded the Birtwhi tic
Pennant of Merit for Recruiting, pre entcd to CO, Lt Col Camcroui\ l owat by the 1a tcr of ignal ·, Maj Gcu L 0. J. prack.ling OBE.

After the :tand · W? were is ued orders and the following morning
moved out of the relative comfort of the camp to the baby's head infested
wilderness that was to be our home for the next phase, test' week. This
bu y week gave us all a chance to strut our stuff as cction ommanders
or ~IC . Bmdened only by the newly acquired skills of receiving and
g1vmg section orders, and the occa ional prod from the ·cction OS we
got used to aclmini tering ourselves in the field. For some it was a Jong
and unc<_>mfortable proce s but we all got there. in the end. We practised
occupation of harbour . rec~e patrols, standmg patrols and fightin g
patrob throughout the Exercise. On the go for three days and unkind
w~a!-hcr left us .all tired a we approached Endex. WO I Terry did raise
j)mts on the 1ght Patrol range a he followed a fire team along a trail of
mp-flare and booby traps. The patrol failed to trigger a sandbag, which
was upposed to knock a member of the patrol on a bridge. The fire team
ero ed safely until Mr Terry. in a scene reminiscent of a Roadrunner
cartoon ( 1r Terry cast as Wily E. Coyote), jumped on the bridge and
wa truck by the andbag, which launched him into the water.

The Master of S ignals presents the Birtwhistle Pennant of Merit for
Recruiting to the CO
EXERCISE KOHIM LEADER 03-14 APRIL 2000
LEA DERSH IP CO R E
ince last year's Leadership Cour e had been cancelled due to
deployment to Ko ovo, it_ was "'.ith much relief that the coach pulled out
of Imphal Bks on 3 Apnl headmg north to Otterburn. Something woke
me from my lumber; there was the smell of OS in the air. After some
short organisa_ti?nal houting by the Training Warrant Officer, W02
(SS~f) _·Geord1~ Ha ncock we were introduced to a gentle tab over the
undulating terrain of Onerburn :rraining Area. After the 5-mile warm up
we were fed, accommodated, kmed out and thoroughly briefed prior to
recei\ ing. the first of many lessons that made up Part One of the
Leadership Course. Thi training phase covered battle PT combat
e _umate . kills le son. discus ion groups. range work, navigation by
mght and day. field-craft and tactics.
aturda_y was the start of Ex Round Robin organised by the RSM and
the Trammg Warrant Officer; a i:iavigation exercise completed in five
teams over some challer:igmg terram. Inter-section rivalry really kicked in
and everyone gave .their all to get round the course. The highlight for
mos! was_ the 264 1g Sqn stand wh~re we were introduced to a range of
foreign \\e<IJ>On , and then had to give a 5-mmute presentation on their
chara~tensucs! A GPMG SF shoot followed this, which wa a new
expenence for many of u . The other memorable event was on the
'Stalkmg Stand' where we were issued a single round and had to u e
cover to advance llj) a hill against an Observation Post. ig A ma r almost.
fnghtened Lt 'Jamie' oble out of his skin by popping up literally a few ·
feet m front of him, unnoticed.

Command Tasks 'What happens riow?'
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The long walk home
The_ final platoon attac~ at dawn gave us the opportunity of putting all
the skills we had learned mto pracllce. o that was Endex. Well, not quite.
There was an added bonu of an inter-section March and Shoot
competitio~ to ro~nd thin_gs off. Dragging up our re erves of energy we
~ot .round, m particular 1g Cowan was wimes ed at the heavy end of a
Jerncan-laden stretcher pu hing two of his colleagues up the final hill. A
formal dinner marked the end of the course for the student and DS. The
CO, Lt Col Cameron- 1owat, presented the prizes and, for the first time
111 two week , managed to render Sig 'Taff' Tutton peechle s when he
was not only awarded the prize for top student but was also promoted on
tbe spot.

MORRJSON CUP 2000
The Regiments sporting eyes were fixed on the performance of the
Athletics team at the Corps Meet, 18- 20 May 2000, competing for the
Morri son Cup. Staged over two days for this special Millennium event.
the team, complete with new team tracksuits arrived to di ·cover their
luxury accommodation was a tented camp at Weymouth. The driving
wind and rain battering the side of their tents did not impress the team but
after initial cries of mutiny everyone settled in for a good night's leep.
Awaking to dark clouds and darker faces an English breakfast and a
mug of tea set the team up for the day's events. The team had had
minimal time to practise so did not know its true potential. Fortunately we
had a few cro s-country stars, Sigs Grady, Tucker and S hepherd who
soon found themselves entered in the long distance events and some
seasoned veterans including Cpl Wood, LCpl Greenhill and ig
Dourley, who could be relied upon as a nerve calming influence. Day
One opened with a downpour, dampening the track and competitors' but
soon Sig Caplin wa storm ing home to finish second in the women's
5000m and later Sig Tucker finished second in the men's 5000m. By the
final event of the day the men's team were in third place and the women's
team in fourth place. Fortunately the team did not get blown away in the
night and arrived at Blandford on Day Two to put in some outstanding
individual efforts, notably Sig Grecnhaugh in the women's 200m, Sig
Grad in the men's 1500m and Cpl Wood in the men's IOOm. Also
LCpls Greenhill, Warner and Sig Dourlcy in the High, Triple and Long
jump re peetively. By the 4 x 400m relay race the team was still in third
place, just behind I (UK) Div & ig Regt. We had a trong team and
knew that victory was not beyond our grasp. After a brilliant second leg
by ig Cowan the team lay in second place, but as LCpl Gittins overtook
a runner in the third leg the two athlete clashed and LCpl Gittins made
a dramatic tumble. All seemed to be lo t. Cheered by the crowds LCpl
Gittins quickly jumped to his feet and with real determination retook two
places before handing over to Sig Grady, who left the I (UK) Div
challenger standing and crui ed home into second place.
The team took home second place in the men's compet ition, the
winning team being 11 Sig Regt. Sadly the Morri on Cup evaded us for
another year but we returned to York with medals and are looking
forward to the coming season.

three events and WOI 'And) • Terr) \\ho completed l\\o e~ents back to
back, which included winning the orienteering. All the C\cnt ran '~1thout
a hitch thanks to the hard work and organisation of\\02 (Q\1. I) 'Da\e'
Clark. All 220 competitors entered into the sportsmanship ,pirit of the
day. which resulted in 11 Sig Regt finishing as the wdl-desencd \\ mn.:r.
of the event. 30 Sig Regt won the trophy for raising the most money for
charity and despite heavy operational commitment! their team achie\ed
third place. The Combined Mess's Team from 2 ig Rcgt proved that the
oldies have stamma, the team had an average age of 40 years and they
achieved fourth place. The Leicester police team was awarded the shield
for Best Effort, an outstanding achievement in completing the event and
copmg with all the Army jargon. The event raised over £4.000 for charity
and a huge thank you to Nestle, the event sponsors.

DATE FOR THE DIARY
RACE THE SUN 2001
is planned for

10 May 2001
SSISTI G IT 's YEAR OF PRO 11 E
A GARDE FOR THE SE SES
Early in May volunteers from 214 Sig Sqn, led by Capt Richardson,
put their talents to work for '!TV's Year of Promise'. They as isted the
building of a special garden for blind and partially ightcd children at
Knaresborough. 'Henshaws Garden of Sense · will allow children who
cannot enjoy the visual sight of a garden to experience the beauty of the
outdoors through the ensations of touch and smell. Cpl 'Bob' Green and
LCpl 'Nie' Burnip developed some good blisters as they levelled ground
for turfing, LCpl An il wa IC Fire-Starter burning old foliage and igs
Bradley and dkins did some fine cement mixing and wheel-barrow
work. The event wa covered by York hire Television's programme
'Tonight'.

RACE THE SUN 2000 - £4,000 RAJ ED FOR LOCAL CHARITY
Race The Sun is an annual charity competition. which take the form
of a 15-leg relay, over 182 miles in a 12 hour period. The event i
organised by 2 Sig Regt and legs are varied and challenging ranging from
canoeing to mountain biking, wimming to tabbing through sce111c
Yorkshire countryside. The competition is open to all units to enter and
raise considerable funds for local charitie .
The entry for Race the un 2000 wa I I teams who came from a wide

Capt Richardson and the Gardening Team at 'Henshaws G arden
of S enses'
MIKE T ROOP
Following the po t-R IT lull life i hotting up again for Mike Tp \ i~h
the preparations for Ex Roving and and Arrcade Fu 1011. The Troop 1s
really looking forward to the return of the crew from Bo nia in June and
there are other change afoot. gt 'Bertie' H oyle i ofTto 7 ig Regt as a
Troop Staff Sergeant. yes miracle do happen. Al o leaving are Cpl s
' Dave ' R a nd a ll and 'Jo hnny Mac' McKeow n on their Tl cour e.
Congratulations to
gt ' Daz' E rnn s and hi .wife, J o, on the birth of
baby Ha nn ah and to Cpl 'Taff· Li\'esey on his well-earned promouon
and mo e to 214 Sig qn. Finally welcome to the new WO I (FofS) Dod d
and to LCpl Cap lin and ig Hem. l shwor and Pi tamber po ted in from
the factory.

Top Student- S ig 'Taff Tutton

selection of units. including for the first time, a ei ilian police team. The
race, held on 25 May 2000, tarted in traditional style a. dawn b~oki:, well
a little later, at 0500hrs. Each leg has a twist but gt 'Denn
1chol s
s tarted the day in · tyle by using a canoe with?ut a pray deck and
demonstrated the first submarine ever seen rn York. There were
out landing performances from Capt ' pliner' cott ' ho competed in

Why not pay your subscription
by Direct Debit?
Ring 01258 482079
and we will send you a form
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BU ACOTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt S. Lumley
Tp SSgt
S gt 'Mine's a Port' Remson
Welcome to Sgt Jim Grey who has joined the Troop from 243 ig qn
. LCpl Robbie Turner from 280 Sig qn, LCpl G. Symon~ who has
come from JSSU , Cpl Rob Hickle and his wife To ni, who have joined
us from HQ Sqn along with L pl 'Bobbi' Ball and his wife Mandy, and
LCpl Martin 'LA' Treen. Farewell to
gt Mick Brown and wife Kay
who have gone to I Mech Bde, we also say goodbye to ig I Locke and
Sig Lee Brakcwell who have both left the army - best of luck, and last
but not least Cpl Andy Gleadall and his wife Caroline who have gone to
Blandford. Over the last few week the Troop has been busy on exercise
preparation and on exercise Red Tricorn two/Spring Foray. We are
currently preparing for RSIT at the end of June. Preparation are also
underway for the Regimental Open Day. S gt Pete Howson and Cpl
Mark 'Stonemeat' Flinth am arc trying every cam po sible to raise
funds, as they arc helping CUOTC on Ex Deja Blue. an expedition to
Capetown, South Africa. The aims of this expedition are to celebrate
CUOTC battle honour whit t raising funds for East Anglia Children's
Hospice (EACH). Any donations sent to 202 Sig Sqn will be gratefully
received.

dined out in June. Welcome to .Sig .D ean. recently arrived from tra ining
and to our newest Gurkha soldiers m the Troop. LCpls Anil and Born.
kier' Orange i. arriving
Watch out all you Sk1~rs : J>I Tony Corp
from BF(!! The Troop 1s looking forward to a good exercise in Germany
and ' tockmg up for summer BBQ's, whilst contemplating how to take on
the upcoming Project ormorant in the very near future .

Mike T roop- The F.ull Team
LSQ ADRO
Capt tuart cott
M
\\'02 (
1) Kev ·The Pocket Rocket' mith
A hearty goodbye and good luck to our recently departed OC, Maj
David omen ille. who ha up 'd and left u for unnier climes in PJHQ.
T 021 RO 1A ' TROOP
Tp Comd
gt Chris ymonds
Roman Tp ha had a bu y period lo ing our Troop OC, Lt (soon to be
Capt) tu ·Johnny Bravo' \ bittlC)' up to HQ a the acting 21C 214 ig
gt hris 'High and tighf ymonds had tarted to
qn and JUSt when
get h!m broken in! In true Roman tradition, members of the Troop took
part m b0th the uper iggy competition and the Regimental Cadre
Course. The Troop gladiators were igs Ashcroft, Davis, Dixon, cxton
and Smith . Although not all completed the full cour e, ig ·Ronald
McDonald' shcroft came out as the fittest Roman ( hock! ) and Sig
· mokmg fist' mith demonstrated he is a clo et military doctrine geek
when he scored well in the field-craft and leadership phase of the
Exerci e. For once our good-byes are horter than our hellos. After
sen ing an illu trious 22 years Cpl Eddy 'The Guvnor' Leek will be

T 023 VIKI G TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Jamie oble
Tp SSgt
SSgt Terry Shiels
Preparation continues for our summer of fun in the good ol' U of A.
To prepare u for thi arduous ta k we went on a little day out. . .
All wa set. even the sun wa hining but unfortunately Cpl ' Gav '
Bevan volunteered to drive . However we soon arrived in Kc wick and
found our peaceful family campsite and began assembling our tents.
Despite. hi i~ istencc Cpl Tm in charg~ · Parkhill could not get three
people into his cnsp packet 1ze tent. Havmg settled in we took on Mount
kiddaw and being a bunch of gladiator we opted for the hard route
topping for lunch at the top where Sig ·Ginger' Mitchell made friends
with a goat and lost hi s food. We then lipped our way back to camp on
some unforeseen snow and ig John ' baby' Rec made good use of hi
backside. Then Cpl 'I'm still in charge' Parkhill decided we would climb
the neighbouring mo~ntain. much to the dismay of the older group
members. not ment1on111g any names: LCpl ' Daz' Cu lver. Tired and wet
we. evcntuall~ got back to base camp, showered, changed and into the
quiet Lake District town for a Babycham or two before waking the whole
camps.ite on our return. Then the rain came and Cpl Andy Plumb found
that h1 t.e~t wa not totally _waterproof, r~uch to the di 11:1ay of LCpl
Andy Wtlhams who had decided to sleep 111 1t. The followmg morning,
ach111g and wet we packed our tents away and headed off back to York for
a well-needed re t and to tell torie of 'The Day We Conquered The
Mountain'.
TN 024 CELTIC TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dhan Gurung
Tp S gt
gt Debendra
Life for Celtic Tp has b~en g~ared towards _the forthcoming Ex Roving
Sand . In preparation Celuc. Y1kmg along with personnel from 219 Sig
Sqn deployed to Kirton Lindsey on Monday 8 May lo support the 22 Air
Defence Regiment. The purpose of this Lincoln hire outing, Ex Dragon's
Heart wa to test the compatibility of Ptarmigan with ADCIS. It was a
resounding ucce s.
ince our return to camp we have been extremely
bu y preparing all the vehicles and driving them to the docks at
lmmingham. Fortunately it was realised that the 1624 generators had
been left behind before the boats et sail.. ...

3(UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
RSM

Lt Col , eil Couch
WOI ( R M) Stoker
REGIME 'TAL RO D P
1arital Bies ~ The w~ddin~ epidemic continu~s to sweep rhrough
~u!ford a Lt Ollie Gardmer JO m the Commandmg Officer, Lt Col
etl Couch, on the long walk to the alter this June. Congratulations to
both of them (No, not to each other), congratul ations also to Rachael and
Emma. Following closely i~ their footsteps are Capt Richard Odling
and J:Ian~ah, due to be married 111 the Summer and waiting in the wing
1s Bngad1er sorry Lt Grice who informs us that he is now betrothed to
Jani_na. Such a keeness to fo llow their Commanding Officer is obviously
admirable ..................... . keep watching the Blue List!!
Lanyard Tro h. - In an attempt to produce a team from 3DSR that
co~ld actually fmish the Lanyard the Regiment found a combination of
naive youth, pre c_d men and pensioners with egos years younger than
their bodies. The arm was to get all ten to around the 40 miles mark in
one_ piece and apa!t fro~ some Lion Sun foot problems we almost
achieved_ rt. We fimshed m eventh place despite the 21C's inconsi tent
use of his map and compas and the Regiment thanks W02 (SSM)
rcher for preparing the team:
Maj '4 I going on I 8' Bateson
Lt 'Upside down wings' Irwin
W02 'Last Lanyard?' Archer
." gt ·Do I get pon or hip' Howson
gt 'I wa lk, not ta lk ' Brm~n
Cpl ' uffer in silence' Lovick
LCpl 'Where's he gone?' Westerman
LCpl 'Eight hour,, to warm up' Ackers
LCpl 'If it's good for Lt Irwin ... .' Richardson
LC11l '39 miles too far' Kemp
One of thr secrets of our success was the physical and mori.I support
provided _by our superb back up team led by the UWO, Capt ' ot as good
a~ 249 Srg qn. Wye. Aye' Terry Crane. Thanks to LCpls Coates and
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The best and most battered boxer on the night
Lt Irwin Light Heavyweight Winner

The day culminated with a spectacular ovice Boxing Competition.
All boxers showed great courage and the contest was only decided by the
winning Welter Weight after both Regiments chalked up three bouts each.
The decision went to 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt who came away with
the Iron Fi t hield. The Regiment would like to thank 14 Sig Regt for an
excellent two days in Brawdy. The additional silverware in the trophy
cabinet will be keenly defended the next time we meet.

t

Newcombe and Sig Whyllie.

IRO FIST
O~ the only sunny day in March the Regiment was invited to challenge
14 ~rg Regt (EW) to a sports competition at Brawdy. With over 150
sold iers we descended on Cawdor Barracks ready to do battle with the
forgott~n R_egimcnl in Wales. Having the home advantage 14 Sig Regt
were v1ctonous 111 the Hockey, Cross-Country and the Volley-Ball with 3
(UK) Div winning the Football.

The successful Boxing Team
Back Row: Cpl Tharby, Sig Locke, Cpl Matthews ,
Capt Crane (Boxing Officer) , Cpl Watts , Lt Irwin , Sig Conner,
S ig Nash
Front Row : LCpl Richardson , LCpl Ball , LCpl Wheeler, Sig Needs
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HOCKEY
STOP PRESS - Even more success for SSgt Bru Baker and his
Ladies Hockey Team. On Friday 9 June 2000 the 3DSR team repre ented
the Army in the first Tri Service Cup Winners Cup at Portsmouth. As
Army Champions they played RAF lnnsworth and BR C Dartmouth.
Despite missing the 21C's support, two magnificent performances _meant
they were Tri Service Champions running out I I -0 and 11-3 victors.
De erved success for talented players and an extremely well drilled team.
Congratu lations also to Cpls Tracey Hoffman and Tracey Pro~Yse and
Sigs Salmon and Harr is on their Combined Service representation over
the san1e Festival of Hockey weekend. ·
The loneliness of the long di tance runner . Despite having econd.
third and fourth places in the cro country run a lack of depth on the day
resu lted in a 14 Sig Regt win.
202 IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. J . Quinlan
S M
W02 ( SM) Mc aught
OVERLOO TROOP
Tp omd
Lt rrwin
Tp
gt
Sgt J . Rowe
.
.
The Exerci e eason came and went 111 a flas h, starting way back at the
end of January and culminating in Ex Spring Foray in Mid May. Overloon
Tp, as usual. performed well on all of the exercises providing all of the
many ystems to the taff. On Ex pring Foray the Troop mana&ed to be
'Main' for a ub tantial period and dazzled t~e HQ taff ~vll h th.eir
knowledge and high levels of performance. Dunng the Exerc1 e penod
the Squadron wa augmented by manpower from 238 Sig_ qn _and 249
Sig qn (AMF), who all proved to be of immen e help dun!1g th1 taxmg
Exercise and we thank them for all the hard work they put m. In 0 Tp, a
so ldi er gets 'crated ' for a mention in 'The WIRE' - so he.re goe for
welcomes, farewells and congratulations. Welcome to L~ lrwm from 2~6
ig Sqn, Bdr Pogue, LCpl icky Dodgeson, LCpl Liam Parker, rg
'Randy' Hussey from W Tp, ig ick Pallis from MT~C- Colchester.and
Sig Royal from the factory. Farewell to LCpl Audy H1ggms ofT to 1vvy
Street, LCpl 'AK' Akkulugadu po tcd lo I, ~Sgt Dave O l!vcr posted
to 30 ig Rcgt on completion of Info ys Op trammg, Cp! Juhan l _owe~s
posted to Aldershot, ig Chris ' Frankenstein' Hartell off to C1v Div, Sig
Martin Harper to 2 Sig Regt. Bdr Larry Loates back to the _Gunners,
Gnr ' mudge' mit'h back to the big boys at ~O Regt RA, rg K~thy
impson to W Tp and Capt Pat Pritchett to 7 Srg Regt. ~ongratulauon
on promotion to Sgt Joe Rowe, Cpl Trev E ans, LCpl rcky D~dgeson
and LCpl Parker. Also a big well done to Cpl Tracey H~ffman m beu~g
a member of the Div Hockey Team champion , and to Sig ally '1arsh
for her successfu l selection for ursing Training in eptember.

WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. impson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Wringe
Well it's another bu y period since the new millennium. so much o
that the years halfway through already. There's been plenty of comings
and goings in that time. Firstly we' ll start with those who have managed
to escape the clutches of 3 Div. We start with the ever popular Cpl
'basics' Giddens to 19 Mech, LCpl Caz Wilmott to civvy street, Cpl
' Barney' Rumble, LCpl ikki Wilkie and LCpl Glen Lyon all to RSS
Blandford. We will al miss your vast wealth of experience. We welcome
LCpl 'Monbrow' Wood a nd Sigs 'Paddy ' Coakley, John Parry and
Jamie ' 1o 2' Thompson . We also welcome back Cpl 'Taff' '1orris
from his DMI course at Bovington. As u ual we've had plenty to do
du ring the Exercise Season. At present everyone 's busy preparing for
RSIT at the end of June, we've never seen 43 ·s looking so clean although
no doubt this won't last. It's not all work and no play though, and the
Squadron has managed to fit in lots of PT everyday which bas re ulted in
us winning the CO's monthly run.
206 JG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Capt R. J. Odling
SSM
W02 (SSM) S. T. Archer
I KERMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt G. Irwin
Tp SSgt
S gt M. Angove
We would like to welcome to the Troop ig AJan Simpson, ig ' Dave'
Thompson, ig Tony Scriven and Sig Sam Hall We would like to ay
farewell to Lt Gary Irwin who is going off to enjoy the pleasures of202
Sig Sqn, 3 Div Main. Goodbye to LCpl Lorna 'loses ~II the be t for the
future in .I. La t but not least ig Tim Cooper who 1 off to 20 Armd
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and will surely be missed by the female population
of Bui ford'.' Hello and goodbye to 2Lt Dean Atkinson who i off to
Blandford to attend hi Troop Commanders course. ENJOY!!! Maybe that
is a good thing as he use our masts for target practice on exerci e. ig
Cooper and Sig Thompson have promising careers ahead .of them as
they can juggle callsign and eon figs to suit them e_lves. Maybe you boys
should think about moving to Radcon! Congratulation to ean Thomas
on his promotion to Corporal. don 't forget to get you.r crate 111: Warnmg!
Warning! To all female at 20 Armd Bde HQ and. Sig qn, . rg Cooper
enjoy chas ing piders in the girls block. You will soon fmd out. We
would like to say a huge thank you to Lt I min, 2Lt Atkinson_and S gt
·Daddy' ngove for maintaining our morale dunng the exercise. I_t was
much appreciated by all. Sig Paul Kerridge and Sig Dave Ha_rns are
both getting married in the near future_ (not to each other). rg ~av_e
Durward is leaving u to become an RP 111 the local guardroom, I thmk 1t
has omething to do with his fetish for handcuffs. Sig Wayne Kenne'! i
returning to the Troop, typing up car pa ·ses ha ~roven to? much for Im~ .
A big congratulations to LCpl Jim Kemp and his new wife Esta on their
recent wedding.
MONS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gardner
Tp !!I
gt Fairfield
Wekome to the newe t troop member · Sig Jeff To" nsley from 7 ig
Reg t, Sio0 ·Taff' eeds and ig Tony zejok from the fa tory. Fond
farcwells to LCpl Matt ' larvellou ' Panin posted to Blandford and ig
Tammy Thompson who left for ivvie street. Congratulation to L pl
Steve \Vood (JCUFI), the grapevine inform u that you've finally go1
your Corporal tape up. Co ngratul ation to ig Jimmy and erena
omervilc on the birth of there son Darren. ongratulallon - to Cpl 1att
and Michelle Kutzner and LCpl 1att Par in on ty ing the Knot and
finally to the boss Lt Ollie and Emma Gardner who will have tied the
knot . by the time this goe to print. Good luck Emma from all the
Troop!!!
EXERCfSE LIO
- by Sig Stacey Blackman 106 qn
ection One of Dhofor Troop 222 ig qn. wa mainly made up of us
attached per onncl, as well as ome personnel of 222 1g qn. t the tart
of the E crcise morale was high, everyone wa on a bun due to the
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variou: fom1s l)f tran ·port u ed to get u · to the first location. First we set
off on ~rn LC Boat. then a few mile from the • horc each ·e('tion got on
to a Rigid Raider and prepar;::d to land. Once on hore we were briefed
and th ·11 taken to our firs1 lo ation via Wes. ex h licopter. For the next
yprus,
four day \\e proceeded to tab up and down mountain in sunn
\isiting different check point and tands. 1 ' cedles to ay by the end of

the week. morale was beginning to drop slight ly. even more so when we
had to cut short the exercise phase by a day due to the worst torrential
rain Cypru ha s see n in ten years!! ............. Then ca m e R & R
.. .. .. .. .. .. TOP PRES ....... Pictures and Reports from 222 Sqn. ext
Issue (Capt elwood promise the whole truth behind the Restaurant
incident)!

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col David .Jones
R M
WO 1 teve moothy
229 IG1 L Q ADRO
CHARLIE TROOP - TR K 1 ODE 011
EXER I E WET FEET (24 - 2 APRIL 2000)
Ex Wet Feet wa· an dventurou Training Exerci e held over the period
24 - 2 April 2000, at the Briti h Mohnesee ailing Club. Participants
were given the option to choose between Dinghy ailing, Mountain Biking
and \ indsurfing. They all achieved RYA level 2 Dinghy Sailing
qualification , which entitle them to take a boat out unaccompanied in
light winds. The two wind urfing enthu ia ts achieved Level I, with
similar entitlement .
We left can1p on the Monday evening. and headed for the Mohnesee
Dam near oest for a week-long Sailing Course. We had a wann welcome
from gt Quinn-\ illiams and his wife Donna on arrival, with a quick
brief on the activitie we'd be doing throughout the week. The last thing we
were told that fir t night wa that we'd have to do a swimming test in the
morning. 9 o'clock Tue day we all stood at the waters edge in our
wimming gear. Everyone was convinced that at any minute they were
going to gi\'e u wetsuits. They didn'l and Lt Evans and ig ' Ming'
Leeming were the first ones in with the fishes . After our swim test in a
freezing cold lake we all got issued our kit - brand new wetsuit and
buoyancy aids. later that day after dry training we took out a one-man
boat each (Toppers). Everyone started colliding with each other. apart
from ig 'Ming' Leeming. who pent mo t of the week capsizing. By the
Friday "Ming' had a new name: Uncle Albert - A every boat he got into,
he had sunk.
During our break off the lake, Sig 'Taff' Phillips, ig ·Adey
Atkins?n, ig 'Macca' 1cAbe and Sig ·Ming' Leeming had made a
water display team. The 4-man team's job was to keep up morale and make
ure eYery single person was thrown in every day. As Foreman 'Boycy'
utton was thrown off the jetty daily, his words would be 'such
tomfoolery', ·What a jolly wheeze' or ' Suchjapery'.

(L-R): Sig Phillips, Sig Atkinson , Sig Leeming, Sig McAbe
~hile most of us sailed, three brave members of the Squadron tried
their ~ands at Wmdsurfing. Sig i~ki Johns and ig Claire Roberts,
!ancy1Dg the~s.elves as ~<><?I surfer chicks, chose Windsurfing for the week
IDSt~d of sa1l1D~. The.ir IDstructor Rob fooli shly thought he would be
havmg an easy time with only two enthusiastic students to teach but he
wa wrong ... He soon discovered this on Day Two, when he was f~rced to
deploy the rescue boat t? retrieve th~m both. After much time spent in the
water, and a few teddies thrown ID the corner, the pair soon became
confident on t_he board, and could be seen showboating up and down the
lake. Progress1Dg we ll , towards the end of the week the girls decided they
could handle a bigger ail. Well done to , icki Johns who managed to look
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Sig Sqn 800m ahead . As the weather closed in, visibility was reduced to
50m we had difficulty in finding check-point 5. Sig Porter picked up an
injury as his talent for finding the boggiest area held true- and we had to
leave him at check-point 6. The 0 struggled with the hill to P7 and also
had to be dropped from the team . ow an 8-rnan team we could not afford
any other mishaps, and although we had passed ~o other team.s, and had
not been overtaken ourselves, we held tenth place.
make up time we ran
to check-point 11 and overtook a few team . We were now on the last strip
to the adjo ining tors to the finish , we obviously past teams in the fog as we
were now fourth . By check-point 13 , completing the cou rse seemed more
important than winning, but then we saw others in front of us- it was just
the cha llen ge we needed as we hit check-poi nt 15 and the home run down
hill to the finish . At a time of 12 hours dead, we were piped in, and a huge
congratulations from everyone- not just 7 Sig Rcgt, but in honour of 'a
great achi evement' in com ing from tenth to third to bring it home for BFG.
A final special thanks must go to our admin team, SSgt Wakeling, gt
'Capo' Carpenter, Sig Cox and Sig Heath without who e support this
accomp lishment cou ld not have been achieved.

ro

232 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Phil Baker
SSM
W02( SM) Ian Carter
The focus of the last few month has been the Squadron's battle-camp
in Cyprus from which we have just returned. Here arc the quadron· · new
and views.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jones
Tp SSgt
Sgt cwton
First of all we would like to say welcome to C pl ' Randy ' Randcrson,
LCpl 'Scotty' 0 ' eil, LCpl Sandra Evan , ig 'Chico' nkers, ig
'Stai nsy' McColm and ig 'Cardinal Richlieu' Dennistoun who have
joined the Troop just in time for our fun in the sun. The Exercise started on
a Sunday morning, which set the tone for all that was to follow, with the
Squadron eventually arriving in Cyprus two days after departing sunny
Krefeld. We had a nice overnight stop in Brize orton courtesy of the RAF
where the entertainment was limited to say the least.
On arrival in

a bit pro, whereas Claire Roberts who had a few problems lifting the
bigger sail tayed comfortable witl1 the kiddies one. For all those in 229
(Berlin) ignal Squadron who want to experience some more soggy
adventure , Ex Wet Feet II will be happening this September ..... watch
this pace!!

229 Sig Sqn Sailing Posse
EXERCISE ACTIVE IMPROVEME T (15 - 25 May 2000)
T 0 11 deployed on Ex Active lmprovement, with hope of many jollies
around Holland, which were shortened in time and distance to McDonald'
and the Chinky, which wouldn't have happened without our new 'Egg Op '
LCpl Hastings. However, she could have saved herself a lot of time and
effort if he just used 20 litres ofbenz .... As the days were passing by, the
lads found new way to entertain themselves: Some by fishing - God
knows why Sig Evans ' Steph' and LCpl Vickers ' Rob ' would want to sit
happy as gnomes in the pouring rain for hours, apparently catching the
same fish.
231 SIG AL SQ ADRO - LA YARD TROPHY 2000
by Sig 'Red-eye' Reddy and LCpl 'Sharley' Lane
Underclo e 'supervision ' of Sgt Dean 'Chicken Bone ' Wilson (twice
lanyard winner) a team from 7 Sig Regt travelled to the UK to do their bit
as representatives of BFG. The ten-man team, largely from 231 Sig Sqn
' gelled' on the two-week isolation training in Dartmoor, with our fitness
an? tamina improving dramatically, and a strong teamwork element
qmckly evolved, on (and especially off) the training areas. The team
consisted of the following characters: gt Wilson somet imes preferred the
u~e .of chicken bones r~ther. than the map, which encouraged us into
rmdm~ h.ort-cuts (e pec1a~ly 1fwe wanted to get home before dark!). Sig
Bibbs . Bibby wa 1mmed1ately enrolled as IC moral, as nothing seemed
to get hun down . A sure Baron of the work hard and play hard theory! Sig
Andi Porter- The 'legs' of our team- was an exce llent pace setter when at
the fr?nt, however, his. path-finding abi lities often landed him up to his
neck 111 bogs! (a wo:rymg fact when he is a foot taller than all of us). ig
Ross 'P1ckles-_Pornge-Wog' Nicholls was extremely upset to be missing
out on a mght ID Barnstable, due to 'tiredness.' After a few beers we were
all off to sleep, where he was kept awake by the musical radiators! Sig
C hris '_Ted_' Heath was the youngest and quietest of the crew, however his
determ1Dallon was an encouragement to us all- when he was awake! Sig
Lee 'Ta les' Tailor was undoubtedly an asset to the team. ot only as
another pacesetter and map reader, but also (occasionally) swapping with
mysel f as ' rear man' and keep the team together. However, get him on the
dance floor and his re-enactment of Saturday Night Fever can take out the
whole team! LCpl ' Mere' Ainscough sustained an injury, but a to not let
the team down again showed great determination and helped the team to
bond, however he did not like people eating in the mini-bus (allegedly). Sig
Andy ' Red-eye' Reddy on ly achieved 21C moral with the infamous
' diving off stepping stones into a river with a 20lb bergen' trick. LCpl
'.Sharky' ~ane was better known for hi s nights out and spott ing the
mnocent smgle women. Always there to give a helping hand at the back of
th~ team, and finding good pubs and kebab shops on the way. Cpl 'Taff'
Kinsey was a late addition to the team, as Sig Ted Heath joined the admin
crew, and last but not least (no pun in1ended) Lt Mayne- lanyard OC ....
and Boss? Keeping a watchful eye on the team from afar (namely
Blandford).
The day of the event dawned damp and miserable, but the team set off at
a crackmg pace, and by check-point 3 we were in second place with 216

LIMA TROOP - by LCpl Kev Cranney
Tp Comd
Lt Jon Mayne
Tp SSgt
SSgt ' Mitch' Mitchell
The Troop would like to welcome in a few new face and say goodbye
to a couple of character . ig 'Ears' Smith, is posted to 4 Armd Bde, and
he says he will mi s everybody, c pecially SSgt Phil Hay. Also posted is
Sig ' Scotty' cwitt to 8 Inf Bde, and he is already on the look out for a
new attorney to look after him. We would like to give a quick mention to
Cpl ' Pils' Lamont, LCpl Bill Murray and Sig Jefferies who are on the
way to Bosnia. Al o congratulations have to be given to Sig Jefferies for
her recent engagement to LCpl Manns. ew arrivals to the Tr~p are
LCpl Kemp, Sig tainthorpe, and Sig Kennet. We would also hke to
congratulate Sig Scott and Sig Barclay for their recent promotion from
linemen to storemen. (Well done, we all know your go1Dg to be really
happy in your new work! ) Ending on a high note , and just gloat over .S !lQ
briefly, Lima Troop recently won the Inter Troop Sports Compet111on,
trouncing SHQ despite their best efforts to sway the referee.
OSCAR TROOP - by LCpl Matt Childs and Sig Pete Corr
Tp Comd
2Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite
Tp Sgts
Sgt 'Capo ' Carpenter
gt 'Comedy' Dave Burke
ot a great deal to report from the mighty Oscar ince the unqualified
success of the Mozambique fundraiser and ITO week thanks to S ty1.
' Pyro ' Weaver , which left LCpl Matt Childs the only honest alcohohc •.n
the Squadron . A big fat 0 car welcome goes out to 2~t Hattie
Hebblethwaite, the new OC. Welcome to the Troop Boss ... EnJoy! Oscar
would also like to welcome back LCpl Ben Walker and Sig Pete Stevens
from Uniform Tp ... welcome back fellas, the skiving stops here! Farewell
for the moment to SSgt ' Robbo ' Robertson, who has left the troop for a
stint as an RQMS in Bo nia. Hurry back Staff we're missing you already!
Congratu lations go out to Cpl Steve Ritchie on his marriage to Tracey,
and to LCpl Tim Mullett on his marriage to Kay. Well done guys, may
your cups runneth over and sobriety never rear it's ugly head! The biggest
Hooray of the lot must go out to Sig Andy Reddy and Sig Ted Heath . .As
part of the Regimental Lanyard Trophy team they completed the gruellmg
event in style, finishing in a fantastic third place overall. behmd two
Airborne teams. Well done lads, a fantastic effort there!

Sgt Mapstone, Lt Tatyana Noakes, SSgt Sean Cooke,
Sgt Richards and Sgt Wright McCartney
Cyprus we had tl1e usual set of lectures on what to do and what not to do
mostly the latter, thea a nice few days at the ranges honing our shooting
and military skill to perfection. Bayonet drills gave everyone ~ h~ge
injection of adrenaline especially LCpl E"an who eemed to enJOY 1t a
little too much. The SM did an excellent JOb of mot1vatmg those uslDg
the bayonets but he over exerted his voice and spent a week being quieter
than usual. The econd week was spent down at Pyla Ranges in Dhekelia
for the live firing phase of tl1e exercise. The range package included some
aspects that were completely new to the majority b~t everyone enjoyed
their time converting live round to empty ca e . Whilst at Pyla there wa
the u ual abundance of background activities with the survival phase being
most widely talked about. Killing and cooking a chicken seemed easy
enough but a valuable lesson was learned make sure the chicken is cooked
fully! The chickens got their own back by sending LCpl 'Mat' Burton and
Sig 'I luv Clare' Harri down with a very nasty ca e of the trots. They
were so bad that they had to be accommodated in Akrotiri Ho pital for a
spor of resl relaxation and tool observation. ice!

Q EBEC TROOP - by Cpl Charlie Hart
Tp Comd
Sgt Andy aunders
Tp SSgt
Sgt Tony Black
Quebec Tp, fresh from its reformation with.in the quadron , is now up
and running well. The tech work hop, having been attached to the Troop,
as well a tl1e Sqn ClS element, comprising mostly of Telemech , ha
boo ted Troop numbers to approximately 40, an all time record for u .
Having welled the Troop's numbers, we now lose a number of TG_'s .on
attachment to Bosnia with 4 Armd Brigade, with the maJonty ofrcmammg
personnel going to the unny Falkland I land at the end of July.
We welcome eight new members to the Troop, Sgt Pa~l ewell. Cpls
Glen and Charlie Sunderland , our happy hu band and wife combo. Cpl
Dan Hine LCpls haron 1creede, Willy Todd, eil Pope and 'Trigger'
Routledg~. Goodbye to SSgt ndy Saunder who i leaving us shortly
for HQ Sqn to go and work witl1 the computer gimps in 1 Focus.

RAD.IO TROOP - by Cpl 'Murf' Murphy
Tp omd
Lt 'Kiwi' McLeary
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ian Thorburn
Ha lf the Troop i. deploying to Bosnia with 4 Armd Bde and the other to
the sunny Fa lkland Islands. The Troop would like to say welcome IO all th~
new arrivals and someday when we are all back we might get to meet. Its
with adness that we mu t ay goodbye to Cpl ' i' Riley and LCpl ndy
Day who arc both off into the big world of civ div. Be ide all the
preparation for deployment the troop has ~een able to get the odd d~y away
from the trial of the garage and the mam craze at the moment 1s water
skiing. We would also like to say welcome our new Troop Comd, Lt
'Kiwi' McLeary who is on exchange from ew Zealand to ee how the_
REAL Army do 1hings. We would also like to welcome our new 1aff
Sergeant, gt 'Ian' Thorburn who join us from 30 ig Re~t only to lo e
us all for the next ix months, but hopefully one day there will be a Troop
to look after.

Zeus or Cpl Geoff Sigston?
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The ne. t stage of the E crc1 wa · the FT. or 'Further Operation.· a.
" w'rc told to call it. The first day was a day of pccial tasking including
patrolling. crowd ontrol. mine clearance, mountain goat hill climbing.
dog handling and an incredible ambush in which we sat for fi\'e hours
waiting for
en m) who COUlQn 't find their way.

an

Areas. For Papa Tp these tended to end up in a Karaoke bar, even when
there was no Karaoke machine! The fourth and final week brought in the
R&R and Adventure Trai ning pha e. The 'Adventure Training' consisted
largely of activitic uch as banana boat and jet ski ride , trip to Paphos
and ' Wet and Wild ' and dubious fi hing trips out of Limassol. I lowcver
the mo t ad\'ennirous moments happened on the bu journey because of
the local driving.
The R&R for most members of the Troop consisted of a three-day
cruise to airo and the Pyramids at Giza. The reactions varied from very
po · itive to the cynic , who j ust thought it was a pile of rocks, went to
Kentucky Fried Chicken at the Sphinx and then were seen at MacDonalds
when we went to the Egyptian mu cum at airo.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp gt
gt George McGuire
First. We would like to ay a big thank you to all the attached clements
of upport Tp. without them the E ·erci e would not have been the bi g
ucce that it wa . econdly. we would like to welcome S gt George
1cGuire who joined Hotel Tp just prior to the Exerci e. The Exercise
began at a bli tering pace in the gym at Krefeld on a hot unday morning,
then ofT to RAF Brize orton for an overnight stay in Hotel 'Gateway
House'. We finally arrived at Hotd 'Radio Sonde' where S gt Adi
Chapman wa on hand to greet every member of the Squadron with his
normal kind hearted approach to life.

Cpl Randerson , treated for insanity
(RAF Arms Explosive Search Dog
latches on to parts not seen in the photo
The ambu h wa almost ruined by Cpl Jeff 'Fercngi' ig ton who
de ided he was really cold and wanted to walk around to try and keep
gt tef e\\ ton thought that he wa an enemy
warm. Because of thi
and creamed a challenge. He wasn't too impre sed to say the least to find
a hivering Corporal grinning back. The re t of the exerci e wa much of
the same. little leep and compo rations climaxing with a dawn attack on
Paramali Village.
R~R was a three-day excursion to Egypt by crui e hip. A u ual
nothmg ever goe to plan and LCpl ' Robbo · Robin on forgot hi passport
and had to get a taxi thirty miles to retrieve it. Everything else ran
moothly ju t like the cocktails. Egypt itself consi ted of three Pyramid .
the phmx. a papyru mu eum and for LCpl 'Mat' Burton a can1el ride
with a little bit of extortion involved. The consensus wa that everyone
enjoyed themselves and mo t would return at a later date.

W02 SSM Carter followed by W0 2 FofS Dave Jones
PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ta nia oakes
Tp gt
gt Andy Ma pstone
After extensive training/firing on Akrotiri and Pyla range , the Troop
was ver)' h~ppy to be on the _bu back to Radio Sonde, until they actually
got to Radio Sonde and realised that the exercise phase was to start les
tha~ 24hours later.. The moker in the evening saw a definite amount of
lettmg off stea!11 w~th all the T~oops having prepared skits and songs. Papa
Tp tole the hmeltght here with a Jungle Book song with new and all1mpro\'ed lyrics .. The song was courtesy of Cpl Duddles, LC pl Minto, Sig
artmell and Sig Malcom. The band was high-jacked that evening by Sgt
thertoo and C pl Duddles to play something a little more upbeat than the
traditional Greek m~sic that the quadron had thoughtfully arranged. One
of the a~ched Medics, t>I Karen Stewart from 3 Royal Iri sh, waded in
and pro~1ded some classic ltttle In h numbers just to make sure the
~vemng_Just,~ept on flowing . Then come the FTX, cunningly relabelled as
Operation m order to help the new OC and SSM (who weren't with us in
Kosorn la t year) bond with the quadron. The ' Operation' saw a new
,trategy called 'it pay to be a tabber'. Highlights included a Wessex lift
tor the T~oop. the beach assault followed immediately by breakfast (It's the
new tac!1c. m Staff college don't you know), and the final attack on
Paramalt village which saw three attack from three different directions
and the biggc t blue on blue you can imagine.
During the month all Troops were given a few nights out away from
Radio Sonde Camp, limited to pecified place in the Sovereign Ba e

HEADQUARTER Q ADRO
qn omd
1aj W. J. Drain
. SM
W02 ( M) S. Bovan
A fairly bu y period for the department what with all the forthcoming
deployments. Much re- huffiing 0f document and personnel is invariably
necessary to en ure a pain free deployment, and this has been no
exception. LCpl 'Chappie' Chapman now has more hair on hi desk than
on his head, and the S M ha been o badly effected, he ha taken time
from work to vi it Lourde for ome piritual guidance. Meanwhile, whilst
the OC (The Grim Reaper) ha been away on essential duty, the Dungeon
dwellers of the QM 's department have been bu y as essing COSHH,
Ri ks and just about anything that comes anywhere near them in
preparation for the forthcoming EHT inspection . Unfortunately, we are
having to say goodbye to our quadron Clerk, Mrs Jennie McKenzie,
who l~aves us after two years due to her family's po ting to Tewkesbury.
We wish them all the very best of luck and would like to thank Jennie for
her loyal service. We are now looking forward to exercise in June,
Adventure Training in July, and in the meantime will continue to cope with
anything el e that crop up.
QUARTERMA TER' (TECH ICAL) DEPARTMENT
QM
Capt R. Cory
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Burge
There has some movement within the department since the last WJRE:
Cpl 'De ' Lang has deployed to Bo nia with the Commercialisation
lmple~entation Te~ and ig '_Geordie' _E llis has moved over the 231 Sig
Sqn pnor to deploymg to Bosma on Regimental commitment. Sgt ' Mick'
eil has moved to 21 Engineer Regiment and Sgt 'Jock' Castle is off to
Bulford on promotion (congratu lations) to join 3 Div and both depart with
our best wishe for them and their families for the future. On the sporting
front the Golf Clubs are out, and the QM and SSgt ' Scotty' cott recently
squared up to each other in the Officers' Mess vs Sergeants' Me
competition. 'Played before then sir'? Apparently, not very much. Well
done to the ergeants' Mess, 'We'll be back'. With members of the
Department repre enting the Regiment at Football ( gt cott), and
Rugby ~RQMS 'Taff" Burge), so with the QM 's golf obviously aside, we
can be JUSt1fiably proud of our porting achievements. Congratulations go
to: LCpl Clare Boswell (nee Mcintyre) who recently married LCpl
'B?ssey' Boswell from 280 (UK) Sig Sqn, and to Cp l Dom Cooke on
being awarded Commander KFOR's commendation for his outstanding
work on Op Agricola.

MOTOR T RA
PORT TROOP
MTO
Capt . R. Coatsworth
Tp S ' gt
SSgt P. Hay
In keeping with ational Road Safety Week, 7 Sig Rcgt recently held it.~
own campai gn between 2-7 May 2000. The fi rst day consisted mainly of
lectures. including: BFG Documentation, Drink Driving and the regulation
of Driver's hours and was finished off with an inter-active Highway Code
test The remaining three days were taken up with defensive dri ving
techniques such as: Skid ar training, 55 Seater Coach manoeuvring, and
the a ffectionately named ' Baby Bender' (Big Truck to you and me)
training, all of which could be seen meticulously negotiating their way
around camp, or in the case of the kid Car around and around and around
the square. Sgt 'Phil ' Hay of MT Tp, in ·tructing on the skid car, earned
himself cult status by stepping out of the vehicle apparently unaffected by
over ten hours of ' Dukes of Hazard ' style twist and turns (evidently he"
always been that colour). Unfortunately the same can 't be said for some of
his passengers who looked a little wor ·e for wear.
FOOTBALL
7 IG AL REGIME T BEAT ARMY CHAMPIO S
As Champions of the Western Premier League, 7 Sig Regt's reward wa
to be drawn against the Anny Champions, 28 Engineer Regiment in the
Premier League play-offs. With temperatures reaching 28C, the two teams
lined up for battle, in weather more usually associated with the Spani h
Premier Liega. The hot weather was matched by a blistering start to the
game, with the Signals almost taking an early lead via a shot from Sig
' Scotty' Scott which narrowly missed the post. As the tempo of the game
ettlecl, the Engineer began pressing for the first goal, but the back three
for the Signallers held firm , and their keeper remained unbeaten. It was
looking more and more likely that the first goal would come from a set
piece, and sure enough, ju t before half time, the first goal was bundled
over the line by Sig 'Scotty' cott following a corner.
Early in the second half, the referee blew for another corner, and as the
kick wa taken, ig Harris wa adjudged to have been fouled and was
awarded a penalty. LCpl ' Stevo' tephenson stepped forward, sent the
keeper the wrong way and derived great plea urc in changing the score to
2-0. The Engineers, now with it all to do, immediately raised the tempo
and, with 40 minutes still to play, began attacking with a new-found desire.
Time and again they broke through the Signaller's defence, only_to be
thwarted at the final hurdle. Cpl Dave Harthill, pulled off a magnificent
ave, and Sig 'Coxy' Cox cleared the ball off the line to keep Harthill'
clean heet intact.
The final whistle was blown with the core till at: 7 Signal Regiment 2.
28 Engineer Regiment 0, LCpl ' tevo ' tepben on was named man-ofthe-match and the Signallers look forward to meeting 3 Battalion REME
in the final on 31 May in Miinster.
LA VEGAS BOXING TO R - MAY 2000 - by Sgt 'Rasey' Rosendale
In May thTs year, Finchley & Di trict Amateur Boxing Club from
London, visited the boxing capital of the world. Las Vegas, USA. For the
fourth successive year, the club competed against the State of evada
Boxing Club, a boxing club owned by the legendary ' ugar' Ray
Leonard, and managed by world championship referee Richard teele.
Having been a sociated with Finchley ABC for many year , I was
fortunate enough to be invited on thi year's tour, as a coach, and a a
Briti h judge for the competition itself. With a team of five Coaches and
18 young boxers, Finchley ABC were keen to avenge the narrow defeats of
the past three year , and bring the ' evada Partners· trophy home to
British soil.
On Day One, the boxers were given a complete day's re t, with many of
the young fighters showing the effects of fatigue and nredne from the
long journey the day before. On Day Two, we stai:ed the first of many
training sessions at the fabulou State of evada Box.mg Club. The evada
boxer heralded from U A, Mexico. Peurto Rico and Cuba, and they all

had the same thing 111 common. Tough, aggre sive and proud but also
talented and determined to win on home oil. The all action, come forward
style would suit many of the London fighters, and after four days of
accl imatisation and light training, the boxers were ready for their big night.
After the weigh-in, the boxers were treated to a slap up breakfast, and
then rested in preparation for the bouts that evening. The big fight night
was billed as 'London vs. La Vegas' and with a 400 strong crowd which
included former world champions Roger Mayweather, Corneliu Boza
Edwards and Ireland's own Wayne McCu ll ough, the atmosphere was
electric. London supported the boxers in the blue corner, and Las Vegas
cheered on the boxers in red . Unfortunately, evada boxing politics ruled
that no British judges would be allowed, but l was happy to take my place,
as an a sistant second, in the London corner. The first bout was a
unanimous victory for Finchley ABC, however the next seven bout· would
all be victorie for the evada ABC, with a few disputed decisions along
the way. After an interval, Finchley ABC bounced back with another
unanimous victory, and this started a marvellous fight back for the
Londoners, only to be robbed of overall victory by yet more controversial
decisions in favour of evada ABC. The final result of I 0 - 7 to the State
of eva<la Boxing Club was still a fantastic achievement for Finchley and
District ABC, with coaches and parents proud of the fantastic display they
witnessed in the ring. Best boxer was awarded to 15 year old M ichael
Ford of Finchley ABC, who completely outclassed Dominic C havez,
nephew of the legendary Julio Cesar Chavez of Mexico. Best Finchley
novice boxer went to Tommy Holohan, who was presented with a 7 Sig
Regt Boxing Team sweatshirt.
Many thanks to 7 ig Regt, and the Army Sports Control Board for
supporting me in this experience of a lifetime. At present, four boxers
from Finchley and District ABC are contemplating a career in the Armed
Forces. In April this year, two Royal Signals boxers competed in the Army
ovice Boxing Champion hip , held at the Army Boxing Centre,
Alder hot. Cpl Tony Booth of 600 Sig Tp reached the Super Heavyweight
athan Dorrian of 3(UK) ADSR reached the
Final, and LCpl
Light-Middleweight semi-final. For further information on Royal Signal
boxing, contact Sgt Rosendale on Krefeld Mil x2380.

Sgt Rosendale with World Championship Referee,
Richard Steele
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(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
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Cpl Dom Cooke 'Another brew for the QM Dom?'

Lt Col D. P. 1cyer
WO l (R M) D. L. Palmer

226 JG AL SQUADRO I (ELECTRO IC , . ARF RE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Rob 1.eincrzhage n
W02 (S M) Dave Watson
.
qn
M
The quadron ha had an immen c ly busy t1me throu9hout May.
notably beginnii1g with the deployment of LEWT on Operation Pallt er.
The Team headed up by W02 ( u p r Radio) J im . peirs and S gt
tevc Brown, deployed on 7 May at cxtr mely.~hort nottce: gt Mathews
recently arrived to the quadron had to get five mocula11on all at 01~c
time before he deployed. After a strip down of landrovers, . ome rapid
packing and check zero of weapons, the team wer waved off by the CO.
The team are due back oon ' ith some other names in the frame hould
the Operation continue.

Following that the two-week Exerci e Whale pear Ill continued
de pitc the -cut i~ number . Th~ Squadron look .fo~ward now to Ex
Eagles trike which takes place m cotland and will m\'olve the enure
quadron. This will be laj Mz.· la ! exerci_ e with the quadron, ·o
perhaps we will be able to get him ~ JUmp w1t!LJ6 1r A It Bde a_s a
goodbye pre ent. Lastly, after a highly ucce ·fut and challen ging
quadron Battlecamp, congratulation go to LCpl Hickenboth a m and
ig Lloyd for winning the prizes for best performance m tho e ranks.

Visit the Museum website
www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/
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Du ri ng the fir. t week of the Exercise LCpls ' Gaz ' Roscoe, ' Ri tc hie'
Cranswick and ig ' Dee· Bradley were re-deployed to sunny Brawdy
to establ i h a rear link with the Troop in Sierra Leone. (How else
would they keep up with th e c lima x to the football season ?) The
econd week of tl1e Exerc i c S gt Frank Flaherty organi cd a llclidunking escapade to enable the troops to have the chance of becom ing
modern day Houdini . The g rea tes t escapologist emerged as Cpl
'Don ' t panic' Byrne who managed to start off fifth in line but fini h
off in second place by using the good old English spirit of every man
for himself ig 'I'm not so' Keen wa the only member of the Troop
who got all the kit on, got himself p yched up and decided that afier
seeing Cpl Pete Byrne and the
M, who suddenly fro ze leavin g the
0
qn who was sitting next to him drowning, decided that he didn 't
really fancy getting wet. While we were all enjoying our elves on Ex
Whale Herd other certain members of the Troop gt Dave canlan,
Sgt 'Coop ' ooper,
gt 'AV ' Grundy, Lt ' Wanna be 640 Troop '
Mayo, Sig 'Woody' Woodrow and Sig ' But, But' Taylor were in the
drinking dens of msterdam for two weeks liai ing with their ATO
colleagues.
14 Sig Regt (EW) Spearhead
minutes before deployment to Sierre Leone
Back (L-R}: SSgt Wilson, W0 2 Speirs, Cpl Nichols, SSgt Brown
Front (L-R}: Cpl Wright, LCpl Neil, Sgt Burton, LCpl Dowel
QUA DRO HEADQ ARTER T ROO P
Tp Comd
Lt Ath Mayo
Tp gt
gt eil orley
Welcome into the QM Dept to C pl · P' Ferrer posted into the
Regiment from 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn and to Sig Becky Co nn or on
gt Titus
attachment from the QM(T) Dept. Well done to the SQM
Reene for lipping off the board and picking up hi taff ergeant. A
very well de erved promotion for all hi hard work, congratulation from
the Troop. HQ Tp has been very bu y over the last couple of months.
Firstly with the quadron Battle Camp in sunny Sennybridge which lived
up to it reputation, throwing all sort of weather at us from bright sun
hine to blizzard making conditions demanding. T he Exercise went very
well from a Troop perspective wi th a great deal of quality training
achieved. Exercise Whale Herd 111 took place both in the Bramley and
Da rtmoor training areas. The first week consi ted primarily of air
portability training, which was a good experience for tho e who had not
worked with helicopters before. The Dartmoor phase of the Exerci e had
it usual wet and dry days. The S 1 Dave \ Vatson ited the guard po t
in a ditch making the full u e of cam and concealment only to di cover
later it was a river bed when the post was washed away along with the
guard. A wet sui t and snorkel has now been added to the guard box.
Endex was called and the majority of us together with some keen
volunteers, not from camp, paid a visit to RNAS Yeovilton so we could
practise helicopter ditching drills. Apart from a few exceptions. notably
SSM Dave "Man From Atlantis' Watson, we had a very enjoyable time.
Sgt 'Don't do water' Sofley was noted for his absence when he
remembered that he had a pressing engagement with a Calor Gas Bottle
and returned only to find the 'dunker tank' over. Never mind - maybe
next time?
~O IG AL TROOP (ELECTRO I C WARFARE)
Tp Op WO
W02 (S upvr R) Nigel Watton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Frank F laher ty
640 Sig Tp would like to say, 'G'day mate,' to Sgt 'Coops' C ooper
Royal Australian Signals, who has joined us for a summer tour of six
months at 'SUNNY BRAWDY'. Hello to Sig Pete Evans fresh meat
from Blandford. Welcome back to LCpl 'Gaz' Rosco e and Sgt Dave
canlan returning from tour in Kosovo and end of tour leave. Also
Y..-elcome back to C pl Andy 'icbols from Sierra Leone who had a lucky
escape when SSgt 'Biscuit' Brown nearly shot him in the foot as he
thought his boot was a Cobra. Welcome back to Sig 'Carpet' M atzke
who has successfully passed his Royal Signals Leadership Course in
Blandford. After the course he was that chuffed with himself that he
decided to take his ONE WAY hire car via Manchester for the weekend
just to avoid paying at the Severn Bridge to get into Wales (who wouldn't
avoid paying ~o ~et _into Wales?). Also a welcome back to C pl Paul
Pettman who 1 JOming our Troop AGAIN after a slack five months in
Romeo Tp. We would like lO say goodbye to the following· Capt 'Mr
oft' W~ite posted to 4 Armd Bde, gt 'JX' Walker to 16 MBde (the
place will be a lot quieter without him), Cpl 'Simmo' Simpson to 19
Mech Bde, L Cpl 'Mr John' Dou gh ty and LCpl 'Mr Man' Gerrard who
have been posted to civvi street. After a very successfu l battle-camp in
• ~nnybridge err Sennybridge' and an Easter break the Troop got off to
quite ~ good s~rt (well some more than others). At the Regimental
Athl~ucs Da)'.. 1g 'Dee' Bradley did extremely well comi ng first in the
Javehn, first m the 400 meters and second in the 400 meter hurdles she
then got picke_d to go to Blandford fo r the Morrison Cup and success'fully
came second m the 400 meters, second in the javelin and part ici pated in
winmng the women's tug of war.
One of the main highlights of the month was Ex Whale Herd. After
battle-camp and athletics we had just enough ti me to prepare our vehicles
ready for the eleven-day Air Mobi lity and Comms Exercise. Just to make
the Exercise that little bit more enjoyable the LEWT team and a chosen
member of the Troop (Cpl And 'ichols) deserted us for the sunnier
chma_te of !erra Leone along with various well maintained and prepared
eicerc1se equipment. Thanks lads.
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ROMEO TROOP (ELECTRO IC WAREFARE)
Tp Comd
Lt H. J. cott
OPSWO
S gt (Supvr R) D. White
The Squadron has had a pretty hectic life recently with Spearhead
deploying to Sierra Leone and deciding the manning for Ko ovo to
upport 42 Cdo Bde, which needless to say has had devastating effect
to the manning especially for Ex Whale Herd 03/00 (08-21 May) . The
Exercise tarted slowly due to the manning problems but soon livened
up with the rigging up of land rovers and deployment drills in
Chinooks. During the Exercise there was a little birthday celebration
for the qn 21C. Cap t All an who got caught hanging around by the
LAD . Further to thi the quadron went to Yeovil to do the
helidunking drills. which wa even more fun for the SSM (when he
was thrown in!).
A warm welcome back to S gt (S upvr R) Jo hn W in n, wife Pi ppa
and family from Chicksand as the new OPSWO and going this month
are Sig Dai J ones promoted and posted to 280 Sig Sqn St Tropez and
Cpl 'Chaz' Caley who is away seeing the world for three months with
the Royal avy. Cpl Paul Pett man who has ventured all the way to
640 ig Tp (who share the same hangar) . Welcome back and
congratulation to Sgt Pa ul Rowlands who has just been promoted
and pas ed hi Supervisor Radio course at Chicksands, he will be a
sad los and we are sure an a et to 15 Sig Regt. Welcome back also to
LC pl 'Eddie ' Edwa rd s who ha ju t returned from unbathing in
Sierra Leone, also congratulation to LCpl C h ris Joh n on the birth of
hi baby Boyo (there's lovely)!! One last congratulation to Sig Tony
C ru tch ley and LC p l icky McLella nd on their match made in
heaven. The Troop is now looking forward to the Waddington Air
Show and exercising with 16 AABde on Ex Eagles Strike, that will be
a nice drive from AMC to We t Freugh in the Beady Eyes!!
245 SIG AL SQUADRO (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Hodges
Sqn SSM
W02 (SSM) G riffiths
Hello to the new SSgt (FofS) 'Monty' Fa r row and farewell to the old
now W0 2 (FofS) ' Ski' Sharpe who is off to Gibraltar for a break from
the excessive Brawdy weather. Hello also to SSgt (S up v r R a d io)
Ti m miss who joins the increasing senior strength of Whi key Tp. The
Squadron managed to squeeze Ex Mouflons ' Crown Jewels in between
the round of signing for the new equipment and PACEXes . The
Exercise was a day of paint- ball at a local venue. 50 rounds of
fluorescent paint didn't seem to go far with the tactics of. .. . shoot first
a?d aim later. The laying down of withering weights of fire in the
d1rect1on of the enemy ensured that nobody completed the day with
clean coveralls. Sgt 'Spartan ' Ba rber took a de lightful head-shot full in
the goggles as just repayment for abandoning the 21C, Ca p t ' ed
Kelly' In gr a m in _a well-prepared defensive position. In another
1nc 1 ~ent demonstrating that a day without doctrine is a day wasted, Maj
Justrn Hod ges led the 'Presell i Charge.' His team tried to make a break
for the cone only to fa ll fowl ofa 'Hasty; one man; linear ambush' from
C pl Ve nabl e . Once again the 21C, C apt Fra nk Drcbbin found
h~mself in a vicious fire fight with his arch rival SSgt J ez Cla~ke at a
distance of four feet. The two trees beino used for cover were so close
that in the event of a truce each party c~uld have lent over and shook
~ands .... but this was a fight to the death. After some Bar-B-Que action
1t w:as a re-location to the Bell Vue near the patch to co ntinue the
motion.
237 SIGNAL SQ UA DRO (E LECTRO IC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Drinkall
SSM
W02 ( SM) Richard on
HEADQUARTE RS TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Hawes
Tp SSgt
SSgt Hughes
A warm welcome from the Troop goes to the new Squad ron QC Maj
~avid J?rinkall. fresh out of Blandford as part of the Command Group
instruction team and immediate congratulations on the bi rth of a baby
daughter. Yet _more congratulat ion go to SSgt 'Shuggy' Hughes and his
wife on the buth of their baby g irl and to L C pl ikkie C rutchley (nee
McLelland) on promot ion and marriage to Sig Tony Crutchley from
226 Sig Sqn. It has been another busy period for the Troop fo llowing
the return from Kenya wi th the Odette sy tern fina ll y mak ing an

appearance some ten months late and the Squadron summer e~e.rci ses in
turmoil as the Squadron has been warned off fo r two Medicine Man
deploy ments to BATUS . The MT as usual are complaining about lack of
manpower. If they spent less time playing darts it probably wouldn 't be
a pro bl em! It 's far ewe ll tim e fo r o ne o f the Troop sta lwarts, Cpl
'W here's my golf clubs?' Stanley-Jones with a hyphen. Goodbye and
good luck on your posting to sunnier pastures up in York. Wel come to
Cpl Chris Coward across from the QM's and into the Q Dept to bolster
SSgt Glen Kitchen's depicted crew. The nomadic Tech workshops also
say a fond farewell to Cpl ' Grev-fox' Turner and Sig ' Otis' Reading
who are off back to TM Tp. It has now been five months s in ce the
Techs have had a workshop and they are a king if anyone out there
knows of where they could get one.
ICTORTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ashman Royal Australian Signals
Tp SSgt
SSgt ewton-Roberts
Th e re have been a number of changes within the Troop wi th
member leaving and others arriving. Those that have left recently to
civvy street include Sgt 'Brads' Bradbury, Cpl Zoe Wainwright and
LCpl Rva n Perry. We wish them well for life on the outside. We also
welcome onto the Troop Lt Hamis h Ashman who has joined us on Ex
Long Look and LCpls Dodd and Green. Good luck to them all.
Since returning from Kenya the focus of work on the Troop has been
based around the arrival of the Odette equipment. It took a while for it to
be checked and accounted for but those lucky enough to be chosen, from
a cast of not verv many, have now signed for it and locked it away. The
next obstacle the Troop has to overcome is to learn how to u e it!! Over
the next few weeks there are a number of courses and exerci es that
should put that right .. .. ... .. We hope!
The Troop has recently been committed to a number of different
exercises. ln particular Troop personnel have been deployed to Blandford,
Sali bury Plain, Catterick, Poole and Germa_ny. This trend is _set to
continue over the next couple of months with Canada looming in
September and October. Som~ of the linguist have even ha? the pleasure
of doing a language course in Scarborough being put up m a four star
hotel for the duration.

TA GOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Waddell
Tp SSgt
gt Mulligan
Post Kenya has been a hectic but relatively uneventful time for the
Troop. We're undertaking the introduction of the Odette ystem. this has
taken (and seems that it will take) forever. A new system. means a new
role and some reorganis~tio n was necessary. To that end Victor Tp are
finding their assets increasi ng and the ever hard working. pressurised and
under paid Tango Tp (not that the author 1s biased at all) are finding them
selves even busier. The Troop are now beginning to prepare for
deployment to Suffield, Canada, on Ex lronhawk. In the middle of all this
we say, goodbye to LCpl ' Big' Dave Terron who's gone across the water
and Sig Haley Wythes who leaves us for Germany. ".Velcome .to L pl
Steve Jones and his family - from God's own country m Cattenck. Also
to ig 'Head in the clouds' Clarke strai~ht fron:i the factory at Blandford,
just remember the pair of you that 14 Sig Regt 1 here to be enjoyed! Just
received from our friends at Truprint is proof that not all officers arc lazy
and idle - j ust most of them ... Lt ' Tigger' Coleman and Lt 'Cuff-Man'
Waddell discussing Adventure Training issues whilst in Kenya.

Lt 'Cuff-Man' Waddell
discussing important issues with Lt 'Tigger' Coleman
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REG IMENTAL SHOOTJ G - by LCpl Counter
For this year's Corp SAAM the Regimental Shooting '.e~ spent i:vo
weeks training in UK prior to the competition. '.'\fter a fortmght m the wmd
and rain we were finally ready for the compet1tion. There were enough of
us to form three team and our hopes were pinned on the 'A' Team', led by
Sgt Andy Dixo n. Once at the competition things went well , and after
seven or eight shoot we were feeling confident. Our hopes were fulfilled
and our team came first as well as collecting several other pnzes: C pl
Davies won best ' B Class hot' and ig W illiams demon trated her
shooting prowess and was nominated a ' Best Female Shot'.
gt Dixon
and Sig M oore won the Roupe! Cup and Pistol Team Shoot - if we
mentioned the rest we would be showmg off! Following our ucces at the
Corps SAAM we went to the lJKSC(G) AAM with high hopes. Teams
from 230 Sig Sqn and 255 Sig Sqn, led by 2Lts arah ~ittaway and Jo
Stokoe, along with 252 Sig Sqn's team, led ~y SSgt Dixon, competed
against 15 other teams for the top pot. Havmg attended a week-long
training package on the Hythe and Lydd Ranges our shootmg had
improved enormously. SSgt DL"l:on, as one of the Army' Top 100 acted.as
coach and put us through hundreds of zeroing shoots, APWTs and Fire
Team A essment shoots. The fina l team selection took place and we
entered three teams and several individuals. All three tean1s did well, but
one or two had a bad week. gt Tony Ly nch and C pl 'Yo ' Du~rant won
the LSW Team Competition and 255 Sig Sqn came away with several
prizes as well as rwmcrs up in the Falling Plate.
BATTLEFIELD TOUR TO AR HE 1
A Battlefield Tour wa held in April for the Officers and Warrant
Officers of the Regiment to srudy Operati~n Market Garden. The
operati on in 1944 was an audacious plan dev1 ed by l':'lontgomery to
break German resistance by a series of airborne land ings to clear a
corridor fo r the advance of his ccond Army through Holland. The site fo r
the landings was in the vicini ty of the Dutch town of Arnhem. The tour
inc luded a visit to the Museum near Arnhem, which gave us the
opportunity to study the ~attle in deta_i l before ~ndertaking a guided tour of
many of the battlefield site . Followmg a v1 1t to the famous bndge over
which so many l t Ai rborne Divi ion oldier fought and died, we pa id a
poignant visit to the nearby cemetery where the va t n~mber of dead,_ many
unidentified were fi nally laid to re t. The clay wa fin1 hed off \ 1th the
obligatory v'iewing of the all-star-film 'A Bridge Too Far' on the journey
home.

EXERCISE F ST TRACK - JUNIOR COMMA DERS' COUR E
by Sgt Andy Hay/or
.
. .
After many weeks of preparation by the Regimental Trammg Wmg 27
students deployed to ATA Haltem on Ex Fast Track - ~e Commanding
Officer' Junior Commanders Course. The course was designed to develop
and test leadership skills of soldiers and JN~O in a tactical setting.
individual military skills were bru hed up and section drills rehearsed pnor to
the final as essment phase and inevitable platoon attack: Th~ to the
Training Wing Warrant Officer,
M Chris Ward, and his m 1stence that
everyone joined in early morning 'physical jerks' he omehow managed to
reduce the course to 19 student ! Rumour has it that hi basic in tructional
technique could have been uspect! (QMSI to inve tigate). The weather was
just what was needed with torrential rain and gale force winds - it couldn't
have been better planned. 1t wa lucky that gt Bri Turner had vacated his
ba her before a nearby tree decided to rearrange hi bed space! All tudents
did particularly well to fini h the course, adn1itted ~hat they had learnt a lot,
and some even said they enjoyed it. A special mennon goes to Top tudent Sig Chloe Cowen, 230 Sig Sqn and Sig Edwards, HQ qn. ;Yho \~n the
'Best Endeavour' ward - Well done! The ·end-of-course Regm1ental
Dinner, organi ed by S~t John Hoskins, was a sound . ucce . ~ r Vice,
LCpl Hasse pent the whole evening laughing at hi O\_l'llJOkes b~1 11 was up
to Cpl John Morley to improve the tone of the evemng with h1 n~m- top
military funnie . All in all, the course was a ucc s ru:id the Reg1me~tal
Trainino0 Wing are eagerly looking forward to welconung more budding
JNCO on the next course which i on ..... .
UPPORT TROOP - 230 SQ AD RON
Tp Comd
Lt Knightly Brown
Tp gt
gt Mc eill
The Troop has been busy over the past few week with Exerci Green
Gambit and the CO's adre Course. upport Tp had the largest
representation on the course, and congratulation . must go to ig ~o"'en w~o
was pre entcd the prize for Top tudent. ew am val to the troop include 1g
mithson and ig Taylor and farewe lls go to Sig Wynn and pl urley. pl
King is off to ATR Ba ingborn after hi . kill at ~ms course. 1:he Troop
participated in the Leice ter Trophy athletic' a glon?u ly hot day 111 Ma a
preparation for the Morrison Cup. The Mens' team did well. hO\\ \ Cr the 230
Sig qn female team won their competition. We have al o had 2Lt Pitta"' a~
on attachment before her Troop Commanders Course at Blandford.
Apparently he organised a very 'educational' cultural rrip to ologne but
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culminating. in ~ four day exerci e on th_c Brecon Beacons, particularly
bleak at this time of year. The Exerci se was physically demanding
although C pl Bri Wilson, 2 Section OS, managed to get 13 hours
uninterrupted sleep and was spotted being carried in hi s maggot by 2
Section on the 'bug out' phase. Sig Andy Armitage proved to be top
student and was subsequently promoted to Lance Corporal by the CO, Lt
Col Mike Lithgow MBE, who was so impressed with the students'
enthusiasm that he decided to increa e the sub ·equent courses to three
weeks duration .. The course was also the swan-song of S gt Ian
T horburn , who 1s posted to 7 Sig Rcgt after three years as Regimental
Military Training S CO. Best of luck to him and his long-suffering wife
Vicky!

golfing ·uccesscs. gt Turner won the Arn1y Match Play Plate and was
selected to play m the lt~t~r crviccs Golf competition in June. Sgt Taylor
won t11e cratch ompcutton at the R SIG ALS Corps Spring Meeting and
together they won the Grecn,omcs Championships 2000 - we ll done! '
255 ' IG AL SQU DRO

- EXERCISE RACCOO

BACK TOP

br 2LI James Mason
• Ex Raccoon Backstop wa a two-week adventurous training exercise in
the llarz Mountains organised by 2Lt James Mason. It enabled two
grouj), 10 take pa~ in a ~eek · ' activitie con isting of mountain biking
trekkmg and a slightly different form of orienteering organised by
Paul_' I don't _wa ~t to give them blisters, really' Taylor. Torthau Lodge
provided u with ideal self-catering accommodation from which to explore
the local area .
gt Guy ·Master Chef' Roberts cooked gourmet meals
from around the world and gt Dean ' Mad Mac ' MacKenzie took us on
omc hai.r rai ing down hill rides before ~etting us all to jump ten meters
off a bndge mto Lake Oker. The at times arduous mountain biking
coupled ~ ith a moment of map reading madness by 2Lt James Ma on:
resu lted 1n ome very saddle sore oldiers, but at the same time a sense of
ach1eve1"!1ent at what we had ac omp li shed. Cpl Tony ' Have I got this map
~P the nght way?' Seville took u on some interesting walks where the
hkcs of LCpl. lley ·Let's run up that hill' Richardson made things a bit
more challcngmg. Cpl Mark 'Where' the next petrol station?' Blears and
Cpl Kev 'I don't know' Smith provided amusement by n111ning out of fuel
tw<!hours drive from tlie Lodge. There were some long lunch breaks during
which LCp~ '. at' Kemp and Sig Kerry. ims managed to 'top up ' their
tans. In addll1on to the adventurou trammg there wa also plenty of time
for R&R, and the local _pool with its slide, jacuzzi and auna provided the
perfect remedy to achmg mu cle ! Despite being fairly quiet the local
town of Braunlage provided us with our evening entertainment and we
managed to fmd plenty to do. A good time wa had by all.

gt

Support Troop - 230 Squadron and friend
after Troop equitation lessons!
no one ha ·een the ph?to ! Other activities included a Troop Riding
afternoon at the J HQ Rhe111dahlen stables which involved basic introduction
to horse riding with mo. t riders trotting by the end of the afternoon.
TN Ol 6
Tp Comd
Lt Ollie Dinn is
A bu_y couple of month. for
016, with Ex Green Gambit, fini hing
second m the Le1ce ter Trophy Athletic Tournament. followed by 1 t t11en
2nd Lme ln pection . and finally preparing for Ex Arrcade Spartan. The
pro peel of a week adventure training in July, followed by , ummer lea\'e.
give u omethmg to look forward to t11ough . Leaving u · fo r pastures new
were C pl Bria n Wilkinson. LCpl Steve Welsh, LCpl Da nnv Jone and
ig ·o· K night. 'ew arrivals have appeared in the ·hape of gt Dave
Taylor from RSS, closely followed by igs Madin e, ' owell, and Briscoe all
fre h from the factory and ready for re-programming.
S PPORT T ROOP - 255 JG AL SQUADRO
Tp Comd
Lt Emm a Bruce
Tp Sgt
Sgt G . R oberts
The Troop ~voul_d . 1.ike to welcome its new Troop Commander Lt Jo
Stokoe who 1 v1 mng on attachment before completing her Troop
Comm'.1flders Course and returning (hopefully!) to take command of the
Troop m November. The Troop is also pleased to welcome Cpl ndy King
who has been posted from unny Scotland - at least the weather will be better
here! The Leice ter Trophy Competitions have brought out all the naturaJ
sportSmen 1~ the Troop - and mo l of the ·not-quite so natural ones' too!
C-0ngratulat1ons go to C pl 'Barney' Reville and Sig cotton their individual
e-.·ems and go1~g on t? represent the ~egimenl at the Morri on Cup in
Blandfor:d pec1al menllon must be al o given to gt 'Mus' M usgrove for hi
outstandmg perfoi;inance o~ the I OOm hurdles - it i fair to say he left the other
coll'!peutors standi~g! Conunmng on the sporting theme. theSquadron 's silver
cabmet has been g1\·en a boost by Sgt Brian Turner and Sgt Paul Taylor's

Ex Arduous Cygnet
(Back row) Sigs Climpson , Mooney, Cpl Coils, Sigs Marsden, Parta, Khagendra, Danbar
(Middle row) Sigs Indra, Spinks, Kumar, Powell, Suresh , Black
(Front row) Sigs Gibney, Niven, Thwaites, Yoxall, Santosh, Surya, Krishna

255 Squadron 'resting in the Harz
'!f

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col M ike Lithgow M BE
RSM
WOI (RSM) Al Higgins
PPORT Q
DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. H. G ladwin
SSM
W02 ( SM) Youn g
Q l\I' DE PARTME. T
QM{A)
Maj C. G reio
Capt D. A. \Vr ight
QM(Tl
A usual, it's been a very busy period for both the dept 's with the onset
of
Turner and Palliser the landline has been •Red Ho't' . Welcome to
.\1aJ 'Chaz' Greig, n_ewly arrived into the 9~(A) hot eat via the OC Sp
qn and Q"1_(T) ~ha1~. He has been a?ly JOmed by the dynamic duo of
RQ"1 (~) \\02 J?hn Pater on. and his new sidekick gt ' Phil ' Green,
"'ho has Jumped ~hip from 258 Sig Sqn! On the Technical side it's a warm
welcome to !'1e new QM(T). C~ p t Dougie "The Corp ' Brilliant' W right.
T? how he not forgouen a big hello to Sig ' Gaz' G reen out at the 30
S1gs det m Kosovo. Shame about· heffield Wednesday'. Congratulations
m~st go to the_ RQM_ ~T)._ W02 'Andy' Ca mpbell and Sig 'Gemma'
Wor rall on their par11~1pa11on and complelion of the gruelling Lanyard
Trop~y. o m_ean feet . On_the hop floor, ongomg commitments to Op's
Palatine, Agncola and Palhser keeps everybody busy and on their toes
even th~ t\~'? 'crod' seniors, gts 'Gaz' Davey and Eddi e 'Calmes~
him _el f Ga_Jny who have to s~and in w~en 90% of the Department are
~l~ym~ R~g1mental Football! F1.nally a big congratulations goes to LC pl
Jenny Hme on her recent marriage.

Dorsets attcndi~g the course for assessment prior to transfer to the Army
Phys!cal Training Corps. Completed over two weeks the Exercise
consisted of an !n-ca~p training period, covering subjects uch as tactics,
orders. leadership skill , command tasks, phy ical training and navigation

,...

.
. Ex Arduous Cyg net
(Back row): S1gs Cl1mpson, Parta, Cpl Coils, Sig Indra, Marsden
(Front row) Sigs Mooney, Khagendra,Danbar

EXERCISE SWA P RS IT
The Regimental field firing exercise, Ex Swan Pursuit took place
between 4-12 May. A force of 12 permanent range team and 45 firers,
(somewhat depleted due to operational commitment ) were
accommodated at t Martin Plai n Camp, Shomcliffe Garri on. Two
weeks of range , starting with Stage 1-3 APWT through to Stage 5 Live
ection Attack followed at the excellent counter insurgency range
complexes at Lydd and Hythe. The PRT were joined by Sgt 'Jake' Jacobs,
Royal Australian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers on Ex Long Look
who provided invaluable as istance when it came to weapons such as the
Heckler and Koch G3 and the Ml6 Armalite rifles. Congratulations to Sgt
urya of 250 Gurkha ig Sqn, the best hot overall and al o to C fn Pa ul
Butter y, the best battle shot on the exercise. Special thank are also due to
Capt Ian Coop er REME, who despite being nominated OC Exerci e, at
short notice, executed his duties in his normal under tated manner, often
with le s than five hour leep a night.
MOTOR TRAN PO RT SECTIO
MTO
Capt G . Johnso n
gt a nda
MT SSgt
Another busy period for Regimental MT and a turn around in
manpower that has seen us all cratching our heads and saying, 'Where'
everybody gone?' Farewell then to our old bo s W02 Al Kee n, who has
gone to join 256 ig Sqn as SSM. He thought that a handover/takeover
during Ex Argon Mercury in Ghana would be a terrific introduction to
his new job and off he went to get his kit and sun tan oil packed! Keep
your head down and your body armour on I and watch out for the RUF!
Thanks for everything you've done for u all, particularly your moving
leaving speech! Joining Al, i LCpl Tony Co mery, who is going to sort
out the generators of256 qn. Once again To ny, thank for all your hard
work in the Reg! MT, duty driver handover/takeovers ju t aren't going to
be the same. A big hello goe to C pl ·Big Vern' Crichl ey hope you and
your family settle in OK. and enjoy your tour at Bramcotc. Who knows,
you might get to far flung places like Lynham and Brize orton during
your tour. A lso welcome to LCpl 'What's the frequency Kenneth'
McCa ll, from I and LCpl T ho mas F ife from RAF Digby. Of course
there is also a welcome to Ca pt Gaz John son and his family as he
assumes the appointment of MTO/Sqn 2 1C. We hope you all enjoy your
time with the Regiment.

<?P

R EG r\·1 E. TAL T RAI ' I G Wl 'G
EXE RC ISE RD 0
YG ET
Early on unday, 19 March, saw 24 cager students deploy to
cnnyb~1d~e Tra1!1mg amp for Ex Arduous Cygnet, the Command ing
Officers adre Course. The Exercise included Ptc Lea re, I Devon and

extinct volcano. Sadly ig eil Grainger was unable to walk around the
top of the crater, as he y,as too busy sun-bath mg. lie has not managed to
convince 'Aitch ' that he didn't have the same tropical di.cases as him
though! ot content with extinct volcanoes and death-defying rafting.
both took part in various water sports and jomed a safari m the Kenyan
ational Park. oming from 'ewcastle, Sig Grainger was familiar with
wildlife and was not overly impressed. He was even less impressed to
find on his return to Bramcote he was required for duty driver his first
day back. The deployment was thoroughly worthwhile and gave an
opportunity to ome of the un ung heroes of upport quadron, who
would otherwise only get to hear about the overseas Jaunts that the other
Squadrons take for granted over a glass of beer in the AAFI. The trip

EXERC ISE GR.A D PRI X
LC pl · icknote' Aitchson and Sig eil Gra in ger recently deployed
to Kenya in upport of I Bn King's Battle Group. Attached for six week ,
they were to form part of their MT for deployment as dri ers, and for
routine administration ta ks within the Battalion. During the
deployment, they both managed to get away from their busy chedules in
order to participate in some of the adventurous training in some pretty
spectacular scenery. The opportunity to participate in white water rafting
and canoeing wa snapped up by them both until LCpl Aitchi on 's rear
end became fami liar with what i politely known as tropica l disea e the trot ! He recovered in time to climb Mount Longernaught, a 9.997f\

was only made possible by the sacrifice of the other members of the
Troop who filled the gaps on the duty rosters and carried out their duties
in the hope that it will be their turn next time. Let us have more of these
please!

LIMA T ROOP
Tp Comd
2LT B. W. M . ilorris
Tp SSgt
gt C. D. W ra th
Lima Tp, formed up at Bramcote in September 1999, when 220 Sig
Sqn, 21 Sig Regt moved back to Colerne and changed role. The Troop is
presently made up of 28 Tele-Mechs with a primary role of upporting
Joinc Task Force Headquarters (JTFHQ) and in a econdary role to be
available for deployment anywhere in the world that the troop service
may be required. ince formation, Troop per onnel have deployed to
Bosnia, Ko ovo, Egypt, Belize, Ghana and a mall detachment i
currently in ierra Leone as part of Op Palliser. The Troop is now firmly
established within Bramcote and has recently moved into new office
accommodation much to the disgu t of the tation LAD who no longer
have a store for their tyres. Lima Tp seem to be omcthing of a novelty
within the Regiment at pre ent, a few people have come aero TeleMechs before and are under the impre sion that we are the 'Mr Fix.it ' of
the Corp. In addition to our normal reque t to carry out telephone move
and installation , we are now qualified a performing stage erectors.
carpet layers and o tiers. Routine in the Troop is generally hectic with
many personnel preparing for deployments. However Sig 'Je e' Jame
ha found the going tough and has opted for a tint in the Regimental
table before his discharge. in order to get away from the mood wing
cau ed by SSgt C raig Wrath 's continued attempts to quit moking.
Welcome back to ig Johnn. 'The Whinger' M ill er Ca evac'd from
Ghana. We know you really w11nted to go to ierra Leone! The Troop
would like to welcome the following new arrivals, 2Lt Blaydon lorris,
ig P owell, Dawson a nd Jon es all straight from the factory, C pl ' ki '
G rabowski from 16 ig Regt and LC pl Lee Bea rfi eld from unny
Cypru . Finally, congratu lation go out to Lt i\lo rri for hi ucce at the
Corp
kill at Arm meet for winning the best young officer (Rifle)
shoot. not bad eeing a he was only pinged for the competition two days
prior to the ·tart date. Congratulation al o go out to
gt C raig Wrath
who ha tarted to smoke again.
256 IG AL Q ORO
M aj J. \ . C ooper
qn omd
W02 (
I) T ivey
SSM
ALPHA T ROOP
Troop omd
F lt Lt Pa ul Pea rcenLt M-L Luca
Troop S gt
gt G az huck
In the la t fe\ months
Tp ha been busy. Members of the Troop
enjoyed an enjoyable experience on Arduous ygnet ( adre Course) in
February, which took place in, the occa ionnlly sunny, ennybridge
(miracle · do happen). even members of the Troop under the command of
Flt L t Pa ul 'Lob ter' Pearce, travelled out to MacDill ir Force Ba ·e in
Tampa, Florida to take part in the Joint Forces Ex obb Ring. ince th n
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" . a\ e been kept busy both pa rticipating in and uppo ning Op Pa Iii er
m ' 11:rra l cone. \\'e ''elcome
gt ' Paul ' torcy to the Troop from I
tech and . ay farewell to LC pl • pib · Gibney who leave for 'orthcrn
Ireland.
BR\\ TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Dagless
Tp gt
S gt \lr air
C\ en members of Bravo Tp deployed as part of the pearhead on Op
Barwood m uppor1 of 33 qn RAF (Puma) under the command of Lt
John ·cirrus the Viru:· Dagle s. The role wa to pro' ide in theatre
communication ' and comms back to the
K via I ~AR AT data
tran ·fors. The cr.:w on ·isted of pl I\ lark 'Yeoman' Allen, L Cpl· cott
·Am I entitled to more money?" ooper, LCpl · ick-bag' Bishnu. ig
Derek ·Fan Fmgers · Diwi • ig Tom ·war Hero' Beerling and last but not
lea t ig Dan ·How's your car door?' Shore. We were also given upport
from 21 ig Regt (A ) \\ho ent one man forward to Mozambiqu~ and
with the others helping out on hift between afari at the rear link det in
outh fnca along with L pl 'War Dodger' Cooper. The Operation wa
a great ·uccess la ting for three weeks and aided b ' RFA Fort George with
ea King . Currently the majority of B Tare deployed on Op Palli er in
ierra Leone again under the command of Lt 'Ra ·h' Dagle s. We
''elcome L pl' am' Gontier from 16 ig Regt and say good-bye to ig
Lyndon larke who leave the Corp for a prosperou career within
McDonalds Fast Food outlet .
CHARLIE TROOP
During the last ix week
harlie Tp has been very bu y. Firstly
congratulation to gt 'Phil' Jo. ce and Lt Lucy ·Page two' Pim on their
promotion - the Troop are till awaiting their beers please. As JTFHQ Tp
\\e ha\e recently deployed with the staff from PJHQ to Ghana for Ex
Argon krcury. As we were due to tart the Exerci e. we were deployed
through enegal in Daker to Lungi and Freetown in Sierra Leone on Op
Palli er. Before leaving Ghana we said furewell to S gt Des ' Hertz and
mega Hertz' Holroyd who wa po led to 16 Sig Regt and W02 (SSM)
'Golf handicap· l ivey who joins I Armd Bde a their RSM in Ko ovo.
258 JG
L
qn Comd

SSM

Q

ORO

Maj J. E. ''in dells
W02 M . Webb

SQ ADRO HEADQUARTERS' E\ S
A couple of i ue ago the 21C, Capt ·Hoppie' Hopcraft, made the
error of predicting a ' nice relaxing year'. Just as the pace in the quadron
ro e he deserted the quadron and HM Forces and ran off to Civilian
treet. We all wi h him all the best for the future. There have been further
change at the helm of the Squadron - we bade farewell and good luck to
W02 (FofS) ue Spencer (off to Aldersbot) and SSgt (SQMS) Phil
Green (off to Regt QM ). With all losses, there are always gains - we
warmly welcome W02 (FofS) Bill Young (from 250 (GSS) Sig Sqn),
gt ( QM ) '.\>lark Browitt (from HQ Sqn) and the new Sqn 2LC who is
being returned from Ko ovo to dry out.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Chris mitb
Tp SSgt
gt Billy Kidd
After preparing the Tp for Op Bell, our rapid deployment to Antigua
hould an evacuation be necessary, we were ' tood down· and Troop
training, ITDs and Sqn Battlecamp became priorities. Unfortunately,
Troop adventure training was put on immediate hold as, no sooner had we
settled into a 'routine·, the Troop found itself on Spearhead - at what is a
very busy time for the Regiment. The Troop then worked around the clock
in preparing VSC 501 Quince (which has never seen uch a rapid
turnaround) and it's myriad of evolving tails and equipment. As thi goes
to print a 12-man team from the Troop is preparing to go to Sierra Leone
on Op Basilica. Indeed the Troop OC and four men are already out there,
ably a ·sisted by the Squadron Yeoman, W02 · ho ate all the pies?'
Knight. We would like to shout a huge 'Well done' to LCpl Green who
represented the Troop at the Regimental Boxing and is now currently
looking after Troop fund - no connection there! The Troop has al o been
im·olved in leading the Squadron to victory in the Inter-Squadron athletics
and swimming. We would like to say a fond farewell to Cpl Om who has
left us for 250 ig Sqn. The rest of our farewells go to our highly trained
cinies: LC pl 'Mr' Hepworth, 'Mr' Wilkes and Sig 'M r' Taylor who we
wish all the be t for the future on the other side of the fence.
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Emma 'Big Fish' Rae
Tp SSgt
gt 'Doc 'Utilize" Halliday
RE ERVE P RTY
'lllost of the rear party has now deployed from Bramcote to the Balkans
leaving an eerie silence on camp. Only a few select people remain behind,
these include Cpl Pete 'F Tp Cpl' Watson ; ig Celia Black; ig 'Swamp
Fmder' '.\1acLean, who nearly drowned on a river cro sing on Lanyard
Troph) trammg; and ig 'Gavma' Williams has just returned from Ex
wan Pursuit
\10 T3 IBE
Fmally 11 arrived - the long awaited move of HQ M B ( ) in Pristina

frol!l 1!1e Cniversity to the TFA at VJ Bks. The 1 Ma, 2000, saw the
bcgmntng of the cut-over of circuits from MO T3 Ibex at th'! University
tle to ~O T4 Kangaroo at VJ Barracks. The Ibex crew, Cpl Linds
'Troop photographer' Ho,, son, LCpl Lee ·ricol' icol and ig 'Simmo'
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immons. manned the Univcr -ity COMMCEN until the final circuit was
cut aero . With as ·istance from Cpl Ian ' ush' Cushing and Sig teve
'Lambie' Lamb, the crew carried out a very labour intensive task of
packing up MO T3 Ibex. COMMCE , and the 30 Sig Regt Empire. After
one last cigarette, even the 'chest poking plynth ' wa demolished - a sad
day for all. The crew then relocated all the kit (lock, stock and bar rel!) to
the TF in order to turnaround the kit: this took a few days of fun in the
sun and a few entertaining nights at the '50 1 lub (Fwd)'. We would have
had a sign but the light-fingered crew of 21 Sig Regt based at the APOD,
led by
gt Phil Render, teal anything and everything with a Swan on we put this down to jealousy. Unfortunately, all good things come to an
end and MOST3 lbex with crew returned to Brarncote - a sad clay for some
and joyful for others!

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
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MOST4 KA GAROO
The remainder of the MO T IV Kangaroo crew deployed mid-April to
HQ M B ( ) to join their glorious leader Cpl Fred Hazard and Det Tech,
Cpl Paddy Irwin . The crew now includes: LCpl Stu 'Belly' Engleby, Sig
Martin 'Whinger' Hannam , Sigs Tve been mentioned under two Dets
and will buy the beers' Lamb, Paul Howells, 'Skippy' ellers, 'Ro e'
West, Mark Howland and Gav Dowling. Our mission was to install, te t
and commi sion MO T TV Kangaroo into the new TFA site and take over
the running of the theatre's COMMCEN. A D-Day (ie: the day the
Brigade staff decided to deploy into the new HQ) approached the
crewmembers exchanged a few nervous glance·. However, D-Day came
and went in a rather uneventful manner - much to the relief of all. The crew
ha now enled down to its daily routine of tamping paper and wrecking
havoc upon 7 Armd Bde' daily running of thing ! Anyway, we couldn 't
fini h without giving a tl1umbs up to the outstanding behaviour of all
Troop members over the last month.
501 RED
The ' Teeth Arms' Det would like to say 'thank and goodbye' to some
of the crew: firstly, ig Lee immons who temporally replaced Sig Andy
·You 've changed' Doherty; Sig Lee ' I want three free beers and another
care!' Bruin ; and finally LCpl ' Bruce Lee' Hem , who wa replaced by Sig
Rob ' Olaf' Hall. Whil tat the Univcr ity (old HQ MNB (C) site) the det
exerci ed with the Armd Bde HQ on Conplan Critical Effort. To keep up
with the armour we transformed one of the GS LRs into a Syscon wagon
to reduce our TM times. At the end of the Exercise, some of the det
tl1ought it would be fun to cam up the local populas. This gave us the
perfect photo opportunity for the 'Considerate Soldier 2000 ', however, we
are ure some of their motives were not o honest (come and look at my
puppie come into mind). The move to the new HQ MNB (C) (TFA - VJ
Bks) went relatively smooth ly and we deployed into the field to engineer
our new lER. During this period we worked hard by day and enjoyed a few
quiet card games by night. Some members of the Troop showed their true
colors over this period, in particular: Cpls Locky 'The Gu her'
Whitelock; Paddy 'The Dribbler' Irwin and LCpl Aaro n ' The Sprayer'
Donnelly. Unfortunately not all of the crew were present for the good
times, Cpl Dave ' I don't believe in bull?' Carter was on R&R and Sig
Matt 'you' ve changed too ' King wa working el ewhere.

Millennium
Party

MO T3CAT
It's been just over three months since we took over MOST Cat in midFebruary and arajevo is just coming to terms with our arrival. MOST Cat,
along with the re t of HQ SFOR, are currently preparing to move camp
from Ilidza to Butmir. Our move is being organized by the Det Comd, Cpl
Jeff ·special' Ford who is now getting some specia l loving whilst on
R&R. LCpl Rup 'Daddy to be' Gurung ha been bu y sorting the
technical details for the move. In his spare time he has been knocking up
ome Gurkha cuisine and BBQs for various leaving parties. He is also
currently revising for hi 2-1 Entrance Exam. Sig Mark ' Handy man'
Vinten has been working hard preparing the new location at Butmir. He
has also proved to be a bit of a carpenter, his latest 'works of art' includes
four 8ft ecurity light stands and a gate for the det compound. Then there is
LCpl Caz 'Keep on running' Burrows who is on the local Britfor charity
committee and has been utilizing her PTl skills to help organize the latest
charity event - a football competition which raised 500DM for the local
children 's hospital. She has also just completed her 2-1 Entrance Exam in
Banja Luka. Finally there is, Sig Adam 'I'm in love' Toner who has been
making the most of the 30 degrees temperature here in Sarajevo by
catching the rays whilst writing love letters to his girlfriend. In summary,
the tour has gone very well so far, and in true 30 Sig Regt tradition, in
between all the running around getting the det ready for the move, the crew
have found time to keep up good social relations.
501 P RPLE
'The finest 50 I det in the world has continued to be very busy during its
tour in FRY.' writes the Del 21C, LCpl John 'Kebab' Lawrence. There
has been a number of manpower changes: we 've bade 'farewel l' LCpls
MJ 'Muddyfunkstar' Holt, Jamie ' Sinner/S mallpox' Slade and Sig Dion
'Cherry' Fotheringham, and said ' hello' to LCpl Hem and Sig Graham
'Gwen' Clutten. Throughout all this, there has been no halt in our level of
commitment - we have recced and exercised in Sarajevo, GV, MG, Drvar
and Sisava to name but a few. This has included a near-death experience on
Route Clog with Sgt Al 'Big Gay' Barker and LCpl 'Jonkebab'
Lawrence and a distinct lack of brakes! In addition, the 501 Det it elf ha
been the bain of the LAD being VOR'd more times than 'a big bag of
VO Ry thing '. There have been accusations that the problem is caused by
the. COf!1bin~d weight of Cpl Tony Gallagher and LCpl John Lawrence
which is estanated at about 32 stone. The hand-over period from 12 Mech
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Continued on Page 365

Sgt D. Copley Champion-at-Arms
Corps AAM
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HERE AND THERE
Conccmration

Bdc to 4 Bde is now approaching and the dct is standing by for the usual
series of 'new toy' cxerci es associated with this event. We will say a
fond farewe ll to the lads and lasses from 2 Sig Regt and 228 Sqn whilst
we conti nue to stag on until ... ? On the sporting side of life, the det
remains uncha llenged as 'BLMF world volleyball champions' and is
making a vital contributi on to the rugby team. Unfortunately, the team
will be without Cpl Gav 'Iceman' Wallace who has an ankle injury. We
arc also putting in a strong side for the 'BLMF sunbathing
championship ' but with LCpl Jami e Slade out of theatre, our chances
arc somewhat diminished. In summary, li fe is good.
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Mogs' Southern
Tp gt
SSgt Stu Fidler
HAJLS A D FAREWELLS
This month we are sayi ng a lot of goodbyes. Best wishes for the future
go to C pl 'Ted' Heath who is moving wi th hi s wife to pastures new and
very far away in cw Zealand. Cpl Scotty Johnson, Sig Sarah Thorn
and ig Mick Allen who arc being returned safe and sound to civvy
street. LCpl Faye Wood who departed to spend the next year across the
water at JCU, LCpl Dickie La ne, who has finally gone to 21 Sig Regt
(AS) and finally, last but not least, ig 'H' Harrison who is going to the
tropica l climate of . Yorkshire at 19 Mech Bde.

Re laxa ti on

EXE R ISE SWA PUR UIT by Sig Spinks
On Tuesday, 2 May, members from all corners of the Regiment were
flung together to attend the an nual ranges battle-camp down in
horncliffe. The fir t day started with typical range day weather, it was
freezing! All attending completed their weapon handling test and
zeroing then it was time for the fun to begin. The days were spli t into
three sections on different ranges using a wide variety of weapons which
included G3, LMG, SLR, GPMG, 9mm Browning. Ml6, LSW and, of
course, the good old faithful SA80. Training was also undertaken on the
AK47, SMG, UZI, SKS, Scorpion, Dragonoff sniper rifle and many
more to name but a few. During the two weeks we fired on many ranges
including IBSR, CQBR and cu lmi nating in a live firing section attack. A
very good team of OS ensured that safety was never a worry (u nless you
were in Sig Jim ' SUSAT' King's Section!).

7 ig Regt
on
Adv Trg

Minor Units Soccer Champions· ATR Bassingboum

250 SIG AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj R. P. Wilson
SM
W02 ( SM) Chandrabahadur Gurung
Fl AL FAREWE LL TO
G RKHAMAJORQ EE ' GURKHASIG ALS
MAJ (QGO) GOVINDE G R
G - by LCpl Kumar limbu
On 20 March, 2000, the QG Signal paraded in Bramcote Barracks to
tow out Maj(QGO) Govinde Gurung in the traditional way. The GM
Sah ib arrived at a pre-arranged spot outside the gymnasium at l 345hr .
There, tow rows of mixed rank were waiting with garlands and a
bouquet of flowers. One by one, GM Sahib took the garland and
flowers with friendly chats. Then he climbed up the back of the
decorated vehicle and stood there. He was then towed away by S COs
and Officers lead by Comd QG Signals, Lt Col M. Lithgow MBE and
the GM des, Capt(QGO) Nabindrabikram Gurung and the Pipes and
Drums. All available members of the Regiment were sta nding on either
side of the road from the gymnasi um to the guardroom.
In front of the guardroom , the GM Sahib in spected the Guard of
Honour with the didis/bahini , children and of course some interested
British families looking on. After that Capt(QGO) ' avindrabikram
Gu rung was officially commi ssioned as the new GM QG Signals.
Camera from all angles were cen flashing to catch the glimpse of a
very ad day. Mrs Sabitri Gurung, wife of Maj(QGO) Govinde
Gurung, di pl ayed her talent with bravery to break the deep silence by
dancing and singing with mixed emotions, a ong called ' ..... .. pheri
bheta ho la ki nahola ', encouraging other didi /bahinis to sing along for
the la st time. At 1425hrs GM Sahib's ca r rolled out of the camp towards
Heathrow airport.
We wish GM ahib and his pariwar all the be t for the future .

Cpls Jenny Fitzgerald an.d Tracey Everett enjoying an Exercise
wnh Sussex ACF

'Gurkha Major, Maj (QGO) Govinde Gurung MVO
is towed out by the Regimental personnel
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EW TRADE FOR QG SIGNAL hy Cpl Bharat Sltre\/ha
The Royal Signals has made change> m the trade ,.tructurc tn keep up
with the modernisation in the communication system. Within this, Arca
System Operator is one of them. A second squadron, 246 Gurkha Signal
Squadron is being formed in the QG Signals. It has it own role and
different communication equipment to work with. To carry out the new JOb
efficiently ten COs were sent to the Royal School of ignals at Blandford
for a new course. The course ran from 13 September 1999 to 16 March
2000. We were the first ones to do this Area Systems Operators' Course in
the Royal Signals and be awarded Class One on the subject. Everyone in
the course is delighted and looking forward to working in our new
squadron (246 Gurkha Signal Squadron) at York.

A

EXERCISE CYG ET REEF 1- 19 APRIL - by SSgt Lawrence
Ex Cygnet Reef is part of a series of Cygnet exercises to test out of area
operations at Troop level. Whiskey Tp was fortunate enough to be cho en
from a cast of three to recce and complete the Exercise. It was a 522Z, 501
and 322Z communieattons exercise.
1t started on Friday when we trund led off to South Cerny to start that
horrible job of getting to RAF Lyneham, ic: not getting half your kit on!
We departed to Belize via Iceland, Canada and Coco beach, Florida for
some interesting stopovers. On arrival in a very hot sweaty Belize, we set
up our equipment on the Rugby pitch, which immediately had everybody
up in arms. The next three days were spent getting comms in for both
522Z, old and temperamental and the 501 dropped in straight away. After
that we had afternoons off to wallow in the cultural side off Belize. Altun
Ha was well received, but 1 believe that Belize zoo was not o good. The
boys I hasten to add spent the evenings down at the famous Raul 's Rose
Garden. A salubriou house of ill repute that apparently you can't come to
Belize and not go there. So when the QC, Maj Wilson arrived he was duly
escorted there by Capt Toze and SSgt Lawrence!
With the Exercise well under way, the jungle phase tarted. Fourteen
lucky soldiers were sent into the jungle to survive for three days. This was
an entertaining three days and proved quite difficult for some of our
Signallers. Sig Harrison felt that he was on a starvation diet and ate the
kuna maggot for sustenance. One scrawny chicken between seven hungry
people does not go far. Sig Min even threw every part of the chicken in to
help YUK! Plenty of war stories are still circulating about the nakes and
general flora and fauna spotted. Having survived this traumatic experience
the Troop then went sea fi hing. this was turned into a competition to ee
who could catch the biggest fi h. LCpl Pooley won with a whopping
l7filb skip jack tuna. Cpl Bhupendra, our chef. barbecued all the fish
caught. A final R&R day was spent sailing around the cayes on the sailfish
boat which was excellent. Everybody went swimming with the shark and
manta rays. Here Sgt Lawrence was made to get in first. cheers
boys ........ Everybody enjoyed the break and getting very un tanned. We
finally packed up and had a good three day back via Charle ton, Boston
and Gander. We arrived back to be impounded by Customs, what a return
back to UK!

The Section Commander demonstrating to his Section
on how to cook in the jungle environment
SID EY TRAlLWALKER 2000
by Lt(QGO) Buddhi Baltadur G11r1111g
.
..
Trailwalker first originated from Hong Kong m 1981 a a m1htary
training exercise for the Queen ·s Gurkha ignal Regiment under the
command of Maj (now Brigadier) . M. A. Lee OBE. Team of four
competed over the lOOkm Macleho e Trail covering the di tance in le
than 48 hours each year. Over the years million of dollars have been
rai ed for the Gurkha Wei fare Trust through thi · greatest race
'Trailwalker'. Since the mo c of the Brigade from Hong Kong, Trailwalker
ha ince been conducted in the UK for the pa t three years and rai ed
thousands of pounds towards the Gurkha Welfare Trust. This year'Trailwalker wa held in ydney Au tralia during tl1e period of26-2 May
2000. On in itation from the Community Aid Abroad, Oxfam Australia,
the organi er, a team of i · oldiers from the Queen's Gurkha ignal were
elected to participate in the event.
On 19 May 2000. the team, led by Lt(QGO) Buddhi heade.d off to
ydney to compete in the event. Afier the long tmng 22 hours flight'. ~he
team arri cd in ydney and wa greeted by the taff from the Bnll. h
onsulate General. Afier the hort brief on ydney it elf and program ·
ahead. we were driven to our accommodation block at R:mdwick
Barracks. The next morning we were called for the photo call followed by
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thr ·day. of route recce along the tmil.
On :?.6 Maj. at around 0 30hrs '"e arri\'ed at the start point. where T
~rcw from Ch 7., h9 . .Ch IO and st:iffr from ydney Radio were awaiting
tor our amval to 111ter\'1e\\ us. The T crc": followed our team right unti l
the .·tart of the race . The event attnlcted 147 team and included a team
from H.ong Kong and two team rr.,m ex-British Gurkha working in
u.. tmha. ll teams seemed cager to tnckle the arduous IOOkm ydney
trail and break the la. t year' • course record of 15 hour · and 5 minutes set
by our team. The race . tarted at IOOOhrs prompt on 26 May 2000. the
weather turned out to be unn. and clear throughout the event. Our team
·et a rea:onable pace and led the race by five minute up to Checkpoint 4,
followed by ~ pack of 1ea1~1 clos by. As the race progres cd, our team
tart d speedmg .up and ~amcd a t7ady gap again t the econd team. ig
L.ttam ~ad .an lllJUI') o.n lus knee amvmg at Checkpoint 7. however. due to
his mottvauon. commitment and challenge he did not let the team down.
!he t~am cro ~d the finish i.ng line at Brooklyn (Parsley Bay Car Park)
JU t a!ler m1d-111ght a the "mners of ydncy Trailwnlker 2000. etting a
new ttme of 14 hours 2 minutes and 44 econds.
Thi. excellent performan e was fo llowed by three dav w ll de er ed
R&R to explore ydney. \ e had~ day trip to ydney Olympic Park, which
1 almo~t r7ad} to ho t the Olympic Game 2000. A day' a set a side after
a kmd 111v1tat1on from the ex-Brit ish Gurkha for a BBQ. All the buro
were v~ry keen to learn ab.out the changes and ne\\ of the Brigade. Lt
Buddh~ pre ented a Regunental pl~q~1c to the Gurkha rommunity
ustralta at the end of the BBQ. We \ ' I ' lied the heart of the city. like the

!~ arbour Bridge. Opera I lou c, Darling Harbour etc. On I June it was ti m.
tor us to say good bye to Sydney and we new bael- to United Ki ngdom we
hope to do the same agai n nex t year.
· e
Jai Queen ' Gurkha ignals.

Sig Bharat leading the team towards Checkpoint 1

31st (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
CO
R M

Lt Col L. F. Harrison TD
WOl (R I) Gibson

REJ 1E 'T L HE DQ ARTERS
This ~ anotht;r hectic period for RHQ as it welcomed the new Adj t
Capt Cobo Vaudm fre h from JCSC. He was thrown immediately into
th<: d.eep end whe~ the TM and R M departed to Canada on Adventurous
~~JJ;;g. Full details of the Adventurou Training in the next copy of The

oth~r

quad.ro 1~ , and Lt . Debbi ~ pc~kman. gt Brian Traynor, LC pl ??
Elh : and Sig Bomber Harns particularly ccmed to enjoy bumping 83
Sqn 111 the dead of night. Did we wake you up lads? For Ex London Trot
the Squadron deployed t? oleme, where we e tablished an example of
the type of the comm sne we will be using to provide comms for Bde
HQ at camp. Our CO, Lt Col. Linda Ha.rrison, presented the equipment
an? means that we wi ll be usmg to provide comm to Brigade main and
Bngade set up. to the Brigade taff, and our quadron QC Maj Toby
Laokester ad.dres ed all the CO's in the Brigade on our plans 'for camp.
The third 111 the enes, ex London Gallop wa a message handling
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Sqn Comd
Maj Streete
S M
W02 Godden
FREEDOM OF EASTBOUR E
Afler what seem an age, 56 Sig Sqn was awarded the Freedom of the
Borough , one of the highest accolades that can be presented to an
organisation. The event was held at Eastbourne Town Hall , where the
council laid on a fine meal. This was enjoyed by the whole Squadron who
turned out for the occasion . The CO, RSM and various other military and
non-mi litary personnel who have connections with 56 also attended.
Following the meal , the Mayoress made the presentation and speeches
were given. The evening will be followed up by a 'Freedom Parade'
through the town, although a final date is yet to be confirmed. All in all it
was an enjoyable night which wa continued back at the TAC. In addition,
it was a fitting tribute to Maj Brian Howe whose posting as OC ended
the following month.
C HA GE OF COMMA D
I June 2000 saw Maj Brian Howe hand over command to Maj Sa rah
Streete. Maj Howe had been a member of the quadron for seven years,
and served as both 21C and OC. He bought a wealth of experience to the
Squadron and was a loya l member. He will certain ly be remembered for
' spoons' , a ritual that o n ly he knows the true meaning, but one that
ensu res we never went on cxerci e without one! Upon adclres ing the
Squadron Maj Streete laid out her objectives to ensure that the quaclron
remai ned the best in the regiment. Her policies have been embraced by
the quadron members, who are a lready striving to improve upon the
high stan dards al ready set, as Annua l Camp draws ever nearer. The
change of command also saw Capt Tony Potter take the rein a
quadron 21C.

Lt Beth Po llard pretending to understand the working of the ULS

41 (PLK) lG1 L SQ ADRO,
qn Comd
Maj Lankester
SM
W02 Watson
The quadron took pan in three warm up exercises for September's
Annual Camp. Ex London Walk, Ex London Trot and Ex London Gallo
\\ere designed to ensure that ~ll personnel were fully briefed and prepare~
for <leployment on thi s ~ea~ s camp. On the first of these Exercises the
~uadron deployed l? P.1rbr1ght and Bramley Training Areas to practise
harbouring u~, estabhshmg comms and defence of a comms ite. I'm not
, 0 d
qutte urc which headmg getting the ERV bogged down in so
ca me under, but we practised that as well! The best bit gag?o~ ~h~s
\\Cckcnd wa' that all quadrons got to put in a recce and an attack on the

same cocktail? Afte r you, Sgt Tuck! We were brie fl y visited by Sig Phil
Davy. back from Bosnia on R & R. He has been do ing hi bit to e n~ ure
that everyone based around Banja Luka ha seen his PLK stable belt and
the PLK colours. Anyone rea d ing th is in Banja Luka who has seen
strange red and grey stickers appearing out of nowhere, they're down to
Sig Davy! Keep up the good work Phil !
The CO, Lt Col . Linda Ha rri son o ffered some of the Regiment the
chance to 111v1te their employers to the Colonel's Review of Trooping the
olour at the beg111nmg of June. Lt Beth Pollard accepted this offer, and
took her employer, Mr Maurice Pagclla o f Eurote l Telecom Ltd, and his
wi fe, G illian to Whiteha ll for thi s event. Lt Pollard is the first TA soldier
to be employed by Eurotcl , and thi s proved an exce llent opportunity to
deve lop closer links between her company and the TA. Members of the
Squ adron also participated in the annual TAVRA re cruiting tand at
Bi ggin Hill Air show in June. This i always a good weekend for u to get
out and about in the area to promote th e Squadron, so we took a
LA WARD and an FFR to display.
C ongratu lations are due to W02 Robin Watson , gt Mic he ll e
aspersz, and Sgt Brian Traynor who were awarded their Territory
Army Efficiency Medal on Saturday. gt ick Tuck is also due to be
awarded the medal , but was unfortunately unable to attend Saturday's
parade, and so w ill have to wait a while longer for his! We welcome four
new recruits into the squadron. Cfn Lee Stockl ey is currently training
with our REME attachment, and we welcome ig Daniel Stevens, ig
Russell Banks, and ig Gu y Scott-Douglas as new squadron member
to the Royal Corps of Signals. All have successfully passed their initial
recruit training, and will be heading off to Blandford soon. We wish them
luck on their recruits courses.

56 SIG AL Q ADRO

M JOR l\lAKI G DI ', ER
The traditional Regimental Dinner , ight to mark the beginning of the
'.'!ayoral Year took place at outhfields on 25 ,f ay 2000. The Regiment
mvu~ all the new~y e lected Mayors from the Regimental Boroughs 10 an
e\·e~mg of ~me wme, food an~ conversation.
or only does this put the
Regiment firmly on the map 11 ensure that reciprocal dinners follow
throughout the year. This year all five Mayor and their supporting
!'v1ayore se attended. The Boroughs represented were Kensington and
Chel ea. Wandsworth. Fulham and Hammer mith. C r oydon and
E~stbourne. The evening was also attended by several Deputy
Lieutenants, the Ma ter of the Worshipful Company of lnnholders and
'
the MP for Eastbourne.

The Dignitaries from the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
.
. (L-R): Lady Elizabeth, MVO,
and Sir Michael Craig-Cooper MVO CBE TD DL
and Lt Col L. F. Harrison TD, The May~r and Mayoress

cn tcrtain m e~t on the drinks fro nt. Chilli , olives, cherrie and eggs in the

exercise, which took pl ace at the TAC. Operators were tested on their
skill s handlmg a number of messages, and those involved certa inly felt
that the weekend proved very useful.
The S.quad.ron attend ed the Annual Princess Louise of Kensington
Assoc1atton d1.nner at th.e Duke of York Barracks in May of thi s year. This
was the first lime the dmner had been held in the TAVRA HQ Mess due
to the fact that we are .no longer able to use Mercury House, our pre~ious
v~ nue, .but this fact did not seem to affect the turnout. As always thi
dmner is a good chance to meet up with old faces, and past memb~r of
the .squadron, and. the old stories were soo n bein g told again . The
Regimental Second ~n Com n:iand, Maj William Brown gave a speech on
the st~ te of the Reg1m.ent with an emphasis on 41 quadron. It wa~ the
first ttme our new Adjutant, Capt Colin Vaudin , had met anyone from
the Squadron, so we hope we made a good impression! May was a busy
!11onth for .the Squadron. As well as Ex London Trot, we spent a weekend
~nvolv~d 111 a 100% storc.s check, and a weekend of PRE prep. Our
st~res weekend was our first opportunity to impress the new QM , Capt
Krishna Gurung, and I hope he came away from it convinced that we
had all that we should. have had . It was a lso the first time our O , Maj
Toby ~ankester ha~ mspe.c ted our kit, and us so we hope that we also
gave h1111 some confidence 111 our abilities.
PRE prep wc~kcnds a lwaxs need a bit of lightening up, and thi s year'
cvenmg entc~~mment _cerla1n~y did that. LCpl Julia May organised a
BBQ (not sure 1f this -:va~ held ms1de or outside the drill hall , there was so
much s moke It was d11Ttcult to sec), whilst gt ick Tuck provided the

SQ A DRO COMM NDE R'S Dl f GOUT
ussex by the Sea could be heard echoing along the sea front as the
Officers and Seniors of 56 ig Sqn. along with partners, said fa rewell to
Maj Howe. This in additi on to the high qualiry dinner provided by W02
'Big Fred' Bramble and gt Bob hevels en ured that Maj Howe got the
appropriate send off. The evenin g wa wound up with the presentation of
parting gifts including an Action Man fi gure upplied by Sgt Tim Odam .
Following this il was off to the bar where the frivolitie continued until
long after the sun came up, in true 56 style.

Departing OC, Maj Brian Howe
in full fighting order for his dining out

PER 'O I EL
The Squadron has recently seen Lt. Kieran ' Wombat' Franci\ leave
the confines of the ussex coast a nd head out to the Balkans for a s1>.month tour (some people \\ ill do anything to get out of Camp). We all
wish him we ll and are eagerly awaiting that letter he promised u . Clo er
to home LCpl Jo Butler has recently been promoted to a full Corpornl
after the completion of her C las 1 Trade course, well done Jo . Cpl And}
Harding al o d id the lass I Trade course and is now beginnmg to use
his new skills.
EXECUTIVE TRETCH
Once again thi e ve nt turned out to be as popular as ever with
Regime nts from all over the London District providing support teams.
The first day in the field found LCpl Paul Renaud gaining an adoptive
mother whilst other members of the executive team were lookmg for hi s
fi ngers on the first aid stand. That was until they got bumped, by \\02
(S M) Kevin Godden and ig King who must have been really scary, as
the te am playing executives decided that the ca ualties were of
insignificance as they ran away into the woods for cover. The econd day
was not quite so dramatic as the executive teams took part in competition
stands. OCdt Rob Wood led the communications command task stand
aided by LCpl Eric Gardyne who both took great delight in watching
tired executive teams, come to terms with a mass of tangled don ten.
PHOTOPLOD 2000
40 miles over the South Downs w ith no training? o problem ,
especially for the two old boys S gt ( QM ) John Atherton and S gt
(PSI) Willi e Loch who started out in the support team and ended up
walking all but one leg. The team - captained e nthu iastically by OCdt
Wood came in second for the second year running out of 23 teams. All
members dug in hard as the hill s took their toll upon bodies that were
already tired such as Cpl Andy Harding who came st raight off his Cla
I trade course exercise to compete. and Sig Trish O ' Sullivan who had
steroid injections to ea e pain in her foot. Once again LCpl Joe Reader
proved that she was every bit a PT! as she trooped over the terrain
sweari ng that she will never do it again. As the day wore on from its
midnight start, the team was in need of sustena nce, which wa aptly
provided by lfaj Sarah Streete at each checkpoint. In addition to this,
the sunri e breakfast was provided for all walkers and supporters by W02
Bramble and Sgt Steve Howell. This injection of food was welcome and
took fu ll effect a OCdt Wood and SSgt Atherton ran the last four miles
over the Seven (very ugly and big) Si ters. The end of the day was met by
a meal for all th e team at a loca l hotel. w here Capt Ian lurray
received an award for being the fir t man over the line, even if he did fall
down a rabbit hole. Also attending was IC Corns, S gt 1artin Cooper,
without him and hi team from the Squadron and the Cadets, the event
could not have happened.
83 (LONDO ) IG 'AL Q UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Julian Carmichael
S M
WOil (S M) tevenson
EXERCISE BELGIU 1 BLISTER 1-5 J1J E
On the evening of Wednesday 31 May the Ypres marching teams
assembled at RHQ Southfields prior to a very early tart to catch the
ferry from Dover. The team wa composed of the OC Maj Julian
Carmichael, Cpl id hluwalia, ig Burgess, Sig Jardine, Sig Lowe
and Sig Gomez (all 83 Sqn) with gt Crowhurst and gt Oliver from
HQ Sqn. The objective wa to participate in the IOOkm march and to
conduct our own battlefield tour. We made our way immediately to Vimy
Ridge where anadian tour guide explained the battlefield and howed
u the tunnel . We left and arrived at our accommodation. which wa
tented and in a Belgian Logi tics Battalion location. The German Army
had arrived early (as per u ual) and had occupied the allotted
accommodation. Our sleeping area was metres away from what wa
known as ' Shrapnel Comer' and our first evening was pent in Ypres
quality controlling the local' bite beers.
Friday kicked off with a 30km tab which produced some blisters. ig
Burgess had spectacu lar bli tcrs and wa rewarded with lots of ·ympathy
from the QC. There wa a brief conversation which started, 'I don't think
[' II be up tomorrow. Sir.' and ended with '. .. ..off'. pparently blister
only hurt for the first twenty minutes; ig Burgess went through a time
warp and uffered a brief cnse of humour failure. but was cheered up by
newly recruited and qualified ig Gomez who wa doing cartwheel and
kipping along in the (al o) bli tcring unshine. Ju t as ig Burge s wa
recovering from po t blister , trc:s yndrom , the OC wa · in ser ice dre 'S
and leading the quadron on the Menin Gat Parade. The treet in Yprc
are cobbled, apparently bli tcr ' only hurt forthe first twenty minutes! 31
Sig Regt laid \ reaths at the German cemetery in Langemarck, the
Belgium war memorial and the Menin Gate. It wa very moving to hear
four trumpeters play the last po t in the e,·ening un hine a it echoed
under the arche of the huge Mcnin Gate. The Burgermei ter invited the
team back to the cloth hall in Ypres where we were forced Lo drink free
beer. Saturday wa spent marching in the un hine. ig Burgess wa.
reduced to flip flop~ and a pith helmet and Sgt Oliver had also forgotten
his !A's on sen e of humour failure.
The motley crew were then cnthusia tically boun ed around , ·ariou
battlefield ite including the command bunker at Hill 40 Croonaert
Wood where Hitler wa a runner. The bunker took a direct 1111 and Hitler
hould not have sun ivcd: quite thought provoking. The team wa . sho" n
the chapel at Mes ines where Hitler ,,a. taken wounded and the e\;:nmg
wa · spent in Plug ' treet at a re "taurant which wa · situated opposite the
Berk hire memorial. The food and \\inc wa ' excellent and the patron. a
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friend of the O ·s known as laude (allegedly a former lion tamer who e
econd name is Bottom) prO\·ed to be an excellent chief. unday wa
anoth~r be. utiful day marching amongst the poppies and Yisiting E, ex
Farm Ores ·ing tation where John i\lcCrae wrote ·1n Flanders Field '
and Yis111ng a preserYed Belgian French system known as the Trenches
of D ath. A wreath was laid at a PLK memorial near Pio gsteert. The
C\ enmg finished at a Kangaroo form which happened to have a bar (the
O doc know omc · trange people) and OB
buildin g en try
techmque were practised much t the amazement of the customers and
two h avil) armed Belgian policet ·n. We all went to bed too late and got
up too earl) and arrived afely back in RHQ by Monday morning.
O FFIC I L OPEN! 'G O F TAC W HITE CITY A D 1EDAL
PRE E. 'TATIO '
Lt ol L. F. Har rison TD R ignal , CO, 3 1 ig Regt ( ) welcomed
gue -b at the re-opening eremony and Medal Parade to mark the
occa ion of the move of 3 (L) ig qn ( ) to White ity TAC A the
gue t arrived they were erYed with refreshment and ho tcd by the
quadron O , M aj Julian armichael with the aide of the Regimental
Officer . Jn the Opening Ceremony Cllr R. Browne 1BE. opened the
new garage· and aid a few word of welcome. The medals were then
presemed by 1aj G en J. D. to ko e C B C BE. Sgt T r ayno r was
pre ented the Efficiency fodal (Territorial), faj D. C r awley RAChD,
W02 (RQM (V)) Cla rke, W02 (SSM) Watson and C pl E. Presley
were pre ented with a clasp to Efficiency Medal (Territorial), gt Oliver
wa pre ·ented with hi 2nd Cla p to Efficiency fedal. and sgt Smi th,
sgt Pearr and gt Caspersz were presented with Volunteer Re erve
ervice 1edal
QUADRO
PDATE
The quadron would like to congrarulate LCpl Fa rquh ar on-Rober ts
on his recent promotion. We wi h him e\·ery succe s with his new role
and re · pon ibilitie . A war m welcome i extended to our newest

members. Lt Pa ul Ukpai has moved acros from HQ Q (we hope he
left his HQ issued slippers behind). 2Lt Lee McEvoy ha just passed his
TACC and hus landed him elf in the capable hands of GT Matt Cahill
of ·c Tp (you'll have to fight for desk pace Lee). Sgt Jackson has
al o moved aero to the quadron and i lending a helping hand to the
newly appointed 0 of B Tp, 2Lt Mike ZazzL B Tp's scnoir Sgt Dave
Alleyne i currently crving in Kosovo. We hope he hus a good tour and
look forwa rd to hi return. Congra tulati ons to ig Hu n t and ig
Bullivant who recently completed their R RC returning with four out of
the six awards. ig Hunt was presented wi th 'Best Academics' and 'Top
tudent' whereas Sig Bullivant was awarded 'Be t field student' and
'Best hot'. Well Done Yet Again 83 Sqn. We're making a habit ofthi !

At 'endcx' I returned to Scotland said h~ll~ and g~odbye lo the
quadron and was off again four days later, this time to slightly warmer
climt:s ~ame l y two weeks sai l training during Ex Century .Sat!, aboard
HMSTC Sabre - hey I know it's t.ough but someone h.as to do 1t
ailing out ofVillamoura manna, Portugal , I had ll_mc to. re0ec_t on how
many changes and experiences a person can squeeze mto l11S_ hfc m such a
short time, watching spectacular displays of t_he ort~ern Lights a~d less
than a week later watching a school of dolphins playmg chicken with _the
bow of the yacht, thi s was recruiting poster stuff and even th~ most cymcal
amongst us has to admit that a cabbie from Aberdeen got his fair share of
adventu re!

52 SIG AL SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Do nald Gordon
SSM
W02 (SSM) wan
THE Kl G JS DEAD, LO G LIVE T H E KING
.
l April, 2000, saw the dawning of a new, and some say long awaited e~a
in the history of 52 Sig Sqn. There have been some landmark mo~ents m
the history of 52 Sig Sqn, the Boer War, Battle of Ypres, crossmg the
Rhine and the move from the Jardine Street, home of the Squadron for
over one hundred years, but these p~le into i~signifi~ance with th~
inauguration of the new Sqn OC, MaJ Dona ld Wheres ya tr~u crs?
Gord on. Some say it is significant that the OC wa pro!l'oled and installed
as Sqn OC on the first April Fool's Day of the new mtll~nrn ~m, an event
that has been welcomed like the birth of a messiah, but this 1s JUSt the petty
bickering of the jealous (have you gues, e? the aut_hor's i~entity yet?). Maj
Gordon take over from Maj Roddy Gmger Pri nce s Sutherland_who
has decided to relinquish the Saltire of Courage (52 (Lowland) Brigade
Flash) and don the brown overcoat of shame, by taking command of H_Q
Sqn. We wish him well in his ne:-v po t and j)ray that all that s!eep he will
get at Echelon will not prevent him from gettmg to the bar on lime.

TERRITORlAL ARMY COMMISSIO J G CO RSE 002
Thoughts from 2Lt Lee McEvay
What can I say?- l pa,sed the course. Did l enjoy it? - I wasn't quite
ure at first, but as I look back I realise that it wa a once in a lifetime
experience, that l mis the people. and to so me extent, the li fes tyle.
Would I recommend TA C to prospective TA officers? - only if you want
a commission eno ugh - the directing staff will ensure th at you ask
yourself the quc tion during the three week they ' look after you' ...... The
highlights of my time at andhurst all seem to be towards the end of the
course - I will always remember the passing-out parade in front of Old
College andhursL The final exercise was a challenge, mainly to keep the
troops awake after two hours sleep. The stretcher race was, in hindsigh t,
highly enjoya ble (perhaps that was the sweet taste of victory). The best
memories of all relate to the people in my platoon - we were a mixed bag
of Infantry and the Corps and, as you would expect, had differing skills,
experiences and fitnes level , We worked together to help weak members
through th ei r difTiculties, whether that was carrying kit, working on
PracTac or map reading - we were officer cadets after alL After all the
trial and tribulations, 33 of u pas ed out of andhurst on arurday 3
June - I hope the orp i ready for four new officers.

I AUGURAL 2 DIVSAAM
The inaugural 2 DfVSAAM took place at Barry Bud?on Range_ over
the weekend 5-7 May, 2000, with 32 Sig Regt (V) makm_g a s1gn1 fic~nl
contribution with a total of five teams ent_ered. This ou ~tandmg
contribution was down to, in no mall part, 5~ Sig Sqn w_ho provided the
overall team captain. Maj Donald Gordon, his vice eal:'tam, W02 (SSM)
Karen Swan, two squadron teams and had person~el 1n t.wo of the other
Regimental Sqn teams. The competition was not without Its glory a Cpl
Henry ' Dodger' Rodgers, 52 Sig Sqn, won the Other Arms LSW hoot well done C pl Rodgers.

32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RM
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Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE
WOI (RSM) Hilborn
WO! kVey

HEADQUARTERS Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Roddy utherland
SM
W02 (S M) And erson
LlGHT AID DETACH 1E 1T
The Regiment would like to congratulate Pte Donna 'Kebab' Buntine
who recently completed her B3 Drivers course at 5 Trg Regt, Grantham,
home of the RLC TA. While on the course she was part of the pilot scheme
of course work to gain a City and Guilds in Commercial Driving, which
involved extra work and exams. This extra work proved worthwhile and
she passed all the exam required to gain the qualification. The City and
Guilds certificate was presented to her by Brig Evans at the TA Open day
at Grantham on 25 March 2000. Du ri ng the presentation Pte Buntine was
informed that she is unique as she i the only fema le in the armed forces to
have received this quali ficat ion - well done!

Ple Buntine showing off her city & Guilds Certificate
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51 SIG AL Q ADRO (VO LU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morn a Strachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave. C rocket
F ROM -20 TO +20 - OPPORT
JTIES I TH E TA
by LCp/ 'Cabbie ' Hender 011
I was fortunate to secure an attachment to 249 Sig Sqn (AMFL) for
Arctic Warfare Training and exercise in orway. l was introduced into the
system at Bui ford, which con isted of pre Arctic training and lot of PT
After deploying to orway, the pace wa increa ed and we completed the
novice ski and survival courses. Being recommended for Military Ski
Instructor was the icing on the cake for me (a previous trip to Austria
courtesy of the TA. definitely came in useful). As the training intensified
we found ourselve preparing for the final exercise - Ex Joint Winter
where all the month of training came together. This proved to be an
experience not to be missed, a truly 'purple' exerci e, with elements from
various NATO countries participating.

LCpl Henderson on exercise in Norway with 249 Sig Sqn

OCIALSCE E
51 Sqn sti ll drives the social scene in Gordon Barracks and \\C arc
looking forward to gt ·~ud' Burnetts Wester~ night with keen
anticipation, if there is one thmg we are not short of ~ts cowboys.
As the author of 5 1 Sig Sqn WIRE notes I would hke to mdulge myself
(Capt John 'broken leg at Blandford ' Mackie) and say goodbye l? all my
good friends as I leave the TA in July 2000. It has b~en a superb hfe and I
cannot endorse it too strongly to anyone. The biggest change I have
observed during my career has been the increase i~ opportunity f?r people
to experience life outside their TA centre. I have mcluded an article from
one of our young Lance Corporals (see -20 to + 20) that typifies the
prospects open to alL

LCpl 'Cabbie' Henderson aboard the yacht 'Salome' off Portugal

ARRIVALS AN D DEPARTURE
_ ,
We have loaned two of our talwarts to Blandford -your gat0_1s our loss
as C pl Rory ' BCGH' M ilne and Sgt Bob Tervit are po~ted ~s ~ns~r~ctor,
on a short service deaL Our photograph shows gt Te rv1t, ~1g , Mm1- ~e
Johnston and LCpl Alison ' lonely don fan ' _M ackay askmg Scotty to
beam them out of the Elgin Exercise Area. This exercise was preceded by
the most torrential downpour of rain in living memory and 1t has to be aid,
it put certain members of the Squadron off, however. when the great_ day
came we had gloriou sun hine all weekend o rememb~r that next time,
you big Jessie. Our thanks go to the Elgin T~oop for their hard work and
dedication to make a really good, fun , mtere tmg weekend.

Sgt Tervit, Sig Johnston and LCpl Alison McKay

EXERCISE GORDO ' FIR T
Ex Gordon's First was a Squadron training weekend held_ over the
weekend of 13-14 May 2000. The aim of the weekend was to tram E cape
& Evasion and urvival techniques. The weekend ~egan wnh the soldier
receiving a brief on the exerc_ise scenario b_efore bemg dragge? away to be
stripped of everything includmg their d1gn1ty. The~ were then .mterrogated
by a team of S COs Jed by "'('?2 (SSM) Kar~n o Mercy wan who
thought that the Spam h Inqms1t10ns were a w1shy-wa hy waste of tune.
The majority of the soldiers, although under extreme pre sure, manag~d to
resist the interrogation with only Cpl ~enry 'I~ was McGovern! He thC:
boss! ' Rodgers succumbi ng to the evil machmattons of _the Sergeant
Mess Crazy Gang, The soldiers ' escaped' and made the~r own way to
Dechmont Ranges for the instructional phase of the exercise where they
were educated in a variety of subject including ~ter gathering and
purification, improvised oven and shelter con tr~cuon among t others.
One et-back wa the lack of rabbits fo r the butchering le on, as the range
warden had failed to bag any the previous evening, !he ergeants' Me
Crazy Gano's normally hard evil fm;ade cracked wtlh horror as the 0
uggested that they ' . . ,take a tenner an~ pop down t? the pet shop and get
a couple of rabbits and a gumea pig, They decl ined! The rest of the
evening was taken up with cormnand tasks and h~me 1mpro_veme ~t on our
improvi ed helter , That night saw a nav1gat1on exerct e usmg hand
· drawn maps. Suggestions that the maps were not produced by the S COs
as they were not drawn in crayon were met with wow! of anger _by the
Crazy Gang. The night nav igat ion was a ucce s with Stand.Two bemg the
easiest to fin d a Sgt Dougie 'Ebenezer wa_s a wastrel MacDonald
moked endle cigarettes that had been confiscated that very morn mg
from the oldiers during interrogation.

LCpl Anthea Purvis digs for gold (RMR Endurance Course)
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·unday morning s3\\ the quadron head off to Largs. the , cottish Riviera,
to ta ·kle the RMR Endurnncc course, which en ·ured that everyone was
muddy and wet ~fore returning to East Kilbride and freedom. The
weekend \\as rounded off '' ith a BBQ when those oldier that had
parttcipated 111 the exercise were joined by a number of the ladies from the
quadron \\ho had nm in the Gia gow Women· IOkm race.
ongratulations go to W02 (
1) Karen wan. ex- gt Jean ' What' a
map'?' T homp on, ig Elaine Tm in the mood for dancing' Woods and
io udrc) ·There's nothing wrong with my car· hcridan for completing
the race. The BBQ wns a great H•cces with 'laj Donald 'One more bottle
then rm off' Gordon weeping di before him in an imprompm basketball
competition.

With the lessons of Ex Grey Garage till in mind the quadron
deployed to Barry Buddon as part of the Regimental Training Weekend.
A the operators honed their skills in the andy wastes of the trai ning
area great plan were afoot back in the camp. As part of the Regimental
preparation for Annual amp, a brainstorming scs ion organised by the
Commanding Officer aw the Squadrons ·nesh out' their variou. ta ks
at Annual Camp. 61 Sqn have arguab ly the most important task as we
have responsibility for the RCP. During the brain tonning th e O ,
Major Brian ' hanker ' Shankland sucked thoughtfully on hi s pencil
while the SM Terry ' llealth & afety· McGowan longingly looked
forward to tasking officer for guard and pan bashing.

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

42 (CITY OF MA
HESTER) IG AL SQUADRO ' (V)
qn Comd
Maj M. O. Cumming TD
SM
W02 G. Ward
The highlight of this reporting period was an expedition to the Rocky
Mountains organised by Capt Dave Titheridge, the quadron 21 . me
member · of the Squadron made up the party of fifteen from !he Regiment
who carried out Winter Adventurous Trammg dunng the penod 22 March
- 06 April 2000.
.
_
. .
The Exerci se took place in the area of Sunshme Village. wh ich 1s a
kiing area about I Okm from the resort of Ban ff in Alberta. The party
flew !Tom Manchester to Calgary on a nine hour night and were based at
Trails End Camp. Trails End Camp is an R&R centre tra~it_ionally
frequented by Battle Groups staging through BATUS to the Med1cme Hat
training area. It is located an hours dnve !Tom Calgary on the We_ t_coast of
Alberta. The camp is available for _Winter and Summer ex_ped11tons and
has fantastic facilities set in a stunnmg location. There are direct n1gh_t~ to
Calgary from London as well a . from Manche ter and any unit _requ1_rmg
more information about the facility hould contact Capt Dave T1thcndge
on 0161 257-3377 (Fax: 0161 248-8774)

52 Sqn Wet T-Shirt Contest (RM R Endurance Course)
ARRIVAL
D DEPARTURES
The Squadron say a sad farewell to Sgt Lynden Box, the tech P I. who
has been posted back to the regular army and the two and a half day week.
We hope that there are enough jocks in 15 ig Regt for you to enjoy the
friend ly banter that wa every day life in the Squadron. We welcome in his
place Sgt Chri Kelly. a jock, back to the chosen land and hope that he ha
an enjoyable and succes ful tour with u . We also say farewell to SSgt
Jean 'I cannae ee without my glas es' Thompson who has decided to
retire from the TA due to work commitments after many years loyal
ervice not only to the Squadron but also to the Pewter Pot pub. Finally we
say good-bye to gt Dougie McDonald, LCpl Adrian Augusto and LCpl
Scott 'Buzz Lightyear' McGill who have also relinquished the Saltire in
favour of an easy life in HQ Sqn. We hope that the dental work required to
remove your front teeth in order that you are ugly enough to join HQ Sqn
is not too painful.

61 IGNAL SQ ADRO ' (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Brain hankland
SSM
W02 (
1) McGowa n
DRIVER TRAl ' I G
April was a mixture of driver training and ITDs, the fonner being a
highly ucce sful weekend organised by Sgt Roy 'First Parade' Taylor and
gt ·_ etty· McGinley. The action packed weekend saw Sgt Taylor do
hi best Jeremy Clarkson impersonation in a Landrover and then watch in
varying degree of awe and surprise, as the participants tried to match his
driving efforts. On the return to barracks, Sgt Andy 'The aked Chef'
Cran ford decided to throw in some ad-hoc recovery techniques by
'breaking down· in his Landrover.
The Squadron ITDs weekend was urprisingly well attended
considering that Bountie had only ju t been paid the month before, proof
mdccd that Squadron members are imbued with a strong sense of fiscal
prudence. All but Range activities were covered, with S gt Rowena
Oark~, gt tallard and C pl Glen Davidson providing the required
expert1 e.
EXERC I E GREY GARAGE
The 'frenzy' of May training started with CRS training in the now
famou 'Ex Grey Garage' in Chesser Crescent. As ever YofS J eff
' ·early an Officer' Jcphcote had overall responsibility for the
weekend. Reports suggest that he has yet to rebut al legations that he
plans to become an CRS Consultant, with desires on selling his skills
to the market.

EXERCISE WEST LOWLAND HIKE ('WLH')
As sure as night follows day, the Squadron provides support for WLH .
Thi i an event with which the Squadron has been a sociated for the be t
part of30 years. This year's event was, a usual, nothing but a success. True
to tradition the ·orange Avenger' made his appearance on the Saturday
evening. This is an annual instructional period by gt Taylor for the youth of
the Boys Brigade who are given an insight into what disguises may be
obtained from a leeping bag. rolled up new paper and a black balaclava.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Like the Squadron, its members have been far !Tom inactive.
Congratulations go out to LCpls 'Shoe' Traynor and Borland for passing
MOI and RSDCC, re pectively. Back in March, Sgt Crawford and LCpls
Woods and McDowall provided as istance in the CORPSAAM, and more at
the sharp end, LCpls Borland, Florence and Costello competed in the TA
SAAM. Congratulation to 'etty McGinley on her promotion to SSgt and
also for the award of the Lord Lieutenant's certificate. Ju l reward for her
longstanding commitment to the Squadron.
In the same month LCpl 'Betty' Robertson brought a Nordic theme to
Squadron activities by participating both in Ex Snow Lion in Aviemore and
Ex Snow Queen in Gennany. She has now been nominated as the Squadron
skiing expert with specialist skills in 'Apres Ski'. In the middle of May, Lt
'Sans Pantalons' Donegan found out just how good our ATO allies are at
shooting as he participated in the ATO Officers Shoot at Barry Buddon.
Rather unwisely, Maj Brian 'Mayhem ' M urray was left in charge of the
Grenade Throwing Stand. To date there have been no reported casual tie .
ARRIVAL A D DEPARTURES
Congratu lations and farewe ll go hand in hand for Sgt Stallard, who is
promoted to Staff Sergeant on posting to 3 Div in July. Sgt Stallard has been
a loyal servant to the quadron for nearly three years, providing invaluable
assistance both in communications and military trai ning. Thanks for your
four star help and we wish you all the best for the future .
A big hello to 2Lt Graham ·r know VHF as well' Gaw, who joins us !Tom
EUOTC. 2Lt Gaw brings a much-needed youthful zest to the Squadron
Officers Mess and he is also a freelance Webmaster; his ski lls can be seen at our
web site: www.tasignals.co.uk (link space avai lable at very reasonable prices).
Reports of a large Stork flying over Chesser Crescent were confinned
when Capt Stuart ' Mad Dog' Middleton brought his beautiful baby girl into
the Squadron in mid-May. Our best wishes go out to Stuart, wife and baby
Rebecca. Stuart is looking forward to the next CRS exercise so he can
catch up on lost sleep during the night shift.

Are you reading your own copy of The WIRE?
If not, why not make 2000 the year that YOU start to subscribe?

Trails End Camp
(L-R): SSgt Paul Corrie, LCpl Andy Connell,
SSgt ' Rooster' Coburn, OCdt Danny Fenwick, LCpl Stu Green,
Sgt Tim Mounfield, Sgt Steve Smith , Cpl Brent Jefferson,
SSgt Di Winrow, Capt Dave Titheridge ,_ LCpl Harry Griffiths,
Sgt Jack Wyllie, Cpl Jim Bland, Sig Gaynor Hull,
W02 ' Phil the spill' Dan iels

Capt Dave Titheridge, and LCpl Andy Connell
on top of Look Out Mountain
' Do Ops really want a relay up here?'
EXERCISE TARTA HU KY 2000 - by Sig Bill Sraples
Gucci kit and ro ll ed oats packed, March 2000 saw a elect few fr?m
33 Sig Rcgt (V) depart these fair i le for two weeks of sk1ta t~c action
in Alberta Canada. The 15 member of33 Sig Rcgt (V) made history ~y
being th e' first TA Un it to utili e the Trails End amp, BATU m
Alberta. anada . Having reccc'd the camp for f~ture u e, the Cava lry
may well fear that yet another of their exclusive retreats ha been
invaded by undesirables.
.
As Tartan Husky was a seriou exercise and not, repeat not, a holiday
Capt Dave Tith eridgc executed a prompt tactical detour up~n arrival_ m
Canada After all it is a barren fcatureles de ert out there ( Other _1de
Sir'). Fi.nally arriving at literally Trail End the cenery ~ as out tandmg.
The camp, located at the foot of the stunning Canad1u.n Rock1~s put
Snowdon into context. However, we had more to do than 1ust admire the

views. The aim of the Exercise was to take those who had pr~\ iously
only built a snowman up to !3asic Ski Pr~ficiency and let the "vlilk Tray
delivery types qualify at Ski Tour Proficiency l~vel. Much of what wa
to be learnt was off piste and everyone was learn mg someth~n_g ne~. The
Regiment is now well on it w~y to having its own TA ski mstructors.
Split into two group the expene_nccd k1ers p1ste-?ff to_ get used. to the
touring skis and enjoy the fanta tic slopes of Sunshme Village whilst the
beginners practised the joys of snow plough slopes and turns on the
green slopes. LCpl ' Downhill . P~il' Jennings dem_ons!rated. w~y
military runways have nets, the umt 1s currently cons1denng mvestmg_m
second hand Jaguar parachutes for next year's novice skiers. By the third
day the intermediate group were throwing themsclve ~own b_lack run
and the beginners even atta~king blue runs although with a fair amount
of trepidation. The evening mvolved a short tnp mto Ban~to sample the
local cuisine. Having demolished a small heard of local hvesto~k,
gt
Ian ' Rooster' Coburn kept our BC skills sharp for the remamder. of
the Exercise. With the basics of downhill skiing under our c~llect1ve
belts the instructors spurred us onward and upwards to k1 tounng. For
the next five days our classroom was to be the vast_ ranges of the Rock-y
Mountains. After a few practice run off the bitterly cold Looko1;1t
Mountain with the added weight packs. we practised some of the ba 1c
safety drills that are essential ~efore we left the safety of the re _on
boundarie . This involved bemg able to search for people l;1 mg
avalanche beacons and now probes. Much of this part of the trammg
concentrated on recognising the con iderable dangers of avalanches
outside the ki resort boundaries and involved digging a number of snow
pits to test the tability of the snow.
The weather was fantastic and the sky was a clean blue colour, rarely
seen in the UK. The sun was blazing and caught it's first victims _that day
with LCpl Andy Con nell and OCdt Daniel Fenwick learnmg that
using anything less than factor 4,000 sunscreen was a choolboy error.
They would over the following day progress from beetroot heads to
leprous fiends. In the next few days, though, the telltale racoon style
sunburn pattern, from wearing goggles, began to how oi:i everyone. 1:highlight of the trip was S gt Ian ·Rooster' Cobur~ who mtr?~uced his
teddy bear to the group, teddy was alway fo1;1nd 111 _the_ v1cm1ty when
' Roo ter, was digging himself out of a snowdrift _havmg JU t ?escend~d
into it .in an ungainly manner. The final two days m~luded a mght out Ill
the snow where we had to dig our own accommodation. Havmg ~ound a
huge snowdrift we set about digging (never know when you will need
that entrenching tool) and after a few hours our new homes were ready.
To dry us off after all that exertion the in tructors took u to chmb a
summit close to Chez 33. The un was setting and gave u a stunnmg
view but we ended up more freeze dried than anything else. The cale of
the snow hole varied from a snow cupboard to now palace but we had
neglected to bring seal kins and Eskimo bu!lder
o they were
somewhat lacking in the comfort department. Jim Bland and nd_Y
Connell were unaware that they were expected to _hare their
accommodation with -Roo ter- ' now estranged teddy. Wa 11 too much
.
to expect a room made entirely of now to be warm? Apparently so.
A · dawn broke on our fina l day in the field the bears attacked ... . (tt
could have happened OK!). After 'stand to' we demoli hed our homes
and left no trace of our re idence. Futile attempts _w~re ma~e to n_ap
some nexibility into our clothes that had frozen ohd m the mght. With
just one more peak to a cend and . some aval~nche afety test to
complete, R&R was getti ng closer so the p_ace not1ceably.mcreased. For
the final few ays. we relaxed in a hotel 111 Banff with its o~~ ~ea!ed
outdoor pool located clo e to the centre of ome kmd of c1v1h atto,n
indicated by the presence of a Macodonal~:s and a Har? Rock C~fe.
Those who had irrepre sibly caught the sk11ng bug came~ o~ ski1_ng
whilst LCp l ·H' Griffiths, LCpl Jim _Bland and. gt · p1der nuth
went skidooing. Other e plored Canadian cultural 1 ue around Banff.
It was an entertaini ng end to what had been a demandmg and
challenging Exercise for everyone and thank t? the taff at Trails End
Camp. taying in the middle of nowhere wa en1_oyable. AU of a ud_den
kiing in Aviemore will never be the ame ag~m. ex~ ll~e \\e might
nail ki' on the det's, hire some Hu ky's and bnng the kit with us.
EXERCISE
MMER EAGLE/PRO TO CALL 2
The main comm e ent o er the la t t\ o months \ ere E ummer
Eagle (15/16 April 2000) and the ~egimental P E: (20/21 May _2000).
ummer Eagle was a Comd 11 Sig Bde P de 1gned to p~act1 _e the
Brigade's Ptarmigan management team _. The OC 42 qn was t~sked to
co-ordinate an Exerci e for those Reg1111ental per onne_I _not 1mohed
directly with the CP . Thi took place at the Altcar Trammg rea and
in olved crting up a normal comms comple, but with thc_added task of
running an RRR link from Hear to Bel fa t. The relay cha111 wa~ to tart
at Winter Hill near Bolton and end 111 the tranracr . rea. Our nc\\ P I.
Sot am Fa uld s. wa de · patched at a day's notice to fmd sunable
co~ms location on the \! est Coast. Undaun~ed he spent a \\eek
completing the job only to have the link helved 111 the end But. as the)
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eldom wa ted, and U1e ite he found
may come in handy one day. The Regimenta l PA EX took place in
\\ynnerton Training amp and was the work up to e n' ure that equipment
\\~ts read for deployment on Ex
rrcadc Falcon 2000. During thi s
\\eckcnd the quadron vehicles were U1oroughly checked and all
equipment te ted. I o. 1ATRIX te,ts were carried out along with
ump in
continental driver training in prepantion for the Annual
Gcnnany.

sa). time spent on n:connui. >an e i

EXERCI E RR

DE F L 0 2000
A' we go to pres., there are only a couple of day left before the
quadron rolls out of the gate of the TA Centre on its way to The hanncl
port . Thi i a big moment for our 21C, Capt Dave Titheridge, a· he is in
command of the quadron due to the unavailability of the quadron
ommander. Maj Mica Cummings. Ex Arrcade Falcon is Chief G6
A.RR ·, annual comm FTX to be condu ted during the period I 0-24 June
2000. The E."1.ercise takes place in ordrhein - We tfalen in Germany and
imolves the deployment of I and 11 (UK) ig Bdes. The movers have
e. celled them ' elve thi year to make sure that The Channel cro sing is a
mtere ting as po ible. A novel plan see the Regiment loadmg it vehicles
on to the , orth ea Ferry at Hull and thenjwnping on coaches to travel via
The Channel Tunnel to be reunited with the vehicles at Fl u hing. The
coaches will break their journey at apier Barracks in Folke.~tone to allow
for some ' ightseeing in Kent, ho tcd by I Para! Hopefully, reunited with
the correct vehicle . the Regiment will then proceed to the Brigade
concentration area at Ayrcshire Barrack in Moenchengladbcch. Once
PACEX and banle preparation procedures are carried out the Regiment
will deploy to it field location . Later in the Exerci e there ' ill be the
opportunity to practice not only comm skills but military kill when the
Regimental a sets concentrate on the Sennelager and Paderborn a reas to
carry out total training.
BALK.A CO 11ERCIALI ATIO PROJECT
Two members of the quadron travelled down to hristchurch to take
part in trial being carried out by Briti h Aerospace Electronic ystem
concerned with commercialisation of CIS facilities in the Balkans. gt
Paul Duffin. ably a isted by Cpl Dave Cyrti . volunteered to participate
in the project over a two week period at the beginn ing of May. The task
was to see if 16/24 KVA generators were uitable to provide emergency
power for the trials in the ca e of main power failure. Thi invo lved
interfacing power from one of the Squadron's generator with civi lian
communication equipment and dealing with any power related problems
that occurred. Existing single phase power cables bad to be modified and
oth~r problems overcome to make th_e trials a succe . Despite setbacks,
the JOb was completed, and both oldiers found the trip an interesting and
welcome change from their usual role wiU1in the Squadron. They al o had
the added pleasure of chatting with Comd l I Sig Bde, Brig Jonathan
Cook, during his visit to inspect the project.
FAREWELL TO SSGT GEORGE WOOD
. gt G~rge Arthur ~ood ha recently retired after 24 years service
with 42 _Sig qn (V) dunng which he was awarded his TA Efficiency
Medal with I t and 2nd clasp . George will be sadly missed as he was one
of the Squadro!1 's real characters ~nd was held in high regard by all
members of this Squadron. A native of Wythensh3\ve in Manchester
George was a ferocious MT Sergeant for many years and ran hi~
department with relentless efficiency. One of his proudest boa ts was that
he was summoned by a Squadron Commander, who is long gone, and
congratulated on the state of the Squadron MT. The Squadron Commander

told him. 'I know that you arc doing a good job in the MT because I can't
find anyone in the Squadron who admits to being a friend or yours.'
George moved on from there on promoti on to take o er the Squadron
Recruiting Team. He oon became a familia r sight in and around
Manchester attending recruiting venues with hi faithful dog Blackie by
his side. Blackie was uch a draw that he wa promoted to Lance 'orporal
for his smart turnout and attention to duty. Born with the 'gill of the gab'
George wa a very successful recruite r and wi ll be a difficult man to
replace. O ne of hi s main claims to fame wa that in 24 years he had never
missed a camp and had always been awarded his PO's efficiency
certificate, which is a record to be proud of. George is now well past his
ell by date and the quadron ha run out of cxcu es to put in hi s special
overage enlistment proforma to sign him on for yet another year. However
he is a member of the Manchester Branch of the Royal Signals A sociatio~
and we hope to ee him again at Squadron social and occa ions such a
Remembrance unday Parades. We should like to expres our gratitude to
George through U1e medium of The WJRE, and to thank him for all his
sterling service with the quadron and for all that he has done to ecure the
future of the quadron for generation to come.

SSgt George ".Jood and his dog, honorary LCpl Blackie,
manning the Squadron recruiting stand

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves

RM

WOl (R

1)

• Yarwood

:"."EWS FROM THE '\!IA. JO '
As you are all aware, from the previous entries within this magazine,
you will re~ember that the CO has been commanding another regiment
somewhere 111 the FRY. Anyway the up shot is that we all have had a
_plendid ti_me under the leadership of Maj Allan Grindrod T D. From all
m the _R~giment we would like to say a heart felt thanks to Maj Grindrod
for gmdmg us through this last six months and to Lt Col Hargreaves glad
to see you back in one piece. Only one departure from RHQ and that was
the 'COMMlSSIO I G' of W02 (YofS) John Walesby into the
AGC(S~ ). YofS Walesby asked lo say a big thank you to the Corps for
the helpmi: hand in assisting his easy passage to the AGC. We would like
to say a big welcome to the new YofS, however, we can't! The YofS was
po ted to Headley Court and we haven't seen him for 70+ days. As for the
re t of the mansion:
George (Trg Maj)
till cycling.
Le (QM)
till on holiday.
Oa\e (Adjt) - till not there.
ormao (RSM)
till in Scotland.
Richie (RQMS) Still winding CO's up asking them to release Corps
football players.
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Steve (FofS) - Still acting YofS, on promotion.
Stuart (Trg SPSI) - Still the blue ginger Jock.
The notable achievement by the mansion is that they remain unbeaten in
the weekly football fixture against all comers.

Back Row (L-R): Richie Bell, John Walesby, George Whyman
Front Row (l-R) : Bob Brehenny, Steve Young ,
Norman Yarwood, Dave Wilson, Mark Emmerson

BUTTERWICK CHILDRENS HOSPICE CHARJTY A AULT
COURSE
Enthusiasm and team spirit came to the fore as civilian teams put
themselves through their paces to complete a charity assault cour ·e.
Thirteen teams often entered the competition, which was held on the old 8
Sig Regt assault course in Catterick. The winning team was of people on
probation, in a time of under five minutes. TI1e event raised over £4000
und only proved to be a success due to the hard work of SSgt tu
Mckinnon a nd a staff of everyone! The Regiment has already been
approached to organise next year's event which the newly appointed
Regimental Press Officer, Lt Ruth Middleton-Powell, will look forward
to promoting.
LA OVARD TROPHY -bySgt J11dyAdcock
The Team:2Lt Keith Williams
gt (FofS) Steve Moore
gt Gary Jower
Sgt Judy Adcock
Sgt Patto Patterson
Cpl Jerry Carr
LCpl Terry Collict
LCpl Becky Williamson
L pl Aran Wimpenny
Sig Peter Sutcliffe
It was hoped to e nter two teams from the Regiment, one male and one
female, however, due to very busy Regimental training programme, car
crashes and pregnancy the above mixed team was entered. 2Lt Keith
Williams co-ordinated all the training that also included a weekend recce
to Dartmoor. On the day there were 31 teams, we were told, of which four
were female and four TA. We taped our feet up the night before and packed
our Bergen's and marched up and down to make sure they were
comfortable. Though some of the men in the team had done the event
before none of the girl had done quite this distance and certainly not
carrying any weight to speak of. Sleep wa at a premium as we arose at
OI45hrs, on the advice of the team leader, to beat the breakfast queues. We
got off to an excellent start with 2Lt Keith Williams deciding that he
knew better than the TAC signs and promptly got the team lost on the way
to the tart line. At the start line last minute preparations aw a mad dash to
the portaloos! The air horn sounded and we were off. 31 teams triding up
the Tors all with something to prove. Checkpoint I , 2 and 3 pa ed easily
enough but after that, things changed. Our 'eas~ to _find ' Checkpomt 4 had
vani hed into the mist, and us, very nearly, with 1t. After a nervous half
hour we finally realised we were actually about 20 metres from the
checkpoint, thanks to some stunning map reading by SSgt Gary Jowers
and SSgt (FofS) Steve Moore. At Checkpoint 5 we met our admm party of
Lt Ruth M-P and Cpl ' Ollie' Oliver. Checkpoint 6 was the food stop!
Good job we had our own. Nu ff said! The route to Checkpoint 7_ was short
but had the biggest hill in ATO in between and then a qmck hop to
Checkpoint 8. Between Checkpoints 8 and I I my body was 111 great pam
so the only memory is that of LCpl Becky Williamson havmg the most
evil blisters. Anyway after a few horse pills she was back to nonnal! At
Checkpoint 11 we met up with the admin Par!¥ again to be told the
winners had finished. The legs between Checkpoints 12 and 13 we long
but largely uneventful. However, due to some excellent route research
between Checkpo ints 14 and I 5, we managed to push ahead of four other
teams . After 16brs23mins we had finished with a full team.
The award ceremony was a real shock. We were one of only fi".e tean1s
to finish with all who tarted and we had won the TA event. A big thank
you to 2Lt Keith 'Adonis ' Williams for all his efforts in driving the team
forward and the admin team for much needed words of encouragement
when most needed.
HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Ca pt Alan Watts
SSM
W02 Kev Turrington
The Squadron would like to say a fond farewell to SSgt teve '_the
marriage' Goodyear who leaves the army at the end of 22 years erv1ce.
Steve take care and you arc always welcome back. A war welcome to SSgt
Ralph 'the bite' Hutton who join u from 33 Sig Regt. ".Velcome to the
Squadron and get your teeth tuck into the challenges that he ahead.
EXERCISE FI AL EX fT - SSgt (Now W02) Si Land
This was organised by SSgt
teve Goodyear and wa
a
navigation/leader hip exercise with a difference. Members ~f th~
Squadron were paired off and had to complete a number of tasks
throughout the orth East. Teams returned at the end of the event with
parts of steam engines and coal ~rom the orth York Moors railway m
Pickering, sticks of rock from Whitley Bay and Wlutby a rare brew f~om
Ripon athedral and all manner of unspeakable item . . otable mcnno_n
must go to Cfn Fitzgerald who got htm elf on to Darh_ngton lo~al radio,
Alpha 103.2, and SSgt (FofS) Si L~nd and LCpl Julie Morrison wh_o
made the orth East's entury Radio port programme. The latter pair
being the overall winners .. A big tha~k. you to SSgt Stev~ G?ody~ar for
planning chall enging enjoyable tram mg througho~t his t1i:iie 111 the
Squadron. Congratulations to gt Lance Cairns on lus promonon to taff
Sergeant.
49 (WEST RJDING) SIG AL SQ ADRO
qn Cod
Capt Richard Lenton
SSM
W02 Al James
The quadron has been in good hands since Maj David Six mith
departed for Bosnia. We wish him a safe pcedy return and thank Capt
Richard Lenton for hi effort at the helm. The Squadron heard one
aturday morning that one of its subaltern had killed a BMW. While
driving home, Lt Ruth 'I know I'm always right'. Middleton-P_owell drove
her beloved BMW compact into a ditch. Rolled 11 a couple of tunes before

leaving it re ting on its roof. The police said that the car was pronounced
dead at the scene by the mechanics and that they would be takmg Miss MP into custody for the murder of said BMW Compact once she had
recovered from her broken back. On a serious note, 'Don't get fast car
that you can not handle!' Ruth has made a full recovery: to the delight of
all, and is now enjoying a period of less strenuous trammg to ensure a
trouble free future .
Congratulations go to Sgt Keith Holdstock on h!s promotion to W02
and being appointed SSM and gt Dave Carr on his promotion to Staff
Sergeant. A special message must go to
gt (~ofS) teve Moore who h'.'-s
watched all his Forenames' course get promotion before he. Not once did
he phone the Adjt to cry in his beer a~out not b~en sel:cte_d! However. the
cunning plan was not to tell him of his promotion unlll e1gh~ week. after
the board sat. This is now done so a very belated congratulation to teve
on his well earned promotion to W02 and we wish him and his family the
be t of fortu ne with 4 Armd Bdc.
A sad farewe ll is said to Sgt Barney Phillips who is leaving the Corps
after 22 glorious years. Good luck and drop in whenever you are m the
area.

Sgt Frank Mason - Turning the clock back
TA PHASE 2 RECR IT COURSE - by Sig Sally Buck
After weeks of preparation, apprehension and waiting, my TA Phase 2
recruit's course finally arrived. Rushing around trying to make s~re that l
had not forgotten anything was frustrating. l bad heard many tones about
the course held at Blandford and none of them were pleasant. The pro pect
of two weeks of being shouted at was also 0~1ething ~was not particularly
looking forward to. eedle s to ay I wa a httle womed!
..
Week 1 - Being a student of Spam h and Media at Tnmty and All
Saints Univer ity in Leeds the transition from civilian life to two weeks of
a military lifestyle was a bit of a culture hock at first. Travellm~ down
with Sig Ro s Pemble and gt Gary Open~haw l ~pent the JOurn:y
wondering what on earth l was letting myself m for. 1g Pemble was m
high pirits and looking forward to th_e course. Wa he mad? l soon felt a
little more relaxed though when we d1 covered that Pemble had forgotten
his beret. Oops! The fir t group l met on the cour e was the ga_ng from 40
ig Regt in orthern Ireland. The first week \ as a funfair of .r~om
in pection followed by long day of l ~s ons uch a weapons tra1111~g,
NBC, hygiene in the field and map readmg. We also went out on our first
exercise of the course towards the end of the first week. For me, the
exerci e were the mo t enjoyable. Although we di covered that many_of
u need to control our imagination as the amount ~f people who ~.ned
challenging imaginary ghost-like ene~ie wa amazmg. At. this pomt I
would like to U1ank my basha partner Sig Ian Covey for helpm~ me keep
my anity when I came under pre sure as ection commander.. 1gh1 patrol
wa fun but we needed to teach ig 'skull' Doherty of 40 1g Regt that
when told to blend in with the tree he houldn 't take it o literally as he
took on a na ty habit of adopting tree-like po es. One thing I did find
amazing was how close trangcrs could _bec<;>me when they are throw~
together for two weeks in those types of s1tuanon . By the end of the fir t
week J fe lt as though I had known the other recruits for year .
Weck 2 - seemed to fly by. By thi time many people were ready to go
home. A number of people injured them elve on the first PT le on,
therefore were unable to go on the econd exe_rc1se o. there ~"ere a few
miserable faces as we prepared for our econd mght out m the field. _Blood
wa pouring, weal wa dripping '.'-nd my tea_rs were plenuful that night a·
we braved the frost out on ahsbury Plam. Patrol were fun a_nd the
firefight wa something el e. Round were fired, moke wa screenmg but
what happened to the 30-metre afety di tancc for the thunder flashe ·?
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Battk Field First 1d \\a: also on the agenda in the ccond week. ome
pc:ople foiled their a · ssmcnt as their actions would have actually killed
their casual!) 1 We also had the chance to hoot on the
T range though I
must remember to a~tually look through the weapon sight · correctly. Well
1t had been a long tmng course. 'vly fa,·ourite part of the course came in
the :econd week. th. Ga Chamber! It provides a perfect opportw1ity to rid
yourself of any flmds you no longer require a th<.!y stream out through
your eyes and no ·e. Your lungs al o feel quite clear and refreshed a you
cough up any unwanted I hkgm!
onclu ion - On arrival ba k home after completing the course, I found
11 hard to sw1t h off. I couldn't shake off this feclin2 that I should be
bulli~g boot or ironing. My advice to any recruit going on their TA
recruits _cour~e 1 to. work hard ut try and keep your and others· spirits
high. It 1 hard but ii you can laugh about the mi t< ke made and can work
a a team then you are well on the way to being a "mncr!
L TROOP - H LL
go to Sig Victoria Wedg"ood-Jones on completion of
Ex Bnght leader with heffield Officer Training' Corps. The Exercise aim
to teach young potential officers leadership and comma nd kill with a
'1e\\ to them. eventually eeking a commission. Sig W-J wa joint first on
her course. igs Pclly Pemble and Shirley Courtnc have recent!
completed their 2-week Pha e 2 Recruits training at Blai1dford and have
now rCJOmed the Troop. ig 'Monkey Boy' Covle and ju 'Twinkie·
Twid te haYe completed their Regimental Pha
I Recru~ Training
Congratulation to LCpl A~gus Wreathall and Sig John tcad \ h~
completed their IUvlC course m tyle. both obtaining excellent report .
745 SIG

Co~gratulallons

e

90 (NORTH RIDfNG) IG AL QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Ian Hall
M
W02 Ian Ward
EXER ISE BELGIUM DEFE DER
The Exercise is an l~1tcrnational Military Skills ompctition run by th.
Reser~e Force , sociallon and hosted in each or the different membc~
countncs. 90 quadron sent two team , one male (W02 Huntin gton , gt
Mason, ~~I Ca rr an? L~pl Belt) a~d one fema le (LCpl Wilkin on,
LCpl \\ ilharnson, _Sig Bibby and Sig Savin). Both team acquitted
themselvc · to the highest of standards and were commended for their
performance and efforts.
THREE PEAK
A , mall quad of six recently completed the three peaks challenge
WO~ la~ ~ard, S gt ~ark Em merso.n, gt Patto Patterson, LCpi
Becky Wilham on and Sig 1achcla Savm began the climb up Snowden
at 0600hr · an the aturday and finished the descent of Ben cvis at 1500
on the Sunday. The team was exceptionally lucky with the weather which
undoubtedly helped to this most excellent performance.
'
LO G DISTA CE R
ER
. 90 quadron wa well represented in the TA half marathon recently
with gt 'Patto' Paterson and LCpl cvillc Kitching bagging the first
two places. Tim Squadron al o entered 'Patto' and eville along with SSgt
G~r)'. Jow~rs m the _TA Cro s-Country
hampionship. Sgt Patterson
wmnmg with LCpl Kitchen coming third.

SO (NORTH 1BRI
) IG
L SQUADRON
qn Comd
~aj Graham Jenninos
M
W02 te\'e Tinkler "'
EXERCI E FFARWELL HOFF
(EX FO D FAREWELL)
BIRH I T_L E TROPHY C0~1PETITIO - by Sig Sonia Hall
The Regimental annual military skill competition took place at
Warcop Camp. With instruction that from now onward we would be a
family. _the preparation began in earnest to prove that 50 qn would win
omethmg othe~ than the RSIT trophy. We arrived at Warcop on the Friday
evem~g expec_tmg a decent night's leep. Wrong! I was selected to take
part m the , 1ght Patrol before aturday' events of march and shoot
section in defence, NBC. orienteering, command task , weapon handling'.
AT _and the a sault course. How I wi h that I"d volunteered for the
overtime at work. ':f ighl!ghts of the_ weekend were gt Mickey Jemmy's
ab1hty to br~ak ~ vnal p_1ece of equipment during the command task! My
o'~ mfatua11on m carrymg bungee and gt Ros Blairs' ability to abseil
with only one hand on the rope after a particular nasty burn to his
palm.Other team members were Sigs Iggy Patter on, Keith El don, Jim
tevenson, ~r:iham Black, LC~I eil Watkin and Cpls CliffReadshaw
and John \\ h1teman. Saturdays events were rounded off with a curry
supper and Inter-Squadron Football.
The. competition was very eight throughout with only one point
eparati~g the top three teams. I was convinced that the turn of the year
had brok~n the spell of bad lu_ck that 50 qn has encountered in previous
compenuon . Ala . once agam 49 Sqn proved victor with a total of 47
pom_ts followed by HQ Sqn and ourselves with 46 points. Again the
Regtm~nt wa fortunate as Maj Gen Bim~;stle anended to present the
pnzes .m pers~n. An inspiring man who was wannly greeted by old and
new friends ahke. Looking back over the weekend I can hone tly say that
th1 .
one of the most exhausting _weekends that I had ever attended,
however, due to the good sportsmanship and overall competitiveness it was
undoubtedly one of the best. I \~ould like to thank all personnel within SO
quadro~ for yo~r upf.>Ort, wit and humour in times of tiredness and
de perahon, a without 1t l truly would not have enjoyed the event nearly
so much.

'".3

. Maj Gen Birtv.:istle chatting with troops
with th~ th~n Acting CO, Maj Allan Grindrod,
enjoying the RSMs 'Camp' stance!

35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
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Lt Col S. J. Potter TD
WOt (RSM) P. Marshall

I GUE S THAT'S WHY THEY C LL IT 'THE RU
bv Hell Trim John

· After an extraordinarily busy week leading up to the Regiment's first
annual camp to Germany in three years I find myself in the unusual
situation of having to compose WIRE Notes during the journey and I am
con cious of the unpleasant fact that I am perilously clo e to the deadline
set by the Editor. l find I have contracted salmonella after a routine eats
and drinks stop, which has led to a sustained and merciless attack of
diarrhoea . f have now resigned myself to the fact that I am going to have
to throw myself at his mercy. 1 hope when he learns of my plight that he
treats my desperate situation with compa sion and understanding and
even offers me a few words of comfort. As I write l can't even bear to
look at any sign that says Ausfahrt. At this point 1 would like to di pel
any suggestion that it had anything to do with the eggs at Goojerat .
Barracks. Through my discomfort, which by the way attracted few words
of ympathy from both the Adjt and RSM - yes I concede rai ing the
subject at lunch was not the mo t appropriate time, but what the heck
these winged messengers must have experienced similar situations on
dozens of occasions. As I was saying; through my discomfort l was
acute ly aware that a devious and cunning plan to deceive our potential
adversaries was, in my humble presence, being executed and tested
again t a fictitious enemy. This cunni ng plan involved detaching troops
( ome of whom even went by completely different routes) from their
vehicles by u ing a combination of freight and pa senger ferries just to
confu e the enemy. The Train ing Major. Maj Tudor Hill could be seen at
the ticket-desk attempting to thwart this dastardly plan but alas the
freight-boat wa full and he couldn't afford the ticket cost anyway! I am
sure this particular mobilisation plan will be subject to review. We also
had the dubiou pleasure of haring our HSS Ferry with Euro 2000 Fans
who managed to take up every available comfortable seat a well as
creating a nuisance, which only added to our woes.
However, the Regiment behaved impeccably and, as expected, all
members acted a true amba sadors for their country, a fact not lost on
customs officials and the local population on disembarking. A small
group from the Regiment did, however, use their initiative by purchasing
a £6 ticket that allowed access to the panoramic deck complete with
luxury seats including free coffee and tea. This clever little grou p
included Capts Mark Whittingham and John Middler, Lt 'Skip'
Whalley. They were joined by SSgt Mark Rosenworth , SSgt Andy
Wilkins and Sgt Steve College, who my teriou ly cannot produce the
evidence of any ticket purchased, 'The door was open Guv,' spring to
mind. We did , however, achieve our objective of reinforcing the
GASTRJC (or wa it GASTJC) frontier even if we were ju ta little late
and tired, but more about thi in the Annual Camp edition of The WIRE.
Before l go I have to bare my sou l and admit to an error committed
during my delicate plight, l found myself confiding in who I thought was
a rather dignified and distinguished looking field officer outside Brigade
Main HQ who looked very friendly and approachable. Among t other
things I found myself confe sing to him that I was hoping to evade the
Brigade Comd to avoid explaining why as Regimental PR Officer and
unit photographer - throwing in ju t for good measure my responsibilities
as visitor co-ord and DAMCO - why I wa only wearing light clothing
and a beret rather than full tactical combat kit. Then I just happened to
g lance down at his rank slide and found myself addre sing the new
Brigade Deputy Commander. Trying to diplomatically extract myself
from thi situation, a thought crossed my mind - f hadn't actually aid
which unit I was from or who I was. Momentarily a tactical withdrawal
was on the card but J thought belier of it and belie e that I actually
introduced myself! Now I find my elf placed at both the mercy of the
Editor of The WIRE and the Brigade Deputy Commander- cest la vie .
HIGHS A D LOWS
The Regiment's challenge team. have experienced mixed fortune
during the la t two months especially in their efforts to achieve success at
various Orienteering competitions and Race the Sun . The Regiment in
particular has a reputation to be envied on the orienteering front and
continues to be well represented in all competitions and has recently
claimed a fair degree of succes in both the Divi ional and LA D
championships. In the 5 Div minor units competition held at Queen
Elizabeth Park on 12 April the Regular team seized the runner up award
having been narrowly beaten by 7 Regt AAC by fi e minutes .
Meanwhile, the TA Male and Female team from 89 qn unfortunately lost
their hold on the 5 Di
hampion hip Trophy and could only -ecure
runners up in the competition held in the Fore t of Dean on 16 April. This
di appointment was quickly turned into a celebration however, when
gt
ave Arn ot, in his physical prime at the grand age of 53, was declared

the 5 Div TA Male Champion thus wiping out the much younger
opposition.
The LA D championships was held at ennybridge over the '~eekend
19/20 May. hock and unexpected results were the order of the weekend
with the underdogs of HQ Sqn by a magnificent. u tained and killed
team effort snatched the TA Ladies Cup from a tough opposition and
deserve special congratu lations despite the eviction of the opposing teams
for missing marker . 2Lt Janet Lawrence is also to be congratulated on
achieving runner up to the TA Ladies Champion. Di astrou ly and adding
to their misfortunes in the Div championships 89 Sqn found themselves
disqualified because an inconsolable Cpl Tony Griffiths , who ju t
happens to be the Regimental Champion, missed just one punch. At that
stage 89 Sqn were leading the nearest opposition by 90 minutes and we
extend our commiseration's. How the mighty have fallen, but we are
confident they will return with a vengeance.
Despite our preparation and splendid organisation by Sgt Mark Evans
our effort towards achieving some form of success during Race the Sun
failed to materialise. We had a strong and capable team but the
competition which was held in the York area on 25 May was particularly
fierce and competitive this year as well as gruelling. It has to be said that
this team effort can only described as a glorious failure simply because of
the sheer guts and determination displayed by all team members
throughout the race against the toughest opposition ecn for many years.
Thankfully the entry fee of £300.00 will be wisely invested in many
worthwhile charitie .
0

E B T THE BRA E
It is a pleasure to see 95 Sqn taking prominent position in thi edition
of The WIRE and it is particularly pleasing to continue the report of the
involvement of Sgt Phil Wea,•er and Cpl Richard Jones five year ago
in a very brave rescue attempt in which they risked their lives. In
ovember 1995 Phil and Ric hard pulled Sig Jamie Wa lker from a
burning land-rover and saved his life and did not even consider their own
personal safety. The accident happened when they were part of a
quadron Packet en route to Germany via the Al 4. Most will recall that
the Land Rover they were travelling in bur t into flames after a seven
tonne goods vehicle hit it from behind. For this brave action they have
already received two commendations and now they have received
international recognition for their bravery. At a pecial and surprise
ceremony held in the TA Centre on Tuesday 23 May they were presented
with the European Award of Highway Comradeship by the CO, Lt Col
Stephen Potter. This presrigious award i the highest of its kind in
Europe and will hold a special ignificance to its recipients who continue
to play down their very bra e and dramatic role in rescuing Ja m ie
Walker. Sig Walker now hopes to join the Royal avy and we wi h him
every succes and sincerely hope he achieves hi ambition. This is clearly
one heart warming tory of human endeavour and fortitude that
fortunately is not going to go away and will be remembered for many
years.

One more bravery award to add to the collection!
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SP. I. of 95 Sqn , SSgt Dave Owen to 4 8 Sqn a nd finally gt Dave
Wild1sh to Mike Tp. We ex tend a warm welcome to all new arrivals and
th eir fa mili~ s and wi sh th e m a ha ppy a nd rewa rd ing tour w ith the
Regime nt. fhc pe rmanent sta ff news ro und c on c lud e wi th th e
presen tation of the LS&G Med a l to SSgt Andy Gilpin a nd W02
(YofS) .P hil Tonks f~r achicvin~ 15 years exempla ry service. On Tt1csday
18 Apnl Comd 11 Sig Bde, Bng Jonathan Cook presented the award to
both rec ipients at a special c eren~ony held in the Se rgeants' Mess a t
Cantey. Follow111g the award he enli ghtened a rather enraptured audi ence
on the hi story of the L &G that was laced with a little sorrow that the
g ra tuit y .that went with it ended many years ago. Foll owing th e
presentalton the Bngade Commander presented SSgt Dave Arnot his
orps Orienteering Colours - a richly deserved award to the Regiment's
most prolific orientcercr.

, POT 0 TAR
T
. Th Regimental hooting Team. under the expert guidance of SSgt
Richard B~'tmn ha . rru ed the Regimental military "kill profile beyond
all of ou_r 11~agmat10~1 . The fo t that t11e team i · mainly compo ed of
members ol 95 qn 1s not lo · t on the re t of the Regiment a11d it is
accepted that they can claim and enjoy their succe scs for the benefit of
II memb~ . of. t~e quadron. be justifiably proud of their effort and
celebrate tt as a JOmt Regimental and quadron victory. celebration that
n~ one \\Ould e\·en attempt to d«ny. E ·eel lent hooting kills were
dt P!ay'd at t~e . orp. AAM h id over the period 7-9 pril with the
Regm~ent ach1e11ng an out · tanding econd place overall . There wa no
• t~pp1~g the team at this event and individual member achieved
ummagmable ·ucce gt Phil Wea,'er after a magnificent hooting
d1spla:r- . ecurcd the L W Trophy and LCpl Phil Williarns beat off the
oi>po _1t1on t~ take the , oeiation Cup. This excellent team al o came
third 111 the Pt tol hoot. till celebrating and recovering from their earlier
ucces at the Corp A M the team then made a concentrated as ault on
the 143 B~e A M_ when the Regimental Team took fourtl1 place, beaten
on!} b - oy ?1 the \.est ~idland Regiment and BUOT (by a
mar.g~nal one pomt). Tl11s. agam wa a magnificent feat worthy of
rcJ01c111g over many . week 1f only for pla ing the Regiment and 95 qn
firmly on the shootmg map and a worthy but feared adversary for the
many teams throughout the West Midlands. During the cour e of the
conte t three member of 95 Sqn gained the honour and di tinction of
wean.ng the Army :'vlarksman Badge for the next twelve montlis and tl1cy
are p1c~red together witli tlie CO. Very well done to all team members
and their coach. It 1 to be hoped and expected that next year will see
e,·en more glory for 95 qn and the Regiment.
EV BL OO D
Happily it always give tlie Regiment a ense of fulfilment to be able
to .report on the successful completion of a Recruit Course in every
ed1tton of .The. WJRE. lf we a.re able to do this then it is a good sign that
we are_ ~a.mtam1ng our recru1t111g efforts and adding to both the strength
and ~~f1c1ency o~ th~ Regiment. Our concern and commitment to
rec~ttmg ~an be htghltghted m the revelation that our last course pass off
and mducuon was held over a Bank Holiday weekend on Saturday 27
May, which al o saw many members of the Regiment preparing for
An~ual Camp, .thereby g1v111g new recruit a clear message regarding
per o.nal commitment and attendanc~. Thi course was well repre ented
by every quadron, all of whom gamed ome new blood. A usual the
CO. Lt Col teph en Potter, was the inspecting officer and he presented
the award of Be t Recruit to ig Heath er Trimm of 58 Sqn and a pecial
announcement wa also made by the CO to congratulate jo David
Profi!tt ?f 89 qn ~or achieving t!Je tatus of being the mo t i~proved
recruit. 1g Proffitt ts a welcome addition to the TA family as he joins his
br~ther, recently promoted to Corporal, who is also serving with 89 Sqn.
Thi~ adds to the numerous same family members serving throughout the
Regiment.

The Brigade Commander with medal recipients

36th (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

The CO presenting the award of Best Recruit to
Sig Heather Trimm
PERMA E T STAFF RO
D- P
The .turbulent posting y tem that affects the permanent staff i
somet.hmg that we are no"'. well accu tomed to. onetheless it till leaves
~ feelm~ of sadn.ess when JUS! as the permanent staff have fully integrated
mto their ro.le \~1th111 the Regiment it is time to move on but we have now
become well adJu ted to the continuous changes that take place every two
or. th.rec year . .Recently we have said farewell to SSgt (FofS) Andy
~tlpm and family, and a particular sad farewell to SSgts Carl S males
Ji m tephen, Derek Adams and Oz Linden all of whom leave th~
Regular Army.on retirement after many years on devoted and exemplary
serv1c~. Vie wish them all the best of look and good fortune in that vast
orgarnsat1on called ' civvie street ' and hope that their extensive trade
management and leadership skills will oon be recognised by astut~
empl.oyers. Sadly many more permanent staff will follow them in the
com111g month but thankfully only on po ting. We have however
wel~01ned many new faces in SSgt Les S in g leton, who joins th~
~egtment as the new armourer, S gt Ba rney Ba lm forth, the new SPSI of
)8 Sqn, SSgt (FofS) Steve Brown to RHQ, SSgt Roy Ca r ter, the new

CO
Lt Col W. Brown TD
RSM
WOI (R M) D. T. Eaglesham
REGIME TAL BACKGROU D
The Regiment can trace it hi story as far back as the reign of Queen
Eli zabeth I of England (around the same time that the current TM
enli sted) who issued instructions for the muster of a regular City of
London Militia in 1559. One of the e bands, after many changes through
the cenniries, became an Engineer unit prior to becoming a ignal
Regiment in 1920. Signal Regiments from East London and East Anglia
served with distinction in World War !I and 36th (Eastern) Signal
Regiment (Volunteers) was formed in 1967 from three of the e disbanded
Regiments . The Regiment, in its pre ent guise, is composed of the
following elements. HQ quadron and RHQ are based in llford, 44
(Cinque Ports) Signal Squadron is sited in Grays and Southend, 45
(Essex) ignal Squadron is ituated in Colchester and Warley and last,
though certainly not lea t, 54 (East Anglia) Signal Squadron which has
Troops in Cambridge, orwich and Bedford.
LORD LIEUTE A T'S CERTIFICATE OF
MERlTORlO s E RVICE - wot (SVWO) MICK GRIM HAW

L

ATlO AL TA OPE DAY - 25 MARCH 2000
The Regiment opened the doors of its TAC's to the public for the
national TA open day on 25 March. A massive event, it was co-ordinated
by the TAVRA (now RFCA) in order to publiei e the role, and outline the
benefits to individuals, of the Territorial Army. The total attendance at
350 centres across tlJe country reached 57,383. which resulted in nearly
S.000 serious enquiries about a career in the Reserve Force . All fo ur
Squadrons within the Regimen t participated. and the following report
from Colchester, in tandem with the notes from HQ Sqn, should serve to
capture the flavour of events throughout UK.
45 (ES EX) SIG AL Q U DRO (COLCHE TE R)
The open day proved to be very hectic for those members of 45 Sqn
assigned to 'PR' duty. The PSAO, Ca pt Rod Allen , and gt (PSI) igel
Back had worked extremely hard during the week leading up to t!Je event,
and all the TA personnel who attended on the day played their part to the
full. All their effort has appeared to pay off, as 35 of the 300 members of
the public who walked through the gates expre sed a strong interest in
joining 45 Sqn. Several VIP's upported the event, including the Mayor
of Colchester and the t\vo local Members of Parliament, the Rt Hon B.
Russell MP and the Rt H on B. Jenkin M P . Stands uch as the indoor
range and t!Je Radio Tent proved to be particularly popul ar, with even the
Rt H oo B. J enkin Ml' willing to try hi hand at a l'RC 349. though tlie
transducer headset didn't do much for his hairstyle!
Two competitions, one national and one local, ran in tandem on the day
and were open to all member of the public (though not to the CO and
RSM, much to their dismay). The local raffle. organised by 45 Sqn and
awarded to five lucky wi nner offered a ports bag, a certificate and a
day out with the TA. The winner's day started gently enough witll target
practice on the indoor firing range, but Sgt igel Back soon had them
transported to Friday Wood where they experienced different methods of
survival training, made some improvi ed helters and were taught a
variety of trapping skills. The excitement mounted with ome crosscountry driver training, before a ba ic as ault cour e rounded off a bu y
but fulfilling couple of hours.
STOl' PR E : As a res ult of this day out'. 45
increa ed it manpower by two new recru it !

ig

qn has now

W01 Mick Grimshaw receives his certificate from the Lord
Li eutenant, Field Marshall Sir John Chapple
At a recent ceremony held at the Duke of Yorks Barracks, Chelsea,
WO! M ick G rim shaw was pre ented with the ·Lord Lieute nant fo r
Greater London's Certificate of Meritoriou ervice' by Field 1arshall
Sir John C happle. Very few of the e awards are presented each year, and
they recognise tl1e outstanding contribution made by the recipient, above
and beyond that norma ll y expected from someone of the ir rank a nd
le ngth of service. T he c itation for the awa rd highligh ted WO!
G rim sltaw ' s quite exceptional enth u iasm. dedication and energy, and
recognised the fact that ince he joined the Regiment he has always led by
examp le in a number of key post . s well as hold ing the appoin tm<!nt of
Sen ior Volunteer Warra nt Officer, \\101 G rimshaw al o commands the
Regiment's Radio Troop based at llford and outhend. O lder readers of
The WIRE (and Chelsea Pensioners) may recognise Mick from hi' regular
service, during which time he attained the rank of W02. T hey may be
a sured to know that he ha lo t none of his ready wit, immaculate hair
tyl ing or the natural, indeed uncanny, instinct to di appear when it' his
turn to buy the beer. Our sincere congratulations go out to 1iek, and his
wife ue, fo r thi s richly deserved honour.
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Sgt Nigel Back shows competition winner
Mr (now Signaller)Graeme Biggins the finer points of Army Life
(photo is courtesy of the East Anglian Times, Evening Star &
Associ ated Newspapers)
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Hf \DQ .\RTER Ql ORO - ILFORD
'qn Comd
\laj P. J. 1inshall
\I
W02 . C. Wells
pi ode 2: (Or the contrnuing aga of II ford Folk). Headquarters
quadron ha~ continued 10 make progres with its transition to a lean
mean fightmg machine, however most is by u ing mirrors and double
blufl~ ·omc one has fixed the RMO'
cales. What have we been up to
·incc Epi ode I. Well, we had the TA at ional Open Day. where we
thrc\\ our door· open to the local lOmmunity. the idea being that they
would come m and meet u: and be inpre ed enough with what they aw
10 queue up and join. Reali-111 oon 'et in, hov. er. when the first people
through the gate were a young mother with three youug children coming
to see the soldiers hooting people. closely followed by an elderly lady
and her ·mother. Thi · enabled the P AO (who i no spring chicken
himself) to actually welcome ome one below and abo e the age limit
and explain why t11e Army Equal Opportunities policy did not trctch far
enough to accommodate them. The open day was supported by our local
AFA, and Maj ( Ret'd) Barry G ree nwood of the Royal
branch of
ignal A ociation (Ea t London) Branch attended in hi alter-ego as a
former RE!'v!E oldier to help out the LAD - divided loyalties indeed!!

Maj (Retd) Barry Greenwood demonstrates that he still wields a
mean spanner to LCpl Gill Baynes AGC (LAD Clerk)
(Photo courtesy of the I/ford Recorder)
The outcome of the event wa 11 po itive enquires taken, of which one
has ince joined and another three will join in the near future . This
coupled with unit efforts has enhanced the Sqn trength in our drive to
achieve full recruiting.

Maj Peter Minshall greets the former LCpl Peter Arkell
who he had not met for some 25 years
(Photo courtesy of the I/ford Recorder)

Ricky (with baseball cap) down the arches surrounded by several
menacing East Enders - and W02 (SSM) Tony Wells!
(Photo courtesy of the I/ford Recorder)

A~ot11cr interesting a~pect of the open day wa the 'surpri c guest', a
la Cilia Black, who arrived at the front gate. A gentleman came in and
·hook Maj Peter Minshall by the hand (and to the soles of his boots); the
fom1er Lance Corporal , now Mr. Peter Arkell had been the then LCpl
linshalls detachment commander some 25 years ago. Thi immediately
brought out ome interesting stories of ·camps past', mo t of which for
ome reason the 0 wanted to be kept quiet. Unfortunately for him
Peter ha been recruited for the Royal Signals Assoc iation and all wili
soon be revealed. The winner of the II ford Open Day competition was Mr
Ricky Spencer (Well, it was his mother actually, but lets not quibble) and
hi prize w~s a weekend out witl1 the quadron during Ex tarburst Iii,
more of which later.
The routine of life, as in any busy R JG ALS Regiment, continue
with Brigade Exercises in March and April, PRE in May, followed by
RSIT in June. We look forward to more of the amc with Ex Mars
Marathon and the Regimental Military Skills Tournament, The Mount voy
Trophy in July a the prelude to our first UK Camp in three years at
Ca tie Martin in outh Wales. Arri als and departures have thankfully
been few in tJ1i period. We wish a wam1 welcome to Cpl Ala n Robert
AGC into the RAO and RRTT - as an Ex-Cava lryman (now AGC) he is
rea sured by the presence of people around who occasionally wear spurs
(but only in the privacy of their own home). Another auspicious arrival to
the quadron and Regiment is Maj John Jenkins RAMC - after a 15
year gap, we uddenly have a Medical Officer which will be a shock to
the sy tem of AM !RAM personnel cattered around the Regiment . He
is definitely unique - a fit (ex-para) RMO who, in his mid forties, is still
running marathons very quickly; stretcher races will take on a whole new
meaning. Another resurrection from the ranks of the retired is Sgt Les
El dridge - E -39 ig Regt (V), he ha rejoined the TA at quite an
advanced age to become the new SQMS (V) for the quadron, a key post
which he ha filled extremely well from the outset. Perhaps the QM will
now be a little happier. Another change to the Regimental and Squadron
Orbat is Maj John ixon, the old RAO (V), who has been transformed
to become the new RP RAO. Regimental Adrnini tration will never be
the same, we are already poli hing our occer boots and laying out the
pitches on the gra ed recreation area to the rear of the TAC.

EXERC ISE SUM 1ER EAGLE- 14-16 APRIL 2000
Ex Summer Eagle is Commander 11 Sig Bde's annual C PX, designed
to provide key w1it persoru1el wit11 an environment in which to practise
and refine their command and control kill . The aim of the exerci e was
to practice the planning and C2 of an integrated Ptarmigan/Euromux
network in order to develop the procedural expertise of 11 Sig Bde units.
Element of the Regiment deployed to Donnington, Altcar and Colchester
with pencils sharpened, senses of humour honed and teddy bear
slingshots ready, just in case. The Exercise proved invaluable in testing
the Regiments C2 under CPX conditions and, although the period was
extremely busy for the Commander, he still found time during a lull in
battle to visit the furthest outpost of the Brigade (i.e. u !) at Colchester,
which was much appreciated by all concerned.
EXERCISE STARBUR T Ill - 14-16 APRIL 2000
Run concurrently with Ex Summer Eagle, Ex Starburst 111 was a
military training exercise held on Stanford Training Area aimed at all
remaining Regimental personnel. The theme of this year's weekend
revolved around defence of a comms site, cam and concealmen t and low
level tactics, with some interesting background activities thrown in for
good mea ure. The exercise wa to prove particularly interesting for
Ri_cky Spe~cer th~ young man who had won the HQ Sqn TA Open Day
pnze; he will certamly not forget the experience for some time to come.
Saturday's training, which involved TEWT's and BL:s on the camouflage
and defence of a comms site, was conducted during fairly inclement
weather which made the attitude of virtually all the soldiers concerned,
TA and Regular, even more admirable. Many valuable lessons were
~earned, not least of which was the importance of Mr Gortex 's marvellous
mvenlton. Sunday dawned bright and fair and the Regiment started the
mornings training, consisting of tllree round robin stands, in high sp irits.
Sgt John Kelly's 'adm in in the field' lesson proved to be of benefit to all
concerned, whil t gt igel 'Three times in one issue - you know the
score' Back 's 'surviva l ' stand was lapped up by a ll the buddin g
Regi.mental Rambos (though not by the vegetaria ns). The high point (no
pun . 1~tended) of the weekend for the majority of the soldiers, though, was
def1111tely the opportunity to go for a cabby in WOl Bill Morris's
Gazelle, all the way from 666 Sqn AAC (V) in etheravon. The training
element of the flight was to confirm, from the air, the cam and
concealment lessons learned ove r the weekend by comparing preprepared good and bad examples. The methods that Bill used to achieve
this aim, however, proved to be most ' invigorating' to all concerned and
I'm sure that several soldiers dined out on the experience during the
weeks that followed . Our thanks go to WO! Morris for hi s extremely
wilco attitude and supreme flying ski lls. One interesting coincidence that
occurred. over thi. perio.d was when SSgt (SPSI) Gaz Sullivan spotted
one of his relatives. whilst airborne (and nearly upsi de down), though
none of us could qu11e work out what his Mother wa. doing on STANTA
and why he shou ld shout so loudly to/for her!

gt 1ony Dale (Capt)
ig Vinncy Wotton
Exercise aims were to:
. .
. .
..
a. Improve cross-country ndmg skills 111 the Military.
b. Test the endurance of both the rider and the motorcycle over
harsh terrain.
.
c. Raise money for Children's at1d Military causes.
This annual sponsored 24hr cross-country motor cycle exercise has
become a part of 36 Sig Rcgt (V) ~A D 's cal~ndar. The event, as the name
suggests, is run over a 24-hr penod covcrmg an 8.5km c~oss-counlry
circuit. The team consists of four r1ders <v.:hrch rs open to
interpretation!!!) who take it in turns to ride the one 1s~ued Army motor
cycle around the circuit. We had a very competent pit crew who were
there to keep not only the bike going but also team riders, and our thank
go to them.
. .
The exercise pledged over £23,500 for both Ch1ldl111e and worthy
Military causes. As a team we managed to raise over. £~00, and ~c thank
all those who kindly sponsored us. We managed to fmrsh a credible 29th
out of 89, which for a team that ride jus~ once a year we were very
pleased with. The Exercise was cut short this year due to. the unfortunate
and untimely death of one of the competitors. As I wntc the cause of
death is still unknown, but suffice it to say that all our condolences go out
to his family and friends.
.
We managed to achieve all th? aims that we ~ct ourselves, albeit at the
expense of a few bumps and bruises. The ~xerc1se 1s open to any,one, and
we fully intend to field another team of nders who thmk that 11 s a P.u h
over for next year's event; undoubtedly, they will be proved wrong agam.1

SSgt (SPSI) Dale returning with a modified set of handle bars

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

Lt Col P. J. Grogan
W01 (RSM) Fisher

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
The CO, Lt Co l 'My Ball , My Ball' P. J. Grog~n has :eturned to work
with a leg in plaster after a dangerou~ tackle while playmg. football with
his sons. With Euro 2000 soon occurnng his soccer skills wrll be everely
mi sed by the country. T~e QM (Y), Capt John Byrne has returned to
the Regiment after surv1vmg a tour m Kosovo._ However, the. suntan must
be removed and a more suitable UK standard 1s _to be worn m the future.
The drive continue towards the Brigade Exercise: Detailed planmng rs
underway of the Regimental Training Exe~cises m preparation for t.he
annual camp. However, thi is made more difficult as the Trammg Major
is currently floating around the Solent m the Corps Regatta. ~ore to
follow. Congratulations go to Capt Mel Coo~er. and the ~egrmental
shooting team who swept the board at the recent :i Div Champ1onsh1p.
HEADQUARTER SSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Riley
SSM
W02 J. Krikorian
.
The 5 Div Orienteering Champion hips were held tn the Forest of
Dean on Sunday 16 April 2000. T.hc Regimental Team was out huffing
and puffing through the trees, albeit small m numbers, le? by SSgt Fred
Hughes as usual. The competing teams were fewer this year, but ~h~
weather was fine and sunny. the ground was good to soft and the spmt
competitive. The male team had some old stalwart hke W02 ( SM) Joe
Krikorian competing on the 'A' C?ur~e. alongside newcomer like_Sgt
Phil Hall. Joe finished eventh rnd1v1dual overall, leavrng Phil to
continue looking for a couple of elu ive markers. The female team, led .by
Fred, did exceptionally well. SSgt Lucy Sewell (67 Sqn) '~a~ placed ~hml
individual TA female champion, Cpl Claire Brain frnrshed with a
personal best time and Sgt Sue Machin made her debut appearance on
the 'D' Course along ide Sgts Roz Thwaites and Julie .Brooks (67 qn).
The day was won by l UOTC, with second place g?mg to 89 Stg Sqn
and 37 Sig Regt taking third position. Well done to all involved.
96 SIG AL SQADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. Bowden
SSM
W02 C. Taylor
.
It must be something in the air.at t~e moment as 96 Sig qn (V) eems
to have got the wedding bug! First 11 wa the turn of C~pt Jonathan
Farmer who took the plunge on I April ... Our con.gratulatron go to both
Jonathan and Sue whilst the latter almost certamly also deserves our
sincere sympathy and under tanding! Whil t I managed to attend the
wedding in Wi bech 1 un~or.tunatcly found my elf u.nable to attend the
evening party; thereby m1ss111g. the drunken cntertamment that en ued
with rather senior gentlemen berng escorted to hotels by mcmbe~ of the
ambridgcshi re constabulary ... On behalf of the Squadron we wr h both
Sue and Jonathan all the best for the future.

By the time this goe to press it will be the rum of two other membe~
of the Squadron to get married - this time to each other!
gt Juhe
Brookes and LCpl teve Tuck will finally take the plunge at Coventry
on 3 June. SSgt Brookes is the Squadron Yeoman whilst LCpl Tuck is a
member of the tea break fraternity (tech). Whilst th1 represents what we
are certain will be the happiest day in both their lives, as the date
coincides with a Regimental weekend we are hopmg that the soon to be
Mr Tuck does not expect to be paid for this particular 'exerc1 e'. Our
best wishe for an excellent day go from all member of both the
Squadron and Regiment and we look forward to seeing the photos. I can
only hope that after LCpl Tuck's stag night a~ventures in Blackpool that
he does not let his best man LCpl Rob 1ulhns near the parcel tape on
the big day. T don't think l had better comment further upon tho e
escapades except to ay that we are waiting to see those photos a well as
those of the wedding it elf...
.
.
.
further cono-ratulation are due yet agatn for the prior menttoned
future Mrs Tu;k a she has now been promoted to Staff Sergeant. Well
done Julie.
.
96 had good representation in the Regimental Team which p~rformcd
so well in the recent Corps SAAM . Sgt Convery, LCpl Wibberley,
LCpl Mullins, Sig Wastell and Sig Clarkson all performed extfemely
well to help the team towards an excellent result. Well-done people.

The now Capt and Mrs Farmer on their big day

LAD (V) REME- EXERCISE E D RT G HELP 13/14 MAY 2000
Scribe: SSgt Dale
TEAM
CREW
ASM Roy Duffin
gt Lee Grey
AQMS Drew Johnston Cfn Steve ichol
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38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNALS REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

R Gl\I NT L HE!\DQ ~RTER
0
Lt Col 'igel Harrison 1BE
R 1
WOJ (R 1) Steve Carr
HE DQ ARTER
qnComd
M
W02 ( S I) Clive Howland
EXER I E WORK P 2000
HQ qn conducted the first Pre-Staff ergeant ' Tra ining Course. The
cour e comprises of three weekends and i designed to enhance the
tud nt' knowledge on all thing military. The first weekend of the course
consi ted of all the academic ubjects covered in the Royal ignals ta:ff
ergeants' Course. The ·econd weekend predominately tests and ta k .
such things a producing range letters and admin orders. Thi cau ed
con temation and much cratching of head . The final weekend in olved
tactic and navigation in the field. After a beautiful Friday the weather
deteriorated rapidly on deployment and during tJ1e small hours of aturdzy
morning gt Paul 0' 1ally led the first patrol with gt Helen 1ountney
a hi 21C to meet a fiiendly agent. Unfortunately, tJiey were unaware of a
·mas gme' en rout~, ~elen houting, ·Look.at all them bodies,' gt
Graham ff:oberts pomtmg out that 11 wa a pile of mannequins in the
valley of R1·dale Beck (anyone from the Catterick day will know where
that is!). During this patrol the enemy commander, Cpl Harry Harrop ,
after carefully briefing hi soldiers, et his ambu hand waited. ·or cour e
the wily candidates managed to outwit them and returned to meet that
fiiendly a~ent, who ju t happened to have the kettle on. The next phase of
the Exerc1 e wa the wood clearance exerci e and due to a lack of human
resources the M. W02 Clive Howland. was forced to participate as the
enemy. After several bayonet charges he called time on that one and
emerged batt~red and ~rui ed from the wood . After lunch many sets of
orders were given and listened to by both cadre and candidates alike. The
nig~t navigatio~ exercise wa a succe s witJJ all candidates achieving good
nav1ganon_al kills, altJiou~ with slightly wet feet. All round a good
course which, hopefully, will stand the soldiers well on their course.
BECKI GRAM RA GE \VEEKE 'D 25-27 FEBRUARY 2000
.1:he qu_a~ron deployed to Beckingham for the annual wash up of
~1htary trammg. As usual the w<eekend went well with ranges, BC, first
atd, and a CFT to round off the day. The range coaching was certainly
succes ful with all of tJie Sqn managmg to pass their APWT with the
background activitie being completed in good time. Unfortunately tJie
BC tan_d found_ gt Barry Baldwin be ieged by an angry crowd of
sheep baymg for his blood (that'll teach him to gas them!). Later on during
the CFT the old Q, SSgt ( Q 1S) Andy 'Thumper' Thwaite , was found
puf!ing away for breath and Capt Phil Simmons puffing away on a fag,
agam all pas ed.
The evening of the Saturday was the yearly Squadron social event where
we say farew_ell to member oftJie Squadron ru1d tJ1is year was no different.
We sadly said goodbye to Maj Linda White who has decided that she
needs to spend more time with her children. We also dined out Mr Ted
Hurt who_ h_as completed 40 camps with the Regiment both as a TA soldier
and as a Cl\'lhan e~ployee. Last but not least we say farewell to gt Frank
Delaney, the Regimental Provost Sergeant who truck fear into the hearts
of many a soldier, J_lOl to mention ome of the patrons of the Elm Tree
public house. The dmner went well with special thanks to W02 Medley
ilie Maste~ Chef, for staying a~ay - the food was great - and also to wo:i
(S M) Chve Howland for buymg all the port (Good Lad!).
A TERRJTORJAL OLDJER'S PERSPECTIVE O BOSNIA
by Cpl Tony Jal.ins (Chef)
On 26 July 1999 I was deployed as part of a national mobilisation of TA
and_ Reservist pe~~onnel. After three weeks training at the Re erves
Trammg and Mob1hsation Centre (RTMC), Chilwell, near ottingham, on
Monday 17 August 1999 we flew out of RAF Brize Norton heading for
Spin. After a ~hort delay all personnel were then deployed to their
respective umt m Bosma. My post was at the Banja Luka Metal Factory
'vlultt-'\ational Division (South West) (BLMF MND (SW)), Banja Luka'.
B~MF_ is the home of_ M D _(SY'!) and Signal Regiment, which is
P!1manly run by ~he Br_1t1sh a~ this time. It is based in and around a large,
disused, steel rolhng m11l,_wh1ch 01_1 first impression seems very daunting.
My fi~st thought wa!> that 11 was gom~ to be like being back in the Regular
force , I wa w~ong! T_h~re was ccrtamly an element of animosity towards
TA _and Reservists. Imually I had_ se~~ral ·run ins' with both junior and
semor ranks on tJie qu_csuon of rehab1hty and traming ofTNReservists. 1
am confident that havm,g put my opinion across in such a way, J managed
LO change. S?mc peoples attitude towards members of the reserve force .
Once the mn1al problems were overcome. few hassle were incurred, and
everyone settled down to get on with the job.
As a chef, once you get used to a new _ki~chen a!1d the systems, the job is
the amc wl,erever you work, and Bosma 1s no different. On arrival I was
ct the task of re-working the pastry/sweet menu in the Junior Ranks Mess
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as well as producin!l pastries/sweets for 500 very hungry soldiers and
Locallyfanployed C1v1hans (LECs). After approximately five weeks, due
to my field cxp.c ncncc I wa dep!oycd with the Royal Engineers' Diving
Team for a I -week d1v111g expedition. On return from the expedition l was
relocated to the ~LMF CoJ_llbi_ned Mes , which is responsible for feeding
se!11or rank , officers and d1gmtanes of many nationalities. A po ition had
anscn due to a corporal having broken hi wrist during 'Chefs ' Sport ' .
hefs played ·port every Tuesday and Thur day morning before work and
we d!dn't believe in .' non-contact' sport , so there were always a couple of
mJunes. The ombmed Mess was very difTerent from the Junior Ranks
Mess. in the f~ct that whatever ha]lpencd in the kitchen could be seen by
the dmers as 11 was a very open kitchen. You also had more contact with
the hierarchy of the camp as everyone came down the servery because
tJiere \\Ill no teward ervice as there is in a normal officers ' mess.
Although I worked long hours, I thoroughly enjoyed my time in the
Combined Me , especia_lly from I December a I was the only Corporal,
which meant tJiat I was m charge of the kitchen on a day-to-day basis. I
returned to the UK in mid-January at the end of my tour when l was
demobilised.
'
My overall opinion of Bosnia and tJie TA role as a back up to the
Regular Army is somc~vhat mixed. Bo nia, on the whole, is starting to get
a foot~old on controlling its own destiny, but it will still need help for
~ome t1J_lle to come - although I don 't think that there will ever be harmony
m a region that has known conflict of many varying types for some 4000
years: As for the TA, l think that element of the Regular Army needs to
have 1t arutudes changed, to realise that we are there to support them. The
TA _needs to be brought more into line with the Regular Army both in
eqmpment and training. l also feel that the Regular Army and the TA
shoul? tram together more to break down any barriers and to form a olid
umty rnstead of the ometimes lingering hint of resentment and di trust.
IBDAL A D COMMENDATION PRESE TATIO
A Medal . and _Commendation presentation took place at Manor Top
TAC, Sheffield m March this year. Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB, the
Regimental Honorary Colonel kindly pre ented the Medals and
Commendation to tJie following personnel:
Maj Rod Lingard
- Territorial Decoration
W02 (RQMS) Gary Cundy - Cla p to the TA Efficiency
Medal
SSgt Phil Horton
- Clasp to the TA Efficiency
Medal
Sgt Trish Pinches
- Territorial Efficiency Medal
gt Sally Burton
- Territorial Efficiency Medal
Sgt Gill Parker
Clasp to the TA Efficiency Medal
Mr Duncan Ross
Meritorious Service Medal
Sgt Warren Quinn
- GOC 2 Div Commendation
The families of all recipients were present and the presentation \\Ill
followed by a buffet and drinks in the WO 's & Sgt's Me s.EXERCISE
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devised by Maj oper . The Tricyclops and the Formu la l style sp..:cd lift.
These two thorns in our idc took up over an incredible 300 man hours,
about four pints o f blood, at least two physical breakdowns and some
in teresti ng arguments H everyone introduced their own ideas, often all at
once. ' You don ' t wanna do it like that, you wann a do it like this' became
the favo urite saying.
The venue for Exercise Northern Bluebell 2000 was Warcop Train ing
amp. The weather was very unusual; the sun was shining with a light
wind, most unusua l for this area. aturday started early with revei lle al
05 :30hrs for breakfast. T he competition started at 07:00hrs wi th 22 team
all heading off in pairs in their team Land Rover to locations dotted
around the training area. At each location the teams were met by the stand
host and bri efed on what they had to achieve. The tands were all
completely difTerent varying from the standard Army Trai ni ng Directive
(ATD) type,
BC, First Aid, A FV recognition. To the physically
demanding, assault cour ·e, command task and trailer race, to the REME
orientated trade stands, recovery, local manufacture and Battle Damage
Repair (BDR). Saturday evening was devoted to the Tricyclops race
around Warcop Camp. The field was a mi xed bunch of machines rangi ng
from the three-wheeled cycle to the whecly bin skip to the helicopter. Our
Tricyclops wasn' t the fastest vehicle but it was the best engineered
according to the judges and won a bottle of whisky for our troubles. The
racing was a knock out competition with the first two machines going into
the fin al. It looked like it was a dead heat between 'The Millennium
Falcon ' and ' The Batmobile'. Unfortunately The Batmobile had an
accident on the start/finish straight, cau ing Batman and Robin to make a
valiant but unsuccessful run around the circuit. It was an outsider that
eventually took the checked flag after ' The Millennium Falcon' got into a
speed wobble and mounted a kerb, demoli.shing it front_wheels.
The Suriday was another early tart with the sun shmmg down on the
assembled teams for penultimate stand . The 2.5- mile trailer race, after
which came the 3-mi le bergan carry to the range for the fi nale and the
falling plate shoot. The jockey wheel that had been repaired the previous
day on the BDR stand was to be u ed to replace the wheel on the n ton
trailer. Would Sgt Johnson and gt Thorpe's BDR stand up to the
punishment that wa about t~ be inflicted on it? We were summoned t~ the
start Iine in pairs to race agamsl each other, briefed on the route and given
a brain teasing que tion paper we had to answer on route. I'd. already
briefed the team that it wa going to a tough race. Somehow I thmk they
knew that. We started out fast leaving our rival behind within the first
400m. I knew the pace wa fast and the lads would oon begin to truggle.
I honestly tJ1ought Capt immons wa going to collapse, being a heavy
smoker didn't help. On reachmg the turn around pomt we left the trailer
and began the slog back. Ci>I Elliot beg~n shouting out the Mensa style
que tions, the answers to which took a while to shout a reply a . most of the
team needed all the air they could take m to keep them movmg forward.
The shoot comprised of a 60-metre advance down the rnnge fro~ the
seated po irion to'the prone po ition and engage tJie ten white plates m the
fa test pos ible time using the least ammunition. The teru11 managed to
achieve this in an amazing 21 seconds to cheers from the admm/s.upport
team of Sgts Boulton, Morrit, Cpls Allen and Hall and Cfn Wilde: It
was then that I thought back to tJic OC's initial comments that_the shO<?tmg
competitions hadn't been going very well! Who was he kidd!ng? I thtnk I
was duped into another hard weekend. Just what l d1dn t need after
succc fully competing in the Regiment Lanyard Trophy Teru11. o
worries - all in a weeks work when you're a Permanent Staff Instructor
(PSI) at a TA unit.

opportu mty for our new Squadron Commander. \taj Bob ard . to tamp
his authority on his management team. fhe inevitable fonctlon at the local
pub on Saturday 111ght was enjoyed by everyone. The next day fo und the
syndicates presenting their fi ndings to the new Squadron Commander and
much of what was presented is now incorporated into Squadron trammg.
In March the Squadron . along with the rest of the Tcrrito_n al Army, .opened
the TAC doors for its annual open day. The general pubhc flooded into the
TAC to look at what we do. Visitors inc luded Cllr ara Bolton, the Mayor
of Derby, who took time from her busy schedule to jom us for lunch. First
of all , she visited the stands fo llowed by our Operations Room w_herc s~e
spoke over our ' Bosnia Link' to gt Darren now, currently m BanJa
Luka. Our succes ful link to Bosnia gave Cpl Leanne no" a chance to
talk to her husband. Other Squadron members spoke to L pl Rob
Bromwich, also serving in Bosnia on Full-Time Reserve cr•1ce. Al
lunch the Mayor presented the Ander on family with a cheque for £500
which the Squadron, suitably encouraged by SSgt Freeman , had collected
over the year. The cheque will go towards equipment to help with ara's
treatment.

The Mayor talks to Sgt Darren Snow before handing over to
Cpl Leanne Snow for a chat with her husband

Mrs Sue Anderson with children Ami and Sara
receive the cheque from the Lord Mayor of Derby,
flanked by the Officer Commanding, Major Bob Ward and
Staff Sergeant 'TC' Freeman
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(L-R): Sgt Qui~n . Sgt Parker, SSgt Horton, W02 Cundy, Maj Gen
Boyle, Sgt Pinches, Sgt Burton , Maj Lingard , Mr Duncan Ross
NORTHERN BLUEBELL
~~ercise _orthcrn Bluebell was the Comd ES 2 Div's competitive
trammg_ exercise f~r REME in 2 Div, over the weekend 5- 7 May 2000.The
compet1_t1ve exercise was open to all regular, Territorial Army (TA) and
Un1vers1ty Offic_cr Training Corps (UOTC) REME soldiers.
!"-t the begmnmg of the year the QC distinctly told me that the LAD was
gorng to. concentrate all their efTorts into the shooting competitions for the
M11lcn111um. After all !~st year's Warcop Trophy was a total walk over for
ilie LAD. T~at was until the reshuffie of the 2 Div and the enlargemellt of
its geogr~ph1c~l_a_rea! The OC told me there was to be a change of plan for
the LAD s act~v1t1es. He thought it would be good idea to test the metal of
the LAD agamst any !1ew possible competition. The monthly training
programme were rewritten; they would have to include more revision of
our key corps skills if we we.re going to keep our reputation alive. Sgt Ray
Boulton and Ci>I Frank Reid would have to start scratching their already
baldmg heads 1f the LAD were to crack the two engineering projects

The winning TA Team and their trophies
.
(L-R): SSgt Longman, Cpl Reid , Capt Simmons (OC) Cpl Elliot,
Sgt Johnson, Sgt Thorpe
Best TA Team , The Gillanders Trophy, The Warcop Trophy,
The REME Association Challenge Trophy, Overall Runners Up
46 (CITY OF DERBY) lG AL QUADRO (VOL
TEER )
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Ward
S M
W02 (
1) Jim Batchelor
.
•.
The quadron has been busy, starting early in the year \~1!h our officers
and
O 'Think Tank' at the Tolley dventurc Trammg . entre. m
Derby hire. yndicatc. looked at a variety of ~roblcm mvol.vmg
Squadron life and came up with some interc ting solution . It wa an ideal

exhau ti on·, the Squadron technician reputedly got the most exercise tJiey
had ever had. After the econd ucce sful mo\e of all detachments, one
eemed to be surpri ingly well camouflaged. In.fact, the enemy c_ould not
locate tJiem in the exerci c area. Thi was until the enemy reah ed that
EXCO in the form of an exhau ted and overworked (and un~er
appreciated) Lt 'Bad n· 1-P sent two detachments 10 the .ame location.
which wasn't the one the enemy wa at. At lea t the detachment \\ere
company for each other in the Ion& cold night! .
.
Counties attacks by the Mythical Techmctan~ l~ter. the exerc1 e _wa
called to a halt and urpri ingly, no matter how difficult commu111catt0n
had been for each detachment during tJie exercise, every detachment
managed to communicate with EXC~ long e!1ough to get the E J?EX
in truction. An enjoyable but demanding cxerc1 ·e then concluded with a
well de crved rest and a drink in the JRC to oongramlate. i~ 'DJ
cwsound ' ewson on hi 32nd birthday (although he till mamtam he
is still 29!). After thi most enjoyable exerci e 64 qn will now n1rn 11
attention to the planning and e 'CCution of the ne\t ABf Golf
Competition, and Exercise E. ecutive tretch .
87
(CITY
OF
OTTI Gil M)
JG
L
QL!ADRO
(VOL 1TEERS)
qn Comd
taj David Tomlin on
M
\ 02 (
1) Vicky Hardy
As the end of the Bounty Year rapidly approached c\cr;onc \\3
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.rol1mmg around making e\cry effort to qualify. The quadron went to
. ''} nnerton Trnming \rea recently to undertake an ITO training
\\CCkend. Thts went very ''di und was well attended. with everyone
achi 'mg hi, or her required BQ subject.. It just go s to prove how a
thousand tn"\ free pounds can concentrate the mind. Cpl Ibby 'Beat Em'
C\ ill appeared to be thoroughly enjoying hcrsclt: in the end she
conducted three FT. over the weekend. Once i a duty, twice an
imposition. three times , ·ergcs on a fcu. h. Cpl Dion ·PPPick a Pcnquin'
Brittain hns ju. t returned from a 6-month tour of ou th Georgia.
\\'el ome back! The TA entre looks like a building .itc at the moment.
but we arc grateful to T VR really! As the ne11~ roof will hopefully
mean a warmer buildmg. However, the duty rumour i that the P 0,
apt Ken cott i: really ju ·t weighing in the scrap lead. Reports of
s1ght111g of new golf club only add to u. picion.
OPE D. n
Th quadron took part in the TA Day on 25 March. The weather wa
kmd to us and we had a fair m1mbcr of local come in to ee exactly \\C do!
The Chairman of "\otringhamshire County Council, Cll r Ken tobbart,
came to ee for him ·elf. A an ex-member of the orp· he wa impre scd
with both the personnel and our equipment. The day did re ult in a number
of people v,ho arc definitely intere led in joining. thi made the day a

· ucccs ! adly we ay farewell to gt Coli n Pullen, our PSI (T) who ha
left the quadron to go and work in helTield (allegedly some work is done
at hcfficlcl but the jury remain. out). Hope he is enjoying him elf(lots of
PC to play with). Congratulations to him also on being selected for
promotion to tafT crgcant. Well done! Whatever you're doing, we
ugge t you keep doing it. We welcome S gt Phil ewman who joins u
from HAPE. Hope he ·cutes in quickly, before he di appears to do a stint
at the centre of the univer c, 'Corsham '. During the recent refurbi hment
we have thought about adding a revolving door to the tech workshop'.
marked for 'For PSl(T) use only'! Having served with the TA before we
arc sure he will slot right in with our particular brand of madncs .
not
compulsory, but it doc help .

tts-'

EXERCISE BL E DAW
On a recent P , OCdt Ad ·Puzzled of ottingham' Matthews had
rather a steep learning curve. Quite innocent que tion
tarted with
'What's a El'. and generally deteriorated from there. To clear up any
confusion. Capt (Tfc) Thelma Ward i a Traffic Officer of the Royal
Corp of ignals. OT a policewomen in the traffic division. Of course it
wa an ea ily made mi take, and I am ure we did not all mean to laugh.
We promise not to tell anyone, or put thi in the Wire Notes or anything.
Life for an Officer adct i unfairly cruel. But who said life wa fair!

39th (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

0

RM

Lt Col J. Crackett TD
WOl (RSM) P. Anderson

5th (Q EEN'S OW OXFORD HIRE H SSAR
JG AL Q ORO - BA B RY & OXFORD
qn Comd
Maj Rob Stone
M
W02 (SSM) Philip
HELLO AND GOODBYE
We welcome to the quadron Potential Signallers Ann Edward ,
James Cox. Louise Harnett, Mathew Luker, Trevor Bennett, James
Clarke. Tanja Kollner, Adrian Parsler and John Turner. We al o
wekome back into the fold gt ·Robbie' Hall who wa actually seen in
untform and congratulate him on passing his Foreman's Course. We al o
say goodbye to LCpl Dean Smith on and wi h him well on his Marine
Commando Course. Congratulations go to the 'Girty Swot' ofa PSI OPS,
S gt Mark imcock on gaining a Di tinction on his Edjamication Course.
RECRUIT SELECTJO
Following the ational Recruiting Campaign culminated by the TA
Cenn:e Open Day on 25 March 2000 the Squadron took ten potential
recruits to the 'Look at Life· Selection at Bramley over the weekend S-7
May 2000. This being the first rain free, wind free, fro t free sunny
weekend of the year the recruits enjoyed the early morning training and
late evening sociali ing.

the nll 11nportant starti ng and finishing pomt, handles the admimstration.
Our own involvement this year headed up by 57 (City and County of
Bri tol) Signal Squadron (Volunteers) members (and myself W02 Dickie
Lee as the author, a paying guest from HQ qn) both from Bristol,
required the provision of volunteers to not only man the COMM CE , with
radio, phone and data entries as in previous years, but also the manning of
three TORS and provision of a Mould back-up to the new Radio system
called Dolphin Tetra. This was being trialled for the first time on such a
tnrge deployment. Our numbers totalled some SO officers and soldiers.
The weekend started promptly at I 930hrs on the Friday night with
vehicles traveling from both Bristol and Gloucester. Meeting up at
Okehampton Camp for comms and admin briefings. First concerns were
expressed as a result of an early mobile phone call by Sig Emma Wells,
that the weather had already closed in on the camp and helicopters had
been grounded. T!1is was only. the Friday evening, the 21/C. qn. c.apt
'Bill' Ruthven askmg ' What exit of the MS for Okehampton? was a ltttlc
worrying. W02 Jane Tuck, newly promoted to. ~SM, also managed to
leave behind Lt Jason Fensome, who eventually JOmed u havmg found a
spare Land Rover with Sgt Mike White. The driving skills of LCpl Sam
Estco urt have to be mentioned, as I believe her Land Rover only travels m
the middle lanes of the motorway.
The Tor parties were Cpl Dave Jones, Sig Em ma Wells, LCpl Alex
McMurray, LCpl Steve Allen, LCpl Roger Theyer and Sig Alexia
Holloway who were air lifted to their locations and although hear.cl, were
not to be seen again till Sunday afternoon. The MIV crews consisted of
Sgt Mike White, LCpl Martin Dyer, LCpl Alistair facGilp , LCpl
Tony Hedges and LCpl Paul Wylde. LCpl Martin Davies, our ~uty tech,
supported them. Reveille wa early at 0600hrs for the competitors and
earlier still for the Squadron, well at lea t halfofthem unless they watched
the start at 0700hr up on the moor, out ide the camp perimeter. 1:'he
weather was 'Beautiful', clear skies and for once no mist. A welc_ommg
speech, two bugler from the Light Infantry and Dev~n and D~rset ~· plu
a alvage from 29 Commando heralded the mass start 111 three dtrecttons to
the distant Tors. The challenge was on.
The shifts settled into their routine quickly, recetvtng Progreps by
phone, radio and fax as the teams progre sed along their respective routes.
Other tasks where given to variou members of the squa~ron. with Lt Ro~
Hook sent to liaise with the 'Fly Boys' for our annual ' fltght ma chopper,
now becoming a popular add on with the troop . His success meant that
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A visit by the Commanding Officer to the Data Collection Cell

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
BEXLEYHEATH

5 Sqn potential recruits at Bramley
[CO
Lt Col C. H. Turner
RSM
WOI (R M) C. D. Tait
.
Welcome back to John Aspinall who ha JUSt re!urned. from four
month as the Camp Commandant of the Metal factory Lil BanJa Lu~a an~
welcome to Trevor Keates who takes over a QM in June. ln Apnl Maj
Eric Heritage married Kathy and we wi h them all the v~ry be t of luck.
The 'art' of Yeomanry Ores till confounds the CO and ID an attempt ro
reconcile thi years fa hion he a ked the Kent and County of London
Yeomanry to confirm their Summer 2000 ready-to-wear range

Sig Simon Tho~as receiving congratulations on his Passing Out
from Col Chns Laurence TD, Deputy Commander 2 Sig Bde

The Long and Short of it
Recruits Mathew Luker, 6' 6" ad Louise Harnett 4' 1O"

four of the new recruits namely ·ig .Joanne Christensen, ~ig Darren
Saunders. ig Chris Walker plus Sig Robert Lai.ng and Lt Jo Ho"ard
went airborne in a Sea King. Not bad for the recruits \\ho had only come
off their Delta Weekend the week before. Other notable mctdcnts outside
of the communicating field saw ig hris llowells eating too many pie~
and ending up in the medical center, ig 'Spanner' ~ane surpa :mg
himself by likmg radio. data and phone, LCpl Dave Smith b~came very
keen and worked both shifts, Cpl teve Holley alway~ with hts head m a
magazine eventually went deaf to the phones a~d of.cours~ our. gt l\1cna
Zamparelli was seen modelling the new Radio Kit outside on her own
(with the photographer of course). We were told it.was for PR purposes,
only time will tell! Sunday saw the fir;>t team fimshmg al 0?30hr;;. All
teams arrived safely back by the cut offttme of l 700hrs and all mall it was
yet again a very successful weekend for the quadron.

57 (CITY AND COU TY OF BRISTOL)
SIG AL SQ ADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. Tuhey TD
SSM
W02 P. Packer
EXERCISE TE TORS - DARTMOOR
The famous Ten Tors hat lenge took place over the weekend 12- 14
May 2000, involving 2400 participants. This annual event now in its 4 lst
year started for Army adets in 1959 and opened up to teenagers at
schools and colleges the following year. The minimum age is 14 for the
shortened course of35 miles, up to 55 miles for the enior age group over
the full course. The number of entries is limited for safety reasons and an
event for .less able.children, called the Jubilee hallenge, wa launched in
1977. This event 1s not a race but a challenge involving a two-day trek
across Dartmoor, one of the foremost event in the parks ca lendar. The
army, whose Okehampt.on Training Camp is the base for organi er and
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In this Regiment uniform is a noun not an adjective .
The KCL Y officers show that they really cannot dress altke.
(L-R)· W02(SSM) Stuart McHenery, Maj Hugh Robertson,
Maj Simon Malik, Capt Huw Jones,.2Lt Richie Woodhams,
2Lt Alex Downing
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2000

HQ (KE rT A D COUNTY OF LO DO, ' YEOMA RY)
SQUADRO - BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj Barrie Corfield
M
W02 (S 'I ) ndy Church
So. what's HQ Squadron been up to lately? Well. in early March we took
part in the KCLY centenary Freedom of Croydon para~e. p al OSOOhr,,
on the coach, drive half way round the M2S and then fmd that the S M s
be t boot are still in hi office at Bexleyheath! Go back to Bexley. ?ut
finally reach the Royal Yeomanry TAC in time for breakfa t. a qmck
-rehearsal (why !IQ the regulars need weeks to prepare for the e thmg. when
we do it in minutes) and then off round Croydon. A faultle eye nght to
ihe Mayor and then back to Bexleyheath for. lunch and the PRE
preparation weekend. ext. we provided the Admm upport f?r London
District' T patrol compeutton, the Courage Trophy. This ta k 1 u ~ally
given to a Regiment. 'e crthele s our admtn cell reduced our ?Id nval
(next year's administrators) the Royal Yeomanry to a ..m•xt~re of
admiration and worry a to how they could do a well when ti s their t~rn.
Meanwhile, the rest of the quadron ran around trouble ·hootm~.
providing taxi , their P. sy tern and of course the tent erec~1on team. Tht
happy band proved that. not .only could they move a · 4x 12. tent .'".hen the
organisers changed their n~mds about the layout for the pnzc gt\ mg. ~ut
al 0 that they cou ld clear 1t away almost a oon a the pnzes had been
awarded.
HELLOS & FAREWELL
We are sorry to be losing some old face from the quadron over the
Capts Huw Jones and Sn-rah helton leave u for
next few weeks
RARO and Capt Dave Thom on (RMO).
gt Kerry Jones and L pl
Dave Bell have all retired. The quadron wi hes them all good luck 111 the
future. On the other hand we welcome our first P 0, c.apt Mike Gleeson.
formerly of the RGJ via 35 ig Regt (V). I Te 's scttlmg 111 and .now marche.
at the right speed although we're still trying toe ·plain that . 1gnal.lcr~ (and
Yeomanry ones at that) come in · quadro1r and not compames. Fmally ~'e
r~ach earlv Ma and Ex orfolk Ila;i:e at the TA1 T
BC centre. For
two days ihe quadron bloned. bange~ and rub?ed a gt J~ff \laster
and the re ident in tructors l.:t np with a vanety of su>p1e1ous mists.
mokes and plashes. Plenty of fullers earth. a stretcher mce and all on a
lovely ummer's day too. Then back to the accommodauon for tea and to

L pl :\lark 'Gadget man' Butler had

0

I L
WOW!!! Wha~ a social life the quadron has ·suffered ' overthc la-t
5 ~
months. The OfTiccrs with their Annual As ociation Dinner at the 1 . ew
and Gu!lrd club in London in Apri l, followed by the orp dinner~ ~·aty
1
avoy .m M~y. The
CO's had a 'Chinese' night to we lcome ~J ~
Dougi:1e Tait. Last but by no means lea ·t the so ldiers of the Sq ad
o~gams~~ a v~ry s.ucce~s~il Bounty Ball in ~pril and out thanks go t~ ro~
Jnu S\\am, lu wife Gillian and the co1111111ttcc for all their hard work. g

The morning was spent learning the defensive elements ofOBUA under
the expert teachings of Sgt Martin 'Chippy' Foy, Sgt Mike 'The Tube'
Warrington and Cpl Paul 'Yorkie' York. The name on most peoples lips
at lunchtime appeared to be that of the Confidence Conrse maestro LCpl
Adrian · weeblc' Keeble who was putting everyone through their paces up
roof, down roof, in window, up wall and down cellar.

Concern sets in as the Troops are entrusted with
the Chorley Grenades and primers
Note: 'Not many laughs to be seen'
Capt Huw Jones
reali e that thi i the la ' t time he'll have to \\ear JPE. Ever!
LIGHT AID DET CHME1 T REME
OC LAD
Capt Julie KiggeU
SP I
gt ' Teflon · Tomlinson
EXERCISE 0 THERN CRAFT 1AN
A team of ten IT?m the 71 ( Y) ig Regt LAD took part in the outhem
Craft man compeunon. held once again at Longmoor Camp 011 7/ /9
Apnl. The team was put through its paces during a eries of challenges and
ta .k .designed to test military kills, REME trade kill fimess and
m1t1at~ve. From the mo~ent of arrival , the te t had begun wiih a challenge
to .de 1gn and_ build .a piece of _equipment that could fire golf ball - only
usmg _a fow given pieces ofbuildmg material. The team excelled not only
by gammg a I 00% score. but hold mg the record for firing the proiectiles
the furthest.
'
. On Saturday, the team were put through battlefield repair task
(mcludmg Tel a!1d a I 05mm Light Gun) - all in tactical environments a
manufacture project and a recovery task. A ' Bosnia scenario' First Aid
s~~d was ~von by 71 (Y) Sig Regt LAD enabling the team to use their
military skills. Havmg compl~ted a _ ~usy chedule on Saturday, the team 's
stamrna, teamw:o.rk and hooting ab1hty were tested in a 4-mi le March and
Fh:'ut Compet1t1on, the ?Ourse also incorporating Longmoor's famous
I A tunnels and a_ repair task thrown in for good measure!
LAri' a result of ac~1evmg top marks in al mo t all of the repair tasks the
L
won th: M~rtm Bro:vn Repair Trophy - one of the major prizes. 'n 1e
AD team. v.ere. Capt Kiggell , Sgt Harding, Sgt Gosling, Cpl Hur e
<;Pl Aldridge, Cpl Carpenter, Cpl Pearce, LCpl Mountford Cpyl
\aughan and Cfn Holness.
'
70 (E EX YEOAMA ' RY) IG AL SQ ADRO
CHEL 1 FORD AND HARLOW
•
Sqn Comd
Maj Craig Tallent
SM
W02 ( M) Paul Humphreys
. The Squadron has been through a busy period over the last few months
w.1th quadron trainmg, .PRE (under the watchful eye of W02 Richard
Phicper thfePSSq uadron achieved a good report), hectic social activit ies and a
c ange o
0 s.

'Smile for the Camera .' (RSM Douggie Tait {left) and
W02 (SSM ) Humphreys during the SNCO's Chinese Night
WELCOMES A D FAREWELLS
The Squadron welcomes LCpl Kelly Cloughton and Sig Ross Nugent
on their safe return rrom a very successful Op Agricola tour. We welco
C_apt Barry James. as our ~cw PSAO who came to us from 265 (KCL~)
1g Sqn. We wish him and his wife C hris a happy tour with u .
, A sad ,day for the Squadron a~ we say farewe ll to Ca pt Charlie
W~tham Home\\ood on hi s _retirement from the po ition of PSAO
which he held for rnne years with great profe sionalism. Also we wave
goodbye to Sgt Daz Lane our PSI (T) as he ha been transferred to 265
(KCLY) 1g qn .
265 (KE T AND COUNTY OF LO DO YEOMA RY) S
SQUADRO - BEXLEYH EATH
IGNAL
Sqn Comd
Maj Hu gh Robertson
SSM
W02 tuart Mc Hen er y
EXERCIS E Ml K GLOVE
Friday ·14 April h_ad arrived and it wa time to depart for the fabled
~astmere_ OBUA Village at_ Thetford. This would be the Squadron 's
mtrod_ucu?n to Urb~n Operations. We were joined by members of HQ Sqn
for this JOlllt Exercise. The Squadron was spo ilt by the luxury of civilian
coaches for th.e J~urn~y. On arrival it was time for a quick brief from the
21C, Capt Keith DP Duffy-Penny, then it was heads down ready for the
ea rl~ tart_next morning.
First thmg after breakfast it wa time for the Squadron Lo meet the chief
of the Pe~manent Staff, the inimitable WO! K. c. ·Casey' Jones, with
mor~ stones than ~ans _C~1ri tian Ander on, all of them entertaining and
pertment !O the days trammg. The Squadron sat enthralled throughout the
Safety Bnef and were ready for action once it had finished.

TR I LG
R Starting _with qua~ron training. The Squadron organised Ex Rovers
eturn. which compnsed of three communication style stands scattered
ove~ the east of England. The troops passed through stand and navigated
to t e next A test mg Exercise but with an element of fun.

.
S1_g Harrison (L) and LCpl Pilcher (R)
Making a quick phone call home during Ex Rovers Return

W02 Stewart 'TAZ' McHenery describes the Chorley Grenade
as Cpl Paul'Yorkie' York and Sgt Dave 'Sparky' Pryke
look on in awe

A sumptuous Rat Pack lunch followed the morning's festivities to
prepare all and undry for the afternoon onslaught. It was now time for
W02 Andy ' Penfold' Ch urch to show the quadron hi s infantry past by
teaching the various methods of entering a building uninvited, ably
assisted by a very slick display team made up of some of the more mature
members of the Squadron. This was followed by herds of practice grenade
throwers, with some stunning displays seeing grenades disappear over
rooftops, although it would seem that the OC wa unsure if he was left or
right handed.
The day's instruction soon drew to a clo e and the quadron was moved
to its night harbour area to prepare to put all the practice to good use on a
dawn assau lt. At the helm for the assault was 2Lt Richie ·Chrome' Done
Wood ham s ready and willing to show the Troop his style and panache.
The orders phase was completed and all pers were suitably pumped up for
the next morning's activities. At 0430hrs all assault team were laying on
the tart Line awaiting H Hour. T hen all hell let loose with buildings et on
fire and armoured vehicle taking hit rrom the imulated Arty barrage.
Then the assault commenced for real with troops dashing off in all
directions with many a ladder in hot pursuit. All obstacles were expertly
crossed and suppres ive fire laid down where appropriate, enabling a slick
move into the first house, much to the frustration of LC pl Dickie Dundas
who then became the Pl Cmdrs link man and unable to join the rest of his
merry men in the assault. It could have been a clip from 'Sav ing Private
Ryan' uch was the professional job that was being done. The remainder
of ihe assault continued without a hitch and the vi llage was succe fully
brought back under our control. All enjoyed this extremely tiring weekend
even though the weather cou ld have been kinder to us.
EXE RCISE STA LLIO
PAR 2
The weekend conunencing 12 May saw the Squadron deploy on an
CRS Exercise. The objective of the Exerci e was to refrc h the quadron
RS Dct kills in the rnn up to a Regimental Exercise in July and
on
Annual Camp in September. The CP deployed to 1orthern Court Farm
on the Cinque ports Training Arca, where the Squadron 0 Gp wa held for
the Tp omds . The Squadron was deploying a MC together wi th two out
station . The skills were a little rusty at first but oon gathered momentum
as the Exercise progres ed.
The MC was joined for the first time by the new Sqn chef:. Cpl Pete
'Johnny ' Sturman and Cpl Mandy 'Fmmy' Shannon, who managed to
concoct a variety of special dishes throughout the weekend and they have
promised that every night on Excrci e at Annual Camp will be a theme
night. We look forward to this with baited breath. The MT ergeant will
probably not want to be named as the man who bogged down the DAF
containing the SCP alihough hi face was partially aved when the FRT
sav iours jumped in and ju 1 drove it out. The remainder of the weekend
went without a hitch. The one piece of good new that did come out of the
Exercise was the tria l of an additional Traffic mast which could cut the
antenna erecti on time down by about an hour, watch this pace!!!
REGIME TAL SHOOTI GTE M ' EWS
Tea m aptain
2Lt Woodhams
The theme of the Team Captain's speech, at tl1e Regimental Team
di nner, back in October 1999 was that of change. Firstly changes in the
Team Captaincy, havi ng taken over from Maj Barrie Corficld OC 1-IQ
qn at the clo e of last season. It wa alway going to be a hard act to
fo ll ow. Maj Barrie Corfield's superb effort over the years have led to a
well-stocked trophy cabi net. Finally our dear old ' Hut' , the Inns of ourt
pavilion at Bi ley will be receiving a major renovation toward the end of
the sea on. This U1ank mainly to the Worshipful Company of Drapers.
plu several Ex Regime ntal members and the PSl 's who have devoted

money, time and effort into the ' llut' that has served the team well for
decades. Generally, change can be hard to cope with, yet the team
members coped admirably despite 2000 proving to be a difficult year for
access to quality ranges and fitting the extra-curricular training required.
into busy Squadron Diaries. Certainly Maj (Retd) Bob Hutchin s of the
ATE at Pirbright has always had our best interests at heart. It has proved
difficult to securing ETR and even gallery range time, bearing in mind our
low priority. Difficulties for myself also who, despite a good hand over, I
was really learning on the job, the management and admini tration role
over the season. Luckily my Executive Officer, Maj Barrie orfield was
on hand, even when the hut drains became blocked and he and I (well
actually I) was rubber glove deep in, well, never mind. On the plus side
(and in no way re ponsible for the above) was the exceptional service
provided by the team chefs, C pls hannon and Sturman. Every weekend
has seen marvellous culi nary ski lls di splayed, often with style, such as the
Bums night, where we even drafted in three pipers to toast the haggis. Six
training weekends after the Team Captain's speech we were setting up
camp for CORPSAAM 2000 at Ash. We entered two teams plus four
individuals. This in itself was no mean feat as the penalties for incorrect
team composition were severe. Certain ly worth a mention are our two
young soldiers. Sig Reeve and ig Purcell of265 (KCLY) and 68 (ICCY)
Sqn's respectively. Whilst Sig Reeve had managed to attend an earli er
training weekend, poor Sig Purcell was relying on skills honed as a cadet
and had not long finished his recruit training package. Both soldiers
displayed courage and detennination to attend at short notice. They both
perfonned well on the day and l hope to see them next season.
Past experience has taught us to never be overly concerned about the
scores at the end of day one during the CORPSAAM . l was certainly
feeling more relaxed after several pints of Brakspears in the team bar.
Sunday brought the realisation that we had perfonned well, Ok, \VC were
down on previous years but the 71 Team had more than just it' fair share
of the silver from the SOinC(A). On a purely selfish note. I was proud as
punch to regain the Corp Champion at Anns honour. Certainly as proud
(and bloody relieved) that the first team photo with me as Team Captain
was with silver and not bare! The Team is gearing up to represent the
Regiment at Bi ley in the Individual Championships in July (though adly
I'll be unable to attend due to pres ure ofa new job). As for next sea on, It
is my aim to recruit new blood into the team and concentrate on coaching
rather than merely practising the hoots. We will continue to offer support
to both 36 Sig Regt (V) and 94 Sig Sqn (V) next sea.son with the use the
hut, and hope that as three teams combined, we will have a better chance of
securing range space. Finally and most importantly a word of thanks to all
the team members, who perfonned well throughout the competition.

'The Regimental Shooting Team'
Complete with the silver ware

THE TEAM LIST
71 CA) Team
2Lt Woodhams (265)
Cpl Charter (LAD)
Cpl Morse J. (HQ)
LCpl Wilton (265)
Sig Reeve (265)

71 CB) Team
Lt Downing (265)
Cpl Woo (HQ)
LCpl Williamson (HQ)
LCpl Foxwell
Sig Purcell (68)

Individuals
Maj Corfield (HQ)
W02 (SSM) 1cHenery (265)
LCpl Liscoe (265)
LCpl Cox (265)
THE TROPHIE 11 CL DE
2Lt Woodham (Jndiv)
PWT Cup
Winner
7 1(Y) ig Regt 'A' Team
FIBUA Cup
Winner
7 1(Y) ig Regt 'A' Team
Winner
Garrison Cup-Tie
Cpl lorse
Bet Female
2Lt Woodhams
Aldcrshot Challenge Cup
igWilton
Best B Class shot
2Lt Woodhams
Col Comdt Cup
71 (Y) ig Regt · · Team
Winners
Col ranc Cup
2Lt Woodhams
Gothorn Hardy Trophy
R ignals ingapore Trophy Runners up 71 (Y) ig Regt ' · Team
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20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

qn Comd
R 1\1
A RRI VAL!
~ongratulation to R
I Lawes and hi wife Anke on the birth of their
twm daughters. Alli on and Betha ny. j u 1 in time for Ea ter leave.

:ro "

GAUNTLET - by Sgt D. Bailey
EXE RC I E W E LLI
Over a three day period the Officers, \ arrant Officers and
CO of
the quadro~ travelled 10 Belgium to visit the ·ite c,f The Battle of
Water!<><? which took place on 1.8 June. 1815 (Sec, J was Ii tcning). The
tour. wh_1ch wa part of an ongomg package of training and education for
the unn c:ommand team, wa ably led by the OC faj Jain Standen
wh? e ubjeCt kn?wledge wa excellent. After the initial briefing and
obh&atory \'tdeo 1t wa on to the transport for the 6-hour journey to
Belgium. After a further two ideo on the coach, ome felt that a tour
was no longer ~ece sary as the ubject matter had by now been totally
covei:ed - happily all .were proven wrong. On enling into our hotel the
evening. was ~pent wi th both new faces and old getting to know each
other wit~ ? bn of good old fa hioned ~iale bonding. Unfortunately, the
new ~C A Tp,. Lt Sofia Hug~es wa n table to participate in all aspects
ofth1. age old ntual from Wellington's day - but times have changed and
he fitted 1~ ~dm,1rably. The day of t11e tour began with a trip 10 the
' .· ate~loo V1 1tor. s Centre for a d1 play and film-show (aka another
Video.) bef?re chmb1ng up the steps of the Butte de Lion monument.
Congratulations. must go to the older members of the group for urviving
the ascent, particularly S gt 1ark Pa n e {w-e a ll know about your bad
back).1 Dt~.nng the day the group moved to variou stand on foot. At
each !OJ> 1.t became apparent that within the Banle of Waterloo there were
many m1m-baule that ?rough! about great acts of heroi m and bravery.
Thank ~u t go to MaJ Standen for the obvious time spent re earcbing
and puttmg together a very full package.

Then in May. ~uring E_x Premier Link the unit received a vi it from
ommander I t !gnal Brigade, Brig David McDowall. Brio McDowall
had the oppor1u111ty to meet the quadron ' Officers, Warr~nt Officers
and
CO over a cup of tea and a cake, before visiting Squadron
p~rsonn_el on the ~ ercise. This included the BFOT the unit i · training
with. th1 year w~il t providing the Divi ional HQ DSG, and which is
proving rather a d1J!erent challenge to the eight AFV436s and penthouses
we are u ed to prov1dmg an armoured brigade headquarters!
CCF V I fT - by Sgr teve Maye//
~.fler month of di scus ion, organisation and planning (and the odd bit
of 1f you cratch .my back'), Thur day 6 April aw the arrival of 15
cadets and four officers of the t Benedict' chool CCF from Eahng in
Wet London. After th~ initial brief from WOI (RSM) Lawes in Antwerp
Barracks, the 7-day 1s1t began under the direction gt teve Mayell
a 1 ted by C pls Doick and Gouldbourn .
Friday was dedicated to weapon training which in the morning wa
h?sted by the. Roya ~ Artillery ADTAT who, unf?rtunately for the Royal
Signals recnutmg figures, produced. some v.ery impressive training aids
uch a houlder launched HVM aimer tramer and Dome trainer. The
cadets and their officers prod~ced som~ very commendable results, the
most 1111ere.st111g by Lt Ri m mmgton with a IOcm mis of an aircraft at
2km.1 Keepu1g to the theme, the cadets then moved back into the grips of
the squadron skill at arm in tructors. Sgt teve Mayell and Daz Ba il ey
instructed on the LAW94 and the LAW94 indoor trainer and C pl Jay
Shuttl eworth operated the SAT. Considering their limited knowledge of
all the weapons. tJ1e gue t again produced some excellent re ult .

The Squadron MT produced an excellent day of vehicle related stands
under the watchful eye of Sgt Roger Moore and at short notice Sgt
Han'- Cappleman who ran a challenging 'trailer beast'. Funnily enough,
thi proved to be the only stand that was vacant during the final hour
when the visitor were invited to return to their favourite events! The next
time the White Helmets arc recruiting, Sig Armstrong needs to apply as
he has an awesome talent for riding the RSM's Harley Davidson!
Somehow we managed to pry S gt Phil Whyte (AGC) from hi desk to
take us all down to Wewelsbcrg astlc for a cultural visit. This very
interesting place would have been the centre of the Hitler's world had the
outcome of the war been different.
Monday found us all on the minibuses heading towards the Mohncsee
Sailing lub for a spot of adventure training. A brilliant day was rounded
ofT over a barbecue and then a trip to the Krankenhaus to visit enior
Under Officer Alex I nacio who had made an amendment to the shape of
his forehead. Lt ummerficld, was seen frantically digging through his
paperwork muttering, ' I'm ure I' ve got lnacio's signed waiver here
somewhere.' Thankfully, although put through their paces, this wa the
only serious incident suffered by the cadets. After a very successful visit
to the I 1 Battalion Irish Guards in Munster, it was then the turn of the
squadron ho sted by OC Alpha Tp, Lt Hughes, S gt Payne and gt
Bailey along with a band of cager vo lunteers from the Troop. The cadets
were shown around the AFV436's before setti ng up a four vehicle HQ
and having the finer points of cam explained to them. They were then let
loose on the radios and harness fitted to the AFV436's, and were later
tested in the form of a quiz. We were also lucky enough to 'borrow' a
hallenger 2 from the QRH based here in Paderborn o the cadets were in
heaven crawling around on and playing with armoured vehicle all day.
Overall the cadets had a busy, varied and thoroughly enjoying week
that was aimed at showing them that there's more computer power and
technology in the modern Army than they expected. It was also meant to
highlight the diversity of employment involving challenging and varied
job that the Royal Signals have 10 offer.
ALPHA T ROOP - by Sig Hepworth
Tp Comd
L t S. Hughes
Sgt M. Payne
Tp SSgt
Alpha Tp have bad a very busy few months with exercise after exercise
and a week long battleeamp improving on various military skill .
Congratulations go to C pl Mo rriso n wbo performed incredibly well on
the DIVSAAM, he has now been placed for the CE TSAAM team. ad
farewells go to Cap t Rhi d ia n Jones who i now training the finest
oldiers in the Army at ATR Bassingbourne and LC pl Andy Nolan who
has moved on to 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn. We wish them all the luck for
the future. We welcome our new Troop Commander, Lt Sofi a Hu gh es
from her Troop Commanders Course; we al o welcome Sig Gareth
Davies from 3 Div, LCpl Andy l oss (back! ) and on promotion LCpl
Tina inge from Bravo Tp.

EXER CI SE MAI LE D DIAM O ' D - by LCpl Doyle
Ex Mailed Diamond was the Squadron·s Adventure Training Camp
held in the Hartz Mountains. The instructors were the following people.
canoeing -LC pl ' ix, Hillwalking -L C pl Doyle. Mountain Biking - gt
Corcora n and Rock-Climbing- Sig Calve rt .
Week One began with an early o'clock start on the unday when .the
first group left our beloved Antw~rp Barrack. for the H.artz Mountam .
LC pl ix had his work cut out trying to explam that cap 1ze dnlls are fun
and defin itely worth anempting, other in hi group begged to differ! gt
Corcoran decided that gently does it was the way forward for his group
and made the To ur De Fra nce look like a Cyc ling Proficiency Te t

VI IT
The unit has .ho ted a coup I~ of visit of recent months. First. in March.
Lt Col Ted Flint, Co~man dmg .Officer of I (UK) Armoured Di vi ion
Headqu~rters and. Signal Regiment visiied the unit and took the
opportumty of tounn¥ tJ1e unit's line in Antwerp Barracks, visiting all
departments and meeting a good cross-section of the unit.

Sig Smith trying to find his feet
Tp Comd
C apt C. P. C rowth er
Tp S gt
SSgt 1. Ya tes
.
A per the re 1 of the Squadron we have been busy. Congratula11on go
to Sia Pidhayehkj for winning the L W shoot on the DIV AAM, al o to
L C pi Smith on hi promotion and C pl Watmuff on hi marriage. A
·always the time come to say goodbye, thi time it is to LC pl 1 eal a~d
LCpl Mannin gham . We woul d like to welcome L Cpl Ward and Sig
Warin g.
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SUPPORT T ROOP - by W02 G. W Beech
Tp Comd
Maj M. G. P. Bohanon
Tp SSgt
Sgt H. Cap elman
The last few weeks have given no let up for the ever bu y world of the
QM's Department. Once again we are preparing to move barracks, this
will be the second time in ten months. We would like to congratulate
LCpl Crawshaw on his recent marriage to C her yl. Good luck to both of
you in the future. We would like to welcome LC pl Ha ll and LC pl
lley d o n into our Troop and say farewell to S ig Bi hop and ig
r mstrong.
MAINTE A CE T ROOP - by Sgt G. Brown

BRAVO T ROOP - by Cpl Jay Sh1111leworth
Tp Comd
Lt P. . Ra ndell
Tp Sgt
SSgt J . C rabb
.
Bravo Tp wou ld like to welcome Sig Stua rt Walker from 3 UK Div,
Sig John Walker and Sig Scott Kean from Blandford. At the ame time
they wou ld like to send their fond farewell to LCpl Tony Ramwcll who
has been po ted to 3 JnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn and LCpl Lawrence who ha
moved onto 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt.

Maj lain Sta~den w~rk s himself up into a frenzy describing the
battle, in the distance the Butte de Lion monument

Brig McDowall and Cpl Shuttleworth smiling nicely

compared to the distance we cycled. Al o Sig larc Heathcote was till
adamant that sunbathing was a far better option than ha\ mg to walk up
hills. That night we all had a debrief over a few cold be\erages and
welcomed the late arrival of Sig Paul alvert our rock climbrng
instructor. As the week progressed we had more and more fun especially
as Sig Albiston reali ·cd that if you actually take pan in some acti\lt1e. 1t
can be quite beneficial. LCpl Crawshaw did his fair share for PR by
ensuring that he dressed up li ke the locals for our trip to the Bracken
which by the way is an old Cold War listening po t. At the summit L pl
Crawshaw introduced us to 'Erpsensuppe mit Wurst' which 1s Pea and
Ham soup with sausage (very nice if you enjoy a trip to the toilet). All 111
al I the first group had a most enjoyable experience even though most
were sadd le sore.
Weck Two didn't get off to uch a good start because the first group
seemed to take the weather with them back to ennelager. Due to a lot of
rain we had to adjust to cater for it. gt Corcoran played his card clo ·e
to his chest as to what his group did when the rain came down. L pl ix
and I decided that a trip to the local indoor swimming complex \\as a
good way to hide from the rain. It was a fun day even if ig Dodge
couldn't hand le the way that Germans dres in ide a sauna! Overall the
Summer Camp went very well thanks to a lot of hard work from gt
Corcoran and a tremendous amount of effort from the people taking part.

Sig Hepworth looking down at SSgt Payne amongst th e Cadets

Maj A. H. C ampbell-Black
WOl {RSM) O. W. Craig

S PPORT TROOP
QM
apt Pete McE lwce
S gt Paul Buckley
Tp SSgt
At pre cnt Support T p have been busy with the intended d~ploymcnt to
Bosnia al the end of May. W02 (RQM ) ' Doz' Day and l11s team hu~·e
spent the la t few montl1 demand ing and ensuring that the quadron \ ill

be deploying with the correct and adequate tore · that will be required.
S gt Chris Kimber and hi L D team are bu y at pre ·ent en unng that
the fou r vehicle we are taking ~ ith us are ready for the deployment. and
that the remain ing vehicle are put into out of use for the ixriod that \\C
are in Bo nia. The MT & PO\\ er ection under the watch full e e of gt
1ick Pryce are busy with servicing and pO\~'er repairs, to ensure .that the
quad ron arc able to carry out their role wh1 l on Op Palatmc. \\lust the
quadron i deployed on Op Palati ne, upport Tp per onncl have been
detached to different Troops. upport Tp \\ill return after the deployment.
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R \t 0 TR
P
fp C'omd
Lt Ben HO\\arth
Tp gt
i:t Paul Buckle'
_1 t~c beginmng of May and due "to th deployment to Bosnia at the
begmmng of June a tlmd communication Troop wa fonned. Lt Ben
Ho\\arth t~ nC\\ Troop omandcr arrived form 7 ig Rcgt n:ady to
undertake Li . T T Tr.uning along with ne\\ members of the Troop from
a"?un~ _the orp .
T T Trg started on the. May in cnnelagcr. and
th1 ''a to~ the pla_ce that the Troop meet wtth one another. t first we
st~rted to think that 1t would take ome tir1c for each other to .tart and
mmgle and get to know one and all, that ' '3S until Sia haun Brierley
started to a_mu e ?ne ~nd all with his .:heap gags~ and one or two
~ut:tanding)oke . _Keep 1t up haun you never know we ma need a part
time com dian wh1_L ton tour. Cpl Guy Ke) worth let it be known that he
wa to celebrate his :!3rd birthday \\hilst on U AT Training however
~he R \.1. \\01 ~uggie C.raig, decided that due to Guy's p~st and t~
sa\e the quadron ~ nan~e hfe would be much bener if Guy was on duty.
Before you all tart wntmg to the R' f it ~ a decided that Cpl ige tiff
''ould do the du!)'. for him.
TAT Training proved to be of ome u e to
every one.- ~1all~ for ig Luc. Corlett, whil t learning the be t way
to u.e. an interpreter mfom1ed a civilian that he could olve the problem
of clearing the m1~e field. and look mg after the farmers sheep. Thi was
to put t.he sheep m the field and let them find the mines! The Troop
would hke to welcome all the new arrivals in to Romeo Tp and we wi h
you a happy and ucce. sful time with the quadron.
TIER
HUTE . EREI ' - b) lCpl Kurt Molden
The Alter chutenuerein is a traditional 'German' carnival where the
P':ople of At1er enter a shooting competition. It i at this event that the
King and Queen for At1er i decided for the following year. ince I 54
the Aner chuten~ rein has raken place every year and only stopped on
the outbreak of World \ ar 2. In 1949 the fe tival tarted again and for
the pas~ 16 years the Royal ignal based in Osnabrock ha repre ·ented
the Military personnel in Aner.
It was during the 0 's conference that volunteer were required to
repre e~t t~e Squadron at the event. ~Lt 1ike Parke and Sgt Paul
Buckle~ Wt:re first to olu~teer e pec1ally when the O
informed the
co~ference that there was go111g to be free beer. Member of the Squadron
a~nved_ in Alter only to find that the beer tent was open, after a few beers
\~~al.I JOmed to parade and marched (walked) to the King' home. At the
Kmg home we .were given beer and good food for four hours before we
parad~d yet again to follow the King to the festival. Whilst marching
(walking) back to the fe tlval we were given drink of chnapp to keep
u m the flow of thmg . ( LCpl Dinsdale thinks this is a good idea and
the R M should adopt thi practice).
One~ at the festival the King and Queen welcomed every one and it
wa o~ to the beer tent again. Whilst in the tent, and at around 7 o 'clock
and with the party well under way. Sgt Paul 'Bucker · Buckley who
~o.uld not re1?1~~ber that ~e doe n 't like dancing - danced ..... - like an
1d1ot. 2Lt :Vh ke ew boy Parke forget he was in Gennany and looked
confu _ed when he couldn 't understand German. Well done ir - if in
doub~3ust srml~ and nod! LCpl Dave 'Old and wise' Dowson at most of
the night swaym~ and informing every one that he was old and that one
day we will be hi age. Special thanks must go to Sio Daz Burdon who
rayed off the beer for ~he day and ensured that every one arrive back at
camp safely: Finally 1g G len 'Shy boy' Hayes wa talking the night
aw!ly by tellmg everyone that he fancied a youn" Gennan girl and \VBS
i;omg to ch~t her up afi~r one more drink, ~ut he ;ever did o LCpl Kurt
Blown out ,\1old en did and she left wnhm five minutes. The day went
well and every one is looking forward to next year. That is unless we are
on tour some where.
PAP. T ROOP by Sig Yates
Tp Comd
2Lt tike Parke
Tp S gt
Sgt Pa ul Davis
Papa Troop's year started in February after a well -earned month off for

Christmas with a Troop E ·ercisc. This aimed to help in the prcpa t'
for . tl1c tour o f Bosm~.
· · our marn.
· e,fliOrt wa to get the setting up of
ra ion
the
m~m comple." (BF91) down to a T . After several moves and some
d
e~ort_all round this was .e entually achieved. Along with myself ~~~r
fii t tuner on the Ex rc1sc were (when he finally woke up) Staff ·y,
I'm aw·dke' Paul Davis, Cpl 'Crypto accounting' Mo Pay Sig 'Th ' cs
. 'Arc you ure
. ' that s right'''
IS IS
era. p l \\'anna b'<.: a 1·cc I1' L ucy orIett and Stg
1cola .Earle. We, th~n pen.t ~h~ .next month in the bays putt ing o~r
am1our out of u c as 1t wa n t 30111mg us on our six-month holiday in ti
Balka_n . We then put them back into u e, and out of use, and into use ct~c
- I tlunk you get the dn ft.
·
April saw the quadron v!sit Haltern Ranges with the purpose of
geltlng all our rcmain111 ~ !TD done and out of the way for the training
y~.ar. After some grumbling from the lads the week got under way tartin
~v1th the Rm~gc~, mo .t people managed to pass their APWT even
dead eye die~ Davis. Other elements of the week were the Law of
Armed_<;:onfl1ct, Health and afcty at Work , First-Aid. NBC and
Recogmuon les on . It all culminated in a B FT which of those who
took part we had a 100% pas. rate. After a week or o back in the bays
gettmg on and off the bu at various moments, it was time to go on two
weeks well earned Ea tcr leave.
Back from Ea ter leave and it wa all go again with UNTAT training
down m ennclager. This. aw th~ breakdown of the three normal Troops
Oscar, Papa and upport m~o their Bosnia Troops. it also saw the arrival
of the augmentecs from 7 1g Rcgt who wou ld be joining us for the Tour.
The week went quite moothly ~d swiftly until Sig 'Where's my gat?'
Lu~y _Corlett managed to .up ct JUSt about all the Squadron hierarchy by
clam11ng to have lo~t her nfle. After much shouting and creaming it was
found that she ~ad m fact not manag.e~ to get her rifle out of the armoury
- perfec\1!1atenal for a future Tec_h111c1an~ The day a lso saw ig 'Where's
the toilet. Dan.ny .T?oke have~ hnle accident on the range in sight of the
T;oop OC._ Hd1d~ t 111volve a nfle but it did involve the word projectile
ot only did 1t ra_1 c a ~ood laugh, but it also meant that nobody else had
to clean the toilets 1n preparation for the handing back of our
accommodation!
T~is ~eriod has seen the introduction of our new Troop Comd, 2Lt 'ex
Tech ~hke Pn~e. and we also ay a fond farewell and good luck to 2Lt
'"Benny Dave Hill who leaves us to start a new career in the Royal Green
Jackets. Welcome al o t.o Sig icola Earle and farewe ll to Sig Mark
Lowes ~ood luck at I Div! It' now three weeks until we deploy and my
~nal pomt is to the 7 1g Regt personnel who are joining us on the Tour , You, lucky, lucky get ,' never volunteer for anything where the number
204 crop up•

c
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OSCAR TROOP - by Sig 'legohead' Ward
Tp Comd
Lt Paul McTurk
Tp SSgt
gt 'Olly' Oliver
The pre-requirement for deployment to Bosnia have kept Oscar Tp
very busy recently start in g wit~ !TD week at Haltern Ranges. The
quadron left ~ate on a Sunday mght in order to be up bright and early
thanks to a friendly wake up call from Sgt Lyons at 0500hr . After
som_e leave II was off to ennelager for
TAT training run by 21
Engineer Regiment which turned. out to be a1.1 excellent week helped by
the gorgeous wea ther. The training culminated in a confirmatory
~xerc1s7 tested all the skill for deployment. In one incident Sig
Dmger Ben wa patrolling up a. street. when he saw an approaching
gunman. Quick as a flash he ra1 ~d his weapon , cocking it in the
process; Unfortunate ly, wh1l t tryrng to i ue the ' SFOR' Stani iii
pucam! warning S_FOR! Stop or I' ll shoot!). His rifle sling, which was
too short, caught him .around the neck sending him to the floor right on
top of a ,PROM-I anti personnel mine! Never mind ' Dinger' lets hope
rou do~ t do that for real. Unfor~unately it is time to ay good by to Sig
Melter Roberts but _the future 1 bnght at I Div we hope! Who knows
we may even ee you m Bosnia. Welcome to Cpl Sam Huby and Sig Ian
Cooke a_nd the ~ugmentees from 7 Sig Regt, at least for the duration of
the tour 111 Bosma.

19 MECHANISED BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)
qn Comd
1aj Pa ul Peel
R M
WO I (R M) te\ e Mitchell
'J!ie Squadron ha been quite busy of late, and has just about finished
~mmg around all the equipment after our little jaunt in the Balkans
owever, we h_ave made the time to enjoy ourselves a little. A squad of
buddmg canoeist; entered the LA D Canoe Slalom Championships and
brought ho_me 17 trophic , mo.re than any other team. These included a
first place m the Women's Event for ig ' icky eedh a m first and third
places 111 the Intermediate Category for 2Lt 'Eric' Bristo\\; and LCpl 'Al'
~1a.cKay respect1\ely and fourth place in the Open for Sig Ma rk ta fford.
. he team \I.as qucezcd into second place in the team events b a team of
•n!e':"auonal paddler ! Two teams the 2 Div Athletics Champio~ships with
mixed .fortu~es. !he women came second and go on to the Ann
Champ1om.h1ps, aided by some fantastic individual efforts.
y
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Jn the photo 209 ig Sqn 's Canoe Team sport their small collection of
trophie . In the back row (L-R): Cpl Justin Gill and gt Pat Howie and
in the front row (L-R): Sig icky eedham, LCpl Alan Mackay, Sig
Mark Stafford, 2Lt Simon Bristow and Sig Rob Hill.
W02 (YofS) John ' Hop-along ' Wright organised a team that took
part in 'Race the Sun', a charity competition organised by 2 Sig Regt.
The team of 25 took part in the variou events, ranging from a 6km
kayak paddle at Sam and a stretcher race at 4.30pm. A hard competition
physically, but an enjoyable day was had by all, aided by lots of
choco late freebies from Nestle, and a sizeable amount of money was
made for charity.
ALPHA TROOP
fp omd
Capt John Griffiths
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jase Smithurst
Life continues in Alpha Tp as we slowly continue to get back to
bu incss after the longest leave period that the troop has ever seen. PREs
and econd Line Inspections have kept everyone bu y whilst the Troop
Commander swanned around on jollies to Italy and Bui ford. Several Troop
members have also been kept busy on their AFY OM course with even Sig
·Crazy Chris' Allinson eventually securing a pass. Squadron adventure
training aw half the Troop down in sunny Fremington in North Devon to
experience the delights of Barnstaple in the evening and the estuary at
0645am. Sgt 'Geordie ' Pearson put in a sterling effort, injuring himself to
ensure that he missed the early morning PT and then doing his bit for care
in the community, downtown later that night. Meanwhile, Sig Jen Galley
managed to overcome her worst nightmares and ab eiled off the camp
climbing tower, whilst Cpl 'Ski' McK.ie became slightly geographically
embarras ed, missing a vital right turn whilst mountain biking. With even
more leave looming in the not too distant future , everyone is looking
forwa rd to the delights of the Squadron half marathon, two weeks of
ranges and a week in sunny Otterburn. Great.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Simon Bristow
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mick O'Brien
Since our la t entry, the Troop has een a few new faces arrive and some
old ones move on to expand their knowledge and experiences. Sig Chris
Cooper has joined us straight from the factory along with Sig Danny

McGowan from Alpha Tp. We say farewell to Cpl Dave Weather;tone
who has departed for pastures new with 15 Sig Regt and Sig . tu Paton
who has left the anny after 12 years and is now a proud member of l(UKl
Civ Div. Our best wishes go with both of them. As a Troop, we have all
spent the last two months working hard to get the vehicles ready for second
line and PRE inspections, intersperhed with a smidgen of PT to keep us
all happy. In the Inter-Troop Sports Competition, we proudly won the
first two events, the football and volleyball. be it at the expen:e of 'gt
'Mac' McGibbon, who is currently enjoying a month 's sick leave at
home with his leg up in the air. Our sympathies to Denise! Members of
the Troop took part in the 2 Div Athletics Championships and did very
well. LCpl Jase Whitehead won the high jump, Cpl Dave Pope won the
I OOm and Sig Phil Moore managed to knock down all the I I Om hurdles!
The girls' team was led to succes by Team Captain, ig Lindsey
'W2 1D' Rakocevic who won the IOOm and ig ' icky eedham who
also won her event.
PPORTTROOP
QM
Capt (QM) Graham Reith
Tp S gt
gt teve Legg
Support Tp have had a very busy month, MT have been working hard
on Vehicle inspections, LAD on PREs and the QM's dept trying to make
sense of the new Unit Equipment Table. We have also been Adventure
Training, where the 21C, Capt Peter Young, is convinced that the QM,
Capt Graham Reith , tried to kill him when he helped fit the spray deck
on his canoe and accidentally tucked the release handle inside.
Unfortunately this sma ll error was only discovered when the 21C was
upside down in rolling surf on the point of drowning. Somehow 'sorry'
didn't quite seem good enough! Congratulations to Sig 'Smoothy' Smith
for successfully completing the Royal Signals Leadership Course held
down in Blandford, anything to get away from work.
Support Tp would like to extend a big welcome to the following new
arrivals and their families:
gt Paul War dale, Cpl Lee O ' Rouke,
LCpls Grant 1cDougall, Adrian Will iam R ussel and ig J a mie
Danby. The Troop sadly says goodbye to Sgt Aidy Lines who is off to a
nice cushy number in 11 Bde and C pl Ia n K irkla nd who is off to an even
cushier number in ATO Sgt Balado Bridge in Scotland. Both have been
stalwarts of the QM's department and will be very much missed. We wish
them and their families all the best.

1 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)

Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj Paul Vingoe
WOJ (R M) Grant Joh nson

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (QM) Gerry K night
Tp SSgt
SSgt Daz Forrester
EXERCISE DRIVESAFE WED ESDAY 7 JUNE - by Cpl John Grey
Picmre by SSgt Craig Stables
The day started at 0745hrs, with ten Landrovers lined up on Jellalabad
Barracks Square, Tidworth. Each vehicle had a two man ~rew compri ing
a navigator and driver, the ten crews were subdivided into four Troop
teams to facilitate a prize giving which would be held at the end of the
day. The Troop Teams were Sabre, Bengal, upport l and Support 2. The
fir t hurdle to be overcome was a document check to en ure that all
drivers had a valid driving license and the correct documentation for their
vehicles. When thi check was complete, the crew separated and took
their vehicles to different parts of the square, where they had to complete
a total of five manoeuvring stand . These consi ted of various exerci es
to test driving skill, ranging from parking, to judging vehicle width,
trailer manoeu ring and negotiating circuits of traffic cones. Penalty
points were awarded to crews for any mistakes made while attempting the
exercises. Once the crews had completed all of the tands on the quare
they were despatched to Perham Down Training Area, where they .took
part in an orienteering competition. The navigators were shown a trammg
area master map mid had to copy the location of marker point onto their
own maps. Once the navigator had fini hed mark ing their map the
crews set off in their vehicle at two minute intervals to locate as many of
the markers as possible. There was a one hour time limit to complete the
orienteering section of the competition. Again penalty points were
awarded to the crews for any marker they did not find and also if they
did not report to the fini h line on time. When the crew fin ished the
orienteering stage of the competition they made their way back to camp
to enjoy lunch in the Junior Ranks Restaurant.
.
After lunch the participants reported to the LAD to start the fma le
tagc of the day, a navigation cxcrci e u ing roads an? tracks on and
around the tra ining areas ofTidwortl1. The crews were given 111forma11~n
books each of which contained the route they were to take presented in
grids'and trace format. After much head scratching and tryi ng to
remember whether it was up the _lair or along the corridor fir t when
plotting grid , the crews all managed to plot the route onto their map
within the time limit of 45 minute . gain they et off at two minute

interval to complete the 56km course. Whilst driving around the course,
the crews had to look out for and record the infonnation from marker
boards set out along the route, additionally, at the start of the navigation
tage they were given timing by which they had to report to manned
checkpoints along the route. Yet again the crews picked up penalty points
for mis ing marker board and being early or late at the checkpoint .
When all lhe crews were afely back at camp, they cleaned the vehicle ,
while the event organi ers totalled up the core and results of the
competition.
At I SOOhrs all crews were seated in the Bradley Club so that the OC
Maj ingoe could present prize to the winners. The winners collected
their prizes to the shouts of ' FIX' as the LAD not only ran the event, but
won it! Overall the total score were very clo e, howing the high
standards of driving and keen map reading kills within the quadron.
The results were,
·
First
LC pl Cathro and C fn p ex LAD
Second
C pl Youn g and Sig Li nd ey Sabre Troop
Best Team Effort - Support Troop 2
(Three members of our LAD, Sgt Hugh Williams, C pl Jo hn Grey and
C pl Rip Ca mplin g devised and executed Ex Drivesafe. It wa an
outstanding example of high quality training. packaged in an imaginati e
and enjoyable way. All credit goe to these three COs, well done).

The winners of Exercise Drivesafe
(L-R): LCpl Cathro and Cfn Upex, Sig Lindsey and Cpl Young
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HEBATILE IELDTO'R3-4J 'E
by l pl Fro er and LCpl Edche Blackmore
It i th . qu. dron ommander 's . trong be! ief lhat to produ e a better
understanding of ta tics and to reinforce their military education all rank
hould be afforded the opportunity 10 tudy hi 1ory's military action . To
lh1s e~d. a number of rank specific battlefield tours have recent! been
organised by the quadron. Over the weekend of 3-4 June 2000, it wa
the turn of the quadron Junior N Os. On the aturday ele en of us.
accompanied b ~he quadron omman I.or. 1aj l. P. Vingoe and O
abrc Tp, 2Lt \ 111 cro sed the hanncl to .ee the sight of France and
learn about the D-Day Beach Landing of World \ ar Two. We departed
for France. at 0500hrs ju l a Briti h Troop would ha e done all tho e
yea~· ea;.ller. On board th, ferry between Portsmouth and Le Havre.
1~JOr \ mgoe and 2Lt .' ~lls presented an overview of key events, which
ga\e e eryone. a good m-1ght mto the ormandy landings. It wa al o
ound preparation for what lay ahead.
Once in Le Havre we drove to the ormandy Memorial Museum in
Caen. The 1i;iu eum tour compri ed an exhibition of events panning the
~nd of the Fmt World \Var to end of the econd World War. It was a very
mi~restmg d1 play ol picture , documems. art work and hi torical
eq~11pmen1. Mot memorable parts of the exhibition wer the uniform and
arnll~I)' of WW!I, and lener from Roo evelt and Einstein di cus'ing the
po 1ble u e of nuclear weapons: There ~a an extensive display of
pro~a~'.l"da posters. from all ides mvolved m the conflict and lhe JewLh
exh1b1t1on wa particularly trong and hard hitting. After the mu eum tour
we !!loved to lhe cmema theatre to watch two uperbly put together pieces
of him fo?tage shot d~ri~g the econd \ orld War, the Gulf War and
latterly dunng the conflict 111 the former Yugo'lavia.
On the _econd day we we~t to vi it ome of the place een at the
mu eum. F1TSt wa Pega"u Bndge. thi wa lhe first European oil to be
liberate~ by the allie . To tand on lhe ground and ee where the fir t
th~ee gliders containing Briti h Paratroopers had to land and eize the
bndge was remarkable, how did they manage to land the thing in uch a
mal_I area? Among t u all there was a real sense of admiration for the
old1er who'd. taken part in thi operation. LCpl Eddie Blackmore
found th1 an 1mmen e source of pride a hi father was part of the
support.team who were ent in after the initial assault. We also managed
to take m lh.e.Omaha and word Beaches. Looking at the terrain and the
distance Bnt1 h and _American. oldiers had to travel, and considering
their mental an~ phy 1c~I condmon 1t wa amazmg how anyone urvived.
The sight of th1 shoreline battlefield promoted a real sen e of 0!!Tatitude
for those who lost their lives on these beaches where we stood
Fmally we vi ited t.he military cemeteries where the Briti h and
Amen.can faJlen are buned. The Briti h memorial site was an immaculate
and ilent place, sacred in it regimented rows of bleached white
head tones each bea:ing an en~ved cap badge. rank and name. There
were .many Royal 1gna!s soldier buried here. It proved to be a very
?bermg expenence seemg how young these soldiers were, sevenJeen
e1ght~en years of age, they were only kids. This pan of tbe visit was
ernononal moment for L<;pl Andy Camp bell wbo took the opportunity
t~ pay respect at ht uncles gra~e. If we th~ught the British cemetery was
big the ~menc~n 0!1e was immense, llS architecture and natural
s1;1rroundmgs g1vmg It that same tranquillity which belies the awful
Vlolence and. trauma which brought about the death of those who lie at
rest. Th~ 1g!1t of ~undre_ds and hundreds of white cro es was
bre~thtakmg, It was 1mposs1ble 10 take in just how many people died
dunng_ the D-Day landmg . The ormandy Battlefield tour was very
edu~a~onal and made u realise why we should never forget the appalling
sa.cn~1ces made on lho e beacbe . God forbid that mankind should ever
slide mto warfare on that cale again.

ar:

.
!he LS & GC Medal recipients
(L-R). SS~t Craig_Stables, Harriet Armitage and mum Sharon
Cpl Neville Armitage, Comd Comms, SSgt Lloyd Bagshaw '
'
Ruth Bagshaw, Sgt Hugh Williams
It is unusual to have a Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
presentation tn a Royal ignals unit where none of the recipients are
~~~ben, of the orps. That 1s exactly what we had however, when Brig
. · · · haw MBE, Comd Comms HQ Land came to visit in June. REME
a~d ~GC rec1p1ent duly a~sembled, the proceedings were conducted in
t e Rs Restaurant thus enabling the rank and file 10 take part; these

thing normally. happen in the ~rg~ants · Mess. It is always mtcresiin ,
an_d often oben~g to hear a s_old.1er s car~er condensed into a few sho~
mmute and delivered as a citation. Qmte often there is a dark ho •
among us who say- nothing of hi life' achievements until they arc r~
bare at an L & GC medal presentation. Well done and congratulationsa:0
all four of you and your familie .
COMM NITY AWARD
~ifo in upport Tp g?es on as usual, one of the biggest tasks since
arnvmg back from Bo ma has been the I st Tidworth Scouts sponsorsh ·
11~ fact, the Troop' efforts have been so succes ful that we won t~~
T.1d_\~orlh Cha.11.enge, an .accolade awarded annually to lhe organisation
c1v1han ?r military, which has done the most work to as i t the Iocai
community. The. Troop lay on fortnightly Sunday car-boot sa les at the
Ludgershall Vehicle Storngc Depot, which rai c much needed fund for
the cout group. T~e 111co.me. has allowed them to replace their old
co~demned hut and 1 contmmn~ .to fun? .the purcha e of fixtures and
rmmg . lncludmg all the fond rai mg achv1hes, the total rai ed 0 far .
m exce s of £30,000.
is

Squadron Commander, Maj Paul Vingoe, flanked by
Quartermasters past (R) Capt Phil Abbott
and pre~ent (L)_Capt Gerry Knight, with the community awards
Also pictured 1s Mrs Fran Catt and an extremely small Scout
WEDDI G BELLS
Finally, tl~e Troop wo~ld like to send its very best wishes to Kes and
Brad who ned lhe knot m Salisbury on Saturday 29 April. You make a
great couple. all the be t for the future.
SABRE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gordon Wills
Tp SSgt
Sgt C hr is Coates
Sabre Tp has enjoyed a good few month with the arrival of a whole
h?st of new members, not least of whom were a batch of six brand new
Signaller . A bu y exercise period bas meant a lot of hard work mo t
notably on. two recent deployments in support of 2PWRR and JPWRR
durm~ lhe1r Ex Druids Dance. Druids dance i lhe battle group training
exe:c1se on Salisbury_ Plain u i~g the Weapons Effects Simulator
equipment. A s~ort notice change 111 lhe tasking for this exerci e meant
that the new amvals had to get straight in at the deep end within a few
days ofturmng ~P · The Troop has had some time for fun as well. Having
een the lh'.ES ~t, b~t no~ been all?wed to play with it, C pl 'Kev' Young
and LCpl Smithers Smith orgarnsed a paint balling day. The event was
a great success, attended by 25 members of the Troop. Over all we fought
ten p1l?hed battles through the day, with a nwnber of themes, lhe authors
favourite bem~ the all out killathon , which was the Hay Bale Field. Each
havmg been give a number on entry, we fought as odds against evens. At
the end of the .day the evens were on ly just beaten by half a point. Or was
lhat half.a _Paint. The future also looks busy, with Troop and Squadron
level trammg. ahead of us and another Ex Druids Dance to support.
~1thout que lion, however, there will also be more of the fun to come A
big well done to gt : .orrie' Crook who, upon promotion, has inheri;ed
the Provost Sergeants JOb from Sgt Kev Tuigger. Once again welcome
to the newcomer and good luck in the Troop.

Interested in
Offshore Sailing?
Then contact Maj Atkinson on:

(9) 4331 3043 or
01722 433041

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
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SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)

ALPHA TROOP - by Sig Murray
Tp Comd
2Lt J. K. Hawkins
Tp SSgt
SSgt J. Walker
As periods of leave and exercises come to an end. the Troop was soon
fully manned again. There was a state of upheaval, a some of the
Squadron were rushed to the tropical paradise that is Sierra Leone. 2Lt
Jim Hawkins, Cpl cott Dcrnie, Sig 'M un' Murray and other lads
from the Squadron were all deployed in support of I Para during Op
Palliser. It was an interc ting three weeks, but we were all glad to get
back. While we were away lhere was a spate of departures and arrivals.
We would like to welcome the following to the troop, ig Trist Ancell,
ig Paul Encell and Sig John mith from RS Blandford. A welcome to
S gt JJ 'Talker' Walker who is taking over from SSgt Chris McKenna.
Goodbye go out to Sig Merv Young who i returning to 14 Sigs and Sig
Markus Kershaw who is heading up north to 2 Sigs. Congratulations to
those new fathers in the Troop. Including Cpl Shaun Smith with
daughter Sophie-May and LCpl cott Robinson with daughter Jessica.
The Troop is now looking forward to Ex Eagles Strike in July. Ex
Medicine Man in September and of course, some adventure training.
BRAVO TROOP - by Sig Allen
Tp Comd
Lt R. A. Hamilton
SSgt P. Bartliff
Tp S gt
Easter leave came and went all too quickly. Since then LCpl Good has
come back from his Class One to enlighten us on everything we didn't
know about generators. Yet more people have been detached from the
hosen Troop to bring some form of profe ionalism to other less able
units. Sig 'fuzzy bear' Foster is currently working in BATUS and LCpl
Young is with 2 Para jungle training in Belize. An exerci e of graft and
toil in the Ascen ion Island wa unfortunately cut short for LCpl ' Gaz'
Lawson and Sig Allen as the Sqn was recalled for the ierra Leone
deployment. Jn the end Cpl ' Robot Mary' Murray. Sig ' interesting
shaped beret' Jone , Sig Drabwell, ig ' y" Wealleans and Sig White
represented the Troop and defended British intere ts again t the
sharpened mango fruited one .
Promotion to SSgt meant that we had to say a sad farewell to Sgt 'Moon
monkeys' Owen to 35 Signal Regiment. We would like to wish Dave and
Chris ie all the very best. Finally the very be t of luck goe out to Cpl
'Larry' Kirk and LCpl 'Scads' Scadden who have bung up their combat
jackets for the last time and are off out into Civvy Street; remember us
when you are managing directors and are earning your millions!
CHARLIE TROOP - by LCpl Richardson
Tp Comd
Lt O. T. B. Courage
Tp SSgt
Sgt P. Hatton
.
Two new soldiers have joined C Tp and the boy would like to
welcome and ensure them that there 's no pressure on them to pa P Coy;
here's hoping that Sig Dun eith and ig McLachlan, have a happy and
enjoyable time. 216 Sig qn were recently approached by 30 Sig Regt for
WOTA operator to participate in an exercise in Ghana, Africa. The
chosen few were Cpl ·The General' Dern ie, Cpl 'Three week and till
white' Benson, and LCpl 'fly food ' Cant and myself. Olher personnel
flew out to the Ascension Islands to provide the 'other end' including Sgt
McG uinness, Cpl Knibbs, LCpl Lawson, Sig Bacon. Sig Allen and Sig
Morris. The rest had the honour of staying in Bramcote - unlucky! (of
cour e they had the better deal as they didn't have to put up with tlie ,
mo qui toes and red hot weather like the re tofus.
.
The teams flew out to their variou countrie on 28 April 2000.
Everything had gone more or le s smoothly o naturally it all had to start
going wrong when we arrived in Ghana. The heat hit u a the _Jet doors
opened and by the time we had found our transport ~vc ~ere m tauers.
The waiting bu oven took us off to our accommodation m the Ghaman
Staff Officer College, pa ing through shanty-towns that housed
dweller living at the end of the poverty line. Memories of Alder hot
flooded back a we pa. ed people dre. sed in rag begging for food and
ca h. The bus was given a police e cort consi ting of one man on an
ancient looking motorbike wearing the biggest crash helmet I have ever
seen. He rode ahead of us with no regard for hi or anyone el e's safety.
which kept us amused for the journey. The WOTA kit finally
arrived ... well most of it, a the airline kindly left two of our boxes back
in the UK. We et our kit up in a record slow time due to the hard ground
and having to stop for water every 5min . Once the link with the
Ascension team was in it wa pretty plain sa ilin g. Unfortunately the
following week 30 ig Regt were warned off for Op Palli er and the
remainder of the Exercise began to look tenuous.
Due to the heavy RAF commitment to ierra Leone, it \Vll . a few day
until we were moved from Ghana and flown to Senegal where we were
held for about a week. Compared to Ghana, enegal was freezing at night
and was the first and only time I used my leeping bag. From enegal we
flew onto ierra Leone to Lungi airport, where we were able to marry up
with the 216 blokes who went in with 1 Para including 2Lt H awki ns, C pl

Fulton. Cpl Stuart, LCpl •Loaf head' Shields and Sig • Jeep mon ter'
Hoggett. The rebels had very nicely timed kicking off with the beginning
of the rainy season. Every night there would be a massive down pour of
big heavy blobs of warm rain which wasn't too unpleasant and cooled the
air for IOmins. Other than the shift roster there wasn't much to do but
catch rays . Some of us managed to get away around the country. pl
Launder ended up providing comms for the boat patrols on the rivers,
ig Fyfe was up and down to Aberdeen Peninsula with the I Para RSO
and I managed to get to Lungi Lo village for six day with C Coy to
provide a link back to the ops room. During this time some of our blokes
managed 10 get a flight home because they had no job to do.
From 23 May 2000 onward , the whole affair began to wind down. As
the Royal Marines started to take over, 216 packed up and waited for a
flight home, whittling away the hours playing Yahtzee. Meanwhile YofS
Wilson got his head down for a couple of days in an air-conditioned tent
with the medics with some poor excuse like he had tonsillitis. We took
full advantage of the airport facilities including the duty free hop and
became competent at wheel chair wheelies which seemed to be in
plentiful upply. By 28 May 2000 everyone le s ig Crutchley wa back
in the UK. He was flown onto HM Ocean and lived on the ship for a
week. It was an experience not to be forgonen but definitely not repeated.
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt . A. C lark
Tp SSgt
S gt P. Latimer
April and May were again busy months for Support Tp. culminating in
the much awaited all ranks Sqn function. The 70's night saw the singlies
buying deviant costumes from the charity shops whilst the Staff Sergeants
and above raked in their wardrobes for their teenage clothes. Fir t prize
for porn tasb has to go to Cpl 'how long will this makeup take to come
off?" Wit on . After a small commitment to the Brigade CAST, the
majority of the Troop were stood down for Easter leave, with only the
Lanyard team staying behind to train. Well done to gt Ray on and LC pl
Clo ney for a brilliant effort and playing key role in the team's victory.
Ex Argon Mercury saw the deployment of ome of the Troop to unnier
climes including Ghana, the Ascension I land and Bramcote. The
Exercise was cut short due to the commitment in Sierra Leone. Four tech
deployed - Cpl Tve got no webbing or helmet' Benson , C pl 'U Jock
burn in the sun' Stuart , Cpl 'Furry Roach ' Fulton and C p l 'I've not
even bad time to unpack my MFO' Stoj anovic. The Squadron remains on
RI. Con equently lhe Troop has been busy preparing for any eventuality.
Duty rumour during Op Palliser has to be awarded to C pl 'I like digging I
do' Williams for hi tory of the Squadron's deployment to the forward
mounting base on the i land of Tenerife. The Troop says farewell to C pl
Willia ms on his po ting to Civ Div, but says hello to Sig 1arsden from
the factory. A well done mu t be said to LC pl 'Yes. thi para mock is a
permanent fixture of my body' Browni ng on pas ing hi jumps course
and a get well oon goe out to Cpl Angel.
LANYARD T ROPHY 2000 - by Lt Toby Courage
This years competition was held in Dartmoor. Competitors a embled
on 4 May at Okehampton Camp in eager anticipation: in all twenty-eight
teams entered. The route for the fir t even! of this millennium was
suitably demanding. ft was a full forty miles over the baron, hilly terrain
.which characterises Dartmoor. avigation would clearly be a vital skill
for each of lhe team .
The event started at a car park just east of the small village of Hartford
at 05:00hrs on Thursday 5 May. Lt was a ma ed start with teams pread
out over a considerable di lance. The sun had not quite appeared over the
horizon when the starting hooter sounded and the compet ition wa on.
The fir t Checkpoint wa a little over 3km away and some teams eemed
over eager to get to it. racing off a quite a lick 011ly to suffer afterwards as
lhe initial climb took its toll. The di.tance between checkpoint one and
two was more con iderable, ome 9km f6r tho e who got the navigation
right. and thi leg acted to pread the teams out. By Checkpoint five 216
Sig qn had a 2 minute lead over 22
ig qn and a I hour 13 minute
lead over 7 Sig Regt. In lhe women' competition there gap wa much
closer with ju t 16 minute eparating three of the four team . 35 ig
Regt led the Territorial ~rmy teams at this ta~e,_ but lhey had. Leed OTC
just three mmutes behind them. By Checkpoint 10, 30 1g Regt had
taken econd place from 22 ig qn , leading111em by nine minute . 216
Sig qn maintained a healthy cu hion leading 30 ig Regt by 39 minute .
However, the real battle wa raging with the girls' teams. !though 15 ig
Regt had dropped out of contention by this tage, just four minute
separated 30 Sig Regt from second place t I ig Regt. A battle was al-_o
in full flow with the TA teams. Leed OT had ecured the lead by tlus
stage with their neare t rivals 31 minute behind.
heckpoint 15. 22
ig qn natched
Again the table were to turn b
econd place with a now healthy lead over the third placed 7 ig Regt. . t
this ' tage 30 ig Regt and I ( K) rmd Div ig Reg! were hard on 7 1g
Regt's tail. 216 ig qn had managed to build up what wa by this tage
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an una --ailable ~•ad over ~2
ig qn. the gap being I hour and 5
m!nute .. In the g1~l con~pet111on 11 ig Regt took the lead and were 14
mmu.te ahead ot 30 1g Regt. At the fini h 216 ig qn won by a
m~rgm of I hour an~ ~ I minutes. however the next four po itions in the
regular male compe11.tion were ve~y keenly fought with j u t 34 minutes
bct\\ee~ them. 2~ . 1g q1~ came m -econd and 7 ig Regi th ird. In the
\\Omen · compellhon 11 1g Regt crossed the line first with a time of
14 hour . and 9 minute . 30 ig Regt lo · t a little time between
!1eckpomt IS and the finish but still ac hieved a very re pcctablc time
~I 14 hours and 41 minute . The fa test TA teum wa Leed OT with a
time ~f.16 hou~s and. 20 minute , however. they were disqualified as
they f1111. hed with a.n mcomplete team. Thi left. 34 ig Regt to ke the
gl?l) with _a f1111 · hmg ume of 16 hour and 2 minutes. 35 ig Regt
\\ 1thdrc\\ from the _competition in ome style. They laid down their
bergen at. C:he~kpomt.1.1 and ~eaded for a local pub! The tables below
hO\\ ~e. f1111 . hmg po ltlon of the top three team in each of the three
competilion :
Reg.u lar tale Team Competition
Fu t
216 Signal quadron
10 hour 29 minutes
e~ond
228 1g:nal Squadron
11 hour 40 minutes
Thud
7 ignal Regiment
12 hours 00 minutes
Reg.ular Female Team Competition
Fir t
11 ignal Regiment
14 hours 09 minutes
Se~ond
30 ignal Regiment
14 hours 41 minutes
Third
15 ignal Regiment
16 hours 30 minutes
T Team ompetition
16 hours 23 minute
Fir t
34 ignal Regiment
Finished undermanned Leed UOTC
16 hours 20 minute
18 hours 21 minutes
Fini hed undcrnianned 38 ignal Regiment
The spirit of all the competitor was first cla s. Throughout the event
teams d1 played a teely .detern1ination to do well but there wa al o a
great .deal of. cama.radene amongst fellow competitor . The en e of
occasion contmued 111 the bar aflei:vards f?r tho e teams that felt up to it.
The next day was the Team .Captams debrief and the SOinC pre ems the
pnze. ·There was much praise for the event organi ers, 2 16 Sig Sqn for
ruruung w~at was .seen a a tremendously uccessful competition. The
Squad~on
team victory mean that it wil l have th e honour of
orgam mg next years competition as wel l.

introduced this year. At ~c Morrison up our only representative, Sig
' Mags' West came second 111 the female longJump competition. Well done
10 all the competitors and support staff involved in the above events. The
first two weeks in May saw the quadron involved in the Brigade battle
camp. at Sennybridge. T~e camp was spl.it into two one-week packages,
with the Squadron supply1.ng DS and admin support to the organiser , 243
Sig qn . Herc's the memoirs of one of our DS, Sgt Andy Cannadine

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL FORMER
OFFICERS OF 216 SIGNAL SQUADRON!
In previo~s years, .2 16 Sig Sqn has held an annual reunion dinner
for all. Airborne Signal~ .Officers. This year is to be no exception
and will mark the transition of the Squadron from Airborne to Air
Assault.
This year's dinner will be held in the Officers Mes at 16 Air Asslt
Bde 111 Co lchester, Essex on 20 October 2000. Proformas have
already been sent to all known Airborne officers, but we suspect
t~ere arc more who may have moved to a new address since the last
dinner.
The victorious 216 team
together with it's assiduous support team
front row .(L-R): Cpl Hoskins, Cpl Barnes LCpl Thorpe
Lt Courage, Sig Bourne , LCpl O 'Donnell; back row; Maj Ho~per
LCpl Salmon, Sgt Rayson, LCpl Cloney LCpl Lancaster
'
Sgt Combe, Sig Sherrington, LCpl Black~ore Sig Drabw~ll
Cpl Fernie
'
'

If you are one of these individuals and are keen to attend the dinner
please contact c.apt Steve Clarkc_on O1206 782784 or md
946512784 who will send you details of the event.

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

· Q ADRO. HEADQUARTERS
qn Comd
faj fan Seraph
SM
W02 (S M) Ewan Hall
The quadron. would finally like io welcome our new s uadron
fre fro!11 his brief jaunt to SicrriLcone.
.
. , aJ
ave Gilchrist can now return happy to the
re Iauve quiet of 0 Oscar Tp and st rt
· k
' ·1
'
cttlement.
..The quadr:n
111 unng t e gal> pcnod. Smee the last post the Squadron has been vc
bu >competmg m vanous competitions, a Brigade battle camp and goi~

~~~~.:~g~~ 1:J.la(~F~)raDph,
~haJtercd r~
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THERE JS GREEN AND PLEASANT LA D IN LO DO

The SOinC presenting the Lanyard Trophy to the team

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)

.F INISH

out on a 'Squadron. Walkabout'. Considering our resources, we 've had a
~~ryssuccessful pcnod. The shooting team fought a fine battle with 243
~g Mq.n at the. Corps SA.AM, losing out by the narrowest of margins for
t e
mor Umts Championship. In the London District RAM the team
~me away with the Regular Minor Units Championship, the Regular
mo~ U111ts .March and Shoot Trophy as well as individual honours for
Shgt Si Schofield as the Regular Pistol Champion and ig Toby Green as
t c Regu.lar ew Shot Pistol Champion. Jn York , for Race the un the
!fam ~m;.he~ , eighth ~JVerall, with special mention going to ig C hris
ast, ul 1rst. McGuire, who set the best time for the run-bike-run event,
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2000

238 IG AL SQUADRO - SQ ADRO. W LKABO 'T
by Sgt 'Chalky' White
On 27 April 2000, 12 hardy souls from 238 Sig qn ranging from the
qn Comd, Maj Dave Gilchrist, to new arrivals such as L pl 'Jonno'
Johnson participated in the fi rst Squadron walkabout of the new
millenmum. The event organised as ever by gt 'Chalky' \\ hite took
place along the Grand Union Canal at Watford. God looked down on u.~
that day, as the sun shone and the threat of scattered sporadic shower
never materialised. Aft.er battling our way through the carnage that is
London's traffic, the intrepid bunch set off from Cassiobury park in
Watford. Along the way we were treated to some wonderful ight~ such as
watercress beds, wildlife, fis hermen, canal boats, as well a finding out
how to, and how not to, open lock gates from a local boatman, which
totally confused the educationally challenged amongst us, including (Yof
S) eil Stewart. The be t ight of all was reserved until approximately
half way around the walk, The Kings Head Pub. It's funny how all thi
walking brings on a raging thirst and hunger. A wonderful pub
lunch/packed lunch was had by all. whilst listening to the tale of travel
from LCpl Keith Ford on Australia, Maj Dave Gilchrist on epal, W02
(YofS) 1 eil tewart on Oman and gt 'Chalky' White on kcgness
(Bull ins). Aft.er lunch is was back onto the beaten track and an opportunity
for a photo shoot from a passing local, before heading back into
Cassiobury Park to complete the loop and an enjoyable day out.

2 BRIG DE BATILECAMP 2000 - EXERCISE BL ZJ G BR 0
D PERSPECTIVE
Friday 30 April aw the quadron DS representatives - S gt ndy
annadine, SSgt Si Hadley, Sgt Bob Garlick and Cpl Stevie Hook deploy on the advance party for tl1c Bde annual Battlccamp.
Congratulations to W02 SSM ' I managed to do both weeks ofBanlecamp
and still have clean combats' Morrow and Sgt Bob ' Read the Palms,
done the course and got the T-Shirt ' Lawrence of 243 Sig Sqn for
organising the jaunt over a Bank Holiday weekend. At the time of
deployment, we were all well aware that many cliches would be used in
anger when Sgt Bob 'I've Just come from 11 Signal Regiment Garlick
wa heard muttering, ' How weak and unmilitary the wearing of gloves
was.' Only to be met with many replie of, 'Any fool can be cold.'
Over the initial few days of detailed recces and lesson prep,
Sennybridge Training Area wa true to form with regards to the weather.
everthele s, it brightened up for the Troops arriving on Sunday. Units are
reminded to book the correct weather in future for the event, ' Remember it ain't training if it ain't raining'. Ten minutes into day I aw Sig Chri
McGuire of 238 Sig Sqn being caught by W02 'I've got pink pyjamas
and dirty combats' mi th of 251 Sig Sqn with two pot noodles, ix Mars
bar and noodles galore in hi Respirator pouch. Was this a sign of what
was to come? Well if the Demolition Brothers - one other than S gt
Andy ' SSgt I' Cannadine and Si 'SSgt 2' Hadley - can manage three fry
ups in a day, why should everyone else be confined to the delights of
compo for a week. With the troop split up into Sections under the
watchful gaze of their section DS - that's when Sgt Daphne ·Vogue' Clash
of 251 ig Sqn wasn 't posing for photographs - they participated in many
varied military ski lls lessons over the next few days. fnjuries were
inevitably sustained by everal individuals. However. Week One saw the
miraculous recovery of Cpl Durkin of 243 ig Sqn with the able
assistance of two strips of orange mine-tape. Maybe the medic ought to
prescribe orange mine-tape armband in future as opposed to the tandard
Bruffen and TubiGrip. ot to be out done, LCpls Andy · emaphore
Whizz-Kid' Carr and Bri 'Twice around my beautiful bronze body - GO!'
tewart of 238 Sig Sqn elected for the same cure during Week 2, and it
worked!
o prizes were presented for Be t ection, etc... but
congratulations go to LCpl Sheppard of 243 ig Sqn on becoming the
World Champion Scbermuly Chucker for 2000 with a record distance of
10 feet. Well she did warn the Demolition Brothers earlier that throwing
things was not her forte . In addition a special mention goes to Cpl Steve
' Beast-master' Hook on managi ng to be the only Section D to injure
participating Troops. ext ti.me, don 't do the chains up so tight!
Day Four of each week saw the Demolition Brothers and the
Bea t-master on the Practical Demolition Area (PDA). allowing the troop
to try their hand at preparing and detonating confidence charges. !though
all went to plan on the whole, S gt i HadJey did have to deal with two
charges that weren't initiated correctly. A pecial mention to a member of
the DS, gt 'JB' Blyth of241 ig qn. for being one. of the PDA ~wo. The
final attack of the Exercise saw all the troop storming an occupied farm
complex, bravely defended by all those wearing orange mine-tape
armbands. Artillery strike BATSJM were kindly .Pro ided by ~1e
Demolition Brothers. Mind you even they got it wrong 111 Week Two with
two uninitiated charges being left until Endex before being dealt with.
The final day of each week were not disappointing either. Week One
saw a rumpus in the car park between a hormone unbalanced Staff
Sergeant and a sleepless and tired Staff erg ant (both of whom remain
nameless) with 1033's being drawn in anger. Weck Two aw a kill at
Arms qualified individual (again nameles ) checking a GPMG barrel for
cleanliness inside whil t the BPFA ( orry ir ! That hould be BFA) wa
still fined. o wonder it wa dark in there! In all. a good time was had by
all and the Demolition Brotl1er survived to blow some more thing up
next year.
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MJKETROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) R. icol
Tp SSgt
SSgt . J. Cannadine
The end of February saw half of the Troop deserting work for a kiing
holiday, in the form of Ex Winter Warrior, in Hochfitzen, Austria. Well
done to Sgt Jacobs and ig M uhammad for achieving silver awards in
alpine skiing, LCpl ' Ginge' ,mith and ig 'Stabilizers' McGuire for
achieving bronze awards, and Sig ' Muller' McFaul for getting the wooden
spoon! With ig ' Mongo· McFaul leaving and the rest of the Troop
needing to off-load lot of pent-up stress, it was decided by our illustrious
leader that our notoriously gung-ho Troop would embark on a paintballing afternoon. Two teams, one consisting of Techs the other of Mech ,
fought bravely for hours on end. Of course no grudges were borne by
either side. Honest! After many bruises being rewarded, the end result was
an inevitable win for the Mech . Any offers of a challenge are to be made
to Sig 'Stop that, it hurts' McGuire.
With the Squadron CIS Helpdesk coming to it's end at the time of
writing, the ACISG workshops under the guidance of gt Jacobs are in a
race to clear all outstanding jobs prior to the hand-over to Alder hot.
Summer brings the busy eason for the Radio and PA section , with the
forthcoming Queens Birthday Parade, Queen Mothers IOOth Birthday
celebrations and the new Royal Military Tournament 2000. A truly
stressful time for the Troop as it means all work and no play. As well as
work, half the Troop found time to attend the annual 2
C) Signal
Brigade Battlecamp in Sennybridge (the other half all dreamed up
substantial excuses) wi th a fun time being had by all. Thanks to the
Demolition Brothers (S gt's Andy Cannadine and Si HadJey) for
organising the early morning wake up calls.
Welcomes are extended to Cpl 'Johnny mnemonic' Mesmer from 30
Sig Regt LCpl 'JP' Thomas, fre h meat from Blandford; and to ig 'MJ
Muhammad aft.er reappearing from her recent detachment to the Ethnic
Minorities Recruiting Team. Farewell's go out to Cpl' IS pints before 10
o'clock, in bed by S past' Booe who leaves us for unny I ig 'The
Daddy Mcfaul who's off to Germany. and to Sig 'Motormouth' Blevins
who leaves the Corps for civvy street. Good luck to you all. On a imilar
note. farewell to Sig· ' Piers' Daw and ' Off on another jolly' Multammad
who are to be imminently detached to the CIPIT team in Bo nia and
Kosovo. In addition, Sig Daw is to be congratulated on receiving hi first
tape, not to mention the added bonu of a po ting to Cyprus in October
2000
OSCAR TROOP
Sqn/Tp Comd Maj (TFC) Dave Gilchrist
Tp S gt
Sgt Karen Ripley
A not o hectic reporting period for the Troop this time around with no
new project being undertaken. ihe main focu of attention ha been how
can we cope with the loss of major manpower at all le els within the
Troop. laj (TFC) Dave Gilchrist ha been dual employed as both
quadron and Troop Commander, o the Troop personnel aw a lot le of
him. Welcome back Maj Gilchrist. gt Lindy Lawrence was recently
transferred from her post of D hift DSO within London Central
COMMCE (LCC) to replace the already departed gt Debbie Go nell in
the ADA. Sgt Bob Garlick arrived from the training e tabli ment that i
11 ig Regt to work in the COMMCE as a replacement for gt
Lawrence, only to complete three shift cycles before being thru l into the
Squadron Training Wing. Sgt 1andy Eardley complete the trio of
moves on the
CO idc as he now re ide over D hift in the
COMM CE aft.er her arrival from HAPE. The Troop had to ·ay goodbye
to Miss Donna Wilson (C03) after she decided to move onto pa tures
new. Donna had been here\ ithin the OMMCE for five years and wa
one of the well established and likeable character . Thank· for all your
effort Donna over the years and all the best with your new career in the
future . Mrs Jill rquhart (C03) ha ju t been promoted and taken over
the reign· a the Ton Davis's (C02) able deputy.
A number of other key personnel have ince departed ·o it is with fond
memorie we ay goodbye to tl1e following: Cpl Chris allance and LCpl
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Peie Fagg to ch dh. i 0 (,oon to be Pte) Jenny tills, who's moving over
to the GC. Unfortunately the Troop came a rather disappointing third
pla
m th Inter-Troop swimming competition. but 11 is with high
opnm1sm that '' look forward to the football competition. a we strive to
m rerue our overall lead.
R DIO T ROOP
Tp omd
Lt Andy Wilson
Tp gt
gt Mark Brooksbank
. F~r~tly. Radio Tp ha ome hello's and a goodbye. Th· Troop welcomes
mto 11 · f?ld ig Wayne Gibson from 249 ig Sqn, LCpl Sha un Dinsda le
from. 7 1g Regt well done haun, w1thm three days of hi arrival he wa
running a half marathon for the quadron on Race the Sun! We al o have a
ney, Troop ergeant, Mark 'Brook y' Bnlo ksba nk from the outland of 3
~ \Re~1e .fiWe ay goodbre t~ gt i · chofs · Schofield who s escaping to
• 1 e ~ or a hort p nod . m. prepaf'.111on for hi re-trade to lnfom13tion
Y tern Operator, before his 1mpendmg po ting to 30 ig Regt. Mention
here has to go to ' ch.of ' Troop leaving peech. Guinne s have been
approached a~ut
Ung the record for the longe t. mo t rambling.
drunke~. public peech.
!so congratulations go to' chofs' as he' ll arrive
at 30 1g Regt as a taff ergeant.
As we ap~roach. the .n;iayhem that is Ceremonial eason. Radio Tp have
bee~ b~ Y d1 _gu1. mg n s self as a quad.ron, upplying the majority of
old1ers repre entmg the quadron at vanous competitions. Firstly there
d'.3 the Corps AAM (Radio ~ro~ided I00% of the manpower), followed
1rectJy after by t.he London D1stnct RAM (Mike Tp kindly p1ov'ided one
~ld1er. to make It a truly quadron team!). May wa very bu y. tartin
wnh the Brigade
camp.
Radio produced the only entry from
quadron to the Mom on Cup, m the form of Sig 'Mag ' West The end
of May aw the Squadronffroop.in York for Race the un (Radio. provided
15 of .the 19 who. made the tnp up to 2 Sig Regt) On top of all 111is
commitment. R~~10 Tp pr.oved victorious in the quadron LnterTroop
FootbaJI compel!llon. catchmg 0 car Tp overall to tie for the competition
lea~_hH~e are the thoughts of ig Toby Green on three of tho e events:
_e orps AAM and L ondon Di trict RAM : The quadron sent a
shootmg team to the Corp SAAM which wa band picked from a cast of
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Brigade BattJe Camp: 2 Sig Bde held their annual battle camp in th
sunny hill of Sennybridge, which for once actually was sunny and d ~
The good weather held out for the two weeks which kept everyone's mo7ai
up (except for the D , who were treated to both weeks in the Welsh h"ll )
Two group from the quadron attended over the two one week ack~ :s·
The battle camp started with the basic , ·uch as pairs' fire and m~noeu~e·
camouflage and concealment an~ contact drills . Then progre sed right th~
way through to more 111-depth kill , uch as night navigation, OBUA drill
and. ect1on attack . Everyone had a chance to use variou pyrotechnics
?unng t~e week and there w~s one memorable occasion when LCpl Zoe
Lau.nch Sheppard had ll1e JOb of launching a schermuly and amazed all
onlooker~ as he threw it a co~ple of metre into a nearby ditch! The week
ended, with a dawn attack agamst a defended building, lots of ' bangs' lots
of confusion and a lot of effort! Afterwards, we were given time t~ eat
breakfast before the last test. a section a ault course! The battle cam was
vcry well pr~pared ~nd run by Sgt 'Rambo' Lawrence and eve~yone
1eamt new ski lls and improved old ones.

by SSgt Lmdsey Man/..1e/ow - Team Cap1ain
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. The Team Winners - Corps SAAM Minor Units
(L-R ) · SSgt M.a n kte l~w , Cpl Durkin, Sig Hill , LCpl Golightly,
LCpl Fitzpatrick, LCpl Liddle and LCpl Joyce
Absent: Cpl Gregory

Why not visit the Royal Signals Museum?
For opening . h,Q~[§_ rtog ,. :. JJJ. ~5.8 ,4.82248,, ...:.:;._
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The Prize
Maj Gen I. 0 . J. Sprackling OBE presents LCpl Joyce
with the Minor Units Team Cup and FIBUA medal

..,

HIP

Having received details about the event I decided although the m1htary
element of the unit is a minority and the females even less we would enter
a team. I rang SSgt Bill Butler in 11 ig Regt who was organi. ing the
event and he informed me that ourselves and 11 Sig Regt were the only
two teams to enter, therefore we would automatically go through to the
Army Championships, the only small detail to resolve would be who
would be first or second in the lntt:r nits. We decided that on the
Tuesday even ing before the Army Championships we would go to
Blandford, to ta.ke on the Army Champions. After getting six girls
tog~ther those bemg, W02 Bernie Smith, gt Mand Duffy, gt Jackie
Grime , Sgt Elly Pomeroy, pl M. J. Durkin and LCpl Vinny incenli
we played the match and were inevitably beaten, but we put up a good
fight.
The following week was the Army Inter Unit Championships which
were to be held in Larkhill. Not one for being beaten. l decided to train
the girls every lunchtime in the week leading up to the event. When we
arrived the girls were nervous and didn't hold out much hope for
themselvc . After seeing their improvement in training I knew we would
work hard whatever the cost. The first game to be played was against 11
Sig Regt, the current Champions who in the previous week had already
beaten us. After a long hard fight we took the first set, the girls were
elated and so was the OC who couldn't control himself on the edge of the
court. We went on to knock the Champions off the board. The day was
long and hard w.ith everyone putting in every effort. We managed to get
through to the fmal but unfortunately Pribright took the Championship.
Well done the girls.

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(AIR M OBILE FORCES (LAND))

Sqn Comd
Maj D. B. Hudson
SSM
W02(SSM) K. Marsh
Another busy period for the Squadron, which has seen the return from
orway and per onnel deployed on the exercises mentioned below. ln
addition members of the Squadron have deployed on trials to the
Netherland and Belgium and one lucky chap has spent six weeks in
Corsica. We have also seen ome well de erved promotions, in particular
Sgts Pete Lawn and Jase Raybould . Congratulations also to
M Ken
Marsh and his wife Tracey and our Chief Clerk, SSgt J ohn Sharples and
his wife J eanette, on the birth of their baby girl .

CORPS SKILL AT ARMS ME ET! G - APRIL 2000

IT VOLLEYBALL CHA 1PIO.

by SSgt Lindsey Manktelow
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243 SIGNAL SQUADRON

COAfter being g iven the ta~k of ru nni ng th e u n it team for the
. ~SAAM 2000, a com))et1 t1on l had beard very little about r set to
\\Ork. Th~ volu~teers cons1 s~ed of Cpl 'Greg • Gregory, Cpl ''1'11 sort
th~mG0 ~! hD ~rkrn, ~Cpl ·Fitz -, vodka and orange' Fitzpatrick, L C pl
I'm h~ 1 ~ ~.j ~pl P.re.tty Boy Joyce and Sig ' I haven't got a clue why
,
e 1 ·
e trammg wa held at various ranges over a period of
two month but due to work commitments, it was a case of et there when
you ?Ould. We men t~vell~d to Pirbright on 3 Apri l 2000 1 spend a week
~~mg and ~hen straight 1~ to the competition, thanks to the help of Sgt
;:: e hC°J'le>,, who let us Jum p ~nto his ship for training. Let's face it
w t e oesn t know about hooting is not worth knowing
'
hWell, a couple of the boys had been there before and knew exactly
w at to expect which wa a great help. The first day was great, brilliant
suns~me, ho':"ever, the rest of the week was not to be the same Ever
y
evemng .consisted of a check with the stats tent and the scores The
24 1 Sig Sqn were in there every 1 1
eme to
neck and neck with them. It was litera ll down
t~ the last hoot.. Cpl 9regory, LCpl Fitzpatrick and L C 1 G:i,i htl
s&re~t Ill the pistol Illes managing to get through to the s~oot offgwit~
, 1g egt, which was ~heard of as we had knocked the Ghurkas out [t
~=r~l~= ~r~ ~s~cially as we had just finished the Pistol when ~e
M.
U .
a one on the finaJ shoot. Excellent we had won the
mor mts. There was none as happy as me that day. 'rhe boys worked
~:ie~~{;~ar~ and at the prize ~iving L C pl .Joyce won a medal for the
week. Well don~~e ~a~~~l surpri se for us all, a fantastic end to a great

ARMY 11 'TER

thou and . con i ting entirely of Radio Tp (no surprise there the 'l Th
te~1m . startcd o~ well ~nd looke~ as if they may be in with a cl~~n~e e
the .Mmo1 Um ts hamp1onsl11p, until Lt •Just wait till the L
Wtls?n d~ctded. he would just scare the targets on the Roberts c 1
Luckily 1g Del ot keen and not green' Kearns faired somewhat bet~P·
The .Team ended runners up. on count back, to 243 ig Sqn (who I e~
received some expert .coachmg from 11 Sig Regt prior to the AAMJa a
good one-two for 2 1g Bde though! Straight after the Corps SAAM 'h
Squadron went .mlo the London District RAM. Reinforcements fr l e
Ch~I ea duly arrived with ig Stu 'Giggsy' Parker rarin, to 0 de ~m
havmg to work over the weekend. A cold and miserable gatur5ay st~ri~~
bad~y with the Range staff on the fir·t shoot somewhat unprepared! Thi
caused confusion among t the rank , e pecially to LCpl 'Oop near!
t
you!' Bull, but the lea t said about that the better! The end r~sult :ftago
re-sho~t for the team at t11e end of the day, when we were thoroughly c~I~
and m1 erable! .we feared .the worst and only hoped we wouldn't be
completely hum1hatcd, but c1t11er we didn't hoot a badly as we'd thought
~~!the re I were even worse! We walked away with four trophies betwee~

EXER CISE ARDENT GROUN D 2000 - by Lt Mark S101er
Another month and another arduous exercise fo r the Arctic warriors 1of
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)); th is time, three testing weeks providing C R
comms for a Force Artillery exercise in Hungary. Twenty-three men from
the Squadron deployed to the dust bowl tbat formerly served as an
assembly area for the 3rd Shock Army as well as being an active chemical
warfare training area. 'Just make sure your men stick to the track ,' we
were told, 'We did a sweep yesterday and found one tonne of unexploded
ordnance. Oh, and there was a chemical incident a couple of year ago, o
don't pick up anything that looks unusual.'
Before the work started, we were fortunate to have ome time to
ourselves whi le the Log Bn took their time etting up the camp. Sig
Gallagher and L C pl Boyle quickly sniffed out the more dubious
establishment in town; quite how LCpl Boyle managed to pend more
than hi debit card's da ily limit in the pace of an evening remains a
mystery. The con1ffis plan was executed simply, with the deployment of
two rebros on a large fea ture l11at wa at least a couple of metre out of the
MLR danger zone. Danger clo e? T he Exerci e continued in the usual
AMF(L) vein, with the Americans forgetting to tum up on the firSt day, the
pan ish fiying into the impact area during firing and the Hungarian
landing rounds outside an impact area measuring 2km by 2km. Collecti e
security? Multinational deterrent force? C pl Ansell 's naked shower in the
middle of the clay probably achieved the latter.
For the first ATO exerci e in Hungary, we were warmly received by
both the Host ation Support unit and loca ls alike. Cultural trips to
Budapest were part icularly cul tural; the East European manage to do the
most fasc inating things with snakes. C pl Howe certainly did hi bit for
cementi ng local relations, while Sig Wood and Sig Clark found the locals
particularly accommodati ng in l11ei r kind loan of national flags. Sgt
Allan and Sgt Jackson still seem a bit twitchy when they pa s a parking
attendant, though ... A fi nal note to any American readers: if you want your
Gcrbers, Leatherman, watch, ration or anything else you may have
mislaid, do contact LCpl Vallance (ta ll chap, eem to have lost all hi
beret).
EXERCISE SPRI G FORAY 2000 - by Cpl Gareth Howell
Ex pring Foray i an annual exerci e carried out by 3 (UK) D R and
thi year members of 249 ig qn were ta ked to help out. For the lucky
members of the Squadron who were cho en, this wa an experience they

wouldn 't forget in a hurry. The majority of the Squadron members had
never worked with Armour or at D ivisional level before; what had we let
ourselves in for!? On deployment the lads were spl it up and while Cpl
Kenny and his RRB crew went for the easy life with 206 Sig Sqn. the
remainder were spread among t the rwo radio rroops of 202 ig qn,
Overloon and Waterloo. We were divided between the dets that were hort
of crewing and wasted no time in bei ng put to work and work we certainly
did.
Week One con isted of getting to grips with the detachment and the
equipment we would be using. The majority of the kit wa new lo us;
things such as ATaeCS, hubs, starboxes, fib re, Tac IC and penthouse
teatage not to mention t11e 432s. Trying to understand the complex layout
was a task in itself. After everaJ moves and totaJ lack of sleep, the lads
started to get to grip with the kit and had a basic idea of what was going to
happen the followi ng week.
Week 1\vo began and I have never een anything like it when the taff
arrived. The complex that everyone had spent hours preparing for the
arrival of the taff uddenly became a no-go area; far too many people fo r
my liking. I was used to working i olated detachment ; the last time I aw
this many officer in one place I was serving them in the Officers· Me s. I
suddenly felt as if I had become chief brew boy a I wa attached to the
complex CorporaJs, a job I wouldn't wi h on anyone: too many job to do
and not enough time or persoruJel to do them. onetheles . we would all
like to thank everyone from Overloon Tp for the help we received over the
two weeks. If 1 have learnt anything from the two weeks. it i how hard
everyone works to make an exercise like this run moothly. lt was certainly
an eye-opener and an experience l will not fo rget in a hurry. It was good to
ee how the other half live and work, an experience I think everyone in the
Corps should have an opportunity to do al some point in their career.
DRAGO - by Capt Niall Srokoe
EXERCISE ADVENTURO
Ex Adventurou Dragon was a Squadron Level 2 Adv Trg exercise
conducted at the home of 14 Sig Regt (EW) in Brawdy SW Wale over the
period S-16 June 2000. s an e. -member of the Regiment it eemed
logical to take advantage of the dv Trg facilit ie they ha eat Brawdy. In
all 48 members took part in the e erci e, deplo ing in group of 24 for
each week. Over a four day period they ~ re able to do Trekking,
Climbing, Mountain B iking. ea-Kayaki ng and Coa teering. Mo t were
able to get in some extra-curricular surfing as well.
Evening activitie included bowling, 5-a- ide footba ll and go-karting.
Local public relat ion were avidly pur ued and pearhcaded by L pl

The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
Have you heard of u ?
If not visit:
http://www.rsars.org.uk
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251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
SM

Maj John Oakes
W02 (SSM) Gary Smith

HAIL A D FAREWELL
Departures and arrivals have picked up again over the last few months,
wit11 two new arrivals and four departure : Welcome to the COMMCE ,
LCpl 'Mags' Thomson posted in from HQ LA DCE T, and to the
Technical Workshop, LCpl Mcllduff posted in from 11 ig Regt ,
Blandford. Farewell to SSgt Whiting who after 22 years of service has
gone to CivDiv, Cpl Bateman posted to MOD Centre Block, London,
Cpl Shearan who has transferred to Defence Dental Agency, and LCpl
Dean posted to the Army Apprentices College, Arborfield.
CO GRATULATIO S
The Squadron has een a few well de erved promotions of late and our
congratulations go to the following : Sgt Steve Gill and Sgt Martin
tebbing both selected for promotion to Staff Sergeant. Congratulations
to LCpl 'Mags' Thomson on the birth of her baby boy, Ewan. Last but
not least, congratulations to gt Daphne Clash who competed in the
British Skeleton Bobsleigh Champion hips and walked away with the
Army Female and British Female ovice trophies, and is now the British
Female Intermediate Champion and the Army Open Female Champion,
well done.

on Monday 14 February, we had until the Friday morning to train for the
final competition. Unfortunately, over the four days the weather was poor,
which made the track and training extremely inconsistent; also at time
very slow. However, the beers in the evening compensated for any
possible disappointment for slow lide times!
During the week the Army and RAF Bobsleigh men and women began
training for their team selections for the Interservices Bobs leigh
Championships to be held the following week. Also, Katy and the Blue
Peter Team came to film the barmy goings on. !gls was suddenly packed
with Brits - the Gruberhoff bar was certainly getting through the beer.
Finally the day of the competition came, suddenly everyone seemed a
little more seriou : proper warm-ups were being done; new (gimp) uit
were being sucked on; some even risked putting les padding on their
arms (all in the name of aerodynamics)! Each competitor has two slides;
the two times are then added together, this determines the position the
competitor reache in the final results. I was extremely disappointed with
my first slide having made crucial mistakes on the way down, however a
slightly better second slide at least en ured I wouldn't finish too cheesed
off. As it happened I hadn't done too badly and came away with the Army
Female and British Female ovice trophies, plus the Briti h Female
Intermediate Champion and the Army Open Female Champion! It was a
really enjoyable week and has made me even more enthusiastic (if that
was po sible) for this completely bonkers, dangerous. fast, skilful port. I
urge anyone who gets the chance to go on this year ·s novice courses - it
really is an experience you will never forget. I definitely intend to be
tiding next season. Maybe I will ee some of you who are willing to get
to grips with your fear and try something new!
1
LO G SERVICE
D GOOD CO DUCT ME D L
PRESE 1TATIO
As part of the first official visit to 251 Sig Sqn, on 7 April 2000, the
new Commander 2(NC) Bde, Brig . C . Jackson MBE, presented four
members of the Squadron with their Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals. The presentation took place in the Duche s of Kent Barracks
Warrant Officers· and ergeant ' Mess and was anended by all military
personnel, and civilians of officer status. Brig J ackson then joined the
Squadron for a buffet lunch and drinks to celebrate the award .

Sgt Steve McAllistair puts his faith in Sig Patterson
Capt Chris Preston - Surfing 249 Style

·Trooper' Bennett and_ most notably LCp l 'Taff' Jenkin . Both phases of
Adv Trg passed without 10cident and it is safe to say that everybody
enjoyed themselve . Although the reading of next month's bank statements
will probably mar the experience for most. As with any such deployment
there are~ number of awards to be given, they are as follows:
a. I ll_ talk la~ge ?ut actually noi JWUP coasteering award - Sig Cole.
b. Suicide chmbmg technique (jointly awarded) - Si gs King
and 1cLeish
c. The Sea - Kayak as a porcelain bus award - LCpl Bennett
d. The Schumacher crash re-enactment award - SSgt Allen
The ab~>Ve _awards in so~e way illustrate thefon that was had by all on
the E~erc1se 3:nd as the mam aim of the exercise was to have fun it was
defimtely achieved. There are people who worked in front of and behind
the scenes to make the Bxercise the success it was and our thanks goes to
S gt Rober ts and Cpl Ander on of the Adventure Training Centre at
B~aw~y. _
gt teve McAllistai r from the gym at Blandford, who was our
cl!mbmg instructor for the two weeks, and our very own chef LCpl
th~

n~~

,

PHOTOGRAPHS
Please do not ask for the
return of photographs
unless they are truely
irreplaceable.
Contributors should be
aware of the fact that
although every care is
taken with contributions,
they should not risk losing
those photographs which
cannot be replaced in the
event of an accident.

. , .
Coasteering
We 11 iurnp where the waves really crash in over there!! '

Sgt Daphne Clash

KELETO BOBSLEIGH - By Sgt Daphne Clash
Due to the double booking of the Bob leigh track in Tgl , Austria in
January, the British keleton Bobsleigh Champion hips had to be rebooked in Febrnary. However, t11is po ed a problem, Kri ta n Bromley
and Alex Ha milton the top male and female liders in Britain (and t~1e
world in A lex's case) would be competing in Canada's ·Goodwill
Games'. The British Skeleton As ociation decided to rename the event
the British Skeleton Intermediate and ovice Champion hips, a the two
missing sliders wou ld undoubtedly have been the true Briti h Champions.
Their stipulations were: a novice being someone who had begun to slide
this season and an Intermediate being someone who had not been
competing for t11e British team thi season. However, incorporated within
this competition were the Army Championship , which was open to all
categories.
A a novice (I started by doing a week 's novice course in Lillchammer
in October), I was looking forward to a week 's slidin& to gain furt~er
experience, and also the social side of meeting new slider and eemg
others from the same novice course again. After arriving and registering

Rear Row (L-R): Maj Oakes, Sgt Gill, Brig Jackson,
W0 2(YofS) Cardwell, Sgt Stebbing, Cpl Hanbidge
Front Row (L-R): Mrs Gill (with children Laura and Emma),
Mrs Cardwell

VQ PRESE T T IO TO 251 IG AL Q ADRO
Brig . C. J ac kson 'IBE also i ited OMMCE Alder hot, 25 I ig
qn on 7 April to pre ent two member of staff\ ith their ational
Vocational Qualifications ( VQ) certificate . ldershot is a very bu. y
COMM CE and it ha taken both recipient of the award o'er i mont11s
to compile and prepare their ubmi ion for a essment and accreditation.
The two COMM E taff who received their certificates were !\Ii s J o
who are both
Te lford and Mr l ic k Bi glin . The recipient
communication officer ba cd in Aldershot, obtamed
Q qualificauon
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in ·operating and Maintaining Tele ommunications Equipment ' (OTE) at
Level 3 which deal with II a p ct of militar) commumcation·. Brig
Jarl.son thanked the staff for all their had work and dedication. He hoped
that their enthu ia m would in·pire others to obtain
Q qualifications,
not JU't in the commum ation grades. but aero. all other !fOD grades.

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
&

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261)

Sqn Comd
Maj Mark Baines
The Squadron has been expanding by the day with over a dozen new
arrivals since our last entry. This increase in manpower has been matched
with an increase in activity both work and play. The second exercise
pring Viper 2 was held in June and with so many new people it was quite
an introduction especially for the newer elements of SHQ and Capt
Sarah Pedder (21C) and FofS ue Spe ncer. We are presently preparing
to dep loy on our third build up Exercise next week. Other more pica ant
activitie have included Summer Camp. the Morrison Cup Athletics and
for those who get a kick out of pain the Lanyard Trophy Competition.

NVQ Presentation to Miss Jo Telford
(L-R): Brig N. C. Jackson , MBE, (2(NC) Sig Bde Comdr)
and Miss Jo Telford

NVQ Presentation to Mr Mick Biglin
(L-R): Brig N. C. Jackson , MBE , (2(NC) Sig Bde Comdr)
and Mr Mick Biglin

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
SSM

laj J. H. Fraser
W02D. Ewing

AIRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Kemp
Tp SSgt
Sgt Bob Stenhou e
It i sad to say that we have a few who are departing from the Airfield
Tp Massive. gt 'Get your bums up' Parton, his wife Angela and
daughter Lucy are of to pastures new at 15 Sig Regt. Sig Bennet has left
to go to 3 Inf Bde, and ig Gaz ' I've a lot of loving' Fuins is leaving to
go to 16 Sig Regt, all will be missed and we wish them the best of luck.
Sig Goddard ha arrived to step into the illustrious shoes of the departing
mechs, \>,;elcome t? Cyprus and good luck, you have a lot to live up to. On
a bnghter note A1rf1eld T~ ~avmg entered the Akrotiri IOOkm rowing
con~est, produced a mag111f1cent performance and became all island
rowmg champions. _The team consisted of ten willing volunteers rowing
IOkm each all havmg had to overcome the swells and currents of the
Akrotiri gym . Cpl Danny Rudd organiser of the Airfield Tp Team
managed to get the best out of the Airfie ld rowers consisting of Lt
K~mp, S gt tenliouse, Sgt Parton, Sgt Waring, Sigs Hobson ,
M1levsky, Bennet, tanley, and Joughin .
DHEKELlA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ick Morris
S gt 'Taff' Bryant
Tp Sgt
Over the. last few months Dhekelia Tp has been through a major
ov~r~aul wuh the move of the Troop from the old crumbling double
bmldmg to the bottom floor of the Dhekelia Operations Centre (DOC).
Tuts h~s brought_together all the Troop Sections under one roof and has
made hfe far ea 1er to operate and administrate. On the sporting front the
B1stsa football team got through to the semi-finals of the ESBA league
and were be~ten by a narrow margin of 10-1 by B Coy I Cheshire. The
Troop has aid farewell to LCpl Scott Tomblin and Zoe, who are off to
unny .Ireland, LC_PI Lorraine Dennis off to 21 Sig Regt Coleme, Sig
Da~ Lmg off to C1vvy street, the Troop wish them all the best. The new
amvals arc lg kye Topping and Sig Ben Tierney welcome and enjoy!
EPI KOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt arah Covey-Crump
gt Jim Duncan
Tp S gt
. . <\ fond farewell to Cpl Pete Richard who has left sunny Cyprus to
JOm the ever mc~eas111g number of ex-2?9 Sig Sqn personnel at 21 Sig
Regt (A ). Take 1t easy on the scrumpy cider and please, no more barking
at tray dogs. Good luck also to ig (now LCpl) John 'Old woman'

Atldnson and Sally in_Aldersho.t. Many thank for the six-foot cactus you
left m the bar, that will come m very useful. A belated hello to LCpl
'Monkey boy' La.rcombe. and LCpl Carl Tindall who have joined the
Tech workshop. Lme Sectton has been bolstered with the arrival of LCpl
Dave Healy from 8 Inf Bde, and LCpl Palmer from 7 Sig Regt .
We l ~ome to th~ Mech world and land of the never-ending tasking order.
Don t unpack JUSt yet you've got the Falkland and Ko ovo first and if
you're lucky Tro?d.os too . ~i~ Guy Thomson has newly arrived from
Dhekeh~ and defm1te_ly .q~ahfi~s for the award for getting so much hair
under his beret. He 1 1omed m Radio Section by Sig Andy Cooper
posted in from 249 Sig Sqn. Please take that bergen off and remove the
word ' tabbing' from .Y~ur vocabulary. Finally a big Epi welcome to Sig
Jay Emert who has 10111ed the mechs in Line Section straight from the
factory. Hopefully you will have had a full briefing from Sgt 'fudge'
Macp hee at Blandford. We hope you all enjoy Cyprus.

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
•Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5-10·days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life in The
Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YES!!!
Then contact your Troop Office for details of

THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME

LA YARD TROPHY COMPETETIO - by Sig 'Chopper ' Harris
It was a cold and cri sp morning when the gallant men of the 261 st
mustered with the rest of them for the start which was depressingly in the
dark. The names of those heroi c few arc Maj Baines, W02 Alger, Cpl
'Tammo' T homas, LCpl 'Twiz' Twissell, ig 'Paddy' Grierson, ig
' panky' Hanks, ig 'Geordie' Holden, ig 'Smuged ' Smith, Sig 'Will
you hurry up ' Watson and Sig 'Tank' Harris. As Sam struck we bolted
off at a blinding pace neck and neck with the best of them but this was
short lived and our mercurial flight dissolved into a slow but determined
trudge. By check-poi nt fou r we had lost two which meant to finish as a
team everyone else counted. The banle was on through tired limbs and
bleeding feet but eventually we crawled home in I6hrs 40mins and in 15th
place. Thanks goes to all those who had a go either just in training or in
the competition as well as W02 Jim Alger for organising the training.
ot forgetting the support element led by Sgt ' Dad' Mullen and Cpl
Timmy' Bishop who e supply of bananas and boilies never ran dry.
EXERCIS E SAMMY STROLL 2000
261 Sig Sqn ummer camp wa held in ewquay, Cornwall starting on
Saturday, 3 June, ably organi ed by Cpl Tim Bishop and supervised by
gt Pete Mullen. The circuit began on Sunday with small groups
completing activitie . The e included Deep Sea Fishing, Mountain
Biking, Rock-Climbing, Abseiling, Surfing, Quad Biking and Clay
Pigeon Shooting.
After sampling the evening delights of ewquay the Squadron got
straight on with a day of activities. Some found it easier than others and it
was noted that Cpl 'Chico' Towers spent the majority of his day deep sea
fi shing either sleeping or feeding the fish on beer by holding his head over
the side of the boat! The Mountain Biking activity consisted of a 22km
cycle along the Camel Trail organised by LCpl Tony WiJJis. Other than
an unfortunate collision between Sig ' Dimbers' Dimberline and Sig

'Chopper' Harri , when two bikes were wrinen off, th is went very
smoothly. The Quad Biking was an excellent opportunity for everyone to
show off their drivi ng skills, or lack of them as in ig 'Dangerous'
Conley's case. (A name he got before thi by writing off a Corsa). The
Clay Pigeon Shooting left the pigeons well up on the scoring most of
which got away without even a scratch ! Top Shoot of the week was ig
Gemma Treen which surprised everyone. Surfboarding and Canoeing
was a very popu lar activity as it was a good opportunity to spend some
time on the beach. Some of the keener one decided to anempt Sea
Canoeing, however, Sig 'Tom' Hanks got a linle over confident and he
had to be rescued. Climbing and Abseiling took place on a climbing wall
in the morning progressing to a 160-foot cliff face in the afternoon. There
was also a traverse across the cliff and the braver members of the
Squadron decided to take up the challenge and pull them self aero s the
ravine.
The end of the week was marked with a BBQ supplemented by a couple
of the huge Pollocks caught by the Dea Sea Fishers. An excellent week for
the Squadron.
EXERCISE STRI G OF PEARL - by Sig Gemma Treen.
In May four members of 261 Sig Sqn went to the ational Army
Museum, Chelsea where they represented the Army of today in 'The
Army Through The Ages' exhibition. After an eveni ng of showing around
Cpl 'Axel ' Meilen (Royal Australian Signals) on Friday everything was
set up and ready for the museum opening early Saturday morning. The
display was a typical detachment set up and a tent displaying photographs
of recent 261 events which included our tour of Kosovo, exercises, the
cross country championships and most recently the Lanyard Trophy
competition. There were also 349 radios and an SA80 for the children to
play with. LCpl Gav Holloway found great pleasure in camouflaging the
children, much to their parents despair! Overall the weekend was a great
success organised by Cpl Ian Galloway's leadership and organisational
skills. After being asked back again in the near future, it was agreed that
the weekend had been an enjoyable and interesting one for us all.
FINALLY
Some major personalities have recently left us and we wi h in
particular W02 (SS 1) Brown and W02 (FofS) Morche all the best in
their new postings. We also welcome a raft of new comers: SSgt
Dummer, Cpls Reynolds and Monger, LCpl Ellison, Milford,
Mooney, Skeggs, Taylor and Watson . also Sigs Campbell Blower and
Hartley.

280(UNITED KINGDOM)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J. A. Harris
RSM
WOl(RSM) Kearney
RETURN FROM THEATRE
At long last the Squadron finally managed to recover from it KFOR
mission, even ifin true 280 fashion it had to deploy fifteen personnel from
the rear party to cover the gap between the already deployed personnel
leaving and the EUROCORPS arriving. The End of Mission brought
change in command with the Sqn Come!, Maj Simon Hutchinson MBE,
WOl(RSM) McKenna and Tech Adjt, Capt Dave Stewart handing over,
we wi h them and their familie well in Glasgow, Wrexham and orthern
Ireland respectively. Welcome to the new qn Come!, Maj Jim Harris and
hi s wife Fiona, Capt Ossie Osborne and family. and WOJ(RSM)
Keaney and family. Although following the End of Mi sion fcstivitie and
Medal Parade the majority of the quadron then left for e tended Post
Tour leave, the rest of the quadron still managed to take part in E erci e
Combined Endeavor, which wa again a great success.
E D OF MlSSIO PARTY
Following the quadron " return from Ko ovo and during the week
before Po t Tour leave the LAD put together another great All Rank Party.
during which the main entertainment was provided by Sig Smiejkowski
and thanks to the hypnotist, the future Mrs Smiejkowski learned a thing or
two that perhaps she didn 't know before. We were also fortunate enough to
be joined by OIW Walter and OIW Cleve from our si ter unit, the 990th
(GE) Signal Regiment, who had the enviable pleasure of working as
British Troop Staff ergeants for 280 during the tour in Kosovo.
MEDAL PARADE, FRA Cl CA BARRACKS-14 PRIL 00
Some sterling efforts were made by S gt 'H' Baker in an attempt !O
bring the quadron's drill movements up to speed on return from a 1
month tour in the Bal ken . After a era h course and n few session on the
square. members of280(UK) ig qn paraded on 14 April 2000 to receive

medal for operational ervice in both Kosovo and Bosnia. It was a
particularly moving event as it wa not only a medal parade but al o a
parade that marked the change of command from the previous Squadron
Commander. Maj Simon Hutchinson and the new Squadron Commander,
Maj Jim Harri . It was also the last day in the Squadron for R M. Mick
McKenna and so it seemed on ly right that both the outgoing (0 and
RSM should do a lap of honour of the camp while being swung on a
pallette dangling from a crane! Obviously to comply with Health and
Safety hard hat were is ued! Then it wa off for six weeks well deserved
leave.
ALPHA TROOP
TP Co"ID
Lt B. Higgs
Tp gt
S gt K. Roberts
We must wish all the best to Cpls Wells and Menzies in orthem
Ireland (and congratulation to Ross and Mis Karen Penny of tirling,
on their forthcoming wedding) and good luck to ig
iagas and
Crother in Civvie street. The whole Squadron ha been haken up with
the disbandment of Charlie Tp and along with the new arrival of the last
six months the Troop i now approaching a normal ize for the first time in
twelve months. The welcome to the Troop include: gt McLaughlin,
Cpls Cattle and Rycroft, LCpls Dempster, Donaldson, Humb , Le lie,
Mallet, Wallace and Sig Young. A always with 2 0 (Balkans) qn some
of the new arrivals had already departed for a tour in Bo nia before we
returned from Koso o, and \ e hope that they are doing well, and look
forward to them eventually rejoining the Troop.
BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lindsey Calderhead
Tp Sgt
S gt Graeme Weavers
Bravo Tp, now including cveral members of the old lpha and harlie
Tps due to the recent quadron re-organisation. ha seen a number of new
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face ·. Fi~tly " \\ Ould like to welcome to the Troop Cpl attic, Cpl
Temp lemen, L pl Booth , L pl Pear men, ig Hcalc) and ig Gill. A
w I ome back mu ·r also be aid to ig J ame . Farewell mu t go to LCpl
Turner (po ted to ( K) Di\') and Cpl Gilbert (posted to 2 1 ig Regt ).
E. "ERCI E CO rBL ED E DE VO R 2000
'Br someone ll'ho was there·
On unday 07 1ay 2000, 8 members of the quadron. Sgt (FofS)
Rick ·udo· Griffiths. Cpl Daz Tony Toenails ' atti c, Da' e ' PB '
Rycroft • .\ndre\\ 'Thi bed i lum1: " Jack on. LCpls Go r·don • nore
louder than a Yak' Carle. lain Tm quiet •till I've hncl a beer. then I'm
LO 'D· Wallace, Ester 'GW. Humby and finally ig Les ' Wannabe ·
R) all departed camp for the unny de, ti nation of Baumholder, home of Ex
ombined Endea,our 2000. billed a the largest Cl interoperability
exercise in the world. ponsored by the United tare European Command
(U ECC0\1 ) Partnership for Peace programme. thi year· exerci se
con i ted of35 part ici pating nation and organisation . including ATO.
We arrived on undav afternoon to be told the Exerci ·e would not
actually tart unt il Wedne· day. however, our traini ng on the new ombined
Endea\'or Planning. Tracki ng and Reporting (CEPTR) database wou ld fil l
the next couple of days. o it was ' ith heavy hearts that we went dO\\~l the
bar to work out the e· cape plan. On Tuesday we left the bar long enough to
welcome the re t of our mot ley crew, who were W02 (FofS) 1artin

'Fluff.. Flat her . Cpl 1az ' Tanya Toenail · Cattle and Sigs Don na ' Don 't
make me beat you ' Henley and arah ' I wa lked into a door . hone t'
Kimberley. The actual Exerci c ·tarted in earnest on Wednesday morn ing
at 0630hr . With 43 different types of Switch to try and understand and
document the days were long, but human interoperab ility is a key part of
this multi-national event. so the socialising remained as important as ever.
Most noteworthy were the Bavarian ight and a Talent ight , where our
own W02 (FofS) Martin ' Fluff' Flather proved just how ta lented he wa
by ta lking and drinking with every nationa lity in the bar, and Cpl Dave
' PB ' Rycroft demon tratcd to the Americans how to do that traditional
dance including fla ming toilet paper and an indoor a sault course.
The Excrci e was rood down on two occasions fo r socia l events, the
first one being a day tri p into the town o f Mainz where the quadron
howcd that they were the fo remost in e cape and evasion by escaping
from the tour guide at the earliest opportunity. The second took the fonn of
a sports day and a sevens rugby match against our old fri end the
American . They put up a good fight. helped in no small measure by our
referee Maj Ga rth Pi ckersgill but they still got beat! A fter three gruelling
weeks the xcrci e was over and fini shed with a clo ing ceremony with
L.C pl G ordon Tm cotti.sh, rain doe. n 't botl~er m e: C arle n?l wearing
ht waterproof 1acket and JU t as the v1s1tmg d1gn1taries were g1v mg thei r
peeches it rai ned and rained but everybody agreed that Ex Combined
Endeavour 2000 was a big success

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

Wayne M iller who was in thi s part of the world for his confirmatory
exercise on the pccial Comm unications course. After a comprehensive
guided tour of Scria (whi ch took all o f five minutes), the Detachment
established co1nms to Singapore (which also took all of five minutes).
Still. the Detachment was kept busy in practicing new operating
procedures, and we all benefited in one way or another fro m the tra ining
aspect of the exercise.
A visit from Maj Raleigh and Maj M ill er (S02 Spec omms) added a
touch of excitement on the second day. The days were long, and the nights
were even longer. Fortunately, there was a bar for the Detachment to retire
to in the evening. It has to be said that drinking o ut of date Guinness for
two weeks does nothing for your stomach, but at least it tasted better than
Tiger Beer. By the time the exercise drew to a close, all Detachment
members had become expert pool pl ayers (not through choice I hasten to
add), but at least everyone was skilled in something by the time we
departed Brunei.
Eventua lly, the time for some well deserved R & R was upon us, so we
deci ded to hop across the border into Malaysia. The highl ight had to be
LCpl tu Adams' perseverance in prev~nting himself fi:om bei ng burnt by
the blazing sunshine. Unfortunately, this was to no avail. How can a man
who covers himself in a damp towel whi lst sitting in the shade under _a
palm tree all day, still end up looking like a sun-dried tomato? T he truth 1s
out there!

cultural aspects of the island but also to get some bargain . hopp1.ng. \! e
returned to Girifush1 that evenmg with giant wooden dragon, T-shi rts and
sharks teeth in tow. We then departed for the tourist island of Lowifushi. a
magnificent island where wc enjoyed all the water-sports and recrcattonal
facilities availabl e.
The detachment would like to thank the NSS for their a ·sistance in
making thi s exercise not only an overwhelming success but also a fa ntastic
experience for the Detachment members.

MALDIVES OETACH ME T - by LCpl Caz Woolley
The detachment consi ting of gt ' Je ff ' H ope-Jefferson, C pl Ja e
Broo me and L C pl ' Gaz ' Wooll ey arrived at Male Airport and were mel
by the Maldi vian ational Security Service who were to be our ho ts fo r
the next two weeks. The Detachment was located at Giri fushi Training
Island, and after the hort boat-ride from the airport we arrived at the
island and were met by the Chi ef instructor, gt llishwan .

Capt Conrad Giles
prepares to sample some of the delights of Singapore
qn Comd
1aj Da"id Raleigh
1
W02 Da,·e cott
The period of these WIRE otes has been extremely hectic. not least
with new operations deploying and nwnerous vi itors to ho t. We have
bade gts teve filne and Vinnie Hill best wi he on thei r Yeoman of
Signal· Course; once again all those SC Operator who applied fo r
Yeoman training were ucce fu l. Sgt Danny Ford ha al o departed to the
wilds of 14 Sig Regt. after many long years in SC. We thank him for his
terling ervice and wi h him the best of luck. In return, we ha e
welcomed gt Dave Thomas, who begin a new and hopefully gloriou
career as NRPS. Other new recruits are Sgt i mon 'Wez' Wesseldine and
C pl teve. Pritch.ard. T he latter had just completed his arriva ls proforma
before bemg whisked away on operations, stuffing malari a pill s as he
wenL.. Congratulations are also due to W02 (RQMS) Willie 'The
Safecracker' Iro nside fo r the birth of his o2 son. and the Ops Officer,
Capt Richard ' I spend too long in the office' ' ewhouse on geni n<> an
"'
expedition to the top of Ki limanjaro and back.
The start of April saw teams deploy to Scotland and Cornwall to test the

SPECIAL CO MM
ICATIONS PARAT ROOP ER
Severa l brave/foolhardy members of the Squadron vo lunteered to
undergo the Squadron's pre-parachute selection cour e in May. T hey were
joined by ome volunteers from neighbouring 60 Sig Sqn (V) in
Ayle bury, who have 'inherited' ten parachute posts from SS Sig Sqn (V).
Under the watchful eyes of the DS, Lt Angus Evers and L C pl Gaz
Woolley, the candidates were put through a challengi ng course comprising
a BFT, ten mile tab, gym tests and a very wet teeplechase (thanks SSM! ).
All the candidate urvived the course, but not a ll passed it. Lucky L C pl
Simon Roberts won a free weekend away-break in sunny Catterick for his
effort . We wi h him we ll on P Company! The Squadron ha a small but
dedicated contingent of parachute-trai ned personnel, TA and Regu lar who
are keen to jump with any other units in the Corps (or the Army fo r that
matter) wi th a parachute role. Any offer of a couple of places on a C- 130
or kyvan wi ll be gratefu lly received and almost certainl y accepted.

!WANTED!
The Best Radio Sys Ops in the Corps
If you:
Rate yourself as a good operator,
Are adaptable and versatile
Able to work on your own or in a small team
Enjoy a challenge and
Enjoy foreign travel (often outside Europe),

SP ECI AL C OMM U ICATIONS CO RSE
~ .course. 1/00 has just commenced, with the lucky even busy
p racttcm ~ their trade skills and dustmg off their A&P knowledge. It has
been decided to conduct a second SC Assessment Course, in September,
~ eadmg to attendance on a Speci~ I Communications Course 2/00, starting
m November th1 year. Any Radio Sys Ops who wish to volunteer should
follow the procedure in SOinC PD 206, or contact the un it for advice.
EXERCISE GLOBAL LY X 3/99 - FAR EAST
. The last cxerc.ise of the trai ning year was a major dep loyment to
Smgapore, Brunet, Bangkok and (it's a hard life!) the Ma ldives.

Special Comms goes to Africa - the Ops Officer on Kilimanjaro
(without a radio)
new HF equipment which the Squadron is due to take delivery of over the
summer. Sgt Ian 'Avast!' Lum den-Gordon was in his element in Dundee
putt 1 ~g the Field Detachment through its paces, but things di d not go so
well m Cornwal l. After much hard work, SSgt (FofS) Ted ' obody cares
about Techs LOCK I me' Heat h had to declare the trial a fa ilure and the
Excr~i e w! ll ~ repeated in June. Sig Tanya W higham has ea~ned her
first mentton m de patches' for coming top of the Recruits Course at
Blandford, and is now a q ualified Class 3 Operator. Several other new and
not- o-new, TA soldiers have quali fi ed as Class 3, either with 33 Sig 'Regt
(thanks!) or on cx.erc1se. Last, but certainly not least, the Squ adron has
now moved to bcmg under the command of 2 Sig Bde after fi ve very
sui:ces rut years di rectly under HQ Land . Thi s means that we welcome
Bng rgel Jackso n as the new Director Special Communications and
thank Brig James haw and hi s stafT for thei r hard work and support'.

BA GKOK DETACHME T - by Cpl Kev Heaton
'Unfo rtunately Cpl Heaton ', the Ops Officer aid, ' You are going to
have to take a detachment to Bangkok.'
'Err, OK.'
So the scene was et, Cpl Kev Heaton, LCpl Mark Gower and LCpl
Pa ul Chamber~ were going to Thai land. British Airways was kind enough
to fl y us to Thailand and the car sent by the British Embassy dropped us
off at our hotel. We were shown to our rooms by the porter, who then
contmued to ta lk through the mod con in the room. ' Here you turn on the
ai rcon, and here yo u tum on the TV and do you want a woman for the
night?'
On the comms side, we establ ished a communications centre in a thi rd
fl oor fl at and_managed to erect our antennas across the steep roof of the
fl at, (not q~1te health and safety), and begin working the link. The
commumcations ph ase of the. exercise bega n with earnest with LCpl
Ma r k Gower and myself carrymg out the operating, whilst our technician,
~C pl . P~ul C ha mbers, made himself busy adjusting the straps of the
gen~mc Rolex and Tag Heur watches we ' mi ght ' have bought, and
pushmg the hoover around.
.For R & R, we decided to hire a limo for one of the days, bartering the
d ~1 ver dow~ to ~3 0 .. One o f the places we visited was the Bridge on the
Ri ver Kwa1, which 1s one of those 'once in a li fe time visits' . The sights
and sounds of Bangkok city itself were also sampled by the Detaclunent.
Its trange how Thailand seemed to like out-of-tune Karaoke singers.
BR . E l DETA~HME T - by Cpl Wayne Miller
This was the first time in Brunei for TA soldi ers from l (RBY) Signal
Squadron (SC). Fortunately, they were under the expert guidance of Cpl

Then Special Communications
may be for you.
Cpl 'Jase' Broome presenting c;i .squ~dron_ f='.laque
to Sgt Rishwan (Chief Instructor, G1nfush1, Training Island)
in the Maldives
The mode of transport for collecti ng the radio equipment changed from
a speedboat to the slightly more relaxed pace of a large passenger b?at to
enable us to fit all the equipment on board . After a few hours of graft m the
blistering sun the detachments. radio in tallati on was complete, and
communications establ i hcd to Singapore. The f irst phase of the cxerct e
had begun and all detachment members were in need of a good night
sleep. We all awoke next morning to discover that the 9th ~latoon o f the
3rd Battalion of t11e Maldivian Mosqu ito Regiment had decided to use us
a their midnight snack, ~nd we ~II scratched our .w ~y to ?reakfast. After
testing the comm exp loring the island, Cpl J.a e F1tnc . Br.o ome spent
many an hour runni ng around the island, wh1~h eons1?enn g tt on !~ took
four minute to do a complete lap, sent hun hgh~ly dizzy. The 111~ 111 bay
provided a calm and clear area of sea fo r sw1m1111ng. It also provided an
area fo r all sort of creepy craw lie to hide, but we were assured there were
no shark .
The Scenario phase of the exercise wa started, and by the end of the
fir t day we had managed to destroy mo t of the Mid?le East. The
followin g few days were spent bu1ldmg up a clear scenario picture and
consequently the amount of traffi c increased and the system was ~ested to
it s limit. Before long, the R and R phase began, w1 1!1 a day pent m Male,
the capital. Thi gave the Detachment an opportumty to not only see the

The next Spec Comm A essment Cour e will be held
September 2000. Those candida.te asse sed .a s_uitable
will be invited back for Special Commumcation
Course 2/00, from ovember 2000 - March 200 l.
Apply now, u ing the form in S~inC PD 206,
available through your qn OffJce or YofS.
For additional information, contact the
1 (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC) Training Wing on (9)4240 8518
I 01908 638518
or the qn YofS on (9)4240 516 I 01908 6385 l 6
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with the avy. A few minor incidents within the section have included Si_g
Butler imper onating Benny_Hill when he saluted the OC. Tp without his
beret on. There was also the mstance where I was attemptmg to m~gger a
cable without turning on the equipment. We cannot forget to mention our
two adopted lineys: Sig Daz C larkson who_ has ,been wor~m& hard on
faults with LCpl Liam Lee and our second lmey. SCULLY (Sig cull),
who has been trying hi s best to run the stores how 1t should be.

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

257 SIG
L Q AD RO BECO fES JC FI
OC JCUFJ
Maj Bill Adsett
U M
W02 Tom Smith
257 ignal quadron formed at the beginning of January comprising
over 60 personnel from acro-s 3 (UK) Divi ion Headquarters and ignal
Regiment. After a month of training back in Bulford it wa time to depart
for the outh Atlantic a the Army Element of JCUFI (Joint
Communication Unit Falkland Island ). JC Fl is tri- er ice, numbers
around 150 and a uch is one of the large t independent unit in the
Falklands. The first couple of months were a blur as everyone learnt the
rope . but there wa till time to enjoy a variety of activities: air experience
flight , vi its to avy hip·, days out with the infantry, battlefield tours,
walking expedition . charity events, and much more. The facilities at MPA
include bowling, golf, a cinema, go-karting and water ports to name but a
few. For more on these, ee the articles from the Troops below. Personnel
changes are ongoing as the remaining 80 making up JCUFI are on trickle
po tings. Within UHQ, we have welcomed a new 21C, Flt Lt Mark 'Look
at my crea e ' W right who replaced Flt Lt Stu ' o Belt' Rus ell, and Lt
Pete impson who replaced 2Lt 'Gentle' Ben Daven port as Ops Officer
when the latter returned to Blandford for hi Troop Commanders Course.
Life bas tabilised now we are over halfway into the tour. but the exercise
eason is just beginning, and winter is also on it way. Roll on August and
a return to the Briti h urnmer.
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Flt L t C hris Hamilton
21C
Sgt J ohn Batts
It has been a long three months out here in Penguin Country. Time flies
when you are having fun! It all began with a mall tran fer by air to the
other side of the world and the story goes on to de cribe the horrors that
our little band in A Tp have bad to face.
We arrived in February to find our home in the Falkland lslands. The Mt
Adam and Mt Campito Detachments were lung into the back of
helicopters and flown to their new homes to relieve the ecstatic (but after
ix months slightly mad) I (UK) Div personnel. Meanwhi le the rest of us
MPA-bound grafters had extensive and very thorough introductions to the
excellent nightlife around MPA, not least ·Sharkies' where Sgt ' Smile'
Jenki nson 's warming smile attracts hordes of people to the unit bar. After
all the intrOductions had been made and the hilltops got their first visitors
they realised that there was no need to go mad just yet as people still
remembered they exist! We (at MPA) all settled down into our 'leisurely'
(ha ha - not) routine . While Sgt 'Darth Vader' Batts took charge we were
soon up to LCpl Andy 'The Cat' Cornfi eld 's hairline (if you know this
man you reali e how high that is) in crash-out plans, local defence plans
and preparation for our first exercise.
Exercise First Adventure was a tactical HF Comms Exercise to
accustom us frail operators to the arduous task of HF communications in
the Falklands. Little did wc know how difficult it would be! I think we all
learned omething on that exercise. Even LCpl J ulie 'The Devil '
Cornfi eld on shift in RADCO discovered a new love in her life (sorry
Andy) - an amazing HF antenna. As fo r the detachment at Goose Green
comprising C pl ' . ot the Hair' Wicks, Sig ' Garth Jr.' Davies and myself,
we learnt a few thmgs about power. Unfortunately not the type that comes
with rank. 1ot only did we learn that a man-pack will not run for long
without pare batterie , but also that a generator can only run so many
item of electrical equipment at one time, much to the anger of the EDs.
That exercise over we returned to MPA for an extensive session of banter
in Sharkies. A we roll on through this epic story of graft it is time to pay
homage to our sangers which we've expertly taken apart (demolished) and
even more expertly put back together (thrown it all in a pile) an
uncountable number of times. I'm proud to announce that every member
of RADCO _can now fill a sandbag from a seemingly impossible-to-dig
embankment m under ten seconds (less than half the time it takes to fiU
Cpl Bob 'Cable don't just break' D ryden's amazingly large belly with
haggi ).
~ we drifted sl~wly along to our halfway point it was time for revenge
agamst all the emors of the Umt (all for a good cause of course) in the
' lave for a Day Event'. Armed with a bundle of ca h and bags of
enthusiasm our A Tp reps went in search of slaves to do all the dirty jobs
no-<>ne el e will do. In fact our five slaves spent most of the day sewing
co tumes for the '70s ight and moaning about us working them too hard.
'ow here we are with three months left to go. Will no-one save us!?
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CHARLIE TROOP - by Lt Aidy John 011
Tp Comd
Lt Aidy ' Disco Queen' Johnson
Tp 21
S gt Chris 'Mad Frankie Fraser' Lough lin
ince 14 February in the 2000th year of our Lord 257 Sig Sqn have been
lucky enough to occupy the hot eats that make up JCUFI. C Tp consists of
four ection which are respon ible for various aspects of keeping the
comms train firmly on the track . This ha proved to be a challenge to all
invol ed. Along with the sati faction of doing a real job there are many
activities to keep everyone occupied in the less frantic times. l am
confident that we will leave here in August having achieved a great deal. It
has been a voyage of elf discovery, and the whole Troop have come
through the fir t part of the tour with more caring, sharing and richer
personalities. The Falkland Islands' beauty and variety of terrain is breath
taking and the grandeur of the MPA death tar is the icing on a particularly
magnificent cake.
PS: f am now deaf in one ear due to the persistent gale force winds, which
is nice.
FITTEST SECTIO
There are eight permanent members of this Section based within MPC:
Sgt Walton, Cpl Beck, Cpl Doherty, LCpl Bielski, LCpl Bridger, LCpl
'orth and LCpl Per rin. We al o have a re ident Marconi Engineer, John
icol, who has just celebrated sixteen years of service on the island. There
are also three technician who are ba ed on three of the mountain ites.
The e are LCpl Binnie at Mount Kent, LCpl Haughen at Byron Heights
and LCp l Millard at Mount Alice. For tho e based at MPC, the two main
jobs are FITE and FITS. FITE involves the programming, repair and
maintenance of the telephone exchange ; this job is done in association
with Line section. The other main job F!TIEST i re ponsible for is the
repair and maintenance of the FITS radios and the DIGIF!TS links. There
are 19 FITS sites scattered throughout the two i lands all linked together,
through the radio , to provide total coverage island-wide.
Apart from work there are a lot of other things that go on in the
workshop. As of a few weeks ago the Section have become proud owners
of a little ball of trouble called 'Mickey'. The workshop was a little empty
after the unfortunate demise of the original workshop cat FITS when she
died of old age but a replacement was soon found to keep Lister company.
The workshop a a section ha plenty of other things on the go, there
was go-karting and the forthcoming flight in a Hercules and a VC-10
tanker, which everyone is looking forward to . There are plenty of chances
to do adventure training with several weekend walks lined up over some of
the mountains on the island. Visits to other Sections are also on the
agenda, like the resident Infantry Company who will be allowing us to
play with their toys. There is also the opportunity to stay at Blue Beach
Lodge and work on the farm and in the guest lodge which is one of the
most picturesque locations on the island. There is al o upcoming weekend
adventure training at Shag Cove, which is always a popular R&R location.
The FIITEST section is definitely keeping it elf very busy, both in and
out of work, and the three months that we have been in the Falklands has
passed surprisingly quickly. We are all looking forward to our R&R on
Ascension Island and then the last few months until our return to the UK.
LT E ECTIO - by Sig Jones
Life down in the Falklands continue at a hectic pace. February saw us
take over from I Div, and take control of the Telecommunications
infrastructure. Those of us who thought we were in for a quiet and
enjoyable tour got a rude awakening courtesy of Sgt 'Elvis ' H emstead,
who had us working seven day weeks for a three week period, preparing
for the upcoming yearly inspection carried out by CPD(Communications
Projects Division). Thankfully we were rescued on February 22 when Sig
Dave Butler came to share his valuable experience. Cheers Dave, we don't
know how we wou ld have coped without your crisis management talents!
Overall it went better than expected, and Sgt Hemstead lived to sec
another day. He even gave us a weekend off.
May saw PD back down here, this time to install new exchanges in 12
FAC, Mare Harbour and Mt Kent, and the upgrade or the trunk system.
This led to the rewire of the FITS cabins on the three mountain ites. Due
to the large amount of time that LCpl O wen Trim ble spent on the
mountain sites he has been adopted by the mountain as their mascot.
Throughout this period we were getting ready for Exercise Cape Petrel.
ig Dan nwin lost at Monopoly on the internet and went to jail for
five days, and ig Gaz Hitchings got press ganged and went to sunny Rio
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POWER SECTIO
Well we are halfway through our tour now and things seem to be more
hectic than ever. The first to arrive in theatre was gt ' Jenks' Jenkjnson
011 8 February. Ten days later, the rest of the team arrive~ led in by Cpl
Marty 'Doc' Warner. Straight away, things started to get difficult! i:w.e~ve
Landrovers were due for replacement with brand spankin& new c1v1lian
ones. When they arrived we found that there were no .seats m the back of
them. This has led to multiple journeys around MPA JUSt to get people to
work! What a nighonare for gt Jenkinson , ·o much so that smc_e they
arrived, he's been pulling his hair out and has resorted to growmg an
..
eyebrow over his top lip.
.
Cpl ' Doc' Warner soon got into sortmg o~t a serv_1cmg schedule for the
next six months for the generators on the h1 II top sites, only to ~nd t~at
nearly every week it go~s to pot. He's currently on R & R and .1 m quite
surprised he didn't take 1t on Mt Carolme, as he spends most ofh1~ lime up
there! LCpl ' G.W.A.' McDermont heads up the helib1d bookmgs and
when he's not up a hill servicing generat_ors, ~ou _can usually find h1i:n
chuntering to him elf by his desk or pulling_his gmger_ locks ?Ut of his
head. He's getting quite friendly wi~ a ~ert~m. RA~ F!ymg ~ffi.cer up a!
the Heli-tasking cell too! Suits you Sir! S1gs Big Keith Mala1t, Tommo
Thompson and Clare 'Power hick ' Ryan should _be congratulati:cJ for
passing their Class 2 upgrading and can now work without_ Sgt Jen~nson
or Cpl Warner breathing down their necks anymore. S1gs ~ala1t _ and
Thompson have also learnt new trades (concreting and bnck laym~),
when they spent a week up at Blue Beach Lodge doing~ust th_at. Sig 'Big
Keith' Malait (all 5ft of him) came back lo?kmg like Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Sig Thompson came back lookmg about two stone
heavier due to all the tea he'd consumed while away. Sig Ryan passed _her
Class 2 unaided, as you can u ually find her on crutc.hes! In her spare time
when she's not rolling Rovers over, she spends her tl~e lookm~ f~r kerb~
or hole to twi t her ankles in!
The last to be mentioned is Sig Pottsy
Potts. You can find him loitering with intent around the_US~'s office,
ready to start hining W02 (U M) Smith's boots or makmg him a brew.
' Pottsy', he's not the man t~at's going to promote you, the man you want
lives three doors up the corndor!
.
.
All in all Power Section (being the nerve centre of JCUFI) is worktng
hard and w~ can safely say that we are all looking forward to 16 August
when the big white bird takes us back to sunny ' Blighty' and we can rest
our weary right anns! 7 Sig Regt, come on down.

O EMA ' A DHJ D .3-71\1AY2000
by LCpl Reg Perrin
.
William Anderson of Blue Beach Lodge and his collie, Tes.s w~lked
from San Carlos to Stanley over the penod 3-7 May 2000. He 1. . ra1smg
money to provide the Falkland I landers with a proper means to d1ag_nose
heart problems. William is 64 yc~rs old, has. had a ,quad~p.le heart bypa.ss
operation and suffers from angma, chrome ostcoarthnlls, spondylius,
hypertension and diabetE'.s; such a walk .was therefore a great challenge for
.
him. Tess you will be relieved to know 1s very healthy.
When J became involved in the walk about a mo~th ago 1 was ~taymg at
Blue Beach Lodge for the week._ William _decided 1t was about ume to do
some training, lucky me!! The fir t tentative steps were taken up the hills
at the back of the lodge. It took us . quit~ a w~ile and was hard gomg,
involving quite a few rest breaks at this pomt. With the walk ~ommg up so
soon I had my doubts about whether William would manage 1t. Thankfully
my doubts were proved to be unfounded. During the la t weekend that I
was there the two of us (and Tess) set off at an ungodly hour for the trek
over Suss~x Mountain. It was hard going on the climb, but we made good
time and eventually managed about 12 miles that morning; b_efore
Williams' legs decided they could not go any further. _1:he next ume I
made that journey it was a lot more comfortable. l was drivmg the upport
Rover on the actual walk. I was quite surprised by Williams' speed and
endurance· he had obviously put in a lot of training in the couple of week~
since [had last seen him. At the beginning there was W illiam, Tess, ~aJ
Bill Adsett (OC JCUF!) and Capt Paul tevenson (OC MTW) walkmg.
John Nicol (JCUFI Marconi Engineer) and I drove the support vehicle ;
with the shows of BFPS and FIBS blaring from the vehicle mounted
speakers.

We did roughly 21 miles to Stanley Ga_tes, which is q~ite an
achievement in itself. The next day we were JOmed by C pl Le he Beck
(JCUFI) for the walk into MPA. Following a Tornado F3 fly pa t by Wg
Cd r Bond (CO FlAW) we reached tvtPA in the_ afterno~n and ~qn Ldr
Morris Egglestone (OC JSSU) met us with Mrhtary Pohce Vehicles and
dogs. The police then very kmdly escorted us as we stopped all passers by
for donations. The nex.t morning we set off on the home stretch for Stanley.
Every passing car had the bucket waved at them and a lot of mo~ey was
oathered from a surpri ingly small number of cars. That evemng. the
jcUFI girls hit the bars dre s:d.as St Trinian girl and they alone ra1 ed
around £700, which I know W tl11am wa very grateful for.

The aturday was probably the be t day of the walk. There ~ere quite a
few extra walkers and they were treated to aver spectacular d1 play from
the Tornado F3of1435 flight who performed a couple oflow-level pas e
one of them with the undercarriage down . Later in the day 7 qn . earch
and Rescue flew in. performed a low pa s and. then dropped off their OC,
(Sqn Ldr Lee C alderwood) to per onally deli.ver a che9ue f~r !he 1:1oney
raised in MPA. A the ea King left I did nonce a tear ID Wtlha~ s eye.
Th~ Sunday was a quiet day in relation to the rest of the week. It mvolved
about an hour· wa lk from Sapper Hill to the Cathedral 1~ tanley fo~ a
service and that was the conclu ion to The One Man and His Dog Chanty

The handover between W0 2 (USM) Ro?k (L)
and the current US M, W02 Tom Smith

W~~~re are ome I would like to thank on behalf of William. Firs!IY the . t
Trinian girl for their spon orship effort , BFB and FIB for their help tn
publici ing the walk, 7 qn and 1~?5 Flight for tlieir part and JC Fl a a
whole for tl1eir support and fundra1 mg effort .
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2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
~qn

M

md

\laj ric Blyth
\\02 (
1) ndy Waterston

TERRITORIAL RMY - TAFF ERGE NT
0 R E 2000/01
Having put thi. off for a long a pos ible. gt Ronnie ' Bravo Two
Zero' Thom on and gt Tracey ·Doe my bum look big in the e
combab' Waterston decided to take the lunge and get it over with
before they were too old (Too Late). The) traveled to Blandford Camp
early on the Friday and booked into the luxurious accommodation on
offer. namely nson Block. On meeting ome of the otlier Cour e
Per.onneL it eemed only right to visit ·Humph's' for a fe, drink .
Tiredne and lack of food and five pint of Grolsch later, we returned to
the Hilton by 2am. enough aid! The Course tarted at l 2pm and time to
meet the oth r 14 tudcnts.
Week One compri ed of all the theory subjects required for the
e ·erci e pha ·e in Week Two. Lots of Tactic. (Sgt Les Gamble - What
does ' ' tand for?). .B.C, Map Reading, with a generous helping of fizz
in the form of a BPFA. March and hoot and Log PT, with the un
blazing down, all that wa mis ing wa the pina coladas. However, all the
phy's tood u in good tead for Week Twu. Week Two started with te t
on all the ubjects taught in Week One. It wa then time to collect all the
tore required for the E ·erci e Pha e. Thi was our fir t introduction to
the dreaded defence tores, which were to play a large part in our live in
the 3-day Exerci e Pha e.
The Exerci e took place out on ali bury Plain and after a few
demon trations on pyrotechnics and radios . it wa time to get on witii the
nitty gritty. eedles to ay for the next three days we had to work hard ,
defending the Comm ite and taking part in commanding Reece Patrols
and ClearancelFighting patrols (and lo ing gla ses.I cannae see Stam).
The photo provided i before the Exercise for tho e who didn't know, the
one after didn't come out as us Jocks were melted to a greasy spot due to
the exceptionally hot weather conditions! Once back in camp all the
equipment wa cleaned and returned to Stores. The next thing on the
Agenda was the 'Course Dinner' which was held in the Sergeants Mes .
The evening entertainment was provided by ·Madam ice', gt Tracey
Water ton who gave an uplifting rendition of ' uspiciou Minds.' this
was to be the highlight of the dinner. The usua l procedure of port
drinking carried on into the night, with generous donation from Sgt
Waterston, Sgt Les Gamble and gt Addie Stowel, as the Course and
the Training Team partied into rhe early hours.
On the Friday the Cour·e wound down to allow them to carry out
necessary admin, and it wa the last opportunity for the Course to
ocialise, together, ie: another epalese curry at the acclaimed re taurant
next door to 'Humph''. On the aturday they all said their farewell and
returned to their Units with a lot of knowledge, more experience and a
feeling of achievement.and loads of bruises eh gt Hele n 1ountey and
gt Karen Lyo ns!!! A pecial thanks must go to SQMS Chalky? who
wa an inspiration to us all cheers mate!

EXERCI E NORTHERN BLUEBELL 2000 - by Sgt Dave I l eap
Ex orthern Bluebell was a Comd E 2 Div competitive training
exercise for REME that took place over the weekend 5 - 7 May 2000 at
Warcop (AFT ). The aim was to test REME soldier in trade and military
skills, also to a se s the readine ·s and tandards of training of REM E in
2Div.
As usual 2 ig qn (V) REME Attached (may I say the smallest uni!
participating!) entered a highly skilled and well motivated team that also
included two Royal ignal members (well someone has to employ them).
Lt Alistair 'What course can I do next' Galloway, a true leader of men,
an amba ador to his Corps. an academic intellectual even after being
head butted by a rifle blackening his eye and breaking his no e. Back to
the point, continued to push his men to the limits of endurance on the
as ault course to obtain one of the fa te t times of the day. onsidering
the average age of the team was 45 mainly due to LCpl 'Dead Eye'
Abbott's participation. the team produced a good effort. The Team would
have received first prize if it weren't for LC pl Joe 'Shiny Top ' Wiggins
zimmer-frame co llap ing at the wall.
Saturday morning was a 0700hrs start at the First Aid tand where Sgt
Dave 'REME for ever' Heap wa found by the team in a field suffering
from hypothermia, exhau tion and a broken ankle. This after wandering
aimlessly around the training area all night with no one but heep to talk
to. (Poor Sheep). 1iraculously Cpl Rod 'Dr Death ' Hamilton and hi
idekick LCpl Joe ' hiny Top' Wiggins healed him. o name no pack
drill . omeone tried to warm gt Heap with his body. He got quite
worried when he produced a sleeping bag and suggested that they get in it
together. One of the ta ks on the Local Manufacture Stand wa to
manufacture a ATO socket exten ion lead and Cfn (at present Class 4)
Smith (an electrical whiz kid) took on the ta k. A cut here, a snip there
and a few intricate joint . ye he was the head surgeon in the theatre of
electro mechanical engineering.
There were many memorable moments over the weekend but the one
that stood out the best was the wacky race. Each team had to manufacture
a two-man tricycle. There were bat mobiles, helicopters, hips, three
wheeled pram and low slung racing triclopse. A with all major racing
venue , the treets were cleared, straw bales situated at the danger spots
and countless ambulances and medics on standby in ca e of a horrendou
pile up and l can tell you there were plenty. The end of the race was like
the aftermath of a major battle. Buckled bike wheels bent and twisted
fran1e , plintered wood and manly wounded pride. The bar was opened
and the race forgotten. o, we did not win. Our team tricycle was driven
by the two very famous formula triclopse racing drivers. Lt A li tair
Galloway and hi sidekick LCpl Dave 'Pit Stop' Lyall. The pre entation
on Sunday was the icing on the cake for our team. We returned to Dundee
with a rather large trophy and plaque. Beware, 2 Div, for next year 2 Sig
Sqn (Y) wi II be the tean1 to fear.
'

Buddon with the ski ll~ learnt on the previous. weekend bei.ng put .to t.he
test when the sub unit was tasked to establish comm~111cattons with
STCl Sat RAF Kinloss and make a phone call ove.r the a1~wavcs. .
.
Training continued as usual on Wednesday even111gs, with the su~ .u!ltt
being taught all the theory and reasoning behind the practical. ~ct1v1t1es
ndcrtakcn at the weekends. One Wednesday, however, a v1s1t to the
~ATO Satellite Ground Station at ~alado Bridge was ~rranged to allow
the newer members of the sub umt to see another side of the Royal
Signals, and to see what is kept inside those massive golf balls. V<!e had a
very enjoyable evening and would hke to thank our ~osts for .look111g a~er
us so well and not getting too technical. With their HF skills. at a high
standard after the two weekends at Barry Buddon, th~ ub umt ~aveled
south to Otterburn to tak~ part in an exc~cisc that comb111ed basic .1~fantry
patrolling skills with s impl e elect~on1c warfar~. With t~e un.1t s ow.n
infantry wing providing the enemy, JUSt by l~stem~g to th.eir radio traffic
the Royal Signals sub unit was able to pm pomt their location and
conduct a close target recce of their harbour area at dus~. Otterburn wa.s
al 0 the scene for a live firing artillery exercise for which the sub umt
provided the communications between the guns and the forward
observat ion party.
·
·
d
All the training throughout the year was thoroug~ly 111terest111g an
enjoyed by all, but it was all geared towards o~e .th111g: Ex L1ghtnmg
Strike. With a mixture of Strike Veterans and Virgms the team traveled
down to Salisbury determined not to return empty hand~d. With ta!1ds
ranging from survival with the SAS to.~ command task with 32 (Scottish)
Signal Regiment, this year's compet1t1on w~~ o~e ?f the be t yet. The
team gave its best performance in the competitions history and won three
prizes including the final race.
OCdt Colin Grant, OCdt Oliver Beard and OCdt Paul Caldato
attended the UOTC Signals cour e held at Blandford over the E.a~ter
holidays and are now trained signal instruct.ors who will be fully ut1l.1sed
during the next training year. The course mtroduces cadets to van~us
aspect of the Royal Signals, with the emphas1 placed on exercise
planning and teaching.
FUTURE MOVES
.
The end of this academic year sees four members of t~e sub. u111t
moving on to pastures new. 2Lt Gaw is off to 32 (Scotti h) ~1gnal
Regiment (Volunteers), OCdt Bateson and J 0 Zelaya are go~ng ~o
RMAS a Royal Signals bursars and W02 (SSM) Shelmerdme is
movin to HM Warrior in October, to be replaced by W02 (SS~)
Mankfelow from RSS Blandford. More information about the ~b umt,
including a photo album of recent activities, can be found on Edmburgh
UOTC' web site at: www.ceuotc.org.uk

BOWLING

Sgt Ronnie Thomson and Sgt Tracey Waterston

Exercise Northern Bluebell Team
(L-R): LCpl Abbott, Cpl Hamilton, Cfn Smith, LCpl Lya ll ,
2Lt Galloway and Cpl Wiggins

CITY OF EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITIES OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

ARMY TENPI BOWLrNG CHAMPION 2000
IG IMO JO ES
.
.
At the recent 33rd Army Tenpin Bowling Champion hip held ~t the
AMF Leed Bowl on 25-27 February 200~ a new name was established.
Sig imon Jones, serving in Paderborn with 20 Armd Bde HQ and 1g
Sqn (200) , became Serving Army hamp1on for t~e year 2000: The
overall winner was Alan Smith (ex-Army), who was m first pl~ce 111 the
Men's ingles with a new Chan1pion hip record of 1100 total pms 111 ht
five ingles game . Sig Simo n Jones, a Preston man, howe? tremen1?us
kill and tamina at the recent 33rd Army Tenp111 Bow 1.ng
Championships th.is year. A total of 154 c.ompetitors, made up of s~rv111g
and ex-serving military persons and their d~pendants, took. part m the
three-day event. All competitor bowled five game of smgles, fo~l
ame of doubles and three games of team (four player ). The top
~owlers proceeded to the Masters and bowled a further three ~runes. T~e
top 12 of these bowled three more game and the top six of these
proceeded to a round robin final.
h.
imon was one of only t11rce pla:i:ers t? average over 200 for a 11 1
23 game played. His superb highest md1v1du~l game of 270 en ured ~haJ
he deservedly became Serving Army Champion. for 2000. The stan ar
of la is etting better each year and many high quality score ~ere
ret~ri{cd t~is time. A high standard of m~~tal as we~I a. physical
discipline is needed to do well in competJuon. o~ th1 calibre and
imon showed admirable determination and expert1 e ngh.t through to th~
la. 1 ball. Sim o n attended St Michael ' High chool 1n Pre ton an.
then Preston College, before joining the Army m 1997. lie completedl1s
initial traini ng at Ba singbourne and Blandford and. was t~ehn r 0 tc !0
·
I n 1999 he was 10111t c1g t 1 pace m
· where he 1·s t1·11 serv111g.
Germany
the Mast~rs final of the Army Champio~ships ~nd reprc ented thc :°'r~y
in the British Tenpin Bowling A sociauon atJona l at Plyi~out1l ~~ t e
same year. He began bowling at the age of 12 ~nd progres e ~u~ Y to
the adu lt leagues in Preston by the age of 14. Sim on reprcse~~C {~st~n
at Ten in Bowli ng and wa a member oft.he Lanca hire .
~npm
Bowli~g Team. Hi personal best high game is 299,Ju tone pm short ofa
perfect game. S im o n has obviously been selected for the rmy
team in 2000.

1 1

CO
Lt Col A. A. . Harwell
OlC ub Unit
2Lt G. P. G a\\
W0 2 ( SM) helmerdine
P I
. Formed. in 1945 the Royal ignals Sub Unit plays an importan t role
wl!hm Edmburgh's University Officers Traming Corps. This academic
year has seen the ub Unit achieve a great deal and maintain the high
·tandards of the unit.
In the lead up to Christmas assistance was given throughout the MTQ I
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and MTQ2 training cadres in the form of lessons, practical activities and
exercise communications. After the Christmas break the sub un it's
strength wa boosted by a large group of first years fresh from their
MTQ I Cadre. The first training weekend to Barry Buddon concentrated
on long range HF communications using the PRC 320 and a variety of
masts. Our newly acquired line laying equipmen t was also put to good
use with enough line being laid around camp to put any cable television
company to shame. A second weekend involved another trip to Barry
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Ex ercise Lightning Strike 2000
.
Back Row (L-R): W02 (SSM) Shelmardine, OCdt Davidson ,
OCdt Caldato, OCdt Bateson, 2Lt Gaw, OCdt 1?eard, 2Lt Corkerton
Front Row (L-R) : OCdt Erhahiemen, OCdt C1echan, OCdt Rae,
JUO Zelaya, OCdt Grant

OCdt Andrew Rea receiving the prize for 2 Signal Regi~ent's
stand from the Regimental Colonel, Col R. Crombie

ATIOi AL S CCESS FOR ARMY BOW~E~
.
It is with great pleasure and pride that I wnte to mform :i:o~ that f\~o of
our talented bowlers from the Army Tenpin Bowling_~ssoc1a~1on fim hed
in third place in the doubles event at the recent Bi:t1 h ~tJonal Tenpm
Bowlin Championships on 18-19 March 20~0 111 .E nfield: gt Les
Colquh~un and Cpl Mark Pas field, both serv111g wJth 11 1g Regt 111
Blandford, played superbly to achieve thi hard e_arned an~ well .de e~ed
third place. The British lational CompeUtl?n 1s of an mcred1~ly high
tandard and attracts only the be t bowlers 111 the country. mak111g Les
and Mark's ucces a feat of which to be proud.

CROSS COUNTRY
EXERCISE SOUTHERN C ROS
.
On Wedne day IS March nine Corp athletes .(C.apt ~y nn H1gg , Ca p~
Geo roe Tyndale OCdt Ste e Cadywould , Sgt Gmge_ Davey, L pl Ke'
Co nl~n LC pl J~mie Baulc h, LCpl Lee Wil kins?" • 1g Pete Tucker and
Sig Sy heppa rd) and three coaching staff (MaJ Les Wood and Je~ r-y
Heoarty _ athletics and Ir Dave Pi~tm a n - golt), m~t at Hamers ey
Ba;;.acks Aldershot to finali e preparatJons for the follo~111g day. .
.
t ·e~ly o'clock' the following morning the coach armed to hip u off
to Gaf\vick irporL where we caught a flight with far too m_uch leg room.
· I 1·n Portugal the weather wa · excellent for that tune of year. a
0 n arnva
. d · h \i
· k 'd
our
cool 2? degree centigrade. much to everyone e11g t. e pie 1: up .
tra - t nd proceeded to the hotel "Alfa Mar'. where we were booke.d 111
forn tl;~rviait. In tead of getting the expected ~otel room we were given
three villas which were e ccllent. Friday mormng at ~ OOhrs Sa\\ the ~ar:
of the arduou training programme, and for m~st ot the quad, the ·~
meeting with former London Marathon Champion. like Grntton, \\ o
was organising t11c training. During the next ~vcck ~he tra111111g ~
consistent with the e ions ranging from steady eight. mile runs to wh1 tie
fartlek and mile reps. The group performed well lead111g ~nost of the ume
up 10 the point , here the c ion were being orgam ed ar?und .u ·
aturday saw the , tart of the . World ro - ountr:y . hamp1on hip_.;
fortunately it wa only walking chstance from the hotel.Just a 0111c.1d~!1 1: •
we think not! Thi gave u t11e c~~nce to ce some of the " rid' me,t
athlete in action and how the Bnu-h athlete ~ompar> 10 ~he re t of tl:e
world. We all found this to be an excellent experience and pe onally one I
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\\ 111 ne\ er fo rget. The hamp1on. hip · lasted for two days and. much to our
. urpri e. ran during t ' h ttest part of the day to the advantage of athl~te
from wam1 ·r parts of the \\Qrld. Thi does not include England as It 1·
raining as l write the ·e note !
The re t of the trip carried on a before. training ~vice dai ly at ~ ~Ohrs
and 1600hrs. Evening . how ver, were free . Thi · meant ·ocmh smg
mod rate! · always eating out and taking turns to choo e the locauon. The
\\ cather · tayed fantastic throughout the entire week until the last clay where
\\C did an extremely hard hill ·e·,;on in the rain. The rain soon topped
howe,·cr and another afternoon of sunshine meant la t minute panic
tanning for the \\Omen. At I 900hrs we all met at 'Th Me · · and went. for
our final meal in Portugal at "hat had now become our loca l pizza
restaurant . The following day saw the end of the trip .. with a 0700hrs leg
·rretch e i n before booking out of the hotel and flymg back to the UK.
bnlhant time wa had by all, many thanks to Maj Les Wood for
organi ing the trip.
R.'1Y I. 'TER- ORP CRO
' TRY CHAMPIO HIP
16 FEBR RY 2000
Thi eason 's Inter-Corp champion hips were held at Blandford on 16
February 2000. With all 16 of the Corp top runners available, le · Cp l
Paul Clancy. the Team Captain - gt ' Ginge' Davey and Team Manager Capt , eil Turnbull had the difficult ta k of selectin~ lhe ten team
members. Thi wa duly done over a glass of lemonade m the Bowlmg
lley. After a flurry of snow in lhe early morning the afternoon turned out
to be ideal running weather. The Corp. Ladies were first away with former
Army Champion. LCpl icky Dean, leading the Corps Challenge to try to
retain the trophy they won o convincingly last ca on. Thi eason' under
strength team. however, could not compete with very strong RLC and
APTC team and the team fini hed in third place.
The Men·, Tean1 wearing the new Corps trip for the first time, warmed

after h1. easy run in the Army ross Country Champion hips the previous
week surged clear on the fina l uphill section to come home for a
convincing victory to take the individual title.
3(UK) Armd Div & Sig Rcgt took the team title in the Maj or Units with
11 ig Regt a close second. In the M inor Units 243 ig qn were Corps
champions and 2 1 Sig Regt Runners - up. WOI 'S tu ' Little - 11 Sig Regt
won the veteran hampionship whi le at the other encl of the age sca le Sig
Pete ·Rotherham Harriers · Tucker became the Junior hampion.

3 (UK) Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment - Major Unit
champions

The Gunners used the weather to thei r advantage in the second half but
were conta ined by a determined defence from the Corps. The only means
by which the RA were able to mak~ signific~n t ground was either throu.gh
kicking with the wind or takmg q u tc~ penalties. After 30mm the e tac.tics
paid olT and the Gunners forced their way to the Corps 22metre lme and
remained camped there for some time with the clock runni~g dow~. In
fru stration the RA fl y half, probably the smallest man on the pitch, decided
to crash a pop ball directly into
gt meek ( 11 Sig Regt), prob~bly. the
largest man on the pitch. The RA fly half subsequently left. the pitch 1~1 a
dazed state but only after the referee had awarded a very dubious try which
.
was then converted Lo put the core at I 0-7.
The RA renewed their attack with vigour and looked dangerous until
extra time when LCpl Fox ( 16 Si g Regt) broke from the back ofa ruck and
burst into the RA half before being stopped by a desp~rate. defonce from
the gunners. The Corps was then awarded a penalty JUSt ms1de the RA
22metre line in a position, which, on a normal day, woul~ have allowed us
to secure the game but the weather forced the Corps to kick fo r tou~h . The
RA were then aw~rded a penalty for an infringement only to give the
initi ative back to the Corps when the RA scrum half fumbled the ball at the
ba c of the scrum. Sgt Jones promptly burst in and w~s manhandled
towards the line by Lt Whittley and Cpl Humphries (2 .Sig Regt). Their
momentum broke but the ruck was form ed on the RA lme and the ever
sharp, SSgt Cassidy executed another swi ft dummy to open a gap and
crash over the line to secure the game at 16-7.
A big thank you to those who braved the we~ ther to support the t~a m
and to the substitutes who endured the cond1t1ons from the touc~-lme.
Particular thanks to Sgt M acFee ( l l Sig Regt) fo r hi s . help . m th.c
administration on the day. The Corps has retai ned the champ1onsh1p. Thts
could not have been achieved without the support and encouragement of
parent units who have ensured that they are available to play despite the
heavy commitments throughout the Corps. To all those who helped us
achieve this goal-thank you . - CE RTA CITO

?·

The Master Of ignals. laj Gen J.
.J. Sp racklin g.OBE pre!>Cntcd
the prize with Brig . . Jackson . 1BE, Comd 2 ( · . ) S!g Bde on
Friday and jomed attending Os. RSMs and Team <;aptam · tor a curry
buffet afterwards. The Pipes and Drums from 32 Sig Regt ( V ) led the
final march off and were very much appreciated.
DATE FOR 1 EXT YEAR' Dl RY
ROYAL IG AL CORPSAAM 2001
. .
31 March - 1 April 200 I
Temton al Army orpsaam
Regu lar Army Corpsaam
2 _ 6 Apri l 2001
There wi ll be a VIP Curry Buffet for CO's, R . M's and vi.sit mg officers
on Sunday I April for the TA meeting and on Fi:iday 6 .Apnl 2001 for the
Regular meeting. All units are tha~ked for their .contmumg SUPP<?1: for
thi s competi tion, wh ich also provides our soldi ers excellent m1htary
and 11 Sig .R~gt a'.e thanked once agam
training value. 32 Sig Re~t
for thei r outstandmg contnbution to the administration of the meeting and
completing the Corps' Charter Tasks.

<".')

SHOOTING
CORPS SKILL AT ARMS MEETING (CORPSAAM) 2000
.
Over 200 competitors from both the TA and Regular Royal S.tgnals
units competed in CORPSAAM 2000 at A h range fyom ~-16 Apnl. The
meeting is run concurrentl y with Joint CORPSAAM 1~ which there was a
combined total of over I 000 co mpetitor from fi ve Corps: RE , R
SIGNALS, RLC, REM E and AGC.

The Corps Captain, Sgt Simon Davey, receives
the winners trophy from the Chairman of RLC Cross Country
up and after a few words of encouragement from the Team Manager were
ready for the off. An easy start saw the team packing in the middle of the
fie ld, the end of the first lap however saw the Team Captain leading the
Corps challenge in tenth place with the remaining runners packing around
eighteenth place. Team po itions altered very little on the second lap and
the bright yellow vests of the Corps team were plentiful in the leading
place on the approach to Pond Bottom, an excellent run in, consolidated
team positions and the team finished with a points total of 139. With our
main rivals the RLC finishing with 157 points, this was a resounding
victory for the Corps for the first time in this Competition. Individual
fini hing po ition were as follows:
Sgt Davey
34 ) Sig Regt (\/)
9th
Sig Grady
11 Sig Regt
12th
LCpl Conlon
3 (UK) Div Sig Regt
15th
ig Lowe
30 Sig Regt
16th
W02 (FofS) Docherty
3(UK) Div Sig Regt
18th
Cpl Cadywould
2 Sig Regt
2 1st
WOl (YofS) Keily
7 Sig Regt
22nd
LCpl Kemp
3(UK) Div Sig Regt
26th
11 Sig Regt
ig Tucker
34th
Cpl Whittaker
11 Sig Regt
36th
THE RO AL
IG ALS I TERIT A D l DlVlD AL
CRO ~-CO 'TRY CHAMPIO SHIPS
Cpl Steve Cadywould scored a rare victory over qt 'Ginge' Davey to
become the new Royal Signals Cross Country champion, on Wednesday 9
February. The 3 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt hosted the new Inter nit
and Individual Cros Country Championships, providing a testing course
on a windy day. Team from most Royal Signals Units were represented
from the UK and Germany. The ladies were first off and with the race
being won by the in form ig Lisa Wiles - 11 Sig Regt who is currently the
Army Junior Champion, she was closely followed by Capt Tindale -2 Sig
Regt with ig Twaite - 3(UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt finishing in
third with 3(UK) Annd Div & ig Regt taking the Ladies Team title.
In the Men's race, a leading group of five broke clear with Sgt 'Jock'
astle - 7 Sig Regt, making an early bid for the ti tle in the first 400m but
unfortunately he had pent too much of his time training in the NAAFI
queue and had to concede to the blistering pace set by the Corps top
distance runners. At the top of the fir t steep incline ig Tom ' Puny calfed
boy' Grady -11 ig Regt and Cpl teve Cadywould - 2 Sig Regt broke
clear leaving gt 'Ginge' Davey - 34 ) Sig Regt (V) and ig Tom Lowe
- 30 ig Regt battling for the minor places. The leading two remained
locked together until Cpl teve Cadywould, who was still feeling fresh
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Sig Lisa Wiles - 11 Signal Regiment receives the winners trophy
from Brigadier Shaw

RUGBY
CORPS MERIT TABLE 1 FIXTURE VERSUS RA 23 MAY 2000
After considerable delay the final game of the ARU Merit Table I
against the RA was eventually played on 23 May 2000 at Blandford. ln
order to win the competition, and regain the title of Corps Champions, the
Corps Team had to secure a victory over the Gunners. Owing to short
notice of the fixture and the bad weather delaying the travel we were left
without several players until minutes before the game. The RA brought a
contingent of Fijian but may be forgiven al being concerned about the
presence of LCpl . Gibbs starting at out ide centre for the Corp . For
those watching your eyes did not deceive you, LCpl S. Gibbs (21 Sig Regt
(AS)), our hooker, was playing at outside centre. De pite the recent good
weather, Blandford remained true to form and gave appalling conditions
on an extremely wet and windy afternoon.
The Corps played with the wind in the first half and quickly forced their
way into the gunners 22. After three minute , a clean ball from Lt
Whittely (2 Sig Regt) in the line out was driven forward by Maj Drew
(RMCS) and Sgt Jones (16 Sig Regt) providing the perfect platform for
SSgt Cassidy (2 ig Regt), who had only arrived six minutes before kickoff, to dummy and exploit the gap left behind the retreating RA pack and
put the Corps into an early lead at 6-0. The Corps maintained the pressure
through the considerable advantage given by the weather conditions and
after ten minutes a big drive from the pack forced a mi take from the RA
Fijian scrum half who was subsequently nattencd by the ever present Sgt
Jones. The ball failed to reach its intended target and bobbed along the
ground into the hands of SSgt Cassidy who raced away from our ten-metre
line to put the Corps into a comfortable lead at I 0-0.
The RA, fresh from a week of Corps sevens, soon got into their stride
and began forcing their way forward with some exce llent support play. The
Corps defence held strong with big tackles in the cen tre from LCpl Gibbs
and LC pl Latham ( 11 Sig Regt). The orp should have put the game
beyond the Gunner reach before half time but were thwarted by the
weather causing handling errors. Lt Whittley forced his way over the line
from a scrum, only to have the ball tapped from his fingers at the last
moment and in the final minutes of the first half gt Tomkinson (21 Sig
Regt (AS)) had an open field out to the right of the crum but was denied
by a wet ball failing to remain in his band.

THE TERRITORIAL ARMY MEETING 9 - 11 APRIL 2000 .
The Territorial Army meeting had excelle~l atten~3!1ce with eighteen
five man teams from 11 units plus 19 mdtv1duals g1vm~ a total of 109
competitors. The following units w~re represented: 32 Sig Regt (V), 33
Si Regt (V), 35 Sig Regt (V), 36 Sig Regt (V), ~7 1g Regt (V), 38 S~g
R!gt (V), 39 Sig Regt (V), 40 Sig Regt (V), 71 Sig Regt (V), I (SC) Sig
Sqn (V) and 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (V).
. . .
.
.
The competition consi ted of team and md1v1dual matches m ~1ne,
LSW and Pistol. 71 Sig Regt (V) won all three team nfle. m~tches w1~h 35
Sig Regt (V) winning the LSW and 37 Sig Regt (V) wmmng the pistol.
2Lt Woodhams from 71 Sig Regt (V) put in some excellent shootmg and
was the overall Champion at Arms on the combmed scores of.all three
weapons. He was also the Champion Rifle Shot and Best Officer. The
Unit Championship was won by 37 Sig Regt (V). Best Female R1~e was
ig Morse and Best B Cla s Rifle wa Sig Wilton , both from 71 Sig Regt
(\/). Sgt Weaver from 35 Sig Regt .(V) won the LSW.
..
.
For many competitors it was their first taste of comix:ut10n s~ootm~.
All gained a lot of valuable training and increased confidence with th~tr
personal arms combined with having an enjoyable and worthwh1~e
weekend. The SOinC (A), Brig C. J. Bu~ton OBE ADC , wh~ 1
Pre ident of Corps Shooting, presented the pnze . with Col D. M. Mills,
Chairman of Corps Shooting, on unday and JOmed attending COs,
R Ms and Team Captains for a curry buffet afterwards
THE REGULAR ARMY MEETI G 12- 16 APRTL .20~0
A total of 18 teams from 11 units together with 10 md1v1dual gave a
combined total of 100 competitors. 1:his wa.s d1sappomtmgly clovm from
the I SO declared entries. The followmg umt we'.e represent~d . I (UK)
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, 2 Sig Regt, 3 (UK) Div HQ and 1g Regt, 11
Sig Regt, IS Sig Regt 16 ig Regt, 21 ig Regt? 30 Sig Regt 20. Armd
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200), 20 I Sig qn , 238 1g qn and 243 ~1g qn
together with individuals from 7 RHA, 31 Sig Regt (V) and 35 1g Regt

(V~he overall standard of

hooting wa very good and .although I I Sig
Regt and 30 ig Regt largely domi~~ted the compet1tton, there wa . a
good spread of prize. among the 111d1v1dual and team runner up. 30 Sig
Regt 'A' Team won the Champion Unit as wel.l as the L W Match, the
Combat Snap Fa lling Plate and three of the Rifle Matche . I l 1g Regt
won the Pist~I Tiles and two of the Rifle ma.tches. T~e Be t Young
OITieer was 2Lt Morris and Be t Young Soldier ~as !g. t<hagendra
both from 30 Sig Regt (\/). The Best Female w~ Sig Wilham and ~e
Be t 'B' Class was pl Davies, both from 16 . 1g Regt. The hamp1on
Rifle hot wa Capt Yam Rana from 11 Sig Regt and the overall
Champion at Arms was Sgt D. Copley from 11 . ig Regt who produced a
consistently high standard of shooting in pis!ol, nne and .LSW.throug~o ut
1
the competition Lt Col Hoole won the Pistol Champ1onsh1p (agam.).
The orps Tean~ al o won the Inter orps Falling Plate and Combat Snap
Matches.

Sgt Dave Copley CORPSAAM 200~ Champion at Arms
being chaired of by the 11 Sig Regt Team

The Master of Signals presenting Sg.t Dave Copley
with the Ghurkha Kukn
UK C(G) KlLL AT ARMS MEETr G (SAAM) 16 - 18 1
00
The UK C(G) SAAM took place over th.rec day .la t week at the
Kohima ETR range complex at Haltern Tra1n_mg Area m Ge~any.. T~e
SAAM was open to all major units, sub units and mmor u111t w11hm
UKSC(G). Despite operatio nal commi tment and p~ t tour leave 12
teams entered the competition, totalling over ~~ sold1e'.s. The AAM
included both team and individual co.mpellllon_s, with un.11 team
competing for the Unit SAA Championship. which mvol~ed units takmg
part in Rifle, LSW and Fire Team latche . A separate P1 to! Match and
Falling Plate Competition were al o held.
.
.
The competition wa fierce from the out et. with a h1g~ standard of
shooting from most team . Day One and Two . saw unit te~m and
individuals competi ng for the Rifle, .L Wand Pistol Champ1onsh1ps.
First honours went to 252 qn. 16 1g Regt, who won the ~ W Team
Champion hip. beating 250 qn. 16 1g Regt, by f~ur hits. It oon
materiali ed that the overall Unit Champion hip wa gomg to be a close
battle between 14 and 170 qn p Bn ARRC and 14 lndep Topo qn
RE In the Team Rifle Champion hi p, 14 lndep Topo qn RE narrowly
be~t 170 Sqn Sp Bn ARRC by fi e hits. with 14 Sqn . p Bn RR.
coming third. Meanwhil~. 14 . qn p Bn RRC were ettmg the pace 111
the Team Pi stol Cha111p1onsh1p. and beat 14 lndep Topo qn RE
a
tar e margin of 27 point . The afternoon of Day Two saw om~ wmdy
we~ther' for the Fire Team Match which involved teams marchmg two
mile in 22 minutes, carrying 25 I bs, ?ver muddy farm track . and then
e ecuting a very difficult hoot. involvmg a 50m run down, follO\\Cd b .a
reor anisation and enemy counter attack shoot .. Team on! had t\\O
min~te to ort themselve out prior to commencmg the shoot after t,h~
march. The e entua l ' inner were 14 lndep Topo qn RE. "ho bca

?Y
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PO qn p Bn RR and 14 qn p Bn ARRC who won second and
third place re re ' ti' el}. By the end of Day Two. all the team matches had
be ·n comp! tcd and the final outcome of the Unit AA hampionship
had been determined. The outright'' inner were 14 lndcp Topo qn RE
with 99 pomts, with 14 qn p Bn ARRC (9 l points) and 170 qn p Bn
( 3 point~). coming in second and third place re pcctivcly.
The final day was all about determining the champion indi idual , hot .
and who i to go forward to Bi Icy to compel<! for the Queen ·s M dal.
The eight firen; who had progr . ed through to the final in the L W
\1atch were now required to l>wt at distances ranging from 300m to
600m. gt L) nch from 252 ig qn had an cxcell cnt Pha e 2 shoot,
achic' ing 65 points o\·erall to claim fir t pri ze. pr Crovetto from 14
lndep Topo qn RE and pl Durrant from 252 ig qn, were in second
and third place. The Individual Pi -tol Match proved to be yet another
close run affair, with L pl Lawrence from 14 qn p Bn ARR beating
LCpl :\1cGonigle from 14 lndep Topo qn RE. However, the clo est of
e,·ent proved 10 be the Rifle Champion hip. with everything at stake,
including a coveted place at Bisley this year. La I year' third Individual,
"02 Ashcroft, went into the ·econd pha e in the lead, and con olidated
his po ition to claim the Champion Rifle. Cpl outhworth from 14 qn
p Bn ARRC and L pl McGonigle from 14 lndep Topo qn RE
(fini hcd in second and third place re pectivcly).
The
A 1 finale was the Failing Plate Match, which Wll done on a
knockout basi , with teams progressing through 10 the quarter-finals,
emi-final and then final . GOC UK C(G) and several of the HQ taff
branche a embled team for the competition. 170 qn p Bn ARRC
beat 252 qn p Bn ARR in the final with the tie for third place being
won by 14 lndep Topo qn RE. The GOC UK (G), Msj Gen C. H.
E lliott CBE pre ented the prize at the end of the la t day's firing.

SQUASH
14 JG AL REGL'\1E T (ELECTRO IC \ RFARE)
R 'NER - P: ARMY Q ASH CH.AMPIO SHIP - 1999/2000
14 Sig Regt (EW) continue to set the standard as Corps talisman in
the world of Army Squa h. A hi tory of near mis es and epic encounters
continued during the 1999/2000 season with the Regimental Team
narrowl y defeated in a close Major Unit Team quash final at the
\ inchester courts, they finished as runners-up to l RSME from
Chatham. Regimental commitments meant that the strange t side could
not be as embled until the final week of the champion hips so the
Regiment wa compelled to exercise catch-up qua h and play all it
games in the space of four days. A walk-over in the first round against a
defeati I 12 Royal Artillery aw a journey to Deepcut to play a second
round match again t ATR Pirbright. The highlight of a successful 4 - I
demolition job was a rare victory at No 5 seed for W 02 (AQ MS)
Ba n ett although his worth was to become more apparent in the
quarter-finals against 15 ig Regt, when after our Roya l Signals
champion was beaten by the Corp o 6 it was left to the o S seeds to
d~cide the outcome ~t the match. Unfortunately the 15 Sig Regt o 5 was
-nil on route from Lisburn and at some four hours late W0 2 Bas Basnett
was forced to claim a walk-over.
The semi-final and final stage were held at the impressive civilian
courts at the Winchester Tenni and quash Club, a far cry from the
squa h facilities at Brawdy. The semi-final was played again t 22 (Air
Defence} Royal Artillery and resulted in a straight forward S - O victory.
Mention here should be made of our o 4 Seed, SSgt Jo hn Blackadder
a Int.ellige n~e C~rp Squash stalwart of many years. Brought ou;
of his hosp11al sick bed and made to play with his old wooden
r~c.kets. he howed that there is no substitute for experience by
g1vmg his opponent the run around. The final was played early the next
morning. Our opponents were the Engineers from Chatham who boasted
five of their Corp players within their ranks and resembled something of
an all-star team. ot to be deterred most of our Regimental side opted for
an early night in preparation for the big push the next day. However our
o 3 eed and banker, Ca pt 'I've won this Champion hips before '
Gordon. Cole insisted that a few beers and a take-away curry was all the
preparation he needed. The final started with the o 5 and 3 seeds taking
the court. W02 Baz Basnett went down kicki ng to a very strong o 5
but our overall aspirations were dashed when our banker Capt Cole lost
in five to a player half hi age and a quarter hi ability. The o I seeds
went on with the Regiment knowing that it had to salvage a win to stay in
the final. '" 02 ( M) Dea n Richardso n, just back from three months
exercise in Kenya found the initial pace hard but recovered and recorded
a hard fought 3-2 victory over the Engineers o I Ca pt ' Singe' Webster.
The o 2 and o 4 seeds went on for the final games with the Regiment
know111g we had to win both games. Our Team Captain and No 2 seed
Cap.t Coli n Jack o n had a comfortable victory against an aggressive
Eng111eer but on the other court S gt Joh n Blackadder was finding four
game 111 four days too much at his age and he went down screaming 3-0.
An overall 3 -2 victory crowned I RSME as Army Team Squash
Champion 1999/2000 and 14 Sig Regt (EW) as the runners-up. Thanks
to apt Colin 'The Brigadi.er' J ackson. for his sterling work in moulding
a team around huge Operauonal commitments and to the trusty five who
ventured up and down the M4 in search of glory. A further mention
~ou!d be made of gt tcve. Rober ts who ne_ver made the photograph,
d1dn t play any games but received a trophy as sixth man for his efforts.
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SCORESHEET
lst Round
Vs
2nd Round
V
Quarter-Final Vs
Vs
emi - Final
V
Final

l 2 Royal Artillery
W/0
ATR Pirbright
Won 415 ignal Regiment
Won
Won
22 (A ir Def) Royal Artillery
IR ME
Lost

I
3-2
5-0
2-3

(L-R): Capt Cole, SSgt Blackadder, Capt Jackson ,
W02 (SSM) Richardson , W02 (AQMS) Basnet

SURFING
THE ZU LA JAY ARMY SURFING CHAMPJO HIPS 2000
The Zuma Jay Army urfing Championships 2000 were held on
Sunday 16 April at Penha le Comer in place of tl1e planned Army vs RAF
competition that had been cheduled for the 15th but wa postponed due
to poor urf conditions on the Friday and Saturday and an internet
foreca t that said a well would be arriving on unday but with strong
on hore winds.
When we finally managed to drag our elves out of bed on Sunday we
were greeted with a 4-5ft well and off: hore winds, so after a obering
social urf in the morning we decided to hold the first ever Army
Champ ionship. By this time we were down to seven urfer in the seven
foot plus division due to Pte Tim Wyatt of 2LI deciding to concentrate
his effort on the shortboard, a fact that was greeted with some relief
from the rest of the surfers in that division. The hortboard was down to
four urfers due to Cpl Craig Learmonth of The Army Foundation
College deciding on aturday to head for better wave on the North East
coa t and LCpl Sean Wilkes of 29 Commando Wksp coming down with
a bad bout of flu. We only had two bodyboarders from the beginning and
the re t of the competition was made up from four novices.
The competition tarted early afternoon with the tide rising and the
wind and well dropping off slightly. First in the water, after a quick
introductory chat from Sgt Jase Fern of 14 Sig Regt (EW) LAD, were
the novices in a four man final consisting of Sig Chris Treweeks of 14
Sig Regt (EW), LCpl Dave Grimes of 14 Sig Regt (EW), Cpl Jimmy
Ewing of 9 Regt AAC Wksp and ig Dave Campbell of 14 Sig Regt
(EW). Chris went into an early lead with his second wave being scored a
three from our 'have a chat about it' style of judging, but at the half way
stage he was neck and neck with Jimmy. Dave Campbell found himself
out of position and Dave Grimes was catching a few but failing to make
much impression on the judges. A the red five minute warning flag went
up Jimmy pulled two waves out of the bag to pull away from Chris and
become the first ever Army ovice Champion.
1ovice Result:
I st
Cpl Jimmy Ewing
9 Regt AAC
8 Points
2nd
Sig Chris Treweeks 14 Sig Regt (EW)
6 Points
3rd
LCpl Dave Grimes
14 Sig Regt (EW)
5 Points
4th
Sig Dave Campbell 14 Sig Regt (EW)
4 Points
ext in the water was the first Semi of the over seven foot division
comprising of Sgt Phil Stroudley of 14 Sig Regt (EW), Cpl Jay Webster
of Para Coy 3 Bn ITC and gt Steve Webber of Cmdo Log Regt (ES
Squadron). The heat was strongly contested with Steve taking an early
lead with hi s second wave being scored a four pointer, Jay and P hil
pulled off a couple of three pointers to close the gap with Jay trying to
impress the judges with a couple of switch stance attempts but they
couldn't catch up with Steve who ran out the winner of the heat from Jay,
who also qualified for the final by a point from Phil.
Then it was the turn of the other Semi comprising Ja e Fern, LCpl
Dai Jo nes of 14 Sig Rcgt (EW), LC pl Gaz Roscoe of 14 Sig Regt (EW)
and Sgt Dom Warren of Hereford Garrison LAD. This was another clo e
h~t with Dai managing to catch all ten of his waves and getting a four
pomter for a well worked floater, Dom and Jase both managed to catch
seven waves and were basica lly fighting it out for the other qualifying
P.lace, Jase raised a few giggles from the judges by pulling off a coffin
nde after a left hander closed out on him , but Dom edged him se lf
through to the final by a point with some consistent surfing. Gaz Roscoe
n~ver really got himself going, he was suffering from the exploits of the
rnght before and the mornings urf that had left him tired o ut and he only
managed to catch two waves. (Better luck next year mate!)
The first Semi of the shortboard was a two man heat between T im
Wyatt and Cpl Gra ha m Greeves of ATR Litchfield, some good urfing
from both of them saw this heat, for which Tim was hot favourite go into
~he last five minutes neck and neck. Unluckily for Greevesy the waves
JUSt wouldn't work for him and T im pulled off his best three waves of the
heat, pumping his board and getting as much power out of the waves as
he could. This aw T im win the heat by three points. The second Semi of
the shortboard was between Dai J ones and Pte Ba rney cully of 3 S Bn
~LC. Da i, having just surfed the 7ft+ semi and looking forward to the
fmal of that, declared that he would catch three waves and sack it, which

he did . This, coupled with Barney's obviou power and ability which saw
him score two fours on his first two .waves meant that he won the h~at by
seven points to set up a mouth watering f111al between Barney and Tim . .
Next in the water were Chris Treweeks and LCpl Al Hayes of 2Ll 111
the bodyboard final , Chris had been firing all day and managed to catch
his full quota of ten waves, pulling off so~n e a~azing stunts .and scoring
big po ints for his drop knee 360's and van~u airs. Al, carry.mg an ankt;
inj ury still managed to put 111 a good performance but he JU ~ couldn t
compete against the in-form Chris who eventua lly ran out to wm by five
clear points.
Bodyboard result:
.
.
l st Sig Chris Treweeks
14 Sig Regt (EW) 10 Pomts
2 LI
5 Points
2nd LCpl Al Hayes
With the swe ll droppin g off it was decided to run the 7ft+ and
shortboard final s at the same time, o Jase and Phil (the Bude brothers),
still smarting from not being involved, had some frantic judging .to do. In
the 7ft+ division we saw the closest fought heat of the day with tevc
Webber catching everythin~ that came through ?n hi 101~gboard a~d
Dom Warren being as consistent as ever, even ndmg hand 111 hand with
Jay Webster on two separate occasions. The judges were worried that
Jay may have taken offence to Dom's close proxi~ity but. both time 1t
ended in friendly handshakes that stopped any po111ts bemg deducted.
Meanwhile, the goofy footed Dai Jones was taking full advantage of the
left hander that had started working and with a strong display took the
title by one point from all the other competitors.
7 Foot Plus Result:
1st
LCpl Dai Jone
14 Sig Regt (EW)
10 Points
2nd
gt Steve Webber
Cdo Log ES Sqn
9 Points
3rd
gt Dom Warren
Hereford Garr LAD 9 Points
4th
Cpl Jay Webster
Para coy 3Bn ITC
9 Points
(Placings worked out from 4th and 5th be t wave sco~es)
.
Going on at the same ume was the eagerly awaited shortboard fmal
between Kiwi, Tim Wyatt and Newquay local boy, .Barn.ey culler- This
was a di play of pure power from both urfers with .Tim pum~mg h1
board like mad to get the most out of the ever decreasm~. swell size, 3!1d
Barney showing why he has been on the verge of th~ Bnnsh Squad. Tnn
managed to catch nine waves and even got some air but 1t w~s Barn~y
who got the best waves with a thrilling display .of power, :1pp111g the six
waves he managed to catch, smacking off the hp and cuttmg bac.k more
often than seemed possible, and catching the wave oft.he compet1Uon that
earned him five points, who eventually natched the Utle by a clear three
points.
Shortboard Result:
13 Points
3 CS Bn RLC
l st
Pte Barney Sculley
10 Points
2 LI
2nd
Pte Tim Wyatt

TABLE TE1

IS

ARMY APPRE Tl E COLLEGE
CHAMPJO SHIP TABLE TE1 IS TO R 'AME 'T
SPRING 2000
.
In the final AT Sweeney defeated AT Tyrell, in a hard fought sport111g
final , by a 21-14, 17-21, 22-20 score line. The award were presented by
John Cunningham DLOPTTC and the Tournament was sponsored by
Allied World-wide Computer Services.

AT Tyrell

WINDSURFING

7ft P lus Division
(L-R): LCpl Gaz Roscoe, Sgt Fern, LCpl Dai Jones
and Sgt Dom Warren
What had started out as a disappointing weekend end~d up '~ith
everyone having a fantastic time. It's never ea Y.c.ompet1~g agam t
friend , but the whole event was run in the be t spmt and did more to
forge the team spirit and morale of the lad who took part. Although we
arc a team tl1at is still in it's infancy we can only go forward f:om here. It
wa a terrific turn out with people traveling from far and wide at there
own expense a we don't have the backing of the A.rmy ports. Board yet.
This just goes to how the c~mm1tment an~ enthu 1asm _of all mvo lve~ . It
has to be aid that the judgmg wa a bit iffy but .we foci that the n~ht
re ults were reached in the end. Next year we will fmd omcone with
some experience to do it!! ome special word of thank mu t go out to
igel and all at Zuma Jay's in Bude who kindly agreed to sponsor the
event and also to Sgt C allum Davey of 14 Sig Regt (EW) LAD who did
the photography and all those who turned out just to watch the event. The
attitude and standard of all the competitors wa a plea ure to see and I
would love to hear from the vast amount of surfers in the Army who
haven't contacted me yet as oon as possible at: Sgt J ase Fern, telephone
Brawdy mil. 94359 5825 or civvy 01437 725825.

INTER-CORP WINDS RFl G SERIES
THIRD ROUND RE ULTS
.
.
.
The third round of the lnter Corp windsurfmg champion hip took
pla.ce at Chri tchurch in early May. T~e condi.tion were dema~dmg, with
lioht to moderate winds and a heavy tide runnmg. The Royal Signal_ team
w7irked extremely hard in the condition to gain second p~ace, behmd an
almo t invincible REME team. After tliree events m the enes, with two to
go. the Corp is tying comfortably in econd pl~ce, well ahead of the Royal
Engineer Royal Artillery and RLC, but con 1derably behmd the REM~.
There is no room for complacency, however, and a trong turnout .1 till
required in the fourth round at Weymouth in June and the final wh1~h are
held diiring the Army Championship in July. In a fleet of 30. creditable
individual performance were recorded by Maj ~ave G ilchrist (2nd
overall and first 7.5m raceboard); SSgt 'orm an Finnegan C?th o~erall)
and M aj Peter Bowle (8th overall). Cpls Pete Hoggar t, dna n \a m ey
.
and ' Herbie' Hyde also achieved ~omm.endabl~ re u~ts.
Anyone intere ted in competitive w111dsurf111g wnh the Royal Signals
hould comact the Club ecretary. Ca pt Andrew Mo uld , on 94344 5111.
or the Competition Secretary, S gt orma n Finnegan on 94359 56 4.

If responding to any
advertisements in
The Wire please
mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine

One last thin<> J ase wo uld really like the con test rash ve ts to be
returned PLEASE! !! T he Ki nch endo spirit li ves on!!
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THE FORGOTTEN WAR
By Ex-W02 . D. Davies

reachi ng 105 ' F, and in the quagmire cond itions of the monsoon season,
stretched both machine and man to the lim it.
Communications were, as in other wars. the lifeline that bound the units
together. Both radio and landline links were vital. The repair installation
and recovery of communications equipment and cables m these extremes
of temperature, plus the continuous movement of the fi ghting troop ,
tested Signaller's skills, resourcefulness and ingenuity beyond what could
normally be expected. Communications were fa r removed from the
sophisticated equipment of this computerised and electronic age. Our
world was still the world of the l 939- 1945 war. Radios, 19 Sets and 62
Sets. Tele 'F', Tele 'J', Tele ' H' telephones. Field and Fortress and 10 line
Magneto Switchboards. Type ' X ' Cypher Machines. D8 and DI 0 cables.
reed 7B WD Teleprinters.
A a Lance Corporal Tele Mech with 29 Bde Tac HQ from September
1950 to Augu t 1951 and then with llQ t st Commonwealth Division until
May t 952, t would like, through 'The Wire'. to pay tribute to all the Royal
ignals per onnel that served and fought in that war. The Reservists, the
Regulars and the ational Servicemen. Many have since died but they and
those that remain are a special breed and should never be forgotten . They
carried out their duties in the best traditions of the Corp and under the
worst possible conditions both militarily and climatically and as such
played a major role in maintaining the Corps fine record.
Below is a unique photograph which was sent to me by ex-LCpl Edwin
'Ted' Hodgetts MiD. 'Ted' was a Despatch R.ider and was Mentioned in
Dispatches by the 29th Brigade Commander, Brig To m Brodie. He now
lives in New Zealand with his family but i not in the best of health due to
injuries su tained during the war.
After 50 years the memory fade s but certain face remain etched. Brig
Tom Brodie, Maj 'Tubby' Mars hall, Cap tArmstrong. Lt Kirby, SM
' Paddy' Flaherty, SSgt (Fo ) John Le-Hardy, LCpt 'Ted' Hodgetts
MiD, Cpl Bill Milne, Sigs ' Bonny' Bonwick, Ken Littlechild, ' Busty'
Weeks and Roger Livesay, LCpls Jennings and Ward, ig Cairns and
Dvr Miles who were captured by the Chinese during the lmjin River
battle. For the record I am in the second row from the front and third in
from the left. Lf any reader recognises himself or others I would be
interested to hear from them. 1 can be reached on Tele/Fax: 023 92598970
or Email: mavedayie @tinyonline.co.uk.

NOTES FROM THE AO's DESK

.
Tac HQ S ignals 29 Brigade
Taken in a school ya rd on the Inch
R d·
·
·
the 1st Batta lion Gloucestershir~~eg~~e~s~~~f~eth1e70P rlesd1dent1dal C itation presentation to
.
.
n e pen ent Mortar Battery RA
fo r th e1r action at the River lmjin in April 1951
h T;~~orean War deserves its title, 'The Forgotten War'. World War lT
t e a ands, the Gulf War and other campaigns have invo lved our armed
forfs to.some del?ree or other but to mention the Korean War to the public
at arg~ 1~vo~es little response. This year is the 50th anniversary of the
Bta.rt o t e orea~ War, one of the bloodiest wars in history. In 1950
ntam sent two Bngades to that war, the 27th Infantry Brigade and th~
20th Independent Infantry Brigade, lo be followed in J951 by the 28
Romm~.n"'.ealth Bngade. Also heavily involved were the Royal Navy the
oya 1 v1anne~ and the Royal Air Force.
'
It ~a the first war to be fought under the banner of the United at ions
410

and throughout the next three )'.Cars, a war of attrition was waged a ainst
~he ~';;thf Koreans and the Chinese as both sides fo ught the lengt~ and
rea t o t~e Korean Peninsular. The first two yea rs of the war were the
wor t. Men h"'.ed and f~ught in a(Jpa lling conditions, in the tinking heat of
sum~er and 1~1 the . mmd numbing cold of winter accompanied by the
hofhnf\Jreezmg wmd from Manchuria and Siberia. It was fought in the
sty e o
orld War I and II. Hand to hand and trench warfa re armed with
the personal weapons of World War ll vintage the 303 L E' f' Id 'fl
the B e s
d th y ·
•
·
ee n 1e n e,
.
.r n, ten an
e 1ckcrs. The movement of men tanks and vehicles
111 wmter temperatures well below -40°F and in su:rimer temperatures

Branch ews: Maj (Retd) J. B. Greenwood, Hon Secretary of the
East London Branch, has moved address to; 65 Bruce Grove, Wickford,
Essex SSJ I 8RN. Tel: 01268-570 725.
Branch ecretaries List: Holders should amend the E-Mail address of
the Bournemouth Branch Secretary on page 7 to read:' hhawke@lineone.net'
Cenotaph Parade: 12 ovember 2000. The RBL will as usual be
organising the Ex-Service contingent attending the Parade and Service at
the Cenotaph, Whitehall on Remembrance Sunday 12 ovember. All who
have served under command of British Forces and War Widows/Widowers
are eli gible. Members shou ld apply to this office for tickets. Members
hould as emble by IO I Ohs on Horse Guards Parade in time to march off
at 1015hrs to Whitehall. The Corp representation wi ll be in column 'F'
and those attending houtd fall in on the ' R Signals' marker board.
ew Life Members: The fo ll owi ng member were enrolled in the
period since the last issue of The WIRE:Served
Narne
Branch
1976-00
SSgt Andy Brown
RHQ
1992-00
ig Matt Dorling
RHQ
1950-52
Cpl Colin Slater
York
1957-66
Cpl C.C. Young
East Kent
1989-9
Cpl Richard Huxtable
RHQ
1960-63
Sig Geoff Freeman
RHQ
1987-00
Cpl Scott Edmond
RHQ
1975-99
SSgt Geordie Thomp 011
Dorset
1974-85
W02 Jim McDougall
RHQ
196 t-98
Col Peter Pritchard
RHQ
t 957-59
Sig Carl Moody
RHQ
1963-78
Sgt Harry Million
R.HQ
1937-47
Lt Cot A. B. Harnden
Bristol
t 936-65
Maj Tommy Lynas
Bristol
1939-45
Sgt Jim White
orth London
1977-9 1
Sgt Chris Hartley
RHQ
19 I-date
W02 Mick Ginty
Bristol
1988-00
Cpl Colin Berry
RHQ
1982-date
Cpl Archie Gemmell
Dorset
1953-55
Sig Stan Holdsworth
RHQ
1954-56
Sig Keith Baker
We t Wales
t 952-64
Sig Derek Baker
West Wale
195 -83
WO I Tam Macdonald
RHQ
1971-76
Maj Andy Wi ll iams
Chester
1938-5 1
Capt Roland Burges
Newcastle
1960-85
Sgt Rod Mawer
RHQ
1945-48
LCpl John Ford
Cot wolds
1974-98
W02 Jeffrey Martin
RHQ
1988-99
Sig Andrew Workman
RHQ
19 0-00
Maj Mike Wise
RI IQ
1953-62
LCp l Ted Parker
Beverley Ex-Boys
1942-46
Sgt Benjamin Shotton
RHQ
1940-46
Sig Donald Randa ll
RHQ
1970-7
LCpl Peter Arkell
Ea t London

W02 Paul Stevenson
W0 2 Rick Rickson
SSgt John Rutland
Cpl Thomas Farrell
Cpl Kevm Stevens
Sgt George Hardiman
Lt Col Geoff Gill
Cpl Dave Savage
LCpl Walter Keown
W02 David Beggs
Sig Mick Pluchino
Sig Dennis Gunn
Sgt Patrick Fox-Roberts
Sig Ernest Harris
Col John Kirby
Sig Adrian Clarke
SSgt Ray Ramsay
PteTom Doy
LCpl Michael Holbourn

RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
Middx Yeomanry
RHQ
R.HQ
Hull
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Colchester
RHQ

1973-00
1982-00
1976-00
1985-95
1976·85
1950-75
1940-67
1960·69
1992-00
1976-00
1959-61
1960-62
1946-69
1939-46
1967-99
1992-98
1976-00
1943-46
1978-date

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Our Spring Luncheon was followed in May by our Annua l Quiz ight.
This proved to be a popular event and the attendance would have exceeded
100 had we not been limited in the number we could accommodate. We
welcomed many old friends and made new ones, there were team from
the West London and Reading Branches, the WRAC Association and
several Squadrons serving in the Aldershot Area. We have to report that
the victory went to a visiting team from Reading. Joe Fairbairn ,
Garrisdon Sergeant Major and stalwart of the Branch, accorded us the
facilities of his Mess. We would also like to thank him for all his hard work
and that of his staff. eville Lyons, our knowledgeable Quiz Master, was
ably assisted by Carole Thomas in a very profes ional presentation.
Jimmy and Apple Ward organised the raffle, the Committee having
kindly donated the prizes. Pete r Sharpe, our Trea urer. could be counted
upon at the entrance. In fact all of the Committee lent a hand. Our
Chairman, 'oel Moss, and Edelgard organised everything superbly. Our
President Gen Henry Hild and his wife Ja net were there as. indeed, they
are on all our social occassions. Ghurkas served us a delicious curry as a
mid evening supper. Alas, it was our last opportunity for savouring this
delicacy as sadly the Ghurkas leave our area later this year.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The year did not get off to a good tart with the deaths of two of our
founder member , John Harris and 'Monty' Brydon, whose obituaries
were publi hed in the Apri l issue. A letter of thanks was received by me
for the Branch members, from M rs Hele n Harris, with a copy of an
acknowledgement letter from Erskine Ho pita!. to say that the donation
to Erskine, in place of flowers at Jo hn's funeral , amounted to £498. The
letters will be read out to the members, with Mr s Ha rris's appreciations,
at the next Branch meeting. The monthly meetings are well attended, and
we can boast of having several new members joining the Branch in recent
months.
The Branch AGM was held on t 6 May 2000, 26 members and eight
associate member attended. several apologies were indicated . The
Branch President, Maj Gen A. . G. Anderson CB, sent hi best wishe
to the member a , due to an accident, he was unable to attend. The
minute of The t 999 AGM were read and pa sed by the members. The
new committee was due to be elected at this AGM. Bill Taylor a founder
member, and Chairman ince the Branch was formed in May 1991. had
indicated that he wished to step down. He tated that he would of cour e
help , if neces ary, any member taking over as Chairman . Two
nominations were put forward, but both members declined to take up the
po t at pre ent. Unfortunately, as in many a sociations and clubs. many
member are reluctant to volunteer for the appointments on committee .
A motion had bee n proposed to the ecretary in writing, that if tho e
nominated did not take the post. then the Vice-Chairman J oe Keegan ,
should take-over as Chairman. al o on that nomination. it was noted that
the Branch Treasurer, Eric McWater . and the ecretary, lrnna 1uir
(a ll three are Founder members), having indicated that they were prepared
to continue in those posts for at tea t another year. That they
be reappointed. The motion was carried unanimou ly. Under an 0 . B,
J im Pre nt ice with John McG r egor a seconder, made a motion
proposing that, 'for hi dedicated service as a founder member. and fir t
Chairman of the Branch. Mr BiJJ Taylor have life member hip of the
Glasgow Branch conferred on him and a plaque to commemorate the
event be pre ented to him. This wa passed unanimously by the members.
E ric McWaters, the Branch Trea urer. was in on the propo al, a was the
Branch President, Maj Gen Anderson . The plaque, (which had been
prepared for the AGM). wou ld ha e been presented to Bill by the Branch
Pr1.:.ident, but, not being able to attend, he asked Eric to do the honours
on hi behalf, and to tell Bill that, he wa delighted to see Bill receive a
thoroughly de erved honour, from the Branch Members, and wa orry be
could not have been available to pre ent it him elf. Bill Taylor then
thanked the members for alt the support they had given him over the
year . He said that he was very pleased and urpri ed on receiving the
plaque, as he had no idea thi s had been planned. but thanked th e
Members sincerely for the honour accorded him.
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There being no further businc· the mcmb ' rs adjourned to the WO:;·"
gt,: \le. s for refre hment:; and the buffe t. prO\ idcd by !rs Betty
Ta\lor and l\lrs Annice .tcWaters. The members wi h to thank them
boih for all their effort . M · '1argaret Brydon had been invited to altend
and \\.l presented b) Bill Taylor. with a ladies· carf with the Branch
logo printed on it, enclo ed in a chrome picture frame. with an in cription
at the t p. 'Atoken of esteem, from the Members of the Royal ignal
As·ocia11on Gla. gow Branch'. and a the bottom, below the ' Jimmy·. ' In
mcmor) of 1ontgomer) Brydon' >1 imilar item will be pre entcd to
'Ir Harris later. a •• he is unabl to attend function a\ ay from the
hou e. On aturday and unday 20,21 May. several members accepted
th· imitation of the 1940 Dunkirk eterans A sociation, West of cotland
Branch. to participate in the final tribute on the aturday. with a
Memorial Crui e on the motor Yessel kylark IX (one of the mall boat
that took the troop. off the Dunkirk beache }, a hort ervice wa held
aboard and poppy petals catlered on the water of Loch Lomond. The
last po ·t and reveille were played and a piper played 'The Flowers of the
Fore t.
march pa· t, with the salute taken by the We t Dunbartonshire
prO\o t, listair MacDonald JP . The Branch tandard Bearer. Bill
1c, amara. paraded the Branch tandard among other standards at the
march pa t on aturday and unday. The final march past alute on
Sunday was taken by Comd R. Lord RN.
There wa a dance, bar and buffet on the Saturday night. where the
raffle and other donations amounted to £1.848 in aid of The Erskine
Ho pital 2000 appeal. The cheque wa presented to a nursing istcr from
Erskine Ho pital. by local children. at the church ervice in Jamestown
pari h church, conducted by the Re Ken Ru sell BD. The nur ing si ter
thanked everyone for their genero ity, mentioning that t11e hospital is in
the proce of increa ing its capacity to cater for the ever increa ing
numbers of ex erYice per onnel requiring treatment and if only income
to cover the co·ts are from donation . TI1e three Dunkirk veterans in our
Branch, were pleased that the Branch upported them in this their final
parade. Their A socia tion i now being disbanded. Brian Warren a
Gia gow Branch A sociate Member, and the Branch Piper. was a leading
light in organi ing the veteran ' final event, and our congratulations to
him for making it a memorable one.
even members accepted an in itation to attend a lunch, in the WOs
and Sgts' Mess of32 ( co~ish) Sig Regt (V) on Friday 26 May. and were
treaced to a first class meal with wine at the table, and a complimentary
drink at the bar afterward . Thi was a fir t ' Jimmy luncheon' the
Regiment had attempted. with members from 52 Sig. I a nd the other
members who were pre ent. hope it will not be the last. It allowed the
R A Branch members to meet with member of the quadron we don't
see on our monthly meeting . The Branch members convey their best
wishes and thanks to WOl (RS 1) A. B. Hilborn and members of the
me s, for an excellent lunch, produced by W02 '.\faster Chef John
Wren and his staff.
34 members, families and friends took a coach trip to Dunfermline on
Saturday 27 May organised by Jim McMillan. The weather wa dull and
o\·erca t with intermittent rain, so most of the visit was spent in the
shopping centre. under cover, before beading for Cro sgates British
Legion club for high tea. A very enjoyable meal produced by outside
caterer , at a very reasonable price. We then whiled away time in the
clubs and bar . After a few games of bingo, with some of our party
having small wins, we made tbe trip back to Glasgow. A raffle had been
organised on the coach for a bottle of whisky. a bottle of wine and a small
teddy bear. On our return it was discovered that Glasgow area had been
bathed in sun hine, this is becoming a habit of the weather with our trips
away. Bill Taylor and lvana managed to arrange to see Mrs Helen
~a~ris at home, for Bill Taylor to be able to present her with a plaque,
s1m1lar to that pre ented to Mrs Brydon, produced by the Branch, to the
memory of her late hu band John Harris. Members are now well ahead
with preparations and raring to go, to the reunion at Blandford, trusting
the weather improves.

EAST KENT BRANCH
On Saturday 8 April a small select group of eleven members led by the
Chairman embussed in a minibus, kindly lent to us by Mrs Jo Barrett at
what seemed like the crack of dawn. to go to Chelsea Barrack in London
for the Ro:aI Signals Association AGM, which started at 0930hrs. At a
cro roads in Lewi ham, we drew up at red lights beside a London bus.
The Hon Sec glanced at the two lady passengers on the bus neare t to him
and was surprised and flattered when both smiled sweet ly at him. He
uddenly realised the reason-on the side of our minibus was displayed
'The Parkinson's Disease Charity'. lt was a smile of sympathy rather than
endearment. The Chairman was quick to point out that he was sure they
assumed that at least he was the 'carer' and on arrival at Chelsea
Barracks he announced the arrival of 'The Royal Signals Association
Parkinson's Disease Troop'.
On Sunday 9 April, another small and select group of thirteen
members met in bright sunshine at Chartwell at I230hrs and proceeded to
the restaurant for lunch. Tickets had been booked to enter the hou e
afterward at I 330hrs and being a small group we were able to go round
together and d1scu the exhibits amongst ourselves. A walk through the
gardens down to the studio coincided with a short talk by the curator on
Sir Winston's life as an artist and a de cription of some of the many
pictures hung on the walls around us. Did you know that he painted over
5~. only one of which was painted during the war. lie never had painting
tuition and only sold three, for the purpose of paying for Lady
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Churchill's severe illness in I 965.
On 14 May there were some spare scats on the bus which took us to
the Imperi a l Wur Museum at Duxford and tho e that went seemed
unanimou, that t11ose who didn't had mi ·sed a splendid outing. Of course
the weather wa ·superb and traffic allowed us to get there and back in two
hours each way. Most brought their own picnics and tarted off by si tting
at the trestle tables in the picnic area and comparing hampers. There were
fi e hange r full of c ·hibits to choose from . Most headed for the Land
Warfare Hanger which has the large t collection of hardware of many
nation's armies set in the terrain in which they were mostly deployed. The
U Airforce hanger was most impressive, dominated by a B52 under,
round or over which were many of the other US aircraft of yesteryear and
today. The other hangers were ' working areas ' where volunteers were
working on re laimed aircraft of every sort and painstakingly restoring
them , in mo t ca e to flying standards. Indeed t11roughout the afternoon
many of the celebrated aircraft were rolled out and flown for the
pectators to watch. It wa very nice to be joined by Sheila and David
Geary who had driven direct from their new home in Suffolk.

WE ONCE AGAIN, THROUGH THE GENEROSITY OF JOHN AND GILL BADCOCK, ~VE THE PLEASURE
OF WHAT SEEMS TO HAVE BECOME THE ANNUAL BARBECUE AT AHTRUM LODGE.

EW OF MEMBERS
Jack and Rachel Dienst have recently visited Sorento to reminisce on
his exp loits as a DR in the Italian campaign which he recorded in his
book 'A ivilian in Uniform ' . Frank and Olive Castle went on a cruise
to the anaries and kept an eye on Gen Alan and Barbara Yeoman.
Michael Barrett took hi grandchildren for a day's vi it to the Dome
(and urvived). If you have heard about the auction by the Government of
frequency bands for the next generation of mobile phones, you will not be
urprised to know that Trevor Allison has been involved.
1

THIS YEAR IS RATHER DIFFERENT IN THAT YOU ARE INVITED TO COME IN FANCY DRESS - ANY
FANCY DRESS REMEMBER THOSE CRAZY NIGHTS IN YOUR VARIOUS MESSES SO LONG AGOV?NW~L,
THROW AWAY YOUR INHIBITIONS ! PUT ON THAT SILLY SOMETHI~G AND COME _ALONG~ EE
YOU DON'T HAVE ANY IDEAS _ COl-'.E ANYWAY, AND WATCH THE COMMITTEE A, D ~Ho:IlS MA~E
FOOL" OF THE~""" LVES AND NOT ONLY THAT ! WE HAVE A D~LICIOUS BARBECUE .. A BAR!·
BAT AND TRAP COMPETITION!! ~ARION de RCSE'S RAFFLE!! PRIZES FOR BEST DRESS (E~/!!
AND EVEN A CABARET ACT OR TWO! ! SO, SEE YOU THERE. 13TH AUGUST. 12 NOON START .·

U REVOlR
1aurice Bloomfield who had been a member from the early days of
the Branch has had to di band the local Branch of 'Guide Dogs for the
Blind' because of a lack of support from anyone to nm it. At the ame
time he ha decided that it is time for him to give up the Branch. He
erved with Harvey Blizzard in 26th Indian Div and with the late Bill
Brewin in the 45th Wessex Div and has fond memorie of both Harvey
and Hazel. We, too shall miss him.
EWMEMBER
We are delighted to welcome six new members. Mr and Mrs
Christopher and Rosemarie Beard of Chatham. Christopher served in
the TA from 1959 to 1967 as a Lance Corporal in 329 Sig Sqn (TA) at
Bromley and is one of several from that quadron who have now joined
us. Mr and Mrs Geoffrey and Jean Randerson of Sittingbourne.
Geoffrey wa an apprentice at Harrogate and served as a Regular from
1952 in Korea, 5 Corps Sig Regt in Colchester, 3 Inf Div & Sig Regt and
7 AGRA(AA). fr and Mrs Clifford and arah Young of Faversham.
Clifford served as a Regular from 1957 to 1966 in the rank of Corporal
in UK, BAOR, Cyprus, Jordan and Aden.

I

I

.
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HUDDERSFIELD BRANCH
The Branch had its first speakers lunch last year, Th_e speaker wa
ca t G Tyndale and her Yeoman of Signals SSgt P. Wmstanley from
21 Sig ·Sq, 2 Sig Regt. Capt Tyndale gave an illustrated talk on the role
played by today's Signallers, and was thanked by the Branch Secretary.

t

The annual Christmas get together was again held ~at the Green ide Arm~.
Waterloo, Huddersfield, and was attended by
Members and their
guests. This year we intend to hold more speakers lunches, to be held on
Sundays thoughout the year.

.,o

NORFOLK.BRANCH
The 'orfolk Branch has recently held their AGM with the re ult that
several new members are now manning the fort. Thanks must go to the
outgoing Chairman, Frank Mortlock, for his hard work and dedication
over the last couple of years. A special mention also goes to our outgoing
Secretary, Brian Gibbs, who has been in the post over nine years, ever
since the Branch was formed. 1n their place, Maj (Retd) Mike Sexton
takes the helm as Chairman whilst Steve obbs has the hard act to follow
Brian as the Branch Secretary.
Our an nual dinner at the Hilton Norwich was again well attended and
well enjoyed. Our guest of honour was the Assistant General Secretary,
Lt Col (Retd) Ian Hamilton and his wife Elizabeth. This was the first
time that they had dared to venture to Norfolk. Lets hope they come to
see us again. (Photo below)
We recently had some bad news when our Vice-Chairman, Gordon
Royall, suddenly died. Gordon was our first Chairman when the Branch
opened, and was instrumenta l in setti ng it up to what it is today. He will
be sorely missed.

p
M p Smith Mr J Rosendale, Mr D. Crawshaw. Mr D. Pollard, Mr A. Dunn,
Ling .
.
.
(L-R) Back Row: Mr R. Pawson (Treasurer). Mr . 8~~T D;arden and Mr
. t (Cha·1rman) Mr G Scott (Secretary) Mrs B. Mellor (President), Mr D. Tippen (Deputy Chairman)
(L-R) Front Row: Mr J . Hrrs
.
·
·
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ORTHERNIRELANDBRA CH

Wedding Anniversary on Thur ·day 20th April. All present offered their
congratulations. Our thanks to Mrs Ruth Dear and Mrs Janet Mitchell
for organi s ing and running the raffle. Members, as always, were very
forthcoming with raffle prizes and the grand total of £125 was realised.
All Branch Members greatly appreciated the efforts made by the
Committee and others, in the organi ation of uch a successful reunion
lunch. Our thanks also to Richard Marsden, the Manager of the Cricket
Club and all his staff, who once again did us proud with a well-presented
and excellent lunch.
It was most unfortunate that our Chairman, George Packer, could not
attend the lunch this year as he was attending the AGM of the ' Market
Garden Veterans Association', of which he is Vice-Chairman.

A Bra~ch AGM . was held in May with President, Maj (Retd) Bill
J?Ou)llll . 111 the chair. ome ~ranch ?ffice were rearrdllged, the e were
Cha1m1an John BroM1 , V1 e-Clunrman - Jim Reill. (al o Property
1ember'Reumon Banker). • s1stam ecretary - Kim Greer, Assistant
Trea. urcr - . Edgar 1c all (also Blandford Organiser/ crapbook
!ember). Ass1 tom Welfare Member - am Totten .
The Bran h nnual Fom~al Din;ier was held in April and was a uccess.
The peake were the Pre 1dent - Maj (Retd} Bill Douglas, hairman John_Bro\\n and guest of honour Lt Col A. P.R. Roberts IBE - the CO
1g Regt (V). The Ravenhill Flute Band pro id'd the music during
dmner. The th~k of ~he Branc~ go to all who helped to make it an
CnJOyable even mg. particularly tho. e who helped in a practical way but
al o tho e '1e~bers and fnends who attended. Ian Wolfe and Lt Col
(Retd) ~erry Lightfoot a~ended the R A AGM during April in Chel ea.
Terry Lightfoot wa appomted Area Vice-Chairman for orthern ireland
!'JY the time you read thi , this years Blandford Reunion will hav~
amvcd. In. the meantime Edgar 1cCall has arrangements well in hand.
T~e party 1 some\1hat depleted du year due to a clash of date with 40
1g R~gt (\1) Annual Camp which prevents our erving Members from
attendmg. I know that the new Chairman, John Brown i looking forward
to leadmg the party.
It i hoped t~at the Branch tanda_rd Bearer will 'fly the flag' at the
Freedom of R1clu~ond ceremony .m. ~ptember. This brings back
memone to the wruer who when trammg m Catterick in 1945/46 (does
anyone remember 97 _quad?)spent many happy hours in Richmond. Our
n~xt meetm~ will be m August. You are welcome to join us any third
~edne day m Clonaver TAC, Belfa t
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2 July
Royal tar and Garter Summer Band oncert
14 July TI1e Royal Military Tattoo 2000 at Horseguards
23 July Visit Denbies Vineyard for a Wine and Dine Day
For further details of these events contact 'Dusty' on 01784 250756.
We have just received the news that a former member of the Regiment,
Maj Tim Willis, has died.

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION

Top Table
Joan Stuart, Sidney Smith, Sarah Stonier, Johnny Clinch,
Ruth Dear, Chris Cluett

We are continuing to grow and now have 137 members. At the
suggestion of Archie Mulholland, we have advertised in the Glasgow
Daily Record as there were a number of lads from Scotland in the 6
(Boys) Training Regiment, and we have received a few replies. On
Sunday, 7 May, we held a Carvery Lunch at the Marric Hotel, Poole,
which was attended by 20 members, including guests. At this Lunch we
were able to welcome new members, Alan Davies and Peter Gray,
together with their wives. Terry Poingdestre's two brother joined us,
both of whom are ex-army, and one of them was on a visit from Jersey. A
great time was had by all.
In the last issue of The WIRE, we mentioned that Cliffe Webb was
probably the longest servi ng ex-Beverley boy. Our Branch ecretary,
Tony Hull, received a phone call from Ray Webb to say that he had
served from 1939 to 1982 but he was a member of 'F' Company, not a
Beverley Boy. However, we do congratulate him on his long service.
The 50th Anniversary Reunion weekend will take place with a dinner
on 7 October at the Museum of Anny Transport, Beverley. There will be
a church service at Beverley Minster on Sunday, 8 October, with the
Revd Canon David Bailey officiating. The Mayor and Mayores of
Beverley will be attending on both occasions. For further details contact
the Branch Secretary, Tony Hull on 01202-770261.

WEST LONDON BRANCH

REUNIONS

READING BRANCH
By kind permi sion of the Squadron Commander of 94 (Berkshire
Yeo!l1a1U)') Signal Squadron, the Reading Branch of the RSA held their
pn~g Brnnch meetmg at the TA Centre in Windsor. The date of the
meetmg ~omc1ded wuh a major training weekend at the Centre so after
~ur. meetmg _we able_ to visit _th_eir excell~nt museum, which contaln many
'aned and 1mere tmg exh1b1ts dep1c11ng the history of the Berk hire
Yeomanry over the years. This was followed by an excellent presentation
from their Op· Officer, Capt Peter Baker, on the role of the squadron
and the various types of Clans!l1an radio equipment currently used to
upport that _role. Of even more mterest was an overview of Bowman the
next generation combat net radio_system. and how this will be used by the
Squadron m th~ future. Proceedings ended fittingly in the Squadron bar
where, along with suit~ble liquid refreshment, we all enjoyed an excellent
buffet lunch! For paruculars regarding Reading Branch please contact
Alan E. Foot on 01189261952.
'

SALE BRANCH
A~er 12 years of exis~ence. the Sale Branch of the A sociation feels
that !t is now nme. to be identified as an ever growing organisation and
th~s is th7 fir t article on the activities of one of the younger Branches
''' o at this moment i~ time have 32 members on their books .
We saw out 1999 m October with our usual annual Social night at the
As~ton on Mersey Golf Club where the only rounds being played were
swift!~ executed. aero s the Bar. We were entertained by the 60's and 70's
Band fNDl~O who were the back up group to Herman's Hermits on
~any of their tours. TI1us the bunions blister gout and all the othe
ailments. of us Old Soldiers were cast t~ one side and the 109 member~
and _their g~ests rocked the night away. Capt Frank Lawson our
Pre 1dent, laid ~ wreath at Sale Cenotaph on Remembrance Sunday ~here
we paraded ~Ith members of the United Serv ices Club behind the
Stan~ard earned by our Standard Bearer, Derek Blain. The Royal Si nals
contmg~nt were well_ represented with a total including ourselves 200
e~-serv1cemen p~radmg. In December we had a successful Pie and Peas
ighfit mh the Se,rv1ce Club. Many tales were told over a pint - some as long
as a is ennan stale - and we have a few of them.
_In January for th~ new Mi!lennium we held our first ever Pre ident's
Fight. Al~ough havmg been m hospital for many months in 1999, Capt
rant La"~on ably assisted by his lovely wife Dorothy, organised a
super evenmg for all the members and their ladies. The meal was of
gourmet s~nda~d at the Lennox Lea Hotel in Sale and the President 's
gue t, MaJ _C~ns Rey~olds-Jones - President of the Manchester Branch
gave us a_n ms1ght ofh1s career in the Royal Signals. During the evening~
pre enta_t1on was made of a decanter and glasses with the insignia of the
~oyal ~al to our Padre, the Reverend Ray Rossiter, in recognition of
1 awar
Y the Queen of the: OBE, a well deserved distinction.
hour annual long weekend m May was a return trip to the Emerald Isle
w er~ ~ me7bers and their guests stayed in the town of Dungarvan
out
est o Waterford the home of Waterford Glass where a fe~
members made J>Urchases from the superb selection in the ;howrooms.
d A~ uJual whtl t all England were enjoying a heat-wave mist and
nzz e escend~d on our h~ads but this gave us more - encour~ ement to
samp~e and enJOY the Gumness. Jn the morning when brea~fast was
eoodn.e . many bedroom doors had the 'do not disturb' sign di played so a
g
ume was had by all.

or
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Chairman - John Riley and Welfare Officer - Derek Blain
give a helping hand
The members have asked that the following be mentioned for their
hard and sterlmg_ work that ha gone on during the year, Capt Frank
Lawson our Pr_es1dent at 82 and after lengthy tays in ho pita! is always
th~re with a gu1dmg hand, Secretary Martin Quinn who writes down the
mmute of_ our monthly meetmgs while hurtling down the motorway from
anywhere 111 the country to be there on time, our Chairman John Rile
one of the mcest full backs to ever don football boots in the Cheshire are~
-t~e sc'.lrs still show and that was in the 50's. He greets every members
wife with the a_me enthu iasm which he had for coring a goal _ the first
player to k1~s his fellow man on a football field!! Our Welfare Officers
Derek Blam and Gary Robertson are a lways aro und to assist and
comfort those who need a chat or_ help in any way and last but not least
John ~c.as our_ Tre~surer and oc1al Secretary who i too modest to say
that this 1s all his domg,

s

~resi~e111 PS: Unfortimately Joh11 Deas, inundated with his many
comr111tments, 1~ reurmg ar our next AGM, it will be very hard to replace
such an en1huscas11c and efficiellf Social Secretary/'Treasurer:

SOUTHAMPTON BRANCH

Although we had to forego our last monthly meeting, some of our
members have been active in attending event taking place at our
neighbouring Branches. Our Chairman, Ron Miller and his wife Pat
were among those who visited Brussels on the annual weekend organised
by 31 Signal Regiment (V), the last unit in which 'Du ty' served. we are
told that a good time was had by all, and we do not doubt it. In May
team from the Branch attended the Annual Quiz ight held by Aldershot
Branch. We were made very welcome and enjoyed a Curry Supper ,
prepared and served by the Ghurka unit in their area. It was a very good
evening.

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
May was a busy month, with committee meetings, the AGM and the
annual trip to Europe. The committee led by our Chairman, Col Donald
Crawford, continue to do sterling work trying to find spelling mistakes
with our Secretary's, Henry Holman. typing. The AGM wa well
attended and once again our thanks go to George Collins, who
volunteered to be the 'Fish and Chip' member, they were most welcome
after all our deliberations. The highlight of the month wa our long
weekend in Brus el . This was organi ed by our Social Secretary, 'Dusty'
Miller. We moved on to Plan 'B' fairly rapidly when we got wind of the
French dock workers trike at Calais. We were down that tunnel before
you could say Colditz! All this hassle interfered with our normal routine
of, 'Let's drink the ferry dry!' ot lo be done out of it all together. we
stopped at the first wine and pirit warehouse, topped up and were on our
way. The drink of the weekend was a gin and port mixture and very nice
it was too. (hie!)

Derek Reid
27 Kempton Avenue
ortholt
MIDDLESEX
UB54HF
Dear Readers,
I recently e-mailed the Royal Signal Museum to seek ome form of
assi tance and they have kindly put me in touch with The WIRE. l served
at o 280 Signals Unit. RAF Troodos during the period December 1974 December 1976. l am now trying to establish whether or not it will be
feasible to hold a reunion, this would obviously include ex-members of
o 259 Sig Sqn. Troodos being such a small unit, the guy from 259 Sig
Sqn played a major part in camp life, and as such a reunion would not be
complete without them being involved. The names that immediately
spring to mind are as follows:
~
Towns/ Areas of Origin
LCpl Jim Duncan
Bedworth, Warwickshire
t ewbigging, Tyne & Wear
Sig Brian Shave
Cornwall
Cpl Sam Mosedale
Liverpool
Cpl 'Daps' Price
Cpls Jim and John Marshall
Airdrie
East Kilbride
Sig Rob McBride
Cpl 'Mac' Mcintosh
Edinburgh
My contact numbers are a follows:
Home: 020 8422 5053
Work: 020 8992 5344 exm: 462
Mobile: 0771204 7639
E-mail: derek.reid@bbc.co.uk

'F' BOYS COMPANY ROYAL
SIGNALS 1920-41 REUNION

The 53rd Annual Re~nion Lunch for the Southampton Branch took
~ace on Sunday 16 April 2000 at the Hampshire County Cricket Club
. orthlands Road, Southampton. The lunch was well attended with
sixty-four memb_ers mcludmg our guest speaker and repre entatives from
t~e Readmg, Wmchester, Aldershot and Salisbury Branches. We were
~so ~ecased to have Roy Andrews and his wife Patricia representing
rea · apt. C Cluett our Hon. Trea urer sa id grace. After lunch toasts
were proposed to:
•
Her Majesty the Queen
Mr . L. mith
Brig J. c. Clinch CBE
The Princess Royal
The Royal Corp of Signals
and the Royal Si&nals Association - Mr . O. Davies
Our Branch President. welcomed all our gue ts in his usual inimitable
manne,r before introducmg our guest of honour, Capt. arah Stonier.
arah s response and her talk about her Service career over 23 years was
a true eye-opener. After joining the WRAC at the age of 17 , she
transfer.red to the Royal Signals on the demise of the WRAC Th 1r· l
tnbuladllons an? xes, prejudice encountered on the journey to h~r ~e~i
~arne, Commission, cou_ld not fail to invoke much admiration for a
gutsy lady, as the reception to her_ speech showed. She also displayed a
sense of humour as, with the occasional expletive, she described various
event m her career. The consensu was that Sarah was and is a great
·
'
asset to the Corps.
Our Vice Chairman, in his closing addres brought our attention to
Branch Members ancy and Fred Griffiths who celebrated their 65th

From:

The ninth reunion of 'F' Coy members will be held at the
Union Jack Club, andell Street, London, situated ju t behind
Waterloo Station on 20 September 2000. There will be a private
room with bar (larger than last year) from 1100 hours until 1500
hours. A curry lunch will be pro ided or an alternative meal if we
are advised well in advance. The cost thi year is £ 15.00.
Invitations will be ent out in June to members who are currently
on our Ii t, but all who served in 'F' Boys Company 1920-1941 are
eligible to attend. ontact is the Hon eoretary. ictor Dugdale,
12 Deep Well Drive, amberlcy, Surrey. GUl5 2HF. Tel: 01276
29176.

0

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION
Our picture shows a few of our member looking happy. By one or two
of them thought that the Eiffel Tower was a different shape? Plan are
now in for next year's trip.
July was our next busy month with the following event taking place:

ome came by plane, ome came by boat, car and caravan, other 'ia
the Channel Tunnel, to our reunion in 'Dortmund" Germany. joining two
members Peter Lori with partner Rita also John and nna eymour who
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;till re 1d ·in German " h was mar.ellous to . ec 24 members from far and
wide. mtent on enJO. ing themselv and they certainly did . The weather
"' · kind to u ·. more like mid ummer than early May with temperatures
:oaring to 30 degree centigrade. The majority arrived on Friday 12 May
and \\ere quick to find the watering hole. a nug little bar in the cellar of
the 'Drees Hotel' our home {the Hotel J mean) for the weekend. On the
aturda morning a little the worse for wear (say no more, ecretary) it
wa time for a little no talgia. Members made tl1eir way to various parts of
D rtmund they were once acquainted with, Lunen, Ma s n Brackel and
api r Barrack (which is no more) nO\ a golf course, to name but a few.
teve and lla Freeman-Pannett teamed up with Geoff and Beryl
ott accompanied by their yow ge ' t daughter, Heather and vi ited their
old quarter in ummern. Heat er wa born in December 1973 at the
nearby BMH at I erlohn, not found on thi vi it. (ha anyone got a map
reference for Geoff?) Heather decided to play in tl1e andpit that her o lder
brother and i ter had played in 26 year previou ly, when tl1ey lived tl1ere.
The road 'Y tem had changed a little and there were more hou c . but they
could till identify with their flat. everal members vi itcd nearby
We tfalen Park. which wa having a Motor how, Roy and Pat Andrews
w re impre sed and aImo. t came away with a brand new Mercedes. cars
appear to be IOOO's of pound cheaper than in UK.
At I OOhr . on aturday everyone appeared for our Annual General
meeting and dinner. Photographs were taken most ly by Heather Scott,
who wa afterwards voted honorary photographer for 260 Sig qn. We
were all plea ed to ee our Chairman. Maj (Rtd) Tony Morgan, back in
harne after a long struggle with illnes , he wa accompanied by his
charming wife Ann. We were pleased lo welcome, for their first re-union .
Heather cott who joined her parents, no\ become an associate member,
Peter Lori' partner Rita, rchie and Hilda Cairns and Ted Williams,
al o in our midst we had an old soldier Joe Radford, who ·va a ational
er.•iceman in 1952 in Dortmund. he was in the Royal Artillery. After a lot
of leg pulling ie: 'Plankie' He asked if he could join with his wife as an
a ociate member of the Branch, everyone agreed. Well done, Joe and
Brenda we enjoyed your company and look forward to meeting you again
on another occasion.
During dinner a toast was made to absent friends. After dinner it was
back to the cellar bar to Ji ten to tales and anecdotes of Dortmund and
Ireland in 60 70s. Everyone was aying how delighted they were that they
had decided to come to Dortmund for tl1e re-w1ion. Our thanks go to Peter
Lori for finding the Hotel and putting in the ground work. On unday
morning ome member disappeared as quickJy a they came. to catch
boats elc .. others caught planes in the evening to return to work on the
Monday, back to reality. A few stragglers hung on till Monday making a
long weekend ofit. What can I say? It wa a wonderful weekend. See you
all next year in outhead.

LOSTCOMMS
George Montgomery would like to contact anyone who served with
1HQ ignnls 39/40 es pecially if they were in 7LM Section, and then with
21 Army Group from 1940 until the end of hostilities, again especially
16TM cction. Does anybody know which beach we landed on? I can be
contacted: IOI Millhill, Musselborough, E1121 ?RP. Tel: 0131 665 2044
and his E-mail: honestlad@ talk21.com
John Bright (Advanced Wireless Section - I st British Corp 194245/46), would like to hear from former friends/colleagues who served
with this unit from 1942 in Barnborough (Yorkshire) via We t
Kilbride, Weybridge and ' Juno Beach ' on D Day through France,
Holland and Germany until reaching Iscrlohn . Reunions are held on
an annual ba i . Already in touch are 'Hash ' Harkin. Jack Walsh,
Ken Hands, Johnny Sharples, Cyril Dorman, ' Jacko' Jack and
Doug mith. For details please contact John Bright, 22 Merrillie
re cent, Holland on Sea. ES EX, CO 15 5X, .

campaigns: 1940/41 (a very raw sabaltc~n IC 5 Line Construction) and in
1944 (a a Captain in 18 LofC - a umt rc-roled back to its ongmal 3
Corps Signals). I remember the concern when the RAF I!Q was over-r~n
b members of ELAS the military wing of KKE (Greek commumst
~rty). We heard that the rebels had liberated their prisoners ~oot~ then
~iarchcd them unceremoniously into the hills. G~n , alder. m hts History
of the Corps says,' ... made POW. .. for a short penod but gives no further
ON
h
~ th
detail s.
.
so .ave no iur er
About this time T wa repatriated on PYTH
information but will research further and if successful l will wntc to Mrs
Vickers.
.
· · 1940 fi
1 all
5 Construction Section was raised 111 Palestine m
rom. oc Y
recruited Jews with a leavening of UK per onnel some re~lar ex-mfantry
· allers and R. ignals NCOs. Trained in permanent line for the H~tfa
~~g~agdad route, the Section pent its time laying D8 cable round rap1~ly
moving airfields. With so many Jews we were high on the evacuation list
but by chance, another story were on the last convoy from Kalamata.
Yours Sincerely ..... .. ··· ·· ·· ··· ··· ·
Lt Col (Retd) L. F. Ball
3 Renning End
Mountsorrel
Loughborough
LEICS
LE12 7HP
Tel: 0116 237 6142
Dear Editor,
. .
f. cl. · h
d
On a visit to Paris recently, I was mtn~ued to 111 111 t e gar ens
behind the Palais Royal , a sculpture which C! feel) !11ust have been
· pired by the 'White Helmets" I am sorry that 1 found 1t at dusk, so that
:~e picture is not very clear. However, it clearly shows severa l half
'Jimmies' with btts of motor-cycle .
Yours Sincerely......... .

From:
Mark Lamerton
36 Jardin Pommiers
La Rue de Patier
t, aviour
JER EY
JE2 7LT
Dear Reade ,
incc 1994 I have been re earching the British Force, Task Force 135,
which liberated the Cha1mel islands (Operation · e tegg') , after five
year of German occupation, in May 1945.
Recently I have completed my research on the composition, training,
marshalling, ailing and landing of the Force in the Channel Islands and l
am now concentrating on tlle senior officers of the un its involved.
The Royal Signal Museum were unable to supply me with
information regarding the Royal Signals officers (biography, obituary,
·
medal etc) and or their units which I have listed below:
Maj 1. G. Gordon-Wilson
Deputy Chief Signals Officer ( tationed in Guernsey) & Commander
Det Force 135 Sig Sec (G uernsey, Alderney & Jersey).
Capt W. P. James
4 Wrls Sec Type P (G uernsey & Jersey)
Capt J. Worley
110 Constr ec (Guern ey'& Jersey)
Lt W. E. Garrett
Force 135 Cipher Set (Guernsey)
Lt T. A. Hudson
Force 135 l ndep Sig Coy HQ (Guernsey)
The Archivist suggested that shou ld I contact The WIRE some of the
older readers might be able to help or may even have taken part in
Operation ' estegg' and thus be able to offer further information. I look
forward to hearing from you .
Yours Sincerely ...... .
From:

a

CaJling all ex 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt members who
served in 4 Div between 1963 and 1966.
For the past two years the Ex 4 Div Corporals' Mess
Reunion ha taken place, in Morecambe, on the first
weeken d in December. The numbers in 1999 were
double tho e of 1998 and the general opinion was that
they were great reunions.
By request of all those who attended last year it is now
propo ed that the reunion be opened to all ranks who
erved in 4 Div between 1962 and 1966 thus allowing
more former colleagues to attend.
If you would like to take part then let's hear from you.
For detail contact: Les Downie
4 Winchester Close,
Heaton with Oxclitfe, Morecambe,
Lancashire,
LA33RU
Tel: 01524417758
Fax: 01524 412859
E-mail: jan.down ie@connections-plus.com
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Robert ichol is seeking the presen t whereabouts of his father,
Robert James ichol, who served in the Corps during the 1950s and
1960s. He served in the Himalayas and his last known address was in
Melbourne Australia. Anyone who can help is asked to call Robert
on 01554 773 572.
David Mathieson is seeking the whereabouts of any of his pals from No.
22 Tp, 7 Selection Regiment from August 1948. David's address is:
30 l 7 Dover Road SE, Calgary, Alberta CANADA, T2B I VB

CORRESPONDENCE
From:

Maj (Retd) R. T. M. Sharp
6The Hollow
Haywards Heath
SUSSEX, RH16 2SX
Dear Sir,
I was very interested to read the letters from Mrs Vickers (December
1999) and Lt Col oward (March 2000) as I erved in both of the Greek
THE W IRE, AUGUST 2000

From:

F. Shore ERD

I Larchfield House
Highbury ew Park
LONDO
N52DE
Dear Sir,
Mr K. A. Wheatley's letter (The WIRE, June 2000, page 299-300)
raises the issue of the forgotten 'Anny Emergency Re erve..
.
At a recent dinner neither a Lieutenant Colonel nor his Adjutant had
ever heard of the AER. Even more astounding, I received a letter from t~e
Royal Briti h Legion HQ, some time ago, addressed to 'Mr F. . Erd the forgotten decoration?
Yours faithfully ..... .. . .

DONATIONS
RSA Chester.. ...
.£ I 0.00
RSA Eastbo urne
.£ 150.00
RSA Reading
.£ 120.00
RSA Swindon
.£ 50.00
Lt Col (Retd) , Pidsley
.£
7 .50
Mr R. L. Cartwright ·...
.£ 20.00
M r D. W. L. Randall
.£ 10.00
Mr F. S. Griffiths
.£ 2.00
M r S. Holdsworth
.£
9.00
Mr A. C. Keen ...
.£ 10.00
Certa Cito Lodge
.£ 20.00
56 DiYision Signal Association ... ... ... ... ...
.£ 250.00
Donations in memory of Col (Retd) C. B. Masser
.£ 280.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club in memory of Sgt P.H. Coles··· ...
J.&i00
2
Capt (Retd) V. Dugdale in memory of Col J. E Worth OBE
Patricia Tye in memory of her father Jack Ferdmando .. .
.£ 350.00
Ron Larby in memory of George Brace ......... ··: ···
.£ 10.00
Maj (Retd) Dai Rees in memory ofW02 Danny Darnel
....£ 25.00

LAST POST

Maj (Retd) L. B. H. C. Baker, of Dipford House near Taunton, TA3
7 R, would like to hear from any other survivors of27 Line Section, who
built a railway along the River Quai in Siam in 1942-45.

Mr J. W. Bunker is seeking the whereabouts of his old pal Fred
Randall. Fred served in 75 TE, 2 L of C Sig Rcgt during WW2 and
used to live in the Birmingham area. Anyone who can help, please
call Mr Bunker on 01428 644734.

George E. Eynon
11 Rhind Street
Bod min
COR WALL
PL312EL
Tel: 01208 75019
Dear Sir,
· ·
(R
May J on behalf of the Korean War Veterans Assoc1at1on
.
SIGNALS), express our sincere thanks to one and all for a fabulous
weekend, at the RSA Reunion at Blandford Camp on 24-25 June 2000.
We look forward to our next visit, God willing, to both see and make
further acquaintances with Corps members.
Yours Sincerely.... ...... .

i£

George S harp, who served from I 955 to 1958 in Catterick, Cypms
and Aden, would be plea ed to hear from anyone who remember
him. Contact him on: ann@ uk.dreamcast.com

REUNION

From :

From:

Capt (Retd) J. Esson
156 Holme Lacy Road
Putson
HEREFORD
HR26DB
Tel : 01432 263 697

fr
Dear ir
With ;efercnce to the June 2000 i sue of The WIRE and the. notes oi;i
Beverley Ex-Boys Association a king if anyone could beat Chffe Wcbb d
ex-bo service of 4 1 year . I joined a. a boy m February .194 6 an,
rn·sh~d a a p AO with 71 (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment m Augu•t
199s A total of 49 year plu -. orry Cliffe! As you know a 2?~ OBA
will ~lways take over from a Beverley ex-boy! an anyone beat this.
Yours Faithfully ..... .... .

Bennett - Mr P. Bennett
Brace - G. Brace
Catt - Maj C. W. Catt
Cherry - Maj M. D. Cherry 1BE
Coles - Sgt P. H. Coles
Corby - Maj . D. B. Corby TD
C urtis - Maj G.D. Curtis
Edwards - Cpl R. J. Edwards
Ferdinando WOl (RSM) J. G. Ferdinando
Graham - Maj J. A. Graham
Heyes - Maj J. K. Heyes
Love - Maj D. B. Love
Masser - Col C. B. Masser
Merk.in - Sig H. Merkin
Moore - LCpl H. R. Moore
Morris - gt R. F. Morris
Pagan - Col . Pag~n
Price - Col E. R . Pnce CBE, TD
Reece - CQM R. A. Reece
Robbin - Maj P. . Robbins
Stevens - Sig H. H. tevens
Stonebanks Lt Col . M. Stonebanks MBE
Sutton - Sgt J . utton
Thompson - Sig P. Thon~p on
Wareing - Capt C. Wareing
Wiseman - Sgt R. \: iseman

Served 1930/50
Served 1950/52
Served 1925/46
Served 1951/92
Served 1926/46
Served 1951/65
Served 1939/46
erved 1942/48

Died June '00
Died 30/05/00
Died 11 /06/00
DiedOl /05/00
Died 13/06/00
Died 09/09/99
Died 21/04/00
Died 1999

Served 1920/46
Served 1929/46
erved 1949/76
Served
Served 1942/76
Served 1942/47
erved 1964172
erved 1962/73
Served 1944172
Served 1933/63
erved 1939/??
erved 1922/45
erved 1951/65

Died 2000
Died June '00
Died 03/06100
Died ov '98
Died 27/05/00
Died May
Died 21/06/00
Died June '00
Died June '00
Died 1999
Died 1999
Died 11/05/00
Died 0 106100

erved
Served
Served
erved
er ed

1951173
WW2
I9'r0/46
1939/46

·oo

Died 27/05/00
Died 11/05/00
Died 24/02/00
Died May '00
Died 21/04/00

Dodd _ Capt A. M. Dodd . Alan Dodd died shortly after his 80th
birthday on 2 ovember 1999. Born in Liverpool .he wa educated at
Wallasey Grammar chool and I?evonp~rt Ht~h cho?I.. fter
obtai ning a high placing in a compet1t1ve C~v1l erv1c.e exammntton he
was appointed a an A si tant Traffic npcnnte1_1dent m t~e Po t qffice
where he began to acquire the skills and expenence which led lum to
Royal ignal . hortly after the outbreak of the ccond World v.ar l~e
enli ted and wa oon commi sioned in the o~p . Em~arkmg ·~ ht
native city he ailed for orth Africa where he_ fought with the Et~hth
rn1y and then on through icily and Italy unttl 1945 when he amved
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in Tnc: te. There he met and married his wife Bianca. Demobili ed in
194 6 .he re_1urnc_d to K but ~o und ~ifc there uncongenial a nd he
re- nh ted m 19:>3. He erved m 2 W1rele s Regiment (now 9 ignal
Reg iment) thro ugh? ut the EO K~ terr?ri t campaign in yprus a nd
fmall) . ret1re.d. to ht belov_ed Trieste m 1959. As a technical agent
1mport111g Bnllsh made man ne mac.hmery he establ i hcd a thriving and
suc;e . fu.1 bu me 111 lta!Y·
ltfe member o f the Roya l Si g na ls
r~s ociatton he w a s a kindl y m a n. a go od c ompanion in a ll
c1rcum. tanc and a mo. t loyal friend of all who erved with him .
Tho. e of u who kne~ lum \\ ell w~ll mis hi cheer ' keep in touch •
telephone. calls from Trie te and his frequent vi its to U K whe re he
never omitted to contact his oi comrades. To Bia nca and the ir son
Ian we end our deepest sympa!hy in their loss.
C ur~

- M aj G. D. C urtis OBE erved 1939/46 and Died 2 1/04/00 It t
with sadnes that we. have to re port the death of 1aj G arth D. C~rtis
OB E. A Royal 1gnal Life Membe r a nd a Me m be r of th e
outhampton Branch of the RSA. he died peacefully on the 21 t April
2000, one month hort of hi · 84th birthday. Garth erved with the 8th
A:my m World War IL He is s urvi ved by hi three children T isby
Libby and Roger .
'

Wor: h -

ol J. F. \ ortb OB E. The death of C ol Joseph Fred er ick
\\o ~ th on 28 February .1999. aged 95 eve red the las t li ving link
bef\,een the Royal Engmeer Signal er ice and the Corp . He erved
~e Army and his orp for 40 years with gallantry and di tinction. and
''a to _be~ome on e of the Corps ' expert on ' perman e nt ·
communtcahon .
Fre~die Wo_rth wa born on 20 December 1904 and joined the Roya l
Engmeers S1.gnal ervice in August 19 I 9 at the age of 14, becau e of
the lack of J.o~ ~r.o p~cts and a strong family military tradition. He
completed his mltlal 1gnal training with K Company attached to the
GPO. In 1920 he wa~ posted to Aldershot Command ignal Company
where he began playmg football and cricket. !n 1920 he tran ferred to
the newly formed Royal Corps of Signals a a founder member but
contmued w . erve in Aldershot at the main WIT station. rn 192'5 be
b~came .eligib le ~or over ea
e rvice and was po ted to B Corps
Signals m Rawalpmd1 where he took up hockey. After five years in
lndta ~e. ~etumed to England and joined J Infantry Brigade ection
4 th D1v1 10nal Signals initiaJly at Colchester and then in Canterbury
where he acted for a year as Pay SergeanL ln 1935 he was appointed as
P~r~.anent Staff Instructo r to
o .I Company, 50 (East Angliaa )
Dtv1 t0nal S.1gnals TA at Stratford in East London. ln 1938 he returned
to lndia to JOm Kohat District Signals where he again acted as Pay
Sergeant.
la _ Februa~y 1941 he was commissioned in the field and po ted as
Bngade Stgna.1 Officer to the ' ow herra Brigade at Peshawar in the
rank of Captam . Between May and August 1941 he uffered from a
ev~r~ bout of Typhoid Fever b~t was fi t again by January 1942 whea
te JOmed a newl.Y formed lndi an Signals Lines of Communications
mt as Second- m-Command. During th is time he took part ia the
retreat from Burma lea.ding to the battle o f Imphal. In 1943 he took
:rer command of S Lme of Communications Si!!nals covering the
rak~n secto r o~ t he Bu r ma front. This unit had an extensive
commitment covering some 200 miles building pennanent line trunk
routes to Corps and Divisional Headquarters many airfields and the
dev_e lopment of -:'-kyab a~d ~mree Islands a~ Air Supply Bases. His
Umt made a maJor. contribution to the advance of the 14th Army in
Central Burma leadtng to the capture of Rangoon. For his contribution
to the war m Burma he was Mentioned in Despatches in I 942 and
awarded an OBE m 1944. ln I ?45 l~e was promoted to the rank of
g?lo~el to become Deputy Chief Signal Officer initially w ith 505
1 tnct covering o~ and Central Burma and later South Burma. He
~med to the UK 10 June 194 6 and in September of that year he
me CO of o 2 Depot Regiment in Thirsk and Ripon
He left the Ami)'. in August 1948 and became Communic~tions Officer
for the lnternatwnal Refugee Organ isat ion in Geneva, however he
remarned a Major m the Army Volunteer Reserve. He rejoined ' the
~rm)'. m 1950 to se.rve as Senior Liaison Officer for Signals Work
ervtc~s based wtth Signals Bra nch in BAO R where he was
r~ p~ns1ble for the .overall control of the provision of Bundes ost
c1rcu1ts '.or ~II Serv!ces and includ ing the planning and buildin~ of
commumcatton services for the new Headquarters at Rheindahlen I
195.5 he was attac~ed to the British Embassy in Bonn as a m ilita;
adv1so~ for negouattons on the British Anny's role in Germany
Freddie finally retired in 1959 and moved to Tewkesbury ~here he
Cnt t~e t~xt ten years as Civil Defence Officer for Gloucestershire
. ater m 1 e he d iscove red .he was a talented art ist and h is horn~
i~cluded mfany examples of his work including delightful watercolours
~ v1e':"'s .o his loca l area. He was a life member of the Royal Signals
sodc 1at1on, ~nd a holder of the 50-year badge and a long serving.
Pre 1 ent of his local Branch.

Roya l orp of ignals and it wa . in this rank that he wa present t
t_he r_e capture of Rangoon. He received a Ment ion in Dispatches for ha.
services. After th.e War he returned to Ind ia w ith his new bride R b IS
:"-!ways_ a gregan~u ~nd sociab le man Jo~n·~ time in lndi a 'wa~ i~
mtercst'.ng and absorb mg one. H_e served lu s tune as Pres ident o f the
Barrackpore Club and wa an active Go lf and Tenni s player.
After he and Ruby returned to their roots in Scotl and in 1968, John
began ' hat almos t amou nted to a fres h ca ree r in a ud itin g . d
acco.u111.a ncy. T hat was an.other thirty two-year period and saw J~~n
~~n hn~mg. to .work mto l11s _sev~ nti e.s. A fter his retirement from fn dia
" wa acy1ve m many orgamsauons m Dundee not least being the loca l
branch of the Burma tar A soc iation of whi ch he became President
John had a happy. life, ably supported by Ruby and by bis two s~ns
Ian (a t present a Lieu tenant Colone l in the Corps) and Douglas in both
of whom he took g reat pride.
J~hn's funeral took pl ace in Dundee on 22 Apri l and was conducted by
Bishop i:ed Luscombe, hi m s~l f a Burma Star Vete ran , as isted by the
Rev David hcpherd, chapla111 of the Dundee Branch of the Burma
ta r.
Merkin - . ig H. Merkfo .. Jt is w ith regret that the Hull Branch of the
Royal Si g n a l ~ Assoc1a t1 o n repo rt _the d eath of Harry Merkin on
Sun~ay 2 Apnl 2000. Harry e rved 111 the o rps from 1942 to 1947 as
a .w1re les O p: rator a nd wa . wounded .in o rm.a ~d y whilst servi ng
with th~ 4th. Air Formation 1gna ls Reg ime nt, reJOming his uni t a ft er
recovering -m England. He la te r served in Pa lestine. He was a staunch
me mbe r of the Hull Branch o f the R A an d wi ll be mi sed by hi
fr1en.d . '!'le extend smcere condolences to his wi fe Pat his family and
a ll h1 frie nd .
'

<?'

0 ' hea - Terence
hea. It i w ith g reat sadnes that the Beveri e
Ex-Boys A soc1a11on re po rt the death o f Terry O'Shea who passe~
away on 25 A p~il 2000. Terry was born on 2 June 1934 a'nd j o ined the
arm.y .a a bo)'. 111 1950. He was sent to Beverley to j o in the 6 (Boys)
Tra1_nmg Reg1111em where _he made qu ite a name fo r himself in the
boxmg team as a m1ddl ew~1ght under the wing of QMSI Jameson and
PT In tru.c tor, Lew .cantn ll. One of the events he is remembered for i
the lnd1v,1dua l Boxmg Chan:ipi ons hip he ld at AAS Arborfie ld, where
Terry. 0 S hea and Andy Fish both won the ir matches. Thi was the
ftrst time the Regiment had entered an out ide boxing contest Terry
served at B.e ve~ley until he wa seve nteen and a half where he won
many trophies m box ~n~ and putting the shot. He gained the highest
aggregat~ of any. md1v1dual compe ting in the All Eng land Schools
C.ompe11~1on , settmg up a new re cord for putting the shot w ith 48ft
4111 · Thi s re cord was held until 196 5 whe n it wa broken by John
Savage_who took the record and we nt on to the Ol y mpics Terry
served m Egypt as a field linesman, where he was sta tioned ~t Fayid
and then went back for the Suez Crisis. After he left the army he had
qmte a flam_b oyant career as a chauffeur, driving for various film tars
such as Antta ~kberg, Shir~ey Ba sey and George Peppard. George
Peppard wa o impressed with him that on hi s departure from England
he presented Te r ry with. the keys and logbook of the white Roll s
Royce that he had been dnvmg for him . Terr y et up his own car hire
co1i:ipany and also worked as a chauffeur for Sir Laurence Olivie r with
A~1ta actmg as hou ekeeper. Ter ry had been very pleased to m~et up
with hi old comrades at our first Re union la t year, where he is seen
on the left of the photograph with ndy H utton (previously Fi sh).
We were re1xes~nted at the funera l ervice at the Church of the Holy
Al?ostle , P1!11hco by To ny H ull , Jo hn Beasley, Ji m Mell e tt a nd
M1cha_el Dehcata-Be nn ett. Terry leaves fi ve children S usa n P a ul
Lorrain e, Li a and Vin cen t and an adopted son, Jaso ~, as weli as IS
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren . We extend our deepest
sympathy to A ni ta and his family.

Graham - Maj John Anthony Graham. John joined F ompany from
the Roya l Military chool at Dover in September 1929. He erved his
apprenticeship as an Operator igna ls at Catterick and at L iverpool
Post Office. T he apprentice hip included an Equitation Course at the
Mounted Wing in 1932. On entering man ervice he was posted to F.
Troop Cavalry Div isional igna ls attached to the 11th Hu sars P.A.0.
at Tidworth . The 11 th Hus ar were the fi rst ca a iry regiment to be
m echa ni sed a nd F T roop S igna ll e rs se rved as Wi re less Opera to r
Gunner in the Lanche. te r armoured car . In 1933 John ailed in the
troopship Dorsetshire to hinwangtao in orthern Chi na and served at

• oble .- John oble died sudden ly and unexpectedly in Dundee on 14
~nl 2~00 aged 86. John was born in the shadow of the First World
\V,ar an was later to be involved in .the ~ar East during the Second
di~~dd War. John _led a full a nd va n ed lt fe wh ich could almost be
. 1 e mto two dtsttnct parts. T hirty-two years was spent in the ·ute
1~dustry_ m ~nd a round Calcutta. His time in India was in terrupted b
h1 service m the_Army. He first joined the Bengal Arti ll ery in 1938:
part of the Aux1ltary Force India, equivalen t to the TA toda . He went
on to Quetta and from there to B urma. He became a M~or in the
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h rimpton - C ol G . H. T. Shrimpton C BE, TD, ADC. Few officers
have had the privi lege of raisi ng a Regiment from scratch. To G eorge
Shrimpton , seemi ngly again t a ll odds, it came tw ice. Commissioned
in 1934 in to AA Signa ls (TA) he rose quick ly from subaltern in May
1938 to ac ti ng majo r (2 1C) o n I Decem be r 1939 on t he rapid
expansion of AA Command . Thereafter, however, his ' home service
only ' medi ca l category caug ht up w ith h im and h is war was spent
altern a ting between 2 1 a nd compa ny comma nder as more seni or
officers returned to the UK.
When the TA was ra ised again after the war, he was astonished to be
aske d to raise a nd com m a nd 11 AA (M ) Sig na l Regi me n t ( H e
recruited two Lieutenant Colonels as Majors). After two exte ns ions of
that co mma nd a nd a breve t co lonelcy he was asked to ra ise a nd
comma nd a new S upple mentary Reserve Regiment, London District
Signa l Regiment. This appo intment was extended by fo ur year after
which he was promoted Co lonel.
With hi s TA expe ri e nce a ug me nted by that of hi s SR (later AE R)
command he became impressed by the benefits that wou ld stem from
offering TA and A ER terms of serv ice as a lternatives within a reserve
un it. He was e ncouraged in thi s by the the n CSO, London Di strict
(later Maj Gen Sir Jo hn A nd er so n KBE) who placed an independent
TA S ignal Squ a dron under reg im e nta l command . Am o ngst oth e r
innovations, thi s made poss ible limited out-o f-camp trai nin g fo r the
Regiment.
In 1963 S h rimpto n g ave th e a nnua l Sig na ls In s ti t ut io n Lo ndon
Lecture. Hi s subject 'The Reserve Army' gave him the opportuni ty to
argue the case fo r revision of Reserve Army terms of service. The then
OinC asked him to repeat the Lecture at Catterick fo r the regu lar
Co rps a nd to discuss its substance w ith the TA D irectorate. Gen
Swainson also sent copi es to all CSOs, inviting them to implement its
reco mm e nd at io ns w he re th ey co uld be a ppl ied wi th o ut fu rth e r
refere nce. At a bout thi s ti me Shrimpto n began to accumul a te a
mi ce llany of c ho res around the Corp s: me mbership of the Corps
Committee, o f the Si g na ls As oc iati o n Ce ntral Committee, o f the
Council of the R . Si gnals Insti tuti on and sundry sub-committees of all
three, once as Vice- President, sometimes a Chairman. At the request
o f the then SOinC, he wrote the TA and A ER part of the Royal Signal
booklet publi shed in May 1957.
Even Shrimpton 's last TA appointment - as CSO 44(HC) Div/Dist was eccentric. An officer, liv ing and working in London, hi s TA office
was in Shomcli ffe and exerc ises took him back to where he had had a
detachme nt at the sta rt of the wa r: in the tunne lling unde r Dover
Castle.

Peking as a member of the Briti sh Legation Foreign Office W
tauon
(HX8). He enjoyed his time in China but, in 1936, he was ent home
on med ica l grou nds . Restored to full health at Catteri c k, he was
accepted for the OCTU the re in 1939 and was commi sioned in 1940.
He subsequently served in India and Burma and was mentio ned in
d ispatches.
Afte r the war John bri e fl y tried te ac hing before qual ify in g as a
barrister and soli citor. He became a well known soli citor in Sunderland
with hi s ho me in South Shi e lds, hi s birthplace. He brought to his
practice in Sunderl and the same dedicated efficiency he displayed as a
o ldier and tradesman. Jo hn was proud to have belonged to the Corps,
particularly ' F Company' . I was privileged to be his friend . John was
cremated at South Shields on 8 June. It was a ' no fu s' funera l, at his
request. Our deepest sympathy goes out to his wife, W inni e, and his
immediate family.
B r ace - George Brace. He j oined the Corps in ovember 1950 and was
trained as a Radio Mechanic. He served in 14th Field RA Signal Tp in
Hong Kong and Korea. After di scharge in ovember 1952, G eorge
worked for BT and was we ll known in cricket circles in the Swansea
area. George was Standard Bearer for the West Wales Branch of the
BKVA and was a member o f the Cardiff Branch RSA . G eor ge died on
30 May 2000.
Graham - LC pl H. T. Grah a m ' Harry' who died on 8 Apri l 2000 in his
80s was a member of the Cotswolds Branch of the Association since
1979. He had a severe stroke and never regained con ciousness in a
ursing Home in Cheadle. He was born in Falkirk, Stirlingshire but
lived in the Midlands. He joined the Post Office at the age of 14. He
was ca lled up in 1942 and served in Cairo and for a short time in Italy.
After being demobili ed in 1946 he returned to the Post Office until
his retirement at the age of 60 as In pector. He served \vith orman
W isd om (now Sir) and they met up again in Cheltenham at a reunion
' Get Together' . Our sympathy goes to his sister M r E m er son.
R obins - Maj P. A. Robins known as 'Robbie' I ovember 1903 - I I
May 2000The success story of an ordinary soldier who raised hi age
t6 join the Royal Engineers in 192 1 and later beca me one of the
founder member of the Royal Corps of Signals when it was formed in
1922. After trade training he went with a contingent to Turkey during
t he rising of Kemal Atta tu rk. After a spell bac k in England at
Aldershot, he was posted to Kohat District Signals. India , where he
took part in many border skirmi hes with the invading Afghans. Here
they were u ing huge radio sets that had to be carried on mules!
ln 1938 he was posted to Putney to Sth (London) Corps Signals as
their RSM, with the specific job of dividing the TA Unit to double its
strength because of the imminent war. The great sadness of his military
career was not to have been in action. His next posting was to a de k
job at Southern Command at Wilton House, Salisbury. From there he
moved quite quickly to a commission and his first job as an officer at
South Western District, where he met and married Jean , a Junior
Command. Signals. ATS Officer. During hi s time at South Western
Di s tri c t in Taunton he worke d to provide all the mai nl a nd fixed
telecommunications for the American Forces involved in Operation
Overlord. Thi involved providing ervices to the camps, the hospita ls
(including Odstock Hospital, Salisbury, where he wa later to be three
ti.mes an orthopaedic patient) and t0 all the hards and embarkation
points along the south coast. right down to the edge of Cornwall. For
this work he was honoured by the Bronze Star decoration, which he
received from ' [ke ' himself at the American Embassy.
As a very able general sportsman, he repre ented both the Army and
the Corps on everal occasion . A a quaJified FA Referee, he refereed
most of the enior football touman1ent , the equivalent of the Briti h
FA Cup finals. His interest in sport led him to involvement with the
Hindon Cricket Club and the resurrection of the defunct H indon
Football Club. He was a member of the Pari h Counc il for many years
. and Chairman for some of that time. He carried with him his interest in
village affairs when. on hi s econd retirement. he moved to Dinton.
There he was almost immediately co-opted to the Parish Council. He
finally retired from the Parish Council at the age of 80.
After his retirement from the army in 1945, he wa publican at the
Kings Arms in Puddletown. Later he was Po trna ter at Hindon where
he kept the village shop until he retired. During hi time at H indon, he
wa for a per iod Chairma n of th e Sal isbury Branc h of the SubPo trnasters ' As oc iation. While at Hindon he took a great part in all
things goi ng on in the village. He wa the Trea urer and the ecretary
of the Roya l Bri tish Legion, re u c itating it fro m an a lmo t "dead'
Branch; he remained a member until hi death. He wa honoured by
the award of a Gold Badge for his work by the Briti h Legion.
During h is years of army service in Ind ia, he wanted to get out of
Church Parades , w hi c h were ca rri ed out wi th mil ita ry preci ion,
carry ing arms and anununition. He a ked to change his re ligion and
called hi m elf a ' a lvalioni t'. (being carefu l not to link him elf with
the Salvation Army). ln fact he had a Chapel background. He took a
very active intere t in my work with the vill age Youth lub. After his
reti rement he becan1e an enthu iastic fundra iser for the Wiltshire Boy
and Youth C lubs (now Youth Action Wi lt hire), having been a member
of a Boys Club in East London during his younger day-. Throughout
hi retirement he gave unstinting upport and reque ted that the retiring
collection at h i funera l, and donations in lieu of flowers. hould be
given 10 this cause. He i sur ived by his wife Jean , a on Peter and a
daughter Helen . harles, the youngest ' on, died of Leukaemia m
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. He al o leaves three grandchildren and a great-granddaughter.

im:c the death of harle he alway '' i hed hi own as he · to be
buried w1th tho ·e of harks in the churchyard at Dint on. 'Robbie·
ah\3) · maintained his connection witli Ro, al ignals. Both he and
Jean ''ere members of the o. I ( alisbury) Branch of the ignals

A ociation and for many year he was their honorary president. He
was also a member of the Slh (London) orps 0 A and attended their
annual dinners from 1980 to 1997. The family would be interested to
hear ifhc was the lat urviving founder member of the Royal Corps of
ignals, of which he was so proud.

Mature
Candidates.
ome
mature
candidates will have been killed engineer
for many years but did not obtain the
required academic qualification _at the start
of their careers. A mature candi date ro ute
exists whereby a candidate is asse~sed upon
a paper he I she wri.te and an interview.
This is not an academic test but a chance for
the candidate to demonstrate that he I she
has the fundamental knowledge expected of
a chartered electrical engineer.
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M TE R GOLF EVE T (C GE) 2000 27 J
2000
A report by Co/011el (Retd) Cliff Walters. Chairman. CAGE 2000
The eighth CAGE wa held on 27 June 2000 at shley Wood Golf
lub. Blandford. It aim, a alway . to rai e fund for charity and on thi
occasion the beneficiarie were the Museum Education Project and ave
The Children. The event started on the evening of 26 June with a cocktai l
party pon ored by Bull Information Systems. About 80 sponsors and
celebritie congregated and di cu sed all their mi ed putt since la t
year! Brian Clo e (cricket and ex-Corps), Don hepherd (cricket), J os h
White (comedian), Peter Larter (rugby) and Peter Sainsbury (cricket)
were among those determ ined to get CAGE off to a good ta rt. We were
also pleased to ee new celebrities in our mid t including Peter Walker
(cricket), Tony Brown (cricket) and Ian Jones (cricket). We hope they
will return.
For once the foreca ters were right and a bright unny day dawned at
A hley Wood. The course wa in excellent condition. Alenia Marconi
were our main pon ors and their two teams were out early vith Don
hepherd and Peter Wa l ke r. The re were varying standards of
competence shown at the chipping and putting competition . Maybe the
cocktail party had ome part to play! The 18th hole wa the ' neare t the
pin' competi tion and a leeve of ball was awarded to everyone who e tee
hot ended on the green. Maj Hamish Miln of the Alenia Marconi team
wa neare t the pin and al o had the lon gest drive; a very unusua l
occurrence. However. he carried only the driving prize as CAGE rul e
tate that you can only win one individual pri ze. On the course we had a
hole in one but un fo rtunately it was on the Winter temporary green so it
didn •t count: but it took over four minutes to fi nd the ball ' in the middle
of the fai rway·!! O DEXHO had kindly sponsored the drink tation
which. due to the heatwave, were in regular u e.
Br ig James Shaw headed up the prize-giving for ponsors to donate
their well earned pri zes. This wa followed by a quick dash to change for
the Dinner ight at which the Corps Band was excellenl Entertainment
wa ·CAGE TRA DITIO AL' with everyone in fine tune for the four
'anthems· and a fully attentive audience to listen to hep Woolley and hi
side-splitting humour. We are also grateful to Sodexho for spon oring the
Dinner ight an d BAE y tern s who donated CAGE cuff-links to
everyone who played.
ponsors
Eve nt
·win ners
Alenia Marconi
Team Stableford
Archer 2
(Main Sponsor)
SodexJio I
Individua l Stableford Arthur Fisher
(Trend)
Guy ew-ing
(Sodexho)
Mike Magill
(Syntegra)
Celebrity Stableford
Roy Palmer
Brian Close
Ray East
Lockheed Marti n
International

Yellow Bal l Stableford fNCA
Trend

Cogent Defence Systems

Longest Drive

yntegra

earest the Pin

Bull Info rmation ystems
(Cocktail Party)

Putting

fNCA

Hi dden Holes

odexho (Dinner 1 ight)
BAE Systems
Ot her po nsors:
Archer Communications
Compaq Computers
ICL
"vlarandon Engineering

RACAL
Thomp on Marconi onar
Vega

ystematic
Trend

O ur celebrities this :vcar were:
Rodge r rneil - Rugby. orthampton, Scotland and Lions
Tony Brown - Cricketer, Gloucester hire aptain, 'now Chairman of
Cricket
Mike Barn ard - Hants Cicketer and Port mouth Footballer. 1954 - 66
Bria n Close C BE - Cricketer, Yorkshire and England Captain
Alan Castell - Cricket, Hamp hire. Fine bowler representing Hampshire
Ray East - Cricket, E ex. Left arm spinner and u eful bat man , 1956 78
igel Ellery - Professional Hypnotist and Entertainer
Jon Fellows-Smith - Reprc ented South Africa at both Rugby Union and
Cricket during '50 . orthamptonshire CCC 1957 - 60
Jimmy Gray - Cricket, Hamp hire. Opening batsman 1948 - 66 playing
in 453 matche
Ron Ha rri - Football, helsea. Indestructible Chelsea defender 1962 80. Record 622 first team appearances
Mike J erome - Comedian and Entertainer
G lynn J ones CBE Rugby, Cardiff and ross Key
Ian J ones - Cricket, Glamorgan. Record holder for runs and centurie
Mervyn Kitchen - Cricket, omer et. Te t Umpire. Somerset batsman,
1960 - 79 scoring 16,000 runs ( 17 centuries)
Peter La rter - Ru gby, orthampton, England and Lions
Jack Ma n ell - Football, Card iff City, Portsmouth and England
Phil May - Rugby, Llanelli and Wale
A rthur M ilton - Football , Arsenal and Eng land and Cricket for
Gloucestershire and England
Roy Palmer - Cricket. Somer et. Test Umpire. Somer et fast bowler 1965
-70
Russell Robins - Rugby, Ponypridd, Wales and Lion
Cyril Ru tte r - Football, Portsmo uth. J 71 Fir t Division games for
Portsmouth 1953 - 62, FA Senior Coach
Peter Sainsbury - Cricketer , Hamp hire most ucce sful all-rounder in
the club's history
Don Sheph erd - Cricket, Glamorgan. Commentator. Off-spin bowler
taking 2,218 wickets
Reg Simpson - Cricket, otts and England. Opening Bat man for both
otts and England, 1944 - 62. 27 tests, 3 1,000 fir t class runs
Bob Taylor - Rugby, Northampton, England and Lions
Brian Taylor - Cricket, Essex and England. England Wicket Keeper and
Batsman, 1949 - 73. Captained Essex for his last eight years.
Peter Walker - Cricket, Glamorgan and England. BBC Radio and TV
Commentator
Stuart Watkins - Rugby, ewport, Cardiff, Wales and Lions
hep Woolley - Entertainer, comedian
Josh White - Internationally renowned comedian

Maj Hami sh Mi ln
Steve Maguire
(Trend)
BAE Systems

RACAL
Aleni a Marconi I
Dresdner Kleinwort Benson I

Course Drinks Stations
CAGE Cuff- links
Carill ion
Dresdner Kleinwort Benson
ITT
Marconi Communication s

Stephen Meyler (Bull) rewards David Romer (Racal)

Regimental Headquarters Royal Signals
encourages all suitably qualified members of
the Corps to seek professional recogni~ion
by joining the Instit1;1te of Electrical
E ngineers at the appropriate level.
Training: Those holding the academic
qu alification of a econd class honours degree
or better from an accredited IEE course" ~ nd
havi ng completed certain engineering traming
may apply to become A sociate Memb~rs of
the IEE (AMIEE) . This is normally the f~rst of
2 elements of the qualifi cation needed ie t~e
'training' . Those under go ing such academic
courses are encouraged to apply for student
membership of the IEE.
Relevant Experi ence: Those who have proved
the ir tra ining qualification and _are AMIEE
then go on to apply fo r Membership of the IEE
by demonstrating that ~hey have _had ~t l~a t
two years of ' respon 1ble expen ence since
obta ining the ir ' training'. Since members_ of
the Royal Signal will have spent time
at Regimental ~~ty w_h~re per onnel
management a~d i:mhta~·y training r~ther t~a_n
engineering skill, i. .their nor~ a l busmess ~ti s
not unusual for military candidates to pr ead
this re ponsible experience over a num~er of
tour of duty. (An officer mi~ht qualify by
serving at weapons ta ff ~ ppomti:n ents. or_ as
technical adjutant or operations offi cer w1th111 a
unit). Once he I he ha completed b?th the
training element and the relevant expen ence a
candidate w ill normally be accepted a a
Member which al o confer the tat~s of
Chartered Engineer ( Eng MIEE) . Cand1?a_te
who believe that they have both the tr~ 1 mng
and the relevant experience may apply directly
to become Members.

The IEE is recognised by
Government as being the body
which represents all branches of
communication and electronic
engineering. It is the largest body
of its type in E urope and is a
member of the European
Federation of National Engineering
Associations (FEANI). Chartered
Engineers are recognised and
respected by all civilian employers.

For further information contact:
Lt Col Geoff Cary QBE CEng MIEE
on 94382 - 4280 or
Capt (TOT) Phil Cutforth MBE
on 94382 - 4388
Emai l: hq2 igbde dial.pipex.com
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Dorset. Tel No: Bl andford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079
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Come to us courte y of7 I (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment.
Bexleyheath

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB

BACK COVER

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1830hrs
&
DINNER 1930hrs for 2000hrs

Come to courte y of the Cornwall & Torbay Branch of the R A and
shows Member posing for a PR photo with the Chairman of the
A ociation, Maj Gen Ahrn Yeoman. prior to refre hmcnts

13th OCTOBER 2000
CRO

The closing date for copy to reach this
office, in order to go in the next issue is
15 October 2000

HOTEL BLA DFORD

Contact: Lt Col (Retd) Collins on 0 1202 43990

Author al one are responsible for the content of their anicle . The opinion expre ed in the article of this publication are tho e of the indiYidual
authors and do not nece aril y reflect the policy and views, offic ial or otherwi e. of the Royal Signal or the Ministry of Defence. Thi, publicmion
hould be treated with discretion by the recipient.

© Crown Copyright
Di claimer: No re pon ibility for the quality of good or er ice adverti ed in this magazine can be acce pted by the Publi her or their A genb.
Adve11i ements are included 'in good faith ' .
Somebody moved!
7 Signal Regiment - Sig Brown and Cpl Wilson waiting for lunch to cook
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THE BALD EAGLE
BUSI ESS AND MA AGEMENT
CONSULTANCY
J
DO

T
O

BO T TO L A\' THE ROYAL IGNAL ?
HOLD TE I, B c or other relevent qualification
( uch as PRJ 'CE 2)?

Do you eek a fair reward for your ta lent '.'
Are you independent and confident of your abilities?
re tra1·cl and \'ariety till of intere t?
Then wh not con idcr
LT

T HE B

CY Ltd

For mor e d etail end your V to me, C h ri Ha rper. at
Theba ldeagle9@ hotm a il.com
'EAGLES SO R'

Adam Forty our Bu ines Man ager. But it also renects the excellence of
the Museum . We ha e introduced trail s, quiue and interactive games,
a ll of which have b en c ry popular. For those who have not managed to
vi it u · yet I hope it w ill not be long before you do so - and te ll your
friends a well.
All o ldicrs undergoin g Pha.e 2 tra ining at RS vi it the Museum as
part o f the ir trai ning a nd some o f th e m a l ·o ass is t us whil s t they arc
aw a itin g train ing to co mm e nce. We continue to provide a researc h
fac ility from our archi es and stores of equipment. The internet site is
also well used not lea t of which i for a list o f item s available in th e
shop. Our late"! acqui ition i a 'Bron7e resin Jimmy tatuc(le ' but many
of the old lines are still ava ilable.
If any readers ha c a ny memorabilia , medals , books , documents,
photographs or oth r item thnt you be lieve may be relevant to the history
of the Corps you could consider pre cnting them to the Museum where
they will be afegua rdcd as part of the orps' herita ge. What seems
insignificant to you may be re levant to many other people.
CO TA T
Museum
Tel: 01 25 482248
Web site: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/mu eum
E-mail : royal igna l museum arn1y.mod.uk

THE MAN FROM MANNING
AND RECORDS
Maj . G. Hutchinson MBE, R. SIGNALS

The pa t few months have een some key changes in policy ranging
from the implementation of the Data Protection Act to fundamental
changes in the M Year. Another exciting development is the introduction
ofa Regimental Career Management Officer (RCMO) concept that hould
con iderably enhance the interaction between the individual, his unit and
the Di ision. On a sad note Maj (Retd) Pat Co le ha now left the Divi on
on retirement, Cap t hane Kn igh t will replace him in September 2000.
Breaking with traditional formats we have recently received a TOT' perpective on Foreman of ignal election; it make interesting reading.

A 35 Minu
ideo

R~~urces,

Ro

.J

FROM THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
by Col (Reid) Cliff Walters, Museum Director
Director
Curator
Attendant
Bu iness Manager
Archivist
hop Manageres
A si tants

C ol (Retd) Cliff Walte r
1iss tella M cin tyr e
Mr David\ alker.
Mr Adam Forty
Mr Tim tankus
Miss Karin M ountford
1rs A nnette Barne
M r Erika Hunt
The busy season for the Museum is now well underway and in recent
time there have been many changes in the Museum not least in
management per. onnel. ince retiring from the Corps a Regimental
olonel in October C ol ( R e td ) C liff W a lt e r s has taken up the
appointment as Director. M aj Roger Pickard ha now formally handed
over as Curator to Miss tella M cin tyre who arrived in July. ome of
you may well know her father Maj eil Mcin ty r e who retired in the
mid- l 960s. For those or you who know Roger he continues to visit and
a si t u on a regular basis and we use his wealth of knowledge to good
effect. Lt C ol M ike Butler has now retired, retired and retired aga in. We
are very grateful indeed to him for having given us his services for a year
whilst "'e are able to recruit new stafT.
The Museum Volunteer Organisation continues to thrive under the
leader hip of Lt C ol (Retd) Pat oward. Without our volunteer. (approx
40) we could not operate at weekends or o n Bank Holidays from
February to October. Anyone wishing to join our vo lunteers should
contact Pa t through the Museum. The Museum proved to be very popular
dunng the RSA weekend in June. The yardst ick fo r this is 'shop takings'
which \\ere higher than ever before. The stafT were enterta ined by many
old soldier tales! A an attraction the Museum is provi ng increasingly
poplilar both with tourists and the local population. Admissions have
increased o far this year by about 30% which is credi t1ble when the
national trend is downward . This is due to the excellent marketing by
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A TECH ICA ' TALE - A message to all Junior Technicians
During the majority of my Service I have been fortunate enough to be a
Technician, a Foreman of Signal and a TOT. Until this year I have only
attended one FofS election Board, mine. However in the intervening
period, r ha e Ii tened to several ' knowledgeable' people pouting to all
and sundry a number of myth regarding the Board and what can or cannot
be achieved during the event. A part icular comment is whether there i any
point attending as the selection proce s has already been carried out prior
to arrival. I \ as privileged to be a member of thi year's Board and am
now in a po it ion to confirm or refute some of these ideas. It is clear that
there are rill too many people who have the impression that there is some
mystique to FofS election. The aim of this article is to eradicate the myth
and identify the important requirement to be ucces ful in selection. The
procedure leading to election for Foreman of ignals training is clearly
identified in OinC Policy Document o 8. Read it!
THE WEEKLO G BO AR D I MAD E UP AS F O LLO WS:
1ond ay: Laboratory tests conducted by the technical ta ff at the Royal
chool or Signals. The performance of the candidate during the e tests is a
key pointer to his/her technical capability and hence the academic ri k of
the candidate.
Wedn esday: Discussion groups and appreciation exercises. At the
same time the Board Members assemble to carry out their initial asses ment of the candidates. They conduct a Promotion Board where each candidate's Per onnel File, complete with all confidential reports, military
course reports (most notably Sergeant's Course and RSGC) and education
qualification reports are ava ilable. I will not explain the detai led procedure
other than to say that a quality line is determined and a pecking order.
Throughout the day, the Board Members endeavor lo visit all groups and
listen to some of the appreciations in order to learn more about the candidates. The final part of the Board's day is a pre entation of detailed as essments on all the candidates' perfonnance by the Directing ta ff over eeing the appreciation and discussion group . Revision to the initial
as essments are made if considered appropriate. The even ing soc ia l in the
Sergeants' Mess gives a further opportunity for the Board Members to get
to kno' the candidates.
T hursday and Friday: Interviews with individual candidate . The
Board consi ts of the Colonel MCM Division, a Regimental CO, a Lieutenant Colonel from the Royal School of Signa ls (norma lly the Chief
Instructor) and a Senior TOT, this year me. There is no time limit set for an
interview. It is dependent upon the candidate's performance. One of the
mai n points of the interview is to ensure that the assessments made are not
erroneous due to lack of awareness of an individual's ci rcum lance . This
gives an opportunity to strong candidates to confirm their potentia l and for
apparently weak candidates to prove their abi li ties or cha racter. A weak
performance might lead to a more searching and longer interview where
the candidate will be tested as thoroughly as possible. However, a strong
performance may a l o lead to a longer interview ifthe candidate was considered weak before the interview. T he mai n point to note is that your
future is in your hands. The Board does not lower its standards in order to
fill the number of slots avai lable nor w ill it limit itself to the number of
slot available, if you are considered sui table for tra ining then you wi ll be
se lected and the training organisation w ill have to cope with il.
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'IYTH S:
I a m too youn g or too old: Th is year the oldest and the youngest candidate. were se lected for trai n ing.
I do not have long enou gh to do: As long as you arc ab le to complete
five yea rs erv icc at the end or your Fo l cour e you arc eligible for se lection. ( xccpti ona ll y, ca ndidates wi th less than fi ve years wi ll be considered).
I do not have wide enough e xperience: This will be dependent upon
your c haracter and performance. There w ill be omc people who c learly
need more ex perience bul it is not a foregone conc lusion.
I am an academic risk - no chance: Your academic risk profi le is
determined by your perfo rmance on you r Tl course, the DL P, the exam ination and the labora tory test . However, as one candidate fou nd out this
yea r, it is no t a te rm inal di sea e. Persona l characteristics and c ircu mstances may be con idcrcd strong e nough to outwe igh academic ri sk.
There is no point coming back or accepting a posting to gain experience: A number o f candidates arc considered to have the necessary potentia l but require another opportunity to prove the ir ability academica ll y,
mil ita rily or to develop the ir personality in a different environment. Fai lure at one electi on board is no guarantee o f fa ilure at the nex t.
It is already decided who will be selected and I am only here to
make up the numbers: Thi s is the worst o f the myths. However. it is easy
to understa nd why it has developed. As I have stated, the initia l Board
acti vity is to read your previous CRs. You must real i e that the first
impression of a candidate is that g iven by your previous command ing officer and what they ha ve written on you. They have known you fa r longer
than the Board Members and in a wide variety o r ci rc umstances. Your military course report are independent asses ment o f your characte r and
abil itie . Do not forget that at the end o f your course you will be promoted
to Sta fTScrgeant, w hich bring significant respon ibilities. However, the e
are a ll merely indicators and the fin a l dec ision is in your own hands. I can
think of at least two examples o f suppo ed no-hopers, one demoted to Signa lman twice and one who e ability to read and write could be que tioned ;
both became very uccess ful FofS.
MMARY
The election procedure, both be fore and during the Board, is designed
to g ive all candidate the opportunity lo demon trate their potential. Jn
as cs ing a candidate ' potential the Board take into account as many factors as are ava ilable to them. Be your elf during the Board, pretence is ea ily identified. I hope thi short article w ill be ofu e in removing some of
the mystique o f the election procedure. Re me mber that being a Foreman
o f Signals is the best job in th e Army. Go for it!
Further information on the Data Protection Acl changes to the MS
Year, RCMO Concept and proposed Roadshow dates are in the ewsletter
that ha already been promulgated . We will continue with an insight into
Officers ' Wing together with a look at Confidential Reports in the next
Edition of The WIRE .

HEADQUARTERS MESS IS PRESENTED
WITH A JAPANESE SWORD
SURRENDERED IN BURMA IN 1945
At the end of the war in the Far East in 1945, Maj James W. R.
Forsyth Royal ignals left his post as econd in Command of25 Indian
Division Signal Regiment lo return home to Great Britain. The fir t part of
his journey was to lra el from Malaya to Calcuna via Bombay and Bangalore. He wa ta ked lo present five urrcndered Japanese officers' word
along the way. One wa given to the Chief ignal Officer outhern rn1y;
one 1 a presented to the Bangalore Signal Training Centre; and the third
to General Headquarter Delhi. When he arrived in Calcutta to catch the
boat home, he still had two swords left to present and one, which had been
given to him per onally. The fourth sword was intended for Maj Gen R.
E. Vyvya n CB MC, ex- ignal Officer in hief India and Director of ignal who had already left India and the la twas for· the Officer' Mes Catterick. After demobilisation, Maj For syth decided to return to India and
he left Great Britain in late 1946. Sadly. not long after hi arrival , he wa
bitten by a mall dog and contracted rabies from which he died. His wife
came home to England only brieny before goi ng to Au tralia with her own
parents to start a ne1 life with their baby daughter. Among hi personal
possession which came home to Maj For syth's family was the word
and his father kept it for many years. It then passed on to his i ter, Irene.
who in turn held the sword in sate keeping for her niece or her new family
in Au tralia should they ever wi h to ha e it back. In late 1999, 1rs Irene
Wa lla ce decided that it wa an appropriate time to lodge the "ord in a
· suitable place where it could be een and admired. he a ked the Commander of the Roya l ehool of igna l if he would accept the sword and
di play it in the Headquarters Me s. A pccial ca e wa made to match the
one that held the Mountbatten sword originally pre ented to Harrogate 111
1947. The t1 o words were then mounted symmetrically on the wall of the
reception room at the Headquarters Me . The 9th of June 2000, saw M rs
Wall a ce formally pre en l the word to the Commander on behalf of the
Forsyth family. She wished it to be noted that hou ld the relati e of her
brother ever wi h to see the word or indeed take it back, it should be po"sib lc for them to do so. The ommander thanked 1rs Wa llace and
a UJ'ed her that her wi hes were under tood but that in the meantime, the
sword woul d be looked after for a long a it remained in the Mess. The
'For yth' word was no1 displayed 1 ith the 'Mountbatten' sword in a place
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where both could be seen and admired by the Officer· o f the Royal ( orp
of ignals in thei r home.

Mrs Irene Wallace (left) with Col K. J. Hadfield,
Commander Royal School of Signals in front of the sword

!WANTED!
The Best Radio Sys Ops
in the Corps
If you:
Rate yourself as a good operator,
Are adaptable and versatile
Able to work on your own or in a small team
Enj oy a challenge and
Enjoy foreign travel (often outside Europe),

Then
Special Communications may
be for you.

Apply now, using the form in SOinC PD 206,
availabl e through your Sqn Offi ce or YofS .
For add itiona l information, contact the
I (RBY) ig qn ( ) Trai ning Wing on
(9)4240 85 1 I 0 1908 63851
or the qn YotS on (9)4240 516 I 0 190 6385 l 6
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OFF! ER
U U T 2000
\'ame and Rank
Unit to which po ted
Lt ol R. D. )1nond. ...
Headquarters AMF(L) (BAE)
Lt Col I. D. \ e t m1an
... 34 1 orthern) ignal Regiment ( )
laj D. J. 1. B1zley... . . .
. .. 21 ignal Regiment (Air upport}
\faj 1 • J. Borrill... .. . .. .
.. . J C C
'\1aj J. R. C. Bunce... ...
... A T( ) LWTC
1aj M. . Burke ... ...
... HQ ATRA
\laj T. J. Cannichael . ..
1 (I )
Maj J. . harnock ... ...
. .. HQ 12 lech Bde & ig qn (22 )
\foj J. J. Cole . . .
. .. 30 ignal Regiment
Maj I. G. Fa, ager
.. . Royal hool of ignal
Maj C. . Ford . .. . .. . . . . ..
.. . PG J BO\i MA IPT
Maj .D.Fraer
... 16AirAsaultBde& ig qn(216)
Maj R. P. Gile ..... . .... ........ DE (CC II }
\1nj J.C. Gille pie ......... ..... . 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
... CA T
LWT
'\laj . C. Green
\ifaj . Gregory . . . . .. , . .
. . . I (RBY) ignal quadron ( ) (V)
Maj M. G. Han on . . . . . .
. .. PA Anny Tech Refre hment Prog
aj R. J. Healey
.. . CDA - Farnborough
Maj T. Hill . .. .. . .. . . . .
. .. Royal chool of ignals
1aj I. 1 • Hunter
... 7 ignal Regiment (Corp Main HQ)
Maj . C. John . . . . . . . . .
. .. HQ Royal ignal
Maj I. G. Lawrence... .. . ..... . ... 16 Signal Regiment
Maj K. Mannings ............... 16 Air As ault Bde & Sig Sqn (216)
Maj . J. M Connell . . . . . . . . . . .. HQ DC A
Maj R. D. Meinertzhagen ... ... ... HQ l
Maj G. R. orton ............... 4 Armd Bde HQ & ig qn (204)
1aj A. J. E. J. Parson . . .
. ..... HQ ARRC
Maj C. . K. Paterson . . .
. .. CM(IS)
Maj M. C. Roberts . .. . . .
. .. 7 Armd Bde HQ & ig qn (207)
Maj D. M. harkey . . . . . .
. .. F AT !PT
Maj P. D. hawyer . . . . . .
. .. S02 A GCOM O&M
~laj P.A. mi th... . . . . . .
. .. CM(Manoeuvre)
Maj J. . tuart ...
... Project GP3 G3 Cl HQ LA D
Maj . J. Vickery . .. .. .
. .. CM (Manoeuvre)
Maj . A. Walker ... ...
. .. 15 ignal Regiment
1aj D. B. Warne
... 3 lnfBde HQ & ig Sqn (203)
Maj F. E. R. Wl1ichelo . . .
. . . ... 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
Maj D. !. Whimpenny . . .
. .. HQ oinC (A)
Maj R. P. Wilson
... HQ 11 ignal Brigade
Maj . R. \ orkman
... MOD Centre Block
. .. 7 Signal Regiment
Capt A. R. Aitken .. . .. .
. .. IOI Log Bde HQ & Sig qn (261)
Capt . J. Baldwin ... ...
Capt D. C. Ball .. . . . . .. .
. .. ( K) Annd Div HQ & ig Regt
. .. Headquarters I Signal Brigade
Capt K. B. A. Barker . . .
. .. 642 ignal Troop (Gibraltar)
Capt G. Blonde I... . . . . . .
. . . 35 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt M. J. Boxhall . . . . . .
Capt M. P. Boyle
... Headquarters Royal Signals
. .. Royal School of Signals
Capt S. J. Boyne... ... .. .
Capt R. W. Bousfield ...
. .. Royal School of Signal
Capt ' · C. Bruce ... ...
. .. Headquarters 1. Signal Brigade
. .. PD JCS(ICS)
Capt A. M. Clmrchill .. .
Capt I. G. Favager ... ...
. .. Royal School of Signals
Capt K. M. Fitzpatrick...
... 16 Signal Regiment
Capt T. Hall... . . . . . . . . .
. .. 2 Signal Brigade
Capt R. M. Harvey . . . .. .
. .. ATR Bassingbourn
Capt J.C. J. Hughes
... Comms ecurity Trg & Ad vis Team
Capt S. C. Johnston
... 15 ignal Regiment
Capt G. E. Marsh .. . . ..
. .. 2 Signal Brigade
. .. 7 Signal Regiment (Main HQ)
Capt G. M. McCrindle ...
Capt I. Mc elly... . . . . . .
. .. 259 Signal quadron
... ... G6 HQ LA D
Capt S. P. M. 1 esmith ...
Capt D. R. Parkin on ...
.. . HQ 11 ignal Brigade
... RSIT
Capt C. A. Plumb
Capt M. P. Purves . . . . . .
. .. 2 Signal Regiment
. .. Comm Proj Div Anny CJS SVCS G
Capt N. H. Range ... ...
. .. 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
Capt D. A. Sacree . . . .. .
Capt H.J. cott .. . . .. . . .
. .. ATR Bassingbourn
. .. 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Capt D. M. T. Shipley ...
Capt G. E. tratton . . . . . .
. .. Joint Staff Div J6 HQ BF Cyprus

apt K. A. Town end MBE
apt P. Wil on .... .... .
Capt M. A. Wright-Jones
apt . . M. Youngson
Lt G. J. Kemp ...
2LtJ . C. Barber. ..
2Lt J. Brinn .. . .. .
2Lt L. lark .... . .
2Lt A. . lowc
2Lt . G. Davi · . ..
2Lt V. J. Galloway ......
2Lt B. J. Hender on
2Lt C. L. Jardine
2Lt P. D. Jones .. .
2Lt A. F. Labram
2Lt K. Moore ...
2Lt B. E. 1orton
2Lt B. P aila

...
. ..
...
...
...
. ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
.. .
...
...
.. .
. ..
...
. ..

OFFICERS
SEPTEMBER 2000
Name and Rank
Col G. . Donaldson OBE .. .
Col K. J. Hadfield ..... .
Lt Col C. P. Conlon ... .. .
Maj G. . ddley .. . .. .
Maj T. J. . Allen . .. .. .
Maj E. D. Bosher . .. .. .
Maj A. D. E. Cameron . ..
Maj A. J. harlton
Maj C. D. Cook .. .
Maj E. A. Davi
Maj P. E. J. Drew
Maj R. J. Freeman
Maj D. C. Gaul ...
Maj M. Griffith
Maj G. H. Hume
Maj G. J. Mei eill
Maj J.M. orri
Maj A. J. Parsons
Maj A. E. Percival
Maj R. J. Quinlan
Maj D. S. Raleigh
Maj J. Rowley .. .
Maj J. L. Smart ........ .
Maj S. J.P. Spiers ..... .
Maj D. A. Sunderland .. .
Maj C. J. Thackray ..... .
Maj A. R. Urwin
Maj I. A. Walton ....... . .
Maj P. F. Wood .. .
Capt A. M. Cullen
Capt T. R. Dobson ..... .
Capt B. J. Dyer .. .
Capt M. Hanlon ........ .
Capt J. H. . Harrington
Capt G. . F. Knight .. .
Capt S. A. Knight ... .. .
Capt K.. H. McAnulty .. .
Capt G. Pardo::w ... . .... .
Capt F. S. Payet ... . ... . .
Capt G. G. A. Reith
Capt C, P. head
Capt M. . Shervington
Capt D. I. Smith
Capt G. J. Stoker .... ..
Capt A. M. Sulivan ..... .
Lt T. W. Day
Lt K. J. Grice
Lt P. D. Jones ...
Lt G. M. A. Wi lls
2Lt A. S. Foote ...

Unit to which posred
. .. RHQ Royal ignals
.. . International Mil taffBrussels
... RHQ Royal Signals
. .. JSC C
. .. JSC C
. .. RMCS hrivenham
... RMC hrivenham
.. . RMA andhurst
. .. JSCSC
. .. 33 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
... J c c
. .. J csc
. .. RMCS Shrivenham
... Director LA D Digitisation
... Royal School of Signal
... 243 Signal quadron
... RMCS Shrivenham
.. . RMCS Shrivenham
... RMCS Shrivenham
... G6 HQL
D
... Royal School of Signals
... 30 Signal Regiment
. .. 102 Log Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (262)
. .. JSC C
. .. J csc
. . . Comd Sp, DGD & D
... JSSU (AN)
.. . RMCS Shrivenham
. .. ES 31 CJS/SP OG E (A)
.. . Royal School of Signals
. .. PJHQ J6 CIS Unit
. .. RMAS Sandhurst
... 7 ignal Regiment (Corps Main HQ)
... Royal School of Signals
. .. 259 ignal Squadron
. .. APC R. SIG ALS/ lntell Corps
... 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
. .. HQ Defence Com ms Service Ag
. .. 259 Signal Squadron
... Falkland I land Adm in Un it
.. . 16 Signal Regiment
.. . RMAS Sandhurst
... JSSU(A )
. .. I (UK) Di v HQ & Sig Regt
. .. Roya l School of Signals
... RMCS Shrivenham
... RM S Shrivenham
. .. RMAS Sandhurst
... RMCS Shrivenham
. .. RMCS Shriven ham

. ..

ATACCS DCI ' (A}
A GOM
3 lnfBde I IQ & ig qn (203)
Bowman Military Team
3 (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment
280 ignal quadron
2 16AirA sltBdc&SigSqn(216)
16 ignal Regiment
I Mech Bde HQ & ig qn (215)
I (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
7 ignal Regiment
4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig qn (204)
21 ignal Regiment (Air upport)
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
7 Armd Bde HQ & ig Sqn (207)
3 (UK)Div HQ & Signa l Regiment
I ( K) Div HQ & ignal Regiment

ORGANISING A FUND RAISING EVENT?
WHY NOT PUBLICISE IT IN THE WIRE?
WRITE AND LET US KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING
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HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CIDEF (ARMY)
Over the pa t nine months, two major studies have been conducted. The
fi rst, the General ta!T Review (G R), examined, among other things, the
role and function of the Arms and Service Directors, and the second
looked at the creation of a Command Development Centre (CDC). Both of
the e studies have had far-reaching consequence for Royal Signals and
particularly for the future direction ofSOinC(A) and his headquarters.
The G R concluded that there was a common set of functions carried
out by Arms and Service Directors, which included advice on the
tatement of Training Requirement, establishment sponsorship, upport to
recruiting, special-to-ann policy and regimental 'ethos'. However, it al o
concluded that there were a number of key Anny or Land Component
capabilities, which required pan-Army ' proponency' - meaning
predominantly leadership, or champion hip of user requirements and
concepts of use. One of the e areas was that of the provision of
information services on expeditionary operations, and the re ponsibility
for this has naturally fallen to SOinC(A).
The CDC study concluded that there was a need to establish a focus for
the development of command doctrine, techniques and practices, and the
command support solutions that underpin them. The tudy recognised that
Royal Signal force development work was not only central to command
support solution, but also that it needed to infonn a wider Army and
Defence conceptual and doctrinal development. Additionally, it was
appreciated that systen support teams for current systems and trials
capabilities were essential to supporting the incremental development of
command support capability. To this end it is proposed to e tablish a
Command Support Development Centre (C DC) in Blandford, reporting
to OinC(A} as part of a ·virtual' CDC, with a Command and Control
Development Centre (C2DC) co-located with the Land Warfare Centre at
Warminster. The SOC organization will bring together elements of
DCIS(A)' Blandford-based BOWM
and Digitization Military Team
together with OinC(A)'s existing Force Development, Trial and System
Support Teams.
While the CDC proposal have still to be ratified, in recognition of
SOinC(A)'s wider pan-Anny role, his headquarters is to be retitled ' HQ
SOinC(A}'. Thi , of course, will in no way dimini h SOinC(A)'s
responsibilities for Royal Signals, but illustrate that the Corps i at the
heart of a wider, pan-Army (indeed Defence) capability. Further
information concerning the reorganization of the HQ and its new
responsibilities will be included in sub equent copies of The WIRE and
RSI Journal.
FORCE DEVELOPME T
Further to the February i sue of The WIRE where Maj ick Keen gave
an overview of the work being undertaken within Force Development, it is
now our intention to update the Corps in each edition on one or I\ o piece
of major work currently ongoing. This i ue will focus on the Corp After
ext (CAN) Study which will mature in March of next year and MAPP
and GPTAP which will be introduced to the Field Anny over the next 12
months.
ST DY
THE CORPS AFTER EXT (C
The CAN Study is a major piece of work looking to shape how the
Royal Corps of Signal will develop over the coming year . The Study
will present it finding in March of2001 and it i anticipated that it will
recommend radical change in all aspect of the way in which the Corp
carries out its busine .

A major aim of the Study has been to consult the wider Corps
throughout to ensure that the results of the tudy fully exploit the
experience and knowledge available. The initial briefing pack to the Corps
was publi heel in February of this year and resulted in a heavy response
which greatly assisted the Headquarters in shaping its thinking. In the light
of this, the SOinC(A)'s Conference held between 17 and 18 May focussed
exclusively on the Study. The 130 attendee from around the Corps broke
down into syndicates and concentrated their thoughts on the direction in
which the Corps should move in a number of key areas. The full
tran cripts of their thoughts have been produced and disseminated to all
attendees. hould anyone not have acce s to a copy please contact Maj
Martin Bever on Blandford 5390. The output from the SOinC(A)'s
Conference was put to immediate use by the staff within the Headquarters
as they started to write the Study papers. Afier several study periods
conducted both at Blandford and at HM Excellem in Portsmouth in June
and July, the papers are now nearing completion and will be ubmitted to
the Corps Executive Board in early October for approval. It is anticipated
that detailed reports on the finding of the Study will be promulgated to
the Corps by February 200 I.
MAPPS A D GPTAP
The Mobile Access to the Ptannigan Packet Sy tern (MAP PS)/General
Purpose Trunk Access Port (G PTAP} are two projects which have been
merged and will together form an enhancement to the Ptarmigan system in
the shape of the "Standalone Central" or as it is officially known, the
SCRA(Switching Central) - SCRA(SC).
The SCRA(SC) will be capable of working with Ptannigan in the
traditional role of the Central but u ing an on board Central Packet witch
(CP ) will be capable of serving its full channel capacity of 11 packet
users. In its Out of Area (OOA) role, up to three CRA (SC) will be
capable of fonning their own network providing their own ecure digital
voice and data circuit and packet switched communications for mobile
users. The network will also be capable oftenninating LOA communities.
GP TAP will enable two or more of these network to work together or to
interconnect with a main Ptarmigan network.
Two vers ion are being provided; the tandard version u ing the current
4 ton vehicle and box with additional equipment including an ACU and an
air portable version with Steyr Pinzgauer a a prime mover. The air
portable version will consist of not only a communications installation but
al o a support vehicle which will carry item such as generators, mast .
antennae and cables. The initial introduction into ervice is due at the end
of thi year with full embodiment due by the end of 200 I.
FORCE DEVELOP 1E T CO T CTS LIST
AJll2!
ame
Col Dennis Mill
Col Force Development
Lt Col Dick parshatt
0 I Force Development
Maj ick Keen
S02 Force Development
S02 Capability Development
Maj Phil Osment
Maj !fartin Bever
S02 Concepts
Maj James Langley
S02 Concepts Development
Maj (Retd} Dick Hood R02 E\Vflnfo Op
Maj James Body
02 Comms/R
T
Maj Bruce Wyllie
TOT R
T/ OC Sy p Tp
Capt 'orman Bain
Tfc R
T/OC Trials Tp
. Capt Ja on Kennedy
0 Trial upport Tp
Capt Phil Abram
OC S Tp

Contact number
Blandford 5215
Blandford 5229
Blandford 5541
Blandford 5397
Blandford 5390
Blandford 5269
Blandford 591
Blandford 5324
Blandford 5238
Blandford 5375
Blandford 5352
Blandford 559-l

NATO
NACOSA SUPPORT ELEMENT
NORTHWOOD

BALADO BRIDGE - by Sgt Ewan Kinnear
BALADO BRIDGE- ATO atellite Grow1d Tenninal Fl 7, ituated in
the rambling country ide of Perth hire, I l/2miles from Kinro ,
approximately 30 miles north of Edinburgh in cotland and located on a
former RAF W site, the now familiar 'Golfball' with it's out stations at
Cullaloe Hill and Outhmuir, forms part of the ATO Integrated
Communications ystem. which combines atellite and Micro' ave radio,
PTT and commercial communication sy tem to provide a trategic
communication network for ATO. Opened in pril 1985 by our olonel
in hief, the GT has undergone a major modification programme
keeping up to date with all the advances in communication technology.
The GT i a fully automated, computer controlled atellite Ground
Terminal, operating a multicarrier communications system within the X
band. As well as intergalactic users, the main operations involve assisting
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in the communications support to

ATO

aval Operation .

OW YO KNOW WHERE A D WHAT \ E RE \ HO ARE
WE?
The unit ha a complement of I + 19 military per onnel, five ch ilian
and a MOD police unit of even. The OC of the orps· ne and only
atellite Ground Tenninal i Maj (TOT) Paul ' Do you think my ne\1
12 6 litre 1lerc is too big for me' Gaffn ey, who i· upported by hi · '
Team con i ting ofW02 (FofS) Kev •it' not a warm here a it wa 111
Au tralia' 1oir who i currently handing over the rein to \ 02 (Fo )
Mick ' It' just a gentle jog' Cowie and the Control Room lave-Ori\ er SSgt haun l ay. The Control Room i manned twenty-one hours a day
with the other three hour being let1 to chance•• in e the y tern is meant to
be fully automated. There arc -four ·hitt of three able bodied technician.
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p.:r . hi ft exeepl for D hifi. I\\ o dri\ er electri ians. a tore accounlalll. a
technician da) work rand a multi-purpose. multi -trade technician whose
job, .o far thi year ha' CO\ ered C\ erything on site except for tat ion
Commander and Poli ·e Dog!

PRI
ESS ROY L DAY
Prince · Royal Day wa held on site on Saturday I July 2000. The local
A~my adet Force wi:re invited 10 an educational ~ nd fu~ packed atunlay
with the Balado Bridge workers and the pa 1y cat mg hill 'worker '! ·1he

l

, tick C owie and says a fond farcwcl I and good luck to our old FofS W02
Kev Moir on his promotion and posting to Wilton .

GEN

TECHNICIANS, OPERATORS AND
TELEMECHSREQUIRED
Genesis Consultancy specialise in placing ex-Corps
members of all ranks and trades with the
telecomms industry nationwide.
A wide variety of opportunities currently exist for
Class 2 and Class 1 Techs, Operators and Telemechs
as well as Foreman of Signals and Yeoman of Signals
of all ranks who have decided to leave the Corps.
In addition to immediate requirements, we have
medium and long-term requirements from our clients
and can assist in all matters concerning these
opportunities throughout the period running up to the
date of discharge.
If you have decided to leave the Corps call us today or
forward a detailed C.V.
Genesis Consultancy Ltd.
12-50 Kingsgate Road , Kingston, Surrey KT2 SAA
Tel: 020 8547 4141 Fax: 020 8547 4181
e-mai l: adrnin@genesisconsultancy.co.uk
www.genesisconsultancy.co.uk
Sgt Al 'Super Mario' Rooney
checking to see just how high this High Frequency is!

HEADQUARTERS 1st SIGNAL BRIGADE
Members of Balado Bridge and the Army Cadet Force pose with the new Cadet Force Jimmy in the shadow of the 'Golf-Ball'
Besides the u ual dutie , talion personnel are kept bu y by promotin o
themseh·e '' ithin the community, with assi lance provided to CHA th~
Children's Hospice in Kinro s, and assistance and advice to the l~cal
Cadet Force, who arc a mixture of Royal Signals and Black Watch. More
mundane task include being forced to attend T in the Park, a music
festival a mere fifty yards from the ite. Thi is where mud and beer nows
f!eel>:, wit~ only ~he older members of the site ( Kev and Sha un) being
fam1har ~ 1th the hkes of Iggy Pop, and Lulu, while the young ters such as
~t Ewan 'GV(X' ~i_nneanmd Cpl Steve '11 Omph is OT speeding'
On a sporting note, some
Dixon strut their stufl 1n the lam Tent.
member of the station are quite proficient at golf with the talion
Commander, 1aj Gaffney, sening the tandard and usually winning the
station monthly medal. Congratulations go to Cpl teve Dixon who won
the Third Division title at the Army Golf Champion hip held recently- so
\\e expect his handicap to be well and truly sliced! Pun intended!

Poti::ntial future Foreman and Yeoman of Signals
1n the HF Del loaned from 61 Signal Sqn
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day started \\ ith the ACF Detachment ha ing a guided tour of the station
under W02 (FofS) Kev ' The Corps eeds You ' Moir (aller he received
his hastily prepared map!) which encompassed the innermost workinos
and technical jargon of the Satellite Ground Terminal combined with the
'Our Corps eeds You' recruiting speech. The Cadet , then , went on to
investigate th7 hell that was our Radio Detachment stand. Being a Satellite
Gro~nd Tenrnnal we do not have a W Detachment, this was supplied from
61 Sig Sqn based in Edinburgh by kind permis ion of the CO 32 ig Recrt
(V). 1:his is_ where they met the devil himself jumping up and down a1~d
gnash1J1g his teeth who was Sgt Al ' Super Mario ' Rooney. His being
unable to receive any traffic all day caused all the anger.
After all the formalities were out of the way a polled ports afternoon
was organised between one team of five from Fl 7 and four teams from the
cadets. The sports consisted of football , vo lleyball and a go lf ball pitching
stand. As the Balado Bridge Gladiators warmed up for their first football
match expectations were high, to ay the least, for a resounding victory.
However, ten mmutes later they walked off the football park with their
tails _between their legs having been sound ly thrashed 4-2 by a team
cons1st111g of 13 year old chool children. After all the sports had finished
and, _even though they lo t the first match, Balado were victorious,
~nothmg to _be proud o!though!) and all threw themselves wholeheartedly
mto a massive feast of a BBQ and a few beers for light refreshmen ts. The
BBQ was lovingly burnt - I mean cooked - by the FofS ' When I was in
Australia we used to BBQ kangaroos' and Sgt 'Taff' Tanner's wife Joe.
The day ended on a high note for the cadets when they were presented
with a large wooden Jimmy for the Royal Signals element of the cadet
force to hang in the cadet hall in Kinro .
All ~talion personnel wish to congratulate Sgt lan Fincham. on his
promotion and Cpl Ian Kirkland on his selection for promotion. On hails
and _farewells ~e welcome Cpl Richie ·the badger' Kear and his wife
Soma and family, and al o Cpl Ian Kirkland and hi wife Isa bel and
family. The ite now looks forward to the arrival of the new Fof W02
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WELCOMES Al~ D FAREWELLS
October bids farewell 10 COS, 1aj Elton Davi , posted with
promotion to 33 Sig Regt (V). He leaves with the honour of receiving the
Queen 's Commendation for Valuable
rvice, presented by 1aj Gen
Sprackling, Ma 1er of ignal . The 8\ ard was for hi dedicated and
outstanding performance during Operation Agricola. Maj Garth
Pickersgill sa id, 'Yet another leaving do and l'll pend 20 years in
Germany.' S02 COM SEC move up lairs to HQ ARRC to some job or
other and to play lots of go lf. Quote, ' I' ll get my handicap into ingle
figures by the time l leave this po t.' He is replaced by Maj Pete Barron
who will work alongside another newcomer SSgt (YofS) Logan.Capt
Ibi za King Boyne ' ho ha left to take up an in tructor's post at
Blandford. Don't work too hard! Capt Kyle Barker move in to fill the
03 GI post WOl (Yof S) Drummond who has gone to take up an
interesting job in ierra Leone or at lea t it ha an intere ting title, a he
will be a part of the British Military Ad i ory and Training Team and
welcome to WOl(YofS) Ferris who takes his place. Congratulation to
Maj Mike ' Mad Dog' Dooley who has been elected for taff College.
Don't get too carried away with tJ1at painting! Welcome to Capt ick
Bruce frc h from J
but not having to move too far as pre iously he
was at 16 Sig Rcgt. By this stage you are probably wondering if there i
anyone who has not moved on!
EXERCISES
Most of May and June wa lilied with planning for or deploying on
exercises. Ops OfTr, 1aj ' Mad Dog' Dooley nearly did go mad as he
managed omeho' to juggle E ·crcises Spartan, Falcon and Cerebral
Javelin. Every time l entered the Op room l wondered if he had found
omc more money to try to cover the costs of the battlefield tour, a the
costs changed from day to day. More on that topic below. 111 t for a
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change the next lot of exerci es were not at Ary hire Barracks, which
really got us excited. Ex Arrcade partan geared up the Brigade for Ex
Arrcade Falcon. The big que tion for the G4 side of the corridor was,
' Would the large marquee arri eon time? ' or would HQ MAI have no
where to go? During Ex Arrcade Falcon (Able Condor) the annual HQ
ARRC communications exerci e we were able to work along ide l l ig
Bde and members of G6 HQ ARRC. Yes we did ha e comm with 11 ig
Bde or al lea t to tJ1eir tent next door. One of the G6 HQ RRC implied
tasks ' as to be able to network DOOM from 0 I Plans 10 0 l Op .
EXERCISE CEREBRAL J
ELIN
After an inten i e month of partan and Falcon Exerci e it wa with
an air of excitement that members of I ig Bde set off to llaly to tudy
the Monte Cas ino and Anzio battle . The aim wa to increa e our
a\ arene s of the difficuhie in planning and executing operation in a
total war en ironment. One of the key personalitie wa Peter Caddickdams. a Lecturer in lilitary and ecurity tudies at R C , who did
his best to impart his wealth of knowledge to his no\ i e historian . The
other gue t ' a Col (Retd) John Buckeridge (late R. u ex Regt) who
urvived the Ca sino battles and provided u with a valuable in·ight into
life as a young Platoon Commander, bringing much realit and intere ·t 10
our tudies.
The journey to Formia was eventful; fir tly the German train dri' ers
decided that this would be a good day 10 take trike action. laj like
'Carpet Bagger Dooley ' as having killen that we may not make the
connection at Du eldorf but luckil a willing driver appeared. The trip
from Dus eldorf got a fe, of u o erheated as we managed t occup) the
only carriage where the air conditioning had failed but e\ era! pint later
no one was overly concerned. We boarded the . leeper at lunich looking
forward to a gourmet meal and bottle of \\ ine. to be told there ''a· no
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re. taurant! apt ·Bogg)· Boyne kept us ·upplicd with crisps, dips and
. almon rolls 10 ee u through the joumey. CO , Maj Elton Davi got
: lightl) carrl'd a'' S) with erenading us all to Jeep but our interpreter
:\laj Lee persuaded the attendant not to call the police!
B) lun -h11111e next da). "c had arri,·ed at Fagrnno Hotel to be given
'ery pleasant room O\'crlookine. the ca. On the first day of the tour we
were g" en an OYCf\ ie' of the ground by Pete1· addick-Adams from a
\ ..~,,point on the road to Mt Cas ·ino. On our return to the hotel, we leapt
from our non-air-conditioned military minibu.cs and headed straight for
the ca.
Tue day-' Jul . . We launched into our tudies, looking at clements of
the first Ca ·ino battle: an O\ erview of the w1sncce ful Ri\ er Rapido
ro ing by the
36th Te ·as Di\ i ion. Thi part of the Operation wa a
di. n ter a· the German were in carefully prepared defen ive positions.
The ondition were atrocious with 'ery heavy rain flooding the river to
30-40 yard wide.\ e proceeded to Point 593,where Col Buckeridge had
been dug in with hi Platoon in February 1944. This was where the
second battle wa. centred. The plan was for 4th Indian Div, (which Ist
Royal u ex wa part off) to e ure Point 593 and tonn Monastery Hill
bypa sing Ca ino to\\ n. On the night of 11 / 12 February Buckeridge's
1 Platoon wa dumped at au Michele in the hills about five mile east
of Ca ·ino, they then moved on foot by goat track to the mountain
behind the Iona tery and on to Point 593. 13 Platoon were the forward
Platoon. Col Buckeridge had told u that he had ' itnes ed the German
u ing a ide door of the Monastery and of its bombing from hi
Yiewpoint. The Colonel \\a able to recall ome fa cinating facts: There
wa no daytime mo,ement pem1itted, a the Gennan supply lines were
onl) ome 70yd away. One hot meal was provided each day. tran poned
from the Echelon during the ilent hours. Water wa re tricled to one pint
a day. so thi could not be wa ted, e\'en for ha ing. Medical evacuation
wa carried out by mule, as this wa the main method of transportation.
The Colonel himself wa a ca ualty when he got shrapnel in the bottom!
He recalled the journey down the lopes, falling off the mule so many
time that he preferred to walk. A laundry service ' as provided but there
was no guarantee of receiving your own uniform back, could be
interesting! It wa from here that the allies attemp ted ou tflank ing
manoeuvre . The Colonel spent ome six week in thi location before
being relieved.
.
Wednesday 5 July - We vi ited the Poli h Memorial, where the Poli h
people gathered to sing their ongs of remembrance, proud of the fact that
it \\'a their nation who eventually captured the monastery. We headed to
Ca tle Hill to tudy the third and fourth battle of Ca sino. Following the
failure of the second battle, a new approach of heavy air bombardment
was chosen. Cas ino town was hit with "Orne 1100 tons of bombs in three
and a half hours. By nightfall 24 NZ Bn had ecured Ca tie Hil l. We then
headed in the midday sun to Cassino where we received a guided tour of
the mona tery which was rebuilt after bombing by the Allies.

It is still to this day, a controversial topic as to whctht:r the monastery
wa occupied or not. In the late afternoon blistering heal we moved to
the British war graves in assino, where Maj Kingsley Joyce conducted
a Service of Reme mbrance, ove rl ookin g a ea of thou sands of grave .
Thi was incredibly moving.

The memorial service held at the British war graves in Cassino

Thursday 6 July - We arri ed at Anzio for our final few night of the
battlefield tour. WOI (YofS) ·where are you?' Drummond organised a
wonderful dinner night located by the swimming pool. We sampled
Ita lian cuisine accompanied by an outstand ing jazz band. It was just a
hame that we had to remain itting a they played. The highlight of the
evening or morning in thi case, mu t be the Mes Water Polo ,
unfortunately the photographs from this event have been cen ored by one
CO for ome reason.
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ROYAL HORSE HO E
Ex Royal I lorse Shoe witnessed a small Brigade I leadquartcr~ Team in
Canada to participate in familia risation training with the Canadian Army.
One of th e highlights was the brief on the anad ian Army's newly
introduced digita l Command and ontrol JCS system - TICCS. This
affordable, cutting edge technology equipment, produced by Harris is
being dep loyed throughout the Canadian Army to bring their battlefield
IC into the new cntury. The Brigade Team wa impre sed with its ease
of use and versatility or in the words of Sgt Dek Painter, ' Tl CS is a
highly capable digital C2 system, which seems to be affordable and ha~
the advantage of being avai lable now. My only concern i the amount of
training required to produce suflicient numbers of ystems Managers to
dep loy with the 'F' Echelon but it is impressive noneth eless.' W02
(SQM ) Al Duncan adds, 'O f course the Canadian Army is structured
very differently from the British Army - with different Missions and
rcsponsibilitie and TICCS may be suited to the Canadian Military
reality. The anadian at least have digitised their field Army whereas we
still seem to be lagging behind.' Maj lain Brownlee is more reflective:
·nee could provide a po sible solution for th e needs of the British
Army. I know the US Army have now begun a Di vi ional Trial using the
ame technology but the anadian system seems to rely on too few vi tal
nodal point which, if taken out, would make the syste m usele s.
Although attractive, TICCS does not appear to have much redundancy
and seem to be tai lored for P Os. To go down the route of fielding a
system applicable only to the peacekeeping/enforcing environment could
be the wrong move as the likelihood of higher intensity conflict for the
Bnti h Army remains.'
The Brigade Team tJrnnks th~ CO, Lt Col imms RCR fo r all the
upport we received from 2nd Bn, The Royal Canadian Regiment and
particularly the Adjt, Capt David Lambert and Capt eil Marshall and
1Cpl Thompson of the Signals Platoon.

XI
Comd

Friday 7 July - Hung over but happy we headed for Rome. Our la t
day to be filled with sightseeing, ge lateries and shoppi ng! But we did
deserve it afler all that hard work!

HEADQUARTERS
2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) SIGNAL BRIGADE
EXERCI E HORSE SHOE I
PROGRE , PROGRE , and PROGRESS!
Linkmg in the important Lessons Learned during Ex Hor e Shoe
Forge, the Bde HQ is fully engaged in the final preparations for the full
Brigade deployment on Ex Horse Shoe I in the 2 Di vision area in the
au_tumn of 2000. !his ambitious exercise, involving up to 2000 troops,
will use .a scenano nO\\ very familiar to the Corps; that of providing
Information and Communications ervices (ICS) in su pport of a Peace
uppon Operation. Hor e Shoe I will also provide an ideal platform to
trial and evaluate e-mail facilitie over the ational Communications
Radio y tem (, CR ) and a fully deployab le Command and Control
Operations Centre. In addition to UK deployed IC assets, connectivity
\\ill al o bring in SACE R's OOA ACCAP Bn commanded by Lt Col
Jim Or} burgh and based in Maastricht, the etherlands. In the words of
the Bngade Yeoman, W02 (YofS) Jim James, ' Exercise Horse Shoe I
\\ill be the ~ringing together of many different aspects of the Brigade
forming_a u_mfo:d _whole. The full deployment of the Brigade Headquarters
and Umts,_ mcludmg upport fi:om the ACISG, means that the Brigade is
on the "pnngboard nO\\ to deliver ICS not only to our primary customer

~; XERC I SE

l

Brig McDowall dines alongside Col Buckeridge in Anzio

Tile Monastery rebuilt after the bombing

athletes. It was particularly worrying however, no matter how hard and
fast the Commander rowed, he never broke i1110 a sweat!

but to the Land environment on exercise and on operations. In my firsthand experience of the si tuation in Sierra Leone, I cannot help but think
we are on the way to filling an important gap in the Army's capability.'
ewly joined Capt Andy McCole adds, 'The exercise wi ll demonstrate
the substantia l punch the Brigade can make in the ORBAT. We are
capable of taking the lead not only in our traditiona l role, but also in the
deployment of field IS and robust HF assets.'
ROWJ 'G TO YONEY
The Commander, Brig . C. Jackson, led a team to Salisbury Leisure
Centre to participate in LA D Command's Rowathon to ydney. The
Rowathon 's purpose was to generate funds for the UK Olympic Team.
!he Lion's share of this lean Headquarters were willing volunteer and
mcluded the CO , Maj Tim Langford, Maj John Russell, Capt Andy
McColc, Yeoman James, Cpl Pete Sears plus two civil servants Mr
Steve Harris and the Bde Storeman, Mr Mick Morea, The team spent
all day one Saturday proving that in addition to providing World Beating
ICS, the Bde HQ is always prepared for the hard slog! The day ended
with the Brigade achieving its goal and rai. ing money for our Olympic
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2000

THE PASSI G OF TIME
The Headquarter have heard the very good news and wi h the \ ery
be t for our former 03 T/ E/G4, Maj Dave Drinkall and his wife
Bethen on the birth of their fir t chi.Id. Lt Col Mike tevenson ha 110\\
taken up the reins of the Gl/M branch of the Headquarters whereas
Capt Andy McCole is anxiously waiting for the arrival of Capt Gareth
Marsh and handover of all the key work he has done on T/E/G4 desk.

HEADQUARTERS 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE

Brig J. R. B. Cook

HAIL & FAREWELL
Maj Peter Williams has exchanged hi post in the Headquarters for a
po t as an RO in Shrewsbury, just up the road, but fortunately, we still ee
him in Donnington in the guise of a TA officer. Lt Dan Ashton joined us
for a brief period on attachment from Shrivenham and was hard at work
sorting out the IT accounts and documentation for the Headquarters. A
job well, done, many thanks Dan and all the be t for the remainder of
you r degree. Maj teve Johns, icole and family have moved down to
Blandford to get in place for hi imminent move on promotion.
Congratulation Steve, thanks for achieving the appointments of both
COS and DCOS whilst ~ ith the Headquarters and all the best in TOT. We
also say farewe ll to SSgt Mac Mc eill and Jill on posting to 16 Sig
Regt, hope that you enjoy your tour in Gem10ny and to Cpl Phil Beacall,
Kerstin and family because we think the packers did arrive, eventually.
ince we have'nt seen them around for a bit. Many thanks for all the work
that you did a the 11 ig Bde tra el rep, you will be particularly
remembered for arranging Croatian coastal holiday . Welcome to Maj
Richard Wilson, Ruth and fami ly, who have moved to Donnington in
preparation for a sum in g the mantle of CO in Augu t 2000. We al o
' elcome Cpl Ken Spence, Donna and family to the travel rep
appointment.
EXERCISE ARRCADE FALCO
hief G6, HQ RRC'
Background: Ex A1Tcade Falcon 2000 wa
an nual communications FTX, taking place from I 0- 23 June. The
Exercise was primarily condu ted on cleared land within the ordheim
Westfalen ( RW) region of Germany, with RATT detachments from 40
ig Rcgt (V) deploying to Italy and pain, and 30 ig Regt
TCOM
a sets deploying to pain and Germany.
Exerc ise Aim: The Aim of the Exercise' a to practise the
deployment of ATO Level 2 I facilitie provided for ARR HQ , the
HQs of assigned divisions, and the ombat upport and ombat er rce
upport HQs.
Deployment: To achie e this was no mean feat. 11 ig Bde deployed
I I Trunk odes, IO econdary Acee s odes, I0 CRA (C), 4 Euromux
Aacce s odes, a Regt Ech from 2 ig Regt along ' ith full logi tic
upport for all units.
Exerci e cheme of Manoeuvre: On arrival in German on 12 June,
the Brigade carried out it Battle Preparation in Ayr hire Barrack ,
Moncheng ladbach. Here unit tested all of their communications
equipment, carried out crypto check and ' ork up training, prior to
conducting a rad io controlled move to initial field locations. 2 ig Regt
Trunk ode were placed OP OM I ig Bde for tJ1e duration or the
exercise and 11 Bde HQ travelled omc 200km Ea t to ennclager
(probably the worst lager in the world!) to co-locate with HQ RRC G6
and HQ I Sig Bde.
Between 13 and 20 June, 11 ig Bde a sets were mo ed at fast pace
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The COS, Maj Paul Kelly, Maj lain Brownlee and SSgt Painter
present members of 2 RCR Signal Platoon
with a Corps print of a cable wagon after a harrowing experience
on the range firing automatic weapons

aero s the area of operation in an easterly direction, whilst maintaining
effective communications. Military activitie commenced with
demonstrations by prote ters, minor road tratlic accident , duties of a
sentry, lo\\ level BC and First Aid (to name a few), building up to
ambushes. armour, plenty of bangs and enemy activity centred on the
Sennelager Training Area. All of this worthwhile background training
was provided by the West Midlands pecialist Training Team and 2 ig
Regt personnel under the direction of Capt 'Georgina· Tynedale and
WOI 'Andy Terry.
Apart from the long days endured by the Op Staff in 11 Bde Main
HQ, one day will tick in everyone's mind - 'Black Friday'. Thi is when
the Brigade tasked the whole of the Ptarmigan el\\ork to carry out
recce ' of given goo e egg in order to re-deploy the Trunk etwork a
quickly as po ible from the ' est of the 443 area toward ennelager. AII
Trunk ode deployed through Hobart Barracks, Detmold. but the lack of
RMP assi lance and Tac sign being placed in the wrong direction added
to the confu ion, with half of the Brigade itting awaiting further order .
The local ice cream man did a very good busiues though and CO 35 ig
Regt (V), Lt Col 'Steve' Potter wa the referee for the large t football
match undertaken during an exercise. All a ct eventually deployed and
e tablished communication in good time and thi pro' ided a good
planning opportuni ty for 'recce
CO '.
BRIGADE
PPORT GRO P (B G)
First in and la t out a · u ual but ' e were not complaining - our
biennial pilgrimage to Germany wa ble . ed '' ith excellent weather and
no major problem . From our rather paciou urrounding in Ayr -hire
Barrack , Monchengladbach we fed, fuelled and watered the Brigade
who ' ere doing battle on Sennelager Training Area - lucky them! We
did, however, have our moments of acti\ it). ~laj Peter William . an old
hand, made sure that the night shift ran smoothly and con tantly haras. ed
M I to pull their fingt:r out. The DCO , laj tcve Hunt. de ided we
needed a py at M I and o di patched him cl f pronto to be at the cut
and thru t of the action. (Peter \ illiams till complained) We were
fortunate to have the support of HQ qn. 2 ig Regt to handle all our
need and pamper the taff '' hich they did very \\ell. Both the OC. Maj
Mike Bailes and QM. Maj Brian Dalton are no\\ both keen and eager to
take up taff ppointments. The Exer ise went \\ell and all agreed it \\a a great ucce s. Everyone returned to the K afely and to date not too
man keleton have appeared to haunt the Headquarters
Summary: The Exercise wa a uc
and pro\'ided an opportunit) t
exerci e with HQ RRC G6 and I ig Bde. nits ''ere al o able to
practise and \'alidate Brigade OPs, \\hi ch can no" be built on
throughout the next training year, in preparntion for the next deployment
to Germany on Ex rrcade Falcon 2002 .
PROJECT CORMORA T
') i cum:ntl) going through the final
Project ormorant (TV
tage of the competitive tender a ·c sm nt phase. The S) tem \\ill enter
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. en i e "ithin th.: Bngad in both 2 and 30 1g Regts fro m o,·ember
~001 and\\ ill prO\ ide n signilicant increa,e in capability, particularly for
2 ig Regt , a. the) e:1.pand the ir rol e to include upport fo r JRR F
deplo)ment . The sy tern. a well a being a technical leap, hould
proYide an 111. ight into Project Fa! on and the • hape of thing, to come.
\\ork at 2 ig Regt charged \\ ith bring.ing TW C 1 into scr . ice. L
gathering pa c "ith the Introductory ml due to form later tlu year.
Before that date a great deal of work will be required to mark the two
bid> prior to the award of a contract at Chri tmas. In hort, exciting times
for 11 ig Bde; o if you are tired of Ptarmigan and want to work on a
modern communications y. tem - 2 or 30 ig Regt are the pla es to be!
EX R I E Jl~IM ' DRAGO
For three da ·sin Jul). Cawdor Barrack 14 ig Rcgt (and outh West
Wale. gen rally), pro' ided dramatic backdrop for those brave oul from
the Headquarters, \\hoe pursuit ofsometl1ing called ad\enturou training
wa to take them not just far and wide, but dramatically up and down a
\\ell. Many thank to Headquarters personnel from 2 ig Regt. without
who ea istance o many legend· could not ha e been created in so short
a time.
The 4-hour drive to Brawdy \\' 3 accompli bed under lowering kies
and intermittent torrent of very heavy rain. ature. thi violent, could
hardl. go unnoticed, and it left the intrepid travellers anxiou· about the
days to come and more particularly whether the Comd, Brig J onathan
Cook, 1aj teve Jo hns and Maj Rab Yo ung wen; going to get their
game of golf. \ e need hardly have fussed however, because by the time
~e were pa ing Carmarthen, the ky was blue. the un was hining and
our pirit were rising. ot wanting to wa te any time (we were all
ecretly com·inced tl1e rain could return at any instant). we grabbed the
moment. and that fir t afternoon et off on the ·cycle Orienteering
Route-.

It took two of u about fifteen minute Lo realise that cycling to s~h oo l
over thi11y years previously was in no way adequate acclimatization for
what the local terrain now demanded. o, followin g a hasty 0 Group we
split up. with Maj 'Black Bob' ppleton am! Capt Dick Ga mble taking
the longer circuitous route, and Maj ' limlinc teve· Hunt leading WOl
(YofS) Pierre Pardew, W02 (FofS) 'The Rat' towell and pl Steve
Piper up and down the cliffs. eedless to say thin gs did not go a
planned (you cannot avoid the cliffs), and by the time we all met up that
fi rst evening for some Ten-Pin Bowling, wc were all sufterin g with sore
leg and tendcr undercarriage! The next morning heralded a blustery day
with . cudding clouds and squally ' inds, but thankfully no sign of rain.
We boarded our mini-bu e early and headed for the coa t where we had
a quick photo opportunity prior to commencing our coastal walk .

We hadn 't walked far that morning before the sun broke through the
o ercast and started to beat dO\ n, and we were indeed thankful for the
gorgeous ice-creams to be had en-route.
At day ' end we again rendezvou ed at the bowling ally for ome
erious Ten-Pin Bowling. We hadn 't been playing long however when the
Comd, Brig J . R. 8. Coo k joined in. Informing u that he hardly played
and hould not be taken too eriou ly, we were therefore collectively
devastated when hi first two ball both produced trike ...! From thi
moment the evening Look on a seriou turn , resulting in some very
impressive score being posted. The next morning we returned to our
mini-bu es for the journey orth. We had barely been on the road home
for an hour however when it started to rain; we looked at each other in
silent wonderment, what secret hold can 14 Sig Regt have over the
weather. .. .

HEADQUARTERS BRITISH GURKHAS
NEPAL
IG AL l
' EPAL
Contrary to popular belief there are still some unique postings left in the
world for those lucky enough to be offered the opportunity. British
Gurkhas epal (BG ) have the following Signals personnel serving in
posts as:
AMA Briti h Embassy - Lt Col L A. oble
OC British Gurkhas Kathmandu (BGK) - Maj H.J. Bardell
03 Coord/Comms OITr - Ca pl R. J. Parkin on
(Coincidentally they also represent three decades of filling the
appomtment of S03 Coord/Comms in epal. Lt Col ob le 1978 - 1980
(Then titled taffCapt HQ BG1 ), Maj Bardell 1987 - 1989, and currently
apt Parkinson 1998 - 2000 this must be a record unless you know
different).
QM/MTO British Gurkhas Pokhara(BGP) Lt (QGO) Yoges h Thapa
R M BGK \ 0 1 (R M) Chandrabahadur Gurun g epal Signal Troop
' EPAL JG AL TROOP ( ST)
Tp Comd
Lt (QGO) Mahindrakumar Limbu
Tp Sgt
gt Amritbahadur Ale
ST i a small detachment of the Queens Gurkha Signals that maintain
communication throughout epal and also provide a rear link to UK. The
Troop 1s comprised of an OC, four Techn icians and eight Operators plus
thirteen Locally Employed ivilians (Ex Queens Gurkha ignals) based at
Kathmandu and Pokhara. This has been a busy period for the Troop having
deployed Lo many of the remote areas of epal to test communications at
the Area Welfare Centre before the arrival of the mon oon season. There
ha\C also been a lot of changes. Firstly we welcome the new OC, Lt
(QGO) Ma hend rakum ar Limbu and his wife Januka, gt Balbahadur
Pun and his wife Dilku mari. gt Amritbahadur Ale and his wife
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The New Record Holders

ARMY ELEMENT DEFENCE
ELECTRONIC WARFARE CENTRE
RAF WADDINGTON
A Chilly Morning
Front Row Kneeling (L-R): W02 (FofS) Stowell ,
W01 (YofS) Pardew, Maj Appleton
Standing (L-R): Capt Garrett, Capt Gamble, Maj Hunt, Maj Johns,
Maj Young, Cpl Piper

S ix Sturdy Cyclis ts
(L-R): Maj Bob Appleton, Cpl Steve P iper,
W0 1 {YofS) Pierre Pa rdew, W02 (FofS) Pete Stowell,
Ca pt (Tfc) Dick Gamble, Maj S teve Hunt

facili ties. The children in the boarding school had nothing to do when
t..:ssons were over. As anyone who has trckkl:d in the hills of epal will
know the chil dren you meet do not ask for money but for a pen. So BG
haw trit:d to help in a small way. The Race has now become an annual
event a part of the Commanders Cup ompctition in order to: Test the
physical stamina, c~ d u ra n~c and tea nn~ork of individuals o~cr a set
distance with a ume mcenuve. Also to raise fun ds by sponsorsh ip fo r the
purchase of school/sports equi pment and toys for school in th e hills.
The race this year took place on Saturday 13 May and again started at
Rivers ide Park, fi nishing at the entrance gates to Pokhara. Teams depaited
from the start point at I0 minute interva ls - so a not to congest traffi c on
the road! Anyone who has ever driven fro m Kathmandu to Pokhara wi ll
know the halards th at may be encountered undertaki ng th is journey.
Lands lides arc a minor hazard when compared with Tata trucks and buses
travelling at less than IOmph uphill and a crashing 60mph downhi ll.
l lowever, these brave competitor took it all in their tride.
The amount raised was over £ 1500 and has been used to buy equipment
that will be useful and add a bit of fun to the children. In all 25 boxe have
been distributed throughout epal via Arca Welfare Office rs. A typical
box comprised of: kipping ropes, footballs, pen , pencils, coloured
pencils, wax crayons, exercise books, cricket bats and balls, badminton
rackets. huttlecocks, rubber balls and ring , erasers, sharpener , games
and toys. Letters received from schools have commented on how grateful
they are with everything they have received from British Gurkhas. A big
th ank you goe to all of the participants and sponsors.

Basa nti, LCpl Tilakbahadur Rai and his wife Pasupati and LCpl
Shankar Gurun g and his wife Lax mi. We hope you enjoy your time with
NST
Unfortunately we have to say goodbyes too. Farewell goes to Ca pt
(QGO) Raj endram an Gurun g and his wife Bidhya on his posting a
MTO 2 Signal Regiment; SSgt Ekbahadur Pun and his wife Chunim aya
and SSgt Dharmaraj Gurung and his wife Geeta. Both arrived in
January, however, they have been selected for promotion and po ted to
250 Signal quadron and 2 Signal Regiment respectively. Cpl
Am ritbahadur Limbu and his wife Komalkum ari also posted to 250
Signal Squadron and finally LCpl Khremraj Rai (who departs on
pension) and his wife shadevi. Thank you for your commitment to ST
and good luck in your new po tings.
Also congratulation to SSgt Ekbahadur and hi wife Chunim aya on
their recent addition to their family, Sgt Ajitkumar Rai on his recent
promotion from Corporal and Cpls Durgabahadur Gurung and
Rombahadur Rana on promotion to Corporal and selection to attend
class one upgrading course in July. Well done to you al l.
Although its main ta k has already been described there is certainl y
more to the Troop. This year the Troop entered a team under the guida nce
of Team Captain, Sgt Dharmaraj , in the Annua l IOOkm Riverside to
Pokhara Sponsored hari ty Cycle Relay Race. The team of Cpl
Amritbahadur Limbu, Cpl Durgabahaclur Gurun g, LCpl Suraj Rai
and LCpl Babindra Rai set a new record time of 3 hours 38 minutes to
win the Riverside to Pokhara Race defeating the 1vinncrs of 1999 by over
30 minute . The I 00 km Charity Cycle Relay Race origi nated after it's
organiser Capt Parkinson visited a number of local schools in the Hill of
epal whi lst on trek. He found that although the chi ldren ' here content
with school they where very poorly equipped with regards to recreational
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This has been an exceptionally busy period for the Army Element of the
DEWC. Our personnel have travelled far and wide in providing EW
Operational Support to the Tri-service front line customers. WO I Billy
Corner has visited the U Intel Community on everal occa ion to
en ure that we remain on track with our US allies and work toward a
common Databa e. Our Operators have travelled to AAC units in Bo nia
and Kosovo to en ure our Mi sion Dependant Data Sets are working a we
would expect and are producing the results our customers demand. The
introduction of the WAH 64 Attack Helicopter is beginning to impact on
our training and re ource , as usual, manpower is very tight and work
loads are expanding. However, job satisfaction and high morale continue
to fuel our appetite. Cpl Lee Leggett has produced ome very innovative
work in the development of the Centres mapping packages, which have
been in great demand by all three services and Government agencie . gt
Chris Garrill having developed the Enhanced Audio Trainin~ y ~em
(EAT ) which ha been adopted by the US, AUS, Canada and tn-serv1ces
i now working hard on tl1e development of the DEWC web site and
Intranet, to mention but a few.
VISIT BY sor C(A) BRI GA DIER CEDRIC BURTO
On Friday 16 June we were all treated to a visit by the SOinC(A) Brig
Cedric Bu rto n. The majority of the Army element DEWC' ere given the
opportunity to brief him on tl1e complexitie of the work undertaken by the
Centre and to discu Corps is ues in the margins. In summary. a ery
ucce sful and productive vi it which hould be repeated within the next
12 months (plea e).
CO GRATULATIO S, DEPART RE AN D ARRIVALS
Congratulations are extended to W02 Martin Coleman A(\C on ~is
promotion to WO I, Sgt J on Brooke on hi election for uperv1 or Radio.
Sgts Bridget Jukes Int Corps, Mark Eizza rd lnt Corps and gt. tu art
McKean AAC on their promotion lo Staff Sergeant. Sgt Tel G ard~n er on
his promotion to ub ergcant. Cpl Andy Bush .on h_is election f?r
promotion to Sergeant and to Mrs Ann ette Clcane (wife of Cpl Will
Clea rie JSSU Digby) on the birth of their beautiful baby daughter eve,
welcome home daddy!
Fond farewell's and best wishc for the future are extended to gt
Bridget J uke who is off to sunny GCHQ Cheltenham and Sgt J anet
Wa keling who has secured a mo e into the.bunker PJHQ.
Hello to gt Hieke Rigg from JS U Digby, _Sgt Antony Taylor who
join u from Romeo Tp 14 R(EW) on promouon, Sgt anih Mathews
who join u from 225 Sig Sqn, 15 R, . I, gt Mike and Seate \ ebb who
join us from RAF Digby on promotion. Cpl Paul and Sarah Browne
who join us fro m Romeo Tp 14 Sig Regt (EW), Cpl Steve ~orga n who
join us from 62 1 EOD qn. orthholt and fina lly LC pl Clms Bradford
who join u fo r three month whi lst LC pl Mick Loughran attends the
new Area Systems course in Blandford.
EXE RCISE WEL H CAPER 3-9 J :£ 2000
We arri ved at RAF Va lley on the Friday to quic.kly ~npack, grab ~ome
food and head down Bangor to wimcs the local nigh tlife. Due to this the
bike riding around Betw- -y-coed the following day shall be known as
'Five hare a hangover in Wales'. The bike riding started well enough. ~ut
then we came to the first hill. Cpl Andy Bush bravely led the wa , while
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my elf, Sgt Jon Brooke, even more bravely was the first to get off and
start pushing, closely followed, I may add. by everyone el e. During the
ride Flt Lt J ohn Morfee howed us that the Airforce could ride as well as
the Army, Cpl ini hepherd hewed u that the Army could fly a well
as the RAF Saturday evening arrived and WOL Billy Corner and gt
la rtin Gill joined us. We've now gone from the Infamous Five to the ot
So Magnificent even!
On the Sunday we went rock climbing. We met gt J ason 1cGlade
and his girlfriend Shell (both from RAF Waddington), at Lion Rock where
Sgt Mark Eizzard undertook hi first ever go at rock climbing- and lived.
Quote of the week from 1ark wa , 'I've always upported We t Ham, ye
I'm a life lone Gunner.' - ju t your team nickname to remember then
Ma rk. With oii'r new confidence we moved onto bigger and better rocks at
Little Tryfan. A successful day rock climbing and ab ei.ling ended \vhen a
group of job-dodging students turned up. Monday saw six ofus scaling the
Horseshoe of Snowdon. It was ery enjoyable if uneventful in the way of
tories. We did however raise eyebrows when we took a short cut and 'skied' down one of the cree lope . Vini claims it was a mi print on hi map,
the mountain rescue ' eren't convinced! Tue day had all of us seatraversing. For the uninitiated this i climbing around the cliffs just abo\'e
sea level and falling or jumping off at intervals. ~It Lt John M.o rfee and
Sgt Ma rtin Gill showed u all how to do the fallmg bit, then\\ imped out
of tl1e jumping part. l artin claimed that he'd done it a a younger man
and had nothing to prove. After that we ab eiled off the cliff until we ran
out of rope then fell into the ea. WOI Billy Corner and Sgt Jon Br?oke
partaking in a joint one with Billy ju t missing Jon 's head on the land mg!

Cpl Vi ni Shepherd - Gone .. ....
Wedne ' day had u in t\ o man Canadian canoes on tl1c ea. We paddled
from RAF Valley beach to Four- lile Bridge (th7 bridge joining n~le · )
and Holyhead). On the map n mere km. , but with our steering ability we
managed to 0oet a good IOkm out of it. Thur day 3\\ u heading back. on
what~ ould be an uneventful journey if it were not for the fact that the
e ped lead r Cpl Vini hepherd (UEL) managed t? go.:t us lo t on tho.:
way, claiming it wasn't his fau lt and final! , a good um~ wa~ had h) all.
Very many thanks go to pl ini hepherd for orga111 mg the e\cnt. \\e
are all looking forward to eptcmbcr's outing.
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11 SIGNAL REGIMENT

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

CI Wl 1G.

I M GRO P
Ca pt Fiona , 'el on
Trg Co-Ordinator \ 02 (YofS) te\ e Buckley
Fon::man
gt (FofS) i Hopkins
I:'\FO IU I TION Y TEM OPERATOR L S I (l FR 1100)
The first Information ystem Operator Foundation Clas I course ha
been dcli\cred at the Royal chool of Signals and wa con idered a
ucc
by both tudent and in tructors alike.
The course a -embled on 2 April _000 and wa made up of 12 students
from ,·ariou trade backgrounds and whose rank ra1.ge was Corporal to
taff ergeant. The course cons isted of 11 week of intensive trainin g
co' ering ubjects ranging from Data Communication to Databa e
Technologie . It included Window
T4 Technologies. Introduction to
' IX and the ATacC
y tern Manager Course. Al o covered were
ecuril) procedure , etting up and running a Help Desk and 1el\ ork
Optimi ation.
The students were continually a se sed throughout the course and it
culminated in a l\vo-day exercise where they were thoroughly tested on
all aspect of in truction deli ered. At the end of the course a top student
was idenrified. This was ba ed on both tl1e individuals perfon11ance in the
\'arious end of module test , their practical skills and the confidence and
aptitude demon trated and a se ed throughout the course. SSgt M ick
Jo hn son con i tently cored oYer 90% in the exams and on the practical
ide excelled. demon trating a logical, methodical approach to his work.
gt John on was pon ored by Azlan Ltd and
The award pre ented to
pre ented by Mr Freddi e Jo n es , Managing Director of UK &
candina\'ia Training. The SOinC(A), Brig C. J. Burton, addre sed the
course . congratulating all of the students on their hard work and
enthu ia m shown during the eleven weeks.
Tran fer to the Info ys Op CEQ i open to all R SIGNALS Cla s I
tradesmen including y Engr Tech Class 2. although tbe primary feeder
trade will be Radio System Operator (Radio ys Op) CEQ. The Radio
Sys Op will be loaded directly onto the Foundation Course. All other
applicant who can demonstrate an understanding of Information
Technolog) and who apply to be transferred, will be considered by a

0

e lecti on board ' ho will reco m me nd th e m fo r asse s rn e nt o n the
Aptitude course if they fee l that the ca ndidate ha s the ri ght skill sets.
Attending t11c Aptitude course doe not constitute an automatic place on
th e Fou nd ati on cour e. A n extreme ly high level o f kn ow ledge and
understanding, and excellent pa mark during testing, is expected from
student on the Aptitude course. Those who do not demon trate the right
qualities will not go on fo r furth er trainin g.
Tra inin g is ava il able to th e qua lifi ed In fo ys Op wh o wi shes to
peeiali e a a Database Admini strator. Applications hould be ubmitted
to ~ M Di v throu gh th e c hai n o f co mma nd . Procedure fo r th e
sel ection. tra ining and empl oyment of Roya l Signal s per onn e l with
Inform ati o n y stem s ca n be found in SOin C( A ) PD o 31 . Th e
photographs show
gt Johnson with the Qin (A) and Mr Freddie
Jones a fte r the av ard pre entation and the tuden ts and so me o f the
in tructors invo lved in their training.

EXE RC I E LIGHT I G FO LLY - by Cpl Cross
On Friday afternoon, I 600hr most people arc on their way home, but
the oldicrs of Lightning Tp, 3 qn, were heading for the armoury. With all
their kit in tow they were ready lO deploy on exercise fo r the weekend. The
prom ise of rain made certain that morale wasn' t high to start with . The
troops collected their rines, climbed aboard the transport and left for their
five star accommodation that was Copehill Plantation, PTA. Thi s lovely
location was to be their home for the next two night . As the coaches
approached cross ing point ovember, LCpl Vernon briefed the troops on
de-bussing drills and as the coaches ca me to a halt there was a sudden
frenzy of activ ity as ixty soldiers burst fro m the transport and depl oyed
into all round defence. Once the section commanders had been briefed
they patrolled to the harbour area and quick ly sorted out their routine.
Unfortunately the ration trucks had broken down and they had to leave
their rations at the locations from where they were recovered. The sections
were qui ck to split into fire teams, leaving the section 21Cs to sort the harbour area, and the commanders to go and collect their ration . After several hour , and no sign of the ections, the DS deployed to fi nd the geographica lly embarra sed sections. Eventually everybody was fo und and
they all returned to the harbour area. Once back we discovered that one of
the com manders had managed to get lost, even though he was in possession ofa GPS. The early morning ca ll had been booked, and wi th the help
of Battle si mulations, was de livered to the troops at 041 Shrs. Within a couple of seconds there were troops leaving the woods like rats leaving the
Titanic. all making their way to the ERV to meet up with their sections and
awa it further order . Once all the troops and their equipment had been
accounted fo r it was back into routine for a wash and breakfast before the
day's acti vities tarted.

EXERCI E GRIOIRO III 4-9 JU E 2000 - by Sg1 Dave Ullley
Ex Gridiron once again saw gt ' Dave' ttley and Cpl 'Tony' Brown,
of the Regimenta l Training Wing (Adventure Tra ining) in action in orth
Wales. Due to their frequent visits, the Capel Curig Training Camp i
slowly becoming their second home. The aim of the week was to take
twelve Phase 2 trainees Lo actively promote adventure training within a
erv ice environment.
During the week the trainees were to complete a gorge de cent. rock
climbing and an overnight expedition in the Snowdonia Mountain . Due to
the recent heavy rainfall, the gorge was hissing and spitting whitewater for
most of its extent , this made for two days of excellent gorge descending.
ig Govinda especially enjoyed thi activity even after his weary first
look at the white-water bubbling deep in the gorge bottom. Undeterred by
his fir t impression, he oon found himself leaping around like a salmon!

The trainees do their impression of salmon
whilst Gorge Descending

LCpl Reynolds checks the morning stand-to

CORPS CAROL SERVICE
Thi year's Corps Carol ervice will be held on Thursday, 21 December, at St Stephen with St John, Roche ter Row, Westminster,
tarting at I 800hr . All serving and former members of the Corps, plus their families are cordially invited to attend and lo join us for
heny and mince pies in the church hall after the service.
COs/OCs of uni ts in and around London are asked to encourage their personnel to attend.
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and th<! other on the merits on OOB in the Barracks, taken by L pl Dine
and ig Tedby. The troops were fini shed by 1400hrs, which gave them
just enough time to get thei r kit ready for 'vlonda1 morning's RSM parade.
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The day was to be taken up by several stand , each la ting one hour, and
consisting of Unarmed Combat, Fires and helter , First Aid, a igation,
and Traps. The Navigation was not as much of a challenge as expected,
Sig Ted by found that the overall knowledge wa n 't that bad, the pre ious
night must have just been a one om The Trap had taught e e!J:'body to
turn a rabbit into an edible dish that was nearly as good as the rauons, but
LCpl Reynolds had had enough of spicy rabbit by the end of the day!
However, to his credit he did attempt to teach the quadron 2 lC, Cap t
Steve Jones, unarmed combat but to no avail a he wa beaten by hi
opponent. After the stands were completed the troop went back into harbour routine.
Most decided to get their heads down for a few hours Jeep before the
approaching ight avigation exercise. How they managed to leep was a
miracle; t11ey mu t have been made of rubber. They mu t have been
expecting things to go mis ing because ihey were trying to hold on to
everything and sleep at the same time. A ftcr a few hour leep the troop
were ready for the night navigation. As they were getting ready to et olT
the R M, WOI Kemp, turned up and attached him elf to the first group
otT, the motivation was increa cd by about 100% and surprisingly they
were the fir t group through. In fact all the group , bar one finished the
course by 0200hr . Again the early morning calls were delivered by W ~I
a r·toriu s and C pl C ross, as the troops moved to the RV t11e poradtc
explosions followed them, at thi point they decided it \ ould be a good
idea to don respirators, and complete the move to the ER in NB kit.
Once the attack had fini hed they mo ed back to complete the 'sniff' te t
and collect t11e gear they had left behind. fter the morning's fun and
games they were ready to m vc back to 'peace tim location· and the econd part of the c ·crcise. Back in barrack , C pls Ath erton, Rouchy,
Floyd , and LC pl Vernon had command tasks set up to concentrate on
team' ork and leadership, with a little bit of blindness, and fun incorporated. Two discussion groups were al o set up, one on raci m in the Army
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The rock climbing utili ed the area around Tryfan. Even the light showers of rain and the growing number of group at thi time of year could not
top some great climbing. Thi gave ig M cKee t11e chance to face her
fear of heights, which she did commendably. The 2-day overnight expedition took the tudents high into the Snowdonia Mountain and pro ed
quite a te t for most. Although the wind got up to SOmph at nights, the
weather stayed dry despite the forecast allowing for two quality days in the
mountain . Overall, it wa an excellent adventure training exerci e. Both
in tructor and trainees gained a great deal from the experience and Exerci e Gridiron IV i eagerly awaited.
DIR T BTKE (IN P R lT OF BEi G TOP DOG) -_by Sig Si1111e11
ig S innett of Lightning Tp, 3 qn, 11 ig Regt recently participate.din
two major British Moto-cro event . The twenty one-year-old tramee
Installation Technician took part in the 'Wul~ port' World T" in Lock
Grand Prix at Hawkstone Park, hrop hire. Riding again t forn1er Briti h
and World champion hip riders from around the world, he achieved very
creditable re ult . In the deep and, with hot and du ty condition the racing was touoh. Ho' ever. ig Sinn ett battled hard all weekend. He wa
rewarded wITh some good finishe and a quality point haul. With only a
week between the Grand Pri:-. and the Briti h champion hip round at
Faleigh Castle, omerset, he wa hard pu hed to get hi bike prepared.
fter many late nights ' ork at the MT. ig Sinn ett and racing partner
SSo t ' te e' C rawford of MTHQ were ready. The pair hared Sig innett's immaculately restored Honda CR250 for the weekend riding i~ . eparate cla scs. Aoain, hot weather cau ed e:-.tremely du ty cond111on ,
which at time pr7ived dangerou on this high- peed circuit

DATE FOR THE DIARY
RACE THE SUN 2001
is planned for

10 May 2001
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sclve, to be in econd place out of about 45 teams. A the hours ticked by
some teams 'tarted to drop out but others kept going, not caring about distance just wanting to fini h th1: eight hours. Al about the I hr 30min point
we took the lead which we never really lo t. We hit 50km first and hit
I OOkm in about 51w 41 mins. As the hour tick on we soon found ourelve with only I hr 10 go. We decided to change strategy and pull for
2min sprint each. You could see from people ·s faces that they had nothing
lefi but we pu hcd on to tl1c finish with an overa ll distance of 139,900
metres, which wa good enough 10 win. I would like 10 take the opportunity on behalf of the te.am to thank the coach. W02 Pete Tasker. without hi
motivation and organisation we would not be able to complete this challenge. lso to our admin team who's energy drink and con tant cheering
were ill\ aluable. beers boys! Thanks to M:ij Andy Duncan (OC 3 qn)
and 21 11 ig Regt, Moj Phil Brown \ ho came down to give us extra
upport on the day. The 21 also set an impre ivc 7: I6mins for a 2000
metre time trial on a side- land and we will be happy to give him a try out
for our next event. The total money raised by the team was a staggering
£727.10.

Sig Sinnett showing skill on his bike

ig innett, already having scored championship points put in some
olid performances and added to his points tally, de pite feeling underpo\\ered on his 250cc against the other 500cc bikes. SSgt Crawford was
unfortunate in his first two races being forced to retire, whilst being well
placed, with mechanical problems. He showed great determination however, and put in a stunning final race as he carved his way through a pack
of riders to be well placed at the fini h. ot bad for a 38 year old! The duo
thoroughly enjoyed their weekend and look forward to the forthcoming
Army endurance event (Exercise 'True Grit') at Leconfield. They will also
pursue their own championship during the rest of the season.
EXERCI E ROW THO ' CHALLE 'GE - by Sig Maxwell
A how of hand went up a SSM Pete Tasker laid down his latest
hallcnge to the troop . The challenge was to row eight hours constantly
between ate.am often .rowers to raise money for the British Olympic team.
The first trammg ses ion saw about 30 or so people anempt the fir t time
trial. A select team often was chosen, after ix weeks training at 0630hrs
every morn mg and numerou time trials. The day of the actual event came
ooner than mo t people expected and a we loaded the minibus at 0700hrs
on that aturday morning there was an air of excitement and also of anticipation between the squad. We arrived at alisbury Leisure Centre at
around 0830hrs where we all tarted to mentally prepare ourselves and
warm up. The competition area seemed to be a sea of rowing machines
that went on forever. Just before the event W02 Pete Tasker, the coach
and captain, called us in for a pep talk. To be honest I cannot remember
\1.hat was aid as the adrenaline was pumping that much with excitement.
Then the clock struck IOOOhrs and we were off. We rowed in 4-min intervals with 36mins rest between each leg after the fir L hour. We found our-
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FRO 1 AS 1ALL TEAM TO A 11LITARY TRAI I G
QUADRON
After the move from auerick to Blandford it soon became apparent
that, as part of our 'duty of care' there \ as still a requirement 10 provide
Military and Adventure Training to the under 18 within Kohima Tp,
whilst tl1ey awaited their trade training allocation. A team was formed in
199 a part of White pear Tp, I qn within 11 ig Regt. Its main aim was
to maintain morale and to preserve the military training knowledge they
had received during Pha e I. Afier begging, stealing and borrowing equipment Whitespear Tp was initially located in Building 19 at Engineers Corner affectionately known as ·compo 1 Comer'. The Troop originally
employed two Military Training and three Ad enture Training Instructor .
Challenging and rewarding Adventure Training course introduced the
trainees to tJ1e joys of various activities available in outdoor pur uit .
Adventure Training was conducted in the local area and included navigation, rock climbing, canoeing and walking. The instructors al o arranged
six Adventure Training camps annually, visi ting Capil Curig and the Yorkshire Dale . Many Pha e 2 trainees had never participated in Ad enture
Training before and therefore this proved 10 be of great value, building
upon the basics of leadership, teamwork and adaptabi lity. The Military
Training team concentrated on en uring that all ba ic military ski lls were
kept up to the required tandard as well as introducing specialised training in the fonn of Light Support Weapon (L W), Bayonet fighting and
advanced BC.
In April l999, the Troop wa relocated and moved from 'Compost Corner· LO a building occupied by 1 CO Leadership Wing. Leadership Wing
transferred from 11 ig Regt to become a part of Training Operation
Division, Command Training Group at the Royal School of Signals.
White pear Tp then al o incorporated the Royal Signal Training Objective l G (RSTO IG). Due to the importance of RSTO IG and the nece sity
for all Phase 2 soldiers to attend the course, it wa decided that RSTO I G
would become the priority and all Pha e 2 soldiers would complete a Military Training Package if they attended a trade course longer than 16
weeks. It al o oon become apparent that Blandford Garri on required a
Military Training Wing, that would also allow pem1anent taffto complete
their Individual Training Directives (!TD ) and additiona l Military Training tasking . Whitespear Tp evolved and became the Regimental Training
Wing moving from I quadron to Blandford Support Squadron. In June
2000, it was deemed too costly to have two Military Training assets within
the Garrison. Therefore it was decided that the Regimental Training Wing
and CO Leadership Wing wou ld combine to form 4 (Mi litary Training)
Squadron under the command of 11 Sig Regt. Currently, the quadron
infrastructure consists of an SHQ and three Troops, as hown below:

favour and come adequately prepared. If you require any more informati on on the new Squadron formation that please contact one of the follow111g key personalities.
Ext2194
OC
Maj Paul Smith
21C
Capt John Williams Ext2183
SSM
W021 Kev llead
Ext250 1
Ext 2 193
FAX
Pitney Bowes
TUG OF WAR - by LCpl la1ham
The sl!llson started with a bit of a struggle for active participant but
eventually interest started to grow. Mr John 'Dad' Grey wa our tramer
and he made urc that we worked hard from morning lo night. Our first
competition was at the Morrison Cup. The competition was difficult and
we were finally robbed by J(UK) AD R. The team then proceeded whenever possible, to compete in various civilian competitions, which were
mostly on weekends. We also started a women's team that entertained us at
our regular training ses ions. The highlight for the women' team was
becoming the 5 Div Champions and runners up in both weights at the
Annys. Also at the Armys we gained the runners up position in the 680kg
category, which meant we qualified 10 represent the Army at the Inter-Services. This was when W02 ' Beast Master' Manktelow took over the
training sessions. We trained harder than ever over the weeks before the
Inter- ervices. Finally the day came when we would pull against the best
in the other services. Weighing in wasn't that successful so gt '1"11 break
you' McFee took u for a gentle run to loose some excess pounds.
The team who eventually weighed in was:
W02 'Beast Master' Manktelow
ig ' Boy' Taylor
ig Hudson
Sig 'Pre Madonna' Francis
ig 'Upside down legs' Maxwell
LCpl ·Gwar' Latham
ig 'Honey Mon ter' Hughes
Sig 'I'm ma sive' Monk
The team won again t both the avy and RAF teams but lost again t
our fellow Army team. We earned the runners up slot in the Inter- ervices
thi time. Many sherbets were drunk that night all in high spirits of course.
The next major competition was the Inter-Corps where we joined forces
with J(UK) ADSR, but we don't like to talk about that competition. ow
the team is in con tant training to get tronger than ever ready for the Braemar Games, which we were lucky enough to get invited lo. Special thanks
go to Mr John ' Dad' Grey for training and coaching us all season and gt
"I'll break you' McFee for all his help in organising all the administration
and being o on the ball.
EXER ISE BASSlERO DRAGO T
On 30 May this year, 20 member of 11 Sig Regt lead by Capt 'Bee'
Bryant headed to Portsmouth to catch the evening ferry to t Malo. The
crossing took about 11 hours so we had plenty of time to refresh ourselve

CAVI GCLUB
Thi month aw the first trip by the newly formed Blandford Caving
club. Our band of five subterranean explorers left the camp after work on
Friday for a seven-hour journey to Ingleton, orth Yorkshire. We had
arranged two trip over the two days. tarting with the clas ic route into
Allum Pot. Because it wa a sunny day it seemed strange to be going
underground but we all still disappeared imo the dark hole in the ground.
The way in is fairly open due to centurie of water ero ion but it till had a
few areas where a moderate queeze was required. After a few cramble
and abseil the sy tern leads into Allum Pots main shaft. The main haft i
a huge cavern aboui IOOm deep, that give a welcome view of sunlight as
it opens to the ky. At the Rock Bridge near the bottom, the cave virgin
were invited to look down into the base of the cavern, not for the feint
hearted but a thoroughly enjoyable \ hite-knuckled experience. The
return-journey, apart from being all up hill, wa quite ea y. We managed to
get in and out in a cool four hours. The next day we decided to tackle the
winsdale Pull-through trip into the King dale Ma ter cave. This rrip i
very imeresting as you tart at the top of the hill and five hours later you
emerge at the ba e of the hill. The initial route in wa very mall and wet
but when it did eventually open out, it afforded u some great ab eil do" n
the waterfall inside. Sig ' Snail boy' l\lcCann hould be thanked for his
speedine s in the ave, as he let u enjoy the experience for that little bit
longer. ot for the feint hearted but thoroughly enjoyable, it wa a weekend to remember and all that attended are looking forward lo the next trip.
Thank to Cpl ·Tony' Brown for the organisation and local knowledge
both underground and in the urrounding area .
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REGLME TAL ATHLETIC
The Athletic quad at 11 ig Regt ha achieved ome outslllnding
re ult o far thi year. But not having been in a competition for\\ eek , it
was quite a shock when all ofa udden it was time for the Army inter-unit
finals. The Master at Arms, Capt Dupree. had been training the team
along with W02 Ta kn and Sgt · hippie ' hapman . E'ery Monday.
Wednesday and Thursday we had a good e ion at the tra k or ome gen
eral trcngth and endurance training exerci es.
On the day of the competition we were all up at 0600hrs for breakfa>t
before etting out on the long journey to the Ider hot Army athletics tadium. The journey ecmed to fly by a most of the team slept but all too
soon we arrived. \ hen we got there we kne\\ that there \\ ould be ome
stiff competition from the other units. 3 C Regt (RLC). \\ho had been the
previou ear ·s winner. were tl1ere so the challeng wa on to sec \I ho was
no\ the best. The field events were launched first. ig 'Go With" , oake ,
who wa · competing for the first time, made a \'aliant effort m the pole
vault but wa outcla sed by the opposition and came third over all. In the

Each Troop has the following responsibilities within 4 (Mil Trg) qn :
I.
CO TRG TP. Conducts the Royal Signals crgcant
Cour e, Royal Signals Territorial Army taff Sergeants
Course and the Royal ignals Junior Commanders Course.
0 : WOJ Gary Pickford Blandford Mil: Ex t 2185.
2. MIL TRG TP. Conducts the Royal Signals Territorial
Army orporals Course, Royal Signals Territorial Army
Recruits Course and the Royal Signal Training Objective
IG Course, Garrison ITDs andPhase 2 Military Training.
OC: WOI Gary Waters Blandford Mil: Ext 2789.
3.
EXTERNAL DEVELOPME T TP. Conduct the
Royal ignals Leadership Course and Adventure Train ing.
OC: Lt Tanya 'oakes Blandford Mil: Ext 2783
So there you have it, from a small team it has grown to a Military Training
quadron! Hopefully at some time in your career you will participate in
one of the many course run by 4 (Mil Trg) qn. Remember that most of
these arc career courses that you require for promotion. o do yourselves a
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ready for an arduous time ahead. The cabins onboard were comfortable
and ga\e us the chance to catch up sleep that we kne" we would need
later. After 14 hour of driving we reached the Praddanguc camp. 1te near
Bagneres du Lunchen, where we were going to be based for the next two
weeks. The fir~t day in the mountains was used as an educat10nal session
teaching navigation and acclimatisation to the ne"' environment. Our na\igation skills from basic training were tested to the limit but soon 1t
became second nature. TI1e second day was far more demandmg. We were
taught how to walk in snow, which is a lot more difficult than it sounds.
Traversing across, up and down in now was a necessary skill to learn in
case we encountered any snowfield up m the mountains. Ice and arrest
training was to follow. liding down an ice slope in different po it1ons and
attempting to stop with an ice axe was quite fun, but only when completed
successfully. The area where we were staying "as also good for \\ hite
water rafting, so not to mi s out on the opportunity we gave it a go. After
getting kitted out with life jackets, helmets, wet suit and paddles we et
off with two rafts into pain to our start point \\hich was a couple of hours
away. After an arduous morning se sion we stopped for lunch and a
change oflocation to sample another river in the local area.
The expedition into the mountain was to last for fi\'e days. Our kit was
checked for the right equipment and unnecessary items and then we set off
for the first mountain refuge where we would be spending our fir t night.
The path was easy at first but it soon became narrower and steeper the further we moved from our start point. As we arrived at the first refuge the
weather closed in and soon it started to now. The next morning gave us a
change of scenery due to the previous nights now fall. The mountain that
we were heading for was called Montardo, and with it being one of the
highest in the area, it gave us an excellent challenge. By early afternoon
we had reached the summit and after a quick photo call we made our way
to our next destination.
The next refuge was high in the mountains and the elements started to
take their toll as two members of the party began to sufler from a mild case
of now blindness. To be on the safe side they were evacuated to the base
camp where the admin party was waiting. With the casualties safe, and the
party whole agam, we continued with our journey. The next couple of day
were completed with no further incident but a team of eight did manage to
attempt the cedles of Augulles d'Armitages high in the mountains.
Walking down into the Village at the end of the expedition was a great
relief and also a chance to reacquaint ourselves with civilisation. The
weather changed as we were preparing to leave and so mo t of the equipment had to be packed away wet. The journey to the ferry was broken up
with a few driver changes and not oon enough we arri ed. All the members of the team slept to the max on tl1e crossing. When we arrived back at
camp we sorted out all our admin and said farewell for more, well
deserved re 1. All members of the expedition thoroughly enjoyed themelves and can't wait for the next chance to frolic in the mountains.
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long Jump · ,\' ~tring, ig Morancie came :c' enth ''hi h was excellent
con idenng the qunlit) of the other competitors. \kanwhile the women's
t am gaint-d an ex cllen1 econd in the long jump due to the kill of ig
ott. The be. I field C\ ent re ult for th w men's was by ig Tagilala who
a hie\ d out~tanding .-.:. ults and won botl1 the javelin and discus. Mean" hi le on the male team ig rank beat his oppo. it ion and won tl1e high
Jump. The track eYenl were not o. u ces ful , mo tly due to the competition from 3 ' R gt (RLC). ig ' id" iddall came third in the lOOm and
L pl Kent gained a econd place i11 both the 11 Om hurdle and the 200m.
How C\ er. yet again it wa the w uen · team \\ho won the da . . Sig
arl\Hight won the 400m and the ceam won the 4 x IOOm relay. At the
end of the dn) the men· team were third with a total o · 179 point w ith 3

During the 2-wcek trainmg break there \\ere a number of charg~ in
Permanent taff. We give a warm welcome to Cpl Paul Conro
ho
arrived at the Regiment. from 30 Sigs. pl ·mudgc \\lar tone • mith
and Cpl Lindsey Hair' Payton both moved to Delta Tp. Coming the
other way from D Tp was Cpl :vtark Brencn . Later thi month we are
sad to lose gt Dave 'I'll be in at 7.30' Honeyman who ha; been Charlie
Tp Sergeant for the last year and a hal f. He is po ted to Dundee to work
with the TA. Thanks to him for all his hard work and be>t wishes to him,
his wife Julie and the kids in the future! Congratulations to pl 'Taff'
Baynham, Cpl Paul onroy and Cpl Smudge mith on bemg selected
for promotion to Sergeant on the recent board. \' ell done to you lucky
blokes. harlic Tp have now staned another Phase l Cour~e. with 30
recruits fresh into the factory. There is just over a week unul some: very
well deserved um mer Block Leave! Eight days and counting ....

n
Regt (RLC) winning with a ma sive 272 points. However, it was a
great da for tl1c women's team. The competition leader changed posillon
three times during the day but we finally won with a c lose 94.5 points to
with 3
Regt (RLC)'s 9 1 points.
To appla ud everyone's o ut tanding achievement we had a ce lebratory
meal at the Gurk ha restaurant on camp. The 0. Lt Co l icholson , joined
us for a few drinks to congratulate us on our succe s. By th e end of the
night the team were merry and ready for the mo t arduou endurance event
so far, the peeche . We would all like to thank the MAA, Ca1>t Dupree,
W02 Tasker
gt Chapman a nd Sgt Thwaite for their hard work and
dedication during the sea on.

The 'elated' team at the finish
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt . Gun on
Tp gt
gt P. Matheson
'\t th e e nd of a noth er course B Tp faces the d isruption of its
e tablishcd training team. T he new Troop OC, Lt Stuart Gunson has
arrived with Capt Karl Jeeve moving on to become the floating 21C.
Hello and Goodbye to Cpl teve Halpin who has been with the team for
just over half the course and i now moving on to hi drillers course.
Promotions abound with Sgt Paula Matheson awaiting her Staff
ergean t - and her posting. Congratulations to soon to be gts Dave
Langridge and Harry Ramsden who came off the last board.
BRAVO TROOP CHARITY EVE T
Bravo Tp recruits have been involved in their u ua l charity event in
support of the Great Britain Wheelchair Basketball As ociation. one of
us knew exactly what to expect in a game of wheelchair basket-ball a we
had never done anything like this before. On the day we were introduced
to Gordon Perry who i the Development Officer for the GBWBA, an
ex-Signaller who had lost a leg and is now involved in promoting the
port and raising money for equipment. For the competition we broke
down into five teams witl1 the training ream making up one of them. The
competition worked a a league system with each team playing each
other. When we tarted it ' as hard 10 get used to the wheelchairs as they
were very easy to tip backwards. As our confidence increased, o did the
number of fouls. The worst offender was Cp l Ramsden who never
seemed to get puni hed. Al o Tpr Lomax who nearly knocked out
Gordon as he pulled his chair over backwards and left him sprawled on
the floor. The most consistent winners of their games were the ' A' Team
consisting of Sig Keega n, Tpr Lomax, Spr McBride, Sig Belshaw and
Sig Kingan who won their first four games. The Village People are also
wonhy of note for loosing their first four game . It came to a ho\ down
match between the training team and the ' A. Team. This game was a very
close banle' ith both teams locking horn with equal force. At halftime
the scores were level and there was everything to play for.
the game
drew toward a clo e there wa a sudden flurry of point with S ig
Keegan scoring two of the final three baskets to win the competition. At
the end of the morning everybody had enjoyed them elve and had learnt
omething new about a port we had never really heard of before.

The highly successful 11 Signal Regiment athletics Squad

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN
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RM

Lt Col I. A. J . Condie
WOI (RS:\f) J. Roberts RE

I TRAL I ' G
qn Comd
S M
W02 ( M) A. V. Slane.
TOP ORRIDOR MO EME 'T
Firstly the quadrons hierarchy is going through a major change with
the imminent departure of the OC and his idekick - the 21C. Maj Jo h n
. orris is going back to college - Staff College, while Capt 1ick Boyle
is mo\ ing to Blandford to take up position as the new PSO. The
quadron w i he them and their families the best in their new posting
and welcomes :\taj Fred Hargreaves and Capt Adrian Scott as their
replacements.
TRAIL\: ALKER 2000
I~ wa a cool 0530hrs in the morning that the intrepid I Squadron
Tra1lwalker Team lcfl the cosy confines of ATR Ba ·singbourn to embark
on a I OOkm journey across the South Downs. I say across but it was more
a case of up and over. The team consisting of Capt 'Cylume Legs '
.Jeeves, Capt R h idian Jones, Sgt Roy Turner and Cpl m ith arrived in
good time at the start in Petersfield ready for our l OOOhrs start. Once in
location the team began it lengthy warm up, two of the team burst into
flames \\hi le I had a banana and a quick kip. Two of the team had
comph:tcd Trailwalker in preYiou year and indeed for C pl S mith it was
his third effort, so they at least knew what wa in tore, but it was two
nahc officen. that stood on the start line as General Cowan got the race
undcmay.
O~r preparation had been both intense and comprehensive and
cons1sced of gt Turner and Capt J ones buying nev,, trainers before the
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event and Cap t Jeeve giving up alcohol for a week. Anyone who has
done Trailwalker will know that one of the most important aspects of the
evc:nl is the team administration that was conducted, this year, by our
very own SSM, W02 Sla ney and his trusted idekick - Sig Foster. The
standard of our Admin was second to none and all the team agrees that
without the help of the SSM none of us would have completed the
cour e. Our main aim had always been to complete the course with all
four team members; in the previous year 1 Sqn team had lost one of its
number along the way, o we were determined that we would not lose
omeone by overdoing it at the start. This thought wa always in our
mind as we gradually ticked off the miles and checkpoints. Cap t J eeve
had his own particular goal and distances to reach, and gleefully called
out as we pa sed the marathon point, only to be shot down as he wa
reminded that we still had another six miles to go before even being half
way! Gradually the day passed by and each checkpoint was reached with
us still in good spirits and I believe that it was once we had reached the
three-quarter way mark that all of us realised that we would, come hell or
high water, finish as a four. This we managed and at 0300hrs after being
on the go for I 7hrs and comp leting the last 5hrs of the competition in
darkness, using head-torches, we crossed the finish line.
Finishing was not the exhi larating sensation that we had expected,
instead I think it was one of relief and pure exhaustion. However, the
team had achieved its aim, we all fini hed, we can all still walk, some of
us have even tried running again and we all vow that we will be back
next year. Once again 1 would like to take the opportunity of stressing to
any Trailwalker potential that you should never underestimate the
importance of having a proper admin set-up and 1 am extremely thankfu l
that ours was so good. ongratulations to the team for coming a
re pectful 52nd out of over 200 teams.
TH E WIR E, OCTOBER 2000

DELTA TROOP
TpComd
TBC
Tp gt
Sgt S. Parke
Another day, another recruit, the joy of ATR Bassingboum continues
w ith each day throwing up its own unique problem. On average. there are
around 40 of them every 12 weeks. both male and female . ince the last
issue the Troop has raised over £4400 for charities such as Leukaemia
research, Army Benevolen t Fund , and pecial Care Baby unit in
Cambridge. The events ranged from running, cycling and rowing. Ha,ing
just completed another MS(R) and ent 30 recruits to 11 Sig Regt, we
are now tarting all over again, joy! The last intake, which passed out on
tbe 23 June 2000. was Lt Kate Simmond tenth and la t intake. She ha
escaped, fully unscathed and still with two pip to undergo Pilot Trg at
etherhaven. hot on her heels is Cpl id Cleworth recently back from
his Clas I at Blandford, Sid is looking forward to 249 ig Sqn. At the
same time, welcome to the new Troop Commander. Capt cott and
family who join us from Latina, Italy. Congratulations to gt am Parke
and Cpl ' mudge· Smit h on the ir recent promotion, both are now
eagerly awaiting posting orders!
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. Jon es
Tp Sgt
gt R. Tu rner
Echo Tp would firstly like to say farewell to C pl 'Daz' Ki d d on
promotion to Sergeant and wish him and his family all the be t at 21 Sig
Regt (AS). The Troop also welcomes Cpl ' Mark-Mo quito' Collin and
his wife Marissa, not forgetting Cpl 'A ngie-Big Bird' Twi ton arrival to
the Troop and passing her OASAA. Afcer successfully sending more
troop onto Phase Two, Echo Tp training team decided to deploy on Ex
Black Cuillin Tiger on the Isle of kye. After a long dri e, we finally
arrived in Skye and found a camp ite that would take us. we then set
about building our homes for tl1e next few days.
Tbe fir t day brought a refreshing wake up call from the ever persistent
midges and led u· on to move to Kilt Rock Falls so we could practice our
abseiling in preparation for the ever daunting Pinnacle Ridge on the
Black Cuillins. Wednesday brought a bright and breezy tart a we set off
on our bid to conquer. the ridge. What started as being a gentle climb
rapidly progce ed to a typical wet challenge, however. Echo Tp managed
to conquer all and reach the third ' inacce ible ' ridge that led us to a 25m
abseil before we could continue. Unfortunately during the abseil Cap t
'Mag to Grid' Jo nes camera battery decided to leave Sgt 'Roy' Turner s
hand and make its own way down the mountain. Witb the forth pinnacle
finally completed we continued to the ummit of curr 'an Gillian to be
greeted by mi ling faces of fifteen student at the top who were all roped
together. Emphasis however hould remain with the various and
continuing cary moment throughout the climb. e pecially at the top
when gt 'Highlander ' Tu rner decided to stand lightly too clo e to the
edge giving Capt 'Ridean' Jo nes severe palpitation .

'After the Match .'
CHA RL IE T RO OP
Tp Comcl
Ca pt Alex C lixby
Tp Sgt
gt Dave H oneym a n
On Friday 9 June 2000, another Troop pas ed- ut of Phase One
Training, with Lhc large t downpour known to man. De pile everyone
getting oaked to the skin it wa a good day enjoyed by all. The Troop
Prize Winner were ig a m 'Bacon' Richard who won prize for Best
Recruit and Be t at Phy ical Training. Aled ·Friend of hcep' H olland
won the prize for Best Endea our with ig Terr y ·Onion ' J ohnstone
scooping the prize for Best Rifle hot, a total of 43 recruit from the
Troop passed-out.
TH E WIR E, OCTO BER 2000

'Echo Troop having a brew on top of Sgurr Nan Gillean'
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pl ·Jimmy' Frc\\ \\ho was too bu-y ·inging and dancing to hi CD
\\alkman lo\ ine.I ignored the daring decent. ftcr our hard day on Lhe
mountain the Tr p took in ome igl1t eeing followed by a nature-walk
and sea fi hine. where Echo Tp· re id 111 fi hers pl·\ aync· Bramwell
and pl ·Jimn1) ·Frew nearly put the ti hcnnen on kye out ofbusinc
b, atchine. the 1 ta! of - one fLh. After our long journey home, we look
forward 10 more re ruit , a good time had by. all and a thorou ghly
enjO)able and re ommended expedition.
H RlTY EYE1 T - THE

HREE PE K
HALLE GE.
The Re ruit of Echo Tp embarked on a challenging charity e ent in
order to rni e money for tarie urie Cancer Care. The recruits. under the
afc guidance of gt ·Rep· 1\1rne1· were to chmb Lhe equivalent of t11e
tJ1n.'e-peaks in England, Wal and cotland on tlle indoor climbing wall
at TR Ba singbourn. After coming in off their mid term exercise, and
till ufTering from tired ne . the recrui ts managed a total or 3600m,
l 94m over tlle required amount in a time of four hours and twent -two
minute . The total .um rai ed amounted to £1135.7 . Which wa greatly
appreciated b) Ille staff at Holme Tower - A Marie Curie Cancer Care
enter.
FOXTROT T ROOP
Tp Comd
apt J ac kson
Tp gt
gt Pu rdon
The Troop have now pa ed tlleir Weck 5 inspections and disappeared
on a well de erved long weekend which ha left the training team
tllinking where ba all the time gone. Huge congratulations go to Cpls
Paul • mudge· mith and Gav ' Boy Wonder· Wil !lll who have both
been elected for promotion leaving Cpl Amanda 'Beryl' Verrall as tlle
prog of Lhe training team. F Tp have a mix of Signal . Engineer and
RAC so it has taken a while for t11em all to gel together. igs Lyon and
Walker joined in \ eek I after already pending everal week here on
tlle injured list. ''hil t ig Arnold got all Ille way to Week 6 before injury
truck and he has now joined the most metropolitan Troop in the
quadron. It is quite a shock to many members of the Troop when they
first arrive but a the course goes on they soon get Ille hang of what Lhe
pet hate of the training team are. We welcome back gt Craig ' It' not
ginger ifs trawberry blonde· Purdon who ha spent two weeks away on
a recruiting road show. He also claims that be spent a week preparing his
peech however Ille only thing that it11proved was his golf handicap. We
are all looking forward to foreign hol idays during ummer lea e except
for Capt Dave 'Lend us a quid' J ack on wbo still claims tllat hi pay is
me ed up.
I Q ADRO RO DSHO\
On beha lf of the Commanding Omcer, OC l Sqn was ta ked to
conduct a Road how for the major and minor units of ilie Royal Signals
in order to brief Ille Field Anny on Pha e I training and promote the
Regiment within the eyes oftlle Corp . In addition there till seem lO be
a degree of ignorance about Pha e I establishments and exactly what tl1ey
do and the Roadshow' purpose was to dispel tllose myths. Finally ATR

Bassingboum is on Lhe lookout for Lhc high quality potential instructors
to come and train recruits. The humble task of running the Roadshow. 0
I qn cntru tcd to one of his faithful officers. Capt Jeeves and a team of
three oLhers. gt Purdon, Cpl Ambury and Cpl Lythe. With on ly four
week to prepare the presentation and organise all the admin for uch an
undertaking, time wa certainly a factor. The week lead in g up to
deployment was punctumcd by rehear al al\cr rehearsal and last minute
check . On Monday 10 July 2000, the team departed ATR Bassingboum
in a minibus, on a journey Lhat would last two week·. see them present to
13 regular units a total of nine time , travel 2200 miles and cat ten Big
Mac each! Did the presentation achic e it aim? The aims of Lhe
presentation were met on all level , 13 Uni ts are now bcuer informed
about Phase I tra ining and what it involves both for the recruit and
in tructor. The Regiment currcnLly has a number of hi gh quality
in tructors many of them are now being posted as ergcant around the
Corps and the future hold more of the ame for ATR Ba si ngbourn.

OSC AR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Paul McTurk
Ip SSgt
' Sgt ·Ollie' Oliver
RE UP TEAM - by Sig Sheppard & Sig Smith
Since deploying on Op Palatine on 28 May we have been busy resupplying the outdcts in theatre. Happily, the number of di:ts is decreasing as
the handover to the Dutch Signal Battalion goes on . We have been working hard and had a lot of support from everyom: else, because they have
realised Lhat the sooner the handover is done then the sooner we can go
home. Thcrt: are not many incidents to report, apart from Sig 'Mad Dog'
Murdoch deciding that if a local cyclist wasn't going Lo move out of the
way for him, then he would move him ........ with his bumper. ice one
mate! Congratulations to LC1>l 'Mac' McKenna for finally getLing on hi
Class I.
Our deepest sympathie go out to Lisnia We Land in particular to LCpl
Glen Hislop, because by the time you read tllis' imba' will be in that big
luxury dog kennel in the ky. ig 'D inger' Bell has been getting plenty of
practice milking the local cow. Sig ' Woggle' Moran still assures us that he
is human but that may be a fantasy. Gola P has the old hermit LCpl :Old
Git; Forsyth along with ig ' I'm so interesting' Evans who is sLill seeing
hi DuLch bird along with all Amsterdam. LCpl 'The PesL' Robertson has
been doing his best to learn omc new chat up lines and trying to impress.
Up at Ljubija, ig'l'm even more interesting· Adshead has been doing his
best to look like one of the Gallagher brothers. ig · cotty' Walker has
taken up running which is a bit of a urprise but Lhen again it is with Cpl
'Lycra' Huby.

REGJ IE TAL ATHLETIC
The Regimental Athletic Team has recently competed in the Army
Team Fi nals in ldershot .. coming an excellent second in the Minor Units
Competition. This rounded off a very uccessful year in which the team
also won the Morrison Cup and the 4th Divi ion hampionships. The
following per onnel from I qn gave worthy performances in the Army
Final.
Maj orris - Long Jump(3rd)
Capt Jeeve - Triple Jump(3rd)
Sgt Clark - Shot and Hammer(both I st)

The FRT sort out problems at COMMCEN Ljubija (C2 BG)
Cpl 'Lycra' Huby, Sig 'Scotty' Walker, Sgt Brian Brown ,
Sig Shephard, Cpl Tim Keyworth

Sgt Cla rk receiving one of his gold medals ffrom SOinC(A)
S gts Kidd and Park in the background about to receive their gongs

Up at Corralici, Cpl Andy Morris and Sig Rob 'Houdini' Trotter have
been bored to tears by Sig' o eek' Pa r rot and her jackanory storie . The
Canadians celebrated when COM CE Corralici closed down. Crie of' o
more storie '.were heard as Lhey finally got rid of her. LCpl Tim ta nto n
ha been having his fair hare of problems down at Sipovo. Howe\er, hi
excuse of' o Power', when asked' hy his kit wa n't working wa n't quite
believable, as he wa sat playing his Playstation at the time. Si 0 'The grey
man' Scott has been busy in the prone position although not upto tlle standard of Sig 'That immaculate soldier who belong on a recruiting poster'
War d. ipovo ha seen not only LCpl ' The stinging ... .'Ki ng along with
old man Phillips, not as old as Charlie tllough. Almost forgot about Sly
'Hercules' Fou nd who has been busy trying to impres the Dutch witll
awesome physique.
The Rog ha cen an eclip e in the arrival of Cpl Paul Lo mas whom
with hi razor sharp' it and G OH will no doubt keep the det amu ed! ig
'Daz' Kirby and ig ·Jammie' Masters are till ready to rumble over' ho
is best RR Op on the det. By the way ' Daz' we will not come and do a 10
hour round trip so you can play five a side, coming from Liverpool doe n ·1
mean tliat you can play footy you hould know that. Radilica boa t tlle
happiest det in theatre alway quick with a smile and friendly banter it is a
mu t to sec. The how has humour in Sigs ' annon' Collins and 'Ball'
Cooke with the compere LCpl 'Manning· Rose. At MG t11ere i LCpl
McKay a ig P arrot lookalike and ig mith 352 who have no' wunes ed the arrival of Super Op, ig 'Braveheart' Crawford wlw has tak_en
the Department by torm and will now put it back on the. ma~ or mto obh ion. All in all things have not been bad but we are lookmg forward to getting the hell out of here.

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATION PALATINE

Sqn Comd
Maj A. H. Campbell-Black
RSM
WOl (R 1) D. \ . Craig
The Squadron Headquarters will be seei ng quite a turnaround in the
coming momh of August just before the unit handover to the Dutch Signal Battalion. Within this very busy month we loose firstly on promotion
to WOI, W02 (YofS) eil Ferri to I Sig Bde closely followed by Maj
drian Ca mpbell-Black as Chief of Staff I Sig Bde then W02 (FofS)
Dea n Briers on promotion to WO I posted to RRST. It has been said there
i a pallem. We also loose Capt Paul Buck who has e caped early and
loped off back to Osnabruck a. OC rear party, releasing Capt ' Kiora
Man' White to take over the Squadron as 21C. The execution of the draw
down is looking good to get the ignal quadron out of the Banja Luka
Metal Factory, off the HTS's and RLD's and downsize to a Signal Troop.
The HT. 'sand RLD's are the Squadron's next ma in effort to extract and
back load botll equipment and per. onnel. A wann welcome to our new Ops
team of W02 (Yo ) 'Gaz' Tabor and W02 (FofS) Steve Moore who
\\ill be in Ille capable hand of gt tevc Tressider who will be easing
them mto the ops.
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W0 1 (RSM ) Dougie Craig
with his locally promoted te chnician mate Sgt Brian Brown
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PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mike Parke
Tp Sgt
Sgt Paul Davis
.
Over the la. t month Papa Tp ha been deployed on anous task provid ing comms (or not in LCpl 'Barry huckle' Moffats ca e). T~o e not
providing comm have been using the ex cu e _of crypto guard to 11nprO\ e
their tans. a Sig 'Wacker' Walker can te ufy w_ith the locals r~gularly
mistaking him for one of thei r own . Tho cleft behmd ha e be n surpn ed
by the lengths at which
gt 'Hopalong· Davis will go to en urc t ~a t
nobody feels left out, to the ex tent of throwing him elf do" n a ct of stairs
to cheer LC pl 'Tommo · Thomas who's leg L in pla tcr. Three members
of the Troop descended clown to the party i land of Brae for some rea lly
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2000

' adventurous' training. where they participated m omc car• 'Ill!! nd
trekking. The trouhlesome tno were Sig 'Too Keen' Brittain, Si~ .Jim
·Nice but dim Burge sand ig Dan ·Paul Chuckle' Tooke. One ol the
highlights of the wi:ek was taking 111 the sighLS of the local nudi~t beach
with some strategically placed phoLos of the water and scenery. II ao.:ti\1tlcs were set upon with great enthusiasm .
On a serious note, af1er six weeks hard graft the Troop is final!) up to
standard. The Troop has performed \\ell in all tent erection exercises under
the watchful eyes of 2Lt 'Will the baggage party come on me?' Parke.
Our congratulations go to Cpls 'Maurice' Pay and 'Charlie· Hen on on
coming off the board, Well done lads. The Troop says fafC\\ell to L pl
'Baba' Samuel who's on route home. All the best .Jimmy and tep h and
we can't wait to see Jimmy junior in four weeks. Finally a special mt:ntion
to our resident REME LCpl White who was upset at ne\er getting a mention in The WIRE.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ' Ben' Howarth
Sgt
SSgt 'Paul' Buckle)
After arriving in the Banja Luka Metal Factory some even 1\eeks ago
the pace is certainly picking up. A tllc Troop enters its Betty Ford pha ·e
Lt ' PlasLic Ken' Howarth is ensuring that wherever possible the Troop
take their 96-hour pass or five day adventure training period at Brae. ig
' ikki' Earl clearly learnt a lot, infonning us that Brae is an island olTthe
coast of Split and it may be small but beautiful. The two man rooms are no
different from the CoRiMecs on camp insisted
gt 'Laughing Boy'
Buckley. The adventure training is a chance to try scuba, trekking, climbing, canoeing, wi ndsurfing and to rebronze the body (for those who care
about such things).
The Systems Controller congratulate LCpl 'General Jack on' Eden
for just being around and making the rest of them feel younger. Welcome
to Sig 'Frazer' nderso n who is getting to grips with an 11·ering the phone
like a real pro. Welcome back to Sig 'Quark' Mockett from his two week
trip to the Continent (Osnabrock). Hello to Sgt Wright- 1cCart hy and hi
merry men fresh from their outhem England jolly. The Powennen have
been frantically sent on jobs to upport the coffee in Tommy·s (CIT) boy .
ig 'Where' my razor' Humphreys particularly enjoyed his 96 hour
break. Cpl C hristopher 'Brew -up' Hea p could not understand why he
hadn't been ent, but probably because no one could track him down.
The COMMCEN said a sad farewell to Sgt John wanston who has
handed over to gt ' Jelly - Please can I be a Yeoman?' mith. John i
now bru hing the Foreman's boots to a high hine and hi brew making
skills are outstanding. The other operatives struggle into the light on occaion but eem to prefer their dingy hollow. The IS 1 investigation Leam led
by Cpl Dave Hardin g is relieved to repon tlley have completed tlleir theatre equipment survey. A little exaggeration, but only to be expected from
troops led by the silver tongued Sgt Tony l ay. Finally many congratulations to LCpl Chittick on the birth of a baby boy. Tho e in the Troop
bles ed witll children have already appraised him of a future of leeplc
nights and nappy changing. What are friends for??
M1K01 JJ C GRAD (MG) 10UNTAJ H LF ~IARATH01
by LCpl i'vlallison. (Al/ached BRJTFOR Sig Sqn (204))

At 0400hrs we dragged our tired, limp bodie from their cocoon like
tate. Already the air was stuffy and wann. Tran port wa set for 0500hrs.
0610hrs, time running low and moral was beginning to fade, still no bu .
Finally 0620hrs, Sgt Brown ' happy bu .
On arrival at MGBD we were confronted by a mas of 300-400 contenders. Five minutes until Ille tart; best get a move on. A quick briefing
and we're off. The mountainous peak loomed in the near di lance. Hard to
believe we'd be a cending it in le than 15 minute . The harsh un wa
already taking its toll, apping strengt11 from even the finest contender .
The fir t ascent was steady, but long. very long. ·Just around the comer
and it' all down hill,' was a frequent call made at the water Lop . The
comer they poke of never came. 'Why am I doing t11i ?'·I can·t believe I
paid DM 20 for thi .' was running through many contenders' mind . At
last onto a long open straight. The ne\er-ending road. a ~a t heat trap,
meant that the un took its first victim. On the approach of tlle econd
peak, the hape of a limp body became clearer. Oh well. better pu h OIL
The econd peak wa even Jes forgiving than the fir t. A we rounded tlle
corner at the base of the a cent, we began to wonder '' h1:re the rope and
karabiner were. It eemed to go on fore er. Finally iL ''a 4km to go and
it's all down hill from tllere on. A ne\\ lea e of lite for eYeryone a t11ey
bounded with the ea ·e of mountai n goat , do\111 the un table track "hich
crumbled beneath c ery step.
local boy decided to tempt t11e runners
into purcha ing a cycle by taunting them a they ran. Finally the ~0~11e
traight, the finish line visible in the di tance. The racing snake. g1v111g
encouragement to the nonnal runner .
Fini hed, a wide mile. plenty of Ouid and n T- hirt to re''ard Ill)
accompli:hment. Prize giving, congratulation to gt 'Mo· Pay who
came eleventh over all. and al o to L pl Berridge who came in 12th and
rccei\ed first under 2 l po it ion. The quadron team auained C\ enth
position out of a po- ible 26.
The bu \\'8 ilent on the woy back. Only the dri\ er could be heard
e.runting. l lis leg had taken a beating on the run, and\ ould eize up occasionally whil t he was driving. Oh well who is read) for the T G H LF
M R TllO on 20 ugu t. ..

GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST
Publish it in The WIRE
the Editor is always pleased to receive interesting articles
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The Mikonjic Grad Mountai n Half Marathon Team
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Saxton, Cpl Williams, Sig Schafer,
LCpl Mallison, LCpl Gerrad, Maj Campbell-Black (OC)
Middle Row (L-R): Sgt Pay, LCpl Byane, LCpl Moffat, Sgt Laxenby,
Sig Hardy
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Lane, Sgt Brown, Lt Howarth, Sig Preston

Q U RTER 1A TER DEPART 'IE1 T
Ca1>t (QM) Pete McElwee
Q I
RQM
W02 (RQM ) Shaun Day
The Department i · well into the back loading phase of our tour on Op
Palatine. \ ithin the Banja Luka Metal Factory the Squadron's major mission is to withdraw all equi1 ment and close down all Royal ignals
manned llill Top Site· ( I IT ) and implement the new ommercial sy tems provided by various civilian contractor . Project Molyneucx Phase l
aw some 65 vehicles and I 05 various equipmen t' and plant make the
June ailing along with over 6000kgs of freight. The heat i on to get some
159 Green fleet vehicles and 45 piece of plant onto the boat in September.
To add to the organi ed chaos. the day to day running and life upport provided to the BLMF and it 2000 tran ient occupant or varying nation
continue . with the odd language problem, so if there arc any Tech up
pee out there that can peak Dutch, Czech, Italian, Norwegian or erbo
Croat please let us know. we can manage with the anadian , Au sies,
Kiwi and the odd Geordie.
During thi bu y period ' e said a sad and fond farewell to gt 'Spike'
Hughes. ' ho we thank for his terling work and wish him, Sara h and the
girls all the best in Ha erfordwest. We extend the hand of friend hip to gt
' Scholly' hristlc and ' cott' Martwitch recently arrived from I AD R,
welcome to the family. During our deployment we have had a plethora of
individual replacements from many cap badges and two Dutch Army oldier-, ser ing within the Department. We must thank them all, whole
heartedly, for their a i tance. Were it wa not for the e' illing volunteers,
from the Territorial Army or Re erve , the regular Field Army would be
stretched even further so for your a si tance we thank you.
The Commercial Project moves along' ith pace and pl Dez Lang ha
joined the team from CIT, he i currently itting wri ting SRs for some
350 lattice, 50 logan atell ite phone termina ls and even containers full of
IT equipment from PCs to erver to racking and cabling. Once complete
all equipment is to be igned o er to the Dutch who will take over the
deployable HQ for the MND. Overall the team is working hard and time is
flying by. adly we will be the la t Royal Signal Quartermasters Department deployed on ma s to the BLMF o for those of you previously
deployed here you will glad to know that you will not have to breath in the
fume and dust within the factory any more.

HAVE YOU RECENTLY MOVED OR
BEEN POSTED?
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW YOUR
CHANGE OF ADDRESS, SO THAT YOU CAN
STILL RECEIVE YOUR COPY OF

The WIRE
LCpl Berridgen collects the runner-up's trophy in the Under 21 race

CO,IMU ICATIO
TROOP
lp Comd
Capt Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
gt Dave Sloane
With our six month tour nearly over, the Troop is active ly looking
ahead to our rctum to Hohne. However, first a look back at Op Agricola 3
and our part in it. The role of the Troop has been to provide
communicatio ns su pport to th e Brigade I leadquarter in the form of
Combat ct Radio. Ptarmigan a nd In formation ystems as well as
maintaining two armoured headquarters, with one permanently on a short
notice to move. With a Troop of 40 people, the individual roles have been
extremely varied with everything from manning a computer help-desk to
maintenance of the armoured headquarters with a myriad of jobs in
between.

The Armour rolling through Pristina

ew challenges arise daily; supplying communications for the Brigade
re erve back to HQ M B(C), backing up 2 RRF in house earches and
the Scot DGs in patrolling are ju t a few examples. We have deployed
on a number of operational test exercises during the tour, providing a
break from the tasks within camp but also a vital way of maintaining our
drill and war-fighti ng skills. Life continues to be full of activities right
until the end with the R IT team arriving in our last fortnight, a full
headquarter deployment and then the small bu ine s of moving the
Troop comp lete back to Germany before a well deserved ummer leave.

The Pristina Road Run Team

AND

The Troop has worked extremely hard ince Februal) and has received
many plaudit during the tour. We are now looking forn ard to our
imminent recovery to Hohne and being safely Reunited v. ith our familie .

SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)
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PPORTTROOP
QM
Capt (QM) Dave Wilson
RQM
W02 (RQ 1 ) Eric dell
Arriving ahead of the main body of the quadron, Support Tp took up
residence in the 'Bread Factory' which was a couple of kilometers away
from the University building where HQ M 'B (C) was located. The first
task was home improvements, as the location wa particularly badly
appointed. All of the individual sections of the Troop ettled in well.
They were found turning their hands to everything from the plumbing in
of new shower , to the complete rewiring of the electrical infrastructure
of the factory.
The month of May saw the long awaited move to the Temporary Field
Accommodation, (very posh portacabins). The initial plan wa to mo\'e
the G3 Whizz Kid in - and then a month later - mo\ e the G4 cum. ot
a chance! Unbek nown to the Headshed the Troop moved before the
Brigade and the transfer of location was eamless. The Troop's
performance in re pect of sportin g achievement has been exceptional.
The events that the Troop have been involved in include: the 'onvegian
30km Endurance Race (The Viking Run), the Pristina IOkm Road Race.
the Batlavsko Half Marathon and of particular note, the Dover to Paris
Charity Challenge which raised in exce s of DM4000 for variou
charities.

RO ER T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Hill
Tp Sgt
SSgt Andy Buckle
Ha ing arrived in mid-February, Rover Tp ha been di persed in ten
locations. One or the Troop's main functions was to provide nine Rear
Link Detachments (RLD' ) to support the Finni h, Swedish, onvegian.
Czech and the three Canadian ops rooms. The e three-man teams
provided SCRA(T) and ecure VHF communications. In order to achieve
all-informed comms, the Troop also controls the two hilltop sites of
Goles and Suvi Bunar where we have Rebro and Cemrals. The
remainder of the Troop has remained at the Brigade Headquarters where
they man pee Ta k FF R's in upport of Brigade taskings.

MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE
(CENTRE) HEADQUARTERS

Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
qn Comd
Maj Mark Roberts
R M
WOl (RSM) Mark Tivey
This month, a pecial fearnre on the tour of 7 Armoured Brigade
Headquarter and ignal quadron (207) in Kosovo on Op Agricola 3.
HQ M B(C) is heavily augmented to cater for the nature of operation in
KoSO\'O, it is now divisional size. All together the HQ M B(C) site,
including the Signal Squadron, is home to over 500 people, and of course
the quadron is responsible for it all. The communications and echelon
responsibilities are wide and varied. To assist there is augmentation from
other regular forces, TA and reservists. The Force Signal Squadron also
incl'!de EW .and sat.ellite comms detachments. The resulting unit is trier.ice and diverse; II 1s a challenge, but a rewarding one. The Squadron
ha had its armoured headquarter in theatre and deployed severa l times.
\1aintaining and running these detachments was hard work, but life
would not ha\'e been the same without them. Other commitments on the
quadron have included an HQ LAN, a telephone network, Internet
access, commercial radio as we ll as the ubiquito us Ptarmigan and
Combat et Radio . Our predecessor in Kosovo will remember the
university site well, but that has now been handed over to the UN in order
that 1t can be used for something very important! HQ M B( ) is now
located in the Temporary Field Accommodation located in the site of the
old VJ barrack Pri tina . One could say ma ny th in~s about the
accommodauon. but it is not temporary and it is not field. tandards of
accommodation arc \'ery good, or at least they were when we left. The
three nighL~ a week outdoor cinema, quiz nights, barbecues and karaoke

In early May, the Brigade finally mo\'ed into the ne\\ TFA, allov.mg a
greater control of our Troop's assets. The Spec Ta'k ere'' became
involved in many operations, pro,·iding secure Ptarmigan and VHlcomms to the local commander. The Operations ranged from search op"
to riot control. The Spec Task crew was also u ed to conduct rccces for
potential comms sites. These involved a lot of cross-country dmmg,
which inevitably lead to one or two reco\'ery tasks. Well done ig\
McDcrmot and Muers for your overnight stay in the field! The Troop
has been largely made up ofaugmentees from I AD R who have fitted in
extremely well with the Squadron. We will be orry to sec you go when
we return to Germany m August, but we're sure we will see you all again
before you know it.

Battlefield Tours

nights have all been written into Camp 01 in eager anticipation of our
return to Pristina next summer. Over the last few months, the quadron
has witnessed the departure of many of its favourite rats ; too many to
mention, we wish them and their partners well in thei r new posts. The
picture shows the new R M, W01 (RSM) 1ark T ivey, taking over
from WOJ (RSM) Colin Milne outside the TFA. W01 (RSM) T ivey is
smiling, as he had no idea what he was taking on!

for

Regimental Associations, TA1s & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive Itineraries

Galina International Battlefield Tours
40 Bridge Street Ro w Che ter CH I I
Tel : 01244 340777

A

Official Tour Operators to the Normandy Veterans Assoc1at1on

How not to do it - Sig 'Magic' McDermott
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HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
AND
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGL\I , T L HEADQ ARTER
CO
Lt Col G. J. T. Rafferty
R \1
\\'Qt (R M) A. Bal don
HQ~ l :\D 15 JG REGT \ I 'IMl1 G
D \: ATERPOLO
hr 11'02 (FoS) A. G. Jenkin
· The time of year wa upon u once more; we had trained hard and we
were read) for the competition to begin. The \\ imming and waterpolo
ea·on wa a hort harp shock. with all three major unit competition
being completed in the space of ju t one month.
holders of all three
major unit "aterpolo trophie we were expecting some tough matche .
The u ual round of posting had seen the departure of ome quality
players; notably \: 0 1 (S II) Shaw who left to join AFC Harrogate. We
had, however. been fortunate enough to persuade a few elder late men to
don their old rubber trunks again, and our quad reached a high tandard.
The 1 I Champion hip took place on 9-10 May 2000. Unfortunately only
three major unit teams entered and we won both competitions very
convincingly.
AR, IY K WI'.\1Ml 'G .D WATERPOLO HAMPIO. HlP
The rmy K Champion hip ' ere a different matter. with the
''aterpolo being held on the 13 June and the 1 imming on the 14 June.
Eight '' aterpolo teams had qualified and two league of four were
tablished. playing a round robin sy tern. The team in our league 1 ere
21 ig Regt. chool of Electronic and Avionic Engineering ( EAE) and
a 'omad team made up of the referees and officials. \ e played SEAE
first and certainly hit the ground running! They were a very trong ide
who were extremely fit. Thi was our first really competitive match of1he
ea on and we gelled in tantly. running out 8-1 winners with notable goal
coring performances from WOt Dunca n Grassick, ORE ODS and
\\'02 (FofS) Tony J enki ns. A comfortable victory over 21 Sig Regt and
our place as League ·B· winners wa assured. In the semi-final we played
the runners up of League 'A who were ATR Bas ingbourn and again we
managed a fairly comfortable victory. SEAE played AFC Harrogate in
the other semi-final and ran out worthy winners to set up a final of HQ fJ
and 15 ig Regt ' EAE. Unfortunately we were unable to repeat our
earlier performance and lost out by 7-5 despite notable goal keeping
perfom13nce , including a penalty ave by Ca pt 'la r k Proctor, J T
CORPS. Thi meant that both SEAE and ourselve had qualified for the
Army Final.
The swimming proved to be ·an event too far' for our aging squad.
, ine major units entered and the standard 1 as very high. We finished a
creditable ixth place 1 ith the one notable performance by Cap t Ta n
Hargreave I\ ho won the individual backstroke.
The Army \\aterpolo finals were held at RMAS on Monday 19 June
2000. The competition is meant to be between the top two teams from
both the K Army and Army Germany competitions. However, only 16
ig Regt had made the journey from Germany so AFC Harrogate became
the fourth team. The competition took the form of two semi-finals
follo1\ed by a final. The semi-final line up was SEAE v AFC Harrogate
and HQ I and 15 ig Regt v 16 Sig Regt. The first game saw AFC
produce an outstanding performance and they ran out 12-8 victor . Our
semi-final wa a cfo ely contested match; the large pool at RMAS meant
that fitne was alway going to be paramount. We ran out 7-4 winners to
set up a final against AFC Harrogate. The fina l proved to be a superb
encounter with AFC Harrogate having the upper hand for the whole of
the game until a stirring fight back in the final quarter saw us draw level
at 7-7. This led to rwo extra periods of over-time. AFC Harrogate again
took advantage and went 10-7 up after the first period. A spirited fight
back during the econd period saw us close to 10-9. However, it was not
to be and that final goal e luded us . AFC Harrogate ran out worthy
\\ mners in \\hat all agreed was one of the best finals in recent years.
o the eason ha no11 ended - unfortunately we have relinqui hed our
hold on the Anny Championship but we will be back again next year. As
a final note our illustrious team captain, Ca pt Chris Lamb TNT CORPS,
is lea' ing us for pastures new. After three years at the helm he will be
orely mi sed and we wish him all the best for the future.

the Inter- quadron Competition which wa also a good opportun ity lo
elect a team for the Herfordshire County how in Redbourn and the
Prince s Royal how at Windsor. Unfortunately due to commiunents al
work we could only take a limited team with us which included new
comers W02 ( SM) Rob Dunseith, Cp l Karl Hannah, LCp l Jim
Quinn, LCpl Shaun Barton, LCpl Tony Wrcsscl, LCpl teve Boyd
and LCpl ·Mini Me' Smith. The new team held it own well on both
occa ion and it wa good experience for all - at times it felt like we were
water kiing rather than pulling due to the mountains of mud and rain that
we were pulling in! However. we managed to beat 11 Sig Regt at the
\ indsor how as ' ell a getting a rare photo with HRH The Pri ncess
Royal. The next evem took place at Thiepval Barrack at the talion
ummer Fair'' ith team from 39 Inf Bde, 26 qn and two teams from 2
Ri'vl P. This time things looked a lot better with 15 ig Regt winning the
competition. Our final compet iti on was the ort hern Ireland
Championsh ips wh ich wa held at Omagh on 25 June 2000. We fini hed
as Runner -Up - econd to 4 R IRl H but still qualifying for the Anny
Champion hip . Unfortunately, once again due to commitment in
Province thi is one e ent we will not be attending but the team look
forward to hopefu lly competing al the Braemar gathering in eptcmber.
HE DQ ARTERSSQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj J. 1ullender
SM
W02 S. Russell
COMM CE TROOP - by Sig Mallin on
Farewell to Sig Henso n who is off to 249 ig qn, ig H uish to l
(UK) ADSR and ig Rodwell and eesam to 30 Sig Regt - the Troop
will be a IQt quieter and smaller\ ithout you.
This month Li burn station held it annual Summer Fete a nd
COMMCE Tp took part by providing a Pitch and Putt ta ll. All
available COMMCE personnel gathered early in the morning to et up
the stall which offered alcoholic prizes for adu lts and sweets for the
children. Whilst selling up we realised we were in tiff competiton with
the Archery tand that had set up at the end of our pitch. After we had set
up the stall each of the Troop member had an attempt at chipping into
the umbrellas - with little succes ! Some of the balls strayed re ulting in a
few near mis es of innocent bystander that had gathered at the archery
stand! A few of the Troop members were very keen on winning a prize
for themselves. Sig Dave Green spent about £20 on the sta ll without any
success and Sig H uish wa pu hing for a prize when he hit a rather
expensive car parked by the Archery Stand. Promotion of the stall
involved Sig Andy Cunningham holding a boule of whiskey, Sig
'Mally' Mallinson carrying a bottle of vodka and ig Dave Green
carrying a board with the details of our tall. There were also a few
humorous moments when LC pl ·Nanny' Bir d was macked on the
forehead by Cpl Ri ch ie Eva ns - he may be good at PT but he has no
talent with a golf club. LCpl ' anny' Bird had to go to the Med Centre
to get her forehead glued. A wayward ball hit by Sgt ' Icky' Gratrick
struck ig Adam Rya n; luckily he escaped with no injurie . Even though
the weather was typical of a normal day in the Province raining all day,
COMMCE Tp managed to make some money for some very worthy
charities.

T 'G O' \\ R - by Cpl Max Wall

The Tug o' War sea on had a slow start with most of last years'
having been posted. This left only myself C pl Max Wall, C pl
·Trigger' "'1eeds, pl Dave Hill and ig ·Paddy' Grills from last year's
team. Howe\ er once W02 ( SM) Rob Dunsieth took the helm as IC
Tug o' War the intere~t level increased. The fir t real sign of interest was
'puller~ ·
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COMMCEN TP and their PI TCH & PUTT STAND
Cpl Richie Evans, Sig Adam Ryan, LCpl Sam Skyvington,
Sgt Shameem Newman, Sig Mally Mallinson, Sig Dave Green,
LCpl Nicky Bird , Sig Lynda Shields and Sig Huey Huish
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225 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
<;qn Comd
t aj Jeremy Tod
SSM
W02(S M) Downie
SUPPORT TROOP
The Troop has seen a big changeover in hierarchy over the last few
weeks. Welcome to all the new faces: Capt Paul Gr iffiths, Capt Pete
Kennedy, Capt hris Gore, W02 (SSM) Thorne, and goodbye to the
old: Capt 'Pineapple Rings ' Murphy, Capt 'Chippy' Carpenter, Capt
Lamb, W02 (S M) Downie. The soldiers within the Troop managed to
get away on some good courses and sports recently despite the pressures
of marching season. LCpl James and LCpl Pullen both attended a
riggin g course and Cpl Deas escaped to Blandford on the Royal ignals
Golf Championship , but would not disclose his final position! In
addition LCpl Quinn successfully completed a fork lifl course recently.
The eniors v Juniors football game was won by the Seniors with a score
of 8-1 . The rumour within the Squadron was that the Juniors let the
eniors win to make them feel good. L pl Lafferty even fell over and
broke two of his ribs, having collided with the smallest man on the
Seniors' team. The quadron is in a state of shock since the new SSM
arrived and introduced three sessions of PT a week. upport Tp maintain
their morale on the e arduous essions just watching gt Al Bolton in his
technicolour lycra cycling short . The Troop would like to say farewell to
LCpl Jame , and LCpl Lafferty who are both off for two years hard
labour in their respective TA posts. Their comradeship wi ll be missed!
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Fi tewart
Tp Sgt
SSgt (Supvr R) Paul Dunn
Another busy period for Echo Tp, exaggerated by mann ing levels
getting worse with many leaving and fewer arriving. A u ual each watch
has been trying to out-do the other with their activitie during their days
off. The be t effort of recent month was Bravo watch who went on a
three day parachuting expedition - thoroughly enj oyed by all. Alpha
watch enjoyed a rain free and sunny day at Bangor on a fishing trip well done to LCpl Jo Saw who beat all the blokes in catching the biggest
fi h! A big farewell to Cpl Dave Hill and his tribe who move on to JSSU
Ay ic, for some well de erved sun hine. How dedicated of him to arrive
two months in advance of his family - just to make ure everything is in
order! Goodbye to Cpl 'Shane' Hodgson, one of the longest serving
member of the Squadron - good luck with the Royal Signals
Presentation Team in Blandford. All the be t to LCpl 'JC' mith and
LCpl latt Wooton-Jones, both leaving us to discover the joy and
tribulations of civvy street. Welcome 'to Lt tewart and S gt (Supvr R)
Rowlands who have both recently arrived from 14 Sig Regt (EW). Also
a busy time for the wives from Echo Tp - congratulations go to Mrs
canlan and Mrs harpe on the births of WilJiam and Stephanie!
GOLF TROOP
Tech Adjt
Capt Ian Hargreaves
FofS
W02 (FofS) Tony Jenkins
W02 (Supvr TS) George Murray
upvr I
Once aga in it is a busy period fo r the quadron' technical and IT
Support Troop. ew equipment trial and the additional demands of the
Marching Sea on have caused a very high level of activity for u ·.The
·bu ie t' Troop in The Province will be pu hed even more to the limits
after saying farewell to W02 George lurray, Sgt Richy Gathercole
(po ted on promotion), also Sgt Chris Warren, Cpl Geordie Cranston
and Cpl Alex Jelly, who have all decided to try their hand in civvy . !Teet.
gt Richie Cleminson is posted to Blandford on h1 Forema.n of Signal
cour e. Five more technicians from the Work hops are tudymg hard and
hoping to join him next year. Congratulations to Sgt PhH lfcLeish . '~ho
has just been promoted and will command the fnstallatl?n Technician
Sectiow con<>ratulations
al o to Sgt Ryan Lang on h1 promotion.
0
Finally, 'some more great new for the Troop. The Troop will finally be
getting rid of Cpl Matt Williams, LCpl Lee Stafford and LCp l .Gaz
tokoe who have all pa ed their Tl Entrance exam and are awaiting
their posting orders to Blandford.
CHEVIOT 2000 FELL RACE - b1• Cpl Steve Price
On the 17 June, SSgt (Supvr Rj Kev Fo~g, Cpl Jay. Aldred and Cpl
teve Price from Delta Waich suffered a bnef bout of 111 aniry and took
part in the Cheviot 2000 Fell Race. The 'race' con i ted of 200 teams
dra1 n from elem nts of the civilian emergency Services and armed
services who in teams of three, had to succe fully orienteer 14
checkpoints o~er a distance of 22 mile. encompassing th~ Chevio~ Hill .
Having undertaken the final part of our cull mg .edge tram mg regime by
carbo-loading on kebab and Grol ch an early night was called for ready
for the 07301u·s race start time!
Our finely tuned team reached the tart line with econds to spare,
although with much evidence of the hairy country land da h b)'. the ro~d
kill advert horning the bumper. As the taiter shouted go, the gn~ reality
that some people actually thought it was a race dawned _on us! 'i 1th little
need lo check the map and with our bergans ladening us down we
followed the crowd to the first check point, a mere 5km away, ho1 e er a
daunting 800111 up ! pl 'Mountain G?at" Ald red had _lillle difficulty
negotiating the ludicrous gradient. I lollowcd wondering what I was
gt
doing here only being on the watch for two week . 1:hen came
' Plodder' Fogg checking that we hadn 't dropped anythmg. We reached
the flr t checkpoint with a sigh of rel ief only to remcmb~r we had another
13 to negotiate! Oh how I thanked my ne1 h1fl tafl ergeant for th 1
repeatedly during the day.
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Cpl Aldred plodded around the .oourse as if on an afternoon troll,
SSgt Fogg afler a ·steady' start found ome Duracell batteric after the
first few checkpoints and told me to ensure I menuoned the numerou
times that he broke into a jog/run. I myself, after putting in a strong first
half came lo realise that my pre-training should have included more pie
as my kidneys ·creamed for nourishment. With thighs now like 'Garth', a
feeling of achievcmem along with relief was felt by all completing the
course, even more so upon seeing the final results as to all those who
didn't complete it successfully. At the finish line the hot cup of tea with
an unusual amount of sugar, was welcomed along with the large dish of
pasta later on and some post race carbo-loading of the fluid variety durmg
the England -v- Germany game.

Delta Watch on The Cheviot 2000 Fell Race

225 SIG1 AL Q ADRO S JMER BALL
The ew Forge Country Club was the venue for this year' urnmer
Ball, held on 9 July 2000. A Caribbean theme had been cho en for the
evening, which probably had something to do with it being the ea iest
and cheapest form of fancy dress. After a light hitch 1 ith the transport,
which invol ed an impromptu tour of Belfast for ome of the guest ,
everyone arrived and wa welcomed with a cocktail and flower garland.
Everyone had done their bit with the costumes with Capt Helen Murphy
out-doing everyone with her amazing Carmen Miranda head dres . he
was however, verv up et when everyone actually thought she had come
a Hilda Ogden! The entertainment for the evening was provided by the
very un-Caribbean ' Bizarre Company' with LCpl Lee Stafford domg a
sterling job as compere. Congratulations to gt Al Bolton an~ Sgt Rich
Cleminson for winning the raffle and money tree respectively. The
evening continued with a fabulou buffet provided by the e\\ Forge and
then on in to the early hour with the help of gt Sa rah Ma th ews
burning the wheels of tee I! Thank go to SSgt ' I' ll ju t go on leave and
then adventure training for the five week before the event' J acklin , hi
trusty 2IC. Sgt' o honestly, it no bother doing everything!' Clemin on
and the re t of the committee for a uperb night out.
233 SIG AL QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Richard Giles
M
W02 (
1.) Rob Dunseith
While the heads of hed focu ed on the Marching ea on, the normal
ta ks (ie monitoring Province wide c_o mm~nication ) conti!l~ed. The
henanighan out on the streets 1 ere d1 _rupt1ve for all those livmg he~e.
Having extra troops on the ground ha mcrea ed _our work-load .but hfe
for the majority goes on a normal. The long anuc1pated move mto the
new building has been delayed while the contractors try to d_rain the \\ater
- it is more of a padd ling pool than a comms construction. v e have
enjoyed ome excellent Lea ing Dinner for the man
enior moving
away, uperbly hosted by the\: Os and Sgts' Me . One of the t~nal ta ks
for Maj Rich ard Giles before he move to 10D ha been to kipper one
leg of the quadron Adventure Training Expedition. We '' i h Richard ,
Tracey and the children the best of luck in the future, and thank Rich ard
for his hard work and long hours he has dedicated to the quadron. It ~a
been a bu y tour, and he ha contributed ignificantly to the re tructunng
of Province communication . He leave a far more robu t. tructur d
quadron than he joined. In hi place \\e forn1ally welcome Maj ick
Walke r, who ha had the benefit of doing his M c here o i not
completely new - we will have to be cunning if we want to bluff the nc11
QC!

I DJ TROOP - by LCpl J. Quinn
Thing are changing within India Tp. Hopefully our colleagu ·
throughout the quadron will have noticed that our days of coming last in
quadron port are o er. We 1 ere ju t pipped to the po t b Rodeo.
sorry Romeo Tp in the Inter-Troop Polled ports thank _to
gt ra ig
Ma rlowe failing to carry the baton (ash pole) correct!~ m the 4x400m
relay. The tug-of~, ar wa a urpri e to us all - we lost 1111 t:rabl) thmkmg
we would do well having half the Regimental team 1\ ithin our Troop . .\t
the moment the Troop i eeing a lot of departure and a lot of am\ als. ·o
the ocial side of life ha never been bu ier. ongratulation · to gt
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'lcArthur on his promotion. The remainmg personnel would like 10 say
a fond fare\\ II to the follo'' ing: Cpl hris Kearsley. off to ' iv Div';
gt i Graham to 21 ig Regt: S gt John Ram dal~,
gt Eddie ·y
lo'e life' Jacobs to Italy: \\ 01 Ray · o you cant have a sports
afternoon rm working· 'eal; Sig Jamie Coult)· to . 1~ Mech Bde, Capt
areth !her 10 16 ig Regt and finall. to our bnlhant old Troop 0
'1ont) ·The Dog· Oliver! India Tp say, hello to:
gt John Heaton:
pl 'I cant belie'e it', n t' Butterfield: pl R illy Beaum ont: Cp l Ross
'1enzies: Lt Tim Grey (filling Mont ' lo!) and finally a ?•g w~lcome
back 10 W02 ·Q· i\lcHugh. Q love thi place o much hes decided to
come back and ble s u "ith hi cou c humour, (great!).
RO 1EOTROOP
Fir t of all " e \\Ould like to conl!ratulate IEW, on inheriting our
advanced dri' er e tion (the ur\'eillance ection). They ' ill now come
under the command of lEW at the end of July, leaving the remaind r of
the Troop to carry on with it nonnal ta kings . Goodbyes go out to gt
· ndv' anderso n and hi family, who are moving a ro s the road to
J U( 011) and C pl Gordon Dunderda le. hi wife Kath and son Louis,
"ho are mo\ing to 11 Regt EOD, in earch of pa lure greener and thing
that go bang. Goodbye al o to \ 02 tu leldrum. Jayne and the kid
who -are off to sunny Blandford and to our resident hairdresser LCp l
Jane Ba rksh ire who i off to on out leaYe pa se and flight details for
the penouin population in JCU(FI). Finally congratulation and goodbye
to pl
Joyce who i promoted on po ting to unny Cypru - all the
be t to you and your family. The Hello go to gt teve 'Taff· Hamblin,
gt t eH Mayell, wife Luc y and the boys. Al o to C pl Da ve
Weath erstone, Helen and children and la l but not lea l LCpl Kev
Alford and wife Kelly. Congratulations go out to Sgt Justin Woollen
and wife Karen, on the birth of their baby daughter C iara, and also to
the newly promoted W02 (FofS) Jim O ' Donnell.
Despite all coming and goings, the Troop ha been engaged in it
normal daily ta king', which w re increased over the celebratory eason
recently. Even o. Cpl Craig Richard on and LCp l 1 ick Jenkins were
able to compete in a local half marathon, rai ing nearly £150 for charity.
The farewell to urveillance ection wa marked by a Fun-Day on the
range , con isling of a pistol and clay pigeon hooting competition. The
Troop was split dO\\ n into team of four for the competition and the
results \\ere as follows; Pi tol Best hot - gt teve Mayell. hotgun
Be t hot - gt teve tayell, Overall Be l Team went to Team ix (Sgt
Justin \! oollen. Cpl ' ick Clift, Cpl Tony Da vies a nd LCpl ick
Jenkins). The wor t shot of the day wa held jointly by
gt Steve
Bartleet and LCpl Mat Thomas who both scored 49 on the pistol and
ju t I point on the clay pigeon shoot. The day's proceeding were
completed with a BBQ and a few ociable in the evening. For thi , many
thank from the re t of the Troop go to Cp l teve A rmstrong for
organising the days activities, Sgt's J ustin Woollen and Steve Hamblin
for doing the BBQ and LCpl's 'Bede' Burrows and Si Wellstea d for
running the bar.

Scotland. and after much lapping and swingin g of arms we adopted the
tried and tc ted method of stand ing next to meone who was smoking!
T he intrepid participant were plit into four grou ps to cover the
different activitie · of mountain biking. ailing, ca noeing and hill walking
over the week.
ut Brian ' leep Walker ' Gill ies ran the mountain
biking, he turned up on his many thousand pounds swi h bike to issue us
with the hired bikes. nfortunately three of these were c lassed us
unu able, o it took much wapping and borrowing or bikes before wc
were e entuall ready to start and ri k life and limb. The hill walking was
run by gt Micky ·0110· lann , and the highli ght of thi s activity featured
going th rough the eye of ·The obbler' which i a hole at the top or a
mountain that you can climb through. The 60fi drop convinced more t.h an
a few people that they didn ' t really want to. ailing the high sea's in a
35ft boat wa Maj Richard ·skipper ' Giles's game. All was well until
the three-metre depth alarm ounded. when he turned from relaxed to
ery hyper active and worried.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj D. B. Warne
W01 (RSM) A. M. Maxted

Q UADRON HE DQ ARTERS
T he Squadron has been busy over the last few months' ith many of the
hierarchy changing over. So we will start at the beginning. February 2000 l landover/takeover of Regimental Sergeant Major.

COMM ' ICATIO 'STROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ndy Parfitt
Tp SSgt
S gt R. Wallace
HELLOS A D GOODBYE
A warm welcome to the temporary Troop Commander, Capt Parfitt,
newly arrived from completing his degree at Shrivcnham. He's only Troop
Commander until October when he take over as 21C quadron. Welcome
also to gt Andy L loyd and family from 16 Sig Regt, LCpls 'Adie' Bennett from Cyprus. Tony Ramwell from 20 Bde and ick Watson from the
factory. Farewells go to Sgt Gary Mathieson who is off to Cypru on promotion, Cp l 'Tosh' Pope who goes to 30 Sig Regt also on promotion and
Sig Albert F inn ey who is going to Civvie Street. We would all like to
offer our congratulations to C pl 'Si' Link and Cpl Do n Garner on their
selection for promotion to ergeant.

Ke'

TECH1'ICAL '.\IAI TE Ai'ICE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Elisabeth 1cLellan
SSgt Bri Gillies
Tp Sgt
It has been another bu y month in TM Tp with the Brinton withdrawal
and other ongoing tasks as well as keeping up the sporting excellence of
the Troop with member participating at Army tandard in Fencing, Shot
put and Discus, as well as lots of new arrivals. Welcome to Cpl Wood
again, returning after flying a desk in 1 CC Tp al o LCpl Rice, LCp l
Lohse, LCpl French and LCp l Fox fresh from the factory and LCp l
·Mary Doll' Pillans on return from maternity leave. Congratulations are
also in order for Cpl · pike· Milligan on promotion to gt, LCpl
'Tanya' Ballard promoted to Corporal and Cpl Hannah on completing
hi R JCC. Also Cpl Smith and Cpl Walsh on completing their arduous
EFPI.

Q ADRO

MMER CAMP
This year the Squadron . ummer Camp took place over a two-week
period in the nether region of Scotland based around Mount Bendonich.
At 0600hrs on Monday 17 July 2000 there was a very motley collection
of people in all tales of morale from ' ready to sign off' all the way up to
·no morale at all'. Aller a quick head count (one each in most cases) the
two mini buse were loaded up and were off to the ferry port in plenty of
time to make tht: silly o'clock boat. Most people had packed their bags
full of warm kit - imagine the shock when not only did the sun show its
face but stayed out all week! So trousers and jumpers were gleefully
changed for T-shirts and shorts. It wa not long afler this that the first
midge came out to play with us. o problem we thought, however these
were followed in short order by what appeared to be every midgy 111

OPERATIO I
The Operations teams were as busy as ever in the run up 10 Drumcrce.
They have also een a change of personalities. We say farewell to W02
(FofS) Mick Cowie and wish him all the be t. We would like to welcome
W02 (YofS) Steve White and W02 (FofS) Jim Ross and wi h them both
a successful tour here.

Maj 'Skipper' Giles and crew

Each group was made up of people from mixed abilities and fitnes s
level . Unfortunately th is nearly caused two of the novice mountain
biker to ha e heart attacks! LCpl Danny Tutton and Sig M ich elle
Rayn er were under the watchful eye of gt Brian G illi es who at one
point wa offering kind words of wisdom on a particularly steep down
hill section. LCpl Adie Fields then came flying down the hill on his
multi thou and pound bike straight between the pair without attempting
to slow down, and this cau ed them both 1.0 fall off into ditches! On one
evening a night of entertainment wa arranged for u at a local pub with
free food, beer and even Karioake. After a few quiet beers some
' reluctant' singers decided to perform. Chief amongst these was C pl Si
'in the ryle of a club inger ' Mason who impressed everyone with his
singing and chat up technique , he had to work hard as he was wearing Tshirt, shorts, flip-flops and shades. Even though there was the expected
reluctance at having such early starts a great time was had by all on
summer camp. A big thank you must be said for all the people who
worked o hard to organise it. A special thank you mu l go to Sgt Paul
Alfer who booked the sunshine!
PlUNCESS A NE DAY ' POTTE D SPORTS' COMPETITIO
28 June was Princess Anne Day, and what better way to ce lebrate the
day of the Colonel in Chief of the Royal Corps of Signals than with an
Inter-Troop Sports Competition between all of the Troops in 233 ig Sqn.
The Competition was organised by LCpl Mick Partridge, and the events
included: ·crab Football ', Tug of War, ' Shooting Baskets', a Jerry Can
carry and a Relay Race. The first event\ as Crab Football, which I'm
sure was just a way to clean the sports hall Floor. There were a few dirty
bouoms after that one! The Tug of War was next and India Tp, who
usually have a good Tug of War team , didn ' t do as well as expected . TM
Tp on the other hand, did surprisingly well. The ' Basket Shoot' fol lowed
and then came the Jerry Can Carry, in which W02 (FofS) G orman
participated, looking a sight running around in circles, carrying two full
Jerry ans! The la t event was the Relay Race, which was ba ically a
4x400m Relay wi th a difference. The baton was an 'Ashpo le', whi ch had
to be carried horizontally in one hand. Sgt ' Bri ' Gillies ran the first lap
for TM Tp, and they were in the lead by the third. LCpl Lee Khair ra n
the final lap for TM Tp after being quickly rescued from his guard duty!
Ultimately TM Tp won the competition, but a good time was had by all
and we all then retired to the bar!

Farewell to W01 (RSM) Stu Cheslett
Welcome to W01 (RSM) Andy Maxted

The Squadron is now returning to normality after a bu y three weeks
supporting the Brigade over the Drumcree period. HQ have now moved
into their ne_w office at Brigade Headquarter . The quadron ha Sl!en a
change of Squadron Commanders and we say farewell to l aj S. K.
MacRo tie and his family and welcome to Maj D. B. Warne and his family

A big turnout for the farewell to Maj MacRostie
(they're just round the corner, honest!)

DON'T BE DISSAPPOINTED!
THE CLOSING DATE FOR ARTICLES FOR
DECEMBER'S WIRE IS - THIS OFFICE, 15 OCTOBER

TECH 'ICAL MAI TE A CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lord
Tp SSgt
S gt R. Wa llace
HELLO
D GOODBYES
As you fellow WIRE readers have not heard from us for such a long
time you will not be aware of all the comings and goings within the Troop,
so here goes.
Farewells to: 111e Troop would like to ay farewell and good luck to
ot 'Billy' Boston, Cpl 'Gaz' Hob on and C pl 'Dean' 1organ whom have
all deserted the Troop for a so called better life in Civ Div. Other Troop
losses have been LCp l 'Mogg ie' Morris to 259 ig Sqn, LCp l 'lad'
P earce to 243 Sig Sqn, LCpl 'How High?' Stainer (Jiz) to 252 ig Sqn
and last but by no means least LCpl 'Para Rigger. Charge 9, Doggsie'
Barker to ATR Arborfield.
Hellos and Welcome to: The Troop would like to welcome into it's
Fraternity the following geezers: 2Lt Lord, straight from the ollicer factory as the new Troop Commander, Cpl' i' H ur t and family from 249 ig
Sqn , Cpl 'Ed' Chwieseni from 21 Sig Regt. LCpl 'IDT' Good from the
Tech production line. LCpl 'Matt' Dawson and family from 252 ig Sqn,
LCpl M ur ray ·With an A' and family from 232 ig qn.
EVENTS
Fir tly we as a Troop would like to offer our congratulations to the following people, AJS gt 'lad' 1oble, gt 'Lee' Calvert and Sgt'G.az' 1athie on for all coming off the ergeant to Staff ergeant promouon board.
The ame again to LCp l 'Matt' and 'Mickey' Daw on for the birth of their
first child, a baby Rigger called Kayla-Jayne.
The Troop has had an influx of Signaller who were formally 15 ig
Regt y tern FRT, and now are being highly trained in the art of qiggley.
up and downy wave in tead of on off tu ff. As of the I May 2000 they
came under the very big protective wing of FofS Cowie. These newly
trained, half Rigger trained Techs are as follows, Cp l 'Ja e, l will climb
one day' Craddock, Cpl' latt Failed Rigger' Cree, Cpl 'O car r want out
of here' earle and Cp l 'Dave only rigger' Knox. Welcome aboard lad !
The Troop were recently let loo e in Scotland f~r a three day ·~ndrew'
Course in Dumfries. Th is course, apart from howmg u how to hve hke
kings in a fou r tar hotel (cheers 0), allowed u to see ho\\ thing are
done by our counterparts in the real world. not a in our stone-age ca e.
usual a few tar came out to hine. hey ig 'Jim' Wright who in i led he
would show all the other guest in thi expen ive hotel hO\\ to behave in
the dining room. Fag in gob. Celtic top on. and two pints in hi hand
walkinl! back to our table which wa hidden away in a back room well out
of the ~vay of all the other payi ng gue t . All credit to the hotel though.
they got their own back by trying to charge two of the crew for room erice. The two very embarra ed lad who won't be named (Cp l 'Bone '
Balkharn and Cpl ' ean' H un ter) had to blagg to the party leader. a gt
Ian oble that it was a load of rubbish and that they would never dream of
doing anything like that, especially a. you to.Id u not to taff. One thing
they were in istent on,' a that we paid the bill.
Hotel Receptioni t - ' ir that will be £1400 plea e'
gt Ian ob le - 'Do you take I A?'
Hotel Receptioni t - 'Ye ir. but not yours'.
How about that then taff, re cued by a Te h pl' bank account with a
pare £1400 at doing noth ing in it? (wallet).

ARE YOU READING YOUR OWN COPY
OF The WIRE?
Handoverrrakeover - Maj MacRostie to Maj Warne
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'}cm 11·ork hard. You play hard or f 11•ill kill you! '
Hellos - L pl 'Dal' Owens fro m I Di . Cpl 'Gal Harri from AFCEM
and Cpl John Blowes from 14 ig Regt
Farewells - Cpl i Ferrer who is off to 14 Sig Regt. Al o to Cpl Paul
Gadda who has mo,·ed all the way upstairs to the Training Wing. Well
done Paul!
Resettlement a lmost civvies - LCpl A ndy unns, Sig 'Albeit' Finney,
Sig Phil Wisc, Rfn Mick ambridge

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
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All the 1·e1:1· bes1to1he lad~ abo1111ojoi11 ci1• div - Good luck!

SSgt Noble and his team
The Drumcree illy sea on ha been upon us with the , ection being plit
between Armagh and Portndown. The hard workers. gts fathieson and
Tribbeck, Cpls Balkham, C hwiescni, Cree Knox. Hunter and Pope,
LCpl Ben nett, Good and \ atson and ios Brock, Finn ey, Pyrah and
Wrighr pent the Drumcree period in m1agh. Their role wa to cover all
the · ite \\'ithm the TAOR. The Portadown crew of Sgts alvert and
Lloyd. Cpls Birch, Craddock, Hur t and LCpls Dawso n and lurray
were re ponsible for all repairs within camp. The Armagh crew worked a
7-day we k without any barbe ues (unlike the Portadown cre·.v) and
achieved a lot ofwonh,\hile re ult with continuing maintenance and project . The highlight of the period occurred ''hen one of the Forward
Repair Team was deployed to a ite that had a fault reported. When they
arri' ed, they d1 CO\'ered that the hut had been petrol bombed. All they
could do \\US to re cue the kit and attempt to bring it back to life in the
\\ ork hop , which unfortunately failed. The PortadO\\ n crew were much
quieter and had \'ery few problem , except with the injurie u tained
playmg 5-a- ide football.
B SHIFT
Departures - ig 'Chri ' Moore, Sig 'Fatboy' farshall - A fond
farewell for two outstanding members of the COMMCE and good luck
to them and their familie in ch' • street. The local 'Chinky' would al o
like to extend their regret for a sad lo of Sig Mars hall they are now
looking at a way to upplement the income that he gave them .
rrivals - Cpl ean 'Mad Dog' Hunter from l (UK) AD R. Cp l 'A K'
Akkulugadu from 3 Div, LCpl Matt 'Linle Hitler' Page from 2 Sig Regt
and igs Ruston and quires from Depot.
Credited Performances -All members of y con and the COMMC
would like to extend their congratulations to Sig Lee haw on his creditable performance in the . ISAAM Competition, unfortunately S ig haw
injured himself during the events and was therefore unable to attend the
forthcoming Cadre Cour e. ympathy is with LCpl fatt Page who wa
al o taken off the Cadre Cour e after falling down a set of steps on the day
he was informed that he would be anending the Cadre Course. 'Lucky
Break'.
CSHlFT
'C' Shift 3 In f Bde HQ & ig qn would firstly like to welcome Cpl
'Don' Garner, ig 'Richie' quires. \ e would like to wish all the best to
LCpl 'Dicko' Dickenson and hi wife Penn on their posting to 20 Annd
Bde HQ & ig Sqn. Last but not lea t farewell to Sig 'Getting down'
James Bro'' n and his" ife Samantha on his posting to Lisburn.
YSCON/COMMCE '
It was that time of year again for us to vacate our comfortable accommodation in Armagh and gather together to live in a ingle room in Portado\\ n. There were exceptions to thi though, as some people managed to
worm their way into some of the pads. The most notable of these were
Cpls 'Don' Garner and 'Si' Link, who became house Corporals for the
BTLO. SSgt Carl Hindso n. The other exception was Sgt Bob 'Bushtuckerman' \ allace, who in keeping with bi usual character, decided to
ba her up out ide his office. Jumping onto thi financial opportunity, C pl
Dave 'Butch' Tweddell, igs Lee'• o Licen e' Shaw and Richie 'Who am
I'?' quires. decided to make up a ign that Bob 'B ushtuckerman' Wallace,
\\as homeless and in need of financial support for his wife and two children. They al o supplied him with some refreshments in case he became
peckish during the night. Drumcree 2000 ran very smoothly and with few
problem to tax our experienced team and a big ote of thanks goes to our
operators for their profe sional attitude and dedication to supporting the
Brigade tafT.
PPORTTROOP
Q\-1
Maj Payet
RQM
W02 trudwick
The Troop has been very bu y as normal. The MT has been running a
Road afety Campaign and Drive Alive Exercise, which finished in the
quadron bar" ith drinks and a BBQ! Both the MT and QMs took pan in
the I. AA'vl held at Ballykinler. gt teele, 'Team Leader' had a week
out in the un \\ ith the Squadron team getting a sun tan, and a good week's
hooting! The Q\.ls ha\'e just finished its board of officers where all went
well. The Troop are nO\\ looking forward to yet another Drumcrec and
then aci\enture training on the Isle of Wight. In the QM's own words:
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With the little matter of Drumeree to keep us entc1taincd for a couple of
weeks and the normal day to day ta k we have to carry out, Support Tp
ha been very bu y. The Troop split into two for the marching season with
half of the QM's Department working in Portadown providing essential
ervice to the front line troops, by the way could the RQM tell me if
there is a copy of I 01 Dalmatians available.
The MT al o had a ection working in Portadown providing the team to
cover the 1obilc uckin g Unit duties or otherwise known a the portaloo
boys. The team comprised of S gt Frank Crowhu rst, Cpl 'Pat' Paterson,
LCpl 'Daz' Owens, Sig Stevie Brown, ig Andy Hall and Pte 'Pal' Jennings. All the remaining members of the Troop were kept busy in
Armagh. What with mo ing ofllce and a ll the other hort notice tasks
they kept getting. I'm urprised they managed to stick io the two can rule.
Men tion must be made of Cpl 'I am the on ly Pioneer in the Sqn' T homas
for mastering Colin McCrac Rally 2 in such a short amount of time. We
al o had our chef: cattered around the two locations who did a sterling
job in providing the be t packed Jun hes the army ha every seen! Keep up
the good work and sa me again for the range day , 'I think not' .
Other activitic that deserve a mention are the team from the Troop that
entered nail Walker 2000. It consi ted of RQM Andy Strudwick, C pl
John Blowes, L pl 'Taffy' James and Pte Stevie Wilkinson. A very good
effon wa made by all with the team coming 0th overall. Also' e would
like to congratulate LCpl tevie Kite on winning the be t driver award
and being part of the best team in the MT (we would not be biased) run
' afe and killed Driving' competition .
The Troop would like to ay ome hellos firstly to Cpl 'A lex' Higgins
and Sig 'Happy' G ilmour a ll from units unknown to the writer. Goodbyes
go out to the QM , Maj 'Fred, touch the Jet Ski and I will kill you' Payet
who is on hi way to sunny Cyprus, no I mean Tidworth, only joking Sir.
Also they go to gt John Leadbeatter, o!Tto HQ I and last but not lea t
LCpl Wayne Rickard who has gone to 11 EOD Regt. Good luck to you
all. Finally congratulations mu t go to Cp l 'Pat' Paterson and LCpl 'Oz'
Osborne on gaining promotion to ergeant and Corporal re pectively.
lSAAM 2000 - by Sgt Danny S1eele
Out of I 00 per onnel I \ a the one nominated to train and lead the
quadron team at l AAM. IL wa a difficult ta k to organise a team ,
given that everyone wa on 'operational' requirements (even though Drumcree commence in July). in the month preceding the competition, I had no
fewer than seven change in the team with people go ing on courses, leave,
etc, etc - the team wasn't actually finali ed unti l two days before the competition: my elf(team captain), Cpl Bremner (weapons instructor), LC pl
'Ginge' Owens, Pte Wilkinson (AGC) and ig Shaw (a late volunteer).
The competition consisted of four day ' shooting in beautiful, warm
weather ( trange for l) at Ballykinler. There were learns from all Unit
present in I (including ones which had more than two days in which to
practice) and the competition was well conte ted. Due to the Unit's 'operational' requirements, my team went out and gave it their best effort -especially in the 'March and hoot' in very hot condi tion - the hottest day o
far this year. Unfortunately I wa n't able to enter this event a I am currently suffering an injury caused at 'Tough Guy 2000'. We did our best, and
after all its the taking part that counts .. ....
ROVER GRO UP A P ERSO 'AL REFLECTIO
by LCp/ Brnce Morrison
The Brigadier's Rover Group was brought together from all parts of the
Squadron for the Drumcree period. l had to get used to carrying weight
again - as Radio Operator I have to carry three radio , spare batteries and
ancillaries. It started off quite slow ly, with only a few disturbances and
some stone throwing. It didn't take long for the tem po to increase, with a
parade every night. The Commander, Brig Graham decided on a key
approach, which resu lted in only the Bodyguard and myself following him
around like heep. As he is a very fast walker and this meant that l wa
soon 'hanging' whilst attempting to keep up. There were particu lar problems when trying to get over the wire ob tacles as I ended up having to get
help from the Brigadier. Th is caused tremendous amu ement among the
press, who took great pleasure in photographing my predicament. Whil t
all this was happening, the vehicle party were sat on their bottoms doing
the bare minimum. gt 'Rob' (captain admin) McCorkell on ly bothered to
get out of the vehicle once we were back on camp, whi ch left Cpl Paul
Gaddas to run the show. Things went seri ously wrong for me when -inc Land, General Jackson , came for a vi it to the church. Th is meant a
feeding fre1ny for the media which resu lted in my face appearin g on BBC,
ITV, Channel 4 and Sky news wh ich, considering we were fined a slab
each time you appeared on TV, meant I was well out of pocket. Once the
Crowd Control Ob tacle was in place, the fires, bla t bombs, fireworks,
stones, ball bearings and, at one point, golf balls, came across the wire on a
regu lar basis. One of the Rovers even had it's windscreen shattered by a
ten year old throwing bricks as we were driving back to camp through one
of the local estates.
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Sqn Comd
Maj A. R. Knott
RSM
WOI (R M) S. M. Lockwood
ARRIVAL A D DEPART RE
It is with much regret that the Squadron bid farewell to Maj • ick
Borrill, who with hi wile Chris, has upportcd the Unit so well over, the
past two years. We al l hope they enjoy. their next posting to .RMCS
Shrivcnham and wish them well for the future. Welcome to MaJ Andy
Knott who has moved across from JCU( I), swapping jeans and a Tshirt for the more military olive green. We also say goodbye to. WOl
(FofS) 'Sid the Snake' ideras departing for J U( l) on promotion. Well
done and fa rewell , the calming innuence you had on the Ops Team can
never be replaced. Not while the Yeoman is sti ll here anyway.

'I'm not too sure about this uniform lark Nick,
although my beret IS better moulded than yours.'
Maj Andy Knott on taking over the Squadron
A welcome i extended to W02 (FofS) 'War Dwarf' Cook rcplacin.g
'S id', arri ving during the bu ic t marching eason of the year. Due to h1
unending visits into the SYSCO , the guys thoughtfully lowered the
camera o that more than the top of his head was visible. The quadron
would also like to welcome, on attachment from 15 Sig Regt, Sgt
Richmond who replaces SSgt Mcintyre a the BOTLO.
COMMU ICATIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Richardson
OPERATI01 S ECTIO
A always Ops ection ha seen m_any chang~s.i~ recent months, along
with being invol ved in extra-curricular act 1v1oe such ~ marquee
recting and litter weeping. ln_itially congratulauons are given to Cp!
Dave Rimmer and Cpl Tony Kmg on recently commg off ~1e ergean_t
board, your gain will be our loss . Well done a l o, to. Sig Ireson for
obtainin g his stripe at last , it it well. The ect1on impart a warm
welcome to the following new arri va l lo the SY CO en ironment: C pl
Ma tt Delaney, Sig Kate Griffith, Sig Billy Wallace. ig 'Grommit'
Philips and Sig 'Cunning' Fox . A welcome also goes to LCpl . nd y
olan who married Pte arah Booker la t month , congratu lau on .
Rover 'Group would like to welcome LCpl Martin Kennie and LCpl
Paul Howard, who have joined the Group a the new Bde o~d Rad
Ops and bid farewell lo LCpl Kev Brown who left the rmy 111 June.
The Section would like to wi h LCpl ' I-lop-a-long' Moran a peedy
recovery and are looking forw~rd to ee.ing her back in Y CO tr~pp1n~
everyone up with her pot. Finally a fond farewell goc . to Cpl Tank
Wharricr who is leaving the Pro mce to take up a po t with RADEX Tp
in Blandford. We wish you the best of luck for the future.
TECH ICAL MAI TE
CE E TIO
The last few month have seen everal new face arri e in the TM ide
of the Troop The secti on wou ld like to extend a warm welcome to gt
' Maddog' McAdam, C pl Jools Roberts .and u ; pt 'G' ppal, who ha e
joined the FRT, and also to LCpl ' colt Tomhn, re~ent!Y po ted to the
Rigging Team. Th re is also a big welcome ba~k to 1g Billy Ellam. ' ho
after igning off in the Unit, shortly before bem~ pos~ed •. Jell on pre-po. t
leave and was re-ca lled to the quadron to fim h lus ume here, rather
gt 'Rcn111e'
than in Germany. A ad farewell is al o be tO\ ed on
Renshaw , who was po ted to 2 ig Regt, on promouon. S gt Terr~
Mcintyre has decided to give up h1 · attcrnoons 111 th e gym and.
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undertake some proper work. ll is large presence is warmly welcome in
his new role as Troop Staff crgeant and ailing guru. Congratulauons a~e
in order for LCpl Ali ·The Ginger Whinger War~wr' Temp le on ~1
promotion to Corporal and to L pl Tim Davies on his 1mp.:nd111g manta!
plans - the boys are just wailing for you to name the day. Fmally the
Section would like to give it congratulation but also say goodbye to
Cpl · Piggy' Lee-Davis who is leaving on promotion to ergeant "ith 259
Sig qn. Well done and good luck.
RECE T TROO P E E TS
The Troop had to put in a months hard work. in preparation for the
marching season. The'Techs, FRT and Riggers ~vere sent all o,·~r .the Bde
area of operatio ns by Yeoman Brudenall 111stall111g. repamng and
maintaining commu nications asset . gt Michael Jon es nearly
disappeared up his own ex haust with the number of la kings but coped
extremely well under increa ingly difficult circumstance . The return of
Broadway and Templ ar To' er to the Hou~ing Authorities required a lot
of work by TM section. All comms equipment had to be withdrawn
during a hectic couple of days.
Rover Group conducted their monthly training in conjunction \\ ith the
Brigade Public Order Training. They were kept in role a Rover Group
for OC D company, 9 Royal lrish Regiment and had to face the \\ rath .of
the 40 Commandos. LCpl 'Killer' Kennie wa the\\ inner of the day, \\Ith
one Marine down with a spli t open head, courtesy of some over zealou
swi n!?ing of a baton stick'. As LCpl Jim Bowers was heard to remark
'TheV're not mall guy are, they? Each time we hit them, they get back
up ~cl run at us again, and don't even seem to notice the blood! ' gt. Paul
Parkes and Cpl Gordon McWilliams had a marvellou co llect1on of
brui es due to the somewhat ' orrying decision of the Group to take the
battering like men and not wear the protective paddin.g. How ever, a
succe sful days training wa had by all and the rumour did not reach the
other members of the Troop who were deploying the next day Cpl Rik
Sheriff had a te ting time trying to control I RGJ a Civpop amon~ an F
Company 9 Royal fri h base line .. Both he ~nd LCpl Em~a D~gnall
threw themselves wholeheartedly mto the 1tua11on, e capmg without
major injury.
Well done to all the hift \ orkers in the COMMCEl I Y CO for
coping o well during the _recent bu Y. week . Th~ir work .had been
increased by the amount of mc1denls bemg reported m the Bn~adc area
and their diligence and profe sionalism has not gone unnoticed. T~e
Troop are now entering a fortnight .of relative calm before Augusts
events. To ee how.they fare. watch this pace.
UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt G. Taddison RLC
RRJVALS AN D DEPART RES
The QC Troop/AO/WO/QM/ upervising Ofllcer ha finally put hi
card on the table and left the Am1y. Maj Eddie pence ROG ha moved
to 40 Sig Regt a a P O; ye the hardened Cavall) ma~ ha een the
error of hi ways and joined the Royal Corps. We are delighted to ha".e
him in our ranks and hope hi transition is ' wift and . ure'. Int~ h1
hoe has ably tepped Capt Gail Maddi on RLC. who JOms the Un n ?n
a rwo year tint a th<: AO. The quadron welcome her and hope her Ill·
tray ne,·er o erflow .
R EGI:\1ENT L Q ARTEAAI . TER'S DEPART IE T
The Dept would like to ay farewell to Pte Faye Edwards \\ho ha
recently been po ted to 16 ig Regt. ri:er pre ence in the tore \\as a
refre hino a an oasis in the middle ot the ahara! The Dept has been
bu y rec~ntly. coping with a lengthy and complex Bo~rd of Officer .
keeping the whole q~adrnn occupied when n?L carrymg out norma!
daily taskings. The ma.1onty of check went quite .smooth.I} due to the
dilioen and care taken by all the account holders m keepmg the book·
up to date, o well done to you all. Huge congratulat!ons are e:o..tended to
ja Pack and hi wife Rachel. on the birth of their econd .baby bo_)
Wllliam. Unfortunately th i no" mean that ig Pack mu t .g1\'e up h~
beloved Mini and purchase a more famil} orientated car. o 1fan) one 1s
intere ted ........ ..
IOTOR TR
SPORT
The boys and girl. in the IT .bid a ~ond farewel ~ to gt cil ha"
who left the Brigade on promo11on to .1om Fl . H1 replacement gt
ndy Eley will be entering the fray in the ne Lfew weeks.
CLO URE OF 39 I ' F BDE IE
On 31 July the 39 Inf Bdc M
closed it door for the final tune and
all it member 1110\ ed into the tat ion le, s. The c Jo,,urc " a. not
without it rewards. t\\O local charitic , Lagan Valle) Matem1t) Lmt and
Li burn tat ion reche, both received cheque. for£ 1000.
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howeyer. had let! the ca a little choppy to ay the lea t! This gave , ig
' hips at' Richardson and faj ' harlie' Herbert, the mate, an idea l
opportunity to feed the fi ·he !

[
2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col I. Cameron Mowatt
RSM
WOI (RSM) S. Keilty

Despite the fine weather Sig Richardson still grasped the rai lings
and hoped that the rocking would stop

Lisburn Station Creche receiving £1000 from 39 Inf Bde WOs &
Sgts' Mess, The children look less than thrilled!
Congratulations mu t go to Sgt Don Anderson and ot Mic hael Jones
for the clinical way in \\ hich they dealt with the Me account during the
clo ure period. Thank you to WOJ (GSM) Bill !\Iott WG who has
welcomed the 39 Inf Bde Mess members into his Me and made
e' eryone feel welcome. His opening gambit on the first meeting of 'You
are only as good as your outside areas' sum up our mo' e!
EXER C I E GERONA FI1 ' 15 - 28 1.AY 2000
Ex Gerona Finn was an Offshore Sailing Expedition for members of
39 Inf Bde HQ & ig qn taking place in and around the water off .
Ireland and the West Coast of Scotland . The aim of the Exercise was to
introduce noYices to Offi bore Sailing as well as identify students for
further training at J A TC Gosport. The expedition was split into two
pha es. \V ith a crew change around being i11corporated after the first
\\eek.
Pha e I: After arriving at Bangor Marina, the yacht was victualed and
all gear towed prior to the obligatory safety brief conducted by our able
gt 'Terry' Mcintyre. We then set sail for Portpatrick in
kipper.
Gerona. our ve,, el and home for the forthcoming week. After the crew
had fine tuned their ' man o erboard' drills, we came alongside at
Portpatrick and treated ourselves to the delights of the local hostelries.
Due to the tidal conditions we could not depart for Girvan until early
afternoon. This suited the crew as an Easterly gale had pa scd over us
during the night and the previous e\•ening's entertainment had left u all a
little worse for wear! We set ail in a decreasing Force 6. The gale,

Day 3 in ol ed a 35 mile pas age further up the coast to Largs .
De pite several hower . the un finally hone and rai ed the crew'
morale. The following morning ~ e slipped Larg and headed orthwest
for Tarbert via the Kyles of Bute. The crew was introduced to 'Rules of
the Road' and put into practice our tacking skill a we got involved in a
friendly tacking duel with a local yacht. The sai l around the Kyle was
the highlight of the week: the scenery was breathtaking. After safely
negotiating the Burnt I les at the orth end of the Kyles, we hoisted the
genoa and reached down the West Kyle before rounding up and beat our
~vay into East Loch Tarbert. All in all a magnificent days ailing was had
by everyone, bore leave wa gran ted and we sampled the delights of the
beautiful town of Tarbert.
De pile the previou nights entertainment, which left C pl 'Chaz'
Cha rn ock feeling a little delicate, we ro e early, had breakfast 'on the
hoof and headed outh towards Campletown with a freshening Easterly
breeze. Again the weather wa kind to us and with the help of the tide, we
completed our 32 mile journey in just under five hours. The next day we
decided to ail back to Portpatrick, however, we aro e lightly later than
expected and had great difficulty against the tide. Aft.er a 45 mile sail to
Portpatrick, and a record breaking tint on the helm by Cp l 'A rnie'
Renfo rth, we arrived a little later than anticipated. Due to the falling tide
the decision was made to return to Bangor. This gave the majority of the
crew their first taste of night sailing. Aft.er a scrumptious meal rustled up
by SSgt 'Robbo' Rob in on , (oatmea l block , proce ed cheese and boiled
sweets!) we donned harne ses and life jackets and returned to Bangor
marina. After a wa h and scrub up the yacht was handed over, crew
changed and the new yacht made ready to take us on Phase 2 of Ex
Gerona Finn.
P hase 2: Due to the success of the previou week, it was decided to
follow the same route a week I . The crew met, prepared the yacht and
et sail early noon. This week we had chartered Moyle Maiden, a brand
new Dufour 35 Classic. She was noticeably lighter and faster than
Gerona, but how would she treat us in a blow? We didn't have to wait
long a a strong ou'westerly breeze took u on our merry way aero s the
orth Channel to cotland. Again, ' Mano erboard' drills were practiced,
much to the dismay of Capt 'Dew i' W in kle, who after several attempts at
re cuing 'Freddy Fender ' finally managed to haul him aboard! After a
hearty cottish breakfast of haggis, black pudding and soda bread we set
ail for Girvan. The weather was atrocious; torrential rain, 30 knots of
wind on the nose and a strong tide against us! However, aft.er a long day
in our oilies and life jackets and a fantastic impression of the Incredible
Hulk by C pl 'Russ' Craig (very green!) we arrived alongside at Girvan
early evening. The following day was a shock to most of the crew. They
had expected shorts, sunglasses and a G & Ton the foredeck! Four of the
crew was sea-sick and all began to realise why Offshore ailing i a
challenging Adventure Training activity. The rest of the week followed
the same route as for Phase I and we were fortunate enough to be blessed
with better weather. LCpl 'Ships Cat' Ireson excelled him elf at brewing
up at the crew's command and even ascended the mast to sort out a few
problems with the wind instruments. A dolphin was spotted during our
return leg to Bangor by C pl 'Shippy' Ship, whilst we 'goose-winged' our
way into Belfast Lough.
All in all a successful fortnight was had by both crews, with many
participants vowing to go afloat again. Plans are now afoot to enter a
team in the Roya l Signal Regatta next year.

hange of address.
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW.
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AGC DETACHME T
RAO
Capt Steve Potterton
AG Det Comd Capt Julie R ichardson
We say farewell to Capt Marvin Bargrove and wi h him the best of
luck with the Guards. Left, Right, Left, Right ..... .. We wish a warm
welcome to Ex-YofS tcve Potterton, who was commissioned into the
AGC (S P ) in 1997 and returns to the Corps as the RAO .

The surfing was enjoyed by mo t and when equipped with the top of
the range wet uit and surf boards the individuals invoh ed looked
extremely profe ional. that's right up until the point that they entered the
water where it wa found that it is probably far easier to catch a bout of
hypothennia than a wave.

Capt Bargrove shakes hands with Capt Steve Potterton
on the HO!TO of the AGC Detachment in June
HEADQ UARTERS Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Bailes
SM
W0 2 ( SM) P. McGarry
EXERCISE EBOR DRAGO - by SSgt D. Evan
The annual adventure training for HQ Sqn took place at Bra\ dy outh
Wales in the fir t two week of July. The acti\ itie covered included_the
usual walking expedition and mountain biking and al o an o ern1ght
kayak expedition and surfing.
. .
On arrival at Brawdy the party for Week One wa pht mto groups.
The group headed up by gt Ed G reen wa the first t<;> ample the
overnight kayak e, pedition, which involved an early evenmg !Jaddle _of
some three hour to an isolated beach, where they pent the night wnh
only their bivy bag for cover, then continued along t~e coastlme the
following day to be collected and brought back to ca~p m time for a late
breakfast. The idea that some of the group had of pull mg onto a_ ecluded
beach, setting up a hammock between two palm tree and leepmg under
the stars was soon dispelled when m reality they emerg~d at a beach full
of rocks and seaweed along with a ewage outlet with a fe, heavy
showers thrown in, that' adventure tra ining. Some of the group were
given the opportunity for a bit of cliff jumping at the_ end of the kayak
exped. The drop was some 20 to 30 feet. although 111 the bar later 1t
became 50 to 60 feet. LC pl H elen Ca plin wa om: of the first to go and
amazed everyone with her u e of the English vocabulary a . he let out a
string of unprintable exp letive in the couple of econds that 1t took her to
reach the water.
.
Day One for the group headed up by gt Enid Slyton was the trekkmg
exped ition wh ich involved a wa l ~ along the co~ tal fo tpath to an over
night tay at a camp ite, contmuu~g the followm,g day back to Brawdy.
ig Jaz J a rusze k made an ~rror m clectmg u1table foot, ear ~or the
walk where he opted for a pair of hoe mstcad of boot . A pa ir ~f hoe
tha t was more ui ted to a a turday night out and be t de crib d as
'dancing hoc ' , hich cot in cxces _of £150. Con equen tly after 14
mi le of hard walking his hoe and h1 feet were ome\\ hat worse for
wear. Sgt Pete 'The harmer' Mills, . gt Graham '\i h 's nick d m
tent poles?' Norris and the_newly qual~fied C pl St~ff a buda abl led
the wa lking phase along with C apt L ifton and Richardson for Week
Two.
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All told the adventure training went well and "a:; enjoyed by tho e
involved a big thunk you goes out to the admin party made up of pl
C la rk e,' F indl ay, G r a h~a m and W a rr e n , L Cp l ~ Du' id so n and
E dmond son and ig Wilk inson, for all their efforts.
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E:. ERCI

\RR AD F L 0 ' 7 J 'i - 22 J • ' 00
R.\DlO ER\ & R "(T)
Dunng the Exerei.e build up the )Oung techs were getting e. cited, you
"ould ha' e though that it was Xmas rather than a deployment lO
German). However. gt 'Been .• een. done, got the tee-shirt' Pagett
entertained th m "ith storie. of exerci e . until it "a high-lighted that
he'd onl) been on three e.\.crci cs in his time. During the ailing from
Hull to Zeebrugge Sgt 'You don't need a beret on' Milligan was reeducated in the error of hi ways and l ecame ·shark watch· for the
night's drink on the boat. L pl 'Fog horr.. Leg horn· Ca lam auempted
to beat gt 'No arm" Pugett at clearing table of women and failed.
n e in location LCpl 'I'm a liulc bit tired' bbott ma it clear he
"a. after the 'Golden faggot' a\\ ard and wa \\ oken up for Endex.
L pl ·1 am old enough to drink· Tho mas tri d hard to get out of going
running\\ ith Tiff),
gt· lurre \ alker· i\lcNairn, including
'olunteering for pan bu h. When .ome \\Ork did arrive at the ERV from a
young female TA ·ignaller L pl · \ oot~ Woof' Cala m a ked for fault
details, however. we had to infonn him later that asking for \'ital tatistic
and a home phone number wa not required for the l 045.
Thi "a the final E:-. for gt · 1 ow you see me, now you don "t'
:'l-1illiga n as he is po ted to'.! I A and we all wish him well.
P : Don't worry we "ill black you out of the Troop photo.

Membe rs of HQ S qn
214 IG~ A L Q
DRO T
qn Comd
:'1-laj J . Co mpston M BE
M
W02 ( M) K. Smith
EXERC I E MARI. E EBOR 2000 - bv Lr J Noble
The time of year had now come across us where the Regiment
deployed to Yarious place around the country to panicipate in the years
Ad,·enture Training Camp . Some quadrons were going to Wales and
others to the outh Coa t, but 214 ig Sqn had opted for the idyllic little
town of Barn taple in orth Devon. After the confusion of the Exercise
in Germany the plan was to have a relaxing time pa sing the days
walking and rock climbing. that was the intention anyway. The recce that
had taken place week before, confirmed that Barnstaple was situated
excellently "ith Dartmoor and Exmoor just a short drive, \'arious surf
beache and most importantly the Royal Marine Barracks at Chivenor
with their water re ource centre. The scene was set for a perfectly
planned and run camp with no hitches but we forgot to add the unknO\\ n
factor of forty soldiers.
On the unday afternoon of 3 July 2000 the bus containing 214 ig
qn (or at lea t half of them) arrived at Fremington Training camp at
Barn taple. When the oldiers debussed I could already Lell what they

were thinking about the accommodation. Like any other training camp in
the country "e shared the accommodation with various ·piders. bugs and
trainee. from ATR Pirbright. The troop were split down into five groups
of around si"' or sc\cn and had a rotation system , which meant that all of
the groups attempted the activities. The activitie con i tcd of mountain
biking. rock climbing, hill walking, canoeing and orienteering. We had
al o managed to slot in a few extra activitic to break up the two weeks,
the.e included the Royal lfarines assault course and a day out with the
earch and rescue helicopter 1uadron at hivenor. The instructors for the
camp consi ted of myself and SSgt Chri. ymonds who were going to
take the hill walking. SM mith and Cpl Morrison who were the rock
climbe r ,
gt Neil Cooper for the canoeing and finally pl Tony
Orange for the mountain bike .
Early the next day people tarted to filter through for their breakfast
with various looks of anticipation and fear. Ad cnturc training to some
people means having to climb heights and hills that they everely dislike
but to others it can mean other more fluid filled activities. Whatever they
were expecting the instru tors were expecting as well and ju t after all of
the group disappeared to their re pcctive activities the heavens opened
and it began to pour. I wa taking my particular group onto Dartmoor for
a full and hard day walk. The group consisted of various new faces but
was led by LCpl Sibley who marched off into the di lance and left
everyone including myself in her' ake. The only problem was that she
didn't really know where he was going. The day went well and by
around the 16 mile point the only person who was le!\ smiling was ig
Prem ''ho hadn't even broken into a weat. We had decided to finish at a
pub which was the on ly thing that wa spurring on some of the walkers at
the end, but unfortunately to our disappointment when we arrived the
landlord had just hut up and wouldn't e en con icier opening up for
e\en muddy. weaty oldiers. Upon returning to camp. various stories of
how the group had got on had started to float around camp. ig Forster
had a fish jump out of Lhe water over his canoe and smack him in the
face. ig Vint had mistaken a wetsuit for a dry uit and left hi s ocks and
pant on only to complain that he thought he had a hole in his suil.
Finally there \\ere 'ariou people in the Squadron that had haky disco
legs a soon as their feet left the floor. Throughout the week the activitie
were going well and we had already been up in a RAF search and rescue
helicopter, which circled and blew the canoeists over. The highlight
however, of many people camp was the vi it to the Royal Marines
as ault course which had thankfully been organi ed by the SSM who wa
an ex boot neck him elf. The night before had been quite a heavy one
with a live band playing in one of the pub and a \ e began to warm up
for the day I thought they were still playing in my ears. The assault
course wa brilliant and really showed u how fit the Royal Marines had
robe to pas the course. The final part of the course wa named the water
pit. and it wa a five-foot deep pit of water with three ropes stretched
aero it, everybody had a go but wa ordered not lo complete it by going
acros all the~ ay becau e everyone wa going in. At the end of the day I
looked in front of me and saw around 40 smiling soaking wet faces that
had all enjoyed attempting omething that they will probably not do ever
again.
Other stories of various peoples courage and advenlllrous training
prowess were now circling, from Sig Forster being so scared of climbing
up the cliff that in the end three people had to pull him up . For the rest of
the week there was a 60 foot long black rubber mark up the wall 'vhere
his trainers had dragged. LCp l ' ikki 'bionic woman' Ha ncoc k had
moaned about how hill walking was the worst thing in the world and
when it came to actually walking she was always at the front shouting at
everybody to keep up. Again I feel that had something to do with their
being a pub at the finish. The two weeks went by in a flash and if it
wasn "t for the weather raining every single day I am sure I could have
clas ed it as my summer holiday. Even now some three weeks later there
are tories and tales about Barn taple and the adventure training. 214 Sig
Sqn thoroughly enjoyed their camp at Barnstaple and would like to ay
sorry to the town, 'We will give you more notice to prepare next time!'

·pot the odd one out.The RHQ has suddenly become knee deep in
poshng orders a the 0, the Adj t and the RSM all pack up their pens
(R. M excluded), pap.:rs and photo of their loved ones and make a mad
dash to the door. The Adjt (although by far the slowest) will no doubt
~each. his d~s1ina1ion first since he only has to cross the road to 202 Sqn
m W1ngl\\ard Barrack . Whether he actually finds his new office this
tuy1e 1s _of course another matter! The RSM 's rank ha finally caught up
"llh his dress sense as he gets his commission and leaves Picton
13arrac'<s to become the Unit Welfare Officer in l (UK) Armd Div.
What\ that job all about ? He is essentially the Ca pt Terr C r ane of
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Action from the Tri-Service Ladies' Hockey Final

Cpl Tracy Hoffman is presented with the first Ladies Tri-Service
Hockey trophy after two emphatic wins against both the RAF and
Navy Champions

LCpl Easte rby J ackson o n his way to Third pla ce in Ste eple c hase
in the Army Major Units Team C ha mpionships a t Alde rs hot

The All Conquering 3 (UK) Div HQ & S ig Regt
Ladies Hockey Tea m.
5 Div, Army, & Tri Service Cha mpions 99/00
The port men Dinner wa orchestrated by C apt 'The Players
Player' Terry Cran e and W0 2 (Q M I) · port Weak' Dave Taylor. It
was held on the evening of Tue day 18 July 2000 in the ergeanl ' Me
and they are probably till there now! It was a tremendou. succc and a
chance for the Colonel to ackI10\ ledge the succe s of his port teams.
The night will be remembered for.the Commanding Off!c~r ' speech. not
quite o much for the content but tor the background ac11v1ty!

3(UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT

REG I'\.IE. TA L HEA DQ
RT ER
CO
Lt Col cit C ouch/Lt Col Phil Davies
R M
WOI G a ry Stoker/WO I C hris Kidd

Amongst the Squadron Summer and 13anle Camps the Regiment till
had time to reach the finals of the Army Athlcuc Comp 111ion in
Aldershot on Wedne day 26 July. Despite our training being hm1tcd to
the qualifying rounds both the mens and ladies teams acquitted
themselves well and finished in Fifth and ixth places rcspecti\l!I}
Special mention mu t go to our Female Army athlete LCpl .Jackie
Davies who was the Ladies' Captain and won the lOOm in a PB, to ·g1
Castle and LCpl Conlon who were only denied maximum pomts 111 the
5000m by the professionals from 3 CS Regt RLC, and to LCp l 'EJ'
Easterby Jackson for his outstanding performances 111 the 400111, the
Steeplechase and the 4x400m relay. He is an athlete \\ith enormou .
potential.

Herford without the Geordie accent. The good news for him is that he
might be able to wear his ' hinos' to work. The Commanding Offiicer is
also taking the money and running. Thi time it is back to London to be
SOI Army Equipment Plans. I'm not exactly sure what that entai ls but it
sounds very important and l'm sure he' ll be terribly good at it. eriously
though 3 (UK) Div I IQ and Sig Regt i a pretty big ship to sai l and needs
a firm hand on the til ler.Congratu lations on yo ur promotion, thanks fo r all
your hard work and direction and we wish you and Rachael good luck in
the future . The Ops Officer has decided to hang up hi pip and is now
faced with the dilemma of which £SOK a year job to go for? For those of
you who remember a apt ick Deacon , yes it i the same bloke
. ........._. ...... ._he acq_ui red an extension to his na me tags with hi wife
and again we thank him for all his hard work and wish him and Debbie
all the best wherever they settle down.
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 2000

Th e Regimenta l Te am with 16 Ai r Asslt Bde guest that a ch ieved
Fifth place in the Cheviot 2000 Fell Race on 17 Ju ne 2000
Lt Toby Coura ge, Lt Gary Irwin a nd Maj Nick Ba teson
(Now w ho was the s trongest)
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 2000

202SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Jaj R. J . Quinla n
S M
W02 ( M) J . M cNaught
It seem as if there i alway too much to do and not enough time to do
it in Bui ford, and the' c pa t week have been no different. The quadron
have faced RS IT, CO' day and Exerci e commiunent a well a the
impending Battle Camp on Dartmoor in July. , onethele moral_e
remains high, and the mail continue to gel through. The Squadron 1
looking forward to some \ ell de erved lea\'e in ugu t.
WAT ERLOO T ROOP
Tp Comd
gt Tony Wringe
Tp gt
Sgt Nav E lliott
Half way through the year having just succe sfully completed R IT.
the Troop find themselve 'looking fo rward' to Battle Camp. The Troop
would like to welcome (ju t in time for the fun and game ) ig '2'
T homp on and ig 'Barney' Barnett. although word ha it they have
already discovered the deligh~ of the local town of Ame bul). Farewell,
go to C pl· i" E lliott, who i off to cinie treet, L pl · cony' colt, off
to I l EOD and a furewell to Gnr 'Paul' Knapp. who i off to try hi
hand with the ·bootie '! pecial congratulation go to C pl 'Flo' Watts
for being be t pre entcd detachment of the Troop on R IT.
O VERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gary Irwin
S gt Jol' Rowe
.
Tp S gt
Iler a long month or preparation for our ucce fut R IT '1s1t the
lad · ofO erloon Tp decided enough \\3 enough and that it \\as time to
ha e ome fun! We arrived at the idea of going to lton To\\.t:rs. We
booked a Th ursday off and boarded the coach around 0700hrs and "ere
on our way long before the rc. t of the Regiment "ere up and about. The
journey eemed to drag on a bi t but we all arri\'ed 111 high pint . .\fler a
hard da on the ObliYion, cmesis. Congo Ri\ er Rapid, and man) more
we hopped on the bu for the long journey back; the fun did not top
there as the ccond half of the day out \\ a to b' held at the local
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nigh1club \\here \\ e all had a good laugh over a fern beers.
O\l!rlc>on Tp \\Ould like to welcome it nC\\ members ... i 0 Brigden
\\hO ha. come from the dark ide {Waterloo Tp). L pl mith 571 - 21
ig. Reg1,
pl La\\ rencl! - 20 Armd Bdc. L pl Dodgeso n - 4 Bde and
LCpl John on another one uc essfull) turned from the dark ide. We
ha\ e lo l pl Fazackerley to the \ii empire of Waterloo Tp ( adnc
d batable). \l o a fare\\ ell 10 ig Har, er, ig Fow ler and SSgt Oliver
\\ho is off 10 1hc Globe Trouers 30 'ig Reg!. We would al o like to
congra1ula1e
gt . Ro,~e on his recent promotion and e tension of his
ta) in Bulford.
206 IG
DRO
Ca pt Odling
qn Comd
\1
W02(
1) mith
ORO ' H E DQ ARTERS
Q
The change of personalitie within ' HQ continue. with the handover
of W02 ( M) ·Lanyard Trophy' A rcher to W02 ( SM) mith just
back from the Falkland . Good luck 10
·J rcher in ierra Leone with
the BM TT Be l wi. he al ·o go to V 02 (FofS) 'I wi h I wa back at
Hereford' Paton and S gt (YofS) imone Rouse, who hopefully will
ha,·e got cro\\ n ewn on her o2 dre b ne ·t year' Regimental
Weekend, both are off 10 pa lure ne\\ but taying in !he Regiment.
Congratula tion also go to LCpl Kir ty Kidd for being elected for
promotion.

fO 'S TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gardner
Sgt Fairfield
Tp gt
ince Ea !er leave the Troop ha undergone one of it bu iest periods,
this year. From the beginning of May we have found our elve on
continuou e ·ercise until June "hen we remained on a leav course ban,
lo allow us time to concentrate on preparation for R TT inspections at the
end of June. During thi time many of the Radio side of the garage
found them elves being employed as y tems/Radio Relay operators Lo
a i l the Ptarmigan ide of the garage ' ith the preparation of tJ1eir
detachment . LCpl Andy ckers (RR Op). a ked that Sig J ohn Hart
(TG Op), be re-traded to Radio Relay, as he wa beginni ng to outshine
the o ther Radio Relay Op ' ithin the Troop. eedless to say the
quadron did very well. The workload didn't cease witJ1 the Radio side of
the Troop participating in Exercise Penguin Pleasant (a long range HF
JOCUMEX Exercise), and the Ptarmigan side of tJ1e Troop doi ng much
needed Pinzgauer driver training to enable them to drive the Air Portable
A, s.
Life hasn't been all work and no play, we till managed a Fami lies
Bar-B-Q organi ed by Sig Ross H a rl ey, a sisted by Sig Scott 'DJ'
:\ta,~er. Also LCpl i ·Big mudge' mith organised a farewell moker
to say goodbye to W02 SSM Stu Arc.her. The Troop managed 10 fit in a
thoroughly enjoyable day out 10 the Corps 1usew11 and Poo le (via a
Bowling alley), as a well done for all the hard work achieved both before
and during RSSlT 2000. Fina lly many members of the Troop enjoyed the
\ariou activitie of the Regimental weekend. The Troop stall wa a Golf
pitch and put (Brainchild of LCpl Pau l Wbenman), and many members
of th~ Troop assisted with that event, also the Troop was well represented
\\ 1thin the Tug-of-War and Ifs a Knockout. SSgt Sean Fairfield had a
very good day, finding him elflead ing for the prize on the Golf stall most
of the day. much 10 the frustration of Lt Ollie 'I'm a bit of a Pro Golfer'
Gardner. Also
gt' aked Chef' Fairfield baked 2 x chocolate fudge
cake for the wives club and they were snapped up traight away.
Welcome to the newest members of the Troop, LCpl 'Abbo' Abbott
from 21 ig Regt, and LCpl 'Dodge' Dodgs on from 30 Sig Regt.
Congratulations on being elected for promotion to Sergeant goes to C pl
:\fart Kutz_n er. Once again it's time to say congratulations to Sig Steve
Blake on his mamage to Tracey. Congratulations lo ig 'Taff' M acleodeeds on his ma rriage to Gilli a n and to Sig L ynn Draper on her
engagemem.
I, K E RMA ' TROOP
Tp Comd
gt Angove
We ,have aid g<?od~ye to five members o.f our small community; two
of which were maJOr influences to us all. Firstly we aid farewell to Lt
Ga ry ' Psycho' Irwin . He was a bri lliant boss with a sen e of humour to
match. He has gone to 202 qn to play with the armour. Enjoy! ext, it
was. the tum of ou r mentor Cpl Phil ' Daddy ' Oulton. He has helped us
all in one way or another over the years. Words couldn't sum up how
much he me_ant lo us. He has been posted to 2 ig Reg! as a ergeant.
Congrat~lauons Phil ! LC pl Steph Catney is also leavi ng us, she is
tran femng to the Dental Corps. ig Ben Andrews is going to 39 Bde, if
anyone t~ere h?s any moneyboxes keep them away from him; due to his
c~zy !et1sh. 1g Wayne Kennett i go ing to that somewhat larger unit
C1v Div. Welcome to ig Phil 'Guppy' Baxter who has joined us from
30 ig Regt .
We ha' e just returned fr~m a three-week ~adet exercise. Teaching 1418 year olds. ice work 1f yo u can get 1t. We have all been tak ing
advan!"ge of the short spell of sunshine lately with a BBQ and a couple
of quiet beer (fol lowed by lots of lou d ones!). Congratulations to
'Daddy' Oulton who is our new ' ail ' Champion. Com miseration's to
the runner.up (Loser) gt 1ick 'Councillor' Angove. You would thi nk
by now w 1th all the practice we have had, our Troop members would be
able to handle their ale. La tly, we would like to w ish Inkerman Tp an
amanng ummer leave. Keep out of troubl e. See you on the pl ain in
cptembcr!
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222SQ ADRO
ADE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E mma Fawcett
Tp gt
gt can Littlefield
den Tp i finally all back together a · one big happy famil y after Ex
Lion un . Two days back and they were SU'aight out on Regimental and
Divisional Exercise . All went moothly and we moved illlo our home for
two week., idbury Hill. ice and close to all those hill s for taff's PT
e sions! ! ! Aden Tp broke its long reco rd of not cras hing th e switch,
tha nk Cpl 'Spike' Milligan or was it your willing app ren ti ce Sig
'Jimmy' Bagu Icy? Whoe er. they made such a good job of it that gt
Sim mon s had to take it away back to camp! Though we were not the
only one and it did mean a who le day of ilence in node command, bliss!
On the weekend tanddown the trusty olleyball net was creeled. We
disco ered th e new ver ion - header vo ll eyba ll. S M 'C hoo hoo'
Ro ber ts and myself had not seen anything thi s funny si nce Lt Grice
Waaaad the OC. The exerci e re umcd and the evenings ofT-shift were
oon filled with several levels ofamusemem, ig 'Matthew Kelly' E lston
gave a top ' Lars in your eye ' ver ion of
gt L ittlefi eld . 073 were
lucky (ye I'm urc that' right) e nou g h to ge t a visi t from two
re earcber from the BBC. Thi opened up
gt ' Devilfield ' Li ttlefi eld
to a wind up, which he fell for hook line and sinker. Though when the
mention of make up came into play we \ ere rumbled. only afler he had
got the ergeant · Mes si lver out in the field! An eventful day really a
!he chef, Pte ' I can even burn beans' Hoodles , dec ided that a tasty
addition to the CO's lunch would be the end of his finger.
The joy of R IT d e cended on the Troop and meant a lot of
elbo\ grease required , not ' ithstanding the Troop 0 who was duped
into olw11eering 10 clean pallet on the RR's while sli ghtly inebriated!
Cheers lads! S gt ' mall garden· Li ttl efi eld won hi bet against C pl
'Jack' Rus ell, though hi integrity was brought into question with the
amount of time he spent with the inspector ! L pl 'Robo' Rob ertso n
ha been \rutting hi stuff with the Corps Pipes and Drums Band in
London on the Military Tattoo with Lt ·whaaaaa' G rice. Most of the
Troop deployed on Ex Eagle Strike, taking a temporary dip in standard
and working with harjah Tp! All that need to be said i LCpl 'Crusher'
Ca rlisle - get the beers in.
Finally, hellos and good-bye . Goodbye to C pl ' The Love Muscle'
Russell to ci pop, we wish you all the be l, I' m sure you won't need it.
Hellos to ig's ' oftlad' Co pela nd , ' tevo' teven s and ' new girl'
Walker, fee l better that you are now amongst the best trunk node in the
Regiment , welcome. Welcome back to the Troop for LC pl ' Mac '
M cC ulloch from the unny Balkans. The Troop look forward to block
leave and taff deploying lo Canada, only joking Staff.
O MAN TROOP - 222 SIG AL SQ UAD RO
Tp Comd
Lt Imogen M ulholla nd
Tp Sgt
SSgt Daph C lash
Well, it' been another interesting period for the Troop. Following a
whole day in work after returni ng from Lion Sun, off we were on a twoweek exercise on the plain. Just 10 add 10 the thrill , we had a top location
ju t outside the impact area. This was excellent and benefited everyone the artillery gun line behind us\ ere able to use the SCAM 12's as
goalposts, ig 'Paddy' Alcock (on another magical mystery tour around
~e plain in the canner) could find u at night by heading towards the
1llum and everyone got ocial from walking into each other whi le
wa tching the sky for drop-shorts. Just when we'd settled down to a
M* A*S*H-type acceptance of clo e proximity incoming, we handily had
to relocate to 11 (our ab olutely favourite location due 10 the inevitab le
'hovering helicopter gunship in the shot' routine). Good news though,
because The Bustard hostelry wa getting a bit predicable by then. And
how many times have you spent weekend on exercise like that? After the
exercise, the ever-popular R IT preparation raised its ugly head,
fo ll owed closely by the Regimental Weekend, where the Troops 'Welly
Whanging' hallenge resu lted in plenty of near misses and a suspicious
w in for S ig 'C haquille' H e mmin g. Nice co-ordinat ion from C pl
' Ba s ingbourne' Kn a pm a n there too! Interestingly eno ugh ig
Hemming and L C pl Aan es managed to sqeezc in a qu ick Regimenta l
Cadre which Sig ' Drills' Amis escaped by the skin of her teeth, having
been the Top oldier on Ex Lion un.
Around the time of Lion Sun we were sudden ly inundated with a
whole lot of new faces , although we lost some of the old and bolds.
Hellos lo S gt ' Kalashnikov' C lash (back into the green army - lucky
her), C pl 'Medals' Manaton (stra ight out to Lion Sun a week after hi s
arrival), LC pl 'Yan' Aan es (not quite in time for Cyprus), LC pl ' hasn't
b_een_ seen since' Bowring, LCpl ' A nother co user' K elly and Sigs
'Just111 from Blandford ' ·John ' Steed, ' Top Driver' Pa y ne and 'No
relation 10 Ray' Laing. A very fond fare we ll 10 Sgt Andy Hayler, who
ha left us for a fina nciall y welco ming Germany posting, along with
Mandy and Alex. We wish them all the very best, and hope that they
remember us when they reach their first million. Shortly, we' ll al o be
say111g goodbye to C pl 'Chimps' C hristison and ig 'Matt' Mortiboys Dave to the Real world a nd Matt to Germa ny. So we' ll be looki ng
forward to a bit of peace and quiet in the garages - although the amazing
repertoire of phones-on-hold tunes will be sadl y missed. Sig ' Hope J get
to stay l~nger this time ' Miller di. appears to HQ MN D in August fo r a
sneaky s1x-monther, and mostly all siogli e gel married! LCpl ' hort
and Sharp' Wall, 'Old Lady' Brady and ' aked Organist' M ilton wi ll all
be married by Christmas, a long with Sig 'Backbone' Evans. Good luck
to all of you, and congratulations to Cpl 'Leroy' Wilson-Cochrane and
' Mrs' W-C o n thei r wedd in g in Jun e - a su pe rb day des pite ig
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'Ba nd s mai~ · Leach being best ma~! Speaking of which, there's only been
one 5tag night to date but anything that makes gt ' een it all before'
Hamlet laugh that much has got to be worth it! Eyes on stalks (Mr
Wall), my Dear (M r Catney), Fireman and friend to all tramps (M r
Milton), where is he now (Old Lady), shopping trolley stuntman (Mr
Webster ), how much for two cokes (Mr Knapman )and oddly enough
· Wizbit ' Fearns too! Anyone with information which leads to a
s uccessful prosection of any of the above will be eligible for a
community action cash reward.

HARJAH TROOP - 222 IG AL QUADRO
Tp Comd
Lt Kelvin Grice
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Bru ' Baker
A ftcr recovering fro m th e mayhem that surrounds the RSIT
preparation, th e Troop relaxed for a week before beginning preparations
for Ex Eagle trike in Scotland in upport of 16 Air A sit Bde. July in the

Otterburn training area pro\ ided snow and ~earing tcmpcratur.: . 2Lt
Lumle} 'on loan' from 202 Sig Sqn acted as Troop Commander lor the
exercise, while Lt Grice was away playing h1 bagpipes for the Corp
Pipes and Drums for the Royal \1ilitary Tallou 2000 on Horscguards
Parade in London. The Troop wi he to extend warm greetings to 2Lt
mith who has just arrived from compll:ting his Troop Commanders
Course. He is due to take over Sharjah Tp in mid eptcmbcr when Lt
Grice moves to R.."v!C
hrivenham to tart a three year degree cour~e.
Greetings also to Sig Rob on who has arrived from Blandford taking on
the mantle as Troop Liney. She has big shoes 10 fill, a ig Buttery
leaves the Army for Civvi Street. Adding 10 the losses in the Troop arc
Cpl Ward, Sig crafton and ig Bu nt who are all off into the big \\ ide
world. This completes the number of goodbyes and the Troop \\ ishes all
those leaving warmest regards. The Troop is looking forward to the
summer break that starts on Jul y 28. We arc awa} for three weeks and
then look forward to a week adventure training at Penhale Camp in
cwquay.
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231 SIG AL SQUA DRO BATTLECAMP
by LI Jay McLeaiy (RNZ Signals)
Weeks of secrecy had preceded Batt lecamp and even in the week prior
to deploying -still no in truction had been promulgated to tho e attending
(though I'm told that's pretty normal from Ops). Rumours had been rife
to this point, and rumour had it that it was to be an escape and evasion
exerc ise. In typical New Zealand Army style, I tried to pre-empt and
prepare as best as possible, and having participated on numerous similar
exerci es back liome, I had a few trick up my sleeve.
After having been called in on unday night (2230! ! !) and told we
were now at thirty minutes notice to move, we were told to take our kit
up tairs and await further instructions. I could see what was going on
here . .. Minutes passed, then hour . Those who were mart got their heads
down and tried to sleep. It was obvious that leep deprivation was to be a
key part of this Exercise. Awoken at some ungodly hour 10 the roar of
' Right, first section grab your tuffand move down the corridor!' - off we
went. ow we would find out just how sneaky the Kiwi was ... Within
minutes, the ground was strewn with kit as the Directing taffbegan their
'sterilisation' phase. Yes, they found the weighted down Mars bars in the
waterbottles and yes - they found the DM20 taped under the insole of my
boot, and believe it or not -even the lighter taped to my privates.Damn!
These guys were good .. .
terilisation complete, we were bundled off with only the minimum of
kit (ie: survival kit, waterbottle and the one set of combats) onto the back
of a truck destined for who knows where. After a freezing cold journey
across the German countryside, the truck stopped, we were hauled off
and told, 'Right lad , you're to be at this grid by 0700 hours, stay o!Tthe
roads -and don ' t be late . .. ' and off they went. Eighteen clicks to cover as
the crow flies, flat German terrain and about four hours to cover it in easy. Yeah right! Who would have thought there would be so many
German vehicles on the road at that hour of the morning, and that they all
sounded just like Landrovers - and with u un ureas to whe1her there wa
a hw1ter force out there, let's ju t ay there wa a fair bit of diving for
cover in drains and hedge -all of which had ample quantities of tinging
nettles! (Sorry guys). eedless to say, we made it to the RV in time (just),
much 10 the amazement of the OC. ' Unbel ievable -all three ection with
the Officers managed to na igatc their way here wi thout lo ing
themse l e or their ec tions, so where the hell are all the ot her ?'
othing wrong with th is Kiwi' abi lity to read a map and use a compa s
Sir ...
From there it wa straight into the training phase. Th is period panned
two days covering lessons such a construction of she lters, obtaining
food , fire ligh ting and other combat urvival kill that would be needed
in the coming days. The nights were pent freezing our bull off, a most
ections shared two to three do bags between Ii e 10 six people, some
awaking with bru ise after attempting lo wrap ann around the person
next to them for wa rmt h. Good on you Cpl White ! One partic ula r
ection decided not to ki ll the fowl they ' ere given for the day' meal probably thi nki ng that if they left it ali e for a day or two, they might get
ome eggs fro m it. Bad ne' Hattie - Roosters don't lay egg ... (The
roo ter disappeared my teriously in the night and wa never beard from
again, though unconfirn1ed report say it now earn a large alary in the
employment of the Iraqi ecret Police). After again being bundled into
the trucks, it was off to R F Bruggen for a lo on on 'The Dog of War."
Here we got to play wi th the nice doggies that had name like 'Cru h r",
' Maul er' and 'Cujo". ome of the lad and lade e donned the padded
suit and howed us all j u l how hope le it i trying to outrun SOkg of
musc le and teeth . lmpre sive dog , o lo ng a you ' eren 't on the
rece iving end of one wanting to tear your arm o!T...
Tra inin g and pract i e phases complete, it wa now into the nut and
bolt of the Exerci e - the te ting pha e. It ' a now confirmed that there
was indeed a hunter fo rce out there. Ru mour had it they were Para.,
some sa id Dan ish Rangers, others reckoned it was the boy with the black
strip over their eyes. One th ing wa certain - the genera l reaction ~ a
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·Please not the dogs, anything but the dogs ... ' A couple of hours head
start and then it was, 'Coming ready or not! ' Some took to the trees.
some u ed the trees for throwing knife practise - my ection, we decided
that the only way wa DOWN, and with one e-tool between us. began
furiously digging a tactical helter. After deforesting another part of the
woods some distance away for foliage 10 hide our hel ter, we tood
admiring our efforts. ot bad! We were ready, and not a moment too
soon . Off in the distance shot were heard. One of the ections was now
defi nitely in the pooh!
The four of us remaining bundled into our meagre accommodation
\ ith what little kit we had, covered over our entra nce and prayed like hell
we wouldn't get found. One thing is for sure. Having to spend eighteen
hours squeezed in a hole in the ground with three smelly thugs -you ure
learn tolerance, that and humour! Darkness came, and with it Jeep for
four tired little teddy bears. We were rudely awoken at zero-dark hundred
hours with torch lights, rifle barrel poi nted al our heads and scream of
' Get out -now! ' Hooded and pla ticuffed, we were bundled into the back
of a Rover. The hunter force later confes ed the only reason they found
u , was they heard the wobbly tin flex after they walked over the top of
our hide! Some of us al/empted to escape only to be crash tackled to the
ground after a couple of yards (sorry about the jaw gt Yendel. lo thi
day l thought you were Sgt Topp ... ).The ex finished for my team'' itb a
tint of tactical questioning and a good do e of roughing up. A pecial
thanks to the lads of rwo section -Sig 'Lee' Taylor, LCpl ' Phil' Brown,
Sig ·Jimi' Pearson, LCpl 'Dan· Depport and C pl ' Robby' Richard on
for keeping me entertained throughout the ex with their twisted humour
and never divulging anything about their officer under the dure of
interrogation. hear madness hall always overcome!
From the point of view of a Kiwi Officer attached to 231 qn on Ex
Longlook. the Exerci e was superbly run and enjoy1.:d by all, thank to a
lot of hard work by the SM and hi team. All the be t to all tho e
deploying to the outh A1 lamic next month. Take care and cheers for the
good memorie I take with me .. .. Ake ke, Kia Kaha!
{FOR PHOTOS SEE THE INSIDE FRONT A1 D BACK COVERS)
REGIME TAL FOOTBALL REPORT - by WO! (FojS) Steele
An end of sea. on football report from 7 Sig Regt i nothi ng but good
news! Hav ing run two ide all ea on with over 60 people repre eming
the Regimen t in ei ther the first or second team. foo tball i , ·ery much
alive and kicking in Krefeld. The eason tarted late for the fir t team.
When the Regi ment rerumed from Ko ovo in October 1999, the ea on
wa in fu ll wing and we had ome catching up to do. Lucki ly in our
ab ence ome talent had already been foun d during a couple of friendly
matches . T he tea m had recen tly lo l Maj · Rik' License to ATR
Bas ingbourne, o up stepped \ 01 'Tommy' teele to take O\·er the rei n
gt
a player manager. Added to our prob lems the fir t team coach
' Daisy' 1ay was al o lo l on a po ling back to Alder ·hol. In came gt
'Bob ' Kirby 10 fill th at ro le. Our fir l game wa again l 16 ig Reg!
(arch enem ies) way back in ovember 1999, not on ly had the guy ju l
fi nished their po t op tour leave but I dec ided that we would pla 1n the
dreaded 3,5,2 forma tion. It eemed 10 work, and with ome e;1.cdlenl play
we de troyed 16 ig Reg! and were 5-0 up by halftime - all change after
ha lf tim e though, a couple of ub titution and suddenly we lo t our
shape and with only I 0 minute to go 16 dre\\ level at fae apiece. To th
lad · credit we cored two goa ls quickly to wrap up the points and· nd
16 ig Regt home once again .... we ll b.:aten !
The sea on ' a up and nmning, and our next game was again l 2 G
Regt (one of the hot fa ourite for the league). In a tight game the
Regimen! came away with a hard fought dra\\ - with a little bit more luck
we could have ' to Ien the point , but a dra\\ \\ a a good result, and more
importantly the team wa beginni ng to get u ed to playing under the nc\\
system. Th ings were looking up. This \\ a certainly confim1cd '' 11h our
next match aga inst I Bn Reme, \\ho were well-beaten 3-0. Thi. led mcel}
in lo the fir t round of the Army Cup \\here we \\ere host. lo l lri. h
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Guard,. In an"" ell ·nt match \\e ran out" inners 2-0. however, we had a
fnght m th fi~t half which 'O \\ us truggle to coma in them. like so often
in fo tball we . cored on the break and then \\'C went from strength to
strength and complctel) dominated the . ccond half: Ha' ing play d only
four matches the ·ma. break wa upon us. A lkr the break the Regiment
"cnt from . trength to strength. HaYing beaten the rcen Howard in the
Am1y up and \,inning two further games in th..: league it was the ne ·t
mat h which would see our first major test, the ·emi-final of the B (G)
rmy Cup against the curren t holders 3 Bo Reme. After ome
skulduggel) from our opponents manager, fixing the game for a aturday
claiming that the) "ere all on Bn Block lea,·e (Fun ny that. some 20
footballer · \\ere een full time trnini ng during the whole week prior to the
game!). In a 'el) tight game and with onl. two minutes plu toppage
11mc to go. the score. were le,·el at one each. With the Regiment hanging
on for e'.\trtl time, cata trophe struck. as our keeper fumbled a imple
cro. in to the path of their . triker. In real lo'' time the ball rolled
agonising!) over the line ju t a the keeper managed to get hold of it.
With eYeryone thrown up front to try and equali e. they scored again just
before the final \\hi tie. The lad were guued. we did not de erve to lo c
and the) knc\\ it, but that'. football.
From then on the Regiment never looked back, we won e ery si ngle
game. and more importantly we \\ere to get our revenge again t 3 Bn
Reme. Hming won the BA(G) We t league convincingly. it \\a in to the
BA(G) Premier Cup with the winners and runners up of the BA(G) ea t
league. In the emi-final we were drawn again·t :1 Eng Regt (who had
just won the nny Cup against the he hire.). Thi game had it all.
Right from the tart the Regiment pre ured the ball. 2 Eng Regt looked
\Cl) cla ). n\O' ing the ball on quickly to feet. but in the nd it came
do" n to the \\ill to win , the . ystem and above all team work. The
Regiment took a fine calp here winning 2-0 "ith goal from our two
trikers. io Tm the Man' colt and LCpl ' tcvo ' tephenson. In the
final the Regiment reaped revenge on 3 Bn Reme, the guy thoroughly
deserved to win the game running out victors by two goals to nil with
goals b) ig 'Ruby' 1urray and LCp l · tevo · tephenson . The
celebration were fanta tic - we had beaten 28 Eng Regt th e Army
hampion of thi. ea on. and now 3 Bn Reme. the Army Champion for
the la t three sea on .
The end of eason function wa held in a local Italian re taurant where
the bo·s handed out the season· honours a follow :
Young Player of the eason
ig 'Coxy· Cox
Sig 'Ruby' Murra.
Players Player of the eason
~1anagers Player of the year
LCpl ' tevo' tephenson
We al o bade a fond farewell to Cp l 'Phil' the best" Hughes (Sig
'Cra ig· Harris's be t mate) who is going to Civvy tree! and Cfn
·Frannie' .\torrison who is po ted back to Paderborn. Finally I would
like to thank my team captain gt 'John' Brad. for leading the team so
well all ea on and all the lad who have played for the Regiment this
eason.

c.
d.
c.
f.
g.
h.

BA (G) \ est v I Bn Reme (11) Re ult Won 3-0
B (G) \ est + Army Cup v I Irish Guards (H) Re ult Won 2-0
BA (G) West v ITC Sp Bn (A) Result Won 9-1
BA (G) West + Army Cup I Green Howard (A) Re ·ult Won 3-2
B (G) West v I AA (1 1) Re ult Won 4-2
Arm up Semi-fi nal (A) Result Lo t 1-3
l. BA (G) We t v QRL-A (A) Re ult Won 4-2
j. BA (G) West v ROG' (H) Result Won 7-1
k. BA (G) West v RASU (H) Re ult Won 3-0
I. BA (G) We t v 4 Regt RA (A) Result Won 4-2
m. BA (G) West v 21 Eng Rcgt (H) Result Won 6- 1
n. BA (G) West 6 up Regt (11 ) Re ult Won 6-1
o. BA (G) League emi-Fina l v 28 Eng Regt (1l) Re ult Won 2-0
p. BA(G) Premier Cup Fi nal 3 Bn REME (A) Result Won 2-0
16
14
I

I

65
22

Sgt 'John' Brady receives the BA(G) Premiership Cup

Many thanks must go to the QM Tech Dept for the superb Squadron
families BBQ that was held recently. It wa refreshing to ee a
Department jumping to be first in the line of volunteers to host this event
(but then again, ir's not that you're busy trying to close operational
accounts or anything). The venue on West Park wa tran formed into a
paradise of fun, with face painting, bouncy castles and games (at times
the children were allowed to take part a well). Although the weather was
against them, everyone enjoyed the day and heaped praise on the Chefs
for once again producing superb results. The SS!, gt Kev ' Mu cle '
Mason will no doubt be called upon again now that his Bruce For ythe
style of compering has been demonstrated. A a final note S~M, why is it
that on exercise the so ldiers won"t use cam cream, but will queue 20
minutes to be covered in face paint when glas y eyed?
QUARTERMA TER'S (TECHNICAL) DEPARTME T
Capt Ray Cory
QM(T)
RQMS(T)
W02 Trev ('Sicknote') Henry
WHAT' BEE HAPPE ING?
At last we did it. After se en hectic month we have finally laid the
ghost to rest that was the Op Agricola Account. Ca pt Ray ·Let' tart on
the camp account' Cory and Sgt Kev ' Who's got the Rs ' colt have
got the biggest smiles around the Department. Well done to all of the
Department pa t and pre ent (never again!). There have been a few
moves and deployment over the pa t few mon_ths: C:PI ' Des' Lang ~as
deployed to Bo nia to work with the Com111erc1ah atmn lmple~entauo_n
Team, and Sig ·Geordie ' Ellis has moved over to 23 1 1g qn pnor to h_1
deployment 10 Bosnia to augment 4 Brigade. We have recently said
farewell to Sgt ·Mick' eil, who ha moved to 21 Eng Regt. Osnabruck
and Sgt ·Jock' Castle, ofT to 3 Div, both on promotion to ta ff ergeant.
The Department thank them for their hard work and wish them and their
fami lies all the best for the future. We welcome W02 (RQM ) Henry
from I Div who will be taking over the reins from RQM Burdge who
is moving over to be SSM 229 (Berlin) ig qn, gt Ski~per who has
taken over in the UR (T) and ig Bradbury who ha amved from the
factory. Welcome!
PORTS AND OCIAL
The go lf clubs are out. The QM and Sgt · cotty' cott recently
quared up to each other in the Officers' Mc s vs ergeants' Me Golf
ompctition - unlucky ir, a resounding win for the ergeants' Me . Sgt
'Jock' Castle has continued his running and ha uccessfully completed
the London Marathon - Well done ' Jock '. Sgt Kev colt ha continued
to support the Regiment 's Football Team and RQ Burdge h~ recently
played in the BA(G) 7' (Rugby Union) and th e BA(G) 9 \R;igby
League), both times the Re giment bemg beaten 111 the se1111-t111als
(unlucky).
.,
The Department is keen not 10 let the gra s gro\\ under ti feet, so we
did our bit for the Squadron by organi ing the quadron BBQ on unday
25 June al West Park on a gloriou unny day (not!). pec1al thank. go to

7 Signal Regiment BA(G) Champions 99/00
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Mr La ng for running the children's face painting stand. Congratulation'
go to LCpl 'Clare· Boswell {nee \1clntyre) \\ho recently mamcd 1.Cpl
'Bossey' Boswell from 280 (UK) Sig Sqn. The Department Y.ould ltkc to
congratulate C)ll 'Dom' Cooke on being awarded Commander KFOR
Commendation for his outstanding hard work on Op Agricola.
Congratulations to Capt Ray ory on his well-deserved selection for
promotion to Major, also congratulations go to gt · cotty' Scott on ht
award of the LS&GC and for passing his hyster co urse \\ tth llymg
colours. Well done to ig ·Mu/Zy' 1usgra"e and 'ig ' Oli,·e' \1acleod
on passing their B2, now get the beer in! Welcome to ig 'Chippy' \\ood
posted in from the factory - the brew list is next to the cups!
QUARTERMA TER' (A) DEPARTME T
QM(A)
1aj Pete Doherty
RQMS
W02 eil .James
The Department has been kept busy over the last fe" weeks gelling
ready for the Log pt inspection, and if it hadn't been cancelled at the last
minute I'm sure that the late nights and weekend working would ha'e
been worth it. The QM, Maj Pete Doherty, i still domg his 2hr walks
into work each day, even though he only lives 600m from camp. h's a
GPS for him as a lea ing gift me thinks. Sgt 'Slick'M iller who recently
returned from his BC in structors course went straight onto his
Environmental Protection Officers' course and can no\\ be found in the
gas chamber switchi ng off the light . Sig Clare Patton orga111 ed the
BBQ on the sad occasion of the farewell for gt lark Chive rs. lark
who was unable to deploy to Kosovo last year due to illness wa awarded
the 'Short Service and Long Illness · medal by the QM . A gift of a
bathrobe and slippers for his next hospital admittance was greeted with a
tear in hi eye (his glass one had gone to sleep by thi time). All the best
to Mark, Yvonne and Jack in Ireland and congratulations on your
promotion (ye , now you can call yourselfSQMS).

Cpls Lindsay Kinghorn, Steve Bye and LCpl Beth Rees

Season 99/00 Re ults
a. BA (G) We t ' 16 Sig Regt (H) Re ult Won 7-5
b. BA (G) West v 2 C Regt (A) Result Drew 2-2

ll f.A DQUA RT ERS SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Jaj ' Wally ' Drain
SSM
W02 ' Steve' Bovan
It has been another busy period for the enior Squadron . Post exercise
turn around, the normal hectic routine and taking the lead 111 several
sportin g and social events has once again kept HQ Sqn in the fore. Many
qn personalities were heavily involved in the most recent charity event,
•Ready, teady, ook'. What started as an idea for a ' Dinners in a Oash ·
cook book wi th suggested recipes donated by all ranks of the Regiment,
soon escalated into a Ready Steady Cook competition. All money raised
at the event was to go to SSAFA. The competition wa · to be between the
Regts hef: and Chefs from 280 (UK) Sig qn. Mrs Julie Bennet from
the Regimental clothi ng store and a SAFA ommiuee member were
soon hard at work allocating tasks to the willing and not so willing. The
evening was a co mpl ete success with the OC acting as a Roger De
Corsey-type compere, ab ly assisted by W02 ' ookic the Bear' Bovan.
The winner of the com petition was our very ow n Cpl ' Gaz' Foulger,
who produced a 3-coursc meal in 45 minute with ingredients he was
presented with ju t prior to the start of cooking. After a superb effort by
all involved, the total raised from the sale of the cookbook, raffie prizes
and the auctioned shearing of Cpl 'Gaz' Halliday's flowing locks was
DM 3557.95.
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Maj Pete Doherty presents the Short Service and Long Illness
Medal to Sgt Mark 'Bradbury' Chivers

229 (BERLIN) SIG. L SQ ADRO '
qn Comd
Maj Dan Webster Royal Australian ignals
M
W02 Ged Keane
SQ ADRO READQ
RTERS TROOP
There ha been a lot of acti ity going on within the troop over the past
three months, with arrival and farewell . Firstly we ay farewell and
congratulation to SS. 1 Ged 'A irborne· Keane and his wife V endy.
who are off to sunny Colerne for six month and then on to 40 ig Regt
on promotion to R M. 'ext we say farewell and congratulation to gt
(YofS) White and his wife larilyn who are posted to 3 Inf Bde HQ and
ig Sqn on promotion to W02. We ay a fond farewell to ,gt ( Q I )
Taff V ebb and his wife Rita and family who are off to 14 1g Regt. On
the arrival front we \ elcome \ 02 (SSl\.1) 'Tatr Burdge and hi wife
Alda and family. a 'Taff' swaps hi RQ's badge for a proper one. ext
in from the training ' ing is S gt Matt Wakeling who take over a the
QM and hopefully he won't change job for the time being. La t but
by no mean least i the ne' Yof strnight off hi course, gt Kev Book
and hi wife icky and fami ly - he has quickly learnt that when the 0
ay , 'Can you work late until 1830hrs?' he really mean 0630hrs.
CHARLIE TROOP - by LCpl Ben Pember
Tp Comd
Lt Caroline E an
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Jock' Rei~
.
.
.
The fir t exerci e after the hectic period ol R IT wa ·Actne
Improvement'. held between 10-2, May, in and around mersfoort in
Holland. Thi exerci e came a a much-needed hakc:out for all trode .
There wa lo,•ely weather in the fir t week. and pOllfmg rain 111 the
• econd, even o a good time wa had by all, e pecially the radio-rel a)
operators' ho had a fun time putting up (several time ) a 25m ma t. With
a foot-pump to get it up with, we all had a huge thighs at the end of the
exercise!
During the e ·crcise a trip wa organi cd to the Airborne Mu eu!TI near
Arnhem, which we all enjo ed. At this stage I feel I need to menuon the
memorable Jazz fe ti val held in Amer. foort, the "eekcnd before the
exercise. and attended by several of the Cr pto guard. Two "eeks later.
bare! after we had completed tum-around, the squadron dcplo) cd on
exerci . e . rcade Falcon", and oh \\hat fun WC had ! It was a multinational exercise around the northwest of crmany, "ith the squadron
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pla) ing a major role. Rumours ha\'C been going round the camp accu ing
one of th troops in th quadron of havi ng it easy all exerci e. and not
mo\ ing at all. but no ·our grape " here ! We understand what hard
d 'ci. ion. had to be made by all, \\hat topping should one order on the
delivered pizza·?!
With the e ond quadron deplo. ment to Kosovo brought forward ,
\\ ith it ame the
IT T training package at ennclager, la ting between
the penod 3rd-7th July, and teaching u· how to rea ' t to certain ituations.
giving you a ba ic gra p of the erbian and lba ni an cu lture , and
\\eapon firing under different condition Mo t people fou nd that after a
slO\\ tart they a rually ended up enjoying it. Thi was helped by the lack
of unneces ary houting from the range staff, and the fact that we all
managed to pa our APWT' ! thank mu t be given to all the Royal
Green Jacket in tructor who took the
TAT week.
There have been a couple of farewells in the past week . We say
'Goodbye.· to LCpl John 1acDonald (now at 2 ig ). ig ndy
Mc abe (pursuing fame and glor in hi music career), ig Martin
:\fcl\tillian (gone to fi h in the loch ' of cotland) and SSgt Webb (soon
to be :\tr Webb). We also say. ·Goodbye,' to Sgt Whitfield (off to 16
ig ), and
gt Robson (promotion and Blandford calls} within the
coming \\eek . Best wi he to you from all of the squadron!
Until later ... .
\ HI KEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Ally( on)' Lawson
Tp gt
Sgt P. Rob on
The Troop has enjoyed a period of relati e quietness ince the last
in tallmem of the W-file . The Troop deployed on exercise (' oliday)
Acri e lmpro,·emem in Holland in May for two weeks in upport of
MND (C}. The Troop Commander. Lt 'Ally( on)' Law on will not forget
this period due to the fa t and om time hectic driving of ig 'Torno
( 1cRae)' Thompson in his Martini Racing Army spon ored Rover and
the unforgiving and dune ruts of Holland' training area . Thi aid he
felt much afer riding around in a Dutch Leopard tank. Following a
couple of weeks of nonnality the Troop set off on adventure once again,
thi time on exercise Arrcade Falcon. However. thi wa not appreciated
by many due to the European Cup Final being played. The exercise wa
not quite the ame as the Dutch deployment due to the fact everyone was
working hard ( ome Troops more than others- no offence intended C Tp).
The exerci e will be remembered for a number of incident : Whil t the
exerci e was in full flight. Sig Torno 'McRae· Thompson managed to
have an argument with a rubber bungee which got the better of him and
left him with a beaut of an eye, and left people in no doubt that bungees
can seriously damage your health. Whiskey's finest operator were
praised highly for their efforts during this exercise because of the
outstanding work done by the Relay crews who managed to hold the
world together as the exercise rotated around TNOJ2. The Troop would
like to congratulate SSgt Paul Robson on being promoted. He has
recently been swatting up on computers to be able to fill his position at
the Royal chool of Signals (thanks for all you did for the Troop and all
the best to you and your family back in the UK). Al o congrarulations to
Sgt Kenny Macpherson on pa ing his Sergeant's course. A welldone
must be said to Sig Trev 'The Fool' Woodward on passing hi APWT on
the first time of asking, increasing his score from 7 to 42 out of 60 - keep
it up Trevor!! The Troop would like to welcome LCpl Matt Knowles
and his wife Beverly, al o hello to Sig at ' Bunsun burner' Brown and
ig Ash 'Spotty' potswood. The Troop would like to say farewell to the
following Lt ·Ally(son)' Lawson who leaves us (on an upwards moveOT) to go to Tac Troop 232 Sig Sqn, Farewell to LCp l Luke
'Beakimus Maximus' Mason and his wife Marie and his two kids
Charlie and Tamara who lea ve for I Mech Bde in Tidworth . The
remainder of Whiskey Tp that are not deploying on Operations wish all
the best, and a safe return to the rest ofT 1 012.
' EWTROOP
A warm welcome to tho e members of 231 Sqn who have now
become X-Ray Troop, 229 Sqn. Also to all those in 229 Sqn not
deploying, who are now in Yankee Troop. ew members of the Squadron
gt Evans and Sgt Davies - welcome to you and your
al o include
familie . Lastly, our new Yeoman,
gt Kev Book who deserves a
mention as the man most adept at not making brews on exercise - We'll
show you where the coffee is when you get back from Kosovo!
PARAGLIDl"IG BASIC PILOTS COURSE
\ ERTACH- BA ARIA -by 2Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite
It was on the sunny morning of 19 June that five members of 231 Sig
qn departed from Bradbury Barracks for the long drive down to Wertach
in ~avaria, with great anticipation and a little trepidation for the ten day
Basic Pilots course.ahead. The students were split into two groups, and
the course began bnght and early the next day with an introduction to the
equipment. It became startlingly obvious very early on that the thin piece
of nylon was going to be the only thing holding us all away from certain
death, o particular concentration was applied at this point.
With nerves lightly more at rest, it was time to take to the training
lope (after a brew of course), or rather the flat grassy field tantalisingly
clo e by. It was now lime to learn how to get the paraglider into the air- a
lot more difficult than it looks! ig Tony Barclay and 2Lt Harriet
~ebblethwaite had particular trouble untangling their paraglider each
lime ll crashed to the ground, and LCpl Robbo Roberts found it
extremely difficult to run in a straight line- strange we thought for a PT!.
The following couple of day saw us graduate to the slope it elf, which
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threw up new challenges as the wind was stronger and coming from the
wrong direction . With threats of an approaching weather front, we were
all desperate to g.:t 'A IRBORN E''. Sgt Gaz Topps was doing especially
well at thi stage with his 'Bird Mon of Alcatraz ' impressio n (1 don't
think he actually got off the ground either Gaz !) and 2Lt Hebblethwaite
had to be held down to stop her from fl oating away (honestly).

Friday dawned cloudy and wet and marked the beginning of a couple
of no- fly day . We took this opportunity to carry out a launch site
appreciation as well as e ential Go Kart training, bouncy ca tJe action,
swimming and a quick nip over to Garmisch, in between brews of course.
It was our penultimate day all too soon, and our last opportunity to get all
the training in to ensure a mountain flight at the end of the course. 142
launches were achieved between 12 tudents in one day- a new record,
but not without its mishaps. Sgt Topps almost ploughed into the barbed
wire fence, Sig Barclay and LCpl Roberts ' wing decided not to fly in
the morning and 2Lt Hebblethwaite managed to crash land on her head
for the econd time. Only Sig 'JP' Pearson seemed unscathed at the end
of a very exhausting day. The day of our mountain flight finally arrived.
A moment we had all been waiting for. We headed off for the mountain
previou ly recced only to be told that the wind was in the wro ng
direction. So after assessing another mountain close by and another brew
the instructors called the flight off, much to everyone's di appointment.
everthele s we succe sfully completed the course and had a thoroughly
enjoyable time in the process, all keen to do the continuation course just
as soon as we get back from the Falkland Islands!
231 SIG AL SQ ADRO v HMP WYMOTT
FOOTBALL MATCH
It was I 035hrs Wednesday 14 June 2000 when sixteen prison officers
from Wymott Prison drove through the gates of 7 Sig Regt, Bradbury
Barracks to lake on the might of 231 Sig qn 's se lect eleven on the
football field . The officers had travelled to Holland to enjoy a wellearned. brea~ and to take in a few games at the ongoing Euro 2000
cha111p1onsb1ps. Cpl Andy McMullan's father, Mr Denis McMu ll an
was a member of the travelling party, and so after many phone calls to
and from the UK, the match was arranged.
It wasn't long after their arrival that the whistle was blown for kickoff, and the game was underway. As FofS 'Tommy' Steele had kindly
agreed to be the referee, the Squadron knew they weren't going to get any
favours! The game started at a hectic pace, and the prison service were
certainly having most of the play. It was quite apparent that we had
underestimated their team , even though the average age must have been
at least a cricket score. The Squadron side ettled down , and eventually
we got our reward - a goal, courtesy of Sig 'Scotty' cott. After a hardfought first half, everyone was happy lo hear the halftime whistle,
especially 'Stobie' and 'Denis'. Appropriate refreshments were served by
gt 'First Class' Michael Yendell. The second half commenced, and it
soon became apparent that the prison officers' nighL5 out in Holland were
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takmg their toll. ontinuous pre sure from the Squadron side eventua lly
turned into a well-taken goal by LCpl 'Toddy' Todd . With a back fou r
propped by Maj Paul Bo her and W02 (SSM) Karl Weaver, it looked
unlikely that the prison o fficers cou ld fight back. However, ow ing to
what can only be described as qual ity performances by Graham Parker,
' Breezy' and ' Wardy ', the officers managed to shorten the coreline due
to a cool finish by Mark Heary.
Ted Quick, who was eventually voted ' man of the match', earned his
title wi th an impressive performance keeping goal for the officers. The
day ended with some traditional celebrati on in the bar, wh ich Stuart
Morrison enjoyed more than most.

LIMA TROOP - 231 lG AL SQ ADRO
Tp Comd
Lt Mayne
Tp gt
Sgt Mitchell
Firstly and with regret the Troop has said goodbye to SSgt Mitchell
who has moved to 14 ig Regt (EW) in lovely Wales after receiving his
promotion earlier thi s year. He has bee n an excellent asset to the
Squadron, and will be sorely missed by many. We all wish him and Petra
a prosperou future. With the Squadron 's commitments for the year, the
Troop ha unfortunately been disbanded until next April, and members of
the Troop are now serving in Bosnia, The Falklands and back in sunny
Krefeld. However, before everyone wa blown to the four comers of the
Globe, the Troop deployed on Exercise Lima-Llyn Backstop, which was
a 9-Day adventurou training expedition to the Snowdonia ational Park
in orth Wale . The activities were primarily lead by Lt Mayne
(JSMEL), and Cpl Casswell (MLT). The weather for the expedition
tayed mainly in our favour and all of the main peaks in the Snowdon
Ma sif were climbed . We had our first examples of fear being shown
when we ascended nowdon ia the Crib Coch arete. Sig ' Woahhh '
Learmonth was definitely the most scared of heights although Sig ·1111
not going up there ' Egan was not far behind him. At the other end of the
scale were Sigs Mitchell and Kennet who took every opportunity to
climb up anything in sight. As well as the mountain walking day , people
were given the opportunity to partake in rock climbing, mountain biking
and deep-sea fishing. The Troop would al o like to send it regards to a
retired Royal Signals Lineman, Malcolm Morris who was la t serving at
36 Sig Regt (V) in Colchester before most of the Troop were even born,
who we met on one of the routes walked. Finally, the Troop would like ro
welcome SSgt Young who will not actually take over until the Squadron
is refonned, but is most welcome.
232 SIG AL SQ ADRO - EXERCISE LTO SUN 05/00
Whilst the powers that be were sending the other 7 Sig Regt
quadron off to the exotic clime of The Falkland I land , Bosnia and
Kosovo, it was decided that 232 qn would get the rough end of the deal
and participate in Ex Lion Sun in Cyprus. To that end, the Advance Party
(no emphasis on the party of cour e) departed these shores for the
magical mystery tour lo RAF Akrotiri via Munster, tanstead and Brize
orton. Once arri:ved in Cyprus on a weary Thursday afternoon the
intrepid tra ellers found themselves faced with many a locked door ince
everyone knocks off at I 330lm ........ Friday morning wa pent. in a
frantic rush trying to tie up all the loose ends aero s all aspects oftrammg
before the Main Body flight landed on the Monday afternoon.
.
Thankfully the Main Body arri ed safe and ound and we moved mto
the strangely named Camp Radio onde which had been taken over by
the ever-helpful QM 'Yes but o' Adie Chapman. From ~h.ere the
training in eame t started with a Range package based_at Akrotm which
was administered by gt haun Cook and his team ot Sgt pence Ord.
gt Rob Atherton, Sgt Julian (yes it really i Julian !Q ' Drew the Brew'
Drewett and LCpl go ing on W03 Bob Lovell. All m all a good few
days training apart from the intem1ptions cau ed by the Red Arrows fly
pa ts ( posers!). The next week wa spent at the other end of the I land at
the Pyla Range complex wher we had the luxury of Ii ing on the Range
uudcr the tars. The hot day were compen atcd by the ~old nights
alt11ough all agreed the Training was excellent. !<II that remamed before
the lon g awaited R&R was the long fear~d tmal Ex where S gt Al
' Dinglcov' Ironside and henchmen awaited u ate .err turn. The
Exercise culminated in a full qn level attack on Paramah village w~ere
the bad guys were all killed and the victoriou batt.lrn<eary Troop reured
to Radio ondc for tea and medal . The vast maJOnty of the quadron
then deployed on the R&R package on a min i-crui e to Egypt. There
\ ere omc worried faces amongst the locals \ hen ome 83 1.h1r ty
. oldier embarked on the MV Princess Victoria bound for Port Said. We
spent a long bu -bound day seeing the i~hts o.f Egypt before gt ' Disco·
Del Richards entertained the boys and girls\ 1th omc crazed dancefloor
antics.
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Upon returning to Cyprus, we then managed to queeze in a victory in
a football match again ta local Cypriot team . ig Craig Harris
deserving a special mention as the resident football tar and gt 'O ldest
swinger in Town ' Stef 'ewton coring more goals than our linemen
could count (3). All that remained was an Adventure Training period
where we spent some quality time kayaking, power boating, water-skiing
and the like before the eventual Endex and the impending return to BFG.
Like most military Exercise there were areas which some enjoyed while
others did not but it is pretty much agreed by all those who were there
that Ex Lion Sun i one not to be forgotten in a hurry by all members of
the Squadron.
232 SIG AL QUADRO - DELTA TROOP - by LCpl Anderson
Yet again it has been a busy month for Delta Tp, including a three
week deployment to Madrid for SA 870, much to the delight of Sgt
' Stef ewton and his bunch of merry men and girls. On the flip ide
though, SA 874 was meant to deploy to Turkey to support the Turkish
Brigade, but this wa cancelled. Lnstead, gt John Webber and his crew
had to make do \ ith oest training area and what it had to offer them mainly nettle fields and farm yards full of raw sewage - unlucky lads!
There have been a couple of incidents this month. Top prize goes to
ig ' 17 tone and rising' Gallard, who took a bit of a dive out of the
back of a Relay managing to damage him elf sufficiently to qualify for a
couple of weeks sick leave back in blighry. eedle s to say he was most
upset at having to leave Krefeld for that long, but not as up et as the local
gyro shop owner, whose takings have dropped dramatically. econd
prize goe to Sig ·Simple' Sim, who decided that the quickest route o er
roundabouts was quite literally traight over them followed quickly by a
bit of off-roading in the local farmer' field - he can now be seen going
pale at the thought of the cost of repairs.
We offer up a big welcome from the Delta massif to Cpl ' Kev'
Brooker, who has seen the light and come across from 16 ig Regt. Also
Cpl Chris Rhode , Bren ' Randy' Randerson, LCpls Craig Anderson,
Sandra Evans and Sig Pam Hunt who have all made the move from Tac
Tp next door. Also, bello to LCp l Becky Thompson from Hotel Troop
and LCpl Bewick and Sig 'JD' Dennistoun fresh from the factory.
Leaving u are Cpl Steve ·Geek I' Taylor and LCpl ' Geek 2' Bartlett
who have deserted to the newly formed Cl 'Geek' Troop also to Sig
Claire Davies who' jumped ship over to Tac Troop. The troop i al o
lo ing Sigs ruck ' Pesf Anderson and Toby ·straight outa Compton
Rees to another six month tour of Kosovo - try not to booze too much
lads! The biggest farewell goes to Mr Phil Hughe and liss Paula
BarreH , who are on the move to civvy treet. .The Troop hope
e erytlung goe well for them both when the baby amves, and remember
Phil, keep it real.
.
Congratulation and welcome back to ig Jase Holt who got mamed
to Steph - We wi h you both the best of luck for the future (you'll need it
Steph!). Last but by no means lea t, a big congratulations to LCpl
Douoie Porter and his wife Claire on the birth of their baby boy Connor
- BC:t wishes for the future. Dougie no\ looks like he' been on exerci e
for a month, and can be found wandering around the troop muttering
thing about nappies and toxic waste.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Iron ide
Tp S gt
SSgt McGuire
As always another busy time for Hotel Troop. We \ elcome a few new
faces but it appears we ha e more goodbye . \: e'd all like to\\ i h LCpl
'Tony' M usgrave a happy po ting to 2 Sig Regt , and we hope LCpl
• ean' Dinsdale ha a groo y time in London - we hear the price of
drinks will oou end him broke. We mu t al 1 wi h Phil Hughes all the
be t in bis new casual Civilian life, and end him be l wi he as a father
to be. Goodbye go to our elu ive OC, Lt Howarth. who ha deployed to
Bosnia with 231 ig qn. Good luck goe out to ig turphy a he
takes time out to look after her newly born bouncing baby.
gt 'Do one'
Iron ide now find himself a OC Troop (not on a p<l\\er trip, much) and
gt 'Ye ·McGuire arrived from 16 ig Regt to take up the mantle of
Troop taffy. Cl section has al o recei ed a boost, with ne\\ blood being
moved aero from th.: other Troop . They now understand ju t hO\\
heavy tho e computers really are.
Our time and work ha been largely {illed with Exerci e Prep and the
exerci e them el es.
plendid couple of week were pent up on
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cnndaJcr training area. cabling in a 'ery pick and · pan

T Rl E)

Headquarte~ m a ro\\ of bunkers. Other locations in · luded the disused

• apicr Barrack Gvm. Dortmund and The Chicken Factory near
Guteroloh. The roar thut could be heard "hen England beat Germany in
Euro 1000 probabl. cau cd . eYeml hen to treble their egg laying output.
pl ·El ' id' \\ ilson spent hi Excrci e sunning. I mean working hard
"1th the A group in 'pain. Lucky for ·ome, eh?.
The quadron set a:ide a couple of week thi month to try and get
C\ eryonc U\\ ay for
dYenture Train ing down in Bavaria . Mo t of the
Troop managed to get the opportunity to participate in the nlrious
acti\ 1ties. includin!!. Hill '' alkin!!. and Ro k limbing. Fini hing on a
aood note, the troop "ill be va tTy depleted as eYeryone i oon taking
time out on um mer LcaYe.
oon as " e get l>ack it will be straight
into the normal grind "ith a range day and then the build up to the major
exerci.e of the ·ear. E. rrcade Falcon.
P P TROOP
First of all. the Troop would like to say ·Get the beers in· to the new
Troop O , 2Lt · prog' Endean. \\ho has ju t arrived from hi Troop
ommander course. A fond farewell to newly promoted 'Archie ·
Gemmell \\ho i off to 14 ig Regt (EW), and Lt oakes, who is off to
unn:r Blandford. Al o congratulations to the on of the CO ·Hoppy' fo r
pa ing hi y ling proficiency test, OR DID HE? The Troop has just
returned from a "·eek (well earned) adventure training down in Ba aria
where ig ·Postman Pat· ykes wa a bit confused about how a tamp
cannot be u ed as a phonecard. The Troop i looking forward to ummer
lea\ e but make the mo t of it becau-e it exerci e "hen you get back.
T C TROOP - by LCpl Williamson aided by Sig ,\fcColm.
Tp Comd
Lt Law on
Tp gt
SSgt Griffiths
July ha been yet another gloriou month in the Corp for TAC HQ,
"1th the u ual round of hellos and goodbyes associated w ith the

quadron ·s roller coaster manning Ii l. Hello to Lt ' choolbuy' Law on,
pl 'Johno' John on, LCpl Alex Mc 1urray and ig h1ire Davies.
We al o bid a fond farewell to gt Rob Atherton, who is moving to 39
Bde and Sig qn , Cpl Randy Randcrson, who i off to Delta Tp, LCpl
Mark Reay (231 Sqn) and Ca pt 'Pierre' Farrimond, who is posted to
AA Arborlic ld . Al o a big unlucky to C 1>I ' Peacemaker ' Cansfield,
who, whilst trying to grab the auention of some ladies on a nigh t out, fell
over and broke his leg - hope you are back on your feet again soon Neil!
Congratulations go out to two sets of parents in Tac Tp, July saw the birth
of tcvc and ue Wilson's baby Reece, a well as Dougie and Claire
Porter' baby onnor - and not forgetting congratulations to Sig Andy
Joynson , who ucce fully pa sed P- Company.
TROOP BATTLEFIELD TO R
At the end of June Tac Troop deployed to Ypre on a Troop outing,
where we had the plea ure of camping in a local camp ite, visited many
local memorials and museums. A specia l thanks to LCpl Al
• chumachcr ' Ryall for hi exce ll ent autobahn manoeuvres on the way
down.
AD E TURE TRAINI G
On unday 17 July !I handful of232 per onnel set off towards Bavaria,
Jed by gt 'Disco Del' Richards. The journey wa tediou and when we
got there we found an uninhabited town called Wertach. The hill walking
wa led by
gt 'Mountain goat' Griffiths, and a big thanks goe to
LCpl Rees who helped u out by taking u kayaking for a couple of days.
The other activity wa rock climbing which was led by Sgt 'Brew'
Drewett who in tructed us ' ell on in ide and outside climbing walls.
Well done to LCpl 'Chag' Anderson and ig ' tainsy' McColm for
their effort on the karaoke, I hear the local girls were very impressed.
Thank to everyone who wa involved not forgeuing S M Carter for hi
hill walking knowledge.

14th SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

fuel tap witched on and in third place wa Cpl· Paddy' Cravey for his little indiscret ion with the police.At last omeone out there has listened to
the plea and cries of the omadic quadron Techs in their quest to find a
home and found them a porta-cabin to u e as a work hop, on ly for them to
be told that they are not getting it becau e the Troop Commanders are
moving out onto the shop floor. ow that the Troop offices are going to be
empty the Techs will be moving into one of them, but there is a catch ... .
they can't move in until the end of October.
A question for all the operators in the Squadron, How long does it take
for the brakes on a trailer to start smoking if the trailer hand break is left
on? Answer: about four miles, but they didn't know the ans\ er so they
decided to try it out on two separate trailers on t\ o different pans of the
same journey!

Maj Rob MZ hands over command of the Air Poctable Squadron to
Maj Jonathan Gillespie, 10 August 2000
237 re AL Q ADRO (EW)
qn Comd
Maj Drinkall
qn S 1
gt Hughes
For once it has been a quite period within the Troop due to most of our
'ehicle being deployed on Ex Iron Hawk. To tan with we must say hello
and welcome to the quadron to SSgt SQMS Cra ig, Cpl Coward, Cpl
Daddon, LCpl Harvie and ig Stratton and farewell to W02 SSM
Richardson and gt ( QMS) Kitchen off to greener pastures.
The Regiment decided to hold a Regimental Fun Day on Sunday 23
July with the Troop being tasked to run the ' Human Bandit' as their stall.
Congratulations must go to LCpl 'Dougie' Douglas for an excellent job
on setting up and running the tall. How did you manage to be the only
tall to lose money on the day? At least you know who your friends are
and we 1111 ha\en't discovered what is 'fun' about working on a Sunday!
Congratulations mu t go to W02 'Blacky' Blackadder on hi s promotion
and comm1sera11on's to gt 'Mac' MacDonald and ig Richardson on
their pending life entences when they get married. Congratulations must
go to gt ·Daye' Keenan on being the first person to be awarded the
Troop Muppet a\\ard for his liule incident with a Boughton, a winch, a
\lontago and a Wolf.... In a close second place was ig Rkhardson who
now holds the record for the longest time a generator could run without the
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245 Signal Squadron in the field - Post Exercise turnaround
237 get to grips with the local radio station

TA GOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Phil Waddell
Tp Sgt
gt Chris Mulligan
Let us tart in the u ual manner by firstly acknowledging those dearly
departed, and newly arrived. A big shout goes out to LCpl Dave Terron,
who after many years of being Troop sprog educator has left us to re-educate Ireland in a more peaceful role. A warm welcome is extended to LCpl
Banks who has just been posted in from the aforem entioned place, the
Troop would a l o like to welcome Sigs Nea le and C larke who have joined
us straight from the factory, and can't believe their luck now that LCpl
Terron has gone. We've only had a short amount of time to ourselves lately, Ops decided to spring the good news, 'You're all going to Canada at the
end of August, but before you go you'll be playing enemy for 245 Sig Sqn,
and end a det to the UOTC, complete two Jocomexes. Also send four
blokes to do a BBGT, spend three days at Oakwood leisure park on a PR
exercise, set up two stands for the Regimental open day, et up another det
for an old boys reunion, prep for Canada, play cricket and still have Fridays off.' ice one Ops!
The 245 Sig qn Exercise (Mouflon ummer) was an eleven day exercise which took place on your favourite training ground, and mine, sunny
Salisbury Plain . Tango Tp were asked to provide a DEWCC det and a
handful of men to act as enemy. During the Exercise certain members
decided not to engage the enemy and thought it far more beneficial to go
on a 14km tab, others found that it is possible to outrun a charging AFV
432 whilst in a reversing LandRover. Al the end of the day the boys were
asked to annoy, pe ter and kidnap any 245 Sig qn personnel which they
did with good effect, but they do draw the line at engaging <lets that have
an infantry coy as suppon.
A three-day PR exercise at Oakwood leisure park gave the Troop a
chance to show off some of their kills in front of the general public. A
DEWCC det wa put on display as well as a mall as ault course for the
Troop to display their speed and athleticism in erecting a ection of the PU
I 2m mast (why do all the good ideas come from seniors). The fruits of the
PR Exercise are still being sampled.
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ow that all the vehicles have been shipped off to Canada the Troop are
making good use of the quiet period and getting them elves on leave
before Ops decide to drop any more bombshells. Finally, congratulations
to Cpl Dimmack and C pl Piper for being t\vo of the hundred plus Corporal elected for promotion to Sergeant. uff aid.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A hman (Aus Army)
Tp WO
W02 Watters
The Troop would like to extend a warm welcome to Cpl 'Baz' Keen,
LCpls 'Ken' Dodd, ' Village' Green and Sig 'Tracer' Fm er. We would
also like to say goodbye and good luck in civvie treet to Sgt Bradbury,
Cp l Zoe Wainwright and LCpl 'Fred' Perry, and all the best to Cpl
Gareth Davies and family on their posting to JSSU Digby. Farewell also
to Lt Hamish Ashman, who is returning to Australia afler his four month
Long Look at Wale . Congratulation to Cpl Danny Wilkins on hi recent
marriage to Emma. We would also like to .congratulate ('.pis Mick Haltam and 'Giff' Giffen on their recelll selection for promotion to ergeant.
IL has been a very bu y period work wise, preparing the Troop' vehicles
and equipment for the forthcoming deployment. to Canada on Ex. Iron
Hawk. During thi period we also bad an RSIT in pecllon thrown m for
good measure, which was passed\\ ith flying colours. The Troop was al .o
tasked with providing an Odeue det to take part in a JFACT Li exercise 111
Scotland. The Regimental Families Day on unday 23 July a\\ the Troop
painting tyres and signs for the ta.rget golf stand ..on the day t~e weather
and competition were both hot, with everyone trymg to get their hands on
one of the 'much coveted ' trophies. During the afternoon a marked loss of
accuracy wa noted, pos ibly due to the rising temperatures and not the
beer tent next to us.

Aller a feverish week to tum around the kit we deployed to Germany
for exercise Rhino Spear. This saw the DEWCC staffbcing exercised with
I (UK) Armd Div and the TCAD crew provided the LOCO cell and the
Gyros re-supply team. Back in the UK and after another week break the
Squadron deployed to ennybridge for it's annual baule camp.

-----

Cpl Bastin (Int Corps) and LCpl Thompson (R. SIGNALS)
lead the way in the Assault Course Compet1t1on

245 SIGNAL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Hodges
S M
W02 (S M) Griffiths
A few changes as we aid goodbye to OC W Tp, Lt 'Fi' tewart and
oon to be Sgt Gray who are both off to the damp unshine of I. Welcome to SSgt (SupvR) ' Use the force' Timmis an~ SSgt (SupvR)
Emmett. Welcome back to KFOR Troop who are returning m a few days
for a few hours sociali ing before depa~ing on leave. The quad;on ha
been keeping it elf busy with a few maJOr deployment . Mouflon
ummer saw a full ba eline deployment with TCAD. and DEWCC' . on ahsbury plain. Beefed up with an additional detac.hment fr<_>m 237 1g qn w.e
were able to put the new EW system through its paces in the field. A vari ety of succe ses and not o successes included everything from the Sgt
'Jock• Marshelsay led cavalry charge 10 near enemy attac:k on the TC D
position where the two sentries were beefed up by a Balla hon of PWR.R on
TE EX. The lauer never happened more by luck than judgement as the
TCAD crew attempted to goad the SM's boys into action.

Debus drills from a panzer
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Assault Course Competition

Unchara ten tic "cat her made for Carribean condition on the area;
and th mo t c\ ii midge known to the natural world. ome'' here along
the ''a) ''e managed to fit in R llT and now the quadron arc in the
mid't of their well earned ma.'\imum leave.

by the cotti h '' ildlife! There are also four member of the Troop
deployed on Op Basilica in Sierra Leone - Q · ige' Watton Sgt Da\I.'
canlan, L pl 'The Boy· C rnnswick, Cpl Steve Frost and pl Andy
ichols who was on the fir t deployment and has since returned.

6-tOTROOP
Tp omd
apt Quinsc.
Tp gt
gt Flaherty
It ha been a relati,ely quiet period due to the fact that the \'Chicle transfer programme i still ongoing. However. ther i a light at tl1e end of the
tunnel "ilh the t\\ o Wildcat D tachments 1rriving back in the Troop.,
looking 'ery hiny and impre sive. The tr.1op deplo red on Ex Eagle
trike with the qn to tranraer that provec! to be an une entful but very
long dri,·c. The eJ1.erci e pa .ed uneventfully e ·cept for being eaten ali'e

HELLOS, GOODBYES AND CO GRATULATIO
Hello to our new Troop ommander, Capt Quinsey, his wife Teresa
and the new Troop mascot 'Clyde'. SSgt Clements and hi s wife TracyAnn. Also hello to igs Pete Evans, Chris Wilson and Dave tevens
who were posted in trai ght from the factory. We say goodbye to Capt
V bite, ig 'Woody' Woodrow (on promotion) who is posted to 2 1 Sig
Regt (AS) and ig Mark Watson on betraying us to join the LEWT. We
say congratulation to LCp ls teve Frost and Glen Roberts on their promotion to Corporal. Al 'O lo Sig Marcus Taylor on his marriage to Zoe.

x

I

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

SPORT
.
On the sporting front the Troop has, whenever possible, fielded teams
in both the RAF Bruggen Station Commander's Cup and the Leicester
Trophy run by the Regiment. Congratulations to all who have 'donned
armour' to do battle with the 'blue jobs' in Bruggen and to tho e who try
to show the rest of Re gi men t that th e Troop really do es exist!
Congratulations to Sig Sean Peart on competing for the Combined
ervices in the swi mmin g pool and commiserations to LCpl 'Parsley'
Farrow , LCpl 'Devo' Figel, Sig ' Mongo' McFaul and Sig ' 0111on '
Ennion for getting their ' mugs ' in every national newspaper and glossy
magazine during the England I Portugal Game in Euro 2000.
E TERTAJNME T
Now we know the Troop works hard, plays hard and, as you would
expect, we like to party hard. Every Friday night the Troop bar is filled
with laughter and much bell ringing as certificate and medal recipients
how their delight by buying the beers, followed by the clanging of the
bell for those who have screwed up or been noticed during the week.
Further to this merriment we have had a few function nights in the bar
including a highly successful ' Who wants to be a Millionaire?' night et
up by Cpl Stu Shaw and LCpl 'Devo' Figel. o one won anything but
isn't that the point of the game?
FfNAL THOUGHT
See you all in Bruggen in 2002. Meanwhile back at the ranch ....
SUPPORT TROOP 230 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Tp Comd
Lt ' Beccy' Knightly Brown
SSgt Mc eill
Tp Sgt
Life in Support Tp will be a quieter place with the departure of gt
'Chalky' White to 1 ADSR. After all, it was Sgt ' Vertically Challenged'
White who introduced the charming square of pink carpet to the office,
which has really done wonders in collecting dirt! The Troop's recent
camping experience was Ex Arrcade Falcon where we duly impres ed
two potential officer who were glad to escape to Rowallen Company for
a rest. Will we ever see them again? Somehow, on the bigge t exercise of
the year Sgt 'Chalky ' White managed to put him elf on a golf course and
SSgt McNeill was otherwise engaged (but at least he can sit down now).
In between our camping experiences the Troop managed to participate
enthusiastically in the final Leicester Trophy events, coming a glorious
last in the endurance competition but managed to swim into a re pectable
third place overall. Thank you Sig Smithson for your attempt at the
Butterfly - every effort counts!

report from one of the Regiment' outposts ( oon to be our ne\
home!) .......
\'I IT BY THE M TER OF SIGi AL
l\I J GE I I.
J. PRACKLlNG QBE - 13 JULY 2000

o.

On 13 Jul} the Regiment wa delighted to welcome The Master of
ignal . laj Gen I. O. J. prackling QBE, during hi recent i it to
Germany. Although time was short The Master spent an enjoyable
morning \'i iting 252 ig qn in the 'big house' and 230 ig qn.

The Master, medal recipients and their families
also the CO, Lt Col Tony Morphet and W01 (RSM) Fradley

Chief Tech Taylor, RAF, explains to the Master what really goes on
in SCP(R), looking on (L-R) : Maj Brian Greenwood , SSgt (FofS)
Campbell and Capt Graham Blondell

BRUGGEN TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Sarah Stonier
Tp SSgt
Sgt Gaz Tinsley
Line SSgt
SSgt 'Jonah' Jones
LIFE AT BR GGE '
RAF Bruggen , situated on the Dutch/ German border and home to
some 6000 service men and families, i al o home to a small but growing
number of Royal Signals soldiers.
Bruggen Troops is part of 252 ignal Squadron, 16 ignal Regiment
and i re pon ible for communications infrastructure at RAF Bruggen
and close support of communications systems employed by the RAF.
The Troop consists of 80+ soldiers, mainly Telemechs with Technical,
Stores and MT/LAD support. The Telemechs not only support the RAF
Bruggen infrastructure but are also deployed through out the world to
places such as Kosovo, Bosnia, Falklands and Ascension Islands as well
as providing support to exercises in Germany and Corsica. With the
Regimen~ moving from RJ1eindahlen to Bruggen in 2002 the Troop has
become mvolved m the planned tear down of RAF facilities and the
introduction of Army facilities.
Life at Bruggen can be good and the facilities provided by the ' boys in
blue' are second to none. However, life is extremely busy. On average
each soldier in the Troop will complete two detachments in a year
ranging from 2-6 months duration, to any of the theatres above. eedless
to say, juggling career courses, leave and deployments gives the Troop
hierarchy a bit of a headache!
HELLO, GOODBYE & CO 'GRATULATJONS
Welcome to the following:
Capt Sara h tonier
Sig 'Spotty' Spot wood
Cpl Andy Fisher
Sig Gaz Fuins
Sig Andy Stewart
Goodbye to:
Sig Jim 'Crazy' Lawrence

SSgt (SQMS) Ward doesn't believe a word of it!
Neither does SSgt Marshall whilst Lt Simon Gladwin
is still thinking about it!
Pnor to lunch with the Officers, The Master kindly presented LS&GC
to W02 ( M) Hood - 230 Sig Sqn and gt Deegan - Brnggen

~edal~

Troop~.
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Congratulations to:
gt Ralph 'Grcengra s' Deegan
on his selection for promotion to SSgt and LS&GC.
Cpl Ca rr - on passing RSJCC.
Cpl Maher - on passing RSJ CC and gening married - phew!
Cpl Dave Casca rino - on selection for promotion to Sergeant.
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TN 016 230 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Tp Comd
Lt 0. Dinnis
Tp Sgt
SSgt D. Colema n
There have been a few additions and departures in the last few months.
We have said goodbye to LCpl Danny 'Two Bikes' Jones, who left for
the promise of a helicopter ride in Colchester after his Class I • Good
Luck. Also gone are Cpl Euan 'Mr Tolerance' Cowie on temporary
attachment in Bo nia, Sig ' Linford Christie ' Kinzett on transfer to
Kowloon Tp, following in the footsteps of LCpl Del 'Cow. Head'
Hunter. LCpl Gaz' o I'm ot' Jack left on an inter-troop po tmg and
soon to be heading aero s the water is Cpl Billie 'The Fish' Beaumont
currently having a BLAST. We have welcomed Sig ' Keen and. Green'
Briscoe Sig 'Bog Brush ' owell, C pl 'Dodgy umber Plates' Si mpson,
Cpl • ~ 1 can't speak German' Tyrrell, gt Dave 'Fresh from Rehab '
Taylor and, last but not least gt Dean ' l've been here eight month and
sti ll haven't been in the Wire' Wilkinson.
BATTLEFIELD TO R TO EBE EMAEL · by Lt 0. Dinnis
With a little ' direction' from the CO the Subalterns of 230 ig qn
organised an Officers and Warrant Officers. Battlefield :rour of the
Belgian Fortress at Eben ,Emael. The v1s1t sta~ted wit~ a quick
presentation by Lt Simon Rus 1an Mafia Jacket Gladwm and Lt
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Rebecca 'Crikey' Knightly-Brow n. For the u111n1tiated the action at
Eben Emael was the prelude 10 the German il1\as1on of We,tem Europe
in 1940 - 80 odd German paratroopers neutralised the trongc t fortrc
in Europe manned by 700 Gunners. ot bad! The fort was uppo~ed tu
destroy the approaches into Belgium but failed and allowed the
Wehrmacht to catch the Allies unprepared and pu h them back to
Dunkirk. Thanks to Maj Jonat han ' Desk Jockey' Turner for pingmg us
with that. The group travelled to the area in undisgu1 ed luxury and after
studying the ground, settled down for lunch at a local hostelry. In the
afternoon the tou r around the fort was conducted by a local Belgian
Guide - essential for navigating around the miles of interior tunn els!
Lessons learnt included: all round defence includes looking up, line
doesn 't survive bombing, never stand in front of a locked door and never
trust the enemy to do what you expect!
ANOTHER FAREWELL
230 Sig qn would like to take this opportunity to pass on its best
wishes to Capt Gly nn 'Bouncing' Buxton . Following a high-speed
attempt to get close to nature at the DZ Glynn has been hospitalised for
some time now. His replacement, Capt Gareth Oliver has arrived from
across the water so we also say goodbye to Capt (Finally!) igel 'Three
times the charm' Frances-Megann who has squeezed into Glynn'~ shoes
in the meantime. The award for the most tactless comment about Glynn's
accident goes to Sgt (SQMS) 'BAS' Ward. His request to the pilot of
the helicopter that arrived to scrape Glynn off the DZ and take him to
hospital went along the lines of, 'Wait a couple of minutes whil t we
repack our rigs so we can hitch a ride up to 5000ft.' The latest we hear is
that the recovery is going well - Good Luck Glynn!

!STOLEN!
Alarge quantity of bronzes and porcelain were tolen from a
private residence in Cambridge on 13 July 2000. Amongst the
items stolen was a pair of bronze figures depicting Mercury
and Iris. Signed Bologna. Could be copies by the Italian
master Giovanni Bologna. If anybody has any information
they are asked to contact Robin Mortimer at Cambridge
Police Station on 01223 823710 quoting reference 40722/00

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

CO
Lt ol Peter Gillespie
R M
\ 01 (R M) I Jenkins
MED L PRE E 'TATlO '
In July, '' e were plea ed to invite t.he Deputy ommander Jo int
Helicopter Command Brig Gary oward OBE to pre ent operational.
L &GC and ccumulated Campaign ervice Medals. During a short (but
perfectly formed) parade, Ko ovo medal ' ere awarded to over 30
members oft.he Regiment. In addition, Cpl Paul Selby was awarded hi

..

Adventure Trai n ing was held a t 1!alton Camp in Lancashire. Some
good quality train in g and 'FU ' was had by all. Most personnel who
attended managed to comp lete the '3 Peaks Walk' over Whcrnside Peny-Ghcn t and lng lebrough - 25 miles over three peak above 600~ is a
quality day on the mounta ins! Other activi ties included cl imbing, cav ing,
canoei ng and mounta in biking, as well as cultura l trips into Lancaster
museums open until three in the morning oop north, honest!

MOTOR TRA SPORT DEPARTMENT
MTO
Capt Pete Griffiths
MT Sgt
gt ' Mac ' MacDonald
August and September has seen the arrival and departure of a number
o f MT personne l. Firstly, we would like to say wellcome to the new
MTWO, W02 Chalkic White and his wife Jackie and family, all the
way from 1 Di v - how plea ed we are to see them all. Welcome. also. to
Cpls Knight and Jay, LCpls Mankin and Russell, all newly posted in
and Sigs Coxon and Lauren on who have been inter- quadron posted
from 220 and 244 ig Sqns - welcome to the bener world! Farewells to
Cpl Andy Doyle who is off to Bassingbourn, Cpl Berry and family off
to Aldershot, LCpl Berry ofT to 220 Sig Sqn and igs inglewood and
Watt, both off to Ci v Div. Good luck in the future!

ATO (FRY ) medal and LCpl Jason ' Clem' Clements wa awarded his
Kosovo ommendation. A llerwards in the wo· & gt's Mes·, L & G
me d a l were a1 arde d to W02 (RQ I ) ige Roberts . Sgt Chris
Gearing an d pl Paul elby a nd Accumulat ed ampai g n Serv ice
ife~~l we re awarded to Maj Jim Forre t and gt Ian ' Billy' Belshaw.
A 1t Cpl elby had not had enough chocolate frogs for one day, Brig
~owa_rd lin ally anno4nced that he wa incorrectly dressed and presented
h im 111s third tape ... congratulations ergeant Paul elby! !

The CO, Lt Col Peter Gillespie takes a side-seat as Cpl Eskdale
holds up the cairn on Pen-y-Ghent
TECHNICAL MAI TE ANCE TROOP
Tech Adjt
Capt Lee Wookey
T p SSgt
SSgt Spence Ord
As usua l, the past few month have been quite hectic (Oh no! says !he
Regt 2JC). The Reg imental Open Day on 7 July took up much time with
preparation and rehearsals for the ' It's a Knock Out' competition. The soca lled ' dry run ' was at no-time dry, especially afterwards (cheers SSgt
(SQM ) Paul Coates).

•
I

"
. .
.
.
The photo shows Brig Co"'.'ard p resenting medals to the front row
(L-R). Sig Reeve , LCpl Smith , S ig Steele, SQ! Clayton-Ba~ty, S ig Horne , Cpl Grice , Cpl Richardson , Sig Sutherland , S ig Perks, Sig Tidball,
Sgt Ward , S ig Watt. Holding post at the front of the parade - SSgt Gilbert.

rr===============================

Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The WIRE to be returned ,
unless they are really irreplaceable.

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Chas Dale
SSM
W02 (SSM) ick Organ
The Squadrnn has had (another) busy time lately (Oh. come off ii HQ
Sqn, according 10 Th e WIRE, everyone ha a busy time! ' Think of
somethin~ new to say·, says the Regt 2!C) . The normal routine in
barrack 1s a .mega-Board of Officers, Regimental Open-Day and
Adventure Training. The OC, Maj Chas Dale and W02 ( SM) ick
~rgan were _heavily involved in tbe Open Day and a lot of work and late
nights went mto ensunng that the event ran smoothly. There was a large
turnout from the local community and the day was a great success due the
hard work of all involved.

Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing
photographs which cannot be replaced.
Contributors should also be aware that
unless digital photos are saved to disk at a
minimum of 300 dpi mono and 400dpi
coloured, they will not be used.
Maj Chas Dale
rema ins optimistic despite the growing storm clouds behind

'Cafe 21'

ther.: i a few goodbyes. Firstly to C pl Bobby" Sand~ 1~ho ha gone to
Civ D iv after ten years ser>icc. Good luck in Spa in and get th ose
sideboards down! C hris Gearing who is the Troop Rl (' wea el , pc>-ted
to Germany. His valiant effort~ over the last three years have not gone
unnoticed - cheers fo r your jokes - also to LCpl Pere) Purcell who ha
left us to join 244 ig Sqn. Thi s now means he will ha>e to get up half an
hour earlier to get to work on ume.
Fi na ll y, the Troop wi s he to send a huge congratulations to \\.01
(FofS) Ady Knight on be ing selected for Commiss1onmg. The bi g
question is w ill you still be home in time for tea and medals'!

SSgt Dave Wilson looks on as the 43 (Wx) Sig Sqn (V) team
tackle the 'Wet B'ball' game . What's the 'B' stand for?!!
.
Tbe main event recently for the Troop was the Adventure Training
package, ' hich wa set up by W02 (SSM) ' ick Organ and Capt Dave
Whitaker . .Everyone who went did enjoy the week away with a few
noticeab le performances from Cpl Rob ' The Tears' Murray who
couldn't work out if hi harness wa too tight or whether he was ju t
enjoying himself too much! Cpl Bobby Sand , who enjoyed the i o lation
of the Yorkshire Dales that much that he decided it ' as too much to
deface the natural beauty by keeping his clothes on! gts Billy Belshaw
and Chris Gearing on showing everyone ho\ good admin i carried out
by S COs ... Oh no, I've got that bit completely wrong! ot forgetting
Sgt Dave ' George Doors· Wilson in his new appointment a urplus to
Requirement , had hour of fun in the thermal uit pro ided for the
potholing. His V is in the po t for a new how of hooting Stars. Sgt
Ian 'Big Bergen' Smith was one of th UEL" for the walking. His group
knows the rea l meaning of UEL ... Un-Excusably Lo t! Also, wa Sgt
Chris Gea rin g really that cared of canoeing or did the mini-bus really
run out of fuel? All in all , the 1 eek spent Oop orth was thoroughly
enjoyed by everyon~ who went, e pecially the evening entertainment laid
on in Lanca ter. A big thank goes out to W02 (SSM) Nick ' Reece
master· Organ and Capt Dave 'Absei l King' Whitaker.
There have been a few new arrivals to th e Troop - the main
contribution being from the Regimental Tele Mcchs - we have them all
under the watchful eye of Cpl Pete Richanjs . A huge ' well done· must
go out to ig Russ ·Sniper' Rus ell who has now pa ed his PWT prior
to U TAT training. You ee it's not that hard! Also newly arrived to the
troop is LCp I tay Angelidi from the factory and al o
gt pence Ord
and family from ermany. LCpl 'Jonno' Johnson and C pl Keith
G ilbert al o join the troop from 220 ig qn, po ted into ihe I M Team
that now make up the Troop 4 Ball!!) aturally with all the e hello's

Q ARTERMA TER'S (GE ERAL) DEP RTME, T
M.aj Tom Dean
QM (Gen)
RQM (Gen)
W02 ( RQM ) ige Roberts
The QM (Gen) Dept has had, for the second Wire running, a number of
change to our vast military staff. First of all congratulation on two
counts to ig Emma 0' eill, both on her recent promotion to LCpl and
also on the addition to her family, a son called Sean. Welcome to the
Department to both Cpl lark Brown and Sig Glen Gibb , who joined
us from QM (Tech) Dept. Both of them have hit the ground running.
becoming immediately involved in the Regimental Board of Officers.
They are now both able to impress the ir friends and families by
explaining the difference between the types of tables and chair spread
about the Regiment, the winter nights will ju t fly by lads!
220 SIG 'AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Forr est
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Gi le
It has been a hectic three months for thi quadron but there i finally
light at the end of the tunnel. The repercus ion of the Regimental Board
of Officers and the second squadron move in under ix months ha tested
the re ourcefulne s and patience of all ranks. 1 everthele . we are nO\\ in
an asbe to free and watertight hangar and, with completion of the works
ervices in Augu l, we ' ill finally have a working environment, which
fulfil the Squadron ' s needs. The Squadron continue to be busy
providing assets to the Joint Helicopter Command and bas deployed
assets to Mozambique and Sierra Leone. The future is bu y with
commitments to Ex Iron Hawk in Canada and the preparation and
training packages required for the approaching MAPP equipment trial
being conducted by this squadron. The clo edo' n of the H Force Signal
Troop in plit continue to free up much needed manpower from what
has been five year of commitment to Op Palatine.
SQ ADRO ' HEADQ ARTERS
Well it has been a bu y couple of month for all of us at HQ.
especially for \ 02 (FofS) Allie Duncan ('po t me another lea,·e app.
Oh yeah! end it c/o the golf course"). II ha e been very busy moving
up to our new hangar and moving lamp po t to the middle of the treet
much to the annoyance of the OC qa. De pite the hectic timetable of
most LCpl Dave ' Bob' Heath who ha tried to convince everyone he ha
been working hard down at Bath Univer iry 1 ith the British Bobsleigh
Team in preparation for the forthcoming sea on. Po sibly an Olympic
hopeful, we'll keep our fingers cros ed. a I am ure he will.
Congratulations to Rory and Ernma O' eill for their bundle of joy, Sean
Kieran. leep tight you two! Also to Sgt, yes gt, Dave Clayton-Batty
and Cpl 'Claymore' Clement on their promotion . It i also welcome to
LCpl Jim ·E ex' ye, LCpl Peter Piper and the new Yo! Man. W02
(YofS) Bentley. Cheerio and good luck to Matty Lee who i down in
Blandford on hi Clas 1 - houldn 't be gone for long nO\\. Finally all the
best to ikki Rya n off to Civvy treel after doing ome rather trenuou
fa t learning at the !fotor Cycle Training Centre - well that" what the)
told me it stood for!
CHARLI E TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt lurray Macdonald
Tp
gt
Sgt Rus Ezard
After what eemed like an eternity, C Tp joined the re t of the
Squadron in the mo e from the ' Black Hole of Doom' (Old Hangar) to a
rather nice ex- avy hangar on the other ide of Camp. Thi ha. been a
big morale boost and now vehicles can be worked on without the need for
big- ofty jacket and torche .
The pearhead MAOT deployed on Op Palli er in \lay and pent
ome qua lit time being u eel a a taxi around Lunghi irport. II tho. e
that deployed - LCpl Pear on , ig 'Chri ' Rec\C and c\entuall) gt· · 1·
Oldman - eemcd to have a good time and came back complete \\uh
suntan and without Malaria. Op Palatine is ongoing and has seen a
number or the Troop deplo ing and returning from plit, again w uh tht:
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obligatol) untan along \\ ith annful of CD. and Duty Free .• The e:1._erci e
program ha been limited for mo. t of the Troop due to The B1gge t
Board of omcers in the\! 'orld ... EYer!', but has till managed to deploy
on fa Eagl • Flight and E. aglc. trike (with 16 A Bde), Ex corpi n
tnkc ( qn Battle amp) and E:>. Red corpion, .to name but a few. Mo.st
of the quadron are lool.Jng forward to deploying on Ex Iron Ha~vk 111
Cannda and element of the Troop wil l be off on Ex Arrcad" Fu ion m
eptember.
A \\eek of qua lit) ad\'enture training wa con?ucted at ~e end_ of May
in Barnstaple. The Troop had an e\ ~ ellent time walkmg, cltmbmg,
canoeing and, of course, the drinking of ome cup of beer. The week'
:1.perience. left 2Lt ·Jez' Wadia ' ith nightmares about a bright yellow
canoe {hO\\ trange). which till haunt him now on his Tp omd Course.
A fe\\ welcome to the Troop: LCpl tcve Riste and LCpl athan
Eldridoe. "ho both came to us from I. L pl Dave Mear , fresh from
hi Cla"s I, L pl Dave ' I wanna be the Unit Fire Officer· Horton. from
16 A Bde, gt Daz Kidd from TR Ba ingbourn and gt 1att • ever
top. Talking' '.\lcDona ld from 3RH . A few goodbyes: LCpl tu
'Jonuo· Johnston, off to the I M Team to skive before heading off to
Cin) treet, LCpl Graeme 'London · ntrobus and ig Lee Davison.
both off to ultiY ate their idey in I. Goodbye al o to 2Lt Mike 'Can ' t
ay o to a Drink' Barne , off to university in ottingham after a short
stint with the Regiment. Al o LCpl Pearson, who almo t left the Anny
"hi! t still in ierra Leone and Cpl ·Reg' Holdsworth, who is off to
work for Motorola and tart a new life. 1any thank to all of you for all
the hard work you put in to the Troop.
DELT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Sarah lrwin
Tp gt
S gt 1ark Gilbert
June was far from ideal. with the Troop in the middle of a Board of
Officers and carrying out the second hanger move in ix months.
E\entually life got le turbulent and the Troop soon established itself in
the ne" hanger. everal member of the troop took off on ·op Signet' - a
month rambling in the Canadian Rockie . whi lst the remainder tayed lo
keep the home fires burning. The Troop was responsible for running the
dunk tank for the Regimental Open Day with superb performances from
ig ·Dunkum· Tidball and Suzy 'Ball Fetcher' James. Cpl ' Gilly'
Gilbert wa re ponsible for the flow of chilled beer and fleecing the
i\'Vies for a good cause. gt Aidy Watts put in a very brief appearance
but rnni hed once pla hed. £125 made and a good day had by all!

On returning from Hungary, the Regiment held an internal Board of
Officer . Everyone \ as thrilled about this and times were hard ... late
night and hard work. However, the Regiment i now once aga in ,
ship hape, and all counted! The month of July saw ig Matt ' immo'
Simpson, go away to Penhale in Cornwall with 19 Cd Trg Team, based at
Colerne, on their mini-Battle Camp. Other members of the Troop, Cpl
Paul Annetts, LCp l ' Boggy' Mush and Sig Rachel Riley went to
Longmoor and taught another cadet team comms ski ll s. July also brought
Wimbledon fortnight. ig Andy Day attended as a teward and had a
fanta tic time. His mo t memorable moments were clearly dominated by
the sheer excellence and technical supremacy of stance and technique of
the player ... 'You should have seen Anna Kornikova when she 's
waiting to recei ea erve! ·
Colerne Activities Week and Regimental Open Day was a success,
with o er £300 rai ed. The Troop et up an arctic warfare demon tration
tand displaying all the equipment u ed in extreme cold conditi ons. We
al o ran BV206 rides around our cross-country cour e, which was by far
the most popular event of the day. The Royal ignals Recruiting Team
were very impressed with our display and may use it for future demos.
Rec nt change to the Troop: we wou ld like to welcome SSgt Jack
Hawkins from 94 ig Sqn, Sgt · ven' Gronn from 1S Sig Regt and Si gs
Albury, Hall, mith and Addison from the factory. Good-byes to SSgt
(now W02) Dnz Sheerin, Cp l 'Olie" Oliver, Cpl ick Hill, LCpl
·Boggy· Marsh. LCpl Richardson , LCpl Phil 'PHD' Smith, Sig
(LCp ltobe) ndy Day and Sig Liesa Howson.
The ongoing Op Agricola ha seen, Cpl Williams, LCpl Eltringham,
LCpl Evans, igs Owens and Riley deploy on four-month tours .. . see
you at Chri tma ! Curren tly the Troop is preparing for Ex Adventure
Exchange in Greece and we are all looking forwa rd to thi one as our
untans from Hungary are fading!
BRA OTROOP
CCF TRAl ING CAMP, LO GMOOR (7-22 July 2000)
Cpl 'Paul' Annets, LCpl 'Boggie' Marsh, igs ·Rachael' Riley and
'Daz' McAlister were sent to Longmoor Camp to teach the CCF some
Basic ignalling Skills on their summer camp. The package involved the
cadets learning how to operate a PRC 320 in a man-pack role u ing
correct voice procedure. They were then hown how to erect a S.4m mast
and then in their section had a race. The lirst to erect the mast won a
prize. Each ection was then sent on a patrol, which involved Sig 'Daz'
McAli ter being a special agent and the cadets were to u e the PRC 320
to send messages back to HQ. The two weeks were much enjoyed by all
and the Royal Rifle Volunteers appreciated the a istance given by the
Regiment
EXERCISE EAGLES STRIKE (14- 22 July 2000)
Another succe s for the Regiment wa Ex Eagles Strike up in
Scotland. A lot of knowledge and experience was gained, especially by
Sigs ' Stew' Parsons, 'Frank' Reeves and 'Damion' Shepherd, all have
whom have recently arrived from Blandford and this was their first
exercise. The exercise itself went pretty moothly and the weather held
out all week and the sun was shining for the first time in the history of
Scotland! There is no dirt to be dished out after this exercise and, to my
knowledge, everyone is squeaky clean ... hah! We returned to Coleme
and completely turned round the wagons. By then, l think, everyone was
ready for a good night out on the tiles.
SQ ADRO ADVENTURE TRAINING - by Sig Lea Snell
Quite an eventful week was had by all at Fremington Camp, near
Barnstable. They tried everything from rock climbing to water-skiing and
plenty of socia lising. Everyone seemed to have a good time except LCpl
'Si' Lee, who has only just rea lised that the sun bums - he ended up with
Ist degree bun and massive blisters on his back. obody laughed ...
much! Then when it came to the aeria l death slide (the name say it all). I
don't think anyone was a willing volunteer, especially to hold the ropes
when Sig 'Sadsack' Sutherland was bombing down the slide. He almost
took out Fremington Camp and taking Sig 'Mat' Simpson with it.
Overall a very enjoyable week and we'd like to say thanks to all the
instructors and W02 (YofS) 'Steve' F irth for giving up his time to pass
on his wind surling expertise.

As the Troop selected to conduct the MAPPS tria l, it is all hands back
to training to convert all troop members into Area Sys Ops. We welcome
troop 'ne\\ boy' LCpl John Sherwin and his wife and congratulate him
on his promotion, along with Marcus Bailey, promoted to Sergeant last
month. Sad farewells are said to Cpl 'Gilly' Gilbert who went to work
with HQ Sqn and ig Clara Rowlands who moved to Civvy Street well almo t, Wale !

20th NATIO AL ETERANS WHEELCHAIR GAMES JULY 2000
- SA A TO IO TEXAS
by W02 (RQMS) Geordie Merrie
For several years I have been actively involved with the British Exervicemen and Women's Wheelchair Sports Association (BEWSA), a
charitable organisation with over 80 members, whose purpose is lo
rehabilitate disabled ex servicemen and women through sport. Over the
past two years I have had the honour to be assistant team coach to WOl
Eddie Larrard RLC, preparing the Great Britain team for the 20th
Paralysed Veterans Association Garnes lo be held in San Antonio, Texas.

244 JG:--.AL Q ADROi
qn Comd
Maj David Bizley
\ii
\: 02 ( SM) Paul Williams
LPH TROOP MF(L) - by Sig Steve Beal
Alpha Troop ha enjoyed a busy su mmer period, with various
cxerci e and acti\ iues. For the duration of May, the troop deployed to
Hungary on Ex Ardent Ground. The Exerci e went well and a good time
wa- had by all! The hosts were very welcoming and.we enjoyed the fruits
of their country (cheap beer and pretty girls ... bw not the boys).

PHASE 1: PRE - TRAl I G
Having lost our traditional training venue al RAF Cosford; I
approached 21 Sig Regt (AS) and BEWSA was kindly afforded the use of
all sports facilities within Azimghur Barracks and accommodation for
both the athletes and able-bodied assistants. The scene was now set and
all that remained was to conduct a recce of the camp. With Mr Bob
Currant, the QM Department handyman, strapped into a wheelchair and
me pushing, we set off around the Barracks to carry out a feasibility study
on disab led accessibi lity. By early February 2000 the requisite wheel chair

Sig Suzy James 'adjusts' the target as Sgt Bev McAuley
tests the water ... again!!
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ramps had been installed and we were up and running (no pun intended).
The firs t training weekend took place at Azimghur Barracks during
March and, with the kind permission of WOJ (RSM) Al Jenkins, the
athletes and able bodied assistants gathered in the Sergeants' Mess to
di sc uss official BEW A business under the chairman, Mr Edwin
Thomas (ex Royal Navy). It had taken some time to persuade the
Regimental QMSI W02 Gary Pither APTC, that a 20-mile route march
in full CEMO might not go down too well, and thi wa excluded. Even
so after the training programme was handed out, there were a number of
sp~ntaneous gasps and comments such as, ' What time is reveille?' and,
·w e'll never accomplish this in two days!' We needed a drink - and did!
ftcr an early call the athletes and as istants made their way to the
gymna ium to participate in archery, basketball, discus, javelin, shooting,
shot, swimming, table tennis, wheelchair slalom and a variety of track
events. In the morning, both the disabled athletes and assistants played
(eam games, culminating in water polo and, after a hearty lunch, the
athletes were free to train at their own disciplines. AL the end of day one,
both athletes and assistants were looking forward to a relaxing evening.
However, the training continued, as one of the disciplines at the Games
was to be pool or 9-Ball, and everyone needed practice. Despite a late
night, Sunday training started on time, although the warm up took longer!
Training ended al midday, with some athletes having Lo travel as far as
orthumberland. Early opinions indicated that the training weekend had
been a great success and everyone was looking forward to the next honestly! As one training weekend seemed to merge with another, the
time for selection soon arrived, eventually, eleven athletes were selected
to represent Great Britain, each to compete in live disciplines:
Mr Jack Brooks
Royal avy
Mr James Conway
Anny - Guards
Mr Michael Marten
Royal avy
Mr Robert Cox
Anny - Che hire Regt
Mr Andrew McErlean Army - REME
Mr Stuart Harley
Anny - R Anglian
Mrs Margaret Mitchell
Army - UDR
Mr Paul Jackson
Anny - Guards
Mr Richard Si mmons Anny - RE
Mr John Liddie
Royal Marines
Mr Edwin Thomas
Royal avy

,.
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Size matters!
Five long days of fierce competition followed, as the athletes
competed in each of their five di ciplines. The organi ation wa superb:
transport, feeding arrangements and the events themselve rolled on like
a well-oiled machine. From the outset the Team tarted to win medals
and, by day three, was in double figures.

'

f

THE TEAM
The able bodied assistants to selected to accompany the athletes were
WO I Eddie Larrard RLC (Team Coach), W02 (RQMS) Geordie'
Merrie Mr Brian Mitchell Mr Albert Mack, Mr Marilyn Thomas, Mrs
Paulin~ Simmons, Mis J~y Grindley and Capt Stuart Davie RAMC.
ext Stop: TEXAS!
PHASE 2: THE GAMES
Spirit were high as we gathered at Gatwick on I July 20~0. The ta k
of getting eleven athletes, wheelchairs and sports wheelchairs, baggage
and equipment through the check-m was exhausting. Eventually every'?ne
settled back to enjoy the flight. At Houston we were met by a charmmg
young lady, Stacey Toomey of Continental Air Lines, who was a model
of efficiency as she smoothed our p_a sage through c~1stoms and onto the
linal leg of the journey. Our reception at San Antomo. o~arn ed by the
wonderful Shirley Bailey, was heralded by a band of pipes and drum
alono with members of the local British Ex-Patriot Sport Club of an
Ant;nio (who attended the Games and gave fantastic support to all.oft~e
British athlete ). We were transported _to our hotel and, after ettlmg 1~,
decided to go to the local Hooters diner (where girl , short and big
hooters were in abundance) - no, there are no photos!
.
The next day, the Team vi ited ea World, organised by th_e San
Antonio Sports Club. John Liddie, Jacko, Andrew and tu exp.enen~ed
the Steel Eel Roller Coaster and Great While (loop the l~)Op) wh1l_e Mike
Martin sen led for a ride on the Log Chute. The . following morn mg, ~he
Team registered and spent the day preparing equipment before attending
tbe opening ceremony that evening - let the Game begm.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
YACHT CHARTER
Unit and Family ailing - kippered and Bare Boat
ontact: Cpl Kendell
02392 765668
m.kendcll yachtclub.swinternet.co.uk
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Mr Andrew McErleanon his way to winning a silver medal

l \\ oulJ ha\ e in luded a fe\\ \\ ords about e' ery indiYidual's
ach1e\ ement dunng the Gurne · but. m tcad, ha\'e cttled for one to cover
nil 0 T T
DI~ G. Two e\·ents do. howe\er, de en·e a . pecial
mention. The team of six athletes in hooting \\on four gold, one sil er
and one bronEe in the four categorie . a tremendou achie emenl.
ccondly. in ba kctball, although Jo hn Liddie · team just missed out on
a medal. Jacko's team battled through to the final. Thi match drew the
bigge l CrQ\\d of the Games and. taking Ja Io to their heart , every time
he got the ball th · tadium resounded to cri of •Jacko, Jacko'. It wa ,
perhap . fitting that he cored the winning basket to secure the gold
medal.
The Team finall) accumulated a ma i\e 19 gold. 14 ilver and 9
bronze medal . a wonderful achie\ ement.
PHA E 3: TH
ELEBRATIO S
B) the end of the Game . the Team had gained celebrity talus for their
late C\ening training se ion at Hoot r. and wa well prepared.
therefore. for the ofTtcial clo ing ceremony and banquet, held in the
Marriot R1\ er entre Hotel. Beginning with pre-d inner cocktails, the
table were la\ishly decked and a cowboy boot, full of flowers. tood as
the centrepiece. At thi time. I hould like to quash any rumours that I
haYe incc been een with table decoration on my feet. It' as al o pure
.:oinciden e that the Mess ummer Ball was a wild-west night;
furthermore. l only bought the Letson hat because it was reduced in the
ale ! The evening culminated in the official hando er of the Games'
torch to the 'e\\ York Branch of the Veterans A ociation. ew York
2001. here we come!
It wa not ju t hard \\ ork and no play. There wa ample time for
ightseeing and most managed a vi it to the Alamo. The San Antonio
Riverwalk i an experience to be long remembered: it ne\ er close and
the nightlife has to be seen to be believed. John Liddie howed a hidden
talent-for karaoke. t uart gained Army colours for lager ta ting and
1ike l arten i reputed to have eaten I 00 chicken wings in a ingle
itting. Jacko probably has the most expen ive shark tattoo in the world
and ndre\\ definitely uffer from sleeping sickne ! Edw in and
Rich a rd managed to go shopping every day and ·scou e' Eddie carried
out more deals than Arthur Daley did. I spent all my pare Lime reading
by the pool - hone tly!
Words fail to describe the emotion as the di abled athletes wheeled
them ehe onto the podium to collect their medal . or to witne the
upport they gave each other. They are amazing people and it has been a
pri\ ilege LO witnes the blood, weat and sometimes tears of frustration
spilled throughout the training and during the Games them elves. If
anyone reading thi article is interested jn haring in the experience of
helping di abled Ex ervice Men and Women , please contact \l 02
(RQM ) K eith 1errie on Colerne Military, Exten ion 5207 (Civilian
Telephone: 01225 745207).

The CO, Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE supervising the presentation
of a cheque for £1000, to Her Worship The Mayor Cllr Diana Hawkes and her consort Brian Hawkes, by
Cpl ' Freddie' Star whilst the Town Crier adds colour to the
occasion

Jacko's victory smile after winning gold at Basketball
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There have been many changes over the last month or so with Regt
MT. An influx of Driver Electricians has joined u to form a Regimental
Generator en icing Bay, the Regimental Open Day took place, and we
aid farewell lo one of our old boys who moves on to pa tures new.
Firstly we'd like to welcome C pl ·vvvvern' C ritchley who has joined
us from Colche ter. Hope you and your family has settled in OK without
any problems. Al o welcome to the Gene bay lads.
g t a rbi r
Lock o m, LCpls 'Trots' Tro tm a n , K a m a l R a i, and ·Sly' Mo in e
(attached). Al o joining us are Sigs M in G urun g, P rice and 'Off to
Ca~ada already - good h~re in the MT' Brad street. Don ' t worry Brad,
we II get you for duty dnver yet. Welcome lads, and don't forget your
Troop funds. Sadly we say farewell to SSgt 'Taff' Smith and his family,
who depart for 14 1g Regt m his homeland of Wales. As is the norm for
the "v!T, we had an informal ' dining out' for 'Taff' and his family at a
local eatery, which was well attended, such is the popularity of ' Taff' .
Good luck in the future, and take care of your elf. For a change, the MT
has some promotions to report . Congratulations to
gt a rbir
Lock5om and LC pl C ha u on recent promotions which are both well
desened.
Ex Arrcade Falcon deployed to Germany on I 0 July, with three
"'.em~rs of Troop attached to 35 ig . Regt (V). C pl ' Puggy' Pugh and
1g ~ t e l Gramger had seen most ofth1s sort of stuff before, but it was all
ne\~ t.o ig 'Brumm1e' Hu r l. Bad enough working with the TA for the
fir..t ume his words not ours· - but on a trunk node for the first time as

The ab ence of the major military attraction meant that the
entertainment had to be provided by the Regiment and local units. All
Squadron were required to provide stalls, which gave the occasion
something of the air of a village fete, but they were all ' ell received and
contributed a great deal 10 the atmo phere and no small um to the overall
pot. Particularly well received was the display of Gurkha dancing by
members of 250 G S and their dependent children superb ly described on
by Sgt Surje.
2Lt Blaydon Morris and Sgt Dan Burdus choreograp hed an
outstanding military di play of a defen ive communications site coming
under attack from an insurgent force. This was enthusia ticall y acted out
by Cp l ' Freddie' Starr and his band of LCpl Bijay and ig Stewart
Welton, Thomas Beerling, tuart Hemming , David Thwaites. Craig
Wilkinson, Adam Langton, James Hewson and Ki hnan. Their
performance was the highlight of the event and o impressed the CO that
it is to become a permanent feature for future events, much to the
consternation of the QM (T), Capt Dougy Wright who has to work out
where to get the blank and pyro from. Well done to all involved.
One attraction, wh ich went down extremely well, was the Tug-of-War
competition staged between the Warwickshire & West_ Midl.a~ds Army
Cader Force, The Hinckley Sea Cadets, 121 Squadron Air Trammg Corps
and J98 Squadron Air Training Corps. The competition, ably organised
by LCpl Mase Maso n, resulted in an excellent win for 121 Sqn Air Trg
Corps, who can be seen below receiving their medal from the CO, Lt
Col M ike Lithgow MBE and LCpl 'Mase· Mason.

well, it was a good experience for young ' Brum'. ot so good if he'd
mis ed the Euro 2000 games though. Thankfully for the TA, he didn ' t
miss any of the games.
Open Day fever hit Bramcote earlier this month, with the MT doing
their bit as CP Car Park attendants. As the clouds gathered, and the
heavens opened, we thought there wouldn't be much traffic. How wrong
we were, as thousands poured through the gates. A lot of effort had gone
into the logistics of parking o many in such a small place, and C pl
·Puggy' Pu gh and his team worked tire lessly all week in preparation for
the event. Yet again, another outstanding job was done by the lads who
deserved their sports afternoon the following Wednesday !
Q ARTERMASTERS' (TECH ICAL) DEPA RTME T
As ever the Department is busy as a bu y thing, but we have made the
time to g reet our latest batch of new arrivals. Welcome to Sig 'Caz'
Burges and ' at ' Whe lan, who together bring some welcome glamour
to the department. Congratulation to Cp l ' werve' O vend en who ,
together with his wife Liz, have their own new arrival in their baby,
Katie. We must not miss this opportunity to greet our lads currently on
Ops - igs ' pud' W illi a ms, ' Gaz ' Green and · couse' Jon es in the
sunny Balkans and LC pl ' Frankie' F rank el in even sunnier Sierra
Leone. Hurry back boys, your in trays are putting a strain on your desks.
BRAMCOTE OPE DAY
The Bramcote Open Day took place this year on a cool and showery 9
July, which was the major contributory factor in a reduced attendance this
yea;. However the paucity of ava ilable major military players, cau. ed by
their attendance over the ame weekend al the Millennium Tattoo on
Horse Guards Parade, may have had some influence. Despite the weather
and the lack of military participation the day went rather well and a
considerable sum was rai ed for charitie , one of which was the Mayor of
uncaton and Bedworth 's personal cho ice of the regional air ambulance
appeal.

121 Squadron Air Tra ining Corps
rece ivi ng their medals from the CO , Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
and LCpl 'Mase. Mas on
EXER CISE ARCA DE FALCO 26 MAY- 30 J
E 2000
Ex Arcade Falcon was desig ned as a Communic~tion s exercise
connecting headquarter in pai n, Italy and Germany, 11~111g a. Ptarm1g_a n
setup over a V C 50 I atcom link . Me_mbers ol vari.ous units
predominan tly from 30 ig Regt. 7 a~~ 16 1g Regts, ~49 1g qn and
33, 34, 35 and 40 (\/) ig Rcgt part1c1pated. The 30 1g Regt and 249
ig qn contingents et out from Gamecock Barracks near oventry at
about OI OOhrs in the morning. We were slow to tart as sleep wn a
greater priority on mo l minds al that unfamiliar hour ?f the day.
especially for L pl ' lg' I g bo e bis io k w u _who wa.s untortunat:ly
withdrawn from his leave hours before to provide techmcal co\·er for :iO I
Brown, after a large number of our 50 I trained technician had hurriedly
deployed to ierra Leone.

The convoy arrived at Harwich at about 0800hr~. after a ludicrou
drive around Colchester to find the POL point, ready for our fcrf)
cro sing to the Hook of Holland, which occurred without incident. After
arriving in Holland the immediate challenge for everybody Y.as to get
used to driving on the other side of the road before starting our
exhilarating drive through Holland and Germany at a top speed of
40mph. We arrived at Krefeld, where we were to be hosted by 7 Sig Regt,
at about 2300hrs, just in time to experience the delights of Krefeld's
nightlife, which we took advantage of over the weekend before the
exercise got under way.
The next two weeks were set aside for 'Plugging up' and checking our
equipment ready to move on to check that the Ptarmigan interfaces
worked over the Satellite link.
The 249 detachment were staying with 16 Regt 111 Rheindalen, where
they were 'volunteered' for a unit exercise that had been scheduled to
start coincidentally for two weeks before our exercise was due to start.
This led to 249 qn's 501 Brown spending two 'relaxed' weeks on
ennelagcr ranges on a fully tactical exercise prior to deploying on
Arcade Falcon. As you can imagine this won everybody's \Ole. Howe\er,
at the weekend, they were fortu nate enough to make it to the Rhme Army
Summer Show (RASS), which was only a short walk from their etup.
The 30 Sig Regt contingent set out with 7 ig Regt to pain on 11 June in
time to arrive on the 14th without missing too much Euro 2000 action .
The first day of our long convoy to Madrid was uneventful stopping at
many service stations along the way to Lop up on Baguettes at every
opportunity. We stayed the night at a French Army barrack in a mall
town near Orleans in orthern France. used for recruiting French
soldiers. Breakfast was skipped in the French cookhou e in favour of
another ten minutes in bed.
The day tarted pretty much as the pre\ ious until we got to Paris then
the nightmare began, due to very heavy traffic, which must have been
diverted for us especially, the convoy became split up on several
occasions. Another overnight stop and on the third day later we arrived in
Madrid. After a late night briefing from the Spanish guard commander of
the barracks we were left to our own de ices for the weekend. The
Monday was pent setting up the various detachments and once all the
links were in , we were left to run shifts for the following two weeks.
Several visits to the cookhouse to try the local cuisine were made by all,
and it was decided that we should avoid it at all costs. Between us we
could have upported the McDonald's corporation, but luckily the
Gurkhas were at hand to supply our evening meals. Sigs Dipak and Lekh
had the daily task of upplying the currys. Other than this, it was a pretty
uneventful two week spent in the centre of Madrid.
Before returning a goat was purchased from the local farmer. arranged
by the recently promoted C pl So mr a , for a curry night. With the
blessing of the Spanish Camp CO, Sigs Dipak and Lekh turned ·BiHy'
into a fantastic upper, they should make career mo e to the Catenng
Corps. The return journey was pretty much the same as the outward, but
due to the large number of terrorists in Spain, few stop were made until
the border with France. After a short stay with 16 Sig Regt for two days
to collect the obligatory duty frees we made our return journey to the UK.
Meanwhile the 249 Detachment. who seemed to have all the luck, was
ent to Heidelberg to start yet another exerci e with the American .
256 SIG AL SQ
DRO
Sqn Comd
1aj J. W. Cooper
SSM
W 02 (SS I{) Keen
UPPORT T ROOP, 256 SIGN L SQ
ORO - by Cpl Wilcock
We start with hellos and good-bye . We welcome to the Troop, Sgt
'Chaz' C h amber s the new SQMS who deployed traight on Operation
Palliser to hando er-takeo er hi department. Welcome to igs Andy
· Dangerous Diseased' Dawson, and Ritchie · o home· Hanco x. who
have come traight from training, al o Brad 'Bad Boy' M cC allum who
arrived from 280 ig qn, with a record. We say goodbye to newly
promoted half-a-tour S gt Des Holroyd who went to _16 ig Re~l, and
congratulations to him and his wife J enny on the birth of their new
daughter K ati e. ince the departure of S gt Holroyd the power truggle
has tarted within the Troop between C pl's 'Willy' Wilcock and 'DazzyB' Brown, but the Troop i running more proficiently without the on look
of an •co. ·who need them?'.
The Troop has had a very busy period over the last fe,, month \\ ith
, 0% of the guy deployed on various Exerci e and more importantly
dep loying on Op Palli er in ierra Leone, with the Joint Task_ Fo~ce
Headquarters. The main effort being to upply the po~ver and d1 tr~buuon
to the Headquarter to a high level of profe 1onah m, under difficult
condition to ome personnel.
Congratulations go out to LC pl Andy Kinnaird and Emma-Joe on
their recent marriage, and on their posting to Cypru in October. 'what
women do to ao somewhere hot . A ery well done to ig L ilasin g 'The
Dead Eyed Dick' on being selected for tile Army hooting Team, and
\ ho is away at the mome nt with the team \!!.Canada, and then oIT to the
USA in eptember.
ALPH A TROOP
Tp Comd
Flt Lt Paul Pea rce
Tp
gt
SSgt Paul torey
It ha been a whi le ince I have had the opportunity to compo ·e an
article for my own Troop, ·o I feel it only right to blow th~ trumpet on
Alpha Tp • in ol ement \\ ithin the quadron during the period \\hen \H'
have been tood at R3. Following a period of po t operational lea\e on
returning from variou location around Europe in upport of p urel .
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the Troop . eukd into a com~ rlable period preparing for the role
hando,er heduled for !lay. For two weeks in tarch, our twinned
French Regiment im ited four of u - to take part in their fir t major
' crci of I.he year, Ex cnlis 2000/ 1. The exerci e took place in ariou
locatton on Lhe we t coast of France and invol ed two ites with
strategi
T 0 I a ,et , one ite "ith a tactical ATCOM as et and a
radio:-relay capabilit). l wa ba.ed on a French aval base working from
a d ·relict ir Traffic Control Tower and enjoying a c'ict of fre h oysters
•rnd ''hite Bordeau, \\hile pl Dave ' cotti h Man l ' ·d fan· MacDonald
deployed lo a picture que chateau on a small island and enjoyed a diet of
BBQ fre h meat, whi key and beer. Cp l lim 'Look at me I'm a me :'
cott deplo ·ed to the ame i land ' here he was accommodated on the
floor of the original -Team hangar and enjoyed a diet of French com po
ration , and LC pl Paul 'Mu tn ' t Gmmble' Ta) lor slept under a tree
\\ htl t enjoying a diet of fresh beetle and river waler. eedless lo say,
much benefit ''a gained from the exercise both in terms of
understanding I.he French approach to deployed operation and al.o in
enhancing I.he relationship between our two R gimenl .
Only t n day after returning from France, I was fortunate enough to
deploy to Florida on Ex obb Ring with W02 (FofS) Ian Toft,
gt
(Fo ) Kev Peter (600 Tp, Corsham),
gt C hris Gouldson (600 Tp,
Corsham), two Regimental Technician and nine members of Alpha Tp.
Thi exerci i an annual interoperability trial between the Regiment and
the American Joint Communication upport Element ba ed at MacDill
ir Force Bae, Tan1pa Bay, and wa held during die period 1-30 April
2000. Many le ons were learnt during the exerci e; Sig Adam ' How
mu h!?' Flatman learnt I.he di ad antage of ·drinking and dialling' ' hen
he received a bill for 250 on checking out of his hotel room ig John
'Jordan· Robert learnt the les on of removing your wallet from your
hort before jumping into the ea and L pl ' Demolition Man· Hicks
learnt that looking where you are going whil t driving is a fairly sensible
idea. A id from the technical and operational objectives, everyone had
plenty of tii:ne to make the most of a great month in Florida and mo t
people chose to head for either Universal tudios or Bu ch Gardens.
Clearwater Beach was another popular location, all die lads taking the
opportunity 10 tuck I.heir R3 bellies into kin-tight horts and watch I.he
American ollege girl leaping about playing beach volleyball. ot to be
forgotten i the excellent work put in by Sgt Gaz 'I didn't want to go
anyway· huc.k and the other members of the Troop on the rear party al
Bramcote, maintaining comms over two SATCOM detachments and
ho ting fue American 1roops in barracks.
Ha,ing arrived back in the UK in the early hours of I May, it was
bu iness as usual within barracks the next day. Sgt Gaz 'Show me the
action' huck had already been ta ked with standing in as 21C pearhead
and I was approached to tand in as OC pearhead within the Regiment.
Three days later the pair of us were queuing up at the Medical Centre
waiting LO receive various injections with a warning order for Op Palliser
in our hand . 4 hours later we ' ere tepping off a Hercules in Dakar,
enegal with I.he Spearhead crew from Bravo Tp. 2Lt M-L 'Will I ever
leave I.he country?' Luca was handed the reins of the Squadron rear
party for I.he next three weeks while we were away. Alpha Tp were the
un ung heroes during Op Palliser, working tirelessly back in barracks to
ensure that I.he Squadron were well supported at all times.
Articles have already been written regarding that operation so r will
not dwell on it. On reLUrning to the UK on 25 May I was greeted by
newly po led-in SSgt Paul 'Changing Rooms' Storey. I had been warned
I.hat I would not recognise the office when I rerurned and, I have to admit,
I.hat it been drastically improved. o much so that I was expecting to be
greeted by Sgt Laurence Llewellyn Jones in tight leather pants and
fnlly cuffi harping on about post-modernistic architecture; it was quite a
relief when S gt Paul Storey arrived in tradi tional Combat-95 dress and
introduced him elf, and I would like to take I.his opportunity to welcome
Paul and his family to I.he Regiment. On I.he subject of postings, we have
recently bid farewell to LCpl 'Spib' Gibney on his way to JCUNI, LCpl
Paul Taylor posted to 21 Sig Regt and LCpl Dave 'George Clooney'
'eedham who i po ted to 16 Sig Regt. A recent arrival is Sig Alan
eesam from 15 Sig Regt. LCpl Daniel Clarke and Sig Darren Lewis
have also joined us from harlie Tp recently.
Alpha Tp have now assumed the Spearhead Land Element role which
keep. us busy at RI(-) until the end of September. The Squadron
hand-o,·er exerci e, Ex Battering Ram, took place at ATR Bassingboume
between I 0-14 July, during which it was discovered that I.he detachment
commander, Cpl Brett Grist, has a rather unhealthy fascination with
SATCOM tails equipment. From the beginning of October we will standto as the Joint Task Force HQ main signal support Troop, and look
forward 10 Ex Internal Look which is held in various locations around
the SA in ovember.
We now face what I hope will be an exciting time at RI and, indeed,
the next ume we go to press I hope to be able to tell fresh war stories
from a future operation involving the Troop. Alpha Tp have achieved a
great deal in I.he last seven months, helping to raise the profile of the
Regiment both in France and America, and put in maximum effort in
upport of Op Palliser.

''ill

BRAVO TROOP
Tp omd
Lt John Dagless
Tp gt
Sgt Mc. air
Ha\ ing returned successfully from Op Palliser and completed the post
Op turnaroun<l before squeezing in a bit of leave B Tp has now changed
roles f~om. pearhead .to JTFHQ Main. This has resulted in the Troop
becoming inundated with tents of all shapes and sizes, some rat.her natty
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air conditioning units, and a lot of plastic flooring. All of I.his was put to
the test of Op, I mean Ex Butt Ram, that aw the Troop prepare and
deploy 10 the Wind Breaks, a mystical and my terious location miles
from civilization! AL the helm ofd1is transition has been Sig 'Baby TafT
'tent monster· Jeffers and Sig Lee ' I'm not moaning' Banks, ably
guided by Cpl Mark Tm doing an appreciation' Allen. In the meantime
along witJ1 juggling Open days, ummer Balls and I.he odd General 's visit
the Troop ha been trying to qucezc in a pot of !TD, formal and IS
learning and education. A number of people have lefl the Troop and
unfortunately not many joined it. A sad farewell to Sgt Del 'I know what
your doing' Paz who wa n't here for the last four month due to his IS
course anyway, Cpl 'H ' Honeywood, ig Richie 'LCpl at La t' Hewitt,
Sig Lynden 'I'm Free' C larke, and Sig Phil 'I'll be back' Baxter. A
' arm Bravo Troop welcome goe out to Sig McMillan and ig Simpson
traight from traini ng who have a lot of shoes to fill.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lucy Pim
Tp gt
SSgt Phil Joyce
OPERATIO PALLISER, SIERRA LEO E MAY - JU 00
Lungi Airport - Sig 'Smudge ' Smith
Op Palli er was a full scale deployment of 256 Sig Sqn's JTFHQ
as ets, with Charlie Tp a the lead Troop. Charlie Tp were on exercise in
Ghana practi ing a medium scale HQ build when we were tasked with
Op Palli er - it -ruined the R & R phase! Initially the Troop was 10 set up
a full cale Rear HQ at Lungi Airport in ierra Leone. In about ix days
we flew kit from Ghana and the UK - this used six Hercule and an
Antonov in total! The quadron set up the HQ quickly and efficiently in a
searing 90° heat, the barbed wire and mo quitoes adding to th e
experience! The security had to be tight wilh the threat from the RUF
being high. Soon we were into a fai rly gruelling routine marked by standto at du k and dawn. The shower unit was a god-send and much sought
after at the start and end of I.he day as the heat and humidity ' as intense.
In the draw-down.towards the middle of June the monsoon season
started and the first night of heavy rain ucceeded in flooding most of the
y terns in the headquarters. This brought forward the planned re-location
of the headquarters on I.he other side of the airport. The Headquarters'
here was a fraction of it original size with many of the Staff returning to
the UK, with I.he bulk of the Squadron. On 15 June the last of us came
home, after a very succes ful operation.
FREETOWN - Sig 'Slicker' Powell
.
At the beginning of May we deployed on exercise to Ghana, here J
worked a an OLRT Operator and worked with a 6-man Staff Officer
Operation Liai on Reconnaissance Team. This prepared me for Sierra
Leone in many ways, however the move from a S star hotel to a mosquito
infe ted bed under the stars was a nasty shock! I deployed to the High
Commission in Freetown and was one of the first members of the Troop
to reach Sierra Leone. However, Sig 'Billy' Harris, who has the claim on
being the first Signaller into theatre, beat me! On my first day in Sierra
Leone Sanco, the rebel leader 's, house was being attacked, as it was only
ju t down I.he road at night we could see the rounds going through the air
over the British High Commis ion. o escaping the fact we were in a war
zone.
Once the remainder of the Squadron had deployed there were six of us
working for 20 Staff Officers. The work load was heavy with so few of us
there, sol found myself doing 16 hour night shifts. However, this did
leave a little time for a spot oflounging by I.he pool!
258 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P. Deans
SSM
W02 M.Webb
25GREAT (8) ig qn has been as hectic as ever over the last few
months as it continues lo 'ca rry' all the Regiment's operational
commitments - well done! D Tp remain in Sierre Leone in support of Op
Basilica and F Tp have manned the Spearhead commitment and, more
recently, training to takeover the commitment in August. E Tp are
frantically preparing their handover/takeover as their EOT approaches on
Ops Agricola and Palatine. In addition, I.here is manpower in Blandford
assisting with the TWACAN trials and a few individuals comp leted
ijmegan Marches. You may well ask how can one Squadron be so
good? The answer: with long working hours and pulling out of hair as
SSgt 'Give me some more tasks' Fiddler has demonstrated. It is during
thi period that Maj Jules Swindells, Liz and family decided to seek a
well-deserved quieter li fe doing 'Special' Cornrns at DERA Fort Halsted.
And then I.here is W02 (SSM) Miles Webb who is so desperate for a
tour he is leaving 30 Sig Regt, where he has tried his hardest to visit aU
the Squadron operations, to 19 Mech Bde to do a tour in Kosovo next
year as their RSM. We all wish both families all the best fo r the future.
We must also congratulate Cpl Arjunkumar, the Squadron Clerk, on his
deserved promotion and bid fond farewell as he starts his long tl1ree day
trek back home! In return we welcome to 258 Sig Sqn a new O , Maj
Phil Deans, from HQ LA D - ' the tasker becomes the tasked' and W02
(SSM) Forester and family io Sunny Bramcote. At lon g last some
stability at the helm.
DELTA TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Chris mith
Tp SSgt
Sgt Billy Kidd
The deployment of 256 Sig Sqn to Sierra Leone from exercising in
Ghana meant D Tp took on the role as Spearhead Two as 258 Sig Sqn
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manne d a JTFHQ 2. Durin g a very busy time Cp l Wyllie and hi s
detachment worked very hard for two weeks in putting together an everchangi ng communication package - everyone was ready to deploy
anywhere in the world except the Sqn activation room.
o sooner were we ready then D Tp was tasked with putting together a
tea m to deploy to icrra Leone as a Short Term Training Team, on Op
Basi li c a, to s upport 2 R Anglican in training the ierra Leon e
Go vernment Forces. The selected team moved to Chepslow within a
coupl e of days lo conduct prt:-deployment training with the Battalion .
Half way through training, members of the Troop were called forward as
the advance party and returned to Bramcote to prepare to deploy. Within
24 hrs Lt Smith, Cpl Sykes, LCpl Roulette, Sig Fielding and LCpl
Holt (with his box of crypto) were on a flight bound for Sierra Leone. At
the same time LCpl Marsden set sail with R.FA Sir Percivale to Sierra
Leone, after nine days al sea he has found his sea legs and learnt all I.he
associated terminology. The RFA has been alongside in Freetown
providing logistical support for the British Forces.
We arrived at Lungi and found our feet with the help of 256 Sqn who
were well established in their tented city as the JTFHQ across the
peninsula at the APOD. By first light Cp l ykes and Sig Fielding had
igned over their ORLT pack and jumped on a helicopter wilh Lt mith
and YofS Knight to fly to the south to the proposed British Training
Camp at Benguema. Cpl Sykes and Sig Fielding spent the next few days
in the jungle in a primitive hut providing strategic rear link
communications as the training camp began toe tablish. This was until
the local decided the Generac was a very desirable item and it
disappeared! Meanwhile Lt mith and YofS Knight recced the potential
BRITFOR HQ in Freetown, and Cpl Roulette and LCpl Holt began
feverishly signing as much kit as they could off256 Sig Sqn.
Aller a week in theatre Sgt lGdd brought I.he remainder of the team
out to help build the Headquarters. On the 15 June we said farewell to Op
Palli er as everyone departed theatre leaving us the 'attached arms' and a
large company sized group to fend for our elves. It was not long before
we had turned a derelict building into some sort of order. In I.he South at
the Training camp we settled into a routine in the estab lished-tented camp
and a thousand locals paraded to be trained. The night curfew came into
effect after Lt rnith and LCpl Langford found themselve in the
middle of a gun battle in the middle of .Freetown when a prison guard had
a negligent di charge with an RPG! LCpl Roderick, LCpl Climpson,
LCpl Langford, Sig Andrews, Sig Cassells set about their routine in the
HQ (allais 'Slipper Palace'). Cpl Sykes, LCpl Green, Sig Mayba nk and
Sig F ielding continued to rough it in the middle of the jungle. Cpl 'halfa-tour' Sykes, afler his sterling efTort in the early stage , departed for
Blandford to start hi Class l, just as the monsoon eason tep up a pace.
Without thinking of his own safety our new technician Cp l Gray
abandoned hi s broken Trend and moved from the Headquarter in
Freetown to the Camp.
Congratulations go 10 LCpl Prem and LCpl Roulette on their. field
promotions. Meanwhile the rear party of D Tp ha worked hard filhng m
I.he gap and doing numerous guard . They have also been m olved m
TWACA trials at Blandford. CongraLUlation go to Cpl Wyllie and Cpl
Miller on their promotion to Sergeant. The Troop al o aid goodbye to
Cp l Rawlings as he moves to I Div and we wish bim. well for tJ1e future
in Germany. Congratul ations on your recent promotion. As I.he econd
hort Term Training team arrives to be trained by the R TRI H Battalion
D Tp are preparing to hand over the reigns lo F Troop mid Augu t.
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt C hris Preston
Tp S gt
SSgt 'Oh no Doc' Halliday
ANOTHER TOUR 1 THE BALKANS - by Capt Chris Preston
No sooner had my feet touched the ground in 30 Sig Regt and I was
away to Kosovo. I wa given I.he choice between a month o.n rear party
organisi11g adventurous training and a month on tour mcetmg the new
troop. ot surpri ingly I choose I.he latter option - 'Hello Echo Troop'.
I returned from the Balkan last December and expected at lea t a few
things to have changed in my absence. Oddly enough I.he pace .o~ change
is slowed down by the continuou flow of per onnel am 111g and
departing theatre. Very quickly I di covered that the ame people places
and projects were bubbling away with little to show for my six month
absence. The most plea ant change was Trogir. When I left in December
it was cloudy and autumnal. ow the unshine had returned and th~
local were out in force trying to out dress each other. The . ame cafe
owners and tree! restaurant lined I.he roads and now more cmtsing boat
were anchored in the harbour. Trogir looked simply beautiful. However
we cou ld n't stay d1ere 100 long as we embarked on a whistle top tour of
the Balkans.
The Balkan Satcom Troop (alia E Tp) ha detachment all o er the
two theatre in the Balkans and visi ting them take a week. In theory one
could spend the en tire tour checking on the remote ite , but transport i
the key. In four days I was moved around in everything from hank·s
pony to USAF Blackhawk and everything in between. To m)'. relief at
every turn the detachment commander had four month - experience and
had een almost every ituation once before. E Tp have been out here for
four months before the short touring their Tr op Commander (but what a
.
.
.. .
great job he did).
Pristina now has orrimcc style accommodation and air cond1uoning
and 7 (Armd) Brigade and ignal quadron have a wide variety of
welfare facilities to keep you busy. The Chef n al BanJa. Luka Metal
Factory and the gym is interc ting enough to turn a tour into a health
farm. The next step is the comms hand-over 10 the Gurkha and then the
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arrival of the Royal Marines in Pristina.
SETTI G UP MOST IV JAG AR ARAJEVO
by Cpl Fred 'Not another chuffin' MOST' Hazard
We started our little break on 23 June 00 from Pristma to Skopje
courtesy of ig Rob 'Michael chumacher' Hall who broke most land
speed records in getting us there. Once at kopje Maj windells, apt
Chris ' I got lost on Lanyard' Preston, Lt fogs ' trawberry Vodka'
Southern, Cpl Fred Hazard and Sig Gaz 'Why am I going?' Green
waited around to board a Czech plane for the stunning flight to plit. ig
Gaz Green managed to find the most comfortable sleeping place, on top
of an inOatable lifeboat. On arrival in pl it we decided to get some cash
out to go and see the wonderful sights ofTrogir, where Cpl Fred 'Lucky'
Hazard managed to get his visa card eaten by the hole 111 the wall
machine . Cash cri is resolved we et off Lo get our trans11
accommodation. Once set in our rooms, we set an RV for the trip dO\\n to
Trogir. All I can say is that a fair few strawberry vodka were sunk and
how come there are no fat girls in Trogir.
We set olT the next day bright and breezy (Ca pt Pre ton having a
couple of hours extra kip), towards arajevo. The only eventful thing that
happened on the way is the fact that we had a puncture, which happened
when gt Brian F lynn decided it would be better to avoid a truck than
the kerb (good call!). On arrival at Sarajevo Cpl Jeff 'JefTer ' Ford met
u and howed us the i1es and temporary accommodation in which we
would be staying. Then we set about going round the ·px's where Capt
Chris 'I'll never get lost again' Preston bought a wrist GPS (magic!).
Another arrival drinks session was had as the boys from Pristina were
only used to the bar being open for a hour and a half as oppo ed to those
at the 'sharp end' in Sarajevo, (the first casualty of war is your kidneys).
The next day we set about erecting MO T (Military Off-the- helf
Satellite Terminal) IV Jaguar on top of a iso-container which in itself wa
no drama, unfortunately, every helicopter in the vicinity deciding it would
be fun to see if they could blow it olT was! ice one flyboys! Particular
thanks go to the USAF Blackhawk's who nearly blew the dish wilh Cpl
Fred Hazard and Sig Paul 'Deploying again with E Tp' Howells
hanging on to it. Also a big shout going out 10 the RA RSM who ited the
de! on the back of a heli pad with no hope of gening our econdary shot,
good work fella!
We finally got around to engineer the det in on the Saturday, which
was not bad at all considering we should have started on the Friday! With
much to-ing and fro-ing between Colerne and Whitehall and witJ1 faults
al every tum we finally managed 10 get all four circuits some 38 hours
later. ... brilliant. With I.he circuits in and working we retired to the bar for
more pizza's and beer. My tour wa cut hort as my ervice were
required elsewhere. Where ever a MOST IV is in need of ome special
TLC, l will be there wilh my cape flying in I.he wind and my boxer shorts
on my head.
MY ATTACH IE T TO 2 RRF -by Sig Andy Doherty
To break up the monotony of COMMCE work I reque ted an
attachment with I.he RRF in the centre of Pristina. Thi wa o I could see
a different ide of the Op Agricola. It consisted of patrols on thee tate
and searche of various building to try and top the flow of illegal arms.
My ftr t night patrol resulted in a 'shotrep.· I.hat we had to deal with.
Although fue infantry boys were used to this as a regular occurrence. I
thought it wa an exciting ordeal. The RRF were a good bunch of lads to
work with on the whole. and urprised me with the number of guy I.hey
were down. almost ·o percent undermanned. ow, as well as being in a
high speed chase and arious earche and patrols. the week finally came
10 an end wilh a vi it to the morgue. This was an experience I don '1 think
r will ever forget and enough aid on that subject. The attachment was
very enjoyable and if given the chance again I. would definitely take it.
except next time I would try and gel out of wearmg a hackle.
BALKA S SATCOM TROOP - BO IA DETACH!\IE T
Bosnia element of Echo troop have now returned to Bramcole, after
n arly even month in BLMF and arajevo holida camp . Firstly, we
would like to thank all I.he per onnel who could not manage a full tour
but ne ertheless helped out Cpl Locky 'Get I.he hirt off' \: hitclock:
LCpls Cilia 'Chunden oman' Black Jamie ' inner' lade, Kate
'Bouquet' Deal, MJ ' end my webbing back' Holt, 'lee cream' Hem;
igs Dion ·Cherry· Fotheringham, ·1 can drive ' Prati and, la t but not
lea t. Harrv the det dog who adly went missing after gt Barne)
• ta lker' Barnfield took him out for a ' alk (where i he?). The tour ha
con i 1ed of a lot of hard ' ork: the guys in Banja Luka oncentrated on
getting the 50 I de! IA\ . o it was able 10 carry .out its ta k~ and the Det in
:ii concentrated on moving the MO T from lhdza to Buthn , oop orry,
Butmir.
Cp l Tony 'Big arm' Gallagher ha ' been outstanding ''i1h hi
adaptability of language , (i.e. if he does~'L Imo~· what to ay. h". JU t
make it up). It i also not true that now he 1s back 1t1 Bramcote hew ill be
helping hi wift: to run I.he 'Bacon Butty Empire'lle et-up on R'n'R!
pl ·Queg' Ford, Det Comd of MO T Cat in arajcvo, ha al o been
outsrnnding in hi po ition of authorit,, unfortunate!)'. for a i:ea on only
known to himself(and the O!), he ha taken to w'anng 1rop1cal ombat
kit, let hope he can find ome '95 oon. LCpl John 'Keebab' La\\-rence
ha shown yet again that he know a thing or two about I.he 501 and also
a thing or two about where to find tJ1e best sc ff in tJ1eatre. I low ever, he
wa la t seen carec rin o down Route log creaming 'What no
BRAKES?!" MO\ ing " iruy on to L pl Cai.· I an drink' Burro" "ho
had an ex ellent tour but also found time to organi e charity football
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mat ·he and nm , howe\ er th re might be some truth to the rumour that
th re are some dodg) photos go ing round of her in compromi ·ing
po~iuom.. ig dam 'Life of the party· Toner had n quality tour. wa a
member of the Brit football team whi h lost in the final of 1hc Butmir
multi-national football competition to gues · "ho - Germany. ig i\lark
· line clearan e team leader' \"intcn \\ho worked very hard in support of
K">:IC. the onl) problem \\as he wa: suppo ·ed to be working for 30
• igs! Thank al o to Cpl 'One to watch' Rup and LCpl ' till love Ice
cream' Hem for trying to teach both ·~· det · epale e. with varying
su ce ·..
Oh, and b) the wn) gt 'Big gay' I Barker had an Ota.standing tour
looking after both the dets with his unsurpa able blagging kill , sum
up the ·chundertour· '' ith this cla ic: ' It melt like ometh ing died in
here, like a sand\\ i h· or LCpl ·Jamie· lade who on snapping a fork
"h1l ·t eating h1 dinner a ked. ' \ hat are the e plastic fork mad of?'
That um up the tour for Echo Troop, 25 qn, all the be l for 250
G in the next couple of month until commerciali ation take OYer. The
wan ha landed back in Blighty, long live the white duck of courage.

by nothing but snow. We carried on approximately for fi e hou rs,
navigating pa t frozen lakes and rivers. The team spent most of the time
falling into snow holes. The team took great pleasure in ' atching and
laughing at Lt Da vis, wh eemed to find every snow hole. We fin ally
caugh t ight of the toilet roof to hear a raging river in the di tance. It was
in-between 1he campsite and our elves. As we approached tl1 e river we
realised that it wa impa sable and after much discussion rea lised that the
trek would have to be abandoned due to the exces ivc waler levels. The
other group also encountered excessi e wate r and had lo find a different
way back .... . Even though either team did not complete the trail, it wa
fun trying.
The re11iaining two days were used doing day treks to keep us
occupied and ampling the foodie: lobsters, trout and salmon. Don't take
photos of your food Chri ! (The author of this article).
We moved back to Halifax to enjoy the food, company and hospitality
of the Canadians. II was a memorable trip and the photos will prove that.

FO TROT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Mogs outhern
gt tu Fidler
Tp gt
HALE A'.'iD F RE\ ELL
Thi month we are aying goodbye to pl ·Mal' Campbell and hi
'' ife Jenny "ho "ill hortly be leaving u to go across the ' ater, on
promotion, to 39 lnfBde. Al o Cpl Gaz McKee who. although remaining
part of the Troop, will become the Yeoman ' brewboy down in yn Op .
We extend a "arm hand of friend hip to Cpl 1 eil Harrison from 15 ig
Regt, who bring '' ith him a wealth of know ledge on CamneLS, and al o
to ig Brennan who ha arriYed straight from the factory.
Q DRO
.M JER BALL
Thi year we had the delight of ho ting the Squadron ummer Ball,
held o'er in Hangar Two, with a Cowboys and Indians theme. With linle
time and le manpower the fina l touches were on ly put in place
moment before the gue t tarted to arrive, but with Sig Dave cott and
hi · -i ter teaching all and sundry the art of line-dancing , and a Bucking
Bronco going all night, everbody seemed to enjoy the occasion. The night
"a also a good occa ion to welcome back Echo Troop personnel into
our mid t who have just enjoyed tours in Bo ni a and Kosovo, and lhe
ne\\ OC qn - Maj Deans. and a fond farewell wa given to W02
( l\l) tiles Webb who leave us for 19 MechBde. Op Ba ilica. The
Troop i now nearly ready for their deployment to ierra Leone, after
ome intensive training both in the Squadron and also with a two day
visit to Canterbury where our ho ts I Royal lrish took us throu gh our
pace in
TAT Training.
IGNAL SQ ADRO '
qn Comd
Maj R. P. Wilson
S 1
W02 (SS 1) Chandrabahad ur Gurung
TRAIL\ '.ALKER UK 2000 - by Sgt Nandaraj Rai
The Queen's Gurkha Signals organised another very successful
Trailwalker UK 2000 event in it' own unique style on 24/25 June this
year. Trailwalker UK is a highly competitive non- top chariry challenge
for teams of four, who run or walk along JOOkms of the South Downs
Way. Thi year's event had two starts, the first at 0700hrs which was
tarted by Brig J . Cook whilst the second was started by the Gurkha
Welfare Tru t's Chairman. Gen ir Sam Cowan KCB CBE. The event
wa tarted in bright sunshine on a Saturday morning near Petersfield
(Hampshire) and ended later during a mild Sunday at Whitehawk
Football Club in Brighton. Over 230 civilian and military teams took part
this year. A team from the Gurkha Demo Company, Royal Military
Academy andhurst came first in 10 hours and 34 minutes. They broke
la l year's record by l hour and 2 minutes, very big well done to them
and YABASH . The Traih\alker concept, which was devised in 1981 , is
·et to continue all over the world well into the 21st Century in order to
rai e funds for the good cause and the charities. There are three annual
Trailwalkers in the United Kingdom, Hong Kong and Australia. lt will be
six very soon with Trailwalker Adelaide, Quebec and 1ew Zealand.
Money rai ed by Trailwalker UK is dedicated to School building projects
m epal.
250

EXER I E WA 'E\ FO DL D DRAGO
On Thursday 25 May, 13 soldiers set off for adventure training in
Canada. It started with the coach breaking down a mile from Heathrow.
Luckily Lt Davis had contacts LO get us to the Terminal in time LO catch
the plane. Aller a long journey we landed in Halifax ova Scotia. Six
Canadian , who were to be ou r escorts for the expedition, met us. We
stayed in local barracks for the night then proceeded LO drive for one and
half days to ewfoundland. The plan was to split the two teams and trek
the Long-Range onh Rim Traverse from both directions. It was
scheduled to last five days (dream on!!) My own group was travelling
from south to north and con i ted of Lt Davi , SSgt Burns (JSMEL),
Cpl Tula i, ig Prabin, ig Rajendra, Cfn Ba llinger, John and Sly the
l\\O Canadians.
The first day was relatively easy going as there was a regularly used
trail. It ga\ e us a chance to settle in and observe the wildlife! One of the
team, Cpl Tulasi thought he saw a tiger, realising his embarrassment,
\\hen told it was a moose. We reached the camp ite and pitched our tents
read} for the next day' trek. The next morning came with a blanket of
snOI\ and high "inds. We reached the top of the fir t mountain to be met
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The Expedition Members
WE THE BROTH ERS - by Cpl Sombahadur Chochangi
Since December 1996, I had though t of expressing my feelings amid
the Parbate readers, but due to a ortment of rea on l have not been able
to do it. Well , it wa the time when my youngest brother Sim joined the
Queen' Gurkha ignal and made up the three brothers erving in the
ame Regiment. Thi is probably the first time that has happened in the
hi tory ofQG ignal .
Kamal and myself were enli ted in the Briti sh Army in 1990,
however, after the ba ic infantry training in TDBG Hong Kong, we were
separated, myse lf being posted to QG ignal and Kamal io 212 GR. On
ihe redundancy and amalgamation process, Kamal was transferred to QG
Signal in January 1992. Later on. Sim joined us after his ba ic training
in Gurkha Training Wing, UK. ow, we all work for 250 Gurkha Signal
quadron . As the Regiment has an ongoing commitment to provide
trategic CIS upport to British Forces at home and abroad, the Squadron
is currently deployed on Op Agricola in Kosovo. Hence Sim and myself
are currently serving in Kosovo on the same satellite communications
detachment, a part of the ATO force . Kamal is down at Blandford on
his Cla s I course that fini hes in September 2000. Kamal and myself
are due to bringing our familie next year. Our families are back in
Pokhara, Nepal with our parents and a sister.
Last but not least, I mu t thank those who inspired me to write these
words for Parbate. In fact. all brothers in the sa me Regiment, it is
something different and we certainly feel proud to serve together in the
QG Signals. Jai QG Signals!

Standing from the left; Cpl Som , LCpls Kamal and S im.
RAF COSFORD r TER ATlO AL AlR SHOW
Like previous years, this yea r, the Royal Air Force organised an
international air show ai the RAF Cosford airbase on 18 June. More than
40,000 people attended the air show last year, but this year, attendance
figures broke past years' records. The main aim of the event was to raise
money for Ex-servicemen/women who needed help. Various charity
organisations had et-up tails on the show. One of them was ours run by
Cpl Dambar and his team from QG Signals with the support of Maj
(Retd) R. J. Cross and hi familic and friends. We were a wonderful
public reminder that Gurkhas are still recruited into today's British Army,
many thought that this was no longer the case. l felt that our presence at
Cosford was on very worthy cau e for the GWT. There is a whole
generation out there that had no contact with the Gurkhas and to be
physically reminded of our existence doe entire Gurkha cau e nothing
but good. At the end of the show, a good day was had by all with a good
cause benefiting!
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32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col J K McKee MBE
WOI (R 1) Hilborn

HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Roddy utherland
SM
W02 (SSM) Anderson
EXERCISE TARTA TERRAi Ill
(ECO DLEGOFTHESOUTHERN UPLA DWAY)
by W02 (RQMS) Dave Inman
Ex Tarta n Terrain 111 was an adventurous training exerci e \\h1ch saw
44 members of the Regiment, including Regulars. TA and RPS set off
from TAC Jardine Street on aturday 3 June. The team also included
civilian guest , Rodger and John our specialist fire-fighter , purely there
to beat ou t any name on the hills as a re ·ult of the brilliant weather
promised by ou r illustrious leader Capt John 'undulating' Lynch, and
worthy of a mention for his sterling hill walking Alex our resident
electrician. Our aim was to hike along the length of the second leg of the
outhcrn Upland Way, from Overfingland (Although W02 (RQ 1 )
Dave Inman insisted it should be renamed England) to Cockbumspath, a
distance of I 06 miles in a total of six days with a day training and rest
incorporated either ide.
Day 1 - aturday 3 June - Saw all personnel gather at Jardine St TAC
by 0900hrs to be iss ued equipment and receive an excellent, if not
daunting, brief for those who had not walked the walk before, conducted
by S gt (REME PSI) 'au natural' Crow. This was followed by an early
lunch . Finally we deployed LO A QUAR our first base camp were we
et up ou r lent and then carried out hill wa lking training, incorporating
map readi ng and first aid, in the Lowther Hill area. A mall matter of
eigh t miles to warm up the soles of your feet!
Day 2 - unday 4 June - After an early wake up call we were greeted
with a warm smile and mouth wateri ng good old English Breakfa t (or
was it co!li h! ) by the Admin Team superbly led by S gt (SQMS)
' Chick' Doyle. The A learn who definitely deserve a mention consisted
of Chick, Sgt Andy Crawford and Sgt '(sti ll ) Sug ' lcClean our
su perb Chefs and gts 'Who's in charge today boys?' Danny Beattie and
the sprigh tly (60 years of age!) Jackie Dollen and la t but not least Sgt
Jim ' le taxi' Wit on. Once we had been amply fed and watered we were
given even more food to see u th.rough the day an9 set _off for our fir t 17
miles hike to MOFFAT. The weather was poor and this en ured that the
teams began to bond together.
Day 3 - Monday 5 June - Today wa a good day for the HQ Team
con i ting ofWOl (SVWO) 'Just son it!' Terry McVey, \ 02 (RQMS)
·Englander' Dave Inman, gt ·Egg on me face' Graham mith, Cpl
' Hitler' Adrian Auousto, Sig 'Unwashed and unemployed' Curry and
our civilian guests john and Rodger the Fire Fighter and Alex our
parky, and how could any of the team forget Sig (ne\ recruit) ·s M no
I'm not a MA ' Towers our only female team member. We walked a
total of 18 mile without any shortcut . Much oflhe walk wa boggy with
steep climbs and treks back down the hill . which _became very sore _on
the feet, however we soon finished as a team at T1bby he1ls campsite.
After very few sociable pints of Guinness at the local (the only pub for
miles!) it wa early to bed for most of us, although W02 _(
0 Karen
'Where's the door? Swan decided he wou ld rather tay in the portaloo
all night. This ensured the SVWO got his Ii~ t decent nights _leep in the
tent by himself(please do not write to the Editor, they are married!).
Day 4 - Tuesday 6 June - This day will be rememb~red forever! The
day Cpl ' Hitler' Augusto became HQ" team_leader. This wa the longe t
day with a 23 mile hike to elkirk ahead of u all. omebody forgot ~o
inform ' Hitler' that we hould slop and rest occa 1onally hence his
nickname. If it had not have been for the mandatory • top in Traquiar
thankfully enforced by Capt ·1ts only? mile ' John Lynch_we would
still be walking now! We all knew Cpl Augus!o wa~ strnng~ ince he had
put on his gaiter on Day I and had no intention ol remov1~g them until
we had \ alkcd the walk! A very welcome and re laxed e emng was spent
swimming, wa hing kit and taking in a auna ready for the next day'
.
.
walking.
,
Day 5 - Wednesday 7 June - WOI (RSl\1) ·1 m cold Mam Hilborn
joined the HQ Team led by ia 'Unwa hed and u1~employed ' Kev CutTy.
The first part of thi fifth day was pleasant "1th a meander through
Gala hicl and a visit to the local Fir.: Station so that HQ' team could
ask for directions! How cmbarra sing for our two lire fighting gue t not
to mention the VWO (wa ii mentioned Uiat he is al o !I fireman!). After
many a pointing in different direction the team soon got back onto the
route. On arriving at Melrose the team decided a res! wa dcs<::rved so
onto a local establi hment for a 'no-alcohol' lunch we tabbed. Two hours
later we decided to continue the walk after a surprising phone call on the
RQM ' mobile from the 'A' Team leader SSgt ' Chi k' l_)oyle ,
requesting a lo ation report! pparently, we were two hours behind the
last team . Ah well it wa a nice lunch! o on we tr~kked and trekked and
yes! trekked. To our dismay the final le~ for today' walk con i tcd of a
wicked path from Melrose to Lauder, which bit tered se\'eral pnir of feet
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and resulted in a much less jaunty spint at that evening. meal. We pitched
tents that night at Thirlestanc Castle, which was very picturesque.
Day 6 - Thur day 8 June - At last the sun shone for the \\alkcrs and the
teams set off in high spirits for what was to be a teady even pace of 15
miles to Longfromacu . HQ Team leader today was ig • o he
definitely isn 't a MA SAM' Towers. Sig Towers was one of the newest
recruits to the Regiment and she oo n realised that a ll the e team
members she had been calling by their first names (including the RS\.1)
during the walking were in fact the highest non-commiss ioned
appointments "ithin the Regiment! On fini hing the day's walk a
pleasant evening meal superbly prepared by the chefs was consumed
before departing to the local Community Hall which had been kindly
opened by the local for a few sociable and relaxing pint of Guinnes . At
this tage it is well worth mentioning that everyone we met. in e\ery
tO\\n or village. treated us with the utmost kindne and were always
friend ly.
Day 7 - Friday 9 June - The final day' trek wa completed in good
weather through the lovely village of Abbey St Bathans and finally into
Cockbumspath wi th the final stretch along a beautiful coastal path a total
of 17.5 miles hiking. HQ's Team leader today wa one of our civilian
guests recently promoted LCpl 'Fire-Fighter' Rodger. LCpl Rodger to
his credit took his task ery seriously and the team even carried out
stretching exerci es before commencing this final \\alk. However, the
good weather was soon to change and as team · approached the finish
along the coasial path the heavens opened up and rain continued for the
next 36 hour . The campsite in D ' BAR turned into a quagmire and
Capt 'I will ort it ' John Lynch along with hi trusty Admin Team
leader SSgt 'Chick' Doyle had soon negotiated refuge in the Community
Hall in West Barnes, once again, the professionali m of the 'A' Team
came to the forefront and rescued what could have been a di aster. The
chefs prepared an excellent BBQ, which wa moved along with all
personal kit to the Community Hall. After much de erved su tenance and
liquid refreshments. every team performed a ketch or song, and
certificate and T-shirts were presented. The Saturday was u ed a a day
LO recover the aching limb . see a little of the local area and for those
more active. a selection of coastal walks was organised. Thi was an ideal
time to turn around all equipment and tore ready for return to T-'.'-C
Jardine Street. After breakfa l on Sunday, everyone returned to Jardine
Street to prepare the exercise equipmen t for handing back to tore and
then return to parent TACs. Credit mu t go to both QM HQ,
gt
John Addison and SQM 52 Sqn. SSgt 'Chick' Doyle wiU1out "horn
thi exerci e would have been able to go ahead. Their profe ionali m
and commitment to the task in hand en ured all exerci e participant
where correctly equipped, fed and watered at all time and all loan store
were returned in excellent condition on Thu 15 Jun. Well done boy !! A
final thanks also to Capt ' How many miles!' John Lynch and SSgt 'au
natural' Crow his trustee 21C for organised the exerci e.
Finally some concluding comment made by Sig ' AM the MA .
Towers one of the Regiment's newest recruits who had been tasked with
writing a diary for the exerci e: Anyone who endured tho e I06_ mile
will know the pain and the down moment that al o mu t be experienced
along the way. but the e people will also know. the imme~ e amount of
fun that can be had if you work as hard a mixing well with your team.
and other teams, a you do on your ' alking! At the beginning, I kne''
fe\\ name by the end I had mate for life. With no other entertainment
but each ~ther you share thing that you never would in an) other
circum tance. You learn things about yourself. and about other people.
and all the while you are on holiday from ,\·ork and yet still recei\ ing
pay. The dmin tafflooked after u like we w re King and Queen and
the preparation done by the Reece Tea~1 en ured that our :pmt were
never allowed to fall as we ' ere entertained at eYery top. othing was
too much trouble for anyone and it is that team pirit that pushes you
forward. A huge thanks to all of my team. I will definitely be back next
year!
WALK THEW LK and then TALK THE T LK

Q

RTERMA TER'S DEPARTMENT
Q t
Maj lan Dudding
RQM
W02 Dave Inman
It ha been a cry bu ) period" ithin th q l's Der_>t ." it11 the fallout .of
DR now taking it toll. DR has resulted 111 t\\O c1v11tan redundanc1e
which in real it)'; equate to 66% of the Ci\ ilian tafT. 0 in true llflll)
tradition it wa a ca. e of knuckle do" n and make it work for those of u
left with Ir Jo hn Addison taking on the bulk of the manual work and
taking on respon ibility for the da to day busine "ithin the clothing
. tore- and R&I Bay as our only civilian ton.:keeper in Jardine , L
Meanwhile up into the diny height of the QM' office · Mr Gar) teen
- Admin Officer for the Department ince ·nineteen canteen' has
continued to run the office in a true ci' ii en ant, profe 1onal manner in
the ab ence of the Q I - M11j Ian Dudding \\ho· lea' c card ha no"
been de troyed a all his lea e has been u cd for this year, and the RQ\1 ,
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- \\02 Da\e 'Hail") \1on.tcr· Inman "ho ha · d ided he lo,·c. walking
the hill of cotlnnd. \1ean" hi le W02 (RQ I (\')) orma proul has
managed to take .om time off from her new job to gamble B\ oy her
rcdundanc) money in La Vega . L pl Liz. Leitch has also been very
bus} in ensuring the mooth transition of
A onto U ICOM working
clo el} ''1th the L D. a well a attending her UFi co·s
e and most
n:ccntly her R C (TA). we will make an RQ 1 out of her yet. LCpl
nnette Fair has managed to sneak in a nice little trip to Germany
unbcknO\\n to her P AO or the RO 1 - nice one L pl Fair - where's
th dut) free ! Re entl) the three hid of head honcho in the Department
decided to haYe a day out at Glen Lyon to take in tl1e ccnery and walk a
le\\ hill . The da) tarted before the un wa up an<.l linish"d long after
the un went down. the Q I entertained the RQM and AO with his
hi ·torical knowledge of what he proudly call hi glen. it wa a cracking
da) a" U) from the otlice. unfortunate! it took place on a unday o it
''a~ ba k to your de.k for Monday morning, sun-tanned and much
rcfre ·hed!

The QM, RQMS and AOs' day out at Glen Lyon
(L-R): W02 Dave Inman, Maj Ian Dudding and Mr Gary Steen

for contributions to 'The WIRE-_ I le will be sadly mis cd by all ranks in
the quadron and the Regiment. Everyone who worked ' ith him knows
what a pleasure it was to do so. All rank wish John and Laura all the
very best for the future and hope to see them both at future ocia I event ·.
The quadron would also like to wish 2Lt Adrian · Posh Jock' Yates all
the very best in his future career a he nie-s ofT to join the RAF Regimen t
(Tra_itor). I le will also ~c greatly missed by all ranks in the Squadron,
particularly members of 514 Tp. I ha e been reliably informed that he
' ill be doing his sideways walking cour e soon. Our best v ishe also go
to Sig Steph Bogart who wa initially mobilised for a tour in Bosnia,
applied for and wa accepted for regular service in the Royal Signals. We
have no doubt that he will get on well and enjoy worki ng as a regu lar
soldier.
All members of the Highland qn congratulate Sgt Clare Smith and
pl Richie Taylor on tying the knot. A good night wa had by all at the
reception and apparently a few people had a bit too much fa lling down
juice - isn't that right gt Bud 'I'd like another drink' Burnett? Good
luck and best wishes to the happy coup le. Finally, we would like to
extend a very warm welcome to Capt Rebecca Bird who has transferred
to u from 104 Regt RA (V). he is taking over from Capt John Mackie
as the new quadron 21C. We hope you settle in quickly and get to grips
with writing 'The WIRE' notes soon.
S2 JG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Donald Gordon
M
W02 (SSM) wan
Traditionally a quite time of year for the quadron, this sum mer has
been a little bit of an exception, with activity seem ingly never ending. At
the start of June the core of •weekday ' quadron HQ ably lead by SM
~aren Swan, and with a good number oftl1ose from the Troops took part
111 the Annual Adventure training, which consi ted of comp leting the
. econ d half of the Southern Upland Way. This wa ju t the way to
mtroduce our new P I (Tech) gt Chris Kelly to the Squadron,
including ig Mick Larkin who won the prize for greate t dedication to
Iron Bru - never letting a bottle of the amber nectar leave hi s hand during
the walk. There wa then scarcely time to draw breath when the next
weekend wa upon us, with an ITD weekend where everyone hot the
APWT, ome' ere able to fire 9mm, and we completed the TA CFT, with
a BBQ thrown in, on the Saturday evening.
Then as July began, a select few members of the quadron deployed in
support of the Annual CCF Central Camp at Cultybraggan, whilst LCpl
Pete Tierney and ig Catherine Hinkley were away to London as part
of the Pipes and Drums display at the RMT 2000. ow a the month
clo es the Squadron has deployed into the field in a final work up for the
CRS component of our annual camp, with a delegation lead by QC Maj
Dona ld Gordon and
M Karen Swan representing the Squadron at the
local branch of the British Legion as they mark the Queen mother
birthday.
We have also di patched three of the squadron east bound lo Former
Yugoslavia, Cpl Garry Ballantyne, and LCpls Joanne Mondie and
Anthea Pur is all having recently left for Ch ilwell. The tenn ' changing
of the guard' seams more apt as we look forward to the return from
BATUS, of Cpl Carol Wight (after a year aero s the pond), and LCpls
·Bob' ursimiloo , and Rob Lawson having been away for six months.
Finally, congratulations from all in the Squadron are extended to LCpls
Pete Tierney and Chris Marshall on their respective weddings and
wish them luck long into the future.
'

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLU TEERS)

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTER
0
Lt Col R. J. teed MBE
R M
WOI R. D. Cowan
The climax of the training year resulted in Ex Arrcade Falcon 2000.
The Regt's Annual Camp took place in Germany over the period 10-24
June 2000 in the ordhein We tfalen area. This was the Chief G6, HQ
ARRC's annual comms FTX to practise the deployment of ATO level 2
l faci lities in support of HQ ARRC. It was a thoroughly ucccssful
two weeks with many lessons learnt - especially in the area of movement!
ot only wa the Regiment busy with camp, we also had the Regimental
Shooti ng Team 'dusted off' and competing again as well as a RHQ
exped ition to South America - the Adjt, Capt John Harrington would
do anythin g to get away from his desk!
Congratu lations must go to WOl(RSM) Rod Cowan for passing the
WOAB - next stop Families Offr?! A fond farewell to the Adjt who
leaves to be a student in Bl andford on the next CISM cour e in
September, SSgt Allen who has returned to I, and Cpl Fitzgerald who
goes to 2 Sig Regt. A warm welcome goes to
gt Heslop and Cpl cal,
their replacements. The following is an account of the quadron'
experience of Annual Camp, followed by a taster of ' hat happened on
the Regiment's expedition to Ecuador!
SS (HEADQUARTERS) SIG AL SQ
DRO (VOLUNTEER )
qn Comd
Maj W. Wyper
M
W02 P. William
Over the past couple of months the Squadron has been very busy. The
Squadron supplied the majority of the Regimental Shooting Team that
competed very successfully in the Brigade SAAM and al o the Corps
SAAM.

The Sqn OC receiving his trophy from the Bde Comd
The Squadron had a very succe sful ummer Camp. We deployed with
the re t of the Regiment and 11 ig Bde on Exercise Arrcade Falcon on
aturday I 0 June via Hull, Folke tone, the Channel Tunnel. (Euro 2000
Day in Brugge) , Flushing and arrived at Ayre hire Barracks,
Monchengladbach early morning on 12 June. After tl1e remainder of the
Regiment had deployed into their field locations, the quadron deployed
to Dulmen and' as co-located with 34 Sig Regt' Ech. After a couple of
days, Ech was moved to a site the quadron know and love, a boggy car
park on Sennelager Training Arca. Luckily this year it didn't rain and not
everyone's boots had turned grey from that pecial mud. During the
visitor's weekend the Squadron wa vi ited by the Regimental Honorary
Colonel, Professor Peter Toyne. He met as many of the quadron a
pos ible and thoroughly enjoyed his tay.

W02 Dave 'Hairy Monster' Inman
taking his yearly bath at Glen Lyon
RRIV L A -o DEPART RE
We welcome Cp l Mick 'Wher~'s tho e rations?' 'lartin to the Dept, a
much needed helping hand to assist Mr John Addison. We also say a sad
farewell to Capt (QM) John McCa ll - QM(V) who leave the TA after
some 30 years or more of distinguished service (since nineteen
canteen!!). Sadly also Mr Ian Smythe and Miss orma Spro ul (yes
the RQl\ilS(V)) were both made redundant as a result of DR after more
than 30 years of dedicated service to the Regiment between them. In the
true trad1tton of 32 Sig Regt all where given a good send off in the form
of a 91\i!'s Department - Dinner ight and all ranks BBQ. Sadly all will
be missed!

42 SIG AL SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Cumming
M
W02G. Ward
EXER C fSE ARRCADE FAL 0 2000
The Squadron 's pccific ta k was to deploy its trunk node, (TN 031)
Secondary Acee s Node,
RA and associated Radio Relay A sets
together with an ELG to act as the Squadron Command po t. As the
quadron rolled out of Ru holme, ~anchc ter, the sun was beating_down
out of a cloudless sky, which proved to be the norm for the next I :i day
of camp with the weather, if anything, becoming hotter as we headed
towards Germany. Space on the ferry from Hull proved to be at a
premium, which meant that Ilic vehicles were loaded on to two c~arate
boats and sailed for Rotterdam and Vis cngen. Europort, respccuvely,
with a small party of oldiers to keep an eye on them. Meanwhile, the

SI IG'\AL Q ORO (V)
qn omd
Maj 1orna tracha n
' \1
~ 02 (
1) Davey Crocket
RRJV L
"ID DEP RTlJRES
It 1s with hca' y h_earts that ''e say farewell to our beloved Squadron
21C. apt John ·~me's a dark rum' Mackie, who has hung up his hat
after 12 years sen ice. Among this many varied duties, he was our scribe

bulk of the Regiment was 'coached ' down to Folkestone to o,·emight in
apier Barracks and enjoy the delights of flat southern beer. The next day
they were whisked through the Channel Tunnel to be reunited "ith their
vehicles once more. It was certainly different, but 11 did mean a good
night rest in Folkstone and proved to be a novel trip through the tunnel. a
first for many member of the Regiment.
Once on the continent, the Squad ron mo,ed up through the lo\1counlrics and Germany to the Brigade concentration area in the '' ide
open spaces of Ayreshire Barracks in Moenchengladbach, to carry out
PACEX procedures and to shake out the comm equipment before
deploying to initial locations for the exercise, proper. This took place in
and around the Biefefeld and Paderborn areas where a Ptarmigan and
Euromux network was established before HQ ARRC began moving
comm assets around the beautiful Germany countryside. This was an
anxious time for the Sqn 2 lC, Capt Dave Titheridge, who was acting a
Sqn Cmdr in the absence of the QC. However, our switch remained well
behaved and our shots came in on cue which was most sali fying,
proving that most of the lessons learnt earlier on in the training year had
not been forgotten.
The Regiment closed in on ennelager for the military training phase
of the exercise and experienced the special plea ure that only the wearing
of full NBC clothing and equipment on a very hot day can bring. By no''
thoughts were turning to R&R, and visions of cool Gem1an beerkellers
and other delights were understandably becoming uppermo~l in most
sold iers' minds. R&R took place from Krefeld, at Bradbury Barracks,
and was to take the form ofa 24 hour pass. Surprisingly everyone made it
back on time to form up and commence the long trip home. Once more
the movers had arranged for drivers to part company with their vehicles
at the port and to be coached a few miles down the coast to Zeebrugge to
travel across on the ' orwind', a particularly comfortable orth Sea
Ferry. This proved most popular and enabled the camp to fini h on the
highest of notes.

W02 Graham Ward manning the Sqn Command Post,
That's far too difficult, ask me one on defence.'

SQMS (V) Maurice Aarons and Sgt Paul Duffin
having a quick cuppa prior to a night patrol.
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A happy 42 Sqn
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:.p_r_
io_r _to_ m_:o_v_:_
in.::g....:.b:..:a:..:c::..:k_:t:::_;
o the UK after a successful camp
1

ACCESS TROOP
Acee . T~, comman.ded by Lt Tony McFarlanc, had a very good
com~nu111ca11on exerc1 ·e which wa typically well supported by hi
admin tafT.

The 'A' team.
The Squadron's Jong suffering but ever-cheerful perma nent staff
(L-R): Sgt 'Fitz' Fitzgerald, Sgt 'Taff Powell, SSgt Sam Faulds,
SSgt (FofS) Gaz Clapham and Sgt Chris Glover.

LI Tony McFarlane, SSM Paterson and the CO
LI Col John Steed carrying out a hygiene inspecdon
of the Cooks. tent. T he Hon Col, Col Peter Toyne can be seen
1n the background sampling the fayre

59 lG ' AL Q UA DRO I (VOL NTEERS)
Sqn Comd
;\1aj Chris Heaton
SM
W02 Patterson
59 ig Sqn (V) took their part in Ex Arrcade Falcon in Germany as
well. The Squadron deployed from our TA Centre in Dey brook Barracks
m the early hours of Saturday 10 June delivering our vehicle to Hull
dock by 0700hr for ferrying to Vlissingen in Holland. All quadron
member then began what .was ~ v_ery interesting movement phase to
meet up. wnh the \eh1cle 111 Vhssmgen and convey them onwards to
A} re hire Barracks Moncheagladbach. On Sunday morning we
re~ounted our tru ty chargers and travelled to France via the Tunnel
,~·h1ch was a new experience for most of us. We then travelled to Flushing
for the hon ferry journey to Vii sengen.
On arrival in Vlis ingen we took over our vehicles and drove to
\i!onchengladbach and immediately commenced a PACEX to check out
all eq~1pment and installations prior to dep loyment into the field.
Following. thi~ pha e we then deployed into the field under the command
of our actmg quadron Commander. Capt Cheryl James who was ably
upported b) the SM, W02 Bob Paterson ,

exercise scenario. ~bl,Y led by Lt Pau~ Kni&ht and supported by 2Lt Jo
Down the troop finished th~ .:xerc1se with two very quick moves
separated by extremel y long.drives thro~1gh the German countryside.
At the end of the. exercise all vehi c les and manpower returned to
B.radbury Barracks 1n Kr.efeld stagi ng through Ayrcshire Barracks to
d1sc~rd fuel and gas emplles. The next day in Krefeld saw a pay parade
that is always well attended and the start of our days R&R in Krefeld and
Dusseldorf. On the com pleti on of R&R we returned to the UK via
Zeebrugge and Hull to arrive back in our TA Centre on aturday 24 June.
~II members of the Squadron had a very interesting and chal lenging
ume and look forward to the next sorte overseas.
EXPED1T£0 TO EC ADOR
EXERCISE EBOR PO CHO - by 2Lt R Mcleod
. On 4 J~ly 2000, eight intrepid volunteers from 33 Sig Regt (and one
lrom I 4 1g ) embarked on a Journey of a lifetime to the "ilds of outh
America. The budding explorers were:
Capt John Harrington - Adjutant, and expedition leader
Capt Bob Tm old enough to be your father .. ' Dobson - RAO in
' nonnal : life, and .h~ldcr of the purse stri ng on the expeditwn .
Lt Ath turdy Girl Mayo - From 14 Sig Regt (EW).
JSM EL(S), Fluent Spani h peaker. and generally indispensable
person.
2Lt Ross ' umpty Stick ' McLeod.
2Lt Jo 'Ha anyone got any toilet roll?' Down.
gt Mick 'Yoda' Watkinson.
LCpl Scott ' Has anyone got an iron?' Wilson.
LCpl Geri ' It' crap! I wanna go ' ome! ' O'Brien.
The following is an extract from the offic ial diary by way of a taster!
Tu.esday 4 July: Met a~ Deysbrook Barracks, Liverpool. Capt
Harnngton had mas es ofk1t, 111 fact mot of the party had too much kit.
During the way t~rough customs at Manchester airport LCpl O'Brien
was stopped and 111te1.T0g~ted a to why she was carrying needles at the
airport (for the first aid kit). ot a good tart! N~xt was a brief stopover
111 Amsterdam before nying on to Qu.1to, the capital of Ecuador. Having
!o~ked through the guidebook beer 111 hand, gt Watkinson declared,
Its go~na take so~e beer to make these birds look pretty.. .' After a ninehour flight we arrived at Curacao, m the Dutch Anti ll es, where we
stretched our legs for an hour. 2Lt Down managed to lose her passport
for a sh.on period, before finding it again on the aircraft, much to our
di appo111tment as we began to think of how we could pend the extra
CILOR!
Wedne day 5 Ju ly: Arrived in Quito early in the morning, after a very
J on~, d~awn-out journey. Quit~ a few people noticed the lack of oxygen.
Quito 1 at , JUSt under, a height of I 0.500 ft. Capt Harrington had
obviously picked up a few tricks from 2Lt Down a he managed to leave
his immigration documents on the plane, and had to go back from
immigration control to receive them!
T hursday 6 July: Today was scheduled to be an admin day as well as
acclimatising in Quito. We took the opportunity to visit the Jn stituto
Ge<;>grafico Militar, to collect maps. Checking in at the embassy, the
Pohucal Adv1 or gave us up-to-date information on the viability of some
of the route that we had planned and as a result we had to lightly
change some of our plans.
F rid ay 6 July: We spent this day acclimatising by walking in the local
area ..some people are till finding it difficult with altitude. In the evening
we isited a restaurant recommended by Lt Mayo. We turned up and it
was empty. First warning sign; A 'merry' South American type said that
the chef wa away but he was doing it. Second warning ign; He then
said that some dishes were better than others, and recommended Pork
chops and chicken. (Tran lation - this is all he can make ... ) We ordered
the fir t course. During the delay the chef-replacement stumbled out ide
and engaged in a heated' conver ation wiih a man in a 4WD out ide,
tarted fighting, and eventually ended up on the floor. The fir t course
did arrive after a long wait with plenty of excuse (and garlic bread to
keep us quiet). This was followed by more fighting outside. The food
arrived cold . The thought of not paying wa not entertained due to the
presence of a shotgun-carrying security guard. We paid for what we had
eaten and left hastily.
Saturday 8 July: tarted trekking at Tombacco. We got the bus there

and traversed up the side of lllalo before dropping dm'n the oth~r 'ide to
an Peblo. The total Journey of about 151.m took about 61 /2hr . The
highest point wa 3200m and most felt the effect of the altitude. Thi, "a'
the first real. chance to gauge the efTec1 of altitude "ith weight on our
backs, having done some previous minor "al ks. Everyone "as
completely exhausted afterwards. We almost got qmte a bargain, though,
~vhen one of the farmers we passed on the way down offered fi, c camels
111 exchange for 2Lt Down . Unsportingly she refused to co-operate and
we had to decline the offer. useful as camels would ha' c been for
carry ing our bergans. Still not everyone was convinced that she was
worth five camels, gt Watkinson declaring, 'He must be drunk'.
Monday 10 July: A bus ride to Loma Santa Cru1 \\ith the aim to do
the thr.ee peaks of El Chaupf started the day. At the very bottom of the
first hill LCpl O ' Brien started plaintively wailing - ', o one told me
t~ere were mountain in Ecuador! I thought we were walking around
hills.' We succes fully completed the first peak of El Chau pi. Although it
took us far longer than expected . We were, at la t, in a position to ascend
the second peak of El Chaupi. It was mid-afternoon and as the extraction
march would take up t? a couple of hours the decision was made to go
directly to the b.us station, some 6km away. The guide book seemingly
having been wrmen by some sort of ultra-acclimatised fell runner, or
ccrtamly, someone far fitter and faster than our group.
~ednesday 12 July: The day started with a bus ride out to Pappallaca.
w~ 1ch took a few hours. We started walking at midday and within 45
mmute we were engrossed in a steep, muddy climb. Combined with the
very low cloud base a thoroughly wet and muddy time wa had b) almost
everyone. LCpl O ' Brien managed to fall a fe\\ metre and although he
wasn't sure whether he wanted to scream or giggle she managed to give
everyone ahead of her a shock that she was in trouble. The terrain was
econdary jungle, a small fact that the Ecuadorian map had omitted to
denote. Camping ites were impossible to find and we ended up pitching
our tents under a local fanner's barn roof. Unfortunately not atisfied
with. providing. a roof over our heads the farmer's pack' of dogs al o
provided a musical accompaniment for the rest of the night, much to our
chagnn.
Su nd ay 16 July: Today we attempted the highe t mountain o far - El
Corazon, at ju t under 5000 ft. Jn addition to the altitude the weather was
extremely windy, so for the last 400m of a cent we decided 10 attempt the
hill with half kit. Unfortuna tely, after about a hundred metres the
comi>lete ~b ence of a path, in favour of tons of scree, no ecurity, and
the high wmds made the climb very unsafe so we had to turn around.
Tuesday 18 July: After a far harder climb than anyone was expecting
we arrived at the · ew Horizon Refuge' at 4600m. gt Watki nso n wa
suffering from the beginnings of AMS so he decided to wait until the
morning IO decide whether or not he would ascend.
Wednesday 19 Ju ly: Starting at 0600hrs we got our kit together, and
began the ascent. Sgt Watkinson's headache hadn't improved overnight
and after a few hundred metres he had to turn back and remain at the
refuge. The remainder of the group continued up lliniza for about two
hour ~ntil we were within about 300m of the ummit (in height). but at
this poml the presence of snow from the previous day prevented us from
continuing and we turned around. The remainder of the day wa spent
descending lliniza and then getting transport back to Quito.
Frid ay 21 July: We decided for the la t two day of the expedition
prior to R&R peaking Jmbabura. Unfortunately, about halfway up the
heavens opened, the temperature plummeted and the mother of all
hail torm began. With the mountainside being at a 45% angle we had no
option but to push on. We eventually reached what wa a relati e plateau
- at a gradient of only about 30%. A scramble to get the tent up wa
delayed by Lt 1ayo's discovery thai she had lo t the tent pole on the
way omewhere up the mountain. so we were do\\ n to ''' o tent . A
thoroughly cold. wet, and miserable night folio' ed.
Sa turda y 22 July: Fortunately by the morning the pre\.iou night's
hail had. frozen and the weather. although bitterly cold, was at lea t dry.
Our spmts nnproved further when a group of tourist "ho had tarted the
ascent at Sam came past and ga e us the tent pole. that they had found on
their way up . We spent three hours climbing lmbabura and after an hour'
de cent to the camp ite' e packed up the tenL , which had now dried, and
walked down to La Esperanza. After a much-needed meal we went back
to the hostel. packed our kit for R&R and placed the remainder in
torage.

35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
SSgt Ken Smith explaining to the Hon Col
how to set up a sun dial clock
supervised by Lt Tony Mcfarlane and the CO

The E~ercise play staff bit ofT a bit more than ihey could chew when
they unwittingly allacked SAN 886. SSgt Ken Smith a new addition to
the Troop from 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn created a Mexican stand ofT aga i11st
the aggres or and their. oversized German sheepdog. SSgt Smith who
ha. spent many. years with the special forces was the first to admit that
wnhou.t the as 1stance of Sig (Tpr) Lee Downin g the result could have
been d1fTerent.
OC Sqn. C~pt Che.ryl James and SSM Bob Patterson arriving at
1mllal location with Secondary Access Node 886
and putting on a brave face for all to see

TR
K OD E TROOP
On deploying !nto the fie ld, Trunk ode Tp had an ea ier ride than
some people. This was due to their location being very central to the

xx xv
CO
Lt C ol S. J. Potter, TD
R M
WOI (RSM) P. Marshall
IRRITABLE TOWEL Y DROME
Before l continue with the Regiment report on our Annual Training in
Germany I feel compelled to return to th e recovery phase of m
gutwrenchingcheekclcnchingtrouserdrenching encounter with e- oli.
Thankfully our good Doctor, faj Raziur Rahman introduced me to the
indisputable benefits of immodium and reli f I believed was but a
swa llow away. What I forgot to mcn1ion \\as that I gave the immodium
an unfortunate boost by taking i1 with a kaolin and morphine cha er that

produced some rather unp leasant · ide effects. Con equently I ·pent the
fir t week of the exercise confined to the neare · t portaloo the
dehydration cau ed by the unu ual hot weather didn't help either and b)
now my laundry was building up! Rather foolish! I carried on . elf
diagno ing my problem and introduced other elf binding remedie that
included. when I was feeling a little better, huge amount. of Yegetables
with the empha i on cabbage, prout and onions. For good measure I
added a packet of fibregcl to my daily diet. Thi· as an doctor will later
tell you is a rather' olatile combination and I am till recon:ring from the
un toppable chain reaction and re.ulting ga tri c:1.plosion that led to
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more than a " ' I.. off 11 ork (the first in my illustriou military career) on
my return from Germany. To conclude this comedy of errors I have to
report that I "a., however. immensely rel ieved to arri1·e st RAF Bruggen
for our R & R Pha e <1nd belie1ed that becau. e of m atniction J could
claim prionty to u e the laundry room . eedle ·s to ·ay I receiYed litt le
·ympathy and a haples battle of will took place as many dcviou
attempt · w re made to u e the only washing machine. By now I had used
up all my clean to11 el and other e ·ential o I was pretty desperate.
Bt.>cau e e1 ery effort I made to get in during the day was thwarted, by I
ha1c; to a the fl male of the . pecie . I et my alarm for 0400hrs. De pile
my en e of foreboding wh n l ente<"ed the laundry room and found the
machine full of wa hing, it had fo11Unately rea hed the end of it cycle
and I wa in business! Bui even then I just made it, for literally seconds
later a clearly irritated i\laj Ricky Logan who had the ame brilliant
idea. walked in the laundry room behind me. needle to say we hared
the machine!
I won't bore you "ith my other experience and strange encounters.
Howe1·er. for tho e of you who are interested the bum on my hand that I
re ·ei1 ed "hen I tried to climb on top of a Radio Relay at uchteln, by
holding onto the generator e>.hau t outlet, ha almo t healed. Al o the
damage to m Damcon minibus, 1 hen I drove it inlO the only hole in the
ground at Veldhoven wa only minor! The aerial on the CO ' car that l
inad1 ertemly took through a car wa h ha now been repaired and the jug
of coffee that l knocked over the CRA Plan in the B V has not caused
any permanent damage . I have also been a ured by the R M, that,
following my efforts at RAF Bruggen, I am no1 a fully integrated
111ember of the TA. Finally some piece of useful advice; never a k a
limb-le - person for direction , never divulge you r in nermo t thoughts
and fears to a friendly ear until you find out who it i· and nev r walk onto
a range uninvited unle s ........ !

,\TTS & DET S
rhe Regiment was pl eased to have elements of 60 ig qn on board
througho ut th e exerc ise as they provided exce ll ent back up a nd
movement co mmun ications and a specia l thank you is extended to Maj
Gavin Miles and his team and to all of the other individual attachments
to the Regiment. A special thank you is also extended to the press group ;
a rah Chapman of the Stoke cntincl, Dan Bardsley and Joe Bailey of
the Rugby Advcniser and Cathy penscr of the Shrewsbury Chronicle
who prov ided th e Reg im ent with some excellent post camp coverage.
1lopcfully they will now join us on Regimental Weekends. It was also
gratifying to have a hi gh profil e ro le during the Exercise when clements
of 89 ig qn provided SC RA (T) for the Comd & Dep Comd of 11 Bde
and the COS. Repon s have filtered through that these dets proved highl y
success ful and greatly impressed the Brigade sta ff and th at th e Bde
Comd s' crew in th e shape o f Cpl Adrian Proffitt an d Sig Michelle
C arvell have both le ft an indelible impression on the Bde Comd with
their outgoing personalities. Th e Dep Comcl wa equally impressed with
hi s crew headed by Cp l Tracey Haggan abl y supp orted by LCpl
Richard Tealc . Mea nwhil e the CO S ( for a whil e at least) had th e
company of a one man band in the shape of LCpl Daniel tacey who
was relieved to be joined by Sig Kez Rea for Weck 2 of Camp.

EXERCI E ARRCADE FALCO OVERVIEW
De pile our now unforgettable deployment to the continent ,
Regimental as et finally begun the move into de ignated field locations
that stretched from Kerken to Detmold during the early hours of Tue day
13 June. This was preceded by a uc ession of e sentia l briefings and
IBCP at Ayrshire Barrack , Monchengladbach. It has been ome years
since the Regiment had deployed over uch a wide area and it pre ented a
daunting challenge that the CIS Op (or i it OSC) staff where only too
keen to meet. The enthusiasm to meet this cha llenge on the ground from
the Trunk ode to the mobile elemem·s was infectious and it was clear
that everyone had now put the miserable outward journey beh ind them,
and providing the ARRC and Brigade staff with a comms blanker
became every-ones priority. The last Regimental Commex wa but a
di tam memory and some neglected and forgotten skills had to be quickly
restored to achieve the aim of the ex. In addition our most recently
qualified operators were anxious to prove their worth and verify the
training invested in them. The initial phase went extremely well and links
were establi hed quickly and efficiently which plea ed the CO, Lt Col
Stephen Potter who was delighted to repon that the Regiment performed
magnificently, communicated consiscently and effectively and achieved
our aim and mis ion. This mes age wa quickly disseminated and ome
of our new operators in particular beamed with pride a t this
accomplishment. So impres ed was Sig Robert Blake of 48 qn with his
own per onal performance that he has ordered multiple copies of the
photograph of him working on his Radio Relay to distribute around his
family and friends. LCpl Jackie Sheldon of the same Squadron would
have liked to have shared in his exultation's but fou nd herself without a
\'ehicle when it suffered a major technical failure but later admitted that
he had an excellent exercise. These sentiments were typical throughout
the Regiment and clearly indicated that morale had been fully restored
and we were now back in the business of not just commun icating but
communicating well. ot everything was plain sailing however, and like
every major exercise things for one reason or another do go wrong. This
is a fact of life and is often unavoidable and we are usually the casualties
of unusual and unique circumstances beyond our control. Mistakes are
made, tempers are frayed, reputations are laid and victims are made. This
is all part of the almighty learning curve that brings ~ ith it future
improvement , and better procedures that we can all look fo rward to but
"hich al o needs to be combined with a sprinkling of understanding and
sympathy for the plam1ers and organisers.

Sig Robert Blake adjusting his line of sight

The IBCP at Ayrshire Barracks

Sig Adrian Proffitt practising his radio operating skills
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VI !TORS WEEKE D
It ha now become a well established tradition to bost a visitor
weekend on annual trainin g in Germany and th is exercise wa no
exception, except of course that th e number of vis itors was down on
previous years. Unfortunately no mayoral visits took place becau e all
were bound by other commitment but the Regiment was pleased to host
a visit from GOC 5 Div, Maj Gen A. P. Grant Peterkin OBE. The GOC
spent over an hour with members of 58 Sqn on the Sennelager Training
Area and wa hosted by Capt Dominic Hope and the CO throughout the
visit. The Regiment was also delighted to be vis ited by the Honorary
Colonel Col Brian Foxon QBE, ADC, TD who was accompanied by
the 21c,' Maj Richard Hemmings. The H_onorary Colo_nel took time out
to visit as many fi e ld locations as poss ible and achieved h1 aim of
talking to most members of the Regiment. We do, however, hope that he
has now got over hi e perience of unexpectedly sharing a room with Sir
icholas Bonsor in the NATO Mes at Sennelager - but at least 1t can be
the ource of an amusing anecdote. The my tery of the mi ing map ,
however, ha still not been re olved!

ROVI G REPORT
Any thoughts of relaxing too much after camp were da hed when the
Regiment quickly moved up a further gear to its continuation-training
phase and participation in Ex Silver Bounty I at Beckingham. The
Exercise, which was held over the weekend 14/ 16 July, had a triple
purpose. They were to give the TA the opponunity of carrying out !TD
training towards boun ty, to engage in other useful training offered as
background activities and to givt: everyone the opportunity to sociali e
and get together at a well organised barbecue. Thi just happened to take
place outside the CO's accommodation. The weekend. despite fa ll ing in
the middle of the summer holiday period. was very well attended and
many members of the Regiment completed at least three ITD
qualifications a well as having a useful and exciting introduction to the
94mm rocket launcher. Uniquely all of the instructional effort during the
weekend was provided from members of the TA that bode well for the
future. So, for the first time in living memory, the Permanent taff
In tructors were more than content to stay in the background in a
supervisory role and even volunteered to deliver norgies of tew for
lunch. This of course was to ensure they didn't look too redundant! The
regiment was also pleased to receive the Dep Comd of 11 Bde. Col R.
Davenport, TD as a special vi itor during Saturday's training event .
Later that month 89 Sqn had by all accounts an exciting but unusual
surl'ival-training weekend held at Swynerrton Training area. I say
unu ual because in tead of having to trap and find food the organisers
gts Dave Wright and Kevin Bannigan came up with the idea ofhav~g
a number of checkpoints that team members had to go through to avoid
capture by a notional enemy. On arrival (that is if they found the
checkpoint) they had to an wer a serie of questions. If they an wered
correctly they were gi en cryptic direction to hidden food either
vegetable or the contents of a 24-hour ration pack. eedless to ay no
one went hungry and the local chickens tayed afely in their pen !

GOC 5 Div with Capt Dominic Hope

LCpl Hughes ready to launch at Beckingham

The Brigade crews together with the Deputy Commander
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STRA GE E CO l'ffERS
Talking about anecdotes I couldn't close this annual camp edition of
The WIRE without re lating some of the amusing incidents that ahvays
occu r during annual tra ining and th is camp \\ as no exception. Lea t c.aid
about the CO's birthday surprise the better - the stunt to mis lead the CO
into believing real beer was available was uncovered when the CO found
the evidence ( i.e: th e non a lcoho lic Beck's) be fore the surprise \\ as
sprung. Meanwhile somewhere on the Biele feld Ridge gt And)' Llo)d
wa s been ti cked o ff by Capt Allison wain who wa s sufferin g th e
ind ignity of fi nd ing a ti c k embedded in her posterior and less than
politely refusi ng hi offer to remove it free of charge. An unconfirmed
report that the Trg Maj , Maj Tudor Hill, on a morale boosting walk
around came across two RR Op and a ked them who they were? One
re plied, ' I' m ig Brown, Sir,' while the other simply stated, 'I'm
bollocked, ' -exit a bemused TM .
Staying with the TM for a moment, he had such a fine time relaxing at
Rocrmond during the R&R phase that later that evening he was seen to
be hav ing a totall y unintelligible conversation with the Adjt. It wa
omethin g o f a reve lation that both had clearly mastered the Double
Dutch language. At a picturesque field location close to Vento, LCpl
am Maguire and ig Rees Manford-Jone found out to their cost that
you cannot squeeze a I 20cm wide vehicle through a gap in the trees
I I 8cm wide without causing substantial damage to the environment
surpri singly the vehicle escaped unscathed! Finally what on earth were
Maj Steve Pell and Capt Ruth E mph so n doing with their B kit in
Han ger 17. The TM (yes he gets everywhere) commented that they
looked a litlle heepi h but cenainly not as sheepish as the SP I of 58
Sqn as he attempted to explain why there was a dead calf at the rear of
T 038's CP.
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E. ER I E IL\' ER DRAGOi
Cnfortunatel) the Regimental report on the kiing expedition to
Zcrman in late April arrived far too late for the last edition of The WIRE
and 1' therefore being included here. What follow i a re ealing but
gt Rod helton Smith.
belated report from
On _
pril a party of tw nt y- two began their journey to Zcnnatl.
A Iler 27 hours traYelling we fina ll y reached our destination and afler
ettling in and ski 1s ue a well-de ened re.I \\SS taken. The nex t day
uitabl) dre ed. including some wry unusual headgear we took the ski
lift to the top of Klein falterhorn and proceeded to be divided into
group ac ording to abilit). Then 1he hard \\ ork started for our intrepid
in tructor:, but b) the end of the day all partici pants. even though
exhau ·ted, had enjoyed e\'er minute. Da T'' o provided the incident of
the week when ig Laura Burrow reach d the top of the mountain, he
u!Tered a e\ere abdom inal attack and had to be airl ift ed to Vi p
ho piml. Fortunate!) it wa nothing erious and he retttmed to do battle
'' ith the pi tc 4< hour later. The remainder of the week pa sed. in
gloriou· ·un hine. and the group kied not only on the Plateau Ro a
Glacier, which ha ome 12.5 miles of marked run , but also on the
Breuil-Cervinrn ki area in Italy, which doubled the ki area a ai lable.
The mo t improved kiers included Sgt ' av M uha mmad, LCp l Avril
Forsythe, L pl Brian Reid and W02 Mick Kearney ' ho made his
mark by going from non- kier to Ba ic kier (Bronze award) at an age
ome would con ider giving up the port. Our in tructor· , who included
ex-Adjt. Capt And. Talbot and ex-P I, S gt ·Jock ' Reid even gave u
an in ight into off-pi te skiing that resulted in many tumbles.
Although there were no incidents requiring further medical attention
one worthy of note wa a pectacular tumble by Sgt ·Road' heltonmith . Fortunately he suffered no inj urie but hi pride wa a little
dented. There wa . howe\•er, a lot of ach ing muscle" and one or two team
members took advantage of a massage erv ice provided by Avr il
Forsythe. For mo t of us though the Apres Ski wa better th an any
ma sage, a I' m sure Cpl nd. ·1 can drink more red wi ne than anyone·
Carroll can testify. The \\eek ended with all member being awarded the
Basic ki Proficiency award and ome achieving even higher levels of
competence. but perhap more important was that everyone enjoyed
themselves and want to become e en more proficient. Finally every good
adventure training exercise requires the ·backroom · ta ff and our chef,
Cpl Karen Dilley, erved up a variety of excellen t meals that were
de igned to keep energy levels at the ir highest includi ng abundant
upplie of daily packed meals and snacks. Fol lowing an excellem
expedition all tean1 members returned safely to Can ley in the early hour
of unday 7 May.
HEAD IN THE CLO D
To close thi edition of the unit"s contribution to The WIRE, Sig Peter
Cater has ubmitted the following report of his hair-rai ing experiences
on his recent parachute course.
When I was asked to write a report on parachuting I knew it would be
extremely hard to describe the feeling of one of the greate l experiences
in my life but! tried and here goe .....

My fir t jump \\US to ·ay the least intense. After one and half days
ground training I \\as cager but a little wary and nervous. The real fea r
struck me as I boarded the aircran and it quickly a eendcd lo our jump
height. I kept telling my elf I was perfectly safo but the nervous twitches
it my body seemed to tell me oth erwi e. Then everything happened in
trict synchroni,ation - on the command 'Cut' I handed over to the
instructor my static line. 'In the door', in front of me 3500ft of open
space. behind me the plane that only a mere three seconds ago I thought
was unsafe now seemed \ Cr inviti ng! ·Go', I was out. lookin g back at
the plane a ' we drifted away from each ot her - then the chute jerked
open. Breathtaking. I was now nying 3000fl above th e earth and
e\'erything below me ju l looked like a map, I felt like a king!
The sheer ex hil aration had dri en the drill out of my head, but I didn't
care. I 11e" my canopy - I had the power in my hands to go wherever I
liked. T he ground though began to approach rapidly and a I came into
land the drills I had prac ti ed over and over again clickcd in lo place and I
landed oflly with a great sense of pride and achic eme nt. Would I do it
again - of course I would!

Relaxing before the jump

CO
Lt Col \ . Brown TD
RSM
WOI (RSM) D.T. Eaglesham
This has been another extremely busy period for the Regiment. RSJT,
PRE and two major exercise within weeks of each other, in tandem with
a change over of Commanding Officers, have done much to concentrate
the minds of both TA and Regular so ld iers. In addition, several of our TA
soldiers, S CO's and Officers have deployed on operational tours to
Ko O\'O and Bo nia.
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THE FAREWELL ( ) TO LT COL ,JACKIE ALL.\ . TD
The Regiment recently bade a ad farewell to iL' Commandmg Ofliccr,
Lt Col Jackie llan TD, who left us after virtually 24 years of unbroken
service. The Officers' \!less tarted the proceedings \\hen they dined Col
Jackie out on Saturday 17 June. The evening wok the form of a Ladies
Dinner ight, and in recognition of her musical talents and interesh the
CO was presented with a fine statuette of a Scots Piper. l he C\Cmng \\as
rounded off nicely by the surprise appearance of a stretch limousine,
which the Adjutant, Capt Russell Edwards, had orgamsed through some
of his shady a sociates, and the CO duly left the Officers \/less in great
style.
Ex Mars Marathon, held over the 112 July, gave the CO a final chance
to see all her Regiment together in one place at the same ume. It also
provided the perfect opportumty for the Soldiers \vllhin the Reg1m_en_t to
present Lt Col Allan TD with a token of their respect and appreciauon.
in the form ofone of the Corps pictures, 'Go to it '.

~~~~~~~~

I

One of the Regiment's most junior soldiers, Sig Mann of HQ Sqn , presenting the picture to the CO
(Thanks go to the Ops Offr, Maj White, for the use of his house as a back drop)

36th (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

WELCOMES A D FAREWELLS
Every soldier within the Regiment ' elcomes Lt Col William Brown
TD back into the fold a Commanding Officer. After a six year sojourn
with 11 Sig Bde and 31 ig Regt (V), he has returned lo the Promised
Lands known as Es ex and East Anglia, officially taking over from Lt
Col Allan TD on Saturday 8 July. Maj J. R. ixon (A GC), our new
RAO, joins the Regiment on a free transfer under the Bosman ru ling from
the RFCA (the organi ation formerly known as TAVRA). A driving force
within the Army Youth football system, Maj 'ixon will lend some much
needed assistance, and football know led ge, to the RAOWO , W02
Gordon Cameron. Another newcomer to llford is W02 (RQMS) Steve
Rus ell, who J0111S us from 15 Sig Regt - welcome, and get th at CS95
sorted out, RQ! The Regiment has welcomed two new PSI 's into its tight
kmt community O\'Cr the last few months. gt Gerry McGachy join us
on promotion from I (UK) AD R and, que tionable choice of football
team aside, ha already proved to be a fine addition lo the team. Sgt
'To h' Hodgskin , fre h from the factory that is Arbourfield, has also hit
the ground running; both arc currently employed with 45 Sqn.
adl:,. we have also had to say farewell to some old friends who have
ef\ed us well over the years. W02 (RQM ) Ton y Gaston leaves the

Army after 22 years distinguished service (or o he would ha\C us
believe). Afler making many friend s within the TA, he will be sorely
missed. especially by the QM who has lot virtually 100% of his cigarette
supply in one fell swoop. S gt ( QMS) Gordon Brogan leaves 44 Sqn
on n:tirement after having worked there for more years than he would
care to reme mber. lli s farewel l lunch will be remembered for the
beautifu l quaich (314 fu ll of Lagavulin Malt at the time) that he presented
to the Sergeants' Mess, as\ ell as the gargantuan hangover that he left the
RSM with the fo ll owing morning - guess where the whisky went! Sgt
Nige Back is posted, on promotion, to 30 ig Regt, and will be missed
both within 45 Sqn at Co lchester and the Regiment. Nige ha often been
likened to a typical Olliccr, mainly becau e of his expertise with map and
compass - need le . to say, hfs wi fc is navigating the family to Bramcote!
Last but not certainly not least, gt Mick Eades leaves the Army for Civ
Div after spend in g the last eight or nine months in 'isolation' down at
outhend. Our best wishes go to both himself and his new family.

The new Commanding Officer, Lt Col Brown TD (R).
accepting his new company car from Lt Col Allan TD (L),
with W01 (RSM) Eaglesham in attendance
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The CO's fin al farewell came on the evening of 22 July, when the
WOs ' and gts' Mess dined her out. After so many other functions, and
given the dangers of repetition , the decision was taken to _go for a slightly
different approach to the proceedmgs. A large amount of re earch by the
PMC, W02 Terry Butler, and his PEC, Sgt Tim Gamble, in tandem
with a friendly agent deep within the Allan household, gathered the
photographic and film evidence. Thi , allied to the techmcal wizardry of
the Foreman, W02 Phil Holland, led to a film and slide show that
urprised, entertained and educated (Educated? Well. we all no\\ know
where. to go for a recuperative mud bath, and that it' best to destroy any
photographic evidence straight away!).
After the CO had been pre ented with a bronze Jimmy, and, in tum.
· had presented the Mess with a cry tal decanter, the evening w~s rounded
off when W02 (RQMS) Eddie Kikas gallantly ofTered to dnve Lt Col
Allan from the Mess on the back of bis motorbike, an offer which she
accepted with ome relish.

The RSM presents the CO with her leaving gift on behalf of the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
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MER CU RY SOCIETY GOLF CLUB - by Ron 'BondiI ' Russell)
Report on the Regimental 1eeting held on 19 July 2000 .
.
On a brill iantly sunny July morning, 14 members of the Reg1m_ental
golfing society tucked into bacon _b uttxs and coffee. quietly
contemplating a round o n the Champ1onsh1p Course at Stapleford
Abbotts. The course had only recently been improved and the challenge
was ju t too good to mi s. A testing experience with some tight tum and
well-guarded green did not put off. ome of the players, a~d a good
scoring round wa recorded by quite a few. To his credit, Gerry
McGachy played hi first ever round of golf and cored I points. He
later told a packed pres box that be was gutted at lo ing one ball and one
TEE PEG. Well, he i cotti b! Jon Wopling i continuing to impro\'e
within category 2, and proceeded to win the ection con\incingly. with
Neil Garfoot finishing a creditable econd. In the category I ecuon the
Ch ief Clerk, Gordon Cameron, scored an ·ob cene' 40 points and will
definitely be playing off a new, lower, handicap in the future. Tony Dale
went for the money and won the nearest to the pin competition - I heard
your comments. Tony. and you will definitely play with a stranger next
time! The society ha quite a few events to ~ook forward to: the em1final of the knockout competition loom large on the horizon. Other than
that , OC HQ qn , Maj Pete Minshell, Is hoping to _knock up a
competition during the R & R day on camp - outh Wale 111 eptember
should be a challenge! (Report to follo'' ).
HEADQUARTER Q ADRO - by Capt£. Fea ~r. PSAO
qn Comd
:'\laj P. J. Minshall
W02 ( SM) A. C. \ ell
M
STOP PRES !!
HQ qn are ·Mo untvoy Trophy Champion · and March & hoot
Cha mpion of the Regiment for th~ fir. t time in om7 years. .
Epi ode 3 in the HQ qn contnbullon to the Regimental JI IRE Effort.
This i the R M' (WOl Dougie Eaglesham) new project. Apparent!}
throughout hi career he has only appeared in Th~ WIRE on. the 'odd'
occasion. normally when he ha been caught out domg somethmg_ trange
or mysteriou . In this new life \\ ith the Volunteers. h~ _ha reah ed t!1e
main effort of the unit is the P Info Effort (for Recru1t111g. Communtt)
Relations etc) and i determined to gain major· tar' CO\Crage for him elf
while he still has the opportunity. \J e are finding it increa. ingly di!licult
to find photograph for publiea_tion \\ ithoul ~he obl~g~t.ory R 1 'po e' howe er we will keep on trymg. The maJOr act I\ 111cs 111 th1 period
included the quadron participation in Ex Mars far.nhon, sup_po ·edly a
Regimental omms Ex. which ended up. due ton evcre lack of a'ai.lable
comms as et·. a round two in the ne\\ R M'. introducuon to bemg a
·real soldier' in a field en\'ironment.

The Sqn 'Old but not so Bold' team on a brief respite from their
arduous duties at Regt Ech during Ex Mars Marathon
(L-R): SQMS (V) - Sgt Les Eldridge,
SSM W02 Tony 'Daddy I love playing enemy' Wells and
Tp Sgt (HF Tp) Phil 'Popeye' Babester.
Thi wa the Sqn Comd. Maj Peter Ii nsh a ll 's, opportunity to
demon trate that he could till teach the yow1g up tans in die quadron a
thing or two. Having planned, persuaded and deployed the Echelon in
upport of the Regiment, he di co ered to hi chagrin that the o 4
Cook.set came out fully kilted except for the ital ga regulator needed
(PPP factor). Faced with the pro pect of feeding the Regiment a cold
breakfa t, he proceeded to organi e and over ee the building of a fire
· ufficiently large enough 10 heat the food and ' ater necessary 10 make a
breakfast barbecue. Burned Corn Flak anyone? The quadron and LAD
also placed a major tand in the Redbridge To\\ n bow that went down
well "ith the kids and oldie at the show, but wa unable to anracl the
auention of the target population (18-24). (Or 18 to 54 if the PS 0 had
his way - he eerns to be trying to surround himself with the ixty's
generation like himself). However, the how demon trated to the greater
Population of Redbridge that the TA is still around and. of cour e, the
evening activities of Pop Shows, fair and other female attractions went
do'' n well with the more robu t younger members of the quadron. The
'Heans and Mind ' campaign is alive and well in Redbridge .

HQ Sqn Team at the Redbridge Show
Back Row (L-R): Sig Pemberton, W02 Smith, Cpl Egunjobi,
Cfn De Wuh erton, Cpl Fi her, Cfu Sladden. Cfn , ichols, Sgt Eldridge
Front RO\\ (L-R): W02 Terry (look at my wings) Butler, Cpl Roberts,
ig Pierce, W02 Wells, Capt , eedharn, WO 1 Grimshaw, LCpl Baynes.
Cfu Wilson, LCpl orris, Pte Evans, W02 Johnston
The
M - '\! 0 2 Tony \ ells - is a kind hearted, family man (aren't
all
Ms like this), who cannot hear to see young children deprived of
the opportunity 10 meet a real soldier. In this vein, he accepted an
imitation (from the OC) to give up a Sunday and put a small team
together to run a Sqn tand at the Local Primary School for their annual
fetc. Good organisation and a small team of willing (press-ganged)
Volunteers produced a mini-assault course for the kidewinks to play with.
Tony ga"e it his all with his team and produced an excellent stand that
was enjoyed by all. This new kinder side of the SSM was immediately
follo\\ed by the imroduction of weekly beastings of the Squadron on
drill, e pecially for tho e younger ones who are now referring to him as
daddy.
The quadron has been secretly acquiring a number of high quality
younger member in the last year or so, and for the second year rurming
was able to field a team for the Regimental Annual Military kills
Cornpetlllon, The Mountvoy Trophy. The team, ably selected, trained and
led by \ 02 'Wings of Glory' Te rry Butler, swept the board in both the
Mountvoy Trophy and the Regimental March and Shoot and came away
as Champion quadron for the first time in some years. A separate report
from the team is produced elsewhere, however the QC has been walking
on air e\·er since - this does not devalue the achievement of a largely raw
and inexperienced team who put in more hours than they could be paid
for to tram and produced a magnificent re ult. The whole Squadron is
proud of each and every one of them. Another recent coup for the
Squadron was the recruitment of the Photographer from our local paper,
The llford Recorder. Pte J ohn nie Walker is now safely in the net with
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the A C, and will soon be napping away on our behalf bringin g a much
needed professional touch to our photographic requirement .
f cour e. life continues in the II ford pa, the daily routine of
conference, conference and another meeting continues to allow the
Regimental planning for it first UK camp lo continue. The quadron is
intimately involved in thi • procc and will be re ponsible for the
adrn'inistration at Ca tic Martin Camp in eptember - life gets bu icr. We
have enjoyed a certain amount of ucccs in Recrniting, for the first time
in living memory the LAD i at full c tablishment and i developing a
waiting list. Recruiting for the more exotic Squadron post ofTechni ian,
lerk etc are also going well - we do, however. remain deficient in
Ori' ing/Electrical trades and Radio Ops, but arc working on it. If there
are any members of the orp out there, due to leave the Army and
ettling in Ea t London or East Anglia, a econd, patt lime career with the
TA beckons - you would all be welcomed.
Arriva ls among the Volunteers for the first time outnumber departures,
for the Record we bid farewell to the followi ng who left the quadron or
LAD in the last two month : ig Yasmin Ali and LCpl Ernie Kuma on
termination of service. LCpl 'Dave' Davidson is transferring to
pccialist RL TA to be a. 'rra in driver' - we are still in shock. British
Rail (or uccessors) look to your laure ls. Arrivals are Sgt Phil Babestcr
a Tp gt HF Tp (after a brief ojourn in Civvy t). Sig Kim Mann to
TM Tp, Pte Johnny Walker lo the RAO, Sig Eddie Hall lo TM Tp, Sig
Orlando Mardner· and Charmaine Meredew to HF Tp, Cfn Izzy
Boatev Cfn Paul Edwards and hi brother Pte Dave Edwards RLC to
the LAD, transfer in include Cfn Shar·pstone, Cfn Dye, Sig Heseltine
and LCpl Pomroy (fro m R lG ALS to REME) with others in the
pipeline. the situation is looking healthier than for some time, however
\\e cannot afford to rest on our laurels, the effort to achieve full manning
continues.
As we go to pre s, LCpl Rames h Ma nagavasagan is at RMAS on his
TA Commi ioning Course. OCdt C hristopher Iyawa i due lo go, and
S ig l mran Chaudhry i loitering in the ' ings undergoing MTQ training.
Ju t a pity that we do not have vacancies for them within rhe Squadron
ORBAT. but are grooming them for tardom el ewhere in the Regiment.
Another imminent departure from the quadron is WOI ( VWO) Mick
Grimshaw who ha been
M, VWO and has doubled as 0 HF Tp
for the last 18 months. o, he i not retiring but ha been successfully
elected for an RP post with 44 ig Sqn (V) as their QMS - our loss
is their gain. eriou ly, Mick ha been a stalwart of the Sqn for some
considerable time. Hi experience, maturity, wisdom, sense of humour,
leadership and heer weight of technical knowledge have gained him
enormous respect and liking throughout all members of the Squadron. A
trong ocial member of the Squadron and the ergeants' Me , he will
be missed at llford.
HEADQ ARTE RSSQ ADRO
MO 'TVOY TROPHY Wl NERS
by W02 Teny Bmler - Team Captain
The Mountvoy Trophy Cornpetion fir t started in 1984 when Maj
1ountford and SSgt (YofS) Mcavoy donated a trophy to 36 Sig Regt
(V). It i a 1ilitary skills competition held every yea r involving subject
such a First Aid. Combat Stalk, Map Reading, BC and Command
Tasks, culminating in a March and Shoot. Each TAC put in a team often
troops and mu t include one female, although this year only seven teams
took part. Over the years orwich, Colchester and Warley have provided
the stronge l teams, with HQ Sqn out of the running in the main. In fact,
la t year wa our be t ever result when we came six th overall. The team
from last year felt that with orne prior preparation for the competition we
could do a lot better. With five members from last year still keen to
participate, new blood was drafted in and the team that started wa as
follows: W02 Terry Butl er (team captain), C p l Michael Egunjobi,
LC p l Da ne Mac in tos h, Sig Lee Ma rsha ll, Sig Reggie C ullumbin e,
W02 Keith mit h, LC pl John Rodwell, Sig J a mie Pem be rton, Sig
Vic Meredew and Sig G len T hompso n.
A training programme wa drawn up and at the end of March we
started fitness runs every Tue day evening. By the beginning of June, and
with the days becoming longer, bergan runs through Epping Forest
became the order of the day. A final indication of the teams commitment
was the two unpaid weekends used to revise all the skills required during
the competition. On the first day of the competition our initial stand was
the River Crossing; the team put in a very good time, which was to
remain unbeaten for the rest of the day, and this set the tone for the
weekend. We also came second in Map Reading, ignals, and Combat
Sta lk. By Saturday nig ht we were in third place wi th 35 points,
Cambridge were second with 36 points and Colchester were fi rst at 37
points. We knew that we had to win the 3.7 mile ballle march, but even
then we had to hope that Cambridge came third and Co lchester fini hcd
fourth in order for us to win the Mountvoy Trophy. The teams were set
ofT in pa irs at 45-rn in interva l , with HQ start ing first in tandem with
Cambridge, one of the teams that we had to beat. 1t was neck and neck
until the last mile, when we had to pick up stretchers (tha nks for rhat,
LC pl Worsfold !), and with Cambridge fal ling behind we finis hed in
41 mins 36secs, a full two mins quicker. A ll we could do was sit back and
wail for the other tea ms. Some 011e wa smi ling down on us that day
because Grays came in only four seconds slower than our time, pu hi ng
Cambridge into thi rd place. The who le team waited on the finis h line to
see how Colchester, who were last out, would fare; all they had to do was
finish no lower than third to win the Mountvoy. After a nerve wracki ng
hour or so, Colchester came in 5mins slower than our time, putting them
in fifth place.
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At the end of a great weekend, HQ qn not on ly won the march but
with the points added to the previous days score, also had done enough t~
win a keenly contested Mountvoy Trophy. On return ro the TAC the
who le team celebrated late in lo the night. boosting the much needed bar
profits. Other quadrons beware, though; the main topic of conversation
on the night was how we will retain the trophy next year!
top Press: The 0 took the opportunity lo promote Regimental
Master Chef, orrna Miller-Kite to ta ff Sergeant during the Mountvoy
Trophy prize giving ceremony - many congratulations go out to one of
the biggest and most popular characters in the Regiment.

The victorious HQ Sqn Team parade their silver ware
Back Row (L-R): Sig Thompson , Sig Meredew, LCpl Macintosh,
Cpl Egunjobi , Sig Pemberton , Sig Cullumbine, Sig Marshall
Front Row (L-R): W02 Smith , W02 Butler, LCpl Rodwell

SSgt Norma Miller-Kite practising for Shrove Tuesday
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L D REME - by LCpl Izzard
The Bcltring how - 'Wa r and Peace'
36 Sig Rcgt (VJ LAD REME formed part of the "mva ion" ol the The
Hop Farm Country Park, Kent, for the Millcniurn War and Peace ho"
20-23 July. Reputedly the world's largest military vehicle how, it
provides the opportunity to sec everything from motorbike to main
battle tanks plusc 400,000 4uare feet of tails full of military kit and
memorabilia of all kinds. This was the third year runn111g that the LAD
has attended this event with the aim of putting the Regiment, REME and
associated trades in the public eye and not forgetting a spot of team
building! As always. the imposing Foden Recovery Vehicle attracted a
number of visitors to the field work hop area, although this year the lads
didn't try to sell it to a wealthy Japanese visitor! Apparently, though, they
were tempted by an offer of £35 for a I 0 man ration pack.
Among the attraction this year were tank rides, a fun fair, arena
displays, modelling marquees and battle re-enactments. Did I menuon
beer tent ? However, the highlight for Cfo ladden and ' ichol\ was the
helicopter ride. They reported that the trip wa gomg along quite nice!)
when the pilot suddenly started ranting about Charlie (?) The next thing
they knew he was reliving combat mission in Vietnam! They were quite
relieved '~hen they got back on Terra Firma. W02 (AQM ) Johnston
continued to fall victim to his strange fetish for bizarre military cooking
equipment and came away with some contraption de igned to burn on
Camel dung.
In allendance at Beltring were the 0 LAD, Capt 'cedham. \ 02
(AQM ) Johnston, Sgt Grey, Cpl Ho uri han , LCpl (zzard and Cfn
ladden, icho l and DeWulverton . All in all, this wa another great
War and Peace show. If anyone in the Corps wi hes to find out more
information on next year e\ ent, visit their website at
www.warandpeace.uk.com.

54 SQUADRO -THE MARJE C RJ E TR ST - by Cpl Kell
On Sunday 14 May 2000, eleven member of 755 Sig Tp, in
conjunction with the larie Curie Trust and public volunteer ,
successfu lly abseiled the Maternity Tower at the 1 orfolk and orwich
Hospital. The primary aim of the abseil wa to rai e much needed fund
for the Marie Curie Trust, a charity dedicated ro the research and battle
against cancer, and the Army Benevolent fund . a charity committed to the
welfare of the army and ex-army personnel and their dependan . Troop
efforts managed to raise in the region of three hundred pound which will
be divided evenly between the two charitie . The econdary aim of the
event were to positively promote the TA in the public eye. Thi was
achieved by the troop providing safety escort for the abseil, ab ei ling
with the public and also by having an active Recruiting stand. Finally the
fostering of an adventurous spirit within individuals was promoted
through all Troop members succe fully o ercorning the anxieties of
walking on the outside of a 12 ft building when there were perfectly
reasonable and safe lairs in ide the building! Particular congratulation
must go to tho e member of the Troop for ' hich thi ab eil was their
fir t and also ro tho e who overcame their genuine fear of height .
DRO .. - RAF MILDE H ALL IR FETE
54 SQ
bv LCpl Goodman
- 755 ig Tp recently took part in the tatic Army display at RAF
Mildenhall' Air Fete 2000 over the May Bank Holiday weekend.
Members of the Troop were on hand to explain to the public the role and
functions of a Royal Signals Troop and to hO\\ them the workings of a
Command Po t, Hight Frequency radio detachment, and TRIFFID and
EURO IUX communications vehicles. A laser range featuring an
imitation SA 0 rifle pro\·ided entertainment for tho e young (and on
occasion, not o young!) members of the public. Despite the hea (and
at time , torrential) rain, the turnout to the how wa good, and the
majority of air di play went ahead, including flypasts by the amazing B2
tealth Bomber and, of course, the Red Arrows. The Troop own tand
attracted a fair amount of visitors. and the weekend proved to be an
unqualified uccess.
EX£ R r E MARS I RATHOi 2000
THE 54 Q PE RSPECT IVE - by 2Lt Keegan (757 Troop)
The Troop a sernbled at 0500hr on I July. a few nervous smiling
faces wondering what the weekend had in tore for u -We left the
Cambridge T Cat 0600hrs and made our way to TA 'TA. After a light
detour lo the greener ide of the area. l\ e eventually got to tan ford
Council House . where the whole Regiment \\'a a ·embling for the
fe tivities of the weekend. The Troop donned their helmet and made
themsclve ready for the war to folio\\. The morning tarted \\1th a . ene
of training stand co ering HF Conm (PR 320 and PR 351 ), eh1cle
Anti-Ambush drills and Carn and .~oncealment of' ehiclc, \\ ith a da h
of Defence of a Comm site procedure for good luck). Aller we had
eaten, the quadron then advanced to their own hide area . where 54
Squadron established a Patrol Har~our. On arri al, 757 Tp were initi~ll.
re. po1rible for the am of the \el11cle, and we then mo,ed on to_a \\Ideranging clearance patrol of the area. A tier a fe,~ moment o~ excnement,
howe er, we reali ed that there was no enemy tor u to pmc!Jce our hand
to hand combat on - very unfortunate! The routine of a patrol harbour
continued throughout mo i of th day and al o most of the night until the
enemy bumped us. That high awarcnc Sig Beer of l)f\\ ich Tp. meant
that we ' ere prepared and were able to open fire before the enem got
too clo e to our po ition. r4 Tp. led b 2Lt Darre n A m bkr,
meanwhile, had ambu-hcd an ambu h: the rote of lire laid down b) the
Bedford Tp could be heard from 2km awa •. making urc that e\ cr)'one
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"a · 3\\ arc that 54 qn 11 a ready for anyth ing that came their 11 ny. 755
Tp then \\Cnt on to conduct a reccc o f an enem) position. in order to
prepare for the morning uttacl..
The fire ~upport wa. prm ided by 757 Tp and, 11 ith cri es o f, ' Get
omc! · from ig Da' ey De" art, Cambridge really made their pre ' ence
gt ad) Osborn e hobbling away (he had injun:d his
felt. \\'ith 'aliant
I.nee earlier on in the e"l.erci' ), he led 75- Tp on the charg . with 7 ·4 Tp
a tmg a. the sneaky beaky r erve. The as ·ault led to a victoriou · 4 qn
and a \Cr) happy Lt Emma Hillyard who had been op rating as the

Squ adron ommu nd c r over th e 11 ee kend . T he return to th e patrol
harbour. and al o to th e staging area of tan ford Council Houses. proved
to be up. ctt ingl uneYcntful. With mourn fu l fa ce the troo ps dc-bombt:d
th e fe w round they had lefl. The Regim ent then had the opportun ity to
take a fc11 photos. and a l o say a sad fa rewell to Lt Col Allan , who's last
wee kend it wns with the Reg iment. Overall. thi s wa s an extre me ly
e nj oya b le wee l.e nd. a nd th e troo p left fo r their TA · with the
adrenal ine still bua ing around their system. and bi g grins on their faces.

Kayaking

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNALS REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REG1~1E ,

CO
R I

T L HEADQ ARTER
Lt ol ' igel Harrison MBE
WOI (R 1) Colin 1ilne

HE DQ ARTER
qn Comd
1
THO GHT 0 ' EXERCI E BL E HORlZO
Ha' ing taken over ollicially a the RAO of the Regiment on l April
2000 (A good day to tart }. I looked forward to my first Regimental FTX
with ome apprehension. Howe er, I need not have worried as any
re ervation were quickly overcome once I arrived at the TAC on Friday
night. I wa mo t impre ed with the efficient and efl"ect ive manner in the
way everyone went about their ta k . \i capons were i sued and transport
was organi ed with the minimum of fus and shortly after 2030hr we
were on the way to our Exerci e location.
On arriYal at our location for the next two days we were briefed by
gt Thwaites and hown to our leeping area. I then located my elf in
the qn CP 11 ith the QC and eagerly awaited the start of my fir t shift as
a Watcbkeeper at midnight (they aid it was the best time to learn). The
next ix hours went rea onably quickly and it wa reassuring to ha e the
RQM on the ame hill. Having conswned an excellent breakfast I then
uied to grab a few hour sleep before my next hift, not too uccessfully.
I thoroughly enjoyed the weekend and being on exercise w ith the
quadron. The OC. PSAO and members of HQ Sqn made me fee l part of
the team and I got a good idea of th e role that we wou ld play in
upponing the Regiment on operations. The quadron were all ery
friendly but this could have something to do with me being the person
who pays them.
I found the weekend interesting and I hope to bui ld 011 the knowledge
and skill gained on Blue Horizon o that I can be an asset (rather than a
hindrance) to both the Squadron and the Regiment when they deploy on
exerci e or operations.
64(ClT OF HEFFIELD) IG1 AL SQUADRO (V)
Maj Andrew Smith
qn Comd
SM
W02 (SS 1) Mick Roo ney
EXERCISE BL E HORIZO
'Everybody's favourite weekend. A Regimental Field Exercise. What
fun!!!' o said all of the operators on Exercise Blue Horizon, and it was.
Deploying on the Friday evening the guard net was establ i hed on HF
just as the io ni phere went 'T*Ts Up· and com ms were lost until
morning. Thankfully the mobile phone (the Royal Signals new comms
kit!!) was still working - providing you stood on the trailer and shouted.
Come morning all comms came in including NCRS, Mou ld and
Clan man.
SCP wa deployed at Finningley Airfield (formerly RAF Finningley)
and QM Burton BEM (Uncle Dave - the lovable old teddy bear of 64
ig qn) set up a field kitchen and messing area which would not have
been out of place on the Riviera. The food as always was better than at
the Ritz and con equemly 64 played host to th e colonel and R P on
aturday night. All of 64 's detachments redeployed to Finningley around
lunchtime on Saturday and although on 24 hour Ration Packs were
unsurprisingly supplemented by 'Uncle Dave' with fresh rations and
Bacon Butties. A worried SSM was wandering about on Saturday as he
had 'lo t' a ubaltern. 2Lt Helen Love 'Machine' was last seen leopard
crawling in her slug to a quiet corner as, 'The Sergeant Major was
\\alking up and do\\ n really loudly.' Working through the night and into
unday morning one of 64 ig qn's detachments redeployed to the
Worksop area where Col Harrison called End-Ex.
As always the return to the TAC seemed quicker than the deployment
and the bar was opened aft.er all of the kit had been cleaned and put away.
A good enjoyable exercise, Blue Horizon 'Blew' away the cobwebs and
got the whole quadron thinking about their role at camp in eptember.

FF E 0 GH
Anglesey was the location, adventurous training was our aim. The first
weekend Ill July 64 qn descended upon the uffield Centre, j ust west
off the k-nai Bridge to participate in Exercise alty EBOR. The training
programme tated that it involves lots of water so take plenty of clothes
to la>t the weekend. That didn't include the change five minutes before

departure when the heaven opened, as the canoe were being fastened
down ; by that tage we were onto our la t set!
The weekend went off to a nyin g tart : no wind for sailing, th e
canoeing equipment was nicely folded back at the Manor in heffield and
to top it all the BBQ stand w a double booked! Be resourceful , be
flexible, be happy! De pile the e and many other hiccup thrown our way
the weekend wa a great ucce ss . Everybody participated in three
acti itie . Acti it 3, where no one really knew quite what to expect and
a further two activitic from: kayaking, coastcering and the is land trip
(sailing ubstitute). The mystery activity (Acli ity 3) involved being
dropped off in the middle of nowhere, given a time limit, map, question
sheet and a set of in tructions. with which to complete an orienteering
treasure hunt (minus treasure) and collect variou item including rabbit
dropping and seaweed.
Everybody launched themselve , ome quite literally, into the weekend
and entered into the pirit to which it wa intended. Even in-between
e sions people ' ere in the swimming pool, a if they were not wet
enough anyway!! It i not often people have to face up to their fear ,
whether it be that of a sea cliff traverse with wave crashing below, or
landing up in a canoe in tidal waters surrounded by jellyfish or even just
holding the rank of Sergeant and pretending to be a chicken! A brilliant
weekend was enjoyed by all, rumoured to be the be t adventurous
training in a long time and definitely the best weekend of the year and we
got paid to participate!

The Island Trip
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Puzzled on - Activity three
87(CITY OF OTT! GHA I) IG AL SQUADRO (V)
qn Comd
Maj David Tomlinson
SSM
W02 (SSM) icky Hardy
This has been a bu y time since our la t WIRE notes. A team of four
entered Lombardia 2000 mil skills competition in Italy, and together with
two re erves and (literally) a flying visit from the OC, a great time wa
had by all (see full report elsewhere). It generated a lot of local publicity,
including the local paper ' satirical cartoonist, who likened our girls'
markswomenship to that of the WI! Their very creditable performance
has inspired the boy to mount their own as ault on Italy later in the year.
Well done to gt Carol Lee, Sgt E mma Crogan, gt Mandy Jones and
Cpl Heather Blair.
On the departures front, we are quickly e tablishing ourselves as
Officers R Us, with the transfer of both our Troop Commander ! Capt
John ' Mr Gadget' Pearson has gone to 46 Sqn a 21C, whilst Capt Ken
' Geographically Challenged' Ru tige will go to HQ qn, again a 21C.
Congratulations gentlemen on your tep up (as far as going to Derby or
Sheffield can ever be thought of a promotion). and our grateful thanks
and very best wishes. It is unknown how much the tran fer fees amount
to, but rumour ha it that the PSAO, Capt Ken cott, ha got a free
golfing holiday in Scotland this eptember from the proceed .
Once again the quadron supported the Great ottingham hire Bike
Ride, providing the organisers with communication during the whole
event, which ha almost 8,000 participant and pectator . This year. the
quadron·s effort was over een by W02 QM I "Un le" Pete Cooper,
aided and abetted by S gt John Dye and PSlT, SSgt Phil 1 ewman. Thi
year was almost faultless, and good weather saw the event pa with
fewer than usual injurie . It wa a good opportunity to bru h up on VP,
and gave some of the newer squadron members their first opportunity to
peak ' live' on a net. ome reverted ro type, LCpl 'Twinkletoe '
Hammett managed to nab the same quiet leepy spot on the course a
last year. Cpl Britain managed to di play his new tech kills, mending a
succes ion of bikes! ew arrival, Cpl teven Keay wa pondering ho\\
he managed to get stationed between a pub and a tea hoppe. Surely, all
of your Regular po ting weren't thi cushy? ome of our younger male
so ldi ers (who will remain nameless) took the opportunity to po e and flex
their muscles before an appreciative female cyclist audience. Obviou ly
Keeping the Army in the Public Eye (KAPE) come easier to ome than
others!

"
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Well balanced and in charge
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Out on the SO mtl e course, C apt Ken Rustigc put 111 a bli~t c rmg
performance, to beat the OCs time by over an hour and a half. All of us
on the last ha lf of the cour e were impressed as he steamed past at a µrcat
rate of knots, a blur of lycra clad thighs! ow. the truth can be told, h1
fro nt gea r shifter had jammed in the top cog. He dare not slo'' do\\ n,
worryi ng that he co uld never get going again! The OC, \laj Da\.id
Tomlinson was accompanied at a more sedate pace by the forn1er S \1,
now retired, . igel Caldicott. After hurling abu e from a check pomt last
yea r, he had no cxcust:s. W02 (S M) icky Hardy had that task this
year, with a shout o f~ ' Come on Sir!' (Well, that's what the 0 thought
she said, and who are we to tell ham different?)
The recent work up commex for camp saw the visit of Comd 2 Bdc,
Brig Jackson. The commander was briefed by 0 dt imon 'Off the
cuff' Young. He then had the chance to chat to most of the ·quadron, and
hear their views on a number of topic , a well as seeing both our 'CRS
and MOULD deployed. Full marks go to LCpl Houghton , for being able
to correctl y describe the function of an A L, off the top of his head!
Meanwhile, LCpl Hammett had displayed a novel approach in adjusting
the sights on a rifle, although the adjusting tool, a landrover, seem a bit
big to fit in a cleaning kit. We hope Cpl Panter doe n't think we treat all
visitors from HQ Squadron like this.
Rent a power det ha also been busy, supporting ABF functions at
ottingham Ca tic and Boer War centenary celebrations at andbeck
Park, in cahoots with oils Army Cadet Force. Sgts Craig Toft and
' Stewie ' essbitt have been doing a good impersonation of hard
workers, although Cpl Bedford tell us that it is all down to him! On ne\\
arri vals, the Toft household has produced yet another potential recruit
Jody, at 71bs 7oz. Congratulations to Craig and Helen , and we ha\'e
booked the election weekend for January 2018, OK? We also send a get
well soon to our stores accountant and tand in TA SQM , Cpl Bal 'DB'
De I.a Billiere, who has managed to break her ankle. Don't wort'). our
medic, gt Pete Ward bravely filled the breach, and has already written
off a 4 tonner canvas!

QC 87 Squadron - Bike Ride 2000
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LOMBARDI 2000
On 8 June party of six girls consisting of four team members and two
admin, from 87 ig Sqn set off for the beautiful city of Luino in orthern
Italy for the Annual International Military Challenge. Taking part were
soldiers from all over Europe including Germany, Belgium. Holland,
Switzerland, France, Greece and America. a lot of them regular soldier .
There were 72 teams in all travelling over rough terrain in the mountain
area of Lake Maggiore and the heights around the town of Luino. The
team consi ted of gts Emma Crogan, Mandy Jones, Carole Lee and
Cpl Hea ther Blair.
The journey from ottingham to Luino took aproximately 30hr by
minibu , with a sleep-over at Stra bourg. Finding a hotel in the early
hours proved to be quite an adventure. Arrival at one hotel eemed to
cau e quite a stir with the locals as, due to the hm weather, they were at
outside in their shorts and underwear. The arrival of a minibu with ix
scantily clad females seemed to excite them in the belief that the
entertainment for the evening had arrived! Fortunately there wa no room
at the inn. Having had a lucky escape we finally found a room at the Ibis
Hotel. After a short re t it was an early start for breakfast. with each of u
carryi ng holdall to fill from the buffet table. for lunch and dinner as we
didn't know when our next stop would be. Having pa ed through four
countries to get to Luino we were greeted by friendly forces in the form
of our OC, Iaj Tom linson. We were directed to the HQ building in
order to check in and be allocated our hotel ' hilst in Luino. Whil L we
were waiting in the queue we could feel a lot of eyes on u , we later
discovered that this wa because we were the only female team around.
We checked into our hotel, had a quick hower and changed into uniform
for the opening ceremony which wa held in the town. At 21 OOhr a
briefing wa held at HQ and due to a lack of eats only two members of
the team were allowed in. The briefing wa in Italian and at time in
broken American Engli h. Thi was extremely diffcult to understand o
after threee hours, in almost unbearable heat. we let1 to head back for a
4.00am tart and no breakfast.
We were taken by coach to an unknown location and after a kit
in pection gi en a map and the competition commenced. We mu t have
looked lost and bewildered a another team pointed out where we "er
on the map, with this information we set off unsure of what wa to come
next. but full of enthu ia m and with our morak high. Our first tand wa
called 'Airfield Preparation' which con i ted of di embarking from a
helicopter. Our orders were to it inside a Ford Tran it' an and when we
saw a green light to carry on - in Italian. \ e duly at in the Ford Tran it
wondering what to do next when suddenly hidden mside a cam net, was a
green light. We all piled out cf the side door. leaving the radio op tangled
ing Fire and Manoeuue we
up in the cam net \\ ith her ante nna.
completed the ta k, and wer told that it wa one of the top score . \\ c
had expected the stand to be for apart but the first f"e" were quite clo. e,
this gave u a fal e sense of ecurity in that we thought we had completed
half the stands within the fir t couple of hour . \ e then planned OIJr
at'lernoon olf . unbathing by Lake Maggiore only to find that the next
land was to take us four hours. pon arrival we thought we had fini. hed
as our card \\as complete, ho\\ ever. we were given another curd 11 ith
more stand . This eriou'I changed our plans for the aflernoon. One of
the tands "as a river cro sing" hich consi ted of four different method·
of using ropes. pl Heather Blair 'oluntcered to take the most
phy ically demanding method and wa eagerly encouraged by the Italian'
shouting DIE! DIE! DlE!Heathcr did not accept this gracefully and it
unbalanced her cau ing her to fall into the riYcr. Jlo,, e\ er, at the other
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·nd. ''•\\ere to learn later. 'DIE!. mean ·come on !.·
tand number 11 wa · Penetration into Enemy Territory, thi con. i ted
of ll\e firmg n a hort range u ing fire and manoeuvre . The D were
e. temel) on med at having females let loo e with weapon . a they
hadn't \\ rk d with female before. They didn't need to worry a we
,;u • ·e ·full) hot all the target . de · pite <rt a role Lee receiving a cut to
here ·e due to the we:ipon being . o 1.,ng. However, first aider gt Emma
rogan wa on hand with word 01· )'mpathy, 'Your cam-cream nee?s
tou hing up.· From here we headed to our last ~!and down the mountam
u ing the quicke t method knO\\n to u . bum-sknng. Tile other_tea~ _aw
this and quickly follO\\ ed uit. \Ve reached our final de 11natton feel mg
e:-.hau tcd vet full of a en e of achie\ emem and overflowing with
morale. gi ~Jandy Jones ' only enem eem~? to be the mo"qu_itoes
"h1ch tra\elled with her throughout the compellllon. We finally lint hed
to th ound of u rainstorm and were met by two friendly face in the
form of ig Helen Driscoll an
ig ally Fisher. \ ould we do it again?
ee you next year!

National . crvice in the RA, Ba r Keeping in pain and Senior Store Man
with the ivil Servi ce at RA F Crough ton. Ron and his wife Joyce have a
daughter Sandra li vin g in Banbury and the ir son Colin is a Sta ff
ergcant with 38th (C ity. of Shc fli eld) Sig Regt (Y).

aim was to ra ise £ 1500 between all fo ur squadrons. Thi one event has
achieved that aim, 11 is hoped that \\hen all sponsor money ha been
collected , to have ra ised in excess o f £2500. Congratulations to all
runners and organisers.

The Team

39th (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
Ron & Joyce thanking the Squadron for their farewell gift

0
RM

rackett TD
WOI (RSl\D P. Anderson

REGIME , TAL PERMANE 'T STAFF ADVENT RE TRAIN I! G
E ' INTREPJD DRAGO. 1
After a hard weekend working with the Territorial oldiers on Ex
Bounty Lynx, the Regiment's pemi'anent taff deployed to Penhale amp,
ewquay for a well-de erved week of adventure training. The first day
aw u rock climbing, starting with the climbing wall on Penhale Camp
and then progr ing to more difficult and challenging climb around the
local cliff faces. The title for 'Rock Leader' wa being fiercely contested
with
gt Tony ·Am I looking good doing tbi ' Ward ju t pipping the
Q 1 Capt Phil Abbot to the post. The day pro,•ed succe sful for two
members of the group with S gt 'Scouse· (Di co legs)' Simcock and Pte
nna Davies (RAMC) overcoming their fear of heights. The econd day
wa tbe ·short and enjoyable' coa tal walk that wa n ' t short by any
tretch of the imagination. It began 23 miles away and finished in
'ewquay and took far less time than originally thought - much to the
di may of some of the gro up. The route was chosen by SSgt Phil
weetland and was u ed a a trial for the HQ Squadron spon ored \ alk
later in the year in aid of the Regimental charity 'Hope and Homes for
Children'. With the high tide coming in, a bridge that wa marked on the
map was ubmerged and was nowhere to be eea which resulted in an
impromptu ri\er cros ing by the group. The Adjt, Capt . ick Peet wa
firmly pointing the finger at our resident pathfinder Sgt Rick orman
for that one. The third day was the day when individuals could choose
their own activity, the majority opting for surfi ng in C\ quay and the
remainder beading off on mountain bikes. The last activity of the day was
a group clay pigeon shoot that saw the R M, WOI Paul Anderson
walking away with the prize. He·s obviously been practising since being
elected fo r commission. The even ing was taken up by an informal
dinner at the local pub to say farewell to WOI (RSM) Paul Anderson
who i posted to 14 Sig Regt (E\ ) as the Families Officer and to
welcome the new RSM, W01 Frank Roberts. We wish you both the
be tin your ne\\ po rs. Thanks must also go to Capt John WiUiams who
took time from hi bu y schedule as QC Mil Trg Wg in Blandford to
upervi e the Rock-Climbing acti vity.
5th (Q EE " OW. OXFORD HIRE H SSARS)
IG. AL SQ ADRO - BA 'B RY & OXFORD
EXER l E \ IGHT IGHT
(or rather, Five and Friends have an adventure)
by 2ll %non Durtnal
The two day stop look and gasp tour kicked off on Friday night with a
long drive down to the south coa t to that well known Rivera and Coastal
re Ort town of Portsmouth. o we didn't stop at Joannas). Clutching our
pa ports and duty free Five and Friends set sail for foreign climes. Little
kno"'ing what lay in store for them?
On arrival at the tropical and Exotic Island of Wight a resistance agent
(P I Op , taff imcock) met them with urgent news. Following a coup
by renegade islanders, Fi hboume, the port at which Five had landed and
the eastern half of the island was hosti le terri tory. The only way to sa fety
"'as to flee on foot to the western side of the island and the safety of the
depo ed government's HQ at Jersey Camp. Aided by resistance agents
(2Lt Durtnal and gt Milner) Five and their Friends (an American
world-\\ ide HF Commumcation unit the 422nd ABS/SCR based at RAF
Croughton) were split into small teams and were smuggled out of
Fishboume. Once in the safety of the countryside the teams were dropped
off et different . ecret location and under cover of darknes made the
breakout on foot. Through out the night the three teams battled the
clements, of a warm cloudle s night, full moon and rugged terrain. They
endea\oured to strike out across country over gruelling distances, in an
attempt to reach the first of three agen t rendezvous.
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They have been full upporter of the quadron taking a leading role in
all social activitie , we wi sh them well and the longest and happ iest
retirement ever.
P : Th e replacemenl caretaker declined the j ob, so Ron is with us for
a1101her two monlhs.

Lt Col J.

VISIT BY BRIG . C. JACKSO MBE
COMMAN DER 2nd (NC) IG BDE & COTSWOLD CARRI 0
The Squadron wa visited by Brig . C. Jackson 1BE on Tuesday S
July 2000. Following a briefing by the OC, Maj Robert Stone, the
Brigadier visited Recruit Training, Security Training and aw the
Equipment Husbandry following Ex Silver Lynx.

W02 (SSM) Ray Phillips and Maj Robert Stone
At each rendezvous, agents (2Lt Durtnal, Sgt Mil ner and LCpl
Docherty) tested the teams with ingeniously devised mental tests such as
Kim's Game, Sharon's Game and The Mensa Questionnaire. With such
beauties as, what is your name rank and serial number? If a plane crashes
on the boarder of Spain and Portu gal where would you bury the
survivors? And why can't a man Ii ing in Liverpool be buried west of the
Mer ey? o points for gue sing who wrote these ... ('Scouse'). Once
answered the teams set out on th eir gruel lin g journeys to the next
rendezvous, until by early afternoon on the Saturday the last obstacle to
cross loomed up; the island's mountain ranges. With snow goggles and
crampon fitted and summonin g up the last reserve of strength , the
teams made their desperate bid for freedom and sca led the peaks to reach
the last rendezvous and home to freedom. Once reunited, Five and friends
managed a greater feat of endurance by celebrating all night and into the
wee early hours with lashings of gi nger beer, cake and sticky bun . The
next day Five and friends decided that it might be a jolly good idea to
take the sea air before there return home, and visited the picturesque
needle , and ju t prior to departing on the charabanc home, Five gave tht
Americans a good whooping at baseball. A great end to a marvellous
adventure, and Five have been invited round for tea, buns and a re-match
by our friends the Americans. HURRAH
FAREWELL - WELL ALMOST, MR RO PULLEN
On Tuesday 11 July 2000 the quadron visited the Oxfordshire
Yeoman Public House in Freeland to view the Yeomanry Exhibition. This
coinc ided with the forthcoming retirement of our Caretaker, M r Ron
Pullen. Ron has been the Caretaker at Banbury since 1995 following a
distinguished working career that has included, Heating Pipe Engineer,
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57 (C ITY A D CO
TY OF BRI TOL) IG Q (V)
EXERCISE HORFIELD SALVATlO
At the beginning of tbi training year our Commanding Officer
indicated to all Squadrons that the regiment charity for 2000 would be
Hope and Homes for hildren. The aim of this charity is to give hope to
children world-wide who have nowhere to live, due to war or di aster. by
providing them with family homes. The Regiment's aim was to raise a
minimum of£ 1500.
As TAC Horfield in Bristol is the location of the HQ of both HQ and
57 Sig Sqn , we decided to have a combined effort and S gt Tony Ward,
the Trg PSI of 57 Sqn, came up with the idea of what was to be known as
Ex Horfield Salvation. The aim being to et up a display stand in the
middle of Bristol hopping centre, both to display information on the
charity and of course the Regiment and the TA. A course of ju t over a
mile would then be selected, to weave in and out of the treet in the
centre of Bristol, starting and finishing at the stand. This course would
then be run continuously for a 24 hour period, by teams of four carrying a
stretcher, su itably weighted to simulate carrying a child (quite a large one
it turned out in the end)! The idea wa taken up with enthusta m and
there was no shortage of volunteers for the weekend with plenty of
spon orship forms being completed. Saturday 29 July aw an early start
for many of the team, setting up the stands in the town centre ~nd
preparing for a midday start. The weather was excellent, for un bathmg
that is, not really for running a we where soon to find out, much sweat
v ould flow over the next 24 hour . On the stroke of noon the first team
set off to the ound of air horns and applau e, weaving in and out trying
to dodge the weekend shoppers. The reception from the people of Bri tol
on the day wa great and collection boxe oon began to fill w~ile the
teams progressed. Mainly, it must be said, due to the ome' hat forc~ful
approach of W02 (SSM) Phil Smith of HQ _Squadron who I thmk
mi ed his vocation in life and hould ha e been m sale !
The 24 hours pa sed without any major incident and altliou~h very
tiring it was con idercd worthwhile by all concerned, total d1 tance
covered by the teams wa 119 miles. Was it a success? The Regiment's

The Start
Sig Rob Laing and Sig Lynton Seymour rear and Sig Chris Walker
and Sig Darren Saunders up front start the 24 hour charity run

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIME1'T
BEXLEYHEATH

0
Lt Col C. H. Turner
RSM
WOI (RSM) C. D. Tait
.
.
The Commanding Officer and all rank .o~ the Regiment would hkc t,o
congratulate Maj Kathy Howard on rece1v mg the MB~ on the Queens
Birthday Honours list for over 13 years of loyal ser. ice as R 0 and,
more imponantly, as Regimental Mother. _ongra1ulallon also to W02
Keith Wraite 011 hi promotion to \ 0 I. taking on the mantle of 'VO.
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and the Regiment welcome \ 02 YofS Jason Budding, hi '' ife
Mandy and pl Nick Trethe\\Y a the ne\\ o· drh·cr. All ha\e arri\ed
on promotion, including l andy, and we wi h them all a mo, t uc e · ful
tour with the premier Yeomanry ignal Regiment. \ e adly a) fore\\ ell
to
ot Murp hy \\ho i po ted to 21 ignal Regiment and pl I
Hyla nd who has gone lo TR Ba :ingboume to care the new recruit .
Good luck and enjoy the ca y life!
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stations on the Cinque Ports Tra ining Area. Friday evening a" a tactical
moYe into the ite " ith some amazing dri ing kill s displ ayed by LCpl
Sharon · haua' Ri slc and a cl o e econd place fr om C pl Ba rry
·Rocker ' Morse. Torche were not required for the move in a there was
enough ambient li ght emilled fro m LCpl Sean ' Blondie ' Eyers. ow all
we were '~ ailing for\\ a the chec e straws to arrive courtesy o f our super
chef. Cpl fand y ' Fanny ' hannon and Cp l Pete ' Jonny ' turm an.
keeping the eafc open 24hr. per day, even days per week. Th e Dets had
the joy of erecting antenna arrays during the night. whic h is a first fo r
CR . although th i d id in vo lve a sma ll amou nt of catt le and sheep
ru · tl ing ! T he weekend we nt with out a hitc h with perfe ct com ms
throu ghout. The only clement that could have been chan ged wa the
weather, which was appall ing for the duration .

S gt Phill Ke nt supervisi ng Mr O 'Too le on the LS W
d uri ng the Civilian Vis itirs ' Day
Thi ha - been a particularly bu y period fo r the Regiment with a
Ci' iii an Vi it or · Day. l\•1ilitary Vi itor ' Day, Re-Open ing the much
reno' ated Inns of Court hooti ng PaYilion at Bi ley and hosting the
'via ter of ignals and ignal Officer in Chief ( rmy) to pectate Her
Majesty The Queen ~tother' Cemenar Pageant on Horse-Guards, as
the Guidon of 6 (Inns of Court & City Yeomanry) ig qn wa paraded
to it Roya l Honorary Colonel. The highlight. howe\'er, wa the 'i it of
Her Royal Highnc The Princess Royal, Colonel in hi ef to the
Regi ment in Bexleyheath. We al o managed to squeeze in a Regimental
comm exercise around all the partie !
TY OF LONDO ' YEOMA RY) TG ' AL
265 (KE 'T & CO
Q ADRO ' -BEXLEYHEATH
qn Comd
Maj Hugh Robert on TD
SM
W02 tuart McHenery
'1,\'e tart by congratulating
gt Key 'Caravan' Hancock and LC pl
Liz ' Psycho· Blaber on thei r recent promotion and wi h them great
ucce s in their new po ts.
REGL"IE 'TAL SKILL \ EEKE D
The Regiment held a Mi litary Skill weekend from 23 to 25 June. It
comprised a series of round robi n range tands, which included grouping
and zeroing, APWT, IBSR. FIBUA and Moving Target. Each team wa
four strong; the quadron managed to enter five teams out of a total of
eight. The competition was hard work in the desert heat of Hythe Ranges .
There were some outstanding results in part icular Sig Sean 'Todger'
Walsh who cored a maximum on the IBSR.

Squadron Military Skill s Team
Front Row (L-R): Sgt Mick Warrington , S ig Ash Walsh,
Cpl Triss Swain, LCpl Ian Liscoe
Back Row (L-R): SSgt S teve S helly, S ig Dave Wilton,
Cpl Andy Keller, Lt Richie Woodhams , S ig Thompson ,
LCpl Ash Green
All Sq uadron teams perfo rmed adm irably durin g the course of the
competnion, although we were piped at the post for fi rst pl ace. Sharpshooter team managed second. third, fou rth, fifth and sixth place overal l.
The Squadron excelled. as ever, at the post challenge BBQ.
EXER I E \ HITE HOR E JI
This Regimental Comms Exercise took place over the weekend of 14 16 July and the quadron deployed an M together with two C R

lTED TATE
ATIO AL G AR D EXCHAt GE
JUNE 2000
Each year some 50
COs, from all arm s, take part in the TA/U
ational Guard ( U G) exchange programme. It involves joining a host
U G unit for their nnual Training exercise in the ummer and the UK
unit reciprocating al Camp in the autumn . The aim i to learn ho\ units
work and differ, in organi ation, equipment , ro le and methods. Th e
~egimenl b id for two places and SSgt t eve S hell ey and Sgt S tu
Ridgwcll were able to offer the he t bribes (details are subjudice owing
to legal action) to secure placement. They now take-up the tory.
Like many things, it started with a phone call from the
M, 'Would
you like to go on an exchan ge is it for two week with the National
Guard in lhe State ?' Afler half a nanu second the answer was 'Oh, all
righ t then. for the ake of Queen , Country and th e Regiment.' There
followed a briefing at RAF Uxbridge by HQ LA D and a US G Major
and
M on the general plot, do and don ' t etc. The key thing wa to
make contact with indi' idual ho t ; thi s we did by e-mail. - using our
home PCs!
Fir t top Heathrow, 'Would you like to be upgraded from peasant
clas to Premium?' 'Oh, all right then, for the sake of. ... etc etc.' We al so
met up with four others from 32 Sig Regt and 38 ig Regt who were
going to the same unit. We arri ed at Washington (Boeing 747); wail
followed by thunderstorm delay (quite impressi e seeing another plane
kirting around the lighten ing) . Change planes (to a DC 9); off to
Milwaukee ; change plane ( 12 seat twin propel ler job - we were
convinced it had been crop spraying earlier that day) and finally arrived
in Iowa hortly before midnight. Lost track of time and how many hours
we had been up. Met by ho ts and drove to the unit, 234 ignal Battalion.
The unit deployed the foll owing morning, heading for Fort Hood
Texas, home of armour and the air cavalry, not to mention numerous
snake , corpions and poisonous piders. It's a long way by convoy!
Three days later with overnight stop in Kan a and Oklahoma (without
bursting into song) we arrived in Texas. They said it would be hot and
humid, they were right. Into the field for the non-comms element of the
exercise. We had been iss u ed with helmets (brain buckets) and
Lightweigh t Body Vest (ammo pouch and water bottle webbing), Ml6s
(w ith 203 grenade launcher ), Section As au ll Weapons (SAW) and
MREs (Mea ls Ready to Eat). The water heater in the lauer impre sed us.
Other, non-is ued items also appeared in abun dance - sungla ses and
cigars. T he unit's role i to provide telecom lines via an UHF line of site
network. The HUM Vs ar a tad different to the good old Landrover 110,
automatic and 61tr engine. We quite fanc ied the M16 with 203 (optional
extra - I'll take a dozen thank you) but it would not fit into the ui tca e
to bring back.
The US has a very different approach to their reserve force .. Their
basic training i longer than ours is, some eight weeks; upgrade cou rses
are longer al o. They do not do weekday evenings, j u t a weekend each
month. There is also financ ial assi tance for college student , wh ich
make-up a large part of the manpower, and a pension! Employers are
obliged by law to allow alional Guard soldier to do their bit. As well as
a fede ral (central government) ro le, they can also be ca lled-out by the
State Governor under what we wou ld ca ll M ilita ry Aid to the C ivil
Auth or it y/ Comm uni ty i.e. disaste r re lief, some th in g wh ic h is not
infrequent judgi ng by the news on forest fires and floods that we saw. As
when observi ng another unit, it is always interesti ng to see how others do
a simi lar job. We compared notes on equipment and tact ics. We also
entered imo deep phi losophica l discussions ranging from the role of the
UK and US in the wo rl d today; to methods of perso na l camou fl age
(splo dge it all over Rambo sty le erses mi nima lis t zeb ra) ; to the
intellectually demandi ng and fascinating top ics of vehicle works ticket
and abl utions in the fie ld.
The last two day were spent in Washington playing tourist. Thi s was
good as many of the key sights were wi th in wa lking dis tance, not to
mention ra id ing the PX store. In su mm ary, wh il e there was a large
amount of trave llin g (which enabled us to see a bit more of the country) it
was a good ex pe ri e nce wo rk in g with th e USNG a nd we wo ul d
reco mmend it to any S CO laking part, g iven th e chance. We loo k
forwa rd to hosting the US exchangecs and introducin g them to joys of
Yorkshire (two sets of waterproofs 1 think) for our Camp in Wathgill in
eptember, wi ll it be different fro m Texas?
70 (E EX YEOMA RY) SLG AL SQ ADRO - CHELMSFORD
Sqn omd
Maj Craig Tallents
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys
The Squadron has been through a busy period over the last few months
wi th the Squadron Training, D-Day evening at Harl ow, a Roya l Vi it,
ijmegan marches and a vis itors day.

TRAI 'I G
Sta~ in g wi th Sqn Trg, the Squadron organi ed Ex harp Target that
compn .ed of the qu ad ron deploying to Fingeringhoe Ranges an d
complctmg the APWT and various !TD (A) s, rounding off the weekend
with a BBQ prepared by the SQMS, ' gt John Fensom and Cpl Steve
Christie.

..

'Take Five'
Sgt Nick Wilks (L) and Sig Ross Nugent
during the Squadron Ex Sharp Shooter
D- DAY EVE1 ING
882 Sig Tp hosted a D-Day evening at Harlow TAC on 6 June 2000.
The e ening comprised o f lectures by fo rmer members o f th e Es ex
Yeomanry who were in the first wa ve of Op Overlord , di splays of
memorabilia and photographs were there for all to ee. An excellent
evening was had by all.
RO YA L VISIT
The Regiment hosted HRH th e Pr incess Royal at a traini ng night in
June. Members of the Squadron manned a display on Trade Training as
part of the overall presentation to T he Pr incess Roya l. The QC Maj
Cra ig Tallents, W02 (
I) Paul Humphreys, W 0 2 ' Pip' Piper and
gt Ma rk M iddl eton were am ong those who were pre ented to the
Pr incess Roya l.

Cpl Fam, Captain of the winning team receives the 'Drapers Cup'
from Mr A. Lang MBE
Cle rk of the Worshipfu l Company of Drapers
FARE'· ELL AND HELLO
We say farewell to W02 Mark Bell who commanded 881 ig Tp fo r
rwo years and served with the quadron for 22 years who ha lefl us 10
join 45 Sig Regt at Colche ter. we wish him we ll for the fu ture. The
quadron WO & gts dined W02 Bell out on 3 June 2000.

HRH The P ri nce s s Royal with OC, Maj C ra ig Tallents
and Sgt Mark Middl e ton
IJMEGAN MARCH 2000
SSgt Jason Barsley the quadron P I led a team of willing olu nteers
to ij megan to complete the gruelling three days of walking in the Dutch
cou ntryside. The stories of blisters are till echoing round the corridors of
the TAC. The team consist of W02 ·Pip' Pieper. S g~ Ja on Barsley.
S gt Jim Swain, Sgt Gilbe , LC pl Clouohton, LCpl mith and ig
ugent.
VI ITORS' DAY
The D eputy Mayore of helm ford, Cllr faureen Moulds, Col
Kevin Fizgcrald Chainnan of the RFCA for East Angli a and Col David
C astles , Th e Essex Yeo man ry Honora ry Colone l. we re amo ng the
dignitaries who attended the visitor ' day in June 2000. The Regiment was
on th e ranges at Hythe and as pa rt of the vis it the gue ts watched a
Fa lling Plate competition. The com petit ion fina l was between two teams
from the quadron.

W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys (L) saying farewell to W02 Mark Bell
at the Squadron WOs & Sergeants Dinner Night
We welcome Sgt Dave Catlett to the
who join u from orthern Jrclnnd .

quadron a our ne\\ P I (T)
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20 ARl\10URED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)
qn Comd
RM
GOODBYE
sad farewell goes to W 0 2 (YofS) Wa lker who i moving on
promotion to I (UK) Armd Di\ & ig Regt a the Regimental Yeoman.
Renowned for hi re ourcefulne thi was particularly apparent on the
recent quadron battle-camp at Haltem where the ranges are fairly widely
spread and tran port at a premium . Undeterred the Yeoman and the
Foreman found the ea ie t way to get around from range to range wa by
bike!

BRITI H ERVICE
by Capt Paul Randell
THE T EAM
Brig David ichols RM
C apt Tom fartin RG R
Fg Offr E mma Smith RAF
Lt Dave Goldsmith Rt'!
LCpl Justin wift RM
Lt Pa ul Randell R SIG. ALS

1aj Andy E dington RE
Capt E uan L awson RAMC
Lt Ben M acinnes REME
POAEA Steve Brigh t RN
LCpl Mark Reed AOC
LCpl M ark Lewis RE

On Computer Capt P. Ra ndell 'To start press any key .... '
Capt Randell - 'w here is the any key?'
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The day had fi na ll y arri ed a lmo t two years incc filling out the
application fom1 . Through evera l training meet , a reserve promoted to
a full place, even more training and now at Heathrow airport, the Briti h
ervices Kangchenj unja Exped ition was finally starting in ea rnest. The
expedition compri ed of two teams. a main team to climb Kangchenjunj a,
the third highe t in the world after Everest and K2, and a junior team of
which I was a member climbi ng Ramtang, a subsidiary peak of ' Kanch'
which i 6700m high and unclimbed ince 1930. The on ly questi on in my
mind wa had the QC really given me two months off? After struggling
with some I 00 expedition barrel through check-in and posing for
photographs with executive of Quatar airways, one of the pon or , we
enjoyed relaxing flights ia Quatar to Kathmandu the capital of Nepal.
Our first three days were to be spent here sorting kit and in my role as
communication representative for the junior team the majority of this
wa spent on the lawn of the ummit Hotel strugg lin g with handheld
VHF radios, olar panels, sat-phone and laptops. Unfortunately Roddy
McA uther. the main teams comms man had even less of an idea than I.
However, with the help of the Gurkha ignals work hop at BG , we had
all but one ystem up and running by the time we left Kathmandu.
The flight to Suketar, a mall dirt airstrip cut into the hillside of eastern
'epal was intere ting enough. The fear factor heightened for tho e in the
second plane as halfway through the flight the co--pilot leant back to ask
if any of the pas enger could spare a few batteries as the plane's G PS
had just run out! Once safely back on terrs firma our trail led us north and
ea t through pristine country ide un poiled by western tourism. The trek
to the main team's base camp took twelve days walking, an average of six
hours a day. With little to occupy people when not walking welfare email via at-phone became a major feature of the trek, a con tant battle to
charge batteries by olar panel, educate the computer illiterate and olve a
multitude of minor technical problems. Daily SITREPs and digital photos
were also sent back to the UK for the expedition' website.
On parting with the main team we continued for a further seven days
trekking to reach our own base-camp at Pangpema . Once the
accommodation and me s tents had been set up, Team 1 and Team 4 of
our trongest climber's set off up the glacier to establish! Camp 1 and
mark the route to it. This wa followed .by days of carrying loads up to
stock the camp with the following extract de cribing a typical day.

Once a camp has been established load carriers began to stock it with
food, stoves, climbing hardware and other necessities. Th e process
srarted al 0400hrs with a caulious look ourside the lent 10 check that the
wea1her conditions are suilab/e. The morning showed some low cloud on
rhe glacier but othenvise ii was cleG1: Breakfasr is hard work, al altitude,
and first rhing in rhe morning food has 10 be forced down. This is hard
enough bur keeping it down is often harder. Fortified wilh as many
calories as possible we setoff at 0500hrs.
My load today 4-man days supply of rations, two drinks packs,
(essential for keeping hydrated) a 50m rope and a minimum of my own
personal kit. The moon is almost full and there is no need for head
torches as we descend 200m from base camp across the lateral moraines
onto the Kangchenjunja glacier. Rowe finding on the glacier is different
to normal navigation. Bearings have Iii/le or no use amongst the jumble
of rocks and boulders, forming valleys and ridges up to 20m high which
are often punctuated by glacial pools and ice cliffs rearing up through the
rubble. The route is partially marked by cairns and wands although no
crossing ever seems to take the same path. Prominent landmarks are
linked together, the trench, the volleyball court, !he ridge until you arrive
at the far side of the main glacier where it meets a subsidiary coming
from the south. Here, where !hey impact, are large crevasses and icecliffr which we cross at aftxed location where solid rock and ice make it
safest.
The next section takes us up a wet glacier with mostly snow and ice
with less moraine. As the crevasses are mostly closed, we move un-roped
and without crampons, speeding our progress up the glacie1: On the rock
sections rhe swface ice, often 'dinner plates' unde1foot. cracking with
alarming violence, no danger but alarming none the less. As the sun rises
more features of the amphilhea/er of mountains become clew; and ahead
of us Kangchenjunga, 3km of verrical ice, snow and rock rearing above
us, dominating the glacie1: We bear left in fron t of it face. still some 2km
distant, and move under the ice/al/ at the base of the Mouse Glacier, the
location of our first camp. The journey has taken four hours. The sun is
now up and we apply suncream, put on hats and glacier glasses. The
loadr are stashed next to rhe two tents and after a quick drink and bile to
eat we head down, racing the full heat of the sun which will tum the
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glacier info a flying pan. The route down i quicker following our
fooMeps and rhe cairns placed on the earlier load carries and the initial
recce of the glacie1:. We cross the main glacier through the moraine to the
base of tlte 200'!1 clunb to base camp. Even with lightened packs progress
1s slow. brea1h111g laboured with frequent stops. The rents of base camp
are reached at 11 OOhrs, offering shade and fluid.
CASE VA
The process of stocking Camp 1 was advanced and it was decided to
push Tean~ I forward to establi sh Camp 2 at around 6000m. This required
route finding up the fractured and crevassed nose of the Mouse Glacier
~long. the g lac ier it~el f to .the bottom of Ram tang . Teams 2 and :3
mclud mg myself had JUSl finished a load carry on 23 March returning to
base camp around 11 OOhrs when we received news on the lunchtime
VH~ radio check that all was not well with Team I. They had set of early,
navigated the glacier to a pomt at 5700m. By this time the sun was up
and they were forced to abort any attempt to push the route further. The
tent . an? other equ ipment were cached and then they turned around
ma~mg 1t back to Camp I
I O~Ohrs. Mark Lewis was complaining of
feelmg very weak and Justm Sw ift was also exhausted from their efforts
Over the radio it was agreed the two would descend at I 500hrs when th~
glacier was cooler, thi to be confirmed by a further radio call to base
camp. When this came it was clear the situation had deteriorated. All four
members of the team were now in de cent aiding Mark who now had an
ac_ute hea?ache, blurred vision and poor co-ordination, classic sign of
Hi gh. ~llltud.e Cerebral Oedema (HACE). This is a potentially fatal
cond1 t1on which result from a swelling pushing on the brain and is one
of a multitude .of medical dangers posed by the extreme pressures which
chmbmg at altitude puts on .the body. The team had already administered
tero1ds to reduce the swellmg on the brain and had correctly elected to
descend .with a.II haste; two decision which probably saved Mark's life.
Team 2 mcludmg E uan Lawson , the team doctor, quickly packed some
medical supplies and descended from base camp onto the glacier to assist
the now exhausted Team I . Team 3 remained at base camp with both
VHF and Satphone comm should a CASEVAC become nece ary. When
Team 2 reached M.a rk he was on the verge of coma. Oxygen and further
drug were adm1111stered intravenously to ensure a quick reaction. This
resulted in some improvement, enough to enable Mark to stagger with
assi lance up the moraine to ba e camp. ince E ua n had confirmed Team
1's diagnosis of HACE a CASEVAC was now e sential. By this time it
was late afternoon and a with valley system in many mountainous areas
we were under thick cloud, preventing helicopter acce s, tenuous as it
was anyway at such high altitude . A helicopter CASEVAC was thus
arranged for first light the following morning. On arrival at base camp
Ma r k was given a fuller medical examination in the mes tent and a
small team of us prepared to carry him down to a lower altitude, the only
sure way of reducing the pre sure on his brain. By the time I had packed
my kit including the Satphone a torm had blown in and driving now
had reduced visibility to ten of meter . E u an now had the harsh
decision, descend with Mark on the back of a porter in blizzard
conditions along a tenuous rock path risking a fall or hypothermia to his
exhausted patient or rem ain with him in base camp but without the
beneficial effects of further reduction in altitude. E uan cho e the latter, a
relief to all who would have had to descend ' ith him in the torm , and in
retrospect the right decision for Mark. With the combination of the drop
in altitude from Camp I, drugs and oxygen he had soon made a
remarkable recovery from the edge of coma to talking and compla ining
that the joke everyone was making at his expense made his head hurt
more when he tried to laugh. This given he was still clearly mentally
impaired, speaking in a slow deliberate voice and with poor balance. This
wa till the case in the morning when the helicopter. truggling to remain
aloft in the thin air arrived to take him to Kathmandu . Later that day we
received a ITREP on his condition from our Kathmandu contact. A scan
had revealed not only bubbles on the brain - HACE. but al o their
preliminary effects on the lung in the form of High Altitude Pulmonary
Oedema (HAPE), but he was expected to make a full recovery. The
realisation that this could happen to one of the more experienced
members of the team who had previou ly climbed on E ere l and Mt t
Vincents, in Antarctica was a obering thought indeed.

?Y

CAMP 2
The following day aw heavy snow brought on, our herpa informed
us, by the Gods' di pleasu re at tbe nocturnal activitie of an American
and German couple who were -temporarily haring Pangpema with us.
We stayed tent bound for the day with occasional foray to the me s tent
for food and to dig out tl1e tents when the bui ld up becan1e to deep. Due
to Mar·k' s CA EVAC the teams aw a light rearrangement which
resu lted in my mo e from Team 3 leader 10 Team 2. The folio\ ing day
saw Teams I and 2 mo ing up to Camp I, the plan being to u e both to
establish Camp 2 wi th Team 3 upporting u from ba e camp. Team I
would then move to the top camp for our first ummit bid. The move to
Camp 1 proved uneventful and we spent a pleasant afternoon under a
tarpaulin rigged to provide shade watching a alanches cascade down the
north face of 'Ka n h'. Thi calm was momen tari ly interrupted by one
particularly large ava lanche, which a it de cended. knocked off more
snow ledges and grew to a frighteningly large size powering down the
glacier. Whi l t the camp was positioned to avoid the mai n force of ju t
uch an ava lanche we stil l rece ived a fu ll ti e minutes of very cold sno\ .
The fo llowing morning we ro eat dawn. leav ing the camp at 0300hrs and
began the load ca rry up the Mo use G lacier. Due to the snow and
increased a ltitude o ur progress was low, compounded by two of our
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number who, due to vomiting and general \\eakness turned around their
loads being distributed between the remaining six of us. By 0700hr \\e
had reached the site of Team I's previous cache, still 300m of ascent short
of our planned sight for Camp 2. We added our loads to the growmg pile
and descended back to Camp I resolving to start even earlier the
following morning. Whilst resting in the shade of Camp I the teams sa\\
a further reorganisation with two of our number descending back to base
camp and Team I becoming David ichols, Ben Maclnne , Dave
Goldsmith and myself.
S MMIT BID
At midnight we rose and after a quick breakfast set off again to Camp
2. We reached our equipment cache, adding thi to our already heavy
loads and con tinued reaching our chosen site at around 0900hrs. The
tents were quickly erected and dug into the snow and after taking on
plenty. of food ~nd flu.ids I fell into a disturbed and restless leep. The
followmg mornmg l did not feel at all rested and after parting company
wnh m~ breakfast was dragged over the first section of glacier to the start
of the ridge by a concerned Dave. As he had lmle climbing experience 1t
was decided that all four of us would return the next morning when
hopefully I would be in a state to lead the steep 600 neve that lead up the
side. of ~he ridge towards the summit. Luckily my body seemed to
acclimatise to the new altitude, this resulted in a good night's Jeep and
me feeling much stronger. We retraced our tep and we started up the
neve. Watching the other pair above me and the incredible panorama
a?ove, below ~nd around me I set off, b.oth axes and crampon front points
b1tmg solidly mto the hard now. The 50m of rope saw me on the ridge
prop~r from where things flattened out briefly. Dave climbed to my
pos1t1on and then moved on to the start of the next teep section. Here we
stopped and after catching our breath discussed the next section of the
route. A further steep pitch would take us to some near vertical blue ice
that the other pair was currently making very low and careful progres
up. Higher still things seemed even harder. r expressed my doubts to
Dave about the next section and we decided that I would lead the next
pitch to the base of the ice section to get a clo er look and discu s the
problems with David who was belaying from there. A slow SOm later our
doubt were confirmed. lt was considerably harder than anything I had
climbed before, and 6400m and two days from help seemed to be a bad
place to start experimenting. D av id with his customary habit for
understatement commented that it seemed to be getting a bit tricky. Dave
and I rapidly descended to Camp 2 from where we watched the other two
team members' slow progress in increasing wind as Dave concocted a
fruit jelly to celebrate our safe return . ome I OOm further on from our
high point they also turned round making it back to the tents and half a
jelly for I 200hrs. They had reached a section where further progres was
impos ible. David rated that the difficulties made it the hardest climbi ng
he had done in the Himalayas in 30 years. On the radio we informed the
others of the problems and heard the news that only two of the remaining
climbers were fit and acclimatised to move up to Camp 2 for a second
summit attempt. We met them the next morning passing on our thought
on the route and i complexities then continued on through Camp I back
to the llLxury of base camp. The afternoon was pent gorging on food,
enjoying the urplu of oxygen and for me the epic ta k of shaving a
month and a hairs beard growth with just a Gillette and a pair of nail
scis ors. a task taking a full hour.

THE RETURN
The two remaining members of Team 2 faired no better than u and
after reaching the ame spot as Dave and my elf de cended. After several
days removing all kit from the mountain we loaded the yaks and et off
for the seven-day trek back 10 Suketar. After ball ling leeche . rock falls
and the internal flight we arrived back at the Summit Hotel for our
reintroduction to civi lisation. Mattres e and howers have never felt so
good!
THE C O MRADE
lARATHON - by LCpl Moss
It's not often that the opportunity ari e in an Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron in Germany to travel much further afield than Sennelager
Training Area. Thu , when the opportunit aro e to participate in an
gt lcLellan (REME)
exercise in South Africa, we could not resi t.
had been ccretly plotting a I 0-day cultural' trip named Ex Mailed
Comrade. Th i was an exerci eon which he would take even fi t soldiers
to compete in the 75 th Durban to Pietem1aritzburg, Comrade Marathon.
A 56-mile ultra marathon dubbed 'the ultimate human race'.
As thee ent approached the pre ure placed upon
gt McLellan wa
becom ing more evident. Team member had withdrawn, spon ors were
not paying promi ed money, and nights weren't booked . Finally
everything fell into place at the la t minute a untrained replacement
were recruited. The team was Sgt Eddie Mclellan (REME), C pl De
M cF aul (REME). L C pl ndy Mos , LCpl Mick Duley and ig Ca rl
H epworth and Pete and Hayley Armour, ix of whom "ere veteran· of
Ex Vinzent Da h. the unit's Banja Luka to P:iderbom run at the end of
Op Palatine. On the mo rn ing of I l June \\ c began our journey to
Frankfurt airport. on to Johanne burg, and finally reaching our
de ti nation of Durban a who le 24 hours after etting ofT. We no\~ had
four da to mentally prepare for the biggc t phy · ical challenge of our
live . C pl Dex McFa ul , taking part in hi · third Comrades 'Vlarathon
shared with u the wea lth of hi experience, scaring mo ·t of u half to
death. After meeti ng up ' ith an old friend, Pieter. an R I in the outh
frican Defence Force, C pl lcFaul organi ed a night in their bar. as
well as a BBQ, loca lly known a a' brne tea t'. Both e\cnts \\ere \·ery
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~njo) able. and the olliccrs and ·oldicrs were c:-.trem~ly hospiwblc. \ c
continued to :ociahsc tog ther and gcnerall) ~elax dunng the bu1ld-u~ to
the e\cnt. We rcei tcrcd at the · :-.po Centre m Durban two day bt:lore
the mce. and eacT1 recei\cd a 'go die' bag ontai ning the oflicial race T:hirt. race hat, nnd all sort of other toiktries, food, • tickers, even a box.
of macaront "hich wa put to great us by LC pl Daley. ~er a week_ ot
anticipation. excitement and preparatio~'. 4 o'clock on Fnday mornmg
had finalh arriYed. It "a a dark and fairly warm morning as we , and
~4.000 other mnn rs. arriYcd at the . tart line. 1one of us (except Cpl
"\.lcfaul) knc" what emotion. pain and in ome c:i c agony we were
about to endure.
tier 14km "e encountered the fi rst of'thc big five'. Five hill climb
that offer puni. hment and reward in equal meas_urc. Cowies Hill wa ·
tackled on tre h legs, and o allowed u to take m the atmosphere and
enjoy the cenery.-:--:c:-.t came Field Hill •. Botha\ Hill. lnchan11oa ~nd
finall) Polly hott .• each "iU1 increa · d difficulty. From the bcgmmng
"e had decided to run in pairs. Cpl Dex '.\1cFaul and L pl Andy \\loss
led the wa) reaching the half way point _in just over four hours. follo"'.cd
by LCpl Daley and ig Hepworth. with Sgt 1cL~llen and the 1gs
rmour not far behind. Regular water tops. lots ot a el111e and the
oc asional bannna kept us all on target to fini h the race inside the cut ofT
time of 12 hour . \ ith on ly 24km' to go LCpl Moss had to have a
"ollen and increasingly painful ankle checked by a doctor. fier being
ad' i ed to stop b. cau e ?fa pos ible fracture, L_Cpl \\loss ~ecided he
kne\\ beuer and didn't "all around for a econd op1111on. carry111g on wnh
the race. All even members of the team were re-united at the lini h.
ha' ing completed the di tance. and comfortably within the time. The
cnse of' omrade hip' after the race made every pamful mile wonh~' h1le.
The next day the local ho pital confirmed that LCpl M.o s '1ad 1!1deed
fractured hi ankle and wn to . pend the remamder of the e:erc1 eon
crutche . Thi actually worked in our fa\'Our.
gt i\lcLellen and LCpl
;\ los ' were placed in busine s cla for the return journey, with everyone
else receiving complemenlaf) fir t-cla s meal and cham_Pagne. The
Comrade' Marathon is a phenomenal e\ent and somcthmg that wc
certainly will never forget. Bruised feet and sore limb apart the entire
team thoroughly enjoyed the whole event and can't wail for next year.

to barracks. ontrary to popular belief it is not all work and no play. a
the busy period "us thoroughly 'rewa rded with the Squad ron Summer
Ball. The Ball was a perfect end to an ulmo t perfect day when Alpha Tp
almo t won the Inter-Troop thlctics, had they not of been disqualified in
the 4 X 400m relay. (Despite winning by a clear 60m. we managed lo
achieve third place O\'crall). Cpl Robins' attempt to avoid U1e exercise
came to an abrupt end "hen he was making hi s way to rmy Water Po lo
and came off his hike.
BRAVO TROOP - by lCpl King
Tp Comd
Lt P. ' .Randell
Tp Sgt
S gt J. rabb
.
.
.
.
Well it ha been an e\'cntful month, with a lew nc' lace appearing
around the Bravo Tp garages. We' ill start by giving a warm wekomc to
L pl Dickenson and to Sig Walker and Sig oopcr, ' ho arrived mid
way through Ex Rhino .!?ear. He .w as n't quite th at luck y, as he w~
running round for the tan m the mam om plex of HQ D G Ma111 w1th111
a
day of his arri\·al in ennelager. ext we welcome, strai ght from
the factory Sig Kean and ig Walker (ye • another \ a lker!) We have
lost LCpl Kelly 1acGn~gor to I (U K) ADSR. And finally we have Sig
Rachel Reeve "ho ha had the opportunity to shine among t Alpha Tp
for U1e rest of her tour' ith the unit.

fc,,

Ex Rhino Spear was a I st (UK) Armd Exercise in which the quadron
was tasked with providing the Headquarters for the Divisional Support
Group (HQ D G). The Exercise ran moothly and uneventfully except
when Sig Barritt was ta ked to drive lkm down the road to deliver a staff
officer to a meeting. Sig Barritt being a dedicated soldier and one who
always carries out his ta ks. waited as instructed to pick the staff officer
up after the meeting. The smell from the cafeteria out ide the building
distracted . ig Barritt and after a quick snack he returned to his vehicle.
What ig Barritt had not realised was that the staff officer had returned
by foot to the headquarters leaving ig Barritt waiting ... indefinitely. A
search party went out for ig Barritt after ten hours and he was found
after being away 12 hours waiting in the spot the tafT officer had left
him. w.. , it dedication to duty or the extensive array of 'bratties' and
suckies in the Cafeteria!
LPHA TROOP - by Cpl Robins
Tp Comd
Lt . Hughes
S gt 'VJ. Payne
Tp Sgt
Alpha Tp would like to say goodbye Lo S gt Payne who wi ll be
lea\ ing us hortly to move up to 1 Battalion REM E in Osnabruck , taking
"ith him the Troop's best wishe in his new job. L pl Covcrley is also
Oying the 11..:st and heading over to I 5 Sig Regt, good luck and all the
be t. We would like to welcome Sgt Burrows on his arrival at the
. quadron and ig Reeve who has moved from Bravo Tp into Alpha Tp.
Congratulations go to the newly promoted Cp l Benson. Another bu y
period has struck the Troop to keep the fleet of mystery machines in good
"orking order to deploy on Ex Rhino pear as the Headquarters of the
Di\ isional Support Group. onnal exercise difficulties were doubled
,, ith the addition of preparation for RSIT, which awaited us on our return

The goi ng hasn't all been easy for certain members of the Squadron as
Sig Scott K ea n tells:
.
'On 21 May a 11ine person team from 20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
(200) led by Capt Paul Ramie/I and SSgt Jim Crabb left for a rhree-week
adventure rraining expedition in the Western Unired Srates. The mam
objective of rhe trip wa to make rhe ascent of Mount Whirney (9, 450
metres). the highe ·t summit withi11 the continental Un ited States. To the
dismat' of all the team our progress wa halted due to the severe snow
and ice srorms we encountered. Howeve1; se1•eral other challenging treks
were accomplished in the Yosemite National Park, Death Valley and the
most rewarding of all both for its natural beauty and brealh taking si=e.
rhe Grand Canyon. With a few days R&.R in Los Angeles which included
a visit to Hollywood and a round of golf. it was a superb way to round off
a trip thar was enjoyed by all. '

Support Troop win the Inter Troop Football Competition
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Heydon , S ig Holmes, Cpl Smith ,
LCpl Hall, Sgt Bean
Back Row (L-R): W02(FofS) Dawson , Sgt Gibbins , Sig Bishop,
Sgt Moore, SSgt Robinson , W01 (RSM) Lawes
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Tp Comd
Maj M. G. P. Bohanan
Tp S gt
SSgt H. Capp leman
. Support Tp have ~ad. a very busy time over the last ix weeks bul have
still managed to socialise and say goodbye to igs Bishop and Crosby
wh o arc off to se ll the 'Big Issue' on the streets of Sunder land.
Congratulauons go to Cp l Doick on his selection to Sergeant. The Troop
even mana!;led lo wm the Inter Troop Football competition. (We had the
RSM play111g for us! God moves in mysterious ways but the R. M
doi;sn't!))
MAI TE ANCE TROOP - by Sgt G. Brown
Tp Comd
Capt S. Gough
Tp gt
SSgt M. Yates
. A warm wel~ome goes to our new Troop Comd/Ops Officer. Capt
11110!1 Gough (m case anyone .in the Corps doc n't know, he got a FI RST
for his degree ~t RM CS h~1ve1.1ham, managing to drop the hint to
everyone from Signaller to Bngad1er), we ll done Sir! We would also like
to welcome LCpl Levi and LCpl Eva ns who have come straight from
Blandford._ We would like to wish Capt C. Crowther all the best on
JD C and m the future. We even managed to \\in the In ter-Troop Rugby
Compet1t1on.

Maintenance Troop win the Inter-Troop Rugby Competition
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Levi, Cfn Chalmers, Sgt Brown,
S ig Pidhajeckyj, Cpl Shotbolt
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Yates, Sgt Kenyon , LCpl Evans,
LCpl Stoneman

19 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)

'Resting in pieces'
(L-R): Sig Barritt, LCpl Trott and LCpl Knox

(L-R): Capt B Fitch and WO I (RSM) Lawes
RSM to Capt Fitch 'So we do have a Reece Officer then Sir.. .'

...

Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Peel
RSM
WOI (RSM) Steve Mitchell
. . ur ing a rew sore heads after adventure training, we moved on to the
1mhtary trammg package of the year. We urvivcd two\ eeks on the range
without casualties, which meant that the quadron could progress on lo Ex
Panthers Claw, a live firing battle camp on Otterbum Training Area.
Before the camp, we had time to say goodbye to a number of key
personalitie from the quadron. It i with regret that we lo e WOJ
(RSM) Steve M itchell lo Civvy Street. Many thanks for all your work
here, and especially for organising your own (memorable) leaving do. We
wish you all the best in the future. From the training wing, we also ay
goodbye to SSgt Bob 'Austin Powers' Low. Good luck in Germany. 20
Armd Bde beware!
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt John Griffiths
Tp SSgt
S gt Jase mithurst
The Troop continues to tay busy, continuing witll the normal saga of
vehicle maintenance, whilst at the same time getting into green mode for
the Squadron battle camp. The two weeks on the range were great and
everyone now is looking forward tremendously to a ' eek field firing in
Otterburn. Well, some are. The quadron Half Marathon saw a very good
turn out from the Troop, with lots of people surpri ing themselves with the
fact that they could actually run thirteen and a bit mile , (alU1ough
everyone knows that Cp l 'Ski ' 1cKie wa lked a bit). As anoilier four
weeks leave loom it is time to bid farewell to no le s Ulan seven member
of rhe troop. The Tp OC leave to go parachuting in Colchester, Sgt
' Geordie' Pearson leaves for a ridiculou ly paid job in Civvie treet,
alongside LCpl 'Russ' Abbott, LCpl 'Monty' Monteith and LCpl
'Di hy Dave the Rave' Moore. Cpl eil Jones lea es on promotion to 2
ig Regt and Cpl Dave Berry goe to further his contacts within the Corps
at Blandford, all the be t fellas. Recent arrivals include Cpl Simpson from
14 ig Regt (EW), Cp l Giddens from 3 Div, Cpl Whittaker from
Blandford, Sig Wcllburn from I Di and the new boss, 2Lt Graham
C larke. Here's looking to Agricola 5.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Si mon Bristow
Tp gt
S gt 1ick O'Brien
As u ual Bravo Tp ha c been working and playing hard over the la t
few months. It started with the Troop' tum adventure training when the
Troop engaged in variou acti vities, some more adventurou Ulan other .
Of particular note were Sig (female of the specie ) Rakocevic's amazing
spiderman impres ion during rock climbing and enthu ia m to practi e
cap izing her canoe. However, the real adYentures were to take place in
Barnstable during the evening • c pccially when Sig Phil Moore donned
hi. wig and artificial chest to stun the town with hi cabaret act! Being a
generous as we are, we ran from the East Coast to the~ est to rai e money
for Beaumont Hill chool in Darlington, a .chool for mentally
handicapped chi ld ren.
There were 26 weary face leaving Tynemouth at 0350hr in the
morning, long before the sun came up and the same face at 1400hr ,
silling in a pub in Tynemouth. Of the 76 miles, each member of the Troop
did the fir t and last mile and a ~m ile leg in between, ome were harder
than others. ince then , we ha e prepared for Battle Camp b spending
two weeks on the ranges, tllc highlight of which wa
gt ·Bruce Lee'
O'Brien's mad samurai impressions (complete with headband) during
bayonet instruction and Sig ' Zena' Addy' fearsome war cry! Finally,
there has been the ever-present coming and going.. pis teve Lowery.
'TafT' Langley and the incredibly ancient John ·Grandad· Hart all lcaw
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for pastures new, good luck all of you. To attempt to replace them we are
joined by Sigs 'eil Harrison and ·Big Al ' i\lacPhee. \ elcome to you
both.

S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (Q I) Graham Reith
Tp gt
gt teve Legg
The la t couple of month tarted with Ex Puib Ebor. ad\'enture training
in Barn table, orth Devon. The River Taw wa part oftllc earl) morning
wake-Up routine Which inrnlved a hOrl run down tO the riYer-bank, then
quick dip in the nice. warm water (cunningly di gui ed as mud) and back
in time for breakfa t. Many of the acti\ itic were led by , upport Tp.
including mountain biking with gt Bob ·oh no. we ·,e lo t another one·
Low. hill-walking with S gt John ' It's just a hnle hill" Gorman and
canoeing with L pl I 'That wa a big wave· i\lacKay and ig lark
' uicide-inclined' tatTor·d .
Welcome to 1111 newcomers LO upport
Tp: Sig Andy ·sooty" utcliffc and John 'Feltcha' Feltcham and
gt
J_ohn Gorman. Goodbye to the two chefs. gt DaYe Halli\Hll. pl
,Jason Jones and al o to Lance Comical Ricky "Lichtfua' Lightfoot who
leaves for l(UK) Ci' Di\.

a

E ' ERCI E P TllERS CLA\
fter two week of running up and d0\\11 firing point· in atterid.. we
finally found our ·elve in sunn) Otterburn playing infant!) . To those of
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>ou \\ho ha\ en 't don

it for a \\ hi le. it· like paint balling without the paint
but a bit more 0111,anised. The excrci e \\ a .pl it into I\\ o pan . inrnl ing
both blank and li~ e firing. The Ii\ e firi ng, run by Capt Pete Young built
up from pnin; fire and manoeuvre to .ection ana_ck· with casualtic . igs_
'lar hall and Be t h wed that thev were h) ol water. a nd were wary o l
entering a . mall stream to keep low~ The reason wa understood when ig
' hal f-pint' Best tepped in a.nd prncti e~ her fro~t crawl! Cpl Hill 's
ection \\ere like chi ldren playmg 111 mud IJIC . when ll came t~ ca m crea m,
and their overall enthu ia. m led to them w111n111g the be t section award .
s a parting gift fro m Capt John ' Airborne · Griffiths. the blank pha e
• tarted \\ ith a hort bimble from Otterburn Camp to the fi rst basher are~.
With eYerybod) uitabl) warmed
eig~ll hours l at~r•. the prepared their
defen es in a wood which they shr.red with a few m1lhon ant . Our thank.s
to
gt Mick • adi m' O'Brien for nominating th1. to be our home, 1t
wouldn't ha\·c been the . ame without the ant to keep us company! Reece

patrols later ''ent out and on ly one yatrol successfu ll y m unag~d to .lose
their D . (though l expect others med). They returned at varymg limes
throughout the night, but there was no surpri e wl:cn lo and bd10ld, the
enemy found us and atta kcd at around 0600hrs. With many people ready
and waiting, I wonder if they had been tipped off'? Or are we that
predictable?
After a move to another harbour area. the secti on practised thei r
fighti ng kills by attacking the enemy, and culmin ated the phase with a
platoon annck. though C pl mi.th appeared lo th ink it was a .secti on attack,
and his ection took all the pos ition themsc lve . The exercise cul mmatcd
with a L W shoot for 25 lucky peop le from the quadron. All who did it
thoroughly enjoyed the experie nce, t.hough. it went to Sgt Bob Low 's
head with a nosebleed a th anks fo r h1 ser ices as ·afcty supe rvisor. Well
done' to a ll who took part, and thanks to the OS and admin stafT who
missed out on the fun parts but neverth eless made it poss ible.

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)

qn Comd
RM

Maj I. Hooper R lG1 ALS
WOl (RS 1) C. D. Drew

EXERCI E ALDRTNS STEP, 26 - 30 J
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ALPHA TROOP .. by Sig Currie
Tp Comd
Lt J. K. Hawkins R IG AL
Tp gt
gt J. J. \ alker
.
.
This month in Alpha Tp has been extremel y bu y with the Signallers
and Lance Corporal taking part in Ex A ldrin ~ep. and the Troop prepar-.
ing for Ex Iro n Hawk (Med Man) which will begm m Ca~ a d a at the end ol
August. The main event however has been Ex Eag le m ke.
On l 0 June elements of the Squadron deployed to the Operation Mounting Centre at o.uth Cerney. A well a the ~ ual preparations fo; the forth coming 'Operation ', the Troop took some tune out to watch the Full metal
jacket' style of PT undertaken by the American element who were parucipating in the Exerci e. eedles to ay everyone .111 the Troop began to
compare the 'lightning' pace of the run to the 'slow JOg •which we all P.articipale in back at Colche ter. On 15 June .Alpha Tp followed. up behmd
the Parachute in ertion onto West Freugh airfield by a Rapid Air Landmg.
The flight up was a new experience for a certain Sig Ancell wbo in isted
(as this was his first time in a Herc ules) that l should take a photo of l~1m
u ing the luxury urine collector at the back of the aircraft. Only fleetmg
glimpse of LCpl Watts were een on the airfield as he ' as detached to
hi airborne 'brotherhood' namely. Charlie Tp. LCpl Perry and ig Bellamy were detached to 4 Regt AAC to as isl in providing comms back to
Brigade HQ. This did not go to plan and .t he couple found themsel es
some\\ hat surplu to requirement . Meanwhile, back at Brigade Mam HQ,
ne' boy Sig French wa making an all out effort to be the one member of
the troop to be awarded the most crates on the exercise. This was due to his
craving for driving over things such as Cpl Fara es· washbowl,_ and just so
as not to leave anyone outjacknifing Sig Bellam 's trailer which led to a
lot of, ' That's gonna cost you mate!' type of phrases from the REME.
With the enemy defeated, the Troop returned to Colchester for a 111ce
weekend off.
Alpha Tp would like to officially welcome Sig French and Sig Etchell
into the fray of our world, and we wi h them well here in the Squadron. A
big well done to the 'athletes' of the Troop who managed to win this year 's
Inter-Troop Athletics, and a special thank you goes again to Sig Ancell for
the entertainment your face provided u in the long jump competition. Bye
to all the Troop members who are off adventure training in Spain on Ex
Medes Meander. we' re sure you won't be drinking too much. Everyone
here is looking forward to their well -earned summer leave in the next few
week and will be back refreshed towards the beginning of September.
BRA\'O TROOP - by LCpl Lawson
Tp Comd
Lt R. A. Hamilton R SIG AL
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. D. Bartliff
The last couple of months have been as hectic as usual with mo t of the
guys on standby to deploy with PJHQ or any other trouble spot on Earth
that you care to mention. TI1ankfully the su~ndown from thi s role has been
given and the Troop has managed to get in ome of its own training. LCpl
Child organised a leadership week which included visiting the Su~ma
rine E cape Unit at H\1S Dolphin, and the Helidunker at RNAS Yeov11ton
where
gt ' Corps Water Polo Player ' Bartliff suddenly became water
shy. The fol lo" ing week was a savage cadre course compliments of our
bo s which climaxed with a 40 mile tab over Dartmoor carrying out variou stand en route. Luckily this included a four hour enforced rest so naturally no-one had any excuse not to be full of beans. As a reward we finished with a BBQ, beers and about two hundred midge bites. LCpl
' GoodstufT' Good would like to end a heartfelt congratulations to ig
Hack for beating him in this personal show of trength and resilience. The
Troop would like to welcome gt Thornton, LCpl Young, LCpl ·Wigger ' Taylor, ig 'Geordie Maggot' Wcalleans and wee 'Spud ' Slater.
Finall} the Troop would like to wish LCpl Thorpe and LCpl Good all the
best on their cour e.
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the 26 Jun 00 descended on the cadre and 37 anxious-looking soldiers
paraded olllsidc HQ rca<ly for the ofT.
·1he first day and a ha lf covered lcadcrsh ip theory and the importance of
various aspects of leadership including organisation, delegation, di cipline
and illlegrity. The cadre was sp lit into seven patrols and further lessons
concentrated on developing teamwork as well as giving them the opportunity to meet and work with members from the other troops. It was with
even more anxiety that the Cadre paraded on Tuesday evening, only in the
knowledge that they were head in g towards 'somewhere near Dartmoor'
and that they would be on the hi lls for the majority of' the time. In fact the
first port of ca ll was to the Royal Marines Commando Training Centre at
Lympcstone. The cadre arri ved at 0300hrs on Wednesday and were presented w ith a wri tten prob lem and given th ree hours to come up with and
present their solution. The problem included grids of a number of checkpoi nts which the patrols had to visi t in a 32hr timcframe, as well as various
time and area restrictions which had lo be taken into account in their estimates. After delivering their estimates, the patro ls formed up ready for the
road move up onto Dartmoor.
eedless to say that when two Royal avy ca King helicopters turned
up and the cadre were to ld that they would be dropped omcwhcrc within
I '/, kms of their ori ginal tart point, there was some frantic action as maps
came piling out as the patro l began to look at likely landing sites. After a
25mi n helicopter ri de, the patrols were in ertcd al variou points around
the training area and set ofT fo r the check-po in ts. In all each patrol covered
around 60km as they tabbed to each of the fifteen check-points, ten of
which had co mmand tasks that took on average 30min each to complete.
On completion, the patrols made their way to one of two finish points and
were extracted to an ad min area. There, a BBQ and beers were wai ting for
the cadre which was met with in tam relief by those who had participated.
The exercise proved to be a great succe s and the fears of many that the
event was goi ng to be a rea l 'beasti ng' came to no avail. Howe er, it was
with much embarrassment at the service station on the way back that the
37 sore foo ted sold iers were beaten off the bus by a AGA tour ofOA P's
that happened to pull up al the same time!
EXERCJ E ORMA DY 2000 OVERLORD .. by LCpl Good
The merry crowd of Airborne Wa1Tiors left Colche ter at tupid o'clock
on 4 June 2000. The cho en few were on a special mission to j ump into
ormandy like our World War ll comrade before u . The men for rhe
mi sion were WO! (RS I) Chris Drew. S gt Pete Hatton , Sgts
' Pathfinder' Combe. and Kenny Rayson , Cpl 'Fatty' Fcrnie and
Knibbs, LCpls 'Crow' Browning, 'Good tufT' Good . ' Pcz' Perry, ·Fi h'
Salmon and Sig 'A ir ' Bourne. The night to the DZ wa aa ex perience in
it elf, a hot and uncomfortable ride fo r everyone. The jump went in at
approx l 545hrs whic h was another experience as LCpl Good not onl y had
an ai r stea l but an entanglement as well ! All the other lads managed to
have a afe and enj oyable jump and once on the ground gt Combe met
HRH The Prince of Wales an d General Jackson. After the pleasantries
the lads were given food, and a kippage area in the to\\ n ofMervi lle. Once
suita bly rested the team went in earch of some light refre hment and took
off into the nearby town in search of lager and local wine.
On 5 June a battlefi eld tour was squeezed in encompa ing Pegasus
Bridge the Merville Battery and the mili tary cemetery in Ramille before
the ret~rn to unny England . Thanks go to Lt ourage for orga nisi ng the
trip.

being diagnosed last September, passed awa; m the early hour of Tue <lay 2 August. Following a successful bone marrow transplant C pl ,JO}
contracted pneumonia whi lst the Squadron was on Ex Eagles Strike. Initially given two days to live he battled on for 25. II is funeral "as held on I!
August and many Squadron members came off leave to ensure Cpl Jo;
was given a full military send off. Al \\ill be ·orely missed by the \\hole
Squadron and we convey our deepest sympathy to his family.
As well a this sorry goodbye we say hello to ' ig Hackford who has
joined the Troop straight from training. Also congratulations to igs Donnelly, Duff, Dun eith and 'ewell on pa sing P Company.
EXERC I E EAG LES STR1KE - by LCpl O 'Donnell
Ex Eagle's Strike was this year's major brigade exercise involving the
2nd Battalion of the Parachute Regiment and 4 Regiment Army Air Corps
in a medium intensity scenario. As usual the Squadron initia lly deployed
to the Operat ions Mounting Centre at outh Cerney to conduct low- le vel
training and prepare for the parachute insertion.
The exercise itself took place in the Ga lloway area of cot land and was
to start with a j ump onto a beach. Unfortunately. the weather had other
ideas with high wi nds forcing the j ump to be cance lled. We therefore
resorted Lo plan B and TALO ' d into West Frcugh airfi eld once the enemy
positions there had been destroyed. On the ground we establi hed the
Brigade Light Tac headquan ers in a small outbuilding on the airfield. At
thi stage ig Bourne, Sig Fyfe and myself were attached to 2 Para to provide comms fro m their headquarters back to Brigade . We were welcomed
with open arms as they had no operator . They couldn 't believe they'd
been sent more bods to stag on the radios. However, once the battalion was
re-tasked we deployed forward by helicopter as part of CO's Tac. The battle was bri lliant with 2 Para pulling off an attack onto position in Dalbeatie in true airborne style. The attached American Company from the IOI st
Ai rborne Div ision fa red less well as they were withdrawn after loosing o
much kit as to be non-deployable. J'm ure they came here for the Rand R
and not the war!
Despite the battalion 21C gelling the good news in the back during a
white fl ag negotiation the war was finally won. We stayed with 2 Para for
the fin al phase which invol ved a parachute insertion into Thorpe DZ. The
weather was fine and it looked like the jump was going to go in. However,
un fo nunately there had been an administrative error. The DZ had been
booked in local time and we were working in Zulu time! During the aircra ft 's fin al approach it was discovered that artillery shells were whizzing
over the DZ a the area i al o used a an anillery range. The CO promi ed
that someone would get hung for the mistake. This worried me as trouble
always roll downhill and it normally top at me! All in all the exerci e
proved to be a very intere ting experience. Working o closely with the
battalion commande r during the ballle meant that' e got to see the bigger
picture.

LCpl Chamberlain (L) and Sig Bellamy flying into location
by Chinook

Sig Ancell traversing a ravine at Check Point 2
With the Troop Commanders and Corporals having had a good run out
on Ex Lion Sun last year, it was felt that it was about time that the Signallers and Lance Corporal were put to the test. Thus the taskmg went out
from the OC Sqn and Ex Aldrins Step was created, to teach , develop and
assess the ba ic leadership skills required of a J CO in the Air As ault
ignal Squadron. Pre-training, for the exerci e, took part on 31 May - I
June 2000 and predominately concentrated on introducing the cadre 10
basic estimates and developing their navigation ski ll s. All too soon though
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Exercise Normandy 2000 Overlord
Back Row (L-R): W01 Drew, Sgt Rayson, Cpl Fernie, LCpl Good ,
Cpl Knibbs LCpl Browning, SSgt Hatton
Front Row (L-R): LCpl P erry, LCpl Salmon, Sig Bourne, Sgt Combe
C HARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt O. T. B. Co urage
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. Hatton
. .
.
Life ha continued to be extremely hectic m the Troop with a bu y ex ~
cise and training programme. Howe er, one sad even~ ha recenll)'. d~m1nated our time. pl Al Joy, who had been battlmg agam t leukaemia 111ce
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S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt S. A. Clarke
Tp gt
SSgt P. Latimer
EXERCISE EAGLE
HALLE GE - by LCpl Browning and Sig Pye
Ex Eagle
hallen ae wa a week-long adventure training package for
members of upport ~nd MT Tp and took place in the allegcdl)'. unny
climb of ewquay and Cornwall 11- I 6 June 2000. The Exerc1 e wa
organi ed by W02 FofS ·wannabe airborne?' turman , who wa supported by RQM ' Taft" Furnival and Sgt ' ooky bear' Latimer.
good ti me wa. had by all , e pecially the ad,·ance parry" ~o ~ad 'to prepare the camp' for the arrival of the main body. How tlus mvohed o
many late nights in 1ewquay remain a mystery to all but tho e who were
there.
Rock climbing was unfonunately the \\Or.ii affected by the weather out
or all the acti itTes undertaken . The area had lots of good climb on the
cliff: around the bay but the rain rarely rel.ented to let u take the ol?poi:tunity to attempt them. Occasionally ' e did manage to get ome chmbmg
time in which included an ab ·eil route ofT an overhang above a large cave
entrance. Thi tested the bon le of many and proYed a great laugh . Le •
u. ceptible to the atrocious weather wa the urfing. The u trahan
instructor made it look really ea y much to our anno ancc. lnstrucuon
began with ma tering how to ~et o~ the _boa~d and catching the ,~· a, e ..
Con equenlly we pent most of the. tune hghtmg th~ wave and try111g to
tand up, only to be tl1ro" n back 111 the wmer. Thi. aga1~1 proYed to be
extremely amusing and gave u plenty to talk about O\ er a le\\ beers 111 the
evening!
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12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)

qn Comd
apt L. Hendricks
R t
WOI (R 1) . G.Jack on
ince arri"ing from B . 1ia in June. the quadron 1leadqu~rtcr ha
been ex ptionally bu y. Afler the mandatory me~al parade 1l wa. all
hand to the pump en uring people got away on their well de erved_P~Sl
tour lea\'e. The OC. laj cott Workma n, wa po ted to.Central Building
in London early Jul , lea\'ing the 21C. Capt Lee Hendrick_, m .charge ~f
the quadron until the new 0 , ;\faj John harnock. arrives m ugust
20

~~ have said farewell to Pte Charlie Smith (Leave & Mo,emen!s
Clerk) who afler three years army service ha decided _that a career m
civvie treet i the wa ahead; he will be greatly 1111 ed. Wh1l t m
Bo nia, L pl Jaihadab u r G ur un g al o departed the . qu~dron office. He
returned to I RGR, who are due to return to Brunei th1. year. He wa
replaced by LCpl ·G 10' _J iten in June who takes on the role. among t
other job title .. n the Reg1 try Clerk.
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ed Dickso n
Sgt Dicky Dyer
.
.
.
Tp gt
Alpha Tp i now back at 'The hot' a~er ~he six month hohday ~n
Bosnia We departed Bo nia in style, culmmatmg m the BRITFOR . 1g
qn end of tour party. It wa a Fancy Dre s 1 ighl with mo l of them bemg
from Comm Tp. We decided to go a WWF wre t!e~ (very tenuou ). The
main event of the e\'ening was the ·Ro¥al Rumble with a specml mention
to ig ·tt' not fat, it' muscle - hone t Tub b who took 01_1 all comers and
proved to be a trne champion. The final bout of the e~enm~ between 0
Comms Tp Lt ·Dori ' Day and OC Mobile Tp, Lt Da e Hazelwood.
came to a' premature end due to Comm is ioner \ orkman (The OC)
deciding it was time for bed. On return mg we had two days at work before
our much-needed End of Tour Leave. The OC qn took us all out for a
final tab onto the area before being posted. M~st people approached '!ie
e\ent with fear and trepidation but were very relieved when only one mile
into the march there was a landrover waiting with beers - ~heers Str! ow
we are back at work, the hard slog of finin~ oul and getting to gnp with
the panzers before our hectic exercise penod beg1~ - never mmd only
three weeks until summer leave! The Troop w~uld hke to say hello to the
new Troop Commander Lt E' Dickson and his potty dog folly, LCp~
D ale 'Wild in the ai !es' Petty, Sigs ·Web ter_' \ eb, 'Loud Bloke
G rochowina and 'Herbie' Hide. We would also like to say goodbye and
congratulations to C pl Paul ·Grenade' Co~on.on h,is P?stmg to 2_S~g Regt
on promotion to ergeant and LCpl Dave Skinny Reid on postm,,, to the
EOD (Da e, apparently the course is harder than your 2-1 entrance exam!)
BRAVO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Tom Day
Tp Sgt
gt Wilcox
.
The Troop is now back at work after post tour leave with the rest of the
quadron. Whilst the Troop was away on Op Palantme the rear party had

kindly , olunteen:d their services to 1~10 c all the troops possessions from
their current location to a ne' set ol garages and office 400m do~vn the
road. This they achieved and only managed to lose a few items. It is now
all hand to the pumps to get t~e Troop ~incd and ready to deploy on a
.erie ofexcrci cs in October. With the maJOnty ofpersonn~I ne~er hav1_1i,g
worked on armoured vehicles the learning curve ha tcad1ly nscn to 1t s
.
.
current vertical po ·ition.
Among t the rganized mayhem that currently 1s our working day, lh~re
ha e been the usual po ting in and out and even the odd promollon
amongst the troop.
ongratu lations go to Cpl Keith .Langan, Cpl
Griffiths and pl· i' Barker on being selected for promotion to gt, also
farewell to Cpl 'TafT' Davies who goe nil the way to Alph a Tp, and good
.
.
luck - you will probably need 11.
Travelling further afield are LCp l 'Rick' Turner.who 1s posted to 249
ig qn and ig 'Del' McDowell who is off to cxpcncnce the delights of 1
Arrnd Div ig Regt.
.
.
Posted in , e ha e Sgt 'Trev' Allan from 1 Armd Div 1& Regt, Cpl
arah Guthrie who arrives in the Troop from the nesh pots of Blandfo~d.
Al 0 posted in from Blandford we have the fresh young faces of S1gs
tockdale, Dunkin, hrub ole and Burfield. Will~ summer leave on ly
just around the corner the Troop hierarchy arc co1!1mg up with the usual
jokes uch a , ·Any volunteer for _summer duue ? and many other pearls
ofwi dom they seem to find amusing.
QTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Guy Richard
Tp S gt
Sgt Greaves
.
.
Q Troop is no' back together after being spread lO the four wmds
durina our recent tour in Bosnia. With a well-earned four-week leave
under"'our bells it all hands to the pumps to make ~eady our new work1~g
are.as for the busy time ahead. The area are proving to be a challenge m
itself witl1 the QM 's department, LAD and the MT havmg had lo move
location twice in the last three months.
The Troop personnel have gone through a lot of change. ov.~r the la t
couple of month . Out go Capt ·Georg~' Burrows, .gt Bn Sheard,
LCpl Shane Crozier, Cpl Chris Hemmmgs, L pl . e1l Port and LCpl
Dougie Hall. Goodbye to you all and good luck wit~ your_ r,espec~1ve
futures . Hello to the Blandford six, Sigs Debs Burke, frank1e C~Lhns:
'Debs' Fairbrother, Dave Ham mond, Janine Hedgecock, Gaz
icho!son: I'm sure Aldershot and Montgomery lines can match the
facilities of Blandford.
.
, .,
.
Conoratulations are also m order and these go to Sgt Bn Shea1 d an_d
hi wife icki on the birth of their daughter, Sgt ·~or?( c:;ray and his
wife Leigh on the birth of their daughter, and Cp l ~1s . D1sley and hi s
wife on the birth of their daughter. lt must be something 111 the Aldershot

Pasha's in Morecambe).
HAIL A D FAREWELL
Welcome to Capt Bill (TOT) imp~on , who has arrived from orthern
!n:land on Commission and is double hatted as 0 of the Bulford Tp and
1s also a member of the quadron Ops Team within SHQ. Also to Sgt

Colin Brown, v.ho has been posted to Tech lroop. and Janet \1anncring
who takes up the post of EO JT. Goodluck to (pl \1ichelle heppard,
who ~as decided _lo leave the green stuff, increase her family and becom.: a
full lime housewife. Farewell to LCpl Mick Leet who ha~ also decided to
leave and get a proper job, all the best to you and your family.
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Q EE MOTHER BIRTHDAY PAGE
T
WED ESDAY 19 JULY 2000-08-02
by SSgt Lindsey Manktelow
I was overjoyed when I and LCpl Morris ( 11 Sig Regt) were asked to
represent the Cor~ at Her Majesty the Queen Mother's Birthday
Pageant. ot reahs1ng the importance of the event I arrived at Chel ea
Barracks 0!1 the evening of 17 July. The parade square was alive with
people, mainly the Royal avy still practising (later it became obvious as
l? why _they had ~o). We were informed of the parade timings for the
following morn111g and as we had arrived early it was an ideal
opportunity to see something of London.
The following morning was unbelie,able. The amount of troops
pre em was a tonishing from such varied unit a the Black Watch, the
Irish Guards, the 9112 Lancers, the Royal Anglians and many more even
representing the Commonwealth from Canada and ew Zealand. Then
there w~s the _Women's Anny Detachment which con isted of various cap
badges in which females serve. We were repre eming the WRAC which
Her Majesty the Q ueen Mother was patron of for so many years.
The first practice was ketchy and on eeing the Garrison Sergeant
Major of U1e Guards who i all of 6' 8" tall (without his bearskin on). I
thought it' not going to take him long to whip us into shape and it didn't.
We moved to Wellington Barracks where we continued for two days
practicing the formal for the parade, in blistering heat. It seemed the
actual parade wa never going to happen but after the la t rehearsal and
with half an hour to get into o2 dress it wa finally happening. We lined
up for parade at 1600hr and it seemed the whole of London had turned
out for thi magnificent event. The excitement wa too much and when
we marched on and saw the thousand of people in the stands and the
Royal representative , all the sweat and pain had been worthwhile. On
the arrival of Her Majesty the Queen Mother who looked ab olutely
radiant the whole of Hor e Guard Parade erupted in elation. It was a
great honour to have been given the opportunity to take part in such a
parade, one that will never be forgotten.

water supply.
'K , D d
Congratulation also go to SS.g t ' Deano' Whi_tworth , Cpl ev a e,
LCpl ·Big Mase' Mason on their recent promot10ns.

ON PARAD E!
(L-R):LCpl Morris and SSgt Manktelow pose with a colourful escort
RET RN TO Wl LTO - by Cap/ (Reid) Bob Wright
For all thbse past members of the unit including all those who served
with 10 Sig Regt. You will wish to be aware that the unit i once again
located in Erskine Barracks, Wilton. With effect I June 2000 the unit
moved from Ward Barrack . Bulford and are nO\ located in Elbe Block,
Erskiue Barracks. The wheel continues to n1rn!
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This has been a busy couple of months for 241 Sig Sqn. The Squadron
ha doubled in size by taking over the l&S Troop of 243 S1~ Sqn .. The
main element of243 Sig Sqn is moving l_ock, stock and barr~I mto Wilton
to be in support of Land Command. This no;v leave 241 Sig Sqn as the
ACI G Signal quadron for the whole of the) Div area; we seem t<_> spen.d
more time on the road than the average travelling sales person. Durmg this
take o\'er the service de k al o took over the respons1b1h11es for tasking
and fault control from both the Corsham help desk and the Bulford help
desk. Thi has had quite an impact on the amount of calls comm& 111to the
Dennington service desk . C heryl, Julie, J an .and P at, the Service Desk
upenisor, have had to put away the knitting patte~ and th~ Bel~a
magazines and join the real world. The t~ke over _certa inly wasn t !)lam
ailing but hopefully we can go forward wnh one aim and that 1s to give a
fir t class service to all tho e people out there.
The Squadron held its annual summer barbecue and thanks lo the
excellent organisation by Cpl Robinson everyone went away well fed _and
watered with the odd one or two sociall y confused. The fact that the Disco
did not turn up did not phase C pl Robinson who l~t her fingers do t~e
walking in the yellow pages and had a replacement disco setting up wnhm
the hour.
EXERC I E M R
RY GLYDERS
Ex Mercury Glyder was a Squadron Adventurous Traini_ng _exercise
\\hich took place in nowdonia. during May 2~00. The exercise 111volved
hill walking for three days over nowdoma and its various peaks. It was an
excellent time for departments and troops lO get some fresh air and earn

some new nicknames. For military member it ';Vas 'arduous and, very
wet', and from the civilian side it was 'team buildmg and pub lunch . All
are now looking fonvard to going to the Lakes in October, (not to menllon

YofS Wedge (centre) with his civi lian sherpa's
on the Devil's Kitchen with Llyn Ogwen 1n the backgro und
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 2000
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qn Comd
Maj J. H. Fraser
SSM
W02 Tredwell
The Squadron bid a sad farewell to W02 (SSM) Dea n Ewing, who
goes back 10 7 Sig Regt, from whence he came. We wish Dea n. Donna
and the fami ly all the very best for the future. In hi place we welcome
W02 (SSM) Dick Tredwell and his family, fre h from the stre ses and
trains of life at heffield UOTC. We wi ·h you a happy tour or at lea t it
will be when your wife get back from Bosnia to help you with the kids!
AIRFIELD T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Kate Milner
Tp SSgt
S gt Bob Stenhousc
There are plenty of hello and goodbye thi time from 'The mighty
fighting Airfield Troop'. Gone is Lt 'Ginger Rogers' Kemp to the unny
deligh ts of Bulford, whil t gt Parto n ha fuelled his de ire to become
Van-Damme and opted for a po ting to . Ireland. Farewell al o go out to
Tweed le dumb and Tweedle dumber, Gaz 'Mr Lover-lover' Fuins and idi
'Tug-boat' Benn et. Arrivals have been wift in coming, 2Lt 'l iln er has
arrived from R
Blandford, as well as Sig 'Malcom' Godda rd (the new
ships cat!) and C pl 'Rock and roll' Cr eeley. who has retradcd from DvrLineman to Tech-tea boy. Sig Prigmore ha al o turned up and is
determ ined to get the Troop's fitne up to Para standard, just wail until he
puts on the Cyprus tone! Welcome back ig Holley from the war-zone
and goodbye to
gt ten house. ig M ilcv ky and Sig Wells "ho ha\'e
le~ us for Kosovo, and C pl 'Randy Dudd' Rudd who ha gone to the
Falkland . A final mention goes to pl 'Goo e' Paterson who ha taken up
Oying lessons .. .. the crash-comm ere' i. now on full alert!
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EPlSK O PI TROO P
Tp Comd
Lt arah CoYey-Crump
Tp Sgt
S gt Jim Dunca n
A bu y time for the Troop at the moment, what with plenty of visitor
and, noi before time, a few new arrival to boo t the numbers. A hectic
few weeks began with the addition to the Troop of a pair of officer cadets
eager to be shown around the island and find out "hat a working unit i
like in Cyprus. ccdlcss to a)' they ha\'e remrned to the UK looking
remarkably brown! The OinC. Brig Burton, and the Corp ' R M also
paid u a vi it. They toured the quadron and then bm el)' fielded
questions on the future of the Corp ' in the Ji mm) Club. A fe" da) later
we also had the pleasure of the company of the Chief of tafI Brig
Radcliffe OBE, "ho came to have a look at the Troop and ee how thing
were going.
At la t we have the chance to welcome some nev. people into the Troop
in tead of just a ing goodbye to old friend ·. This month the Troop is
delighted to ay hello and nice to meet you to L pl 'Fozzy' Foster ," ho i
newly qualified as a Telemech af\er rctrading from Driwr Lineman. C pl
'Piggy' Lee-Davi· ha arrived from 39 lnfBde and Sig Ma rk Creighton
ha mo ed down to Epi from Ohckalia. Final!) a wann welcome to our
new Troop 'Dadd ',
gt Gary Ma thieson "ho mo,cd from 3 Bdc on
receiving hi promotion.
The highlight of th month. however, has to be the prcscnta11011 of
medal · by the Garrison ommand r, Col A. A. . Beattie.
gt J im
Dunca n, Sig 'Alfie' Garnett, ig Robbie \ illiams and ig Ke' \l os all
received their Bosnia or Ko ovo medals.
gt Jim Dunca n and gt ' .\nt'
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lTanter were both pre entcd with their

e umulatcd

rvice ledal s.

DHEKE I TROOP
Tp gt
ot Bryant
1\1ED L PARADE - 3 J LY 2000
Over the pa t t" o year 25Q ig qn have been mainta1111ng a
commitment to Ko O\O and Bo · ni11. On average there are the installation
the Balkan
te hni inn detached from the quadron at any one 1:me.
are becoming increasingly more sltlble the call has been for fi xed
communicauon to replace the temporary et ups that ' ere original!
u ed. The ha'e "orkcd for di fTerent nationalities, including the
'orwcgian, Italian and Ameri an force . De pile the obviou difference

between the Balkans and yprus. the soldiers gain a vast amount of
valuable operational experience and con tinue to learn more about the ir
Trade. The 'ast majority enjoyed their tours and 01r1c arc keen to go back.
On 3 .July 2000. Col Beattie, the Garri son Commander, presented the
soldi rs " ith their meda ls on a parade held in Happy Valley. The foll owing
rcceh ed th~ ir Kosovo or Bosnia Me.dal: SSgt Duncan St, pl Rudd , ig
Bate, ig Garnett, ig Hobson, Sig Joughin, ig Moss, Sig Murphy,
Sig Stables, Sig tanle, und Sig Will ia ms. In addition two members of
the quadron rece ived their accumulated crvice medal for three years on
an operational tour.
gt Duncan and Sgt Tranter both served in
orthern Ireland.
gt Duncan was employed as the British Telecom
Liai on Onicer and gt Tranter a a rigger.

"

J OINT SERVICE SIGNALS UNIT (DIGBY)
by LCpl Edwards and LCpl Freeman

\1onday 6 Mar h 2000 hall long go down in the hi iory of the Briti h
Force as the date "hen 'Jen en' Heroes' gathered to begin a 'rigorou '
eight-week training programme known a ontingen y Military Training
Course o 2 (CMT2), in preparation for attachment to RRC3. \ eek One
began" ilh a couple of day Land Rover fumiliarisation and mil training at
the Ground Defen ive Training (GOT) Flight. This wa followed by a
hon exerci e that will live in the memory for the immonal statement, 'l
need a medi !'by a now sadly departed RAF orporal, a the bea tma ter
C pl M ulvaney 'jogged' u around the perry track.
The following week con i ted of le on on convoy drill , map readmg, a tions on IVCP and a A EX starring J T lan 'flatulence - I can't
find Digby village' Bentley, which required u to' isit variou checkpoint ·
around Lincoln hire and note variou feature . \ e also had an excellent
two da, s at Leconfield of cro -country driver training. GOT provided
GPMG and pistol training, but unfortunately we were unable to fire the
GP 1G in ca ewe hot any aircrall down! A different matter was the pi tol
training and we had some good weather for the hoot out on the 2Sm
range, which wa great fun. Week Four and Five concentrated on learning
to move underslung load . mainly the Land Rovers, by support helicopters. Thi gave us an in ight into ho' the 'real' RAF work and how it
all comes together on a wider cale. From this' e gained the qualifications
of either Rigger Mar haller. or Landing Point Commander for the Cpl and
abo\'e. The highlight of this wa a Chinook flight to Fulb ck training area
then flying the rigged vehicle and helicopter handling team back to
Digby airfield. For tho e of u generally restricted to the office it wa a
fantastic e>.perience to be working under the downdraft of a Chinook and
its load_

um of snoring. At first light we were presented with the strange, yet beautiful, ight of LCpl ara h 'Oli e Oil' Free ma n dealing with one of
nature's call ! HR ing packed the c sential 'Lofty Wiseman A Survival
Guide' ' e et about building two exceptional hellers that only our memorie and photographic evidence shall prove existed. After relocating to the
co1Tect grid , where Q Jensen eventually found u , we received orders to
extract to the ex HQ building on foot. There we were greeted by Endex,
fish and chips. beer, and a debrief around a log fire in a derelict farn1 on
tanford Training rea .
Following CMT2 we all enjoyed glorious weather during a week of
adventure training in nowdonia, ba ed at the uffield entre in Llanfairpw ... .. .. you know where we mean. This wa an excellent opportunity for
the team to relax and enjoy themselve after some hard work on CMT.
TI1at said, ome members of the team found more adrenaline pumping on
Tryfan than at any stage during the CMT!

CMT conducting adventure training in Wales,
(L-R): PO Dredge, JT Ward, LCpl Sommerville, Cpl Duke,
JT Bently

CMT conduct landing point training
The training continued with IT, and everyone came away with a plethora of certificates and handbooks thanks to the IT training suite. Everyone
learnt something, de pite our initial beliefs that we were already experts
on many of the application (How wrong we were!). Theatre skills were
introduced into the programme with an unforgettable mine awareness
video that made even tho e with the strongest stomachs feel queasy. TI1 is
~oncluded with us out on the airfield, poking the ground looking for trainmg mmes. It wa fonunate that the mines were only training aid as LCpl
Julie omerville forcibly prodded an anti-personnel mine, 'just to confirm
n was one'.
The training culminated in an eagerly awaited confirmation exercise
'Icarus Defender', a gruelling five day FTX at Barnham and Stanford training areas. PO Jack Wa rner took the helm first, setti ng a high standard for
others to follow as each team member took turns to command. Little sleep
was had as we were constant ly on the move, yet mora le was kept high by
LCpl Julie o m er~ ille' s .tin of chocolate biscuits ( adburys of course).
The worst, yet fun!llest, mght came when after being bugged out by W02
J enson, we found we only had one sleeping bag between five of us. This
was a salutary le son 111 personal admin that will not be forgotten. Led by
LCpl Greg 'that wood looks good' Edwards, we were led ofT the designated block of the training area and into entirely the wrong forestry block.
Herc ''e sh1,ered our way through the night with a worried Q Jen sen
u~able t? .find us, d~ pile walking the whole of the correct training area
with C\\ and J T Tim \ a rd ' efforts to summon him through the medi-

Tn summary involvement in CMT2 was Canta tically enjoyable,
superbly supponed by 4 qn, thanks to the QC, Maj Dennis Weir, Q
J ensen and other training staff involved for all their efforts and patience.
Everyone learnt a great deal and it's a good opportunity to gel out and
about, see other aspects of the forces, gain extra qualification , enhance
and refresh military skill , and most importantly have a laugh. If you are
getting fed up \vith being desk bound at the JSSU and are in need ofa challenge try CMT - you'll love it.

qn omd
Maj David Raleigh
M
W02 Dave cott
A ~U S)'. couple of mon.ths has been dominated by the C Cour e Final
Exercise 111 Southern Afr.1ca. We had hoped to see the introduction of our
ncet of replacement equip.men! and vehicles, but after a second week in
t~1 e sun at Newquay running a User Trial we realised that this was not
likely to be the case. A few more lucky individuals (like Sgt imon 'I ' m
o lookmg forward to my crgeants ourse ' Marvel) therefore mana ed
to
off to Africa, although they couldn't get the contractors to paygfor
t~a~ trip. The OC managed to ~el out to vi it the detachments in Africa so
v1s1t1ng all the relevant countries for a second time in three months. He has
subse9ucntly been dme~ out, by the Regular Squadron hierarchy and the
Tcchmcal Department, 111 style 111 the '."'ansion at Bletchley Park. As the c
notes go to llress, he 1s about to start his handover to Maj Simon Gregory
on~ratulat1ons go to Cp l Gaz Woo lley on his overdue promotion, and t~
Cpl.s Kev Heaton and Jase Broome for being elected for their
promouons to ergeant. We have said farewell to Cpl Simon Hodgson
ofT to or:t1iern Ireland, Cpl Lesl ie Jay to her Tl, and LCpl Jim Smith t~
I .(UK) . 1vD1v. Further congr~tulations go to Lt Angus Evers for pa sing
his JOT ES al last, and LCpl 1mon · Robbo ' Roberts for passing p Coy.

sne~k

C CO R E 1/00 - by LCpl Sonja MacMillan
. l.n . the beginning there we.re seven eager-to-please, unassuming
111d1v1dual who started the pec1al ommunications Course at Blctchley.
Oh ho~v 1t all changed! We could ee from the off that it would be a
hardship bemg on the course when we spotted the pool table. We spent
many hours. after work domg 'extra skills' . ol at any time did we deviate
from the kills r?om to watch S Club 7 or play pool; that would have been
weak and un-m1litary. L.Cpl Dave Marshall omehow managed to stay
the cour e, despite agreemg with the YofS that he was a ' thick as a whale
omelette'.
After ten fun-filled weeks of typing and morse we met the Puma crew
and practised some warming. There wa an interesting aroma in the air a
we fl.e w low~level , an9 then not content with a helicopter we practised
markmg -r:acucal Landmg Zones (TLZ ) for a C-130. The crew obviously
'".ere not uupre sed wit~ Cpl Benn y ' cour e rep' H ill hair and tried to
give him a grade one w!th the props. We also visited HM Cardiff to ee
how the avy Commu!llcallon ystems work on a Type 42 Frigate. It was
h~re that l made a mental note not lo wear a skirt-suit when vi iting ves els
with ladders. Cheers for the warning lads!
1:he mo t testing part of the course for most of us came in week 11.
Hehdunkmg. It still fills me with dread now, just thinking about it. D C pl
Gaz Woolley take note - when they tell you that, ' ... ..you are o 6 and la t
out,' that doe n ' l mean, ' ..... every man for himself and first out.' I don 't
kno": ho.w we would have fill.ed our evening if Capt Richa rd ewhou e
hadn t P1ven u such mtere tmg lecture subject . O ama bin Who? LC pl
Mark Slick' Ga rbu s enthralled us all with his interpretation of the
' Pro-Plu. anyo~e?' The 16-week long course ended with a confirmation
exe~c1 e 111 Africa .. Thr~e detachments were deployed to Zambia, South
frtca and Mala\ 1, which for me wa fantastic. If nothing else did thi
made the course worthwhile.
'
We are now set to ta1t our new career with pecial Communications Any one out there who i thinking of doing something different should
definite!~ apply for this! The next Asses ment Course will be in February Application Fom1s are in SOinC PD 206.

Ex GLOBAL LY ' 3 - PRETORIA
by Cpl ~enny Hill and LCpl Chris Elliston
. Leavmg a wet afternoon in .B!etchley on 28 of June, for the unlller
climes of Boeken~o.uts~loo f tra111111g area. near Pretoria, outh Africa, we
felt a ncrvo~ s antic1pauon of what was to come. What awaited us "'as a
hut 111 the middle of a game reserve, where the Pretoria contingent of the
SC ~ou rse were to spend t~e ne~l two weeks under the close scrutiny of
the mstructors. Far from bemg a Blandford' type as essment exercise we
found we w~re left to our own device , and given enough rope to hang
ourselves, with the sole re ponsibility of Comms resung firmly on our
shoulders. What followed was an extremely busy comms phase de igned
to put us under a realistic amount of pre sure, as well as the opp~rtunity to
sample the local ho pitality when the comms were wound down at the end
of ea~h day. The TA cont111gent Cpl Pete Litchfield , C pl Al hrews bury
and Sig Karen Clarke helped generate the traffic and constituted the extra
manpower th.at a busy ba e talion requires.
The Ho tmg .Umts, , I and 2 Sig Regts extended the warme t of
welcomes, al.lowmg Lt Marco ' Breytenbach and C pl ' Wiele' M hurgh
to be our guides for the week, introducing us to the local South African
version of the BBQ, the Braai, and lo ome of the local nightspots.
Towards the end of the week, we put on a display for the outh African
Army of some. of o.ur equipment and antennas. We were shocked by the
number of semor v1s1tors; l~ere were four Major Generals, six Brigadier
General and two Rear Admirals. as well as plenty of Colonels to make up
the numbers. This further tested our presentation skill , as well as social
skills at the following function.
At t~e end of the ~xe~cise w~ had an R & R phase, which we spent at
Sun City, South Africa s P.rem1er holiday location, where some of the
groul> went on a day. Safan. ~ t proved to be a hard but rewarding final
exercise. All ?f u will be vymg to take part in next years exercise al o
planned for th1 magnificent couatry.
MALAWI DETACHME T - LCp/ Garbus
For LCpl Dave Ma r hall and myself, it was off to Malawi for our final
exerc1 e, our first ll~e on the African cont.inent. Once in location our first
ta.sk wa t? e tabh h a communication centre, in a di used 'office at
L1longwe airbase, which i a short drive from the Imperial Hotel" here we
were accommodated. After the initial set up, the comm phase ran
smoothly and we were able to confirm our competence and kill on the
equipments and procedure learnt over the last four months.
On the fourth day the ' cenario · dictated that we had to move, so we
tore down and prncee_ded with the 2.Shour drive to Fi h Eagle Camp, in
the Salt.ma d1 tnct ot the .country. The location itself i an old holiday
camp, s1tu.ated on the ~cemc shore of Lake Malawi. Once in location. we
had to q~1ckly establish another communication centre. again working
from a 91su ed office. The real estate available wa omewhat limited in
c.ompan on to the acre of field we had to work with previou ly o it was
lime to employ a bit of initiative. Dave "'Tree Frog" 1ars hall l~pl to the
re cue.• and made good u e of the tree and other natural upports for
attachmg our antennas.

The following bulletin was recently released by the

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
In the light of the rising frequency of human /grizzly bear
conflicts, the Alaska Dept of Fish and Game is advi ing hikers
hunters and fishermen to take extra precautions and tay very alert
for bears while in the field.
'We advise outdoorsmen to wear noisy littl e bell s on their clothin g
so they will not startle bears who are not expecti ng them. We also
advise outdoor men lo carry pepper spray with them in case of an
encounter wi th a bear. lt is also a good idea to watch out for fresh
signs of bear act ivity. Ou tdoorsmen sh ould recogn ise the
difference between black bear and grizzly bear manure ( cat).
Black bear scat is smaller and contain lot. of berries and squ irre l
fur.
Grizzly bear scat has little bells in it and smells of pepper.
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1 (ROYAL BUCKJNGHAMSHIRE YEOMA RY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

Maj Simon Gregory explains the fi ner points of Special Comms to
LCpl Mark Garbus
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LCpl Dave Marshall shows off his SC Morse skills in Malawi
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The \tala\\ i Am1cd Force, College ( 1 FCO) invit d the detachm nt
to ondu t lecture on I IF comm at their ' tablishmcnt toward. th end of
the e'ercise period. It ''a e:-.pected that t11e audience for tl.1e c lectu re
would be young ignallers and J O' . lmagme our ~1rpn se when we
"ere fa ed "ith a la full of\ arrant Officers and emor Olliccrs! The
kcture. iliem elvc · " ' re a tremcndou · ucces . and beneficial for both
rmie. in\'OIYed. On the 1alawian · part. it wa a good in ight as to how
the BritLh Armv communicate . For LCpl farshall and my elf it was
th first time that either one of u had e' r been gi en the privilege of
in ·rructing a foreign rm . Throughout the exercise, support from the
\1ala'' i - rmed Force was econd to none, and we look forward to
\ 1· iting their beautiful count!") in the future.
ZA:\IB I DET 11 1£ 'T - byLCp/Ernns
There I wa . a cold and qually drill night at Bletchley TA Centre - · .~h,
L pl Evans. how do you fancy two week in Africa?' o afier a 9u1ck
bout of negotiation with ·. he "ho must be obeyed· I found m sell on a
British Aii\rnv night bound for Lu -aka in Zambia. The Det con i tcd of
LCpl I\1ark : !\um aid wear a ve. t' Gower (Det omd): L pl onja ' I
don't do morning · 1acMillan and myself. On arn al at Lu aka
lnternational Airport we were greeted with a red carpet and Guard of
Honour. nfortunately not for us. but for the Zambian Pre ~dent who '~as
on our night. We had collected our 1i san 4x4 and kit lrom the High
Commi ion, and dro,·e along a dirt track to gwere Estate, north cast of
the city. As it wa a te t for LCpl ~acl\'lillan , ~e set-up was oon
accompanied by plenty of J CO pomung and . houlll~g by the D , \ ho
al o doubled a Det Comd. oon conuns were 111 and n became apparent
mat as a Det we had struck gold. 1 ot onl were we in a fantastic location
on the ed!!.e of a tobacco fanu, but we had our own chef, Joseph, who
cooked and cleaned, and wa hed and ironed for u ! We al o adopted a Det
Dog called 'Ewee' . a native Zambian animal who thought we were good
enou!!.h to feed her. he literally sang for her supper although we never
worked out the tune.
Despite our heavy work chedu l~ we found time to recei e visitor ,
mo t notablv the current OC and h1 replacement. We also received the
Zambian Anny, locale ·patriate farmers. and po ibly the Zambian Police.
The last two day of the exerci e ' a supposed to see us move to the
Zambian chool of Signal at Kabwe, but this was cancelled. Because of
this, we 1110\ed to nearby farms ' itb a minimum of kit - elect a site and
then time oursehe to end a ignal to Pretoria. By the end of th is pha e

not only \\ere \ \C quite slick but al o full of cup of tea and home made
cake. We were consta111ly amazed by th e locals' ability to ay - 'It doe,n't
matter if we're not here, set up where you like and have a nice ti me! '
Then as if by magic it was Endex ! Kit ' as packed and return ed to the
BH and we were off on afari, camping in the Lower Zambcze ational
Park. After a short detour around 40 large elephant , we arrived at the
camp ite and pitched up on a river bank opposite a he~d of very no.1sy
hippos. The folio~ ing day we saw her. The most bcauuful tl11ng I think
J've ever ccn. o fem ale leopard at watching us from behind a tree. A we
mo ed clo ·er he wandered out. stretched and posed for some photos then
disappeared. Driving buck to civilization, onja houted 'two elephan ts' and there they were not ten feet from my door. Both animals ju t swished
their ears as ' e u ed up rolls of film. lo' ly driving past thi s once-in-alifctime encounter. That was Zambi a. An experience I' m glad to say was
one of the best in my life! o if you' re Regular or TA , get your papers in
and it could be you!

The Zambian Detachment
ably lead by LCpl Mark Gower

by WOC'dt Beth Richardson

TROOP SOCIAL
The first significant event of the new term was the Annual Troop
Dinner held in the Officer 'Mess at Yeomanry House. This was a
pleasant e\'ening attended by our Commanding Officer, Lt Col 'igel
Holland and hi wife, plus several other guests. A quartet from Royal
Holloway University provided the entertainment during dinner, which
wa excellent and much appreciated by alL
\ EYMO TH \ EEKE ' D
The \Cry next Friday, London OTC descended on the unsuspecting
ea ide town of Weymouth for a weekend of troop tra ining. This was the
fir t opportunity for the new recruits to ' bond' with existi ng TTOOp
members. 12 Troop practiced using the 35 I and 352, erecting masts an_d
map reading. Saturday afternoon gave individuals chance to gam their
FMT 600 in preparation for Summer Camp before roundi ng of the day
with a game of football. After a BBQ, it was time to ' hit the town' in true
OTC student fashion. Any hang-overs were quickly cured by a 'bu ildyour-own-and-sai l-it' raft race ilie following morning! With the fun and
games over for another year, the troops returned to London, having got to
knO\\ each other slightly better than before they left.
VI. TT TO 94 (V) IG REGT
The fir~t of several evening visits o er the summer term wa held by
94 (V) Sig Regt, The Berkshire Yeomanry based at Windsor. They gave a
presentation on what cou ld be expected as a TA officer. They then
demonstrated and talked through their role and equipment in a field
cm ironmcnt and later told the Troop something of their long history. As
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LOOK AHEAD TO SUMMER
With term at an end for mos t of th e Troop attenti on has turn ed
towa rd.s Summ er Ca mp, thi s yea r to ~e helct' at Strcnsal Cam p in
York shire. The highlights fo r the Troop will be a three-day visi t to 30 Sig
Rcgt at _Bramcote and ~h e vis.it of our Royal Honorary Colonel, HRH
The Princess Royal. f o llo\~ ll1 g camp, orienteering co mpetiti ons and
adventure trammg exercises 1n Wales, Bavari a and Ameri ca wi ll be the
order of the day. A battl efi eld tour is al o being considered for the end of
August. IL is ·ure to be a good few month .
LOTC <?RIENTEERI G REPORT - by JUO Tom Burke
Followmg the departure of the last Signals PSI bar one, WO! R M
Douggie Craig, orienteering in the Unit has j ust kept its head above
water. However wi~h great enthusiasm for the sport, a number of Officer
Cadets ha ve kept It anoat and on hi s arri va l at the Unit the current
Adjutant, Capt D. Parkinson , was able to use his own e~thusiasm to
good efTect. .so with the two most senior regular personnel (the CO and
the AdJt) bemg keen to se~ the sport proSJ>er, it was not a surprise when
they delivered W02 Carl rucker to the Signals Troop as PSI. He also is
vc~ keen on the sport .and alt.hough he had rarel y picked up a compass in
conJunct1on with an onentccrmg map, some mi ght say he is a natural.
At Easter, we took part in the Annual JK event, this year in Perthshire,

Scotland. With a fc,, no\· i cc~, and some seasoned oricntccn:r in the
party. the Scollish terrain tested us all to th•: fu ll. The Troop member on
that trip were W02 Carl Tucker ( PSI), 2Lt \tike Zaai, .Jl;O Tom
Burke and WOCdt Ro siter; also we must not forget our -\dJutant \\ho
was also present. Since his amval, just before Easter, W02 Tucker has
really started thmgs moving in the Troop and the Orienteering Hm\c\er,
due to a number of people with university commitments, we \\Crc unable
to field a full team to go to the Land Command (UK) and TA Inter Unit
Championships in cnnybridgc ( 19-20 May). However, three of us ''ere
able to go down for the weekend. On Day One .J O Tom Burke had a
good run on th e 'A' course, coming in third in the TA comp and first in
the l}OTC competition . In the Harris Relay we borrowed another man
and fom Burke was able to practice his planning in preparation for the
Army Championships in June.
Our .latest a c~ie ve ment was in the Army Orienteering A sociation
Champion hips m Haltern, Germany (I 7-18 June). The nit !iclded l\\O
teams, a male quartet in the Minor Units Competition and a ladies team.
Both teams were made up of 50% Signals Troop members, these bemg
WOCdts Liz Rossiter and Rebecca Palin in the lad1e and W02 art
Tucker and JUO Tom Burke in the males. After the first day's cla sic
rela y, t.he m ~ n' s team was the second fastest quartet in the \\hole
c ha mpw.ns h1ps , and they were also winning the Minor Units
Compeuuon. However, by the end of the championships the men's team
ca.me away. with a second place in the Minor Units and the girls came in
third place m the Ladies Team Competition. It was altogether an excellent
weekend, with both teams returning with Trophie . We are looking
forward to further successes in the forthcoming events.

ARMY CADETS NEWS RELEASE

12 TROOP (ROYAL SIGNALS) LONDON UOTC

Tl'\TRO
prine aw a few changes to 12 (Royal Signal ) Troop. The departure
of S :v(Harry Kemp to Blandford brought the arri al of SSM Carl
Tucker from 2 ig Regt in York. We welcomed the ne\ intake from
Athlone Coy (the ULOTC training company) following their pass-off
parade at Woolwich in March. On our return from the Easter break II was
then time to waYe our Troop Commander, Capt Joel Curry, farewell, as
he headed off to the USA with his civvy job, (A little far to commute on a
Tue day night, we thought!), 2Lt Penny Johns replaces him.

Despite the day we .chose to go b.emg drinly and overcast, we were till
able to appreciate views over a wide area or London and pick out various
landma rk s. We ll wor th half an hou r of time and a goo d way of
sightseeing with out the crowds and traffic.

33 SIG ALS (v) VALUED SUPPORT TO 42(NW) BRIGADE
ARMY CADET EXERCISE
42 W) Brigade are re ponsible, each year, for the organi ation of an
Army Cadet 'Ten Tor ' type orthwest Exerci e Weekend over the
Cumbrian Moors. It ha a start at Warcop and has Senior and Junior
teams of four. It i open to all the rmy Cadet and Combined Force
conti.ng~nts in the orthwe L The distance covered, over a very tough
terram, 1 40kms for the Semors and 30km fo r the Junior . The main
qualities tested to the full arc map, compass knowledge, leadership and
the art of survival. Maj David Oak. G3 03, lated that the weather had
been atrocious for the last three years and twenty of the be t teams had
entered this year. He also spoke of the outstanding communications
upport supplied by 33 Sig Regt (V) which made a great contribution to
the success and safety of the weekend , a 'Thank you' is ex pre sed to them
for their valued support.

the olde t Yeomanry Regiment. this was a very colourful and
distinguished presentation . The visit will definitely not be forgotten, as
the Troop wa ery kindly given a much needed FFR land rover and
trailer by the Regiment, this will enable us to improve the quality of our
training, for which we are mo t grateful.
21 SAS WEEKE D
For t11e second weekend in June, Eastmere ' Urban Operations' village
at ST TA was relocated to Bosnia for the benefit of the Sabre Troops
of 21 SA . Member of 12 Troop joined with their HQ quadron to
provide the warring factions and C!VPOP for the Exercise: The setti~g
up of roadblocks, arti llery bombardments, attacks on the village, et1101c
cleansing, executions and a party with nigh.t attack. certa inl y gave the
troops something to report back 01i. Yet de p1te the civil war supposedly
raging, a suspicious amount of fun was had by those involved! The OTC
contingent were introduced to the Cougar radio system and given a
fascinating first aid lesson from the patrol medics (includ ing a practical
demonstration of setting up a I drip on a live 'patient'!). All in all, the
weekend was an immensely enjoyable experience. Many thank to 21
( AS) for allowing us to join them.
VISIT TO 31 IG REGT
The following Tuesday saw the Troop crossing the Thames for a vis,it
to the Headquarter of 31 Sig Regt at South fields . This TA Regiment 1
tasked with providing comm uni cations for HM gove rnmen t during
wartime and alo ng with this rather uniqu e role co mes ome rather
unusual equipment. After a short introductory brie!ing the Troop was
shown around the Lanward veh icle, the ERV radio and the equipment
used by a typical radio detachment. The even in g was_ well orga nised,
interesting, informative and rounded off very nicely with a mea l m the
bar!
LO DO EYE
Sometimes being in cen tral London has its advantage , as this outi ng
proved. The BA London Eye would seem to be more popular than it
sister the Millennium Dome, and was certainly a hit with 12 Troop.
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SUSSEX ARMY CA DET FORCE
County Cadet Commandant
Col R. D. Newton, MB!!., FISM, AMIPR
UAL C MP (2000)
WATHGILL RICHM01 D ORTH YORKSHIRE
Sus ex Army Cadet Force' highlight of the training year and main
event had arrived. we are off to Annual Camp! 350 Cadet male and
female the largest number of cadets for many years. plus 30 Officers' and
60 enior CO arrived at Camp. This was the first Annual Camp for
many Cadets. As usual our very busy training wing. led by Maj David
Rusbridger arranged a wide variety of training, u ing to the full the many
benefits of fir t class military and adventurou training facilities Annual
Camp ha to offer. The excellent training package included mountain
bikes, assault cour e, 22 shooting. air rifle shooting, urfing, canoeing,
climbing, first aid training, abseiling, Dof E training, lot of sport, driver
training. cross country running and of course, I must not forget to mention.
the very tasty 'happy bag ' (haversack ration ). The training programme
which wa designed to bring out newly acquired kill re ulted in many
cadets returning from camp sporting new star badges.
Our camp notes would not be complete without expres ing our thanks
for the tremendous efforts on our behalf from, 1 o 8 Cadet Training team
whose contribution made the camp o enjoyable and fun.
number of
distingui hed vi itor attended camp and aw many of ilie different
activitie taking place. Brig John Holman CBE DL. our Honorary
Colonel - Sir Brian Bartalott, BL, OBE, DL. 2 Brigade Commander Brig Minter OBE, Col Chris Argent from 2 Brigade. Col Chris
Blessington OBE JP, Ex-Cadet Commandant - Col Colin Par lo,~, Col
William Crump - Ex-Cadet Commandant. They all left our camp
delighted to ee so many cadet enjoying themse lves and .were very
impressed by the cnthu iasm and courtesy in the manner in which they
re ponded toque tion asked.
Our weather wa again dry and warm, plenty of orth York hire
un hine. At the end of camp we enjoyed our u ual penultimate da} ·
presentation parade, agai n a sizeable array of ilverwar~ and prize
pre ented by our Commandant, Col Bob ewton i\lBE. Without doubt
our Cadets returned to u sex all the better for good training, good port,
good fun and good fellow hip ready to crack on '' 1ili local training "ith
even greater enthusiasm.
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Some of the members of 33 Sig Regt(V) who played a vital role
with communications (L-R): SSgts Brian Hislop and Simon Hogan,
Cpl Tommy Harrison, Sig Leanne Fenelon and
Sig Lynette Cockram
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FFNCING
AR\IY FEN Ii C
I PIO , HIP 2000
A. ' D L .TER ERYI E CHA IP IO SH I PS 2000
The Royal ignal Game · lub la t year rccognLed _Fencing as an
offic ial Corp> ·port and there wa· s v ry good turn out trom the Royal
ignal at thi year'
rmy Champion hips. It wa very g~od to see the
improvement that evera l of the fenc er had made 1nce tl~e la t
championships. In partic~lar io Brewster w~o rea~h.ed tl!e la t eight of
the \1en' Epee competition and 1 now tartmg trauung tor the 1odem
Pentathlon and pl Hill of 15 ig Regt who qualified fo r the Inter
en ices Champion -hip . C pl Hill ha done much work to try and start a
fencmg lub within 15 ig Regt and their 3-man team. ~\'a unfortunately
knocked out at the emi-fina l tsge of the team compet11lon by t11e 21 ~ng
Regt. The rrong Royal ignal presence was al o confirme~ by entcnng
three out of the ten team that competed m the Inter Corp .)-Man event.
The highest placed team came third - ' e ll done! Capt nderton-Brow n
wa ju t beaten in the final of the Men ' Epee and too~ second place. qn
the ladies· ide, Sig Perry did e ·tremely we!I and achieved fir t place 111
each of the three weapon and al o took the title of Mas er word woman
- an excellent achievement and pro ed her elf again to be the Army' top
female fencer.
o,·erall a ucce ful week and a pecial mention lo LCpl Baharat Rai
QG who learnt fencing while attached to I RGR only three month
before the comp tition and came a creditable 24th in the Men's Epee
competition. The fencer were helped by money f!?m the Royal . ignal
Game Club which had been u ed to buy competillon level clothmg for
use by ome of the fencer.;.
Following on from the Army Championship was the Inter ervice
Chan1pionship which wa hosted this year b. the Army and held. at the
Army chool of Phy ica l Train ing in Aldershot. It tarted off with_ t11e
Inter ervice Triangular match - the annual battle between the service .
Capt Anderton-Brown captained the nine trong Army Men' team but,
unfonunately. a couple of key team members were not available and the
team was narrowly defeated by the RAF. The Learn, however, scored a
strong ' ictory over the Royal i avy. The ladies team wa again ju t
beaten by the RAF, though they did win the team fo il event wi th Sig
Perry providing the anchor for the team.
Fo llowing the team event was the lndi idual weapon champion hips.
Only tho e coming in the last 12 of each Service Championship are
eligible to fence at the Inter Services. A a result Capt Anderton-Brown
and Cpl Hill were elected to fence in tbe Men' competition and 2Lt
fcLellan and igs Perr. and O'Sullivan in the Ladie ' competition .
The fencers did well overall with Capt Anderton-Brown taki ng econd
place in the Epee and third in the foi l. Cpl Hill also did well and reached
nineth place in the •1en. Epee. Unfortunately Sig Perry was unable to
hold on to her Ma ter wordsman and Champion at Amis titles that she

l

won last year. but reached the last three in each event.
Anybody inierc ted in starting fencing or wanting more information on
the sport within Roya l ignal s or the Army should co nLa ct Capt
Anderton-Brown on York Mil: 94777 2248.

HOCKEY
ROYAL IC1 AL - LADIES HOCKEY
The Army Inter-Corp Annual Hockey competition was held over 3- 5
May 2000, in Alder hot, home of Army Hockey. Pre-tournament training
and team selection wa also carried out in A Ider hot under the careful
guidance ofSSgt 'Brn' Baker.
For the Roya l igna ls Ladie , \ hose eason had been somewhat
marred by the number of cancelled fixture , the ta k wa imple and
certainly achievable - to retain the title as Inter-Corp Champion for the
third year running. Training began in earnest at the Astroturf in Aldershot
on the Bank holiday Monday. Sgt Baker put the squad , some 20 strong,
through its paces with a serie of drills and training games. Tuesday
involved yet more preparation, including hort corner routines and free
hit as well a rather energetic training ses ion for our number one
goalkeeper, Sig· abi' Sabiston, thank lo the REME men.
Unfortunately, due to the heer number of men's teams, there wa to be
no hockey for the ladies on Wedne day the 3rd, however, the squad
turned out to watch and upport the men in their bid for Inter-Corps glory.
The u ual league sy tcm used for the Inter-Corp tournament wa sadly
changed for a round-robin ystem, as the APTC, The Roya l Artillery and
The Intelligence Corps were unable to produce team s for the lad ie
competition. The effect of this being that the ladies would play two
games on each day and the team with the most point would win.
The Royal Signal played the AGC and the REME on Day One. Th
first game of the day wa fa t and furious but aw the Royal Signals a
ictors beatino- the AG S-0. Delighted with t11eir first win, the Royal
ignals went "'on to beat the REME 5-0 in yet another action packed
match. On Day Two. a slightly tired and weary side fought hard to beat
the AMS 1-0 and hold the RLC to a draw 0-0 to take the competition for
the third year running. Player of the competition ~ ent to C pl Tr acey
Prowse Mo t lmproved player was awarded lo LC pl Ly ndsay Smith
and Best ewcomer went to S ig ' abi' Sa bis ton . C pl S u e ea t e
captained the side. We wi h her all the best with motherhood! We would
like to tbank S gt ·Bru' Ba k er, Sg t ' Taff' D a ies, SSg t ' Monty'
Ioore and tu G reenwood for all their support and advice during the
sea on.
The Team is off to Cyprus on tour in October, at last! Any new players
intere ted in joining the quad for the 2000/200 I sea on hould call gt
P a m M itch e ll on Aldershot 2202 or contact M aj Sar a C opl ey on
Cor.;ham 4376.

MOVING OR POSTED
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW
YOUR NEW ADDRESS
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ICE SPORTS 2000/2001
Maj Gen A. P. Ridgway CBE

Ice Sports include. Bobsleigh,_Skelt:ton and Luge and we provide an
outstand!ng opportunity for Servicemen and women to take part in these ·
~ha lleng111g sports :eac~ year. The_ Ice Sport Camp runs in Lillehammcr
Jr?'!l 13 - 27 October this.year and 1s designed to allow novice to receive
tull 1on 111 one or more ol the lee disciplines. The camp is organised into
two one. week courses and we can take about 100 student each week. It
1 a tern fie oppo11unlly for R~gimcnts to get invo lved in these genuinely
adventur_ou · sports and, unlike ot her Winter ports, docs not involve
.substantial financrnl outlay on th e part of the Regiment. TI1e tota l cost is
only_£350 per _so ldier (only £250 if a member of the sports lottery) and
this 111cludc flights , accommodati on, food, cquipmem and track tees.
Those who do well at the Ice Ca mp can go on to represent their
R~g 1mcnts at the Army ovice Championships, to be held this year in
Wmterberg, Germany. There is the real prospect of talented youngster.;
go 111g on to represen t the Army or even the ation in international
com petition at hi gh~r l_ev~I. Army athlete arc likely to be repre enting
the U_K m all three d1 sc1pl111cs at the next Olympics!
It _is appreciated how committed the Regimen t are to operations and
tra1111ng but surely even the busiest Regiment cou ld provide a couple of
yo t!n ~ men or women l~ take part in thi s really worthwh ile sporting
ac!I v1ly. Arms and Serv!ce Di.rector and Commandi ng Officers are
alway~ we~come Lo v 1s 1t eit her the Ice amp or the
ovice
Champion hip · - there may even be an opportunity to terrify yourself on
the Ice Track! If yo u o r your Commanding Office rs need further
information please co ntact me or Capt Peter McClellan on 94351
613406 or 01874 6 13406. I look forward to see ing you on the ice!

SHOOTING
REG IMENTAL H OOT ! G TEAM MIL LE IUM MEETI G
CE TSAAM : HM Q EE 'S MEDAL COM PETITION,
ATIO AL RI FLE AS OC J AT IO
SE R VICE WEA PO S
MEETI CA D METH E CU P
The 11 ig Regt Shooting Team arrived at the Pirbright!Bisley Range
Complex on 13 June 2000 for a two-week Corp training period before
CE TSAAM 2000 . The competition tarted on 27 June 2000. A
contingent from_ 16 Sig Regt, I (UK) ADSR, HQ Land, 7 RGR, 7 RHA , 2
~1~ Re~t, 30 . 1g Regt and _various individuals from other Regiments
JOmed 111. This trammg penod would hopefully provide the necessary
practice and prove to be crucrnl for the selection of the Corp Team for
tl1e very prestigiou and contentious Inter Corps Methuen Cup Match
(Match 40).
The two-week training period proved lo be very useful, especially with
the conver ion from ETR Targetry to the AMS be ing used for the
competition itself. The matches that mad e up the CE TSAAM
Competition were the Roupe!! Cup, the Henry Whitehead Match. the
Whittaker Trophy, the Roberts Cup, and the Graham Trophy and for
those that made the final_ cut for the Army I 00, on the last day the Army
I 00 Cup. CE T AAM 1s the mo t important and prestigious meeting of
the year and a such attracts a very high level of competition includino
overseas team competitors. Qualification for a place at CENT AAM i~
thr?ugh the _respective DIVSAAM meetings and is therefore an
ach1~vemenlJUSt to get to CE TSAAM. a there are only variou place
rangmg from 5 - 14, per DIV. 11 Sig Regt had five indi idual that
qualified from 3 (UK) DIV AAM but had another three qualify with

Wildcards at the ARA AGM on rhe 26th June 2000. Overall thert: \I.ere
approximately 25 firers from the Royal orps of Signals this ach1c\ mg
an all time qualifying record.
'
The CE TSAAM ompctition this year had the highest standard of
ma~ksmansh1p. m recent y~ars, '~ith the cut off for the final day bemg
73 Vo. <?~the 1111t1al 25 firers lrom the Corps, 14 remained in the
compct1t1on for the final day, with three individuals bt:mg a\1 arded the
Anny I~O Badg.e for the fir .t lime. These "ere Cpl . Da~ ie ( 16 Sig
Regt), Sig D. Dic~on (I I Sig Regt) and ig Li lasing G urun g (30 Sig
Regt) . All 111 all, 1t wa a very productive com petition for the Garrison
and throughout the Corp .
Following on from the CE 1TSAA 1 Competition were the 'RA's a
collecti_o_n of Practices, mainly taken from the Army I 00 Cup. This
compet1t1on mcluded overseas firers and ome civilians and wa fired
o_ver two days cuh!'inating in the Queen Mary Match, which is very
similar to the As oc1ation Cup Match.
The final and possibly most important day for the Corp. was 5th July
2000, which saw 3 1 Army Corps/Regiment Teams compete for the
Methuen . up, which was previously won by the Corps in 1993, Iron
tghts agamst SUSAT. The teams comprise of six firers and two rcsene
with this year' Royal Corps of Signals Team being: ap t Kri shna
~u ru n g (Team Capt), Capt yam Ra na, C apt C. Kell, Sgt J . aund ers,
1g_Devpra~as h G~ru n g, 1g Lila ing Curun g, gt D. opley (Team
AdJt) and •.g D. Dick on. After five very difficult and extremely clo e
fo ught prac_l1ces the Royal Corps of ignals ended up in eleventh place
~verall. This was a great achievement con idering the limited practice
lime_ compared ~1th other Teams and the inclusion of a couple of
relattvely 111expenenced firer.; due to individual unit commitments.
T he _three and a half weeks of arduou practice, training and
compet1t1on proved to be invaluable experience to the all member.; of the
Corys present and saw _a distinct increa e in the quality and accuracy of
md1v1du_al marksman~h1p. All '!'ember.; came a\ ay ha~ing fe lt that they
had achieved somethmg and with the number of md1v1duals pre enl this
year II bodes well for Rifle Marksman hip within the Corps.

Individual presentation (Army 100: Medal & Bar)
to LCpl D. R. Dickson

The Roya l Corps of Signals Shooting Team
Back Row (L-R): Sgt Surge, Sgt Priti , Capt Krish na G (Team Capt) , Lt Col Hoole, Sgt Saunders , Cpl Fatchett, Sig Clark, Sgt Kennedy, Capt
Yam Rana , SSgt Copley
Front Row (L-R) : Cpl Dhir, Sig Lilla, Cpl Davies, LCpl Dickson,
Sgt Dev, SSgt Nirmal, LCpl Brown
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3 (t:K) OlYl 10. (DI\ AA 1) 2000- B LFORD RA~GE
.
11 Sig Regt entered ten intli ' iduals into thi year'. 3 ( K) ~ 1 v
DIV A.~"'1. ,~ ith the muion f qua lil)'ing a many shoot1 l a~ p~s~1ble
for the Queen' · Medal ompetition \Q 1 ). This i a very _prest1g1ou
C\t~nt in' oh m g hotist. fro m around the w.o.rld competmg for the
Queen' 1edal and through this the top 100 Bn11sh Regul~~ r~1y hots
earn the right 10 "ear the Arm 100 Bad:e. The compet111on 1 alway
~·s a· the bulk _of th . competition is from Infantry
tccp in all DI
Regiment "ho dominate the Bnt1 h Army hoot111g . cene. In our
panicular 3( K) DIV. we "ere comPl'.tin~ ~gainst 16 Infant; team~ and
ind1' iduals, a well as other teams!tnd 1v1dua l c~mpn _mg some 160
firer . There "ere I'.! optic ight places and four iron s_1ght place for
quahfication for the QM in addition to the nom1al Troph1e
edals/bars
for the Team ~latche and indi' idual "inner .
11 1g Regt had pre\iou. ly de ~ded not to enter th_e event a a team
and fire for the Team latch Trophies on top of a quahficatton p_lace due
to the re triction · on trainin g time af\cr CORP AAM 2000. Thi s would
ha\e imohed learning and practi ing an additional four matches, w~1~h
would ha\'e put a bit too much pre-sure on the. members involved w11h111
the allotted training time. \ ith hindsight, having looked at all the team
score , if we had -done ·o, then I'm ure it would have been a clean
sweep.
.
~
The Regimental hoot ing Team ha had a very uccessfi1l sea on_ o ar
,, hich culminated in the individuals qualifying for the _QMC. T iu _ wa
the highe t numb~r of qualifier from any one team II! the D1~!S1?n,
taking five of the 1x1~en plac_e . alloc~tcd by the Am1y R1_fle A~so~iat1on
(ARA) at their re pecuve DI\ 1 ion / D1stncts. On top _o f 1!11 acl~1evemenL
ot D. Copley won the Champion al rm Medal ' 1th 3 7 p~ml out of
a total of 41 O, al o winning the Roberts Match conn g 49/:iO and th e
Roupell latch coring 37/4-0. Cap t B. H. Br yan won the Be t You ng
Officer 1edal scoring 300/4 10. Ca pt Ya m R a na came econd_ pl ace
overall with 3401410 and Sig D.R. Dickson won Bet You~g o ld1er and
al o Be l B Clas ' coming second in the Roberts Match conng 45/50. All
Individual achie\ed qua lification along with Lt Col R. T. Hoole ' ho
came in eleyenth place O\'erall.
THE ARM SE RVICE P l TO L C HAMPlONSHJP 2000
Fi\·e individual · from 11 ig Regt were entered into the Anny ervice
Pi tol (XXX) Champion hip held on 3_ June '.!000 at e l on Range 111
Bisley/Pirbright Range complexes. Thi _e_vent 1 he ld e e ry year and
attracts the best pistols sho ts m the Bnu h Arm)'. and ln terna.u onal
Force . II hootists were competing fo r a place 111 the top thirty lo
qualify for the econd tage in which they compete for the ~rmy P1 tol
(XXX) Champion Gold Je, el and for selection for the _British Arm y
Combat hooting Team (BACST) held 111 Arkansa , SA, in October. .
Again 11 Sig Regt hooting Team performed above expectation, with
gt D. C ople. , who ended up in tenth place overall, a~d Lt Col R. T.
Hoole, who ended up in se\enth place overall, both quahfymg 111 the top
thirty and eventually qualifying for the Briti h Anny Combat hootmg
Team (BACST). Unfortunately, LCpl J . A. Brown was only a mere three
points hort of the cut of for the top thirty with 200/300 and end7d ~p
33rd place overall. The above mentioned three firers also came third m
the Army ervice Pistol Team Match 38 coHectmg Bronze Medals and
Date Bars with a combined core of 705 pomts out of a possible 900.
Abo\e all, every team member pe rformed well and gained valua ble
experience as well as repre enting 11 Sig Regt admirably.

WINDSURFING
AR 1Y AILI. ' GAS OCIATIO REGATTA
This year's ASA regatta was held in mid- eptember at the newlyopened Weymouth and Portland Sailing Academy in Portland Harbour.
After a day of preparation, the squad was fortunate to benefit from the
coaching skills of the internatio~ally renowned Peter Hart: Alth~ugh the
wind was inconsistent, he provided many val uable coachmg points and
conducted some useful training on start line techniques.
The Championship them elves were held in_ fresh to Str?ng wind
conditions, which proved extremely demanding for nov1c_es, and
presented considerable challenges to the experienced compctllors,. of
whom around 60 participated from acros the Army. In the ov1ce
Championships, 19 competitors took part, including three from t~e Royal
ignals. C pl M ick Rees-14 Sig Regt, won the event wllh SS~! 1 Hadley
in joint third place. In the main event. the A A team compelllton doubled
up as the last event of the Inter-Corps serie . ~ith a nominated team of
ix competitors to count in the team compet1t1on , after fou r races the
Royal ignals team was in a creditable fourth place out of a field of
twelve teams. The winners REME and second placed team the RE, were
in a league of their own, although strong individua l performances were
gt Ba rrie Raine and SSgt orman F inn ega n . In _the
recorded by
ame races, the first four competitors scored for the Inter-Corps series.
The results on the day put the Royal Signals in third place, which gives
us an o,·erall series result of second, from a total of live teams. This is a
reflection of the consistent commitment and performa nce of the team
throughout the season.
After the Team Championships, the next two days were devoted to the
Army Individual Championship . In equall y strong winds, an extremely
comp.:titive series of races were held, with the pleasing sight of a sma ll
chool of dolphin in the vicinity of the start line for at least two of the
races. After a hard-fought series of races, Royal S ignals windsurfers
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carried away trophie. in five categories. In the 6.5 metre class: LCpl Gaz
Pope- 30 ig Rcgt. came first for the ccond year runnrng. In the
Lightweight Cius', i\llaj Peter Bowles and Capt Andrew Mould b~ttlcd
again t the finest talent of the REME; Maj B?wles nevertheless achu.:\cd
a creditable fifth place. In the Heavyweight c las s. S . gt orman
Finnegan-14 Sig Rcgt, went from strength to lren~th in th e slr?ng
winds. achie' ing a clear second place and a trophy, ~vhtle not far b.ch111d,
faj Dave Gilchrist-'.!3 8 ig.. qn, ~ch1evcd lourth pla~e 111 the
hca' yweight, and first veteran. F 111ally, 111 the upcr-he~vywc1 ght , SSgt
Barry Raine was pipped in~o fourth ~lace by one poml, neverthcles
becoming first enior. The mam Royal S1g_nal s ~esu lt are:
Army aili ng A sociation Tea m C hump1onsh 1ps
Fourth place ( 12 teams)
Inter-Corps C hampionsips
econd place (5 team ·)
Individua l Championships
Fir t ovicc
C pl M. Rees
LCpl G. Pope
First 6.5mtr Cla s
First Veteran
laj 0 . I. Gilchrist
First Senior
S gt B. Raine
econd Heavyweight
Sgt orman Fin negan
On behalf of Royal Signals Wind surfin g, th ank you lo a ll tho se
competitors who have taken part during the sea on: and _10 all tho c w_ho
ha e allowed them th e time off to compete 111 this h igh pro_f!le
competi tion. Anyone who wishes to know more about the opportun1lles
for wind urfing in the Royal ignal hould contact the club secretary,
Capt ndrew Mou ld, on Upavon (94344) 5111.

WANTEDI
The Royal School of Signals is mounting a
pictorial history of
' Royal Signals Young Officer Tr aining'

Did you attend one of the fo llowing courses at
the School of Signals (now the RSS) and do you
have a decent photograph of your course with
names? (If you can remember it!)

Communications Qual ifying Course
Numbers :

64 (circa 1967), 65 ,72 and 80
Communications Qualifying Course Numbers:

7 (circa 1976}, 11 and 14
Royal Signals Troop Commander s Course Numbers:
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,22,23 , 24, 25 , 26,27,28 & 33

If you can help, the RSS would be ~~ry gratefu l .if you
cou ld send an original/copy for ad d1 t1on to the disp lay.

Please send photographs to:
YO Course Photos, Command Training Wing,
RSS , Blandford Camp, DTl 1 8AG.
(Originals can be returned to you, once a colour copy has bee11111ade.
Should you wish this to happen, please state it in a covering let1e1)
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All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Edltor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm

The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages ofThe Wire, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as well
as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked 10 check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: ii helps us save 011 postage.
Da1es of Branch eve111s can always be published in The Wire and should be submined 10 the Editor. We also welcome leuers, requests to contact old
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope tluu each Branch will contribute a short accou111 of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

A FEW MEMORIES OF MY EXPERIENCES AND THE PEOPLE I MET DURING MY
ARMY SERVICE IN THE TA AND IN WORLD WAR II
(2568888 Ex-Sergeant F S. Griffiths, Royal Signals)

In 1934 I joined the Terri tori al Army, 43rd (We sex) Division ignals.
Peacetime soldiering wa brought to an abrupt end on I September 1939
when we joined the Regular Army. Al first we were spread out all over
Wiltshire wi th our Headquarters in Mere. After a lot of up and down
and several Commandi ng Officers we were placed in our va r ious
Sections and spent four years training all over the south of England but
mostly in Kent. We finally ended up in the little village of Woodchurch
near Ashford. During thi period rumours were rife as lo where ' e would
finally be sent to take our part in the war. One rumour was the Everglades
in Florida to continue training for the ' ar in Burma. Another rumour said
our destination would be orth Africa. While at Woodchurch the order
came that we should waterproof all our vehicle . We then knew that we
were destined for Europe either on or after the D-Day invasion. By this
time I was Section Sergeant of the Cab le ecti on together with gt
orma n West (who incidenta lly was the ' brains' of the ecrion, being an
ex-Post Office Engineer) and Sgt R o n Jo lli fe. We had severa l Junior
COs who were all ex- Post Office Linesmen and the whole ecrion was
under the command of Cap t Jim D a r k. There i an o ld saying that an
army marche on it tomach. That department was well taken care of by
Sam Bartlett o ur butcher come cook, who kept u ' ell fed during rhe
whole of the campaign. We \ ere a happy ection.
On D-Day+ 12 we were ordered to mo e to We t Ham tadium and
from there to embark on a L iberty ship moored at the East India Dock.
From rhere the sh ip sa il ed lo join a co nvoy that was forming up at
outhend-on-Sea . Whilst there I received the sad new that Capt Da rk
had been injured in a traffic accident. This was our fir l mi hap and it left
me in the dual roles of ection Officer and Section ergeant. The
cro sing to ormandy was quiet but then we pent three days tossing
about in the bay. Finally we had a dry landing at Port-en-Sessin and were
directed lo a nice green field where we expected lo have a re l, nol so. I
was called on to do a reconna i sance (recce) as the Di i ion wa going
into battle the next day. This 'reccce' took u o er the ground where the
previou day ' action had taken place and ' e aw some prelty gruesome
sights. We oon got hardened to this aspect of war but it did affect my
driver, so much o that he had to go back to Rear Di i ion and I never
saw him again. However, per onally I was glad that I was not in the
infantry. Three week went by and a C apt Bea umont joined us. His
arriva l a the new 0 took a load off my shoul ders but not for long. Our
bad luck persi ted. The Captain decided that he wou ld go out in his Jeep
without his driver. Tbe German captured him . Back to quare one. ext
to appear to comma nd the ection was a 2nd Lieutenant direct from
OCTU but he didn't last long. Just a we were beginning to think that the
Section had a jinx on it a far a officers were concerned, a Capt Jones
arrived. He tayed wi th u until we crossed over the border in to Germany
then he to fell prey to the jinx. He wa run over by a Yank driven Jeep
and severely injured and was discharged from the Anny.
Throughout the campaign we were laying D cable from the tandard
2-m ile drums to all and undry. We tarted \ ith 98 miles of cable but
even so it was not enough and we had to have our stock rep leni hed
severa l ti me from 7th Command. After Operation Market Garden, the
ill -fated airborne offensive to secure all the bridge through Holla nd lo
Arn hem on the Rhine, we went into winter quarters at Brunnsum in
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Holland. There we were re-united with our old QC, C apt Da r k. The
Division was then called upon to help cover the Ardennes so we lost our
billet to the 52nd Division . From the Ardenne the Divi ion went
forward over the Rhine lo Bremen and I believe that this was where the
43rd fought it last battle. ot long after a cease-fire wa implemented
and my Section and I were very glad to realise that it was nea rly all over.
Out final destination turned out to be Celle where, after a few partie ,
demobilisation began. l was in Group 17 in the ' demob' proce sand one
of the first to go. I wa sorry to leave such good pals but I left with all
their good wishes; a Certificate from the Commander-in-Chief of 2 I st
Army Group, F ield Ma rshal B. L. 1ontgomery; a sui1ca e full of loot
and a ticket home. My war was over.
The Committee and all Branch Members oftbe RSA Southampton and
Di trict Branch extend their incerest congratulations to 2568888
Ex-Ser gea nt F. S. 'Fred ' Griffiths who celebrated his 90th birthday on
11 eptember 2000. fn 1934. ·Fred' joined the 43rd Di ision Signal
(TA), and then tran ferred ' ith the Division into the Regular Army on I
September 1939, at the outbreak of World War II. He was then to erve
for the next li ve years unti l demobilisation in 1945. He landed in
1 ormandy ju t after D-Day and fought through Europe until the end of
the war. He received a Certificate for Outstanding ervice duri ng the
campaign in orthwest Europe from the Commander in Chief, 21 l Army
Group, Field M a rsha l B. L. Montgom ery. · Fred' has been a member of
the RSA Southampton Branch for many years and during that time ha
erved a a Committee Member and as Vice-Pre ident.

NEWS FROM THE AO's DESK
Branch ' ew : 1aj G. W. Dunca n has ucceeded Micha el Hope as
Chairman of 602 Sig Tp Association of Friend . T hose intere ted in
join ing thi AoF sho uld co ntact Maj Du ncan at I 08 anopu Wa ,
orthwood, Middx HA6 3JW. Holders of the 'RSA Branch ecretarie
Li 1· hould make the following amendment to the document:- Howard
Loates - Hon ecretary of the We l London Branch ha moved to; 7 The
Fernery, Laine, Middx TW l 8 3JJ . Tel : 017 4-490 7 0: targa r e t
Dadson - Hon Secretary of the 1iddle brough Branch, ha an E- fail
addres :- ' colin@ adadson.free e r e.co.uk'. Th 219 ig qn A n
hould now be referred to a the 'Malta/Libya Com mand A sn' . The 260
ig qn
sn hou ld be correctly referred to a '260 ( AM) ig qn
As n. Brian O verland 's (Peterborough Branch) po 1-code hould read
PE6 OET. The home tel o of Bill Winder (Che ter Branch) i incorrect.
it hould read 01244-372 649. Kevin L ugg ha tarted the Royal ignals
Band Reunion A sn and ' elcomes enquirie from any former membe
of the Band. Kevin can be contacted at; 13 Medboumc Clo e, Blandford.
Dorset DT I I 7UA.
Re u nion 2000: T hi s year's Reunion was widely regarded a a
rremendou ucce . The Prince Royal Da Parade by members of 11
ig Regl proved as popular a e er and numerou. compliment ha\'e been
received at their standard of drill. The Regimental Restaurant did us
proud by laying a choice of 11 menu for the a turday • II Rank
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Lun h •. "1th more than en ugh for C\'eryonc. Th orp Band, the Corp
fA Band. the orp Pipe and Drum · and the White Helmets put on their
usual high quality perfi nuance in the afternoon's arena di.play. Len
'1elling. who works in the amp ervice bay. arranged and commentated
on a dri\ e pu ·1 of nntage milital) \'Chicles. from motor cycle to armour.
The Corps R \ 1. \: 01 (R 1) Geoff Hodgson came in to his 01rn when
moulding the Branch tondard Bearers into a fine body of men - you
ould aim st e their chest. bursting with pride when Geoff gal'e them
the orders of command. They wei.: a credit to the A' ociation. not only
during the arena di play. but on p:i.rade at the unday church service and
\larch Pa t.

Part of the March Past on Sunday
The tandard bearers' competition wa won by John 1umford of the
Reading Branch, who now hold the ilver cup until next year. Barry
Moody of the carborough Branch wa only just behind a runner up
and, like John was presented with a ii er salver by the Master of
Signals to mark the occasion.

The Master of Signals presents John Mumford (Reading Branch)
with the Standard Bearers' Competition Trophy
My personal thank go LO Geoff, who took everything regard ing the
bearer off my hands at the weekend, which allowed me a little more time
to enjoy the weekend. During the arena display the Master of Signals
presented the Ea t London Branch (standard bearer Rob Dyball) with
their 75 year pennant and the Reading Branch with their pennant for 50
years existence.

Rob Oyball recieves the 75 Year Pennant,
on behalf of the East London Branch , from the Master of Signals.
The Corps RSM, W01 Geoff Hodgson, is in attendance
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The ergcants' Mes was the focus for the evening entertain ment
"hen many an acquaintance wa s renewed. I had the plea ure of the
company of the Manchester. Liverpool and Glasgow Branches on the
Friday night in the Mess, 1 hen poor old id Soqo the barman was st ill
bu
pouring drinks when I left at midnight. Thanks Trevor for th~
tinnies I found on my desk in the morning. It wa a genuine pleasure to
meet and greet all the members at Reception - many old friends and some
faces to fit tho c member with whom I have become friends over the
telephone over the past year or so. My thank go to Bill Barnes and Ellie
of the atteri k Branch for selling the Association 's Millennium badge at
Reception - to date over 2300 badge ha e been sold and it is still not too
late to purchase yours from this office (£I each). Roy Painter had
organi ed a small get together of Korean veterans, who formed their own
group for the March Pa t on Sunday. Maj Gen A. . Birtwistle laid a
wreath at the Corps Memorial in memory of those members of the orps
\\ho died whil t on crviee in the conflict. Marching off la t, the Korean
veteran were greeted b a pontaneou and emotiona l round of applau e
by the other members who had waited for them at the edge of the square.
Amongst the lo l property handed in after the Reunion wa a camera claimants call thi office. Finally, on the Reunion - thank you to all the
Branche and indi idual members who took the trouble 10 write in with
compliments and thanks, it really means a lot to us and we appreciate
your kind word .
Reunion 2001: Th R A annual Reunion for 2001 will be held over
the weekend 23/24 June. Please let this office know if you would like
your name to be put on the mailing list for full detail when they are
publi hed (hopefu lly in March). It i highly recommended that any
accommodation requirement is booked now. Assn HQ has the Ii t of local
B & B and hotel .
Corps Carol Service : The Corp Carol er ice will be held on
Thursday 21 December 2000 at St Stephen with t John, Roche ter Row.
We tmin ter, tarting at 1800 hour . All erving and former member of
the Corp , plu their families are cordially in itcd to attend the service
and join us in the church hall afterward for mince pies and sherry.
ecretaries of those Branches in and around London are asked to
encourage their members to attend.
Field of Remembrance: This year's Field of Rememb rance at
Westminster Abbey will open al approximately I I 25hrs on Thursday 9
ovember, when a hort ervice will be held, to \ hich all members are
invited - plea e be in po ition by 11 OOhrs. It i understood that Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother intends to open the Field,
which \ ill then rem ain open until I 600hr on Thursday 16 ovember.
The Corps plot, ituated near the West Gate, will bear a poppy cross on
behalf of each of the RSA's branches. Families are welcome to add
crosses in memory of their loved ones. The wearing of medals at the
opening is optional.
\Velfare: The following is an extract from a letter ent LO Jan
Cornick, our Welfare Secretary: 'Dear Mrs Cornick, I am writing to
thank you and the RSA from the bottom of my heart. 1 also must thank
you for saving my life a I had decided to call it a day and end this misery
I'm going through, thank you again. I'm crippled with arthritis and quite
helple s and trying to live from Income Support and it's impossible to
live and pay bi lls ofT that l also need special oily food which I need to
help my di ability, (and I just can't afTord them) I cried with relief when
Mr ...... phoned and told me you were helping me and I can assure you I
slept soundly for the first time for weeks. I can't thank you enough for
saving the day for me (all my bills are getting paid today). If God ever
made me win ome money I certainly know who I would end a big
cheque to first. Yours sincerely,'
ew Life Members: Those who have been enrolled as Life members
since the la t i sue of The WIRE are shown below. We wi h the best of
luck to tho e who have ju t left the Army to tart a second career, and
trust that they will not sever completely their tie with our Corp . Perhaps
when they have a little more time to spare they might make contact with
their nearest branch of the As ociation.
Name
S gt Paul Weston
Cpl Mark Oyer
Maj Des Fuller
Cpl Silas owell
Sgt Andy pink
LCpl Jim Wakenshaw
Cpl icholas Mowbray
Sig Harry Beadle
W02 Ron Faairhurst
LCpl Fred Bridges
Cpl Mark Horne
SSgt Chris Andrews
Maj Robin Cuthbert
Maj Peter Holliday
W02 Ty Sander on
Cpl Richard Worlock
Sgt Dave Bracey
Cpl Jason Scrase
W02 Gary urrie
Cpl Denny Denton
pl Paul Firth
SSgt Terry Gigg
LCpl Dave Aitken
LCpl Charles Young

Branch
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RIIQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Darlington
Darlington
Aldcrshot
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
Catterick
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHO
Ea t Kent

Served
1983-00
1951-63
1946-72
1987-00
1987-00
1972-77
1984-99
1959-61
1957-85
1954-57
1985-00
1977-00
1972-00
1981-00
1982-00
1976-87
1967-81
1986-00
1984-00
1976-00
1958-59
1978-00
1986-00
1939-4 1
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Cpl Wayne mith
gt Garry Beardall
LCpl Karen icholls
S gt Dave Wilson
Cpl haun Whittaker
, Sgt Tony Simpson
'pl Carl Payne
ig Gavin Robinson
pl Ian Burt
Cpl Leven Dunsmuir
LCpl Darren Merry
Sig Ruth Kennedy
W02 Dave Inman
Sig Gerald Coles
ig Roy Lawson
gt Mike Tasker
LCp l Frank aim
LCpl Terence Cowdell
Sgt Rob Cameron
Cp l Rowan Smith
gt Simon Lambert
S gt tephen Ridout
gt Chris Smith
Sig Andrew tylis
L pl Jim Stewart
W02 Tim Ainsworth
ig Linden Clarke

RLIQ

RHQ
East London
York
York
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
Glasgow
Bath
Tayside & Fife
Tayside & Fife
ewcastle
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
Eastbourne

RHQ
RHQ

1991-00
1986-00
1984-99
1975-98
1984-95
1978-00
1990-00
1995-00
1976-00
1990-00
1995-00
1995-00
1981-date
1952-54
1949-57
1965-82
1948-53
1950-53
1988-00
1990-99
1983-00
1986-00
198 -00
1990-92
1940-46
1977-00
1995-00

The. meetin~ was well attended - many thanks to Dave Tupper for
arranging the d1 play.

Dave Tupper displays a photo
The Annual Quiz in May wa well attended. Our history expert, Barry
For~man, came along in June to explain to us how the Romans ent and
r~ce1ved messages. He mentioned that his classmate is now a profes or in

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
A number of our members attended the Annual Reunion Fred
Bridges paraded our Standard and gave a creditable performanc~ in the
Sta~dard Bearers ' Competition . It was a very enjoyable weekend, for
which we owe thanks to the ho t Regiment and congratulate them on
their fine turnout for the Princess Royal Day Parade.
For a summer when the weather wa , to say the least, unpredictable we
were very fortunate in having a balmy evening when, in July, a party of
m~mbers and guests gath . red to picnic in the grounds of Kneller Hall and
enJOY a uperb concert g1 en by massed Military Bands. The event was
very ably organised by Caro le Thomas.
Our visit to RMA Sandhur l, to watch the final rehearsal of the
Sovreign 's Parade, wa well attended. Visitor from other Branches and
their gue I were also present. We had wonderful weather and the entire
party retired to the Pavillion to enjoy a picnic, for 1 hich everybody
appeared to ha e come adequately victualled. Again, we owe our
~rautude to Col erdon for the hospitality of the Academy and his
mdu try and experti e in organising such an event for us. We look
forward to our Autumn Luncheon in the Aldershot Golf Club and hope to
see many of our friends for this occasion.

history and some of us feel that he would have made a splendid profes or
as well!
What does the future hold? Well our ummer Lunch i on the near horizon. A certain winner ~ ~ve have 31 members attending, at the A hley
Preston Park Hotel, This 1s about capacity. I must close down now dear
readers. What somebody has read as far as here! I don't belie,·e it!
Your Humble Scribe ............ Joe Morrison

CORNWALL BRANCH

BRIGHTON BRANCH
Dear Reader.
After a shaky start to the ew Year your humble scribe had a bout in
hospital and thanks to the speciali ts and our family doctor I'm now much
better. The HS have done a splendid job, and what splendid support from
the RSA in Blandford, for 1 hich I send many thanks. At a local le el I
cannot thank our Branch Pre ident, Brig Colin Brown enough for hi
splendid letter of encouragement. I mu t also thank Dee Barber and all
the Branch Members for their kindnes .
However, turning to Branch affair , The Wine and Cheese party wa not
well attended. Perhaps it has been held too often in its pre ent format that
may .need changing. everthele , we mu t thank Gordon Holloway for
all l11s efforts. Janet Tupper won the prize for correctly gue sing nearly
all the c~1eeses. At our April meeting your humble scribe ga ea talk on the
Army Pigeon Service, in general, and the Dieppe raid in particular.

Dave Gwinnell Standard Bearer

Joe's talk
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Almo t the lir t ugge lion arising from the inauguration of the Branch
was the provision of a rnndard, a other Branches 1 ill know. thi 1 an
expensive project in thi day and age. The matter wa placed in abeyance
until sufficient funding had ~een arranged. By a troke of great good
fortune HQ were able to obtam a redundant tandard and their kind offer
wa accepted with alacrity. The tandard wa dul re-chri ·tcned 11 ith the
title Cornwall Branch thu - le81 ing a problem ho11 to arrange u ·uitablc
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occasion for the d di ation of the new acquisiti n. Th.i solution came from
one of the founder members of the Branch. Ron Moyse. Ron just happen s
to be the c retnry of the
mwall Branch of the om1andy eteran
A oc1ation and every year the
'A ·tagc a parade in Bodmin fo llowed
b,· a hun:h rvice to commemorate the event of 6 June 1944 and the
e~ ·uing bitter bank that took place in ormandy. It was uggested that
the Branch take ad' antnge of thi . plcndid event to have the tandard
dedicated. In a hon pace of time Maj David Preece the County
Chairman of the Cornwall
A cxten d a generou invitation to joi n
th m on their parade and to incorporate the dedication within the church
. en ice.
edle to say thi imitation wa accepted and atter a couple of
meetings the plan wa finali ed. \ e were delighted when Maj Gen Alan
Yeoman and Barbara accepted our invitation to attend the parade.
We\\ ere fortunate that the weather wa very kind to u· on 11 June, the
parade duly formed up at the hire Hall in Bodmin. we were well
upported by a contingent from the Torba Branch who paraded with their
tandard, strong upport al o came from the Royal Air Force, nited
a' y and the local Cadet for e , the British Legion were there in
tate
force with no le than 49 tandard on parade, a truly impre sive display.
FollO\\ ing a short wreath laying ceremony at the Town War Memorial the
parade marched pa l ' ith the excellent t Blazey ii er Band in the
vanguard. The alutc wa taken by the High heriff of Com\ all - Lady
Frances Banham accompanied on the aluting base by Lord t Leva n
D. . . D.L. in hi capacity as the County Patron of the VA , other
dignitarie included ice Admiral Sir James Jungis D.L. as President of
the Royal Briti h Legion Cornwall and of course 1aj Gen Ian Yeoman
C.B. our Chairman.
De pite ad\'ancing years all parade members made it IO the Parish
Church of L Petroc for the commemorative ervice which included the
dedication of the Standard. The addre s delivered by the Rector' as ba ed
on a letter by a French grandfather to his grandson on the true meaning of
the 6th June I 944. At the conclu ion of the sen1 ice the Branch Standard,
now dedicated and unfurled wa ' Trooped' through the other tandards a
it left the Church. Thi wa a truly impre ive sight and provided a fining
end to a really mo ing occasion. The formal events now concluded all
participants repaired to the Shire Hall where a superb tea was laid on and
of course a bar for tho e who wi hed for more substantial refreshment.
The'' hole occasion wa a truly pl end id and memorable event ' hich gave
the recently constituted Cornwall Branch a great boost to their already
high morale. Again our thanks to 1.aj Da id Pr·eece and the members of
The Cornwall
A for affording us the privilege of utilisi ng their pecial
day for our dedication.

EAST KENT BRANCH
ineleen members di ported themselves at Port Lympne Wild Life
Park. of these 15 were adul ts in the upper age bracket the rest were children or grandchildren. \ e were ble sed with very pleasant weather as we
settled down to our picnic. Twice in succe sion has Roger Stone, who i a
DrYer in these matters has taken the biscuit - for the best production yet he
aftenvards trudged the whole four mile circuit fall ing and climbing back
the 450 feet involved. The more sanguine members tottered for a bit until
they di covered that there was a tractor and trai ler free ride right round the
whole park from which all the animals in their spacious paddocks can be
seen. The Gorill a at Lympne and even more so at Howletts are a must,
particularly as these elegant animals seem to take as much intere t in their
spectators as we do in them. The RSA Reunion at Blandford was deemed
by most members as one of the best there has been even though it took
much the same form. The transfer of the Officers Lunch 10 Sunday made a
big difference to the attendance at both the All Ranks Lunch and the afternoon di play. The Parade by 11 Sig Regt was fau ltles . It is unu ual for the
audience to break into spontaneous applause during the parade but the
intricate manoeuvres and steadiness was deserving of every pair of hands
being put together. Sadly Brian Calladine, appearing for the first time in
the Standard Bearers' Competition did not make the first six but he was
amongst some very strong competition from the longer erving members.
Over thirty members of the Branch attended, some with dual allegiance,
and the voluntary at the end of the Sunday Church service attended by several hundred was the Branch March composed by Charles Skingle.
Our Ann ual Cricket Match was held at the Duke of Yorks School,
Dover on Sunday 16 July. Other Branches had not taken up the challenge,
(they mu t have heard something) but East Keat Branch members, family
and friends managed to get two teams. The 'A' Team captained by our
Chairman, Donald Crisp and the 'B' Team captained by our Vice-Chairman, John Ballantyne. The timing was perfect, the 'B' Team batted first
and completed all their overs before lunch and the 'A' Team after lunch. As
you can imagine there was some hilarious play. Two of the fielders both
anxious to take a catch collided with one another which stopped play for
ten minutes. atler first aid (unfortunately neither caught the ball) play continued. The Chairman's team won the day (it was their rum). The Chairman was heard to say 'I'm on ly here for the bee1'!

PAY YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BY DIRECT
DEBIT. TO FIND OUT MORE RING:
01258 482087
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EW OF MEMBERS
We are delighted that John Raymond and Joh n Wilkinson decided to
remain Members. John Raymond had moved hou e to Bournemouth lo
be near hi daughter. Following a eriou operation, he wa as bright as a
button at the Blandford Reunion and ha joined the Bournemouth Branch.
He is acti ely engaged in the R. ignals Amateur Radio ociety in Blandford Camp. It wa ery good to ee Mike and Syd ney Enright (who have
remained members) at Blandford havi ng come up from their distant home
in Conn all. The more work they do in tl1eir garden the more there eem
to need to be done but they are into village life and enjoying themselve .
Previou ly we had mentioned Karen Bennett, Tom Bew ey's granddaughter, who a ked the Branch to spon or her for the London Marathon and several members did o. Tom ha told us that despite a knee injury
reappearing at the 22mile point, he wa bandaged up by St John's Ambulance and ran the last four miles accompanied by her uncle, much to his
urprise. She lost fifteen minute in proce sing at the tart but achieved her
target of completing the course in le s than five hours and ha raised over
£3 000 for the Cancer Research Campaign. Her father i having cancer
treatment that wa her motivation and i responding well.
EWMEMBER S
We are delighted to welcome Mr Reg and Mrs Jean Rider of
Meopham. Reg served as a ational Serviceman from 1950-52 with 4 Air
Formation Sig Regt at RAF Kasfareel in the Canal Zone. Afterwards he
served fou r years with the AER!SR at Blacon Camp, Chester. Welcome lo
Mr Peter and Mrs Margaret Hillier of Dover. Peter served as a Regular
from 1950 10 1974 (W02(FofS) and served at RMA Sandhurst, I Corps
ignals, I RHA(GE) Royal School of Signals, Life Guards (Malaya), 28
Commonwealth Bde, I Sig Regt and HQ AFCE T. He heard about the
Branch at the RSA Reunion and joined immediately. We also welcome Mr
C ha rles Young of Margate. C harle was in the TA from 1939 to 1941 as a
Lance Corporal and served with 48 Div igs in UK, 61 Div Sigs in UK and
then with 63 Med Regt RA in France and Belgium coming back through
Dunk.irk. We welcome all three member and hope they enjoy their time
with us.
1

normally don '1 take cooke~ breakfasts or lunches, did partake. It must
have been the change of air, or the energy expended climbing the hill
from the Sergeants' Mess to the mes -hall. It also saved us cooking and
doing the wash ing-up. we thank the caterer .
Several of us watched the footba ll matches, I am not a Scot but have
been up here since 1947, when! married a bonny Ayrshire lasssie. I have
cndur~d the j ibes made about the English football team and the speeches
occas1onll y produced al the pc~kers' Club, to which I belong, but it is
really onl y the Scots hav1n~ ~heir fun. One survives the 'A uld Enemy'
JOke', es p e~ 1 ally after s.o ld1 er111g with them. My fir ·t meeting with the
Scot was 111 ou r recruit sq uad, a ll three were from different parts of
Scotla nd and all of them with different accents. I soon learnt to
understand them and we got on famo usly.
1 bave to put the record traight with our comrades in the East Kent
Branch of th e _A sociation . In the June issue of The WIRE, they stated that
the~ had received a request from the Glasgow Branch, for donations to
equip the Drum and Pipe Band of the Glasgow Branch. Their scribe got it
wrong. The Glasgow Branch a lso received a request, as did other
Branches. The Gia gow Branch donated £200 to the fund as noted in the
February issue of The WIRE. Our member applaud the E~st Kent Branch
for all their e!Torts, but the reque 1 for donations did not come from this
Branch, it cam e from W02 Band ergeant Major Douglas Smith of 32
(Scotu h) Signal Reg iment (V), whos.e HQ is in Glasgow. The Corps
Pipes and D_rum s required the donati on to purcha e bagpipes. They
performed with the Corps Band at the Blandford Reunion . Both gave an
excellent performance and W02 'Dougie'S mith , th e instigator of the
reque 1 for funds, wa the one giving the big drum, big li cks in the Corps
Pipes and Drums section. As far a East Kent ' sketch goes, the Scot doe
n?t wear hal f-trews, and there were no o ld pipe Lo dispo e of. 'Dougie'
did nol have enough pipes for all the Piper who wished lo join to learn to
play. Good try your artist.
Our train journey was not o mooth . The guard had to be called at
Glasgow, to remove people who refused to Ii ten when they were told
that they were in our booked sea ts. The same thing happened at the
c ha nge o f trai ns in London, to go to Salisbury. On the return from
Sali bury th ere was no coach 'D' booked for us, and again in London our
booked seats were doubl e booked and occupied by 40 Po t Office tatf.
as resourceful as ever, we did get eats. One's Forces' Training makes u
survi vors, whatever the circum tance .
Once again our Branch Standard Bearer, Bill Mac amara, made it Lo
the final six in the competition at Bland ford, he did not \ in. but the
Branch members compliment him on a very fine perfonnance.

VALE
lt is witl1 great adness we repon the death of Bert Stone on 20 June,
after a prolonged fight again l cancer through which Ann nursed him at
home until the end. Bert who joined us in the early days was unique
amongst the membership in that he was actually REME but when serving
with East African ignals the (FofS) was posted and he was appointed to
take on the task which he did until he was demobbed in 1946. Thu he was
a ignaller at heart especially a he wa a dedicated member of the R Signal Amateur Radio Society, and so became our Honorary Member. Our
ympathy goes to Ann and her family.

GLASGOW BRANCH
We're back, all present and accounted for. It wa a great weekend and
we, who travelled to Blandford, had a thoroughly enjoyable stay. Many
thanks Lo the Regiment for all the ir help and to Peter C uckow and our
Secretary, Iva na , for making the arrangements for our visit. The Princess
Royal Day Parade, as the Master of Signals said, equalled or even
bettered the Guards. The Glasgow Branch congratulates the troops and
the Dis. It matched the standard expected of us, who had our pass-out
parade, pre-war at Catlerick. More so after a day spent on technical
training, having to rehearse the drill later in the evening. It wa an
excellent di splay. The White Helmet seemed 10 be of greater strength.
Sitting in the stand I noticed a lot of the female spectators covering their
eyes when the crossovers were going on at top speed, some on ly missing
collision by inches, a great display. We could feel the heat from the fire
in the stand, so it must have been red-hot going through the fired hoop.
When visiting the museum I was looking for some Chri tmas cards,
with the Corps badge on the front and the Corps ribbon al the side,
unfortunately none were available. some of my friends have kept them
from previous years as souvenirs. Have they become too expensive? I did
purcha e a couple of packs of the ones on how. We didn't get a discount
for O ld Soldiers, yet. The meals were very good. A few of us who
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Lcis~man, who paraded our stan.d~rd during the Blandford march paM on
the Sunday. Well done Andy. It 1s important that our standard 1s flo"n at
every re~nion. Once again than_k are due to all at RHQ for all their work
in orgamsmg the weekend which, once again, wa. a great succes . The
thanks oft_he Branch also goes to Edgar Mc all for hi~ work 111 plannmg
and orgamsmgthe travel etc . . for the party. Vice-Chairman, Jim Reill}
already h~s ~he monthly s~v m gs scheme open for next year's reunion .
Once agam, JOlll us any third Thur day of the month in Clonaver TAVR
entre Bel fast.

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH
Mr_ Peter Bateman who is a me mber of the Royal Signal s
Asso_ciat1on, Scarborough, and has recently celebrated hi 50th Wedding
Anniversary. Peter and Celia Bateman were married in t Paul's
C~u~ch, Woodhouse Eaves , Leicestershire on I July 1950. Peter, 74,
ong111a lly from ~111dsor,_ Berkshire, and Celia 70, originally from
Loughborough, Leicestershire, moved to carborough in 1974.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
Bill Taylor receives his Life Membership plaque from
Eric McWaters, our Branch Treasurer, who acted on behalf of
the Branch President, Maj Gen A. A. F. Anderson CB

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
A the Branch had no meeting in either June or July, due to the tand
down of 40 (U) ig Regt (V), in who e TAVR Centre we meet, it is
particu larly hard to find enough material for thi article. Any\ ay here
goes. as we arc determined not to mi ss our usual spot in The WIRE.
Only six member , probably the smallest number yet cros ed over to
attend the Blandford Reunion. This wa due to 40 (U) ig Regt (V) being
at Annual Camp. ormally a number of sen,ing Branch members anend
each year but thi time the location of nnual Camp precluded this Five
of the trave ller sailed via Liverpool ferry in two cars, one dri en by
John Loveday, the other by Andy Leishman. It is qu ite a long drive and
the Branch i grateful Lo the two member for providing the tran port and
driving afely there and back. Branch hairman, John Brown, decided 10
fly aero and joined the party later. It i good that our cro. s-Channel
members, 1ark Barrass and Bill and Pam Ogden were once again able
lo join with the orthern Ireland party. s the Branch Landard Bearer
was un ab le to attend, thi duty was very ably carried out by Andy
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Tho e of our members who altended the Annual Reunion enjoyed a
very pleasant weekend. Harry Ruff paraded our tandard and a good
time was had by all.
Our July meeting at Hounslo\\ Barracks \\'3 by courte y of The
De on &Dorsets, who moved there only a fe\\ month ago. The meeting.
a usual , \ as well anended and the Ladie ' ection did a great job of
swelling the Branch coffer' with a ·Bring and Buy' book ale. They
ensuring that the Branch remains literate.
We look fonvard to our annual visit to the Tower of London and to our
vi it. in September, to the Royal Ho pita! Chel ea to attend \lorning
ervicc, on which day we are joined by frientls from the hcffield
Branch.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
Thi year' Ca\'alry Memorial Parade took place, as u. ual, in Hyde
Park on 14 May. nfortunately the · en ing quadron were 3\\ a) on
exercise and were unable to suport us, but thirty members marched and a
the video shows were very mart indeed. This year S8 \\ the regimental
standard and guidons march on with the ma sed band. fTom Hyde Park
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Barracks. It" a a pnlud momelll for th many ex- ·erviccmen and women
attending the parade. u1 banner. thi year. wa carried b) ' ichola
Bartlt>tt. our
ociation w:i, I d by ol Ted carlett.
On I Jul) \\as the -sth and la t reunion of 22 rn1d Bdc HQ and the
liddle e'.I. (Y) ig qn. It wa held nl the icLory ervice lub: London.
Thi· A ociation wa probably one of the first veterans a ociat1ons to be
formed al the end of W'I 2. The first meeting was held on 10 eptember
194 at the · eomanry Arm ' Kellinghu en. cheS\\ ig-Hol tein and the
hairman was :\laj W. Q. Pat FitLg ·aid. Later meetings ' ere held at
crone· Bar· Trafalger quare, 'The Griftin· Villiers treet and 'The
onnaught Rooms' Great Queen treet. inc those earl. days reu.nions
ha' e been held in many hostelrie. around London. 1 am urc that 111 the
future. The 1iddle e '{eomanry nnual Dinner will be u cd for the gel
together. This year the Annual Dinner'' ill be held in the Central Me at
the Duke of York" Headquancrs on 20 October. Remember that the front
of the Duke of York" ha been sold to developer , the entrance is no'
Yia Turk' Ro\\.

The last official reunion
HQ & Midd lesex Yeomanry S ignal Squadron

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
pril saw fifty member and guests of the A sociation attend the
Annual Dinner at the Duke of York' HQ. The gue ls were Lt Col Linda
Harrison, CO of the Regiment and WOl (RSM) Joh n Gibson. both of
whom ha\•e gi,·en a great deal of upport to the As ociation during their
time of 'dri\ ing ' the Regiment. The Dinner was organi ed by our
ecretary Hen ry Holman ably as isted by his wife ·Reggie' . Pat Miller
ran the raflle with great gusto. not being 'shackled' by ·Dusty' who wa
skulking somewhere in Europe. It wa also a proud evening for our
Chairn1an. Col Donald Crawfo rd , who was pre enteed with his RSA 50
Year Badge by the CO, Lt Col Lind a Harrison . All retired to the anteroom for po t-dioner drinks and ' lamp swinging'. 1ake note in your
diary now, next year's dinner is on 14 April 2001.
What can we say about this year 's European trip? It was one of the
best yel, well organi ed by R o n ·Dusty' Mi ll er and wa enjoyed by
everyone, Bru sels will never be the same again. This time we did get to
the La Capoule rocket site and, a usual, emptied the Calais warehouse of
booze on the way home. (Is this not what we were trained for?) ext
year· venue has yet to be decided but it should be near the end of May
2001. so start saving your pennies now.
Our visit to the Tattoo 2000 was also a succe s, again organised by
'Dusty'. Keep in touch with the Association and let ·chri sy' Mills know
if you change your address.

''ho came home'? They got on'' ith their live without coun cling for po. ttraumatic trc s or whatever. Which leads into the impre ·sions the old ies
got of the young oldiers they were sharing thi experience with. It \\ ould
seem that there is a much better rapport between them and the senior ranks
than the eteran remember from their day . Perhaps it was Lin: absence o f
the unnecessary 'bull'. HoweYer, the respect between Lhe junior and senior
ranks wa very apparent. maybe this i because the senior are not just foul
mouthed martinet , as a lot of the old time COs were, but now arc prelty
hiuhly qualified trade men and women.
-Though most of the etcrans had attended quite a few Regimental
Weekend at Bulford they had not had much opportunity to meet and
speak with the junior rank . This state ofafTairs up et the anti- egregationi t feeling of apt Odling and rane who, with the cnlhusia tic help of
'I Archer, ruthles ly split up the veterans and parceled them out to
grinning uroup of young oldiers who proceeded to mark their cards. Thi s
turned out to be a two ''a treet and the generalion gap cemed to disappear a opinions and idea were exchanged. When we came to France in
1944 our aims were pretty imple. beat the Gcrn1ans. ow these young
men get sent hither and thither on all sorts of mi sions and sometimes it
must be hard for them t know just what is the reason for their presence in
where they happen t be. Still they get on with the ta k they are given and
leave the politics to the politician . Al least they do not have to put up with
the weirdies who used to lecture us on 'The British Way and Purpose'.
The local inhabitants of ormandy must be admired. They have accepted that the bombing. shelling and the de truction cau ed in 1944 was nece sary and have rebuilt their home and their live , they have also built
Memorial to our dead comrades and mu eum to remind people of what
went on in tho c dark times. They have initiated these ceremonie to honour our dead and intend to keep them on in the years to come. We joined
the oldier on parade al ervicc at La Breche, Herman ille and Caen. We
managed to march when required, in pite of bypassed hean , replaced
hip and knee , anhritis and general old age mainly due to the whipping in
kills of
•I Archer and S gt 'Spike' Patterson who kept a kindly eye
on u . All the ceremonie were very moving but the one at the 3rd Division Memorial was the one close t to our feeling . A Bugler and a Piper,
from Divisional HQ, ounded Last Post and Reveille. The Divi ional
DCO laid a wreath from the Divisional HQ and Erne t Packham laid
one on behalf of the Club. Jn between and after Lhe official occa ions we
were able to fraterni e with the local people and found ourselves being
thanked by mature ladie for liberating them in 1944 and by youngsters
a king for our autographs. We also met a man whom we christened 'Wermacht Willi'. He had been a Gern1an infantryman serving at Luc-sur-Mer
just along the coast from Gold Beach on 'D'Day. His wife had been killed
during the bombing of Germany but in 19 8 realising that he had no hate
left had started to visit the area and had been accepted by the locals. We
too accepted him as a man who had done his duty a had we.
lt seemed that we had no sooner arrived back to England and dispersed
to our homes than we were back in Bulford for the Regimental Weekend
that ran from 30 June to 2 July. What can 1 ay about these visits to the
Regiment that I ha e not said before? We were warmly welcomed, enterta ined roya ll y and genera lly cosseted and pampered. Our President, Brig
Ronnie Stonham presented The 'Ernie Bayley Award' for 2000 to Cpl
(now gt) Ou lton. The citation was at pains to include Mrs O ulton for the
assistance she has given to her husband, and the Regimem, in the work
that led to the award. he wa presented with a large bouquet Once again
we must thank the CO, Lt Col 'eil Couch, and all in the Regiment for a
very enjoyable\ eekend.
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ADEN VETERANS ASSOCIATIO
From:

Maj Gen (Retd) E.W. H. Huntley
58 Langton Road
London, Ontario
ANADA
Tel: (519) 455 9303
Fax: (519) 455 9868
E-Mail: ernie@skynet.ca
Dear ir,
1 thought you might be inter~sted in the following:
On the 4.June 1944, certam members of W Troop (Advanced Wireless
ls.t Corps 1gi:ials) either as Detachment Commanders or Crews, boarded
d1fTerent la_ndmg-craft:; allotted according to the order and time of landing
and the un1t(s) for which they were to supply communications on D Day
and be)'.on~. Except for a very short spell at I erlohn in Germany (for a
reorgan1sat1on) they rar~ly met ~nd th~re, found themselves again posted
as detachments performmg special dulles. The last time most met was in
June 1946, when some were sent back to England and others to the Far
East.
With the help of Mr Peter Cuckow, I was able to make contact with
two of the on&mal group and a small reunion was arranged for 14 June
2000 at the Umon Jack Club to coincide with my arrival from Canada for
the RSA Reunton. The attached is a photo taken at that event. Those
attendmg were, rear row (left) Ken Hands, Ernest ' Jacko' Jack John
Bright and Austin 'Hash' Harkin . Front row seated, Doug mith,' Ernie
Hunt~ey and John Wal h. Lt had taken 54 years for these fellows to meet
up w~th. each other. It was an excellent get-together and full of
rem1111sc1ng.

T HE WIR E, OCTOBER 2000

ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS 1945-1948
Were you at these locations:- Whitby (3 OTB) and Bourlon Lines,
Cattenck 1945/6; :Corsham~ Figsbury and Wilton Camps alisbury;
CNW Cheltenham; The Firs, Chester· :Dalton airfield· Lubeck
BAO.R 22 .... .if so give Ron Hug hes ; call on 0161 3M 1454 or
e-mail him on:
united @ strayduck.com

THERLA D

I am a locaJ historian and am trying to trace the friends and service
colleagues of Mr Bria n Sutherl a nd. He joined the Corps of the
Royal Signals circa early 1927 and was the son of Ca pt J . G.
St._1therland RN~. hew.as born around 1906 or 1907. Did you served
with the RoyaJ Signals m the 1920s and 1930s? Did you know Brian
ut he rl a nd ? l would love to hear from any readers who have
information about this man.

DID YOU SERVE IN
2 SQUADRON, 7 SIGNAL REGIMENT
BAOR
BETWEEN 1967 AND 1974?

ARE YOU RECEIVING YOUR COPY
OF THE WIRE?
DO WE HAVE YOUR CORRECT
ADDRESS?

LOSTCOMMS

BRIAN

wh ich made this possible. To those who wonder about their old buddie
take heart, there is always a chance. Perhaps there are still some othe;
members of W Troop around, if so could they contact me at my home
Unfortunately time is taking it's toll o one should not waste any time.
Who knows, Peter might be able to help others regain contact also.
Smcerely and Forever Aye ................ .

Cpl (now Sgt) Oulton, GBrig Ronnie Ston ham and Mrs Oulton
in the background Capt Terry Crane, manabout town!

F. J. W. T. Hotston Esq has started an Association for tho e
that w~r~ in ~den during the crisis. The membership, of the
Assoc1at1on 1s open to all ex-servicemen/women civilian
~ersonnel and the chi ldren who went to school th~re at the
time .. l~ any ex-signalmen/women wish to join the
Association they can contact him by e-mail at:
adenveterans@cs.com
or on 0515 525 4331. The Association was founded on 25
March 2000 and the first grand reunion and general meeting
will be held on 30 June 2001.

~rs P.A. Peisley (nee Forster) is trying to locate an old friend who once
lived at Dehra Dun in India. His name is Alastair Gordon and he had a
bro~her Joh n. She has located quite a few friends who lived in Dehra
durmg the late 40s and early 50s, and Alasta ir and his brother are the
only ones she has lost contact with. She believes that Alas ta ir was in the
Royal ignaJs at Catterick around the late 50s. Also she thinks that he
was an officer but is unsure of hi rank. If anybody has any information
please contact her at any of the following:
6 lcknield Close, Didcot, OXO OX! 1 7AU
Tel/Fax: 01235 812873
E-mail: pam@peisley.freeserve.co.uk

~s I sa!d, it was through the efforts of Peter, through keeping and
try~ng to mcre.ase th~ number of names of past R. Signals member ,

3rd DIVISION SIGNALS REUNION CLUB
Each year in June HQ 3rd ( K)Division organises Exercise 'Iron Tribute' which is a visi t to the ormandy area where the Di ision landed on 'D'
Day 6 June 1944. Each year the Divisional Signal Regiment is tasked to
provide a detachment of officers and soldiers to represelll the Division al
the commemoration service held by the local population at various cemeteries and memorials in the vicinity. Thi year the Regiment invited a pany
often Club members to accompany them on thi s pilgrimage. Priority wa
given to ormandy veterans. Some of those who accepted the invitation to
go were Peter C lifford, tan O' Dell , Ernest Packha m and, though not a
'iormandy veteran, Derek R oberts. The following is an amalgam of their
thoughts and impre sions of this expedition.
The overnight trip across the Channel and the approach to the French
coa t in the dawn of a summer day brought memories of a very diflerenl
approach 46 year earlier. o noise, no chatter of machineguns, no bodies
floating in the water or lying on the beach and instead of wading ashore,
cared witle s, it was to walk quietly ashore onto a quay and into a nice
comfy minibus. It may cem to some that there is a bit of ' lamp-swi nging'
here but the people who were asked to give their impre sions were asked
to be frank and avoid mock modesty. There is a tendency to think of
'D'Day as a bit of a jolly, but for the young men involved it was a pretty
hairy experience. When you look at these same men today it is hard to
under tand the drama of what they did and ho\ they came home. Those

REUNIONS

I am organising a reunion in the pring of200 I, the exact date and
location are yet to be decided. Among tho e who have already
responded are, J imm y Smart, Bob Hill, 1ick Mosely and M ick kitt.
lfyou wish to add your name to the list coniact me:
J ohn Moody
The Castle, Cast le treet, Castleton, Hope Valley,
DERBY H IRE, 33 8WG
Tel: 01433 620578
E-Mail: J .. MOODY@tinyworld.co. uk
George Beardesley, ick Ha milton Peter , Ian F letcher, F red Lucas
Dave Higgi ns, G reg Robertson
and anybody else intere ted get in touch now!!

THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2000

Plea~e rest assured that l am a serious and responsible researcher.
Obviously, I am eager to receive any information on Bri a n
u t her land and would treat all corre poodence in the strictest
con~dence. Any assistance you could offer me would be gratefully
received.

CORRESPONDENCE
M r K. P urn ell
31 Skelton Road
Langthorpe
Boroughbridge
orth Yorkshire.
Y051 9GD
Tel: 01423 323407
Fax: 01423 324142
Dear Sir,
Jn February 1950 I fir t met my old friend Ken Bunsto n. It was
0730hrs on a cold morning in February tanding on the quare of
Gallo' gate Camp in PT k.it freezing to death, when thi gu with a Welsh
accent said to me, 'What the hell are we supposed to be doing here?', or
words to that effect. It wa the start of a friendship that lasted for 50
year . After our square ba hing at Gallowgate and Beverley Camp with
18 Troop. I Independent election quadron Royal ignals we both
went on to OWL (Operator Wireless & Line) for the not o old Trade
Training. Atter Trade Training I' ent to Malta and Ken went AW,OL, 'It
wa the Welsh air, you see, that I mis ed,' he used to tell me.
I n xt meet Ken ~ alking down the King way in Malta in 1951 when I
said? ·what are you doing here?' ·on lea e from Tripoli,' say he. Much
liquid flowed before we said our goodbyes. The next time that I met Ken
wa in 1953, I had been po ted to Tripoli, the camp was 90k.rn out in the
From:
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de· n, along the coa tline. I wa attached to the 47th Royal Dragoon
juards. 1-.:-i nd and I "ent to go for a "im which wa a walk of about
2. km O\ r the ·and to the .ea. Just as we were about to go uno the sea
for our dip. ,,ho hould be ''alking out of.the water, b.ut Ken,_·What are
you doing here?' say he. The trangcst thmg.abo~t tlu tory 1 t.hat you
could look either way up and down th coastline for 1~11les and mile and
not a soul would be in sight. et '' e met there at that time and on that da)
mile from any" here. Ken at the tim wa po ted 70 miles awa. at a
place called Hom ·.
.
Ken and I met again in Germany in 1964 at 22 1g R gt. He ''a now
a taff ergeant. I ne:-.l met Ken on a we~ morning _at about 0330hrs in.a
"ood s me" here in Germany. I wa pulling mlo th1 wood with a Radw
Village packet and thi chap wns standing right in the middle of th_c path,
that I" anted to take. He ''a directing vehicles, o I yelled at hun and
aid. · re you going or staying. mate?' He turned round to me and said
· \\'hnt are you doing here?' '' ilh a big grin on his face. he had no' been
promoted to R I of 1 Div HQ & ig Regt.
I did not ee Kl'n again until one of the auerick Reunion's in the late
1970·. Ken told me Uial he had left the Corps with the rank of Captain
QM "hich wa a marYellous achie\'ement for someone who went WOL
at the tender acre of eventeen and a half. Ken allended more Corps and
Regimental re~nion than anyone that I have eve~ known. His one big
project wa for a reunion in the year 2000 of all of the l?;UY tha~ we had
met in training all tho e many years ago. Ken stayed with me tor a few
day. in the ummer of 1999 when we Yisitcd a few of the old and bold of
1e teryear who we trained with i~ 1950. One of our old . n.a!e had ~ol
been doing o good, Ken workmg with SAFA got h11n mto a mce
retirement home. That is what Ken was like, alway- w1ll1ng to he lp old
friend from the Corp .
J am trying to take up where Ken left oft~ not an easy ta k to do. I am
getting together a many of the eJ>.-members of I Troop, I . lnde~nde~l
election quadron and any other ex Corp members who did U1eir ba 1c
training at Gallowgate Camp, Richmond. K en named U1e organ1sa11on
·The Gallowoate Followers'. I have renamed it in hi honour and called it
·Bun ·ton 's Gatlowgate Follower ·. Ha ing mad,e contact now with
everal of the old I Troop I would lo e to hear lrom anyone e lse out
there who would like lo contact their our old mates from that era. My la l
contact to be made was, a telephone call from Au rralia, which came out
of the blue (excu e the pun) from Da e Evans (ex I _8 Troop) who '·had
not een or poken to for fifty years. Dave ha \vrltten a .book with a
whole chapter devoted to our training day . i~ · great read mg and with
lots of photographs of the old faces who we trauied with.
The rea on that l am writing this letter is to try and finish the job U1al
Ken taned all tho e years ago and to say what a great bloke and friend
Ken Bunston wa to me over the lasl filly year , plu all tho e who had
the pri\'ilege to know him. His one thought was lo get old comrade
together and to trengthen contact through the ~oyal Signals _A ociation
( ee Brian O verland letter in The WIRE magazme dated Apnl 2000). We
ha\e made contact with eleven of the old gang Bill. Leach, Harry
V ilde, obby Clarke, Da ve E an , Bruce Appe1·by and myself to
name but a few. I am still looking for Dixie Dixon, Bill Gardner, Willie
Watson, Dave hed , ick Carter, Reg Collis, Fred Davies, Len Kin g
forder and Young and any other which time and age have made me
forget their names, for which l apologise. The following are adly no
longer with us. Titch Bates, orman Waremouth, K en Bunston . l
know because due to time, illness, distance and dare I say it, old age, that
a reunion does not seem po sible but in Ken's words, 'Time i running
out and we should contact our old comrades of yesteryear, so let's get off
our butts and do it!'
We can till arrange to meet indi idu ally al the RSA Reunion al
Blandford write letters, send e-mail for those who are past the steam
radio and 'thumpty-througb set era, there are so many way of keeping
contact and of enjoying a chat and laugh about the old days. You can
contact me, Ken Purnell Tel: 01423 323407, Fax: 01423 324142
E-mai l: ken.purnell@btclick.com

From :

Maj (Retd) R. A. Webb
3 Hillcrest
cotton
Catterick Garri ·on
ORTH YORK HIRE
DL9 3NJ
Tel : 01 748- 23809
Dear ir.
Further to the lamp-swinging by my namesake Cliffe and Jim Esson in
the la t lwo copie of The WIRE for the record I joined the orps in F Coy'
in July 1939 and continued crving with it as an RO until April 1988, that
was 49 cars 298 days.
I don't know whether this i in exces of Jim's crvice but if it is 'Good
old 'F' a the cry u ed to be! Or doe anybody claim longer?
Also I think I "a the youngest when awarded the A sociation '50 Year'
badge - a mere youngster of 64 and three momhs - can any one better U1at '!
Yottr faithfully .. .. .
From:

Jim P re ton
'Lisnamore'
16 Priors Way
Cogge hall
E EX
06 ITW
Tel: 01376 563985
Dear Sir.
May I, through the media of The WIR~, _a k: Why are we selective
over who hould receive the 50 Year A soc1at1on Badge?
My own per onal feeling is - that it would make more sense that
e ryone ' ho ha been a member of the Association for 50 years plus,
should automatically qualif for this award.
I agree that those who put more into the As ociation than ~ther do hould receive recognition for their service . I sugge t that th1 could be
achieved by colour coding the award , ay 'Bronze' for 50 years, ' _ilv.er '
for active brancg members and 'Gold' for stalwans of the As oc1allon
(ie: tho e currently enjoying that accolade).
.
.
.
I have often come acros ex-Corps member proudly d1splaymg their
Corps tie or lapel/ blazer badge, but who. ar_e u~iaware of their local
Branche or even U1e existence of the Assoc1allon Ill general. Perhap this
could be a way of raising the Corps profile and might even enhance
Branch membership, not to mention icreased a les of The WIRE and
Corps memorabilia!
Yours Sincerely....

B. MacDonald (ex OKC)
2 Denbigh Drive, Shaw
OLDHAM OL2 7EQ

Dear Sir,
The other day whilst soning through some old letters which I had sent
to my late wife whilst I was doing my bit, I came across this answer to
her question, ·What do you do in the Signals?'
CATTERJCK Q UESTIO
That bloke there, What's he do?
He's a Signaller, like me and you.
Yes, you're a tele mech• I'm a driver,
But that blue flash he's wearing says he's neither.
·o my friend, best not to ask,
For he has quite a different task.
His Signals trade is OKC,
Cypher Op. to you and me.
lfyou ask him how he earns his pay,
Sending mes ages is all he'll say.
Hospital files; officers' wiles,
Sometimes bring secret smil es,
But, I earns my pay, is all he'll ever say.
Doggerel I know, but it might fill a comer in The Wire.
Your Faithfully ....... .
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Marshall - Cpl Gordon V. C. ' Bob' Marshall. We are sorry to have to
report the death of 'Bob' Marshall on 28 May 2000, aged 70 year.
' Bob' had a long association with Her Majesty's Forces and was well
known to his colleagues, who felt privileged to know him , as a keen and
willing soldier ready to take on any ta k that was given to him.
Having completed ational Service in 1944/45, he joined the Royal
avy on 13 August 194 7 and served on HM Drake, HMS Vanguard,

HMS Perseus (Protector), HMS Comort, I l"v!S Ocean and HMS Omm,
with the rank of Able Scaman. He was awarded the Korean .\1edal and
the
Medal. He finally left the Royal : avy in October 1954.
In December 1957 he enlisted in the Royal Signal · TA and scf\ed in
Bristol until his final tenninalion of service in 1974, having reached the
rank of Corporal and been awarded the TAVR Efficiency "v!edal. ·Bob'
was very proud of the people he served with during both wanime and
peacetime. I le was proud to have served his country.
Crich - ex-Capt (QM) Jack Crich 11 Signal Regiment, ex RS 1 of 2
Div HQ & Signal Regiment. He ufTercd a stroke and after three
months illness passed away on 13 March Aged 73. Jack enlisted in
1940 (~e pile being part of a protected profession - Eriksson telecom)
and retired Ill 1970. Three weeks after Jack's death, his second '' ife
Betty suffered a stroke and pa sed away on 16 July. adly missed by
his son John and daughter-in-law Eleanor
Dodd - Lt Col The Rev Peter Dodd CF, 1BE died on 20 August after a
long and bravely borne struggle with cancer. Peter had an extensi\e
association with the Royal Corps of ignals through postings in
Cattcrick, Verden, Dhekelia, York and Nonhern Ireland. Many of the
Corp per onnel will have grateful cause to remember his advice,
suppon and the irreverent good humour which were always to the fore
in times of crisi . His suppon of the ordinary oldier was unwavering,
and his selfless courage in pur uing their intere t was ju tly
recog111sed by the award of the MBE for his services in onhern
Ireland . After retirement his energies were devoted to local
government mailers in York , where he finally settled, and would
undoubltedly have been elected Mayor but for his final illness. Our
sincere sympathies are extended to his widow Brenda and his
daughters Sara h and Ruth .

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE

DONATIONS
RSA Sheffield
.£ 27.50
RSA East London
.£ 150.00
RSA Leeds
.£ 47.87
.£ 50.00
56 (London) Div O CA Display Team.. .
Mr. E. H ead ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.£
5.00
Mr A. R. Ayres in appreciation of the Reunion
.£ I 0.00
Certa C ito Lodge ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.£ I 0.00
3 Di v Sig Reunion C lub in memory of Cpl H. F. Timms
.£ 10.00
3 Di igs R eunion C lub in memory of Cpl J. L. Cocks...
.£ I 0.00
3 Div Sigs R eunion C lub in memory of Capt T. C. Maynard .£ 10.00
3 Div Sigs R eunion C lub in memory of Sig T. A. Pakem~n .... £ 10.00
3 Di Sig R eunion C lub Ill memory of Col G. H. T. hnmpton £ 10.00
Lt Col (Retd) P. Mc aughton in memory of WO D. R. Daniels£ 25.00
Collection taken at the fun era l of Marcu Heathcote Wenman.£ 2 14.19
J . C hapm an in memory of Brig F. J. Allen OBE .. . ... ... ... .£ I 0.00

LAST POST
From:

J oy - Cpl Al Joy 24 March 1973 - 01 August 2000, Cpl Al Joy died on I
August foll owing a year lon g struggle against leukaemia. He was born
on 24 March 1973 and enlisted into the AGC on 17 eptember 1991
where he became a Lance orporal. He served as a clerk with the I st
Battalion of The Parachme Regiment obtaining his military parachute
wings. In June 1995 he transferred to the Royal Signals and qualified as
a Telecommunications Operator Telegraph . Following hi s trade training
he ~as posted to l(UK) Armoured Division Headquarters & Signal
Reg11nent where he served for two years qualifying as a PTI. He was
posted lo 216 Parachute Signal Squadron on promotion to Corporal. Al
greatly enjoyed his time with the Parachute Signals, especially the
physical training aspects of his job. He co-ordinated the Squadron boxing team and qualified as a boxing judge. I le served in Alder hot for 18
months before moving to 16 Air Assault Brigade and the new 216 Signal Squadron.
Al first became ill at the OCA aythorpe Weekend last year. I le faced
hi s illness with cnonnous courage and dignity ; he was entirely positive
about the fut.ure and was de perately keen to return both to the Corp
and to 216 1gnal Squadron. However, he was al o realistic; and spoke
calmly and selOessly about the possibility that his treatment might not
be successful. The Corps has lost a courageou and highly motivated
soldier, with a bright future in the Anny. He was a man of great character and an example to all. He will be much missed by all who knew him
and we extend our deepest sympathy to his wife .Liz, and all his family.

Annis - Sgt M. D. Annis
Bovey - Lt C o; B. C . Bovey
Cocks - Cpl J. L. Cocks
DoddLt Col The R ev P. Dodd CF, MBE
Drummond - Sgt A. 1. Drummond
Eager - W. Eager
Good - Lt Col R. J. Good
Inglefield - A. W. Inglefield
Joy - Cpl A. A. . Joy
Marshall - Cpl G . V. C. Marshall
Maynard - Capt T. C. Maynard
Metcalfe - Sig J . W. G. Metcalfe
Pakeman - Sig T. A. Pakeman
Paul - D. Paul
Ping - Maj R. Ping
Shoesmith - Pte A. Shoe mith
Slack - Sig E. D. Slack
Stewart - Maj R.H. tewart
Thorpe - Sig D. A. Thorpe
Timms - C pl H.F. Timms
Wa lter - J. F. Walter
Wenman - W02 M . H. Wenman
Wilkins - gt H. Wilkins

Served 1956/78 Died 20/08/00
Served 1939/74 Died 08/08/00
Served 1930/46 Died 31 107100
Served I 939/46
Served 1939/46
Served
Served
Served 199 1/00
Served 1957 /74
erved 1940/46
Served
Served WW2
Served
Served
Served 1941 /45
Served 1955/58
Served 1932172
erved 1963/72
Served 1939/46
Served
ervcd 1939/61
erved 1939/46

Died 20/08/00
Died 1999
Died June '00
Died 11 /08/00
Died 07108/00
Died 0 1/08/00
Died 28/05/00
Died 02105100
Diep Aug '00
Died 0 1/08/00
Died 02/02/00
Died 13/06/00
Died 05107100
Died 0110 100
Died 14/07 /00
Died 0411 1/97
Died 13/08/00
Died 22/08/00
Di ed 26/07 /00
Died 17/08/00
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Sqn Comd
Maj Steven France
SSM
W02 ( SM) Adam Yafai
RAWSON TROOP
Tp omd
Ca pt George Alexander
Tp gt
gt Helen Jasper REME
EXERCISE JA ' ERS JOY - by AT Moughton
A with the three previou exercises this one would test each and every
one of us in different ways. This exerci e put into practice all that we
have learnt. The deployment out was ju l like any other, apart from the
fact that the administration prior to departure wa done by us. Thi was
the first time that we had been allowed to command sections. We ' ere
responsible for distributing equipment, dis eminating order and
navigating. The first day of the exerci e consi ted of rehear al of all the
skill and drill that v e would need for the rest of the exerci e. The
exercise then progressed onto a serie of OPs and recce patrols led by u .
Thing went well until AT ' haky' Wrega's patrol went lightly a tray.
Cpl Harmer· made an error, he let the ATs out of his sight for more than
30 second . With only 300m to go to the target he let the ATs go on and
he would meet them there. It wa simple, in theory. The ATs had seen the
farm and ju t had to move around in dead ground until they got to the
agreed locati on. Eight hour later C pl Harmer and Ca pt Alexander
found the ·rouge' section on their way back from their OP. By accident
the Troop permanent tafT found a building matching the de cription
given by AT Wrega approximately 2km away from the building that
Wrega's Section shou ld have been watching. Good kill Wrega! The
next day consi ted of section level patrols in a round robin. The circuit
was made up of a firsl aid stand, a number of section auacks, a command
ta k and the entertaining BC stand. The ection attacks were
particularly difficult given the shortage of ammunition. By the evening
we were preparing for the final attack. Folio\\ ing orders we had to ecure
the assembly area. At about 0300hrs (!) w moved, under direction of a
guide, to the forming up point. Scott Tp, under direction of a guide, went
for a tour of the tra ining area and only ju t made il back to the fonning up
poi nt with second to spare. We were the third a sauh troop and had lo
wail for ome time before we were let loo e on Baden Down Farm. The
assault was hectic and I'm me that no one really had a clue what wa
going on. De pile this the exerci e was, wi thout doubt, the best yet. We
can't wait for the Live Firing Exercise at the end of tenn even though
some of the permanent tafT are muttering about, people gelling hot le fl
right and centre.
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PE
EYTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ·shakey' bakespear e
Tp gt
Sgt 'Digger' Gardiner RGBW
EXERCISE DRAGON ' S TEETH - By AT Dawes
Day 1: Ex Dragon' Teeth, a hard, le ting exercise departed from
Arborfield Apprentice College at a relaxing I 255hrs. As we arrived at
EXCO the exercise weather that they had obviously booked for u
kicked in. The rain came down like a mon oon and drenched us all in a
matter of second . We then staned to patrol to our harbour area with the
Troop Commander at the front followed by the ection Commanders then
our Troop ergeant at the rear making sure we lost no one. We carried out
all the drill of nap ambush and then moved into the harbour area. All
comm cards and ba her were et up before v e had some cofT. That
ni ght my Section Commander, Cpl Tregunna took us out and taught u
ERV drills. I actually found it quite exciting a it was dark and we were
all running around with the adrenalin ru h kicking in.
Day 2: Up at 054Shrs with a long day to look forward to. Today would
be the test day for all the kills we had learnt in the first len weeks. Fail
this exerci e and it would be back to square one. The te t involved target
indication, ob ervation . judging di lance and camouflage and
concealment. I enjoyed the la t te l the most; the thrill of knowing that
you can ee the enemy and they cannot ee you set your mind racing.
Back to the harbour lo practice the ER drills again. omething about the
time pent on the subject el my mind ' ondering! Tension increa ed on
Day 3 as the te ting of our behaviour and attitude started. We did our
final practical test (fire and movement), which is your chan e to sho\\
aggre ion. which I think 90% of the Troop enjoys.
Day 3: The la l day we had our final le l and after we had packed our
kit away we were attacked, the ERV drill now eemed u eful! We had
only run about 500m with our bergan to the ER and we were already
kna kered! Then it hit u· ' e had to TAB back to E CO ! We were all
practieall running for the three mile to keep up with the Troop
Commander. Ole from Lt Shakespeare: it wa actually 2.6km!)
\\C
got back to EXCO ever, one wa exhau ted and so we collap ed and
tarted to clean our rifle , waiting for the coa h to take u back.
Per anally I found the exerci every challenging. I wa 21C oflhe ection
for 24hr· and that was a shock and education. The T B was hard but my
ection did well and no one dropped their bergan and the girls fin1 hed
in the lop third. whi h wa a good a hievement. Unfonunately the Troop
will have lo go forward lo enior Term without Lt hake peare and Cpl

3\\ ·er "ho are off 10 teach Junior Tern1 again. We will al o lo c
pl
Wheeler who i going for a holiday in the Middle Ea t teaching and to

pl Smith who has seen the light and has decided to leave for the bright
lights of Blandford to re-badg.: to the Royal Corps.

31st (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
CO
Lt ol L. F. Harrison TD
R 1
WOl (R M) Gibson
2 (l ) IG 'AL BRIG DE TRADE TRAI TNG CO R E
31 ig Reg! (V) conducted a trade training course at Bramley Training
rea (BTA) over the period 14-23 July 2000. Thi course although run
predominantly for 31 ig Regt ( ) wa opened up for the remainder of
the unit within 2 'C) ig Bde. The course commenced with a mooth
handover of the training facilitie , which should have let the D know
that it could not r main in this late of tranquillity forever.
ure enough. members of the Cadet Force reported that they had found
a ignaller lo t in the wood , claiming to have bogged in his veh icle.
After an un ucce ful hour earching W02 (YofS) Andy 'Yoda· mith
and Cpl ndy · ilk egligee· Harding returned to the HQ building,
thinking that these bloke from the Cadet must be barking! hortl y
afterward the Cadets returned to say that they had managed to find the
aid 'vehicle ' in the wood . o once again. the re cuer deployed in
earch of the lot vehicle. Hidden deep in the woods wa Sig ' Pathfinder'
Harris and ig 'Doe n't take notes' tevens afely tucked up in their
leeping bags, with the FFR well and truly parked up for the night. When
a ked, why they had gone deep into uncharted territory to find the HQ
building, they were heard to say, · we didn't think to look in the HQ
building it looked far too comfortable.' Well-done lads! Thi gave the
chance for the course to have its first lesson of' How to recover a vehicle
from a tricky po ition'. Although many of the tudent on arrival at
Bramley bad never officially operated a radio before, both the Rad ys
Op (HF) 'A' and 'B' courses managed to conduct a JOCOMMEX just
four days into the course. Syndicate 'A' attaining a very creditable 75%
communications with 3 UK Di
ig Regt, HMS Berkerly and HM

Cromer.
The students held a smoker on Thursday 20 July 2000, during which
they conducted skits of the instructors. It has to be said that Syndicate 'A
led by LCpl Paul 'The Joker' Hawes managing to keep the audience
amused for a substantial period, with their efforts to impersonate the
instructors. The course culminated in a field exercise over the weekend
21-23 July 2000, with the students manning three nets; JOCOMMEX
( 0% primary communications maintained), local HF net and an Exercise
Longhaul (HF link to America u ing ALE equipment). The Exercise
proved to be an outstanding success, a credit to all the students on the
course. The course dispersed on Sunday the 23 July 2000 with all those
attending having partially completed or (for the lucky ones) fully
completed their trade training. Well Done! The Regiment would like to
take this opportunity to thank all students especially those non-members
of 31 ig Regt (V) who attended the course for the effon and work they
put in to producing a very successfu l nine days . Thank you to the
in tructors for the time and effort they put into the course.
VISIT TO THE 1108th 1110tb and lllltb SIG AL BAITALIO S
MAY 2000 - By W02 (FojS) Jamie 'Dannyboy ' Harper
Gosh where to start. When I was told I was going aero s on a liaison
visit to the tales I said, 'G reat, I'll just go pack my shorts and suntan
oil.' 'It's not going to be that type of visit,' says the Training Major. ' But
bring your shorts .... Just in case!'
When the day arrived the intrepid quartet, comprising of Maj Tim 'Sega
Master' Cooper, WOl (RSM) John ·Midnight Cowboy' Gibson (who
was also being used in a duel role as the FofS interpreter), W02 (YofS)
Andy 'Yoda' mith and myself set off for the airport. We were full of the
joys of spring and excitement. Half hour later we arrived at the airport
extremely traumatised but at least in one piece. We thanked LCpl Dave
'Colin McCrae' Wynne for an interesting ride to the airport and told him
that if he hurries the police probably won't catch hiri! The plane ride to
the tates went without incident, almost. The YofS had some operator
finger problems with the concept of plastic cups and had to be excused
while he cleaned himself up, only to be expected. We were expecting a
rather boring seven -h our flight, however, an entertainment unit per
person and a free bar across made the journey slightly more bearable. The
Training Major and the RSM thought all their Christmase had come at
once! We were taken from the airport (Dullas Washington) to our hotel in
Gettysburg by Maj teve 'Hooters' Davis of the 11 11 th Sig Bn based at
Fort Detrick Maryland, in preparation for an informal dinner with Col
Ti tu , the Commanding officer of the 1108th also based at Fort Detrick.
A most entertaining night was had, with Anglo -American relations
between the two units going to new heights. However, never one to back
down from a discus ion, I now may be off their Xmas card list!
First day at the Fort was taken in with an overview of the station and a
visit to the I I 10th Satellite base station which controls three Satellite
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Ground Tem1inals (SGT' ) in the vicinity. The control r om of the base
station ' ould ha Ye sent even the most hardened 'Trekkie' gibbering .... It
was like being on the bridge of the tarship Enterprise! (I jest you not!)
We were also taken for a tour around one of the SGT's and introduced to
all the workers there in. That afternoon we were taken to the local
hopping park for ome 'Retail Therapy'. The YofS was last een nmning
into a Raulph Lauren shop creaming · hop 'til ya drop, hop 'Iii ya
drop!' Meanwhile the RSM had acquired a cowboy hat and was loitering
with intent in the main plaza. That night the lad from the 1111 th ensured
that' e' ere looked afler and didn t get bored. We would also like to take
thi opportunity to thank the 'Boy Choir' of the 82nd Airborne
Engineers for their help in entertaining us that e cning, The RSM wa so
enthralled that he joined them for one last tint. Ever seen a fish out of
water it like an RSM doing Rap! The next day it was back to work. We
were taken to ' ite R'. Access i restricted, blindfold and cavity earche
mandatory. No wonder all the Americans there had smiles on their faces,
very unsettling. To say that ite R is awe ome would be a gross
understatement. I would love to tell you all about it but then I'd have to
hred you all. Americans it is aid (and they do ay it!) do it bigger and
better, I can vouch for this, imagine a bunker the ize of the London
underground and you may start to have an idea of what I'm talking about.
We were taken for a tour around the machinery that created the life
support for the place; words cannot e en begin to let you comprehend
how immen e the site is.
We were introduced to Col Bryant ('The Grand Ma ter Mole'),
Commanding Officer of the 11 11 th and his Op team to discuss
equipment compatibility and procedures between our two units. There
was al o a vi it to their Comms Facility and introductions to the
personnel manning it. That afternoon the 1111 th laid on a pecial
battlefield tour of Gettysburg with profe sional military hi torians. It is a
truly beautiful, solemn place with monuments to the past cattered about
the battlefield. A the historian spun their tales of blood and guts you
could a lmost imagine what it could have been like to be there then. It wa
an irnpre ive afternoon. Strangely enough refreshments were provided at
the local inn where we repaid the historian in a fa hion that they would
appreciate. It was our last night; we had a sit down meal with Co l Bryant
and his dignitarie and exchanged plea antries and present . The honour
of becoming members of the 'Loyal Order of Mole ' wa conveyed on
us, nonnally you have to do a full tour underground at Site R to get this!
As the RSM will soon be leaving to pick up a po t in Civ Div (Po t
Ma ter!), he elected to present his Pace Stick to the CSM (Command
Sergeant Major) of the 1111 th. The CSM wa so overcome with the
present, he visited our hotel in the morning and brought MORE presents
with him! Afterwards to bring the night to a fitting end, we decided to do
a CTR on a known establi hment, which l hasten to add came highly
recommended (by the bar stafl). Again much was done to cement AngloAmerican relations much to the profit of the establishment. The RSM
was so overcome with the place that we had to help him back to hi s
room, jetlag and old age he said were to blame. The I I I Ith excelled
themselve as hosts both in the work environment and the social side.
This unit will ensure that the reciprocal visit in September is of the same
standard ...... if not better.

41 (PLK) ICNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comet
Maj Lankester
SSM
W02 Watson
OFFICER ' ME
SUMMER BALL
This year's 011icers' Mess Summer Ball was organised by Lt Beth
Pollard from 41 Sqn and Capt Paul amways of HQ Sqn. The evening
was held at Southficlds TAC on Saturday 8 July. Mess members and their
guc ts were greeted by Maj Julian Carmichael the PMC, and offered a
drink in a reception marquee. A super meal was served in the drill hall,
followed by coffee, port and cigars, during which the 'Premier Brass'
band played for entertainment. Mr Vice, 2Lt Lee McEvoy newly
commissioned out of Sandhurst, gave the toa ts to the Queen and
Princess Royal, and then the evening really began ... Lt Beth Pollard had
organised a casino, in which all members and guests demonstrated their
gambling skills. ome more successfully than others! A band played in
the main hall followed by a disco and many of the Regiment's officer
were seen dancing until dawn! Transport was laid on throughout the night
for those wanting to retire, whilst others were st ill up to see the sunrise
over South fields. As a member of 31 (City of London) ig Regt Officers'
Me ·s, 1 would like to say a big thank you to Beth and Paul who
organised a superb evening.
COULSDO MILLE
IUM PARADE
Coulsdon has been having its own Millennium celebrations (albeit
belatedly). and 41 qn took part in the Millennium Carnival procession to
the local secondary school. The carnival procession started at the TAC,
where the variou floats gathered, and from there processed along Marlpit
lane and out towards Old Coulsdon to the school. At the school, there
were various stands and di plays (of which we were one), a beer tent,
stage, BBQ and fairground, and the even ing finished with a hu ge
firework display. We had a lot of interest in our display stand, consisting
of Lanward, an FFR detachment, and a recruiting stand, although most of
the school children were a bit too young to join. The quadron's
participation in the event was organised by Sgt 'Uncle ick' Tuck. Capt
John Symonds, Lt Debs peakrnan, Sgt Ian Mackay, Cpls Julia and
Simon May, C 1>I Andy 'REME' E llis, ig Phil 'PLK' Davy and Pete
Lovett all gave up their aturday evening to take part in the carnival and
promote the Squadron.
EXERCISE GREAT E CAPE-14-16 J LY 2000
Ex Great Escape was a Squadron mil kills weekend. organi ed by
Capt John 'Col Bozic' Symond . The Squadron deployed a part of
'WOTFOR' (We tern Operations Treaty Force) to Cinque Port in Kent
to take part in a peacekeeping exercise. The quadron were deployed to
keep the peace between the KLO (Kent Liberation Organisation) and the
BUM (Britannic Unionist movement}, and were given a serie of
cenarios to deal with. The platoon, led by Lt Debs 'Cow Pat'
Speakman and Sgt Brian ' o Clutch' Traynor, bad to initially clear an
area, and send out recce patrols. Ops were sent out at fir t light, and
reported back to Pl HQ on what they aw. I think we all learnt just how
important it is to get the facts right before acting on any infonnation! On
Saturday afternoon, we were given les on on the 349 and 351 Clansman
radios by SSgt Dave 'BT' Holman. S ig Phil 'PLK' Davy and LCpl Rob
'GMPG' Bromwich, both recently returned from Bosnia, gave a le son
on mine clearance. Cpl Kevin 'Egg Banjo' Bedwell gave ales on on trip
flares, and we all fired the GMPG (SF). Early evening saw us patrolling
to secure an HLS Uust who was that farmer?), practising ou r section
attack drill , and evacuating ca ualtie from a minefield. We were
obviously having far too much fun on exercise. when the KLO D said
they could hear laughter coming from our bunker a we ate breakfast on
Sunday morning. We still haven't learnt that we're not suppo ed to ha e
fun on exercise! Our platoon attack however proved a rude awakening to
all. Attacking enemy depth position uphill i incredibly hard work, but
somehow gt Brian ' o Clutch' Traynor managed to lead a section
around the back of the enemy, and attack with the element of urpri e.
Well done that man!

56th SIG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comet
Maj Streete
SSM
W02 Godden
GE ERAL INTRODUCTIO
The main emphasis for the Squadron remains preparation for Annual
Camp 2000. The detail of which is starting to emerge. It promises to be
an excellent opportunity for the Squadron to show what it can really do.
Although the summer months are traditionally quieter, Squadron
personnel have been active and have been involved in a great deal ,
including: Ex Cockney Mackenzie, a canoeing expedition to Canada,
Trade Training, a Military Skills Exercise and a Troop Commanders
Adventurou Training weekend. The TA Centre was also the venue for
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess Summer Ball.
PER 0
EL
Maj Sarah Streete. unable io attend Annual Camp because of work
commitments appear to have gone against the grain somewhat,
apparently ignoring the u ual options of an attachment or career course.
She is currently serving in Kosovo covering a Staff post for six weeks.
Rumour ha it that she has yet to make an appearance at the Staff Office
but i widely travelled and enjoying the experience.
REGIME TAL TRADE COURSE 14-23 JULY 2000
Bramley in Hampshire was the venue for this season ·s trade course.
The Squadron wa well represented with SSgt (PSI) ' Willie' Loch and
Cpl Andy Harding putting in the hours and the knowledge as in tructors
and LCpls Reader, Hawes, Hewitt and Sigs Godwin and Jennings
striving to attain their trade qualifications. The hours were long and the
training intense but not even an impromptu visit from half of the Officers
of the Regiment distracted either student or instructor from their goal.
Congratulation to the above mentioned on the standard of pas they
achieved. LCpl 'Eric and Ernie' Hawes & Hewitt are also to be
awarded a BAFTA for their unique interpretation of life as an Jn tructor!!
All recently qualified operators will get the chance to put their ne' ly
acquired kills to good use on Annual Camp.
EXERCISE PIPPI GFORD WALK 14-16 JULY 2000
With Summer Camp approaching fast thi was our last chance to bru h
gt fartin
up on our Military Skill . SSgt Chris Maginnis and
Cooper take the majority of the credit for a well-concei ed and executed
exerci e. 'Old Swear ', LCpl Eric ·The Warrior' Gardyne and LCpl
Paul 'Let me at 'em' Renaud, a usual lead from the front throughout.
· OCdt Rob 'Woody' Wood u ed the occa ion to prepare him elf for hi
forthcoming commi sioning cour e but (Platoon gt for a day) Cpl Ja on
Light is still claiming 'Woody' would have a better chance if he went
with him to andhur t. Even qn 2!C Capt Tony Potter and W02
(SSM) 'Roly' Godden playing the bad guy (entirely out of character)
were powerless to prevent a succe ful final a ault, much to the delight
of all the participants. Overall the exercise was a resounding success and
provided an excellent opportunity to cement relations \\ ith the contingent
of ACF based at Eastbourne.
EXERCISE EA TBO Rl E ADVE T RE 4-6
G T 2000
The name is a bit of a mi nomer - it wa an ad enture but it wa
certainly nm Ea tbourne. 36 members of the quadron embarked on an
experience with a difference as conceiv d by Capt Tony Potter and the
S gt ' Willie' Loch P I. Friday night aw an exhau ting e\·en hour
journey to Ha erfordwe tin W Wales (Where??) to the home of 14 ig
Regt (EW). From there, the eager participants di per ed to take in a range
of activitie . A number of oldier tried their hand at deep ea fi hing Sgt Gary Windham landed the smalle t catch of the morning a and
eel mailer than his hook; Capt Tony Potter landed the large t - a
pa ab le Pollack. Waterskiing
the
M impersonate a human torpedo
and develop a close relation hip with the boom in hi 'topper yacht later

.Visit to the Gettysburg Battlefield

(L-R): Maj Steve Davis US Army, W01 (RSM) Gibson ,
W02 (YofS) Andy 'Yoda' Smith , W02 (FofS) Jamie Harper,

a''

Tour Gu ide - Maj Tim Cooper
Nice hats Cowboy
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TADWORTH CHILDRE 'S TR ST F ' DAY
The Squadron sent a display stand to The Children's Tru t Fun Day at
Tadworth on Saturday 22 July. The stand, run by LCp l Paul ' tarbar'
Starbrook consisted of an FRR, and recruiting display. L pl tarbrook
was helped on the day by Sig PhiJ 'PLK' Davy, and ig Guy 'mountain
bike' cott-Douglas, who took various bits of kit for the children 10 try
on, and cam cream so that children could paint their faces like soldiers.
The stand proved very interesting to those who'd gone to the Fun Day,
and we also helped to raise money for the Children's Trust. The
Children's Trust raised a total of £19,000 on the day.
Welcome back to the Squadron to Sig Phil ' PLK ' Davy, who has
recently returned from Bosnia. We hope that the quadron will benefit
from his experiences there - he has already started to pass on some of
what he learnt to the Squadron. We don't want to make his head well too
big, but welcome back, mate!
The Squadron would like to congratulate gt Trother and hi wife
Lo uise on the birth of their first child. Baby, Kathy, and mum are both
doing we ll.
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on m th' da}. aturday eYening wa "iu1e s to a cut throat quadron\\ ide ten pin bowling com~)<!tition w n by LCpl Hewitt (ex PWRR) and
clo cly followed by gt ~Jartin Cooper. taff ooper then produced a
'home made· pizza for the winner to share with his 'mate ' W02 (S t)
Ke\ in Godden and gt Di '·ie Bonner pre cn·ed the integrity of the
enior Rank by defeating Capt Tony Potter and apt nthony Lamb
111 the ne\\ annual ten-pin bowling competition. unday saw the squadron
retire to the go cart rn e track where a gruelling 90 minute team challenge
. 3\\ a ten lap ,·ictor} go to the old and bold team captained by Sgt Dickie
Bonner'' ith L pl Jo Reader·s team in hot pur uit. Thi. wa a
memorable weekend. well attended by new recruits and the old weat
alike and a very ucce ful team building activity

83 (LO DO ) JG AL QU DRO
qn.Comd
taj Julian Carmichael
~M
W02 ( M) tevcnson
0 'GRAT LATlO S TO THE 'EA TWOOD-.BELLS'
The wedding of two member of 83 Sig qn took place on 24 June
near ouingham. pl 1nrk Bell and LCpl Jay Eastwood interrupted
the training programme and tied the knot in her home village. There was
a mass exodu from London as many members of the squadron hit the
MI with perfect convoy drills. The bride did not wear green but chose a
more traditional outfit! he was not ea ily recognised by her 83
colleagues who commented how difTcrcnt she looked from her u ual
weekend exercises. The groom wa well supported by gt Ma tt Ca hill
who took off his gt 's beret to put on a Top Hat as Best Man, he
apparently wa sho' ing more signs of nerves than the groom! A Guard
of HonOLtr greeted the grinning couple as they exited the church - Cpl
teve Taylor (P I Tech), Cpl fan Byrne, LCpl Colin Anderson and
ig Jardine looked outstanding in o. I Dress. The father of the bride. in
his speech, a knowledged the Guard of honour as the male challenge to
the bevy of beauty provided by the three bridesmaids! A urprise
honeymoon of Barbado and Antigua followed but we know they would
have preforred two weeks in Catterick.

The Master enjoys a joke with Cpl Cook
LPH A TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt B. Y. T. Higgs
SSgt Roberts
Tp SSgt
Alpha Tp would like to welcome LCpls Donald on, Hubble,
Kirkwood and Lester, and igs James and Fewster, all straight from
Blandford and preparing for a mixture of excitement and confusion that is
the ATO Experience. After the flood of arrivals, over the past few
months, we must bid farewell to some long serving members of the
Troop: Cpls Ronnie Radford and Neil ' aked' Hatcher to Northern
Ireland (continuing an eerie Troop tradition); LCpls Gordy Carle,
' obby' Styles and Sig Ste e 'Aviator' Wildridge. All of them are
leaving the Corps for greater things. We wish them all the be t of luck.

The Team on Ex Eastbourne Adventure
W RRANT OFFICERS A ' D GTS. S

1MER BALL
The Warrant Officers and Sgt ' Me s held their annual Summer Ball
on July _ooo at Eastbome. The theme for the evening was a 'Caribbean
Beach Pait} ' which incl uded a live reggae band, limbo dancers and fireeaters and a real Caribbean BBQ. The PMC W02 (S M) Kevin Godden
and hi hard working S CO's at 56 Signal Squadron pent t' o day
converting tbe main garages into a Caribbean beach which included the
deliYery of palm trees. a cocktail bar. a lorry load of sand, the
con truction of a stage and a large goat for the BBQ!. Many thanks to
gt Martin Cooper who used his contacts in the building industry for
the sand and caffolding. The evening started with a ·punch ' concocted
by Master Chef, W02 Fred Bramble, wh ich got everybody into the
mood traight away. Although from this point on. it was difficult to
remember the evening in detail. All the SSM' competed in the limbo
dancing competition, although their was no real \ inner, the Medical
Officer has aid that given another three weeks rest they should all be
back at work! The live reggae band provided an authentic sound of the
Caribbean and played throughout the night only stopping for the BBQ.
The BBQ was prepared by, W02 Fred Bramble, Sgt Steve Howell and
gt Bob hevels, which incl uded goat, shark and swordfish and was a
complete succes , lucky no one mentioned th e goa t until aftenvards.
Following the BBQ. the Mes were entertained by two limbo dancer .
The eYening finished off with a disco and an impromptu game of
\Olleyball and in overall terms was a complete succe s.

The Happy Couple
Cpl Mark Bell and LCpl Jay Bell nee Eastwood
THE 0 E THAT GOT LEFT BEHi D...
LCpl tuart Farquharson-Roberts, a Det Comd in the quadron,
found himself left behind in British Columbia following Ex Cockney
Mackenzie, the Regiment's canoe trip to Briti h Columbia. He suffered a
collapsed lung on day three of the Exerci e, but did not get ofT the river
for another three days. Thi led to eleven days of discomfort in hospital
in a backwater logging town of Quesnel. SSgt Graham Browning
remained behind in Canada to en ure his safe return to UK although it
soon became clear that be would not need to remain for the three to fonr
weeks dictated by doctor who were fearful of recurrence. LCpl F-R had
a chain of relatives \ ho could take him in thus reliev ing S gt Browning
who neverthe less en ured that his charge got to Connecticut in the US.
LCpl F-Rs brother, a Pte in 3 Para on leave, flew out to join him for a
tour of e\ York, Washington DC and Boston. On hi return to the UK a
month after endex he aid, 'Despite the lung, 1've had a fantastic holiday.
I'm going to collapse it every time I'm abroad now!' We are not ure if
his employer will be quite so pleased with that idea, but he did admit to
being glad to be back in the Squadron bar.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J. A. Harris
RSM
W 01 (RSM) C. Kearney
The quadron is now being re-equipped with a new ATO
communications system, the Deployable Communications Module, and
the first of this equipment to arrive came duri ng June. Each Troop is now
equipped with ·85 Buy' radio relay. There are three detachments, each
consi ting of a radio vehicle and a mast vehicle - the masts are about 25m
high. Becau e of this they take about two hours to set up. After nearly a
year\\ ith no equipment the Troop embarked upon two weeks of intensive
training. There was ome appalli ng weather but a huge amount of effort
was put in by all, and the detachments were working like well oiled
machine by the time they demonstrated for the Master of Signal's visit.
Then the Master retired to the WOs and Sgts' Mess to present LS&GC
medal to members of the quadron . Congratulation to Sgt Michelle
Ironside, gt John Taylor and Cpl Brian Woolley.
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The Master with the OC , the RSM and the LS&GC recipients,
and their families
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IT D Camp
The !TD Camp that was run during July was the first opportunity that
the Squadron has had to do some green training ince the return from
Kosovo, a April and May were lost to Pot-Tour leave, and June saw the
quadron AT Camp. 70 personnel from the Squadron relocated to
Haltem-Lavesum for a camp where the emphasis wa on training rather
than testing. As well a the ITD that we all know and love particular
attention wa placed on weapon training, culminating in a CQB range.
The Camp finished with a march and shoot, based on the CFT followed
by an inter-fire team falling-plate competition. The DS team honourable
retired in the quarter-finals (after having made their point). The eventual
winner were Cpl ·Bras -Converter' laughter's fire team from Alpha
Tp, thanks mainly to the eye of ig 'Les' RyaU (using Cpl Slaughter's
ammunition). The camp \ as enjoyed by all. and will prepare everyone
for the battlecamp in October. Thanks must go to the Op Officer Ca pt
CO,
gt 'H' Baker. for doing the
Rich Craig, and to the Training
houting.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp comd
Lt L. J. Caldcrhend
Tp Sgt
SSgt Weaver
Due to a mas Squadron reorgani ation i.e. the formation of two
Troops from three Troops, we now have a combination of old Bravo Tp
members, old but new to Bravo Tp and real new Bravo Tp members.
'Real welcome ' must go to Sig 'Harry Ram den' Rolfe, LCpl Clarke,
ig Po ll ock , LCpl 'Gym Queen· Jones and LCpl 'Monty'
Montgomery. adly we mu t say goodbye to Sig Watts who i hortly to
be travell ing around Aus. Al o goodbye and good luck to LCpl 'Hilly ·
Rillson who is also venturing out into civvy treet - well a much as you
can ca ll working for pacelink in Ko o o civvy street!
EXERCISE Q EBEC BACKSTOP 2000
The quadron adventure training camp thi year took place in the
Mosel Valley Area of Germany during the period 22 June-4 July 2000.
The exerc i e in vo lved activ itie such as hill-walking, canoei ng,
windsurfing and the well known port of 'granny biking'. 45 soldiers in
9x9 tent eemed to blend into the rather quaint civilian campsite in
ehren, near Cochcm \ ith remarkab le ea e. However. our German
campsite neighbours did appear somewhat confused by our a .embly on
the vo lley ball court during S gt ·M ore pudding· Maw 's ini ti al fire
practice! The first phase saw ome fairly un pectacular weather, however,
due to the wet nature of the majority of the activities thi went unnoticed
by most.
The canoeing acti vity run by gt ·Maddy' Mason took place on the
River Mosel and for most involved a ignifi ca nt amou nt of paddling
round and round in circles. However, LCpl 'Doe your mother know you
arc here' Harrison insisted on in peeling the wall of a rather large barge
at close range before actually deciding to paddle in any direction! Then
there was the hill-walking day where heads were cleared and bli ·ter
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made during a 25km trek led by Lt ' ot another bridge· alderhcad
through woodland and over some fairly steep valley . ides. Thankfully
LCp l 'Timmy' Mallet cunningly and seemingly quite acc1dentall}
discovered a coffee shop when it was his tum to navigate. It was at thi
location that LCpl ' Daz' Pearce discovered a tick embedded rather l11gh
up on hi inner thigh. This did not cause too much panic in the soon to be
gym queen as he frantically attempted to drown the little creature in the
delightful spicy German Goulash soup! At the end of the day aching feet
were soothed for some by a dip in the river. An activity that \~as
particularly necessary for LCpl 'I'll walk back' Booth who managed to
walk an extra 18km before he even started the days actiYity due to a
severe taxi shortage in Cochem early that morning! The \\ indsurfing "as
not exactly the easiest activity to grasp in a day although Cpl Baber
managed to get far enough out on the lake that yet another rescue mission
by gt Maw wa required! Then there was the 'granny biking' activity.
Congratulations must go to gt Michelle Ironside who discovered at the
end of the day that the reason she was always being left behind was that
she actually had the brake on!
Fortunately, during such an adrenalin packed week, there was chance
to relax during the R&R activity or o we thought until Lt Bernie Higgs
pointed u in the direction of a near vertical hill in order to visit Cochem
Castle. However, there was plenty of opportunity to swap the day's war
stories over a civilised glass of wine during the evening wine fe tivals in
the local area. We also managed to build the longest Anglo-German
conga during the boat trip up the River Mosel. Overall it was a
thoroughly enjoyable week and thanks must go to all the staff that
enabled this event to go ahead.
AITACHME T TO 280 (UNITED Kl GDOM) SQ
by 2lt Justine Ridley & OCdt Aileen Grant

DRO

On Monday the 10 July 2Lt Justine Ridley, from Oxford UOTC, and
OCdt Aileen Grant, from Gia gow and trathclyde UOTC, arrived in
Germany for a three week attachment with 280 (UK) ig Sqn, their aim
being to experience everyday life at a regular signal unit. Having just
completed their degrees, both are due to start Sandhurst in the not so
distant future, so were keen to see what a Commi sion into the Royal
Signal involved.
The first two weeks were taken up with learning about the structure of
a Signals Squadron and training on ATO radio relay . This involved
working with the soldiers a well a observing the everyday jobs of the
Troop Commander , such a interviews. CRs and paperwork. Working
with the soldiers was particularly useful since we got to know ho\ the kit
worked and had a brief insight into the go ings on of the soldier in the
Squadron. They were keen to explain the working of the Signal kit and
tell u about their operational experiences. From training with the oldiers
on the radio relay detachments we realised the importance of getting to
the oldiers per onal ities and what their futu re amb ition are since a
major element of a Troop Commander job is managing your soldier·
careers.
The third week ga e both of u the chance to have up to date training
on ITD . . The first day encompassed BFAT training during which 2Lt
Ridley found out that he had pa sed her nursi ng degree. The detail of
what degree he had done wa not mentioned to the in tructor until a later
date for fear of fa il ing the te t. either of u had entered a gas chamber
before o BC kills were qu ickly improved especially when confronted
with a face full of CS gas. PT was commenced ritually every morning
and we di co ered the PTl's lo e of hill , mud, and early tart . The
range cau ed much amu ement iace it wa the first time for us both to
hoot with a re pirator on and therefore cau. ed u to shoot more than one
APWT! The last day ' as dedicated to the CFT, for us an operation in
blister maintenance.
We were both introduced to the Gennan nightlife along \\ ith a small
amount of alcohol! Variou trip were made into Krefeld and Du eldorf
once we eventually under tood the train sy tern. One of our night out
involved te ting to ee if the Jay walki ng law really exist ... it doe ! On
our last weekend the ummer Ball wa held (for a ''hole 12 of u ).
Around 3am the munch ie hit and we di covered one of the ubaltem
has a soft pot for tuna fish. On the whole. we thoroughly enjoyed
our elve ove r the three weeks. Our thank go out e pecially to Lt
Lindsey ·Tunafi h' Calderhead. Lt .Bernie Higg and Capt Richard
Craig for making u feel o welcome and introducing u to yet more
acronym . th is time ATO one !
MfLITARY OB ERVER A 'D STAFF CO R E (UN 10 0 )
IREL
D
by Capt Richan1 Craig
Whi lst serving in Ko ovo at a loose end. looking through the D r. I
came aero a trawl for nomination for the
Militar} Ob en·en. and
ta ff cou r e in Ireland. On a \ hi m I decided to put my name forward
expected that nothing more would come of it. I \\ a therefore surpri ·ed
when two month later joining in ·truction arri Ycd on m) de k. ftcr
completing all the neces ary adrnin left for the course. The course '' as
held at the urragh Camp, ounty Kildare, Ireland. Thi· i the main In. h

Defence Force amp and i ituated thirty minute We t of Dublin. The
course was attended by thirt -three officer ranging from aptain s to
Lieutenant olonels who came from a total of 23 countries. The average
age wa. 32 with the younge t 26 and the oldest 51 .
There wa a mixture of lectures a11d practical I ons on all aspect of
1 Peace keeping and
Monitoring Officer operation . Most of the
lecturers had ext nsi\'e
e ·perien e. and incorporated their personal
experience into the le on . There were a number of gue t speakers who
added \'ariety and additional intere t to the course material. There was
al o a number of cxerci e that in olved lri h Defence Troops from all
O\'er Ireland and con iderable re ource including armour and air upport.
Having erved in 2 0 (UK) ig qn and deployed to Ko ovo and Bo nia
I alread) had experience of serving with many officers from different
, ATO nation although I had no
experience. The chance to meet and
en e along ide officer from nations from all over the world wa

fascinatin g. The profess io nalism of the Irish Defence Forces was
particularly impressive
The out o f hours programm e was comprehensive and good va lu e.
Acti itic were orga ni sed for both weekends and most nights of th e
course. The e includ ed a couple of Irish music nights, orienteering
ompetitions and trips to Kilkenny, Dublin and Glendalough. These trips
were not only interesting, but helped the integration proce s between the
different nationalitie . We were al so lucky to be invited lo the Queens
Birthday reception in the British Amba adors residence in Dublin with
the opportunity to see the band of the lrish Guard play for the first time
in Ireland since 1922. The warmth and friendline s of the lri h people is
renowned around the world and after going there I can per ·onall y
confirm th at it 's all true. In ummary the UNMO OC course was an
interesting and worthwhile experience both profes ionally and socially.

A CORPS HISTORY
Dr Graham Watson, Historian of the Royal Monmouth hire Royal
Engineers ( 1ilitia), and Cliff Lord, Historian of the Royal ·ew Zealand
Corp- of ignals, have teamed up to compile a lineage history of the
Royal Corp of ignal . The authors are writing a book, which will
provide an hi torical guide for ju t about every signal regiment, quadron
and troop in exi tence since 1920. ot only will it include all pre ent-day
units but tho e now no longer in existence. For each unit there will be a
list of all change of title, a narrative of it history, an explanation of its
role, information on unit badges and ceremonial links. Appendices will
be included and it is hoped awards and senior appointment in the corps
will be included as well a equipment lists. At pre ent ome units have
their own internally produced hi lories but there ha been no Corp -wide
attempt to provide a guide since publication of Maj Gen alder s
history in 1958 and then The Vital Link. Thi project ha the active
assi tance of the Royal ignals Museum.
The authors ha e been able to gather a great deal of material but have
now reached the stage where the remaining gaps in their inforn1ation can
be filled only with the a sistance of past and present members of the
Corps. While all, and any. extra information would be appreciated, the
authors are anxious to hear from anyone with information of the
following units.
5th Division HQ & Signal Regiment 1968-71
10th Armoured Division Signal Regiment, Libya 1955-57
22nd Signal Rgiment 1959-1992

Malaya ignal Regiment 1952-54
2nd Training Regiment 1948-59
202 Signal quadron 1970-76
214 ignal quadron
217 Signal quadron
225 ignal quadron
226 ignal quadron
245 Signal quadron
258 igna l quadron
ignals in Gibraltar, Tripolitania, Cyreaica, Canal Zone, Aden pre 1964,
FRA ignal quadron, Sudan, Ethiopia, East Africa Signals, West Africa
Signals. and Persian Gulf from 1948. The later may include any Royal
ignals involvement in TOS, Bahrain, UAE, Oman and other Arab Signal
Units
ignaJ Troop attached to Artillery units in BAOR and elsewhere
Un its of the Arn1y Emergency Reserve 1953-67
Anti-Aircraft Command 1939-55
ignal training Centres ' 1939-45
University Signals
If you have any history or information that has been mis ed before,
plea e send it to the authors for inclusion. This may include details on
non-standard dress embellishments and photographs, lists of equipment
and awards to Signal personnel , which hould be sent to Dr Graham
Wat on, 34 St Clears Close, Caerphilly, Wales CF83 I DU or email .
Contributions will be acknowledged.
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THI: REPLBLIC or KOREA

From:

Reg Briggs
157 Chaucer Road,
PETERBOROUGH , PEI 3LS

Dear ir,
May I thank The WIRE on behalf of the many Korean Veterans for the
articles published this last year.
It is fifty year since the outbreak of that conflict and most of the
Veterans are now in their late sixties or older. You can imagine my
urpnse when the mail arrived, the other morning, and there was a large

letter with Seou l printed on the outside.
How very nice to receive this and one ha s to a k has the Briti h
government ever, in the history of the military, sent out a 'Thank You ' to
its armed servicemen and women.
On a recent visit to Austra li a my wife Margaret and I stopped over in
Korea for a week. We were made very welcome everywhere we went
To the President and to the people of the Republic of Korea , Thank
You.
~eg Briggs,
A Troop, attached 28th Field Regiment , Royal
engmeers, 1951 to 1953.
The Royal Signals Reunion Weekend
The Corps Pipes and Drums on parade
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Sig 'Scottie· Steele. 21 ig Regt. (a member of the Mobile Air
Operations Team) using a PRC 346 (Tactical Ground to Air). talking to
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A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE SOinC{A)
All of us know that the Anny is based upon teams, whether they be Detachments,
Regiments, Divi ion or the Corps. Teams arc made up of individual , each with his
or her own needs and aspirations, but working within an accepted framework. Our
team have, yet again , had an outstanding year op Operations, Training and on the
ports field.
Individual· need to feel valued, they need to feel a part of a respected organisation. Sometimes it is difficult to feel va lued ifliving and work ing condition are less
than they hould be. or deployments come thick and fast, but there is no doubt in the
minds of our enior commanders 1hat each and every member of the Corps i an
essential and va lued pa11 of the Army and the Nation's Defence Forces.
I have been fortunate to vi it many unit this year on Operations, Training and in
the barracks. l continue to be enormously impres ed and encouraged by the profcsionalism, enthu iasm. maturity and innovation demonstrated wherever I go. With
the e qualitie in abundance, success for all our teams is assured. At the tum of the
year we shou ld all consider the other team which stands behind everyone of us, our
fami ly. Be it large or mall, with us or apart, it plays a fundamental part in our lives.

SPECIAL FORCES
COMMUNICATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY?

..

a challenging and
·

you get paid?
d communic

LAURETTE AND I WISH YOU ALL
A VERY HAPPY CHRJSTMAS
A DA SUCCESSFUL EW YEAR.

Theo
adv en

THE MASTER'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
As we approach the end of this first year in the new Mille11J1ium, I cannot help but
get the feeling that the manic intensities which seemed to characterise the last year
oftbe old one, are on the ebb. I am sure that many of you will think, not before time.
Nonetheless, our Corp , probably more than any other British Service organisation, continue to bear much of the brunt as the Army eeks to come to terms with
the two challenges dominating its thinking about the future. The first is bow it needs
to change to best meet the demands of ·expeditionary warfare'. Here the skill , the
culture and the exceptional quality of our soldiers have set the Corp out on its own
among our Allies in one particular ability, highly prized by commanders: providing
the rapid COIDllland and control necessary to achieve order out of early chao . The
second challenge, by no means unique to the Services let alone the COIJlS, is the
'information revolution' . For many this is a problem. For the Co!JlS this i a once in
a lifetime opportunity.
lo the year 2000 the SOioC and bis Staff have made real progres in grasping
these challenges. The percentage of the Corps now on operations is down to half
what it was a year ago and plans to ' ride the revolution ' are well laid. Despite the
pressures the Mille11J1ium year bas been a great one for the wider Corps ' Family' . It
continues to grow in strength and influence and to have a lot of fun in the process.
Two singular occasions were the Millennial Week at Blandford , re-creating,
amongst other th.Logs, the past glories of the Morrison Cup,aod the hugely successfu l
Co!JlS Weekend that put together the spectacular Princess Royal Day Parade and the
A sociation's Reunion .
So the Corps, including ome families hard pressed by frequent separation, has
earned a good Christmas and can look forward to the ew Year with enthusiasm and
confidence and some prospect of greater stability.

PSI
R (SY) Troop u(
Stirling Lines I
Hereford
HR47DD

for

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
The Territorial Army is an equal opportunities employer

ATTENTION HARROGATE
APPRENTICES

FROM ANNIE AND ME
HAVE A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND A GREAT NEW YEAR.

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION
AN UAL BC /RSI LECTURE
Thursday 15 March 2001
at the IBM Research Labs
' Scholarly Sky-writing' - ProfStcvan Hamad Hursley

A
AL EMl AR
Thursday 3 May 2001
Princess Mary I lall , Blandford Camp,
'THE VITAL LINK
Further information from Col (Retd) Bill Kennedy at RHQ
on 01258 482647 or E-mail: rhq-rsignals@army.mod.uk
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Battlefield Tours
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive ItinerarAies

Galina International Battlefield Tours

WANTED

'A SIGNAL HONOUR'
BY ROBIN PAINTER

The Chindits and the 14th Anny
Christmas Reading at its best

40 Bridge Street Row Che ter CH I I
Tel: 01244 340777

HARROGATE APPRENTICE
MAGAZINES

Official Tour Operators to the Normandy Veterans Association

I have nearly completed writing the history of the College but I
have a few gaps. I have most copies of the _magazi~e but woul_d
appreciate a copy of the following, which I wtll return t
required:

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1 o7
I 08
I o I0
1 o 11

Feb 52 (?)
July 52
July 53
Feb 54

Obtainable from the Museum Shop
Telephone: 01258 482248

The complete set of magazines will be donated to the Museum.
Plea e send any copies you may have to:

Cost£J9.95

Col (Retd) Cliff Walters,
Royal ignals Museum, Blandford Camp
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2001
The Royal ignal A ociation ' AGM f?r 200_1 will again be
combined wi th the Branch Repre entattve Meetmg and be held,
by kind permi sion of the OC 238 ig qn, in hel ca Barrack .
Chelsea Bridge Road, London, W 1 RF, on aturdny 2 A~nl,
tarting at 1030 hours. All Life Members of tl1c R A are ~hgrble
and welcome to attend. Point for the Agenda mu t be re Ct\ cd b)
A sociation Headquarter b I March, 2001. All tho e planning tu
attend are asked to inform Association Headquarter m order to
a isl with catering and eating requirement .
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I - Go buy a turkey
2 - Take a drink of whisky (scotch)
3 - Put turkey in the oven
4 - Take another two drinks of whisky
5 - Set the degree at 375 ovens
6 - Take three more whiskys of drink
7 - Tum oven on
8 - Take four whisks of drinky
9 - Turk the bastey
l 0 - Whisky another bottle of get
11 - tick a turkey in the thennoneter
12 - Gia yourself a pour of whisky
13 - Bake the whisky for four hours
14 - Oven the take out of the turkey
15 - Take the oven out of the turkey
16 - Floor the turkey up the off pick
17 - Turk the carvey
18 - Get yourself another scottle of botch
I 9 - Tet the sable and pour yourself a glass of turley
20 - Bless the saying, pass and eat out

LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING
DOWN AND IT LOOKS AS THOUGH
'MERCURY BRIDGE'
AT RICHMOND IS ABOUT TO GO
THE SAME WAY. RECENT STORMS
IN THE NORTH TOOK OUT THE
CENTRAL PILLAR

eve ryone r a llies round. However, when th e need becomes
more specialised and more substantial re ources a re
required, people turn to us.
The Army Benevolent Fund provides support for soldiers,
ex-soldiers and their families when they are in need. But to

A CHRONICLE OF THE SIGNALS
(CARY) THEATRE
1945TO1973
~ many people already know,
chro~1cl~ for th~ Culture Section

igel Ribchester is compiling a
of the Museum. It currently
contams mformatJon on some 169 productions that were performed
~n the Theatre. This is _
supported by items in three albums already
10 the Museum Arch1':'e~ that have been photo copied where
ne~e_ssary. Also by ?r!gmal or _photo-copies of programmes;
ongm~I scripts; original music scores; tape recordings of
pantomime m~s1~; photographs; posters; magazine articles; news
cuttmgs; and s1m1lar memorabilia. These have kindly been donated
from their treasures by people who were proud to belong to the
Theatre Club, founded by RTO Ca ry in 1945, or had been one of
thousands of patro ns in the audience. Information has been
~eceived fr~m as far away as ew Zealand from fhose who served
m Royal Signals, Royal Army Education Corps, The !st Queen
Drago_on Guards and civ ilians living in the Catterick area. The
Chronicle currei:itly _comprises five thick vol~mes and is on Apple
Mac back up Zip discs. There 1s a mass of information about the
early years b~t sw1xisingly, it tends to tail off in the later years.
As the picture ts far from complete igel Ribchester wishes to
make a final appeal to all_ whom served in Catterick during the
yea~s 1945 to _1973 to s tft through their memorabilia. He is
particularly anxious to fi ll in missing dates, which were not shown
on the programme of productions known to have taken place in
1950, 51 , 52, 53, 54 and 1959. ln addition he has no information
whatsoever about productions or performances that might have
taken place in 1965, 66, 67, 70 and 1971. Apparently the last show
was a revue produced by I st The Queen's Dragoon Guards from
25-27 October 1972.
If you h_ave any ~rigina l items which you would prefer to keep,
pl~~e cons1de! makmg photo copies, or be prepared to send the
ongmals for 1gel to copy and return. In any event he would like to
speak to. anyone who has a story to tell about the Theatre Club,
whether 1t be as an actor, stage crew, front of house, box office or
mana~ement. Ple~se phone 023 9225 9772 for a chat about your
expenence, you will be most welcome.

Vi sit the Beverley Boys Archive Web Site
http://members.aol.com/beverleyboys/
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continue our support, we need yours.
By making a donation or leaving a legacy you'll be

WHO WAS 'JIMMY'

providing the 'reinforcements' our soldiers rely on.

By Col (Retrl) Cliff Walters

Please give generously.
Or perhaps, more accurately, who was the Greek mythological god
HERMES, who we all know as the capbadge of the Corps. You may well
be aware that he was a messenger but you may be surprised to find that
he was_11lso a thief, lier, cook, musician , arsonist, a tronomer and
womaniser. Read on.
HE~S was born of ZEUS, the senior god, but whilst still in his cot
he decided to run away. He left the cave and came across a tortoise which
he promptly killed. He stretched the intestines of lamb across the shell
and made the first lyre. He then played it and sang.
He soon_gre\'." hungry so he stole fi ve cows from hi brother APOLLO.
To cover his crime he deceitfully made the cows walk backwards so that
APOLLO could not make sense of their tracks. He then invented fire and
cooked 2 of the cows and after having eaten his fill he returned to his
cave w~ erc he categorically denied hi crime. ZEUS saw through this but
reconciled the brothers. HERMES gave his lyre to APOLLO and in
return he received a gold staff or caduceus which became his symbol of
office as messenger of ZEUS.
~~RMES was th~ first to observe the stars and understand the seasons.
Th1_s 1s wh)'. his Latin name was given to the planet MERCURY. But his
mam capacity was that of messenger. With wings on his sandles and hat
he ran faster than the winds and he could also enter the Underworld and
converse wit_h the dead. To pass all these messages he was eloquent and
very persuasive.
Fi~ally, H~RMES was_ capable of being overcome by irresistable
physical ~ass1on m pursuit of maidens and nymph who ran into the
~aves to hide from him. His list of conquests is extens ive and his prodigy
mclude kings, servants, heralds and warriors including those who fought
with Jason on the Argo.
Now, who would have thought all that of our beloved JIMMY!!!!!

DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
RACE THE SUN 2001
is planned for

10 MAY 2001
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

ARMY
(R-L): Stella Mcintyre, Annette Barnes,
Sig S. S. Fenton, Ericka Hunt

THE ROYAL SIGNALS HERITAGE
MILLENNIUM LOTTERY DRAW
The Draw for the Museum 's Millennium Lottery Draw was made on
15 September 2000 in the presence of the Regimental Colonel, Col R. M.
C rom bie. The winning ticket was picked by Sig S. . Fenton of Iron
Troop, 2 Sqn, 11 Signal Regiment. ig Fenton was enjoying one of the
Museum Cafe's bacon butties when he was approached by Col C rombie
to pick the winning ticket - how could he refu e? The winner are as
follows:
- W02 K. Tunstall, 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig qn
1st Prize
- M r R. . C ha rlesworth
2nd Prize
- Mr M. Bell
3rd Prize
2 x 4th Prizes - Mr R. Hunter and D. P. Howshall
4 x 5th Prizes - Mrs L. R. Jackson, W. R. Deller, Mrs D. Wildy and
Mr R. Spencer
6 x 6th Prize - B. T. Lord, Capt J. Harrington (currently on hi
I M seat Blandford), D. H. Manders,
Mr . Troughton, 1r A. lexander and
M r I. Wother spoon
Al o witnessing the Draw were Miss tella lclntyre (Mu eum urator)
and M r E ricka Hunt.
Many Congra tulations to all the winner . We wo uld like to thank
everyone who took part in the Draw and made donations 10 the Museum,
which made over £5,000 for the Museum Education project.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

BENEVOLENT
FUND

D

ii wish to donate the following amount to the ABF £

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to the Army Benevolent Fund
OR please debit my

D Visa 0

MasterCard

D CAF Card

AJC No. _ _ l _ _l __I__ Expiry Date _I_
Na me .................. .... .................... ........................................... ................

(your name as It appears on the card)

Signature ... .. ........... .. .. ... .. .......... ......... ............................... Date_)_)_

(This donation Is invalid if this form Is not signed)

Please send to: Army Benevolent Fund, 41 Queen's Gate, London SW7 5HR.
Please enclose your name. address and post code when donating . For information
on making or changing a will. Gift Aid donations, payroll giving and supporting fundraising activities call 020 7591 2000.
WIRE 12/00 PR12!i9
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND
(Registereed Charicy
and

o 284923)

THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM TRUST
(Regi tcred Charity

o 1070420)

ince 6 April 2000, Deed of Covenant have been replaced by
Gift Aid a a means of giving to Charily.

*

If you are a UK Taxpayer, you can make a Gift Aid
Declaration when you make a donation to Charity. By using
such a declaration, the receiving Charity can reclaim any tax
you have paid on your donation. This will give the
Benevolent Fund or the Mu eum trust an extra 28p for every
£1 donated.

* Gift Aid Declarations may be written or given orally
over the telephone.
* If your circumstances change and you no longer pay tax
on your income at least equal in amount to the tax that the
Charity reclaims, you should cancel your declaration.
*

You can cancel the declaration at any time simply by
notifying us that you wish to do so. If an oral eclaration is
cancelled with in 30 days from the date on which written
confirmation i sent, it will be as if the oral declaration bas
never been made.

* If you

WANTED

are a higher rate taxpayer, you can claim further

tax relief in your Self Assessmellf Tax Return.

A STATUETTE OF ' JIMMY' SUITABLE FOR GARDEN USE.
HEfGHT APPROXIMATELY 3fi

Saturday night saw some 120 member· of the OCA, the Squadron and
their fami lies gather for the annual dinner. After the dinner the OC
Squadron Maj Ivan Hooper, spoke about the continued importance of
the OCA 'and the Caythorpe weekend to a Brigade Signal Squadron that
is 'fo rward looking but proud of its links with its forebearers'. Maj
Lewis Golden then spoke movingly about the pilgrimage to Arnhem last
year, the 55th Anniversary of Op Market Garden, paying particular
tribute to the OCA President, Maj Gen Dean-Drummond, and also
spoke of the grat itude of the OCA for the support from the Squadron.

TECHNICIANS, OPERATORS AND
TELEMECHS REQUIRED

CAYTHORPE 2000

Maj I. Hooper and SSgt (YojS) Wilson
On 2-3 September Airborne Signals past and present made their annual
pilgrimage to Caythorpe in Lincolnshire. The links between Caythorpe
village and Royal Signal started late in 1943 when !st Airborne Division
Signals returned from Africa and were billeted in Caythorpe village and
in Caythorpe Court prior to Op Market Garden. Close links were forged
with the village, and Arnhem Sunday has been celebrated at Caythorpe
by the Old Comrades Association (OCA) ever since, and since 1984 by
216 Sig Sqn. This year's event was also significant as the first Caythorpe
weekend to be hosted by 16 Air Asslt Bde Sig Sqn (216), a year to the
day that the Brigade was launched.
Sadly even the best efforts of Rev Brian Lucas failed to produce
parachuting weather; the strong winds and elements kept up their bid to
remove the tents from the village green all day but failed to dampen the
enthusiasm of the Squadron or the locals for the village fete. The
parachute insertion was not the only part of the plan to go awry. The
Squadron football team went down 2-4 to Caythorpe Village and rumours
abound that the entire squadron team is on a 12-Montb Warning Order
with a show again in September 2001.

*

The Gift Aid Scheme is explained by the Inland revenue
leaflet IR ll3 Gift Aid which may be obtained from your
local lax office.

Genesis Consultancy specialise in placing ex-Corps
members of all ranks and trades with the
telecomms industry nationwide.
The SOinC and the OCA President, Maj Gen Dean-Drummond
Toasts were drunk to '16 Air Assault Brigade' and 'Airborne Signals
pat and pre ent'. Piper. LCpl
arendr_a-Gurung and Sig
Bharatmani-Limbu from 250 Sqn , 30th Sig Regt added great
atmosphere to the occasion (and were also on han.d to rou_se the sleeping
forms of airborne signallers pa t and present with reve1ll~ on Sunday
morning). As the dinner concluded many decamped to the village and to
the Waggon and Horses where the act ivities wa cont inued until the early
hours. Many friendships were renewed, and new ones forged as the
serving members of the Squadron listened in awe to the ex~loits of those
airborne signaller who bad fought m Italy, North Afnca, S1c1ly, Arnhem
and orway. It was tremendous to see past members of 216 Sig Sqn
spanning several generations; names which are part of the fabric of the
Squadron 's histrory, including: Bill Creswick, Lewis Golden, Dick
Appleton, Mike Ham, Johnny Firkins, Dougie Alder, John Aspinall,
Ralph Porter, Steve Marshall and Willy Granitza.

* If you

Ai rborne Signals Past and Present

If you:
The Falkland Stone
The main event of the morning was the re-dedication of the Falkland
Stone by Brig Peter Wall, Commander 16 Air Asslt Bde. The granite
obelisk was brought from the Falklands to commemorate the deaths in
1982 of Maj Forge and SSgt John Baker, killed when their Scout
helicopter was shot down en route to re-supply a Squadron rebroadcast
station. Until last year the stone stood outside 216 Sig Sqn HQ at Arnhem
Barracks, Aldershot, and after a brief rest in Colchester it was placed by
the Squadron at Caythorpe Church late in August this year.

Sunday morning saw the traditional march pa t _through Cayth_orpe
village by the Squadron and the OCA. !he OCA Pre 1dent and the Signal
Officer in Chief took the salute. Dunng the church service the names
were read of tho e members of the Royal Signals who died at Arnhem,
and wreaths were laid by the OC Squadron and Mr Dick Appleton. The
exact format of next year' Caythorpe weekend has yet to be decided.
The OCA had inte11ded this to be the final dinner, but such was the
enthusiasm for the event that this deci ion will be reviewed by the OCA
in February. What is certain is that 16 Air As t Bd~ ig Sqn (216) will
return to Caythorpe village next year to meet old fnend and to pay our
respects to our forebcarers; a remarkable group of airborne ignallers.

Apply now, using the form in SOinC PD 206,
available through your Sqn Office or YofS.

I

If you have decided to leave the Corps call us today or
forward a detailed C.V.
Genesis Consultancy Ltd.

Capt R. J. 'Beanie' Lloyd married Capt D.R. ' Pierre' Farrimond
on Saturday 12 August, 2000, at the church of St Peter and St Paul,
Weobley, Herefordshire. The couple were married by Padre Lee
Gandiyay from 7 Sig Regt. Capt D.R. Farrimond has taken !lP a po_ l
as OC Penny Troop ATFC Arborfield and Capt R. J. Farnmond_ is
looking forward to taking up a post a Instructor at RMAS on compleuon
of JCSC in December.

Capt o. R. Farrimond (l) and Capt R. J . Lloyd (R)
7 Signal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment

For additional information, contact the
l (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC) Training Wing on
(9)4240 8518 I 0 l 908 638518
or the Sqn YofS on
(9)4240 85 16 I 01908 638516

The regi tered Domain

ame for the Beverley Boy '

rchiYC

beverleyboy archi e.co.uk
Brig Peter Wall re-dedicates the Falkland Stone with Piper LCpl
Narendra-Gurung
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In addition to immediate requirements, we have
medium and long-term requirements from our clients
and can assist in all matters concerning these
opportunities throughout the period running up to the
date of discharge.

CONGRATULATIONS

The Best Radio Sys Ops in the Corps

Tbe next Spec Comms Assessment Course will be held in
February 2001.
Those candidates assessed as suitable will be invited back for
Special Communications Course 1/01 ,
from April to July 2001.

I

e-mail: admin@genesisconsultancy.co.uk
www.genesisconsultancy.co.uk

WANTED!

Then Special Communications may be for you.

A wide variety of opportunities currently exist for
Class 2 and Class 1 Techs, Operators and Telemechs
as well as Foreman of Signals and Yeoman of Signals
of all ranks who have decided to leave the Corps.

12-50 Kingsgate Road, Kingston, Surrey KT2 SAA
Tel: 020 8547 4141 Fax: 020 8547 4181

are unsure whether or not your donation qualifies
for Gift A id tax relief please contact the Regimental
Headquarters on 01258 482087.

Rate yourself as a good operator,
Are adaptable and versatile,
Able to work on your own or in a small team,
Enjoy a challenge and
Enjoy foreign travel (often outside Europe),

GEN

Please contact Mrs Edna Pritchard (widow of Ronald T. Pritchard)
on Coventry 024 76412273)
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The OCA March Past
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following year to take up my post, work had begun to dig up the old
Stanley Square to build the new cookhouse and surrounding single
accommodation blocks. For the next two years we lived in the middle of
a building site and more often than not came to work in wellies.
I bad a preconception that working with a military band would be
interesting but nothing prepared me for what l was to experience. Until
that day, I, like many other people had seen Trooping the Colour, the
Cenotaph, the Royal Tournament, Changing the Guard at Buckingham
Palace and the playing of Happy Birthday to The Queen Mother as an
annual National event you take for granted. I was now working directly
with the mu icians who took part in these and working behind the scenes
in support. Since 1995 the Corps Band have been to Northern Ireland,
Germany, Cyprus, Canada, America, Sweden, France, Bosnia, Gibraltar,
Public Duties and Duty Band at Sandhurst. They don 't always remember
to send me a postcard but when the hosting units thank you letters, PR
photos and press cuttings start arriving post tour it is very gratifying to
read how much people enjoyed hearing and seeing the Band.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS BAND

During the la t ten months, ince the arrival of the new Director of
Mu ic, Capt Paul Mu rrell , the Band have been rehearsing. not only for
engagements thi year. but for a bu y programme next year. This ha
meant a more intem. rehearsal chedule and a more varied approach to
the way we perform.
Ottr first programme thi year was at the Poole Arts Centre with the
Dorset Youth Wind Orche tra. The Band wa enhanced by seventy 14-18
year old for an e ening which was also graced by our own Pipe and
Drum . The proceeds were donated to the Joseph Weld Hospice and the
Museum Educational Tru l. hortly after thi we travelled to Cornwall to
appear on the Bandstand at the Royal Cornwall Show, Wadebridge. This
enu:uled three long hot days of concerts and arena marching di play flymg the Royal ignals flag - and avoiding the cowpat . We also
managed to fit in open da) at 3 UK Div and 14 ig Regt and an e ening
marching di play/retreat at Warminster for the Kent Cadet FQTce who
were on summer camp.
If Y?U mi ed ongs of Praise on 13th of Augu t, then you will have
also missed u . A who le unday wa spent on the 9th of July recording
thi event along' ith Alan Titchmarsh. The previous day had been pent
entertain_ing the publi~ at Hai:ible ~Hage and at Warsash as part ofSolent
Celebrahon 2000. Thi culminated. m the Band being put onto a pontoon
m the middle of the nver and playmg the evening to a close without life
jackets. _The second trip to the area was made to front the Lord Mayors
Proce s1on through the city of Portsmouth starting at the Gui ld Hall and
endm~ on Southsea Comma~. This annual event is watched by thou ands
who l~e _the route and cons~sts of hundreds of floats and other marching
organisations. On a more mi litary line the Band have played at Pass Off
Parade at both ATR Bassingborn and Lichfield, taken part in the mas ed
band's pectacular at Tidworth, the Korean Veteran s Parade on the sea
front ~t Weymouth and numerous mess nights around the Corps.
This year has also een the arrival of the Big Band who have now
performed on everal occasions. The first of these was in the Crown
Hotel, Blandford to a packed house raising money for loca l charities.
Sub equent appearance have been at an Army Benevolent Concert at
Canford School, Wi~borne and the Concert Halle, Bad alzuflen during
our UKSC (G) tour m September. It is hoped to feature the Big Band in
our new CD recording which will begin early next year.
We wo~ld like to .take tbi opportunity to thank 7 and 16 Sig Regt and
l (UK) Div ~or hostLDg us whilst LD Germany thi s year, the e tours seem
to pass so quickly these days compared to years gone by. We would also
like to wish a happy retirement to Lt Col (Retd) 'Guss ' Gurr HQ 1 Sig
Bde who b~s looked after us during many of these tours. We understand
the house m France can accommodate quite a few - see you soon!! A
fond fa rewell also bas to be said to Col R. M. Crombie, Regimental
Colonel and Band President.

The Royal Signals Fanfare Team - Alternative Dress
play Col Crombie's Fanfare
As a final note it is worth mentioning that thi year the Corps Band
celebrate their 80th Anniversary. This occasion will be formally
celebrated at a dinner, in Blandford, at the end of the year and attended
by all the current serving members of the Band and the new Band
President, Col R. • Donaldson and his wife.
LIFE AS THE CORPS' BAND ADMI OFFICER
When I was asked to write an article about my job as the Corps Band
Admm O~cer 1 thought long and hard about the way in which I should
approach 11. After much deliberation and note making I decided it was not
a good idea to go into too much detail as omeone out there reading this
~rticle may think I'm having too much fun and transfer me to a proper
JOb! So leavmg out all the parties an? naked !11idnight swims in Cyprus
(name.s and numbers supplied) here 1s my bnef account of my first six
years m the post.

0 RSMDT
Team Capt
Team S CO

Lt Col Jack Ambcrton
Capt Kyra MeAnulty
gt Paul Boughcy

TEAM OVERVIEW - by Capr K. H. McAnulty
Since potential 'luvvy' Capt 'Gordy Babes' ewell's departure the
Team has been orchestrated by the very capable team Staff Sergeant,
SSgt Paul Boughey, through what has been a very busy if omewhat
accident prone show eason. The teams' outstanding performance was in
no small part due to the oldiers' fine personal attributes and the
dedication of each team member.
l have finally arrived and will be taking over the rein as Team
Captain. an appointment I am thrilled to be taking up. Unusually, for the
team l am actually a motorcyclist and I hold a road licen e - so it i over
to the team to teach me how to really ride. Any preconceived ideas that I
would be arriving in the quieter po t show season period have been
dispelled. We are now starting to prepare for 200 I. Thi entails etting up
a Team recruiting campaign spreading the length and breadth of England,
Wales and Germany, in search of volunteers to come along and join the
team. It also involve planning for and running the election course (in
which l will also be a participant); and then training the new Team in
preparation for the opening show (20th April 2001). It eem easy if you
say it quickly but with all the other operational pre ure on in the Corps
it is not! We remain optimistic though ....... .
In addition to the departure of Capt ewell, we are saying farewell to
Cpls 'Wayne Sleep' Ma lin, Bob ' Funky Monk' Sizeland, John 'Mad
Dog' Strachan and LCpl 'Rat Boy Scou e' O ' Leary after three years
with the team. Congratulation 10 gt C hri s 'Smither ' Hunt on bis
promotion, LCpl Ed 'Rooster' Lewis on pa sing his Clas l and on
coring Top Student. Also congratulation go to LCpl Mal ·Bambi'

Enquiries come in on a daily basis from outside agencies and Signal
Units world wide, wishing 10 employ the Band and I have made many
friends over the years. When employed by charities and other
organisations I often receive invitations to attend their functions. Thi~ 1
not always possible due to the nature of my job but I always cnjo) seeing
the outcome of weeks of preparation. The Band do not al\\ays understand
why I bother but I find it satisfying to see an audience enjoy a concert,
marching display or retreat and know I've helped to orgamse it.
There are currently 32 Regular Army Bands, 17 of them have AO's
working with them either full or part time and I have at some time or
other met or spoken to all of them. One or two are ex-band member.. who
have taken up the civilian posts at the end of their Army career.. the
others are clerks or music librarians who have come from admin
backgrounds. Many find 1t amazing at the amount of involvement I have
with the band on both a work and social level. If l had to sit do\\n and
design my perfect job l would never have come up with this. OK it's not
all good - when we have bad days they are bad, but the job i made by
the people I work with and they aren't all that bad ! !

Hildreth on his marriage to Claire, LCpl Tony 'Eye Wash' An netts on
bi marriage to Donna and LCpl 'Franky Le Beour Fitzpatrick on his
imminent wedding to Lisa. Finally. congratulation to LCpl Gar 'Little
Man' fisher and his partner Lisa on the birth of their daughter Talitha
Skye.
MILLE t lUM SHOW SEAS01 - by thefirsl year riders.'
After successful completion of the February election Course l made
my way with the Team to RAF Sealand for four week of pre-show
training. This was to allow all the first year riders to get to grips with the
most basic tricks of the display, mission accomplished with some brilliant
fun and a few bruises thrown in. With the foundations of the display laid
at Sealand the Team then returned to the 'Un ique Georgian Town' of
Blandford to add the fini bing touches to the tricks prior to the opening
show. Everything was going to plan unti l I week before the how. During
'Charlie' Diamond' we had a smash leaving four bikes and their riders
namely Cpl Bob Sizeland, LCpl 'Fozzy' Forster, LCpl Tony nnetts
and LCpl 'Mal' Hildreth , cattered over the arena. LCpl ·Tonka·
Richardson , LCpl 'Fozzy' Forster, LCpl 'Mal' Hildreth and LCpl
F ullerton were obviously chuffed - not! They bad the ta k of gening the
bikes up and running again.
After a lot of cursing and scraped knuckles the hardworking mechanic
bad the bikes ready for the opening bow. Unfortunately whil t collapsing
the six bike fan a few weeks before the opening bow Cpl (now Sgt)
Hunt landed bad ly and damaged his foot quite badly. As a very capable
rider be had been planned into a number of trick , including the car jump,
o a lot had to be changed and replacements found ASAP. tep up LCpl
'Fitz' Fitzpatrick. The opening show saw SSgt Paul Baughey at the
helm. and everything went brilliantly. The first year riders were pre ented
with their well earned White Helmets and Cpl Chris Hunt was awarded

Alison Yetman - Band Admin Officer
'The answer is no. Now what's the question?'

Th.e Director of Music (R) presents Col Crombie (L)
with a framed copy of the Fanfare in the Band Bar
'Jimmy' by Musn Dave Byrne
On his departure from Bl ~ndford he was presented with a framed copy
ofh1s very ?Wn Fanfare, wntten by the Bandmaster WO! Bill Booth and
played to .him on hi fina l visit to the Band Block by the Fanfare Team,
dressed slightly less formally than usual.
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When it was suggested to me by my ivil Admin Officer at RM Poole
that my P?St may not exist after the De fence Housin g Executive took
over Mamed Qu~rters control in ~ 994 my first reaction was, ' B**** r, J
should .have applied for the advertised post with the Band at Bovington .'
Enqumes were made to find if there was still a vacancy and there was but
with the Band at Blandford . Phone call were made and an interview
arranged ~ 1th the then Director of Music, Maj D. F. WalJ and it was on a
grey day m December 1994 that I got my first visit to Blandford Garrison
and the Band Block. I must say that first i1.npress ions were encouraging,
plent}'. of room to park, beautiful green roll mg countryside and a plea ant
dnve in from Poole. It wasn't to last. When I came back in January of the
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 2000
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the highly coYeted Luca Trophy for the Best ew Comer.
.
On to our first civilian orientated public performance. the Leicester
how, and then the ball was rolling. The highlight of the how season for
me thi year wa in Bel fa tat the Royal Balmoral how. Due to the
politi al ituation it wa obviou that we were initially ne~vou but our
mind were put at re.!t by the escort from the 7 Royal Insh boys who
followed u everywhere we went. Cha tham saw the fir t visit of the
ea on to Kent for Chatham avy Day . The tray wadding from a field
gun demon tration prematurely ~et off the fire frame and ent team
members on the bu printing to put it out. One of the best how-ground
of the eason wa the uffolk how in Ip wich. The bright unshine wa
a far cry from the downpour on the last show at h tham. Even the food
was exemplary which make a fine change. To top it off LCpl ' Duncy
Monkey' 1ar h found hi future wife in new love Janey! In June we
travelled north of the border to the Bathgate Festival in West Lothian. We
arrived to find the how-ground practically de erted apart from the food
stand and traders. Eventually to the ound of bagpipes, like children
follow ing the Pied Piper, the crowds came. 3 Div Beating the Retreat at
Tid\ orth wa another fabulou how of a very important military nature
which entailed entertaining ome of the highest ranks in the Army and
local dignitarie .
On the recruiting ide of life, a trip to Cat1erick and the Army Schools
Exhibition saw u perform six shows over three day . Many youngsters
were intere ted in the Team and in the Roya l Signal it elf. At one of the
how LCpl · cou e {I can jump the world)' Uust!) 0' Leary
spectacularly jumped over a Military Police car, an Arctic Tracked
Vehicle and finally the team car and without leaving tyre mark on the
roof. The annual RSA weekend took place on 24 June and meant another
performance on our home arena at Blandford. The weekend was a great
reunion for all ex-service men and especially ex-White Helmets to tell a
few stories to the pre ent team members. a lot of lamps were swung!
Monster Trucks were the order of the day a the team rocked up to Bath
Truckfest. We hared the show with many famou tars including Tracy

haw from Coronation Street and Ricky Tomli nson from The Royle
Family. During the la t di play Sig Paul ' tan the Man' Bowes caught a
flame slap to the face from the fire jump which resulted in a rather rouge
(burnt) fa ce, ( Aa a www) . At orthampton Town Show we w ere
~xccption a lly well looked after. On the fir "I night we were entertained by
Republica Ii e in a open air concert which resulted in many members of
the team camp ing at the show-ground . Some team members including
LCpl Tony ' Jawbone ' Annetts, LCpl Ed ' Have you seen my new
Tatoo ' Lewis and Sig Paul 'The Ear ' Bowes got to ride around the arena
on ome Lambretta scooters. The second night 's entertainment came in
the form of Spandau Ballet minus the Kemps. After a couple of pints of
'sui-cider' many people including LCpl ' Scotty (Roman Nose)' Eccott,
Sig Matt ' lv"e got a Lizard" cott and LCpl Keith ' Stretch' Hodgson
not only woke up with a hangover but also had a petrol head from a hot
night in the boudoir?
August took the Team to Bolton and brought an unexpected twist in
the accommodation. Instead of staying in a camp we found ourselves in
heaven enjoying the treatment of the Park Hall Hotel at the Camelot
Theme Park. On the way to the first show temper frayed slightly when
an out of control enraged car driver cut up the coach as we were about to
enter the show-ground. The driv~r of the car and his passenger were
insensed by the incident but soon backed down by the sight of 30 team
members peering down on them from the coach . Fortunately for them
Cpl Bob 'J'm green and keen again' izeland calmed them down with
his smooth talking. One of the last and favourite hows for the team is the
South We t Motorcycle Expo held on Blandford Camp airfield in
September. Other star included The Tigers - a children's Motorcycle
Di play Team, Jimmy Fireblade, Jumping Jake Semtex and last but not
least World Record Breaker Gary Rothwell. The team finished the season
on a high on a wonderfully hot day to their home crowd only made
hotter when LCpl ·My foots on fire ' Annetts decided to et fire to his
foot whil t lighting the fire sticks for the jump.
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THE MAN FROM MANNING AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Maj S. G. Hutchin on MBE
After a very quiet summer the pace of life here in Glasgow ha started
to quicken. With everybody back from leave our attentions have now
turned towards some key policy issues uch as, the introduction of the
RCMO concept, changes to the Officers CR system and the requirement
to confirm Re idual Service for promotion. We have also entered the
promotion board season that inevitably leads to frantic activity at desk
level. Looking ahead the remainder of the year will see the Division
embarking on a serie of road-shows which gives us the opporrunity of
highlighting key policy changes and issues that affect us all. It will ,
however, al o give you the opportunity to raise issues with us whether
they are personal or wide-ranging. Capt Shane Knight arrived from
DISI during the summer and is now firmly in the C Wing 'hot seat'. On a
sad note our Staff Assistant, W02 (SQMS) Myles, will leave the Army
in November to be replaced by W02 (SQMS) Scott.
(We have had a different focus for each edition and this time, scraping the
barrel, we turn to Officer Wing.)
FOCUS 0 OFFICER WING
SO I Officers - Lt Col teve Richardson is responsible for the posting
and career management of all Regular Majors and Lieutenant Colonels.
Lucky enough to have his own office alongside the Col MCM Div, Lt
Col Richardson also fondly imagines that he is the focal point for all R
SIG ALS Officer policy issues. Having his own office has distinct
advantages, one of the principle ones being that he can spread his Daily
Telegraph across the desk without getting in anybody else's way. He
believe , quite wrongly, that he is the most important person in the
Officer Wing.
AO SOJ Officers - George Walker is the SO 1's right hand man and a
key member of the Officers' Team. Responsible for providing support to
the SO I, Geo rge is renowned for his love of Guinness and has been
known to travel the length and breadth of Britain to find that 'perfect
pint'. He doesn't care who the most important person in the Officer Wing
is, as long as they're buying the next round.
SOI LE Officers - Lt Col Dave L u mb is re ponsible for all Late
Entry Officers and is instrumental in co-ordinating and implementing
commissioning policy. A keen golfer, Lt Col Lumb has built up a
considerable understanding of the fairways and greens in the Glasgow
environs. His personal crusade is to remind Mainstream Officers several
times a day what they have forgotten to do for him. He is quite sure that
he i the most important person in the Officer Wing.
AO 01 LE Officer - Linda Mc eil is the quietly efficient one who
beavers away behind the scenes in the Late Entry Section. The resident
'Who Wants to be a Millionaire' expert, Li nda is a dab hand at quizzes
and general knowledge, that's when you can get her off the Internet. She
is also a massive sci-fi fan who loves the 'dark side' that comes in useful
when dealing with most Quartermasters. She agrees that Lt Col Lumb
consider himself the most important person in the Officer Wing but her
opinion di verges sharp Iy a ft er that.
02 Officers - Maj teve Turnb ull is responsible for the postings
and career management of Captains and Lieutenants. An ex Royal
Marine Maj Turnbull is very much at the forefront of 'Young Officer'
business even if he does spend the majority of his lunch breaks
pampering himself in the local health spa. He knows that he is the most
important person in the Officer Wing but doesn't want to upset the SOis
by saying so.

AO S02 Officers - Liz 'Biggies' Robinson is the S02 Officers'
partner in crime. Ex-RAF, Liz has brought a new dimen ion to flying a
de k and although being the new girl on the block has yet to confuse a
Pilot Officer with a Second Lieutenant. Liz is fairly sure that there isn't
anyone important in the Officer Wing.
CO FIDE TIAL REPORTS
Following on from the summer edition of The WIRE we agreed to give
you some helpful tips with respect to Confidential Report writing. Whilst
the forms for both Officers and Soldiers Confidential Reports are
different the principles for their completion and submission remain the
same. Here are some tips that you may find useful :
The Military Secretary's Guide to both Soldiers and Officers Confidential Reports is the bible with respect to Confidential Report writing. Lndeed it is essential to read the respective guide prior to completing and ubmitting a Confidential Report.

HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CIDEF (ARMY)
EWS FROM THE HEADQUARTERS
SIGNAL OFFICER I ' CHIEF (ARMY)
THE COMMANDS PPORT DEVELOPMENT CE TRE
.
The change in title of this Headquarters will have been noted straight
away by those of you reading this. article. It stems. from one of the tw.o
parallel initiatives that are now begmnmg to bear.fruit. The first of the~~ is
the General Staff Review, which formally recognised SOmC{A) s pos1t!on
as the proponent for the delivery of all mobile and deployable mformati~n
service . The establishment of a Command Development Centre (CDC) m
support of Digitization, is the second majo~ initiative. Thi ~as le~ to the
regrouping of a variety of assets already within ~lan~ford, mcludmg J:lQ
and RHQ R SIGN~S, ACfSSG? BDMT and the 1mmment reorgamsatJon
ofthi Headquarters 111 to three pillars:

Personal details on the front covers must be correct a time is needlessly wa ted returning Confidential Reports.

SOinC(A)

The asses ment of characteristics must match the pen picture as all
too often the boxes are marked excellent yet the pen picture is distinctly mediocre.
The pen picture must be factua lly correct although subjective comment is allowed as the Reporting Officer is merely stating his opinion.
Be honest in your assessment of an individual and make sure that a
Mid-Term Appraisal is conducted and recorded, regardless of rank or
seniority.
You must ensure that Confidential Reports, of whatever nature, are
submitted on time. Tbc impact of a report failing to reach us in time
could prevent that soldier or Officer from appearing before a Promotion Board, the net result being that his/her career could be severely
affected. The golden rule is 'GET THEM TN ON TIME'.
If unsure please do not be afraid to seek advice.
EXTEDITIO
In our submission to The WIRE we will have a look at the hub of the
Division, Central Support, featuring yours truly, together with a brief
insight into the Redress Procedure.
HELP!!!!!!! HELP!!!!!!!!! HELP!!!!!!!!
Are you sitting there reading this and thinking that you would like to
do something a bit different, perhaps something out of the ordinary
involving challenges, travel and communication. Have you ever
considered being a Special Recruiter or member of the R SIGNALS
Mobile Presentation Team. If you have, but have not known how to go
about it then contact your Admin Office or speak to your 'boss', there are
opportunities out there!
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benefits of digitization are fully realis~d. In ~~enc~, in addition to the
trials function the tasks of the CSDC will be d1v1ded mto three:
Conc~pts and Doctrine - responsible for ensuring that .futw:e
systems meet the requirements of current and.emergmg doctnne, 1e
that they are designed to be capable of supportmg the needs of future
commanders.
. .
Networks - responsible for the Commumcanons backbone 'the pipes'.
.
.
Infrastructure - responsible for systems architecture which
facilitates the flow of data - ' the projectiles'.
Applications - To complete the picture, there will be a clo e
working relationship with DC.IS(A)'s collocated Apphcauons Staff.
who are responsible for apphcauons coherence and extractmg the
.
information from the data - 'the payload'.
Trials - In support of the Equipment Pro~ramme, the CSDC will
also participate in the evaluation of technologies, the tnal of concept
and the assessment of industry solutions.
.
.
.
There will be a eries of vital working relat1onsh1~ w1~ other
organi ations some of which have already been referred to, mcludmg:
DGD&D - for conceptual and doctrinal Command Support
i ue.
OWMA
DEC (CCII)'s Integrated Project Teams - notably B
andFALCO .
DCIS(A) - for application coherence issues.
C2DC Warmin ter.
.
The process will be 'owned' by ACGS in his role as the Army' Chief
Information Officer and overseen by the Future Army Commru:id and
Control Steering Group. A limited CD capability already .ex1 t m b?th
Warminster and Blandford, although the formal lmual Operat_1ng
Capability is due to come on line . in December. The phy 1cal
reorgani ation of the existing staffi will h~ve. taken pl~ce 111 e,arty
December, and we will is ue a revi ed contact h t 111 the next 1 ue of The

WIRE'.
THE ROLE OF THE COMMAND DE ELOPMENT CE TRE TS:

'to provide a focus for developing C2 and Command Support c:ipa~ility
for Land Component operations in the context ofJomt and Multma11onal
forces'
The CDC consists of two element , the first of which is the Com!"and
and Control Development Centre, which is to be b~sed .at Wa11~1111 ter
alongside the Combined Arms Training Centre. This will 1?entify C2
needs and develop appropriate principle , procedure. and reqmrem~nts. ft
is supported by a staff de igned to form a skeleto1~ rcprese~tatton of
battlegroup and brigade taffs so that these new tactics, t~chmques and
procedure can be developed and trialled .at capacity, u mg the CATC
OPFOR battlegroup as they approach maturity.
The second element is the Command upport Developmen.t (C ~)
Centre, based in Blandford and i . the third pillar of OmC(A) s
organisation hown above. It role 1s to develop coherent Command
Support solutions to w1derpin the C2 process, ensurmg that the operauonal
THE W IRE, DECEMBER 2000

FRAME\: ORK FOR C41 E DURA CE 0
EXPEDITI01 ARY
OPERATIO S
The Army Digitisation Steering Group bas recently endo:-;ed a paper on
a Framework for C41 Endurance on Expeditionary Operauo~ ·, to en ure
that in future the required resource are identified at the earhe t stage of
pl~~ning. Al~o that overall co t est~ate. are informed, and clearly
identified staffing olution . are e tabh~hed to enable Cl to u tam
imultaneou operation without causmg over tretch . The paper
di cu ed:
·i·
Cl
·
-The commercial option a ailable to replace mt 1tary
to suit a
variety of circum tance . Comm.erdali ation i the repla ement of
mobile military infrastructure ' 1th 11 commercial count~rp~rt but
maintained and managed by military personnel. ontrnctonsallon for
the provi ion of IS service . requires no military mannmg to op~rate
or maintain ·ervice but will ha'e ome managemen~ O\:erhcacb.
Variation include military ownership of commercially lea~ed
olution or the u e of ponsored Re erve ; where the suppl of
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equipment i link~d to the pro"ision of contracted personnel willing
to crve on operation ..
- ~e signifi~ant demands xpeditionary operations place on mobile
m~hta!)' Cl 111~ tr~~ture. \: ithin the Land component in particular
tl11 . mclude
1gmflcant amounts of skilled manpower and
cqu1p1:n.ent. The CUJTent Defence Pla1rning A sumption require CI
capab1hty to support a number of concurrent option . Operations
over the last 20 year often left a ub tantial 41 commitment in
place long after the peak inten~ity of operation . lt i therefore
1mperat~ve that our ability to regenerate the I force i a efficient
a . I?<> 1ble and that the replacement for the deployable and mobile
m1htary CI 1~fra o:icture !San appropriate 3:lte~all\ e to produce an
enduring ~luuon with m1mm.wn manpower 1111phcation .
-Th~ reqmrcment for plannmg to upport the regeneration of the
mobile CI force to be conducted from the outset of any operation.
Furthem10re! the extent to which existing in-theatre infrastructure
may b~ reqmred througho.ut the; operation mu t also be a key factor in
~- tabh hmg t3;rgetm~ policy and plan.s: uch planning requires wide
1m·olvemcnt mcludmg Director M1htary Operation , Permanent
Jomt HQ and Defence Commu~ication Service Agency. The
replacement of mobile military mfrastructure by commercial or
contractor-based solutions depend upon the clear articulation of the
requi:ement. and. its trai:station into the key feature of a technical
olut1on. Thi will reqmre appropriately trained peciali t personnel
to depl.oy early. Establishing the fund ing for the provision of
altemat1ve.s to mobile .military . infra tructure has always proved
pro.blemahc. The operatlonal esnmate hould establi h the extent to
which the replacement of military mobi le infrastructure is to be
replaced .to me~t botl1 operati~mal sustainability criteria and force
regenerat~o~ aim : The umque nature of the provision of
commerc1ahsed mfrastrucrure t~ replace mobile military
mfrastructure
hould be recogm ed through adaptation of
procurement procedures LO enable the inclusion of training and long
term upport co ts.
. Further work at. the joint levd will u e thi endorsed approach to
unprov.e the plannmg proces.s 111 conjunction with Director Military
Opei:atton , the Permanent Jomt HQ and the Defence Communications

i~= Ago"'y; o.obl;•h • CIS m•mgwre f~" dcli~<, '"""""

team capability; e tablish sources of funding; identify modifications to
procurement process to better support CIS; and examine the use of
ponsored Reserves .
ROYAL SlG ALSON ASCE SIO ISLA D
by LI Col W: E. Brewi11
Whil t taking part in a recent JFI IQ Exercise in the South Atlantic I
took the opportunity to visit the 16 Sig Regt. and 81 Sig Sqn (V)
detachments who arc currently carrymg out a !me project at the RAF
tation on Ascen ion Island. The 16 ig Regt per onncl are on 4-month
Roulement Tours and the 81 Sig Sqn boys were on a 2-week attachment.

The shoot was conducted over two stands as individuals, followed by
groups of four guns all firing at ' the same time at a flush of 40 driven
clays. In-spite of the Commander's best efforts (he shot 14/20 on the
individual stands and 8/10 on his part of the flush stand) he was let down
- for the first time in his tour - by the 11 Sig Regt Cadre as the trainees
won by two clays . The fact that they had spent the previous day
practicing might have helped! The shoot was followed by lunch in the
field as the GCWO, WOl Thorn , treated everyone there to curry,
followed by cheese and biscuits. The CO, Lt Co l R. G. icholson, had
one or two more surpri es up his leeve.
As the Commander began lo take his leave there was the roar of
motorbikes. As a former OC of the White I lclmets, he would be driven
off on the back of one of the team's new Triumphs. ot only that but a
foflller member of the team during his time Ex- gt Dave Burge s was to
ride him away. Now serving as a member of the MPGS at HQ Land, Sgt
Burgess jumped at the chance to get on a Triumph again. With an
outrider either side he made a rather bumpy and wobbly exit. The
Commander leaves for service in Brussels with HQ ATO and is wished
good luck and farewell by all members of 11 Sig Regt.

Sgt Ali Watkins and LCpl Pete Frazer (16 Sig Regt)
Sgt Male 'ld~n 't get seasick' Penn, LCpl Dave Pye and
.
S1G Haydon Hasch (81 Sig Sqn )
Lt Col Willy Brewm 1s 1n the middle pretending not to be on a Swan
and Sig 'Luton' O'Connor is behind the camera

Col Hadfield departing 11 Sig Regt for the last time
with ex-Sgt Dave Burgess one of his old team members
2000 HORSELESS E E T - by Signaller Grieves 3 Sqn
On Sunday, I October, a team of soldiers from the Royal Signals
participated in the year 2000 Horseless Team event. This con i ted of a
mass tart of some 200 people racing, on foot, over two laps of the 4.5mile cross-country course. The cour e, itself, consisted of numerou
obstacles such as knee high log jumps, tacked bay bales, steep slopes
and when the course descended into a pond every runner could not help
getting that sinking 'Oh no!' feeling. Sig Tu lsib a r , our best 'horse'
completed the cour e in a galloping time of 59mins, and the overall Team
effort put u into a mo t creditable position of fourth out of a competing
field of 32 teams.

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT

FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDER
On Friday 6 October the Commander of tlle Royal School of Signals
Col Ken Hadfield. conducted his farewell visi t to 11 Signal Regiment'.
The RSS and 11 Sig Reg~ are, by the ~ery nature of the organization at
Blandford ".ery closely linked and this relationship has become ever
stronger durmg Col Hadfield 's tenure as Commander. The visit followed
the.usual format of 'round the houses', as the Commmander visited the
various SC\ua.drons and Departments. He was particularly keen to speak to
the JNC:O s 111. each. of the Troop and enjoyed the usual banter when be
found h1mself111 Rh1110 Tp wlth the incorrigible Cpl Gilman !
Then came the surpnse. The Commander was taken to the Blandford
Cami? C.lay GroU11d where the Cadre of 11 Sig Regt met him. He was
then 111v1t~ to f?rm a team of eight shooters from the Cadre who would
shoot against a side made up of Phase 2 Trainees.

The Team with S imon Weston
After the event the 3 Squadron Team had a chance to relax and gain
some refreshment . T he Team also met imon Weston an ex Wei h
guardsman, who was the event organiser. imon 's charity e ent
organi ing reputation is extensive and he wa there throughout the event.

Col Hadfield presenti!1g a medal to Sig Fitzpatrick,
one of the winning Trainee Team
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The CO, Lt Col R. G . Nicholson
'Which end do I hold this?'
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

EXERCI E HA RROGATE HIKE
Ex Harrogate Hike\ as a HF omm. Ex in upport of the Hardy Hike
organised by The Dorset Wildlife Tru t. The original idea to upport the
Tru t came from a chat between S gt ·Chippy· Chapman, Cpl 'Drew'
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

Mee hen and Alice Dearing and Harvey Da' ie , of the Dorset Wildlife
Trust, some month ago. 3 Sqn have young willing ~old1er that help the
Trust with conservation. scrub clearance and other tasks on a regular
basis. There were 12 young soldiers and four technician up-graders from
3 Sqn who deployed on the Saturday afternoon to test the radio;. The
weather was fine and everyone wa looking forward to the following day.
The radio testing went well and all was set for an early start as the fir t
walkers away were at 0600hrs.
S gt 'Chippy' Chapma n called reveille at 0500hrs ( pl 'Drew'
Mechen getting up at half past) and the day had begun with driule,
horizontal rain and fog. The lads were deployed to the start at a windy
Chesil Beach and other checkpoints around the damp and dreary West
Dorset countryside. After a slight location puzzlement the walkers final!}
arrived at the start along with two teams from 3 Sqn headed up by Cpl
'Harry' Cross, Royal Anglians. The small car park at Che ii Beach was
like a bee's nest buzzing with enthusiastic drenched walkers of all age
raring to go. They set off at 0645hrs with 25 mile up and down hills and
through a bull infested field to walk. Cpl • ige' Rogan and the lads with
the radio at the start-point followed on behind to give upport and
encouragement.
The day was going very well despite the appalling weather and an
unfriendly bull. Radio comms were fine and the lads were happy. The
weather started to get better about half way and the un was shining by
the time the fir t walkers were arriving at the last checkpoint before the
final assault on the finish. The first person to reach the fini h wa a
civilian who had run all the way along the beach. The two teams from 3
Sqn arrived at the finish looking a little bedraggled along with some
added blisters. Even with sore feet they were in good spiril.l>. The lads
with the radio at the last checkpoint arrived at the finish at I 900hrs with
the help of the last walker who was a 78-year old man who tarted
walking at 0645hrs in the morning. The two member of the Dorset
Wildlife Trust who organised the event were extremely happy the day
went without any real problems and were very grateful for the help from
the lads of 3 Sqn. There were in excess of 300 walkers of all ages who
turned up on the day to give their support for the Trust.
EXTERNAL DEVELOPME T TROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt Tanya M. Noakes
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Chippy' J. Pomfret
The last half-year has been a turbulent time for our newly forged
Troop, and 4 Military Training Squadron in general. External
Development Troop as we are now will be respon ible for personal
development of Royal Signals soldiers through Adventure Training and
Leadership courses. Such changes have not only een many office
changes, but also considerable change within the personnel of tlle team
itself. First to move to pastures new was Cpl Rob 'GWAR' }(jrk po ted
on promotion to Sergeant to 16 Sig Regt. o doubt he'll see many more
office changes 011 his forthcoming move to Brugen. We wi h him, his
wife Geraldine (Mrs. GWAR) and his family all the best for the future.
Second to leave was the Troop Comd. Capt Richard ·Johnny Vaughn'
Todd upon promotion to civvi-street (Well everyone el e who's left bas
been prnmoted) and we wish him well in his various management role
around the world. All too soon tlie next to leave was Sgt 'Becau e he '
id' Barra s posted on promotion to Staff ergeant to REME Borden
(Watch out all you ingle girls!) From the entire Troop we wish you well
and you will be sorely missed. Welcome to the new Troop Comd, Capt
Tania oakes, on promotion from 7 Sig Regt who i currently looking
forward to cutting her teeth on the first Leader hip course, which begin
in October. ln addition a prospective welcome to the new Leadership
Corporal. Cpl Bedward, who has been keen to join us ince he himself
did the course in 199 . There has also been a pate of my teriou po ting
orders for others due to join in future .... ? The next year look like it will
be a thoroughly exciting and rewarding time for the Troop with many
idea cross-pollinated from Adventure Training to the Leadership course
and vi a versa. For those with an eye to develop their potential book your
places early to avoid disappointment!
KOHTMA TROOP - by LCpl Boyden
Tp Comd
Capt Connor
Tp SSgt
SSgt Bousfield
EXERCISE KOHl 1A ROCK, 1- 5 OCTOBER
Da One: One cold unday morning, even members of Koh1ma Tp
deployed to sunny Gibraltar on the first of hopefully many exerci es to
this hot bit of tlle world. igs James 'Rab' Dunn, Alan Easton, Greg
Chambers, Callum ' Biffa' Rollo and Mark \J ootton, under the everintrcpid leader hip of LCpl Jim Boyden and Cpl 'Barney' Rumbl e
deployed at the rather unsociable hour of 0430hrs unda) mom mg. much
to the urpri e of tho e crawling back into camp from Blandford· G- pot.
With much yawning, wearing and Jeeping all the way to RAF Lyneham
we boarded the magnificent luxury of one of the RAF's I 30s for the
five-hour flight to Gibraltar and had soon touched down in the blLtering
heat. We were met by Sgt ick fcAnulty from 642 Tp. po ibl one of
the orp mallest Troop , who bravely offered to how us the tO\\n.
After the smokers had discovered. to their delight, that they could buy a
packet of 20 cigarette and a bottle of Beck· and ·till ha\e change from
£2, we cttled in for tlle night at the local taverna and watched tl1e world
go by.
Day 1\vo: After a leisurely breakfast at the Tri- ef\ ice cookhou c {cue
lot of taring at the R F' · females) we were . hO\\ n around 642 1 p.
buried deep within the rock by gr 1c nult~ . 642 Tp man th mam
exchange for the Ga1Ti on, maintaining the several thou,and phone Im
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on the Rock a \\ell a pro' iding the landl ine for t11e Roya l avy ship
that dock in the harbour. In the afternoon we decided to ri sk the beach
and settled down for t11e afternoon with t11e ine ita blc crate of Becks to
cool off in the Mediterran ean un . C ome seven o 'cl ock the pa ler
members of the group, namely igs Callum ' Biffa' Rollo and James
'Rab' Dunn turning a rather paiii ful bade of pink. Jn the evening we
' ere taken up in a Hercules witl some men dres ed uspiciou ly all in
black and watched as they practi ~d low level insertion by parachute over
the water before retiring to the Gibraltar equivalent of t11e G- pot for a
few well de erved beers.
Day Three: 'We' re going to climb the Ro k today. · announced Cpl
'Barney' Rumble. There ~was a shocked ilence. He tried again . ' I said·
we're going to c limb the Rock today.' We stared up the Rock . If. in
thou and of year of warfare, better warriors than us had failed to
conquer the rock,' hat chance did we have? ' There' a cable car most of
the way,' he said. 'Oh,' we aid, 'That's alright then.' After a hort walk
through the t0\\11 centre we took the cable car up to the top of the rock.
We all bomb-burst out into various acti ities, looking at the caves, being
attacked by monkeys and cooling off in the bar. Cpl ' Barney ' Rumble
decided that we hould climb to t11e summit. Shunning the nonnal tourist
paths, which be deemed 'weak and un-military ' we started off to the top
alQng overgrown, unused and scary path . We started to perspire heavily;
• ... becau e we ' re getting clo er to the un ,' expla ined LCpl Jim
Boyden . Things got teadily more precarious. Eventually after much
sweating and swearing we reached the very top of the roe at t11e far end
and gazed out over the Mediterranean and aero s to Africa. ll wa an
amazing sight.
Day Four: Everyone looks really depressed becau e it' the last day.
ome of the lads with pa ports decide to nip acros the border into Spain
to stock up on duty-frees. Tho e of u with ATO Travel Orders were
denied entry to pain on the grounds that we were Briti h Military.
(Boo!) The re t of us decide to take ad antage of the hot, andy beach
and continue to work on our suntans, or going pink. A bit of a quiet day
in conclu ion, with not much drinking going on due to the RAF 's ' o
drinking before a flight' policy. After a mad ru h to pick up more dutyfrees and a last meal in Pizza Hut (proper local food , as always) we
trooped off to bed for an early return to rainy England.
In summary, for the five SATTs that we took , it was a valuable
exercise. lt howed them the diversity of work available in the British
Anny and also a usefu l insight into me tri-services envirorunent. Plus, it
showed that there's more to the Royal Corps of Signals than Blandford
Camp. Also we all got a jolly nice suntan out of it too. pecial thanks
must go to SSgt McCulloch ofKohima Tp's Atts and Dets office who
arranged such a magnificent few days, and l'm sorry that I forgot your
duty frees .
THE BRAEMAR IDGID..A 'D GA!\1ES - by Sig lesson, Iron Tp
The Highland Games took place on t11e 3 September 2000 in Braemar.
I was a member of the Regimenta l Athletics Team, which had been
invited to compete in the Relay Race during this prestigious event. Also
taking part in the Games were the Joint Service Tug-of-War and Relay
Teams. There were teams from all over the world competing in events
such as Caber Tossing, Hammer Throwing and Throwing of the Braemar
Stone. The Relay Race took place in front of a crowd of 20 000 which
included Her Majesty The Queen and the Prime Minister. 'it c~nsisted
of four legs; the first and last leg was run over a distance of l SOm and
the ec;ond and third legs were over 300m. Our Team, coached by W02
(SSM} Tasker, came second beaten by a mere six inches. Each member
of the Team was presented with a tankard to remember the event. It was a
fantastic opportunity to take part in the Games and it is something I shall
never foi:get. The two teams from 11 Sig Regt were; Sgt Spruce, LCpl
Lowe, Sig McSween and Sig Jesson and Sig Massie, Sig Hardy, Sig
Siddal and Sig Gill.
HARROGATE CUP -

ETBALL COMPETlTlO

by Sig Gemma Coe/
The August Harrogate Cup Competition was the inter-Squadron
etball. Beau fighter Troop of 2 (Catterick) Sqn, entered a strong team of

girls led by ig Emm a Pheasey. The rest of t11e team were Sigs C heryl
M cKee, Mel Gros, C ha rma ine Reid, Gemma C ocl, Jennifer R o bet'ts,
H a nn a h Willis, Becky E dmundson and Katie Costello. Five teams
were competing for the Trophy and afler the preliminary rounds where
Beau fighter Team won all three matches, we were to fa ce the I Sqn Team
in the fi nal. We have a lready beaten them in a c lose prelim match and th e
fi nal was to prove j ust as hard . It was a c losely fought end to end ga me
a nd Emma Pheasey a nd Chel'yl McKee as Goa l Attack a nd G oa l
hooter led the Team by exampl e. The fin al score was 17 - 14. The fin al
overall pl aces were fir t 2 Sqn, econd I qn and third 3 qn . Tha nks
must go to gt Vicky Hawtree and SSgt Tina Edwards for organi sing
such an excellent competition.

Sqn Comd
RSM

The winning Team with the Sqn Comd, Maj Louise Tomkins
RAF BE SON 7 MTLE ROAD RACE - 21 SEPTEMBER 2000
How many times as team captain of the running team have you
instilled into your runners the importance of the last man and how it is he
or she that can make the difference between winning and losing? One
team that will definitely not forget this is RAF Waddington.
On the 21 September I L Sig Regt sent a team to run in the RAF
Benson 7-mile Road Race, an event that is normally dominated by the
RAF. Travelling up in tbe minibus the normal banter between runners
was going on. W02 'Taff' Thomas, as ever threatening that this would
be the race wbere he would make his come-back on and Cpl Mark
Whittaker quietly making his game plan for beatin g the (very) old
veteran, WOI (YofS) Stewart Little.
As the race started the RAF elite went off into the distance but Army
runners Sgt A ndy A rra nd (25 Sp Regt RLC) and W02 (FofS) Joe
Docber~ were not.going to let them have it all their own way and they
stuck with the leadmg group. Sgt A rrand caught them all, crossing t11e
finishing line in 1st position with W02 Docherty close behind in 4th
position and Sgt Stewart Maughan moving through the field to fini sh
18th. It was at this stage some half a mile back that the back markers
were starting to feel the pain; looking around WOI Little could see C pl
Whittaker picking up the pace ready to strike and chasing close behind
him was W02 Thomas. As each runner pushed the other to their limits
the three runners started passing those around them, picking up what was
to be vital po ~ itions. Finishing 22nd, 23rd and 24th respecti vely these
runners gave little thought as to how the team event went, after all this
was the RAF 's home ground. The talk was centred on how well ' Taff'
was improving in his come back efforts, only 13 seconds had split the
three runners, and then the overall results were announced .. . the winning
team with 67 points .. . 11 Signal Regiment! RAF Waddington with three
runners m the top ten had looked certain to win but the Team Event was
fo ur to count and our 'tortoise' was fa ter than theirs! The moral of thi
race is for all those runners out there who are not in the top ten, don't
forget it 's a team game, every position counts, and the last man is as
important as the first.

They are supposed to help you solve problems, but half the time they are tlie problem.
As soon as you commit to one, you realise that, if you had waited a little longer you could have had a better model.

I
·.

The men on the other hand, concluded that computers should be referred to in the feminine gender because:
I.
o one but the Creator understands their internal logic.
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Maj D. B. Warne
WOI (RSM) A. M. Maxted

SQUADRON HEADQUARTER
A fter the maximum leave period, everyone is back into the swing of
things, with never a dull moment in the Headquarters. WO 1. (RSM} nd.Y
Maxted i still talking about hosting Frank Bruno back m July of this
year. Never mind RSM , we bet Frank misses you as well.

COMPUTERS
hould computers be referred to in the masculine or the feminine gender? Two groups of computer experts were set up to examine this question - one
of women and one of men. The group of women reported that computers should be referred to in the masculine gender because:
I.
In order to get their attention, you have to tum them on.
2.
They have a lot of data, but are still clueless.
3.
4.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

2.
3.

The native language they use to communicate with other computers is incomprehensible to everyone else.
Even your smallest mistakes are stored in long-term memory for retrieval.

4.

As soon as you make a commitment to one, you find yourself spending half your pay on accessories for it.
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W01 (RSM) Andy Maxted and Mr Frank Bruno
WELCOMES AND CO GRATULATIONS
Squadron Headquarters welcomes LCpl Ridgway and Pte Williams to
the ' A' Team. All Squadron and Headquarters personnel congratulate
W02 (FofS) Jim Ross and Jackie on the birth of their son (no sleep now
FofS).
COMMU lCATIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Andy Parfitt
Tp SSgt
S gt Bob Wallace
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
All at Comms Tp TM section would like to welcome the following: Sgt
' Gillie' Gilchriest on promotion from Gibralter, Cpl Chris Bain from
Bruggen, Cpl ' Hando ' Hatch er from 280 Sig Sqn, LCpl Adie Bennett
from Cyprns. A pecial mention must go to the 'work experience' lad
LCpl Jan Bradshaw, newly arrived from prim.a ry chool. .In the
SYSCO , hello to Sigs King and Wood b?th po tedm from .2 49 1g qn.
A sad farewell to SSgt Bob Wallace, going to 2. 1g Regt m York, Cpl
Don Garner on promotion to ergeant but unluckily gomg to the COMMCE in Bessbrook
EXERCISE LAKE Fl
The Troop Adventurou Training E ercise took place from 3-1.) e~
tcmber 2000 and was based at 14 Sig Regt (EW). The Exercise wa split
into two phases, with ix of the Troop in Pha e ~ (03-0 cptember) and
eight in Pha e 2 (9-14 September). Here are the view of two of those who
took part.
.
Sig Shaw: The va liant cru aders et fort~ l? Wale , m .search ?f adventure, under the guidance of Capt ndy R1ch1e Cunmngham Parfitt,
S gt Bob 'Pcppcrami ' Wa llac<' (yes J am a good dnver) and gt ~~~I
' Spidcm1an' Craft. Our que t took u to a place not yet to~ched by c1vil1salion and inhabited by barbarians. Starting at 0500hrs our Journey took us
via Srranraer (unplanned) and through ~very part of _the UK,. Some 14
hours later we finally arrived, helpfully aided by the dnvmg skills of gt
Wallace, who managed to annoy every driver in outh ':\fales. V.:e began
our training with a trip to the ea ide, where we were all given a bit of rock
to climb. A t11oroughly enjoyable day was followed by a mp to l lavcrfo.rdwcst led by LCpl Dave ·Mongo' Terron. The next day took u cycling
arou;1d the local area, where LCpl 'Camel' Good managed to lead us
everywhere but the right way. A fler a quiet night in (not), we rose t~ go
and enjoy throwing ourselves into the sea. also known a coast-steering.
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ig ' Diesel (doesn't park muc h)' Price, decided to show us a new \\'J~
ming technique whilst floating out to sea. We fim she~ ofT the week wnh
indoor climbing as the weather was too bad for walkmg and had one or
two down town to finish the week off in style.
Sig Squires: On 8 September 2000 eight lu~ky people_se~ offt? enjoy~
week of all things Welsh. The group con 1sted of 1g Jackie Chan
Squires, Pte ' Pat' Jennings,
ig ' Gee' Pyrah,
ig .Emma
' Spider-woman ' Jones, ig ' Sammy· Sa mso n, LCpl Matt 'Elv1 legs '
Page LCpl ' Paper-Boy' Bradshaw and Cpl i (who likes to think he 's
tbe d~ddy) Link. We tarted off the week climbing with gt ' no neeeeed '
Craft, ably assisted by SSgt ' Pepperami' Wall~ce and Capt ' Ric~ie Cunningham ' Parfitt. ig ' Sammy· Sam on leadmg the way,_ howmg us a
crack of his own. We thank LCpl Matt Page for showmg us a good
impression of Elvis with a bit of remarkable ~i co leg, but on. that. particular day Sig Emma Jone turned out to be Sp1der-wom~n m d1sgm e. sc~l
ing anything put in her path. The following day wa a bit more ch1l~ed wtth
people going on to harder climb and the rest of us ane people trymg a bit
of Body-Board Surfing, with RSM 'Look it's ea y' Maxted.
Next day Cpl 'Si' Link. Sigs 'Sammy' Samson and 'Ge~· Pyrah
decided a bit of sailing in the shipping lanes was on the cards. S1~ Pyrah
decided that he would try to sink the boat and now we know he 1s a bad
driver on land and water. The lunatic element of the 'Motley Crew' went
to throw themselves off cliffs and the others went climbing with Capt
Parfitt and Sgt Craft.
The next day the whole team went coast-steering. Suicide would be a
better word for it, as throwing yourself in off good cliffs i not funny,
unless you have no brain (Bradshaw). Sig_ Jones show<:d us .how to fall of
a cliff face properly. With Wedne day bemg the last mght m Haverfordwe t the team deployed to sample tbe nightlife once more. Howe\·er. due
to th~ petrol hortage the tractors coul?n 't mak<: it town. so i~ 'Jackie
Chan' Squires was the only one to get him elf a mce lady. The e~t1re week
was a great succe , enjoyed by all that attended. Thanks to the m tructors
for being chilled out.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt J. A. Wright-Jones R SIG ALS
Tp SSgt
SSgt F. Crowhur t RLC
.
After an interesting couple of month with Drumcree marche ~he
Troop was able to ettle back into a ' nom1al routine' . During thi ~enod
the Troop has seen a few changes in personnel at .all level . I would hke to
take this opportunity to thank tho e who are leavmg or have left for all the
hard work that they have put into the Troop and to welcome tho e who
have arrived.
First we will ay goodbye to the Quartem1ast~r, 1aj Fred Payet, I
think the threat of killing each and everyone of u tf ~ e mes ed worked a
treat when a job needed doing, and water ports just i n 't the ame without
you. We , ish you the best of luck for the future from each department of
Sp Tp. We would also like to take this opportunity to ~elco~e the _n_ew
Quartenna ter, Maj Wright-Jones , and i_g_ Giln~our, with their fam1hes,
into the Troop. We hope you and your fan11he enJOY your tour h~re .
Since Drumcree the Troop ha been bu y gettmg ready for various d~
and equipment in pections the extra hours put in by t11c Troop pa1~ off m
the end. Well done lads. Also Cpl Pat Pater on and Cpl Gaz Harns have
been bu y preparing and ~mning Ex Drive Alive Phase T\\O, an? t~e final:
Quiz Stand: it wa appreciated at all level . LCpl teve Kite, 1g Hap~y
Gilmour and Pt!' Richie 'Die el or Petrol?' Palmer did manage to pick
up two trophies but were just beaten for a place in the final ·. Better luck
next year.
During this busy period the Troop did manage to_ ~et awa) on some
adventure training on the I le of Wight. fter the mllia~ shock from the
girls when they were told they ~o have to get out of their beds when the
fire alarm goes off and parade without make up. they all cttled mto tarting an enjoyable week.
.
. ..
The Troop were able to get tuck into t11e venous . act1v1t1 . ~ uch a ·
water- port , land walking (remember it i· the I le of Wight), ~nnkmg and
meeting the local population. LCpl ·Oz' Osborne who was m charge of
the mountain (small hill) biking could not ecm to get ovc: the fact. that
every time they came to an inclin~ his ch~in would come oil : Aller clunbing aboard the minibus and houtmg.to h1 g~oup to ~icct him at the top .
.
When t11ey got there it would be repaired agam! . ma:.rmg!!.
We al 0 mu t congratulate Cpl Paterson on his pron1011on to crgcant
and LCpl Osborne on his promotion to Corporal. their e pem:m:c and
commitment to t11cir job was second to none and their promollon 1s ''ell
de erved.
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qn Comd
Maj A. R. Knott
R 1
\i 01 (R f) . M. Lockwood
Q
DRO HEADQ ARTERS
ARRI\' L A, D DEPARTURES
. warm welcome i extended to W02 (VofS) ick \ ood , who
amve to replace the most marvelou and newly promoted WOl(YofS)
BrudenaU. Jn reference to of Brudenall' departure, ·Be t of British
Blandford!' The Squadron would al o like to welcome S gt Gaz
Walker, replacing
gt Don nderson as BTLO. SSgt Don Anderson
i now unning him elf in Italy in what is adverti ed a a more taxing
:ote, ~o?db:ye and good luck. Finally, Cpl Mal Camp bell is welcomed
mto h1 JOb m the JSLO cell, working with gt Craig Collins.
LO G E RVICE & GOOD CO D CT
gt Jonah Jones ha been awarded the Long Service and Good
Conduct medal after 16 years in the Royal Signals. The oinC, Brig C. J.
Bu rton ~:'JE, D C, pre ented him \ itb hi medal, along with t11ree
other rec1p1ents, al a presentation in the garri on Sergeant · Mes .

~o Sgt ' Maddo~' McAdam. who lasted a grand total of six months in the
JOb before hearing tl1e call of the wild and returning to 216 Sig Sqn. Also
to Sgt 'Taff' _Loughcr who finished his tour with a posting to Blandford.
Congratulations to Cpls eil Beedon, Emma Dignall and Rachel
JackHn on their recent promotion, and to ig 'Huey' Lewis on deciding
to 's ign back on'. Well done also to Cpl Chris Dicks on passing 264
(SAS) sele tion and we all wish you the very best of luck as you
commence your new job .. Finally, con~ratulat_ions to Cpl Al Temple and
h1 wife Tracey on the birth of their first child, James. On an initiative
i ue, 'Well done, a marvelous effort,' to Cpl Aaron Ship who after
m_uch_bartering managed to procure neeces, balaclavas and gl~ves for the
Rigging Team to help in their fight to maintain Comm within the
Briga~e area of Operation . The happy band of brothers can now be seen
parading around the Squadron, one emulating the other.

RECE T TROOP EVE TS
DRIVE ALIVE COMPETrTIO
. Congratulations to three members of the Troop who recently took part
m both the 39 Bde Drive Alive Competition and the Northern Ireland
Drive Alive Championships. LCpl Andy Fleetwood RLC Pte 'A itch'
Aitchi_son RLC and Sig 'Robbo' Roberts were the' 39 Brigade
Champions a well as the orthern Ireland-runners up, two point behind
the 40 Commando Team.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt G. Maddison RLC
WOIC
W02 (RQM ) Belam
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Welcome t? Sgt Andy E ley RLC, who has now officially taken over as
M~ S CO, h1 resemblance to Johnny Adair is slightly worrying, adding
a bit of fear to the Department.
REGIME TAL QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
Congratulatio~.s to Cpl Rick Sherriff, who recently competed in the
Army Water Skiing Ch~mpwn hips held at the ational Water Sports
Cen~e, c:ittmgharn. He ts the Army Mono-Ski Champion and the Army
ov1ce Trick k1 runner up. Well done. Congratulations to Pte Michelle
Merrett who became engaged to her boyfriend during their recent
holiday in Jamaica.

CO L\1
TpComd
Tp SSgt
Sgt T. Mcintyre
O PERATIO 'S SECTJO
ln!tially a huge goodbye to S gt 'Robbo' Robin son , who departed
P~ovmce for the new, green pastures of I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt. We
wish you well. . Into bis s~oes has ably stepped SSgt ' Rob' Ath erto n
fre h fr?m 7 ~1g Regt. His _bubbly, slightly mad approach ensures be
blen_ds rnto tlllS w~cky env1~onment. Although it appears people are
leanng on mas , th1 has nothmg to do with rats and a sinking hip! Fond
farewells are extended lo Cpls Tony Kfo g and Dave Rimmer who are
lea~'mg the Squadron on promotion. C pl Tony King move to Romeo Tp
whil~ C pl Dave Rimm ~r is on attachment to the BRB for a year.
Leav1.ng_ d?\~ the well-paid road to civvy street are Sig J enny Sarsfi eld,
who is JOmmg the Police Force, and C pl Sa ma nth a Lee-Davis who
tarts work for Marconi. We hope that all works out the way yo~ had
planned and t~ank you ~or all your hard work throughout your time with
39 JnfB~e. _ig 1.a~c R1cha~ds~ n _has al o left, on promotion to 280 Sig
Sqn, . while 1g Cla ire Matlu as JOms the mass exodus with a posting to
16 Sig ~egt. Rover Gp's LCpl 'Big Jim ' Bowen Pioneer. has moved on
promot1on_to Co111oral to ATR Pirbright, where we hope he is terrorising
new re~rulls, while LCpl Kev Board has moved to JCU(NI) also on
prom_ollon. Well done and good luck to you from the Group. On a much
happier note.' a _few '_welcomes. Syscom welcomes into its grasp ig Ben
ndrews wmgmg ht way mto the Province from the depths of 3 (UK)
Div HQ and Sig Regt in Bulford. Rover Gp extends a warm welcome to
Pte 'Stretch' O ' Hare Pioneer, and a big sigh of relief for the Cavalry in
the form of LC pl 'B;am!ners' Bra m we ll RLC, and L C pl A nd y
Fleeh v?od _RLC, mov1~g into the Brigade as the Commander's and
Deputy s Dnvers re ~cttvel y. Congratulations to Pte ·val' Ha rdy on his
recent weddmg to C laire, we hope you wi ll be very happy together.

Ex Northern Finn took place from 28 August to 3 September 2000
inclusive and involved hill walking and horse riding in orth Wales. In
true military style the intrepid few, headed up by Sgt Jonah Jones, left
Northern Ireland in the pouring rain at silly o 'clock in the morning.
Whilst they made their way down from Scotland in a minibus, sleeping in
a manner lo make a contortionist proud, Sig 'Where is Wales?' Roberts
was gamely setting off from Newcastle to meet them in Caernarfon. 1t
was not that he was geographically challenged, but when he found
himself on the Ml heading for London, he realised that a map might be
useful. All eventually arrived safely at the RWR barracks in Caemarfon
and personal admin was carried out before the first walk the following
morning. Problem number one aro e the next day with LCpl Anna
Metcalfe collapsing at breakfast. Had she been poisoned by Sgt 'Naked
Chef' Jones or was the thought of climbing Snowden too much for her?
A ftcr a day in the loca l hospital she was declared fit and returned to the
group. Day One's walk over the saddle of Snowden pa sed without
further incident for the other group members.
Day Two dawned with rca onable weather for Wales, so it was with a
light foot and a song in their hearts that the group left to conquer Pen yr
Ole Wen. This seven-hour route, kindly chosen by Cpl 'Im the MLT, so I
can chose which ever route I want, besides I'm posted and won't see any
of you again' Board , commenced with IOOOm,climb in 600m! The
singing oon turned to panting, as people began to ave their breath to
cool their porridge! A steady pace was set on the way up, supposedly for
the AO, Capt 'Just a small beer for me' Maddison, who was rumored to
have said that she wa , ' o good at going up.' At the, highest point of
the. day's walk the quote of the week came from LCpl 'Baby face' Lord
who quipped ' There can't be anymore hills to climb around here, can
there?' An evening in the local pub eemed to heal the walking fatigue
and happy face reappeared.
The horse riding day arrived at last and with it came the -rain.
Unfortunately, certain members of the group experienced a few
personality clashes with their horses. gt Lee Rotherforth had a horse
that moved very quickly in short spurts, but had to have a little rest in
between. Cpl 'Sick ote' Gallacher was seen, perched on a horse
looking in dire need of hospital treatment itself, while it was with great
delight that the group aw Sgt ' JSML' Maycock looking as
uncomfortable and .. wary on his horse as the others had looked on the top
of Pen yr Ole Wen!
Day Five on Snowdon was a hard, mi erable day a the weather closed
in, soaking the group to the bone and tiredness seemed to be combined
with an element of grumpines . Until the autopilot kicked in and despite
the complaints of sore behinds, everyone completed the walk over the
mountain. After packing up the monkeys and parrots and handing over
the accommodation, a leg stretching exerci e wa undertaken with a
couple of hour slow-walk up ant Ffrancon to prevent cramp on the

SQUADRO EVE TS
CLAY P IGEON SCOOTI G
The Northern freland Clay Pigeon shooting Championships came as
quite a surprise to the combine~ Brigade HQ and Sig Sqn Team, who had
been expecting a fun-day shoot mg, courtesy of the Brigade. However in
true 39 Inf Bde style the 'A' Team, comprising of W02 (YofS) 'S~re
Shot' B~udena ll , LCpl C_ha~lie Wood_, LCpl _Scott Tombli n and Cpl
Tony Ki ng, came away wmning the Mmor Umts Competition with the
'B' Team coming a clo e second. Well done to all those who too'k part.

long journey back to Lisburn. However, the fun was not to ~top there. a
due to a cancelled ferry and the amount of dri\ers hours used, it became
necessary to drive to Stranraer. with an overnight stop (on personal
expense) in Blackpool.
39 I FA TRY BRIGADE CHARITY DA
by SSgt 'Crate' Collins Event Organiser
CHARITY D Y 4 A G T 2000
The Brigade Charity Day took place on 4 August 2000. Preparauon~
for the day started in January with over 400 letters and 200 E-mails going
out asking for donations for the main funding event - an auction. The
response to the letters wa very rewarding with many companies
generously donating items such as two return night tickets to anywhere in
Europe and theatre tickets for Phantom of the Opera. ·gt 'Paul 1"11 do
that ' Parkes took up the unenviable task of setting up tents, seating,
notice boards etc. He did this with his usual prowess making it ·eem
effortJess with the help of his Rover Gp.
The day started very early for S gt Craig Co llin and his committee
with a five a side football competition involving 16 teams from units
within Province. Cpl Lee Rotherforth ran the competition and dealt \\ ith
the usual complaints from the teams in his usual manner, 'The
managements decision is Final.' The Brigade Team did well lo ing to the
eventual winners, ICSS Regiment Team, one goal to nil. An ·Jt's a
Knockout' Competition was run in the afternoon with all events
comprising of getting wet, VERY WET. There were three event in
which the teams bad to take part. The first was a bungee run, tran porting
water from one end to the other. This proved to be great fun for the
spectators. as they got involved throwing wet ponges and hosing down
the competitors. The SHQ Team was obviously well practiced as they
turned up with football boots on to stop them from slipping! The econd
event was an assault course, which of course involved going back into the
S tank to retrieve a brick from the bottom. Someone aid they saw the
Titanic in there, as it was so cold. The final game was a pillow fight on a
greasy pole suspended above, of course, the S tank. The eventual winners
of the competition were the SHQ Team con isting of Capt A. J. mith,
W02 (YofS) Dave Brudenall and Cpl 'Arnie· Renforth.
The auction was run in two sessions to allow the golden nectar 10
cloud the judgement of the bidders. ft obviously worked as many items
went for far more than they were worth. Cpl 'Mac· McGuiness wa the
auctioneer as he had the gift of the gab. Once bidding started the bidders
were scared to move in case they made a bid as eagle eyed 'Mac' coerced
ever-higher bids from all present. (Whether they wanted to or not). The
generosity shown by all wa very impressive and made a vast
contribution to the fmal total. The evening event was a charity ·Medieval
ight' disco organised by Cpl Arnie Renforth. In all it was an excellent
day, rai ing around £3,500 pound for the nominated charitie .

lST (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED
DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT

FEMALE RO NDERS COMPETITIO l
Congatulations to the 39 lnf Bde Team who won the Northern Ireland
Rounders Championships. They just managed to beat J 5 ig Regt in the
final. U~fortunately, uch were the operational commitments, held by
both Units, that a combined team was sent back to the mainland to
represent orthem Ireland in the Inter Units Rounder 's Championships.
The girls performed very well and were runners up in the final. well
done.
ADVENTUROUS T RA I 'I NG - EXERCI E

ORT HERN Fl

TE HN ICA L MAJ, TE A CE ECTIO
Joining the S~cti~n are Sgt Billy Lilburn, replacing gt Rich ard
Lo ugher a;; IC R1~gmg Se_ct, LCpl C hris Lord, LCpl Forrest and LCpl
Donn a h1 vers JOm the Fixed Systems Repair Team. Welcome and good
luck to them all during their time in the Province. Farewells are extended

Lt Col E. M. Flint comma nds his own AFV 436 after Ex Rhino
Spear,
prior to his departure from the Regiment
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Lt Col E. M. Flint
inspects the Regiment on his final day in the Regiment
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L'ERC I E JL\' R HILD Ill 26-28 A G T 2000
J, ~oldicl'!i battled again t the element to run. cycle, pu ha trailer and kayak 116 miles from utton Coldfield to Great Ormond treet Ho pital, London.
They rmsed oYer 43,0000 ·t and donated thousands of pounds wonh of toy to the sick children. The event. which started over seven mon th ago was the
broin-child of \\'01 (R 1) C hri Hymas and brought together I lUK) AD R in Gcm1any, 30 Rand 14 ig Regt (EW) in England, to raise money for
children's charit ie . The ulmination of the event wa th· race that saw two team from I ( K) ADSR pitted against a team from 14 Sig Regt (EW) in true
Bank Holiday Weekend weather.

WO (SSM) Daz Newton brings a smile to the face of a young girl in
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

A cheque for DM 43,565 is presented to Great Ormond Street
Hospita l for Cildren by the participants of Exercise Silver Child

ADVE T RE TRAI I G

212 Sig Sqn Cavers emerge victorious after a difficult battle with
water, mud, and frayed nerves
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SSgt Ian Conlan gets to grips with alternative paddling

HQ Sqn introduce LCpls Wright & Henshaw to the art of climbing

The newly arrived CO of 1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt.
Lt Col T. J . Watts, and RSM Hymas
present a 12 year Meritorious Service Certificate to
German Guard Service Member Trevor Allen
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chance to dry off and get some food, espce1ally for the flying teeth. th~t
had a taste for rear end, as I found out. The smoke from the fire d1dn t
stop the mossies as we hoped. Day 4, the las~ s.t~etc~ down to "here the
van was parked and a chance to get back to C1\1ltsalion after tw? da)s 111.
the wilderness. After four days on the water, I wa glad to be back on dry
land, but al o glad to have had the experience of Canada.
.
Exercise Rough Ride We all ~lte'!'pted hor e trekkmg_ for our
second weeks activity, 'how hard can 1t be , people have been domg it for
centuries 'how wrong were we'. ow \\e know what mad~ John Wayne
walk so funny. We spent our time dodging branches ~nd trymg not to fall
off. It was great, we did some pr?per off. ro~dmg, ho~scs_ can go
anywhere. Every time we stopped,_ it was hilarious to Y..1tnes L pl
Davison attempting to get back on his hor e, a tree tub always <;ame 111
handy to aid his remount. .w e stayed m prospector huts. 111 the middle of
the wilderness and experienced some excellent thunderstor'!'s· at one
point t thought the mountains were falling down aro.und us: . eedle s to
say we all survived the experience, and had a great lime_ despite the pam
in our bottoms and Cpl Findlay going through horses ltke there was an
endless supply.
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Lt Col r. Cameron-Mowat
WOl (RS 1) . C. Keilty

B TILE CAi\tP - EXERCI E KOHi 1A WARRIOR
by Cpl Dodds. HQ qn. Mike Tp
.
.
.
They climbed out ~f their c?ache , their f~ces a mix .of le~p.mes and
trepidation. After a 1x hour Journey to alt bury. Pl am. Tram mg Area,
they are thrn t into a week long battlecamp, startmg with a 2.5km tab
towards Battle Camp HQ (better known as the old court house/police
tat ion at Imber Village). There the members of the Regi ment. pl it down
into three pl atoon , and surpri e, surprise, the rain tart to fa ll ju t a
they set off. Ex Kohima Warrior has tarted.
Once they' e arrived at HQ. it' time for the admin part of the
Exercise. Food, ammunition and 349 or 351 radios are i sued to each
ection. A few lesson on basic field skill , and how to u e thei r
re pective radio and t11ey leave HQ into the darkening night, .intent on
reaching the first military skills tand by 0800hrs the ne~t mornmg. ~ver
the next three dav . they will do a round robm to three different location ,
each location h~lding two tands of various military kills. The tands
being urvival Skill , NBC, Tactics, BFAT, OBUA and a demon tration
by 264 (SA ) Sig Sqn . At the Survival kills stand, run by SS 1
Hancock, they are hown how to build variou shelters, from the basic
Mark I basha to the modem luxury of a log cabin. They arc taught the art
of rabbit skinning and the different ways of cooking, add into thi a little
bit of water purification techniques and you would have a really good
tand. However, 2 Sig Regt prefer to have really great stands, so they
thro' in a bonu le son of inierrogation method and an in ight into
meeting agents in the field. S gt MilJs ran the BC stand, demonstrating
the use of NAIAD ( erve Agent Immobilised enzyme Alarm and
Detector). and CAM (Chemical Agent Monitor). Les ons were al o
conducted on NBC sentries and NBC recces. It was hard to tell whether
the students were more worried about getting gassed or of being told to
carry the AIAD! A pyro demo using the GPMG, trip flares, smoke
grenade and thunderflashe provided plenty of noi e for the Tactics
stand. Under the watchful eye of Sgt Sharp, the sections experienced
ob tacle cro sing, the six section battle drills and how to give quick battle
order . The culmination of the e lessons being a scenario where the
platoon had to rescue a downed pilot, hopefully without engaging the
enemy. The most physically demanding stand was the OBUA (Operations
in Built Up Areas) stand. Starting nice and gently with a confidence
course to warm up the player , then they were taught the basics of
approaching and assaulting an occupied building. and the principles of
room clearing. The last of the stands run by 2 Sig Regt the BFAT
(Battlefield First Aid Training) stand, with SSgt Gardner in charge. Thjs
stand taught the treatment and extraction of casualties in several scenarios
including minefields, and in the middle of firefights. 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn
had their own stand demonstrating some of the more exotic military
skills. They displayed and demonstrated severa l specialist weapons
including the M 16 assault rifle with grenade launcher, and the highly
accurate 7.62mm G3. They taught about patrolling in 4-man teams and
the contact drills involved, they also demonstrated contact drill with
vehicles. That little venture cost them a new windscreen on their Ford
Scorpio. but was enjoyed by all. On a more participate note, they hosted a
' Spot the Sniper ' te t, with a man hidden from view at a range of
approximately 60 to 70 metres. Needles to say that not many players
would have survived that one!
After these full and busy days, the three pis trudged into HQ for a
briefing on the next two-day part of the Exercise. otebooks in hand and
pens at the ready they listened to the briefing bli sfully unaware of the
dozen or so members of 249 Sig Sqn and a dog handler, complete with
German Shepherd ' Khan ' from 158 Pro Coy RMP, who stood outside the
door of the briefing room, armed and waiting. The briefing goes on and
on, until the magic words ' friendly forces' are uttered by the officer
giving the briefing. A thunder-flash goes off, and the ' terrorists ' pour in,
rifles blazing on automatic and a few seconds of pandemonium ensues.
The sman players hit the deck straight away. The rest are 'assisted'. The
players are disarmed and subdued. Stereos playing white noise are
brought out and the terrorists become silent. Disorientation starts to take
effect. After a short wait lying face down on a cold concrete floor, they
are lifted up and taken out of their holding cell. A little trip around the
comer, blindfolded of course, leads them into the processing stage. They
are earched and all their belongings bagged and tagged . A funher small
wait on the floor then they are taken out and thrown onto a TCV. A short
drive out and the terrorists are ambushed by local partisans. The captives
arc freed and the Escape and Evasion stage is under way. For two days,
they will have to live u ·ing the ski ll s they have been taught. They will
meet agents and avoid capture. Unfortunately, that doesn ' t always
happen. Once captured they are subjected to the sa me interrogation
technique they had been shown at the Survival Stand, and although they
had a reasonable idea of what to expect, there was sti ll a lot of w1ce11ain
and worried people in the prisoner holding pen.
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This would be a good part to relate some storie of bravado and
foolishne relating to the E & E phase. The two best tory awards would
have to go to Sig Zi mm erman and Cpl Bevan. Sig Zimmer man
performed an extremely gutsy manoeuvre by putting on a limp and
walking into HQ for some food from the main eating area. If it hadn't
been for the fact that he started to chat to the udmin personnel he would
have got away with it. However. the R M spotted him and he took a nice
visit to the pen. The most gutsy move award must go to C pl Bevan , he
managed to 'acquire' a Land Rover from the local area and drive away in
it. Howe er, forty minutes later he returned to HQ to hand himself in.
Eventually endcx was called and the show of bravado was back on the
faces of all. The players were debriefed and put on a nice luxury coach
back to York. On their way home they undoubtedly passed their fellow
workmate who were on the second week and who had yet to experience
the joys that were planned for them in the week to come. There are onl y
three point left to cover. First i a thank you to the three chefs who
supplied the admin and DS staff with excellent food throughout.
Although they did set an oven alight whi le trying to make Yorkshire
puddings. Secondly is to Sgt Stanley-Jones on his commendable
performance as recovery driver. U ing only a OAF and hi own driving
ski lls, he rescued many a stranded vehicle including the ambu lance. Last,
but most definitely not least, is the fate of Sig 'Jazz' Jaruszek, who had
to adopt a new and very short hairstyle, due to an accident with a Puffing
Billy. One lighter, a large BOOM and the mell of fried hair all combined
to ensure that ' Jazz' lost most of his eyebrows and eye lashes, and gently
frazz led most of the front of hi hair.

'Look RSM , were not interested in what you ~ave go.t t~
say ....... the conversation over there 1s more interesting
EXERCISE LOG ADVE TURE - by Cpl Fin~lay qnd lCpl Davison_
The Regiment were recently offered a o.nce m a !tfe lime opportumty
to attend adventure training in the Canadian Rockies. !he Royal In h
were (fortunately for us) sent to Sierra Leone at short notice and therefore
unable to participate in the pre-booked (free) package. o, after two
weeks notice we left the UK at 2000hrs and arrived in Canada. at 201 Oh rs,
the shortest eight hours I've ever done. We amved_ at Trails End Ca.mp,
attended some briefings, watched the ' What to do m the event of a bear
attack video' were issued with kit and set off on the fir t of our two
adventure .
l"k
·
'
Exerci e Wapta Dance - Capt Julie 'Treat me 1 e a princess
Richardson and Cp l Weiand 'Fin' Findlay _had a great lime on the
mountains doing fall recovery on snow, and 1ce/creva se rescue, Cpl
Findlay mad as ever had great fun being the one do~vn the crev.asse
(Brrrrrrrr). The Exercise was extremely hard work, luggmg all the kit up
the mounta ins, however it wa worth all the sweat and I'd recommend it
to anyone.

EXERCISE A ETO EBOR
by SSgt Angus MacPherson MBE and Sig 'Ollie' O/il•er
.
For the second year running SSgt MacPherson orgamsed anot~er
excellent Adventure Training package to the Pyrenees. The exercJ e
included a 5-day phase when conditions ranged from ram to S C,
freezing ice and fog. to 3ooc, _then brilliant sunshi ne. The tea~ put s~ow,
ice work and climbmg techniques to the test and covered t\\O glaciers,
one col at 3005m, and peaks at 3107m 2842 m and 2738m. ome .of the
more memorable events to note: Sgt teve Howard managrn& to
overcome his fear on the rock face. SSgt n~u. ta.cPherson. rap1d~y
sliding down a steep embankme!lt and bru1smg hts a rm , 1g Kns
Blundell demonstrating his acrobatic kills to test out th_e ~eflexes of his
belayer. LCpl Mark Dunnachie sweating and ~o~plammg of ,nausea.
Cpl Simon ' I' m not smiling' Brewington and Sig Olhe - 1. don t sutfer
from vertigo' Oliver opting to take a long lunch and awan ~ur.retum
instead of climbing a rather large peak. WOl Andy Terry conYmcmg the
group to take a swim, to the amu ement and lau?hter of the urroundmg
onlookers 'well it brightened up their afternoon and ~nally ho~ .could
we fo rget the phantom snorer, LCpl Mark Dunnachte. In addtlion ~o
conquering mountains the groul? managed. to spend a day mountam
biking and rafting. we are all std! wondering how Cpl Ja on \! ood
didn 't take a tumble on some of the blind comers.

Brig A. P. Farquhar MBE, Comd HQ 15 (NE) Bde presents W02
(SSM) Hancock , SSgt (RQMS) Cassidy , SSgt Curtis , SSgt
MacPherson MBE, SSgt (FofS) Buddhi Bahadurhar Gurung with
their LS&GC meda ls. Cpl Green is pre ented with the ACSM for 1,3 10
days service.
EXERCISE KEY WARRIOR 2000 - by WO/Terry
On Friday 29 September, 20 brave partners of serving soldiers from
the Regi ment agreed to take part in a 24 hour Exerci e. It started with an
introduction to drill, Julie Gardner and Sue Lloyd were jailed at thi
point by WOI (RSM) Keilty. The Exercise rapidly moved forward with
a creditable attempt at the assault course instructed by W02 (QMSJ)
Clark. Maxine Manningham achieved th e ' be. t e ffort award' for
overcoming her vertigo and completing the course.
The Exercise then progres cd to Strensall Ranges, where the beastie
boys from the Training Wing bad set up a number of stands. Sgt Pete
Preece tried his best to make the ladies di sappear, with his instruction in
camouflage. Special mention goes to Liz Beswick who was awarded the
most entertaining in the field award, for her actions on encountering a trip
flare ......... I. Run Away. 2. lgnore the ditch. 3. Dive head first into the
water filled ditch . 4. Wait for the section to stop laughing. J.n the mean
time make a noise which sounds like you are injured, wait until the flare
is out, then join the remainder of the ·ection in uncontrollable laughter.
The night Exercise was taken in the ladies' stride, bergans were laden
down with a few essentials, such a mobile phone, bottles of wine, makeup bags, and as much gucci kit as their husbands had convinced them that
they would need. After a sleepless night for orange section and LCpl
icho ls, it was back to camp for a champngne breakfast and well
deserved presentations. The weather was kind , and the only thing that
poured was the laughter from the patrols. You may hear a war tory or
two gents, so pin back your ears.
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.
At the top of Superbagnere.s (2218m)
The whole of the Expedition party, prior to the start of the
Mountain Biking phase
.
.
(L-R): Sgt Steve Howard , Cpl Jason Wood, Cpl Simon Brew1~gton ,
Cpl Lee Wolstencroft, Sig 'Ollie' Oliver, Cpl Mark Dunnach1e,
Sig Kris Blundell, Cpl Pete 'I drive the bus' Longworth,
W01 Andy Terry and SSgt Angus MacPherson

Capt Richardson and Cpl Findlay on Athabasca Glacier
Exei·cisc Ghost Run - LCpl Davison s~ent f?ur day canoeing on the
Kootney River. The day started with a day _tra 111mg_ on the Ghost La.ke .
Ba ic thing like how to stay in the boat, go 111 a tra1ght lt~e an? ho'' to
top. ot as easy as one would think! One ~f the mo t u c~ul thmgs that
we got taught wa the cap izc drill. somethmg that cam~ m very u .efu~
over tlie next few days. Duy 2 wa spent on the Gho t River, for a btt o
fast water and ome top tip. on ho' to move about. We found out that
cap ize d;ills do work, and white water i a lot colder than the lake. Day
3 _Armed with all the new kill we had gamed, \\e .et off ~own the
Kootney River. Of the 160km river ome of the more .mtere ttng parts
were ' tlie bolder' and 'the hor e hoe' bends. The overnight . top · ' ere a
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AN INCREDIBLE JO RNEY - CHARITY C CLE RID
by LCpl Bear1. 214 Sig Sqn
.
.
.
The rea on behind thi chanty bike nde \\O a. rather p7rsonal one.
Earlier on in this year my fat11er Charlie wa~ taken mto ~o p1i_al "1th bad
circulation and later died in the George Elhot Hospital s lntcn I\ ~ are
Unit ~t the age of SO. My mother decided to. a ~ one of my dad be~t
friend , Mick Green , to do a spon ored bike ride m memory ofm fath~r
snd to rai e money for the very people that had cru:ed for 111} dad 111 _h is
final day . Mick had done ariou .ride for chanty before: m°lcludm~
Lands End to John-o-Groat and Ktlmamock to . uncaton 111 -4hrs._a
taggering 346 miles. My father had alway ~ro,ided the g.encral adm1.n
support for •fick' pre iou. rides. Mick decided to combme m) dad s
passion for rugby wit11 hi pa sion for cycling. o the idea to cycl.e to Ill}
home mgby ground at uneaton 'ia the three pmtual home' ~>I Bntt'h
mgby wa· born.
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LCpl Jon Beart (Centre) at the Millennium Stadium Cardiff
The ride con i ted of 20 miles of hill . wind. rain, sweat and a few
more hill . tarting a~ Murrayfield. the home of' ottish Rugby, l then
ventured o'!t on my Journey. Although e en miles into an 820-mile
JOllf!ley. a high speed. era h.into. a barbed wire fence, cutting my face and
teanng my new cychng shtrt did nothmg for my confidence. Mick and
my elf gradually wound our way towards c;ardiff, 120 mile the first day,
110 the next. 011 the fourth, I was finding 11 hard and near ewport I hit
the wall. l wa;; so phy . 1~a lly wasted l nearly gave-up. Somehow I carried
?n and after six days ndmg with an average of 120 miles a day I wobbled
mto my home clu? ' uneato~ RFC on Friday 18 August, having vi ited
Murrayfield, Cardiff and Twickenham en route. With it now comp leted I
feel a though I have done something for my father and benefited tho e
people who helped him. Hopefully when all the ponsorship is collected a
total of £5,500 will be rai ed.
ROYAL IGNAL CORPS REGATA - by LCpl 'Stel'o · Stevens
July was the month: Kiel was our destination ! Sig Kenny Welburn
and my. elf were to ail around the Baltic between Horsens. Arhus and
Rudrobmg ~o name but a few of the places we were to vi it. The idea was
to race .agam t even other teams including I Mech Bde and 7 Sig Regt.
It was time to face the opposition. we had to learn as much as we could to
enable u to compete an~ bec~me better crew. Our P.a rticular training
took us fr~m changing sails whilst the boat was on the move to hanging
over the side desperately holding onto ropes and our breakfasts. There
wa even more ~ard work to follow. What with sleeping, cooking on
board an.d samph_ng the local beer at most ports of call! Despite all this
we had lime to wm the 'round the cans races' at Horsens which in volved
not surprisingly, racing around markers. This gallant effort won us a very
ha~dy ~chnapps glass. Aft~r each race it was taken in turns to host a party
which mvolved lengthy d1 cuss1ons on knot tying and making use of the
handy schnapps gla~s won earlier. Our final day was the 'One to Win'.
Th~ rac~ back to K1<'.l where we put all our hard work and training into
action: Sounds a bn l.1ke a booze cruise' but you'd be wrong. The
expe~1ence was genume hard work but an extremely rewarding
experience.
EXERCISE RO I. G SA D JU E - JULY 2000
by Sig Wood~, 219 Sig Sqn
We deployed to Texas, USA to provide communications for 22 RA
(A~) and 7 RA (AD). Being initi~lly bas<'.d at MacGreggor Camp near El
Paso was not much fun, because 1f we said we were in the middle of the
desert we wou~d not be lying. The accommodation was a tad sparse and
was shared with all sorts of creepy crawlies (and that was just the

Am~ricans) . .LCpl . Dave 'Homer' Hallway made it his personal mission
to kill. anythm$ w~th more appendages than him. To say that the food
was d1sappomtm,g 1s an understatement; let's just ay it was not up to our
great RLC chefs standard (hmmmmm). We were therefore forced to take
it upon oursclvc · to try out the BBQ method of cremation and we ended
up with some amu ing results.
. Throughou~ the ex.crcise the temperature , oared, it could not get any
lughcr (Sa tan s am1p1t could have matched it). During these periods Sig
Dean 'Talks a good game' Condren was so enthusiastic about the sun
that he ended up looking like Freddy Kruger's stunt-double they do not
~et mu .h sun in Leed . All in all the exerci e went well and ~veryonc put
111 con 1derable effort. The Americans were more than helpful and Capt
Si 'Where' my webbing: Meadowcroft did a great job as acting QC 214
Sig Sqn. PT every mommg proved to be more difficult for some as 2Lt
Paul 'The Boy' Trewin discovered during a press up competition. He
never recovered the power of peech after that. ...
R&R wa eagerly .awa.ited. A Ja~ge group of the 2 Sig Regt boys
com~andeered a quamt little e tablt hmcnt called 'La Hacienda' just
out 1de El Pa o. The party included Cpl Charlie 'Alcohol can't phase
me' Kama Cpl ' Dylon - Delwyn Tidy' Davies, LCpl Tony 'Alpha
Hotel ' Musgrave and Sig Ja y ' Where 's my stetson?' Jones. At some
P?i.nt we ventured into the local town. Some of the excellent places
v1 1ted were ' JB'S' and 'Graham ' Central tation.' Antics round the
pool included ' the dentist's chair' set up by Cpl Ray ' We daren't call you
any.thing' McLeod, which brought the younger members of the Squadron
on m le.aps and bounds . . ig C.hris 'The Fang· Woods kept us entertained
by forcmg ome U Manne mto the pool fully clothed and not allowing
~hem out. ~he ,British contingent put together a powerful rugby team ,
.The CroP_10n .headed by Cap.ts.tu 'I'll lam dunk any Yank that gets
111 my. way Wluttley, and convmcmgly beat the US semi pro team. The
Exerc1 e w~s a good learning experience for all that took part. but I will
not be rushmg forward to deploy on another like it.

DAS HAI
On .Saturday 30 September 2000, the Officer and WO celebrated
Dasham with the 47 GurkJia soldiers and their families in the Kohima
Restaurant. Dashain is the most auspicious festival of Hindus and takes
place in the lunar fortnight of September or October. It lasts for 15 day
but in th7 Brigade of Gurkh~s, only four da.ys are ce lebrated . Many
mythological stone are associated with Dasham. The common thread in
each, however, is the triumph of good over evil - the victory of the Gods
~r Goddesses over the wicked demons that harassed mankind in ancient
lime. A lege.nd amongst the Gurkhas is that the Godde s Durga slew
demo!'I Mah1shasura, who m the form of a water buffalo, terrorised
mankL~d on earth. Th~refore Dashain is the celebration of victory and
also a time when families come together to exchange gift and blessings.

(L-R): Sig Pitamber, Sig lshwar, Sig Amrit and LCpl Dev dance the
'Shoto Sela'

3(UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIME 'TAL HEADQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col Phil Davies
RSM
WOI C hris Kidd
3 (l.JK) Div HQ a~d Signal Regiment, the name is the same it is just
the people that are d1.fferent. All the new card players are now in place
and are eagerly awa1ung the arnval of dealer alias the new Commanding
Oflkcr, Lt Col Phil _Davi~ . Mea~while the 21C is struggling to keep two
day!ob~ afloat w~ilc ~nenteenng, running and commuting back to
Aldcrshot to keep h1 wife happy. Something has to go ........ But who is
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goin~ lo tell her! The new Adjutant ha urprised us all by having an
appetite for runnmg rather th.an chocolate and appears not to have been
permanently damaged by his spell of instructing at RMAS. Jie has ,
h~wever, been unable to avoid those long working hours and the candle
will very oon i:neet m the middle as he is gening to grips with the new
Su~mary Dealmg pr.ocedu~es. The new RSM is taking things in his
stnde but ha ? far failed 1111 erably to improve the 21C' turnout or the
le~gth of his sideburns. lie has slipped right into the parrot fashion
briefing of the guard commanders, and the only difTcrence J detect is the

distinct lack of, ' It 's a pleasure· ...... whatever that me~ns coming from
the next door office. To the outgoing per·onalities who are now reading
this for old times sake, we miss you all and wi h you good luck in your
new appo intments (especially you Capt Stoker) but inevitably the King
is dead , long live the King!

been up all night worry mg about this event' Ta) tor lire the gun to tart
the race.
As the runner~ jostled for position and a fc,1 ci' ilian caught up the
back markers, due to either bemg unable to work out ho\1 to open the
ponaloo doors or just releasing last minute ncnous tension, 11 \I a clear
that the front runner meant business. The athletes C?J started to prcad
out, to try and cover as much of alisbury Plain a they could in one and
a half hours. In the meantime the admm party back at Carter Barrack
were left to set up the finish. Or maybe they just sat in the brew tent end
contemplated how unlucky they were to be tasked \11th the job offa11gue.
and stats instead of running. Running commentary was relayed 1 ia a
complicated network of radios organised by comms expert Cpl 'I am
going to be a YofS' Tharby, u ·ing state of the art technolog}. the 320
manpack radio to the race organiser Capt ' I will run next year' Crane.
Capt Terry Crane, us111g a combination of Geordie and his best
telephone voice, captivated the audience '' ith Grand ational style race
commentary. This had the cheering crowd waiung with bated breath for
the race leaders to burst out of the mist on Salisbury Plain and through
the trees at the orth end of Caner Barracks.
Only one soldier had won the race in the past. prc11ously seasoned
civilian runners always headed the field. However, this year the first three
po ition were claimed by army runner , the first two both broke the
course record. WOl Dave Rollins came first with a time of I hr l 3min
and 59secs, Sgt 'Jock' Castle econd in lhr 14mins and 18scc ·and
third came LCpl Kevin Conlon in lhr 16min and 37 ecs. The first
female runner was a ci1ilian Daveena 1\veed from Poole who was also
the first female veteran to cro s the line in a time of I hr 30mins and
14 ecs .
The seventh Kiwi Half Marathon will take place in
and will undoubtedly like every other year be a great

The hand-over of Commanding Officers
SPORTING SUCCESS
Congratulations to the following personnel for their succe se :
Cpl Jackie Davies elected to Bobsleigh for the Ladie Great
Britain Squad.
LCpl Ross and Cfn Wall for continued ucces in the Army
football team (when they manage lo avoid the red card!)
LCpl Dorrian for his initial selection to the Army Boxing quad.
Maj ick Bateson (who writes this tuffl) for becoming the Corps
Orienteering Champion (What sort of a sport i that?).
A whole bevy of beauties pre ently in Cyprus with .SSgt Baker on
the Corps hockey tour (Now what ort of sport is that!!).
THE BLANDFORD TOWER CORPS HALF MARATHO '
OR 'MY FIRST REGI !lE TAL CROSS CO
TRY FAILURE'
by 'Jock (The Hoop) · Castle
A whole squad of Sgt Castle's starlets eagerly a' aited their first real
test of the season in the Corps Half Marathon. uch wa the team
manager's confidence (Remember Keegan!) that he allowed him elf the
luxury of a rest day before the Army Marathon. (A young Cpl <;astle
actually won the Army Marathon title running 2hrs 29min back m the
90's, so we should not be too hard on him). The great day dawned and the
Regiment 's big four (excuse ranks as they ay! Bateson, C.onlon,
Easterby-.Tackson and m ith ran wgether ahead ot all but one ot 11 1g
Regt 's runner to the 6-mile mark. Conlon wa not even breathing ~ut the
rest of us were hanging out of our proverbial hO?P . He eased him elf
away to finish the e entual Corps Runner up lcavmg u- to be caught by
the chasing 11 ig Regt 's runners at about nine. miles. The re t is history.
O erall (civilian runners included) we fini hed in the following order:
Maj Bateso n

10th (I t R JG

LCpl Easterby-Jackson

15th (Isl R IG AL Junior)

L Veteran)

Cpl mudge Smith
19th
That 0nave us a total of 50 point . Amazingly 11 ig Rcgt' runners
fini hed 8th , I Ith, 14th and 17th giving them 50 point as well. We lot
on the position of the la st runner. Where was 'Jock' Castle when we
needed him? He was noi where we expected hnn to be. The poor boy had
succumbed to nu and was forced to withdraw from the marathon.
ow
what was all that about Ke in Keegan!)
6th KlWl HALF 1ARATHO 17 EPTEMBER 2000
There was a break in the clouds and the un did it. best to fight back
the traditionally wet day for the Ki\\ i Half Marathon . Tr:ied and .te. ted
runners (or not), both civilian and Army ign~rcd the tuel cns1 and
donned their favourite Ron I !ill and took up th1 annual challenge. The
Kiwi fi known in running circle as a 'tough one' coa ·ed I 0 willing
volunteer to line up at the tart line. Each harbouring their O\\ n
personnel ambition and expectations before \ 02 QM I Dnve ' I ha' e

Organisers, Sponsors and victorious 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Back Row (L-R): W02 Fretwell UWWO, Mrs Pat Le Fleur SSAFA,
Capt Terry Crane UWO, Lt Col Neil Couch CO
Front Row (L-R): 2Lt Neil 'I didn't beat the 21C' Swift,
LCpl 'Off The Board' Conlon, Maj Nick Bateson,
SSgt 'Jock (the Hoop)' Castle
entice nmner both civilian and ervice personnel of any tandard to take
up the challenge.
202 SIG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj A. Lono
SSM
W02 (
1) J . 'le aught
These past couple of month have een yet more turmoil and uphea' al
in the large t Armoured quadron in the Royal ignal . Clement of the
quadron have ju t returned from Canada, where the) ha' e been for the
last two to three month "ith the 3rd Di\ i ion in BAT
. The
quadron' main effort for the upcoming month is the prm is ion of the
Divi ional HQ for the tafT College Demo, followed 11nmed1ately by
deployment onto the Regimental exercise and Ex Iron For.iy. the GOC's
main effort for the Di' ision for the latter half of 2000. In all a bu )
couple of month , roll on Chri tmas!
B S ACOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Scan · 'olonial' Lumle)
Tp gt
Sgt Pete 'Howling. tad' Ho11son
ince block lea,·e, the Troop ha been largely spin up due Ill E'\ Iron
Hawk in Canada, but there ha e still been a fe" notable occurrences.
Firstly. the Troop would like to end out an all stauon~ big" clcomc to ~II
the newcomer : gt Ke' in · ot long lO go nO\\.. Da11 e . C'pl 1k
' avo' uvchenko, L pl Reginald 'Ross' Dourlc), LCpl \dam 'Oil)·
orth, ig Alison · B b' abi ton. ig John 'Parade~ an: too earl_ ·
cwson, ig Danny • cabies' Hall, ig John Duff~, I! Sara~
O'Reilh and io nd ·'I want to be a
0 yc.terda) \lar1111. \\e
would aiso like t~ welcoml' back all our '' ar heroes frnm det\:nding the
free world in the Falklands: pl Don 'Big Bird' Brennan, (pl Bob 'Fat
Bloke' Dr) den, LC'pl Ro s 'Get in 111) bell)· L~on. Sig D:u 'That'. II
for me· larkson and ig Dale Thomp on. eptember sa'' Lt . ean
' ot another Colonial' Lumley being kidnapped l>) th<.' quadn>n "h1k
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on quadron dvcnture Training on the I le of Wight and taken on a tour
of the island' nightlife in a leeping bag! eptember also aw 2Lt
lisa 'Lab Raf Lab ra m and Ben ' quaddic Haircut' or ton along with
0 d t imon Tm fa tcr than the Regt 21C' s,~ift attached to the Troop
while awaiting their Troop ommandcr'
ourse. They were expo ed to
off-road driving in Lan drovers and AFV 432' which they both
thoroughly enjo_ ed the in tructors. Sgt Stevie 'I hate port' Weate, Cpl
Colin 'Bing' C rosb., pl inni e ' I lo e ' orking in the DMI section'
Wal h and LCpl ndy Tm never in trouble' ta ndin g, will never be
quite the same again. The Troop i now preparing for Staff College Demo
and the major Di i ional E. erci e: Iron Foray.
W TE RLOO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. J. impson
Tp gt
gt . W ringe
Well for a change thi month, ifs been slightly relaxed due to the
quadron deploying on ummer camp. A highly enjoyable week in the
I le of\ ight gave t11c Troop the oppo11unity to unwind on some seriou
ad,enturous tra ining. fan. thanks to C pl Laz 'Flo' \ atts in the
Chicago Rock Cafe for providing the entertainment with his karaoke
rendition of Dizzy (thanks mate). Also we are not 10 forget the fact that
ig Brett 'Freefall' Baber believes he's a member of the Hells Angels
after roar ing around on hi hired 50ce moped. With much of the
quadron on Ex Iron Hawk in Canada, preparation for the armual Staff
College Demonstration occupy every working day. A a reward for their
efforts, the OC arranged a Troop day out paint-balling at the tart of
October. The Radio ecrion wa pitted again t the Access Section. and
the result wa carnage, Radio Section winning by the slimmest of
margins. The brui es and war-wounds were disp layed proudly later on in
the bar. The Troop say a fond farewell to L C pl 'Funky Moped ' Wood to
I Div and a big hello to ig · Barney' Barnett, ig icholls and Gnr
Ridley.
206 SJG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj \ . E. H. Adsett
SM
W02 (SSM) Smith
MO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gardner
Tp S gt
Sgt Fairfield
Since returning from summer leave the Troop has been bu y preparing,
then executing E~ Iron Ration. The exercise on ly just went ahead, by
usmg the countnes last few drops of petrol! The Troop deployed in
packets up to South Cerney whereupon LCpl ' o Comms ' Dod gson
took control of radio vi llage. The first couple of days were shaky due to
the bad freq~en ci~s they. had been prov ided with. Strangely enough
morale remamed high mamly due to the never ending taunts tllat were
levelled at ig ·sooty' Sutton for being the boss' li ttle whi pping boy.
Over the past few months there has been some movers and shakers within
the troop. Goodbyes are said to Sig 'Jane' Darcy who' off to Nl, LCpl
"'.aJ'!" Evans on ~i s departu re IC! I Div (watch out the cleaners of I D iv),
Stg ~gly mother . Tu~ker who rs olfto 8 Inf, LCpl ' Big Smudge' Smith
on his return to crv div, and fi nally Cpl 'Matt' Kutzner who i on his
way to 3 Sqn of 11 Sig Regt as a Troop Sergeant. Greetings go out to
LCpl 'No Comms' Dodgson from 30 S ig Regr, LCpl 'Abbo' Abbott
from 2 1 Sig Regt and LCpl 'Nige' Longbottom from 2 Sig Regr. Finally
the three amigos from Blandford, Sig 'Beci does Dallas' ewton, Sig
'Chunk' Gee and ig 'Chocolate' Waddington.
L"\1KERl\-1AN TROOP
Tp Comd
L t Kemp
Tp SSgt
. gt Angove
Firstly, welcome home to all the lnkerman Troop personnel who have
returned from the Falklands. We hope you enjoy your leave and we look
forward to you all m~ti ng the new Troop ' daddy' ! Welcom~ to Lt Kemp
who has travelled the immense distance from 259 Stg Sqn to be with u !
Also, welcome to ig 'Dave' Webb, Sig Steve ' Happy days' Ellis and
ig Ronald 'McDonald', all straight from the factory. Don't worry, we' ll
break you m gently. It's goodbye to LCpl 'Steph ' Catncy who is leaving
the Corps. A lso, a farewell goes to Sig Andrews who is going to 39 Inf
Bde.
Cong~atulations to ig 'Dave' Harris and his new wife Jacqui. We
would hke to congratulate her on her amazi ng catch. The Troop is
currently en route from Bi rmingham to London on Ex Silver Child to
raise money for Great Ormond Street. So if you pa s us on your travels
put ome .money in our buckets; it is not for our beer fund! Cpl 'Sean'
T~om.as 1 currently looking fo r a pussy! Apparently it has tabby hair
with silver streaks.
The Troop would like 10 wish 'Chief Ch ick' Mich ell e Angove a
speedy recovery. We know why you keep goi ng into hospital. (George
Clooney doesn't work in this area) Ten out often for trying. L C pl Tony
'~nto n ' Richardson , Sig Phil 'G uppy' Baxter and Sig 'Eas ily lead'
1mp~ on are all m Gre'?Cc at the moment; under the pretence of bei ng on
exercise. I am not sure 1f they think we are stupid but they have left their
RRB behind!
'
We hav.e. a few. ne,w guys in o ur Troop who have j ust completed their
Wolf fam1hansauon s course. They now all think they are mini-racing
drivers. We are on a large exercise next month; and when we move from
l?cation to location it is not going to tum into a Grand Prix. Half of our
little wanderers who have just returned fro m th e Falkla nd Islands are
posted straight away to pastures new. We are losi ng LCpl am Hall,
LCpl tuart tephen , L pl Dean Wicks , Sig Laura Bes t, Sig
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Charlotte Driscoll, Sig Mick Gee and Sig Dawn Wardley. Good luck to
you all, we wi h you all the best for the future.
222 IG AL Q ADRO
0 1A TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Imogen Mulholland
Tp Sgt
SSgt Daphne Clash
Another busy time for the Troop, and quite a lot of people moving
around too . Incoming: Cpl ' Powers· Austin (who's actually been
hanging around Bulford for a while but has evaded the Div ig Regt
tractor beam until now). Sigs 'Relay· Higham , 'Ma t - r-me' Sinclair
and 'the' Maj or ( traight from the Factory). Somewhere in the British
Army is a LCpl Bowring too - he actually belongs to thi Troop, so if
een pl ease return to Bldg 272, Ward barrack , Bulford . Last, but
certainly not least , 2Lt Alisa Labram join us prior to her Troop
Commanders Course. he will rejoin the Troop in March in place of the
existing QC who will by then have her hand full with a junior
M ulh olla nd. (Who 's getting the best deal there then?). Outgoing: Sig
Morti boys - to pastures new in Germany and Cpl ' the Chimpmeister '
Christison - to the world of Civilan Telecommunications! Yes, it's the
end of an era - and you could spot it by the length of his sideburns. All
be t wishe to Dave and Ja ne for the future.
In true style, the Troop celebra1ed C pl C's leaving in hi absence - no
real change there - with a bit of training over in I lampshire, Allon to be
exact (t11i particular locality will be of significance to anyone who has
been posted here). eedles to ay, the Troop was terribly impres ed that
ig Maj or and ig Eva ns maoaged to distingui h themselves in true ' we
cannot drink at all' fashion, endearing themselvc to all concerned
(especially the staff at the establishment in question). Following the
completion of a uccessful training day, the Regimental MT did us proud
by providing a Battlebus that blew two tyres on the way home - no
problem with driver's hours there though. Hot on the heels of that little
jaunt, Oman Tp then pent a week ba ed at Worthing RFC on Ex South
Downs Dragon. A Troop level adventure training exercise, involving
water-sports, walking and navigational mountain bike challenges also a
lot of tents and Cpl Fearns' Porsche all in clo e proximity to the ehanns
of the Clubhouse. The weather was poor enough to prevent sea fishing on
the R&R day - but spot on for the 'civiliani ed water-sports training'.
Just lucky tha1 no one had a waterproof camera to hand. The Squadron
may have lo l SSM Fra nk R ober ts (now RSM), but that doesn't mean
that the Topham Hatt train no longer tops here - on the contrary Cp l
'Medal ' Ma naton elected to be the main man (clearly not realising what
he was taking on). He organised a creditable Squadron effort in support
of the Swanage Railway, on which he is to be congratulated. Thoroughly
well done to all who took part (especially the Squadron Boxing Team).
Lastly, who does the Corps turn to when it needs young, talented
thrusters to splash all over its latest recruiting literature, but Oman
Troop? The Squadron is deploying on a Comms Ex next week, but good
old 083 will be recorded for po terity doing t11eir tuff on the Beacon
overlooking glorious Salisbury Plain. For reasons that are plainly obvious
to us, we were selected from a cast of three as the Node least likely to
pend most of the day in makeup! With the exception of SSgt C las h
(who has more dealing with Saatchi and Saatchi than the who le of their
client ba.se put together), it will be a refreshing opportunity for us to get
the pubhcrty we so clearly deserve! On the subject of SSgt 'The Helmet'
C lash, good luck on her latest round of selection at Lillehammer next
month - we look forward to seeing her on Sky Sports in that lycra
number!

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col J. Richardson
RSM
WOI S. moothy
The Officers and oldiers of the Regiment would like to extend a warm
welcome to the new Commanding Officer, Lt Col Jim Richardson .

Lt Col Jim Richardson takes over command of the Regiment
from Lt Col David Jones
Also farewell and best wishc to Lt Col David Jones and his wife
Rachel'. One of Lt Co l Jo nes' final events wa the vis it of the Lord
Mayor of Leicester to Krefeld. Leice ter is twinne.d with. Krcfeld, a~d
maintains trong links with the Regiment as the mam Brrush element m
the area.
S ig Nichols and the 'G ladiators'
The evening' entertainments included a well- upported Kara~ke and
Disco. '' ith the fir t song expertly led by Ma) W a ll y Dram , the
upervi or for the whole weekend. It was a real family event. o thank to
everyone who came and joined in!

Vis it of the Lord Ma yor of Leicester to Krefeld

A couple of models , and bit of Cyprus too!
Cpls Knapman and Moore
present Blue Peter live from Dhekalia ranges

ARE YOU READING ::iUIVlt:.BODY ELSE'S WIRE?
WHY NOT GET YOURSELF A CHRISTMAS PRESENT ?
RING: 01258 482085 OR
BLANDFORD MILITARY 2085
AND ASK FOR A SUBSCRIPTION FORM
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REGIMENTAL FAMILI E D Y - FRJD~Y 8 SEPTEM BE R ~000
This was run by 229 (Berlin) Sig Sqn, with the gu~s and girl from XRay and Ya nkee Tps putti r~g hours of hard \ ork into the . eHrp and
coordination of the event. Wrth Bouncy Ca tics galore, face-pamtrng, free
ice-crea ms a nd a fanta tic kids entertainer, the parade square was
trun fonned into a ehildrens' fun-day. particularly with the assistance of
C pl 'Teletubby' Alexander, and the resident clown, LC pl Pincott, who
.
rea ll y . tole the show.
Sig Hutton and Kennedy so ld an amazing number of rai:ie 11ck:1;w ith the help of igs E van s and Butle r. The Bars were kept wcl1stocked, thanks to gt 1acPherson an?. hi te~m, and Glen Man ell
recorded ded ications fro m wives and fa m1he . wluch were later broadca t
on his 'Calling t11e Balkan '. how on ~FB Radio. As u ua l, the Che(
had urpa ed them el e , wrth an amazmg BBQ prcad, and huge thank
are due fo r the hours they worked, feeding well over 400 peop le that
night.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

The Subalterns and Cpl 'I'm a Brigadier actually' Dawson
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MOTOR TRANSPORT TROOP
MTO
Capt N. R. Coatsworth
Tp Sgt
SSgt P. Hay

Soldiers from 7th Signal Regiment bring some traditional British
cheer to the races
Karaoke
Can we have Barbie Girl again? Please!
BERG LI ' COU 'TRY FAIR- AT RD Y 9 SEPTE 1BER 2000
The Briti h Country Fair in the grounds f Berg Linn astle was a
huge Anglo-Genuan event. With free tickets for the Regiment. what
could be better than a day out for the whole family. In gloriou un hine,
there was something for everyone, including Falconry di plays, Scottish
Highland Game , lri h Band and our own Royal Corps of Signal Band.
They held everyone spell bound by a highly-polished performance,
including a \\~de variety of modem and popular mu ic.
ASCOT RACE DAY, KREFELD RE 'BAH - SU DAY 10
EPTE 1BER 2000
Thi plendid event wa run by 232 Sig qn. Witl1 7 ig Regt Stakes
starting off the afternoon' racing, the day proved an enormou success.
The chefs surpa ed them elve once again, with the most incredible
di play of culinary delights - and also did rather well on the betting front,
it is heard! Many thank to all those that took part, from the tandard
Bearers LO those that ran the tran port, it really was an excellent day.

HEADQ ARTERSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Drain
SSM
W02 Ewi ng
Yet another quiet period for HQ Sqn, with only the Regiment al
Weekend to organi e, and of course the well-loved ITD week. The lTD
Trg kicked ofTwith an BC demonstration by the OC, with all onlookers
completely captivated as he tried to don a softy Jeeping bag instead of
his suit? With a little encouragement from the SM, the instructor, gt
·can l tell you about this Turkey' Howe proceeded to re-educate the
offenders in the traditional way within the chamber - it really didn 't take
much encouragement!
Q
RT ERMA TER (A) DEPARTMENT
QM(A)
Maj Doherty
RQM (A)
W02 James
It's been a busy time for the department, with the maximum leave
period and preparation for the LSI. The department squash ladder goes
from strength to trengtl1, with W02 'Neil ' James trying everything in
the book and some things not in the book to win games. Congratulation
to Sgt 'Dave' Howe on hi recent promotion, he is secretly hoping for a
po ting to I 5 Sig Regt to meet up with absent friends. A sad farewell to
Sig ' Thelma· Marshall who departs these shores to go all the way to the
QM(T) Dept. However, she bas not finished at the Department yet, she
has yet to decide on her leaving present - either a decanter set or a
bathrobe. Whatever her choice is. it will be a mystery. A warm welcome
to Sig 'Brad' Bradbury who join us from the QM(T) Dept.
Q ARTERMA TERS (T) DEPARTME T
Capt Cory
QM(T)
RQMS(T)
W02 Henry
Autumn find the QM(T) Dept in high spirits with a hectic summer's
busines completed. The Kosovo accounts are closed and ready for
handover to the Closed Accounts Team. Capt (QM) Ray Cory has even
had time to fit in the occa ional game of golf. Yet another change of
RQMS (T) ee W02 ' Taff' Burdge move aero to become SSM 229
Sig Sqn, and W02 Trev Henry moves into the hot seat. A fond farewell
to 'Taff' and Alda and a wanu welcome to Trev and Glynis.
The Department ran a highly succe sful HQ Squadron BBQ in June,
with W02 'Taff' Burdge proving you can get anything you want from
TSG Dulmen. The reward for the team being a weeks adventure training
in Bavaria where a good time was had by all. LCp l Johnston can still be
heard complaining about the bicycle addles - no such complaints from
Sig Macleod . Sgt Kev Scott has decided he wi ll not suffer the same
player shortage he encountered last year as manager of the Regimental
second footba ll team by making sure the whole department tum up for
traini ng, willingly of course.
Congratul ations to Sgt Dom Cooke on his recent promotion and the
added bonus of havi ng to rewrite the MSA. Sgt 'Scottie' Scott continues
to improve his golf handicap, at the expen e of the QM(T). The RLC
contingent within the department are in buoyant mood as ever w ith Sgt
'Skip' Skjpper and Sgt Martin Didcote back at work afler sterling work
on the Sergeants' Mess Summer Ball and HQ Sqn BBQ. Sigs Verrill and
Owen continue to learn their trade within the URS world. In preparati on
for her class I course, LCpl Boswell has moved aero s to UET manager.
She has taken to wearing a very serious frown, to such an extent that the
civilian staff, Emma and Collette, have taken to calling her 'Sarge'.
_For those who cannot make the go lf course the QM(T) has introduced
Friday afternoon dart , a serious business, as the battle for the Mickey
Mouse champion rages on. Sigs Pawsey, Verrill, Carter ,Valentine and
Musg~ave ~iave already fallen _by the way. October will see Cpl Lang
and 1g Elhs return from Bosma and LCpl Dunne from his lass I. Cpl
Abbot remains depl oyed in Kosovo. As ever there has been movement
withi1_1 the junior memb ers of th e department with Sig Marshall
retumm~ from the QM(A) Department being replaced by Sig Bradbury.
ew arnvals ig Wood and Sig Pawsey joining the fold, welcome.

Lt Col Jones congratulates the winning owner, trainer and jockey
of the 7th Signal Regiment Stakes
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DON'T FORGET
THE DEADLINE FOR FEBRUARY IS
THIS OFFICE BY 10 DECEMBER
~

MT Troop, 7th Signal Regiment, and 'Buster'
There has been quite a bit of movement withi~ the i-:roop sin~ the last
time WIRE notes were submitted, and by the time this 1s published we
will have said farewe ll to gt ' Bob' Kirby, Cpl' Mark· Knowles_, Sig
'Timothy' Lockwood and ig 'Eyebrow' Manton, all of whom will be
sorely mi ed, and we wish them _all the very bes~ fo,r the_futur_e. We
would also like to welcome gt 'Bri ' Sheard, and 1gs Lisa Gavm and
' Kitty' Patterson to the fold and hope they enjoy their time in the Troop.
On the congran1latory fro nt, slaps on the back go to Cpl 'Daz' M~wso n
and Sandra on the bi rth of thei r son Patrick, and Cpl 'Taff' Kmsey,
Sigs 'Timothy' Lockwood and 'Eyebrow ' Manton on their selection for
promotion.
MT DAY OUT
(OR VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF ~HE SEA)
Deciding to make the most of what little un seems to be arou~d
nowadays, the MT donned their Bermudas and Ray Bans ,an~ ~ook off 1_n
search of surf for a day's Water-Skiing. Ably led by SSgt ~h1l Hay, th~s
band of merry men and women set forth to display the . kmd _of aqu~nc
skill more u uall y associated with large rocks and ships with gapmg
holes in their hull. By no means afraid and eager to lead from the fron~
LCpl ' Scotty' Scott (that's original) explained to everyone JUSt how It
s hould be done, even offering lakeside instruction be_fo~e finally
skimming across the water for about three seconds then smkmg to the
bottom of the lake. Sig ' Del' D' La selJe (even_more origi~al) quickly
realised that Water-skiing perhap wasn ' t gomg t? be _his sport, so
decided to have a go at gymnastics instead, by launching h1mse_lf 20 feet
into the air and performing a triple somersault with two half twists every
time he fell off - and he f ell off a lot. Performance of the day however,
goes to Sig ' Eyebrow' Manton who bored everyone ~v it~ his app_arent
inability to fall ofThis ki and having the a~dacity _to spm ltke a Wh1rl~ng
Dervish at will, performing all manner of tricks to 1mpres the on-looking
female fraternity. My bow we prayed he would take a tumble, ... .. ..
maybe next time.

TECHNICAL MAI T I A 'CE TROOP
TM Tp would like to extend its welcome to four ne\• Techs. L pl
' Snitch 'n' Spew' McKenzie, LC pl ' Sticky Fingers' Mc ormick. L j>I
' Jones' Logan and wife Becky, LCp l 'Tommo' Tom lin along with h1
wife Tracy and children Kaya and Blake. Another recent attachment to
TM Tp is LC pl 'Midnight Runner' Long who has come to JOm u after
lea ving 231 Squadron. A welcome goes to gt 'John Mo~ !Vian'
As hm an and his wife Mel, who recently arrived from 249 Sig qn.
Farewell to Cpl J enny C laspe r who decided to join I Civ Div upon
getting married. Congratulations and good luck for the future.
Congratulations to WOl (FofS) Tommy Steele after bemg selected for
commission - he will receive his Captain upon posung. We would also
like to thank the FofS for a great barbeque and
gt John Hoyle for
some fantastic photographs ... We would like to _th_ank all part1e involved
in organising and running the adventurous tramin~ down m ~ad T~lz.
We all had an excellent time rock climbing, kayaking, mountain biking
and adventurous hill walking. finally, hi to all the guys on tour from T:Vt
Tp and a special hello to Jeffrey in the Falklands, 'Gogsy' (your little
Hercules) will see you soon.
EXERCI E CRUSADER BACK TOP 18-31 J LY 2000
HQ Sqn 7 Sig Regt took part in Adventure Training_ Exerci e C~sader
Backstop over the period 18-31 July 20~0. The Exercise stai:ted with a 9
hour coach trip down to Bad Tolz. Bavaria. The accommodat_1o_n, a luxury
5 star German transit camp was situated in the centre of a training area on
the outskirts of Bad Tolz.
Climbing was instructed by SSgt (SSl) Ke 'I can come off the
toboggan on the first corner ' Mason, gt ( I) Man_dy 'any!hing you
climb I'll climb quicker' Mason APTC and Sky 'I climbed higher than
Verrill ' the Corps Dog. Maj Wally ' the mountain g~at' Drain lead the
way up the climbs during his vi it ~th the SSI secunng his confidential
grade during the OC's ab eil as he locked ?ff the r~pe half way down,
whilst Sig Virge 'I' m a photographer' Verrill kept his feet firmly on the
ground. Maj ' the cinema manager· Doherty . in tructed on a~I of the
hillwalking and controlled the Sqn film showm~s on an evening. He
enjoyed himself so much in the first week, he decided to tay for an extra
week.
Kayaking was under the in truction of Sgt Ian 'interesting' Glover
and LCpl Beth ' I'm really hy and quiet' Rees REME. They taught Cpl
'Stace' Stacey to roll. He thought it _was_ a _ve~ good optto~, after all
when you are built as robustly as he 1~. d1_etmg 1s n?t a~ option at that
stage of the game. Sig Lenny 'I don t think kayaking 1s for me, even
though I'm a PTI' Leonard has decid~d. that watersports are. for ~\'ater
based animals not humans. Mountarn B1kmg was controlled pnmanly by
W02 (SS 'l) 'Steve 'baboon arse' Bo van with gt Dusty 'Gel Seat'
Miller and Sig Chalky ' Can I have a day off' White ~s i tin~. They
lead the groups over a ~ell!ng 35 mile course on a daily ha 1 , ,hence
Steve's nickname. A reparr bill of DM28 l.00 helped keep the SJ~ s Sqn
bar profits down to a minimum. There was a volleyball competition held
between the sections each evening. The permanent staff, needless to say,
were the eventual overall winners, winning every game. The chef Cpl
Roger ' Mellie, the man on the telly' produced so!ne excellent food over
the Ex period and hould be congratulated on pas mg his chef: course.
229 (BERLIN) SIG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj D. Webster
SSM
W02 (SS if) Burdge
.
The quadron has been depleted down to ju t a handful of people, with
the deployment of mo t of the squadron to Ko ovo and . Bo nia, but
before they left, the remainder of the squadron put on a little fai:ewell
party organised by Sig 'Dinger' Be~ Si~ 'Shady'. Kennedy and friends.
This con i ted of a BBQ by the wtmming pool rn ~he aftem~n fo~ the
families, then that night the lads and la ie had a bit of a boogie, with a
disco et with a aribbean theme.

Sgt Don Cooke and LCpl Kerry Johnston
in usual mode behind the bar at the Squadron BBQ

LCpl Scott demonstrates his pr~ferr~d tec_hni~ue, jus,t prior to
coming to grief, whilst the awe-inspired S1gs Swede Clarke,
'Eyebrow' Manton and 'Del' D'Lasselle look on

Also in June we had a visit from The Royal hool of ·~rmagh adet
They were entertained by 2Lt 'Jock' La\\ on, gt · 1a7 ~tacP.he~on.
Cpl ' Bungle' Overall, LCpl_· tevo' rennson and· !It
I LO\\e,
The elite training team orgam cd a fun-packed week ol \ anous nuhtal)
skills and a gmclling physical . chedule.
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YAJ KE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Williams
Tp gt
gt MacPherson
This month we have had a fun packed schedule starting with 7 ig
Regt's open day on
of eptember. There wa a BBQ with variou s
bouncy ca tie for the children and Sig ·orange Boy/Striker/Roy·
Woodward who had hours of fun. We have had a couple of troop morale
day organi cd by the king of the QMS, Cpl 'Tyrone· Woodward,
tarting wiU1 a day out to Phantasia Land. and everyone had a great time
except for ig 'What's a gene?' Lane and ig ' hady' Kennedy, who
were both cha ed around a ride called the Castle by a crazed hunchbacked Ogre, but apart from that they both thoroughly enjoyed the day.
The econd morale day wa Go-Karting. The weather added to the
tension of lhe race by pouring down, and we had to split the race into two
heat a there were not enough Go-Kart for everyone. lt wa undecided
who won U1e first race, but there was no doubt who won the econd heat,
a the man dro\e like he was dri ing Mi Daisy so he did not lip off the
track. The' inner was LCpl ·Rems' Knowles.
ow on to a few ' hello ' and 'goodbye ' ... We ay a warm welcome
back to the lads who have just returned from a successful tour of Bosnia,
Cpl 'Anne ummer model' ndy Morris, C pl' otsolarge' Lomas, Sig
' Regimental Bike Rider' Jay Preston Sig ' Furby' Riche and LCpl
'Copacabanna' Lafferty. We al o welcome a few new additions to the
Troop. fre h from the factory - Sig Thornley, LCpl impson and LCpl
Hart. Goodbye now .... Sig 'Che ty' Steph Eva ns who i off to a new
life in 'Civ Div', she promi e to take her handcuff! with her .. .. Sig
· hady' adie Kennedy, who is off to Corsham to play with
Crypto ..lucky her. ... Cpl 'I've done that' Alexander is off to trut hi
ruff at 30 ig Regt .... Finally, Sig' I can't get out of bed' farie Butler
is off to 2 ig Rcgt to brighten up their lives.

X-RAY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Evans
Tp SSgt
Sgt Thorburn
A big hello from the biggest Troop in lhe Regiment ! We've had an
extremely bu y couple of months, in particular with the organisation of
the Regimental Famil ies Day on Friday 8 September - many thanks to all
those who helped make the day such a success, including all the willing
Karaoke participants - what talent within the Troop! The highlight ofiliis
summer was undoubtedly ilie Troop BBQ, complete with a Bouncy
Castle and outstanding food - all thank to the organisation and bard
work of LCpl Crabb and hi wife. A few of the Troop enjoyed a week's
Dinghy Sailing down at the Mohnesee Reservoir - ome spectacular
capsizing went on, as well as a great deal of piracy, and everyone
achieved their RYA ovice I & 2 Dinghy ailing qualification. Welcome
back to all those returning from Bosnia, and hello to all the guys in the
Falklands. Finally, goodbye to LCpl Kemp, off lo 11 Sig Regt, and Mr
Barry Dear who leaves us to join I Civ Div - best of luck.

232 SIG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. Baker
SSM
W02 (SSM) I. Ca rter
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt S Allison
Tp SSgt
SSgt , ewton
ln good old-fa hioned WIRE style, Delta Tp begin with arrivals and
farewell . Welcome to a new OC, 2Lt Allison, Cpl Mundy and LCpl
Thomp on. (Oh my God, two new techs to ruin the troop ' kit!) Also,
hello to Sig Entwistle, and finally some new guys from Blandford - Sias
Creighton, Godwin and Reynolds. We wave a sad goodbye to Lt Jon~s
(Congratulation on your promotion to Captain!), Cpl Gauchi, Cpl
Bartlett, LCpl Cooper, LCpl Farland, LCpl 0' eill, Sig Barrett and
finally Cpl Rhodes who leaves us all to go to 263 Sig Sqn and a bit Sig
Sqn. (By the way, Dougie still thinks you' re a gasket!). Congratu lati ons
go to LC pl and Sig Porter on the birth of their son, Connor and al o to
Sig Barrett on the binh of her daughter. The Troop has been extremely
busy lately with Ex. Arcade Falcon taking up most of June. Dets were
deployed in BFG and a SA group went to Spain. As you can imagine,
ome people ~ad a much better time than others. Finally, the Troop have
used Ex Wamor Ill as a pacex to prepare for their deployment to Spain
and Turkey for Ex Arcade Fusion. A busy time for all!!!
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt V. Galloway
Tp SSgt
gt G. McGu ire
. The la t few months have been _a _very disjointed ti me for Hotel troop,
with summer leave, adventure trainmg and the inevitable exercises that
follow. Adventure tra!ning was once again enjoyed in Bavaria, with most
of us getu ng something out of it and many discovering hidden talents.
(i.e. Sgt 'A l' Jronside who is perhaps a future Olympian on the water nice. ~etsuit!). Exe rci se seaso n is wel l under way with the Troop
rece1vmg more work than it's used to. Morale within the Troop is good
thanks to the gutter humour of Cpl 'Jarrcis' Sigston and Sig 'Scouse'
<?irvan' bear s~ in hair With the predictability of a tech promotion it's
time fo r the amvals and departures. Starting with arrivals, the Troop
welcomes a new OC? 2Lt Ga lloway - well somebody always gets the
hort straw. Al o straight from the factory, ig Orr, our first installation
tech, and L pl 'show me your tongue' Shi rley. Escaping to freedom are
gt 'De.I' Ri~hards posted to .Ireland and LCpl 'Taz' Williams who'll
be treating him elf at Bulford, not forgetting Mr ' Phil ' H ughes who has
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been promoted to ci vi - good luck Phil. Congratulations are due for Sig
McGuinness , ex Hills on her marriage. We would also like to
congratulate Sj?t 'Al ' Ironside on his impending promotion. Well done
also to Cpl ·Odd-job' Johnston on the birth of u son and also to Sig Kay
Murphy who also gave birth recently.
EXERCISE LONG LOOK 2000 - by Capt Nicl.y James
On returning from leave in January 2000 l was delighted to have been
succe sfully nominated for Ex Long Look. In this lri- ervicc annual
exerci e, per onnel do a direct exchange with a counterpart in either
Au tralia or cw Zealand. T had been picked to go to New Zea land,
which having pent a year in Au tralia prior to university was perfect for
me. Due to the smaller size of the NZ Forces only 45 Brits were able to
deploy there, of which two were from R ignals, Cpl John Reardon
from 20 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn and my elf. We were both exchanging
with per onnel from 3 Sig Sqn based near hristchurch ·on the South
l land.
The journey to and from cw Zealand were as eventful as the
exercise. On U1e deployment we flew with the RAF and it took six days
to reach our de tination. We had overnight s topo vers in Bahrain,
Singapore and Brisbane before switching to the smaller NZRAF plane in
Sydney to tly to the orth Island. Finally, after another night stopover,
the outh Islander boarded a tiny 'crop sprayer' plane to reach
Chri tchurch. It took the same length of time on the return journey with
ZR.AF in a Boeing 727. The 727 could ju t take the weight of all of our
luggage and us and could only fly for five hour without needing
refuelling. This meant numerous stops and ome people being moved
around the plane o it could actually take om Amongst the stops we also
had overnighter in Hawaii, Winnipeg and the outback of St John's in
Canada. In the end we had managed to see quite a bit of the world on the
exercise.
3 Sig qn in Burnham Camp is the only ignals component of the NZ
Army in the South I land and it is mall for a Squadron. On the camp just
after our arrival two Companies of the 2/ 1 Battalion, the Logistic and
Engineer Sqn deployed to Ea t Timor to relieve the Troops already out
there. 3 Sig Sqn deployed 15 of its personnel, which left about 30 in the
Squadron. My job was 2IC/Ops Officer but with a Capt OC, Yeoman,
Foreman, SSM and two Tp Comd for that amount of personnel, my intray never got very full! In the near future 3 Sig Sqn will be reduced to an
Independent Troop but luckily for me that did not happen during my
deploymeat, which left me with quite a bit of pare time to explore the
country. 3 Sig Sqn contains the EW component of the Z R Signals and
the rest of the equipment is the equivalent to our radio detachments.
There are no trunk communications. They upport the Bn HQ and also
provide communications for incidents requiring quick reaction and
cordon control. I took part in an exercise testing the callout procedure and
set up of the nets for an incident, which was very intere ting. The Z
forces also have an excellent CIS system, which 3 Sig Sqn was
responsible for maintaining and controlling within Burnham camp. This
was run by CIS Troop, possibly the busiest aspect of the Squadron.
There is an excellent tri-service defence intranet that is very user friendly.
It seemed a superb system to me and definitely cut down on paper work.
However there were very few secure tern1inals, so 3 Sig Sqn sti ll had to
man and run a COMCE , which tied up even more of their limited
number of personnel. My major task whilst ilicrc was to organise and run
an exercise. Much of the Squadron were young and inexperienced
Signallers, ome of whom had never spent more than a night out on
exerci e. I was detennined to give them a bit of the British Army Battle
Camp experience and have them all out in the field for ten days digging
shell scrapes and living off rations. Due to the inexperience of many, the
ftrst few days were spent in basic field craft and oldiering lessons. This,
however, turned out to be fortunate because when I had done the recce
the whole area had been covered in a foot of snow. When we actually
deployed the snow bad all melted and there were quite a few change of
plan needed. My time was spl it, for much of it I wa riding around on the
back of a motorbike on recces, as NZ R Signals still carries the despatch
and delivery roll and 3 Sig Sqn had equipment and per on nel trained to
ride.
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The rest of my time was spent kC"cping wam1 in the control vehicle and
being laughed at for my voice procedure. The prefix "llello" for any
message caused much hilarity and my refusal to answer a radio check
with 'Loud and Clear' caused much confusion! The location of the
exercise was amazing. It was native NZ bush and at one point a possum
hunter passed through to check his traps. When I looked at the scenery
around it was more like being on Adventurous Training rather than
exercise. It was a pleasant change from Ayrshire Barracks and
Sennelager!
Back in barracks the NZ Army is very imilar to the British. The few
changes I noticed mo ·t were the extensive variety of boots that were
issued, the excellent fleece and poncho kit that they use, and that they all
walk across the grass in barracks. I had to remind my elf I did not have to
walk around the grass but till felt naughty as l strolled across expecting
to hear an RSM bellow at me. Finally there was their addiction to pies.
We had PT every morning from 0800hrs - 0900hrs and on starting work
at 0930hrs a 'pie lady' would come around in a little van and everyone
would rush out to buy a pie, I U1ink steak and chee ·c was the favounte. I
never managed to work out how anyone could want a pie for breakfast
after an hour of gruelling PT!
One of the aims of Ex Long Look is to experience another country and
its culture through the forces and outside. There is another Sig Sqn in the
NZ Army and I had a chance to travel up to 2 Sig Sqn in the North Island
whil t we joined in an 'On The Job' training package. This wa a larger
Sqn and had recently returned from East Timor and it was interesting to
ec how they operated. I also travelled down to stay with the equivalent
of a TA camp when they were assi ting with an air sh~w of whi~b current
and ex military planes were a major part. 1 was also mvolyed in a week
sailing expedition u ing a Z avy yacht, which not only introduced me
to sailing but also to more of the orth Island. However, most of my
travelling was done by my own organi ation, usually ~t. the w~ekends. It
is an amazing country with endle s outdoor op~ortun1ue_s. I did a couple
of weekend skiing, a couple walking (or trampmg as 1t 1 called), I wei:it
swimming with dolphin , aw the sulphur and mud pools of the v?lca_mc
area and had a dip in the hot springs and tried many of the local wmenes.
I did , however, fail in the expectation that l would follow the pre~edence
set by previous R Signals female officers on Ex Long Look m_New
Zealand. On my return I did not sign off o I could emigrate and JOin the
Kiwis having met ' Mr Right' in the Z force . I must have been unh.~c~y,
maybe due to the deployment to East Timor, because I broke the trad ition
and managed returned unattached and not enamoured with any Kiwi
men!!
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Possibly the highlight of ilie whole exercise was my chance to meet
the All Blacks. It was a task to produce a photograph, to pre ent to lhe
Commander of the exercise on our return that symbolised the culture of
the country. I was determined not to just have one of me on exercise so I
wrote to the manager of the All Blacks becau e Rugby is as much an
integral part of their culture as football is in Britain, if not more so. The
manager, Andy Martin, had been a Colonel in the z.A.rmy and had ev~n
been on Ex Long Look in 1982 and he was most obliging. I met up with
him in a hotel in Wellington and had lhe opportunity lo ~b photos _with
the team that were staying there before the match against Australia. It
was very exciting and the guys were very friendly, and I even bum~ed
into some of tbem again the next evening after the match as they partied
in Wellington. Ex Long Look is an exciting and rewarding exerci e and I
would recommend anyone to volunteer for it. However, do not expect to
deploy and have everything laid on for you. To really see a country and
get to experience the forces, the people and the culture you mu t be
prepared to get out there and do it by yourse lf.

JOINT SERVICES SUPPORT UNIT
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS)

co

RSM

Lt ol 0 . J. Whitby
WOl (R 1) D. Richardson

COMMAND TROOP
JSSU(A ) continue to operate under the _Meditcrr~nean un_ and i
now finnly establi hed as a Tri ervice . Signal Un!t fo llowing the
amalgamation of U1e former 9 igna l Reg11nent (Radio) and 33 RAF
Signal Unit in April 1999. The Unit consist of three. quadron .a.nd a
Projects Support Group where upport . Squadron is the trad1t~on al
admini tration and logi tic support provider to the two Operational
Squadron , 234 and 840 qn. Conunand Group combi ne elements ?fall
the three Services and civilian personnel from GCHQ. The Umt contmues
to host regular visitors that have in recent wee~ included the Co~nmander
British Forces ypru , Air Vice Marshall Rimmer and the Cluef of the
Joint Operation PJHQ Vice dmiral Sir Ian Garrett.
,...-~~~~-,,.,--;:::;:i

Lt N. James on exercise using the Squadron motorbike

Meeting Jonah Lomu a nd Ron Cribb
Lt Nicky James and Capt Beth Greasley (Int Corps)

Command Group JSSU (AN)
Back Row (L-R): Capt Wilkes AGC SPS, Maj McCreath Int Corps,
Sqn Ldr Kyte , Mr Tony Kennedy
Front Row (l-R): Mr Simon Hall, Adjt, CO, Sqn Ldr Keely, RSM ,
Mrs Deborah Bradley
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S PPORT SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj G. Hailstone R Signal
SSM
S gt ( Q 1 ) P. Rouse
LOGS PPORT TROOP
QM
Maj P. Whitehouse R Signal
RQMS ( tation)
W02 S. White
RQMS (Op )
W02 D. Thornton
The Log Sp Tp bas seen ome change since the last WIRE notes notably the arrival of SSot
1 eil Jennings into the SQM (T) pot and the
0
gt Brian
departure of V 02 (RQ 1S) ' Stan the Man' Staniford and
Reid to pasture new. The two RQMS in_cumbent pend most o~ their
time on Health and afety cour e either in the UK or at Ep1 kop1. The
Catering Dept has a new master chef in the di gui e of W02 ( Q\1 )
Joughin. Fre h from 59 Independent Comm~do qn RF, he and Cpl
Cooke po ted in from I Para seem intem on ridding the chef~ of their lardy
ima<>e. The MT is till led by gt Mark Fir.i:-patrick and they commuc
to ~over the ' ide variety of detail that a
tat ion demand·.
Congratulation to Cpl 1ark McClaffc~t)'. fr~m the Umt armoury \>ho 1
off on promotion to the Commando Log1sllc. in UK and_ \\.eli:ome to .Cpl
·Herbie' Herbert and LCpl Karl Da' ies to a t as cu tod1ans tor the 1.imh
ammo tock .
TRAI 1 G S PPORT TROOP
S I
Sgt G. tccl
.
.
.
The Un ii Training Wing ha had a bu y penod ?f late with the post mg
out of Sgt Mc cilly to Blandford and the po ' tmg 111 of the first RAF Regt
Training gt into the Wing in gt ~eve Hill !Tom R F Ben on \Velcomc
10 teve and his wife Debs and family. we hope you cnJO your 3-)car tour
in unny yprus with the Army. The Troinin~ Wing ha. abo b ·n
implementing a Joint Milit~f) onti~uation T_ram ing (J 1 .T) programme
to en urc all the three erv1ce receive e!Tecuve annual m1htaJ) tr.mun!!.
Thi ha included field firing at Pylu ranges, ecurit) training "1thm c~mp
and the planning of the revamped tation Bat.tic amp at the ~nd ol the
year to be held at Melanda in the Y1e t of the 1s~and . All three m tru ·tors
within the Wing arc eagerly awaiting confirmation ol ammunition t~ ·l
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and pyro aYailab11ity to ensure a good time. i had by all! The Medical
Centre under the watchful eye of gt John Richards remam ready to treat
any injmi - of an nature including heat aliment . nakes and LOA over
load. Farewell from that department goes to pl ' Paddy" Reece who is off
to 59 Independent Commando qn RE. The gyi:inasium ha ' a ~ew firm
hand on the tiller with that of W02 (Q ·ISI) etl Bragg who likes 1t o
much he ha took a year out of promotion to remain at Ayio ikolao . He
i ably a i te by newly promoted
gt ( I) ikki Pearce and Cpl
'Baz· B:izzard who has succumbed again 10 marriage within the Unit.
Congratulation". to you both.
AD:\11. I TRATIO
PPORTTROOP
UAO
Flt Lt S. Chadwick - Higgins RAF
RAOWO
W02 (SQM ) R. !ills
ROC
gt A. Attwood
FAMTLIE OFFICE
Ably led by Capt Blod Godnin R Signals and uppot'.cd by the _E tate
Warden, W02 'Brummie' Dowling the two play an mtncate role m
maintaining hannony in the Unit. lt is a busy employment (or o they tell
u ) but both still manage to regularly prise themselves away from to the
golf course. Both bandits spend o much time at the 19 hole that that the
familie Center could be relocated there ... .
840 Q
DRO
qn Comd
qn Ldr 'like Edwards
WO Eng
\ 0 Dave\ atsort._
.
.
!!t Kev Cooney i the only Royal 1gnals person m a predommantly
RAF quadron arid hold the po t of S CO Crypto, as istant to the
Cu todian Flt Lt Jim Higgins. ln March of this year gt Cooney took part
in the Cypru Mountain Challenge 2000 Cycle Ride_ to r~ise money for U_K
and Cypru Charities. Held over three days and taking m all Cyprus Umts
on the I land, he and a total of 18 other J SU (AN) personnel entered and
completed lhi very demanding cycle
Day I Ay ik to RAF Akrotiri (I60km) Via Episkopi Garri on
Day 2 Akrotiri to Mount Troodos (64km)
Day 3 Mount Troodos to Ay ik (176km) via UNPA icosia
Three days, 400kms - o mean feat. OL Lo be deterred Sgt Cooney is
set to join another team in an attempt to raise more money but this time
Off Road across the inho pitable local terrain (could be even more
painful!!) ee future WIRE repon for results.

JSSU (AN) Cyprus Mountain Challenge 2000
(l-R): Sgt Kev Cooney and Sgt Steve Pattenden pictured at the
start point - Ayia Nik Forum
Rear right is SSgt Steve Mcinally preparing himself for an interview
with Local Reporters

'.! 34 qn decided to revamp last year model , which had had a maide n
voyage rather like that of the Titanic although there ar.e 110 icebergs in the
Med! After acquiring several empty vegetables oil drums from the
cookhouse the lad from FL set about making the rail armed with u few
ca ns of lager and a box of ice pops! The theme was decided _by the Learn
manager. Cpl 'Geordie· Tonks who seems to have a fetish with the Spice
Girl . The raft was made to look like the Spice World bus with Union
Jacks blazing downs the side.
Last year we entered as an all male team so thi year it was decided that
a mixed team was in order and made for a better chance of winning. The
day of reckoning arrived and everybody wa prepared. It wa quite a si ght
to behold. Cpl ' Hairy Egyptian rug' Gaber came a Scary Spice in a
leopard skin bikini and boy was he cary! ig aether came a Sporty
pice and being daft lad that he is let the boys draw tattoos on him with a
permanent marker! Kersty came as Baby pice, complete with bib.
dummy and pigtail ! Then there was Becky who Look the fancy dre s one
step funher and dyed her hair black and came as Posh Spice. Every team
was well stocked with egg, flour and tomato missiles and oon enough a
full-scale battle was under way. Midway through the commotion a
Military Police wagon turned up on its afternoon patrol. The battle topped
between team and in a fine military reaction everyone proceeded to
bombard the patrol vehicle. The mixed race wa fir t to go. It started with
a l OOmtr da h to the rafts then into the sea for fl km paddle. Our raft got ofT
to a bad tart going out in fifth place. but all in one piece and still floating.
With a bit of grit and determination and al o the fact that there were bits of
other teams rafts sinking everywhere the team pushed up into second place
battling with the wave and rival team . The team managed to pass another
234 Sqn Team with a great tactical advance by throwing a ma sive bag of
flour in their faces. Our raft made up a lot of ground on the front-runners
who had got off to a flying stan but we had to eventually cttle for second
place. All in all the team did well and received a warm round of applause
from the pectators of 234 qn who turned up to watch. The raft team
managed to rai e £ 180 for RNLI and the ' Nicosia Special Baby Care
Unit '.
Al o taking pan was the Wives Club team who came dressed as
Bunnies, consisting of Wendy ' leader of the gang ' Hamilton, Collette
Herbert, Claire Solomons and Traci Richardson. They got off to a bad
start getting caught up amongst another rafts oars, but then made good
time to the first buoy. After battling with the wind and increasing waves
they decided to head back to shore with most of the other contenders,
thereby saving themselves and their raft for next year. Well done, girls!!

FLS Cyprus 2000 Raft race team
(L-R): Cpl 'Hairy Rug' Gabor, Kersty Tonks, Sig Saether, Adam
'Brooklyn' Clark, Becky Clark.

234 JG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Tony nvin
SSM
W02 ( SM) S. mith
Changes out here in the sun have seen the OC, 2IC and SSM all on the
move at roughly the same time. Maj Mike Grittiths leaves for the MOD
and we welcome Maj Tony rwin, (this Walkabout thing looks a piece of
cake to me!) Look forward to you entering next year then Sir. Capt Steve
Palfreyman leaves on. promotion after his third tour in the sun for a
cushier time in the UK. Good luck to you and Bev and the family and you
did complete the Walkabout. Present incumbent 2JC is Capt Caroline
\; oodbridge who immediately enlisted into every physical event going on
the Island, including the Walkabout although this didn't include any fire
fighting courses. W02 ( SM) Martin ' l've been around the block'
Boston moves from the SSM slot to the Estate management post within
the QM's - some CV for a Supvr R. Returning to the fold from Bosnia is
W02 ( M) teve mith who immediately swapped computer and Supvr
R brain for the more difficult job of SSM. Farewell and welcome to you
all.
RAFT RACE 2000
YPR
Every year in Cyprus 62 Eng Sup Sqn organize the All Island rail race
at the Cessac beach in Dhekalia. The aim of the event is to raise money for
chantics both in Cyprus and the UK. This year First Linc Support (FLS)
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Wives Club Cyprus 2000 Raft race team
(L-R): Colette Herbert, Claire Solomons, Wendy Hamilton, Traci
Richardson
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14th SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

co

RSM

Lt Col D. P. Meyer
WO! (RSM) D. L. Palmer

226 SIGNAL QUADRO (ELECTRO IC WARF RE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Jonathan Gillespie
SSM
W02 (S M) Dave Watson
The Squadron welcomes the new Sqn OC? Maj Jonath~n Gille pie
who has joined us from across the water. Straight mto plannmg and ~xe
cuting another deploy_ment_to Sierra Leonne, hitti~g the ground i:unnm~ ,
just about descnbes hi s am val! The S~uadron 1s still very busy with vanou exercises, demos, adventurous trammg and Operational ~epl<;>yment5
ongoing. The return of variou equipment's now mounted 11~ Pm scau~r
mean that 640 Tp are being kept very busy, not lea ·t with showmg offthe~r
new kit to the CO who looked decidedly at hom~ inside the PJLOT vehicle. Congratulations to LCpl Hambleton (nee Griffiths) and gt Hambleton on their recent marriage.
640 SIGNAL TROOP (EW)
Tp Comd
Capt Quinsey
S gt Flaherty
.
.
Tp SSgt
The Troop says hello to W02 Paul Cr~wley, Sgt Chris Dunn ?n ~1s
dramatic return to 14 Sig Reg! (EW) and straight from the factory S1gs
' Mac' McAllister, 'Lofty' Hannam and 'Tranny ' Tr~nter . Sad goodbyes
go to Cpl Paul ' Petts' Pettman who eemed to be m the Troop foi:ever
and at last has managed to escape and SSgt ' Franko' Flaherty w~o w1Hbe
adly missed (by some more than others!). It staned off as a quiet penod
for the Troop, due to the fact lh~t August has been a maximum leave period. However, it did get more mterestmg towards the e~d of the mo~th
when the Troop disappeared to Weymouth for a week of advenrure traming' . As usual all Troop mef!1bers went away and had~ thoroughly challenging time. Numerous stones have already begun to circulate as a_result
of some events that went on that week. Firstly, if the Corps gymnastics rep
is reading, you might want to contact LCpl '. Tinny' Foyle. \Yhil t running
from one drinking establi hment to another m the_ ram, he failed to see the
chains between two bollards. This re ulted . i~ him completing a _perfect
triple omer a ult with pike and g".lcefully_ h1ttmg the floor. For th1 magnificent effort he received a standing ovauon_ fi:om the n:ia es of onlookers. The best incident of this adventurous tram mg exerc1s_e was when the
hill walking and mountain biking in tructors, Capt Qumsey and SSgt
Clements respectively, were called back to Cawdor Barrack on the second day. Ah well! No arduou training for us, but for th~ memb~rs of_the
Troop that were called back a nice little trip to West !'-frica lay 111 wa 1 ~, a
econd time there for ome of them, chm up lads! This adventu~e tram mg
wa the last piece of organi ing that S gt_ 'Frank' Flaherty earned out for
the Troop. 11 was a most enjoyable exercise that was much appreciated by
all tho e who anended. In the next few wee~ we h_a~e two of o~ lad~
deploying on the Regimental Cadre Course. 1gs ·Phil Keen and Steve
Langhorne are ofT for two week_ of fun on tfie lovely tra1~mg area at Sennybridge. The top oldier on this course will be automatlcally promoted
and so ' good luck' lads.

on their way, with
gt • orm' Finnegan and gt 'Blue Job' Black, to
the top of Tryffan. The rest of us were off for_a leisurely day ~\·1th LC pl
Stu Green in the unsinkable canoe , one of which gt Ed_ '\1ort1mcr managed to sink. The rest of the two weeks were pent S\~appmg and chang~ng
between the different activities. oticeable underachievers ~ere gt '\11ck
Black and LCpl tu Green for getting lost on the mo~ntams Then there
was gt Ed Mortimer for sink!ng _his canoe the first ume he_got m to n.
Sgt 'Gwar' Timmi for not chmbmg_a high as the rest of_h1s cla.~s . ot
forgeuing ig ·Chunks' Beale for getting hit on the head with a golf~all
and Sgt ' haky' Gilmartin for the bar. Ex Courageous Bat.saw the maJOrity of the Squadron get away to Denmark f~r _a Multi . attonal E\\ exercise. This served the purpose of A: mamtammg relation~ with Drunken
Vikings (Well done W02 ' Amazing' Craig Shrives) B: with th.e Brits and
the Danes united as the ' non-Europeans' compete and de troy _The Europeans' in horrible drinking games. C: Fail miserably in cha.tll!lg ~p _the
orwegian Model posing as an officer (Not ~o well done Cpl Fury Fitzpatrick) D: Look at a bridge and lastly E: Give one of tho. e peeches that
ends .. .. and well done the gi rls, you're all very pretty.'
ORO (ELECTRO, ·1c WARFARE)
237 SIG AL Q
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Drinkall
SSM
W02 ( SM) Richardson
Still enjoying ourselves in Canada, back oon!
TECH ICAL MAT TE A CE TROOP
ADVE TURE TRAI I G TO COSTA DEL EWQ AY
10-15 SEPTE 1BER 2000- by Sig Barn
.
Day One began on the sea, fishing. ow this may soun~ ~ather borin~
but actua ll y it didn't tum out to be after LCpl Gray and 1g Rubber !O!'.
Barn u ed some alternative bait over the edge of the boat. arural bait, it
seemed work beuer than over the counter bait owe 'attempted" to catch
ome of what the skipper called mackerel. Given th~t we were not ~a~ral
ea dogs we did not embarra s ourselves. The excitement was building.
especially when Sgt ·Alfie' Da_vidson st~rted, finally someone who kn~\~
what they were doing. The skipper decided to ren_a!1'e u all altematm"'
between 'Love· and ·sweetheart'. On the next excumg ?ay brought ~k
climbino. abseiling and traverse. E pec1ally fun for vemgo ufferers hke
LCpl 'Stavros' Constantdi who reali ed halfway down that he was a sufferer and decided to climb back up. _to the ex?"eme ":mu ement of all the
troop . We did however applaud him for his heroic ~ffo!"'· Ii _ell done
'Stavros' Although everyone was not to scared of the chmbmg. for example Sig 'Trigger' Read who hot up the wall like a ~an po ·e sed. yve al o
had Sig 'Posh Geordie' Turnb ull t~1ng to keep his ~ead down m order
not to get a mention. Our next achv1ty_ wa h11l-walkmg, a!ong a coas~al
path perhaps? This seemed like a good idea to tan w1lh until a slight m1 take was made by the bus drivers Cpl Clifford and SSgt E' an , who manaoed 10 tum an 11 mile trek into a 20 mile forced march. The ma~ch oon
lowed down a a small number joined Foreman Henly who m1 placed
his teddy over the cliff and slowed the' hole parade down.. gt EYenden
decided to jazz thing up by com mg up with the won?erful idea of get11!1g
io Barn to ask defensele old ladies to ha e their photo taken w11h
th~m. All in all a good lime wa had by all.

LE:;.;stful period for LEWT on return from spearheading the EW support
to Op Basilica. July aw the Troop support the 2 P":ffi: ~attlcgroup _on Ex
Eagle Green Strike in the Galloway Forrest. The 1111tml pha e with the
Pathfinder Platoon was supported by Sgt South _who came_? out a
night-time tandem HALO decent from 10,000 fl. This_ was the first t1111e
this method has been used by 16 AA Bde. The remamder of the Tr_oop
deployed with 2 Para Patrols Platoon ahead of the B_attlegroup. The .rest of
the Exerei e was carried out in nom1al LEWT fashion, congralt.~lal!ons to
W02 (Supvr R) 'Screech · Spiers on winning the best field old1er awa~d.
As normal Sgt 'My back's sore' Burton had to _leave earl)', but wa forgiven. Adventurou Training was carried out 111 m1d-Augu I 111 the local a;_ea.
The highlioht being LCpl eill who acrually thought that water-sk11ng
actually happened under water! Congratulations to Dawn and 'Paddy' on
their recent arri al of a bouncing baby boy. And a ad fare' ell to W02
( upvr R) Jim piers who has been posted to D S .
245 SIGNAL SQUADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Justin Hodges
SSM
W02 (S M) Griffth
. . .
Ex Mouflon's Wanderer was the quadron adventure tra mmg summer
camp at HMS Indefatigable in Angel ey. '!"he cou~e wa des1&n.ed ~n uch
a way tliat the participant we.re able ~o e~JOY a vanety of ac11v1_11e including, hill walking (enjO:f an? ~i!ll-walkm~ 111 the san:ie senl?ncc) m Snowdonia canoeing mountain b1kmg, rock chmbmg, onenteenng and golf. The
jou~ey north' wa slow and unexciting and quadron members on the bu
were beginning to wonder why we had been ~riving for five hours and had
not yet left Wales! We arrived. \ e were briefed and then folio\ ed . 0 t
'Shaky' Gilmartin to the bar. A good night wa had by all. The followmg
day we were plit in to our groups and the unfortunate Group 1 were ent
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Sig 'Bob' Barn (white T-Shirt) wh~ stop~ed _just ,about every_one we
met to have his photo taken, with Cpl S_k1ppy Ro?ch obviously
complementing him on his choice of subjects
EXE RCI E ILVER HILD
14 IG AL REGI 1E T (EW) V 1 ( K) D R
26-28
G T 2000 - bl' Cpl 0111111, TM Tp
Ha ing completed our 'tl1orough' train!ng ·chedule, tl1c I~ 1g Re~t
Team, compri ing solely of HQ qn. were 11~ high spmh m~d n:~d. fl~r l
ilvcr hild. Although. due to the con11nu111cauon ,kill. bct\\c~n th~ 1\\0
unit , the programme of events had little resemblance to "lmt \\ c had
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trained for! Our high , pirit 'Oon di appeared when the Team's Bedford
broke do\\11 half a mile out ide HaYerfordwe t. Thi ' ondcrful begi nning
was oon to be a true reflection of the whole weekend. lloweyer. confidence wa ·still high a· the first event ' tarted. The 14 ig RegtTcam started
against I Di' on the 33 mile road run from utton Coldfield. and full effort
\\3 giyen ewn though their team had five
nny nmncrs. Eventually we
completed the run. through ix countie. about ten minutes behind them.
The roads were then terrori ed by the whole team on an a sorunent of
racing machine ranging from a 'top of the range' mountain bike. ridden
b. ig !\tick Brenn a n down to Cpl Gaz Bartie's beer bike. which needed
a lot of TLC to get il going. However, the dctem1ination , howed when
L pl C ra ig Wild goosc and ig .Mick Brennan finished the 33-mile bike
ride and crossed the line first. However, the re t of the riders slowly fo llowed, due to being dehydrated, a our backup van, driven by Cpl Mat
Tu rn er decided to do a bit of, ightsecing in tcad of handing out Ouid .
The ·econd day ·tarted off well and injury free, although our chef, Pte
·chef Hirons had a m eting with a certain . Artois the night before and
ub equently had dubiou tains on his clothes. Both rival teams joined
together to pu ·h the I 3/4 ton tra iler the 25 mi les toward London. During
this time they managed to raise a con iderable amount of money through
the treet . although S gt ·Dougie ' Douglas infonned u that he had
picked up injuries in both calves due to driving the minibu at 5mph for 25
mile ! Once thoroughly refre hed and nourished thank to the manager of
1cDonald . both team started the econd part of the competition. a 20mile road run. Aches and train were bowing. and teddies were being
thrown into comers at lightning speed a' changeo ers 1 ere being dubiou -

ly extended, well. at least for Cpl Damian Gunn and Sig ' llesy' lies.
pirit were soon lifted though. as the 14 Sig Regt Team crossed the line
beside the I Div team. As this was our last ni ght, and the bulk of the comp tit ion was over. the 14 Sig Regt Team decided to do a bit of sightseeing
in Uxbridge. However, the night seemed to drag us W02 (SSM) Daz
ewton insisted on shO\ ing o!T his horti eulu1ral skills as he pointed out
every flower, tree and shrub in the area, not only naming them in English,
but in Latin a well! Final day and the I I-mi le ca noe down the river
Thames got underway smoothly with both teams setting ofT together.
llowe er, things were soon to change as canoe· were wobbling evc1ywhere due to the ·tsunami ' caused by passing barges. Eventuall y Cpl
'Gaz' Bartie and ig ' llsey' Ilse had to be forced onto the Roya l Engineer's afety boats. ever the le W02 (SSM) Daz ewton insisted he
completed the 11 miles in his canoe - so the afcty boats towed him! Well
done to LCpl Craig Wildgoosc who managed to complete the whole distance under his own steam. All that was left to do wa · pack up and head
back to I laverfordwest, but a bort delay and a whistle stop tour of London .
was to en ue due to a light mishap. Still, it shows that we're all human
after all! Overall though, a great time wa has by all and the aim of the
exercise was met. The three teams managed collectively to rai e over OM
4 ,000.00 and the endurance over the la t three days all cemcd worth it as
we handed over the cheque to Great Om1ond St. I lospital. Al o it was
wonderful to sec the face of the children on the wards as we handed out
the toy we collected. Eventually, it was decided that over all the events a
tie between the 14 ig Regt Team and the I Div Team was the fair~ t
result.

go to SSgt Rab Marshall who put in excellent effort to ensure the visit
went witho ut a hitch. A lso of inva luable assistance were Cpl Billy
Bedford and LCpl Jase Lowes.
LEICESTER TROPHY FOOTBALL
by SSgt John McNeil/, 230 Sig Sqn
Late in September, the Regimenta l Inter-Troop Competition (The
Leicester Trophy) continued to be a highly charged and well-fought out
occasion, the 7-a-s ide football competition, being no except ion. W02
(SSM) Rob Hood organised the competition into two separate leagues of
six teams, the winners and runners-up of which, progressed to the semifinals and final. These were contested by Support Tp (230 Sqn) v SCPR
(252 Sqn) and by TN015 (230 Sqn) v TNOl6 (230 Sqn) as you can see,
all three team from 230 Sig Sqn were able to progress to the latter stages
of the competition. Lt wasn't a fix , honest!
The fir t semi-final was won outright by Support Tp, however, the
second semi proved to be a much tighter game, with yet another dazzling
di play and goal by ig ' Wullie (Laudrup)' F ilson. There were excellent
performances by Sgt Andy ' I' m too old for this' Sim mons and YofS Oz
'Adams ' Fara mus at the back, a hard (yours truly collecting a cracking
black eye along the way!) but good spirited 1-1 draw was fought out. The
penalty shoot-out then followed . SSgt J o h n ' The Cat' Mc e_ill
continuing a sound performance in goal, saved the first two penalties
(they were small goals!) helping to give us the upper hand. However,
under pressure, it was the cool head of LCpl Ji m ' Poseur ' McG rory,
LCpl Ross 'Davie Cooper' Quinn and Sig Billy 'Panda-eyes' Mer r ick,
which enabled us to progre s to the final.
The final between T 015 and Support Tp was physica l but well
pirited and once more, resulted in a dra~. With tired_ncss creeping
after playing throughout the day, the ubslltutes came into the fray. 1g
ige 'Vinny Jones ' McDiarmid, Cpl George ' Ravanelli' McMi nn and
LCpl Gaz ' One Lung!' Jack all playing an extremely valued part that
enabled the whole team to get to this stage. With another two penalties
saved by yours truly and with the other TNOl5 lads coolly tucking their
away, this left Support Tp only needing to mi s one more. The ball truck
the underside of the bar. hit the deck on the line and bounced out! For a
short time it looked as if ibi would become the most con troversia l
decision since Maradonna 's ' Hand of God', as the referee adjudged the
ball not to have cros ed the line! The prote ts were hort-lived and
T O15 began to celebrate as Leicester Trophy Football Winners 2000 .
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16 IG. L REGfME 'T BOXING NIGHT 27 SE PTEM BER 2000
. The Regiment he ld their first Inter Squadron Boxing Competition
1~ee 199 on We~ne day 27 September. The evening began with a Black
L1g~t demonstration by the I DWR which was then followed by a
conucal 'Good and Bad· boxing demonstration by W02 (RQMS) Jed
Robinson , W02 (QMSI) Bob Price QGM and W02 (MTWO) Da ve
Stewart. -~1s set the tone fo r the evening and was well received by al l.
The prehmmary round for the competition had been held over the
previous two days culminating with a total of 21 boxers progressing
through to the Final Bouts on 27 September. T he results were as follows:
Super Hea~'yweight
LCpl Unsworth 230 Sig Sqn
Featherweight
Cpl Davies
HQ Sqn
Lightweight .
Cpl Ferguson
HQ Sqn
L ~ght-w~lterwe1gh t
LCpl Faid
230 Sig Sqn
L 1 ght-m1 d~le
LCpl Elkin
252 Sig Sqn
Ban tamw~1ght (Fema le)
Sig Steel
255 Sig Sqn
W~lterwe1~t (Female)
LCpl Robinson 255 Sig Sqn
~1 ddlewe1gh t .
ig Winters
230 Sig qn
L 1g~ t- heavywe1ght
LCpl Driver
HQ Sqn
ig EUiot
230 Sig Sqn
Cru1 er-weight
Welterweight
.
- Sig Scott
255 Sig Sqn
The following presentations were also made to ig Baron (255 Sig
Sqn) for the be t runner-up and LCpl Faid for Best Boxer. The InterSquadron Boxing Champion for 2000 were 230 Signal Squadron.

OX.FORD HIRE (R GJ) BATTALI O
ARMY CADET FORCE VISIT - By Lt 0. Dinnis, 230 Sig Sqn
The Squadron recently ho ted a visit by member of the Oxfordshire
(RGJ) Army Cadet Force. Cap t Mike Ha rland of the RGJ ACF took
twelve cadets and two adult in tructors to vi it 16 ig Regt to get a taste
of Regular Army life. During their visit their experience were not
confined to the Royal Corp of Signals; they were also taken to visit
elemen ts of the Army Air Corps, the Royal Air Force the RAF
Regiment, the Royal Artillery and the tanks of The Que'e ns Royal
Hussars. The v1 11 was not JUSt a carousel of demonstrations for the
cadets; they ~ad plenty of hand on experience as well u ing the ranges
(another special mention to Sgt 'I helped too!' Wilkinson for doing an
e~cellent range package) and undertaking command task all mixed in
"".It~ plenty of PT and sport. The emphasis for the visit, however, was on
gwing the cadets as broad a ".iew as_ pos ible of Army life in Germany.
The Cadets were fortunate_during their range package as the nearby 7 Sig
Regt als_o ha~ cadets VISltmg. The scene wa set for a shooting
compet111on with a trophy for the winners. The competition was hard
fought but the lads from Oxfordshire were eventually victorio u
following a deci ive performance in the last round. The visit was a
resounding success with all participants, both cadets and those who
helped out, having a great time. The aim was achieved with the Cadet
~eing exposed to a large slice of the Army in Germany b ut, most
importan t of all, they had lots of fun. Most of the credit for the visit must

EXE RC ISE PEN I E BACK TO P - by Sgt Taylor. 255 Sig Sqn
Ex Pennine Back top, abl y led by Sgt 'Just a couple more km '
Taylor, took place in the UK from Edale, Derbyshire up to Kirk Yetholm
just over the Scottish border. The primary aim was to walk the full length
of the Pennine Way (274 miles) in just nine days. The secondary aim was
to rai e money for the British Heart Foundation to the um of £200. The
team covered around 50kms a day, sometimes over very difficult terrai n.
Thi proved one of the most physically demanding and mentally t~st~ng
experiences any of the group bad ever undertaken. The group con 1sung
of C pl ' Seve ' Sev ille , LC pl ' Ginge· Birb e ck , S ig ·Knuckles'
W hitworth and C fn 'l can trap anywhere .. ' Smyth spent between I 0 and
12 and half hours a day on their feet. Walking the Pennine Way in uch a
short time proved to be a once in a lifetime experience, the cenery and
solitude proved to be at times pectacular, the UK summer weath_er was
again predictable with sun, rain, thunder stom1s and sleet all helping the
journey. The 9-day expedition wa followed by a much de erved two
days R&R in Edinburgh before making the way back to simny Germany.

EXERCISE 0 TOP
BACK TOP - 230 Sig Sqn
Ex Octopu Backstop took place in Cyprus dunng July this year apt
'Chinook ' Franci~-McGann organised the diving expedition to Lamaka
for 12 people from the Regiment. The expedition left Germany for
Cyprus via the UK and a rather expensive taxi bill. The aim of the
expedition was for everyone to gain a BSAC qualification Th.: trainmg
went we ll with everyone uccessfully com pleting their club diver
qualification and progressing to gain their sports diver. L pl ' Pre-tour
Leave ' Kneale enjoyed his preparation for his visit to Koso\O by
studying into the night for all his exams. gt 'Washing Machine' Ha,lam
tried unsucces fully to climb into the boat without using the step~ after
realising that noating in the ocean wa not for him and ig \\illi a m
decided she wa n't going down at all! Others took to the water like fish.
notably the buddy pair ig Steph 'Two Lungs' J ack on and pl '\lic k
'007' Burton . The culmination of all the training for mo t people wa a
deep dive on the Zenobia wreck. The Zenobia sank in 1980 and ha
remained unsalvaged ever si nce. The group swam through the Officer's
mess and along the decks through shoals of Wra se and Bream. The more
advanced divers descended to the seabed, where a cargo of eggs lay
preserved as they fell over 20 years ago. Apart from a few minor
transport details (what no flights?) the group had a fantastic time with
everyone ga ining al least one qualification and an enthusiasm for _scuba
diving. Can't write this without a mention for ig ' Ru 1an L1a1son
Officer' Do h e rt y who definitely needs to improve hi dancing
techniques!
KA PP E M I LIT R R EF IT BRA DB RY HOP ( 16 IG ' L
REGIME T) 11 JHQ
The now well known Bradbury shop and pcrfumerie owned by 16 Sig
Regt in JHQ ha undergone a major refit and facelift paid for by KAPPE
military. To the pop of champagne corks the shop had it grand reopening on Wedne day 4 October initiated b)'. the Command i ~g Offic~r
16 Sig Regt, Lt C ol Tony Morp~et Royal S1~al_s accomp_ame~ by ~ts
wife Katrin . The Regiment continue to maintam a spec ial hnk w~th
KAPPE who supply quality perfumerie products to the shop, along with
two qualified beauticians to give expert advice on the product range and
for tho e who wish to feel pampered and revi talised, a free makeover
service with no obligation to purchase.

CO, Lt Col Tony Morphet and UWO, Capt Kevin Fitzpatrick with
the 'Team' from the Bradbury Centre

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

co

RM

WOI (RSM) Al Jenkins

HEADQUARTER QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Chas Dale
S M
W02 (SSM) ick Organ
T ECH ICAL 1AINTE A CE TROOP
Tech Adjt
Capt Lee Wookey
FofS/OC M T p WOI (FofS) Ady Knight
.
.
The Troop was invo lved in Ex Mike Muster, which wa a slow ume
introduction to the sett ing up o f a detachment and working 111 the field .
T hi would be the fir st tim e fo r the majority of us and a necc sa ry
preparation fo r the upcoming Ex Red Beaufighter 3. Tl~e Exercise ~ad the
added bonu s of ex periencing
gt Ord's pence Witch .ProJect ! Th i
wa a fun learning exercise to refresh Infantry kill s, ett mg a ba ha up
and living in the fi eld without 240v from the ERV and E V (what a
shock (sic!) to the ystem that was) ! A big hello and a welcome to the
new arrivals to TM Tp, W02 i Graham, S gt tcvc Pattenden, and
LCpls 'Ginge ' Ranson , Pat Eason, Wayne Lill, Siobhan tanway and
tav Angelidi. The departure of two great characters. gt hris Gearing

16 Signal Regiment Boxing Squad
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Lt Col Peter Gillespie
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and gt Polly Poul on wa toasted (hie!) in th u ual manner. They have
moved to more exotic and tropical locat ion (German and cotland). o
a hearty hello to the arri. al an_d a ad goodbye t? the de. crtcrs; '\e .hope
they ettle with ea e! Finally JU t a small me~t1on for , _gt Ro~ '\ ou 11
never get me to buy a round ' Parr who doe · n t hke getting his name 111
The WIRE.
tOTOR TRA SPORT OEPARTME. 'T
MTO
apt Pete Griffiths
MTWO
W02 ( !TWO) 'Chalkie · White
It has been another busy month for the Regiment I MT ect L t u~
begin with the large number of new personnel posted 111. L pl · 'cou' e
Iakin from 19 Mec h Bdc and Russ Rusell from I (l., K) \D . R
igs Mike Berry, ' ull ' Cultshnw and Pat Butcher ~rom 11 Sig
Regt, i Laurcnson from _20 qn and 'Barn~' Barnard from I (l K)
D R. warm welcome to you all.
Wi th 1hi infl u :-. of m an po w er, the tT \va s able to t'nl<r the
Regimental Patrol ompcti tion. The day started earl) with a cold mi. t
looming o er Coleme. Once we all got onto the training an:a It , 1:,111 ·d
clear that everyone was very keen, (wd l one or t\\ll of th.:m, Bll)\la>) ·
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Full credit to the Team a · tl1 y tackled e\ery stand with <:onfidcnce, even
1f we did have some experienced oldicr. (not!) showing off their
particular kill . The Observation rand wa all about being discreet
whi h went well (no t!}: on the way out Sgt nd y Hayes tactically
climbed a fence only for 1t to collapse! Map Read ing kills were te ted
with point man W02 ( 1TWO) ' halkie 'W hite leading the way
bowing the younger members ho\ not to get lo. t (not!). 'Oh really!
tand' ent to prove' ho the 'Rambos'
From tand to tand.' The Tacti
in the ection were (not!), even LCpl 'Ru . ' Russell crawled through a
nettle patch without reali ing. The ~ urvival tand showed the team ho'
fire starter Cpl 'E ky' Eskdale \ 11s at living in the field with only a
match and twig . Apparently, all the wood and gras in the training area
was oaking wet. On the BC tand gt 'Mac' MacDonald pas ed on
hi 1T knowledge to the Team (not!) as everyone had to change a wheel
on a landrover whil l in full BC dres . At the end of the day the Team
marched back to the fini bing point with the help of Cpl teve
Jay setting the pace. A the results were announced, the MT Team came
a well-de erved Third with the potential (OK!) to come First in future
events.
On a clo ing note the MTO, Capt Pete Griffiths, ha been boa ting to
all of his fe llow officers that it's nice to come into work in the morning
and hear the magic word so dear to his heart, ' Parade, Parade hun',
from the ill\ 0. This couldn't have been done two month ago. Things
are looking up in the MT.
Q
RTE RMASTERS (GE ERAL) DEPART 1E 'T
QM (Gen)
Maj Tom Dean
W02 (RQM ) igel Roberts
RQ If (Gen)
1aj Tom Dean , the QM (G) \ ho tend his nock with care and
compa ion, has i ued a timely warning to all. 'Winter i fast
approaching. I've even put the heating on, the nights are drawing in and it
i getting late early, o, because I have no one el e to do the work, please
take care a you drive to and from camp. TI1ose little country lane can be
quite dark, so be een, use your lights and above all. ensure that you and
your vehicle are up to winter driving conditions.' W02 (RQMS) ige
Roberts is away on a course now, learning how to be a real RQMS. We,
hi hardworking taff, wish him well but are getting a little appreheasive
about hi return. Will everything have to be done ·by the book', (at lea t
until the newnes of his course wear offi). Anyway, the Depanment bas
been left in the afe bands of Cpl Mark Brown who, when he tops
laughing, can take the job seriously. We offer congratulation Lo Sig Glen
Gibbs and atalie (Nee Yule) who gave birth to a 640 gram (what's that
in old money!) baby girl on Wednesday 20 September (three months
prematurely!). The lightly 'shell-shocked' dad is also doing well. His
smug grin makes a puppy witl1 two tail look sad!
The clothing store is on the move! Too many people got to know of its
whereabouts and wanted issue . The an wer appeared to the QM (G) in a
vision, 'Let's hide it,' he is reported to have said! So with a lot of
heaving, pu hing and the odd naughty word, Audrey & Co. have packed
up and left. They didn't go very far really, just round the comer to the old
ASA tore.
The PROPMA , who is actual ly the QM (G} in disguise, declined to
talk to the press and directed me to his stalwart aides Sally and Jennie.
They are a lot prettier, so I had no objection , and the printable extracts
from their report are as follows, 1 must admit that getting them to talk
was a trifle difficult at first. The chauvinists may find thi s hard to
understand, but women do get a bit shy in the 'inrerview' situation.
However, the info from the PROPMAN Dept is basically that keeping
control of the purse strings, whilst trying to satisfy all works orders, is a
very difficult task, particularly on an old Station such as this. So spare a
thought for your PROPMA 'wherever you are (and no, there are still no
Jacuzzi's for the SLA blocks!). The above tissue of 'truth economies',
(I'm like a politician, I never tell fibs), was concocted in the absence of
RQMS(G}, by the MFO Clk who will deny all knowledge if questioned.
Q UARTERMASTERS (TECHNICAL) DE PARTME 'T
Maj Ken Clark
QM (Tech}
RQMS (Gen)
W02 (RQMS) 'Geordie' Merrie
The QM (Tech) Deprhas had a Board of Officer and is now tired and
is on holiday, thank you!

TRAJ, I G WING
Trg Offr
Capt Brian Johnson
Trg Wing WO W02 Ged Keane
The summer aw the arrival of ex-rugby star, now golfing bandit, Capt
Brian Johnson as OC Trg Wing and W02 ( SM) Ged Keane, running
chimp, fresh from winning the M35 Royal Signals Orienteering
Champion hips. Allied with SSgts Elvis Hayes, Gordon Murphy
(happy fellow} and gt Brian Kirkup the Training Wing bas organised a
series of Regimental Training Days.
On the 31 August, a Patrol Competi tion was run under the name Ex
Red Rover on Salisbury Plain. The aim of the day was to assess a number
of military skills over emi-ardou terrain under Lime constraints. Stands
cho en were NBC, first aid, combat survival , map reading, minor tactics,
field craft and an inspection. Lt Sarah Irwin proved that Sandhurst still
prod~ces excellent navigators, however, Sgt Andy Gill's ad hoc team of
wamors won the competition. Capt Bill Holbrook and his happy band of
'wo~ers' closely ~ollowed them. Congratulations also for gt Roy Parr
and h1 team of M1sfiL5 who came last, though they still kept on smiling
all the way to the end.
On 19 eptember a Special to Role training day was organised called
Ex Ked Baron. It involved W02 Dave (War) Giles covering Helicopter
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Handling drills, 29 Rcgt RLC teaching Dangerou Air argo (DAC),
JHSU covering Landing Point Commander (LPC) and Ri gge r
Mar hailing, RAF Ben on providing a MAOT Team and 846 NAS
providing a aval ea King which gave all personnel a chance to practice
under lung load drills . The day went very smoothly under th e
organi ational nair of Sgt Elvis Hayes, o well in fact , that the Charlie
0 car gave him a pat on the back - blush!
220 SIG AL Q ADRON
Sqn omd
Maj Jim Forre t
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Giles
Day to day life for the quadron has improved immensely in the last
few months with us settling nicely into our new hanger. The lads are just
getting u ed to the fact that they now have electric lighting, heating and
the running water comes from the tap and not down tl1e side of the hanger
wa ll. The only drawbacks with the hanger arc how close ii is to SHQ and
the parking problems; who did put that lamppo t there? An extremely
well de erved promotion for Cpl Robin Day C lement who has nm the
qn MT brilliantly through the difficult period of settling into our new
hanger. Fleet management is so much easier when you never allow
vehicles out of the hanger, even if they are due on PRE.
The quadron' input to the Regimental Open Day was in the form of
a ducking tool. A straw poll wa done to see who the lads wou ld most
like to ee ducked and the W02 (FolS) Ally Duncan came out top, that
must have been a backhanded compliment. Thanks. Jn the end not
surprisingly the CO, Lt Col Peter Gillespie (Sunday best suit and all Mr Fiona Gillespie threw tl1e first sponge!) and the other Regimental
personalilie proved to be popular. However, all were eclip ed by the
money taken to see Sgt Jane 'Oh are my jeans really see-through when
wet' Simmons get ducked. As an attraction, she turned out to be bead
and shoulders (and clinging T-Shirt!) abo e the rest.
Welcome to Capt John 'The Bandit' Fraser who has finally returned
from Op Palatine, where he mu t have played a lot of golf. He was able
to come back and finish second in the Regimental Golf Day. 2L"t
Katheri ne · 1 never said I was good at volleyball' Jardine, direct from
RMAS who on her first day was heard to comment on how handsome her
new 0 was only to find out it was the FofS acting as the OC for a wind
up. Sgt Das 'Where's the DZ' Kidd met the Squadron, wa ent traight
on leave and then di patched to Canada a IC of the advance party for Ex
Iron Hawk. Three months in the Squadron, two days in the office can't be
bad. Finally welcome to our youngest recruits Sean 'Bit of a Celtic
rrame.' 0' eill beautiful baby son of Cpl Rory 0 ' eill and bis wife
Emma. Congratulations!

Cpl Paul Howe's escape attempt from EXCON!

was soon apparent that due to the lack _of aircraft, an~ the
'Wainwright option' having being dropped, that thmg were not gom~ to
be that busy. Adventure Training and R and R package were orgaL11sed
and were taken full advantage of: fro~ Cp_I hane Coo~ey,
Cpl 'Speedy' Speed and Cpl Paul Howe's fishmg mp to gt Daz Kidd,
Cpl Dave Mears Sig Ian Lyons and Sig Mick Seeker's free fall
parachuting course'. gt Clay_to_n-Ba.«y aLJd LC)I ' Richy' Bloodl".O~h
both qualified a basic paraghdmg pilots on their week. long paraghd1~g
package. As for R and R, Sig ·Scotty' Steele, Sig Stu. lack1e,
Sig 'Evil' Stephen spent four days at Edmonton and LCp_I . 1ck Berry,
Sig Andy Morgan, Sig ' El Gwapo' Grist and the OC, MaJ Jim Forrest,
visited Lethbridge. Eighty percent of the Squadron was abl~ Lo do both R
and Rand adventure training, which were all thoroughly enjoyed.
[t

CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Murray Macdonald (Jn Split, not in Canada!)
Tp SSgt
SSgt Russ Ezard {ln Canada, not in Split!)
EXERCISE IRO HAWK 2000 - by Cpl Brown, Charlie Troop
It has been a very busy time for 220 Sig Sqn from the months June
through to October. Starting with adventure 'drinking in the last weeks of
the summer, whilst based in Fremington, orth Devon. This was greatly
appreciated by everyone and a good time was had by all from sampling
the local nightlife to the many different activities that were on offer. It
was not so appreciated on returning to the Squadron to the Regimental
Board of Officers, which seemed to drag on for a very long time. This left
little time to get the vehicles ready and prepared for one of the biggest
exercises that the British Army has ever undertaken; Ex Iron Hawk in
Canada. It was all bands to the pumps and the vehicles were finally
driven to Marchwood on Monday morning 24 July, with everything
ready.
EXERC ISE IRO HAWK,
Ex Iron Hawk, Canada, (MEDMAN 4/5) 20 August to 5 September for
220 Sig Sqn began with the advance party consisting of
SSgt Rus s Ezard, C pl A nd y Brown , S ig lan Ly on s,
Sig Jimmy Gentles nying to Calgary on 6 August with approximately
160 other personnel from other units. Upon arrival, they spent two weeks
in BATUS un loading th e 2500 vehicles that had been sent over from
England for the Exercise and sorting out accommodation . Then they
blazed a path of g lory as far so uth as Medicine Hat, as far east as
Lethbridge and as far north and west as Ca lgary, Ed monton and the
Rocky Mountains. Afler the main parties had arrived on the 14 and 17 of
August the Squadron started to organise under the OC 220 Sig Sqn Maj
Jim Forrest. This involved setting up two flying site detachments within
Camp Eagle and testing a flight corridor from Camp Eagle to Wainwright
using UHF, VHF, and HF equipment. The two radio rebroadcast
detachments from 244 Sig Sqn, under Cpl 'S peedy' Speed, deployed
north and so uth of the training area in preparation for the coming
exercise, with the MAOT crews readiness and deployability being given
a thorough work up.

During the Lxercise, the quadron had t~ imp~ll\ 1sc \\1th a numhcr of
things. From the normal resupply and mannmg ot all the out d.:tach!'lcnt
including the TAC HQ, which was set up at EX:CO · ~o the dcploymg ?f
a 'light' FOB bnck auached to an RAF re!uelhng pomt tacucally out m
the field. All, of this was against a live enemy \\ ith 'TE.' kit. The two
man-packed teams heli-lifted in, for. three days supplymg_ lff1Vlff
communications out in the field whilst attached to a Tacucal Suppl}
Wing Forward Air Refuclli_ng Point dur.ing the live tiring cxcr~1se ·
Towards the end of the exercise all the vehicles were tu med a~ound m the
field and prepped for travel back to England . The first of the part1c.
travelled back on the 7 October to be closely followed by the re>~ of the
quadron. The quadron has many commitments for the re'l of th1 yc~r,
including Arrcadc 'Confusion' in October and Ex Red Beaufighter 3 m
ovember.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt arah Irwin
Tp S gt
gt Mark Gilbert
EXERCISE DRAGON ROCK 29 J
E - 22 J L 2000
bv LI Sarah lnvin
.
- Ex Dragon Rock was a Level 3 Adventure Training Exercise based m
the Rockies, Canada with nine personnel from 21 1g RegL (A ) and one
from 3 (UK} Div HQ and Sig Regt.
..
The acclimatisation phase of the exped111on was ba ed. at BanfT•. a
small town with cartoon style 'wild west' bars crammed w 1th J?e?ple m
cowboy hats and dancing the quick step. The mountam prov1_dmg ~e
Banff backdrop are pectacular and we spent three da~ exploring trail
and peak with fantasy name like ·cascade ~mph1thcatre. ulphur
Mountain and The Hoodoos". The Upper Hot pnng . located at. ulph~r
Mountain soothed our tired feet and aching muscles and. dunng this
phase three important le son were learnt. First, don't trust the weather;
secon'd, don't take a bearing whilst re ting your e~mpa s ~n a mel'.11
information board and third, don't fall mto a glacier-fed mer - 1g
Matthews will tell you just how cold it is!
After acclimati ing, we re-located to the Yoho Valley and swapped our
tents for the relative luxury of Whi ky Jacks Youth Ho tel. ~t was here
that most of the group had their first sightings of bear-. Despite the ume
of year, there had been a large nowfall so. the vie\\ from th~ h~stel
looked like a winter wonderland. Each mornmg, before the da_y s walk,
expedition members could be seen_ sitti~g on_ the balcony _lookmg at the
view of glaciers, trees and mountams with w'. tful expre s1on . After the
walks the campfire was lit and popcor~ and nores, (hot marshm~llow
and chocolate andwicbes) were enjoyed. We made fnend \\ 1~b a
Japanese man called Makow - the day that we drove to_ the hostel !n a
fierce snowstorm , e had spotted a figure bent again. t the w1~d,
struggling the 20km or s? to Whisky Jack . We stOpJ?Cd to g1,·e him ~ hft.
and then interrogated him as 10 why he wa wean~g ~ndals - d1~ ~e
have no boots?! Of course he did, lakow replied with h1s.characten Uc
mile; they were at the bottom of bis bergen but he couldn t be bothered
to get them out! Sergeant Majors, beware!

-

CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
Don't forget to let us know so you can
still receive your copy of
The WIRE

Cpl Francis and LCpl Seymour 'freshen up!'
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one. We need to say hello to Sig Blodwin 'Mother' Owens who likes th
power of be.ing the daddy. Cpl 'Oh ya Beauty' Williams ha~
u~fonun ately J~St le~ tl~e det on his last ever Operational tour - 'Wills_
It be~n emotional! 1g Jez Skelhorn is al o excited about seeing his
favourite heep when he gets back to beautiful Wale .

BRAVO TROOP - by Sig Lea Snell
Tp Comd
Lt eil Clements
Tp SSgt
gt Carl Budding
Prior to the new Troop 0 arriv ing the Troop deployed to Scotland for
Ex Eagles Strike to provide C3 fo r the RAF SHF HQ. The Exercise was
especially valuable for the new lads from the factory Sigs 'Turnip'
Par ons, Frank Reeves and Damion Shepherd for whom it was their
first exercise. 2Lt ei l C lements, straight off his Tp Comds course, takes
over as QC Tp from SSgt Carl Budding who was caretaker for a couple
of months . Squadron Adventurous Training was held al Frem ington

ALPHA TROOP AMF(L) - by lCpl Dave Shepherd
Tp Comd
Capt Bill Holbrook
Tp
gt
S gt Jack Hawkins
Al~ha Tp has enjoyed a busy summer period with two oversea
~xerc1ses, Adventure training, a patrol competition and a exodus and
mflu of 'blokes ·. Firstly we say goodbye to SSgt Daz 'V' Sheerin
1BE who has been unbelievably promoted to
M and po sted to
Dundee UOTC. Cpl 'O llie' Oliver posted to 11 EOD, Cpl 'Benny' Hill
who wa ele~ted for I (SC) Sig Sqn, L pl 'Boggy' Marsh to IOI Log
B.de HQ &. Sig qn, LCpl Paul 'Arctic' Richardson who moves to 30
S!g R~gt h~ first non ~MF(L) unit. Also L pl Phil 'PhD ' Smith and
Sig L1~sa Duckworth 1atthews (formally Howson) and Sig Andy
'Chromcle' Day on their promotions.
Welcome. to Sgt Jack Hawkins from 94 Sig Sqn, Sgt Sven Gronn
from 15 1g Regt and Sgt Willie Pool from 3 RHA - Capt Bill
~olbrook l~a never had so many S COs; are MCM Div trying to tell
him omethmg? Welcom s are also nece sary for LCpl 'Fifi' Murphy formally Appleyard from JCU I and chocolate frogs Sigs Joe Addison
'A u lb · ~lbury, ,'Me lanie_· _Hall , Leech and 'G unner ' Smith traight
fro~ the factory . Jn add1uon we would also like to congratulate Sig
Chr~s '. F
cott. on passing ~election to 264 and Sig Matt ' I' m single
now. Miils on being accepted mto the quadron a a 'hat' with a view to
pas mg the next course.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

30 SIG AL REGIME T WIRE OTES APR 00
CO
Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
RSM
WOI (RSM) Al Higgins

Team photo call at Yoho Lake
(L-R): Sig i::iankhurst, Cpl Francis, Sig Taylor, Lt Irwin, LCpl
Seymour, Sig Turner, Sig Matthews, Cpl Cober, Sgt Francis
Trekking in several different

ational Parks throughout rhe Expedition

en~bled us to see, ome _stunni~ ~ and enchanting sights; Emerald Lake,

Takakkaw Falls (magnificent m Cree Indian,) Moraine Lake and the
Wenkchemna Peaks to _n ame but a few. It wasn't all walking though and
we were a~le to go wlute water rafting on the Kjcking Horse River. This
was a s1~1fi,cant. test of, our nerves as we hurtled down the river listening
to our guide cnes o~ R!ght Back' or. 'All forward,' whilst negotiating
4km of grade 4+ .rapids m I 5mms - not bad! We visited the Calgary
Stan:ipede, a fesuval of cowboys and girls on bucking horses cow
c_hasmg and usmg the las o. This inspired Sgt Francis to arrange 'a day
ndm~ on a working ranch for us - as our confidence on horseback grew
we tried our hand at drivi~g the c_anle but we could only watch in awe a~
the lassoes were bought mto action. Of cour e, there was a hort R&R
phase. A few returned to Calgary, some stayed in Banff to enjoy their
eggs ·semi-well done,' and others drove to Seattle, where I am sure they
were steeple s!
244 SIG AL SQUADRO '
Maj David Bizley
Sqn Comd
SM
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
Th~ ~quadron welcome a new boss and a new Yeoman since the last
subm1ss1on of WIRE notes. Maj Ian Walton has decided to venture back
to. school (RMCS) for a year and in his place we welcome Maj Dave
B1zley. \: 02 (YofS) te e Firth is replaced by W02 (YofS) Mel
McCorry as the Sqn YolS and is apparently already bored with SSgt
(FofS) Mark Todd's chat and weasel-like tech antics.

Sgt 'Sven' Gronn enjoying the prime window seat in a US UH-60
Black Hawk on Ex Adventure Exchange
. Just .over a month afler returning from orway, the Troop re-equipped
Its vehicles and headed for the home of goulash - Hungary for Ex Ardent
Ground_, the AMF(~)'s annual live firing .exercise. The Troop once again
professionally provided C.3 for the Multi- ational Force Helicopter and
Fast Air Cells. The Exercise gave the Troop the opportunity to hone and
tone procedures a.nd, after a busy and rewarding couple of weeks the
Troop took R&R m Budapest. Living up to the latter part of t11e cdpital
city's name 'Taff' Char~ely, 'Simmo' Simpson and Purcey th e tech
more than S)lent th eir reimbursed Food & Accommodation rates on
cultural experiences!
After the ~olerne Activities Wee~ and Regimental Open Day, where
the Tr~op raised £300 on BV206 nde , the Troop prepared itself for a
gruellmg 4-week exercise in Greece on the AMF(L) souther~
deployment. All went well and the good pace allowed us to train the
newer members of the Troop.

-

AG~COLA DETATCHME 'T REPORT - by Cpl 'Wills' Williams

This. month ha s been a bu sy month for the Agricola c rew. The
relocation of the d~t to a new plush communications centre and new
II\ mg accommodallon, meant a sad farewell to the tented site at the
APOD (only 14 months after arriving - 21st Century really!) and an even
sadder ~oodbye to the HAZBAR! The election period is keeping the det
busy, with the e corting of ballet boxes and the associated air support
around the AOR. On the personalities front, the det would like to say
goodby.e to. gt Morns Render who ha s just left for UK after
compleung his 6-!11onth 'Regt intro' tour. We would like to say welcome
~t And,Y Gill who has. taken over the job as OIC. Hello again to
to
L pl .Jacko Jackson on his :eturn to KOS for his second four month
tour Y.tt~ o~ly a mo.nths break m UK- voluntarily - sad! The det must be
able to JUSUfy a sh~nk now~ ig Mickey 'Why-Aye' Young needs to be
con&;ratulated on. h1 pr<?mouon to det YofS without doing the course and
pro' 1dmg the Jomt Helicopter Force with a mission, as they didn't have
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Sig Taff Charnley and Cpl Dalrymple(REME) during a rare quiet
moment on Ex Adventure Exchange

Camp in orth Devon. The weather, unbehevabl>. held out and numerou
activities were enjoyed, including watt>r-skiing at Chivcnor, hiking on
Exmoor, windsurfing, rock climbing and drinking in Barn taple.
Sgt 'Charlie' Farley demonstrated the need for brakemen on the aerial
slide (and for them to weigh more than 20 B&H on a wet day). fie Y.a
sensatio nally catapulted into the air after Sig • adsac' · utherland ,
weighing the same as a baby elephant, came thundering doY.n the slide.
Sgt F did show style by having his fag still lit and in his mouth when
found face down in the din.

SUPPORT SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj R H Gladwin
SSM
W02 (S M) Young
EXERCISE RETURN DRAGO - by Cpl Brian Rawlings
Ex Return Dragon was the Regimental Adventurous Training
expedition held from 6 - 16 Augu t on the wonderful island of Alderney.
The party deployed from Bramcote in two mini-buses and a pre WWI
Bedford! Leading the way with map at the ready was Lt 'Tick-Tock'
Morris, so far so good . We sailed from Marchwood where there were
severa l sad faces at the prospect of spending ten hours on a " aving
Private Ryan" style Oat-bottomed RLC craft on the English Channel. We
arrived in Alderney bright and early on Monday 7 August, having spent a
surprisingly calm night on the boat, even if it was a little cramped. Then
just as it appeared that everything was going to plan, the landing craft
couldn't dock, we were too heavy!The solution was simple- tell Pte
Steve 'fat chef' Powell to swim for it. ln the end by employing a few
pieces of high tech wood we were able to get on the Island, stand by
Alderney!
Our accommodation wa 12 by 12 tentage, five in total, and they went
up in no time with the guidance of Cpl John 'lunch box' Culwick, who
immediately made it clear that not only was he the expedition Medic, but
al o the Camp Daddy. Just as we got them up the first drop of rain began
to fall, not a good start to our trip. While the workers were putting up the
tents SSgt Pete 'Tan man' Crawford and Pte Steve 'five bellie '
Powell went shopping for the week's rations. Thi however proved to be
more of a problem than we imagined, a the Island of Alderney appears
to take Bank Holidays at the drop ofa hat. As it was, they had decided to
take one today and all the hops were closed. Much begging, bribery and
running around followed before it was possible ro eventually track down
some food for the chef to attempt to cook.
Once we had settled, the group was split into two, one half going straight
into the ad enturou training and the rest cracking on with the
community project. The Regiment has an ongoing commitment to the
i land of Alderney in which we provide manpo\ er once a year lo
improve the island. In exchange we can visit once a year for adventurous
training. The mission this year wa two-fold, firstly to clear a path that
had become overgrown and then clear out ome old German trenche left
over from the war. We also took it upon ourselves to improve ome of
the cadet facilities up in the hills. I wa gi en a machete, a 58 shovel, a
iggy and told to "go". We cleared a tunnel and half expected to find
ome old German soldier still on tag in the land that time forgot. In tcad
we surfaced in someone' garden. One of the other team found a wine
ce llar, however a rather disgruntled local arrived before thi could be
fully utilised.
The other task was to turn a hell crape, used by the cadets a a briefing
room, into a andbag bunker totally hidden from the human eye with cam
squares. Tt took a lot of time and effort especially from LCpl Dean
'A ndy, John, Dave, Mkk' Dickson and Sig "Cas" Burgess. The end
result was a "gleaming" briefing bunker that Cpl 'Pay Clerk' Brown
turned into a battlefield Admin Office that was ju t mi ing a
!COM
terminal.
Our i it coincided with Alderney Week, the island party v eek, which
considering the Island only ha a population of 1500 , eemed a
contradiction in terms . They had a few event including an 'It' -a-Knock
Out competition'. The highlight of which aw Lt •stop Waaahhhing me'
Morris getting damaged during the pillow fight. This resulted in a
substitution with the cry of '·Cpl Rickard please tand in for me! "
Jumping at the chance to attack ome locals Cp l 'Wanna be PTl'
Rkkard joined the team. A if by magic once the pillow pounding wa
over the boss was once again ready for action. Hmmm no kiving there
then. The other event was a five a side competition. We entered two
teams, a fatties team and a footballer team. The fatties had a semi
reasonable player in the form of ig 'Texas- I want to be in the other
team ' Walker to make the numbers up in the absence of five competent
bloaters. By the end he was glad a we made it to the emi-final and the
footballer led by LCpl 'if we lose I'm going to cry· Ferguson were
lucky to draw a game! We also entered an unmanned night competition,
which invol ed flinging oursel e off a pier. c era I imaginative

costumes were created out of bits of kit found on a skip, and we took the
plunge into the arctic waters of the English Channel. Great fun, and
apparently character building according to the boss.
Howe er, it wasn't all 'work, work, work,' and when we weren't
digging holes in the mud, or getting lost on an Island measuring 2.5 miles
by 1.5 miles, there was plenty to do. The Islanders like to entertain
themselves by having partie after the pubs close. HO\\ ever, the only
suitab le place to hold them is in ome abandoned German artillery
bunkers. These proved great fun, if not a little strange considering that 60
years ago these thing were winging hells at all thing British and now
we were partying in them. Exercise Swan Return Dragon 2000 \\as
thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended, and 30 ignal Regiment
certainly aided the local economy. I would highly recommend Adventure
Training on the Island, only don't forget your whistle for tho e bunker
parties!
MOTORTRA SPORT SECTIO , SUPPORT SQ ADRO
Capt G. Johnson
MTO
SSgt anda
MT SSgt
WELCOMES
Regimental MT's increa e in manpower continue and we have quite a
few welcomes to the dept. gt Ganesh and family, and gt A h Ingham
and family have arrived from 2 SigRegt and 15 igRegt re pectively. We
have looked forward to your arrival for some time now, and hope you
enjoy your tours with the Regiment. Also arrived to bol ter the Gene Bay
manning was Cpl Hari, and just as suddenly a he arrived. he
disappeared to go on a course for three months, an actual ca e of here
today and gone tomorrow. Regimental MT now endures a cou e
element, with the arrival of Sig 'Scouse I' lcLoughlin and ig ' cou e
2 ' Brammell. Welcome to you all lads.
DESK JOB RE-SHUFFLE
"Re- huffie Day' was designed to move key personnel of Regimental
Motor Transport to different desk jobs . It gives everybody the
opportunity to approach a different aspect of his trade. ot a imple as it
sound as there i a lot to handover and it must all be done whil t
continuing normal work. So moved - some ay acked - from the admin
role was Sgt 1ick Hay, and taken over by SSgt anda. Ration return ;
well they 're all yours anda. gt Hay moves to Fleet 1anager and every
phone call has,· o you can't', omewhere in the conversation. Out went
LCpl Kenneth 1cCaU from the detail desk to be replaced by LCpl
·Ronald' Pierrpont - who wa definitely acked from POL ccount ! In
came LCpl Ian Campbell to POL Accounts whose first words were
'What do you mean a Board of Officer next week?' and into the Yard
CO lot goes LCpl McCall. Sgt A h Ingham arrives to do Driver Trg,
because Cpl Pugh couldn't, and Sgt Ganesh to do all our liccn e
becau e Cpl Pugh didn't. Actually if you put it all on paper. it doe n 't
ound a bad a all that - hone t.
Re-Shuffle Afterthought 1 - After all the re- hufne ha been
completed, arc you wondering what Cpl Pugh doe nO\\ ? o are \\ e!
Re-Shuffie Afterthought 2 - LCpl Ronald Pierrepont \\a ·n 't a ked
from the POL Account; he did a cracking job actual!) as the Board of
Officers will how!
KIDS PLAY- CREME
Another summer gone and another Kid Play- cheme completed.
Working with the Welfare Office of Maj (Retd) Bob Fortune and '\1rs
Tracy 'The Angel' Garrett. Regimental ff proved to be pi\otal in the
ucces of the cheme. ot only d id we transport the kids to their
acuv1t1e on a dail basis, but we al:;o were able to supply a clutch of
supervi ors. ~enior supervi or gt Mick Hay wa at the heart of all the
activities and hi ' it's a tough job but omebody ha· to do it' cry \\U ·
getting to be a bit annoying towards the end of the four \\eeks. When he
went on 'you all had the chance to go to Alton To\\er.i n would get
particularly frustrating. As a team, we all came out "1th great r.:dit for
the play- chemc being uch a ucce . From detail. clerk. coach driH!..,,.
and ' upervisors, everybody gmc 100%.
F ELCRI I - \ HERE?
With the country by all account gripped ma fuel crisi .. Rel!! 1T \\3
prepared a ever. aturally ne\\ POL ccountant L pl Ian Campbell
\ a 1akjng all the credit for en uring uflicient stock> "cre 111 place and
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that the returns for Brigade/Di\ i ion "ere accurate. OK o it took three or
four attempt. to get them accurate. The Regiment did wonder if the fuel
cri i · had actually hit Bramcote, when the entire M turned up at the
g:ym for a briefing having taken a mini-bus from the MT compound to the
gymnasium a di tancc of 400 meters !
BRAMCOTE GOLF OCIETY DAY -3 1 A GU T 2000
The Bmmcote Golf ociety day wa held at Brandon Wood on 31
Augu t 2000, '~·i~h a field of 25 eager participants. All handicaps had
been well scrutinized b) \ 02 J. P. Paterson who even cut him elf to
15: .Everyone arrived a· 0900hr and having received free u e of the
dmmg range, golf ball were oon flying in all directions. The first threeball teed ofl~ at 1030hrs and the competition wa now well under way.
Hours later ured but happy we at down for the ·Brandon Bu ter · and the
exploit of the day were discus ed. Unfortunately the la t three-ball ''ere
nowhcre_to be seen and a good hour pa ed by until W02 1ark Potter,
gt Phil Joyce,
gt Craig Wrath and Cpl Ion Brown finally putted
out to a rapturou applau e. A great day was had by all and the hoice of
venue proved to be a fair test of golf, as the scores of the winners .
reflected.
Scratch Winner
W02 John Paterson
(15) 86 Gross
cratch Runner-up
faj (Retd) Bob Fortune ( 15) 92 Gros
gt Andy Dutton
Handicap Winner
(19) 71 ett
Cpl Ian Holmes
Handicap Runner-up
(~2)
76 ett
tableford Winner
SSgt Craig Wrath
(2 ) 40 Points
tableford Runner-up Cpl Jase Curle
(24) 33 Points
W02 fark Potter
'eare t the Pin
(28)
Longe,t Driv
Sig Aaron 'essling
(2 )
Mo tGolf
Cp l Ian Brown
(2 )
EXERCI E PICO CYGNET - by LCpl Grant
Ex P1cos Cygent was an exerci e produced to get a mall number of
troop . away .on adventure ll?ining to practice kills such as navigation.
climb.mg, high leve_I trekkmg and down hill mountain biking. The
Exerc_1se took place m the Picos Mountains in northern Spain and wa
orgamzed by S gt 'Froggy' Higgins and W02 (Q 1SI) ' Johnny Bravo'
Blade. The mall number of personal were SSgt 'Pomo tash' Goodwin
Cpl ·Ginge' Buckel., Cpl ·Celibacy' Jones, LCpl' M. Bolton. LCpi
' moothie' Bird, LCp l 'Spiderman' Grant LCpl 'Water' Hodson
LCpl ·Picotech' Morley, LCpl 'Skeletor · L'owe and Sig 'Our Ton/
Bramell.
The E~erci e ta~ed with a small introductory climb of about fortyfo?t straight ~P· First to attempt this was LCpl 'Spiderman· Grant,
thmgs were gomg w~ll for the first ten feet then a decidedly ropy looking
branch decided to give way and sent LCpl Grant flying across the face
to. a very accommoda.tmg boulder. An hour to find the ho pita! and seven
stitches (no anaesthetic) later, his day on the rock face was sadly over.
Day Two and an ea ygoing trek, 'Just to break you in lads!', I'm sure
w~at .was meant was just to ~reak you lads! One group led by SSgt Chris
H1ggms had a mce stroll with some apparently spectacular views over
s~e~r drops. T~e ot11er group led by QMSI Martin Blade had a rather
d1flerent expenence. Straight to 6000 feet with quick slop on the way to
re~esh a! the donkey cafe. Unfortunately for QMSI Blade he decided to
relieve himself. Good idea to leave your pack behind, OT! So onwards
we go IOOO ~eet later we decide making the QMSI walk a ll the way with
that boulder m the bottom of his pack was w1fair. From t11at moment on
the group were ·marked men'.
Day Three was a day for swimming and checking o ut the local
cenery.
Day Four was t!me for a little mountain biking. lt was down hill and
everyo_ne was willi.ng to be brave but with three attempts and three falls
later P1cotech was m pam. The last one ended in spectacular fashion with
four summersaults and a half twist then landing in a barbed wire fence any gymnast wou ld have been proud of! The high light of that day was
when the green goddess fought off a little challenge from Cp l Jones.

LC
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Day FiYe the group went up into the mountain · for a three-day trek.
i-... started off with a little trek to a mountain 2248 metres up .
Da
Once at the top the team decided to have a little dip in a cave pool. A
total man test \ as called for, the fir t man to swim the poo l was C pl
Buckley, and the pool was ·o cold that he had two sets of tonsil s.
Day even the group were coming back down the mountain and the
Exercise was starting to take its toll.
Days Eig ht and inc were pent in antandcr on the beach and
checkin g out the cenery where we had the turn around with the other
group. Little did they know what was about to hit them .
TE HNICAL MAINTE A CE TROOP CAD DIVE

by LCpl Hotchkiss
A . elected few from TM Tp were volunteered to do a charity scad dive
to raise money for Altzheiemas disease. 1:his .con si ted of being trapped
to a _190.fl crane by a. harnes and fr~e fallin g mto a afcly net, a bit like a
bunJee JUmp but without the bunJee rope! The event was organised
throu g h SSgt Deano ' Do it nice or do it twice ' Cartledge and th e
elected elite were Fof S Gaz 'Nappy rash' Duffy, Cpl Cra ig ' Kojak '
Anderson, Cpl Paul 'Cocky ' Whitelock, LCpl Bill ' Velcro wings '
Hotchkiss, LCpl Mick ' I am my dad ' Hicks, LCpl Obi ' You'll never be
a fi herman ' lgboebisiokwu, LCpl Rob 'Suspiciou ' Wilson LCpl
Paul ' Ya wee co-hont ' Korzeniewski, LCpl Wayne 'Sweat; Sock'
Grant. o-one seemed to how any pre jump nerve , that was until we
sa~v the actual height we were going to jump from then people started to
bnck It!
we filtered through one by one the screams of terror could be
heard from mile around as the fall turned grown men to pathetic little
girls .. Once completed though e veryone eemed to be glad to have
experienced the fall. Cpl Craig Anderson was glad to have taken a spare
set of clothing. The Troop rai e over£ IOOO for the cause.
256 SIG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. W. Cooper
S M
W02 (SSM) Keen
The Squadron ays a ad farewell to Ca ptain Mike 'Larry' Grierson
who has handed over the Operations Officer job to Captain Alun
'Ginger' Crappe~. Ca pt~in Mike ·Larry' Grierson is posted to 16 Sig
Regt as the Technical Adjutant and the Squadron wi he him all the be t
for the ~uture. If he maintain his current form then bar profits in 16 Sig
Regt '~ill .mcrease significantly and the gymnasium will have an
enthus1asuc Officer beasting himself in preparation for the 2004
Olympic . Good luck Mike, a crate of Stella, cheers!

Capt Mike 'Larry' Grierson in training for his next BPFA!

30 Signal Regiment - Exercise Pico Cygnet
P1s Morley and Bolton, Cpl Jones, WO(QMSI) Blade, Cpl Buckley, LCpl Lowe, Sig Brammell , SSgt Goodwin , LCpls Hodson and Bird

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Flt Lt Paul Pearce
Tp SSgt
Sgt Paul Storey
After having taken over the Spearhead role in July, the Troop was
de ployed to ATR .Bass ingbourne in o~der to exerci e moving t he
equipment and lestmg the kit. Ex Battcrmg Ram proved successful m
highlighting a number of potential problems and also, it was the first time
the Troop had lived in close quarters for a while. The main observation as
a result of this was that Cpl Brett ' All-Round Sporting Hero' Grist had a
concerning fascination with a formal messaging system used on the
detachment. He was heard in the middle of the night tossing and turning,
crying out 'Ooooh NSTN' over and over in his sleep.
The Troop has been involved in a number of Spearhead plug-ups since
then as part of Ex Snowball. The most recent plug-up. however, was
rudely interrupted by the sni!T of an Op. Afier deploying to South Cerney
with A Coy, I Para, and spending 72 hours in transit, the decision was
made not to make use of our strategic satcom equipment on Op Barras.
Sig Robbo ' Larium Kid' Robertson caused a massive health scare when
he decided to swallow three weeks worth of anti-malarial drngs in one
go. othing that a couple of fingers shoved down his throat couldn't
solve though! Although the strategic satcom was not required, LCpl Carl
' Leaded or Unleaded? ' Ashton and Sig Dean 'Glad I'm not a Para'
Roberts did deploy forward in support of Op Barras with their lnmarsat
equipment, and as we all now know, I Para went on to do a sterling job in
assisting in the extraction of the 6 Royal Irish Ho tage .
With a major deployment looking more and more unlikely during our
time on Spearhead, the Troop now prepares to take on the JTFHQ role in
October. The preparation will involve a plug-up on Ex Battering Ram 2,
during which the Princess Royal , our Colonel-in Chief, is due to visit the
Regiment. Shortly after this exercise, the Troop returns to its old
stomping ground of MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa Bay, Florida, for
Ex Purple Iliad. The exercise is intended to last for a month, upporting
the staff of the JTFHQ. The Squadron. on returning from Florida, will
hand the Spearhead and JTFHQ role to 258 Sig Sqn (who we know are
just dying to get their hand on the BFT!), and enjoy a peaceful and ve'.Y
merry Christmas as a result - Oh apart from Charlie Tp who w1U be m
Sierra Leone!
We would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to LCpl Dave
eedham (JCUNI) and LCpl Paul Taylor (21 Sig Regt) - don't worry
lads , the Troop hasn't fallen apart without you yet! We. should also
congratulate LCpl Chris Bradford on his recent success with the Royal
Medical Corps, and welcome Sig eesam (15 Sig Regt), Sig 'Rodders'
Rodwell (15 Sig Regt) and LCpl Richardson and his family from 21 Sig
Regt.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Dagless
SSgt Mc air
Tp SSgt
EXERCISE GA
EL RAM
In the early hours of Monday 4 September, Bravo Tp departed the
mists of Bramcote for the unny and tropical climate of Penhale Camp,
ewquay to conduct some adventure training. Having finally jumpstarted the PRl minibus we finally made it down in time for our first
activity; an afternoon of quad biking. These tiny machine soon aw most
of the Troop flying around at 30 to 40 Mph in teams of three over a cros country circuit. Lt 'Hells Angel' Dagle s was the first to crash as he h?t
into, then over, the largest tyre wall on the track. Others were to follow m
his wake, with special award going to Cpl 'Chips' Wilson for style, Cpl
'I ' ve ju t nm myself over' Parry for the mo t entertammg era h, and
Sgt 'Driving Mi s Dai y' McNair for riding slower than four year old
still using tabiliscrs.
.
.
.
Over the next two days the Troop spin down mto two teams rotatmg
through trekking, coastering, rock climbing, and mou~tain . biking. !he
trekking and coastering provided a oumber of outstandmg view , .mam~y
thanks to the good weather which was appreciated by all mcludmg S~g
'Are we there yet?' Griffiss and Cp l 'Legs' Allen. Thos.e .mountam
biking on the other hand looked a though they had been ndmg horses
instead of bikes due to the bikes sizes and age.

Sigs Bowyer, Yoxall, Welton and McMillan
display their sand surfing prowess!

The highlight of the week was the day of surfing and in trucuon.
Having seen all the peroxide blond hippie hanging around ·~qu J
were surprised to be met by two gruff little Australian,, who too u
through our paces. Having squeezed into our wetsu1b and persuaded ig
' I can't swim ' Jeffers with his 'unnatural strawberry blonde' hair that LI e
local sharks would be able to smell his fear we took to practl ing our
sand surfing. llaving mastered this we all headed out to try and drov. n
ourselves with the largest waves possible. The afternoon was finished off
at RAF St Mawgon at the American all singing all dancing ten-pin
bowling alley. Though the pins were faulty, who could complam at 95p a
bottle of beer. LCpl 'Lucky B .. . ' Taylor was the day's high scorer \\ith
183.
All said and done the weeks adventure trainmg was just what the
Troop needed to recharge its batteries. The mixture of adventure training
that continued into the nights will not be forgotten for a while. During
this period LCpl 'Nikki' ichole from the Troop also gave birth to a
baby girl, and we would like to send our congratulations to her.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lucy Pim
Tp SSgt
SSgt Phil Joyce
HELLOS & GOODBYES
A big welcome to Sgt ' Waggy' Wag taff who has joined the Troop
from Arborfield; and al o to Sigs Risley, Chignell and Marsden who
have come straight from Blandford. You've come in time for the fun to
begin! Sad goodbyes go to Cpl Tracy Main and ig ·silly' Harris who
have gone to 'the dark side· and joined civvy street. Also goodbye and
the best of luck to ig 'Smudge· mith who goes to 7 Annd Bde on
promotion - congratulations!
EXERCISE BETHESD RAM
TROOP DVE T RE TRAI TI GIN WALES
by Sig 'Richie' Harrison & Sig 'Glen ' Niven
The Troop have enjoyed being out of role for a few month . and as part
of this we have just returned from Wales where we spent a week
adventure training. As oon as we had all arrived at Bethe da. near
Bangor, we made our way to Betws-y-Coed where we went mountain
biking. Sgt Gaz 'Who needs a map' Shuck took the map and we set off.
At a track junction, Sgt Shuck stopped to check the route - the ignpost
behind him was pointing the right way - and after careful (?)
consideration he decided to follow his own route. which involved
climbing a fence! When we eventually got ba<::k on track and were. on !he
home run . Sig Gaz 'Somersault ' Shaw decided to come off his b_1ke
taking nearly half the group with him - I 0 out of I 0 for the acrobaucs!
After the hard day's biking, we sampled the social ide of Bangor that
evening - after this night on the tiles LCpl Steve 'Rocky' ' ii on and
Sig Si 'I can fly' Powell decided to spend a few quiet nights in ... !
On Tuesday Mount Snowdon was on the cards, and for tho e who
wanted to take it a bit easy there was a game of golf. However. these
lucky few soon discovered that the golf course was built on a mountain
steeper than Snowdon! Hard luck guys! Carrying on the injuries ig
·Glen' iven took a spectacular dive and twisted hi ankle! Wedne day
was probably our bu iest day, with a package at a local mountain centre.
We started off the morning with the indoor climbing wall - ig 'Wyau·
Earp proved to be the spider-man of the group! The n_ext. activity .was
dry lope kiing, where Cpl 'Matt' Booth and ig ·R1ch1e' Harnson
never graduated from the nursery slope! Then onto the kayakmg - LCpls
'Gray" Wootton, · tevie' Wilson and ig ·sen· McGinn deciding to
take a quick swim in the lake!
.
. .
.
For the last day's activities there was a choice of hill walkmg.
mountain biking and go-karting. Lt Lucy 'Freaky knee' Pim took the hill
walking, and ended the day with a ma sive lump on her knee which
looked like an egg. Sig ·Richie (Which way'
orth?}' Harrison took the
map and <>ave everyone a few scare , like heading towards vertical drop ,
but he blamed that on the bos ! At the go-karting. LCpl Gray
'Coulthard ' Wootton got a puncture, but wa allowed to keep the tyre _a
a souvenir, which made his day! Again we went to Bangor for a. quiet
pint, and Sig 'Andy' Risley a~pled some great Wei h ho p1tahty ... !
Then back to the cottage for a Chmese.

Sigs 'Nigel' Mansell, Gaz Shaw, Andy Risley and Marc Rigby
trekiing in Wales and very wet!
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EXERCISE CYG ET GLOBE 2000
The annual plug up went according to plan - if not the original pl an,
then definite ly a well thought out and improvi ed one! Thi s approach
·uited E Tp 's NR 322 - long rnnge HF - Oct down lo the ground; as at
first we couldn ' t get COMMS in across a field never mind across the
globe to our other Dets in Wales , Gcmiany, Gi~rultar, Ascension lsla.nd,
ustralia and New Zealand . The Oct crew included the followin g
outstanding COMMS individual. our learned Det omd, LCpl Stu
Englby, Det 21C igs John 'One too many kcecbab ' Lawrence, Steve
Lamb, Andy ' kip ' Sellers and Mark ' Preacher man ' Howland. ig
Howland , bein g a y s Op by trade , found the e x perience both
enlightening and confusing. The Det wa originally located in the field
between the Officers ' Mess and the CO 's house but was relocated to the
back of nowhere near the Stables. ome of the crew (ie. the most
fortunate ones) got the opportunity to put into practice the Wotan skills
we had acquired a couple of weeks beforehand. All in all the exercise
went rather smoothly (ahem!) and here' looking forward to next years
exercise

Sigs Si Powell, Marc Rigby, 'Wyatt' Earp, SSgt Phil Joyce and Sig
'Lanky' Hancox, 'You're joking - we ain't riding up that!'
258 SIG AL SQ
ORO
qn Comd
1aj P. Deans
SSM
W02 ( M) Forrester
SQ
ORO H EADQ ARTERS ' EWS
·All change! All change!', i the call heard around 25 Sig qn SHQ.
Within the la t three months the Squadron uas witnessed a complete
change of it hierarchy. Maj Phil Deans ha been po ted into the hot eat
from HQ Land; life in the country certainly wa at a slower pace! Capt
Emma Rae ha moved acros from E Tp to take up tJ1e pot of21C Sqn
and OC HQ Tp. Capt Chris Preston wa posted in from the Arctic
Warriors at 249 ig on and. after a short spell in Kosovo, ha taken up
the reigns a the Sqn Ops Offr and is currently till learning lo ride, both
in the office and in the stable (as Regimental Stables Manager). W02
(SS J) 'Fozzy' Forrester and his dog Harry have been posted in from I
Mech Bde Sig Sqn in Tidworth. Harry's posting order sti ll hasn't been
found, but the notice boards are uitably adorned in Corps colours with
bulled up bulldog clip . SSgt (FofS) Gaz Duffy has made the long
distance move from 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn (all of ten yards) and Sgt Lee
Harris travelled from Support Bn HQ ARRC. SSgt i chofield, the Sqn
ISM. po led in from 238 Sig Sqn completes the new arrival . 'Where is
the continuity?' we hear you all ask. This unenviable rask fall to W02
(YofS) Jim Knight, who will be posted next month and rep laced by
W02 (YofS) Pete Goodliff. Ah continuity, nothing like it!
The departures were as follows: The OC, Maj Jules SwindelJs, to
Fort Halstead; the 21C Capt Andy Hopcraft to Civ Div. The SSM. W02
Miles Webb , was posted on promotion to RSM to 19 Mech Bde (hope he
got the beers in, in the Mes ). W02 (FofS) Bill Young moved to TM Tp
and Sgts Brian Flynn and Dean Leach moved on to sunnier climes in
Germany and Cyprus, respectively. In summary, Harry continues to
police the SHQ corridor, as the SSM's eyes and ear on the ground.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Chris Smith
Tp SSgt
Sgt Jim Lyons
The remaining elements have now returned from Op Basilica in Sierra
Leone having spent an interesting and damp three month during the
mon oon eason handing over the task to Foxtrot Tp for their short six
week stint. After a brief period back in the Regiment everyone has got
away for some post Op Leave. The Troop would like to extend a warm
welcome to SSgt Jim Lyons who joins us from Germany. The rear party
welcomed us back with open arms and a few guard duties. September bas
been another hectic month with preparation for our visit from our Colonel
in Chief and a visit from the Master of Signals. We have also been very
busy in preparing for Ex Cygnet Rock, with the Troop deploying to
Gibraltar for the latter two weeks in September to familiarise personnel in
HF Communications and engineering procedures. This month we say
farewell to LCpl Mark Palmer and LCpl Steve Lucas and wish them
well. The Troop would also like to extend their best wishes for the future
to ig Steph Hawkins as she prepares to make that transition into the
PADS army.

EXERCISE ARD OUS CYGNET
This month also saw four members of E Tp involved in Ex Arduous
Cygnet - the Regiment's CO cadre course. The four Signalers bidding to
be Lance orporals were Sigs Allan , Fotheri ngham, Sim mon and
Hannam. The cour e was an enduring three weeks long with one week
of clas work and two weeks in SE TA con sisting of CTRS, Section
attacks and an endless number of patrol and only one day of rain! On
the whole E Tp faired well with Sig M ick 'Blinking' Allan taking top
tudent. Thi could have had something to do with the airborne warrior
fixing bayonets and chargi11g a fig 11 target. Sig Simmons took fourth
place, ig F otheringham sixth and Sig Hannam taking thirteenth. The
mighty 25 great, gave a really good show as to who is the best squadron
by having four of the top ix and not one in the bottom half of the course.
Could we ever improve upon this?
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Mogs Southern
Tp SSgt
SSgt Stu Fiddler
The Troop says 'Hello' to Sigs C laire Lounden and Sha un Brennan
straight from the Blandford Factory and Sig Ben Kirton from 15 Sig
Regt. Also, 'Welcome back,' to Cpl Lucy Mason following her re-trade,
then it i , ·Goodbye,' to Sig Tom Lowe who ha earned a place at the
Signal quadron based in Hereford. An additional message of, 'Well
done,' goes to Sig Wilkinson who achieved third place on the CO 's cadre
course. The majority of the Troop are currently deployed on Op Basilica
in Sierre Lione and the remaining few are amidst preparations for JTFHQ
which we takeover al the end of the year.
250 SIG AL SQUAD RO - by Sig Bharat Ghale
Sqn Comd
Maj J. J. Cole
SSM
W02 (SSM) Chandrabahadur Gurung
LIFE 0 THE SEA! - (JOCCOMEX) 3-7 SEPTEMBER 2000
Almost every month, 30 Sig Regt, The Royal Navy, as well as the
Royal Marines conduct an exercise, commonly known as the Joint
Communication Exercise - JOCCOMEX, which is an HF exercise
providing secure voice and RATT. The aim of !hi exercise is to prepare
the personnel for the joint communication in operations, like the one in
Sierra Leone and also to establish relationship among I services. Usually
we do this exercise from the camp, but this time two of us , Cpl
Shudham Gurung and myself from 30 Sig Regt were invited to join
HMS Exeter at Folkestone.
On 3 September, we were driven down to Folke tone aval Ba ·e
where the Ops Officer, Lt Comd McDonald, was there to receive us. We
were then ferried by a passenger boat to the ship named HMS Exeter. Tt
was quite a big ship, capable of carrying 250 people in total.
The Captain of the ship, Commander Richards, was very happy to see
us and welcomed us on board. We were then led to the main
communication office inside the s hip , where Radio Spvr Hart
introduced us to the main commu nication oflice stafT and showed us the

ommunication equipment used in the ship and their roles in brief. Then
t oM Charlie took us to our accommodation , which had trebl~ bunk
beds, thus reminding me of my school days .. As. 1t was our fi rst ume on
board, we found it very ~onges~d at the begmnmg but soon managed to
fit in The duration of thi s exercise was only for 24 hours, so th ~ rest of
t~e d·ays were spent on learnin~ their equipment. As a c~n ol~tion_ they
entertained us by showing rescuing, man o~erboard, fl~g s1gnal~ng, m~er
ship communication, vi sual Morse transmit and receive and hve firmg
demonstrations.
The exercise was a real success! They were happy to close down

earlier but we carried on as we were enjoying just sending me sagci.
through the Teleprinter from one end to the other. We really had a great
time working with them . All th.e peopl.e on board were friendly and
helpful which made us feel the ~hip w~ hke ~ome away from home. The
experience we gained out of this exercise w~ll be an a ~et for the furure
operation. We are very thankful to the Captam .and all member on board
for making our stay so enjoyable and worthwh1l~. We sincerely hope t~at
the trend of exchanging personnel will carry on in the future and lookmg
forward to joining all the members on board agam.
Jai Queen's Gurkha Signals.

31st (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col L. F. Harrison TD
WOl (RSM) Gibson

WHAT l DID ON MYS MMER HOLIDAYS

by Ms Sarah Streete, Deputy Headmaster James Allens Prep School
.
.
Aka Maj S. Streete R Signals (11
When asked if l would like to do a short tour in Koso.vo during the
school holidays (one of the perks of being a teacher) , I Jumped at the
chance. r had always wanted lo experience an op~rational tour a,nd ~eve~
expected to be able to do so ~ithout. leaving my JOb._ Also, '!1Y holiday
naps and stories were certamly going to be more mterestmg tha~ my
colleagues' ones of sandwiches and ice-creams on the beach behmd a
windbreak.
RTMC
Within 48 hours of term ending,_ I. fo1:1nd m¥self on the wa¥ to
Chilwell near Nottingham for mob1lisatJon, with JUSt my resp1rat?r, beret
and boots. Over the next 24 hours, l saw the Britis~ Army at its best.
Firstly, I was kitted out with everything from the Union Jacks.I? sew on
my brand new Combat 95 to floppy hat and Jun~le boots. My v1swn that I
was to eat compo rations seemed more ofa reality when I was given mess
t' s and KFS but it was not until J was offered a poncho that. I really
~:gan to worry! J then had a medical, including the various Jab that
inevitably were out of date a~d a dental check. The paperwork was
completed efficiently and without fuss and I was given advice on
insurance, pay and wills. o question seemed too stupid and no one
could have been more helpful.
.
With two other TA R STG ALS soldiers, l was taken to ~ Bnze
Norton to spend a night in the Gateway Hotel befo.r e flymg out .to
Kosovo. Having heard horror tones about flymg out m Hercules wit~
ilie portoloo slopping behind the curtain. I "".as very relieved to be told
was to go in a VC IO. My relief was short lived though, as take off was
aborted seconds before we left the ground (fortunate!)'. the runway w~
long enough for us to stop in time, although I was womed we would en
up in a farmer's field) and I soon found myself in a coach on my way to
RAF Lynham for a 4a~ departure .... .in a Hercuks! ft was 11ot as bad as I
had anticipated and with no further delays, I amved at the APOD, south
of Pristina.
I '
d
JI t' g
After a briefing on mines, cluster bombs and K As an co ec i'n
numerous aide memoirs and my Paradigni phone car? (very 1mp?rtant.), I
boarded the bus for HQ MNB (C). I knew I was.bemg totally 1rrat1onal,
but found it hard to control my fear that I was gomg to be blown up by a
mine, despite the fact the road wa .made.of tarmac and was very busy
with traffic! I had never been in th1 environment before .and had only
been told the dangers, which seemed to be out of pr?port1on to .reality.
This concern took several days to pass and as m¥ JOb mvolved .g?m~ ?ut
of the camp every day to attend meeting and v1 1t var.1ous mun!c1palit1es.
I was fairly nervous for the fir t few days and dunng this time, even
wished occa ionally that I had a 'nice, safe' job as a watch-keeper!

ot for long, however! I was employed to work as a Liai on Officer in
G3 CMO (Civil Military Operation ) at the Brigade Headquarters and
found it to be a fascinating experience and one that Helt v~ry lucky to be
doing. I was one of four Pillars matching the four ~ilia~ m UNMTK. As
my Pillar, Pillar TV had been gapp:d for a while'.1t had to be ~e
established . lt was responsible for housmg - reconstruction an? allocation
and also public utilities and I spent the first few da)'.'s gomg around
Pristina, visiting as many people as I could m order to mtroduce m_Y~elf
and to find out what was happening. My knowledge of the pohllcal
situation was limited (very limited!) and I not only bad to find out wh~t I
would best be doing, but also to get my bead ar.ound who was figh1:1"g
who and why we were there. Despite my doubts, 11 took only a short ~1me
to feel that I was contributing to the CMO Cell. Each day started with a
briefing which covered all the ecurity issues in the country. It was hard
to appr~ciate that all the incidents mentioned were r~al and I. found
myself waiting for someone to shout '~EX!'. for qmte so~eume! It
also became apparent fairly quickly, that life, be It human or animal. was
cheap.
.
d .h h
.
A typical day, if there wa such a thmg, .tarte .w.n t e morn~ng
briefing I would then meet my driver to travel mto Pnstma for ~ housmg
meeting. at the Town Hall, where the Adm~~istrator would. be d1 cussmg
anything from illegal building and demohnon to re~ue tin~ the use ?f
KFOR to tran port ome of the building rnateri~I bemg used m
reconstruction, to the outlying villages. The meetmg co'!ld then be
followed by catching up with some of the UNMIK pe~onnel m the To~vn
Hall, perhaps the city designer, brought over fro!11 Pans, (and what. a JOb
he had!) or the perso11 in charge of recons~cnon. If there was time, I
would check my e-mails as I had a daily report from one of the
organisation working in the area, the Kosovo Development Cell or a
request from another organisation trying to help the local peopl~. I would
then stroll' down the road to the Housing and Property D1rectorate
(HPD) who were part of UNCHS (UN Centre for Human ettlemeI_1t),
where r had an office. The HPD were.responsible for all the registenng
and allocation of property and eviction wher.e neces ary. They were
having to work very hard in order to keep up with the number of people.
both Albanian and Serbs who were claiming property. It was not as
simple as it sounds as during the I 990's the Serb had been allowed to
buy bou es from the Albanians. Thi bad recently been ruled illegal and
so the whole area was a minefield (not literally!). ~fter lunch back at
MNB(C), r would head o~ to visit the Admim trator m one of the seven
municipalities which fell mto my area and get up to date on lh~,hous1~g
situation in that area. Sometimes I would call m on ~he CM
at t e
Battlegroup level a, they would have a very good idea of wh~t was
happening a they met with the local people on a day to day bas1 . SJn
returning to the camp. there wa ometime . time to do some exerc•. e
before the evening briefing, upper and a lei urely coffee out~1de with
anyone else who was taking a break. Back t~ th: office to wnte up the
daily report and plan the next day, before meetmg m the bar at 9.30pm for
a can or two.

ECHO TROOP - by LCpl Stu 'Bubbles' Engleby
Tp SSgt
gt Doc 'The Temp Capt of the Ship' Halliday
Firstly the Troop would like to welcome Sig Mick 'Blinking' Allen
from JIQ 12 Mech Bde Sig Sqn; and then mourn the departures of gt
Doc •I'm the Daddy' Halliday who is finally leaving for HMS
Collingwood and gt Brenden 'In competition with Doc' Plant to
Foxtrot Tp.
ow for the gossip - Since returning from Ops Agricola and Palatine
the Troop has kept busy by working the first two weeks back (thank
goodness for ITDs!) and, on average, having five weeks post-op leave.
All the office wallas have been busy trying to get everything in order,
including having to make whole new databases on the PC . This
whirlwind of activity has been increased by the sad fact that a lot of the
Troop 'bibles' and various other office paraphernalia have disappeared
whilst on Operations.

Cpl Shudam Gurung on the wheel!

GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST - PUBLISH IT IN THE WIRE
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Maj Sarah Streete taking a detour following a civilian RTA

Op Trojan (Serb civilians returning to their homes 1n Slivivo)
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Being part of a Multi- ational Brigade meant I wa fortunate to be
working along ide officers from other countries. Pillars 2 and 3 were run
by a 'orwegian and a Swede re pectively and the 02 Plan wa al o
orweg1an. I also met numerou other nationalities at KFOR Main American . Frenc h, Greeks , German s a nd ma ny, many more
international that were working for
MO<. A a Brii.. whose language
ability con i ted of O' Level French and Latin (a long time ago!), it was
very impre si e and a great relief that everyone spoke uch good Engli h.
The cell in which I wa working wa a sociable and friendly one and I
very quickly felt lik,· I had always been there. Another TA officer and
teacher, who had e raped from the els room for a few months, ran Pillar
I. The Chief MO, wa an enthusia tic Black Watch Officer, who was
looking forward to returning to Scotland, not for the fishing and talking
of course, but becau e he was going to be working with the TA!
The TFA wa far better than I had anticipated and not once did r have
to u e a poncho or mes tins! The food was generally excellent, with a
wide choice and plenty of fresh fruit. The accommodation , if rather
cramped with dreadful beds, was perfectly adequate. r found it hard to
decide what I really mi ed other than being able to keep in easy contact
with friend and family and a hot shower. Acee to lmemet and e-mails
wa tricky, thou gh we were led to believe that that was du e to be
iqiproved. BFBS kept u up to date on world events, the post wa quick
and efficient and the laundry even quicker - in for 9am, out at 4pm.
aturally, I have many lasting memorie of the five weeks I spent in
Pri tina: the worries I had when wearing a loaded pi tol for the first few
days, convinced I was going to shoot my foot. itt:ing for hours in hot,
stuffy room Ii tening to Albanians drone on about what they should be
getting and how many houses they wanted rebuilt (a ll through an
interpreter, of course!). Visiting male Serb returnees who were to be
given a cow and 24 chicken to get them tarted but who refu ed to make
bread as that was women's work. There was the helter, rife with cabies,
in which numerous families lived in small rooms . The Auction of
Promises organised by Pillar I to raise money to help the Serb returnees
and my afternoon at the quarry with the Engineers a a result of it. The
compul ory drug testing (no bad news yet!). Catherine, the cow, one of
our first that sadly died from a prolapsed uterus. The day the building
upplies left Pristina City to go to the outlying villages. The pot holed
road , the long days, all the different people I met and worked with from
such a variety of background and nationalities and so many more.
Certainly, if another chance were to come up during the school
holiday , I would welcome the opportunity to work with a Regular or
indeed, a TA unit on an operation again. There would be no need to give
up my job and it would be short enough to maintain good contact with
my TA Squadron, whilst carrying out a real job, such as 1 did this
summer. This experience means I know what my sold iers are
volunteeri ng for and I have first hand knowledge as to what a
peacekeeping tour is like; particularly important in today's world with
areas of poor stability - who knows when the TA will be required ?
Without doubt, it was a worthwhile and enriching experience.
HEADQ ARTERS SQUADRO AND LAD
Sqn Comd
Maj Alec Ferguson
QC LAD
Capt Alan Walton REME
TRAINING
Throughout the summer months training continued at a steady pace.
The LAD were probably the most active, making sure that as many jobs
as pos ible were completed prior to deployment on Annual Camp. The
Squadron also took part in a vehicle borne navigation and radio exercise
organised in great detail by the TOT, Capt Taylor. The Exercise took lhe
format of a treasure hunt by road from Southfields to Eastbourne, and
involved some very detailed navigation. Once at Eastbourne, the annual
air-show was in full swing, which we watched whilst driving to Beachy
Head, to complete ome fitness training before a barbecue hosted by 56
Sqn. The weather was perfect, and it was a particularly enjoyable
weekend.
ANNUAL CAMP
HQ Sqn deployed initially to the Swynaerton Area, with the exception
of Delta Tp, who where based at Leek. Thoughts of an impending diesel
shortage (refineries blockaded) had not even emerged, as we moved into
our smart 'des-res', a large abandoned brick shed, approximately 100
metres long. Despite the lack of glass in the windows, or doors of any
description, it had a roof and was clean and dry. Something of a bonus on
exe~ci~e! The mystery of the disappearing camp-bed was, however,
begmmng to vex Capt Southey, QM(V).
As W02 Brambles began to cook the evenjng meal , a strange nightly
ceremony commenced - the lighting of the Tilley Lamps. It is a ceremony
shrouded in mystery and is almost as old as time itself. Several people
cluster in a huddle around each lamp, whose efforts serve only to produce
soot blackened lamp glasses , and disin tegrating mantles. Cries of
'You've not pumped the pressure up enough,' are then followed by
singed eyebrows in a stream of high speed paraffin vapour. It became
obvious that there was hardly a course qual ified 83 Tilley Lamp Lighter
to be found throughout the assembled ' old sweats' in HQ Squadron. ln
these modern times of generators and lighting kits, it seems that the skills
of a Tilley Lamp Lighter have all but been lost. However, SSgt Peart
eventually proved his prowess with both meths and paraffin, and
succeeded where others had failed. Even the Padre had to admit that
enlightenment was a difficult condition to achieve. Despite all of this, we
started the Exercise with four Tilley Lamps, and finished with three. A
case of defective 'mantle arithmetic'?
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Whil t rumours of a fuel crisis began to grow, a full scale panic only
broke out when both Land Command and the MTO apt Winterson
a erted, 'There will be no fuel shortage!', and some of us remembered
President Nixon's famous tatement during Watergate, assuri ng everyone,
'There will be no whitewash at the White House.' Maps were scoured,
and RAF Stafford seemed to have more fue l than the Arabs but chaos
wa growing. Confu ion about a re-supply of rations for 41 Sqn led to the
Padre, Maj Crawley, and the RMO, Capt Anandnn, deliveri ng boxes of
10-man compo to an RV at a motorway service station. An unusual
composition for an SQMS task. Had the Padre arrived w ith some loaves
and fishe , tl1e enterprise would have been a major test of faith. Compo
erved just as well.
HQ Sqn moved to join the rest of the Regiment at Warcop Camp for a
couple of day . Vehicles were fuelled, and soldiers were paid. Life was
returning to normal, for a while anyway. When HQ Sqn deployed onto
the Brigade Exerci e, the Regimental Support element moved to transit
accommodation at Catterick. Delta Tp wa attached to 71 Sig Regt, as
their rear link to Brigade. They were well looked after by their host un it,
even to the extent of having their soaking kit dried out in a tumble drier
on the exercise area! (But can they light a Tilley lamp?). The MTO began
to concede tliat, yes, perhaps we should be cautious in our use of fuel, as
there really didn't seem to be too much of it a bout. The POL point at
Catterick was dry, and HQ Sqn was in danger of being unab le to provide
support to the Regiment if required . At the height of tl1e fuel shortage
WOl Knowles, the MTWO, began phoning local Shell garages, to see if
they had any fuel. By sheer luck, the garage at nearby Scotch Comer had
received a delivery j ust five minutes previously! Mr Knowles as embled
a small convoy, together with jerry cans, and proceeded in a northerly
direction with good military discipline and some haste. Their sub equent
filling of fuel tanks and jerry can risked the wrath of the entire Yorkshire
nation queuing up behind them, but fortune favours the brave. Vehicles
returned fully replenished, and judging by the number of ' V for Victory '
salutes received from the waiting motori ts, it i clear that the Territorial
Anny enjoys considerable support from the public in such times of crisis!
This is probably a useful time to dispel ome of the wilder rumours
tl1at may have been told about the Exercise conditions under wbicb most
of HQ Sqn were languishing. There is NO truth in the rumours that: All
soldiers slept i.n heated huts with a mattress. All soldiers were fed three
square meals a day at the nearby cook.house. All soldiers bad access to a
hot howe r. A nearby Pizza delivery firm was een making several late
night deli veries. Good. At least that has now been clarified.
Although HQ Sqn were not over tasked, there were still essential
repairs to be done, spare parts to be ordered, and the usua l logistics and
administrative duties to ensure that the Regiment was able to fully play
its part in the Exercise. All elements of the Squadron worked well, and
achieved all that was asked of them. D e lta Tp provided good
communications for 71 Sig Regt, whilst chefs, vehicle mechanics, clerks,
and the Quaterma ter's staff played their part. It really was a job well
done!

EXERCISE HOR ESH OE I - CAMP 2000
The run up to camp this year was not without stress. The constantly
fluid QRBAT finally took its t<_>ll on th~ q_uadron when we dep~oyed
with 24 vehicles and only 12 drivers! It is with .iveat ~dm1~at_10n that we
thank SSgt John ' ocker' Mackins for his flex1b1lity m driving a whole
convoy of tea wagons to Scotland and back aided only by Sgt's Lam~er~
& Butler and our civilian driver Mr P.G.Tips. It was to )'e 'Mac~1~s
last camp as he is due to retire this year after I 08 years m the British
Army (and he has never mis cd camp!).
.
At our first location it was with great surprise. that SSgt Dave
'Halfman' Holman was relieved 2 hours earl}'. on shift by Capt John
• tiltskin' Symmons. SSgt Holman was at pams to explain that ~lpha
time is I hour after Zulu time! However, Capt Sym'!lons was at pam to
claw back the lost sleep over the next few days! Quickly, ~ve moved ~m.
During the move we_employed .Regt SOP 197/2/3 by coasting down h.1lls
with the engines switched off m order to conserv7 fuel. The fuel cns1s
was hitting us hard! On crossing the Humber Bridge the Troop had a
whip round to pay the toll and Sig Lee 'Spoon' Harris almost had to sell
his webbing. Good job he brought a spare set~ The rest of the Squadr?n
arrived at Dri ffie ld somewhat late and smellmg, strangely, of Imperial
Leather. Qr was it Fairy Liquid? Fortunately SSM ' Whopper'. Wat~on
had been banished to the other end of the A irfield from where his snoring
only kept the northern half of the town awake.
The day off was spent in Penrith, which soon became.~ Mecca for
fashion guru's the world over when Maj Toby 'Armant Lankester
strode forth dre sed in his jacket, tie and army issue pumps. The local
watering holes were a little taken aback by !he amv_al of t~e PL~ ?ut
soon relaxed as beer tokens changed hand with ever mcreasmg rap1d1ty.
eed les to say the whole Squadron was back in camp by 1800hrs
preparing them elves for the Brigade Ex and the move up to Scotland.
The Squadron deployed the COMCE to Barry Budden and was
immediately set upon by the TARSI Rebels. OC
Tp suffered from a
sucking chest wound and miraculou ly survived thanks to the expert
surgical skills of a barefoot Sig Guy 'Florence' Scott-Douglas: A_fler a
few further such attack it soon became clear that we ,h~d a s?ld~er 1~ our
midst! For efforts during the exercise LCpl Warren T1gger 0 ~n~coll
was awarded a commendati on by the Brigade Co md for mentonous
service. All, of course, part of Exercise play.
r-----r-~~;;;;;;;~

RECRUIT! G
Sgt Crowh urst successfully passed bis Staff Sergeants Course, and
continued to put all his energies into the rec ruiting and training of some
of our new soldiers. Although HQ Sqn has not had many recru its so far
this year, those that have enl isted have been of very good quality, and
should become useful players in the team at Southfields.

I SANDOUTS
Sgt Matabdin has retired from the Regiment and TA after a long and
dedicated career as a chef, for over 30 years. His assistance to the
Regiment will be missed, but we all wish him well. He will be dined out
later in the year. Capt Wintcrson (MTO) has also decided to retire from
the TA, to concentrate on living life to the full in Spain. He generous ly
bought the e ntire Squadron severa l drinks on our return from Annual
Camp. Loyalty ca nnot be bought (cheap ly!). W02 Podo lanski , our
catering Warrant Officer has transferred on promotion to WO!. Many
congratulations . Our Regu lar RQMS, W02 Roome has moved to his
next posting. Many thanks for all your work . W02 Lothian has arrived
as the new RQMS, and hopefully will enjoy working with the TA.
1 (PLK) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Maj T. La nkester
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 R. Watson
EXTRA CURRJCULAR ACTIVITIES
The Squadron has recently been involved in various PR activitie in
and around the Coulsdon area. Firstly the Coulsdon Millennium Carnival
at Coulsdon High School where we provided the beer tentage and a
recruiting stand. Congratulations and thanks to gt 'Friar ' Tuck and
Capt Krishna Gur u ng, who's persistence enabled the residents of
Coulsdon to drink in the dry! Lt Debs ' Broody' Speakman particularly
enjoyed running the creche! Secondly, the Squadron was proud to attend
the opening of the new Memorial at Kenley Aerodrome. Five thousand
people flocked to Kenley to enjoy the summer sun and pay tribute to
those who served their country from the aerodrome. They were treated to
a display of modern and classic military vehicles. The Squadron being
able to provide one of each! There then followed a flypast from the Battle
of Britain Memorial Flight, the LANWARD with its platform and height
providing an excellent viewing gantry. Thanks should go to Sig ' PLK'
Davy for hi s assistance and insistence that we support such a key local
event.

LCpl Q ' Driscoll receives his Exercise B~e Comd Commendation
for dis-arming a Tarsi rebel
Driscoll it's not real and it doesn't go on your P file)
(no Cpl

o·

For the final pha e we returned to Warcop, wher~ ' . e again et up the
COMCE (we were getting good at it by now!) ms1de the fn~mhouse
fortunately as the heaven s opened hortly after ' e ~mved. A
thunderstorm put paid to Bde Main for a short (~huck.le) period, but Sgt
Ian 'Gringo' Mackay did spend all night trying to keep the P°'~'er
running. Could it have been the night hifts kettle, toa ter, a11dw1ch
maker ...... .... ... !

CO GRATULATIOc
Best wishes to Sgt Mark Trotter and hi wife Loui~e \\hO ha\e ju t
had their first baby daughter Katie.

56 SIG AL Q A D RON - EA TBO RNE
qn Comd
Maj treete
SSM
W02 Godden
PERSO ' EL
With Maj Sarah treete only rec~ntly b~ck from Koso•o and Lt
Kieran Francis sti ll serving on FTRS m Bo nia, Capt Tony Potter was
handed the Squadron reins for this year's Annual Camp. Furthermore
congratulation go to 2Lt Rob Wood who _successfully completed his
commissioning course at RMAS over the penod 9-30 eptember 2000.
EXERCI E HORSE HOE l - A ' AL CAMP
.
Unusually, the whole of camp. was dedicated to commumcattons; th1
provided an excellent opportunity for quadron member to 1mpr~'"
their skills. For igs Trish O' ullivan, Stella Jennings and Da•e King
it was the chance to consolidate their first trade, for pis Butler and
Harding to practise their Class I skills. From the outset 11. was clear that
the Squadron was going to be pushed for manpower but with key players
raring to go and all equipment erviceable the ta k w~s not beyond us.
After MOBEX and the first issue of CS 95 uniform the Squadron
deployed to its first exercise location, Sennybridge. Thi move was not
without incident as W02 ( SM) Roly Godden managed to blow the
engine on his landrover which gave the REME FRT of .gt Ga~y
Windham Cpl Pete 'Poke it and see· Paine and Cpl 'I'll have 11 fixed m
a jiffy' orth the opportunity to practi e first, thei: recovery skills and
secondly their mechanical skills. This was.to no avail and the unf~rtunate
vehicle was consigned to ABRO Sennybr.1dge. Undeterred .and~' 1th blue
skies and unbroken sunshine everyone qmckly got mto thetr tnde. What
odds, two day without rain in Sennybridge? Before long the Sq~dr~n
was on the move to Altcar and another couple of days wor~p tra1~mg m
a FlBUA village. The building marked garage and proudly displaying the
Shell Oil motif was as dry as all the other shell garages on the West Coast
at this point.
ext, the Regimental concentration at Warcop and a well-de. erved ~ay
off in Keswick. Capt Ian Murray planned an excellent walk m the hill
high above Derwent water, the peace and quiet and yet more fi~e weather
provided an excellent opport~nity for everyon7 to recharge. the~r banenes
before the exercise tarted m earnest. The aim of the Exe~c1se was to
provide command and control communications to 2 (NC) ~1~ Bde staff.
Our first location wa just across the road m Warcop Trammg Area. It
, as here that we first met members of 4 7 Sig qn under the command of
Lt 1ike mith who were placed under our TACOM for ~he duranon of
this phase of the Exercise. The pre~sure wa . now on and a. was not long
before the first incident An IED m our midst. The 1tuat1on wa dealt
with calm ly and the only real anxiety was shown by gt ' Crust)'.' H?well
rhe Chef for fear that he wou ld not be able to prepare lunch on um~ 1fthe
situation was not quickly resolved . The next day he celebrated ht · 94th
. .
birthday although he swears he is only half that age!
A fiaal move 10 Wathgill and now the character~ w~re really begmnm~ t.o
show Siame e Twins SSgts Cooper and 1agmm had thetr respecu:e
shifts workino well and the communications stayed rock ohd
throughout. Thi~ wa clearly lost on Sig Dalton wh<_> wa cl.early he~d
replying to another call ign 'Yes, ZBZ .s. end agam over. The mam
event during the exercise wa a VlP v.1s.1tor day \\It~ the GOC and
various other high ranking officers and c1v1l servants takmg centre tage.
W02 ( SM) Roly Godden was caught taking detail ~o .an unprecedented
level during preparations when he was pone~ dr1lhng traffic cone _·
Stand still the left hand cone! Sgt 'Two he~ds Hall and_ LC pl te\ e
Spilsted achieved the ame high stan_dards wit~ _the often. forgotten, but
equally important admini tra!ive detail . The '1 Ito~ day .\\ ent extremely
well even if a vio lent electncal torm and torrenual ra1~ d1 ru~ted the
preparation day. W02 (YoS) Smith, LCpl Reader and Sig Jenkms may
have e en qualified for_1he Olympic team had the I OOm da h to
disconnect antennas been tuned.
LCpl Baldwin deserves a special mention, as he was ~etached from
the quadron to head up a rear link detachment for 3. Sig qn. By_ all
ac ounts he performed admirably in_a_lmost every . 1tuauon! B} the time
the Exercise had fini hed the fuel cns1 had resolved It elf and all a. ets
recovered afely back to Ea tboume m time to celebrate. In ummary the
quadron achieved ~at things on camp and clearly demonstrated a team
pirit and a skill level that would be hard to_mat.c~ b anyone. Each an.d
every member of the quadr.on c~n be JU 11habl) proud of their
perfom1ance and the cale oftl1e1r achievement.
.
83 SIG AL Q ADRO ( )
1aj Julian Carmichael
• qn Comd
W02 t phens
SSM
C MP 2000
·He counted them out and He counted them back. m agmn ·

Cpl May, 'Is there anyone there?'

Annual Camp for 83 ig qn saw its 0 . , taj ~ulian Carmich~el,
scatter troop to the four winds. Ta ked \\1th pro\ 1dmg the Rear Lml..
Detachment (RLDs) for the Brigade Excrc1 c. the q'!adron d~ . patched
· ·BE T' ·n order to provide ·ecurc comm to each ol the R~!pmcnt'
~iai on Qfl~cer who c primary respon ibility "a · to act a a Im!.. bet" e.:~
the Detachment and the Regiments a companied c~ch ~LD .. \\ell don.:
to apt Liz FitzPatri k, Lt Paul kpai, 2Lt '\hke Zaa1 and S gt
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Matt a bill nil of whom did a sterl ing job. omc locations even boasted
the ecuring of ho\ ers! Congratulation and a big well done are al o
extended to the Det Comd and operators who manned the RLD . Yet
again the quadron proved that it can ri e to a challenge and provide the
very be t.
Cpl hluwalia wa - howe er ent further afield than the depths and
breath of cotland. He pent camp with our American cou ins at 1111 th
ig Bn. It gave him he o portunity to exerci e and ocialisc with our
colleague abroad. An enlightening experience for all concemed!
VI IT OF BRJG DIER D.R. d'A WILLI CBE
The quadron wa honoured with a visit from the Deputy Commander
London Di trict and Commander London Area at it TAC White City.
Brig Willi
BE wa keen to meet \ ith the Officers and oldiers who
make up the quadron and discus i ue surrounding their recent move.
He ~va greeted by Lt Col Linda Harrison TD 0 of 31 Signal
Regiment (V) and the qn Comd, 1aj Julian Carmichael. After coffee
Brig Willis BE \ as taken on a tour of the newly refurbi bed TAC and
stayed for a few beers in the OR. bar.

Annual camp was strange for the quadron this year because we had 10
split the Squadron in order to provide communications for three different
exercises. The CR clement of the quadron deployed on f: x
l lorseshoe, a 2 (NC) Sig Bde Exercise. The Squadron ( P, the quadron
FFR and the MIV Troop deployed in support of 15 ( EJ Bde on Ex
Migrant Merlin. A further MIV was deployed in support of I RGJ on ·x
Quebec Venture.

SUBBIE
AILI G
kipper Capt Colin Vaudin (Adjt) and Mate, Lt Beth Pollard set off
with a novice crew of four subbies on the Ensis for a weekend of sailing
around the Solen!. Leaving Gosport we head toward s East Cowes
enjoying the Friday afte rnoon sun. On arrival it looks like there was n~
room at New ll aven, but as the sun went down we found another yacht to
moor al?ng side. Time for G & T's in the cockpit while Lt Lee McEvoy
find ht way around the Galley. With the sun ri sen we set sail for
Southampton via _Newtown for a lunch top. After much trimming of the
sails the anchor 1 thrown. Able crewman Lt Debbie peakman dives
over the ide for a pre-lunch swim quickly followed by Capt John
ymmons_. To ensure that all on board are able to re cue any sailor from
over ~he side w~ practise hoisting drills, Capt John ymmons being the
man m the c_hair. We then voyaged on towards Ocean Village for an
evenmg of high pmts. Once more the sun rose high , we headed back
towards Gosport with Capt Liz Fitzpatrick at the helm. With all crew
able to tell the difference between a warp, heel and halyard we moor
safely back at J ASTC having had an excellent weekend.

32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
Sig Albert Murray (L) and Henry Hopkins (R)
during the 51 st Highland Division Reunion at Saint Valery

co
RSM

svwo

Lt Col J. K. 'lcKee MBE
\: 01 (RSJ.\>l) Hilborn
01 Mc ey

51 SIG AL SQ ADRO (VOL
TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna Strachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Crocket

Sgt Bullock (USNG) and SSgt Shand (51 Sqn)
tour the Regiment whilst on Annual Camp
'G EXCHANGE TRJP - By SSgt Davie 'Coffee Mug' Shand
Back m June l et off on an exchange trip with USNG, based at Fort
Hood, Texas. l was on_ my way to the US on the 11.30 flight from
Lo!Jd0!1. After. a few dnnks_, lunch, a few more drinks, a movie etc, I
amve m Washmgton DC. It 1s only local time, six hours behind UK time
and I have alread_y bee~ on the go since 0500hrs this morning. There is a
great welcome, ~nclud1!1g a thunderstorm, so the flights have all been
d~layed, not leaving until I 930hrs. Flying to lowa, we have four different
fl1_ght_ , with the P.lanes getting progressively smaller. J arrive around
~1d111ght along wnh the five other S CO's on the exchange. We are
picked up by the USNG rep and taken to Marshalltown- an hour's drive
away, whe~e we _spend the night in a motel. IL seem that have just got to
bed when II 1 time Lo get up. We jump on the transport that takes us to
the local Arm?ury (TAC) where we n:ieet the National Guard - 234 Sigs
Bn, <; Coy. B~g ~hock for me - there 1s no coffee, only orange juice and
the biggest, suck1_e t d~ugh_nuts for break.fast. r;ie_xt, we are on our way to
Fort Hood, Texas, havmg JUSt been told that 11 1s a three-day drive. We

i
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l ~ave at 0745hrs for Kansas City Armoury, arriving about I 800hrs. The
mght 1 spent on the am10ury floor, after clearing away the cockroaches.
. ext day we are up al the crack of dawn . Breakfast, this time with coffee
1 followed_by hanging around waiting for hours - nothing new there:
before seltmg of~ on the next leg of the journey, to Oklahoma City
~rn~o_ury. We arrive at l 830hr .' the excitement of the drive having
dimm1shed as the pam of 1ttmg mcreased. By this time I have managed
to borrow a camp bed, not fancying another night with the cock.roache .
We have tarted to build up ome rapport with our hosts, but they are a bit
shocked when they find that we have a few cans of beer which we have
to dri~k out ide and well away from everyone. The ~ext day we are
travellmg from early morning, until finally arriving at our de tination at
around 1530hrs.
_Fort Hood is the home of the !st Cavalry Div and hold about one
th1rd of the army so you can imagine the size of the place - well it is
Texas after all. There are helicopters, vehicles and armour of all orts
everywh~re, but we ha".'e n? time to look around before heading off onto
the exercise area and p1tch11:1g our tents for_ the night. The next couple of
~ys ~re sp~nt movmg locat10ns, drawing kit and lots of hanging around JUSt ILke_bemg at home, apa1t from the temperature being in the high 80s.
On movmg to the RV we got bumped - finally some excitement - but just
as thmgs started to get inte resting a thunderflash set the grass on fire and
everyone had to stop play and put the fire out - 'Millions of acres bumed
by British TA oldiers' would not be a good headline. On moving back to
Fort Hood the weather changed for the worse with three days of constant
ram with a good bit of thunder and lightning thrown in for good measure.
We were JUSt glad not to be out under canvass. The Americans had ome
lectures on their radios and antennas before we moved back out onto the
traini~g area,_by which time the weather had reverted to 80 degrees of
sunshme agam. Unfortunately, all good things come to an end and we
were heading back to Washington D .C. We arrived around 1430hrs
booked into· our hotel, opposite Fort Myres and headed for the PX shop'
followed by a few _drinks. i!1. one of_the local bars. We spent the next day
and a. half as tounsts, v1s1tmg Arhngton Cemetery, The White House,
Wash1!1gton Monument, etc,_ bef?re heading back home . Looking back,
the mp was one of the highlights of my TA career and J would
thoroughly recommend a USNG exchange to any SNCO who can find
the time and opportunity.
My host, Sgt Bulloc_k spent t~e first week of annual camp with the
Squadron ~n_d took part_m Ex Saltt~c, a two-day NCRS Exercise on Ripon
Parks Training Area, m preparation for Ex Horseshoe. Despite being
looked after on the R&R day by various members of the Squadron, Sgt
Bullock managed to remam teetotal. As the Squadron left Ripon to
deploy on Ex Horseshoe, Sgt Bullock departed for a week of sightseeing.

52 SIG AL Q UADRO (VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Donald Gordon
SSM
W02 (SSM) Swan
M~mbers· of the Sq uadron were approached by an ex-Royal Signals
S~ld1er for ~si: ~fa Royal Signals Tartan Beret to be worn on a 5 1st
mghland D_iv_iswn reunion parade at Saint Valery where the 51 st
Highland D1v_1s1on Memorial stands. The Picture shows Sig Albert
~urray who JOmed the 51st Highland Division No. I Company Royal
Signals Aberdeen Territorial in April 1939.
He_v:as JOmed on the _reunion by Sig Henry Hopkins (also pictured)
who JOmed the Royal Signals at about the same time in 1939. Albert
Murray was sent to Le Havre in January 1940 and was wounded al Saint
V~lcry, he was then taken to Rouen Hospital after the surrender. Both
S1gs . Murra:y and Hopkins were held as prisoners of war after the
fightmg at Samt Valery.
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LE DERSHIP TRAI I G AND SPORTS WEEKE D
The weekend of 11-13 August 2000 saw the Regiment deploy to
Garelochead Training Area. The aim of the weekend was to test the
leadership skills of the soldiers and JNCOs of the Regiment. This was
done using that tried and te ted method of the round robin on the
Ardgarten training area north of Garelochead. The weekend got off to an
inauspicious start when, in a desperate attempt to wipe out the real talent
in the Regiment, namely Maj Donald 'My Lunch is Ruined' Gordon,
W02 (SSM) Karen Swan and W02 Sammy Shaw, W02 (S M)
McGowan of 61 Sig Sqn turned the 4 Tonne truck the aforementioned
Lhree were travelling in the back of on to its side. Fortunately thi cynical
attempt to topple 52 Sig Sqn as the best Squadron in Lhe Regiment failed.
The oldiers had to navigate to a number of tands including first aid,
observation, a command task and many more. The teams were scored at
each stand and a prize given to the winning team. This team was the
mysteriou ly misnomered 51 Sig Sqn 'B' Team, which con i ted of four
personnel from 52 Sig Sqn, and two from 51 Sqn. Conspiracy????
The fo ll owing day a sports day was held with Inter-Squadron
competitions in football, volleyball and uni-hockey (You can't give Jocks
real stick ). 52 Sig Sqn once again dominated thi competition. The
success began when the football toumament was won with the Squadron
OC gently encouraging the team to victory. The team said l ate~ that it w_as
due to his inspiring words that they put in the extra effort requ1Ted to wm.
There was a slight blip in the Squadron 's march to world domination,
when in a moment of weakness, the Squadron Team lo t their uni-hockey
match. This wa blamed on the fact that they were not used to keeping a
stick below wai t level. Thi meant that tl1ere was a nail biting volleyba ll
final with the overall ports prize at stake. The game tarted in a bizarre
way when the gym attendant at the sports centre at Fa lane locked the
volleyball away and a football had to be u ed. Thi meant nothing to ~he
mighty 52 who swept to glory by beating 61 ig Sqn 2-0, the team bcmg
lead by Maj Donald 'Set it, ya numpty' Gordon.
The final over, all that wa left wa the prize giving and to load the
si l erware on to the lorry hired for the occasion. However, one mystery
remains; what happened to the overall port cham pions trophy? Have 61
Sqn kept it in order to have something in their trophy cabinet?

EXERCISE MIGRA T MERLJN
Ex Migrant Merlin was a 15 (NE) Brigade Infantry concentration in
two parts. There are three battalions in the Brigade : the Tyne Tees
Regiment, the East and We t Riding Regiment and 4 Parachute. There
were also 200 regular Czech soldiers from the 4th Rapid Deployment
Bde. The first week was to be spent in indi' idual training by the
battalions within the Brigade. An MIV was attached to each battalion for
the duration of this week of training. The soldiers were required to
undertake duties other than comms tasks. One example of this was when
the crew of MIV 2, Cpl Henry 'Cross of Iron' Rodger and LCpl Alan
'Pass the Loo roll' MacDonald were tasked to act as enemy. They single
handedly defended the Skye Bridge against a descent operation by 4 Para
in the form of an airborne assault on the bridge. Their defence was
magnificent, as can only be expected, and they successfully defended the
bridge. The Paras fatalities are believed to have been in the hundreds
whi lst the casualty list for the Detachment from the Fighting Fifty Second
amounted to one cut thumb, when LCpl MacDonald had an accident
with the dust cover of his rifle. Rumours that he requested an m1ury claim
form to be sent with his pay are unfounded. One other strange duty
resulted in medal of a different nature when Cpl Billy 'Midfield
General' McP herson and LCpl Tam MacCole strengthened the Tyne
Tees Regiment football team in a match against a talented Czech Team,
where once again they were victorious. The Squadron CP deployed with
one MlV to Altbea, which is just beyond the back of beyond, to conduct
comms tria ls in preparation for the exercise that was due to take place the
following week when all the units in the Brigade came together for a big
finale. Unfortunately, due to the fuel shortages, the taff at HQ 15 Bde
decided to cancel the exercise in order to ensure that the units had enough
fuel to travel back to their home base at the end of the camp. The
battalions were ordered to continue training in their current locations until
the end of the camp with the MIVs staying with their uni LS. Thi resulted
in LCpl Anne 'Attached Layabout' James getting a name for herself by
ruining one of the subalterns from 4 Para. No details on how she did this
have been forthcoming. The crew of the MIV attached to the TIR were
also given some additional tasks which included runnmg a ignals cadre
and o perating a C R rebro. something not included in our oldier '
training. The exercise cancelled, CP 52 decided to relocate lo Warcop in
order to support the CRS element of the Sqn on Ex Horseshoe I.
EXERCISE HORSESHOE 1
The Squadron CP deployed to Warcop Camp and were co-located with
Echelon. The Squadron personnel who went there were surprised at the
lack of activity as everyone at Ech was as till and as motionless as the
Terracotta Warrior . The main difference being that the Terracotta
Warriors were found on their feet, something HQ qn could never be
accused of.

Sgt Miller (USNA) with the younger members of the Regiment

The RSM tells the Comd that he is wrong
' .... it is only this big.'
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The concept of the exercise wa that the CR element of 2 (
)
Bde were to deploy on Peace upport Operations (P 0) in upport of the
UN in an unstable country. Thi meant that the oldiers had to employ
the ir \ it and ingenuity a well a their military and comm , kill . The
Detachment were required to move location, clearing it of any booby
traps or indigenou population . They al o had to deal \\ ith 'Di ·placed
Per on • and troublemakers in the form of the RRTI and their recruit .
The soldiers on the Detachments ignored the 0 's ugge. tion on hO\\ to
hurt them without lea ing mark . Hi training on booby trap and ponJt
ticks al o fell on deaf ears. One Detachment. gt Ha mi h Graham. pl
Frankie Holtz, pl al Bo\\ den and ig Elaine\ ood, onducted their
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own form of ethnic clean ing. One night they heard s omethin g
mmma2ing in their mbbish. The big tough soldiers grabbed their rifles
and surrounded the bag ready to brain \\ hatever wa invading their
leftovers in the belicf that it wa a rat. The cu lprit however was a ferret
that ''a adopted by the Detachment and became part of the crew.
Rumour · that this increased the Detachment' average IQ have been
d nied.

At a time when the Army is facing undermanning and overstretch
we feature our Signallers in support of

The Signal Officer in Chief's Recruiting and Liaison Staff

•

The SSM conducts her daily butt check

The RSM tries to teach the Macarena to
the Comd 2 Sig Bde and the OC of RRTI

61st (CITY OF EDI B RGH) SIG AL SQUADR0 1 (V)
ANNUAL CAMP 2000
Full of hope, anticipation and, dare we ay it, optimism 61 Sqn
deployed on the regular pilgrimage known as annual ca mp on 16
September. Early on Saturday morning a fleet o[Landrovers and CRS
trailer lumbered slowly southwards towards Ripon Barracks. Upon
arrival it quickly became obvious that the ·optimistic' feeling were well
justified; Sgt J immy ' ae uts' Dunlop bad ju t proved that. having
dispensed with one wheel in transit, it was pos ible to drive an CRS on
only three wheels.

To add to the entertainment the local bovine population decided to take
a lit eral and metaphorical 'crash' course in
RS training by
un ucce sfu lly trying to avoid the various masts that populated the field.
To combat th is destructive dairy di a ter, various Sq uadron members
were charged with the eriou ta k of herding the inquisitive beasts away
from the ensitive communica ti on hardware. Proof indeed of the
important 'soft skills' that can be acquired in the TA. (Of course there are
those ay th at it was Cpl 'The Bull' Leslie and not the masts which were
the cau e of the agricultural invasion)

Sgt Chisholm and Cpl 'Shoe' Traynor
getting wound up whilst on Exercise

Glasgow provide a kick-start to 51 Squadron
A 'quick shake out' at Ripon was all that was required before
deploying on the first phase of camp, the practise for Ex Horseshoe.
There were no ' dramas' at this stage and the troops returned to Ripon on
Wedne day determined to enjoy their day off. At the Sergeants Mess
Dinner, gt Jan e Chisholm cleverly allowed herself to be hypnotised
and 'pretended' to get herself into all sorts of compromising situations
and positions, purely fo r the benefit of the Mess. Meanwhi le at another
social event in a local restaura nt, C pl 'Smi ler ' All en performed his
hilarious 'drunk man fall ing asleep at the table' impersonation before
waking up again and goi ng back to the bar.
On Friday it was gloves on fo r the real thing, Ex Horseshoe. 61 qn,
charged with the responsibility for the site admin of RCP/Comms Ops,
deployed to the muddiest and most cow-infe ted field in the North of
England. As the dark clouds scudded malevolently across the forbidding
sk1e , the heavens opened and the Squadron vehicles oozed into their
muddied po itions. Such was the extent of the precipitation that the site
soon resembled a scene from a Wilfred Owen WWl poem:
'coughing hags, bent double cursing their way through the vile sludge'
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Relief of sorts ca me on the Sunday, wheo the Squadron re-deployed to
the relativel y hard standing havens of Longtown Camp. The relief was
short lived in the Officers Tent when they di scovered that, despi te being
on hard standing, the cleverly angled slope accurately channelled all the
rainwater towards all dry kit. The gloom wa quickl y lifted with the
arrival of S gt Roweena Clarke who seemed determined to leep with
five resident officers. However, many believe that she was only there to
catch another glimpse of the early morning exotic dance conducted by
Ca pt J eph ' ot a Yeoman' Jephcotte, wearing only his boots and tight
boxers. The weather was indeed a predominant factor, even to the extent
that, on a very windy dark morning, it allowed C pl 'Smiler ' Allen (still
suffering from hi s hangover) an opportunity to conduct his ki te-flying
class with the MT Stores Tent. It was a shame that there was no audience
to view this in teresting and frenzied activity.

Contin ued on page 567
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SIGNAL OFF
RECRUITING A
IS THE CORPS POORLY RECRUITED
WHATAREW
Th.e answer to the first two questions is a definite YES. But what may shock
you is that we are not any worse off than the rest of the Army ... at J~ast
statistically. That d0esn't mean to say that things couldn't be better or that we can't
be doing something about it. With this in mind four initiatives have been stancd
with the single unifying purpose of improving the Corps recruiting.
The first initiative was aimed at those civilian companies who develop 3nd
~xecutc the Am1y~s recrnitment campaign - the 'BE THE BEST' campaign which
1 now entering ns second phase. It was hoped that if we could capture the
\il~rke!ing . Agencies' imaginations and educate them about the Corps, then 11c
nu.g~t 1.n p1re them to sell the Corps better. Five companies attended the Marketing
l111t1at1ve on 10 October 2000; Saatchi & aatchi, COJ Communication:.
Education .co~munications, PMT and CMI. Th:i~ collective brief from the Army
!s to recnut u mg every available means; telev1 ion, radio, newspapers, cinema.
mtemet, brochures and educational handout . Their succes rate has been proven
from the first half of the BE THE BE T campaign and as they enter phase two
they need fresh ideas and clo er targeting. What became apparent during the day
was that these PR &u~.s actually knew very little about the Anny, despite being
responsible for public1smg 1t! Indeed three had never een the Field Army before.
When they left that night for London they had seen possibly the biggest gathering
of the Corps ' equipment on Salisbury Plain for at least five years and maybe
longer. They had met our soldiers and been very impressed. Conversations had
taken place in the backs of 436s and Land Rovers that was informed, frank and
earthy (and out of ear shot of officers). They had been left under no illusions of
what the shop floor of the Corps felt about the current TV advert and more
importantly what a critical role the Corps plays in the Army on operations and
exerc.ise. We believe the day can be judged a success! For now, having no previous
baseline to gauge the Army upon, when these companies picture a soldier he or
she will be wearing a Jimmy. La tly it would have been a sheer waste if we hadn't
seize_d. the opportunity of having the clans gathered to improve the Corps'
recruiting photos some of which you can see on this page.
The second initiative was designed to tackle the coal-face of Army Recruiting the Armed Forces Careers Offices (AFCOs) and the Army Careers Information
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IN CHIEF'S
IAISON STAFF
E HAVE A RETENTION PROBLEM?
GABOUTIT?
Otlices (,\CIOs). Every television or newspaper advert, every online inquiry and
~ 1 cry brochure o.r leaflet has but one aim._ which is to encourage young men an.d
women to v.alk mto an AFCO/ACIO. It 1s at the AFCO/ACIO that the Anny s
Recruiters sell a career in the Army and in particular a career in a specific
Regiment or Corps. The Corps is well represented at the ACIOs and ~as just been
allowed by Headquarters Recruiting Group (HQ RG) to place eight special
recruiters in eight more offices around the country. However, there is still a lack
of understanding amongst the non-Royal Signals recruiters just what the Corps
can offer in terms of a career, a trade, qualifications, operational experience and
cnjovmcnt. Therefore 137 recruiters were invited down to the Royal School of
ignals on 1-2 ovember, where over two days they were thoroughly briefed
about the Corps. They too saw an impressive display of cquipme~t and took. the
opportunity to talk to soldiers from all over the Corps. They left with no 1llus1on
that the Corps can offer just as much as the rest of the Army in terms of
excitement and war fighting, but also that we can't be beaten for the educational
and trade rewards a career in the Corps means.
Of the last two initiatives, the first has already been mentioned, that is placing
eight Special Recruiters in eight more AFCO/ACJOs around the country. The
other is that the Corps Executive Committee has approved the formallon of a
second Mobile Presentation Team. The success of the first team in reaching out to
cbools and colleges throughout southern England and promoting the Corps can
not be praised enough. A second team will allow the Corps to visit more sc~ools.
colleges and exhibitions. The value for money of these 1ea~1s wtll b.e
considerable as they actively recruit purely for the Corps from on au~1ence that 1s
just beginn ing to think of future jobs and careers. It 1s a rewardmg year for
anyone who wants to work in a high profile role _and who 1s keen .to ~ake a
genuine contribution to the Corps. SORLS would hke to pass on their sincerest
thanks to all those who supported the Marketing Day and the Recruiters
Convention. They were: 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt, 11 ig Regt, 14 Sig Regt
(EW), 21 Sig Regt, 30 Sig Regt, RSS Blandford, .1 Mech Bde J:IQ & Sig Sqn. 16
Air As It Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)),
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn, 660 Sig Tp.
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Continued from page 562
performed mirac les wnh compo .in Jlrovid i~g r~gular ~a~quct for th~
troops. Bo th are currently cons idering a h ne in the \\Inc to water
industry.

Haute Cuisine courtesy of 51 Squadron
('Would you like fries with that?')
The last day of camp was the usual organised fr!!nzy of clearing up
with the SQMS frantically resupplying personnel with teddies to throw.
One person for whom the resup came too late was LC pl 'Shoe' Tr a)' no ~,
who vented her anger with a swift left-hook on the unfortunate Lt Phil
'Sans Pantalons ' Don ega n. A long day was brought to a close with a
turnaround of the kit at Chesser follO\\ed by a slap-up, candlelit
'welcome home' dinner organised by Ca pta in 'Gers still in Europe·
Ca mpbell.

Post Gapped
ACIO Lancaster
Tel o: 01524 844888

SSgt CampbeU
ACIO Warrington
Tel No: 01925 631574

W02 Simpson
AFCO Bournemouth
Tel No: 01202 557734

W02Cassidy
ACIO Gala hiels
Tel No: 01896 758842

W02 Altham
ACJO Gloucester
Tel No: 01452 524539

SSgtSmith
ACIO Oxford
Tel o: 0 1865 5 15989

SSgt Hoy
ACIO Wakefield
Tel No: 01924 376232

W02Hayhunt
ASR Bovington
Tel No: 01929403287

Officer who would like a 30 month tour starting in February 200 I, that includes a civilianBovington, and want to serve in the fo llowing AFCO/ACIOs: Birmingham, London/B
then call Capt (Retd) Tony Reynolds, S03 Soldier Recruiting on Blandford Military 943
wants to be part of the Roya l Signals Mobile Presentation Team for a one year tour
Keith Russell, S03 Recruiting Support on Blandford Military 94371 2130.
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The recruits tell it like it is
Throughout all these tribulations the morale factor wa kep~ k~ high
with the publication of the camp magazine 'The Chocolate Slider (The
paper that tell the Tommy the Truth!) The Sl.ider so~n became
mandatory reading and was produced by the dynamic dirt diggers Capt
' Doddsie' Dodds and 2 Lt 'Tarquin' Gaw. o stone was left unturned
and no moral sta ndard un ullied , recent report ugge t tha~ the ~wo
intrepid hacks have now engaged the ervices of recently ret~red libel
lawyer George Ca rma n QC, in order to defend the numerous hbel lilts.
The Capital Sq uadron enjoy a typical meal in the J RC
A regular appeara nce in the ' lidcr· was Cpl Paula ' tag o~' McLean
In summary; a hard camp made all the wore by the weather. Ho,, eve:,
who was consistently a lead ing contender for most extens ive Angl?the sheer hard work and attitude of the quadron proved that 61 qn 1s
Saxon vocabulary, brought on by a urgen~ desire to do as many t~m 1 ~
the CRS cabin as po iblc. Two other hder regulars were Sgt etty
d C · 1b
McGinley and Sgt Andy 'The aked Chef' Crawford who c,.-,orn_t_a_nTt ly_ _ __bo_th_c_a_p_it_a_l_by name an
ap1ta y nature.
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33 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

REGl\IE1 T L HE DQ
RTER
CO
Lt Col E. A. Davis
RSM
\' 01 (R M) R. D. Cowan
RRIVAL
D DEPART RES
RHQ ha een many changes in the past couple of months. Lt Col
John _ teed MBE made a memorable exit from the Regiment in a WW2
American Half Track. he bas now gone ·down outh · to Blandford. He
will be orely mi sed by everybody and we wish him and his family all
the very best for the future. A wann welcome i extended to hi ucce or
Lt Col Elton Da\•is who ha come from Gerinany and brought his family
(and ix horse ) with him! Another new face to arrive is that of Capt
Wendy Kirb_ who replaced Capt John ' Thal 's the Badger· Harrington
a Adjutant and is to replace Training Major. Carl orey when he leaves
next month to join the city slickers in London. Another gap was left in
the Op Cell when \' 02 (FoS) Aid_ GloYer left the Regiment to go to a
job in civvy treet, but fortunately SSgt (Fo ) Clapham ha been drafted
in to replace him. Finally welcome to S gt 'Barbie' mith as the Trg
S CO m Ops who recemly celebrated bis 40th birthday with a pecial
pink Barbie cake.
EXERCI E REG LAR RO E
The Regiment ha ju t returned from its biannual exerci e where all
permanent taff (both military and civilian) come together and 'bond"!
Much oft11e bonding this time took place on a minibus a we endured the
six hour journey to 14 Sig Regt in Brawdy, South Wales. However. the
activities that followed more than made up for the long journey. Mo t of
the group \\'l'.nt Hor·e Riding where the CO showed all of us up. but it
h~ .to be said that RS 1 Cowan looked very at home riding 'Dolly'.
Ltlban Green (42 Sqn) was bitten almost traight away by Dolly Mixture
but bravely got ~ack on her horse and rejoined the group. RQMS Bob
Forshaw was aid to be devastated when he found out that Sea Fishing
was cancelled as was Sgt 1ick Watkinson who brought bi own pecial
rod a_nd tackle. T~eir di appointment, however, was quelled by the
promise of a mommg Go-Karting. The testosterone was flying as an all
male party took to ~be circuit and battled it out for a bottle of champers
which was won ultimately by the CO's driver LCpl Scott Wil on. The
day was rounded off with a ten pin bowling competition which was won
by a team compri ed mainly of people from the QM's department - a bit
of ' creative accounting ' with the scores we ask ourselves" The week
was thornughly en~oyable and our thanks go to 14 Sig Regt for their
hosp1tahty - we can t wait for the next exercise in the new year.

We aLo vi ited the only inhabited volcano in the world that was
iruated in the middle of a crater. Everybody walked down the crater and
becan1e ' Warriors of the Path' apart from Capt Bob Dobson who tried
t<! hire a donkey but wa told by its owner that he was too large! (See
P1cnire Two - 2Lt R. McLeod, LCpl G. O'Brien, LCpl S. Wilson, Lt
A. M11yo, Sgt 1. Watkinson. Capt J. Harrington, 2Lt J. Down).

Bein!? in Ecuador it would have been a waste not to visit the equator,
o we did - and were told by 2Lt Ross Mcleod and his trusty GPS that it
was m the wrong place!. (See Photo Three - Capt J. Harrington, Capt
B. Dobson, LCpl S. Wdson, 2Lt J. Down, gt M. Watkinson, 2Lt R.
Mcleod, LCpl G. O'Brien).

EXERCISE EBOR PO CHO
A Group of eight Soldiers and Officers undertook a three-week
~kking exped!tioo _to Ecuador during July. After a long and eventful
JC!urney we_ am'."ed_ m Quito (th_e capital) where a couple of days (and
nights) ~cch~ausauon were earned out. We tackled a few different types
of terram dunng our tay the most unpopular being the jungle as it was
w~t, cold and extremely muddy (See Picture One - 2Lt Ross ' umpty
~ticks' McLeod, Capt, Bo~ ' I've got the money' Dobson, LCpl Scott
Anybody got an Iron? Wdson, 2Lt .Jo 'Anybody got any toilet roll ?'
Down_, ~Cpl Gerry ·1 want to go home' O'Brien and Capt John ' It's
the principle' Harrington).

ARRIVA L A D DEPARTURES
The Squadron would like to say farewell to Maj Stan Fitzgerald who
after three years as OC of the Squadron finally hangs up his boots due to
work commitments. All the best to tan and Joanne and his family for
all the time and effort that he put in to the Squadron he will be sore ly
missed. The new OC, Maj Mick Brown arrives straight from Regimental
JIQ, plucked from the Regimental Ops team. Welcome lo the Squadron
and we all hope that you have a happy and successful time here in
Runcorn.
42 (CITY OF MA CHE TER) lG AL SQUADR01 (V)
Sqn omd
Maj M. 0. Cummings TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) G. Ward
ADVE T ROUS TRAl I G (22-23 JUL 00)
Thirty members of the Squadron took off for Keswick in the Lake
District to take part in the summer adventurous training weekend. Low
Grove Farm, a traditional Lakeland farm house, situated at the foot of
Skiddaw and with breathtaking views of the Yale of Keswick and the
Barrowdale Valley, was to be the base for our weekend of fun and fresh
air.
The weekend was ably organised by SSgt ' Rooster ' Coburn and the
activities on offer included canoeing, trekking, climbing and mountain
biking. Canoeing was particularly succe sful with eight members of the
Sqn passing their Kayak one star test and having the official certificate
and badge from the British Canoe Union to prove it. Their instructor, Mr
Bob Morris , a constable with the Lancashire Constabulary i to be
congratulated for turning complete novices into reasonable canoeists in
ju t two days. LCpl tuart Green, Sig Ann Donnelly, ig Alex
Thomas, ig Georgina Evans, Cpl Mick Hanna, OCdt Danny
Fenwick, Sig Geoff Fletcher and Sig ervane Gouda are all now
launched on the first phase of what will hopefully become a useful and
stimulating hobby. The more energetic members of the Squadron
experienced the joys of hill walking under the eagle eye of ' Rooster '
Coburn and Sgt Alan Moore. The weather was hot and sunny and the
first days trek in the Bunerdale/Ennerdale area starting from the Honister
Pass and carrying on to Buttermere village certainly got the blood .
coursing through the veins and the sweat flowing. By comparison the
Sunday walk over Blencathra was a doddle, depending on bow much of
the local brew had been con urned the night before. The highlight of the
weekend was the Saturday night BBQ, expertly prepared by the PSAO,
Capt Gerry Whelan, ably as isted by Capt Dave Titheridge and Cpl
Brent Jefferson.

Pictured against the beautiful background of the Vale of Keswick
.
the equally beautiful members of 42 Sqn (V)
(L-R): Sgt Hazel Trotman. Sig Alex Thomas, Sig Ann Donnely, Sig
Servane Gouda.Sig Geoff Fletcher,
Cpl Phil Jennings, LCpl Michelle Holbrook, Mr Bob Morris (Canoe
Instructor) and Sig 'BJ' Smith

EXERCI "EM
C
IA REVIVAL (18-20) UC T 2000
In advance of the Regimental centralised military training (C 11)
weekend, 42 Sqn conducted a range weekend on the Cattcnck and
Bellerby traming areas to polish up the Squadrons APWT and other ITD
skills. Much excellent training was achieved, with shooting on the pistol
range and gallery and ETR ranges being particularly beneficial in term
of training value. Concurrent activity was carried out on the as ault
course, run by Cpl Brent Jefferson and LCpl haron Bl) the, and the
Command Task area, run by Capt Dave Tithcridge and Lt Paul
Edwards. Instructors on the ranges were the SSM, \\02 Ward, gt
Kevin Westall and SSgt 'Rooster' Coburn.

Action man, Cpl Mick Hanna on the pistol range at Bellerby

LCpl Sam Hickson
proves that the girls can shoot with the best of them,
especially when personally supervised by the Sqn's Comd ,
Maj Micah Cummings

HARITY WALK(l-10 AlG 2000)

O~erall the expediti_on was a big success, the scenery was fantastic, the
trckkmg was challengmg and the food definitely had a lasting impact on
all of us!

80 IG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Brown
SSM
W02 Hale
EXERCISE EBOn SCRAMBLE
After a_hard sun:imer camp in Germany it wa ab~ut time that the
Squadron_ 111dulged m some adventure training. The above excrci c took
place dunn~ the first weekend in August al Indefatigable on Angle ey.
Many ac11v1117s took place including climbing, walking, sailing and
powerboat ~acmg. The only thing of note to report was the old sea dog
Cpl ' Berm1e' Bermingham doing his u ual over the side - What is it
wit~ _h im and bo~ts! The !!vening's entertainment was a BBQ followed by
a v1s1t to the delightful city of Bangor and a good time was had by all. It
pr~ved to be an excellent weekend. Special thanks to Cpl Haddock for
domg the bar and to Sgt Paul Langley for organising the weekend.
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Two of the regular permanent staff, Cpl Dave Neal and Sgt 'Taff'
Powell,
members of the Rusholme chapter of the Hells Angels, pose by
the lake at Keswick

(L-R): SSgt 'Rooster' Coburn, Capt Gerry Whelan ,
OCdt John Schofield and Sig Geoff Fletcher
in the rain at St Bees before the start of the coast to coast walk
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Put it do\rn to mid life cri ·i or t 'mporary in anity, but the P AO.
apt Gerr) \ helan, uddenly decided to walk aero England during
the summer holiday break, to raise money for a local children's ho pice.
'Gnfortunately for tlu e other members of the Squadron, he also wanted
company! Thi resulted in S gt 'Rooster' Coburn, OCdt John
choficld and ig Geoff F letcher finding them elve huddled together
on a rain wept and windy beach at t Bee in Cumberland. facing the
prospect of a 200 mile trek! Fortunately for them, a they followed the
P AO along the cliff top of t Bee Head to ample the delights of
coa·tal walking before headiug inland to the western fringe of Lakeland,
the ki cleared and out came the un which was to tay with them for
mot of the journey.
L pl haron Bl. the and ig Alex Thomas, formed the admin back
up party and \\ere ent ahead al the tart of each leg with trict
in truction to park up in the best pub car park and to negotiate howers
and toilet facilitie "ith the local landlord . At thi , they proved most
adept, wllh harnn Blythe charming mostly free facilitie out of U1e pub
landlord· and even per uading a couple of them to contribute money
towards the sponsored charity.
The orU1em coast to coa t walk runs from the Irish ea lapping the
shore of Cumbria at t Bee , to where the waters of U1e orth ea nm
into Robin Hood' Bay on the York hire Coast. The most difficult part
come at the beginning, which is four da of hard log aero the Lake
District from t Bees via Ennerdale Bridge, Rosthwaite and Patterdale to
hap on the M6. This part really orts the men from the boys, ' ith leg
buckling climb O\'er Barrowdale via the Honi ter Pass and such delights
a the High tile Range, Hay tacks and Red Pike to contend with.
However, de pite OCdt John Schofield's feet)ooking like raw
haf!lburger , the pany coped well and by the end of the fourth day, on
amYal at hap, we were tarting to become filler, and to relish (well
almo t} the next day's walk ahead . Aft.er the M6. \\hen hap was left
behind and the Lake: District wa just a painful memory, the scenery
becomes completely different, now entering the realms of limestone
country on a lengthy trek to Kirkby Stephen near Warcop. On thi part of
the wa lk the party wa joined by the SSM, W02 Graham Ward, who
had come out to give the team some moral suppon and sl8yed with the
team all the way to Richmond. From Kirkby Stephen the walk cro ses the
watershed of Britain al the trig point of Nine Standards Rigg that is the
source of the river Eden and the Swale. Once over the Pennines the walk
follows old lea? and irnn ore mining r~utes to Reeth and then along
Swaledale to Richmond m orth Yorkshire. The only relatively boring
part of the coa t to coast is the 23 mile section acros the Vale of
Mowbray between the Dales aand the onh Yorkshire Moors, which is
completely flat and ha a lot of hard pounding on the roads. Ingelby
Cross marks the entrance to the Cleveland hills and then an unrivalled
cros ing of the North Yorkshire Moors with superb iews lies ahead.The
concluding stage finds its way along old toll roads , acros tracts of
heather and moorland, through old vi ll ages and plea ant woodland until
at the very end, as at the beginning there is an exhilarating cli ff top walk
down to Robin Hood' Bay.
. The walk was completed in ten days, wh ich meant that the average
~1stance o,f twenty miles a day had been covered, and that is good going
1~ anyones book. !-lmost £2,000 has been pledged by members of HQ 11
Sig Bde and 33 1g Regt (V), as well as local bu iness men and traders
which \\ill go towards the upkeep of Francis House Childrens Hospice U:
D1clsbury, Manchester. Princess Diana opened Francis House almost ten
years ago, for children from the lorth we t who have a short life
expectancy. 42 Sig Sqn (V) has a special link with the hospice through a
forrner QMS, S gt Tommy Smith who had a neice who was a patient
there.

IP vr IT
The quadron had the pleasure of a visit from the new commanding
Officer, Lt Col Elton Davi on Monday 25 cptcmber 2000, he was
accompanied by lhe outgoing 0, Lt Col John Steed MBE. This was an
initial flying visit to view the Manchester outpost of the Regiment and we
look forward to a more formal visit once Col Davis has sett led in . All
ra~1k of the quadron wi h _the new 0 a successful and enjoyable tour
wuh 33 1g Regt (V) and w1 h Col John teed the best of luck with his
new appointment at Blandford.
ARRI 'AL A D DEPARTURES
We bid a sad farewell to our Regular Sys Op PSI, Sgt Chris Glover,
who ha recently reurcd from the Army. He has landed on his feet and
secured a well paid post with TL Telecommunication in Manchester.
W~ wish him the be t of good luck _in hi future. gt Dave Kirk has
amved to replace him fresh from 2 Sig Regt at York. He has settled with
hi wife Kate into his quarter at Ashton Under Lyne. Also newly arrived
is Cpl Dave eal from 21 Sig Regt (A ), our new MT Corporal. His
wife Jo is a serving so ldier working in the COMCEN at Hereford . Shift
work allo' ing, they see as much a they can of each other in Wa1Tington.
We wish them all a happy and successful tour with the Squadron.

The Squadron was safe in the knowledge that Sgt Ramejkis was looking after the vehicles (and his shopping trolley)
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Sqn Comd
Maj C. Heaton
SSM
W02 B. Paterson
ARRJVAL A D DEPARTURES
The quadron as a whole has said goodbye to Deysbrook Barracks and
has moved to a more modem purpose built TA Centre in Aintree. The
move ha been fraught at time but now we are ettling in well and taking
advantage of the many facilities that the centre ha to offer. We welcome
SSgt Oldroyd and Cp l Thomas to the quadron and hope that they will
enjoy their time erving with the TA .
EXERCISE ABLE CO DOR
The quadron ~eployed_ to Germany via (coach, train and boat) in
~rder to t~e part m Exerc1~e Able Condor. The exerci e was tough at
t:Jme particularly for those m Trunk Node 032 who had to put up with
Cpl Foot's constant chartering.

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

EXERCISE IMMORTAL SALJE T
Ex Immortal Salient was a 34 (N) Sig Regt (V) Battlefield Tour held
over the weekend 29 September-2 October 2000. The tour was centred on
the Belgian town of Ypres. Ypres and the area around it was tbe scene of
much heavy fighting from 1914 to 1918 and provided an excellent
opportunity to examine the nature of warfare and leadership with many
lessons that are relevant to today. The tour had an inauspicious stan a the
ferry from Hull to Zeebrugge arrived two hours late, causing the
organiser Maj Chris Jones, to tear out clumps of his hair; hair that he
can ill-afford to lose! evertheless the group of 29 managed to reach the
town of Poperinge in time to have a guided tour of Toe H (Talbot House).
Following a quick lunch, some of it eaten from laps in the minibuses, tbe
group went to Boesinge ju t orth of Ypres to meet people who are
digging (with the Town Council' authority) in an area about _to be
developed. This was fascinating, particularly when one of the digger
uncovered a German grenade that had been in the ground for over 80
years and casually threw it at those watching! The ensuing comment from
the QM, Maj Les Wood is unprintable.
Next on the itinerary were two cemeteries: a Gerrnan cemetery at
Langemark and Tyne Cot, the largest CWG in the world . Both proved
very moving. Finally the group moved to Sanctuary Wood Museum.
described by SSgt 'S tu ' McKinnon as the best in the world .
.
Back to the hotel for a quick change to 'black tie' before attendmg the
La t Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate. The Regiment had been given the
honour of reading the exhortation and laying the wreath. Thi latter was
nobly done by the CO, Lt Col Ian Westerman and captured on print by
2Lt Paul Denning.
The ceremony is stunning and one not to be missed, thi wa followed
by dinner at the Hotel. Credit mu t be given to the 21C, Maj fan H~ll and
two Sqn Ocs, Majs Graham Jenning and 'Taff' Watts for organ1smg a
plendid evening. It is ironic to consider that it would be cheaper to travel
to Belgium for Mess Dinners rather than stay in the UK!
.
. .
The weather was beautifully crisp 011 the unday mommg and MaJ
Dave Sixsmith togeU1cr with W02 'Ally' James laid a wreath at the 49
(WR) Divsional MemoriaL This was followed with another wreath_ at the
50 Div Memorial (both Divisions have connections with the Regnnent)
and then back to Ypres for a tour of the Men in Gate and walk around the
town ramparts.
. .
It was a glorious autumnal day and the walk gave the participant the
time to reflect on what they had ccn and learnt. A trip to the 'In Flanders
Fields' Museum was followed by lunch before returning to Zeebrugge

and the ferry to Hull. Everyone agreed that Ex Immortal Salient had been
a resounding succe sand wa an excellent follow-up to last year's tour of
Ex Market Garden in Holland. Much is gained from Banlefield Tours and
it is hoped to make them an annual event for the Regimental Officers and
SNCOs.

Looking towards the re-built Ypres town square,
from the Menin Gate

This is the actual tran cript of a radio conversation of a US naval ship with Canadian authorities off the coa ·t of
(A soc. Pres
Americans:
Canadians:
Americans:

The 42 Sig Sqn (V) coast to coast party.
(L-R): OCdt John Schofield , Sig Alex Thomas
SS~t 'Rooster' Coburn, Capt Gerry Whelan '
Kneeling: LCpl Sharon Blythe and Geoff Fletcher
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)
Plea e divert your course 15 degrees to the orth to avoid a collision.
Reconuncnd you divert YOUR course 15 degrees to the South to avoid a collision.
This is the Captain of a US Navy hip. I -ay again divert your course.

Canadian :
o. I say again, you divert YOUR course.
American : THIS IS THE AIRCRA.Ff CARRIER US LI
OL , THE SECOND LARGE T
FLEET, WE ARE ACCOMPANIED BY TllREE DESTROYER , THREE CRU! ER A D
THAT YOU CHA GE YOUR OURSE J 5 DEGREE
ORTH. THAT 0 E FIVE DEGREE
UNDERTAKE TOE SURE TH SAFETY OF THI
Canadians: This is a lighthou -e. lt's your call!

Cpl Foot, Sgt Samosa , SSgt Halewood , Sgt Evans, LCpl Lewis
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2000

JllP.

HIP I

ewfoundland in October 1995
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BULLET PO INT
Co!1tinuing ' ith th~ O's quality not quantity theme the plan to
organi e the next two 1lver_Bullet weeke~d for late Summer and early
Au_tumn gathered pace dllrmg .August w ith the organising Sq uadrons
trymg d perately to outdo their predeces or . Exciting new initiatives
were propo ~d and one or two urprise promised with each drawing
short of offenng a fra med copy of the CO's Ce~ificate of Efficiency just
for turn111¥ up ?r perhaps a mention on the Regiment's new Web ite. Or
other dub1ou. mducement such as i suing a guarantee that it wouldn't
ram! The recipe for the e weekends was an exotic mixture of train hard
and play. hard, . piced up with one or two competitions a prinkling of
pre entan_ons with a few lTD's thrown in for good mea ure. De ert wa
the e_vcm~g wind down with a wide range of entertainment over a
relaxmg pmt (gallon) of beer including (for Silver Bullet 2) ome very
~umo~ous mokers - mo t at the expense of the permanent taff who took
1t straight to the heart and vowed weet revenge!
Silver !3ullet 2 took place at both Al tcar and Holcombe Moor training
areas_ d~nng early September with the Krypton Factor Assault Cour e
prov1d111g the trai ning highlight and finale of a ery competitive
~eekend. It was, here that Sgt Steve Crooks extracted the appropriate
Revenge Factor and atonement from those who made him the butt of
some serious humour the ni~1t b~fore . Sgt Crooks who is the Regimental
AfPT used the two comedian m the shapes of Sigs Dave Profits and
tmon Parry Hall, as training aid dupes as a walk through before teams
an~mpt_ed the course. By the time they reached the final water ob tacle
their misery was complete e pecially as they had to do it a ll over again as
part of a team effort. Despite some magnificent and memorable team
efforts from the competing five teams, 95 Sqn bui lt up an unbeatable
overall score and took the final honours as the Champion Squadron. On
hand to present .t~e aw~rrd was the Honorary Colone l, Col Brian Foxon.
Other_notable v1s1tors mcluded Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig Jonathan Cook
and his Deputy, Col Roger Davenport. On the Saturday evening during
the O ffice rs Mess D inner the Deputy Comd took great delight in
presentmg the award of the Greenhi ll Trophy to Capt Peter Ayr e a
thorough_ly de erved award aod accolade to the undoubted best subaltern
tn the Bngade.

point of view it must have tho_ught tha! its victim LCpl 'Mac' McSherry,
~vho was on sentry duty. had invaded its space and stung him in the neck
Just to make a point. _The fact that he was waving around a chocolate bar
h~d nothing to do with 1t. Unfortunately LCpl 'Mac' is allergic to wa p
sangs an~ franti~ally made a call for help over the range phone. The end
re ult, field 0rmg ceased while an a ir ambulance was called in to
evacuate our frantic ca.sualty to hospital. However, it all ends on a happy
note becau e h1 reaction was .not as severe as expected and after some
expert treatment he was soon discharged from the local hospital.

Cpl Wendy Geddis receiving her award from Jane Stockdale
S ilver Bu llet 3, which took place at Nescliffe and Donnington in
more muted affair or was it! Thi was an
so many activities it was difficult to keep in
touch w ith the numerous programmed events. These included a
Sergeants' Course, Rec.ruit. Induction Tra ining, Trade Trai ni ng Tests,
Battle, Survival & Navigation Ski lls and, for the lucky few, a GPMG
~hoot .at Kmgsb~ry Range and a most welcome visit by the Signal Officer
m Chief. All this to be followed by an intensive football competition on
the Sunday - a rather solemn event following England's defeat the day
before.
Octo~er, by contrast was a
am b1 t1ou~ weekend that with

•

The Champion Team from 95 Sqn
Once again 95 Sqn took the honours and beat all comers to take the
Regimental Sports Trophy. 95 Sqn are clearly becoming the team to beat.
Yet again the weekend ended with a spot of high drama only this time it
involved th_e gregarious and garrulous Cpl Wink Watson of 58 Sqn.
After a particularly rough tackle Wink was stretchered off the pitch with
a suspected broken ankle and this time the paramedics had to be called to
evacuate our hapless casualty to the local hospital. Unfortunately (for
Wink that is) they had to remove the bin guard which wa strapped to
his leg which caused the most severe pain and distress to poor Wink who
was al o having to deal with the black humour of his team mates at the
ame time. Consequently they had to administer gas and air to ease the
pain and Wink lost consciousness for a few seconds - some bright spark
commented that 11 was the fir t time ever they had seen him quiet for
more than five second . By the way his injury had no effect on the final
re ult and he is now well on the road to recovery.

...

BREAKAW YS
Thi was also the time of the year when all Squadrons hed their
military training commitments to organise adventurous or activity
weekends as a short but welcome break away from the rigours of the
military training programme. The major adventurous training event of the
year was of course Ex Pioneer Dragon, which took place io the U A over
the period 9 - 29 September and involved an expedition that embraced
the Grand Canyon, the Sequoia ational Park, and the Yo emite ational
Park. The expedition was organised by the Adjt. Capt Bob Lovett.
While 89 Sqn would have dearly loved to have their weekend jaunt
overseas they had to console themselves with a visit to the Liverpool area
over the weekend 29-30 July on Ex Stark Initiative. What follows is a
brief but stark and somewhat tartling report by Sgt C olin Marshall.
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOU R

1 CAN'T ST ND T HE RAlN B TIT BRI. G BAC K 1EMORJ E
The Exerci e. which was mainly a navigation exercise de igned to take
in the breathtaking beauty of the Lake Di trict, staned with an arduou
trek across the hills surrounding Ambleside. Each ·tudent (no exceptions)
took turns to na\ igate our group along a pre-planned route the aim of
which wa to practi e navigation kill in an area of moderate\\ ilderne s.
When the weather clo ed in at lunchtime the e kill· were to be put
through a evere te t. heel rain, which is typical of the Lake Di trict in
its uddennes and persi tence, lashed down and the group \\a let! to
steer it way through what was now thick cloud co er and torrential ram.
Fortunately the weather cleared just a quick as it de cended. which wa
a relief. as we had to encounter one or two treacherou rock face · and
fa lls. I lappi ly no one fell over a Crag and we resolved to find the faste t
route back to the car park to re-plot 1he route. The group then plit into
two for the final leg. The group taking the lower route \\as .oaked by
another torrential downpour while the group taking the higher leg was
battered by a severe hai l tonn (all this and umm r to). Ironically the
weather for the re t of the exercise wa excellent. That night a ·mall
celebration wa held for the birthday of two of the officer on the
xercise with excellent cuisine provided by
gt Jim H bba rd who
proved once again that you can achic e mall miracles with compo.
Sunday morn ing wa pent orienteering around William:on Park 111
Lancaster. ow. while there were no major calamitic yours trul) \\a
een disappearing up a rock face muttering that 'the damned control must
be around here somewhere'. A little la ter apt im on G loHr \\3.
discovered cunningly camouflaging control markers in order to ga111 c tra
seconds over the opposition, an action that we will make sur' re1ums at
some uitablc stage in the fu ture to haunt him! Once ig 'lartha K) le
had been re cued from the Butterny Sanctuary it \\as back onto the 16
for the rctum journey home. Unconfirmed rumours that the 'iloring from
the back of the mini-bu- wa so loud th:ll the Environment agency \\as
notified arc completely refuted and unfounded \\ell ll kept the dm er
awake and that's all that matters.

Capt Peter Ayre receiving his award from the Deputy Comd
The Regiment was particularly delighted however to receive a visit
from Jane Stockdale. J ane had made the long trip to Altcar to present
the award of the Sto~kda le Trophy, which was conceived in fond memory
of the late Lt Col Miles St?c_kda le. Jane _was pre~ented with a replica of
the trophy to mark her v1s1t a~d ~sociah on w ith the Regiment. The
sold ier wh? had made the most s1g111 ficant contribution to the well-being
o~the Re_g1 ment was then presented with the trophy. The fi rst recipient of
this spect~I a~d much va lued award was C pl We ndy Geddis of 48 Sqn.
Her_co~tnb uuon over the years has been one of unwavering commitment
ded1cat1on and selfless devotion to duty to both the Regiment and he;
Squadron at_ the exp~ n se of ~ er per~o n al life. The Regiment could not
find_ a worthier guardian of this special award and will have di fficu lty in
finding an eventual uccessor. The weekend, expertly organised by Sgt
ndy Egan _and his team ended as it began with high spirits and a true
ens~ of ach1cve~ent; sad ly every story has a sting in the tale and this
o~e t no exception. The sti ng was provided by a lone wasp no doubt
stirred by the warm sun that descended over the range at Al tcar. From its
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The Krypton Factor Death Slide
Wh ~ n Capt Alex Rodgers of 95 Squadron agreed to organise it he
couldn t have ~ now n what he was letting himse lf in for. But by firm but
· dextrous plannmg and by calling on his former Regular Am1y ski lls he
put together a wee~end that flo"'.ed with energy, interest and enjoyment
that was .a resound mg success enJoyed even by those who didn ' t want to
be. there m the fi rst place. The SOinC, Brig Ced ric Burton, following his
briefing by the. CO and Regimental Ops staIT, spent the day and evening
with th.e Reg ime nt_a nd by a ll _acco unts had a mos t enj oya bl e and
producti ve day meeting and chattmg to many members of the Regiment.
He even had a humorous encounter with a group of so ldier at the Section
Attack S~nd when he asked one of the part icipants what big event they
"'.e~e look_mg forwa ~d to next - the swift response was ' the disco ton ight
si r - ex it the S<?1n C .to th e next stand . T he weeken d reac hed it s
SUCCeSS!°~ J COnCIUSIOn With the DlUCh publicised and anticipated football
competition on Sunday moming.

TH E W IRE, DECEMBER 2000

Ex Stark Initiative was an imagmativc weekend designed to 1mpro\e
confidence, C?mmunication. and social and general blaggmg kill The
weekend, which was held m the Liverpool area and at Itear l raining
Area_, was the_ folio~ up to a very successful Survival I: cape and
Ev~s1on_ Ex_er~1se. This time members of the Squadron had to perform
various 1111uauvc tests and tasks around the city centre of Livcrp< I. The
weekend started off well on Friday night by the mad scally SSgt nd\
Egan_, the b~ld headed loafer from Liverpool, creating a total!}
unbelievable 1mpersonat1on of Sharon Stone. Ile was joined 1n an Oscar
winn!ng_perfonnancc given by LCpl Dave Jones who gave an 111cred1bly
convmcmg performance as the bunny on the boil in a skit from the film
Fatal ~ttraction. Well as they say one sketch led to another and , . gt
Charlie Walker brought the house down with his impression of T\'
Naked Chef, as a consequence sausages and the yellow mcllo'' cu tard
fo~ the ~vening were quickly ta~en off the menu - and this \\a onl}
F_nday night! After a hard days night Saturday rooming soon came round
S1f!1pl}'. because we had been up most of the night and it was time for the
ln1t1at1ve Phase to begin. Teams were deposited in different locauons
around Liverpool_ and had to work their way around the city to complete a
multitude of devious tasks that were both demanding and in some case
exhausting. ig Cla ire am el, who was given the impossible task of
finding a Blackbird singing in the dead of night, had her annual foot wash
in the _fountain next to the Wellington Monument whilst heavyweight
champion Sgt Coli n Ma rshall did his Rocky impression on the Museum
steps - imagine that! Meanwhile an inconsolable Cfn Jasper G reen,
who is a Marine Engineer. failed to get a ticket to ride the Ferry across
the Mersey so hi team lo t points on skills fade. but he got by with a
little help from his friend . otable near uccesse included LCp l Richie
Teale and Sig Ian Townsend who o nearly got to play at the Everton
Football Ground but failed the blagg. as they could not tring a entence
together let alone a decent pas .
More marginally successful were LCpl Liz J dge and ig Da' e "The
Rave' Proffitt who visited the haunts of the Beatie and give an
impromptu rendition of 'Get Back' and 'The Long and Winding Road' in
the Cavem Club before being thrown out. Saturday night was looming
and after an excellent Barbecue cooked by Rugby's celebrated aked
Chef all the participating troops donned the latest cross dre fashion .
This included C pl 'Pror Profitt who had to wear a stunning burgundy
satin bride maid dress complete with wig, tiara and ro e pettled fan to
celebrate his forthcoming marriage. It wa something in the way he
moved that made him look like a Fairy from acros the Mersey. A
memorable night on the town came to an end all too oon and at the crack
of midday on Sunday. Sgt Steve C rooks sprung a surpri e orienteering
competition through the sand dunes at Southport. He a ured u that this
was ju I to shake off the cobweb before our rerum to Rugby but we
uspect the ulterior motive was to try and find the fiver he lo t the day
before. We didn't find the money nor half of 1he markers but it was a
fitting end to a great weekend - but remember Steve money can buy you
anything but it can't buy you Jove!
A little bit up the
road and to the left a bit you would have al o found a group from 48 qn
having a whale of a time in the Lake District on Ex Lake Placid during
the weekend 18 - 20 Augu t. What fo llows is Lt Andy St rt's accoum
of 48 Sqn 's break to the lake.

Members of 89 Sqn about to embark on a Magical Mystery Tour
THE W IRE, DECE M BER 20 00

REGI 1E T L RO ND- P
For the third succe ive year the Reg11nent "as r'. ponsiblc for
pon oring the Arn1y'. contribuuon to the Cit) of Binnmgham D1 co' 'I)
Day held in the IC on un
ugu.t. Thi. was an important m1.1 •c c\cnt
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\\I~

units rroi:n thr:oughoul_ the \ est Midland . ' in luding the Regiment.
pumng on la' 1 h d1 pla,Y tor members of the public. pecial 'i itors on
the day mcludmg the Right Worshipful Lord Mayor of Birmingham, Cllr
Teresa te\\ art and her con,ort. The 0, Lt Col tephen Potter met the
Lord Mayor and her con ort and e corted them around all the military
tand.

head.ed by members of 89 qn will soon be making their way orth 10
purt1c1pate 111 the Great orth Run to raise money for the outright
purcha e ofa Guide Dog for the Blind.

36th (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Sgt Martin Walton with a visitor (or his girlfriend!)
The CO with the Lord Mayor and her consort
The Comd 143 Bde. Brig A ndrew 1eek, also made a whi tie top
tour and managed to chat to a ll ~articipant before he left. It al o proved a
mei;:orable day for Cpl Jackie She.ldo n who, havmg been forcibly
draege.d_ from her s tand to part1c1pate. \ on a flower a rranging
compet11ton and wa presented wtth a bottle of champagne by the ICC
Director of Events.

.o ~ar ov~r £1000 ha been rai ed so they are well on target to
a h1ev111g their. final goal - but more about thi in the next ed ition of the
Wire. Meanwhile Cpl Jean Parr ?f 58 Sqn is actively preparing to make
a spon ored olo bike effort to raise money for the SPCC in Stoke on
Trent and we. h?pe to have a report on her efforts soon. Turning away
fro~ such act1v1t1e one or two change have also taken place within the
Regunent and we ~~ve bade a particular sad farewell to Maj Tudor Hill
ou; outgomg i:rammg Major and extended a warm welcome to Maj
M ic ~ Bo~aU his replacement. A f'.urther welcome wa also ex tended to
Sgt £?B De-B.urgh who 1 takmg up the reins of SPSI in 89 Sqn
follow111g a tour 1n I.

Hf.ADQUARTERS SQ ADRO - by Capt (PSAO) Ernie Feasey
Sqn Comd
Maj P. J. Minshall
M
W02 (SSM) A. C. Wells
The Squadron continues to go from strength to strength (i.e., we are
recruiting hard), and is performing well. We have just returned from an
extremely busy Annual Camp at Castle Martin ATE in Wales, where the
quadron provided the administrative support for the Regiment. We
carried out the whole gamut of military and trade training in a tight and
cohesive programme - in the end the Squadron, and LAD, gained an
enormous amount from the fortnight, with seven more HGV qualified
individuals, three new Tech Sup Specs, one new R SJGNALS Electrician
and three new Area System Ops (Radio). Well done to all of them for
their hard work leading to trade qualifications.
Anyone familiar with the organisation of the Regiment will recall that
we used to have 746 AMC in llford pre- SOR; post SOR thi Troop has
moved to 44 (CP) Sig Sqn (V) at Grays and Southend, and in exchange
the Squadron has gained the C R Radio Troop of the Regiment which
was reformed at llford for Annual Camp and renamed as 817 (Radio)
Troop. The number 817 is historic within the Regiment as it was a Radio
Relay Troop within 36 Sig Regt (V) when it was formed at llford in 1969
'in the good old days of C41 'sand fish fryers'. Its resurrection has been
the pet project of the OC who has fond memories of those 'good old
days', but of course he is showing his age these days (more of tbat later).
In terms of personalities, LCpl Ramisb Manickavasagan disappeared to
Swansea a couple of years ago to study for a degree in accountancy,
which he gained this year. However, he did not waste his time there, he
undertook an attachment to the Wales UOTC whil t there and when he
eventually reappeared with the Squadron, it was via RMAS as 2Lt R.
Man ickavasagan R TG ALS(V). We have been fortunate enough to
retain his services at the first Tp Comd of 817 (Radio) Tp. He has the
congratulations of the whole Squadron on his achievement (a well as the
disbelief of ome of hi former contemporaries). In the meantime, he
intends to go into the City and earn Mega-Bucks (his words) counting the
money of big business. Just to ma intain solidarity, W02 (FofS) Mick
Meddema n seized the opportunity and was granted a direct commi ion
as the new TOT.

C pl Jackie Sheldon w ith her winn ings (not incl Cpl Adrian Proffitt)
Elsewhere in the ~egi~ent fundraising efforts have gathered pace with
48 Squadr~n heav1~y involved in Airborne Adventure. Airborne
A~venture rs a chanty project specifically established to offer sick
children ~he opportunity to part icipate in activities that might othenvise
~et una\'ailable ~ ~~m ~nd also to raise funds to both promote and host
du u.re e~ents.
1g. qn hosted .such a weekend at Tenby in Wales
~r~ng ugu t that 111cluded children fro.m the BCH. Sgt E ileen
·. o aghan
that all the so!d1ers mvo lved were humbled to
see
first hand c!11ldren .w uh a variety. of disabilities and medical
~~~n 111 ~?s ~vehrcfm.'f'g co n~1derable adversity, but were delighted to have
a e o. e P 1 on 1Y in a small way. A team from the Regiment

8

d~t.

commen~ed

The Handover/Takeover
Or_icntcering continues to feature prominently in the Regiments run of
sport111g successes with teams from the Regiment achieving runner up
statu in the 5 Div Minor Units Champion hips and the Ea t of England
Minor Units Champions hip s. All team members ~re warml
congratulated on their commendable efforts Frnall as ec·
congratulation has been reserved for that sporting. stalwarf SSgf o;:e
Arnot on his presentation of the Army Referees Meritorious Service
Award. Very well done!

~
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~ :i~~:! ~~~::~~~~·;~P"~fesst~raotmpitlhotse mamtenance
ge~erally leave
for maintenance crews to fix before the next
crews
P = Problem
s
...

~

1
(,~

Left inside main tyre almo t oeeds replacing
Test flight OK, except autoland very rough
t/2 Propeller seeping prop fluid
omething loose in cockpit
Evidence ofleak on right main landing gear
DME volume unbelievably loud
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some squark== by US

S A lmost replaced lefi inside main tyre
S Auto land not installed on this aircraft
S #2 Prop~ller.seepage normal-# ! #3 and #4 propellers lack normal seepage
S
omethmg lightened in cockpit
S Evidence removed
Volume set to more believable level

2Lt Manickavasagan during you ng officer training,
desperately trying to decide whether
to phone a friend, go 50-50 or ask the audience
In addition to Mr Maniekavasagan and the hiny new Capt
Meddeman, we welcome two additional recruit to the qn and 17 Tp,
Sig's Jade Painter and Sig Jagdeep Sanger. Pte Tracy Harrington
RAM ha joined tl1e RMO (to train him, or o she ays) and another
warm welcome i extended to OCdt Emma Powell wh ha transferred
from Manchester UOTC. Fina lly. ig Kate Crockford of 54 ig qn has
'seen tbe light'. decided to become a Chef and i tran ferri ng to the
quadron and RLC a we write. Welcome to the madhou e. all of you.
Farewells go to WO l (SWVO) 1ick Grimshaw who has departed to
44(CP) ig qn to take up the po t of RP SQM ; 1 e welcome hi
ucces.or, WOl ( VWO) Les Scott from 54 Sig qn ( ). ig G len
Thompson has moved back to the orth, and 34 ig Rcgt ( ), whi~st Sig
Denise Owen has decided to mo c to the RGJ(V) in We t Ham. Fmally,
the outgoing TOT. Capt Alan cwbury, has decided that retirement wa
not neces a ry just yet and mo ed to 54 Sig qn ( ) a a quadron
Officer.

A
AL CAMP 2000
CASTLE M RTIN AR 1Y TRAI I G E T TE
2-16 SEPTEMBER 2000
For the last two or three years, the Regiment ha been deployed on
exercises in Germany, and therefore while we had got used to geuing our
duty frees, the chance to 'rest' and to undertake the first K camp 11a
welcomed, as it would provide the opportunity for concentrated trade,
military and adventurous training. It would also be a chance for the
Regiment to practise just being a Regiment with all the normal peace
time duties, both social and admini tration, in a normal garrison
environment. The programme included formal dinners, for both the
Officers and Sergeants Messe , and an all rank function prior to the
R&R day; all were well attended and extremely succe sful.
Deployment to camp went well, de pile the requirement for the Padre,
Maj David Eaton, to drive the PSAO. Capt Ernie Fease) (despite his
best efforts to escape it) through the darkest expanse of Wales. The
Padre apparently has a penchant for driving car down flights of steps,
which has given him an unfortunate reputation as a driver. Luckily all
went well on the actual deployment (or so the Padre say ) although the
PSAO, a hardened smoker but confirmed tee-totaller, arri,ed at Camp as
a non-smoker who 11 i hed that he was a hardened drinker!! Other
highlights of the deployment were the RMO, faj John Jenkin s (a
consultant P ychiatrist in civilian life) ably assi ted by Cpl 'Ginnie'
Brown AGC being utilised as Traffic Wardens al Membury ervice · to
direct the Regiment through the taging area - there were lots of
comments about 'cutting up ' etc. Capt Mick Meddeman in the ERV was
seen trying to take out a rather awkward car driver who persisted in
getting between him and the vehicle in front and than lowing down, an
appointment with the RMO to discuss 'Road Rage· or beha,ioural
control is on the card .
The deployment to Ca tie Martin was well planned, and after the
reali ation that the camp area was vast, and the need to cover ground on
routine tasks was the equivalent of a CFT, all of the closet cycli ts 'came
out'. Many strange contraptions with two wheels were loaded onto unit
tpL including the OC's bike. After se1·eral hours of hard riding, the OC
resigned him elf to continuous di comfort around the nether region for
the duration - the peculiar gait he adopted and the constant need to adjust
certain parts of his uniform to relieve the pressure caused ome comment
and hilarity - however, he wishes all to be rea ured that the 'family
jewels' remain intact, albeit a little warm (or i it worn). One conclu ion
the OC has reached i that he definitely is not a young and re ilient as he
used to be, this wa e idenced on the many occa ions that he tried to
demonstrate hi ability to bounce back after PT. Even as a pectator he
developed ache , pains and tiffnes over most of his body, which
required the varied mini trations of the RMO, Pte Harrington or anyone
el e who he thought might have ympathy for hi plight - however hi·
perpetual limp and rubbing of sore parts wa een to be a bit of a bluff
when he could not remember which foot to limp with. His excu e wa it
was so sore that he couldn't make up hi mind? Hi deci ion to go horse
riding wa evidence enough of omeone in denial about lost youth. ht:
uffered injury to hi dignity and nether region (again) 11 hen he lo t
control of the poor animal, who e whole day wa poiled by tl1e rather
large gentleman impo ed on her (We are till talking about a horse.aren 't
we Ernie?). Other incidents o,·er'"the fortnight which . en t:d to rehe1 e the
pres urc and lighten the load occurred, one which a Corporal who hall
remain namelcs . managed to send a po t card to the 'lo1e of hi life' full
of loving mes ages and endeannent . He forgot two vital things. to put a
' TO' addre son the card. and the efficiency of the post office in returning
the card to our po t room the following day - nice one! The inabilit} of
the MT ergeanl, gt ·Babs' Babester to read a map i. legendal). a fact
which put him on the defen ive and which he is in denial about. We,
howe er, now ha\ e ample ammunition afier e1eral interc ting journe}
undertaken by him to pursue this attribute to the death.
A certain MT CO (LCpl Ellis) who returned from detail \\ ith an
empty car at the height of the fuel cri i to be told to go a" ay and fill it
up, he took it literally and pent 3 lei urely hours including dinner out
looking for fuel, lea,ing the OC tranded - you can picture the s ene.
when the wunderer actually returned • take on large. robust. imte tajor
(a fonner Warrant Officer) and one errant Lance orporal, light the fuse
and retire 10 a sate distance - needle to say, the thunder heard 01 er the
emnp that even ing had nothing to do "ith the \\Cather. \nother notable
event at Camp for the quadron wa · the 'i ·it or tl1e 'vlayor of Redbndgc.
C llr Barbara Hoskins and her husband Tom . Redbridge i. the major
Recruiting Arca for RHQ and HQ qn, and the layor managed l(l 111<= 'I
most of tl1c lllord ba.ed contmgent "hilst 11 itmg Rcg1menwl rraining
and wa ho. ted at Dmncr by the Regimental Oflicers. During her '1.1t
she expre ed a keen interest in the quadron. and took the tune nd
trouble to peak to as many of it 111ember5 as po siblc - R~'tll>ridgc i. a
ery upportivc borough and the 'L 11. gi\ en th · time und d1. ta nee tl1e
Mayor tra,clled, "a. much appreciated b> all quadron memti.:rs.
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A notable addition to the . quadron Team before Camp 2000 was gt
Les Eldridge who rejoined the TA and took up the appointment of Sqn
SQM ; he ha proven to be an asset who has more th an j usti lied his
admis ion to the qn Club. A former member or the old 39 Sig Reg! (V)
he ha fond memoric of parachuting days, and he and the SSM, WOl
Tony Wells (another ex-39 Sig Rcgt (V) rnan) form a small clique to
reminisce about the blue badge of courage whenever possible. On the
recovery. however, they su ffered a se ere case of deja vu when we
divencd to Hullavington Airfield (now an RLC barracks) to refoel. This
really allowed them to swing the lamp about the good old days. However,
we ha c now caught on, the good old days rneans that they arc now TOO
OLD to do the things they did then, and in fact are looking forward to
their pen ion book . The LAD, although a eparatc establishment, is an
integral pan of the quadron and is currently thriving, having the luxury
of being nearly 100 % recruited. Our picture hows Pte Dave Edwards
RLC and Cfn Paul Edwards REME. two brothers who joined the LAD
after the TA Open Day in 1arch as a Dvr/Opcrator and Yeh Mech
respectively, tinkering with (sorry, repairing) a vehicle during Annual
Camp.

SSgt (YofS) Bagnell at the helm
with Sig Katy Crockford in support

The Deputy Commander proudly shows off his target card
In attendance is Sgt Child , who later went on to say that
it was certainly no 'M icky Mouse' competition!
EXERCISE TIGER ISLA DS - by LCpl Keirsty Shaw
It was a hot unny August Sunday that we all met at Gray TAC. The
minibus was packed with po sessions and people queezed_ aboard a_s _we
set off for Dover. Once at Calais, we et off across the contment, amvmg
in Kiel orthem Germany at 0530hrs. A few hours of shuteye were had,
provisi~ns transferred to the boat, safety briefs given and oilie collected
with laughter of, ' Do we really need thee?' as_the un beat down on our
heads. After going through basic boat handlmg skill we set ail f~r
Marstal, our first port of call. We had a good i~troductory shake out sai l
with the weather fair and the sea kind to the nov1ce.s stomachs.

The Mayor of Redbridge , Councillor Barbara Hoskins
with members of the Squadron at the Trade Training field location
Rear (R-L): Sig Mann and Sig Hill
Sitting (R-L): Sig Pearce and Sig Meredew,
Standing (R-L): LCpl Mcintosh, Sig Mannion, Councillor Hoskins,
Lt Col Brown
Kneeling is Sig Columbine
Other vi itors included Comd 49 (East) Bde - Brig D. R. Wilson, Dep
Comd 49 (East} Bde - Col S. A. G. Abrahams TD, Comd 11 Sig Bde Brig J. R. B. Cook, Deputy Comd 11 Sig Bde - Col R. Davenport TD
and the Bi hop to the Armed Forces, who all took the opportunity of
visiting the troops during training.
Our Master Chef, S gt orma Miller-Kight RLC, i normally a
switched on cookie (excuse the pun), but when she was summoned to the
WO's & Sgts Mess by the RSM she was definitely not expecting to be
presented with her Territorial Efficiency Medal by Comd 49 (Ea t) Bde,
Brig Wi lson - to say she wa surprised is an understatement. The whole
Squadron congratulates her on the well deserved and hard earned medal.

We slipped Sonderborg with the by no\v SOP's applying . leave
harbour, don oilies! We headed for a sheltered cove for anchormg and
dinghy drill , with a fresh breeze making c?ntrolling. the dingh~ hard at
the best of times. Various methods of ro'' mg were mvcnted 1g Andy
'Colgate Grin· Cole with his knees in his armpits found the going hard,
LCpl Keirsty ' Bowline Queen' Shaw found it ea ier once she realised
the pointy encl went first! With ig Katy 'Paddlemast~r· Crockf?rd
doing well as long as you wanted the dinghy to go downwind. We wa1t_ed
for darkness to fall before setting ail for our night ail to Faaborg. \\'1th
lights twinkling LCpl ' Bowline Queen· haw disappeared to check the
charts only to reappear as we entered the harbour, rubbing her eye
asking. 'Are we there yet?' It was 0400hrs before we were ~afely moored
and a tired ere\\ went to bed. On route to our last pon of call Svenbourg
the skipper Cpl ' Windy' Gale, who had been forced to foffo,~ our h~althy
eating regime, voluntarily asked for salad and yogurt within IOmm of
each other; we knew we could convert him! Once everyone .had
recovered from the hock. gladrags were donned and a c~ltural '1 11 to
the town was embarked upon. Various forms of the quadd1e 2 tep were
performed before everyone made their wa¥ ~ome in the early hours. Once
back in Kiel, the boat was cleaned until 11 gleamed, then the nene
started as the Competent Crew tests began. There were no womes ~ough
and everyone passed. Then a tired but _happy crew, wedged bac~ m the
minibus for the 12hr cabby home, while the sun, for the first time all
week, shone hot and bright!
CAMP 2000 ADVE1 TUROUS TRALNfNG - by SSgt Anita Smith
Some were lucky enough during annual camp .to. get away from trade
and driver training to take pan in a~venture tramm.g .. There we_re four
different activities; coa tat path walking. mountain b1kmg. kayakmg and
rock climbing. Coastal path walk_ing was a mini exped \\ ith each ~roup
covering 30 mile in two days w1~h an over ~1ght top at a camp 1te_to
rest their weary legs and bit tered leet. Man. lound the walks challengmg
but all found it intere ting due to Lt Simon Car el ''ho wa the
instructor. The scenery wa breathtaking and many of the city dwellers
saw wildlife such as eal for the first time.

We now look forward to a busy Winter training sea on, with six
Regimental Trade Weekends, three Regimental or Brigade exercises
before we do any Squadron tra ini ng - but as our erstwhi le leader keep
telling us, 'O WARDS a11d UPWARDS', perhaps he thinks he is the
Padre!!
44 (CP} SIGNAL SQUADRO 1
VISIT OF COL DAVE PORT, DEP COMD 11 SIG BDE
Grays TAC wa the venue for the vi it by Col Davenport, Dep Comd
11 Sig Bde. After the usual high level meetings involving the CO, OC
and Troop Commanders, the Colonel went on to 'press the flesh' with the
majority of the oldiers within the Squadron, including several recruits.

--~"""~

The crew on board Petrel
(L-R): SSgt (YofS) John Bagnell, Cpl Windy Gale,
SSgt Anita Smith , LCpl Keirsty Shaw, Sig Katy Crockford
and Sig Andy Cole

LCpl Lee and Colonel Davenport, deep in conve rsation

SSgt Miller-Kight receives her Territorial Efficiency Medal
from the Comd 49 (East) Bde, Brig D. R. Wilson
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He was also invited to try his hand on the .22 range shoot, which had
been arranged as a competition between the two rival TA Centres within
the Squadron, Grays and Southend. Although the result of this
competition shall remains a clo ely guarded secret, suffice it to say that
the Deputy Commander was most delighted with hi s own scoring (he
cenainly surprised a few of the younger members of the Squadron). A
the C_olonel stated afterwards, it was all about the employment of
experience, the mark manship principles and a newly sharpened peDcil.

ext top Hader lcv, a long 45 mil~ ail.. On route .man oYerboard
drills were carried out. LCpl Keirsty Bowlme Q~ecn haw tned to
bribe the skipper and wedge her elf into a comer until a bucket and ~uoy
were produced as the training aids, which were later recovered qu~ckly
and safely. We letl Hadersle in sunshine for ondcrborl? to be hit by
high , iDds and torrential ram. A fore . ail chai~gc wa re~uir;d ~nd Yo~
SSgt John "Tweak cm' Bagnell and Sig Katy .Paddlcmaster 1ockfo 1d
were sent forward for a wet and rocky experience at the mercy of the
elements.

THE EDITOR IS ALWAYS EAGER TO
.RECEIVE INTERESTING SUBMISSIONS
FOR PUBLICATION

Capt Gordon Shelley QM(V) giving a royal wave on his descent
We , ere Ju ky enough to haYe two instructors from the RL 1L pl
Daz Freestone and pl l\larcu Adams to take 'omc e ccllcnt
kayaking. During the days paddling man)- different gmnc' and b.:. 1' \\Cre
et . ome being accompli. hcd \\ ith more easy then others. and\\ 1th omc
people taying drier than others! For instance \\ 02 Dre'' Jo_h n on wa.
con inced that another kayak ould not be ruled on top ol h11n. how
wrong you can be. s the water crept fur:thcr up lw, bod} the C\cnth
kayak hoi ted on top. the ta k w a ach1e' cd and a refte, cd AQ 1'
re floated!
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Expeditionary Force, but was evacuated back to England from Dunkirk.
orth Africa in 1943, and went on operations
in Italy and Greece from 1944 until the end of the war. Then, as 4th
Di i ion Signal , the Regiment was disbanded. Meanwhile the
'd uplicate' 54th Divi ional ignal Regiment, referred to above, was
allotted to the 54th Division, but not before thi s Regiment had, in turn ,
recruited sufficient volunteers to form a triplicate Regi ment! In 1944 the
Di ision, complete with the igna l Regiment, was placed in uspendcd
animation.
In 1947, when the TA wa reformed, the War Office decided to raise
two Regiments in East Anglia. Many of the Officers and men who joined
were from the original 54 (East Anglian) Signals, its duplicate and
triplicate that had all been placed in u pension in 1945 . The two
Regiments formed were, during the next twenty year , to become 45th
(Essex) and 54th (Ea t Anglian). Following a re-organisation of the TA in
1957 (doe that sound familiar?). Isl (Essex) Sig Regt TA was formed
and gi en pern1i sion to wear the E sex oat of Arms as a shoulder fla h.
This was in recognition of the long association that its former unit had
formed with the County of Es ex. In 1959 all ignal Regiments were
renumbered and the unit became 45th (Essex) Sig Regt TA. Thi.
association was marked in 1951 by adoption as the Borough of Wanstead
and Woodford's Regiment. Tn 1963 the Regiment was granted the
Freedom of the Borough and this was pas ed to 36th Signal Regiment
(Volunteers) in 1967 and confirmed by the new Borough of Redbridge in
1972. In 1967 45th (Es ex) Regiment was reduced to a Squadron and retitled 45th (Essex) ignal Squadron (Volunteers).
It wa ' subsequently cnt to

Sig Juliet Bland stopping to check for broken nails!
S gt Gerry McGachy who took the rock climbing lowered his
students do\ n to a ledge and with the sea next to them the only way out
was up! Many people were able to combat their fears of heights to some
degree to climb up the face. Whilst other more proficient climbers
enhanced their skills and conquered hard climbs due to Gerry s
instruction.
45 SIG AL QUAD RO ' - A SHORT (ISH) HISTORY
.
The present Squadron was formed in 1967 and has SHQ and two
Troops based at Colchester, and two further Troops based at Warley near
Brentwood. The quadron can, through its antecedents, trace its history
back to the 16th Century, just before the current PSAO joined up. 45th
(Es ex) Sig Regt and 54th (East Anglian) Sig Regt both spring from the
same source. In 1559 Queen El izabeth of England is ued instruction for
the mu ter of a regular 'City of London Militia' as part of the 'Trained
Bands ' of soldiers. One of these was the Tower Hamlets Regiment - an
element that later became the Royal Corps of Engineers. In 1660 a new
Militia replaced all but the City of London trained bands, but in 1794 all
were abolished. However, some companie of volunteers in the Tower
Hamlet division were later revived, and in 1798 a dozen volunteer
·associations' were formed as part of the Tower Hamlets. It was in 1868
that the 2nd Tower Hamlets RE were raised, and a section of this unit
served with 26 Field Company RE in the Boer War. 1885 saw the Tower
Hamlets Engineer Volunteers as the nearest arm taking administrative
responsibility for Bedford Grammar School Cadet Engineer Corps. The
Corps flourished and in 1900 it was proposed to raise an Engineer Corps
in Bedford, and so it was that in the spring of the same year the I st
Bedfordshire RE (Volunteers) were raised.
On the inauguration of the Territorial Army in 1907, the 1st
Bedfordshire RE (Vo lu nteers) became the East Anglian Divisional RE,
which i_ncluded a Divisional Telegraph Company. This Company, the
54th Divisional Signal Company, was mobilised and dispatched to
Gallipoli in 1914; they subsequently served in Egypt and Palestine until
the end of the war. Disbanded in 1919, in 1920 the Company was
reformed as an independent unit and titled 54th (East Anglia) Divisional
ignals TA with its HQ at Stretford, East London and a sub unit at
Bedford. In 1939, with the threat of war looming on the horizon, the
Government ordered the expansion of the TA. The 54th recruited enough
volunteers to form a duplicate Regiment, and as s uch they were
as imilated into 4th Division and served with it until the cessation of
hostilities. At the start of the World War 2 the 4th Division Signals
(formerl y 54 Di v igs) went to France and Belgium with the British
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to those anglers who did not qualify for the individual championships.
Everyone was most impressed with his angling skill, until it was found
out how he caught his fish. He later told us that he had gone three hours
without a single bite. Due to boredom he fell asleep for the next hour and
half. He managed to wake up with on ly ten minutes of the match
remaining. On waking up, he noticed that the end of his rod was going
round. A quick strike and two minutes later 'JR' had landed a nice Perch,
which was to be his only fish of the day. This one fish managed to get
LCpl 'John' Hazelton third in the match. Who said fishing was just
luck!!!!
EWS FROM 54 SIG AL SQUADRO
On 2 September, 36 Sig Regt departed for Castlemartin Camp A"'.R in
South Wales for Annual Camp. We moved away from the normal Brigade
Exercise this year, and the fortnight revolved around trade training, driver
trai ning, adventurous training and a range package. 54 Sqn had a few
promotions during camp, the deserving recipients being: the Ops Officer
Lt Glen Baker (from SSgt), Lt Roz Keegan OC 757 Tp, WOI (SVWO)
Les cott, W02 (FofS) Rogers , LCpl Mark Allen and LCpl Garfey
Garfoot. Garfey knew something was going on when Brig Wilson told
him he was incorrectly dressed - the old ones are alway the best!

A
AL CA 1P 2000 - GOLF REPORT
by our golfing correspondent, NRPS SSgt (SQMS) Ron Russell
It wa Annual Camp, it was our day ofT, so it had to be golf1 Fifteen
sets of clubs appeared as if by magic, and off we pinged to South
Pembroke hire Golf Club. The field wa varied, from Maj Dave 'Zorro'
Watson to W02 (RQMS) Eddie 'The Eagle' Kikas, and was compo ed
of three balls, four ball (and at limes five balls, when the Adjt, Capt
Russel Edwards, twice put a ball through the front group whi lst waving
and houting ·cor Blimey, I didn't know I could hit the ball that hard!).
On a strange cour e the incident came thick and fa t: 'Eddie the Eagle'
scores five points on one hole - terri fie; then loses three balls on a par
three - terrible! SSgt Gerry 'Mega phone' McGachy records his very
· first par, and even without a scoreboard those players' three holes in front
heard all about it. The RSM , WOI Dougie Eaglesham, starts slowly but
picks up on the back nine (normally after his eighth hot of the hole).
Capt Gordon Shelley has two blobs on the last two holes, it couldn't
pos ibly be handicap protection could it, and Maj Pete Minshell fills the
whole course for four hours (Sorry, in joke). A bit of misty rain in the last
hour did not manage to spoil a very good day of Stableford golf. The 24
handicap, and over winner, was Sgt Kev East with 24 points, and the
overall winner with a creditable 35 points was SSgt (YofS) Tony Martin.
Our thanks go to South Pembroke hire Golf Course for allowing us
Forces rate green fees.
REGIME TAL FISHING TEAM
Five members of 36 Sig Regt(V), managed to qualify fo r the army
angling festival week, held at Hallcroft fisheries near Retford. The five
were SSgt 'J im' Pollitt, SSgt 'Billy no fish ' Dale, Sgt 'Kev' East, LCpl
'Martin' Woolard and finally LCpl 'J.R. Hartley' Hazelton. The first
match of the festival was held on the Monday. This was the Clubman
Competition. This event is aimed at anglers who have not fished for their
respective Corps, or for the Army. The event was a success fo r S gt
'J im ' PollJtt who finished first in his sectio n, and fourth overall. The
second day wa the Inter Corps Championships. The Regimental angler
did well in thi s event with SSgt 'Jim' Pollitt representing the Corps for
the first time and finishing fourth in hi s section . Sgt ' Kev' East did
extremely well and won his section. This helped the Royal Signal to
finish runners-up in the competition .. Jn third place came the REME,
represented by SSgt 'Tony ' Dale. The third day was the Inter Unit
Championships. This was fish ed on the river Idle a few miles away from
the Halcroft farm venue. The river didn 't produce the catches that people
were anticipating, so the match was quickly forgotten.
The Thursday match was the President's Shield. In thi s match three
teams of five anglers represent each angling group within the Army, and
our Reg iment fished in grou p one. gt ' Kev' East was selected lo
represent the red team in our group and managed to finish third overall.
While this match was going on the other four member of the Regiment
were on another lake showing the Army Angling Federation Pre ident,
Maj Gen Irvine, how to fish. LCpl ' Martin' Woolard introduced the
President to the art of pole fishing. SSgt 'Tony ' Dale even managed to
give the President a few tips on float fishin g.
The final two days of the festival arc the Army Angling Indi vid ual
championships. Day One was a success for Sgt East who finished first in
his section. SSgt Dale also had a good result and managed to finish sixth
in hi s sec tion. With the se result s there wa s th e poss ibility that a
Regimental angler could manage a top ten finish. Day Two wa an awfu l
day. It was cold, windy and it didn 't stop raining once. Sgt ' I could catch
a fish in a puddle' East managed to finish sixth in his section. After an
agonising wait, the final results were announced. SSgt Dale fini shed in
the top 30, which is no mean feat as he only sta11ed match fi shing this
year. gt East fi ni shed third overall, picking up some very nice
silverware, confirming his position as one of the best ang lers in the Anny.
A fina l note must be said for LCpl ' J.R. Hartley' Hazelton, who
managed to finish third in Saturday's Open Shi eld. This is an event open

The new SVWO, W01 Les Scott,
proudly receives his new badge of rank
from Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig J . R. B. Cook
.,..--.,_._...._,-,

Blackmail in action
S ig (now LCpl) Garfoot thr~at~ns to push the_plu~ger and blow up
his wagon if promotion ts not forthcoming (1t worked!)

at Jo Outlaw and Cpl eil Fuller acted as driving in trnctors on
camp (among t others) and must be congratulated with the pa_ s rate of 40
out of 43. 54 Sqn came econd behind a talented _RJ IQ team m the potted
ports competition; the rest of the Re_g1ment reah cd there could be only
one winner e pecially ' hen the Regimental Yeoman.
gt (YofS) Ton)
Martin , h~d programmed the Trade Training to fini h at 21 OOhr .
Congrarulations also go to Cpl Don Beach and LCpl Kaz ~arter on
gaining Top tudent places on the Radio Relay and Electnc1an Dm·er
cour e" (Kaz wa the only fen~ale old!er on the ED co~rs~ - a ro i:
among thorns indeed). A pec1al menll?n mu t go to 1g_ Geordie
Watson who wa overall Top Student during the Trade Trammg phase well done. 'Geordie' i ne\\ to the quadron. and had never been out o_n
exerci e before; he certainly gave Cpl Don Beach a good run for h1.
money on the Radio Relay cour c.

LCpl Allen (the one in the cool sunglasses) .
.
receiving his LCpl stripe from Comd 49 (East) Bde, Bng Wilson

~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Continued from Page 574)
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Dead bugs on windscreen
Autopilot in altitude holds mode produces a 200fpm descent
IFF inoperative
Friction lock cau e throttle lever to stick
umber three engine mi ing
A.ircrnfi handle funny
Target Radar hum

s

Li vc bugs on order
Cannot reproduce problem on the ground
IFF alway inopcrati e in OFF mode
That's what they' re there for
Engine found on right wing after brief earch
Aircraft warned to straighten- up. 'fl> right' and be serious
Reprogrammed Target Radar with the lyrics
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.
Sgt Parkinson, with SSgt Miller-Kite and Brig Wilson
shortly after receiving his medal
A very surprised, and delighted, W02 (FofS) Rogers
receives his new rank slide from Brig J. R. B. Cook
The R & R day wa preceded the evening before by a Karaoke
competition, won, of course. by 54 qn. Consequently, there were more
than a few hango,·ers pre ent on the coach ride into Tenby. lne itably.
everyone went their own way in small groups, either to the beach,
ight eeing or the pub (surprise. urprise!). It ' as in one of the e
ho telry's that a certain LC pl Garfoot decided to te t the integrity of the
local populace by superglueing a 50 pence piece to the pavement outside.
Hi group then proceeded to have much fun at the expen e of 40 or so
members of the public who tried, unsucce sfully, to pick up said coin.
And what of our dearly beloved, hard working P I' ? S gt Gaz Sullivan
and gt Del Parkinson spent the whole of camp organising and running
the Regimental range package, and fortunately for them it didn ·1 rain too
much! The night shoot pro ed to be extremely enjoyable and worthwhile,
and no expense "as pared when it came to the Pyro, as the picture
proves!
Mean,,hile, Sgt Jan C happell had apparently tarted his own Chapter
of the Castlemartin Hells Angels, as he was een to ride everywhere on
one of the REM E motorbikes (sorry, what fuel shortage?). All this. and
instructing on the Electrician Driver course, what a bu y soldier! Finally,
gt Del Parkinson wa awarded his Ko ovo medal by Comd 49 (East)
Bde. Brig Wilson in a joint pre entation in the Sergeants · Mess - many

congratulation go out to him from everyone in the quadron. To round
thing ofT, a mention to our British friends from o er the water; SHOW
POO
!!!
754 & 756 TROOPS BEDFORD
Annual Camp 2000 wa ucce ful for the Troop at Bedford, resulting
in three new recruits passing Regimental Recruit training ( ig's Collins,
Cowell (AKA Mad nail) & Harvey) and four people achieving primary
or secondary trade (LCpl Allen. ig Holt, S ig Scholten and Sig
Watson). The centre al o increa ed it ' s number of HGV driver with
LCpl Mossop getting hi s Category C license, and LCpl's Chatters and
Wilson becoming 'big boy truckers ' by gaining their C + E's.
It was
the first camp for Sig's Collins, Cowell, Harvey, Holt and Watson and
was memorable for each in its own special way (Sig Holt will never live
hi experiences down! Contact LCpl Mossop for the full low down).

A TA TE FOR THE EAST!!
A personal account by our foreign correspondent. Lt Emma Hilyard (OC
755 Troop)

mountai ns and rain fo rests, fo llowed by d iv ing oO: the ~o u t h Ea tern
coast with a final aim of investi gat1Dg the border polDI w it~ Burma and
fi~tli~ g o ut , fir st hand , the feasi bili ty of Lrave llin g/cye hn g thro ug h
.
.
.
.
Vietnam!
J le ft the UK with the usual appreh e n s ion ~ of travcl11Dg alone ID. a
country with a di fTcrent language, let alone a d1 fl'.e r.cot cu~tural and bchef
system, and was anxious about the heal and hum1d1ty, as tt. was monsoon
sea on. On arrival in Bangkok, however, l wa soon swept mto the colour
and so und s of Thai life, worries forgotten. My fir st 1mpr~s s1on of
1 Thailand came in the form of Bankok hustle and bustle ! othlDg stops
sti ll and the louder or brighter something is'. the belle~! Here was a c~ty
(and country) wh e re the old s its harmomously with the new, with
hundreds of temples intermixed with modem shopp1Dg malls. and hotel ,
and where people lived and work~d as c<;>mfortably on t~e nver as they
did on the streets, with all pace belDg opllm1se.d: The !ha.1 people proved
to be resilient, efficient and extremely ~nterpri s 1Dg w11h. immense. grace,
hospitality and cheerfulness rarely seen 10 the West. :ne1r generosity was
shown not only in the provision of food and necess111es to the monks that
walked the streets before the sun rose, begging .for food (as part of their
religious beliefs rather than as u~fortunates, as ID this country), but also
in the provision of water .and fruit to. complete strangers such as myself
(particularly welcome during my cycling rest stops!).
..
Throughout Thailand I was startled by the contrasts, and the ab1hty of
these contrasts to compliment rather than oppose each other. Whet~er .it
was in the architecture I saw, the food I ate, the landscapes - mountalDS m
the orth, beaches in the South, or the direct environment -. the heat of
the day against the cool of the waterfalls or ~aters l swam ID'. Thailand
had omething to oJTer everyone. l!ldeed, l did ~~mpl~te my a1.m '. but I
gained much more than the memories of my act1v1ues 1.e. trekk~ng ID the
rain forest , open water divin g, riding on elephants and white water
rafting, to name but a few. I developed a taste for the country, not only for
the delicious food but also for the freedom of travel and the freedom to
experience. Learning about the Royal projects, s<;>cial system and Thai
way of viewing life has helped me to refocus my ~1ms and desrres, a~d to
Jive life appreciatively rather than pas through 11. It has left me with a
hunger to further my travels and experiences, which has led. to my new
ambition to spend between six months .and one year ~yclmg through
Asia. I'm looking for a compamon, so 1f anyone read1Dg this has th~t
spirit of adventure , is prepared to explore on humble means and JS

Between the periods of 23 July and 19 August 2000 I embarked on a
lone adventure to Thailand (though some, unwisely, would call it a
holiday!). I had booked nothing except my flights a I was going with
several aims in mind. My main objective was to trek in the orthern

Lt Emma Hilyard makes a trunk call to Norwich whilst moonlighting
as a cabby (are they webbed sandals?)

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNALS REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

46 SIG AL SQUAD RO
LORD MAYOR'S MILITARY MISSI01
..
Leicester's Lord Mayor signalled t~e start of b~r own military
campaign when she vi ited county part-lime soldiers m Scotland. C llr
Mrs Barbara C hambers aid that she aimed to e.ncourage more people
to join the city 's three Territorial Army (TA) Um ts .. Ho.weve~, she fir;;t
insisted on eeing fir t hand the sort of training organ1sat10ns, like 46 1g
Sqn were providing for the county's young men and women. Twelve
me~bers of the Unit based at Ulverscroft Road were on their annual twoweek manoeuvres in the cotti h mountains.

C llr Chambers said. 'Our TA units are at the heart of the community.
They are al 0 first clas training providers. The trade and maoag~meot
skills they teach benefit their member., the army an~ the old1ers. fulltime civilian employers. Over the com1Dg month I will be contact1Dg all
the TA units in Leicester to find out how they can 1Dcrease e>en further
the benefits that they bring to Oltr city.'
,
!faj Kelvin Young from Ha~rogate said, 'The Lord Mayor
commitment to our quadron has given us a real t><;>o t. In ret'.11:11 ." e et
out to show how the unit' powerful commumcallon capability fitted
into the national defence strategy. We also demon trated how we were
ready to serve and support the commun.ity. We are alway on tandby to
help out with civil and natural emergenc1e . '
.
.
.
More and more of the Signallers are also prov1Dg their comm1unen1 to
people facing cri e o ersea . Dozens of oldiers have already been on
voluntary tours of duty along ide Regular Anny p~ace keeping troops
inplaces like the Balkans. Th_is y~ar m~mbers of38 1g ~egt have ~een on
duty in a total of 19 countr1e mcludmg Rus ia, Mexico, America and
Cyprus.
REGI 1E TAL HEADQ
RTERS
CO
Lt Col igel Harrison MBE
RSM
WOI (RS1 I) Colin lilac
HEADQ
RTER
Q ADRO
qn Comd
1aj Bill Evans TD
M
\ 02 (
1) Clive Howland
FIRST IMPRE 10 OF A 'EW SQ .\DRO

by Capt Ken Ru tidge TD

21
.

On 1 eptember 2000 [ tran terred fr m 7 1g qn to HQ Sqn. a
culture shock to ay the least. Following a pre-camp admm "eckend
when t met the OC, Maj Bill Evans and the P AO, apt Gal) '\lason, I
r'pared myselr to attend the important Exercise pha~c at Camp. E.
k~rse hoe I , hich was to be held in cot land (a Dt:\\ . quudron and an
oversea 1ou~ in one go). I had been instru~tcd t<;> tra\cl direct to H I.,
Gannet a Royal a'y camp near Prestwick A1rpo~t m. yr,h1re. the
· ·t'al J~ation for the quadron. ty major worry "Jule dmmg up fr?m
~~;!ding" a the fuel cri.is had ju t begun and ~' ould I ha\e enough lud
to get
there. I had a full tank and tarted _ofl at a constant 55~1ph a~d
kept to it all the, ay to Gannet, to con Cf\C tuel. It \\3SJU.'t as \\ell a .111
the garage· on the way were eitl1er empt or clo. ed.

me

SSgt Gaz Sullivans own millennium fireworks display, courtesy of W02 (RQMS) Steve Russell
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I arrived ' afely but tired on aturday and was shO\ n my lccp ing
quarters by
gt Ingram. Being a late comer I got the top bunk in a
room of a condemned building (due to this pretty fungus that seemed to
grow out of the wall ). welcome to tl1e Squadron. I was then acquainted
with omc of the unfamiliar Royal avy cu toms like standing to
attention and saluting the yardam1 at unri e and sunset. On Sunday I
volunteered to go with SS~t Melanie \: id dows to pick up our combat
Padre ea n Roberts haw from Gia gow troin station. On approaching
the rear of the • tation
gt Widdo\ '· became omewhat alarmed at tlle
light involving e\'eral men that was taking place on the pavement near
our vehicle. I rea. sured her it wa just a nonnal night in Glasgow and was
relie,·ed to ee that our Padre Sean was not involved. The Padre safely
collected it wa back on shift in the CP, where there were variou ta ks
and mcident to deal with. These included gathering the name of all
Regimental per onnel who were A Po , due to an unknown di ea e
affecting this blood group. ju t a well the di ease didn ' t spread. a threequarters of the Regiment are A Pos. \: e also had the normal logistic
cenario of reinforcement·, clotlling, extra rations for a prolonged period
that we covered quite well. The next night we had a series of events,
which proved intere ting inc luding a few 'no duff' situation , these
always happen when you are on shift with M aj 'Taz' Calvin Young. We
had an incident where some oftbe local yob didn' t like our Det being in
tlleir village. This wa dealt with tactfully by ending our well known
caring duo of gt ·Butch' Butcher and Cpl 'Break a leg' App leton.
After their arrival the situation changed remarkably and there was no
more aggro from the local .
We al o had the fuel truck tum over. which proved to he quite an
eventful night for the driver and his navigator. We also had the report of
the RCP being flooded out over at Dechtmont Ranges. lt appears that the
RCP accommodation tent was located at the bottom of a small hill, next
to what appeared to be a track (it turned out to be a dry riverbed). QM
(V) Capt M ick Piechota now knows the difference and hope not to
wake up again to find all his worldly goods floating around him. He is
quite unlucky becau e the next night the wind got up and blew his tent
away, nice one M ick. A good first camp with the Squadron, lasting
impressions of Horseshoe I, a Squadron that works and play hard as a
team and gets the job done.
PS. HMS Ganner wa a very rough location !! !
IT CAN 0 LY HAPPE 0 CAMP
by Sgt Barry Baldwin - The Policeman Friend
After the events of last camp (the motorist who followed Sgt Bald win
for 30 miles in a left band drive vehicle while his pa senger slwnbered,
had phoned the police lo say a drunken soldier had fallen a leep at the
wheel). Camp 2000 in Scotland was looking to be a more normal
propo ition, Exercise preparation the first week and deploy for most of
the second week. Then the fuel crisis bit. and although going ahead the
Exercise was changed slightly to accommodate. Sgt Ba ld win and C pl
'Eric' Bristow were dispatched to collect packed fuel from DLO Stirling.
The pickup went smoothly and the return journey was going tine until an
irate lorry driver pu lled along side on the M 74 and yelled, 'What are you
doing with that fuel?' (or word to that effect). This was a little unsettling
and caused C pl Bristow to miss our exit. No problem, Sgt Ba ldw in
quickly planned an alternative route a lbeit through some of the smallest
country lanes in the whole of Scotland. Luckily due to the nature of the
route progress was at a more leisurely pace and as the vehicle left a bend
the road narrowed, at this point our world turned upside down literally.
The edge of the road gave way just a fe\\ inches, but enough to send
the near side wheels onto the verge and into a course of no return. The
verge sucked the wagon in. in slow motion rolling onto its side and
coming to rest about 3ft below the road in a sma ll fie ld. During the roll
Sgt Baldwin had walked round the cab and was standing on the door
looking up at Cpl Bristow who was still in the driver's eat battling with
the steering wheel. When the vehicle stopped C pl Bristow prompily fell
onto gt Baldwin, How to exit the vehicle? The only available door was
too high to reach without climbing, so the cupola was knocked out and a
hasty retreat beaten, (remember the cargo was packed fuel approx . 6000
litres). gt Ba ldwin noticed C pl Bri tow's actions were not as they
should be, maybe it was his dazed expression, ta lking like a raving
lunatic or the involuntary urination that pointed to C pl Sri tow being in
mild shock. What to do? Sgt Baldwin quickly checked the load to ensure
no damage to the jerry cans or leaks. (We would have really had to leg it
then!) Then make sure in hi condition C pl Bris tow didn't cause a
nui ance or get himself injured. Now where to get help?
Our intrepid duo were in luck a two cars were heading in their
direction, in a flash the pair were up the verge and waving down the
passing motorists. It was obviously the scene of an accident one of the
!11otorists would stop "'.outdi:i't they? Wrong the passengers of both cars
JUSt returned waves while drivmg by. Sgt Baldwin set off walking in the
direction of the nearest vi ll age and luckily was picked up by a passing
motorist and taken to the local police stat ion where he was put in an
interview room and questioned. Meanwhile back at the accident a police
patrol had arrived and two officers questioned C pl Bristow, who the
police obviously realised was still in shock. Both officers were taking
notes from a per on obviously acting like a raving lunatic, who sudden ly
realised that he was ta lking complete gibberish and stated, 'I'm gibberi ng
now aren't I?' to which both officers nodded in un ison. Little did C pl
Bristow know that the police were investigating the accident with the
possibility of dangerous drivi ng charges pending. Back in the interview
room gt Baldwin was undergoing questioning along a similar theme.
The happy out come was the accident was found to be a non-driver error,

s
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Cpl Bristow wa in the clear if not making him elf clear. Now for the
recovery! Due to the nature of the load and the unavailability of mi litary
recovery a civilian firtn with the local lire brigade to attend was arranged.
gt Baldwin was returned to the accident scene non-the worse fo r his
little chat at the police station. Whilst waiting for the recovery to arrive
the two attending officers were chatting with our intrepid two (Cpl
Bristow was coming round by now). There now appeared a fire engine
on a clear open county road with all sirens blaring and lights fla shing, the
group looked up and one or the police officer said , 'Here comes
Trumpton!' · Why Trumpton?' asked Cpl Bristow. 'Becau e they are
part timers,' was the reply. There eemcd an uneasy stand off between the
police and fire ervice after that.
Once recovered , the fire service did however help to reload the few
can of fuel to come loose. Then came a rather unusual request from the
fire brigade, 'Could we get the hose out and spray something because
we haven ' t u ed them for a while? ' Sgt Baldwin came up with an
alternative for them .The Brigade ran out their hoses and did a cracking
job of wa bing down the vehicle. Trumpton satisfied we were recovered
to the local garage. The damage was minimal and thanks to our LAD the
vehicle was back on the road by lunch the next day. They say things are
seDt to try us and that they usually come in three's well here 's looking
forward to camp 2001 and the third and linal brush with the law for gt
Baldwin. OC HQ ay , 'Thank God I won't be around for that one! '

.

orrr

87TH ( rTY OF
CHAM) JG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj David Tomlinson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Vicky Hardy
The Squadron ha just returned from a very wet but enjoyable Annual
Camp in unny Scotland. We started off this year Camp 2000 in
Edinburgh, where everyone enjoyed the local history and the culture!
During the first week we took part in the various Regimental
competition , including the Regimental Sport Day and the TARA Cup
(mil kills competition). Whilst we only won the Chain of Command race
during the Sports Day, we nearly won the TARA Cup. Watch out 64 Sqn,
87 Sqn are going to win it next year! During the econd week it was off
on Ex Horse Shoe I, although our Mould Tp went to Wales in support of
49 Bde. Although the lack of fuel did lead to a slow tart we did
extremely well on the exerci e and everyone kept miling. We were
deployed to some very boggy areas around Glasgow although the SPSI,
SSgt Ma r k R ichmond managed to deny that he had carried out the
recce. Well it was frozen tllen!
After the Exercise we returned to ottingham to begin RSIT
preparation. Before returning, however, we had the annual post camp
presentations; winner of the stag-on award wa Cpl Steve ' Rottwieler'
Keay, who defended tbe site so aggressively that the people in ide the
perimeter were afraid! The driving kills award went to Sgt Andrea
'Bogger' Pickles who discovered that trying to take an 8ft wide Bedford
down a 6ft track does not work. She was gallantly re cued by Sgts Stu
es bitt and Craig Toft, who later presented her with a spade to get
hersel rout next time (PICTURE 0 I).

Cpl Blair the Karoake Queen
It 's farewell to our 2LC. Capt Fred ' Medallion Man ' _' ils. on on
promotion to Major for a FTRS tour in Gutersloh , '~e. \\1~h h1!11 bon
voyage. Finally we welcome back as 21C, Capt Bev T1gra w1ft and
wish her well in her new appointment.
SQ ADRO CO 1MANDER Fl
LLY TTE T H E KNOT
Maj Bill Evans after many years of ei.:cu es and clo e have finally
married Kl1ren on 5 August 2000. Followmg the ceremon:r they fle,, off
to the Caribbean for a well-deserved honeymoon. The service was held at
their local village church and the Regimental Padre. _Ca p t Sea ~
Robert haw conducted the service. The honour guard con 1 ted of 1aJ
Gen To n y Boyle C B Lt Co l ( an Gr iffi t hs, Taj ( R e td ) Da nn y
Lamerton and Ca pt G~ry Maso n and a fine job they did to!

Sig John Wade learning new skills

EXAM QUESTIONS
The following i an actual question given on a Durham University chemistry exam, mid-ten11.

'ls Hell exothermic (gives iff heat) or endothermic (absorbs hear)?
Support your answer with proof '
Most students wrote proofi of their belief u ing Boyle' Law (gas
cools off when it e ·pands and heats up when c~mpre ed) or ome
variant. One student, howe er, wrote the followmg:
'First we need to know hm the mass of Hell is changing in time.
o we need to know the rate that oul are moving into Hell and the
rate they arc leaving. I think that ' e can safely a sume that~~ hen a
soul get to Hell, it will not leave. Theref~re no ouls are_ leavmg. A_s
for how many souls are entering Hell, lets look at ~e _different religions that exist in the world to~ay.. omc of the e religion tate _th~~
iryou arc not a member of their rchg1on, you will go to Hell. mcc
there are more than one of these religions and since people do not
belong to more than one religion , we can project that all people and
all o~I go to Hell. With birth and death rate a they_ are, we can
expect the number of soul in Hell to increase exponentially..
O\ we can look at the rate of change in the volume m Hell
becau c Boyle's Law states that in order for the temperature and
pre sure in Hell to stay the ame, the v_ol.u~e of Hell has to expand
as oul are added. This gives two po 1b1ht1e .

Maj Tomlinson presenting Sgt Pickles with her prize
At PICTU RE 2 we see one of our late t batch of recruits, Sig John
Wade, learning new skills. He is fortuna te to have the same name as our
NRPS SQMS, SSgt John ' r m not a Grumpy person' Wade, l thi nk we
have some interest ing times ahead. Then we have our own Karoake
Queen, C pl Heath er 'Indicate don't Po int' Blair practici ng her repertoire
whi lst doing maintenance. She aid, ' It can be quite d ull carrying out
maintenance - so I always practice a few numbers whi lst I work, the rest
of the crew eem to enjoy it! No one from her crew was available for
comment!
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I)

If I lell is expanding at a slower rate than the ra!e at which
souls enter 1lell, then the temperature and pre ure Ill Hell'' ill
increase until all ll ell breaks loose.

2)

Of course, if Hell is expanding at a rate fa ter than the
increase of ouls in ll dl, then the temperature and pressure
wi ll drop unti l Hell freezes o er.

o which is it? If we accept the postulate given to me ~y Ms
Therese Banyon durin<> my first year, 'That it will be a cold night lll
He ll before I go to bed~v.ith yo~,'and take into_accou~t the fact th~; I
have sti ll not uccceded m havmg exual relations'' 1th her, then .• }
cannot be true, and thu I am sure that Hell i exothermic.'
The tudcnt got the only A.
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MILITARY TRAI I G - By Sgt Willie Smith
It all started bright and earl y, on Monday 11 September, when the first
Detachment arrived for Military Training. 'The Training Team', lead by
2Lt Alistair 'Ally the Penguin' Galloway, tlle then SSgt Lance ' BC'
Thornton-Granville (Now SSM) and Sgt Willie 'I love the field' mith.
With the Det set up in location, training began, kicking off with theory
lessons in a man made lecture room (I 2x 12) better known as 'The House
of Pain'. With that worrying loo.k upon their faces, practical training
began, covering Anti -Ambush Dnlls, F&M and Patrolling, then into the
NB training. Many of the 'Victims', I mean Soldiers, were finding out
how hard it is working in full !PE. Over the duration of 24hours a lot of
skills were tested to the limit. On the first week, the Dcts came and went
with a smile on their faces . A slight change on the second week with the
promotion of SSgt Thornton-Granville who was replaced by the
outgoing SSM Andy 'They're not Sweating Enough' Waterston. All and
all a very enjoyable camp was had by all. Here's to next year, watch this
space.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
qn Comd
M

laj E. Blyth
W02 ( S 1) L. Thornton-Granville

Two major event from the Squadron' bu y calendar are detailed
belC!w, first!) tl1e unit's annual adventure training expedition, then a few
tones from around the quadron dnring Exercise Horse hoe I.
EXERCISE EBOR DO LOM ITE 23 J LY - J AUGU T 2000
By 2lt Alistair Galloway
Ex E.bor Do.lomite was a 2 Sig qn mountaineering expedition to the
Dolomite region of . Italy. The expedition aim was to introduce
member of the q.uadron !O Via Ferrata climbing in the Dolomite
Mountam surroundmg Cortma D' Ampezzo in . Italy. A nine trong
t~m left e~vman ~ouse o~ ?3 July heading for tan tead and the GO
flight to Venice. Vanous tram111g exercise had been i.iid on throughout
th~ We tern Highlands dunng the month running up to the expedition,
th1 allowed. tho e members of the team Jes familiar with rugged
ex~o e~ terram a chance to come to terms with any fear or doubts over
their ab1hty.
T.he journey from Dundee to Stan Lead and onwards to Cortina via
~emce wa unevent!UJ. or hould we s~y it was eventful and didn't quite
,,o to plan, uffice 1t to ay we an amved safely at Camping Olympia
30hrs aft~r leavmg ewman house m Dundee. Thi was to be the second
consecutive yea~ the Squ~dron has .visited the Dolomite region and W02
(YofS) George Rou.te I Hume aimed to make this a more physically
challengmg 7-day c!1mbing package. The routes to be undertaken would
range fro~ the ea te t of Dolomite Via Ferrata protected paths to the
more physically and vertically challenging Grade F Via Ferrara routes.
The YofS and Cpl Joe 'I only do rock climbing' W iggi ns worked on a
calming strategy, hopefully pu.ttmg everyone's mind at ease regarding the
eve~ty of the route to be chmbed. Meanwhile, C pl Rod ' aked Chef
Bamtlton and LCpl Chris 'Spielberg' Kelbie continued to explain that
e~erythi.ng the Yo!S and. Joe said regarding difficulty had to be taken
with a.pmch of salt. 10 P!ctures can ever convey reality, and on arrival at
Campmg Olympia, quest!ons over route finding and quotes like 'Surely
you don't expe~t us . to climb ~at!' were heard as the tents were 'pitched.
Rod a~d C'. h~1s tried pomt1og out one of the week's routes to the
Dolomite V1rgms.
The plan for th.e week was start easy and progress to the more
te~hnically deman?mg route , the weather foreca t soon put a stop to tl1is.
With the team spht mto two groups. a successful ascent of the 2,229mtr
E Cadm Sp1tze by what can only be described as the mo t direct route
up the orth Face of the mountain was under taken on day 1. All team
members coped easily with the difficulties encountered on thi climb and
m tum got plenty of practice with bamess and self-arresting equipment
used on such routes. 2Lt Alistair 'How do I break these boots in?'
~alloway and Cpl l~n 'Sponsored by ike' tewart proved to Cpl Ke~
I never used the wire, honest' Mclean that a 2ltr platypus (dri nking
system). had more us.es than just hydrating the body. This wa achieved
by contmu~lly spraymg ls.ostar down onto Kev, he was to get his own
back later .m the week w11h 2Lt Galloway on the receiving end of a
bucket ofnv~r water whilst enjoying the extremely hot camp showers
Tofana D1 Mezzo and !ofana Di. Roze both sitting at height~ of
3244~ and 3225M r~spectwe l y ~rov1ded the team with two days of calf
throbbmg, lung burst111g and vert1.call:r challenging moments. The superb
weather a~d magmficent mountam views experienced during both days
coupled with a few heart poui;iding moments gave all concerned plenty to
talk about at the camps11e cafe on their return to the tent pitches.

True to forn1 the ston~s foreca ted earlier in the week arrived on the
mommg of D~y 4, .this m tum gave the team no choice but to head to
uncharted ~emt.ory m the hope that the further south they ventured the
weather might 1111prove. Lookmg at the road map, Lake Garda does not
loo~ that far away, and o after a Cappuccino moment in the campsite
cafe personal kit .was. loaded up and a route chosen with a rendezvous
bemg the mountam village of Arco ituatcd at the orthem end of Lake
Garda. 2 fi hrs and 63km later the decision to continue, (Lake Garda till
150km away). was abandoned and a more circuitous route chosen for the
re~un1 to C?rt1na. Cpl Joe Wiggins and Sig Garry 'Bargain Chair hunter'
Kir~patrick h~vrng escaped ahead of the lunatic Italian drivers
contmued on wh1l_-1 the remamder of the team headed back to Cortina.
30mms from Cortma the ~eather broke and allowed a quick three hour
excur 10!1 onto the mountams. With large deposits of snow on the higher
mountarns the group concentrated on the lower more technically
demandmg route for tl1e rest of the week. The expedition will not be my
la t.

2Lt Alistair Galloway climbing on Tofana Di Mezzo
EXERCISE HORSE SHOE I 19 - 23 SEPTEMBER 2000
Th~ Squadron deployed on Ex Horse Shoe !, a 2 (NC) Sig Bde
exercise, as Annual Camp.2000. A Command and Eche lon support
eleme1~t depl<;>yed, a.Ion~ with a number of radio dets and FRTs. The
foll.owmg articles highlight some of the highs and lows experienced
dunng Ex Horse Shoe I.
CP MOME TS - By Capt Bob Davidson
The CP and Ech initially deployed to e cliffe and under the watchful
eye .of W02 (SSM) Andy Watersto n and W02 (RQMS) 'Uncle Bertie'
Wnght set up a tented city and CP vehicle. Spirits were high in the CP as
t~e customary tea and cof!ee was supplemented by a supply of choccy
b1cc1es, and chocolate eclatrs. The ante1ma field happened to be in a cow
field and Ops Officer, Ca pt Bob Da vid son and W02 (YofS) George
Hu~e had to amend Sqn SOPs to ensure that cattle moving drills were
camed out ~n a regular basis. W02 (YofS) Hume was later heard to
remark that, !he little brown one with the big eyes was quite cute.' The
grave:rar,d, sh!ft team of Capt Andy Bruce, SSgt Bob Tasker and Sgt
Ron111e Im J~St gomg to dcfr~g .t~is hard drive' Thomson attempted a
take-over. This was achieved m1t1~lly by .form.ing the secret squirrels
society and mtroduc1~g a new security class1ficat1on 'Boys in Confidence'
to keep what wa gomg on from the rest of the team and Squadron For
thos.e of you. who are familiar with the term RCP, the quadron S~cret
Squirrel Society has taken the abbreviation to another extreme 'RCP or
Rumou~ ~?otrol Point'. For those in the know, S gt Tasker accepts
~~spons1b1lity for Oct 4 tasking during Week 2, but don't tell anyone as
1t s a well kept secret!

REME - By Sgt Dave Heap
Who arc the men that work relentlessly day and night in all weather
conditions to ensure that the squadron vehicles are maintained to the
highest standards? These men who venture out beyond the FEBA ri king
life and limb with their only weapon, the toolbox. Living rough on
meagre rations, sleeping stood up ready for anything, every man an
emperor. Crap repairs consisted of a bulb, a fuse and a battery, o really
nothing to write home about.

HA1 DOVER OF SSM
W02 (SSM) Waterson handed over the reigns to W02 (
Thornton - Granville as Squadron Sergeant Major.

M)

Finally congratulation to the SPSI, S gt George Cowa n and hi
Rebecca on the birth of their daughter Bethany.

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)

...

Sqn omd
1aj . F raser
RSM
WOl (R M) C . Drew
The Squadron has continued with it hectic exerci e schedule in recent
month . Ex Iron Hawk, which took place in Canada. ha now drawn to a
close but the quadron is now preparing for Ex Eagle' Green Talon (3
Para's inauguration into the Brigade) and Ex Suman Warrior which is to
take place in Malay ia in ovember. we·ve al o had a change of command. Goodbye to Maj Ivan Hooper who is moving to hri enham with
his wife Helen and his rapidly expanding family. 1aj Hooper oversaw
the birth of 16 Air A sit Bde I IQ and ig Sqn from its component elements
of 5 Airborne Brigade and 24 Airmobile Brigade. The seamless tran ition
is a tcstamelll to his succe s a Squadron Commander. Congratu lation
Ivan and all the very be t for the future. A wam1 welcome to Maj Neil
Fraser who fought his way out ofa mountain of Army doctrine manuals at
Staff College to take the quadron ' helm.
A TROOP - by Sig 111ith
Tp Comd
Lt ,Jim Hawkins
Tp SSgt
gt 'J J' Walker
A few of the more fortunate members of Alpha Tp were lucky enough
to have their summer leave early and immediately deploy on E · Medes
Meander, a diving expedition to Spain for ten days. The storie that made
their way back to the Troop all told of much Mediterranean sun, and fantastic dives. All who went were able to gain their ports Diver qualification.

Group 1 on the summit of Tofana Di Rozes
(L-R): Cpl Ian Stewart, Cpl Kev Mclean
W02 (YofS) George Hume and Sig Gary Kirkpatrick
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DET LIFE - By Cpl Sally Purves
Well, camp tarted off on 8 September in very much the fashion that
we had expected. One of our 4-man crew had not turned up. Rumour
abounded as to who we would get to replace the missing crewman,
definitely the scariest of all was that it may be Sgt Ronnie 'I will do it
myself Thomson. Much to our relief, we were informed that it was
instead to be LCpl Davey 'I am REME' Lyall. The rest of the team
comprised Sig Davey 'It wa n't me it was Davey Lyall' Scott, Cpl Billy
'Can I be in charge for 5 minutes' Morris and Cpl Sally 'I don't know
how to stop being in charge' Purve . The fir t week's exercise passed
witllout hitch. Everyone knuckled down and got on with the job. but there
were definitely a few laugh to be had, mostly when ig cott was often
heard to cry, 'lt wa n't me it was Davey Lyall,' even when he wa in bed
at the time that the questioned incident occurred. It hould be noted that
obviously the Gods were on the side of Cpl P as her stint of Det
Corninanding ran smoothly.
Much fun was had by all members of the Det during the R & R period.
Unusually, considering the group contained Cpl Morris, there were no
major incidents to report. ft was with sadness that we said goodbye to
LCpl Lyall, who was unable to cope with Billy's cutting humour for
more than one week. However, we welcomed hi replacement with open
arms, LCpl Carol 'It can't be done' McKelvie. Was this to be a grave
error? The econd week of exerci e started for us with the Military Skills
exercise. Rumours were rife as to how tough it was and it was with mild
fear, at least on Cpl P' part that it started. However, again all members of
the Det had much fun and although drowned one minute and then
suffering from heat exhaustion the next, the exerci e fini hed with all in
great spirits. This was all soon to change. Cpl Morris. now a Det
Commander, was told that we were off to a new location, where we were
to establi h comms early the next day. 'Set up in the dark!' we all cried,
'Surely not.' If only it had been that easy. We arrived at the new location
around midnight. The details on the recce sheet said contact the farmer 'best not' we thought. The FRT who were to join us and apparently how
us the exact location were at least an hour behind us. Cp ls Morris and
Purves et off to do the moonlight recce. Second gate, OK. big bull
standing there making threatening noise, no portaloo. 'Let's just wait for
the FRT' we thought. The fear bowing on both our faces.

The FRT amved and confirmed that we were at the right •ate, the field
however had been transformed with the uplifting of the portaloo and the
reinstatement of the cattle (which by the way were all COY.~, pl \lorri
will never make a farmer). Due to the gradient and the ram, there v.a:. not
a hope of the three vehicles and trailers ascending. As it wa~ noY. about
2am, a quick phone call was made to the CP to advise them of the
situation and the response was to find somewhere to sleep and they
would let us know in the morning what we were to do. 0630hrs Comms
check to the CP, surely they would not send us back, say~ who. Back you
go, we need you up there, the CP decreed, have the farmer tow you up
with a tractor they cried. So back we went, where we were greeted by the
extremely obliging farmer, who towed us up to the top of the field that he
had now cleared of cows, but not all the really new, soft, smelly tufl.
There was not one lead, mast box, base plate. person or item of clothing
which was not subjected to the dousing of cow doings. During the night
the weath~r w~ ~wful, with the tent practically blowing away. paddling
pool formmg ms1de and the kero heater sent on a Journey of it own .
However, we till kept smiling. The exerci e ended \Vithout funher
incident, but the huge question has to be asked. 'Is pl \1orris less
favoured by the Gods or is LC pl McKelvie just a jinx?'

With most of the Troop deployed on Ex Iron Hawk in anada, the
remainder deployed to cnnybridge for the quadron' annual Battlecamp, Ex Dragoo Warrior, organi ed by our Troop omd, Lt Ha\\ kins.
We deployed on the unday. and to our delight we arri\ed to find ourselves staying in what can only be de cribed a 'lu,>.ury' accommodation at
a centrally heated farm.
The week ' as ba 'ed around a live field-firing package. which gave the
newer members of the Squadron their first chance to fire li\'e ammumtion
in a field environment. By the end of the week all on the final li'e ection
attack achieved a high standard. This included the use of the 94111111 L W
Outdoor Trainer. One duy wa dedicated to the teaching and re' i. mg of
FlBUA kills, with the buzz phrase of the day being 'Ju ·t get medic\ al"
which wa ·aid by Lt Hamilton •OC B Tp) with great pleasure at e\ef)
opportunity. The ' eek's training culminated in an rTX "hicl1 ''as
ex.hau ting but wa. enjoyed by all. c peciall) ig 'Tnst' ncell ''ho onl)
topped grinning once, which was to eat his Burger Kmg on tlle return
journey.
The Troop took on unothcr ne' arri\·al from Blandford this month • ig
Luke Mitchell who arrivedju·t in time to avoid battle camp (\\e'll get ou
next year). Finally the Troop says a fond farewell to three long en ing
members, Cpl John\\ ilson and L pl 'Der Driscoll ''ho ha'.: both kfl
the Army. and pl ' cott' Robin on who has been pthted to Th· Ro~ I
chool of ignaL a an in tructor at the much feared RADl. · Tp ( 1'"
them hell 'Robbo"). II of the Troop wishes all thr"e of)OU C\Cl) 'u"c'
out ide the quadron .
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BRA\"0 TROOP - br LCpl Thorpe
Tp Comd
Lt Rob Hamilton R IG1 L
Tp gt
gt Pau l Bartliff
Refre-hed from ummcr leave, the Bravo machine returned to olche ter ready to do battle in what promi cd to be a busy September peri?d.
Following the annual pilgrimage to Cayth.orpe, personnel we~c readymg
kit for deployment to Canada and Sennybndgc as well as gearing.up for a
hot of equipment in. pcction . ennybridge can only mean one thmg for a
Roval Corps soldier - battlecamp. Whilst playing war in conditions not
witnes ed incc the omme, Bra\'O Tp cracked on with their pirit held
above the water and rcfu. ed to o under. Our O\!m inspirational Lt
• tre ed Eric' Ham il ton led the platoon into action and did an excellent
job at keeping us gung-ho p ychopaths at bay. Everyone worked hard. in
panicular
gt 'I can't run but I can wim' Bartli ff who kiv~d off all
week in Colche ter and LCpl Lawson who went off to the unmer chme
on Ex Iron Hawk in Canada.
This month the Troop welcomes two new arrival . Firstly ig • cony·
later from the factory and Cpl 'Beep Beep Road Runner' Clancy from
22 ig Sqn. We al o welcome back Sig Brayshaw from Corsham Hub gt T horn ton hasn't . topped whinging about the standard of hoe hop
a istants down town whil t she· been away.
There i very little other go sip to report in the Troop. Congratulations
go to Sig 'ROPs King' Fletcher for being in trouble again and to Sig '!
can't do anything, l 'm on a biff chit' Frost for era hing his car into a Staff
Officer· Range RO\er at the camp gates. Our compliments al o go to Sig
• mooth legs· Dra bwell for pas ing P Coy and getting on hi jump
course. and to Cp l Ba rringer who recently married Claire - all our be t
wi hes. The Troop is now gearing itself up for adventure training in
Bavaria and Ex wnan Warrior in Malaysia, both of whi h take place
before Cbri tma . My word, it' tough at the top!
CH ARLI E T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Toby C ourage
gt Pete Ha tton
Tp SSgt
Charlie Tp ha been bu y as ever with many Troop members, including
the illustriou SSgt Pete Hatton, out in Canada on Ex Iron Hawk, involvement in the 215 and 216 Sig Sqn battlecamps, the Caytborpe weekend and
with repre entatives out in Germany earning their German parachute
wing . Hellos go to Sig Steel and Sig Hackfo rd who arrived from Blandford and ig Wa lker who arrived from 249 Sig Sqn. A ad goodbye goe
to gt 'Al' Combe who leaves us on promotion and i destined for 30 Sig
Regt and LC pl 'Ted' O ' Donnell who i bound for 249 Sig Sqn.
SQ ADRO BATTLECAMP -byLCpl Richardson
We et off for our quadron battlecamp at approximately I 300hrs Sunday 27 September, for the six-hour drive to Farm One on SE TA Training
Area. I was driving for Lt Courage in the lead vehicle, all seemed to go
well (it would never go unwell because Lt C ourage was constantly checking if I had the other vehicles behind us) . We made the trip down to Farm
One in a mere six hours. We were fortunate to get Farm One, it's a nice little number, with hot showers, basins, flushing toi lets and a drying room,
plus the heated leeps. The only thing we were missing was a fitted
kitchen that would have been nice. but we had to make do with Pte
·Barny' Barnicle's delights. At this point, without a hint of sarcasm, I
would like to thank ·Barny' for all his hard work and the care he took in
the food he prepared.
We had three days of field firing and one day of FIBUA instruction
before we progressed onto a Platoon FTX for the final phase of the week.
Every evening we would have a series of le sons. We would be in our
ba hers for about 2200hrs, listening to Galaxy FM with all the ' banging,
mas ive, awesome tunes' as our resident 'Mank' Sig C hri s Bedda ll would
ay. During the first few days we progres ed up from dry training, to blank
training and then on to live firing. The bui ld up phases were, as always,
individual CQB, pairs, then fire team level and finally section level. Sig
Burgoyn e got somewhat carried away with bis cam paint and soon discovered that if you paint above the eyes, it all runs into them and stings
like crazy. ot to worry though he realised by about tl1e second or third
time he tried it. Jn between the shoots we were taken through a number of
concurrent activities. We were instructed in the art of veh icle anti-ambush
drill (from a L/R and a OAF), we were also refreshed on the workings of
GPMG and LAW 94 and, for those who would fire it, tl1e LAW ODT. On
the whole it was a good set of lessons. Indeed they were sorely needed as
we had a lot of new guys on the camp, many of who bad never undertaken
live firing before. Few bad touched a GPMG or seen a LAW 94, and even
those of us who had previously used them had had little bands on experience.
The FTX phase started with a simulated casevac (one of the night-time
les ons) in which we had to deal with shock and various injuries. We
seemed to handle it pretty well - nobody died anyway. After the Battle
Field Fir t Aid we got some hot scoff down us and headed for the exercising area in the back of a OAF. Following the map we rea lised that we
were going the wrong way, or at least the long way to our destination so it
was mutually agreed we bould look out fo r a vehicle ambush. ('Sorry OS,
if the long journey intended to give us time to mong it in the back,
unlucky, we were ready for you, better luck next time'). After the
inevitable ambush and after ki lling the enemy, the TAFF's (Total
Armageddon Freedom Fighters), we searched their kit. From there we
tabbed to a fo restry block on top of a hill to do a wood clearance (another
le~ on) and made up a harbour area (again another le son) then posted out
our sentric~ (you gue sed it).
The morning aw us conducting a dawn attack on a small vi llage. We

made our way to the FUP via the side of a slippy slope that soon collected
its victims as everyone slipped onto their backsides. Fortunately, we managed to a oid making too much noise and arrived in the FUP in good
order. As JI llr approached we had a simulated mortar attack with fla h
bang and ·moke then we were let loo e to assault the first building (our
final les on). It wa all o er.in just under two hours. By 0800hrs the enemy
were dead. They had put up some good defence in the houses so the lads
on the GPMG had a good few minutes of covering fire which induced the
Vietnam film quotes such as, ' Mmmm I love the smell of carbon in the
morning.' Once the clear up was completed we ate breakfast and were on
the coaches by l I 30hrs. All in all it was an excellent, and much needed,
b::ittlecamp.
GERMA J MP COURSE - by Sig Fyfe
On 24 eptcmber three members of Charlie Tp and one Tech deployed
to Altenstadt Germany for a week's parachuting in order to obtain their
Gennan Parachute wings. These were Sgt Al Combe, Cpl Stoj Stojanovic, LCpl ' cotty' Finn and ig Rus Fyfe. The week started on the
Tue day morning with some ground training which consisted of the DFC
procedure, the HR and D , and aircraft drills. That afternoon we started the
first of our four jumps, jumping from a CH 53 using the T-10 parachute
from a jump height of I 500m. Before we enplaned the PJI 's ran through
the DZ hazards. which con i ted of a track and an area of marsh. The
Troop lads were in the first chalk. Al. Stojjy and Scotty were in the first
tick and Rus was in the second. Bearing in mind the jump height was
1500m and the DZ was quite big you would think that there would have
been plenty of time to steer away from any obstacles and make a good
landing. However, once everyone bad reached the RV it was apparent that
it wa not o ea y for all the jumpers; Al had landed in the marsh and was
soaked from the waist down. The rest of the week went well and on Thursday we were pre ented with our German wings. The next day we left Germany for the UK and arrived back in Colchester on the Saturday afternoon.
215 IG AL SQ ADRON BATTLECAMP - by LCpl Lancaster
A section of C Tp went on the 215 Sig Sqn battle camp between 18 and
29 September. It consisted of Cpl ' Daz' Barnes, were LCpl Blackmore,
LCp l La ncaster, LCp l Salmo n, LC pl Smith, Sig Sherrington , Sig
Joyn on, and Sig ' Kitbag' Do nnelly. The first week was comprised of PT.
les on , a range package (which included ome very tasty foreign
weapons), ection attack , and a lot of early starts. It culminated in an
attack on a FIBUA village. The ballle camp then moved up to Wales
(where the weather was a bad as ever) for the start of the E+E phase. Our
section wa used as the hunter force and we soon found out bow hard it is
to find a needle in a hay tack. All in all it was a good experience and
everyone benefited in one way or another.
SUPPORT TRO OP - by Cpl Sruarr
QM
Maj Steve C la r ke
RQMS
W 0 2 (RQMS) F urn iva l
Life in the Troop has been fairly eventful over the last couple of
months. After a week's 'time-out' (otherwise known as Adventure Training!) we deployed on Ex Eagle's Strike. As u ual, the Troop was split up
all over the country on various tasks. The Exercise predominantly
involved testing the Support Helicopter element of the Brigade which
allowed the Squadron (and the Troop!) 10 consolidate its SOP's and to test
out some new options. One point of note wa the fast jet flyby (which
take photo of our HQ setup). Let's hope that they caught me on the
dreaded 'pan-bash' which proves that Techs do take their tum! Anyway,
after pushing the enemy into Scotland, we 'won the battle' and returned to
Colchester victorious and were rewarded with three weeks leave!
After a very quick three-week lay off we returned to work and promptly
set off for the Airborne Veterans Reunion Weekend at Caytborpe village in
Lincoln hire. The Airborne lads were bi ll eted at Caythorpe Court during
the Second World War and it was from there that they mounted Operation
Market Garden. The vi llage has hosted a reunion ever since. Our QM
(Ca pt. Cla rke), organised the event, which this year was made even more
specia l a it was to be the last official Old Comrades Dinner in Caythorpe
Court. Unfortunately the 'jump' was a victim of the weather but we contributed to the village fete by setting up our Brigade llQ, ferrying kids
back and forth on a Quad bike and playing footba ll against the local team
(we lost 5-2!). However, for most of us it was a case of drinking lot of
beer and listening to the old boys recounting their experiences of Arnhem
well into the small hours!
The accommodation for us an 18' by 24' tent in a fie ld. This proved an
inspirational idea as we struggled into No2's on a wet Sunday morning for
church parade! Wait out for a best boots inspection lads! Since sobering
up, we have settled back into the Monday-Friday routi ne with the dreaded
PRE/RS !T inspections looming in the very nea r fu ture. Il ello's to Sgt
Dickinson, Sgt McAdam, C pl Hughes, C pl M ulholland and Sig Suter.
Cheerio to Cpl Murray who moves to Civ Div!
MOTOR TRANSPORT TROOP - by Cpl Hoskins
MTO
C apt Mark Schofield
MT SSgt
Sgt Jason Goldsworthy
M ERSEA HAL F M ARATHO
On Friday 8 September two coaches dcpa1ted Goojerat ba rracks overflowing with personnel from 16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (2 16). The
coaches were dest ined for Waldcrgraves caravan park in Mer ca island.
This wa the start point for a run in aid of the Antony Nolan Bone Marrow
Trust. This is a charity very close to the Squadron' heart fo ll owing the

loss of Cpl Al Joy to leukaemia earlier this )'.ear.
..
.
At just before 0800hrs all runners moved mto the start pos111on. Then 1t
was down to Miss Bronwen ichols, the Area Manager of the Trust, to
start the run . It was clear from the start that there ':"'ere a few people pushing to do a good time, Cpl Paul Clancy was leading from the front clearing the route for the remainder. The Troop Staff Sergeants undertook the
honourable task of sweeping the route with buckets to collect even more
money for the charity closely supervised by WOI (RSM) Chris ' Dodgy
knee' Drew. As the run progressed the admin t_cam be~ded up by Sgt
Mark Makings established the water and feedmg stations around the
route. However, they did not take into account the speed of Cpl Clancy

and were still setting up when he arrived. lie went on to finish in an excellent time of lhr 23mins. On passing the finish line he was heard to y,
' Was that it?'
Sig Dave Donnelly was close behind in a ume of lh_r 28mms, with th
remaining runners also posting some good personal times. W02 (Yo )
Craig Jones was the last runner to finish . Perhaps this wa due to him
being deep in thought about future Ops and exercises. When all !'Inners
finished the coaches delivered everyone back to barracks for the pnie giving which Maj McMurtrie, the new Brigade Chief of Staff, performed.
All in all it was a very good day was had and we look forward to next year.

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)
Sqn Comd
Maj J ohn C ha rn ock
RSM
WOl (RSM) S. G. Jackson
The Squadron has been a frenzy of activity during the last few weeks.
The preparation for the .end of year_ cxerc~se season are all but complete
and a testing series of build up exercises will soon f~llow. o sooner have
we returned from Op Palatine than Ex [ron Foray 1s upon us. Squ~dron
Headquarters ha said hello and goodbye to a number of personalities m
the past two months Welcome to the new OC, Maj John C ha rnock who
arrived from MoD, London. The new Squadron Clerk, Pte C heryl 'Catsuit' Roberts arrived in the Squadron to the sound of a 21 gun salute (less
20, allegedly). LCpl 'G IO' Jitend r a arrived la t ".Ion th to take over as the
Postal Clerk and nobody has seen him ~mce;_ JUSt bow. many Gurkha
holidays are there in a calendar year? In hne with the copious amount of
new arrivals several personnel have also left the Department. A_ s~d
farewell to 'ssgt Jack ' Mech Warrior' Hawkins and_ SSgt_ Richie
'A irborne' Ha rper as both leave u to take up new careers 111 c1vv1e_ treet.
Good luck to both of you, and thank you for all )'.our hard work durmg the
several years you served in the Squadron. You will both be missed.
The Administration Officer, Capt Joe Cox has finally got the
' Squadron Butty Bar ' up and runn~g. After initia_l teething p~oblems
while the food hygiene azis prevancat~d o~er the_ 1s ue of the Safe to
Serve Certificate' the profits are now rollmg 111 and mfl~tmg_ th~ PR1 fund
admirably. On the porting front, WO I (RSM) Steve Action . Jac~on
would like to thank all the members of the football team for thetr ste~lmg
efforts in the Royal Signals Plate Competition at Blandford: ext tLme,
however a few more actual goals and a lot less own goals are m order. The
Chief clerk, SSgt Steve 'To~my Cooper' Owen i to be complimented
on organising an excellent Bngade g?lf day, which saw members of the
Brigade staff competing against the Signal Squadron. eedless to say, the
Signal Squadron won.
.
Congratulations to the Yeoman, W02 (YofS) 'Hodge' rthurs and_ bis
team for achieving an EXCELLE T on the recent Crypto Tnspechon.
W02 (FofS) Lance Ma rshall led the Squadron Mru:cb and Sho?t.Team m
the Brigade Concentration Tf3;iJ;ting this month provmg that a d: tmct lack
of hair doe not affect your ab1hty to march or shoot: well done.
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ed Dickson
Tp SSgt
Sgt Dicky Dyer
After a month po t-Bosnia leave and three week s1:1m.mer leave, a
highly motivated Troop, compri~ing mostly of 'annour vu~m ,' retum~d
to work to get intimate with their Panzer . It was. rapidly d1scov_ered that
they are not very u er friendly, mostly through pam-related leammg (long
live Panzer rash!). The workload has been very_ heav)_' as ev~ryone
prepares for the busy exercise period, which culmmates m a ~1 v 1s~onal
exercise. The Bo s, L t Ed Dickson, ha been lost son~ewhere m his ~
Tray with SSgt Dicky ·Town Crier' Dyer and Sgt Phlegm Gargler
Davies not far behind. The Troop has aid goodbye to evera l members
including the legendary gt ' Champagne Charlie' James, C pl 'Clankers'
Clancy and igs John Marshall, 'Percy' T hrower. There are also a few
'Hellos' to the lad fresh from the factory; Sig 'Web ters· Webb,· haven
Haven' Grochowina, 'Swead' weet, 'Heidi' Hide an_d 'Woz' Ev~ns -;
WELCOME! (And get the brews on). Al o congrat~lation to Cpl Dog
Barker for coming off the erge~nt ' B~ard an~ bem~ ucce sful on the
Yeoman Selection Board along with Sgt Ph legm Dav1_es. The Troop now
looks forward to forthcoming events, including Ex Lion un Ill Cyprus
and a Singlies Weekend Away - Location yet TBC!
BRAVO TROOP
Tp SSgt/OC
S gt Pete Mullen
. .
The Troop has been bu y recently, e tabhsbmg the Step - _Up HQ, and
getting our degrees in tent erecting. It has bee~ a te~dy btnld up. to the
exercise period in October, with le ons on particular items of_eq111pme1~
within an AFV 43 seric armoured vehicle. We borrowed a switch from -'
(UK) Div for a week so we could iron out an)_' fault with the Ptarmigan
assets but instead we confu ed the YofS by gettmg two allegedly ul LOA
work ing in di fferent detachment . While this has been gomg on, there has
been the dri ving course for the 432. Although most people pas ed their
tests one indi vidual, ig Paul Kennedy, decided . to re-wn te the
emergency stop by sliding side\ ay down the manoeuvring area.

Since we returned from block leave, there has been the weekly drinks
session, mainly for arrivals and leaving drinks and LCpl 'Fordy' Ford to
recruit for his dancing school. The Troop would hke to say farewell to the
following people: Lt 'Doris' Day, who i off to Shriven ham for a threeyear course in how to drink; Sgt ·Toyah' Wilcox who 1s off to 16 S1g_Re~;
C pl J ohn Attwell off to ATR ~assingboum,_so the standard of sold'.ers.1s
bound to go down; C pl 'Mac McM ullen 1s off to 19 Bde; C pl G_nr
G r iffith s who, at the sprightly age of 42, is off to 16 Air Asslt Bde (via P
Company); and last, but not least, igs 'Thomo' Thoma and teve
Andrews who are off to 264.
The Troop would like to welcome in to the fold:
gt Pete tullen
from 261 Sig Sqn; Sgt 'Trev' Allen from I Di".; C pl arah '.I'm a star'
G uthrie fresh from starring in the new recruitment carnpa1gi_i; LC pl
Clarke and Laws; and Sigs Bowen, Bunion and Willia,m.~ straight from
the factory. Congratu lations to Cpls Keith Langan, S1 Barker and
'Griff' Griffiths for coming off the promotion board. a~d an extra well
done to C pl 'Si' Barker fo r being selected for YofS trauung.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 'Throw me a rubber ring' Richards
Tp SSgt
Sgt ' I can't sir 'co T'm sinking faster than Y?U' Greaves
[t surely cannot be three months since we last at here wllh about ten
minutes to a WIRE notes deadline and a blank page in front of us and a
'things more important than WIRE notes' to do list going out of the door.
Support Tp, as we have now been named, ha".e spent the _last couple ~f
months attempting to get ready for the succession of exerc1 es that await
us during the mon1hs of October and ovember. The QM' Department
have found themselves on first name terms with just about every body that
work in the Bicester and Donnington stores depot and have even thought
about havino there own rear link quartermaster detachment up there to
cul out the ~ iddle man. feanwbi le nobody in the LAD has see~ the ~un
for the last couple of weeks because wh_en_ it' time to lint h lymg
underneath a truck, if been time to go and he m y~ur bed. Ap.art f!om the
Tiffy, SSgt Jim ' ['ve won a holiday' Lemon w~o 1 now at 1~ his offi_ce
looking like an over ripe tomato, damn that all mclus1ve beer 111 Tenenfe
followed by a wee nooze on the beach. As for the MT Department, ~ve the
few abu ed by so many, for absolute ly no reward. have notbmg_ to
co~plain about. Ln fact we are reli hing the challenges th~t are bemg
thrown our way. We are e pecially looking forward to P_Cndmg_ the next
month and a half either on the Aldershot or alisbury Plam trammg areas
where the worst that can happen to u is getting rained on. On a more
erious note we have found life extremely bu y at the ~ome_nt but
hopefully by the next is ue we will have a few more mter tmg thmgs to
tell the rest of the Corp about. The obl igatory hello' to ,Cpl 'Coz(
Powell Sigs 'Shades' Singh, · trangeway ' Lynch and Who am I
Perry. Sad Goodbyes go lo Cpl Ritchie ' Ring' Preece and
ot Dean
'Competit ive Dad' Whitworth.

MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
\ 02 larshall
Tp gt
Sot Hopkins
Since we got ba~k from Bo nia in June our feet ha\e not touched the
ground building the new ignal quadriln from scratch. An ach1e\ement m
itself i seeing everyone in work. We hall ee who ~as been graftmg ~d
who ha be pending too much time around the 'Tra1le,r o! Knowl~dg~ a~
the day of reckoning i a_lmo~t upon us_. the B ng~de hrst Mechan~zed
exerc ise - if nothing else, 1t will be emouonal. Amidst all the preparation
going on t11e Troop \ ould like to cong~t~lat~ gt Lee oldnell f?r the
sup rb pole po it ion he gained wh1 l t dnvmg Ill the Bulford to . ldcrshot
rand ·pri, . We would al o like to welcome the two 1!1stalla11on iec~.
rlincys with GCSE certifi cate·) Sig Brewster an? ig La_H nu
1g
Brewster imprc sed people very early on by trymg to wire a 24 \
so ldering iron with a 3-pi n 240v plug. \J ell don , . back to school (It
wouldn't have happened in my day) . We ' ould also hke to \\;Ic~mc Cp!
Jim ' You ' re OFF!' Berrey to the Generator Ba to reliC\C Sgt ,t iopp),.
Hopkins of ome of hi pape r wo~k .o he can go and pla} g~lf \\ di th:ll
vhen Jim is here and not pl ay mg football. \\ e would !mall hk.: to
~ongrarulate LCpl ick ·Tbe dmin _Penguin' onstable for pa mg
Coy, ick you left it too late, para huung out of the back of a 436 d n t
count on your jump card.
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Plate Competition. A considerable improvement on last year's effort in
which we came second overall! It was still, however, a very enjoyable and
(suprisingly for 'yprus) sunny day. Arabs beach club was the venue for
the Akrotiri all-island volleyball tournament, in which we faired a lot
better by winning the Plate competition. The team consisted of gt Kev
' ome on big boy ' Waring, Cpl ' I earn more money than yaw' Paterso n,
LCpl Rob 'The Knee' Hansen and Sig Gav 'Three times around my
chest. GO!' P r igmore. Well done for showing the RAF how to play the
game.
LCpl ' Wide boy' Bil by and Sig ' Abdoula ' Stanley attended a basic
parachuting course at CJSAT , Dhekelia. They thoroughly enjoyed
themselves, but their unscheduled 'night activities' contributed greatly to
the cha llenging nature of the course! Cpl 'Goose' Paterson is currently on
the same course probably wondering why he is throwing himself out of a
perfectly good aircraft. Congratulations to 2Lt M ilner on her valiant
attempt at the Cyprus Walkabout. She obviously didn't understand what
she was letting herself in for... bet you won't make the same mistake again
next year ma'am! Consolations were readily forthcoming, however, if
only from her puppy pooch Bob. A further congratulations to gt Geo rge
'l'm on my mobile ' Hen ry who has recently been awarded the ' Queen
Mother' Certificate of Merit for Outstanding work in the Community'.
Oh and a final call out to ig Ad a m Holley .... Get the beers in mate!

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qn Comd
1aj Jo hn Oakes
\ 02 (S 1) G ary Smith
M
H JL A; D FAREV ELL
Deparrure and arri als have picked up again over the last few months
with three new arrivals and four departure . Welcome to the Ops RooO-:
Capt Keith Roach who is posted in from DLO Andover, and into the
Tech Wksp come Sgt Pa m litchell and Sig Mark Igo who have both
been po ted in !Tom The Roya l cbool of ignals, Blandford. A farewell
goe to Capt lick Purve who has been po ted to 2 ig Regt. York. C pl
ue eate i posted to 243 Sig Sqn. ali bury. Cpl Wendy Boardman
d~fec:t to the Adjutant General Corps and C pJ Sarah Dyer is posted to
C1vd1v (glutton for puni hment. she is now working in the COMM CE as
a Civilian). CONGRATULATJO S
Our congratulation go to W02 (YofS) Billy C ardwell and his wife
Kare.a on the birth of thei r son V illiam and to Mi s 'Finchy' Finch, on
the binh of her daughter. Dai y.
EXE RCI E C HATURA 'GA - By LCpl Mel/duff
For the fifth year running soldiers from 251 Sig Sqn fooli hly et-off for
the Chaturan~a As ault Course Competition, held in Toumai, Belgium.
The compelluon 1 based on four member team competing over a 2k.m
as ault course where natural and artificial ob tacle alternate with
shooting tests using cro sbows, sniper rifles, pistols and assault rifles.
Team one con is~ed of Sgt 'I dance like a diva' C lash, Sgt ·1 am funny'
anderson gt I eat more than ten men' Gill and myself LCpl 'Sprog'
1cHduff. Team two was made up of gt 'What's the name of that gun?"
Moore, Sgt 'Evil Knievel' Webb, C pl ·nerve of steel' Dyer and LCpl ' I
am a lady' Harkness. The man leading the exerci e W02 YofS 'Show me
your war face' Cardwell.
The trip. o u~ to Belgiu~ was uneveni?tl, that is, if you call nine people
and all their kit squashed into our sunshine coach of a minibus uneventful.
Once there it was all off the bus and out for a quick look at the a ault
course and then off LO get our heads down in preparation for the next day,
(Not!). T.be first day on the assault course was spent in om individual
teams going over the obstacles in low time, all 38 of them. At the end of
the d~y we were all feeling the effects of too much running, jumping and
crawlmg through mu ~, (not to say the beer the night before!).
When race day amved, we were all a litt le bit stiff; before any teams
could compete in the competition all team members had to pass the
confi de~ce test, the firs t being a cat crawl over a va lley and the second a
death slide. If you' re anything like me, heights tend to be a bit of a
problem .. gt 'Evi l ~ieve~ ' Webb, appeared as if he was auditioning for
the part m a travelling circus as a clown, which never the less kept
everybody well entertained.

EPISKO PI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ara h Covey-Crump
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ga ry Mathieso n
It has been a busy time for the Troop at the moment with various
arrivals and departures. On the arrival front we say a big hello to SSgt
Mathieson, C pl ' Piggy' Lee- Davis, LC pl 'I've not had too many! '
Foster, gt M usgrove and Sig Ward ley. We'd like to say goodbye and
good luck to C p l 'Caz' Croft, Sig 'Southern Fairy' C reighton, C pl
'Granddaddy' Q uinn, S gt Barr and Sig E mett. For the fortunate ones
left in the trod we have the quadron Battle Camp to look forward to in
ovember, as well as the Hodgson Shield Competition, which has tarted
anew. A final mention has to be made of Sgt Street and Sig Ca mpbell
who against all odds defeated the mountain in the Cypms Walkabout. As
well as the fact that the temperature was over 30 degrees, the mountain
5700ft high and the course 90km long the heroic pair survived being
beasted down Troodos by a Royal Marines Warrant Officer! All in all, it
was definitely Sgt 'Third time lucky ' Streets finest hour!

Rear row (L-R): Sgt Moore , Cpl Dyer, Sgt Webb, LCpl Harkness,
W0 2 (YofS) Cardwe ll
Front row (L-R): Sgt Gill, LCpl Mcllduff, Sgt Clash, Sgt Sanderson,
and Benson the dog
It was ~ow drawing nearer to our tum and team one was up first nerves
were tai:tmg to get to everyone. Once we got the go ahead, the obstacle
were eastly completed and we made good time, then it was onto our first
of three hoots. The first shoot was a l OOm range, the second and third
shoots were the 5_0m _standing and the 25m pistol shoot, in-between shoots
we comp leted circuit of the obstacle course, after the shooting wa
completed the only ta k left was the I OOm carry to the finish. Once there,
Sgt ' I eat more than ten men' Gill went on to do a niper shoot. The torture
was then over! We were later informed that Team One had comp leted the
cotirse in the fastest time ever for a British Team .. . Yeah!
The whol~ course was rep~ated f?r Team Two, who took slightly longer
and 11 was said to be the funme t Bnt1sh team ever to have competed in the
event. The final resu lts were: Team One came first and walked away with
t~e Gol~ , Team Two came seventh, where Sgt 'Evil Knievel ' Webb was
g iven bis last hot of morphine. Finally, team members would like to thank
all the_Sponsors, without whom, the exercise would not of happened, and
a special thartk you to L' Ecole Logistique in Toumai, Belgium for hosting
us all so admirably.

-

ROYAL
-

AIRFIELD T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ka te Milner
Tp S gt
S gt Bob Stenhouse
Airfield Tp has been through quite a few changes recently, due to the
change over of the detachment to Kosovo/Bosnia and the postings in and
o~t. .We we lcome b.ack _ig ' Mong Hoor M il evsky, ig Andy ' Damon
Hill Well and our 11lustnous leader S gt 'The Bui lder' ten hou se. They
~ere taken, over from .b~ our very own three wise monkeys, Sig
!'1onobrow McGurk, 1_g Way-aye-ma n ' Godd ard and ig ' Jackanory'
Km g, who, we are sure wi ll come back with loads of exciting stories about
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h ~w he solved the Kosovo Conflict (obvious ly no one was around to see
this). We are. all l ?o.k i~ g forwa rd to see ing C p l Da nny ' Randy-Dudd'
R ~ d d who wi ll be J01mng the Squadron once aga in from hi 4-month sun
sh ine tour of the south Atlantic. Word has it that he has fa llen fo r a bi rd
called Pingu. Speaki ng of su nshine, a big hello to FofS ' Have you got a
fag?' McGregor, who is currently relax ing in the USA.
We would also like to take this opportunity to welcome in 2Lt Kate
'L-Platcs' M ilner, C pl Dave ' Bodge tape' Atherton C pl Pa ul ' Roc k and
Roller' C reeley? Sig Gav ' Mirror boy' Pr igmore,' Sig Pete ' Maccam'
Godda rd and Sig 'Co lgate' G riffith s. Al so, hurry back LCpl ' Midn ight '
B.a rn ett fro m your.Class 1 and welcome back to LCpl Morri s from your
~ 1bre Course. A .bi g ,farewell goes to Sig ' Gummy Bear ' J ou ghin , ig
Wh~t arc you doing? Ho bso n and ig Ronnie 'Sweet Cheeks' Fletcher,
who is looking fo rward to serving Big Macs and fries to the rest of us in 69
U K Civ Div.
Airfi eld Tp would like to say sorry to the rest of the Squadron and J SU
fo r win_ning every drinking competition on offer at the Telcmecb
convention. O n~e we had scraped together enough people to take part in
the BFBS 5-a-side Football. Tournament, our team "Athl eti co Sambuca'
managed to come second (in every ga me) resulting in la t place in the
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AN
AL TELEMEC H CONVE1 TIO -6 EPT 2000
On Saturday 9 September the annual Cypru Telemech Convention \va
held at the Squadron's Jimmy Club bar in Episkopi. Telemech's from Ayia
ik, Dhekalia, Akrotiri and Episkopi met up for a few sociables and some
fun and game . The day started off with a kick-around at the Happy Valley
pitches. Afterwards it wa back to the bar for a quiz courtesy of pl
' Piggy' Lee-Davis. There was a barbecue laid on to keep our energy levels
up for the long day ahead. A good eight hours later (and a couple of beers)
saw Limasol Wi ne Fe tival as the final wateri ng hole before everyone
headed into the main touri t area to dance the night away. A big thanks
goes to Sig 'Big Gay Air Garnett, Sig 'Left Eye Lopez' \1oss and ig
'Monobrow' WiJliams for organising thi event. a final thanks goe to
LC pl Tindall for doing a good job handling the bar and the constant
barrage of abuse!
THE CARDBO RD CR ISE-AJDER
On 3 September 2000, a team of elite soldiers from Dhekelia Tp, 259
Sig Sqn entered the 62 Royal Engineers Annual Charity Raft Race at
Cessac Beach, Dhekelia. The intrepid team members were LCpl
' Doorwedge' Dorward (Sk ipper), Cp l 'Skin' Readhead ( avigator), Sig
'Gupta' Ba te (Gunner) and LC pl ' Herner' Taylor (Raft De ign
Engineer). Forty-six ra fts in total were entered for the various races, and
were given marks for construction. originality, method of propulsion. for
the teams' fancy dre sand of course for their race performance.
Our team was feeling quietly confident of ucce s, although the re t of
the Troop (and the Garrison), were laughing at us and hurling torrents of
abuse. On reflection, thi was understandable, as our raft was con tructed
from cardboard MFO boxes. Undaunted, we made our last minute race
preparations and loaded the raft up with ~mo. mostly egg . Our h~
quickly came around and before we knew 1t, we were on the start hne
being showered with eggs and flom from enthusia tic spectators. The
starting thunder-flash went off, and we ran along the beach Lo board our
magnificent craft. Somehow, it didn't ink and, incredibly. we tarted to
pull away !Tom the pack. We rounded the two marker buoys and rocketed
in to the fi nish, minutes ahead of everybody else. Unfortunately, two rafts
in other heals were faster which pushed us back into thi rd place overall.
Still. not bad for a cardboard raft . We were heroes and the chicks loved u .
I hope this prove that there i a viable future for cardboard shi pbuilding.
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Check Out the NEW STOCK
in the Museum Shop
For your Christmas Gift

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
Maj J. H. Fraser
SM
W02 Tredwell
The Squadron bid a sad fa rewell to a lot of SHQ and Ops this month .
These being, . g~ Barr, W0 2 '\ou horrible lot' Ewin g, Ca pt ' It's way
past my bed-ume head , Capt Batfi nk' Han dibode and last but not
least, ~ r tevie Boulton. On the arrivals front we say a big hello to W02
' harhe don't su:ft ' Tred well, Ca pt Mc a lly and Ca pt K night. We hope
ev~ryone senles into the Cyp~ s way of life well and that they thoroughly
enJOY nex t months excitement in the form of Battlecamp!

DHEKHALIA T ROO P
Tp Comd.
Capt lexander
SSgt Brya nt
Tp SSgt
T HE ARMY A GLING FE DERATJO C ARP CHAM PJO SHJP
After hearing tales of record breaking fish being caught throughout the
whole of France, ' the team' from 295 Sig Sqn (myself LC pl 'Baggy'
Bags haw and Sig 'Gupta' Bate) were on a high when we fina lly reached
the Abbey lakes complex near Compeigne. The Army Angling Federation
Carp Championships consi ted of a Pairs event being held over a 4 -hour
period, from the 18-20 August. After picking the 'best peg' on ~he lake. we
set up om rod and bivvy to the gentle plash of pounders leaping clear of
the water. The water looked good. The weather was right and the fish

numerous and large. After a 12-hour wait, we finally got a screamer ofa
run and after a couple of seconds slipping around in the mud. Sig Bate
managed to strike in to it. It was a monster of a fish that fought valiantly
for about ten minutes until the hook flew out of its mouth, just as \\C \\ere
about to land it. Distraught at our loss. we retired for the night, only to be
woken four hours later by the high pitched tone of my bite alarm, signaling
another chance of a fish, a quick dive into the two inches of mud to grab
my rod. Unfortunately it proved fruitless, one of many 'ghost runs·, which
plagued us for the rest of the competition. At the end of the 48 hours, only
21 fish had been landed, by only 6 of 17 teams. The lake had not fisne<l as
well as expected and had beaten most of the 34 disappointed anglers. ull,
finishing seventh equal doesn't ound too bad! Special thanks goc to Rob
H ughes , (carp fi hing champion), for ho ting the championship and for
giving Sig Bate some casting lessons.
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Presents & Gifts for all the family

THE MUSEUM AND SHOP WILL BE
CLOSED FROM FRI 15THDEC (12.00)
UNTIL JAN 2N°

New Childrens Toys & Gifts
Childrens Camouflage Uniform
Camouflage Pen and Pencil Sets
Tools and "Gadgets" for Dad
Uniform & Accessories
Books, Prints and Cards

Opening Times;
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Mon - Fri (All Year)10.00 - 5.00.

Weekends

(Feb-Oct)10.00 - 4.00.

ALP HA TROOP - By Sig Simon 'Uncle Fester' Garrell
fp Comd .
Flt Lt Dave Robertson
The JCUFI advance party arrived on I August 2000 consistin g of
myse lf and Sgt Wilson to RADCON and the rebro-dogs LCpl J. J.
' Rambo' Roberts , LCpl ' Itchy' Richie Harris, ig 'O ldman ' Porter
and Sig ' Manylegs' Qualtrough. We started our take over and waited for
the main body to arrive. After a fond farewell to 3 Div and the
s imultaneous di sappearance of three cats, we started to get on with
making ourselves at home and getting on with the job. The South Georgia
boy - Sgt 'Nessie' esbit, Cpl C harlie Hart and Sig ' Random ' Tasker
deployed with much chatter about how hard they have it and how they
were se t up. Two days after they arrived, we were receiving signals
a king to come back. ig Iain ' hermanator' Bibby was amazed that the
water went the other way down the plug-hole and spent many a happy
hour flushing toilets. Cpl Winston Whyte has busied himself with his
late t ' get-rich-quick' scheme by charging for kit from RADCON stores,
managing to amaze everyone with his 'now you see it now you don 't'
trick .
LCpl eil Dinsdale decided to make new pen friends, writing several
introduction letters to adverts, only to have them arrive to fellow
RADCON crew LCpl Helen ' Warrior' Winterson and LCpl 'Thelma '
Roberts. Back on the rebros, LCpl Harris and his crew consisting of
igs ' Pukie' Wilkie and Qualtrough on Mt Adam have been trying 10
outdo LCpl Roberts, Sigs Porter and 'Virg' Parkin on Campito with
exciting telephone chess matches and karaoke nights. gt Dean Wilson ,
ig Bibby and ig Garrett attended the battlefield tour of Mt
Tumbledown, hosted by the Roulement Infantry Company. This proved
10 be both an informative and emotional day with the Gurkha piper
playing at the memorial site on the rocky outcrop overlooking Stanley.
We now look forward to future explorations of the Island ' fascinating
flora and fauna. (Finally the Troop wish Sgt ' Jaffa' Wilson a peedy
recovery!)

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

my view that my heart would stop. and l would actually die from the ice
cold water. The flare fired - this is it! - a hoard or screaming bodies went
sprinting into the mo 1 uninviting ocean.
l 've never seen knees lifted so high. Enough 10 make any PT! proud! The
brave ones amongst ~ managed to run to head height, but most were
dragged under by the icy waves. Cpl Lesley 'The BV's driven off with my
clothe ' Beck, uccessfully managed to drag half a dozen others under
with her fall. Once we'd been completely welted through ('to the head '
was the agreement), we didn ' t hang around and we were swiftly ashore.
I'm sure everyone (even Sigs Keith ' l like to shimf' Ma la it and
Charlotte ' I don't care what my deputy dog hat looks like - l'm warm'
~riscol ) would agree it wa an exhilarating experience - and a good
giggle. Two Tomadoe congratulated us all by performing a ' fly-by'. This,
the huge bonfire on the beach plu the hot toddies - and of course raising
money for a good cau e - made it all worthwhile.

The picture shows the outgoing USM , W02 Tom Smith and
incoming CPO Tim Isherwood (RN)
A_ 257 _S ig Sqn's tour draws to a close, preparations for the hand-over
are m their advanced tages. We offer our sincere t thanks to our RAF and
avy taff for making thi tour memorable and enjoyable. Although we
are hortly to depart these barren shores. we must say a farewell to 2Lt
'<;Jemie Ben ' Davenport who has cut away from his penguins to complete
hi Troop Commanders course at Blandford. Good-byes al o to Capt Phil
Da):. Capt Dave 'Drummer Boy' BaU and W02 Tom ' Karaoke King'
m1th. The new USM, CPO Tim Isherwood, despite being in the Senior
Service (as he never ceases 10 remind us), will have a hard act to follow. A
warm welcome is also extended to Capts Lee ' Half Marathon before
breakfast" Kielly and Mark Edwa rds .

JOl T COMMUNICATIO S UNIT FALKLA D ISLANDS
By Lt Jon 'No Mare ' Mayne
OC
Maj Jan ' ed Flanders ' Hunter
USM
W02 Karl ' Gon Fishin' Weaver
The final additions to the new Army e lement of JCUFJ arrived at
Mount Pleasant fntemational Airport on 8 August to the welcoming signs
from 3 (UK) D R reading ' Welcome to Hell 7 Sigs - Merry Xmas'. It
had , however, taken a long time to get there. 231 Sig Sqn, officially
beca~e deta~hed from 7 Sig Regt after Easter in order to complete all the
training required to deploy into a working environment where there is a
plethora of equipment never seen before by the soldiers within the
Squadron. JCUFI is a tri service unit, and although it is headed up by the
Army. 45 percent of those erving within the Unit are either Royal Air
Force, or Royal avy. There are three Troops, Alpha Tp is headed up by
Flt Lt ~a~e 'Foxy' Rob e rtson, and is re ponsible for all radio
commumcat1ons. Bravo Tp is the Responsibility of WO Ian Brown of
the Royal Navy and runs Syscon and the COMMCEN. Charlie Tp is led
by 231 's very o_wn _L t Harriet Hebblethwaite, and is responsible for the
trunk communications systems and all the IT equipment and support
around the Islands, and more importantly, everyone's telephones.
Once the handover from 3 (UK) DSR was complete, everyone started
to find out what the Falklands has to offer. The result was that there is
defi1~itely something for everyone, as long as it didn't involve being
outside for too long, as the austral summer is not yet with us , and
temperatu~es hav~ been as l?w as -20°c with wind-chill. Activitie range
from I 0 pm bowl mg and a cmema to Go-Karting and golf. There is also a
superbly eqmpped Gym, a swimming pool, sauna and olarium and for
when the weather does warm up, a water sports lake, as weit as ihe
chanc_e to take a ~mded Battlefield tour. This means that everyone can
experience something new whi le they are here.
A final word must go to Maj Paul Bosher who finished his command
of 23 1 Sig Sqn with the shortest Falklands tour ever before Maj Ian
Hunter took over. He will be mi.ssed by all of the Squadron (well ome
of them at any rate), and we all wish Paul and Helen well in Shrivenham.

'Hard Men'
(R-L): OC JCUFI, Sgt Pickering and Sig Potts show off their
Winners Trophies for the MPA Ultra Fit Competition
257 lG AL Q UADRO (JCUFD
0 TH-WEST ATLA TIC MrD-WI TER WIM
On Saturday 24 June 2000\ we were all given two options very different
to our ~sual Squadron bonding ·~~Orts for All' . Any sane person, given
!he choice between a log-run or d1vmg half-naked into the Atlantic Ocean
m the middle of winter, would surely opt for !he Foi:mer? Arc we up for a
chall~nge, or perhaps four months 1solat1on 1s havmg an effect? Reality
sa~k m when we woke up ?n Saturday morning to find a carpet of snow
lymg on the &rround. We amved at Surf Bay to find more crazy people like
ourselve , large waves and no sand - just snow. Lots of snow.
We all stnpped down to our swimmi ng costumes. Two minutes to gol
L~ading Wren Shelly ' Anyone for a wobbly coffee?' Jones kept ou~
pints up by repea.tedly telling us,. 'It's not as cold as last year.' Mmmnmm
.. ··: yes. We all _h ned ~P· Certa m groups were psyching themselves up,
Joking and showing their war faces, trying to convince Lt Ade ' l 've lost
my heai; ra~e monitor' .Johnson they really weren't cared. It helped to
take their mmds off the fact that all sensation was now lost from the ankles
down. Looking at the face around me, l realised that others might share
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BRAVO TROOP- By LCpl Mall Childs
Tp Comd
WO (CY) Ian Brown RN
On 7 Augu t 2000, the main body of 231 Sig Sqn, 7 Sig Regt. landed
at Mount Pleasant Airport in the not so unny Falkland Islands to begin
the year's main deployment , a ix-month tour a JCUFT, the
communications squadron in upport of HQ BFFI. We were to take over
from 257 Sig Sqn, and the advance party had already deployed a couple
of weeks beforehand to get things squared away in preparation for our
arrival. Once we had landed we were met by the OC, Maj Paul Bosher.
(thought you were safe now didn ' t you Sir!), with the re t of the advance
party and then whisked off to the accommodation. (Much better than
Krefeld). The next couple of days was death by Powerpoint as we sat
through the interminable round of GDT and F G briefs and
presentations, Island do's and don 'ts, and all the other arrival niff naff
that goes with a new tour in a new location.
After all this it was pretty much straight into work, after a couple of
hardcore social night to say goodbye to the outgoing Squadron. A Tri
Service COMMCE is a trange beast indeed, and it took u all a few
days to get used to it and to get settled in on our respective shifts. (A
watch is something you wear on your wrist). C pl Richie Applegarth
went onto A shift, C pl John Mcgee and ig Sam C larke onto C Shift
and Myself onto B Shift. There were no major teething problems,
although the RAF and the avy element are still not quite ure what 10
make of Sig Sa m C larke. (But then again .. . who is?) We arc all well into
the routine now. Work, play and PT. Organi ed by our beloved Badge,
W02 (USM) Karl Weaver.
One of the main attractions in the coming month i going to be the
first ever gig of South Atlantic mega tar 'The Lost Re ort ', a collection
of JCUFI musically challenged individuals headed up by Sgt Dave
'Skins' Burke. The jury is till out on thi one, but we will be sure to let
you know how they get on! hould be a laugh anyway! The Troop would
like to say a big Falkland Hi! To POR Chris Kierstenson RN the new
Sy tern Manager and Farewell to PORS George Swalwell R the
outgoing Systems manager. o one ha that long to do. C hift has also
changed at the top 'bye to Sgt Jud Pringle RAF and hi to gt Bob Ash
RAF. Enjoy your tour Bob. Finally congrat to two more of our aval
element. LRO Shelly Jones on getting her LS and GC for 15 years of
undetected crime, nice one mate! Al o to LOM Paul Dimmock, on
receiving his ATO medal for a tour of Ko ovo. Both medal were
presented by CBFFI, Brig heldon at a mall ceremony in the HQ
building. That's about the lot for this in talment. but watch this pace for
future developments in the happy world ofCOMMCE Falklands.
CHARLIE TROOP - By Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite
Tp Comd
Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite
231 Sig Sqn based in Krefeld have, ince early Augu t, been fortunate
enough to take over the respon ibility of JCUFI. Charlie Tp is primarily
respon ible for maintaining the digiFITS bearer y tern throughout the
Island and the telephones and P s arou nd the complex, a full time job a
the Tele Mech found out in the fir t few week . The first month has been
predom inantly a ett ling in period. but we have had a vi·i1 by !Jaj Gen
Pringle. There are of cour e many activities in which to indulge.

Sgt 'Mick the Mullet' Yendell showing off his catch
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depending upon your inclination (although what gt rompton' is I can
only guess). We have planned many trips 111 the forthcoming month
including a very cold and wet tnp in a rigid raider that I have cunningly
managed to keep quiet so far, as well as further battlefield tour,. Ye , I
will remember to fill my flask this time and take spare camera film
LINE SECTIO - by LCpl Healy
IC
gt Dave Cascarino
Farewell to 3 (UK) DSR! Gone but definitely not forgotten! 7 Sig Regt
have arrived bringing with them their very own Tele Mech . The mech
from 16 Sig Regt are all breathing a sigh of relief, for at least the next ~ix
months anyway! There's a new man in the hot seat in the shape of . gt
Dave 'Fatboy' Cascarino, welcome to him and congratulations on hi
recent promotion. Suffice to say his reputation ha> preceded him! \\ e
have all settled well into our new working environment. for the lads and
lasses from 231 Sig qn it has been a steep learning curve. but they are
coping admirably. The variety of work that Line eel undenake i vast,
and never seems to let up. 'Fatboy' keep telling us that it \\ill soon >cem
like second nature- sorry bos , we don't believe you! On the ocial front
we have all gelled really well- did you expect anything less from
telemechs? However, we do have a problem with LCp l Phil ·1 Love
Sharon' Brown and Sig Mo 'I Love Sharon Too' Morris- Guys. be cool.
sooner or later LCpl baron 'I can't Decide' McCreaddie will let you
know one way or the other! pecial mention must go to ig Jim 'The
Stutter' Brampton and ig Simon 'Dumb' Woodworth- without you
two morale would not be as high! Meanwhile back at the ranch the
sensation seekers of the Maintenance and Project crews led by Cpl
Danny ·Devo' Rudd are having so much fun in the rain- get those cables
tested lads! If Cp l Glen ' When I was a Radio Relay Det Commander'
Sunderland carrie on wingeing he will find himself on the receiving
end of some good old Line Sect discipline!
FITTEST (Fa lkland Island Tru nk and Telephone upport Team)
By LCpl 'Denzil' Depporl
IC
Sgt Chris Crompton
Keeping it short and weet this month. I will kick off the article with a
big thank you to all 3 (UK) DSR personnel for a smooth and very helpful
handover/ takeover, and without whose help we'd be doing a lot more
head scratching. Work down here is hectic. with over 2000 telephone
subscriber to keep happy and a radio trunk y tern that seems to enjoy
breaking down on the coldest of nights. However, all i not lo t as there
are a fair amount of recreational facilities available on MPA. For
instance, I enjoy vi iting the bar and, oh yes the em ... bar.) gt 'Ginger
Wizard' Crompton i now resident DJ for the ever popular JCUFI bar
'Sharkies'. He ha recently been approached by an unknown ource who
wishes to use him in implementing a new project called ' AAFOT'
(Noise As A Form Of Torture). Cpl ·screecher' impson ha joined a
band. but will adly be out of action for a while as he wa everely
blinded by the last rotten tomato launched in hi direction. Cpl ' weepy'
Baulch i doing sterling work as section MT rep', while LCpl ·Smokey·
Ros is currently under p ychiatric evaluation due to an unhealthy
fixation with jumper wire and chrono-block . On a final note, LCpl
'Skid' Jordan may soon be leaving u to begin a career as a crash te t
dummy. He ha con iderable experience in the field and i hoping for an
interview with the relocation officer a soon a he has completed hi
invigorating week with the Roulernent Infantry Company.
POWER SECTIO
IC
gt Gaz Topps
The JCUFI powermen arrived into theatre headed by gt Gaz Topps
on 31 July with the main body ariving on 8 August. fter a week's hand
over from 3 (UK) DSR we started to get into the swing of thmg . gt
Gaz Topps wa immediately met with a big MT problem as Line ect
cannot get to grips with starting Rovers. Cpl 'Kaz' Ca swell ha oned
out the ervicing for the next ix month . He is al o keeping ·pirit: high
with his tories of pears. sandles and ling hot. from when he joined the
a1my in 1682. We would al o like to congratulate newly promoted gt
Andv 'The coiled cobra' McMullan who has been po ted to I (UK)
ADS.R. We will mis him in the bar giving it both barrels of· Love on the
Rocks '. Alarm clock. are now safe (well. down tlus neck of the \\OOds
anyway). We would al o like to wish him. Cindy. and the kid the be 1 of
luck for the future .
Other per onnel in the team include newl) promoted L pl · 1ont) •
Learmonth who i pulling his hair out with hcliop . ig ·>..,1omca· ti
promi e to be ready in under two hours) \clarshall, in charge of doc~. ha
fina lly fini hed. ix months work in one day and 1s no\\ to be found w nh a
duster cleaning omcthing. ig 'Scotty' (I'll just get me head down for a
couple of minute ) 1askell Jlthou~h in charge of Troop fun~' h:b more
of a likene s to Lenny Mclean for his debt collecting skills. Fmally l.Cpl
• Kev' (which ferry compan. can I u e now) Cranne) who is I store ..
21C hcliops. and gene fixer extraordinairc and all round good egg. \\'c arc
still wai ting for the comract_with Turners to.be signe~ so that\\ . can.
hand over rcspon ibihty for hrst and ccond !me scf\ 1ctng and repair ot
the generators at the remote hilltop 1tc~. Until then the routine of\ i~ 1111~.·
all the sites every 10 <lay · goes on Uust to help G31 Topps fulhl hi.

challenge of getting naked on every hilltop in the Falkland l lands).
Thr ection have variou trips and outings planned for the future. as
well a making best use of the facilities and all the various opportunities
that the I lands have to offer. The c include battlefield tours to Goose
Green and Darwin, and out to Mount Langdon. These, as well as the odd
sigh t eeing trip to sma ller islands to sec the varied wil d life, should
make for a very interesting tour.
TECHNOLOGY CELL- By Cpl Johnston
S gt Andy Roberts
From the sunny plains of Germany we moved eight thousand miles to
the land of hope and opportw1ity. It wa here that Cpl 'Joh no' Johnston
traight in from 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn and Cpl 'Dunc' Beacher were
a igncd to the 'TRI-SERV ICE IT CELL'. Being the F Gs we were
welcomed to the cell with an intere ting fir t evening out, drc ·ed in what
wa to be known a the FNG sui ts. This involved gct1ing dressed up in a
collection of computer equipment and being paraded around the many
bars on MPA. Now having worked in the JT Cell for three weeks we have
settled into doing things the half Army, ha lf RAF way. Working really
hard with no rest (Army way); eating and drinking lots which
compensate rest (RAF way). lt is a highly demanding job as there arc no
computer or oftware companies here to repair any equipment, so it i
down to the profc sionalism of the personnel working in the JT Cell. We
enjoy many socia l and sporting outings, having a team in the local
bowling league, which get u out of the work place and creates teamwork
and good morale. It just goes to show that the Anny and RAF can work
together.
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Mt Longdon Battlefield Tour
Clockwise from left: Sgt Gaz Topps, W02 (USM) Weaver,
SSgt Tony Black, Sgt Andy McMullen, Sgt Chris Crompton ,
Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite, Sgt Robbie Richardson, Sgt Mick Yendell

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)
qn Comd
faj Simon Gregory
SSM
W02 Da e Scott
As the e 1 ote go to press, the Squadron i gearing up to go to
Denmark on Annual Camp, and the Ex Rwmel Stone. Thi hould have
been the opportunity for the Squadron to train on the newly procured
Project LOCK. but the inevitable delays have meant that this i not
happening, and W02 (YofS) Dave Hughes has bad to put in some long
nights re-working the plan. We have recently welcomed Maj Simon
Gregor , who ha· taken over the Squadron and finds he has to work a
little harder than he did at the sleepy hollow that is the LISA. One of his
fin;t duties wa to bid farewell to LCpl James 'Smudge' Smith and Cpl
Simon 'Hodge· Hodgson. We bid them Au Revoir, if not goodbye. We
have al o said farewell to Sgt Aaron ' Doobs ' Rodgers, after a brief career
in Special Communication . Congratu lation to SSgt (FofS) Ted Heath,
for passing EFP2 without too much complaining. and Lt Andy Peploe for
passing JOTES. And last but by no means least, a big thank-you to Sigs
Clare faslin and Karen Clarke for organising a highl y uccessful
Squadron Barbeque at Bletchley Park in AugusL

OBUA TRAJ ING WEEKEND
In September the Squadron embarked on its now annual pilgrimage to
Eastrnere Village at STANTA for Urban Operations (a we understand it i
now called) training. ln spite of the fuel crisis all the vehicles made it up to
orfolk, aided by the ability of a MOD 90 to extract fuel from otherwi e
fuel-le s petrol stations. The rain arrived as ordered at reveille the next
morning but spirits remained high as everyone wa put through their paces
on a eries of stands.
LCpl Gareth Clarke demonstrated 101 way to cro s barbed wire and
Cpl Pete Litchfield cau ed havoc by 'wounding ' Section Commanders at
the critical moment on patrols. W02 (SSM) Dave Scott and LCpl Jim
Holgate reminded everyone of how to do a Section attack properly.
Meanwhile, the airborne combo of Cpl Sylvester Hack and LC pl Simon
Roberts cond ucted a guided tour of the sewers and rooftops on the
confidence course. In the afternoon the training moved on to the real
business of practising assaulling buildings, while the Squadron's patrols
for Ex Ruru1el Stone were taken aside by Lt Angus Evers and W02
(SSM) Dave cott and ent out on CTRs of the village. Sgt ' Wes'
Wesseldine and Cpl Mark Gott both managed to infiltrate the enemy
positions, which were ably organised by
gt Dean Poole, complete with
his two boxer dogs.
After the patrols had reported back with their findings the Squadron
formed up for an attack on Ea tmere Village in the early hours of Sunday
morning. After a simulated artillery bombardment and through a thick fog
the Squadron stormed through the wire and took all their objective within
90 minutes. Tea, medal and war storie followed before the only sleep of
the weekend on the coach back to Bletch ley. After this performance, the
Danish Home Guard is in for a shock next month when the Squadron
ventures out to Denmark!

tation Comd

Maj (TOT) Paul Gaffney

The pa t year at Balado Bridge has seen con iderable change with a
60% turnover in stat ion personnel. Nevertheless, with all hands to the
pumps and a concerted effort by the tc~hs ~n 'OJT:, we have been able.to
keep our heads above water and ma111ta111 con 1 tently good satellite
commun ications for NATO - well done the lads!
The station bids farewell to W02 (FofS) Kevin Moir who has bc:en
posted on promotion to 243 Sig Sqn to find out wh~t hard work really 1~ we hope he doesn 't miss his role as the resident Balado Bndge Social
Worker'. We know how much he loved counselling our sometim~s
wayward lads - hope the hair grows back FOS! We also welcome his
successo r, W02 (FofS) Mick Cowie ~ho has hit the grou~d runmng and
is already showing sign that he 1s keen to .make his mark. A l o
congratulations to Sgt Ian 'pees' .Fincham on ~1 recent promotion and
to C pl lan Kirkland on his selection for promotion to Sergeant.

was IC Power Section 'Comish but from Gloucester' Cpl Richie Kear
who proudly showed ~ff his two Makron 280KW Generator.. - ·The:;,- 're
great if you want to power up the village sir, but a btt of over the top ll
we use them only to power up the station.: '!"he next po_rt of call wa~ the
RADOME or 'white golf ball' to the ummttated. Be ides the 14metre
di h, the RADOME also hou es the station fitness equipment. Quite often
the lads can be seen here enjoying a rela.~ing row or even a gentle climb
on the stepper. However, their main aim is usually to get nd o.f tho'e
exce s pounds or more importantly to make ro?m f?r more pies and
crisps - especially gt Mark Robinson who, de p1te bemg a fitnes. guru,
still enjoys a good pa5ty or three.
ext it was olT to the control room
where the Genera l met 'bald is beautiful' Sgt Craig '\1cGowan, gt
'Smudge' mitb and Sgt Ewan Kinnear who despite ~ci~g a ginge;
assures u he's st ill loved by the ladies - who are you k1ddmg E\\an_.
Then it was on the bus olTthe bus for the usua l photo call where Cpl Phil
Gavan impres ed everyone with his expertise a a photographer.

ISIT OF BRIGADIER GE ERAL H. H. SCH LZ (Ge A) DEPUTY CO TROLLER NACO A
.
.
The relentless onslaught of visits to Balado Bridge contmue
However one of particular note that took place on 4 Augu t, 2000 was
the visit 'of Brig Gen H. H . Schulz, the current Deputy Contr?ller of
ACOSA. The General, accompanied by his 12 y~r old so~ Fabian 8!'d
Lt Col Bill White R SIGNALS, arrived at the station 3.0 minutes earlier
than expected, perhaps in an attempt to catch t~e umt on the hop. In
normal Royal Signals tradition, ho~vever, the stanon w~s well prepared
for such an eventuali ty and the Station Comma.nder,_ MaJ Pau.1 Gaffney!
was immediately on hand to greet our d1stmg_u1shed vtst tors. MaJ
Gaffney then adopted diversion tactics by .escorting the General to !he
ceremonial signing of the visitors book while SSgt Shaun l".'ay earned
out swift alterations to the visit programme to enable the remainder of the
vi it to go without a hitch.

The MOD Police complete with guard dog, civilian staff and Fabian
Schulz get in on the act for the Station photo
Hee en got away with man handling the General to get the be~t po. cs
_ lucky man~Phil , by the glares you were getting fom1 Taj Gaffne) we
thought you were going to end up in a cell for the we~kend.
After a wonderful Mediterranean Lunch profc s10nally. prcp~rcd .by
our very own multi-talented Jean Smith, who e mam role 1s the !allon
dome tic engineer ', the General w~s ~r~ ented w1.th a framed pnnt of
·Balado at Du k" to commemorate h1 v1s1t to the umt.

SSgt Dean Poole tries to reassure the new Squadron Commander
about his Command
E ME 'TCO RSE
A number of willing Regular Tele Op {Tg) volunteers were put through
their paces on the second Special Communication Assessment Course of
the year. pl Jase Broome oversaw a slightly revi sed cour. e with great
ucces , and all the students worked, and played, very hard. We look
forward to . ecing six of them back very oon on the Special Com ms
Course. The quadron is till recruiting, and the number of posts available
is about to rise substantially in all trades. There are even going to be two IS
Operator slots. Anyone intere ted in volunteering for the February Course
should contact their YofS immediately, and get a copy ofSOinC PD 206 in
the post to the Squadron before the end of January.
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Brig Gen Schulz (Ge A) signing the visitors' book,
watched by Maj Paul Gaffney

LCpl Jeet Madoolal aims for the stars

After an administrative and tcchnicnl presentation by Maj Gaffney
and the tation Civilian Engineer Mr Brian Johnson, the General ~vas
given a guided tour of the station wher.e he was able to !11eet t~c sol~1e~
at their place of work. First on the hst wa gt •Tall (~ull1 la king)
Tanner who, due to manning shortfalls, has been runnmg the tores
section in recent months. I le impressed the General with 111 knowledge
of the ATO Stores Accounting y tern but made n clear that he w'.l
glad that Cpl Ian Kirkland, a real tore accountant. had been po ted in
to lake up the reins. The next species to be <.:ocountercd by the General

Maj Gaffney presenting a picture of Balado ~ridge
to Brig Gen Shulz as a memento of his v1s1t
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The visit of Gen chulz was an ideal opportunity for the presentation
of the L &GC Medal to gt ·Taff' Tanner who, despite being amazed
that he got away with 15 years of undetected crime, was thrilled at the
pro pect of having hi medal pre ented to him by a senior German
General.

gt Tanner's wife Jo de ervcs much of the credit for keeping him in
line.

Sgt Tanner and his wife Jo after he had received his LS&GC
medal from Brig Gen Schulz (Ge A)
Finally the General gave the unit a short brief on the future of ATO
Commtmication after which he presented the station with the NACOSA
plaque.

everything that moved, which didn't include Tan Munford whose
leisurely pace seemed to entail him going backwards. What started as a
gentle coastal stroll turned into a m?untaineering expedition. Th~ gentle
wmding paths turned into stc~p gradients, where even the mo_untam goa~
struggled! Still, morale was h1g_h as we a~c1dentally bumped mto a pu~hc
hou e. SSgt Ian Munford enjoyed a hght and healthy meal of_ chips,
choccy bar, two pints of cider and a cigar. Fuelled up we set off agam, Cpl
Tony Booth sufferi ng from blisters was ' forced' to stop at another pub,
gallantly supported by SSgt lan Munford and WOl (GSM) Charli.e
Dubique. SSgt Kev Wosika, SSgt (FofS) Gaz ':\'alton and C:PI Ph~I
Eaves enthusiastically sped off for the final three-mile dash. It 1sn t sure 1f
they actually saw any of the coastal beauty, but did manage to set a new
land peed record .
ORIE TEERING - by Cpl Phil Eaves.
.
. .
.
On the third day, the morning dawned dark and misty: From_w1thm this
mist Sgt Kev Wosik~ emeqied having set out the 0~1enteermg course,
soaking wet and laughmg ommously to himself._ As things turne.d _out he
had decided that the training area wasn't challengmg enough, so h1dmg the
markers would just add to the fun. Luckily though the mist cleared just
before the event started, although this made absolutely no _difference to
some of the participants. First out of the blocks was Cpl Phil Eaves who
shot away from the start point like a startled rabbit, next to go was Cpl
Jase Wells, who sauntered away with back pack on looki~g less than
enthusiastic. It was expected to run past one of the check pomts and find
Jase casually seated reading his book, whilst enjoying a fine wme, but
these fears were alleviated as instead of doing this Jase thought he would
get lost instead. The remaining conte~tants _wen~, some ~naing, _others
walking leaving Kev Wosika at the finish pomt sun chucklmg to himself.
About an hour later, Phil Eaves stumbled over the hne, ten markers to the
good, in a reasonably quick-time, closely followed by S gt (FofS) K~v
(GPS) Peters, agaia ten markers to the good. The rest then stumbled m

with S gt Ian tunford, the only other entrant to find all ten. '>Sgt (Fo!'S>
Gaz ' I' m a Corp Orientcercr' Walton managed to only find lour. 11.h1l. t
the GSM WOI Charlie Dubique and gt Paul G.-een both came m
together having managed to only find two, chuntering to anyone who
would listen (which wasn't many) about how the markers had ob~1ou~1,
been moved! The results of this little competition was: • gt (FofS) Ke\
Peters, SSgt Ian 'I'll follow Kev around ' Munford, Cpl Phil EaHS The
only thing remaining was to partake in the apres orientccnng BBQ, the
only surprising thing that happened here was the fact that the GSM found
it!
CLAY PIGEO SHOOTI G
It was decided to take advantage of the Clay Pigeon range at Penhale
and see who was the exerci e hot shot. The event is a lot harder than it
looks, each person had I 0 clays to rry and hit, with most people ha\'ii:ig I 0
rounds apart from S gt Jan 'Win at all costs' Munford who wnh pnde at
stake, thought he would use eleven. He eventually tied for first place"' ith
Cpl Phil Eaves, Phil actually hit one more than Jan , but Ian managed to
talk (or should that be bore!) him round to a tie: The most no~able shooter
was SSgt Kev Wosika who after much braggmg and promises came m
with a pretty credible 0 out of 10, but managed to get 10 out of 10 for the
excuses round, the best one being 'My fingers were cold!' Results \\ere:
!st
SSgt Ian Munford & Cpl Phil Eaves
7110
3rd
WO I (GSM) Charlie Dubique
6.1 10
4th
SSgt Kev Peters, Cpl Tony Booth & Cpl Jase Wells
5110
7th
SSgt Gaz (I ' m a Corp Clay Pigeon Shooter) Walton
4 I0
8th
Sgt Paul Green
2110
Last SSgt Kev \Vosika
0:10
All in all a good week wa had by all, ':"ith tho ~ that attended already
looking forward to next year event, which I believe Sgt (FofS) Gaz
Walton has volunteered to organise.

SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY
OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

Maj Gaffney receiving the NACOSA plaque
from Brig Gen Schulz (Ge A)
Sgt 'Taff' Tanner receives his LS&GC medal
from Brig Gen Schulz (Ge A)

The General thanked everyone for an informative and interesting visit
and then he and Lt Col White said their farewell.

600 SIGNAL TROOP
Tp OC
Maj Ron Kirkwood
Life has been busy at 600 Sig Tp as of late, well apart from PCGC,
CDPT and CDA, with members of RSSST deploying to thearre every five
minutes to assist with the apparent 'Non Onerous' commercialisation
project. Congratulations go to Sgt Dave Doody who seems to have
acquired dual Kosovan nationality. Congratulations also need to go to two
other members of the Troop, WOt (Yofs) Steve Holt who managed to
hide his Macam accent and come off the commissioning board and also to
W02 (FofS) Bob Wymer who has achieved his life long ambition aad
gained his VQ level 5 in diplomacy. We also wish Bob good luck in his
forth-coming marriage (third time lucky), and also best wishes go to SSgt
Chris Gouldson (second time lucky). They are both tying the knot in
200 I . Bob is getting married ia orway and has kindly offered to charter a
plane to fly his friends over.
EXERCJ E TEEL DRAGO '
Ex Steel Dragon was an adventurous training exercise for members of
600 Sig Tp. and affiliated members in the Hub taking place around the rich
trai~ing areas. of Penhale near Newquay, Cornwall. Nine people
part1c1pated with more people from the Troop promising to try and get
down some time during the week (It was amazing that those that did
eventually tum up, managed to miss the more physical events and tum up
for the Brewery Trip). The group was accommodated at Penhale Training
Camp, three miles west of ewquay. The week's events consisted of
walking, biking, orienteering, clay pigeon shooting and team building
events (all taking place in various drinking establishments).
MO , T I\' BI KJ G - by Cpl Jase Wells.
Monday morning we set out for the start point, about an hour away from
Penhale at Poley's Bridge. Little did we know what the Dept of Transport
had in tore for us.
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The fir t sign of things to come was a diversion sign on the A30. We
turned right and followed the diversion , slowly, in a very long queue of
traffic, until we were nearing the A30 again. We thought we had passed the
problem by now, but the traffic started tuming around and a passing
motorist told us of a fatal accident on the A30. We followed suit (turned
around that is), and then began our series of brushes with Road Closed
signs. We cou ld have been forgiven for thinking that Cornwall was being
blocked off from the rest of the country. Anyway, two and a half hours
later, we arrived at Poley's Bridge. Tyres pumped up and with seat
adjusted the Magnificent Seven rode off into the forest. The fu-st hour and
a half was very picturesque, with verdant woodland on both side of the
'Camel Trail', and a meandering stream on the right. We stopped for a
brief lunch break at a trailside cafe, buying drinks and sneaking down our
packed meals under the beady eyes of the waitress. A steam train
momentarily distracted our attention, with the GSM, WOI Charlie
'Flash ' Dubiquc rushing to extract his camera from his bag. He managed
to get a glorious photo of the back of the train, somewhat more than 200
metres away (but, rather wonyingly though , he did manage to get the
number). As we approached Wadebridge and then Padstow, the Trail
opened out and the stream became a river, then an estuary. The tourists
were out in force, getting in our way as only tourists do . Half an hour later
we were sitting o utside a pub in Padstow, supping ale, then home for tea,
biscuits and more ale.
WALKI G - by Cpl Tony Booth
On the second day of the adventure training, we et off on our little
coastal jaunt from Portreath. Cpl Tony Booth suffering from a hangover
whined for the first hour, until the fresh air helped him remove the
contents of his stomach. SSgt Gaz Walton, Sgt Kev Wosika and Cpl
Phil Eaves stormed off, as if 011 an SAS training mis ion. The GSM, WO I
Charlie 'David Bailey' Dubique snapped away on his camera at

CO
Lt Col A. M. Abraham 9/12 L MBE
PSI Signals
W02 (SSM) R. J. Pye
Tp Comd Sarawak Tp JUO R~ss Anderson
.
.
Formed originally in 1902 with 20 students fi:om Hartley Umvers1ty
College who joined the 2nd Volunteer Batta!1on of_ t~e - Hamps~tre
Regiment as the College Compan~, finally becommg a umt_m its ?wn_ nght
in 1937. The Unit currently recruits from a number of Umversllles 1~ the
Southampton Winchester, Bournemouth and Portsmouth areas with a
very healthy ~rrength of nearly 200. Within the Unit _a Sign~! Troop has
been formed which provide Special to Arm Trammg to its members,
enabling it to support the Unit during its exerci es.

Pembroke hire. This year most of the Troop had_ managed t~ qualify [or
field firing; Castlemartin Ranges were aa ideal l~cauon offenng
opportunities for Stages 4 and 5. l Para Heavy Machme Gun Pl had
arrived with a couple of 50 Cals and SF GPMG .and. enough ammo to
fight a large war. For many this was one of the highlights of the camp.
Everyone had what could only be described as a bla t with both ~es of
weapons. OCdt Pete 1itchener just could aot get enough of finng the
support weapons.

UOTC SIGNALS COURSE BLANDFORD SUMMER 2000
Southampton is fortunate to be geographically clo e to Blandfor.d and
has always managed to get a good number of people oa the OTC Signals
ourse. Thi has to be one of the mo t popular courses that Officer Cadets
attend and this year was no exception. JUOs Kim Mc Murray, .Kate
Maher John Debenham and OCdt Jez Vaughan all thoroughly enjoyed
their ti;ne and are now keen to pass 011 their new skills to others at
Southampton.
S MMER CAMP 2000
.
This year's Summer Camp wa con?~c_ted in So~th _Wales with a wide
range of military and adventurous act1v1t1e . At this lime the Troop w~
commanded by 2Lt Victoria Deakin (now at Sandhurst) with J 0 Will
Taylor (due to go to Sandhur tin January 2001) as Troop ergea1~t and
JUO Gemma Sayer as Tp JUO. Starting with Platoon Level tacn_c on
Templeton Training Area then building up to Company Level "f'acttc ._A
good supply of blanks ensured tha~ all had an enjoyable time with
everyone getting a chance to take part m the HQ and ~latoo~ role . For the
Troop it was the first time that they had been both 1gnall11~g and part of
fighting patrols. lt wa oon apparent to all that comms are vital e pecially
in a fa t moving battle.
.
The next phase was cloaked in secrecy. however, some managed to
work out that something out of the ordinary wa gomg to happ~n. We w~re
not disappointed: the next few day were ~n e capt'. and evasion exercise
starting off at Dixies Comer on ennybnd~e Trammg Area, the _u ual
tactics of hoods, plastic cuffs and loads of no1 e soon had everyone 111 the
spirit of the day. As comms were a key element of the exerc1 e many of the
Troop were quickly relea cd to allow them to take up comm role : I knew
there was an advantage to being in Sarawak. We were dispersed_ m man
team all over the Se1mybridge Area and the Black Mountams_. Tiu
included RRBs on the top of the Pen y Fan and other peaks to pro 1de the
afety net to cover over 200 quare ~lometres of mo1;Lntamo~1 grot~nd.
The comms worked well , and morale m the Troop had nscn to an all-tune
high, we were possibly the only pecial to m1 Troop who were actually
employed in their role.
The camp then moved to a Range package in
a tlemartin,

OCdt Pete (get me more ammo) Mitchen_er fir!ng the 50 Cal and
OCdt Jez (up a bit) Vaughan keeping him on target
OCdts Katie la. er, Kim le 1.urray and Pippa Havard-Da\ ies
really enjoyed it and ome of them had the chance to hre the GP 1G from
the hip, carefully as isted by the I Para guys who had ne\'cr seen ''omen
firing from the hip before.

Should you make a purchase a the re ult of
eeing an advert in The WIRE
plea e let them know that you aw their ad crt
in your Corp Magazine
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ARMY CADET FORCE
,..

CLIMBING THE ARMY LADDER

•

Nottingham Territorials on maneuvers in Scotland had support from the
very top as they climbed the military ladder. Fifty members of the Triumph
Road-ba ed 87 ig Sqn are currently on annual exercise, in Edinburgh.
The high-tech communications troops began their two weeks of training
with a grueling battery of military tests and assault courses.

the RSS competed against Cadets at the camp from De\'on ACF,
Hamp hire & Isle of Wight ACF, Warwickshire AG and S Yorks &
Humberside operated from their Strafford and Hull bases respecti\ely.
Several adults assisted in making up the number of contactable locations.
Ironically the winner, declared by faj like Vokes the organiser. was a
sole Cadet operating from Dollar Academy CCF in Scotland with an
amazing 37 contacts. In the runners-up position was the team of two
Cadets from 'Z' Company, Hampshire & The Isle of Wight ACF with 33
contacts. In addition to the competition held on the R , daily activity
during this period occurred from dawn until after dusk with units using the
allotted frequencies for safety nets, rear links and Company exercises, in
addition to giving demonstrations to passing dignitaries \i iting the
camps. For the first time the Net Monitors produced a chedule of ACF
signalling unit with their locations and dates at camp. A daily schedule of
listening watches by the Net Monitors or their cadets was maintained,
which guaranteed that when cadets from other unit were available to try
out the NRN. it wa mo t likely that they would make a contact without
having to make prior arrangements. This worked extremely well and the
listening watches maintained especially by Essex ACF and Hertfordshire
ACF were much appreciated by other units.

Lt Richardson (OC Machine guns 1 Para) supporting
OCdt Jess Lewin in firing GMPG from the hip
This was quic~ly followed by live section attacks, which were probably
more nerve-rackmg for the staff than the Officer Cadets. With adrenaline
pumping and ' hat wa for ome total exhilaration and for others almost
complete terror, section were sent down the range. In ten minutes many
had found a ' hole new level of trust in those around them. There i
~othing like having your mate's muzzle a few feet from your head with a
hve round up the spout, to focus the mind. The camp ended with everal
days' adven_ture tra!ning, includ!ng paint balling, horse riding, cart racing
and_ ~ountam walking all of which was great despite the weather trying to
spoil 11. However, the Range day were still the topic of conversation with
who nearly shot who including a civilian white van that wandered onto the
Range. and how many rounds each managed to get down the Range.
. The summ_er month_s were filled with expeditions these were: walking
m the Canadian Rockies & epal, SCUBA diving in Jordan and sailing
around U_K waters. Sarawak took on the Canada expedition, which with
som~ as 1stance from the Corps was a great ucces . JUO Will Taylor
qualified a the JSMEL with less than a month to departure and W02
(SS 1) Bob Pye as the ML. .

Climbing the Ladder
Signal Officer in Chief Brig Cedric Burton with
Cpl Heather Blair (a student nurse from Bulwell,
and Sgt Amanda Jones (a civil servant from Thorneywood}
JUO Gem_ma Sayer, OCdt Helen Farmer, Georgina Loader and
Danny Robinson on lower slopes of Sulphur Mountain discovering
that if you go down to the woods today you had better beware for
every bear etc

There to cheer them over the fmal rope ladder hurdle was the Signal
Officer in Chief of Britain 's 13,000 Regular and Territorial Army {TA)
Royal Signals. Brig Cedric Burton aid his job included encouraging
young men and women to climb the army career ladder too. He said that
many of the city's Territorials worked for civilian firms at the cutting edge
of communications technology and that the expertise they brought was
vital. He also said, 'The TA gave them a unique chance to develop their
technological kills and idea . That, along with the army"s management
and leadership training, made them even more valuable to their full-time
employers.' Brig Burton added, ' We are still only on the brink of the
information technology (IT) revolution - the future of military
communication is going to be extraordinary. ottingham' Signallers are
playing a crucial role in helping us develop ystem for the army of the
future . l need each one of the them to reach their full potential and ger the
very most out of their TA ervice.'
Cpl Heather Blair (27), from Bulwell said, ' Our Squadron i a part of
the UK's defence. We are al o on call to help rhe civil authorities during
emergencies like major flooding. We also increase people's skills levels in
things rangillg from IT and HGV driving, to catering and stores
management. Local busine and the army both benefit.'

CADET IG ALLING - VERY MUCH ALIVE AND KICKING!
REPORT 0
ACF/CCF IG 'ALLING ACTJVlTY - S MMER

JUO Gemma Sayer and OCdt Merry Ison, descending from the
9000ft peak of Mt Edith Alberta Canada

Are you a satisfied soldier?
If you want to know more about the
Satisfied Soldier Scheme get in contact
with your Squadron Office for more
details.
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Canadian Expedition in Healy Pass
on the boarder with Alberta and British Columbia.
Back Row (L-R}: OCdt's Ed Jagger, Helen Farmer,
Danny Robinson, Tom Usher, 2Lt Andy Grimditch
OCdt Georgina Loader, JUO (JSMEL) Will Taylor,'
OCdt Merry Ison, JUO Gemma Sayer
Front Row (L-R): OCdt Neil Stone W02 (SSM) Bob Pye,
OCdt James Bossi
The 12 strong team spent nearly three weeks in the Rockies conquering
many of the peaks a~d trails around Ba~fT, culminating in a 5-day
unsupp_orted trek 80-trnles up to Lake Louise. This trek was great and
dramatic enough for_even the most seasoned of our mountain people,
made all the more 1mpress1ve when on the third night there wa an
unexpected snowfall and this created a whole new set of challenges. The
new Acad:n:i1c year has ~taf1;ed well with a larger Troop than last year and
plans to v1s1t Signals units Lil the South and mount expeditions to even
more challenging locations next Summer. Good luck to those who recently
J01~ed Sandhurst from SUOTC: Vicky Deakin, Mi ke Bre nn an, Andy
C hisholm, Chri Head, Geor gina Loader, Ada m Wakeham, and
Jc_re!ily Osbo rn e, and to W ill Taylor, C hr is J ones and Jim Stua r t who
JOm m January 2001.
T HE WIR E, DECEMB ER 2000

2000
ACF & CCF Signalling remains alive and healthy at the end of the 2000
ummer Camp season. evcral ACF countie. included signalling cadre
amongst their camp activities. Cornwall, Cumbria Es ex, Hertford hire,
Hamp. hire & The I le of Wight and South West London ha e nm
signalling course .
omwall ACF ran a Radio U ers ~ourse at
Okehampton at which eighteen Cadets were succes ful, Cumbna ACF at
Swynncrton held a 'cros ed flag 'course with 13 ucce e and a Cadet
who passed the Instructor's te t. Essex ACF at Ripon al o passed out
Cadet at the 'crossed flag ' level. Hertfordshire ACF at Leek had 20
'Cro sed flag 'passes. Hampshire & The Isle of Wight A Fat Wretham,
orfo lk ran two cour es on uccessive weeks with a total of 41 Cadet
gaining ' Crossed flags' and two Cadets Radio Us:_r badges. Al! Cad~t
units have commented on the very good level ot support rcoe1ved m
n11u1ing these cour cs, assistance with le ting and the loan of kit received
from the Regular Army ponsor unit , Royal chool of 1gnals, Um ersny
OTC and the Territorial Army.
.
The level of Cadet attending all the Signal course held both ~unng
the Ea ter and Summer chool holiday at the Royal School of 1gnal
(RSS) and the enthusiasm of U1ese Cadets remained high. For the fir t
time the Advanced Course held during the CF summer camp eason,
included a four-hour HF radio competition on 17 Augu.t. U ing the CF I
CCF ational Radio etwork
RN) frequencie , five teams of Cadets at
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New Recruit?
The first visitor to Project Millicom with Maj Mike Vokes

It i hoped to repeat the e exerci es again next year. when it is
anticipated that more ACF units can be persuaded to drive the cobwebs out
of their Unit or camp location , and put the PRC 320 radio to u e.
For the immediate future, regular schedules are maintained by ome
tation on Monday and Thursda evening at 2000hrs on the calling
frequency. (RegularffA Units contact the Cadet Force ignal Advi or
020 654 2582 for detail ) It i hoped to extend thi arrangement to each
weekday at '.!OOOhrs. if ufficient interest i forthcoming to make it viable.
aturday between 1200 and 1500hrs is another good time to make

contacts. The
hristmas 24 hour compeutton ·Exercise Christmas
Cracker' is great fun for cadet and will take place on 2/3 December this
year. Participation over the full 24 hour period i not a prerequirement and
units might prefer just to take part for part of the period if they have
insufficient trained cadets to operate for the full 24 hours . More details
about all these activities and a sistance arc always available from the RN
monitors: Capt Mike Buckley 0208 654 2582, 2Lt J ohn Wresdell O1377
254441 or Maj Mike Vo kes 02380 262551.

BADMINTON

CRICKET

The Annual Royal Signals Badminton Tournament took place during
the peri od 11-1 3 October 2000, at Azi mghur Barracks, Colerne. The
attendance at th is year's tournament was up on last year but not at the
numbers expected in previous years due to operational commitmen ts. A
total of eight units were represented of which two managed to bring an
all-female team in addition to an all-male team. Those indi viduals that
attended the .tournament thoroughly enjoyed the highly competit ive spirit
that was ev ident throughout the va rio us co mpeti tions. Th e players
presented a gift to the Corps Secretary, Capt Terry lnman, who ran the
tournament for his la t ti me before leaving the services. His successor
apt Dave Duggan , invited him to re turn as a guest player in th ~
veteran's tourna ment next year in order to ensure tha t the troph y is
re tu ~ed, (just in case he th inks that it his is persona l property, having
won 1t for th e last fou r years). Badminton in the Corps has been very
succes ful over the last few years, the nu mbers play ing in various units
has trebled and reached a peak last year with over 200 players. The Corps
was represented in the Army Fina ls by no less than six units out of the ten
finalists and the Corps Team won the Inter-Corps Cham pionships for the
first time in 17 years. Any individual s in the Corps who pl ay badminton
and have not yet made themselves known, please contact Capt Duggan.
Tel: 949142666.The re ults of the Corps Tournament were as fo llows:
Men's ingle Winner
Sgt Merchant DSSS, Chicksands
Women's Singles Winner Cpl McTurk
7 Annd Bde
Unit Team Winners
11 Sig Regt

ROYA L SlG ALS CC 2000 SEASO REPORT
Fo ll ow in g a rath e r up and dow n season in 1999 th e Corps si de
approached the 2000 season w ith determination and a resolve to improve
on the 3rd pl ace ga ined in the Grouse Merit table. Unfortunately the early
signs did not bode well as the pl anned earl y season mini-tour to Somerset
was cancelled due to lack of ava il ab ility. Lack o f ava ilabil ity had been
our problem in the 1999 season and it was disappoin ting to see it raise its
head aga in so quickly. However, the pre-season indoor nets essions had
gone we ll and with warm-up matches against the Chairman's XI, RM A
CC and RM CC provid ing early tests the first Merit Table match away to
the AOC CC was upon us. A very poor w icket at Worthy Down saw the
AGC in early trouble Cpl ' Judge' Smith taking 4 for 13 and 2Lt Alex
Senneck 3 fo r 16. All out fo r 72 the AGC never looked like wresting the
in it.iative back a lth ough the di ffic ult and unpredictabl e pitch requ ired
patience and
gt Daz Winfield with 2 1 and LCpl Steve Fox with 13
n.o. saw us home to a five wicket victory. One down seven to go!
The Infantry CC are difficult oppos ition, and can fi eld almost a fu ll
si de of Army and CS pl ayers. O ften as not however, they wi ll have
difficulties in getting 11 players to the ground and this proved to be th e
case when only ten men appeared. Put in to bat th e Corps made steady
progress to 182 all out in breezy, overcast conditions. LC pl Ford with
6 1, W02 Gardner with 33 and 2Lt en neck with 35 made th e mai n
contributions. The In fa ntry had roped in a spectator by the time it came
for them to bat, but to no avai l w ith Sgt G lean 3 fo r 38 and 2Lt Senneck
3 fo r 35 tearing in from either end . Although severa l players made a start
none got beyond 25 and they were reduced to 132 all out in 39 overs,
another so lid performance and a win by 50 runs. The RAC CC also fail ed
to fi eld a fu ll side on their visit to the Blandford Oval, whi ch had recently

Visit the museum website :
www.royalsignals .army.org.uk/museum/
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been equipped with a new £5000 electronic scoreboard. The board did
not require the third digit on the total as they were bowled out for 98,
LCpl Fox 3 for 18. W02 Gardner and SSgt Winfield made short work
of the target reaching 99 without los , a win by ten wickets.
Our forth match in the merit table was the best of the season. The RE
C came to Blandford on a sunny, hot day. They won the toss and elected
to bat on an excellent wicket. Batting was to dominate the match as they
raced to 241 for 4 in their 50 overs. This could have been more but for
some excellent fielding by the Corps side. Following their undefeated
opening stand against the RAC CC W02 Gardner and SSgt Winfield
made a positive start and grew in confidence as stroke play became the
order of the day. The first wicket fell in the 42nd over with the score on
211. A so often happens the second member of the pair fell soon after
but the side was ecn home by LCpl Ford with nine balls to spare, W02
Gardner 130, SSgt W~n field 62, a win by eight wickets. Then came the
crunch match away against last year's winners the REME CC. Put in to
bat the REME CC made slow progress early on and as they attempted to
increase the rate wickets began to tumble. Sgt G lean, held back by the
Skipper and brought on as sixth bowler, tore through the REME side
finishing with career best figures of 7 for 36. Nevertheless the REME
took the fie ld confident that the overcast thundery and humid conditions
would help them whittle through our line up. Yet again the Corps openers
got of to a good start putting on 56 for the first wicket. SSgt Winfield
went on to make 62 and was joined by 2Lt Alex Sen neck who made 58
n.o. The now modest looking target was achieved with 15 overs to spare
with seven wickets in hand . A lthough some excellent individua l
performances had contributed to the result the dynam.ic team fielding and
high morale in the changing room had also played its part. Five down,
th~~p
.
.
The Corp side had been bles ed with fine weather all season and 1t
continued as we entered the final week of fixtures. Three home games on

the 18, 20 and 21 of July were all played in line \\Cather and hangmg
baskets and ice-cream salesmen could be found on the pa\ihon. ·rhc RA
CC arrived with ten men and was put into bat, and was seen off for 119.
A rare failure from W02 Gardner ( 14) a.llO\\ed L pl Ford (44 n.o.) to
build a partnership with SSgt Wi nfield (56 n.o.) and Sa\\ u~ home to a
nine-wicket victory. With the RLC CC and the AMS C sides left, the
Corps was in a strong position to take the title for the first lime m 1:-.
years. When news broke of the REM E CC defeat by the Infantry. morale
shot sky high as we realised that only one win from the two Ii. ture~ y,a
required. The skipper proved lucky again when he won the nip of the
coin and put the RLC in to bat. Bowling was tight and fielding tighter and
they were restricted to 154 for 8 in their 50 overs. gt Glea n 4 for 24.
Solid contributions from the top of the batting order ,a\\ the Signals
reach their target in 32 overs for three wickets. W02 Gardn er 38, LCpl
Ford 53 n.o., 2Lt en neck 31. The last match was against the A\.IS CC
probably the weake t side in the competition. They elected to bat and
slumped to 82 all out. Perhaps it was fate but the top three in our order
were all to fail together for the first time, all three out for a combined
total of 12. At 24 for 3 we suffered a light wobble but 2Lt cnneck {44
n.o.) and Sig Houghton (23 n.o.) steadied things up and we reached the
target of 83 without further loss. Eight from eight.
What a season! New Chairman in the form of Lt Col R. G. icholson,
new Vice-Chairman - Maj Dave Whimp cnn y, new skipper \: 02
(Supervisor Radio) Paul Gardner and shiny new trophy in the pavilion.
Bowler of the ea.son, which is awarded on average , went to 2Lt lex
Senneck. Batsman of the season also on a erages to LC pl Keith Ford
and Player of the year to SSgt Daz Winfield .,.. ho, along with the .skipper,
gave us such a great start in each innings and whose fieldmg was
exempla ry. 'On on' to 200 I, defending the Grouse Trophy and the
prospect of a tour in ovember to Australia!
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GOLF

HOCKEY

R IG ALS (GER 1
1 GOLF MEET! G - by Maj .
H. Cofri/le
The R lG AL (Gennany) Autumn Golf Meeting was held at RAFG
epternber 2000, attracting 45 players from
Bruggen Golf Course on 7BFG. The cour e wa in excellent condition, the weather pica ant and
ome excellent golf wa pla y ed over the two day . The major
competition contested wer primarily by member of the orps Squad
and it was fitting that the com1 ·tition's be t golfer, gt Brian Turner,
won the 36-Holc tableford ompetition. The other major individual
competition . the I hole Scratch and Handicap were won by LCpl
Kerr Greenham and V 02 (Fo ) Da e 'Bandit' Perr , who scored a
remarkable net 63; con equently. he was reduced to a man's handicap.
The Captain' Cup, donated by the Sgt Turner. i competed for by
players over the handicap of 18 and wa won comfortably by Cpl Jason
Cla ton . The Corps Chairman, Brig Da id McDo all and Mr Terr
Mars h ('Boggy' to his friends) won the final competition, the
Regimental Green ome. Eyebro' s were rai ed at their score of 40 points
but 'Boggy' a sured everyone that the Brigadier had played half of the
shot . Sound like a job for the Handicap Committee.
The Meeting produced a number of high quality rounds, notably from
C pls Craig Bo man and Ian 'Hartley' Hare and LCpls ige Brennan
and Kerr Greenham Other individual performances highlighted a
number of players who may enter the Corp quad next year and the
future of Corp golf in Germany looks bright.

THE BIG APPLE I TERNATIO AL HOCKEY TOURNA IE T EW ORK
hy Capt Ruth MacGi/I, 654 Sqn, 4 Regt AA C. Wattisham.
Despite having represented the Army side for several seasons, thi was
the first chance for me to go on tour with the Anny Ladies Hockey Tea m.
New York seemed a highly appealing location especially in the Summer
and with a fc\ inv iting day of R & R at the end , it wa s not an
opportunity that I was going to miss.
With only one day to acclimatise to the stifling heat and humidity, we
opened the Ladie competition with a resounding 5-0 victory against the
Dutch team KLM However, our afternoon game proved to be a little
tougher against a young and fit side from the University of Toronto. We
conceded a couple of goals by half -time, but a pirited fight back gave us
a deserved draw and a point. Our next game wa scheduled for a 0700hrs
start the next morning (a cool time of day) but breakfast was at 0530hrs!
We lost 2 -1 to the Wa hington Shredders (the eventual winners) and our
perfonnance definitely confinned that we are a not a morning side. Our
second game of the day was versu econd Effort whom we beat 2-1 in a
hard fought conte t in 94% humidity and 88 OC. Po t match rehydration
certainly bring on a new meaning, with full water bottle being drunk in
econds . Rejuvenated from almost a day 's rest, our fifth game was
again t the host ide, the ew York Islanders. They were not as strong as
the other American teams and an easy 4-0 victory was earned. Our last
opponent were the University of Alberta and a win would ee u into the
final play off. It was a disappointing game for us despite drawing 1-1
with only five minutes to play, they scored two outstanding goals which
left u in third po ition overall.
R&R con isted of a visit to the US Tenni Open and the famous tourist
attractions - tatue of Liberty, the Empire State Building and Broadway.
A fantastic tour with some great game and tournament atmosphere. We
will now bit the new sea on a better and stronger ide - lookout the RAF
and Royal avy?

Winners of the STW 2000 - "The loaded Crew"
(L-R): Brig Cook, Maj Gray, Maj Whitehead, Capt Graham,
Capt Thirsk, Maj Stringer, Lt Col Ewell

OFFSHORE MEETS 2001
EW AJAD DELIVERY MARCH 2001 - BKYC (Kiel, Gennany),
will be accepting their new fleet of ten Najad 331 in March 200 I. Contact
Ian Gray on Blandford Mil 2261 (Civil 01258 48 2261 , Fax 2668) to be
part of the crew of six for thi delivery.
AIL TRAI ING WEEK UK - Monday 23- Sunday 29 April 2001.
The calendar is now pretty much fixed. The year will start with a Sail
Training Week between the 23-29 April 2001. It i expected that six
JSASTC Victoria 34 's will be allocated from Joint Services, and both
Corps Yacht will also be pre ent. The week will provide a build up to the
year' events, and will move from Go port to Cowes, Weymouth to
Dartmouth, back to Yannouth and Southampton, before returning to
Gosport on the Sunday. The co t per yacht for entering the event is likely
to be £350 per boat, which will include all berthing, food a meal on the
Friday night at Royal Solent Yacht Club. Contact Ian Gray on Blandford
Mil 2261 (Civil 01258 48 2261 , Fax 2668). It is likely that this event will
be u ed as a election for next year' Corps Off' hore Racing Team.
SA ILTRAI I GWEEKGERMA Y - Sunday 15 - Wedncsday25
July 200 I. The well renowned Gennany and Denmark sail training week
will compri e of a normal sail from Kiel through Sondeborg to Horsens
and will provide five days of Competent Crew Course and five days of
racing. Ten of the new ajad 331 s will be available for the event, and the
committee boat Quicksilver will al o be ailed. Contact Ian Blower on
Herford Mil 3212 (Civil 0049 52219953212)

Back row (L-R): LCpl Nige Brennan, Maj Gus Colville (Secretary),
Mr Terry Marsh
Front row (L-R): LCpl Kerry Greenham , Sgt Brian Turner, Brig
David McDowall (Chairman), SSgt (FofS) Dave Perry

TRAJ ING A D QUALIFICATIO - Tfyou want to either improve
your sailing, or become more qualified, then contact the Off: hore Training
Secretary, Maj Ian Gray. If you have a qualification, and want to put it
onto the Corp Database, then either E-mail Ian Gray, Fax, or peak.
CORP YACHTS - The Corps still own three Corp Yachts;
Quicksilver which is ba ed in Kiel, Gern1any S/..J•wave and Petasus which
are in Gosport. Any currently serving or Ex-R SIG ALS person may
charter the yacht a long as they have a minimum qualification of Day
Skipper. More details about booking are on the Tnternet, but contact either
of the Yacht Master for more infonnation.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshore
Dinghy and Day boats
Windsurfing
Yachtmaster (UK)
(Gennany)
Retired Members Representative
Secretaries:
General
Windsurfing
Soldier Members:
Offshore
Dinghy
Windsurfing

Brig C. J. Burton QBE
Brig H. H. Ham CBE
Maj D. C. A. Ellis (94371 5299)

DINGHY

Maj K. Whitehead (Mi l: 94381 2531)
Maj J. F. Calvert (94777 2204)
Maj D. I. Gilchrist (9463 1 4219
Maj J. S. Stuart (Mob: 0796 7043868)
Maj I. C. Gray (94371 2261)
Lt Col (Retd) M. J. P. Collins
Maj R. Gibson (94371 5577)
Capt A. J. Mould (94344 5111)
Sgt D. Sangster
LCpl S. Southan
Cpl A. Varney

WEBSITE

OFFSHORE SAILING 2000 REVIEW

The club now owns a web site that will become a new medium for club
members. The Web site already features the Offshore Section and dates
for next year. The URL is http://www.bigfoot.com/-royalsignalssyc (The
- (tilda character) is above the# key). This shortcut will take you to the
corps web site that is hosted at the Corps and Mu eum location on the
web. Once there, you will see the full details of the current committee, see
the calendar for 200 I, and you will be able to E-mail any member of the
committee.

There have been many events in the ca lendar this year, which have led
to the qualificat ion of two coasta l skippers, one day skipper, and in the
region of 40 Competent Crew. The most notable event was the Corp. Sail
Training week in Germany/Denmark, in whi ch eight teams raced from
Kiel , around Denmark, and back to Kiel. Mo t of those taking part had
never sailed before, and all walked away with the Competent Crew
certificate, racing experience, and fantastic, but occasionally cloudy
memories of late nights in Denmark.
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ROYAL SIG AL KEELBOAT REGATTA
SEA VlEW 30/31MAY2000
This year' ea View Regatta attracted 13 entrie , much better than in
recent years. Two of the entrie were from retired members with a mix of
servi ng and retired crew. A plea ing number of newcomer to the
Mermaid were in evidence and tho e from the off: hore discipline were
especially welcome to join the real sailors. It oon became obvious that as
u ual the battle for first place would be between Maj David Ellis and Mr
(ex-Maj) George Odling, with David initially having the upper hand and
carrying a s light lead into the second day. George co ntinued to sail
con i tently well on Day Two, whereas David was more erratic. I the
end of the day George took the series wi th 12 point io David's 14. A
similar close battle was being fought for third place between gt Craig
Avey-Hebditch and 'Ir (ex Cpl) Phil Lever, Craig eventually winning
the contest with 20 point to Phil 's 21. Maj Fred Calvert on 34 point
wa fifth and LCpl Stu Southan w ith a very inexperienced crew was
sixth with 40 points. The weather wa not too unkind and the ailing wa
enjoyable throughout. A plea ant dinner wa held in the clubhou e at the
end of the first day. The prize were presented by Debbie Whitehead ,
wife of our Hon Sec.
GLOVER CUP - EAVIEW 112 JU E 2000
The following crew were elected to reprc cnt the Corp in the annual
riangular contest agai n t the RA and RE Yacht clubs for the Glover up:
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Maj Davi~ Ellis with Maj Tim Wadey and Cpl John Lee; \1aj hed
Calvert with Maj Mark Butler and gt \tartin Kendall; gt raig
Avey-Hcb~itch with Cpl Hans eil on and pl Windy Ga le; L pl Stu
outhan with ~aj Trevor Bradley and \1aj Keith \\ hitehead
The compelltton turned out to be the clo>e t ever. with four of the six
races in the series being tied on points and decided on the new rule "hi h
gives victory to the team that does not have the leading boat! The first
race betwee.n the Corps and RA produced a prote t agamst Maj Fred
Culvert which was heard after racing and long into the evening. Fred put
up a stron.g. defence a.nd the protest was not upheld, leaving the Corps m a
good pos1llon overnight wtth three win to the RA's 1 and RE\ none .
Race 5 between the Corps and the RA was the cause of much controver. y
as th7 R~ committee changed the course during the start sequence
resultmg rn chaos and heated argument o er which way one of the mark
should be round~d! Protest and counter protc t was the order of the day.
Race 6 saw a wm for RE over RA but with a protest against RE. The
Race 6 protest was heard first as its outcome would decide whether the
Race 5 protests needed to be heard, with the likely outcome that Race S
wou.ld have to .b_e re-sailed. After another marathon protest committee
se s1on the dec1s1on was that the result of Race 6 should stand meaning
that our three win . could not be matched by either of the other teams. We
therefore retained the Glover Cup for the eighth year.
ASA KEELBOAT REGATTA
The Corps representative in this event were: Maj Da vid Ellis with
Maj Tim Watley and Maj Mark Butler; Sgt Craig Ave)- Heb ditch
with SSgt Gary teel and Cp l 'Windy' Gale. Col Bruce Burnett, Rear
Commodore ASA Dinghie , sailed a very consi tent eries to win the
event overall with 7 points, Lt Col Pat C larke RE wa econd with 8
points and David E llis third with 12 points. Craig was ixth overall, and
pleased to go out on a high note, having \ on the last race of the series
which was al o the last race of bis service career.
INTER CORPS DINGHY LEAGUE
Only three matche have been possible in this competition, and those
all held at etley on one day in variable condition . The first match
again t the Infantry was won easi ly by the Corps team of David
Ellis/Phil Cooper, Fred Calvert/John Lee and Trevor Bradle)' Vind)
Gale. The econd match against REME was sailed in very light winds
and was somewhat of a lottery. We won the first leg and lo t the second
but managed enough points to take the match. The final match against the
AGC wa a disaster from the Corps' point of view losing both legs
di mally. It i becoming increasingly difficult to field the team of choice,
indeed at times to field any team, and equally difficult to ee how the
outstanding fixtures are to be fitted in.
J24 - IDTCH-HIKER
2000 bas been a comparatively quiet year for 'Hitch-Hiker', owing to a
lack of key crew and an inability to ource a good boat in the States for
the Worlds. This season has also een us move back to our old and tru ted
sail-maker, ULLMA1 , with the hoped for result of a return to our old
boat speed. The season tarted at Easter. with our customary trip down to
La Trinite in outhern Brittany, for the pi Que t Regatta. Thi was, as
ever, an excellent and well upported event and we fini hed a clo e
econd to Stuart Jardine in St0uche. We were slightly handicapped by
the fact that one of our crew was 'bumped' from hi flight on the Maundy
Thur day evening, and we ub equently had to sail with one crew
ll)ember picked up off the quay side, until our man arrived a day late. Our
next outing was at Hamble for the Spring Cup. in a poorly attended
regatta, and another econd place to Stouche. The Millennium regatta.
ho ted by Parkstone YC o er the May Bank holiday, wa an excellent
event, with a large turnout. There wa very clo e racing throughout the
weekend between the top six boat·. and we came in with a third overall.
The next e ent in the calendar was the European , ho tcd m Gern1any.
but we were de perately hort of good crew for thi event, and therefore
opted not to pend large · urns attending a regatta where we were not
going to be on pace. The UK ational were hosted by the Combined
Yacht Clubs of ·wcymouth, with an entry of 42 boat , and was one of the
best organised and spon ored regatta we ha e attended. It wa very
noticeable here that the whole of the UK fleet has improved greatly O\ er
the pa t two year , and that the whole fleet was fint hing very close
together. We had planned to have ague t appearance by Phil Le\Cr in the
ital cockpit position, but owing to hi tragic death l ec Last Po t) short!)
before this event, we had lo have a late replacement. We were thus ·ailing
with , effectively. two crew members who were not practiced in J24
sailing, and hence without the automatic feel for where to place a J24 on
the race course relative to other boats.
By the final race of the regatta we had turned into a practiced.
competent J24 crew, but thi wa lightly too late. Our overall positton of
fifth i the !owe I that we ha e come in a ationals since first launching
'Hitch-Hiker' in 1992, bit we were nc er lacking for boat ·peed again. t
other boats, only good crew ' ork and tactics, and they can be regained .
The \ orlds were held in the tate m late eptember. and "ith no
guarantee of sourcing a good boat, we declined our pince. Our ne. t C\ cnt
is the winter serie at Park tone, which run· from mid October to earl\'
December. We arc expecting a turnout of ·ome 20 boa1', \\hich "ill gi'e
us good racing and pra tice. to tune up for 200 I.
TER ERVICE TE I RA l'I - 2000
PERS01 L VIEW - by WO/ (YojS) 'Ti:iff.. 011ens
While taking part in the Arn1y :ultng Association lndi\ idual Ra~ing
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E'ent on nturday 9 eptember 2000 at the Land Forces ail Training
Centre, etley. J wa a kcd if I could attend Am1y Team Training for the
Inter en ices Team Ra ing Training to be held over the I - 20
eptembcr at 'ctlcy. Well. I thought, if it 's anything to do with sailing.
I'll give it a go! After arranging omc time off from an exercise at
ennybridge (I wa o upset!) l reported to etley on the Monday and
met the rest of the team. Jt be ame ob\'ious traight away that due to the
experience of many of the team members that I ' ould be crewing during
the training and not helming. I did not realise at t11i tage that I would
end up crewing for the Briti h Team Racing Coach! till , after some
calculation to do with weight distribution, I . tarted training with taj
(TOT) David Ellis (what a combination a TOT and YofS i the same
boat). He sub cquently put me t11rough the wringer - roll tacking and roll
gybing arc quite a trick to ma ter, and I'm till not ure if I have the hang
of it. till. it ga e a chance for a TOT to hout at a YofS - they have to get
their own back some time! Aller a couple of hours of tacking and gybing,
we had a few mall race , but due to the lack of some of the team
member. at thi tage. they were hort and sharp.
Tue day wa oon upon us. and after ome re-assessments of weight
di tribution, I wa paired with Col 1 ick Ross REME. This was a bit of a
daunting prospect. and much 'encouragement' folio' ed unti l I was
t11rowing m elf all o er the boat, trying to remember in which order to
move. sit. move. release, look, move, pull, move etc. After the day's
training had fini hed with some more races final crew positions were
confirmed and arrangement made to meet at HMS Exc ellent at
Portsmouth on the \ edne day. Thi wa the final chance to go through
team tactic and training in the area that the competition wa to take
place. The training was conducted in Bo un dinghie belonging to the
Royal avy ailing Club. After some more team racing training - which
i completely different to indi,•idual racing, the emphasi is on ensuring
that all team member complete the course with fewer points than the

opposition and not j ust fini hing first - the first day of the event was upon
us.
The day started with the Race Briefing and a Force 4 wind. The Anny
Team was to race against the Royal Navy. The Force 4 wind meant a lot
of hard work and a lot of itting out. The wind strength was lowly ri sing
until by the end of the race it was blowing a Force 5 gusting to Force 6.
The avy won the race, but following a protest, the decision was
revcr ed and the Army won . The next race again t the RAF wa
po tponed until after lunch due to the weather conditions. Several crews
had already been for a bit of a wim, including Maj Ellis and Cpl
'Windy'Gale, and time wa required ashore to recover. The wind
condition improved after lunch to manageable levels and the Anny went
on to win the next three races, two against the RAF and a further race
against the avy. This meant that with half a day to go, the Army had
already won the competition thank to some excellent sailing by the
rmy 'A' Team helms - Col Burnett, Col Ross and Maj Ellis. ot ones
to it on our laurels when Friday dawned we started with another win in
a Force 3 again t the avy and a final win against the RAF - we had won
all of our races. Unfortunately the 'B' Team had narrowly lost to the

avy.
Admiral West duly presented the prizes and peeches were made. Of
the 12 Army perso1mcl who competed, three were member of the Royal
Corp of Signals and perhaps, given enough intere t, this number can be
increased next year. My impres ions of the event will tay with me for a
long time, that far from being a sedate sport, team racing is highly
competitive, physical sport. There are many opportunities for all
per onnel in the Corps to participate in all types of ailing including
dinghy. off hore and windsurfing. I would recommend that these
opportunities be taken, not only to increase the strength of the Corps and
Army team , but al o to provide a worthwhile and rewarding sport in
which to participate.
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delivered 111 bulk to Branch Secretaries for jimher distribution if this is co11venie111: it helps 11 to save 011 posrage.
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NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK
May I begin by wishing all members of the RSA, and their families, a
very happy Christmas and a healthy, prosperous ew Year. My personal
thanks go to all Branch Committee members for their continued support
during 2000.
Branch news - Holders of the Branch Secretaries List should amend
the Guernsey Branch Secretary's telephone number to: 01481-257497and
add
Hon
Sec
Liverpool
Branch's
E-Mail
address:
J.carruthers~tinyworld . co.uk

c

LLL .GALL BRA 1CH ECRETA RJE
'\1e.m~ership lists - All those Branches who have replied to my lener

hav_e md1cated t~at they wo_uld prefer to receive a database printout of
their membership from this office for checking and amendment as
necessary - as opposed to them sending in their list annually in March.
Accordi~gly t~c directive in ~ule 8, paragraph 29, should be ignored, as
ccretane will be ent their printout. The Association Rule will be
amended at the next reprint.
\1illennium Badges - Any outstanding payment for the RSA
M1llen111um Badges should now be sent to this office. Cheques, as usual,
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to 'Royal Signals Benevolent Fund'. The Cha irman of the RSA sends bis
gratitude to Branches for their part in making the badge a resounding
success. In total well over 2,300 badges have been sold and all profits
have gone into the Benevolent Fund.
Annual General Meeting 2001 - The Royal Signals Association's
AGM for 2001 will again be combined with the Branch Representatives'
Meeting and be held, by kind permission of OC 238 Sig Sqn, in Chelsea
Barracks, Chelsea Bridge Road, London SW! 8RF, on Saturday 7 April,
starting at 1030hrs. All Life Members of the RSA are eligible and most
welcome to attend. Association Headquarters must receive points for the
agenda by 1 March 200 I. All tho e planning to attend are asked to inform
Association Headquarters in order to a sist with catering and eating
requirements. The Barracks are a five-minute wa lk from Sloan Square
underground Station, on the District and ircle Lines. Parking is
available within the Barracks, but vehicle details mu t be g iven to
Association HQ at least three days prior to the day.
Association stick pins - Life Members may like to know that the
Museum Shop at Blandford still has a stock of Association stick pins for
sa le at £2.50 each + 25p p&p. Orders to the Shop, not Assn HQ please.
ew Life Member - A warm welcome is extended to the following
who have become Life Members of the Association since the last issue of
the WIRE. Our be t wishes go to all those who are starting a 'second
career'. Please keep Assn HQ informed of any address change in order
that we may stay in touch with you.
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Name and.former rank
LCpl Kev Brown
LCpl Miranda Dalton
WO I Stephen Carr
SSgt Graham Grey
SSgt Keith Wilkinson
Sig tuart Bruce
Sig Ron Sale
Sgt David Almond
WOI Michael(Jason) Wood
S gt Simon Coburn
LCpl M. J. Pring
W02 Robin Windows
SSgt Des Rees
Maj Greg Grist
gt Kevin Prince
Sgt Keith Heam
Cpl Alun Hayhurst
WO 1 F. T. Morris
pl Dana Grills
W02 Tony Gaston
Cpl Russell Featherstonehaugh
LCpl D. H. Latham
Capt Keith Huntley
Maj Charles Anderson
SSgt David Feim
W02 Garry Reid
Cpl Chris Read
Cpl Grayham Forshaw
W02 Bill Clarke
WO I Stan Gamble
LCpl Barbara Maguire
LCpl A. Bennett
WO I Derek Wilkinson
ig Jack Edge
Sgt Ted Walker
Sgt William Pritchard
Sgt Scott Margi on
Cpl Mike Turner
Maj Ken Jones
Maj Trevor Bradley
Maj Calum Clark
Maj Steve Felton
Maj Andy Walker
Capt Jim Clare
Lt Col Justin Johnson
Cpl Dave Allen
Sig Lyndsey Russell
Sgt Fergus Anderson
Col Bill Kennedy
Cpl Glen Mallows
Cpl L. F. Dicker
Capt Gordon ewell
Lt Col Chris Shuker
W02 Andy Craig
Sig John Flack
Sig Ernie Robertson
Sgt Robert Egerton
LCpl Derck Douglas
Cpl Moiz Alibhai
Cpl George Caimcross
Cpl Rebecca Johnston
LCpl Liz Graham
Cpl Elizabeth Clark

Branch
RHQ
RJIQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Sale
East London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Bath

R.HQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
East London

RHQ
RHQ
East Kent

R.HQ (USA)
RHQ
Rotherham
Preston/Blackbum

RHQ
RHQ
Birmingham
Birmingham
Preston & Blackbum
Peterborough
Sheffield

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
East Kent

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
Eastboume
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Gia gow
Glasgow
Gia gow

Service
1990-00
1993-00
1977-00
1976-00
1976-00
1946-?
1954-56
1976-00
1972-94
1976-00
1953-55
1976-00
1965-88
1960-89
1985-00
1976-93
1987-99
1969-92
1991-date
1978-00
1994-00
1947-49
1942-47
1939-46
1958-66
1986-date
1995-00
1985-00
1967-89
1971-96
1972-75
1982-90
1967-98
1945-48
1942-54
1975-91
19 7-00
1988-00
1989-00
1979-00
1982-00
1984-00
1984-00
1988-00
1981-00
1976-99
199 1-00
1977-00
1956-94
1990-00
1955-70
1986-00
1966-00
1976-00
1944-48
1959-61
197 -91
1990-00
1995-98
1956-5
1983-89
1981-90
19 1-91

Mechani sed Brigade HQ and ignal Squadron ergcanl~· \1e s to v.hich
a number of guest.~ were invited. The official guest Ii t mcluded Brig
(Retd) Nigel Wood Vice-Chairman Area I, Capt {Rctd) Terr) u\hin
Chairman of the Darlington Branch with his wife \1argaret and our
recently appointed President, 1aj Paul Peel Officer Commandmg 19
Mechanised Brigade and Signal quadron.
From within the Branch we had two members who c names appeared
on the minutes of the first meeting in 1950, Mr Ted Close and l\1r Alfie
Wilks both of whom, as can be cen in the photograph, arc still hale and
hearty and enjoying life. We also invited several widows whose husband
had been members of the Branch. o official business was transacted but
as a record of the anniversary everyone was invited to 'sign in', and the
minutes of this meeting will list the names of all tho e v.ho attended.

Two of our longest serving members, Alfie Wilks and Ted Close,
enjoy a joke with one of our newest members, Jack Thorpe
After the buffet supper and before the entertainment began. courte y of
our regular troubadour Freddie Briggs, Brig Wood pre ented our
recently retired chairman Maj (Retd) Bill Barnes with a well deserved
Honour Member hip Certificate.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
In September we spent a most enjoyable eveni.ug at the Tower of
London. Her Majesty 's Palace and Fortress looked 1t best at dusk on a
very fine evening, the first after an ominous period of rainy day .. we
mis ed eeing the famous raven , who had been put to bed for the mght
by Chief Yeoman Warder Thoma Sharp BA (Hons) MJL, who
conducted us on a tour. He took u into the Chapel of St Peter ad Vincula
and giving us a most colourful picture of the hi tory of the famous
edifice. After the Ceremony of the Key we adjoumed to the Yeomen'
Club where Lynne Butler had prepared for u an excellent buffet upp_er.
oel Moss, our Chairman. organised the v.i it and our thank go to h1111
and to Tom Sharp who served in the Corp , and to our host at the
Yeomen's Club.

CATTERICK BRANCH
ormally the Catterick and Di~trict Branch meet on the ~ird Friday of
each month but, in July, t11e meetmg wa held on 7 July wluch happened
to be exactly 50 years to the day in~e the Branch \ ~ rc-f~rmed.
B.
The Branch was i.n fact first formed m the early 1920 s but ti dt banded
in 1940 and was reformed in 1950). To commemorate the armiver ary. an
informal supper night was held in The Catterick Garrison and 19
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Guest of Honour, Brig (Retd) Nigel Wood presents a deserved
Honour Membership Certificate to Maj (Retd) Bill Barnes
ln his 13 years a Branch Chairman, Bill has worked e tre'!lel} hard
both on behalf of our members and Th Royal 1gnals A:sociat1011. To
mark hi retirement and al o that of laj Ray Webb. Tn:a. urcr for the
pa t 17 years, print of the well known painting' The La t Transmis 1~n ·
were pre ented to both member-. The prmt ,~·ere '1gne? b) :1 fanuhar
figure in the Branch Capt (~etd) H_enr~ J ennrnl:( . who 1s shOl\11 111 th'
painting a. a young CO 1 ht le serrn1g m Korea .
Everyone cnjo ed the evenmg. the 8uccc. s of\\ luch \\as due ma ml) to
the hard work of our ocial ecretary, tan Perkin and lus tcJm and the
staff of the ergeants Me . We would also \\ ish to record our th.mk to
the G I and member of the Mess for thelf hospitality in allO\\ mg u' to
u e the Me , for our month I} mecnngs and look fof\\ ard w cominumg
the as ociat ion over the ne. t 50 years.
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EAST KENT BRANCH
On Wedne·day 9 ugu t. nine members attended lhe Commandant's
Rehearsal for the o ereign' Parade at RMA andhurst through the
kindne· of J o Barrett ' ho hired us her Parkinson' di case Minibus.
\\'e arrived at I 030hrs in time 10 see the 7 0 immaculately dres ed cadets
(men and girl ) on parade. It is alway- an invigorating experience to see
the e young a pirant vying to be !he b ton parade with it intricate drill
movement. where a mi take tand out for all to .ee. To us it was
faultle but the Commandant had a word or two to say and no doubt
whate,er was rong will be perfect on the da). Our hosts. of the
Aldershot Branch. had kindly arranged for us to join them in the Quabus
Pa\ ill ion afterward. for our picnic lunch. If you have not seen one of
the e parade , do keep a look out for next year· outing.
unda) I 3 ugu. t wa our ever popular Branch BBQ at Antrum
Lodge, (the lion ec' hack) de pite a dubiou weather forecast There
would have been eighty member present had Dou g and heil a Dickason
not ufTered a cata trophic flood, from a burst water ci tem early that
moming and Peter Hellier not lo t hi voice ovcmight. The Chainnan
who had not been prev ious ly noted for his Latin connection , had decreed
that the Committee wou ld put on a di play of Roman Drill (what i
Roman drill we a ked?} and that everyone \ ould come in fancy dress.
That would normally be a tum-off from the tart but not so. We watched
with admiration a various colourful characters came tl1rough the gate.
The Committee had done their homework (on the www) and had
practiced the intricate drill and came to understand the stentorian orders
delivered in Latin by tlle Decurio (Junior Officer). With con iderable help
and improvi ation from Ballantiniu Curtainu • our weapon and
accoutrements were authentic in appearance anyway. At 1rotirs, 'like
Barrett , the MC, uitably attired in a Bowler, introduced the show and on
marched the motley group who tllen performed a guard mounting drill
(defend ing the bar!). David and Sheila Geary dres ed a Camera crew
and Producer made a video, which will be produced in due course. Tb a t

tmday I 0 September aw, a many of you might recall, a photograph
taken of the DOME. It was taken a we traveled up the Thames in
September 1998 - two years ago . o Lord Falconer had every reason to
be relieved when he heard that the East Kent Branch were to return to
increa c the number of vi itors to his Dome by 32 and we felt the extra
£ 140 he spent on each of us was well worth while I It all went like
clockwork (i that a term which is still relevant these days?) With the bus
arriving and departing Autrum Lodge with a full con ignment of
expectant member and friends. M ike Barrett immediately embarked on
a quick rame and by holding up the vintage bottle of M;1lt whi ·ky money
was quickly in the bag! Bill Lovett, Tom & Doris Bew cy joined us at
the Black Prince and after a short and succe ful pica to the bewildered
security guard that the bus contained nothing but walking wounded, we
decanted on the forecourt and were oon ati fying our curiosity in ide
the gigantic tmcture. Five hours is usually judged to be the amount of
time that the average person can pend without being punch drunk though
it i not time enough to vi it all the exhibits. M ike Barrett who had been
before gave u all a priority list and from time to time we ran into each
other as we made the rounds. Somewhere along the line, we felt, the
pub lic had been misinformed. All who went were adamant that it is well
worth the visit and above all, if one sees nothing else the floor show
which lasts nearly an hour is a must and excellent value for the entrance
fee. No description (and no photos are allowed) can do justice to an
incredible performance by nearly a hundred young performers, for most
of the time, airborne, and the stage management skills. So at 4.30pm we
et out on the homeward run , those who have not been, really must gird
up your loin and go. It was one of the Branch' succe s days.
ews of Me m bers: We are delighted that despite moving to
Bournemouth, John Raymon d ha decided to remain a member of the
Branch. He has joined the Bournemoutll Branch but says that it is by no
means as active as the EKB. He i however fully immersed in running the
HQ of the R AR that i in Blandford Camp. fn welcoming C harles
Young to the Branch, we did not reali e that he is Chainnan oftl1e Thanet
Di trict Council tl1at may mean that we ec him less often. Tom Bewsey
apologized fo r not being at the BBQ because there was a great family
gathering for an 80th Birthday (not hi !) at Ea tbourne. ft was nice lo see
Jimm y Ha nd who ha been in and out of hospita l recent ly and Dennis
M urph y has also just come out of Hospital. We wish both of them
continued good health. J ea n Saunders was skipping around on her new
hip. Ma rie C risp ha al o undergone a hip replacement and we are glad
to say i progressing well. The indestructible J ack Dienst has overcome
the effects of a nasty fall and i still riding his Matchless M/ C at Veteran
Vehicle shows arow1d the county. Great new to come of David & Sheila
Gear y who have decided tllat tlle delights of living in a Suffolk village
do not compen ate them for the loss of friendships which they enjoyed in
Kent are moving back. Cou ld this have been the effect of being at the
BBQ to film the Praetorian Guard. We hall look forward to eeing tllem
again.
ew Me mb e r s: We are delighted to we lcome M r A la n & M r s
Doreen Austin of Faversham. Alan was a Regu lar from 1953 to 1960
serving in I Corp Sig Reg! and 23 Corp Sig Regt (Suez) as a Corporal
Line Det. Commander and ended up with three years on Class I Reserve.
Welcome also to M r Dennis Lath a m of Maid tone. De nni s was a
National erviceman from 1947-49 and as a LCpl L ine Mech spen t all
bi time at Catterick in 6 and I Training Regiments and then the School
of Signals.

GLASGOW BRANCH

Orientis Cantabria Centuria or East Kent Committee
(l -R): Donald Crisp (Chairman) , John Ballantyne (Vice Chairman) ,
Roy Andrews (Area Rep) , John Badcock (Hon. Secretary),
Bill Lovett (Hon.Treasurer), Trevor Allison (Social Sec)
over, the delectable smell from the BBQ attracted the host and some even
returned for econds. This wa fo llowed by Marion ' s ra m e, always a
great success. Then Crispu s Follicus a nd Ballantinius Curtainus
in pircd by their previous efforts and the resources of the bar, burst into
song describing the c ha racters wit h who m they a re associated in
Committee to the haunt ing tune of Greens leeves (a l least we thi nk it
was). Jo Barrett then awarded the best man's out fi t to Consul General
Lo,ctttus and the best Lady's outfit to Marion Ballantyne. Finally, the
Bat & Trap Cup was won yet aga in by the Balla ntyne Team. A very good
day had by all.

The Branch was offered tickets for the Roya l British Legion Scotland
ceremony of Beating Retreat, to celebrate the mill eru1ium. It was a
spectacle of many tartans and RBLS standards from all over Scotland. The
massed band , pipes and drums performing the Beating of the Retreat on
the esplanade of Edinburgh Cast le, on Sunday 13 August, whil st the
Edinburgh Tattoo perfonners were having a day off. Ivana our secretary,
arranged a meal at an hote l in Edinburgh before the ceremony, where the
32 members and friends in the coach party, met up wi th the Branch
President, M aj Gen A. A. G. Anderson and Mrs Margaret Anderson. A
raffle was held on the coach to help offset the expenses.
Bill Mc amara the Branch Standard Bearer, has been a busy bee over
the last few months, having been invited to attend mi llennium ceremonie
paying homage, whe re the Branch Standard wa 'd ipped' for the ational
Anthem. Arranged by the Royal British Legion Scotl and. Bill was in
George Square G lasgow on I July, Law, Carluke, and Lanark on I 5 July,
Larkhall on 16 A ug ust, Oban on 23 July, Rutherg len on 29 July,
Strathaven, Ham ilton and East Kilbride on 30 July, Wi haw on 5 August
a nd Millport on 6 August. That is the count to date, when there are more to
come l will be advised, but in any case it must be a good public relations
exercise lo show the Bra nch exists, and Bill is one o f the best Standard
Bearers in the country.
The meet ing on 15 August was very well allended with three new
members being introduced to the members by the Branch Chairman, Joe
Keegan . It was announced that 32 Sig Reg! was holding a Ba r-B-Q, and
had e nte red runners for the Glasgow Marathon on 20 August. T he Banch
members were invited to attend and upport the ca use, whic h wa in aid of
the Erskine Il ospi ta l 2000 appeal. lt was decided that the members bould
spon or the member of 32 Sig Reg! taking part in the marathon. The
proceed that evening would be passed to W02 Keith Anderson of 32
Sig Rcgt HQ to swell the fund . A sum of £25 wa collected and a further
£25 was added fro m the Branch funds to make a donation of £50. Keith

also ran a raffie at the Bar-B-Q that J understand rai~ed £223 . Over and
above this there will be the individual sponsorship amounts o_f the
competitor& in the Regiment. With the rapport w~ ha~e w11_h the_ R_eg1ment
it gives our members a great deal of pleasure to JOm m their ac~1v1!1es. An
invitation was received by the members from The Commandmg Offic~r
and all ranks of the Regiment to attend The 'Jimmy' Dinner to be held m
the Officers Mess on 25 August. This function was arranged _for the
evening allowing more Branch members to attend, and a very enjoyable
time was had by all those attending. A splendid meal produced by W 0 2
Master C hef Jo hn W ren and his staff. After dinner the company
adjourned to the WOs & Sgts. Mess, and in the relaxed atmosphere we
managed to recruit another four m7mbers to the Br~nc~ , both ex-members
and serving members of the Regunent. No we didn t need to get them
' sozzeld' to sign up.
Arrangements had been made for 13 members to attend the Freedom_ of
Richmond parade with accommodation booked, bu_t due.to the old sa:i:mg
we know so well in our service time, due to 'The exigenctes of the service'
it had to be cancelled a great disappoinnnent. The _arrangement for the
annual St. Andrew's Dinner/Dance are well on their way to be held on
Saturday the 25 November, and for the Remembrance Parade in George
Square in Glasgow on Sunday 12 November.

WEST LO DO

BRA1 CH

(from Ron Miller, Chairman)
Early in September we hosted Sheffield Branch to a Fish & Chip
Supper at the Cavalry Barracks in Hounslow. A very social e'enm_g
included a hilarious forty five minutes from Ma u rice G reen with his
monologues. Having put too much vinegar on his chips he had forgotten
most of the words. The following morning saw us all on parade at the
Royal Hospital Chelsea. The Royal Signals contingent was lead by ol
Donald Crawford, ably assisted by Cols John Everslield, Ken Ta~ l o r
and David Grocott. Parading with us were Members of Sheffield,
Reading, Bath, East and outh London Branches and of 31st. Signal
Association. A special feature of the service was the contnbullon from
the Choir of Leeds Parish Church that was touring the South of England.
Following the Service and a few beers with the In-Pensioners, eight
Association Members and guests wined and dined together at the Duke of
York's Headquarters, the whole event having been organi ed by our
Chairman, Dusty Mill er and Secretary, Howard Loa tes.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
Jn our last article I had mentioned that we hoped to have a speaker for
the September meeting. Unfortunately there was a ?ommunic~tions
problem with the re ult that we had no speaker (not quite Royal S1gr:ials
tandard?). We hope, however, to make amends at our October meetmg.
Most unu ually the three main Branch Officers, Chairman J ohn ~rown ,
Secretary Ian Wolfe and Treasurer Debbie Wolfo, wer~ on h?hday on
the date of our September meeting but Vice-Chairman Jim Redly, Asst.
Secretary Kim G reer and Asst. Treasurer E d gar M cC all very ably stood
in for tllem.
.
Geor ge C ook put a lot of work into producing a very acceptable_senes
of web pages for Branch approval, with a view to the B ran~h havmg its
own website on the Internet. The members were en th~s 1 ast1 c but 1t. was
decided to seek approval of RSA HQ before proceedmg. _The dec1 ion
wa that we should hold off for the moment as there was, m plannmg, a
proposal to have a web page, off the main Museum web ite,_ f~r each
individual Branch. Although understandable it is very d1sappomtmg for
George but at least we were forward look_ing.
.
If you are reading The WIRE and are m Northern _Ireland? tllen if you
are not already a Branch Member or indeed are still servmg, you are
welcome to join us any third Wednesday of each month m Clonaver
TAVR Centre, Belfast.

READING BRANCH
Our 30th Annual Reunion Dinner was held on 7 October and it seems
that the previou 29 were all part of the build-up to thi one. W hat
happens next year? Who knows, so we hope lots of people will come and
fmd out. Our principal gue ts thi year were Col Andrew Carter MBE
and L t Col C harles Turner, both of whom gave excellent talks_ after the
Dinner. Aldershot, Brighto n, Salisbury, Southampton a nd W111chesler
Branches were repre ented and brought their Branch Standards. We also
welcomed visitors from the France and Germany Star Veterans
Association, The Royal Briti h Legion and the Midd lesex ~nd W
London Army Cadet Force. This illustrate our long-held view t~at
visiting one another's event help to bond our part of tlle Corp family
even closer together. Pride of place in_ the hall wa given to tllc_ Standard
Bearer's Cup where it was much admired. J u~t one more occasion for us
to feel very proud if not down right smug! W1tl1 the excitement (and hard
work) of the D inner behind us we now look fo rwa rd to at least four
Remembrance Ob ervances our Christmas Party on I December and, of
cou rse, th e Co rps Caro l ' ervice. A ll th i int ers perse d with other
Branches' dinners and luncheons.

Ed Murphy (Vice-Chairman) , and Cliff Wood (Treasurer)
trying to borrow berets from two Sheffield Branch Members
.
(from Jane Knight, West London Branch)
We spent a most enj oyab le even in g a t the Tow_e r of Lo ndon m
September. Thi has bec~me an ~nnual event sm.c~ <;hff W~od _was the
one largely instrumental m organ1smg our first visit m the Etght1e . Our
tour was conducted by Chief Yeoman Warder John Kenny, who erved
in the Corp , and at the end of the even ing one of the lad ie had prepared
for us an excellent buffet supper. On a sadder note, we learnt of the death
of Yeoman Gaoler Alan Copestake BEM who had conducted all our
tours in the early days. The day before ~oing t~ pre s Cliff Wood and
Jane Knight attended the Memorial Service to him _held at ~e Chapel of
St Peter ad Vicula withi n the Tower. Cliff served with Alan m the Corps
and we extend the sympathy of the Branch to Joan and the fami ly.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
By the time you read this our 73rd Annua! D in~~r will have taken
place, at the Duke of York · Headquart~rs. It ts 31!l!C1pated that a good
attendance wi ll. once again, have made n an evemng to remembe~. Our
P resident Col Simon Beazley and Chairman, George Key will be
heading the fe tivi ties. The D inner Cornniittee, laj ' Dusty' 11.iller and
Len Smith look forward to eeing you all enjoying yourselve . .
Whi lt iui ng a t a Greek christening (whic h can go on a btt). at St
tep hen' Ch urc h , hc pherd s B u h, L o nd o n , a me m ber o_f t~e
Association potted a wall pl aque. It wa m memory of apt R1tch1e
Pelham Bullivant MC. He was killed in action on 24 September 191
T he church ha been a Greek Church for a Imo I 40 year .

70 Ex-Members of
249 SIGNAL SQUADRON (FARELF)
still keep in touch with their old friends
For further details contact
Graham Jolly on 01233 637792
or visit the 249 website at
www.249signalsquadron.freeserve.co.uk
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The Band have had to mo e on, owing to difficultic at Uxbridge TA
Centre. They are now ba ed nt Hampton in Middlesex . They wi h to
record their thanks to everyone who responded to the appeal for funds.
They continue to perform in concert and a a Marching Band. They led
th parade from Horseguard to th C ·nataph on unday October, for
y good they were too.
the Pala·tine Police ssocintion and
few date for your diaric :
12 December 2000 The Pearson hoot
(Uxbridge TA entre)
Ordinary Meeting
7 farch 2001
( gt · Me - Knightsbridge Bk )
Finall) do keep in touch. our Secretary Andrew Bridges (OJ 276
33345) i· only too plea ed to hear from you.

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
A Busy couple of month aw u charging around, doing lots of things,
being led by Col Don a ld C r awford . The Royal Mil.itary Tattoo 2000,
The Royal tar and Garter Home Military Band Concert, The overeign'
Final Parade Dre Rehearsal and the Duche of Gloucest r Cup at
Longmoor Camp. The vi it to Denbies ineyard wa cancelled, due to a
lack of support, or as the Doctor put it, 'Multiple vi it fatigue'. Anyway
the committee are now out of the darkened room and pointing Henry
Holman in the direction of a Cheese and Wine Party. 'Du ty' 1iller is
looking at a Christma Lunch on the \Vatercres Line and plan are well
undcnvay for our European Trip in May 200 I. Details on both of them
will follow later. Our Annual Dinner will be at the Duke of York'
Headquarters on 31 March 200 I, make a note in your diary now.
Thanks to The WIRE everal ex-31 members have made contact with
the As ociation, much to the joy of our Memebership Secretary, C hrissy
Mills, who can be contacted on 0208 57 2715 for an application fonn.
The Committee wou ld like to take this opportunity to wi h everyone a
very Happy Chri tmas and a Pro perou cw Year.

progress toward hi recovery. He also gave us the sa<l news of deaths of
Capt Jock Mullen who died on 4 January, and • tormy· Fairweather
who died suddenly in his sleep on 26 June this year. Both were pleasant
and amu ing men , always with broad miles whom we ·hall sorely miss.
oincidentally. both were involved with very dangerous SOE exploit
during the war. (Note: If anyone has any information about their service
in the SOE or Commandos would they please end it to Vic Dugdale).
The hainnan continued with a thank you to the committee for their
continued loyalty and input to the success of the reunion . He a lso
particularly mentioned ex-Chairman , Alan ' Podge' Ridgeon who is
fighting hard against illnc s and who was originally responsible for all of
u getting together. 'Podge' received very loud applause from all present.
The following member attended : P. Baldwin, S. Band (PRO), W.
Callegari, D. Chetwynd , (Treasurer), P. Clowson, J. Dadswell (Chmn),
V. Dugdale ( ec), A. C. Earl, T. Edgerton, H. Galloway, M. Ham, G.
Harrison, L. Knight, R. Knight, J. Le Hardy, D. Machin, T.
O'Connor, W. Offord, F. Pavey MBE . Pavey, G. 'Frank' Pike, A.
Ridgeon , W. Richard on, G. Salmon, J. W. Sinclair, R. Todd, P. Craig
(e staff). Alan earle a I 942 entrant came a our guest as he wanted to
meet Lt Col tan ley Pavey and any others of our company who were
NCO Boys at that time. Apologies for absence were received from Robin
Laing, who has severe bronchitis ' Bunny' Lord, Tom Swales, ' Ossie'
Fletcher and Frank Betts who are unwell, D. W. Smith, Jack Harding
who i mourning the lo s of bis beloved wife, Jim Davidson (Australia),
Ken Selmes tan mith , (who incidentally I am told has a nice house to
let on Victoria I land, Vancouver, for six months, probably on a swap
basi . Addres : 409 , 75 Gorge Road. W. Victoria. B . . V9A 7A9 .
Canada), ' Paddy' Ford, Leo Lees who is unwell , and last but by no
mean least, Bill Weatherly MM , who has remarried and has moved to
ew Zealand. He had a tough war with SOE and Commando units, and
was a con tant and very welcome member at our reunions, a very brave
and mode t man who will be missed. I hope that when Lt Col Victor
Martin MC (ex Sgt Boy who lives very near to Bill's new home) read
the e notes, he will use his authority to persuade Bill to visit us again

The following day, Sunday, everyone attended a et> ice in Be\erley
Minster at which Holy Communion was celebrated. Thi. was probably
quite a moving experience for some, since the Minster saw many of the
boys taking their first communion in that place after being confirmed by
the Archbishop of York all those years ago, and here they were 50 years
later doing the same thing. Prior to the service John lent orgamscd us all
for a photo-call on the Minster teps with the Mayor and \-1rs Holgate m
attendance - he stopped short of forming us up into three ranks. fearing
perhaps we were unable to keep in step.
Following the main service and a private gathering in the East
Yorkshire Regiment's military chapel everyone said their farewell ,
promised faithfully to keep in touch , and went their eparate ways. It was
an extremely succes ful weekend and once again we have those stalwart.-,
of the Association, Beryl and Tony Hull, to thank for all the hard work
they put in organising the event. lt was a huge task and mu. t ha\e been
very exhausting for them. They should be justly proud thatall their efforts
proved so worthwhile. Thank you both very much!.

' oon'.
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BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION
RE-UNION WEEKEND

From Scotland and Wales, from the furthest part of orfolk and
Cornwall, from Durham, Kent and all points in berween. Col Co lin
Gilbert's family travelled to the Household Cavalry Sergeants' Mes at
Knigbtsbridge for the As ociation' eighth reunion on 28 September. This
new venue wa suggested by Keith Stafford, editor of the Association
Journal, "The 19th·, who made all the arrangements and it was ironic that
pressure of work did not permit him to attend!
After the meetings and greetings, a short business ession (when all the
co~ittee members were unanimously re-elected) was followed by lunch
which was agreed by many to have been the best yet: good food and wine
well prepared and erved, a venue with an ambience worthy of the
occasion and beer at a reasonable price.
Ed icol arrived by mini-cab, his forearm held together witb titanium
caffolding, was delighted to have made the effort.
'What happened to you?'
·1 fell off a Routemaster bus. It didn't top where I wanted to get off
but I did!'
Geoff Pinder, down from Stockton-on-Tees, finally took delivery of
his sweatshirt emblazoned with the Red Beaufighter and others took
advantage oft~e opportunity to get themselves a Regimenta l Tic.
The co~m1ttee ~embers, under Geo~ge Brew's Chairmanship,
grappled with the cbo1ce of next year's meeting place. Will we go back to
Stoke-on Trent or should we tr.y somewhere else in the midlands?
Certain ly we expect to return to Knightsbridgc in 2002, if they can
a~com~odate us aga111. A~l those known to have served in the Regiment
will be informed after Chnsunas. Any who are not on our mailing list and
would like details can make contact througb Peter Cuckow at RHQ.

50 YEARS BOY AND MAN - by David James-Bailey
. The year 1950 saw the emergence of 6 (Boys) Training Regiment from
its gra sroots as o I Selection Squadron and its change of location from
Gallowgate near Richmond, to Victoria Barracks in the sleepy East
Yorkshire town of Beverley. For the next five years the town played host
to the motley crowd of lads that made up the Regiment. So it was that
during the weekend 7-8 October 2000 a good number of those 'lads',
who came from all walks of life and all corners of the UK collected once
again in Beverley to mark the 50th Anniversary of that 'h~ppening'.
The Museum of Army Tran port in Beverley played host for the day to
greet and feed the 90 or so members of the Beverley Ex-boys Association
who with wives or partners (the writer hesitates to say, or both!) were
gathered to celebrate a little bit of their lives. Of course some had already
renewed old acquaintances last year at the Victory Club in London , but
many who were unable to join u then were ab le to make contact with old
~riends this year and it was an equally moving experience. After meeting
m the museum dunng the afternoon of Saturday 7 October a dinner was
h~ld in the tv!-ontgomery Room in the evening which was attended by the
Right Worshipful Mayor of Beverley, M r . Holgate and his lady wife.
Mr H.olgate informed us during hi s address that prior to the current
refurbishment of the Guildhall, some items belonging to the period of the
Regiment's time in Beverley were removed and sto red. However, on
compleuon of the work on the Guildhall these will be reinstated in their
rightful place. He produced an original plaque presented to the town in
1955 when the Regiment departed.

Assembly outside the church before the service celebrating the Fiftieth Anniversary of the formation of 6 Boys Training Regiment

LANGELEBEN REUNION BRANCH
7th AGM AND REUNION
Ernie Callaghen (Secretary)

The 7th AGM and Reunion was held at Burleigh Court,
Loughborough, over the weekend 8-10 September. Some 114 Members
and guests attended and a very enjoyable three days ensued. VIP guests
included C llr Neville Bird - the Mayor of Charnwood, Arnulf Baumann
- the Burgermeister of Konig !utter Gern:iany and Rev C.anon Derek
Buxton - who dedicated the new memorial tandard, which had been
paid for by membership donations.
.
Our President. Maj Gen P. A. C. Baldwin, presented a Royal Signals
plaque to the Mayor of Chamwood , an engraved gla s mu~ ~o the
Burgermeister and Rev Canon Derek Buxton was the proud rec1p1ei:it of
a Langeleben Reunion Branch Tie. The week~nd was. rounded off \~1th a
reception and buffet dance on the aturday mght. Thi went on until the
early hours of Sunday morning.
.
Our next reunion will be held in Konigslutter, Germany, dunng the
Shutzenfeste in May, 200 I. This will also be the 50th .Anniversary of our
unique Association witi1 Langeleben and our friend m Komgslutter and
the surrounding area.

Mr 1ike Lewi is re earching hi late Uncle' Wartime ervice with
the Royal Signals and would be most interested to hear from anyone
who may have erved with him. Sig 2330480 Jack F. Newport 95/L
from Bath. According to a ewspaper article at the time he wa
posted mis ing as from 28 April presumably in 1941 on the Libya and
tbe Egyptian border where hi unit was in action. We have many
photographs taken of him and hi pal in Egypt and in Athen . Greece
all in 1941. The enclosed photo was probably taken omewhere m
ortb Africa. Top row from left Jack 'ewport, Ron Mitchell, Ron
1 orstnrnd. Alf Edwards and Alf Andrews from Sydney Au tralia.

LOSTCOMMS

REUNIONS

Calling anyone who remember gt Bill Rhymes. Bill erved in the War
Office Signals and landed at ormandy and fo~ght up throu.gh France.
He wa in the Oxford/ Buck until transferring to the 1gnals. He
transferred to the REME in 1945. Anyone who remember Bill is asked
to call bis on-in-law, Brian Lawson, on 0 I 65 715113. Alternatively
write to 8 Kennedy Close, Oxford, OX4 2UH

'F' (BOYS) COMPANY ROYAL SIGNALS
1920-1941 - 9TH REUNION
TI1e 9th Reunion took place on 20 September 2000 at the Union Jack
Club, Waterloo, London, and 27 members out of 97 attended. Not a bad
turnout as ~ve are all well over 70 and a significant proportion of our
member. live overseas. From Canada, we warm ly welcomed Tom
Edgerton q9t42) and Walter Richardson (39/42) from Californ ia.
O~r cha irman, John Dadswell, addressed the assembly and especially
men11oned the two new members, G. almon and rank Pike both from
(30'33), and also warmly welcomed the presence of D. Machin who lives
in trance and join7d in 1929. He also welcomed the pre ence of Maj
Gen ~eter Baldw111 w~o 1s an honorary member, and although still
wor~111g hard, fo~nd time to leave his office to join us. He then
men11oned our. president Bruce Beattie who has unfortunately suffered a
stroke and whilst he has regained most of his speech is fighting hard to
become more mobile. We wisb him and his dear wife Jeanne, swift

The meal was excellent and grateful thanks go to the museum catering
and table staff for their faultless attention to us during the evening. It was
of course a typically damp, drizzly Yorkshire evening of the sort which
would ha~e, and probably did, bring back many happy memories of illicit
nocturnal activities/expeditions to the Westwoods during those heady
days of youth. However, the bar did a bri k trade and even before the
wine started to flow an increasingly convivial atmosphere was becoming
very evident. What only very few will know is that the meal was prepared
under combat conditions in a 'field kitchen ' set up in the museum. How
about that, then! ? Mind you those few only knew because they entered by
the wrong entrance. The Loyal Toast to Her Majesty The Queen was
proposed by John lent in the absence of our Chairman who was unable
to attend vice-Chairman Mike Teague proposed a toast to the
Colonel -i~-Chief, The Princess Royal, and our President Lt Col (Rtd)
John Beasley gave a welcoming address. John al o presented bouquets
to both Mrs Holgate and Beryl Hull.

The Mayor of Beverley,Cllr Neville Holgate, showing the original
plaque to Tony Hull , Branch Secretary, in the Military Chapel of
Beverley Minster

Mr R. A. Potts is seeking two of his old pal : Lemaitre ~oss - one
time Foreman of Signals who erved with '."Ir Pott 111 ~RDG
Signals early in WW2 as an In trument. Meehamc. He had ~re 1ou ly
served in Ind ia. Lt MacAvish - comm1 1oned from the Middle Ea t
OCTU (Cairo) in 1942. He wa badly wounded in U1c Western De ert
in 1942 and he came from Liverpool. Anyone who can help hould
contact 'Mr Potts at: Springfield, Millbrook Way, Orleton, Ludlow,
Salop Y8 4HW.

Jack was eventually captured and taken prisoner. we arc not sure
where and would like to know? We do know that he "'a a pn ·oner
for about four and a half ears. and that he was in tnlag \'I I IA .
Wolfsberg. u tria. o. 4 49. 1e11tioned man} time' rn the
photgraph i the phras" 'The Boy · 95. L Gambling.· Thank mg yo~.
Anybody with any information please end It to· '\Ir \like Le\\J
(Former The King's hrop hire Light Infantry). Ferndale 76 lount
Road, outhdown. Bath, BA2 I LH.
Yours faithfully .....
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From:

Tom • lcGo,Ha11
5 Parkhead Road
Linlithgow
EH49 7B
Dear Editor.
While ser ing in ingapore just before the Japane e started their
monke bu iness, I met briefly an uncle of mine, gt George L.
1cGowran . 231375 . Royal orps of ignals.
\\ben next I tried to call on him he had vani hed and I could not get
further infonnation on him. I got the impre sion that he had been po ted
on ·pecial crvice el ewhere. I wa taken prisoner at ingapore and on
my return home was told that it was believed he had e caped. However, I
learned recently that he i in fact buried in ai Wan War Cemetery, Hong
Kong.
I can't get further infonnation on him miles I can contact hi next of
kin. I believe he wa married to Olive ('?) of Witham, Es ex. an any of
your readers help?
Yours ......... .... .
John and Lyn Chamberlain are seeking ex-Sig Paul Power, who
erved with them in 30 Sig Regt in 1965/66. Paul wa best-man at
their wedding and came from Stevenage. Anyone who can help is
a ked to call 01202 723443.
Mr Harry Jones i seeking anyone who erved with him inl I Annd Div
ignal in Herford. Gennany, in 1950/52. Harry can be contacted on 020
8958 1640.
Mr J. S. Goddard is eeking the whereabouts of the forn1er Capt G.
S. Fenton, with whom he served between 1941-43 in 223 (Ind) lnf
Bde in East Anglia and sub equently with the I st and 6th Airborne
Div at Bulford. Anyone who can help is a ked to contact Mr Goddard at: 44 Cleveland, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN2 3 G.
Dennis Woolard i trying to trace his former pals in Palestine Command
Sig Regt, I qn. Lines Troop, 1946-48. Anyone who remembers him is
asked to write to: 3 Silver Birch Avenue, St. Ive . Huntingdon, Cambs,
PE27 6TJ.

1r A. . A hmore is seeking the whereabouts of anyone who served
with him in J Section, 56 Div Sigs, between 1940 and 1944. In
particular he is looking for S. C. Stone, R. Lowe and Alex Bruce.
Anyone who can help is asked to call Mr Ashmore on 020 8993
2358.
Ken 'Errol' Flint, OW/L with 2 War Office Signals, Dover: 37 Med WIT
in France and Indian Airborne Div, is ali ve and kickina and listening out
"'
on 01304 369538.
Jim Lambert would like to contact anyone who served with him in
244 Sig Sqn (The Red Hand Gang), in Herford and Lippstadt, W. Germany during 1959-1961. He is already in touch with Terry Fuller,
R:ob kirk, Ken 1eekin and P~te _'Taff' Langford. Either telephone
him on :0114 288 5493 or E-mail: Jlamoc@lamb53 .freeserve.co.uk

CORRESPONDENCE
From:

W. G. Saffin
61 Hilly Park
TA
TO
Somerset
TA26RJ
Dear Sir,
With reference to the photograph and short article on the Korean War
by (Ex-W02) 'Taff' D_avis, may l be permitted to point out that he very
m<?<1estly omits that he 1s the author of a very good book. It is called 'Red
Wmd. from the orth'and gives the account of an ordinary soldier's
expenences .. Another one well worth readingby another ordinary BKVA
1s called · 1gnals on the Left, Armoured Corps on the right by Ron
Larby. Both of them are very cheap for hardback books and are well
worth the effort made in obtaining them.
Yours Sincerely....... .
From:

Mrs A. . Wilson
143 nfierd Chase
GUISBOROUGJI
Cleveland
TS14 7LQ
Tel: 01287 631879

Dear Sir,
My un~le wa~ one of those captured by the Japanese at Singapore. Ile
had been m India for five years and was about to come home when war
broke out and he was sent to Singapore.
608

He took a bullet in the buttock and was placed in the Queen Alexandra
Hospital. When the Japanese began shooting throughout the hospital my
untie disarmed an officer, who was preparing to shoot the first Japanese
to walk into the room where they were. He had only the one revolver and
certain death would have been the outcome . My uncle hid the gun
beneath his mattre s. By the time the Japanese reached their room they
had ju t about pent themselves with shooting. As the men were wounded
anyway all they did was give them a thorough beating! This infonnation
wa given to my father forty years after the war by a Mr Hopps from
Shortley Bridge, Durham when they had a chance meeting. Mr Hopps
had not expected my uncle to survive the beating when he met him in
Changi compound. My uncle, who was in the Royal Signals Dance
Band, just longed to play his music.
My uncle was ent off to the Bunna Railway and Mr Hopps wa sent
to work in a factory in Japan. My uncle urvived until 10 September,
1943. Miraculous, after what he had been through. Hi details are:
Cpl Thomas William Deighton o: 2321855
Died I 0 Spetember 1943 aged 29 years
Buried Plot BI, Row G, Grave I J
Thanbyuzayat War Cemetary, Bunna
He was exhumed from Tambaya Camp on the Burn1a Railway Line, and
he was the son of John and Isabella Deighton.
On a recent vi it to our daughter, in ew Zealand, we had a stop-over
in Singapore and took photos of the Queen Alexandra Hospital. We knew
notl1ing of the war memorial in Krangi Park until very recently.
If anybody ha any infonnation I would be mo t grateful. Did anyone
survive Tambaya?
We have lost family members in every war since the Boer War and
quite po sibly before that. Even a a child I cou ld see what the loss of my
Uncle Tom did to a close and loving family.
Yours Sincerely.............. .
From:

Trevor Binks
Trevlyn
7 Woodsford Road
Crossways
DORCHESTER
Dorset
DT28UU
Tel: 01305 852 969
Mob: 07788 I 00 020

Dear Sir,
r am a member of the ational Committee of the Far East Veterans
Association. The Association is planning a holiday/reunion for Far
Eastern veterans in June 200 I. This is not confined to our members and
we would welcome any of your members who would like to take
advantage of the offer. Full details can be obtained from me at the above
address on receipt of a stamped addressed envelope.
Yours Sincerely ... . .. .. .

DONATIONS
From the Will of Joseph Francis Conroy
£5,000.00
Lt Col (Retd) P.H. Johnstone ... ... ... ...
.£ 25.00
RSA outhampton ... ... ... ... ... ...
.£ 85.00
Certa Cito Lodge ... ... ... ... .. . ...
.£ I 0.00
Middlesex Imperial Yeomanry Lodge
.£ 75.32
Capt (Retd) G. R. Patient .. . ... ... ...
.£ 10.00
Mrs A . . Wilson
.£ 10.00
Mr M. H. H. Pilkington
.£ 25.00
Mr D. G. E. Hopkins ...
.£ I 00.00
Mr James Cumming
...
... ... ... ... .£ 20.00
3 Di v Signals Reunion Club in memory of Mr N. T. Snow ... .£ I 0.00
RSA Glasgow in memory of Mr Monty Brydon .. . ... ... ... .£ 35.50
Frank Chadwick in memory of Ken Hart ......... ... .... £ 25.00
Peter Barlow in memory of Co l Peter Goldney ... ... ... ... .£ 25.00
Collected at his funeral in memory of Brig D. White ... ... .£ 222.00
Maj (Retd) G. K. Rothwell in memory of Mr M. F. B. Garland£
5.00

LAST POST
Aitken - Cpl R. M. Aitken
Allsop - Sig A. L. Allsop
Apthorpe - Sig R. Apthorpe
Bartlett - SSgt C. S. . Bartlett
Batten - D. Batten
Blackstock - Sgt T. C. Blackstock
Brebble - LCpl R. Brebble
Britt - Sgt G. P. Britt
Brydon - Dvr M. Brydon
Burgess - SSgt P. G. Burgess
Conroy - Sig D. C. A. Conroy
Coombs - Capt P. E. Coombs
Cooper - Maj H. W. G. Cooper
Cushen - WOI T. J. Cushen
Dix - LCpl H. Dix
Dorling - Sig M. J. D. Dorling

Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served

1959/65
1958/61
1939/45
1954/79
1939/46
WW2
1950171
1949/5 1
1946-68
1950/59
1942/47
1924/47
1951/75
1931 /39
1992/00

Died 19/09/00
Died 23/08/00
Died 2000
Died 02/09/00
Died 2000
Died Aprl '96
Died 30/08/00
Died 14/09/00
Died 04/03/00
Died 19/09/00
Died 20/07/00
Died 1998
Died 12/10/00
Died 10/10/00
Died July '00
Died 05109100
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Douglas-Beveridge Maj J. 0. Douglas-Beveridge
Farrier - Mr J. Farrier
Frost - Mr A. C. Frost
Garland - WOI (RSM) M. F. Garland
Griffiths - W02 A. H. Griffiths
Grundy - Sig G. H. W. Grundy
Holland - Mah E. Holland
Humpleby - Mr C. Humpleby
King - gt 8. T. King
Leslie - Cpl H. M. Leslie
Marshall - Cpl J. A. Mar hall
Matzen - Sgt C. D. Matzen
McCormick - Sig J. D. McCormick
McKay - Lt Col S. H. McKay
McKenzie - Dvr J. McKenzie
Milborne - Sgt D. S. MiJborne
Milton - Dvr H. R. Milton
ash - Cpl A. T. ash
Overton - Mr A. Overton
Parris - LCpl R. H. Parris
Paterson - LCpl A. J. T. Paterson
Pritchard - Sig R. T. Pritchard
Pullman - Sig C. F. Pullman
Rad more - Maj G. Rad more
Ratcliffe - Sig W. Ratcliffe
Reedman - LCpl E. E. Reedman
awle - Sig A. C. Sawle
Semper - S gt H. E. Semper
now - Sgt . T. Snow
Sutton - ig P. R. utton
Thomas - Cpl R. W. Thoma
Tyler - Mr J. Tyler
Waller - Maj J . L. Waller
Warner - Sig P. Warner
White - Brig D. White
White - Cpl P. C. White
Williams - LCpl B. J. Williams
Williams - WOl W. I. Williams
Withey - LCpl M. S. W. Withey

Served 1933/63 Died 20/06/00
Died Sep ' 00
Served
Served
Died 19/08/00
Served 1947/69 Died 07/10/00
Served 1924/64 Died 1999
Served 1939/45 Died 26/09/00
Served 1952/93 Died 12/09/00
Served 197 4/93 Died 22/08/00
Served 1940/46 Died Sep '00
Served 24 years Died 03/09/00
Served I 932/46 Died Feb '00
Served 1951 /68 Died Oct '00
Served 1941 /46 Died 30/05/00
Served 1939-63 Died 2000
Served 1943/49 Died Sep '00
Served 1945/48 Died 1999
Served 1940-46 Died 06/ l 0/00
Served 1924/45 Died 31 /08/00
Died
Served
Served 1939/45 Died 06/06/00
Served 1942/46 Died 1990
Served 1943/47 Died 22/04/00
Served 1939/46 Died Oct '99
Served WWII Died 28/08/00
Served 1944-47 Died 14/09/00
Served 1930/39 Died 2000
Served 1939/46 Died 09/10100
Served 1939/46 Died 30/ 10/00
Served 1939/46 Died Sep '00
Served 1939/45 Died 1997
Served 1959/79 Died 26/09/00
Served 1936/46 Died July '00
Served 1939/67 Died 29/09/00
Served 1941 /45 Died 23/09/00
Served 1930/63 Died 17/08/00
Served 1946/48 Died 16/08/00
Served 1951 /53 Died 21 /09/00
Served 1939/62 Died Oct ' 00
Served 1939/46 Died 08/04/00

Radmore - Maj Guy Radmore the death ha occurred of Maj G. T.
Radmore. Guy Radmore erved during World War 11 in the Royal Signals and later the SAS. He served in Belgium and France in 1940, and
was one of the last soldiers to be evacuated at Dunkirk. He became a
member of the Airborne Force and parachuted into onnandy on 6
June 1944 as a Captain commanding the 5th Parachute Bri.gade Sig!1al
Section. The Brigade's first task was to hold Pega us Bndge, a vital
crossing for the advancing allied forces, and an action depicted in the
well known Corps painting ' Go To It'. After further action m France
and Belgium, he ended the war in Norway where, with the population
of Bergen, the joint celebrations of the ~nal victory were, i!1 .h.is own
words, ' considerable, and of some length. Guy returned to c1V1ltan !•fe
after the war, and pursued a career for 30 years in Durban, South Africa,
becoming a Director of a company involved in hipping? travel, and
other commercial venture . He returned to England on retirement, settling in SW Surrey, to be with his much loved family of three children
and grandchildren. He died on 28 August 2000, aged 80.
W hite - Brig Denis White OBE was corumis ioned from the Shop in
January J 930 and posted to Catterick to attend o. 21 Q Course. On
completion he joined 3rd Divisional ignals. He spent almo t three
years there before setting off on the first of his everal appoi.ntments
outside the Corps - a three year secondment to the Southern Brigade of
the KAR in Tanganyika. One of hi mo t memorable experience
happened as he was on hi way to meet his new Commanding Officer.
He was greeted by two wild cats bounding towards him to eat him, or
so he thought - they turned out to be the Colonel's two tame cheetah !
Shortly after returning to the UK he was promoted to Captain (tmder
the Hore-Belisha cheme) and in 1938 went to ottingham, a TA
Adjutant, to raise the 3rd Anti- Aircraft ignal Re~imen.t. On
mobilisation, he relinqui hed that post and after a hort penod with the
newly fonned 3rd ignal Training Centre in Whitby, \ a posted fir tly
to the East African Signals to establi h the Signal chool in airobi;
then to Khartoum a Temporary Lieutenant Colonel to command
Sudan Defence Force ignal .
ln 1941 , he qualified at the Middle Eat Staff chool and was
appointed GSOI Signal Plans at GHQ Middle Eat. He was
subsequently posted to the stalT of AFSO Middle Ea t as GSO I
Signal . In 1944, shortly after moving with CAFSO to Italy, he was
posted to command 5th (London). orp Signal _, wi th. wl~om he saw
the campaign in Italy almo ·t to 1t clo e. During this ttme he was
awarded the QBE.
The war over, on return to the UK, he spent a hort time with T in
Catterick before being posted as R ignal to the Guards Division in
Germany - but not for long. In 1946 he was selected to attend the first
cour eat the newly fonned Joint ervices taffCollege and m 1947 he
took up the post of A.AG at GHQ FA RELF. During that tin'!c he ''05
pre entcd with a Kukri by the Brigade of Gurkha for ht part m
organising their tran fer from India. Whi)c;; in . ingapore, he met and
married hi dear wife Angela Jen en. he was m the WRAC a~d w~
sent to work for him. Romance blossomed and they married 10
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Singapore Cathedral on 8 June 1949.
Back in the UK in 1950, he assumed command of the Royal Signal
Wing at the School of Signals at a time of considerable reorgam lion
and whilst there was appointed Brevet Lieutenant Colonel. In 1953
came his second staff appointment - AAG, AG5 Mobilisation at the
War Office. This was folowed by a third staff job - Colonel GS at the
Military College of Science, Shrivenham. A post which he held unlll
1955 when he was sent out, again, to GHQ FARELF as Colonel A. I lis
last appointment was as Brigadier, CSO Southern Command, which he
held until hi retirement in 1962.
After his retirement he and his family went to live in Hcswall on the
Wirral. Denis soon became involved with the Liverpool chool of
Tropical Medicine, as chief fund raiser. It was a job that was clo~e to
his heart as he suffered from malaria from time to time. In 1995 he
suffered a series of strokes and thereafter did not enjoy the best of
health until his death on 17 August, 2000. He still managed to enjoy a
'wee dram' with friend and family.
He is sorely missed by his much loved family, wife ngela , daughter
Sara, son Mark., daughter-in-law Hilary and grandson Jame .
He was an honourable man and a true soldier to the end.

Slack - Eric Desmond Slack, aged 62. from Holmwood. r. Che terfield
Derby. He enli ted in the Roya l Corp of Signal on 27 May 1955. He
served in the Suez Campaign - 1956 and left the Corp in 1958. Eric
was a regular attender at all the Chesterfield Branch acti\itie and was
a keen port man.
He died on I August. 2000. His funeral service wa attended by. the
Chesterfield Branch" Standard Bearer who lead the cortege mto
church followed by Branch Members and comrades from other exservice a ciations and the Royal British Legion.
Our deepe t ympathy goe lo hi widow Cynthia and all the family
for their very ad lo
Britt - Gera ld 'Jerry' Britt served hi
ational Service in the R IP from
1946-48. He joined the Royal Corp of Signals in 1950 and reached
the rank of Sergeant before he left in 1971. I-le wa a Technician by
trade and wus a part of several in tallation team , including RAF
Sharjah in 1968. Amongst 'Jerry's' po ting '~ere: l erlohn 1950-55,
Malaya 1955-56, Aden 195 -59, plu ~attenck and .Bl.and~ord. !le
became a Life Member of the Royal Signals A oc1a1ton m 19 3.
Following his di charge ~rom. thc Corp , 'Jerry' worked for ~T. m
orwich. 'Jerry' leave Ins widow, lary, to whom the A oc1a1ton
offers their sincere condolence .
Lever - Cpl Philip Carr Lever. It i with great adne that we hav~ to
report the untimely death of Phil Lever, on Monday 31 Jul 2000 m a
flying accident whil ton a gliding holiday in pain. Phil was born on
2 May 1969 , and joined the Royal ignal a !n apprentice at
Harrogate on 11 August 1986. He left the orp on I:> eptembcr 1995
a a Corporal Radio Technician, in order to attend agricultural college
and start a complete career change, finally running the family fann in
lwerne Minster.
During hi service he attended and pa cd 'P oy', but wa .. unable to
subsequently join 216 ig qn owing to a la k of -.acanc1e~ for ht.
trade. I le learnt to ail whilst at Harrogate, and went on to bee me a
main tay of both orps and Anny sailing, bridging the di' idc bct\\cen
dinghy and offshore racing. I le ompeted in C\"CT) !lung from La er
inglc-handed dinghie . through Bo un and Enterpnses. to k~dboat~
These included the 124 'Hitch-Hiker' where he made an enormou
input over ten year of ailing. involvement in l\\o Olympic
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campaigns, m the tar cla . with tuart Hudson. and in the Signals
pon ored oling Campaign in 1995. lie was aLo in olvcd in the
Army igma ampa ign prior to hi discharge. and had even been
kno'' to crui e on a ic 55 in the Caribbean. To all these disparate
di ciplines he brought hi own brand of humour, which together with
his enthusia m and talent gav any team a key player.
Following his graduation from agriculmral college he returned ~o one
of his earlier intere ts, flying, and went on a three month sabbaucal to
the U A to gain hi. PPL. Early in 2000 he bought his own ingl e
engined plane, and ub equcntly pa ed hi ' in tnimcnl rating. In June
2000 he piloted thi aircraft from UK to the talc in company with a
group of other like minded. ambitiou pilots, on acros to the We t
Coast, and then returned lo UK in early July.
He will be adly mi ed by all who knew him , and we extend our
deepe t ympathy to hi ' parents, Philip and i eel, and to his girl friend,
Jo Burchill.
Eager - \: alter 'Wally' Eager· died in June . The funeral was at
Ea,tbourne crematorium. Wally was die personal radio operator for the
CRA in 56 Di during the war and was a member of 56 Div ( ignals)
OCA ince 194 .

Humpleby - W02 Co lin Humplcby{T homp son) was a Radio
Telegraphist who wen t on to complete the full 22 years, his last posting
being a W02 (RQM ) of 238 (London) Sig Sqn, Chelsea Barracks,
London. From his original surname he wa. widely known in the Corps
a 'The Hump ' and was particularly well known for his footballing
ski lls.Sad ly Colin 's life was cut short at the age of only 48 years on
Tue day 22 August , 2000. Many of hi s friends from the Corps
allended hi timeral.
Tyler - John •Jackie ' Tyler died in July. The funeral wa at St Andrew's
Church , Fcrring. Jackie was one of the original riders in the 56 Div
(Signals) motorcycle display team before the war but spell! his war
ervice in the RAF. He was a fou nder member of 56 Div (Signa ls)
OCA. He leaves a widow, Les ley.
O verton - Arthur Overton died in July. The funeral was at Beckenham
cre ma torium . Arthu r e rvcd in 56 Div from 1936-1946
(Commissioned in 1940) and was one of the founder members of the
56 Di v (S ignal s) OCA. He was a member of the 56 Div DRs'
motorcycle display team from 193 7 and appeared at the Royal
Tournament in 1987 and 1997. He leaves a widow, Joan.
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Sqn Comd
SSM

1aj Steven France
W02 ( S 1) Adam Yafai

SCOTT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Shakespeare
Tp Sgt
gt A. Korchel
Fl:RST lMPRESlO S - by AT Kemp
To say that coming to die Apprentice College was a culture shock is an
understatement. After a long summer's break of doing what I wanted,
(those were the days) , the change was immense, no more lie-ins, no more
TV and no more freedom. The first few days were a 'gentle' introduction
to anny life. It still meant getting up at 0600hrs (six hours earlier than I
was used to) and making the room and toi lets sparkle. The food is
definitely not 'what mum used to make ', but it does come in large
amowll . The fried breakfast plays havoc with your digestive system, and
people around you do notice. The first week was quite tedious and
uneventful, full of administration and paperwork, most of which l had
filled in already many times before. Many of the ATs were already getting
annoyed about the thing that we were doing in the fir t week and were
thinking about leavi11g. As the second week came by people changed their
minds. The second week passed quickly due to the packed timetable of
lessons and PT. Many of the ATs got used to the sleeping times, but one or
two fell asleep in some of the le sons, and diey were woken up sharply as
a result. During the first few weeks the strength of the relationships
between the ATs got stronger everyday. Everyone began to work as a team.
Jn die accommodation we all have a chat and a joke, but at the same time
doing personal administration. One of the main things that ATs have to
learn is not to leave things until tomorrow, because the programs can be
changed at extremely short notice. At times we think the permanent staff
are being unfair and we don't deserve being shouted at, but they have thei r
reasons. I have begun to understand that it is all done for my benefit. As
the weeks continue I look forward to the training becoming more military
and technical based. I'm especially looking forward to the end ofWeek 7,
when we all get to go home for a week's leave.
RAWSO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Kate Yardley AGC (ETS)
Tp Sgt
gt Colin Gau l
Another new term with a different arrangement of staff and 51 fresh
faced apprentices ready to sacrifice their teenage freedoms and gain a
pro perous career in the Royal Signals. It's up to the Rawson Tp Training
Team (Capt Katie Yardley AGC (ETS), gt Co lin Ga ul, Cpl Dave
awyer , C pl 'Clubby' Clubb, C pl ' Dog' Barker and LSgt Kev
McDowell Scots Guards) to bring them up to scratch. They arrived with
the initial expected nerves and inevitable homesickness but they are
lowly settling into college life, room inspections, press-ups and of course
the education. AT Allerton has proved to be one of the most eloquent of
the Troop so we've lefi it to him to tell the re t of The WIRE readers his
initial feelings about abandon ing chivvy street and the comfort of home to
fend for himself.
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BEFORE AND OW - by AT Allerron
As l slowly opened my heavy leep filled eyes my brain did not register
the true occasion of the day. l had been celebrating the night before as a
constant headache persisted in reminding me but for what purpose and
more importantly when this 'purpose' would rear its head. I slithered
slowly out of my sweat filled bed and made a vague attempt to stand up,
when like a bullet reality hit 111e. full force right between the eyes. I an
undisciplined lazy boozer had only J8hrs of freedom left. As I dragged my
pain-filled body down a never ending flight of stairs my thoughts left my
control and decided to scare me with images of a ten foot Para who could
shatter wi ndows and a tare that could make you cry. After an
exceptionally cold shower that could wake a sleeping hippie my brain
stepped up a gear and went beyond any form of contro l on my part. Images
of hate-fi lled selfish roommates invaded my brain and caused me to break
into a cold sweat. At this point my mother who is ever attentive to detail
spotted my di tressed state and moved in with a full bombardment of
coffee, toast and kind words. I managed to slow the express train of
thoughts to a point where l could redirect them in a positive direction. This
new direction bought me to an intere ting que tion in the form of how to
spend these very positive hours. I presently hit on the idea of beer and sex
but my hung over body felt as if it was incapable of both. After racking the
grey matter, that was still dragging me into as early retirement from life, I
was relieved to remember my lover of 1112 years wasn ' t at work.
Therefore if! could persuade my weak legs to peddle the four miles to her
house a few hours could be spent in bliss.
After my fourth cup of coffee the caffeine started to take its effect and
with a quick step at the toilet to see it again and an even quicker step to put
some presentable clothes on I jumped on unsure wheels and set off. As l
rode my misty mind started to move quicker and became more lenient with
the torture. I began to believe l could make a soldier and a damn good one.
As my tyres kissed the dew damped grass of Laura's house my heart sank
knowing I would only be able to spend a few hours with her and knowing
that the goodbye would be terrible. ' Get out of bed now Sam! I'm not
telling you again, either you get out of bed or it iced water treatment for
you my lad!' Oh to be woken in this way is always exceptionally aruJoying
but admilledly it worked. Once again I went through the rigmarole that is
an early morning only this time it was to be the last time for seven weeks.
The journey down was what was to be expected; the roads full of people
in imaginary Fl cars or Sunday drivers. We passed landmarks like the
worlds biggest circular carport or the M25 as it 's more commonly known .
Reading, close now, no time left, no way out and no choice. Upon arrival
we were welcomed into a huge hall , full of Corporals, Sergeants and
Officers, all with a smile on their face that said to me, ' wait unti l your
mummy and daddy have gone - you're going to want to di.el' Because of
this I was nervous. Two factors slightly took the edge off my wearines.,
£60 and then realising that the hall was filled with freshened faces, simi lar
to my own, each complete with a wooden walk. We were shown to our
accommodation and the parents were told to go. With a hug and a wave
my mother walked away for she had done her job and done it well, now it
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was up lo me. 'That's your room there' pointed a well built cc;irporal with a
smile. The door edges open and ! was met by a few weak smiles and a few
pathetic hello 's. Everyone was scared to be. here but at the same umc
exci ted. I felt the same so after carefully pickmg my bed I went back
outside.
In the days that followed we all bonded into a_ tightly knit group ..1 found
that I wasn't the only one with the dream of aspmng to the lofty .heights of
Lieutenant or even hi gher and the whole room was filled , and s11 ll 1s fill<:d
with a feeling of lust for success. Now 1 have been here for a week, I still
feel the uneasiness of ' Have I made the right decision?' For one we have
the double edged sword in the form of Cpl Ayres, the real live. ' Rambo'
who hates you but will always be t~ere for he_lp and assistance. I
admittedly miss home or more to th.e pomt norma~ hfe but oon the army
wi ll be my life and anywhere I go with the army will be home. To end on l
will have to be what I can be and reach as hrgh as l can reach because after
all my life is in my own gnibby little mitts!
PE
EYTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Farrimond
Tp Sgt
Sgt ' Digger' Gardiner RGBW
LEADERSHIP CADRE - by AT Farquhar
The Leadership Cadre started off on Monday morning with ~h.e CO's
opening address that I found interesting as he talked about qualities of a
leader. The day progressed with various leclllres from the Padre and a
command task that was enjoyable. On Tuesday we bad the stretcher run
and command tasks, the stretcher run I found very hard and very tiring and
J was glad to get that out of the way. We then changed and went or;i to
command ta ks; these were very enjoyable and at limes amusmg.
Wednesday was a day with no physical training as such, we had lectures
from the Padre until we departed on Exerci e Pe~ney Lane whic~ \~as a
Survival Exercise. This consisted of killing and ea11ng chickens, buildmg a
shelter from wood and night navigating. This was an excellent night. We
departed to Minley the following morning where we tackled some
command tasks. This was the highlight of the week, excellent expenence
to build on trust and teamwork. On Friday it was the big day with the
Intersection competition. We had to run with ammo boxes, carry tretchers
and complete common tasks. This I did not enjoy. It was t~e most
phy ically exhausting thing I have do_ne so far and I' m gl~d to get It out die
way. Overall I have enjoyed leadership week and hope this can be as much
fun for ATs to come.
KILLING CID CKE S - by A T Green
.
It was on our Survival Exercise ' Penney Lane' when we were g.1ven two
chi~kens and ome vegetables we saw no problems with this, the or;ily
drama was the chickens were still alive, a bit different to the 24-hour ra11on
pack we had become used to. I wa selected .from our sectior;i to kill one,
in order for our section to eat. I bad no maJor problems with th1 , as I
didn't see the point in joining the Army if I wa n't prepared to kill
something, and after all in a real life situation i~ would become a nece s1ty
in order for me to survive. I had a few butterflies and felt nervou but the
killing of the chicken was over within a few secor;ids. I was shocked at
how much it continued to flap around even though It was dead, hence the
' headle s chicken phra e'. The skinning and the removing of the feathers I
bad no problem with or the removing of the meat as .1 had become used to
it from my Biology clas e at school. The only bad.thwg was the ickenmg
mell. The chicken made up part of our stew, which we ate once we had
finished our night navigation. It ta ted quite nice.
·
EXPEDITIO TROLL MOU TAI (TJGER), ORWAY 2000
by Sig Cooke
. .
Expedition Troll Mountain (Tiger) wa ~ ten-day rock cl11nb111g
expedition to Southern orway where, along with eig~t .other apprentices
from the Army Apprentices' College (AAC). we part1c 1pated 111 a RockCl imbing Proficiency cour c. Having pa sed out from the AAC_ on
Thur day 17 August the expedition started at 05.00hrs on the Fnday
morning with an early wake-up to get ready to dnve off to. e':"ca tie.
With Lt Simon Collyer driving and Cpl 'Seddy' Byles nav1gatmg: th,e
journey gave the re tofu a chance to get to know each other and 11 did": t
take long before we were all getting on really well. We had to b_e 111
Newcastle by 1500hr and in good army tradiuon we amved at 144:.hr,
five minute before five minute before. Just in time!
The 18 hour ferry to Kristiansand was very entertaining, mai~1ly at the
expense of Sig Ga ry Beatson who must h~v.e ~een suffen.n$ from
seasickness. The rest of us started 'the competition by enterta111111g the
ladies on the boat. Cfn C hris Haye got off to a great start with a. lap !n the
fir t few hours. We arrived at Kristiansand and only had a 4Smm dnve to
the four star campsite in Evjc. The campsite wa lush, it had a shop, cafc. a
lake to swim in if you didn't mind the co.Id and a large group of Dani h
school girl . More targets for the competition. 'N_e spent the mo t of the
day making camp and awaiting the arrival of the mstructors from the L &
JT wing that had already been in country for a week, of coll! e we
introduced our clvc to the girls!
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The Members of Exercise Troll Tiger Expedition
The first day of climbing wa. quite wet _o it r~mained ba ic with ome
knot tying and confidence bu1ld111g exerc1 es lrke th<: 50m .abseil. The
second day was a little diITerent as we all split down 111to p~!T to clrmb
with. My partner was Cfn Ala n Sta pleton and together we climbed under
the instruction of M r 'Crazy Al' G iles. We called him 'Crazy Al' becau e
he began every day at 0700hrs with a dip in the lake. You had to be crazy
to do that coz it took half an hour to defrost! In the first three day <;>f
climbing we completed load of climb ranging from 40m to 110111and111
differing conditions, but the fourth day wa the mo t memorable. \! c
started at the Silverwall in the Bygland fjord valley where we completed
five very tricky 45m climb . It was ju tone big'. lab· and you were lucky
if there were more than five hand holds per clrmb. In the afternoon ''e
went , hite water rafiing which will tay a the mo t memorable m?~cnt
of the trip. We fini hed the climbing with a big finale. A 430m mulu-prtch
climb to the top of Troll Mountain which really te te~ your courage and
your climbing ability. Our Jcad~r wa Mr Hu gh R.1chards and we _all
agreed that it was a ery hard clrmb. but it wa' worth the five-hour eflort
for the amazing views.
The last dav became known as ' mong' day and wa spent on the be.ach
in Manda!. \! went out for a meal in the evening and all spent the 111ght
Jeeping on the beach to enable u to make the. early ferry. The ferry home
gave u time to reflect on what an excellent ume we'd had. n behalf of
the group I'd like to thank Lt imon . oil. er for 1~1a_k111g the cxpedrtron
happen. and 1r Ewan 1a r tin and hi team for g1\'l ng up their ume to
make the expedition a memorable one. Thank .
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20th Annd Bde HQ and ig qn would like to welcome YofS Roberts
who has joined our team from I (UK) Am1d Divi ion and ig Regt.
ALPHA T ROOP - by Sig Weller
Tp Comd
Lt S. Hughes
SSgt R. D. Burrows
Tp gt
During a \'ery bu y period Alpha Tp were able to fit in a Troop Day out
to Heide Park, a theme park in orth Gennany. We left work at early o
clock in order to make the most out the day. The drive was long but
fortunately LCpl Donaghy and Sig Hepworth were in good fom1 and
telling jokes all the way. On arrival our first ride ' a the Jog flume so we
tarted off oaked! LCpl Donaghy was like a big kid and didn't see the
sign above and con equently almost knocked him elf out. TI1e day wa a
ucces , thank go out to Sig Kate Jermany and Sig Claire Ashdown
who organised the day. After the day out came a well-deserved leave
period followed by a very busy exerci e period to Poland then Bavaria.
The Troop has also got a few new faces. We would like to welcome LCpl
Roscoe who ha joined us from 14 Sig Regt, LCpl Hall who bas come
from 3 Div, Sig Smith, Sig Ferris and Sig Harrison who have all come
from Blandford.

Mrs Standen flying through the air whilst on the left Sgt Funshon
and on the right LCpl Moss keep a watchful eye
On a warm Saturday in August a few of the wives from 20 Armd Bde
and Sig Sqn (200) paraded wearing their husbands ' uniform and borrowed
boots. Their first activity of the day was a fun shoot on the SAT, before
they were allowed to do this Cpl Thubron ensured that they zeroed their
weapons (after a few moans of how heavy the weapon was they all got into
it and hot like demons). After the shooting came a small walk up to the
wooded area to learn about survival skills and how to cook in the field.
S gt Tom Gibbins and gt Dick Punshon demonstrated various methods
of starting a fire, sett ing traps and many more survival skills. After this
they were issued with a 24-hour ration pack, no cooker and no lighter and
were made to put into practice what they bad just learnt. After a healthy
lunch they went on to the square and were taught how to drive an ASV 436
by Cpl Dunbar, a Foden by LCpl Williams, a 4 Tonne Vehicle by LCpl
Hall and a land rover by ig Barritt. After they had all had a go in each
vehicle it was time to move on to the assault course. First there was a
warm up by LCpl Moss ome of the wives wanted a rest - not a chance!
They completed the warm up and that was almost the end of the day. The
final part of the day was a BBQ for the fami lies and all those that assisted
in the day. All had a good evening.

went down to Poland on the train, we loaded the vehicles on and after a
mall delay we set off. Once we had arrived at the training area it was a
ca e of cam cream on and set up the Headquarters. I instantly got called
'Sick ote' as I had to travel in the back of an armoured vehicle - if you
have never e perienccd this cro s-country then you will not understand
why! Once we were set up l was on a complex guard duty and refused the
Chief of talT access, as he did not know the password - l was new and
didn't know him (Sorry Sir). The funniest th ings on the exercise included
the OC falling into the slops pit and the 2JC having his little motorbike
accident (I feel at this stage J hould not say anymore). One down and
many more to go (Exercises), I had enjoyed being part ofa team and I even
got tbe chance to drive a Challenger 2 cro s-country.
MJNDE BATTLEFIELD TOUR- by Lt Jame Acton
Battlefield tours usually consist of the heady combination of hangover,
fatigue and hi torical information overload. However, the S COs and
Officers of20 Annd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn were spared the aforementioned
tria ls by virtue of the location of the Squadron. Paderbom is a mere half
hour minibus ride from the battlefield of Minden, removing the need for
long coach and ferry journeys, and their attendant alcoho lic evils.
Thus it was a fresh faced and enthusiastic audience who Ii tened to Maj
lain Sta nden. the Officer Commanding, as he described the progress of
the battle, moving between the various locations on the battlefield during
the day. The duel between the allies (t11e Prussians and the British) and the
dastardly French wa vividly brought to life, and the audience were shown
the many monument which still exist today to commemorate the events
of I August 1759. The destruction and rout of practically all French
cavalry by a small number of the Briti h infantry was particularly
appreciated. The whole day was rounded off in true historical fashion with
a visit to the former 2nd Westfalen Regiment Officers' Mess in Minden,
now an excellent (and licensed) re taurant. The officers and seniors would
like to thank Maj Sta nden for organi ing and leading the whole day,
including spending what must have been the unit's entire stationery budget
on a full colour, bound handout for everyone who attended.
DRlVl G COURSE - by Sig Kean
On the morning of the 21 August a group of nervous people paraded
outside the garages on a co ld morning to start their AFV 436 driving
course. The instructors were Cpl Dunbar and Cpl Reardon . The four
week long cour e was broken down into theory and practice. We were
soon driving cross-country and we all gained confidence really quickly. As
always we can rely on the 436 vehicles to break down - and they did! We
were able to put what we had learnt into practice. A our te t drew nearer
we practiced maneuvering in and out of cones, which represented garages.
On the test day we amazed ourselves by pa sing, we then jumped into our
new toys and drove them down to the rai lhead and loaded them up for
Poland.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj M. G. P. Bohanon
Tp SSgt
SSgt H. Capelman
SUMMER BALL by LCpl Barnell
This year's Squadron Summer Ball had a Hawaiian theme and was
organised by SSgt Yates. The nigbt tarted off with cocktails and the
majority of people came in fancy dress . There were Rasla men (Cpl
Doick) and Hawaiian tarts (Cpl Tyrell and Cfn Chalmers who was
wearing on ly a bath towel that kept fall ing oft). The night with a disco,
comedians and the blues brothers went well. We cannot wait for tbc next
function.

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. Acton
Tp SSgt
gt T. Gibbins
Bravo Tp wou ld like to welcome tbeir new Troop Commander, Lt
Jame Acton and say goodbye t.o Ca pt Paul Randell .
EXERCI. E PRAIRIE EAGLE - by Sig Bogart
I had just arrived in the Unit to be told that I was going to deploy on a
seventcc~-day e~crcise, this was to be my first exercise in the Regu lar
Army. It 1s not like the odd weekend that T have been used to in the TA. l
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